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Chapter 1

Aaron Siskind

Aaron Siskind (December 4, 1903 – February 8, 1991)
was an American photographer widely considered to be
closely involved with, if not a part of, the abstract expres-
sionist movement.*[1] In his autobiography he wrote that
he began his foray into photography when he received a
camera for a wedding gift and began taking pictures on
his honeymoon. He quickly realized the artistic poten-
tial this offered. He worked in both New York City and
Chicago.
Siskind's work focuses on the details of nature and
architecture. He presents them as flat surfaces to cre-
ate a new image out of them, which, he claimed, stands
independent of the original subject. His work has been
described as crossing the line between photography and
painting.*[2]
Early in his career Siskind was a member of the New
York Photo League. Working with that group, Siskind
produced several significant socially conscious series of
images in the 1930s. Among them the “Harlem Doc-
ument”remains the most famous.*[3] He originally was
a grade school English teacher in the New York Public
School System.
In 1950 Siskind met Harry Callahan when both were
teaching at Black Mountain College in the summer.
Later, Callahan persuaded Siskind to join him as part
of the faculty of the IIT Institute of Design in Chicago
(founded by László Moholy-Nagy as the New Bauhaus).
In 1971 he followed Callahan (who had left in 1961) to
teach for the rest of his life at the Rhode Island School of
Design.
A major character in the film One Hour Photo (about a
disturbed photograph developer who stalks what he sees
as the perfect family) is named after Siskind. The char-
acter of Mr. Siskind is not the main (psychologically dis-
turbed) character, nor is the film in any way modeled after
the life and works of Aaron Siskind.

1.1 References

[1] Abstract Expressionism - Museum of Modern Art

[2] Siskind as city documentarian

[3] Aaron Siskind bibliography at The Jewish Museum

1.2 Further reading
• Rosenblum, Harold. Siskind, Photographs. Horizon,

1959

• Rhem, James. Aaron Siskind. Phaidon, 2012

1.3 External links
• Aaron Siskind Foundation

• Aaron Siskind at the Art Institute of Chicago

• Marika Herskovic, New York School Abstract Ex-
pressionists Artists Choice by Artists, (New York
School Press, 2000.) ISBN 0-9677994-0-6

• Pitzer College Art Galleries in the Claremont Col-
leges Digital Library
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Chapter 2

Adam Fuss

Adam Fuss (born 1961) is a British photographer.

2.1 Early life

Adam Fuss was born in England in 1961. His father man-
ufactured womanʼs coats and his mother was an Aus-
tralian fashion model. Fussʼs father suffered a stroke in
1963 and required constant care until his death in 1968.
Fuss lived in Australia with his mother from 1967 to 1970
and again from 1971 to 1973. In 1980, he returned to
Australia and began his career as a photographic appren-
tice at the Ogilvy & Mather Agency. In 1982 he moved
to New York City and took a series of odd jobs, includ-
ing that of a waiter in an art cafe and for parties at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fuss began a series of
pinhole-camera images in 1984 and began exhibiting his
work in 1985 at Massimo Audiello s̓ gallery. His works
have since been exhibited in major museums and galleries
around the world. He is known for photographing unusual
subject matter with an emphasis on composition.

2.2 Images and technique

Fuss has embraced a range of historical and contempo-
rary photographic techniques to capture a broad set of
emotion-laden subject matter. Art critics often describe
the artist s̓ work as speaking to the ephemerality of a mo-
ment in time and life itself. Fuss s̓ images have depicted
babies, water droplets, christening dresses, moving light,
snakes, sunflowers, rabbit entrails, and human skulls. Per-
haps Fussʼs best known images are those of babies on
their backs in shallow baths of water with ripples and
droplets of water capturing the youngster s̓ motion.*[1]
His most recent images (since 2003) have included con-
centric waves originating from a single water droplet (the
“Ark”series), butterfly chrysalises, powder trails made

by live snakes, and autobiographical childhood images.

2.3 Publications

• Adam Fuss, Thomas Kellein, David Galloway
(2003). Adam Fuss. New York: Distributed Art
Publishers. ISBN 1-891024-76-0

• Adam Fuss, Jerry Kelly (2002). My Ghost. Twin
Palms Publishers. ISBN 0-944092-73-X

• Eugenia Parry, Adam Fuss (1997). Adam Fuss.
Santa Fe, NM: Arena Editions. ISBN 0-9657280-
1-3

• Fuss, Adam (1996). “Pinhole Photographs: Pho-
tographs”. Washington: Smithsonian Institution
Press. ISBN 1-56098-622-0

2.4 Exhibitions

• Huis Marseille, Museum for photography, Ams-
terdam, “Adam Fuss, Retrospective 1986/2010”
(2011)*[2]

• Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, “FOCUS:
Adam Fuss (5 March–23 April 2006)

• Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,“Adam Fuss”(25
September 2002 – 12 January 2003)*[3]

• FotoMuseum, Winterthur, Switzerland, “Adam
Fuss”(1999)

• Akron Art Museum, Akron Ohio (1992)

• National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
(1992)

2.5 Gallery exhibitions

• Xavier Hufkens (Brussels, Belgium),“Adam Fuss”
(28 February – 5 April 2008)*[4]

• Fraenkel Gallery (San Francisco, California, USA),
Adam Fuss (3 November - 30 December 2005)
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• Timothy Taylor Gallery (London, England),“Adam
Fuss”(9 September - 14 October 2005)*[5]

• Cheim & Read Gallery (New York, New York,
USA),“Adam Fuss”(16 October – 15 November
2003)*[6]

2.6 Collections
• Akron Art Museum, Akron, OH.
• Albright-Knox, NY
• Australian National Gallery, Canberra, Australia.
• Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati, OH
• Denver Art Museum, Denver, CO.
• Fisher Landau Center, Long Island City, NY.
• George Eastman House, Rochester, NY.
• The Henry Art Gallery, Seattle, WA
• Israel Museum, Israel.
• Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles,

CA.
• The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY.
• Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY.
• National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia.
• Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, OH.
• U.S. Trust Company, New York, NY.
• Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England.
• Vienna Moderner Kunst Museum
• Whitney Museum of American Art, NY.
• Middlebury College Museum of Art, Middlebury,

VT

2.7 Awards
• Sixteenth Annual ICP Infinity Award for Art, 2000

2.8 References
[1] Invocation, Victoria & Albert Museum, archived at the

Wayback Machine, 27 July 2003

[2] Adam Fuss, Huis Marseille

[3] Adam Fuss, Museum of Fine Arts

[4] Adam Fuss, Xavier Hufkens

[5] Adam Fuss, Timothy Taylor Gallery

[6] Adam Fuss, Cheim & Read

2.9 External links
• Adam Fuss at Xavier Hufkens, Brussels

• Adam Fuss at Cheim & Read

• Huis Marseille, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
“Adam Fuss, a survey of his work”(11 June - 4

September 2011)

• “Adam Fuss”. Photography. Victoria and Albert
Museum. Retrieved 2011-02-15.
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Chapter 3

Albert Renger-Patzsch

Foxglove (Fingerhut) by Albert Renger-Patzsch, 1922

Albert Renger-Patzsch (June 22, 1897 – September 27,
1966) was a German photographer associated with the
New Objectivity.
Renger-Patzsch was born in Würzburg and began mak-
ing photographs by age twelve.*[1] After military service
in the First World War he studied chemistry at Dresden
Technical College. In the early 1920s he worked as a
press photographer for the Chicago Tribune before be-
coming a freelancer and, in 1925, publishing a book, The
choir stalls of Cappenberg. He had his first museum ex-
hibition in 1927.

A second book followed in 1928, Die Welt ist schön (The
World is Beautiful). This, his best-known book, is a col-
lection of one hundred of his photographs in which natu-
ral forms, industrial subjects and mass-produced objects
are presented with the clarity of scientific illustrations.
The book's title was chosen by his publisher; Renger-
Patzsch's preferred title for the collection was Die Dinge
(“Things”).*[2]
In its sharply focused and matter-of-fact style his work ex-
emplifies the esthetic of The New Objectivity that flour-
ished in the arts in Germany during the Weimar Repub-
lic. Like Edward Weston in the United States, Renger-
Patzsch believed that the value of photography was in its
ability to reproduce the texture of reality, and to repre-
sent the essence of an object.*[3] He wrote: “The se-
cret of a good photograph̶which, like a work of art, can
have esthetic qualities̶is its realism ... Let us therefore
leave art to artists and endeavor to create, with the means
peculiar to photography and without borrowing from art,
photographs which will last because of their photographic
qualities.”*[4]
Among his works of the 1920s are Echeoeria (1922) and
Viper's Head (ca. 1925). During the 1930s Renger-
Patzsch made photographs for industry and advertising.
His archives were destroyed during the Second World
War.*[5] In 1944 he moved to Wamel, Möhnesee, where
he lived the rest of his life.

3.1 Notes
[1] Schmied 1978, p. 134.

[2] Gernsheim 1962, p. 172.

[3] Hambourg 1993, p. 356.

[4] Schmied 1978, p. 86.

[5] Schmied 1978, p. 135.

3.2 References
• Gernsheim, Helmut (1962). Creative Photography:

Aesthetic Trends, 1839-1960. Courier Dover Publi-
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cations. ISBN 0486267504.

• Hambourg, Maria M., Gilman Paper Company., &
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, N.Y.).
(1993). The Waking dream: Photography's first cen-
tury: selections from the Gilman Paper Company col-
lection. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art.
ISBN 0870996622.

• Michalski, Sergiusz (1994). New Objectivity.
Cologne: Benedikt Taschen. ISBN 3-8228-9650-0

• Schmied, Wieland (1978). Neue Sachlichkeit and
German Realism of the Twenties. London: Arts
Council of Great Britain. ISBN 0-7287-0184-7

• Wilde, Ann, Jürgen Wilde and Thomas Weski (eds)
(1997). Albert Renger-Patzsch: Photographer of
Ojectivity. London: Thames and Hudson. ISBN 0-
500-54213-9. Translation of Albert Renger-Patzsch:
Meisterwerke. Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 1997.

3.3 Further reading
• Pfingsten, Claus (1992). Aspekte zum fotografischen

Werk Albert Renger-Patzschs (in German). Witter-
schlick/Bonn: M. Wehle. ISBN 3925267573.

3.4 External links
• A profile of Albert Renger-Patzsch

• Albert Renger-Patzsch and the 'New Objectivity'

• An inventory of the Albert Renger-Patzsch Papers
at the Getty Research Institute
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Chapter 4

Alberto Korda

For the other Cuban photographer known for his famous
picture of Fidel Castro and Camilo Cienfuegos, see Luis
Korda.
This name uses Spanish naming customs: the first or
paternal family name is Díaz and the second or maternal
family name is Gutiérrez.

Alberto Díaz Gutiérrez, better known as Alberto Ko-
rda or simply Korda (September 14, 1928 – May 25,
2001) was a Cuban photographer, remembered for his
famous image Guerrillero Heroico of Argentine Marxist
revolutionary Che Guevara.

4.1 Early life

Korda, whose real name was Alberto Díaz Gutiérrez, was
born on 14 September 1928 in Havana, Cuba. He got his
first taste of photography when he took his father's Kodak
35mm and began taking pictures of his girlfriend.*[1]
Korda was the son of a railway worker, and took many
jobs before beginning as a photographer's assistant. Ko-
rda began his career as a photographer who shot pic-
tures at banquets, baptisms and weddings. He would run
back to his studio to develop the film, then return to the
event and sell his photographs as a souvenir. The quality
of Kordaʼs work as a beginner was very poor; after a
few months the image became blurry and the paper yel-
lowed.*[2] When he opened his first studio, Korda had an
opportunity to learn from his mistakes and to stop the yel-
lowing process by using the right chemicals for the correct
durations of time. In 1953, Korda opened his first studio
with a photographer named Luis Pierce. Initially, Korda
and Pierce took a variety jobs ranging from fashion to
advertisements.*[2]
Most of the jobs were photographed by his studio partner,
in order to keep their business going. It was the money
generated by these jobs that allowed Korda to develop
his unique style of looking at an image from another an-
gle, different from the traditional photographerʼs stu-
dios. It was this style that Studios Korda quickly became
identified with achieving.*[3] In the early years, Korda
was most interested in fashion because it allowed him to
pursue his two favorite things, photography and beautiful

women.*[2] Korda became Cuba's premiere fashion pho-
tographer.*[4] Korda disliked artificial lighting he said it
was“a travesty of reality”and only used natural light in
his studio. He was master of black-and-white photogra-
phy who looked for perfect composition and framing.*[5]
Korda had unique creative ambition that he used to rise
above in style when compared to the unimaginative cul-
tural perspective of traditional Cuban photography. This
unique creativity turned the Korda Studio into something
more than just a prosperous business; it became an art stu-
dio.*[3]“My main aim was to meet women”, he once
confessed. His second wife, Natalia (Norka) Menendez,
was a well known Cuban fashion model.

4.2 Cuban Revolution

The relationship between Fidel Castro and Korda could
not be defined by one label or title. For Castro, Korda
was more than an official photographer, a friend or per-
sonal photographer. They never discussed the salary or
the title, their relationship wasn't boss and worker. Thus,
Korda was very relaxed, and interested in everything and
everyone. Every photo he took was a symbol of the rev-
olution, instead of a documentary of the events of the
revolution.*[2] The Cuban Revolution was the turning
point in Korda's career. His career plans were completely
changed with the success of the revolutionaries. In 1959
the newly established newspaper offered the largest space
for photographers to display their photographs, and Ko-
rda became part of the revolutionary cause. Korda Says,
“Nearing 30, I was heading toward a frivolous life when

an exceptional event transformed my life: The Cuban
Revolution. It was at this time that I took this photo of a
little girl, who was clutching a piece of wood for a doll. I
came to understand that it was worth dedicating my work
to a revolution which aimed to remove these inequali-
ties.”He got caught up in the ideals of the revolution and
began photographing its leaders.*[2] As Revolution pho-
tographer Korda always worked at his own photographic
tempo. He wasn't pushed by the press or by any other
requests. Where ever the revolution took Castro Korda
followed. One of Kordaʼs most recognizable images
was of Castro's visit to the Lincoln Memorial in Wash-
ington, D.C. in April 1959. Castro s̓ travels took Korda
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all around Cuba, overseas, and the Soviet Union. In 1963
photos of Fidel and Nikita Khrushchev, taken by Korda,
illustrated the differences in both men that were evident
in their respective politics.
In 1959 Fidel went back to the Sierra Maestra, the remote
mountain region, where the revolutionary army began its
attacks on the army of the Fulgencio Batista regime. Ko-
rda s̓ style was to move to the front of whatever group Fi-
del was leading in order to get the shots he wanted. When
Korda came back to his home, his daughter couldnʼt
recognize him. His hair and beard were long and hadnʼ
t showered for months. Korda took many pictures for
the newspaper and called the series “Fidel Returns to
the Sierra.”*[2] Fidel always liked Korda s̓ photos and
never stopped him when he attempted to take his picture.
He worked freely without thinking about political conse-
quences, in order to get what he wanted in his photos.*[3]

Korda's film roll from March 5, 1960, when he took his famous
Guerrillero Heroico photo of Che Guevara. Philosophers Jean-
Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir are also pictured, along with
Fidel Castro.

Korda was a photographer for the Cuban newspaper Rev-
olución when he produced on March 5, 1960 the iconic
image of Che Guevara that became a worldwide sym-
bol of revolution and rebellion. He never received any
royalties for the image, because Castro did not recognize
the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works. In 2000, he sued Smirnoff (Lowe Lintas)
over the use of the image in advertisement. Commenting
on the illicit use of his photograph, the artist said,“As a
supporter of the ideals for which Che Guevara died, I am
not averse to its reproduction by those who wish to prop-
agate his memory and the cause of social justice through-
out the world, but I am categorically against the exploita-
tion of Che's image for the promotion of products such as
alcohol, or for any purpose that denigrates the reputation
of Che”. His out-of-court settlement of US $50,000 was
donated to the Cuban healthcare system. He said,“If Che
were still alive, he would have done the same”. However,
he told a BBC World Service reporter that he did approve
of the 1999 Che Jesus adaptation of the image used by the

Churches Advertising Network to promote church atten-
dance in the UK. The truth is that Korda gave the picture
for free to Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, an Italian publisher
who had published Doctor Zhivago and went on to pub-
lish Castro's diaries.
After the revolution, Korda became Fidel Castro's per-
sonal photographer for 10 years, accompanying Castro on
trips and in meetings with foreign personalities. During
this time he also took pictures of demonstrations, sugar
cane harvests and factory scenes.*[1] Other less-known
Fidel Castro images by Korda include shots of Castro
staring warily at a tiger in a New York zoo, playing golf
and fishing with Che Guevara, skiing and hunting in Rus-
sia, and with Ernest Hemingway. Korda's work also in-
cludes pictures of Castro's rebels riding into Havana after
their triumph, and one known as The Quixote of the Lamp
Post showing a Cuban wearing a straw hat and sitting on
a lamp post against a sea of people during a rally.*[1]

4.3 Later life and death

From 1968 to 1978 he concentrated on underwater pho-
tography until a Japanese exhibition in 1978 stimulated
international interest in his work. He appeared briefly in
the pre-title sequence of Wim Wenders' film Buena Vista
Social Club in 1999, although he was uncredited.
Korda suffered a fatal heart attack in Paris in 2001 while
presenting an exhibition of his work. He is buried in the
Colon Cemetery, Havana.

4.4 Notable photos by Korda
• La Nina de la Muneca de Palo (1958)*[6]

• Entrada de Fidel a La Habana (1959)*[7]

• El Quijote de la farola (1959)*[8]

• Fidel in Washington (1959)*[9]

• Guerrillero Heroico (1960)*[10]

• Miliciana (1962)*[11]

4.5 Exhibitions

“Forget the camera, forget the lens, forget
all of that. With any four-dollar camera, you
can capture the best picture.”
̶Alberto Korda's advice to aspiring photog-
raphers *[13]

Solo exhibitions of his works have been held in Helsinki,
Finland, 1962; the Galleria H. Diafragma Canon, Milan,
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In March 2010, an original proof of this 1960 Korda photo of
Che Guevara fishing with Fidel Castro, sold at auction for £
6,600.*[12]

Italy, 1985; Galería Servando Cabrera, Havana, 1986;
Roy Boyd Gallery, Chicago, 2000; COEX, Seoul, Korea,
2011.
Group exhibitions of his works include: in 1962, Museo
Nacional de Bellas Artes, Havana; 1967, Expoʼ67, Pa-
bellón Cubano, Montreal; 1980, Consejo Mexicano de
Fotografía, Mexico City; 1980, Centro de Arte Inter-
nacional, Havana; 1983, Westbeth Gallery, New York;
1999, Centro de Desarrollo de las Artes Visuales, Ha-
vana; 2000, C. Grimaldis Gallery, Baltimore, Maryland;
2002, Museum of Art, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

4.6 Awards

He was awarded the Cuban“Palma de Plata”in 1959;
named Best Photoreporter of the year, Revolución Jour-
nal, Havana, 1960–1963; awarded the 5th International
Award of Submarine Photografie“Maurizio Sana”, Italy;
awarded National Culture Distinction, Ministry of Cul-
ture, Cuba; 1994.

4.7 Collections

His works are in the collections of Casa de las Américas,
Havana, Cuba; Center for Cuban Studies, New York, NY;
Centro Studi e Archivio della Comunicazione, Parma
University, Parma, Italy; Fototeca de Cuba, Havana,
Cuba; Galleria IF, Milan, Italy; Galleria Il Diafragma Ko-
dak, Milan, Italy; Maison de la Culture de la Seine Saint-
Denis, Paris, France; Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes,
Havana, Cuba.
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• Photographs by Alberto Korda

• Alberto Korda, by Bill Lasarow

• BBC: News report on Korda's death

• BBC: “Guevara's Image Saved from Drink”,
September 15, 2000
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• Korda Photos of Fidel Castro and Che Guevara -
slideshow by BBC News

• Photos of early days of Cuban Revolution by Alerto
Korda
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Chapter 5

Alec Soth

Alec Soth (born 1969, Minneapolis, Minnesota, United
States) is an American photographer, based in Minneapo-
lis, who makes“large-scale American projects”featuring
the midwestern United States.*[1] His photography has a
cinematic feel with elements of folklore that hint at a story
behind the image. New York Times art critic Hilarie M.
Sheets wrote that he has made a “photographic career
out of finding chemistry with strangers”and photographs
“loners and dreamers”.*[2] His work tends to focus on the
“off-beat, hauntingly banal images of modern America”

according to The Guardian art critic Hannah Booth.*[1]
His work has been compared to that of Walker Evans and
Stephen Shore.*[1] He is a member of Magnum Photos.
Soth has had various books of his work published by
major publishers as well as self-published through his
own Little Brown Mushroom.*[3] His major publications
are Sleeping by the Mississippi, Niagara, Broken Man-
ual and Songbook. He has received fellowships from the
McKnight and Jerome Foundations and was the recipient
of the 2003 Santa Fe Prize for Photography. His pho-
tographs are in major public and private collections, in-
cluding the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the
Museum of Fine Arts Houston, the Minneapolis Insti-
tute of Arts, and the Walker Art Center.*[4] His work
has been exhibited widely including as part of the 2004
Whitney Biennial and a major solo exhibition at Media
Space in London in 2015.

5.1 Life and work

Soth studied at Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxville,
New York.*[2] He was reported to be “painfully shy”
in his youth.*[2]
Soth liked the work of Diane Arbus.*[2] He traveled
around the Mississippi River and made a self-printed
book entitled Sleeping by the Mississippi which included
both landscapes and portraits.*[2] Curators for the 2004
Whitney Biennial put him in their show, and one of his
photographs entitled“Charles”, of a man in a flight suit
on his roof holding two model airplanes, was used in their
poster.*[2]
When he photographs people, Soth feels nervous at times.

He said:“My own awkwardness comforts people, I think.
It s̓ part of the exchange.”*[2] When he was on the road,
he'd have notes describing types of pictures he wanted
taped to the steering wheel of his car.*[2] One list was:
“beards, birdwatchers, mushroom hunters, menʼs re-

treats, after the rain, figures from behind, suitcases, tall
people (especially skinny), targets, tents, treehouses and
tree lines.*[2] With people, he'll ask their permission to
photograph them, and often wait for them to get comfort-
able; he sometimes uses an 8x10 camera. He tries to find
a “narrative arc and true storytelling”and pictures in
which each picture will lead to the next one.*[2]
His first book, Sleeping by the Mississippi, was published
in 2004.*[2] His second book, Niagara, was published in
2006. One of his photos is of a woman in a bridal gown
sitting outside what appears to be a motel; he describes
having made an arrangement with a particular wedding
chapel in Niagara Falls which let him take pictures of cou-
ples getting married, by photographing them after their
weddings.*[5]
Soth made several more photographic books including
Last Days of W, a book about a country“exhausted by
George W. Bush's presidency”.*[2]
Soth has photographed for The New York Times Maga-
zine, Fortune and Newsweek.
Soth, along with writer Lester B. Morrison, created Bro-
ken Manual over four years (2006–2010) an underground
instruction manual for those looking to escape their lives.
Soth investigates the places in which people retreat to
escape civilization, he photographs monks, survivalists,
hermits and runaways.
Soth concurrently produced the photo book From Here
to There: Alec Sothʼs America an overview of Sothʼs
photography from the early 1990s to the present.
Soth founded the publishing house, Little Brown Mush-
room (LBM), in 2010. Through it, he publishes his own,
and that of other like-minded people,“narrative photog-
raphy books that function in a similar way to children's
books,”in book, magazine and newspaper formats.*[6]
He has collaborated on numerous books with Brad Zellar,
a Minnesota writer from the Twin Cities.
In 2010, Soth flew to the United Kingdom but despite not
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having applied for a work visa was allowed into the coun-
try on the understanding that if he was “caught taking
photographs”he could be put in prison for two years.*[1]
So he handed the camera to his young daughter who took
pictures in Brighton.*[1]
In 2004, Soth became a nominee of the Magnum Photos
agency and in 2008 he became a full member. He has
expressed an interest in photographing. He lives with his
wife and children in Minneapolis.*[2]

5.2 Publications

5.2.1 Publications by Soth

• Sleeping by the Mississippi. Photographs by Alec
Soth, essays by Patricia Hampl and Anne Wilkes
Tucker. Göttingen: Steidl, 2004.

• Niagara. Göttingen: Steidl, 2006. ISBN 978-
3865212337. Photographs by Alec Soth, essays by
Richard Ford and Philip Brookman.

• The Image To Come: How Cinema Inspires Photog-
raphers. Göttingen: Steidl, 2007.

• Fashion Magazine. Paris: Magnum, 2007. ISBN
978-2-9524102-1-2.

• Dog Days, Bogotá. Göttingen: Steidl, 2007.

• Last Days of W. St. Paul, MN: Little Brown Mush-
room, 2008.

• Dog Days Bogota. Göttingen: Steidl, 2008. ISBN
978-3-865214-51-5.

• Sheep. TBW Subscription Series #2. Oakland, CA:
TBW, 2009. Edition of 800 copies. The other vol-
umes are by Todd Hido, Abner Nolan and Marianne
Mueller.

• Broken Manual. Göttingen: Steidl, 2010. ISBN
978-3-869301-99-0. With Lester B. Morrison.

• Brighton Picture Hunt. Photographs by Carmen
Soth, edited by Alec Soth. Brighton: Photoworks,
2010. ISBN 978-1903796429.

• From Here to There: Alec Sothʼs America. Min-
neapolis, MN: Walker Art Center, 2010. ISBN
978-0-935640-96-0. Catalogue of a retrospective
exhibition curated by Siri Engberg. Foreword by
Olga Viso; texts by Geoff Dyer, “Riverrun"; Britt
Salvesen, “American History"; Barry Schwabsky,
“A Wandering Art"; a poem by August Kleinzahler,
“Sleeping it off in Rapid City"; and Soth in conver-

sation with Bartholomew Ryan, “Dismantling My
Career”. Includes separate book The Loneliest Man
in Missouri by Soth, inserted into back cover.

• Ash Wednesday, New Orleans. Kamakura, Japan:
Super Labo, 2010.

• One Mississippi. Nazraeli Press, 2010.

• Lonely Boy Mag. No. A-1: Alec Soth s̓ Midwestern
Exotica. St. Paul, MN: Little Brown Mushroom,
2011. Edition of 1000 copies. Photographs and text
by Soth.

• Rodarte. Photographs by Soth and Catherine Opie.
JRP|Ringier, 2011.

• Postcards From America. Photographs by Soth, Jim
Goldberg, Susan Meiselas, Paolo Pellegrin, Mikhael
Subotzky, and Ginger Strand. Magnum, 2011.

• La Belle Dame Sans Merci. Edizioni Punctum,
2011. Edition of 500 copies.

• Italian-language edition. Text in Italian. 175
copies of the 500 total edition.

• Looking for Love. Berlin: Kominek Bücher, 2012.

• Ping Pong Conversations: Alec Soth with Francesco
Zanot. Rome: Contrasto, 2013. ISBN 978-
8869654091. Transcripts compiled from conversa-
tions between Soth and Zanot, with new and pre-
viously published photographs by Soth. Zanot con-
tributes an introduction,“Alec Soth: the Recycling
of Photography”.

• Songbook. Göttingen: Steidl, 2015. ISBN 978-
1910164020.

• Gathered Leaves. London: Mack, 2015. ISBN
9781910164365. 29 large format postcards and
mini facsimile versions of Sleeping by theMississippi,
Niagara, Broken Manual, and Songbook. With an
introduction by Kate Bush and an essay by Aaron
Schuman.

5.2.2 Publications with others

• Suburban World: The Norling Photos. Saint Paul,
MN: Minnesota Historical Society; Borealis, 2008.
ISBN 9780873516099. Brad Zellar, Irwin D. Nor-
ling, Alec Soth.

• Georgian Spring: A Magnum Journal =
ქართულიგაზაფხული მაგნუმი ს დღიურები.
London: Chris Boot, New York: Magnum, 2009.
ISBN 978-1905712151. Introduction by Wendell
Steavenson, photographs by Soth, Antoine D'Agata,
Jonas Bendiksen, Thomas Dworzak, Martine
Franck, Alex Majoli, Gueorgui Pinkhassov, Martin
Parr, Paolo Pellegrin, and Mark Power.

• One Day: 10 Photographers. Heidelberg: Kehrer,
2011. ISBN 978-3-86828-173-6. A boxed set,
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edited by Harvey Benge, of ten slim books of pho-
tographs taken on 21 June 2010, each book by one
of Soth, Jessica Backhaus, Gerry Badger, Benge,
John Gossage, Todd Hido, Rob Hornstra, Rinko
Kawauchi, Eva Maria Ocherbauer and Martin Parr.

• The Auckland Project. Santa Fe, NM: Radius, 2011.
ISBN 978-1-934435-26-7. Photographs by Soth
and John Gossage. Two volume hardbound in slip-
case.

• Alec Soth's Lonely Boy Mag 2: Boys and Their Cars.
St. Paul, MN: Little Brown Mushroom, 2011. Edi-
tion of 1000 copies. Text and photographs by Todd
Hido, Soth, Chad States and erotic dioramas by Pe-
ter Davidson.

• The 1968 Project: A Nation Coming of Age. Saint
Paul, MN: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
2011. ISBN 9780873518420. Brad Zellar, Alec
Soth.

• House of Coates. Photographs by Alec Soth and
Lester B. Morrison, text by Brad Zellar.

• Saint Paul, MN: Little Brown Mushroom,
2012. ISBN 9781199591036.

• Coffee House, 2014. ISBN 978-1566893701.

• Ohio. LBM Dispatch #1. Saint Paul, MN: Lit-
tle Brown Mushroom, 2012. ASIN B008ESQB4Y.
Brad Zellar, Alec Soth. Edition of 2000 copies.

• Upstate. LBM Dispatch #2. Saint Paul, MN: Little
Brown Mushroom, 2012. Brad Zellar, Alec Soth.
Edition of 2000 copies.

• Michigan. LBM Dispatch #3. Saint Paul, MN: Lit-
tle Brown Mushroom, 2012. ASIN B00BT1KY14.
Brad Zellar, Alec Soth. Edition of 2000 copies.

• Three Valleys. LBM Dispatch #4. Saint Paul, MN:
Little Brown Mushroom, 2013. Brad Zellar, Alec
Soth. Edition of 2000 copies.

• Colorado. LBM Dispatch #5. Saint Paul, MN: Little
Brown Mushroom, 2013. Brad Zellar, Alec Soth.
Edition of 2000 copies.

• Texas. LBM Dispatch #6. Saint Paul, MN: Little
Brown Mushroom, 2013. Brad Zellar, Alec Soth.
Edition of 2000 copies.

• Georgia. LBM Dispatch #7. Saint Paul, MN: Little
Brown Mushroom, 2014. Brad Zellar, Alec Soth.
Edition of 2000 copies.

• The Open Road: Photography & the American Road
Trip. Edited and with text by David Campany,
photographs by Robert Frank, Ed Ruscha, Inge
Morath, Garry Winogrand, William Egglestone,
Lee Friedlander, Joel Meyerowitz, Jacob Holdt,

Stephen Shore, Soth, Bernard Plossu, Victor Burgin,
Joel Sternfeld, Shin'ya Fujiwara, Todd Hido, Ryan
McGinley, Justine Kurland, and Taiyo Onorato and
Nico Krebs.

• New York: Aperture, 2014. ISBN 978-1-
59711-240-6.

• Road Trips: Voyages photographiques à travers
lʼAmérique. Paris: Textuel, 2014. ISBN
9782845975002. French-language version.

• En la Carretera: Viajes fotográficos a través
de Norteamérica. Madrid: La Fábrica, 2014.
ISBN 9788415691822. Spanish-language
version.

5.3 Exhibitions

• 2004: Alec Soth 'Sleeping by the Mississippi', Yossi
Milo Gallery, New York, NY.*[7]

• 2004: Alec Soth 'Sleeping by theMississippi', Stephen
Wirtz Gallery, San Francisco, CA.*[8]

• 2005: Gagosian Gallery, New York, NY.*[9]

• 2005: Roger Ballen, Alec Soth and Vera Lutter,
Gagosian Gallery, New York, NY.

• 2006: Alec Soth 'Niagara', Gagosian Gallery, New
York, NY.*[10]

• 2006: Alec Soth – Niagara, Wohnmaschine,
Berlin.*[11]

• 2006: Alec Soth: Niagara, Weinstein Gallery, Min-
neapolis, MN.*[12]

• 2009: The Last Days of W., Gagosian Gallery, New
York, NY.*[13]

• 2009/2010: Niagara, Williams College Museum of
Art, Williamstown, MA.*[14]

• 2010/2011: Alec Soth: Black line of woods, High
Museum of Art, Atlanta, GA.*[15]

• 2010: Mississippi Niagara, Triennale di Milano, Mi-
lan.*[16]

• 2010/2011: Alec Soth: From here to there, Walker
Art Center, Minneapolis, MN.*[17]

• 2011: Alec Soth: BrokenMoments, Galerie Friedrich
Loock, Berlin.*[18]

• 2012: Alec Soth: La Belle Dame sans Merci,
Multimedia Art Museum, Moscow, Central Exhi-
bition Hall Moscow Manege, Moscow.*[19]

• 2012: Broken Manual, Sean Kelly Gallery, New
York, NY.*[20]
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• 2015/2016: Gathered Leaves, Media Space, Science
Museum, London, 7 October 2015 – 28 March
2016.*[21]*[22]*[23]

5.4 Collections

Soth's work is held in the following public collections:

• Albright-Knox Gallery of Art, Buffalo, NY

• Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, NY

• Carleton College, Northfield, MN

• Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

• Des Moines Art Center, Des Moines, Iowa

• General Mills Corporate Art Collection, Golden
Valley, MN

• Israel Museum, Jerusalem, Israel

• Joseph M Cohen Family Collection, NY

• LA County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA

• Madison Museum of Contemporary Art, Madison,
WI

• Margulies Collection at the Warehouse, Miami, FL

• Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, TN

• Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minneapolis, MN

• Museum of Contemporary Photography, Chicago,
IL

• Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX

• Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• North Dakota Museum of Art, Grand Forks, ND

• Ogden Museum of Southern Art, New Orleans, LA

• Progressive Corporate Art Collection, Cleveland,
OH

• Regis Corporate Art Collection, Minneapolis, MN

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Fran-
cisco, CA

• Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, Lincoln, NE

• Tweed Museum of Art, Duluth, MN

• Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, MN

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY

5.5 Awards
• 1999: McKnight Foundation Photography Fellow-

ship, Minneapolis, MN.

• 2001: Jerome Travel and Study Grant.

• 2001: Minneapolis College of Art and Design
(MCAD) / Jerome Foundation Fellowships for
Emerging Artists.

• 2001: Minnesota State Arts Board.

• 2003: Santa Fe Prize for Photography.

• 2004: McKnight Foundation Photography Fellow-
ship, Minneapolis, MN.

• 2005: CEPA Artist Residency, CEPA (Contempo-
rary Photography & Visual Arts Center), Buffalo,
NY.

• 2006: Finalist, Deutsche Börse Photography Prize.

• 2006: Golden Light Book Award.

• 2008: Bush Fellowship, Bush Foundation, Saint
Paul, MN.

• 2008: PhotoVision Award.

• 2011: Infinity Award from International Center of
Photography, Publication category, for From Here
to There: Alec Sothʼs America.*[24]

• 2013: John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship in Pho-
tography from the John Simon Guggenheim Memo-
rial Foundation.*[25]
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Chapter 6

Alexander Gardner (photographer)

Alexander Gardner (October 17, 1821 – December 10,
1882) was a Scottish photographer who emigrated to the
United States in 1856, where he began to work full-time
in that profession. He is best known for his photographs
of the American Civil War, U.S. President Abraham Lin-
coln, and the execution of the conspirators to Lincoln's
assassination.

6.1 Early life

Alexander was born in Paisley, Renfrewshire, on 17 Oc-
tober 1821. He became an apprentice jeweller at the
age of fourteen, lasting seven years.*[3] Gardner had a
Church of Scotland upbringing and was influenced by
the work of Robert Owen, Welsh socialist and father of
the cooperative movement. By adulthood he desired to
create a cooperative in the United States that would in-
corporate socialist values. In 1850, Gardner and others
purchased land near Monona, Iowa, for this purpose, but
Gardner never lived there, choosing to return to Scotland
to raise more money. He stayed there until 1856, becom-
ing owner and editor of the Glasgow Sentinel in 1851.
Visiting The Great Exhibition in 1851 in Hyde Park, Lon-
don, he saw the photography of American Mathew Brady,
and thus began his interest in the subject.*[4]
Gardner and his family immigrated to the United States
in 1856. Finding that many friends and family members
at the cooperative he had helped to form were dead or
dying of tuberculosis, he stayed in New York. He initi-
ated contact with Brady and came to work for him that
year, continuing until 1862. At first, Gardner specialized
in making large photographic prints, called Imperial pho-
tographs, but as Brady s̓ eyesight began to fail, Gardner
took on increasing responsibilities. In 1858, Brady put
him in charge of his Washington, D.C. gallery.*[5]

6.2 Career

Alexander Gardner

6.2.1 Civil War photography

Abraham Lincoln became the American President in the
November 1860 election and along with his election came
the threat of war. Gardner, being in Washington, was
well-positioned for these events, and his popularity rose
as a portrait photographer, capturing the visages of sol-
diers leaving for war.
Brady had the idea to photograph the Civil War. Gard-
ner's relationship with Allan Pinkerton (who was head of
an intelligence operation that would become the Secret
Service) was the key to communicating Brady's ideas to
Lincoln. Pinkerton recommended Gardner for the posi-
tion of chief photographer under the jurisdiction of the
U.S. Topographical Engineers. Following that short ap-
pointment, Gardner became a staff photographer under
General George B. McClellan, commander of the Army
of the Potomac. At this point, Gardner's management of
Brady's gallery ended. The honorary rank of captain was
bestowed upon Gardner, and he photographed the Battle
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of Antietam in September 1862, developing photos in his
travelling darkroom.
Gardner has often had his work misattributed to Brady,
and despite his considerable output, historians have
tended to give Gardner less than full recognition for his
documentation of the Civil War.*[6] Lincoln dismissed
McClellan from command of the Army of the Potomac in
November 1862, and Gardner s̓ role as chief army pho-
tographer diminished. About this time, Gardner ended
his working relationship with Brady, probably in part
because of Brady's practice of attributing his employ-
ees' work as“Photographed by Brady”.*[6] That win-
ter, Gardner followed General Ambrose Burnside, pho-
tographing the Battle of Fredericksburg. Next, he fol-
lowed General Joseph Hooker. In May 1863, Gardner
and his brother James opened their own studio in Wash-
ington, D.C, hiring many of Brady's former staff. Gard-
ner photographed the Battle of Gettysburg (July 1863)
and the Siege of Petersburg (June 1864–April 1865) dur-
ing this time.

Title page of Gardner's Photographic Sketch Book of the Civil
War (1866), design by Alfred R. Waud.

In 1866, Gardner published a two-volume work, Gard-
ner's Photographic Sketch Book of the Civil War. Each
volume contained 50 hand-mounted original prints. The
book did not sell well.*[7] Not all photographs were
Gardner's; he credited the negative producer and the
positive print printer. As the employer, Gardner
owned the work produced, as with any modern-day stu-
dio. The sketchbook contained work by Timothy H.
O'Sullivan, James F. Gibson, John Reekie, William Py-
well, James Gardner (his brother), John Wood, George N.
Barnard, David Knox and David Woodbury, among oth-
ers. Among his photographs of Abraham Lincoln were
some considered to be the last to be taken of the Pres-
ident, four days before his assassination, although later
this claim was found to be incorrect, while the pictures
were actually taken in February 1865, the last one be-
ing on the 5th of February.*[7]*[8] Gardner would pho-
tograph Lincoln on a total of seven occasions while Lin-
coln was alive.*[7] He also documented Lincoln's funeral,
and photographed the conspirators involved (with John

Wilkes Booth) in Lincoln's assassination. Gardner was
the only photographer allowed at their execution by hang-
ing, photographs of which would later be translated into
woodcuts for publication in Harper's Weekly.

6.2.2 Post-War

Portrait of Ta-Tan-Kah-Sa-Pah (Black Bull), 1872

After the war, Gardner was commissioned to photograph
Native Americans who came to Washington to discuss
treaties; and he surveyed the proposed route of the Kansas
Pacific railroad to the Pacific Ocean. Many of his photos
were stereoscopic. After 1871, Gardner gave up photog-
raphy and helped to found an insurance company. Gard-
ner stayed in Washington until his death. When asked
about his work, he said, “It is designed to speak for it-
self. As mementos of the fearful struggle through which
the country has just passed, it is confidently hoped that it
will possess an enduring interest.”*[9] He became sick
in the late fall of 1882 and died shortly afterward on De-
cember 10, 1882, at his home in Washington, D.C. He
was survived by his wife and two children.*[1] He was
buried in local Glenwood Cemetery.*[10]
In 1893, photographer J. Watson Porter, who had worked
for Gardner years before, tracked down hundreds of glass
negatives made by Gardner, that had been left in an old
house in Washington where Gardner had lived. The result
was a story in the Washington Post and renewed interest
in Gardner's photographs.*[11]
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6.2.3 Controversy

The home of a Rebel Sharpshooter, Gettysburg (1863)

A century later, photographic analysis suggested that
Gardner had manipulated the setting of at least one of
his Civil War photos by moving a soldier's corpse and
weapon into more dramatic positions.*[12]*[13] In 1961,
Frederic Ray of the Civil War Times magazine compared
several of Gardner's Gettysburg photos showing “two”
dead Confederate snipers and realized that the same body
had been photographed in two separate locations. One
of his most famous images, “Home of a Rebel Sharp-
shooter”, has been argued to be a fabrication. This argu-
ment, first put forth by William Frassanito in 1975, goes
this way: Gardner and his assistants Timothy O'Sullivan
and James Gibson had dragged the sniper's body 40 yards
into the more photogenic surroundings of the Devil's Den
to create a better composition. Though Ray's analysis was
that the same body was used in two photographs, Frassan-
ito expanded on this analysis in his 1975 book Gettysburg:
A Journey in Time, and acknowledged that the manipu-
lation of photographic settings in the early years of pho-
tography was not frowned upon. In 1998 artist James C.
Groves produced another analysis which has brought the
debate of the“Case of the Moved Body”full circle. Mr.
Groves' analysis of the photographic evidence contained
in the two photographs and another stereo image contra-
dicts Frassanito's analysis.

6.3 Gallery
• Gardner circa 1860
• Confederate dead at Antietam 1862
• Confederate dead at Antietam 1862
• Middle bridge over Antietam Creek, September

1862.
• Abraham Lincoln, Allan Pinkerton and John

Alexander McClernand, visiting the Antietam bat-
tlefield, 1862.

• The“Gettysburg Portrait”, A head-on photograph
of Abraham Lincoln taken on November 8, 1863;
two weeks before his Gettysburg Address.

• Cracked glass portrait of Abraham Lincoln, that was
considered to be the last photograph taken of the
president before his death. The photo was actually
taken in February 1865.*[1]

• David Herold, conspirator to assassination, after ar-
rest, 1865.

• George Atzerodt, conspirator to assassination, after
arrest, 1865.

• Lewis Powell, conspirator to assassination, after ar-
rest, 1865.

• Execution of Mary Surratt, Lewis Powell, David
Herold, and George Atzerodt-the Lincoln Assassi-
nation Conspirators; July 7, 1865

• Execution of Mary Surratt, Lewis Powell, David
Herold, and George Atzerodt-the Lincoln Assassi-
nation Conspirators; July 7, 1865

1. ^ Cite error: The named reference picturing was in-
voked but never defined (see the help page).

6.4 See also

• Photographers of the American Civil War

• David Hume Kennerly (influenced by Gardner)*[4]
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Chapter 7

Alexander Rodchenko

This article is about the Russian artist. For the fictional
Star Trek character, see Alexander Rozhenko.

Aleksander Mikhailovich Rodchenko (Russian:

Alexander Rodchenko Dance. An Objectless Composition,
1915.

Алекса́ндр Миха́йлович Ро́дченко; 5 December [O.S.
23 November] 1891 – December 3, 1956) was a Russian
artist, sculptor, photographer and graphic designer. He
was one of the founders of constructivism and Russian
design; he was married to the artist Varvara Stepanova.
Rodchenko was one of the most versatile Constructivist
and Productivist artists to emerge after the Russian Rev-
olution. He worked as a painter and graphic designer
before turning to photomontage and photography. His

photography was socially engaged, formally innovative,
and opposed to a painterly aesthetic. Concerned with the
need for analytical-documentary photo series, he often
shot his subjects from odd angles̶usually high above or
down below̶to shock the viewer and to postpone recog-
nition. He wrote:“One has to take several different shots
of a subject, from different points of view and in differ-
ent situations, as if one examined it in the round rather
than looked through the same key-hole again and again.”

7.1 Life and career

Rodchenko was born in St. Petersburg to a working-class
family who moved to Kazan after the death of his father,
in 1909.*[1] He become an artist without having had any
exposure to the art world, drawing much inspiration from
art magazines. In 1910, Rodchenko began studies under
Nicolai Fechin and Georgii Medvedev at the Kazan Art
School, where he met Varvara Stepanova, whom he later
married.
After 1914, he continued his artistic training at the
Stroganov Institute in Moscow, where he created his
first abstract drawings, influenced by the Suprematism of
Kazimir Malevich, in 1915. The following year, he par-
ticipated in“The Store”exhibition organized by Vladimir
Tatlin, who was another formative influence.
Rodchenko's work was heavily influenced by Cubism and
Futurism, as well as by Malevich's Suprematist compo-
sitions, which featured geometric forms deployed against
a white background. While Rodchenko was a student of
Tatlin s̓ he was also his assistant, and the interest in fig-
uration that characterized Rodchenko's early work disap-
peared as he experimented with the elements of design.
He utilized a compass and ruler in creating his paintings,
with the goal of eliminating expressive brushwork.*[2]
Rodchenko was appointed Director of the Museum Bu-
reau and Purchasing Fund by the Bolshevik Government
in 1920, responsible for the reorganization of art schools
and museums. He became secretary of the Moscow
Artists' Union and set up the Fine Arts Division of the
People's Commissariat for Education, and helped found
the Institute for Artistic Culture.*[3]
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He taught from 1920 to 1930 at the Higher Technical-
Artistic Studios (VKhUTEMAS/VKhUTEIN), a
Bauhaus organization with a “checkered career”. It
was disbanded in 1930.*[3]
In 1921 he became a member of the Productivist group,
with Stepanova and Aleksei Gan, which advocated the
incorporation of art into everyday life. He gave up paint-
ing in order to concentrate on graphic design for posters,
books, and films. He was deeply influenced by the ideas
and practice of the filmmaker Dziga Vertov, with whom
he worked intensively in 1922.
Impressed by the photomontage of the German Dadaists,
Rodchenko began his own experiments in the medium,
first employing found images in 1923, and from 1924
on, shooting his own photographs as well.*[4] His first
published photomontage illustrated Mayakovsky's poem,
“About This”, in 1923.

From 1923 to 1928 Rodchenko collaborated closely with
Mayakovsky (of whom he took several portraits) on the
design and layout of LEF and Novy LEF, the publica-
tions of Constructivist artists. Many of his photographs
appeared in or were used as covers for these journals.
His images eliminated unnecessary detail, emphasized
dynamic diagonal composition, and were concerned with
the placement and movement of objects in space. During
this period, he and Stepanova did the well-known painted
panels of the Mosselprom building in Moscow. Their
daughter, Varvara Rodchenko, was born in 1925.
Throughout the 1920s, Rodchenko's work was very ab-
stract. In the 1930s, with the changing Party guidelines
governing artistic practice, he concentrated on sports
photography and images of parades and other chore-
ographed movements.
Rodchenko joined the October Circle of artists in
1928 but was expelled three years later, charged with
"formalism". He returned to painting in the late 1930s,
stopped photographing in 1942, and produced abstract
expressionist works in the 1940s. He continued to orga-
nize photography exhibitions for the government during
these years. He died in Moscow in 1956.

7.2 Influence

Much of the work of 20th century graphic designers is a
direct result of Rodchenko's earlier work in the field. His
influence has been pervasive. American conceptual artist
Barbara Kruger owes a debt to Rodchenko's work.
His portrait of Lilya Brik has inspired a number of subse-
quent works, including the cover art for a number of mu-
sic albums. Among them are the influential Dutch punk
band The Ex, which published a series of 7”vinyl albums,
each with a variation on the Lilya Brik portrait theme, the
cover of Mike + the Mechanics album Word of Mouth,
and the cover of the Franz Ferdinand album You Could

Rodchenko and Stepanova, 1920s

Have It So Much Better. The poster for One-Sixth Part of
the World was the basis for the cover of "Take Me Out",
also by Franz Ferdinand.

7.3 The end of painting

In 1921, Rodchenko executed what were arguably some
of the first true monochromes (artworks of one color).
These paintings were first displayed in the 5x5=25 exhi-
bition in Moscow. For artists of the Russian Revolution,
Rodchenko's radical action was full of utopian possibil-
ity. It marked the end of easel painting – perhaps even
the end of art – along with the end of bourgeois norms
and practices. It cleared the way for the beginning of a
new Russian life, a new mode of production, a new cul-
ture. Rodchenko later proclaimed,“I reduced painting to
its logical conclusion and exhibited three canvases: red,
blue, and yellow. I affirmed: it's all over.”*[5]

7.4 Photobooks (published posthu-
mously)

• Alexander Rodchenko. Edited by National Center of
Cinematography and the moving image. New York:
Pantheon, 1987. ISBN 978-0-394756-24-0

• Rodchenko - Photography - 1924 ‐ 1954. Edited
by Alexander Lavrentiev. UK: Könemann, 1995.
ISBN 978-3-895081-10-1

• Rodchenko. Edited by Peter MacGill. Göttingen,
Germany: Steidl, 2012. ISBN 978-3-869302-45-4

7.5 See also

• Anti-art
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• List of Russian artists

• Russian avant-garde
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Chapter 8

Alfred Eisenstaedt

“Eisenstaedt”redirects here. For other uses, see
Eisenstadt (disambiguation).

Alfred Eisenstaedt (December 6, 1898 – August 23,
1995) was a German-born American photographer and
photojournalist. One of the most prolific photographers
of the twentieth century, he began his career in pre-World
War II Germany, and after moving to the U.S., achieved
prominence as a staff photographer for Life Magazine
which featured more than 90 of his pictures on its cov-
ers with over 2,500 photo stories published.
Among his most famous cover photographs was the V-
J Day celebration in New York City of “an exuberant
American sailor kissing a nurse in a dancelike dip [that]
summed up the euphoria many Americans felt as the war
came to a close.”*[1] Eisenstaedt was“renowned for his
ability to capture memorable images of important people
in the news, including statesmen, movie stars and artists”
and for his candid photographs, taken with a small 35mm
Leica camera and typically with only natural lighting.*[1]

8.1 Early life

Eisenstaedt was born in Dirschau (Tczew) in West Prus-
sia, Imperial Germany in 1898.*[2] His family moved to
Berlin in 1906. Eisenstaedt was fascinated by photogra-
phy from his youth and began taking pictures at age 14
when he was given his first camera, an Eastman Kodak
Folding Camera with roll film. He later served in the
German Army's artillery during World War I, and was
wounded in 1918. While working as a belt and button
salesman in the 1920s in Weimar Germany, Eisenstaedt
began taking photographs as a freelancer for the Pacific
and Atlantic Photos' Berlin office in 1928. The office was
taken over by the Associated Press in 1931.

8.2 Professional photographer

Eisenstaedt became a full-time photographer in 1929
when he was hired by the Associated Press office in Ger-
many, and within a year he was described as a “pho-

tographer extraordinaire.”*[3] He also worked for Il-
lustrierte Zeitung, published by Ullstein Verlag, then the
world's largest publishing house.*[3] Four years later he
photographed the famous first meeting between Adolf
Hitler and Benito Mussolini in Italy. Other notable, early
pictures by Eisenstaedt include his depiction of a waiter
at the ice rink of the Grand Hotel in St. Moritz in 1932
and Joseph Goebbels at the League of Nations in Geneva
in 1933. Although initially friendly, Goebbels scowled at
Eisenstaedt when he took the photograph.*[4]
Because of oppression in Hitler's Nazi Germany, Eisen-
staedt's family saw that the Nazis were targeting Ger-
many's Jewish population and decided to emigrate to
the U.S.*[5] They arrived in 1935 and settled in New
York, where he subsequently became a naturalized citi-
zen,*[6] and joined fellow Associated Press émigrés Leon
Daniel and Celia Kutschuk in their PIX Publishing photo
agency founded that year. The following year, 1936, Time
founder Henry Luce bought Life magazine, and Eisen-
staedt, already noted for his photography in Europe,*[3]
was asked to join the new magazine as one of its original
staff of four photographers, including Margaret Bourke-
White and Robert Capa.*[5] He remained a staff photog-
rapher from 1936 to 1972, achieving notability for his
photojournalism of news events and celebrities.*[1]
Along with entertainers and celebrities, he photographed
politicians, philosophers, artists, industrialists and au-
thors during his career with Life, and by 1972 he had
photographed nearly 2,500 stories and had more than 90
of his photos on the cover.*[7] With Life's circulation
of two million readers, Eisenstaedt's reputation increased
substantially.*[3] According to one historian,“his pho-
tographs have a power and a symbolic resonance that
made him one of the best Life photographers.*[8] In
subsequent years, he also worked for Harper's Bazaar,
Vogue, Town & Country and others.*[8]

8.2.1 Style and technique

From his early years as professional photographer he be-
came an enthusiast for small 35 mm film cameras, es-
pecially the Leica camera. Unlike most news photog-
raphers at the time, who relied on much larger and less
portable 4”x 5”press cameras with flash attachments,
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Eisenstaedt preferred the smaller hand-held Leica which
gave him greater speed and more flexibility when shoot-
ing news events or capturing candids of people in ac-
tion.*[6] His photos were also notable as a result of his
typical use of natural light as opposed to relying of flash
lighting.*[6] In 1944, Life described him as the“dean of
today's miniature-camera experts.”*[3]
At the time, this style of photojournalism, with a smaller
camera with its ability to use available light, was then in
its infancy.*[7] It also helped Eisenstaedt create a more
relaxed atmosphere when shooting famous people, where
he was able to capture more natural poses and expres-
sions: “They don't take me too seriously with my little
camera,”he stated. “I don't come as a photographer. I
come as a friend.”*[7] It was a style he learned from his
35 years in Europe, where he preferred shooting infor-
mal, unposed portraits, along with extended picture sto-
ries. As a result, Life began using more such photo stories,
with the magazine becoming a recognized source of such
photojournalism of the world's luminaries.*[7] Of Life's
photographers, Eisenstaedt was most noted for his“hu-
man interest”photos, and less the hard news images used
by most news publications.*[7]
His success at establishing a relaxed setting for his sub-
jects was not without difficulties, however, when he
needed to capture the feeling he wanted. Anthony Eden,
resistant to being photographed, called Eisenstaedt“the
gentle executioner.”*[7] Similarly, Winston Churchill
told him where to place the camera to get a good pic-
ture.*[7] And during a photo shoot of Ernest Heming-
way in his boat, Hemingway, in a rage, tore his own
shirt to shreds and threatened to throw Eisenstaedt over-
board.*[7]

8.2.2 Martha's Vineyard

Alfred Eisenstaedt photographing the Clinton family on Martha's
Vineyard.

Eisenstaedt, known as “Eisie”to his close friends,
enjoyed his annual August vacations on the island of
Martha's Vineyard for 50 years. During these summers,
he would conduct photographic experiments, working
with different lenses, filters, and prisms in natural light.

Eisenstaedt was fond of Martha's Vineyard's photogenic
lighthouses, and was the focus of lighthouse fundraisers
organized by Vineyard Environmental Research, Institute
(VERI).
Two years before his death, Eisenstaedt photographed
President Bill Clinton with wife, Hillary, and daughter,
Chelsea. The photograph session took place at the Gra-
nary Gallery in West Tisbury on Martha's Vineyard, and
was documented by this photograph published in People
magazine on September 13, 1993.*[9]

8.3 Personal life and death

After first settling in New York in 1935, Eisenstaedt lived
in Jackson Heights, Queens, New York, for the rest of
his life. Until shortly before his death, he would walk
daily from his home to his Life office on the Avenue of
the Americas and 51st Street.*[10]
He died in his bed at midnight at his beloved Men-
emsha Inn cottage known as the “Pilot House”at age
96,*[1] in the company of his sister-in-law, Lucille Kaye
(LuLu),*[11] and friend, William E. Marks.*[12]

8.4 Notable Eisenstaedt photos

8.4.1 V-J day in Times Square

Main article: V-J Day in Times Square

Eisenstaedt's most famous photograph is of an Ameri-
can sailor kissing a young woman on August 14, 1945
in Times Square. He took this famous photograph us-
ing a Leica IIIa. (The photograph is known under vari-
ous names: V-J Day in Times Square, V-Day, etc.*[13])
Because Eisenstaedt was photographing rapidly changing
events during the V-J Day celebrations, he stated that he
didn't get a chance to obtain names and details, which has
encouraged a number of mutually incompatible claims to
the identity of the subjects.

8.4.2 Portraits of Sophia Loren

The portraits of Sophia Loren have been described as
conveying mischievousness, dignity, and love on the part
of both Eisenstaedt and Loren.

8.4.3 Ice Skating Waiter, St. Moritz

This 1932 photograph depicts a waiter at the ice rink of
the Grand Hotel.“I did one smashing picture”, Eisen-
staedt wrote,“of the skating headwaiter. To be sure the
picture was sharp, I put a chair on the ice and asked the
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waiter to skate by it. I had a Miroflex camera and focused
on the chair.”

8.5 Awards and honors

Eisenstaedt was awarded the National Medal of Arts in
1989 by President George Bush in a ceremony on the
White House lawn.*[14] Since 1999, the Alfred Eisen-
staedt Awards for Magazine Photography have been ad-
ministered by the Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism.*[15]
In 1986, the International Center of Photography, a mu-
seum in New York City, exhibited his photos at a retro-
spective,“Alfred Eisenstaedt: 'Eisie' at 88”.*[7]
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Chapter 9

Alfred Stieglitz

Alfred Stieglitz (January 1, 1864 – July 13, 1946) was
an American photographer and modern art promoter who
was instrumental over his fifty-year career in making
photography an accepted art form. In addition to his pho-
tography, Stieglitz is known for the New York art galleries
that he ran in the early part of the 20th century, where he
introduced many avant-garde European artists to the U.S.
He was married to painter Georgia O'Keeffe.

9.1 Life

9.1.1 Early years (1864–1890)

Stieglitz was born in Hoboken, New Jersey, the first son
of German-Jewish immigrants Edward Stieglitz (1833–
1909) and Hedwig Ann Werner (1845–1922).*[1] At
that time his father was a lieutenant in the Union Army,
but after three years of fighting and earning an officer's
salary he was able to buy an exemption from future fight-
ing.*[2] This allowed him to stay near home during his
first son's childhood, and he played an active role in
seeing that he was well-educated. Over the next seven
years the Stieglitzes had five more children: Flora (1865–
1890), twins Julius (1867–1937) and Leopold (1867–
1956), Agnes (1869–1952) and Selma (1871–1957). Al-
fred Stieglitz was said to have been very jealous of the
closeness of the twins, and as a result he spent much of
his youth wishing for a soul mate of his own.*[1]
In 1871 Stieglitz was sent to the Charlier Institute, at that
time the best private school in New York. He enjoyed
his studies but rarely felt challenged by them. During
the fetid, un-air conditioned summers in New York city,
his family (like most upper-class families) would travel to
Lake George in the Adirondack Mountains, where they
could avoid the six to eight weeks of semi-tropical heat
and humidity of the city. As an adult, Stieglitz would re-
turn frequently to this same area to rest and spend time
with his family.
A year before he graduated, his parents sent him to pub-
lic high school so he would qualify for admission to the
City College CCNY where his uncle taught. Both he and
his father considered the classes at the high school far too

easy to challenge him, so Stieglitz Snr decided that the
only way he would get a proper pre-college education was
to enroll him in the rigorous schools of his German home-
land.*[3]

1886 Self-portrait.

In 1881 Edward Stieglitz sold his company for
US$400,000 and moved his family to Europe for
the next several years. Alfred Stieglitz enrolled in the
Realgymnasium (middle school) in Karlsruhe, while
the other children studied in Weimar. Their parents,
along with Hedwig Werner's sister Rosa Werner toured
Europe, going to museums, spas and theaters. Alfred
Stieglitz was reportedly entranced by the thought of his
father being cared for and pampered by two different
women.*[3]
The next year, Stieglitz began studying mechanical en-
gineering at the Technische Hochschule in Berlin. He
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received the then enormous allowance of US$1,200 a
month and spent much of his time going around the city
in search of the same type of intellectual discussions he
enjoyed back home. By chance he enrolled in a chem-
istry class taught by Hermann Wilhelm Vogel, who was
an important scientist and researcher in the chemistry
of the then developing field of photography. In Vogel,
Stieglitz found both the academic challenge he needed
and an outlet for his growing artistic and cultural inter-
ests.*[4] At the same time he met German artists Adolf
von Menzel and Wilhelm Hasemann, both of whom in-
troduced him to the idea of making art directly from
nature (i.e., photography). He bought his first camera
and traveled through the European countryside, taking
many photographs of landscapes and peasants in Ger-
many, Italy and the Netherlands.
In 1884 his parents returned to America, leaving 20-year-
old Stieglitz in Germany where he remained for the rest
of the decade. During this time Stieglitz began to collect
the first books of what would become a very large library
on photography and photographers in Europe and the
U.S.*[5] He read extensively as he collected, and through
his library he formulated his initial thinking about pho-
tography as an art form (which merely used a new tech-
nique (photography) for expression) and aesthetics. In
1887 he wrote his very first article, “A Word or Two
about Amateur Photography in Germany”, for the new
magazine The Amateur Photographer.*[6] Soon he was
regularly writing articles on the technical and aesthetic as-
pects of photography for magazines in England and Ger-
many.
That same year he submitted several photographs to the
annual holiday competition held by the British magazine
Amateur Photographer. His photograph The Last Joke,
Bellagio won first place – Stieglitz's first photographic
recognition. The next year he won both first and sec-
ond prizes in the same competition, and his reputation be-
gan to spread as several German and British photographic
magazines began publishing his work.*[7]
In 1890 his sister Flora died while giving birth, and his
parents called all of their family home to deal with the
tragedy. At first Alfred Stieglitz did not want to come
back to the city he now considered uncultured, but when
his father threatened to cut off his allowance he reluctantly
returned to New York.*[3]

9.1.2 New York and the Camera Club
(1891–1901)

By this time Stieglitz already considered himself an artist
with a camera, and he refused to sell his photographs or
seek employment doing anything else. His father, who
was ever doting on his first-born son, helped Stieglitz by
buying out a small photography business where he could
indulge in his interests and perhaps earn a living on his
own. Stieglitz demanded such high quality in the pro-

The Terminal (1893) by Alfred Stieglitz

duction and paid his employee such high wages that the
business, the Photochrome Engraving Company, rarely
made a profit.*[7] During that time, however, Stieglitz
had befriended the editor of The American Amateur Pho-
tographer magazine, and soon he was writing regularly
for that journal. He also continued to win awards for his
photographs at exhibitions, including the highly impor-
tant joint exhibition of the Boston Camera Club, Photo-
graphic Society of Philadelphia and the Society of Ama-
teur Photographers of New York.
Sometime in late 1892 Stieglitz bought his first hand-held
camera, a Folmer and Schwing 4x5 plate film camera.*[7]
Prior to this he had been using an 8x10 plate film camera
that always required a tripod and was difficult to carry
around. He was invigorated by the freedom of the new
camera, and later that winter he used the new camera to
make two of his best known images, Winter, Fifth Avenue
and The Terminal.
Stieglitz soon gained a fame for both his photography and
his writing about photography's place in relation to paint-
ing and other art. In the spring of 1893 he was offered the
job of co-editor of The American Amateur Photographer,
which he quickly accepted. In order to avoid the appear-
ance of bias in his opinions and because Photochrome
was now printing the photogravures for the magazine,
Stieglitz refused to draw a salary.*[1] From then on he
wrote most of the articles and reviews in the magazine,
and he quickly gained an enthusiastic audience for both
his technical and his critical writings.
During this period Stieglitz's parents began pressuring
him to settle down and get married. For several years
he had known Emmeline Obermeyer, who was the sis-
ter of his close friend and business associate Joe Ober-
meyer. On 16 November 1893, when she turned twenty
and Stieglitz was twenty-nine, they married in New York
City. Stieglitz later wrote that he did not love Emmy,
as she was known, when they were first married and
that their marriage was not consummated for at least a
year.*[4] He indicated that their marriage was one of fi-
nancial advantage for him (she had inherited money from
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Winter – Fifth Avenue (1893) by Alfred Stieglitz

her father, a wealthy brewery owner) at a time when his
own father had lost a great deal of money in the stock
market.*[1] In addition, throughout his life Stieglitz was
infatuated with younger women. His mother was twelve
years younger than his father, and this seemed to have
had some influence on his decision to marry the much
younger Emmy. He quickly regretted his brash decision
to marry as he found out that Emmy could not begin to
match his own artistic and cultural interests. Stieglitz bi-
ographer Richard Whelan summed up their relationship
by saying Stieglitz“resented her bitterly for not becoming
his twin.”*[7]
In early 1894 Stieglitz took his wife on a delayed honey-
moon to Europe, and they traveled around France, Italy
and Switzerland. Stieglitz photographed extensively on
the trip, producing some of his early famous images such
as A Venetian Canal, The Net Mender and A Wet Day on
the Boulevard, Paris. While in Paris Stieglitz met French
photographer Robert Demachy, who became a life-long
correspondent and colleague. He also spent some time
in London where he met Linked Ring founders George
Davidson and Alfred Horsley Hinton. Both would remain
friends and colleagues of Stieglitz throughout much of his
life.
After the couple returned to New York later in the year,
Stieglitz was unanimously elected as one of the first two
American members of the Linked Ring. Stieglitz saw
this recognition as the impetus he needed to step up his

Venetian Canal (1894) by Alfred Stieglitz

cause of promoting artistic photography in the United
States.*[4] At the time there were two photographic clubs
in New York, the Society of Amateur Photographers and
the New York Camera Club. Both were bound to the
old technical style of photography and were moribund in
their leadership and their finances. Stieglitz pushed for a
merger of the two clubs, and he spent most of 1895 work-
ing to achieve this goal. He resigned from his position
at the Photochrome Company and as editor of American
Amateur Photographer in order to devote all of his time
to his new mission.
In May 1896 Stieglitz succeeded, and the two organiza-
tions joined to form The Camera Club of New York. The
next year he was offered the presidency of the new organi-
zation, but he took the position of vice-president instead
so he could concentrate on the programs of the club rather
than deal with administrative matters. Within a very short
period, he was running all aspects of the organization. He
told journalist Theodore Dreiser he wanted to“make the
club so large, its labors so distinguished and its authority
so final that [it] may satisfactorily use its great prestige to
compel recognition for the individual artists without and
within its walls.”*[8]
To accomplish this goal Stieglitz proposed to turn the
Camera Club's current newsletter into a greatly expanded
magazine that would set a new standard for excellence
both in the photos it published and in the writing about
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photography. Since no one else could match his vision
and his enthusiasm, the Trustees of the Club agreed to
give him full control over the new publication. In July,
1897, the first issue of Camera Notes appeared, and it
soon became revered as the finest photographic maga-
zine in the world.*[9] Over the next four years Stieglitz
would use Camera Notes to champion his belief in pho-
tography as an art form by including articles on art and
aesthetics next to prints by some of the leading photog-
raphers in Europe and the U.S. Later the critic Sadakichi
Hartmann would write“it seemed to me that artistic pho-
tography, the Camera Club and Alfred Stieglitz were only
three names for one and the same thing.”*[10]
Stieglitz did not let his work at the Camera Club deter
his own photography. Late in 1897 he hand-pulled the
photogravures for a first portfolio of his own work, Pic-
turesque Bits of New York and Other Studies.*[11] He con-
tinued to exhibit in shows in Europe and the U.S., and by
1898 his reputation had reached such a point that he was
asking the then staggering price of $75 for his most fa-
vorite print, Winter – Fifth Avenue.*[5]
That same year the First Philadelphia Photographic Sa-
lon was held, and ten of Stieglitz's prints were selected.
While at the Salon he met two relatively new photogra-
phers, Gertrude Käsebier and Clarence H. White, and the
three soon formed close bonds.
On 27 September 1898 Stieglitz's daughter, Katherine
“Kitty”, was born. With assistance from Emmy's fam-

ily money, the couple was able to hire a governess, cook
and a chambermaid, and, believing that Emmy was well
cared-for, Stieglitz saw no reason to cut back the many
hours he was spending at the Camera Club and on his
own photography. The couple continued to live mostly
separate lives under the same roof.*[4]
In November 1898 a group of photographers in Mu-
nich, Germany, mounted an exhibit of their work in con-
junction with a show of graphic prints from artists that
included Edvard Munch and Henri Toulouse-Lautrec.
They called themselves the“Secessionists”, a term that
Stieglitz latched onto for both its artistic and its social
meanings. Four years later he would use this same name
for a newly formed group of pictorial photographers that
he organized in New York.
In May 1899 Stieglitz was given a one-man exhibition
at the Camera Club, consisting of eighty-seven prints.
The strain of preparing for this show, coupled with the
continuing efforts to produce Camera Notes, took a toll
on Stieglitz's health. To lessen his burden he brought in
his friends Joseph Keiley and Dallet Fugeut, neither of
whom were members of the Camera Club, as associate
editors of Camera Notes. Upset by this intrusion from
outsiders, not to mention their own diminishing presence
in the Club's publication, many of the older members of
the Club began to actively campaign against Stieglitz's
editorial authority. Stieglitz spent most of 1900 finding
ways to outmaneuver these efforts, embroiling him in the

very administrative battles that he so strongly wanted to
avoid.*[7]
One of the few highlights of that year was Stieglitz's intro-
duction to a new photographer, Edward Steichen, at the
First Chicago Photographic Salon. Steichen was origi-
nally a painter, and he brought many of his painterly in-
stincts to photography. The combination of the two art
forms was perfect in Stieglitz's mind, and the two became
inseparable friends and colleagues.
The challenges to Stieglitz's authority at the Camera Club
continued, and by the following year he was so fraught
from these confrontations that he collapsed in the first of
several episodes later characterized by Stieglitz as men-
tal breakdowns.*[7] He spent much of the summer at
the family's Lake George home, Oaklawn, recuperating.
When he returned to New York he announced he would
resign as editor of Camera Notes. It was not his health
that led to this decision, but his frustration with the old
ways of thinking that still dominated the Camera Club's
membership.*[1]

9.1.3 The Photo-Secession and Camera
Work (1902–1907)

While Stieglitz was recuperating he had corresponded
with photographer Eva Watson-Schütze, who urged him
to use his influence to put together an exhibition that
would be judged solely by photographers.*[12] Until that
time all photographic exhibitions had been juried by
painters and other types of artists, many of whom knew
little about photography and its technical characteristics.
Ever since the 1898 Munich exhibit Stieglitz had hoped
to create a similar collective of artistically-minded pho-
tographers in the U.S., and with Watson-Schütze's urging
he felt the time was right to bring a group of his friends to-
gether for the purposes of creating an exhibit to be judged
solely by photographers. Stieglitz began looking for a lo-
cation to hold such an exhibit, and in December 1901 he
was invited by Charles DeKay of the National Arts Club
to put together an exhibition in which Stieglitz would have
“full power to follow his own inclinations.”*[13]

Within two months Stieglitz had assembled a collec-
tion of prints from a close circle of his friends, which,
in homage to the Munich photographers, he called the
Photo-Secession. Stieglitz had full control over the se-
lection of prints for the show, and by putting it together
Stieglitz was not only declaring a secession from the gen-
eral artistic restrictions of the era but specifically from
the official oversight of the Camera Club*[14] The show
opened at the Arts Club in early March 1902, and it
was an immediate success. He had achieved his dream
of putting together an exhibit judged solely by photog-
raphers (in this case, himself), and both the Arts Club
members and the public responded with critical acclaim.
Invigorated by positive responses he received, he began
formulating a plan for his next big move – to publish
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Spring Showers, The Coach (1902) by Alfred Stieglitz

a completely independent magazine of pictorial photog-
raphy to carry forth the same artistic standards of the
Photo-Secessionist. By July he had fully resigned as edi-
tor of Camera Notes, and one month later he published a
prospectus for a new journal he called Camera Work. He
was determined it would be “the best and most sump-
tuous of photographic publications”,*[1] and from the
start it lived up to his ideals. The first issue was printed
only four months later, in December 1902, and like all of
the subsequent issues it contained beautiful hand-pulled
photogravures, critical writings on photography, aesthet-
ics and art, and reviews and commentaries on photog-
raphers and exhibitions. While there were many other
magazines devoted to photography in the world, Camera
Work was“the first photographic journal to be visual in
focus.”*[15]
Stieglitz was a perfectionist, and it showed in every aspect
of Camera Work. He advanced the art of photogravure
printing by demanding unprecedentedly high standards
for the prints in Camera Work. The visual quality of the
gravures was so high that when a set of prints failed to

arrive for a Photo-Secession exhibition in Brussels, a se-
lection of gravures from the magazine was hung instead.
Most viewers assumed they were looking at the original
photographs.*[1]
Throughout 1903 Stieglitz worked at a feverish pace to
publish Camera Work according to his very high stan-
dards while pursuing multiple opportunities to exhibit
his own work and put together shows of the Photo-
Secessionists. He was, without exaggeration,“carrying
out three simultaneous functions, all of them effectively”
,*[7] while dealing with the stresses of his home life. Al-
though he brought on the same three associate editors he
had at Camera Notes to assist with Camera Work (Dalleft
Fuguet, Joseph Keiley and John Francis Strauss), he re-
fused to let the smallest details pass without personally
approving them. Later he said that he alone individually
wrapped and mailed some 35,000 copies ofCameraWork
over the course of its publication.*[7]
By 1904 Stieglitz was once again mentally and physically
exhausted. Badly needing a rest he decided to take his
family to Europe in May, but in typical Stieglitz fash-
ion he planned a grueling schedule of exhibitions, meet-
ings and excursions. He collapsed almost upon arrival in
Berlin, where he spent more than a month recuperating.
He spent much of the rest of 1904 photographing Ger-
many while his family visited their relations there. On
his way back to the U. S. Stieglitz stopped in London and
held a series of meetings with the leaders of the Linked
Ring. He had hoped to convince them to set up a chap-
ter of their organization in America (with Stieglitz as the
director), but the membership there feared that Stieglitz
would soon become their de facto leader. Before he could
change their minds, he once again took ill and had to re-
turn to the U.S. without accomplishing his ambition.
He returned to more turmoil among his colleagues, with
new factions competing to take on Stieglitz as the primary
spokesperson for photography in America. By good for-
tune, while he was gone his friend Edward Steichen had
returned to New York from Paris and was living in a small
apartment on Fifth Avenue. He noticed that some rooms
across from him were empty and thought they would be
an ideal place to exhibit a small number of photographs.
At first Stieglitz was not interested, but Steichen con-
vinced him that, like Camera Work, this would be some-
thing that Stieglitz alone would control. Within a few
months Stieglitz had secured the lease, assembled a col-
lection of photographs and published an announcement
about the new exhibition. On 25 November 1905 the
"Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession" opened with one
hundred prints by thirty-nine photographers. The gallery
became an instant success, with almost fifteen thousand
visitors during its first season and, more importantly, print
sales that totaled nearly $2,800.*[16] Work by his friend
Steichen accounted for more than half of those sales.*[1]
Stieglitz now had four“full-time”jobs at once, not in-
cluding his family, and as usual he devoted himself to all
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Going to the Start (1905) by Alfred Stieglitz

but his family with seemingly boundless energy. Emmy,
who had never given up thinking she would one day earn
Stieglitz's love, continued giving him an allowance from
her inheritance in spite of his on-going neglect.*[7] Her
support allowed him to work without having to be overly
concerned about financial matters, and through the com-
bination of his jobs he became an even more relentless
advocate for photography as an independent art form.
He became convinced that the only way photography
would be seen as an equal to the other fine art media
was for it to be exhibited and published directly next
to painting, sculpture, drawings and prints. He sensed
that the public had already embraced artistic photogra-
phy as a legitimate art form, and that even the Photo-
Secession, which he had created, was now a part of the
accepted culture. In the October 1906 issue of Camera
Work his friend Joseph Keiley summed up these feel-
ings: “Today in America the real battle for which the
Photo-Secession was established has been accomplished
– the serious recognition of photography as an additional
medium of pictorial expression.”*[17] While many peo-
ple would have been happy to have realized a goal as
significant as this, Stieglitz, always the iconoclast, began
looking for something to “rattle this growing compla-
cency.”*[16]
Two months later an artist named Pamela Colman Smith
came into the Little Galleries and asked Stieglitz to look
at some of her drawings and watercolors. Just twenty-
eight years old to Stieglitz's forty-two, she was relatively
unknown when they met. While there is no record of a
relationship between them, Stieglitz was undoubted af-
fected by the combination of her youth, her exotic ap-

pearance and her unusual art. He decided to show her
work because he thought it would be“highly instructive to
compare drawings and photographs in order to judge pho-
tography's possibilities and limitations”.*[16] Her show
opened in January, 1907, and to Stieglitz's delight it at-
tracted far more visitors to the gallery than any of the
previous photography shows. Within a short time nearly
every one of her works was sold. Stieglitz, hoping to capi-
talize on the popularity of the show, took photographs of
her art work and issued a separate portfolio of his plat-
inum prints of her work.*[1] The success of her show
marked a turning point between the old era of Stieglitz
as revolutionary promoter of photography and new era of
Stieglitz as revolutionary promoter of modern art.

9.1.4 The Steerage, 291 and modern art
(1907–1917)

Stieglitz's The Steerage

In the late spring of 1907 Stieglitz took the unusual
step of collaborating on a series of photographic experi-
ments with his friend Clarence H. White. Working with
two models, Stieglitz and White took several dozen pho-
tographs of their clothed and nude figures. They then
printed a small selection using a variety of somewhat un-
usual techniques, including toning, waxing and drawing
on platinum prints. According to Stieglitz, the idea for
their experiments came out of a discussion with some
painters about “the impossibility of the camera to do
certain things.”*[1] The photographs they took together
remain some of the most unusual and distinctive of his
whole career.
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While he was enjoying significant artistic successes,
Stieglitz had no similar fortune on the financial end of his
work. Most months the Little Galleries cost far more to
operate than the meager income from print sales, mem-
bership in the Photo-Secession was declining and even
subscriptions to Camera Work began to drop off. The to-
tal income from all of these efforts now amounted to less
than $400 for the whole year, forcing Stieglitz – in this
case, Emmy – to make up the rest.*[7] For years Emmy
had maintained a lifestyle that was relatively extravagant
for their income level. She employed a full-time gov-
erness for Kitty, insisting on traveling to Europe at least
once a year, and stayed only at the best hotels. In spite
of her father's concerns about his growing financial prob-
lems she insisted that the family once again travel to Eu-
rope for the summer, and in June Stieglitz, Emmy, Kitty
and their governess once again sailed across the Atlantic.

Katherine Stieglitz, autochrome, ca. 1910

While on his way to Europe Stieglitz took what is recog-
nized not only as his signature image but also as one of
the most important photographs of the 20th century.*[18]
Aiming his camera at the lower class passengers in the
bow of the ship, he captured a scene he titled The Steer-
age. When he arrived in Paris he developed the image in
a borrowed darkroom and carried the glass plate around
with him in Europe for four months. By the time he re-
turned to New York he was so caught up in other business
that he set it aside and did not publish or exhibit it until
four years later.
While in Europe Stieglitz saw the first commercial

demonstration of the Autochrome Lumière color photog-
raphy process, and soon he was experimenting with it in
Paris with Steichen, Frank Eugene and Alvin Langdon
Coburn. He took three of Steichen's Autochromes with
him to Munich in order to have four-color reproductions
made for insertion into a future issue of Camera Work.
Back again in New York, Stieglitz had to deal with multi-
ple problems at once. First, he received a notice request-
ing his resignation from the Camera Club. Since he had
left the Club its membership had plummeted, and it was
nearly bankrupt. The Trustees blamed Stieglitz for their
problems. Stieglitz ignored their request, and after more
than forty members resigned in protest of the Trustee's
actions he was reinstated as a life member. Then, just
after he presented a groundbreaking show of Auguste
Rodin's drawings, his own financial problems forced him
to close the Little Galleries for a brief period. He re-
opened the gallery in February 1908 under the new name
"291".
The name change represented a clear break from the old
way of thinking about photography and especially about
the Photo-Secession, and from then on the gallery broke
down all boundaries between traditional art (paintings,
sculptures and drawings) and photography. Stieglitz de-
liberately interspersed exhibitions of what he knew would
be controversial art, such as Rodin's sexually explicit
drawings, with what Steichen called“understandable art”
and with photographs. The intention was to“set up a di-
alogue that would enable 291 visitors to see, discuss and
ponder the differences and similarities between artists of
all ranks and types: between painters, draftsmen, sculp-
tors and photographers; between European and Ameri-
can artists; between older or more established figures and
younger, newer practitioners.”*[19]
During this same period the National Arts Club mounted
a “Special Exhibition of Contemporary Art”that in-
cluded photographs by Stieglitz, Steichen, Käsebier and
White along with paintings by Mary Cassatt, William
Glackens, Robert Henri, James McNeill Whistler and
others. This is thought to have been the first major show
in the U.S. in which photographers were given equal rank-
ing with painters.*[19]
For most of 1908 and 1909 Stieglitz was so wrapped up
in creating shows at 291 and in publishing Camera Work
that he apparently completely neglected his own photog-
raphy. If he did take any photographs during this period
he did not consider them worthy of his standards, and
none appear in the definitive catalog of his work, Alfred
Stieglitz: The Key Set.*[19]
In May 1909 Stieglitzʼs father Edward died, and in his
will he left his son the then significant sum of $10,000.
Stieglitz was temporarily relieved of his financial stresses,
and he used this new infusion of cash to keep his gallery
and Camera Work in business for the next several years.
During this period Stieglitz met Marius de Zayas, an en-
ergetic and charismatic artist from Mexico, and soon de
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Zayas became one of his closest colleagues, assisting both
with shows at the gallery and with introducing Stieglitz to
new artists in Europe. As Stieglitz s̓ reputation as a pro-
moter of European modern art increased, he soon was ap-
proached by several new American artists hoping to have
their works shown. Stieglitz was intrigued by their mod-
ern vision, within months Alfred Maurer, John Marin and
Marsden Hartley all had their works hanging on the walls
of 291.
In 1910, Stieglitz was invited by the director of the
Albright Art Gallery to organize a major show of the best
of contemporary photography. Although an announce-
ment of an open competition for the show was printed in
CameraWork, the fact that Stieglitz would be in charge of
it generated a new round of attacks against him. An ed-
itorial in American Photography magazine claimed that
Stieglitz could no longer “perceive the value of photo-
graphic work of artistic merit which does not conform
to a particular style which is so characteristic of all ex-
hibitions under his auspices. Half a generation ago this
school [the Photo-Secession] was progressive, and far in
advance of its time. Today it is not progressing, but is a
reactionary force of the most dangerous type.”*[20]
Stieglitz took the attacks as the equivalent of a challenge
to a duel, and he was determined to silence his critics once
and for all. He wrote to fellow photographer George See-
ley “The reputation, not only of the Photo-Secession,
but of photography is at stake, and I intend to muster
all the forces available to win out for us.”*[1] He spent
all summer reviewing and assembling a huge collection
of entries, and when the exhibition opened in October
more than six hundred photographs lined the walls. Crit-
ics generally praised the beautiful aesthetic and technical
qualities of the works, and overall the show was deemed
a complete success. However, his critics were mostly
proven right: the vast majority of the prints in the show
were from the same photographers Stieglitz had known
for years and whose works he had exhibited at 291. More
than five hundred of the prints came from only thirty-
seven photographers, including Steichen, Coburn, See-
ley, White, F. Holland Day, and Stieglitz himself. The
exhibition was a great tribute to the Photo-Secession, but
by its very size and scope it also indicated that the Photo-
Secession had become a part of the very same cultural es-
tablishment that Stieglitz had once fought so hard against.
In the January 1911 edition of Camera Work Stieglitz
took the unusual step of reprinting the entire text of a
review of the Buffalo show that included some disparag-
ing words about White's photos. White was outraged that
his friend would provide a forum for such criticism, and
he never forgave Stieglitz. Within a year he and Käse-
bier, who was also attacked in the same issue, completely
ended their friendship with Stieglitz. White soon started
his own school of photography, and Käsebier went on to
co-found with White a group called the“Pictorial Pho-
tographers of America”.

Throughout 1911 and early 1912 Stieglitz continued or-
ganizing ground-breaking exhibits of modern art at 291
and promoting new art along with photography in the
pages of CameraWork. By the summer of 1912 he was so
enthralled with non-photographic art that he published a
special number of Camera Work (August 1912) devoted
solely to Matisse and Picasso. This was the first issue
of the journal that did not contain a single photograph,
and it was a clear indicator of his interests during this pe-
riod.*[15]

Group of artists in 1912, L to R : Paul Haviland, Abraham
Walkowitz, Katharine N. Rhoades, Stieglitz's first wife Emily,
Agnes Ernst (Mrs. Eugene Meyer), Alfred Stieglitz, J.B. Kerfoot,
John Marin

In late 1912 painters Walter Pach, Arthur B. Davies and
Walt Kuhn began organizing a great show of modern
art, and Davies asked Stieglitz to help. Stieglitz, who
strongly disliked Kuhn, declined to become involved, but
he agreed to lend both a few modern art pieces from
291 to the show. He also agreed to be listed as an hon-
orary vice-president of the exhibition along with Claude
Monet, Odilon Redon, Mabel Dodge and Isabella Stew-
art Gardner. In February 1913 the watershed Armory
Show opened in New York, and soon modern art was a
major topic of discussion throughout the city. Stieglitz
took great satisfaction in the public's response, although
much of it was not favorable, but he saw the popular-
ity of the show as a vindication of the work that he had
been sponsoring at 291 for the past five years.*[21] Ever
the promoter and provocateur, he quickly mounted an ex-
hibition of his own photographs at 291 to run while the
Armory Show was in place. He later wrote that allowing
people to see both photographs and modern paintings at
the same time“afforded the best opportunity to the stu-
dent and public for a clearer understanding of the place
and purpose of the two media.”*[22]
The year 1914 was extremely challenging for Stieglitz.
In January his closest friend and co-worker Joseph Kei-
ley died. The normally stoic Stieglitz was distraught for
many weeks. The outbreak of World War I troubled him
in several ways: first, he had family and friends in Ger-
many and was concerned about their safety; secondly, for
many years the photogravures for CameraWork had been
printed in Germany and now he had to find another print-
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ing firm; and finally the war caused a significant downturn
in the American economy. Suddenly art became a luxury
for many people, and by the end of the year Stieglitz was
struggling to keep both 291 and Camera Work alive. He
published the April issue of CameraWork in October, but
it would be more than a year before he had the time and
resources to publish the next issue.

Autochrome portrait of Stieglitz and his wife Emily, ca. 1915.
While attributed to Stieglitz, image may well be the work of
Edward Steichen or Frank Eugene.

In the meantime Stieglitz's friends de Zayas, Paul de Hav-
iland, and Agnes Meyer convinced him that the solution
to his problems was to take on a totally new project ,
something that would re-engage him in his interests. Soon
he began publishing a new journal, which he called 291
after his gallery. It was a complete labor of love and
intended to be the very epitome of avant-garde culture.
Like many of Stieglitz's efforts, it was an aesthetic tri-
umph and a financial disaster. It ceased publication after
twelve issues.
During this period Stieglitz became increasingly intrigued
with a more modern visual aesthetics for photography.
He had won his long battle to achieve artistic recogni-
tion for pictorial photography, but as he became aware
of what was going on in avant-garde painting and sculp-
ture he found that pictorialism no longer represented the
future – it was the past. He was influenced in part by
painter Charles Sheeler and by photographer Paul Strand.
In 1915, Strand, who had been coming to see shows at
291 for many years, introduced Stieglitz to a new pho-
tographic vision that was embodied by the bold lines of

everyday forms. Stieglitz was one of the first to see the
beauty and grace of Strand's style, and he gave Strand a
major exhibit at 291. He also devoted almost the entire
last issue of Camera Work to his photographs.
In January 1916, Stieglitz was shown a portfolio of draw-
ings by a young artist named Georgia O'Keeffe. Stieglitz
was so taken by her art that without meeting O'Keeffe or
even getting her permission to show her works he made
plans to exhibit her work at 291. The first that O'Keeffe
heard about any of this was from another friend who
saw her drawings in the gallery in late May of that year.
She finally met Stieglitz after going to 291 and chastis-
ing him for showing her work without her permission.*[1]
Stieglitz was immediately attracted to her both physically
and artistically. O K̓eeffe did not immediately return the
interest.
Soon thereafter O K̓eeffe met Paul Strand, and her phys-
ical and artistic attraction focused on him. She then re-
turned to her home in Texas, and for several months
she and Strand exchanged increasingly romantic letters.
When Strand told his friend Stieglitz about his new yearn-
ing, Stieglitz responded by telling Strand about his own
infatuation with O K̓eeffe. Gradually Strand s̓ interest
waned, and Stieglitz s̓ escalated. By the summer of 1917
he and OʼKeeffe were writing each other“their most
private and complicated thoughts”,*[23] and it was clear
that something very intense was developing.
The year 1917 marked the end of an era in Stieglitz's life
and the beginning of another. In part because of changing
aesthetics, the changing times brought on by the war and
because of his growing relationship with O'Keeffe, he no
longer had the interest or the resources to continue what
he had been doing for the past decade. Within the period
of a few months, he disbanded what was left of the Photo-
Secession, ceased publishing Camera Work and closed
the doors of 291. It was also clear to him that his mar-
riage to Emmy was over. He had finally found“his twin”
, and nothing would stand in his way of the relationship
he had wanted all of his life.

9.1.5 O'Keeffe and modern art (1918–
1924)

During the previous eighteen months Stieglitz and
O'Keeffe had been writing to each other with increas-
ing passion and seeing each other whenever possible (she
was living in Texas for most of this time). In early June,
O'Keeffe moved to New York after Stieglitz promised he
would provide her with a quiet studio where she could
paint. They were inseparable from the moment she ar-
rived, and within a month he took the first of many nude
photographs of her. He chose to do this at his family's
apartment while his wife Emmy was away, but she re-
turned while their session was still in progress. She had
suspected something was going on between Stieglitz and
O'Keeffe for a while, but his audacity in bringing her to
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A Stieglitz portrait of Georgia O'Keeffe.

their home both confirmed her fears and naturally out-
raged her. She told him to stop seeing her or get out.
Stieglitz, who some believe had set up the entire situation
in order to provoke the confrontation,*[7] did not hes-
itate; he left and immediately found a place in the city
where he and O'Keeffe could live together. Uncertain
about what this new freedom meant for their relationship,
they slept separately for more than two weeks. By the end
of July they were in the same bed together, and by mid-
August when they visited Oaklawn“they were like two
teenagers in love. Several times a day they would run up
the stairs to their bedroom, so eager to make love that
they would start taking their clothes off as they ran.”*[1]
Stieglitz filed for divorce almost immediately, but once he
was out of their apartment Emmy had a change of heart.
Due to the legal delays caused by Emmy and her brothers,
it would be six more years before the divorce was final-
ized. During this period Stieglitz and O'Keeffe continued
to live together most of the time, although she would go
off on her own from time to time. She was relatively free-
spirited and out-going with Stieglitz and his friends, but
she needed solitude for weeks or months at a time when
she focused on painting or creating. This arrangement
worked well with Stieglitz's own lifestyle, and he used the
times when she was away to concentrate on his photogra-
phy and on his continued promotion of modern art.
One of the most important things that O'Keeffe provided
for Stieglitz was the muse he had always wanted. He pho-
tographed O'Keeffe obsessively between 1918 and 1925
in what was the most prolific period in his entire life.
During this period he produced more than 350 mounted
prints of O'Keeffe that portrayed a wide range of her char-

acter, moods and beauty. He shot many close-up stud-
ies of parts of her body, especially her hands either iso-
lated by themselves or near her face or hair. The strength
of these photos is that, as O'Keeffe biographer Roxanna
Robinson points out, her “personality was crucial to
these photographs; it was this, as much as her body, that
Stieglitz was recording.”*[23] They remain one of the
most dynamic and intimate records of a single individual
in the history of art.
In 1920 Stieglitz was invited by Mitchell Kennerly of the
Anderson Galleries in New York to put together a ma-
jor exhibition of his photographs. He spent much of that
year mounting recent works, and in early 1921 he hung
the first one-man exhibit of his photographs since 1913.
Of the 146 prints he put on view, only seventeen had been
seen before. Forty-six were of O'Keeffe, including many
nudes, and by agreement with O'Keeffe she was not iden-
tified as the model on any of the prints.*[1] It was in the
catalog for this show that Stieglitz made his famous dec-
laration: “I was born in Hoboken. I am an American.
Photography is my passion. The search for Truth my ob-
session.”What is less known is that he conditioned this
statement by following it with these words:

“PLEASE NOTE: In the above STATEMENT
the following, fast becoming“obsolete”, terms
do not appear: ART, SCIENCE, BEAUTY,
RELIGION, every ISM, ABSTRACTION,
FORM, PLASTICITY, OBJECTIVITY,
SUBJECTIVITY, OLD MASTERS, MOD-
ERN ART, PSYCHOANALYSIS, AES-
THETICS, PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
DEMOCRACY, CEZANNE, “291”,
PROHIBITION. The term TRUTH did creep
in but it may be kicked out by any one.”*[24]

This statement symbolized the dichotomy that Stieglitz
embodied. On one hand he was the absolute perfection-
ist who photographed the same scene over and over until
he was satisfied and then used only the finest papers and
printing techniques to bring in the image to completion;
on the other he completely disdained any attempt to ap-
ply artistic terminology to his work, for it would always
be that –“work”created from the heart and not“art”cre-
ated by academicians and others who had to be“trained”
to see the beauty in front of them.
In 1922 Stieglitz organized a large show of John Marin's
paintings and etching at the Anderson Galleries, followed
by a huge auction of nearly two hundred paintings by
more than forty American artists, including O'Keeffe.
Energized by this activity, he began one of his most cre-
ative and unusual undertakings – photographing a series
of cloud studies simply for their form and beauty. He
said:

“I wanted to photograph clouds to find out what
I had learned in forty years about photography.
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Through clouds to put down my philosophy of
life – to show that (the success of) my pho-
tographs (was) not due to subject matter – not
to special trees or faces, or interiors, to special
privileges – clouds were there for everyone…
"*[25]

By late summer he had created a series he called“Mu-
sic – A Sequence of Ten Cloud Photographs”. Over the
next twelve years he would take hundreds of photographs
of clouds without any reference points of location or di-
rection. These are generally recognized as the first inten-
tionally abstract photographs, and they remain some of
his most powerful photographs. He would come refer to
these photographs as Equivalents.
Stieglitz's mother Hedwig died in November 1922, and
as he did with his father he buried his grief in his work.
He spent time with Paul Strand and his new wife Re-
becca (Beck), reviewed the work of another newcomer
named Edward Weston and began organizing a new show
of O'Keeffe's work. Her show opened in early 1923, and
Stieglitz spent much of the spring marketing her work.
Eventually twenty of her paintings sold for more than
$3,000. In the summer O'Keeffe once again took off for
the seclusion of the Southwest, and for a while Stieglitz
was alone with Beck Strand at Lake George. He took a
series of nude photos of her, and soon he became infat-
uated with her. They had a brief physical affair before
O'Keeffe returned in the fall. O'Keeffe could tell what
had happened, but since she did not see Stieglitz's new
lover as a serious threat to their relationship she let things
pass. Six years later she would have her own affair with
Beck Strand in New Mexico.*[26]
In 1924 Stieglitz's divorce was finally approved by a
judge, and within four months he and O'Keeffe married.
It was a small, private ceremony at Marin's house, and
afterward the couple went back home. There was no re-
ception, festivities or honeymoon. O'Keeffe said later
that they married in order to help soothe the troubles
of Stieglitz's daughter Kitty, who at that time was be-
ing treated in a sanatorium for depression and hallucina-
tions.*[23] The marriage did not seem to have any imme-
diate effect on either Stieglitz or O'Keeffe; they both con-
tinued working on their individual projects as they had be-
fore. For the rest of their lives together, their relationship
was, as biographer Benita Eisler characterized it,“a col-
lusion ... a system of deals and trade-offs, tacitly agreed to
and carried out, for the most part, without the exchange
of a word. Preferring avoidance to confrontation on most
issues, O'Keeffe was the principal agent of collusion in
their union.”*[26]
In the coming years O'Keeffe would spend much of her
time painting in New Mexico, while Stieglitz rarely left
New York except for summers at Lake George. O'Keeffe
later said“Stieglitz was a hypochondriac and couldn't be
more than 50 miles from a doctor.”*[27]
At the end of 1924 the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

acquired a collection of twenty-seven of Stieglitz's pho-
tographs. This was the first time a major museum in-
cluded photographs in its permanent collection. Stieglitz
donated the photos in order to have complete control over
which images would go into the collection.

9.1.6 The Intimate Gallery and An Amer-
ican Place (1925–1937)

In 1925 Stieglitz was invited by the Anderson Galleries
to put together one of the largest exhibitions of Ameri-
can art that had ever been organized, and he responded
with his typical exuberance and showmanship. The ti-
tle of the show says more than any summary can offer:
Alfred Stieglitz Presents Seven Americans: 159 Paintings,
Photographs, and Things, Recent and Never Before Pub-
licly Shown by Arthur G. Dove, Marsden Hartley, John
Marin, Charles Demuth, Paul Strand, Georgia O'Keeffe
and Alfred Stieglitz. The show ran for three weeks and
was very well attended, but when it was over only one
small painting by O'Keeffe had sold out of all the works
on exhibit.*[16]
Soon after Stieglitz was offered the continued use of one
of the rooms at the Anderson Galleries, and he decided
it would be just the right space for a series of exhibi-
tions by some of the same artists in the Seven Ameri-
cans show. In December 1925 he opened his new gallery,
publicly called “The Intimate Gallery”but referred to
by Stieglitz as “The Room”because of its small size.
Over the next four years he put together sixteen shows
of works by Marin, Dove, Hartley, O'Keeffe and Strand,
along with individual exhibits by Gaston Lachaise, Oscar
Bluemner and Francis Picabia. During this time Stieglitz
cultivated a relationship with influential new art collector
Duncan Phillips, who purchased several works through
The Intimate Gallery.
In 1927 a young woman named Dorothy Norman came
to the gallery to look at works by Marin, and once again
Stieglitz became infatuated with a much younger woman.
She began volunteering for mundane tasks at the gallery,
and soon she found she was returning Stieglitz's attention.
By the next year, when Stieglitz was sixty-four and she
twenty-two, they both declared their love for each other.
At this stage it was mostly an intellectual attraction – Nor-
man was married and had a child – but she came to the
gallery almost every day and did Stieglitz's bidding with-
out complaints.
For most of the past year O'Keeffe had been dealing
with bouts of illness or secluded at Lake George paint-
ing, and she and Stieglitz had seen each other only inter-
mittently. She knew of her husband's interest in Norman
but thought it was just another of his infatuations. Hav-
ing struggled with artistic roadblocks for many months
she felt she needed a major change of some sort, so when
Mabel Dodge invited her to come to Santa Fe for the sum-
mer O'Keeffe told Stieglitz that she had to go in order to
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be able to create again. Stieglitz took advantage of her
time away to begin photographing Norman, and he be-
gan teaching her the technical aspects of printing as well.
When Norman had a second child she missed only about
two months before returning to the gallery on a regular
basis.*[7] Within a short time they became lovers, but
even after their physical affair diminished a few years
later they continued to work together whenever O'Keeffe
was not around until Stieglitz died in 1946.
In early 1929 Stieglitz was told that the building that
housed the Room would be torn down later in the year.
Once again he would be without a gallery to carry out his
ambitions. After a last show of Demuth's work in May
he retreated to Lake George for the summer, once again
exhausted and depressed. Without his knowledge his
friends the Strands began to raise funds for a new gallery,
knowing such a project would re-energize their old friend.
In spite of terrible economy at the time they succeeded in
raising nearly sixteen thousand dollars and even found a
place that was ready to be occupied. When they surprised
Stieglitz with their gift he reacted with harsh ingratitude,
saying it was time for“young ones”to do some of the
work he had been shouldering for so many years.*[16]
The Strands were indignant, and although Stieglitz even-
tually apologized and accepted their generosity the inci-
dent marked the beginning of the end of their long and
close relationship.
In the late fall Stieglitz returned to New York and set
about establishing his new domain. Not only was it the
largest gallery he had ever managed, it provided a space
for his first darkroom in the city. Previously he had bor-
rowed other darkrooms or worked only when he was at
Lake George. On 15 December, two weeks after his
sixty-fifth birthday, Stieglitz opened his new gallery, An
American Place (soon known only as “The Place”).
He continued showing group or individual shows of his
friends Marin, Demuth, Hartley, Dove and Strand for the
next sixteen years, but O'Keeffe received at least one ma-
jor exhibition each year. He fiercely controlled access to
her works and incessantly promoted her even when crit-
ics gave her less than favorable reviews. Often during this
time they would only see each other during the summer,
when it was too hot in her New Mexico home, but they
wrote to each other almost weekly with the fervor of soul
mates.*[26]
In 1932 Stieglitz mounted a forty-year retrospective of
one hundred twenty-seven of his works at The Place. He
included all of his most famous photographs, but he also
purposely chose to include recent photos of O'Keeffe,
who, because of her years in the Southwest sun, looked
older than her forty-five years, next to portraits of his
young lover Norman. It was one of the few times he acted
spitefully to O'Keeffe in public, and it might have been as
a result of their increasingly intense arguments in private
about his control over her art.*[26]
Later that year he mounted a show of O'Keeffe's works

next to some amateurish paintings on glass by Beck
Strand. He didn't bother to put together a catalog of the
show, and it was clear to the Strands that he intended it
as an insult to his ex-lover. Paul Strand never forgave
Stieglitz. He said “The day I walked into the Photo-
Secession 291 [sic] in 1907 was a great moment in my
life…but the day I walked out of An American Place in
1932 was not less good. It was fresh air and personal lib-
eration from something that had become, for me at least,
second-rate, corrupt and meaningless.”*[26]
In 1936 Stieglitz returned briefly to his photographic roots
by mounting one of the first exhibitions of photos by
Ansel Adams in New York City. The show was success-
ful and David McAlpin bought eight Adams photos.*[28]
He also put on one of the first shows of Eliot Porter's
work two years later. He encouraged younger photog-
rapher Todd Webb to develop his own style and immerse
himself in the medium; Stieglitz was considered at the
time to have been the “godfather of modern photogra-
phy”.*[29]
The next year the Cleveland Museum of Art mounted the
first major exhibition of Stieglitz's work outside of his
own galleries. He spent many hours laboring over the
choices and making sure that each print was perfect, and
once again he worked himself into exhaustion. O'Keeffe
spent most of the year in New Mexico.

9.1.7 Last years (1938–1946)

In early 1938, Stieglitz suffered a serious heart attack, one
of six coronary or angina attacks that would strike him
over the next eight years. Each would leave him increas-
ingly weakened, and his recovery times would lengthen
after each one. Still, as soon as he was strong enough he
would return to The Place and pick up where he left off.
In his absence, Dorothy Norman managed the gallery.
Stieglitz would often sleep on a small cot at the gallery,
either too weak to leave or not wanting to return to his
usually empty home. O'Keeffe remained in her South-
west home from spring to fall of this period.
In the summer of 1946 Stieglitz suffered a fatal stroke. He
remained in a coma long enough for O'Keeffe to finally
return home. When she got to his hospital room Dorothy
Norman was there with him. She left immediately, and
O'Keeffe was with him when he died.*[26] According to
his wishes, a simple funeral was held with only twenty of
his closest friends and family in attendance. Stieglitz was
cremated, and O'Keeffe and his niece Elizabeth Davidson
took his ashes to Lake George. O'Keeffe never revealed
exactly where she distributed them, saying only “I put
him where he could hear the water.”*[26]
The day after the funeral, O'Keeffe called Norman to de-
mand“absolute control”over An American Place. She
told Norman to clear all of her things out of the gallery,
and ended by saying that she considered Dorothy Nor-
man's relationship with Stieglitz to be “absolutely dis-
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gusting.”*[1]

9.2 Key Set

During the course of his long career, Stieglitz produced
more than 2,500 mounted photographs. After his death
OʼKeeffe committed to assembling the best and most
complete set of his photographs, selecting in most cases
what she considered to be only the finest print of each
image he made. In some cases she included slightly dif-
ferent versions of the same image, and these series are in-
valuable for their insights about Stieglitz's aesthetic com-
position. She chose only those prints that Stieglitz had
personally mounted, since he did not consider a work to
be finished until he completed this step. In 1949 she
donated the first part of what she called the “key set”
of 1,317 Stieglitz photographs to the National Gallery of
Art in Washington, DC. In 1980 she added to the set an-
other 325 photographs taken by Stieglitz of her, including
many nudes. Now numbering 1,642 photographs, it is
the largest, most complete collection of Stieglitz's work
anywhere in the world. In 2002 the National Gallery
published a two-volume, 1,012-page catalog that repro-
duced the complete key set along with detailed annota-
tions about each photograph.*[19]

9.3 Legacy

•“Alfred Stieglitz (1864–1946) is perhaps the most
important figure in the history of visual arts in
America. That is certainly not to say that he was the
greatest artist America has ever produced. Rather,
through his many roles – as a photographer, as a
discoverer and promoter of photographers and of
artists in other media, and as a publisher, patron, and
collector – he had a greater impact on American art
than any other person has had.”*[30]

•“Alfred Stieglitz had the multifold abilities of a Re-
naissance man. A visionary of enormously wide
perspective, his accomplishments were remarkable,
his dedication awe-inspiring. A photographer of ge-
nius, a publisher of inspiration, a writer of great abil-
ity, a gallery owner and exhibition organizer of both
photographic and modern art exhibitions, a catalyst
and a charismatic leader in the photographic and art
worlds for over thirty years, he was, necessarily, a
passionate, complex, driven and highly contradic-
tory character, both prophet and martyr. The ulti-
mate maverick, he inspired great love and great ha-
tred in equal measure.”*[15]

• Eight of the nine highest prices ever paid at auction
for Stieglitz photographs (as of 2008) are images of
Georgia O'Keeffe. The highest-priced photograph,
a 1919 palladium print of Georgia O'Keeffe (Hands),

realized US$1.47 million at auction in February
2006. At the same sale, Georgia O'Keeffe Nude,
another 1919 print by Stieglitz, sold for $1.36 mil-
lion.*[31]

9.4 Quotes

•“Photography is a fad well-nigh on its last legs,
thanks principally to the bicycle craze.”*[32]

•“I have always been a great believer in today. Most
people live either in the past or in the future, so that
they really never live at all. So many people are busy
worrying about the future of art or society, they have
no time to preserve what is. Utopia is in the moment.
Not in some future time, some other place, but in the
here and now, or else it is nowhere.”*[24]

•“Nearly right is child's play.”*[16]

•“Photography is not an art. Neither is painting, nor
sculpture, literature or music. They are only differ-
ent media for the individual to express his aesthetic
feelings…You do not have to be a painter or a sculp-
tor to be an artist. You may be a shoemaker. You
may be creative as such. And, if so, you are a greater
artist than the majority of the painters whose work
is shown in the art galleries of today.”*[33]

9.5 Gallery

• The Hand of Man, 1902

• Katherine, 1905

• Miss S.R., 1905

• Dirigible, 1910

• Old and New New York, 1910

• A Snapshot: Paris, 1911 (one of two with same
title)

• A Snapshot: Paris, 1911 (one of two with same
title)

• Ellen Koeniger, Lake George, 1916.

• Georgia O'Keeffe, Hands, 1918

9.6 See also

• 291 (art gallery)

• Photography in the United States of America
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Chapter 10

Alvin Langdon Coburn

Alvin Langdon Coburn (June 11, 1882 – November
23, 1966) was an early 20th-century photographer who
became a key figure in the development of American
pictorialism. He became the first major photographer
to emphasize the visual potential of elevated viewpoints
and later made some of the first completely abstract pho-
tographs.

10.1 Life

10.1.1 Childhood (1882–1899)

Coburn was born on June 11, 1882, at 134 East Spring-
field Street in Boston, Massachusetts, to a middle-class
family. His father, who had established the successful
firm of Coburn & Whitman Shirts, died when Alvin was
seven. After that he was raised solely by his mother, Fan-
nie, who remained the primary influence in his early life,
even though she remarried when he was a teenager. In
his autobiography, Coburn wrote, “My mother was a
remarkable woman of very strong character who tried to
dominate my life…It was a battle royal all the days of our
life together.”*[1]
In 1890 the family visited his maternal uncles in Los An-
geles, and they gave him a 4 x 5 Kodak camera. He
immediately fell in love with the camera, and within
a few years he had developed a remarkable talent for
both visual composition and technical proficiency in the
darkroom. When he was sixteen years old, in 1898, he
met his cousin F. Holland Day, who was already an in-
ternationally known photographer with considerable in-
fluence. Day recognized Coburn s̓ talent and both men-
tored him and encouraged him to take up photography as
a career.
At the end of 1899 his mother and he moved to London,
where they met up with Day. Day had been invited by the
Royal Photographic Society to select prints from the best
American photographers for an exhibition in London. He
brought more than a hundred photographs with him, in-
cluding nine by Coburn – who at this time was only 17
years old. With the help of his cousin Coburnʼs career
took a giant first step.

10.1.2 Rise to fame (1900–1905)

“Spider-webs”, by Alvin Langdon Coburn. Photogravure pub-
lished in Camera Work, No 21, 1908

Coburnʼs prints at the Royal Photographic Society at-
tracted the attention of another important photographer,
Frederick H. Evans. Evans was one of the founders of
the Linked Ring, an association of artistic photographers
which was considered at that time to be the highest au-
thority for photographic aesthetics. In the summer of
1900 Coburn was invited to exhibit with them, which el-
evated him to the ranks of some of the most elite photog-
raphers of the day.
In 1901 Coburn lived in Paris for a few months so
he could study with photographer Edward Steichen and
Robert Demachy. He and his mother then toured France,
Switzerland and Germany for the remainder of the year.
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When they returned to America in 1902, Coburn began
studying with famed photographer Gertrude Käsebier in
New York. He opened a photography studio on Fifth Av-
enue but spent much of his time that year studying with
leading Arthur Wesley Dow at his School of Art in Mas-
sachusetts. At the same time, his mother continued to
promote her son whenever she could. Stieglitz once told
an interviewer, “Fannie Coburn devoted much energy
trying to convince both Day and me that Alvin was a
greater photographer than Steichen.”*[2]
The following year Coburn was elected as an Associate of
The Linked Ring, making him one of the youngest mem-
bers of that group and one of only a few Americans to be
so honored. In May he was given his first one-man show
at the Camera Club of New York, and in July Stieglitz
published one of his gravures in Camera Work, No. 3.
In 1904 Coburn returned to London with a commission
from The Metropolitan Magazine to photograph Englandʼ
s leading artists and writers, including G. K. Chesterton,
George Meredith, and H. G. Wells. During this trip he
visited renowned pictorialist J. Craig Annan in Edinburgh
and made studies of motifs photographed by pioneering
photographers Hill and Adamson.*[3] Six more of his
images were published in Camera Work, No. 6 (April,
1904). In 1905 he photographed American artist Leon
Dabo.
Coburn remained in London throughout 1905 and much
of 1906, taking both portraits and landscapes around
England. He photographed Henry James for The Cen-
tury magazine and returned to Edinburgh for a series he
intended to be visualizations of Robert Louis Stevensonʼ
s Edinburgh: Picturesque Notes.

10.1.3 Symbolist period (1906–1912)

The years 1906-7 were some of the most prolific and im-
portant for Coburn. He began 1906 by having one-man
shows at the Royal Photographic Society (accompanied
by a catalog with a preface by George Bernard Shaw) and
at the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. In
July five more gravures were published in Camera Work
(No. 15). At the same time he began to study pho-
togravure printing at the London County Council School
of Photo-Engraving. It was during this time that Coburn
made one of his most famous portraits, that of George
Bernard Shaw posing nude as Rodinʼs The Thinker.
In the summer he cruised round the Mediterranean and
traveled to Paris, Rome and Venice in the fall while
working on frontispieces for an American edition of
Henry James n̓ovels. While in Paris he sees Steichen s̓
Autochrome color prints and learns the process from him.
By 1907 Coburn was so well established in his career that
Shaw called him“the greatest photographer in the world,”
although he was only 24 years old at the time.*[4] He con-
tinued his success by having a one-man show at Stieglitzʼ

"Bernard Shaw", by Alvin Langdon Coburn. Photogravure pub-
lished in Camera Work, No 21, 1908

"Rodin", by Alvin Langdon Coburn. Photogravure published in
Camera Work, No 21, 1908

s prestigious Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession in New
York and by organizing an international exhibition of
photography at the New English Art Galleries in London.
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At the request of American art collector Charles Lang
Freer, Coburn briefly returned to the U.S. so he could
photograph Freerʼs large collection of oriental art and
Whistler prints. Coburn became captivated with the“ex-
otic”style of the oriental artists, and it began to have an
influence in both his thinking and his photography.
In January, 1908, twelve more of Coburn s̓ photographs
were published in Camera Work (No. 21). Oddly, in the
same issue there was an anonymous article that leveled
some harsh words at him:

“Coburn has been a favored child throughout
his career…No other photographer has been
so extensively exploited nor so generally eulo-
gized. He enjoys it all; is amused at the con-
flicting opinions about him and his work, and,
like all strong individuals, is conscious that he
knows best what he wants and what he is driv-
ing at. Being talked about is his only recre-
ation.”*[5]

The author was probably Stieglitz, who sometimes de-
lighted in both promoting and castigating a photographer,
especially if he felt the person was becoming too con-
ceited. The criticism did not seem to have a long-term
effect on their relationship, as both continued to be close
colleagues for many years.
In the spring Coburn had another one-man show, this time
at the Goupil Galleries in New York. Soon after he wrote
to Stieglitz,“Printing almost entirely in gray now... think
it a reaction from the autochomes…"*[3] In the summer
he visited Dublin, where he made portraits of W.B. Yeats
and George Moore. He continued his travels that year
with trips to Bavaria and Holland.
The next year Stieglitz gave Coburn his second one-man
exhibition at his gallery, which by that time had come
to be known only as "291". Another sign of Coburnʼs
prominence at that time was that Stieglitz had only given
two shows to one other photographer – Edward Steichen.
Back in London, Coburn bought a new home with a large
studio area where he set up two printing presses. He pro-
ceeded to use the skills he d̓ learned at the County Coun-
cil School to publish a book of his own photographs called
London.
Coburn returned to America in 1910, exhibiting 26 prints
at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo, New York.
He began traveling extensively in the U.S. for the next
year, going to Arizona to photograph the Grand Canyon
and to California to take photos in Yosemite National
Park. He came back to New York in 1912 and took a
series of new photos which he published in his book New
York. It was during this period that he made some of his
most famous photographs from elevated viewpoints, in-
cluding his best known image The Octopus.
While in New York he met and married Edith Wightman
Clement of Boston on October 11, 1912. In Novem-

ber Coburn and his wife returned to England, and af-
ter twenty-three trans-Atlantic crosses he never again re-
turned to the United States.*[3]

10.1.4 Explorations (1913–1923)

Coburn continued to build his fame by publishing what
would become his most famous book, Men of Mark, in
1913. The book featured 33 gravure prints of important
European and American authors, artists and statesmen,
including Henri Matisse, Henry James, Auguste Rodin,
Mark Twain, Theodore Roosevelt and Yeats. In the pref-
ace to the book, he says:

“To make satisfactory photographs of persons
it is necessary for me to like them, to admire
them, or at least to be interested in them. It is
rather curious and difficult to exactly explain,
but if I dislike my subject it is sure to come out
in the resulting portrait . I had thought of us-
ing 'Men of Genius' as the title for this book,
but Arnold Bennett objected seriously, saying,
very modestly, that he did not consider himself
a man of genius, but merely a working author,
and absolutely refusing to join the throng un-
less I changed it, so I told him that if he would
give me a better one I would use it. 'Men of
Mark' is his alternative.”*[6]

In 1915 Coburn organized the exhibition“Old Masters
of Photography”, shown at the Royal Photographic So-
ciety in London and at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery in
the U.S. The show included many historical prints from
Coburnʼs own collection.
The following year two pivotal events occurred in his
life. He met George Davison, a fellow photographer
and a philanthropist who was involved in Theosophy and
Freemasonry. He was initiated on 18 June 1919 into
Mawddach Lodge No.1988 in Barmouth and remained
a member until 28 September 1961. This started him
on a path of studying mysticism, metaphysical ideals and
Druidism. Eventually he would devote most of his life to
these studies, foregoing photography as his primary in-
terest.
He met Ezra Pound, who introduced him to the short-
lived Vorticism movement in Britain. These new visual
aesthetics intrigued Coburn and, provoked by his growing
spiritual quest, he began to re-examine his photographic
style. He responded by making a bold and distinctive por-
trait of Pound, showing three over-lapping images of dif-
fering sizes. Within a brief period he moved from this
semi-representative image to a series of abstract images
that are among the first completely non-representative
photographs ever made.
To make these images Coburn invented a kaleidoscope-
like instrument with three mirrors clamped together,
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which when fitted over the lens of the camera would re-
flect and fracture the image. Pound called this instrument
a “Vortoscope”and the resulting photographs “Vor-
tographs”.*[7] He made only about 18 different Vor-
tographs, taken over a period of just one month, yet they
remain among the most striking images in early 20th cen-
tury photography.
In 1917 he had a show of Vortographs and paintings at the
Camera Club in London. He had recently started paint-
ing, in what Ezra Pound called Post-Impressionist style,
and the combination of 'second-rate' paintings along with
his highly unusual photographs received mixed reviews.
Stieglitz in particular did not like the change in Coburnʼ
s imagery, and he rejected several prints for a show he
was putting together.
On 18 June 1919, he was initiated into Mawddach Ma-
sonic Lodge No.1988 in Barmouth and was a member
until he resigned on 28 September 1961. Coburn became
increasingly involved with the Freemasons, achieving the
title of Royal Arch Mason. He also joined the Societas
Rosicruciana and delved further into metaphysical stud-
ies.
In 1922 Coburn briefly returned to his roots when he pub-
lished More Men of Mark,*[8] a second book of portraits
he had taken more than ten years earlier. This volume in-
cluded previously unpublished photographs that included
Pound, Thomas Hardy, Frank Harris, Joseph Conrad,
Israel Zangwill and Edmund Dulac.

10.1.5 Spiritual devotion (1923–1930)

In 1923 Coburn met a man who would become a ma-
jor influence on him for the rest of his life. The man was
the leader of the Universal Order, a comparative religious
group that grew out of the Order of Ancient Wisdom, and
which under the name Hermetic Truth Society organized
public lectures and produced the quarterly Shrine of Wis-
dom magazine. The identity of the man - described as be-
ing great and good in every way - was known to Coburn,
but it has been kept from anyone outside of the Order due
to the Society s̓ strict doctrine of anonymity.*[4] There
was something about him, however, that struck a chord
with Coburn, and “Coburnʼs solidity as a citizen and
the falling-away of all mundane ambition thereafter was
due to his direct influence.”*[4]
Throughout the 1920s and 30s Coburn became fully com-
mitted to the beliefs of the Universal Order, which are
described in The Shrine of Wisdom magazine as being
devoted to“Synthetic Philosophy, Religion and Mysti-
cism”.*[9] His deep interest in mysticism, and especially
freemasonry, was to occupy the greatest part of the re-
mainder of his life. Coburn did much research into the
history of freemasonry, as well as on aspects of the occult
and mysticism. He presented numerous lectures based on
his findings to Masonic gatherings, travelling extensively
throughout England and Wales. He also took a particular

interest in the ceremonial rituals and rites performed, and
in their origins and symbolism.*[10]
In 1927 Coburn was made an honorary Ovate of the
Welsh Gorsedd, or Council of Druids, and he took the
Welsh name“Maby-y-Trioedd”(Son of the Triads).
In 1928 his mother died. She had been a major influence
on him for much of his life, and her death was yet one
more sign that his new devotion to religious interests was
the right course for him.

10.1.6 Later life (1931–1966)

Blue plaque on his home in Harlech, North Wales

By 1930 Coburn had lost almost all interest in photog-
raphy. He decided that his past was of little use to him
now, and over the summer he destroyed nearly 15,000
glass and film negatives – nearly his entire lifeʼs out-
put. This same year he donated his extensive collection
of contemporary and historical photographs to the Royal
Photographic Society.
A year later he wrote his last letter to Stieglitz, and from
then on he made only a few new photographs. Ironically,
just when he was making an almost complete break from
photography Coburn was elected Honorary Fellow of the
Royal Photographic Society.
After living in England for more than twenty years,
Coburn finally became a British subject in 1932.
In 1945 he moved from his house in Harlech, North
Wales to Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn Bay, on the north coast
of Wales. He lived there the rest of his life.
His wife Edith died on October 11, 1957, their forty-fifth
wedding anniversary.
Coburn died in his home in North Wales on November
23, 1966.
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10.2 Gallery

• George Meredith (1911)

• Study - Miss R (1904)

• House of a Thousand Windows (1912)
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10.5 External links
• The official National Media Museum print website

containing many Alvin Langdon Coburn prints

• National Portrait Gallery - works by Coburn

• Alvin Langdon Coburn Collection at the Harry Ran-
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• Works by Alvin Langdon Coburn at Project Guten-
berg

• Works by or about Alvin Langdon Coburn at
Internet Archive
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Chapter 11

Andreas Feininger

“The Photojournalist”, showing the photojournalist Dennis Stock,
may be Feininger's best-known photograph; he took it for Life in
1951.

Andreas Bernhard Lyonel Feininger (December 27,
1906 – February 18, 1999) was an American photog-
rapher and a writer on photographic technique. He
was noted for his dynamic black-and-white scenes of
Manhattan and for studies of the structures of natural ob-
jects.

11.1 Biography

Feininger was born in Paris, France, to Julia Berg and
Lyonel Feininger, an American of German origin. A
painter, his father was born in New York City, in
1871.*[1] His great-grandfather emigrated from Durlach,
Baden, in Germany, to the United States in 1848. His
younger brother was the painter T. Lux Feininger (1910–
2011), who began his professional career as a photogra-

View along US 40 in Mount Vernon Canyon, Colorado, 1942, a
photograph taken when Feininger was an employee of the Office
of War Information (OWI)

Creede, Colorado in 1942, another OWI photograph by Feininger

pher.*[2]
Feininger grew up and was educated as an architect
in Germany, where his father painted and taught, at
Staatliches Bauhaus. In 1936, he gave up architecture and
moved to Sweden, where he focused on photography. In
advance of World War II, in 1939, Feininger immigrated
to the U.S. where he established himself as a freelance
photographer. In 1943 he joined the staff of Life maga-
zine, an association that lasted until 1962.
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Feininger became famous for his photographs of New
York. Other frequent subjects among his works were sci-
ence and nature, as seen in bones, shells, plants, and min-
erals in the images of which he often stressed their struc-
ture. Rarely did he photograph people or make portraits.
Feininger wrote comprehensive manuals about photogra-
phy, of which the best known is The Complete Photog-
rapher. In the introduction to one of Feininger's books
of photographs, Ralph Hattersley, the editor of the pho-
tography journal Infinity, described him as“one of the
great architects who helped create photography as we
know it today.”In 1966, the American Society of Me-
dia Photographers (ASMP) awarded Feininger its high-
est distinction, the Robert Leavitt Award. In 1991, the
International Center of Photography awarded Feininger
the Infinity Lifetime Achievement Award.
Today, Feininger's photographs are in the permanent
collections of the Center for Creative Photography, the
Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the National Gallery of Art, London's Victoria
and Albert Museum, and the George Eastman House in
Rochester, New York.
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• Der Schlüssel zur Fotografie von Heute. Düs-
seldorf: Econ, 1958. German translation.

• Skapande fotografering. Stockholm: Bonnier,
1958. Swedish translation.

• Fotograful creator. Bucharest: Editura Merid-
iane, 1967. Romanian translation.

• Changing America: The Land as It Was and How
Man Has Changed It. New York: Crown, 1955.
Text by Patricia Dyett.

• The Anatomy of Nature: How Function Shapes the
Form and Design of Animate and Inanimate Struc-
tures throughout the Universe. New York: Crown,
1956. London: Thomas Yoseloff, 1956. New York:
Dover, 1979.

• Vorm en functie in de natuur: 170 foto's. Delft:
W. Gaade, 1956. Dutch translation.

• Das Antlitz der Natur. Munich: Knaur, 1957.
Zurich: Buchclub Ex Libris, 1957. German
translation.

• Anatomía de la naturaleza: De cómo la fun-
ción crea la forma en las estructuras animadas
e inanimadas de entero universo. Barcelona:
Jano, 1962. Spanish translation.

• Frauen und Göttinnen von der Steinzeit bis zu Pi-
casso. Cologne: M. DuMont Schauberg, 1960. Text
by J. Bon.

• Maids, Madonnas, and Witches: Women in
Sculpture from Prehistoric Times to Picasso.
New York: Abrams, 1961. English transla-
tion. Introduction by Henry Miller.

• The Image of Woman: Women in Sculpture
from Pre-historic Times to the Present Day.
London: Thames & Hudson, 1961. English
translation. Introduction by Henry Miller.

• Total Picture Control: A Personal Approach to Pho-
tography. New York: Crown, 1961. New York:
Amphoto, 1970.

• Andreas Feininger fotografiert Steine. Düsseldorf:
Econ, 1960. About architecture; with an introduc-
tion by Kasimir Edschmid.

• Man and Stone: A Journey into the Past. New
York: Crown, 1961. English translation.

• Stone and Man: A Photographic Exploration.
New York: Dover, 1979.

• Andreas Feininger fotografeert steen. Haarlem:
Gottmer, 1962. Dutch translation.

• Die hohe Schule der Fotografie. Düsseldorf: Econ,
1961. And later editions.

• Andreas Feiningers fotoskole. Copenhagen:
Grafisk Forlag, 1962. Danish translation.

• De hogere school der fotografie. Amsterdam:
De Bussey, 1963. Dutch translation.

• Vysoká škola fotografie. Prague: Orbis, 1968.
Czech translation.

• A Manual of Advanced Photography. London:
Thames & Hudson, 1962. Revised edition, London:
Thames & Hudson, 1970.

• Voir: Précis sur la technique et l'art d'exceller en pho-
tographie. Lausanne: Edita, 1961.

• Arte y técnica en fotografía: Cómo perfeccionar sus
fotos. Madrid: Mediterráneo, 1968.

• Cómo hacer buenas fotografías: Un curso completo
sobre la mecánica, la técnica y las aplicaciones de la
fotografía. Madrid: Mediterráneo, 1968. Madrid:
Mediterráneo, 1980. ISBN 8471561158.

• Die Welt neu gesehen. Ein Querschnitt meiner Arbeit.
Vienna: Econ, 1963.

• The World through My Eyes: 30 Years of Pho-
tography. New York: Crown, 1963. English
translation.

• TheWorld through My Eyes. London: Thames
& Hudson, 1964. English translation.

• Regards sur le monde: 30 années d'art
photographique. Brussels: Meddens 1964.
French translation.

• Il mondo come io lo vedo. Milan: Garzanti,
1964. Italian translation.

• Met andere ogen gezien. Amsterdam: De Bussy,
1964.

• New York. New York: Crown, 1964; New York:
Viking, 1964. London: Thames & Hudson, 1964.
Text by Kate Simon.

• New York. Düsseldorf: Econ, 1964. German
translation.

• The Complete Photographer. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1965. London: Thames & Hudson,
1965. And later editions.

• Die neue Foto-Lehre. Düsseldorf: Econ, 1965.

• La nuova tecnica della fotografia. Milan:
Garzanti, 1966. Italian translation.

• Fotograferen van A–Z: Een nieuw handboek der fo-
tografie. Amsterdam: De Bussy, 1965.

• Lyonel Feininger: City at the Edge of theWorld. New
York: Praeger, 1965. Text by T. Lux Feininger.

• Lyonel Feininger. Die Stadt am Ende der Welt.
Munich: Rütten & Loening, 1965. German
translation.
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• Forms of Nature and Life. New York: Viking Press,
1966.

• Die Sprache der Natur. Düsseldorf: Econ,
1966. German translation.

• Form in Nature and Life. London: Thames & Hud-
son, 1966.

• Trees. New York: Viking Press, 1968. London:
Thames & Hudson, 1968. Harmondsworth, Middx:
Penguin, 1978. ISBN 0-14-004747-6. New York:
Viking Press, 1978. ISBN 0670729434. New York:
Rizzoli, 1991. ISBN 0847813258.

• Wunderbare Welt der Bäume und Wälder. Vi-
enna: Econ, 1968. German translation.

• Basic Color Photography. 1969.

• The Color Photo Book. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1969.

• Kleurenfotografie van A–Z. Amsterdam: De
Bussy, 1969. Dutch translation.

• The Complete Colour Photographer. Thames &
Hudson, 1969.

• Farbfotolehre. Neu bearbeitete Ausgabe des
berühmten Standardwerkes. Munich: Heyne, 1969.
ISBN 3453411609.

• Lyonel Feininger. New York: Marlborough-Gerson
Gallery, 1969. Text by Peter Selz.

• Shells. 1972.

• Photographic Seeing. 1973.

• Principles of Composition. 1973.

• Andreas Feininger. 1973. Text by Ralph Hattersley.

• Darkroom Techniques. 1974.

• The Perfect Photograph. 1974.

• Roots of Art. 1974.

• Light and Lighting in Photography. 1976.

• Feininger's Hamburg. 1980.

• Feininger's Chicago. 1981.

• Industrial America. 1981.

• Leaves. New York. 1984.

• In a Grain of Sand: Exploring Design by Nature. San
Francisco: Sierra Club, 1986.

• Stockholm 1933–1939. Stockholm: Stockholms
Stadsmuseum, 1991. ISBN 9185238708.

• Andreas Feininger, That's Photography. Ostfildern:
Hatje Cantz, 2004. ISBN 3-7757-1429-4, 320
pages, 210 photographs, texts

• Andreas Feininger. A Photographer's Life. 1906–
1999. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2010. ISBN 978-3-
7757-2704-4, 192 pages, 129 photographs, text

11.3 References and notes
[1] “Lyonel Feininger (Léonell Charles Feininger) is born in

New York City on July 17. He is the first child of the
violinist Karl Feininger from Durlach in Baden (South
West Germany) and the American singer Elizabeth Ce-
cilia Feininger, born Lutz, who is also of German de-
scent.”

[2] Obituary of T. Lux Feininger, New York Times.

11.4 External links
• Introduction to Feininger at George Eastman House

• ASMP interview with Andreas Feininger

• Andreas Feininger Photographs

• Photographs by Andreas Feininger from the collec-
tions at the Museum of the City of New York

• Biography – Andreas Bernhard Lyonel Feininger

• The Andreas Feininger Photograph Collection at the
New-York Historical Society
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Chapter 12

Andreas Gursky

Andreas Gursky, 99 Cent II Diptychon, 2001, C-print mounted
to acrylic glass, 2x 207 x 307 centimeter.

Andreas Gursky, Chicago Board of Trade II, 1999, C-print
mounted to plexiglass in artist's frame 73 x 95 inches.

Andreas Gursky (born January 15, 1955) is a German
photographer and Professor at the Kunstakademie Düs-
seldorf, Germany.*[1] He is known for his large format
architecture and landscape colour photographs, often em-
ploying a high point of view. Gursky shares a studio
with Laurenz Berges, Thomas Ruff and Axel Hütte on
the Hansaallee, in Düsseldorf.*[2] The building, a former

Andreas Gursky, Rhein II, 1999, C-print mounted to plexiglass
in artist's frame, 81 x 140 inches.

electricity station, was transformed into an artists studio
and living quarters, in 2001, by architects Herzog & de
Meuron, of Tate Modern fame.*[3] In 2010-11, the ar-
chitects worked again on the building, designing a gallery
in the basement.*[4]

12.1 Education

Gursky was born in Leipzig, Former East Germany in
1955. His family relocated to West Germany, moving
to Essen and then Düsseldorf by the end of 1957.*[5]
From 1978 to 1981, he attended Folkwangschule, Es-
sen, where he is said to have studied under Otto Stein-
ert. However, it has been disputed that this can't really
be the case, as Steinert died in 1978.*[6] Between 1981-
1987 at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, Gursky received
strong training and influence from his teachers Hilla and
Bernd Becher,*[7] a photographic team known for their
distinctive, dispassionate method of systematically cata-
loging industrial machinery and architecture.*[8] Gursky
demonstrates a similarly methodical approach in his own
larger-scale photography. Other notable influences are
the British landscape photographer John Davies, whose
highly detailed high vantage point images had a strong
effect on the street level photographs Gursky was then
making, and to a lesser degree the American photogra-
pher Joel Sternfeld.
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Andreas Gursky, Shanghai, 2000, C-print mounted to plexiglass,
119 x 81 inches.

12.2 Career and style

Before the 1990s, Gursky did not digitally manipulate
his images.*[9] In the years since, Gursky has been frank
about his reliance on computers to edit and enhance his
pictures, creating an art of spaces larger than the subjects
photographed. Writing in The New Yorker magazine,
the critic Peter Schjeldahl called these pictures “vast,”
“splashy,”“entertaining,”and“literally unbelievable.”

*[10] In the same publication, critic Calvin Tomkins de-
scribed Gursky as one of the“two masters”of the“Düs-
seldorf”school. In 2001, Tomkins described the experi-
ence of confronting one of Gursky's large works:*[7]

“The first time I saw photographs by Andreas
Gursky...I had the disorienting sensation that
something was happening̶happening to me,
I suppose, although it felt more generalized
than that. Gursky's huge, panoramic colour
prints̶some of them up to six feet high by
ten feet long̶had the presence, the formal
power, and in several cases the majestic aura of
nineteenth-century landscape paintings, with-
out losing any of their meticulously detailed
immediacy as photographs. Their subject mat-
ter was the contemporary world, seen dispas-

sionately and from a distance.”*[7]

The perspective in many of Gurskyʼs photographs is
drawn from an elevated vantage point. This position
enables the viewer to encounter scenes, encompassing
both centre and periphery, which are ordinarily beyond
reach.*[11] Visually, Gursky is drawn to large, anony-
mous, man-made spaces̶high-rise facades at night, of-
fice lobbies, stock exchanges, the interiors of big box re-
tailers (See his print 99 Cent II Diptychon). In a 2001
retrospective, New York's Museum of Modern Art de-
scribed the artist's work, “a sophisticated art of unem-
bellished observation. It is thanks to the artfulness of
Gursky's fictions that we recognize his world as our own.”
*[12] Gurskyʼs style is enigmatic and deadpan. There
is little to no explanation or manipulation on the works.
His photography is straightforward.*[13]
Gursky's Dance Valley festival photograph, taken near
Amsterdam in 1995, depicts attendees facing a DJ stand
in a large arena, beneath strobe lighting effects. The pour-
ing smoke resembles a human hand, holding the crowd in
stasis. After completing the print, Gursky explained the
only music he now listens to is the anonymous, beat-heavy
style known as Trance, as its symmetry and simplicity
echoes his own work̶while playing towards a deeper,
more visceral emotion. The photograph 99 Cent (1999)
was taken at a 99 Cents Only store on Sunset Boulevard in
Los Angeles, and depicts its interior as a stretched hori-
zontal composition of parallel shelves, intersected by ver-
tical white columns, in which the abundance of“neatly
labeled packets are transformed into fields of colour, gen-
erated by endless arrays of identical products, reflecting
off the shiny ceiling”(Wyatt Mason).*[14] The Rhine II
(1999), depicts a stretch of the river Rhine outside Düs-
seldorf, immediately legible as a view of a straight stretch
of water, but also as an abstract configuration of hori-
zontal bands of colour of varying widths.*[15] In his six-
part series Ocean I-VI (2009-2010), Gursky used high-
definition satellite photographs which he augmented from
various picture sources on the Internet.*[16]

12.3 Exhibitions

Gursky first exhibited his work in Germany in 1985 and
has subsequently exhibited throughout Europe. His first
solo gallery show was held at Galerie Johnen & Schöt-
tle, Cologne, in 1988. Gursky's first one-person museum
exhibition in the United States opened at the Milwaukee
Art Museum in 1998, and his work was the subject of a
retrospective organized by The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, in 2001, touring to Museo Nacional Centro
de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, Centre Pompidou, Paris,
and Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago in 2001–
2002. Further museum exhibitions include “Werke-
Works 80-08”, Kunstmuseen Krefeld (2008, touring to
Moderna Museet, Stockholm and Vancouver Art Gallery
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in 2009); Kunstmuseum Basel, Switzerland (2007); Haus
der Kunst, Munich (2007, touring to Istanbul Museum of
Modern Art, Sharjah Art Museum, National Gallery of
Victoria, Melbourne, and Ekaterina Foundation, Moscow
in 2007–2008).*[17] His work has been seen in inter-
national exhibitions, including the Internationale Foto-
Triennale in Esslingen (1989 and 1995), the Venice Bien-
nale (1990 and 2004), and the Biennale of Sydney (1996
and 2000).*[18]

12.3.1 Selected Exhibitions

• 1989 Museum Haus Lange, Krefeld; Centre
Genevois de Gravure Contemporaine, Geneva,
Switzerland

• 1992 Kunsthalle Zürich, Switzerland

• 1994 Deichtorhallen, Hamburg; De Appel Foun-
dation, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Kunstmuseum
Wolfsburg

• 1995 Portikus Frankfurt; Rooseum, Malmö, Swe-
den; Tate Liverpool, England

• 1998 Kunsthalle Düsseldorf; Kunstmuseum Wolfs-
burg; Fotomuseum Winterthur, Switzerland; Mil-
waukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, USA; Museum of
Contemporary Arts, Houston, USA

• 1999 Serpentine Gallery, London, England;
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Ed-
inburgh, Scotland; Castello di Rivoli, Turin,
Italy

• 2000 Sprengel Museum, Hannover; Galerie für
Zeitgenössische Kunst, Leipzig; Busch-Reisinger
Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
USA

• 2001 Museum of Modern Art, New York, USA;
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, USA;
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía,
Madrid, Spain; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris,
France;

• 2003 San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San
Francisco, U.S.

• 2005 Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg; Juan March Insti-
tute, Madrid, Spain

• 2007 Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany

• 2007 White Cube, London, England

• 2007 Kunstmuseum Basel, Basel

• 2007 Istanbul Modern, Istanbul, Turkey

• 2007 Matthew Marks Gallery, New York, U.S.

• 2008 Exhibition Building Mathildenhöhe,
Darmstadt, Germany

• 2008 Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany

• 2008 Ekaterina Cultural Foundation, Moscow,
Russia

• 2008 Haus Lange/Haus Ester, Krefeld

• 2008–2009 National Gallery of Victoria Interna-
tional, Melbourne, Australia

• 2009 Moderna museet, Stockholm, Sweden

• 2009 Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver, Canada

• 2012 Louisiana Museum of Modern Art,
Humlebaek, Denmark

• 2012 Museum Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf, Germany

• 2013 National Art Center, Tokyo, Japan

• 2014 National Museum of Art, Osaka, Japan

• 2015 Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden,
Germany

12.4 Collections

Museum of Modern Art, New York; the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York; the Tate Modern, London;
SFMOMA, San Francisco; the Centre Pompidou, Paris;
the Kunsthaus Zürich and with Victor Pinchuk. Works
are also held in private collections by, amongst others,
Eli Broad in Los Angeles, Mitchell Rales in Washington,
DC, and Bernard Arnault in Paris *[19] and Gennadiy
Korban in Geneva.

12.5 Art market

Most of Gurskyʼs photos come in editions of six with
two artistʼs proofs.*[19] As of end 2011, Gursky holds
a new record for highest price paid at auction for a sin-
gle photographic image. His print Rhein II sold for
USD $4,338,500 at Christie's, New York on 8 Novem-
ber 2011.*[20]*[21] In 2013, Chicago Board of Trade
III (1999-2009) sold for 2.2 million pounds, an auction
record for a Gursky exchange photo.*[22]

12.6 See also

• List of most expensive photographs

• Aerial landscape art
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Chapter 13

Andres Serrano

Andres Serrano (born August 15, 1950) is an American
photographer and artist who has become famous through
his photos of corpses and his use of feces and bodily fluids
in his work, notably his controversial work "Piss Christ",
a red-tinged photograph of a crucifix submerged in a glass
container of what was purported to be the artist's own
urine.

13.1 Early life

Serrano was born in New York City on August 15,
1950.*[1] He is from a half Honduran, half Afro-Cuban
background, and was raised a strict Roman Catholic. He
studied from 1967 to 1969 at the Brooklyn Museum and
Art School,*[2] yet is considered to be a self-taught pho-
tographer. In December 1980, he married artist Julie
Ault.*[1] In a 2012 interview, Serrano references Ault as
his“first wife”and Irina Movmyga as his current wife.*[3]
Serrano has said that he is a Christian.*[4]

13.2 Career

He worked as an assistant art director at an advertising
firm, before creating his first works in 1983.*[2]
His work has been exhibited in diverse locations around
the world including the Episcopal Cathedral of Saint John
the Divine in New York City, World without end (2001),
and a retrospective at the Barbican Arts Centre in Lon-
don, Body and soul (2001).*[2]
His exhibitions have often inspired angry reactions. On
October 5, 2007, his group of photographs called "The
History of Sex" were on display and several were van-
dalized at an art gallery in Lund, Sweden by people who
were believed to be part of a neo-Nazi group.*[5] On
April 16, 2011, after two weeks of protests and a cam-
paign of hate mail and abusive phone calls to an art gallery
displaying his work, orchestrated by groups of French
Catholic fundamentalists, approximately a thousand peo-
ple marched through the streets of Avignon, to protest
outside the gallery. On April 17, 2011, two of his works,
Piss Christ and The Church, were vandalized. The gallery

Serrano in 2010 at Michael Musto's Village Voice 25th Anniver-
sary party

director plans to reopen the museum with the damaged
works on show“so people can see what barbarians can
do”.*[6]
Serrano's work as a photographer tends toward relatively
large prints of about 20 by 30 inches (51 by 76 cm), which
are produced by conventional photographic techniques
(as opposed to digital manipulation). He has shot a vast
array of subject matter including portraits of Klansmen,
morgue photos, and pictures of burn victims. He went
into the New York City Subway with lights and pho-
tographic background paper to portray the bedraggled
homeless, as well as producing some rather tender but
sometimes decidedly kinky portraits of couples. One of
these last shows what Adrian Searle of The Guardian de-
scribed as“a young couple, she with a strap-on dildo, he
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with a mildly expectant expression.”*[7]

'Madonna and Child II', Cibachrome print by Andres Serrano,
1989, Corcoran Gallery of Art (Washington, D. C.)

Many of Serrano's pictures involve bodily fluids in
some way̶depicting, for example, blood (sometimes
menstrual blood), semen (for example, Blood and Se-
men II (1990)) or human female milk. Within this se-
ries are a number of works in which objects are sub-
merged in bodily fluids. Most famous of these is Piss
Christ (1987), a photograph of a plastic crucifix sub-
merged in a glass of the artist's own urine. This caused
great controversy when first exhibited. The work was
sold for $277,000 in 1999,*[8] which was far beyond
the estimated $20,000 – $30,000. Serrano, alongside
other artists such as Robert Mapplethorpe, became a fig-
ure whom Senator Jesse Helms, and Senator Alfonse
D'Amato, as well as other cultural conservatives, at-
tacked for producing offensive art while others, including
The New York Times,*[9] defended him in the name of
artistic freedom. (See the American "culture wars" of the
1990s).
Serrano's series Objects of Desire, from the early 1990s,
features close-ups of firearms, photographed at the
Slidell, Louisiana home of artist Blake Nelson Boyd. In-
cluded is a shot, against a glowing orange background,
down the barrel of a loaded .45 revolver (belonging to
Boyd's grandfather) that was used by Jonas Mekas for
the cover of the April–May–June 2007 Anthology Film
Archives catalog.

The most famous and notorious of Serrano's work plays
on the relationship between beautiful imagery and vulgar
materials, his subject matter often drawing from the po-
tentially controversial and, perhaps, the willfully provoca-
tive. Critical reception has been mixed over the years. In
a 1989 New York Times review, critic Michael Brenson
responded to Serrano's series of Cibachrome photographs
of iconic objects submerged in bodily fluids:“You cannot
consider the content of Mr. Serrano's work without con-
sidering his attitude toward photography. It is the pho-
tograph that breaks through convention, that makes the
search possible and that enables the artist to sort out what
he likes and does not like in religion and art. It is the pho-
tograph that becomes the vessel of transformation and
revelation. The photograph then becomes an icon that,
for Mr. Serrano, replaces the false icons in his work. The
photograph is clean and purified, the reliquary or shrine
in which he clearly believes that the word about the body
can be stored and spread.”*[10] Reviewing later work
in 2001, Guardian art critic Adrian Searle was not im-
pressed: he found that Serrano's photos were“far more
about being lurid than anything else... In the end, the
show is all surface, and looking for hidden depths does no
good.”*[7] Continuing his use of biological matter, more
recent work of Serrano's uses feces as a medium.*[11]
Serrano's work Blood and Semen III is used as the cover
of heavy metal band Metallica's album Load, while“Piss
and Blood”is used on ReLoad. Serrano also directed a
video for industrial metal group Godflesh, “Crush My
Soul”.
In 2008, Serrano's piece The Interpretation of Dreams
(White Nigger) was selected to participate in The Renais-
sance Society's group exhibit, “Black Is, Black Ain't”
.*[12]
Andres Serrano adopted the alter ego“Brutus Faust”to
create the full-length album Vengeance Is Mine in July
2010. The album contains covers of classic songs from
the 1960s, and original compositions including four songs
written by Serrano s̓ wife Irina Movmyga as well as one
song co-written by Serrano, Thad DeBrock, and album
producer Steve Messina of New York–based band Blow
Up Hollywood. Coinciding with the release of the al-
bum are the videos Goo Goo Gaga, Love Letters, and Bad
Moon Rising. Goo Goo Gaga consists mostly of black-
and-white footage from the 1940s, which makes parallels
between the Depression and the present day, with the im-
ages of“Brutus”shot by Francesco Carrozzini. Love Let-
ters is footage taken from cult director Joe Sarno s̓ Flesh
and Lace. Bad Moon Rising consists entirely of footage
Serrano compiled from several short films by John San-
terineross. All of these short films were edited by New
York film editor Vincent V.*[13]*[14]
In 2013, Serrano made a work of art called Sign of the
Times by collecting 200 signs from homeless people in
New York City, usually paying $20 for each sign. He de-
scribed the work as “a testimony to the homeless men
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and women who roam the streets in search of food and
shelter. It's also a chronicle of the times we live in.”
*[15] Over the course of several months, Serrano engaged
with over 85 homeless individuals in Manhattan and pho-
tographed them for a series called Residents of New York,
a site-specific public art exhibition on display from May
19 to June 15, 2014 at the West Fourth Street – Wash-
ington Square subway station, on LaGuardia Place (be-
tween West 3rd and Bleecker Streets), at Judson Memo-
rial Church, and in phone booths and posters around the
city.*[16] The installation was produced and developed
by More Art, a nonprofit organization based in New York
that is dedicated to the development of socially engaged
public art projects.*[17] Serrano initially photographed
homeless individuals in New York in 1990 for a series of
studio-style portraits titled Nomads. In Residents of New
York, he removed his signature studio elements, focus-
ing instead on personal connectivity and interaction di-
rectly on the streets of New York City, where the home-
less live.*[18]

13.3 See also
• Banksy

• Cinema of Transgression

• New French Extremity

• Nick Zedd

• Shock art

• Transgressive art
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Chapter 14

André Kertész

The native form of this personal name is Kertész Andor.
This article uses the Western name order.

André Kertész (French: [kɛʁtɛs]; 2 July 1894 –
28 September 1985), born Kertész Andor, was a
Hungarian-born photographer known for his ground-
breaking contributions to photographic composition and
the photo essay. In the early years of his career, his then-
unorthodox camera angles and style prevented his work
from gaining wider recognition. Kertész never felt that
he had gained the worldwide recognition he deserved.
Today he is considered one of the seminal figures of
photojournalism.*[1]*[2] The Estate of André Kertész is
represented by Bruce Silverstein Gallery New York, NY
Expected by his family to work as a stockbroker, Kertész
pursued photography independently as an autodidact, and
his early work was published primarily in magazines, a
major market in those years. This continued until much
later in his life, when Kertész stopped accepting com-
missions. He served briefly in World War I and moved
to Paris in 1925, then the artistic capital of the world,
against the wishes of his family. In Paris he worked for
France's first illustrated magazine called VU. Involved
with many young immigrant artists and the Dada move-
ment, he achieved critical and commercial success.
Due to German persecution of the Jews and the threat of
World War II, Kertész decided to emigrate to the United
States in 1936, where he had to rebuild his reputation
through commissioned work. In the 1940s and 1950s,
he stopped working for magazines and began to achieve
greater international success. His career is generally di-
vided into four periods, based on where he was work-
ing and his work was most prominently known. They
are called the Hungarian period, the French period, the
American period and, toward the end of his life, the In-
ternational period.

14.1 Biography

14.1.1 Early life and education

Andor Kertész was born on 2 July 1894 in Budapest
to the middle-class Jewish family of Lipót Kertész, a
bookseller, and his wife, Ernesztin Hoffmann.*[3] An-
dor, known as “Bandi”to his friends, was the middle
child of three sons, including Imre and Jenő. When Lipót
died in 1908 from tuberculosis, the widowed Ernesztin
was without a source of income to support their three
children. Ernesztin's brother, Lipót Hoffmann, provided
for the family and acted much like a father to the boys.
The family soon moved to Hoffman's country property
in Szigetbecse. Kertész grew up in a leisurely pace of
life and pastoral setting that would shape his later career
path.*[1]*[4]*[5]*[6]
Hoffman paid for his middle nephew's business classes
at the Academy of Commerce until his 1912 graduation,
and arranged his hiring by the stock exchange soon af-
ter.*[7] Unlike his older brother Imre, who worked at the
exchange in Budapest for all his life, Kertész had little in-
terest in the field. He was drawn to illustrated magazines
and to activities like fishing and swimming in the Danube
River near his uncle's property.
Kertész's first encounters with magazine photography in-
spired him to learn photography. He was also influenced
by certain paintings by Lajos Tihanyi and Gyula Zilzer,
as well as by poetry.*[8]

14.1.2 Hungarian period

After earning enough money, Kertész quickly bought his
first camera (an ICA box camera) in 1912,*[7]*[8] de-
spite his family's protests to continue his career in busi-
ness. In his free time, he photographed the local peasants,
gypsies, and landscape of the surrounding Hungarian
Plains (the puszta). His first photograph is believed to be
“Sleeping Boy, Budapest, 1912”.*[5] His photographs

were first published in 1917 in the magazine Érdekes
Újság, during World War I, while Kertész was serv-
ing in the Austro-Hungarian army; they were first pub-
lished.*[7] As early as 1914 (for example, “Eugene,
1914”), his distinctive and mature style was already ev-
ident.*[1]*[4]
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Circus, Budapest, 19 May 1920

In 1914, at the age of 20, he was sent to the frontline,
where he took photographs of life in the trenches with a
lightweight camera (a Goerz Tenax).*[7] Most of these
photographs were destroyed during the violence of the
Hungarian Revolution of 1919. Wounded in 1915 by a
bullet, Kertész suffered temporary paralysis of his left
arm.
He was sent for convalescence to a military hospital in
Budapest, but was later transferred to Esztergom, where
he continued to take photographs. These included a
self-portrait for a competition in the magazine Borsszem
Jankó.*[7]*[8] His most famous piece of this period was
“Underwater Swimmer, Esztergom, 1917”, the only sur-

viving work of a series of a swimmer whose image is dis-
torted by the water. Kertész explored the subject more
thoroughly in his series of “Distortions”photographs
during the early 1930s.*[4]*[5]*[8]
Kertész did not heal soon enough to return to combat,
and with peace in 1918, he returned to the stock ex-
change.*[7] There he met his future wife Erzsebet Sa-
lomon (later changed to Elizabeth Saly), who also worked
at the exchange. He began to pursue her romantically.
During this period of work and throughout his whole ca-
reer, he used Elizabeth as a model for his photographs.
Kertész also took numerous photographs of his brother
Jenő. Kertész left his career at the exchange to try agricul-
tural work and beekeeping during the early 1920s. This
venture was brief given the political turmoil that accom-
panied the revolution and coming of communism.
After returning to the stock exchange, Kertész decided
to emigrate, to study at one of France's photographic

schools. His mother dissuaded him, and he did not em-
igrate for several years. Working during the day at the
exchange, he pursued photography the rest of the time.
In 1923, the Hungarian Amateur Photographer's Associ-
ation selected one of his photographs for its silver award,
on the condition that he print it by the bromoil process.
Kertész disliked this, so turned down the medal. Instead,
he was given a diploma from the association.*[7] On its
26 June 1925, the Hungarian news magazine Érdekes
Újság used one of his photographs for its cover, giving
him widespread publicity. By that time, Kertész was de-
termined to photograph the sights in Paris and join its
artistic culture.*[8]

14.1.3 French period

The Fork, or La Fourchette, was taken in 1928 and is one of
Kertész's most famous works from this period.*[9]

Kertész emigrated to Paris in September 1925, leaving
behind his mother, his unofficial fiancee Elizabeth, both
brothers, and his uncle Hoffman, who died shortly af-
terward.*[3] Jenő later emigrated to Argentina. Eliz-
abeth Kertész remained until her future husband was
well enough established in Paris that they could marry.
Kertész was among numerous Hungarian artists who em-
igrated during these decades, including François Kollar,
Robert Capa, Emeric Fehér, Brassaï, and Julia Bathory.
Man Ray, Germaine Krull and Lucien Aigner also emi-
grated to Paris during this period.
Initially Kertész took on commissioned work for several
European magazines, gaining publication of his work in
Germany, France, Italy and Great Britain. Soon after ar-
riving in Paris, Kertész changed his first name to André,
which he kept for the rest of his life. In Paris he found
critical and commercial success. In 1927 Kertész was
the first photographer to have a one-man exhibition; Jan
Slivinsky presented 30 of his photographs at the“Sacre
du Printemps Gallery”.*[1]*[4]*[7] Kertész had become
connected with members of the growing Dada move-
ment. Paul Dermée dubbed him “Brother Seer”and
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“Brother Seeing Eye”during his first solo exhibit, alluding
to a medieval monastery where all the monks were blind
bar one. Over the next years, Kertész was featured in both
solo exhibits and group shows.*[4]*[7]*[8] In 1932 at the
Julien Levy Gallery in New York, the price of Kertész's
proofs was set at US$20 ($ 347 in 2016), a large sum of
money during the Great Depression.*[5]
Kertész and other Hungarian artists formed a synergistic
circle; he was featured in exhibits with some of them later
in his life. Visiting his sculptor friends, he was fascinated
by the Cubism movement. He created photo portraits
of painters Piet Mondrian*[10] and Marc Chagall, the
writer Colette,*[4] and film-maker Sergei Eisenstein.*[4]
In 1928, Kertész switched from using plate-glass cameras
to a Leica.*[8]*[10] This period of work was one of his
most productive; he was photographing daily, with work
divided between magazine commissions through the late
1920s and his personal pieces.*[1]*[4]*[7] In 1930, at the
Exposition Coloniale in Paris, Kertész was awarded a sil-
ver medal for services to photography.*[7]
Kertész was published in French magazines such as Vu
and Art et Médecine,*[3] for which his work was used for
numerous covers.*[4]*[7] His greatest journalistic collab-
oration was with Lucien Vogel, the French editor and
publisher of Vu. Vogel published his work as photo es-
says, letting Kertész report on various subjects through
images. The photographer was intrigued with the variety
of topics assigned by Vogel.
In 1933 Kertész was commissioned for the series, Dis-
tortion, about 200 photographs of Najinskaya Verackhatz
and Nadia Kasine, two models portrayed nude and in var-
ious poses, with their reflections caught in a combination
of distortion mirrors, similar to a carnival's house of mir-
rors. In some photographs, only certain limbs or features
were visible in the reflection. Some images also appeared
in the 2 March issue of the“girly magazine”Le Sourire
and in the 15 September 1933 issue of Arts et métiers
graphiques.*[1]*[4] Later that year, Kertész published the
book Distortions, a collection of the work.*[8]
In 1933 Kertész published his first personal book of pho-
tographs, Enfants, dedicated to his fiancee Elizabeth and
his mother, who had died that year. He published reg-
ularly during the succeeding years.*[4]*[8] Paris (1934)
was dedicated to his brothers Imre and Jenő. Nos Amies
les bêtes (Our Friends the Animals) was released in 1936
and Les Cathédrales du vin (“The Cathedrals of Wine”
) in 1937.*[1]*[5]

14.1.4 Marriage and family

In the late 1920s, Kertész secretly married a French por-
trait photographer by the name of Rosza Klein (she used
the name Rogi André).*[4] The marriage was short-lived
and he never spoke about it.
In 1930, he ventured back to Hungary to visit his family.

After his return to Paris, Elizabeth followed him in 1931,
despite opposition by her family. Elizabeth and André
remained together for the rest of their lives. Despite his
mother's dying in early 1933, Kertész married Elizabeth
on 17 June 1933. He was said to have spent less time with
his artist friends in favor of his new wife.*[1]
In 1936 they emigrated to New York, where within a
decade, they became naturalized citizens. After creat-
ing and running a successful cosmetic business for years,
in 1977 Elizabeth died of cancer.

14.1.5 Pending war

Social and political tensions were rising in Europe with
the growing strength in Germany of the Nazi Party. Many
magazines emphasized stories about political topics and
stopped publishing Kertész because of his apolitical sub-
jects. With his commissioned work dropping and per-
secution of Jews increasing, Kertész and Elizabeth de-
cided to move to New York. He was offered work at
the Keystone agency owned by Ernie Prince. In 1936,
Kertész and Elizabeth boarded the SS Washington bound
for Manhattan.*[1]

Distortion#49, one of the images in the Distortion series Kertész
took during 1933

The couple arrived in New York on 15 October 1936,
with Kertész intent on finding fame in America.*[4] They
lived at the Beaux Arts Hotel in Greenwich Village.*[7]
Kertész found life in America more difficult than he had
imagined, beginning a period which he later referred to
as the “absolute tragedy”.*[5] Deprived of his artist
friends, he also found that Americans rejected having
their photos taken on the street. Soon after his arrival,
Kertész approached Beaumont Newhall, director of the
photographic department at the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA), who was preparing a show entitled Photogra-
phy 1839–1937.*[7] Offering Newhall some of his Dis-
tortions photographs, Kertész bristled at his criticism, but
Newhall did exhibit the photographs.*[8] In December
1937 Kertész had his first solo show in New York at the
PM Gallery.
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The Keystone agency, who had offered him offsite work,
required him to stay in the company's studio.*[4] Kertész
tried to return to France to visit, but had no money. By the
time he had saved enough, World War II had begun and
travel to France was nearly impossible. His struggles with
English compounded his problems. Years after learning
to speak French in Paris, it was difficult for him to learn
another new language. The lack of fluent language added
to his feeling like an outsider.*[1]*[9]
Frustrated, Kertész left Keystone after Prince left the
company in 1937. He was commissioned by Harper's
Bazaar for an article on the Saks Fifth Avenue depart-
ment store in their April 1937 issue.*[3] The magazine
continued to use him in further issues, and he also took
commissions from Town and Country to supplement his
income. Vogue invited the photographer to work for the
magazine,*[3] but he declined, believing it was not ap-
propriate work for him. He chose to work for Life mag-
azine, starting with a piece called The Tugboat. Despite
orders, he photographed more than just tugboats, includ-
ing works on the entire harbor and its activities. Life re-
fused to publish the unauthorized photographs. Kertész
resented the constraints on his curiosity.*[5]*[8]
On 25 October 1938, Look printed a series of Kertész
photographs, entitled A Fireman Goes to School; but
credited them mistakenly to Ernie Prince, his former
boss.*[7] Infuriated, Kertész considered never working
with photo magazines again. His work was published in
the magazine Coronet in 1937, but in 1939 he was ex-
cluded when the magazine published a special issue fea-
turing its “Most memorable photographs”. He later
severed all ties to the magazine and its editor Arnold Gin-
grich. After being excluded from the June 1941 issue
of Vogue, dedicated to photography, Kertész broke off
relations with them. He had contributed to more than
30 commissioned photo essays and articles in both Vogue
and House and Garden, but was omitted from the list of
featured photographers.
In 1941, the Kertész couple were designated as enemy
aliens because of World War II (Hungary was fighting on
the side of the Axis powers). Kertész was not permit-
ted to photograph outdoors or to have any project related
to national security.*[7] Trying to avoid trouble because
Elizabeth had started a cosmetics company (Cosmia Lab-
oratories), Kertész ceased to do commissioned work and
essentially disappeared from the photographic world for
three years.*[1]*[8]
On 20 January 1944, Elizabeth became a US citizen; and
Kertész was naturalized on 3 February.*[4]*[6] Despite
competition from photographers such as Irving Penn,
Kertész regained commissioned work. He was omitted
from the list of 63 photographers which Vogue's identi-
fied as significant in its“photographic genealogical tree”
. But, House and Garden commissioned him to do pho-
tographs for a Christmas issue. In addition, in June 1944
László Moholy-Nagy, director of the New Bauhaus -

American School of Design offered him a position teach-
ing photography. Despite the honor, he turned the offer
down.
In 1945, Kertész released a new book, Day of Paris,
made up of photographs taken just before his emigration
from France. It gained critical success. With his wife's
cosmetic business booming, Kertész agreed in 1946 to
a long-term, exclusive contract with House and Garden.
Although it restricted his editorial freedom and required
many hours in the studio, the pay of at least US$10,000
per annum ($ 121,000 per year in 2016) was satisfactory.
All photographic negatives were returned to him within
six months for his own use.*[1]*[8]
Kertész worked in the settings of many famous homes
and notable places, as well as overseas, where he traveled
again in England, Budapest and Paris, renewing friend-
ships and making new ones. During the 1945-1962 pe-
riod at House and Garden, the magazine published more
than 3,000 of his photographs, and he created a high rep-
utation in the industry. With little time for his personal
work, Kertész felt starved of being able to exercise more
artistic creativity.*[1]*[5]

14.1.6 Later life

Kertész (right) and Robert Doisneau, at Arles, Southern France,
in 1975

In 1946, Kertész had a solo exhibition at the Art Institute
of Chicago, featuring photographs from his Day of Paris
series. Kertész said this was one of his greatest times in
the United States.*[7] In 1952, he and his wife moved
to a 12th-floor apartment near Washington Square Park,
the setting for some of his best photographs since having
immigrated to the US. Using a telephoto lens, he took a
series of snow-covered Washington Square, showing nu-
merous silhouettes and tracks. In 1955 he was insulted
to have his work excluded when Edward Steichen's The
Family of Man show was featured at MoMA. Despite the
success of the Chicago show, Kertész did not gain another
exhibit until 1962, when his photographs were shown at
Long Island University.
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14.1.7 International period

Toward the end of 1961, Kertész broke his contract to
Condé Nast Publishing after a minor dispute, and started
doing his own work again. This later period of his life is
often referred to as the“International period”,*[9] when
he gained worldwide recognition and his photos were ex-
hibited in many countries. In 1962 his work was exhib-
ited in Venice; in 1963, he was one of the invited artists
of the IV Mostra Biennale Internazionale della Fotografia
there and he was awarded a gold medal for his dedication
to the photographic industry. Later in 1963, his work was
shown in Paris at the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
He later visited Argentina to see his younger brother Jenő
for the first time in years.*[8] Kertész experimented with
color photographs, but only produced a few.
In 1964, soon after John Szarkowski became the photog-
raphy director at the Museum of Modern Art, he featured
Kertész in a solo show.*[7] With his work critically ac-
claimed, Kertész gained recognition in the photographic
world as an important artist. The work of Kertész was
featured in numerous exhibitions throughout the world in
his later life, even into his early nineties. Due to his new-
found success, in 1965 Kertész was appointed as a mem-
ber of the American Society of Media Photographers.
His awards rapidly accumulated:

• 1974, Guggenheim Fellowship;

• 1974, Commander of the French Ordre des Arts et
des Lettres;

• 1977, Mayor's Award of Honor for Arts and Culture
in New York,

• 1980 the Medal of the City of Paris, and the first
Annual Award of the Association of International
Photography Art Dealers in New York; and

• 1981, honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts from Bard
College, and the New York Mayor's Award of Honor
for Arts and Culture that year.

During this period, Kertész produced a number of new
books. He was able to recover some of the negatives he
had left in France decades before.*[4]*[7]*[8]*[9]
Despite his successes, Kertész still felt unrecognised as a
photographer. His last years were spent travelling to var-
ious locations around the globe for his exhibitions, espe-
cially Japan, and rekindling friendships with other artists.
To deal with the loss of his wife in 1977, Kertész fell back
on his new network of friends, often visiting them to talk.
By this time, he was said to have learned basic English and
talked in what his friends called“Kertészian”, a mixture
of Hungarian, English and French.*[4]*[9]
In 1979, the Polaroid Corporation gave him one of their
new SX-70 cameras, which he experimented with into
the 1980s. Still growing in fame, Kertész was granted the

A SX-70 camera model similar to the one Kertész experimented
with in the late 1970s and into the 1980s

National Grand Prize of Photography in Paris in 1982, as
well as the 21st Annual George Washington Award from
the American Hungarian Foundation the same year.

14.2 Legacy and honors
• 1983, honorary Doctorate from the Royal College

of Art; and title of Chevalier de la Légion d'honneur
in Paris, together with an apartment for future visits
to the city;

• 1984, the Maine Photographic Workshop's first An-
nual Lifetime Achievement Award;

• 1984, purchase of 100 prints by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, its largest acquisition of work from
a living artist;*[8]

• 1985, Californian Distinguished Career in Photog-
raphy Award;

• 1985, first Annual Master of Photography Award,
presented by the International Center of Photogra-
phy; and

• 1985, honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts from
Parson's School of Design of the New School for
Social Research.*[4]

Kertész died peacefully in his sleep at home on 28
September 1985; he was cremated and his ashes were in-
terred with those of his wife.*[4]

14.3 Critical evaluation

Throughout most of his career Kertész was depicted as
the “unknown soldier”who worked behind the scenes
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of photography, yet was rarely cited for his work, even
into his death in the 1980s.*[9] Kertész thought himself
unrecognised throughout his life, despite spending his life
in the eternal search for acceptance and fame. Though
Kertész received numerous awards for photography, he
never felt both his style and work was accepted by crit-
ics and art audiences alike. Although, in 1927, he was
the first photographer to have a solo exhibition, Kertész
said that it was not until his 1946 exhibition at the Art
Institute of Chicago, that he first felt he received pos-
itive reviews on his work, and often cites this show as
one of his finest moments in America. During his stay in
America, he was cited as being an intimate artist, bringing
the viewer into his work, even when the picture was that
of subjects such as the intimidating New York City*[11]
and even his reproduced work printed after his death re-
ceived good reviews; “Kertész was above all a consis-
tently fine photographer”.*[12] Kertész's work itself is
often described as predominantly utilising light and even
Kertész himself said that“I write with light”.*[13] He
was never considered to“comment”on his subjects, but
rather capture them – this is often cited as why his work
is often overlooked; he stuck to no political agenda and
offered no deeper thought to his photographs other than
the simplicity of life. With his art's intimate feeling and
nostalgic tone,*[11] Kertész's images alluded to a sense
of timelessness which was inevitably only recognised af-
ter his death.*[9] Unlike other photographers, Kertész's
work gave an insight into his life, showing a chronolog-
ical order of where he spent his time;*[12] for example,
many of his French photographs were from cafés where
he spent the majority of his time waiting for artistic in-
spiration.*[9]
Although Kertész rarely received bad reviews, it was the
lack of commentary that lead to the photographer feeling
distant from recognition. Now, however, he is often con-
sidered to be the father of photojournalism.*[14] Even
other photographers cite Kertész and his photographs as
being inspirational; Henri Cartier-Bresson once said of
him in the early 1930s, “We all owe him a great deal”
.*[9]

14.4 In popular culture

Kertész's famous photograph,“Two Gypsies”, was used
by The Pop Group for their album For HowMuch Longer
Do We Tolerate Mass Murder?.

14.5 Selected works

14.5.1 Bibliography

This list is compiled from Capa et al,*[15] Corkin & Lif-
son*[16] and Könemann et al.*[17]

14.5.2 Exhibitions

This list includes material from Capa et al,*[15] Corkin &
Lifson,*[16] Könemann et al,*[18] and Naef et al.*[19]

14.6 See also
• Kertész (crater), named after him
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Chapter 15

Angus McBean

Angus McBean (8 June 1904 – 9 June 1990) was a
Welsh photographer, set designer and cult figure associ-
ated with surrealism.

15.1 Early life

Angus McBean was born in Newbridge, Monmouthshire
in South Wales on 8 June 1904. Despite the surname and
the family's claim to be head of the sub-clan MacBean,
they had been Welsh for generations. His father, Clement
Philip James McBean, was a surveyor in the mines and
the family moved frequently around Wales with his job.
McBean attended Monmouth Grammar School and New-
port Technical College,*[1] at which time he developed
an interest in photography. Fascinated by the apparently
magical properties of this process, Angus wanted to be
able to take pictures of people and sold a gold watch left

to him by his grandfather to raise the five pounds neces-
sary for the equipment.*[2]
At the age of fifteen McBean took part in the amateur dra-
matics productions at the Lyceum Theatre in Monmouth,
where he was mostly involved in the creation of sets,
props and costumes. Later in life he credited this experi-
ence as being the start of his life-long interest in dressing
up and performing.*[1]

15.2 Early work

In 1925, after his father's early death, McBean moved
with his mother and younger sister Rowena to a three bed-
roomed cottage at 21,Lowfield Road, West Acton. For
the next seven years he worked for Liberty's department
store in the antiques department learning restoration,
while his personal life was spent in photography, mask-
making and watching plays in the West End theatre. In
1932 he left Liberty's and grew his distinctive beard to
symbolise the fact that he would never be a wage-slave
again. Meeting the stage designers Motley Theatre De-
sign Group he helps in creating theatrical props, includ-
ing a commission of medieval scenery and some shoes
for John Gielgud's 1933 production of Richard of Bor-
deaux.*[3]

15.2.1 Hugh Cecil

McBean's masks became a talking point in social
columns, and were much admired by the leading London
West End photographer Hugh Cecil. Cecil offered him
an assistant's post at his New Grafton Street studio*[4]
where McBean learnt how to retouch large glass nega-
tives and other useful techniques,*[5] whilst working on
his own photographs in the evenings. Having learnt the
secrets of Cecil's softer style, McBean set up his own
studio 18 months later in a basement in Belgrave Road,
Victoria, London.
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Angus McBean – Portrait

15.2.2 Pre-War photography

The artist McBean, as he was still known as a mask
maker, gained a commission in 1936 from Ivor Novello
for masks for his play "The Happy Hypocrite.” Nov-
ello was so impressed with McBean's romantic pho-
tographs that he commissioned him to take a set of
production photographs as well, including young actress
Vivien Leigh. The results, taken on stage with McBean's
idiosyncratic lighting, instantly replaced the set already
made by the long-established but stolid Stage Photo Com-
pany. McBean had a new career and a photographic lead-
ing lady: he was to photograph Vivien Leigh on stage and
in the studio for almost every performance she gave until
her death thirty years later.
McBean resultantly became one of the most signifi-
cant portrait photographers of the 20th century, and was
known as a photographer of celebrities. In the Spring of
1942 his career was temporarily ruined when he was ar-
rested in Bath for criminal acts of homosexuality. He was
sentenced to four years in prison and was released in the
autumn of 1944. After the Second World War, McBean
was able to successfully resume his career.*[6]

15.2.3 Post World War II

There were in effect two periods to McBean's career, his
pre- and post-war phases. Pre-war he was a lot more con-
fident in himself and experimented successfully with sur-
realism, indeed his work with the likes of Vivien Leigh
are some of the most accessible surrealist photographic
images known. Post war he reverted to a more regular
style of portraiture photography, nearly always working

with the entertainment and theatre profession.*[6]
In 1945, not sure whether he would find work again,
McBean set up a new studio in a bomb-damaged build-
ing in Endell Street, Covent Garden.*[7] He sold his Soho
camera for £35, and bought a new half-plate Kodak View
monorail camera to which he attached his trusted Zeiss
lenses. McBean was commissioned first by the Strat-
ford Memorial Theatre to photograph a production of
Anthony and Cleopatra, and all his former clients quickly
returned. Through the late 1940s and 50s he was the of-
ficial photographer at Stratford, the Royal Opera House,
Sadler's Wells, Glyndebourne, the Old Vic and at all
the productions of H. M. Tennent, servicing the theatri-
cal, musical and ballet star system. (An example of his
work in this genre from 1951 can be seen on the page
about Anne Sharp, whom he photographed in a role in
one of Benjamin Britten's operas.) Magazines such as
The Sketch and Tatler and Bystander vied to commission
McBean's new series of surreal portraits. In 1952 he pho-
tographed Pamela Green as Botticelli's Venus, with David
Ball his boyfriend as Zephyrus.*[8]
Despite the decline in demand for theatre and produc-
tion art during the 1950's, McBean's creative and strik-
ing ideas provided him with work in the emergent record
cover business with companies such as EMI, when he
was commissioned to create Cliff Richard's first four al-
bum sleeves. McBean's later works included being the
photographer for the cover of The Beatles' first album
Please Please Me http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/
search/person/mp06543/angus-mcbean, as well as com-
missions by a number of other performers.*[9] In his later
years he became more selective of the work he undertook,
and continued to explore surrealism whilst taking por-
trait photographs of individuals such as Agatha Christie,
Audrey Hepburn, Laurence Olivier and Noël Coward.
Both periods of his work (pre and post war) are now ea-
gerly sought by collectors and his work sits in many major
collections around the world.*[10]

15.2.4 Christmas cards

Evidence of his innovative photographic techniques and
surrealist themes can be found in the many Christmas
cards he created. For these images he constructed elabo-
rate sets along with detailed props and miniatures, often
taking weeks to produce the desired effect.*[5]

15.3 End of career and death

Despite reducing the number of commissions he under-
took in his later years, McBean continued to work selec-
tively on projects such as French magazine L'Officiel and
French Vogue (1983). In 1990 McBean fell ill whilst on
holiday in Morocco, and after returning to England he
died at Ipswich Heath Road Hospital on his eighty-sixth
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birthday.

15.3.1 Conclusion

Two figures have prevented McBean from gaining more
fame: Cecil Beaton (thanks to his lavish lifestyle and
work for Vogue and the British Royal Family); and David
Bailey, who much later (1960s) was close to Cecil Beaton
both personally and in terms of style. McBean did not
enjoy this level of fame either in his life or after death,
even though he was arguably the better technically and
artistically. Additionally McBean's focus on the world of
theatre (particularly London's West End) did not give him
international recognition. In 2007, seven original colour
transparencies (slides) of his photographs for the Beatles
album cover Please Please Me by McBean were acciden-
tally thrown in the bin at the headquarters of EMI.*[11]

15.4 Gallery

• Robert Helpmann

• The School for Scandal 1963

• Photograph of Mary Irene Cathcart Wellcome
L0023910

15.5 Exhibitions

• Angus McBean Portraits, National Portrait Gallery,
London, July to October 2006.

• Graves Art Gallery, Sheffield, December 2006 –
March 2007.

• National Museum Wales Cardiff, March – June
2007. Catalogue selected and edited by Terence
Pepper, including interview with Sir Paul McCart-
ney.
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Chapter 16

Anna Atkins

Portrait of Anna Atkins, 1861

Anna Atkins (née Children; 16 March 1799 – 9 June
1871*[1]) was an English botanist and photographer. She
is often considered the first person to publish a book
illustrated with photographic images.*[2]*[3]*[4] Some
sources claim that she was the first woman to create a
photograph.*[3]*[4]*[5]*[6]

16.1 Early life

Atkins was born in Tonbridge, Kent, England in
1799.*[1] Her mother Hester Anne Children“didn't re-
cover from the effects of childbirth”and died in 1800.*[5]
Anna became close to her father John George Chil-
dren.*[7] Anna“received an unusually scientific educa-
tion for a woman of her time.”*[8] Her detailed engrav-

ings of shells were used to illustrate her father's transla-
tion of Lamarck's Genera of Shells.*[8]*[9]
In 1825 she married John Pelly Atkins, a London West
India merchant, and they moved to Halstead Place, the
Atkins family home in Sevenoaks, Kent.*[8] They had no
children.*[10] Atkins pursued her interests in botany, for
example by collecting dried plants. These were probably
used as photograms later.*[8]

16.2 Photography

John George Children and John Pelly Atkins were friends
of William Henry Fox Talbot.*[8] Anna Atkins learned
directly from Talbot about two of his inventions related
to photography: the “photogenic drawing”technique
(in which an object is placed on light-sensitized paper
which is exposed to the sun to produce an image) and
calotypes.*[11]*[12]
Atkins was known to have had access to a camera by
1841.*[8] Some sources claim that Atkins was the first
female photographer.*[3]*[4]*[5]*[6]*[13] Other sources
name Constance Talbot, the wife of William Fox Talbot,
as the first female photographer.*[14]*[15]*[16] As no
camera-based photographs by Anna Atkins*[8] nor any
photographs by Constance Talbot*[15] survive, the issue
may never be resolved.

16.3 Photographs of British Algae:
Cyanotype Impressions

Sir John Herschel, a friend of Atkins and Children, in-
vented the cyanotype photographic process in 1842.*[1]
Within a year, Atkins applied the process to algae (specif-
ically, seaweed) by making cyanotype photograms that
were contact printed*[1] “by placing the unmounted
dried-algae original directly on the cyanotype paper.”*[5]
Atkins self-published her photograms in the first install-
ment of Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impres-
sions in October 1843.*[2] Although privately published,
with a limited number of copies, and with handwritten
text, Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions
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A cyanotype photogram made by Atkins which was part of her
1843 book, Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impres-
sions

Detail of title page of Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype
Impressions

is considered the first book illustrated with photographic
images.*[2]*[3]*[4]*[17]
Eight months later, in June 1844, the first fascicle of
William Henry Fox Talbot's The Pencil of Nature was re-
leased; that book was the “first photographically illus-
trated book to be commercially published”*[18] or“the
first commercially published book illustrated with pho-
tographs.”*[19]

Atkins produced a total of three volumes of Photographs
of British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions between 1843
and 1853.*[20] Only 17 copies of the book are known
to exist, in various states of completeness.*[21] Copies
are now held by the following institutions, among oth-
ers:*[5]*[7]

• British Library, London, which provides scans of
429 pages of its copy (which has extra plates) on-
line*[22]

• Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, Glasgow,
Scotland*[23]

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York*[24]

• New York Public Library,*[25] which provides
scans of 285 pages of its copy online*[26]

• Royal Society, London, whose copy with 403 pages
and 389 plates is thought to be the only existing copy
of the book as Atkins intended*[21]*[27]

• Victoria & Albert Museum London houses a num-
ber of original works in their library.

• The Linnean Society of London,*[28] whose copy
lacks part 7 of volume 1.

Because of the book's rarity and historical importance,
it is quite expensive. One copy of the book with 411
plates in three volumes sold for £133,500 at auction in
1996.*[7]*[20] Another copy with 382 prints in two vol-
umes which was owned by scientist Robert Hunt (1807–
1887) sold for £229,250 at auction in 2004.*[21]

16.4 Later life and work

In the 1850s, Atkins collaborated with Anne Dixon
(1799–1864), who was “like a sister”to her, to pro-
duce at least three presentation albums of cyanotype pho-
tograms:*[5]

• Cyanotypes of British and Foreign Ferns (1853), now
in the J. Paul Getty Museum;

• Cyanotypes of British and Foreign Flowering Plants
and Ferns (1854), disassembled pages of which are
held by various museums and collectors;

• An album inscribed to “Captain Henry Dixon,”
Anne Dixon's nephew (1861).

In addition, she published books with non-photographic
work.*[29]*[30]
She died at Halstead Place in 1871 of“paralysis, rheuma-
tism, and exhaustion”at the age of 72.*[5]
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Cyanotype photogram of Wood Horsetail from the 1853 book
Cyanotypes of British and Foreign Ferns by Atkins and Dixon

16.5 In popular culture

On 16 March 2015, Internet search engine Google com-
memorated Atkins's 216th birthday by placing a Google
Doodle image of bluish leaf shapes on a darker back-
ground on its search page to represent her cyanoprint
work.*[31]
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Chapter 17

Anne Brigman

Anne Wardrope (Nott) Brigman (1869–1950) was an
American photographer and one of the original members
of the Photo-Secession movement in America. Her most
famous images were taken between 1900 and 1920, and
depict nude women in primordial, naturalistic contexts.

17.1 Life

Brigman was born in the Nu̒ uanu Pali above Honolulu,
Hawaii, on 3 December 1869. She was the oldest of eight
children born to Mary Ellen Andrews Nott, whose par-
ents moved to Hawaii as missionaries in 1828. Her father,
Samuel Nott, was from Gloucester, England. When she
was sixteen her family moved to Los Gatos, California,
and nothing is known about why they moved or what they
did after arriving in California. In 1894 she married a sea
captain, Martin Brigman. She accompanied her husband
on several voyages to the South Seas, returning to Hawaii
at least once.
Imogen Cunningham recounts a story supposedly told to
her firsthand that on one of the voyages Brigman fell and
injured herself so badly that one breast was removed.*[1]
This story was never confirmed by Brigman or anyone
else, but after 1900 Brigman stopped traveling with her
husband and remained closer to home. She became ac-
tive in the growing bohemian community of the San Fran-
cisco Bay area and become close friends with the writer
Jack London and the poet and naturalist Charles Keeler.
Perhaps seeking her own artistic outlet, she began pho-
tographing in 1901. Soon she was exhibiting in local pho-
tographic salons, and within two years she had developed
a reputation as a master of pictorial photography.*[2]
In late 1902, she came across a copy of CameraWork and
was captivated by the images and the writings of Alfred
Stieglitz. She wrote Stieglitz praising him for the journal,
and Stieglitz in turn soon became captivated with Brig-
man's photography. In 1906 he listed her as an official
member of the Photo-Secession,*[3] which, because of
Stieglitz's notoriously high standards and because of her
distance from the other members in New York, is a sig-
nificant indicator of her artistic status. In 1906 she was
listed as a Fellow of the Photo-Secession, the only pho-

tographer west of the Mississippi to be so honored.*[4]
In 1908 the Secession Club held a special exhibit for her
photographs in New York,*[5] and in 1909 she won a gold
medal in the Alaska-Yukon Exposition as well as awards
in Europe.*[6]
From 1903 to 1908, Stieglitz exhibited Brigman's photos
many times, and her photos were printed in three issues
of Stieglitz's journal Camera Work. During this same
period she often exhibited and corresponded under the
name“Annie Brigman”, but in 1911 she dropped the
“i”and was known from then on as“Anne”. Although she

was well known for her artistic work, she did not do any
commercial or portrait work like some of her contempo-
raries. During 1910 she separated from her husband and
spent several months in New York.*[7] Upon returning,
she moved into a house in Oakland with her mother. By
1913 she was living alone “in a tiny cabin...with a red
dog...and 12 tame birds”.*[1] She continued to exhibit
for many years, and was included in the landmark Inter-
national Exhibition at the Albright–Knox Art Gallery in
New York in 1911 and the International Exhibition of
Pictorial Photography in San Francisco in 1922.
In California, she became revered by West Coast photog-
raphers, and her photography influenced many of her con-
temporaries. Here, she was also known as an actress in lo-
cal plays,*[8] and as a poet performing both her own work
and more popular pieces such as "Enoch Arden".*[6]*[9]
An admirer of the work of George Wharton James, she
photographed him on at least one occasion.*[10]
In 1915 she worked with Francis Bruguiere on the pho-
tography exhibition at the Panama Pacific International
Exposition.*[11]
Declining vision led her to abandon professional freelance
photography in 1930*[12] although she continued pho-
tography through the 1940s. Her work evolved from a
pure pictorial style to more of a straight photography ap-
proach, although she never really abandoned her origi-
nal vision. Her later close-up photos of sandy beaches
and vegetation are fascinating abstractions in black-and-
white. In the mid-1930s she also began taking creative
writing classes, and soon she was writing poetry. Encour-
aged by her writing instructor, she put together a book of
her poems and photographs called Songs of a Pagan. She
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found a publisher for the book in 1941, but because of
World War II the book was not printed until 1949, the
year before she died. Brigman died on 8 February 1950
at her sister's home in El Monte, California.

17.2 Photography

“Soul of the Blasted Pine,”a self-portrait of Anne Brigman taken
in 1908

Brigman's photographs frequently focused on the female
nude, dramatically situated in natural landscapes or trees.
Many of her photos were taken in the Sierra Nevada
in carefully selected locations and featuring elaborately
staged poses. Brigman often featured herself as the sub-
ject of her images, such as “Soul of the Blasted Pine”
, for which she received the Birgmingham Photographic
Society's first silver medal.*[13] Many of her other pho-
tos used her sister as the nude model.*[12] After shoot-
ing the photographs, she would extensively touch up the
negatives with paints, pencil, or superimposition.
Brigman's deliberately counter-cultural images suggested
bohemianism and female liberation. Her work chal-
lenged the establishment's cultural norms and defied con-
vention, instead embracing pagan antiquity. The raw
emotional intensity and barbaric strength of her photos
contrasted with the carefully calculated and composed
images of Stieglitz and other modern photographers.

17.3 See also
• Pictorialism
• Camera Work

• California Tonalism
• Modernism
• darkroom
• Impressionism

17.4 Notes
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Salon Proves Success - Sepias in Platinum Mingle With
Bromides and Bichromates”. The San Francisco Call.
1902-01-10. Retrieved 2011-12-04.

[3] Johnson, William (1999). A History of Photography. Ho-
henzollernring 53 D-50672 Köln: Taschen. p. 410. ISBN
978-3-8228-4777-0.

[4] Susan Ehrens (1995). Original A Poetic Vision: The Pho-
tographs of Anne Brigman. Santa Barbara Museum of
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Retrieved 2011-12-04.
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20th Century (Gibbs Smith, Publisher), p. 82.
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Chapter 18

Anne Zahalka

Anne Zahalka (born 1957 in Sydney, Australia)*[1] is a
contemporary Australian photographer.

18.1 Life and work

Zahalka was born in 1957 to a Jewish Austrian mother
and Catholic Czech father. She subsequently devel-
oped an interest in Australia's migrants and diverse cul-
tures.*[1]
Her artwork revolves around Australian culture, focus-
ing on themes such as gender roles, leisure activities and
the conventions of art. She has featured in many solo
and group exhibitions between 1980 to present, as well as
the artwork Welcome to Sydney commissioned by Sydney
Airport in 2002.*[2] Her solo exhibition, Hall of Mir-
rors, at the Centre for Contemporary Photography was
the first ever mid-career retrospective held at the gallery
of an Australian photographer.*[3]
Her most recognised image is The Sunbather #2, which is
a part of her 1989 exhibition, Bondi: Playground of the
Pacific. *[4] The appropriation ironically plays on Max
Dupain's original, Sunbaker.
She has several works in the permanent collection of the
National Gallery of Victoria.*[5] The Tweed River Art
Gallery, New South Wales, holds a copy of her photo-
graph The Bathers.*[1]

18.2 References
[1] Bronwyn Watson (14 May 2011).“Public Works: Anna

Zahalka”. The Australian. Retrieved 25 June 2014.

[2] http://www.roslynoxley9.com.au/artists/3/Anne_
Zahalka/profile/

[3] “Hall of Mirrors: Anne Zahalka Portraits 1987-2007”
. Centre for Contemporary Photography. Retrieved 25
June 2014.

[4] http://www.roslynoxley9.com.au/artists/3/Anne_
Zahalka/245/

[5] “COLLECTION: Anne ZAHALKA”. National Gallery
of Victoria. Retrieved 25 June 2014.

18.3 External links
• Timeline of Zahalka's solo and group exhibitions,
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Chapter 19

Ansel Adams

Ansel Easton Adams (February 20, 1902 – April
22, 1984) was an American photographer and
environmentalist. His black-and-white landscape
photographs of the American West, especially Yosemite
National Park, have been widely reproduced on calen-
dars, posters, and books.*[1]
With Fred Archer, Adams developed the Zone System
as a way to determine proper exposure and adjust the
contrast of the final print. The resulting clarity and
depth characterized his photographs. Adams primarily
used large-format cameras because their high resolution
helped ensure sharpness in his images.
Adams founded the photography group known as Group
f/64 along with fellow photographers Willard Van Dyke
and Edward Weston.

19.1 Early life

19.1.1 Childhood

Adams was born in the Western Addition of San Fran-
cisco, California, to Charles Hitchcock Adams and Olive
Bray Adams. An only child, he was named after his un-
cle Ansel Easton. His mother's family came from Bal-
timore, where his maternal grandfather had a success-
ful freight-hauling business but lost his wealth investing
in failed mining and real estate ventures in Nevada.*[2]
The Adams family came from New England, having mi-
grated from the north of Ireland in the early 18th century.
His paternal grandfather founded and built a prosperous
lumber business, which his father later ran, though his
father's natural talents lay more with sciences than with
business. Later in life, Adams would condemn that very
same industry for cutting down many of the great red-
wood forests.*[3]
In 1903, his family moved 2 miles (3 km) west to a new
home near the Seacliff neighborhood, just south of the
Presidio Army Base.*[4] The home had a“splendid view”
of the Golden Gate and the Marin Headlands.*[5] San
Francisco was devastated by the April 18, 1906 San Fran-
cisco earthquake. Uninjured in the initial shaking, the
four-year-old Ansel Adams was tossed face-first into a

garden wall during an aftershock three hours later, break-
ing and scarring his nose. Among his earliest memories
was watching the smoke from the ensuing fire that de-
stroyed much of the city a few miles to the east. Al-
though a doctor recommended that his nose be re-set once
he reached maturity,*[6] Adams's nose remained crooked
for his entire life.*[7]
Adams was a hyperactive child and prone to frequent
sickness and hypochondria. He had few friends, but
his family home and surroundings on the heights fac-
ing the Golden Gate provided ample childhood activi-
ties. Although he had no patience for games or sports,
the curious child took to the beauty of nature at an early
age, collecting bugs and exploring Lobos Creek all the
way to Baker Beach and the sea cliffs leading to Lands
End,*[5]*[8]“San Francisco's wildest and rockiest coast,
a place strewn with shipwrecks and rife with landslides.”
*[9]
His father bought a three-inch telescope and they enthu-
siastically shared the hobby of amateur astronomy, vis-
iting the Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton together.
His father went on to serve as the paid secretary-treasurer
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific from 1925 to
1950.*[10]
After the death of Ansel's grandfather and the aftermath
of the Panic of 1907, his father's business suffered great
financial losses. Some of the induced near-poverty was
because Ansel's uncle Ansel Easton and Cedric Wright's
father, George Wright, had secretly sold their shares of
the company to the Hawaiian Sugar Trust for a large
amount of money, “knowingly providing the control-
ling interest.”*[11] By 1912, the family's standard of
living had dropped sharply.*[12] After young Ansel was
dismissed from several private schools for his restless-
ness and inattentiveness, his father decided to pull him
out of school in 1915, at the age of 12. Adams was
then educated by private tutors, his Aunt Mary, and by
his father. His Aunt Mary was a follower of Robert
G. Ingersoll, a 19th-century agnostic, abolitionist and
women's suffrage advocate. As a result of his aunt's influ-
ence, Ingersoll's teachings were important to Ansel's up-
bringing.*[13] During the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition in 1915, his father insisted that, as part of
his education, Adams spend part of each day studying
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the exhibits.*[14] After a while, Adams resumed and
then completed his formal education by attending the
Mrs. Kate M. Wilkins Private School, until he graduated
from eighth grade on June 8, 1917. In his later years,
he displayed his diploma in the guest bathroom of his
home.*[15]
His father raised him to follow the ideas of Ralph Waldo
Emerson: to live a modest, moral life guided by a so-
cial responsibility to man and to nature.*[13] Adams had
a warm, loving and supportive relationship with his fa-
ther, but had a distant relationship with his mother, who
did not approve of his interest in photography.*[16] The
day after his mother's death in 1950, Ansel had a dis-
pute with the undertaker when choosing which casket his
mother would be buried in. Ansel chose the cheapest in
the room, a $260 casket that seemed the least he could
purchase without doing the job himself. When the un-
dertaker remarked,“Have you no respect for the dead?",
Adams replied,“One more crack like that and I will take
Mama elsewhere.”*[17]

19.1.2 Youth

Adams became interested in piano at age 12. Music be-
came the main focus of his later youth. His father sent
him to piano teacher Marie Butler, who focused on per-
fectionism and accuracy. After four years of studying un-
der her guidance, Adams moved on to other teachers, one
being composer Henry Cowell.*[18] For the next twelve
years, the piano was Adams' primary occupation and, by
1920, his intended profession. Although he ultimately
gave up music for photography, the piano brought sub-
stance, discipline and structure to his frustrating and er-
ratic youth. Moreover, the careful training and exacting
craft required of a musician profoundly informed his vi-
sual artistry, as well as his influential writings and teach-
ings on photography.
Adams first visited Yosemite National Park in 1916 with
his family.*[19] He wrote of his first view of the valley:
“the splendor of Yosemite burst upon us and it was glo-

rious... One wonder after another descended upon us...
There was light everywhere... A new era began for me.”
His father gave him his first camera, a Kodak Brownie
box camera, during that stay and he took his first pho-
tographs with his“usual hyperactive enthusiasm”.*[20]
He returned to Yosemite on his own the following year
with better cameras and a tripod. In the winter, he learned
basic darkroom technique working part-time for a San
Francisco photo finisher.*[21] Adams avidly read pho-
tography magazines, attended camera club meetings, and
went to photography and art exhibits. With retired geol-
ogist and amateur ornithologist Francis Holman, whom
he called“Uncle Frank,”he explored the High Sierra,
in summer and winter, developing the stamina and skill
needed to photograph at high elevation and under difficult
weather conditions.*[22]

Close-up of leaves In Glacier National Park (1942)

While in Yosemite, he had frequent contact with the Best
family, owners of Best's Studio, who allowed him to prac-
tice on their old square piano. In 1928, Ansel Adams
married Virginia Best in Best's Studio in Yosemite Val-
ley. Virginia inherited the studio from her artist father
on his death in 1935, and the Adams continued to oper-
ate the studio until 1971. The studio, now known as the
Ansel Adams Gallery, remains in the hands of the Adams
family.
At age 17, Adams joined the Sierra Club, a group dedi-
cated to protecting the wild places of the earth, and was
hired as the summer caretaker of the Sierra Club vis-
itor center in Yosemite Valley, the LeConte Memorial
Lodge from 1920 to 1924.*[23] He remained a member
throughout his lifetime and served as a director, as did his
wife. He was first elected to the Sierra Club's board of
directors in 1934, and served on the board for 37 years,
until 1971.*[7] Adams participated in the club's annual
High Trips, and was later responsible for several first as-
cents in the Sierra Nevada.
During 1919, he contracted the Spanish Flu during the
1918 flu pandemic. Adams fell seriously ill but recovered
after several months to resume his outdoor life.
During his twenties, most of his friends came from musi-
cal connections, particularly violinist and amateur pho-
tographer Cedric Wright, who became his best friend
as well as his philosophical and cultural mentor. Their
shared philosophy came from Edward Carpenter's To-
wards Democracy, a literary work which espoused the
pursuit of beauty in life and art. Carpenter was an En-
glish socialist philosopher and gay activist. For several
years, Adams carried a pocket edition with him while at
Yosemite.*[24] It soon became his personal philosophy
as well, as Adams later stated, “I believe in beauty. I
believe in stones and water, air and soil, people and their
future and their fate.”*[25] He decided that the purpose
of his art from now on, whether photography or music,
was to reveal that beauty to others and to inspire them to
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the same calling.
In summer, Adams would enjoy a life of hiking, camping,
and photographing, and the rest of the year he worked to
improve his piano playing, expanding his piano technique
and musical expression. He also gave piano lessons for
extra income, finally affording a grand piano suitable to
his musical ambitions.*[26] An early student was moun-
taineer and fellow Sierra Club leader Jules Eichorn.
His first photographs were published in 1921 and Best's
Studio began selling his Yosemite prints the following
year. His early photos already showed careful composi-
tion and sensitivity to tonal balance. In letters and cards to
family, he expressed his daring to climb to the best view
points and brave the worst elements.*[27] At this point,
however, Adams was still planning a career in music, even
though his small hands, easily bruised by bravura playing,
limited his repertoire to practiced works which benefited
from his strengths of touch and musicality.*[28] It took
seven more years for Adams to finally concede that at best
he might become a concert pianist of limited range, an
accompanist, or a piano teacher.
In the mid-1920s, Adams experimented with soft-focus,
etching, Bromoil Process, and other techniques of the
pictorial photographers, such as Photo-Secession leader
Alfred Stieglitz who strove to put photography on an
equal artistic plane with painting by trying to mimic it.
However, Adams steered clear of hand-coloring which
was also popular at the time. Adams used a variety of
lenses to get different effects, but eventually rejected pic-
torialism for a more realistic approach which relied more
heavily on sharp focus, heightened contrast, precise ex-
posure, and darkroom craftsmanship.*[29]

19.2 Photography career

19.2.1 1920s

In 1927, Adams produced his first portfolio, Parmelian
Prints of the High Sierras, in his new style, which included
his famous image Monolith, the Face of Half Dome, taken
with his Korona view camera using glass plates and a dark
red filter (to heighten the tonal contrasts). On that excur-
sion, he had only one plate left and he“visualized”the
effect of the blackened sky before risking the last shot.
He later said “I had been able to realize a desired im-
age: not the way the subject appeared in reality but how
it felt to me and how it must appear in the finished print”
.*[30] In April 1927, he wrote “My photographs have
now reached a stage when they are worthy of the world's
critical examination. I have suddenly come upon a new
style which I believe will place my work equal to anything
of its kind.”*[31]
With the sponsorship and promotion of Albert Bender, an
arts-connected businessman, Adams's first portfolio was
a success (earning nearly $3,900) and soon he received

commercial assignments to photograph the wealthy pa-
trons who bought his portfolio.*[32] Adams also came to
understand how important it was that his carefully crafted
photos were reproduced to best effect. At Bender's invi-
tation, he joined the Roxburghe Club, an association de-
voted to fine printing and high standards in book arts. He
learned much about printing techniques, inks, design, and
layout which he later applied to other projects.*[33] Un-
fortunately, at that time most of his darkroom work was
still being done in the basement of his parents' home, and
he was limited by barely adequate equipment.
After a cooling off period with Virginia Best during
1925–26, during which he had short-lasting relationships
with various women, he married Virginia in 1928. The
newlyweds moved in with his parents to save expenses.
His marriage also marked the end of his serious attempt
at a musical career, as well as her ambitions to be a clas-
sical singer.

Church, Taos Pueblo (1942)

19.2.2 1930s

Between 1929 and 1942, Adams's work matured and
he became more established. In the course of his 60-
year career, the 1930s were a particularly productive
and experimental time. Adams expanded his works,
focusing on detailed close-ups as well as large forms
from mountains to factories.*[34] In 1930 Taos Pueblo,
Adams's first book, was published with text by writer
Mary Hunter Austin. In New Mexico, he was intro-
duced to notables from Stieglitz's circle, including painter
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Georgia O'Keeffe, artist John Marin, and photographer
Paul Strand. Adams's talkative, high-spirited nature com-
bined with his excellent piano playing made him a hit
within his circle of artist friends.*[35] Strand especially
proved influential, sharing secrets of his technique with
Adams, and finally convincing Adams to pursue photog-
raphy with all his talent and energy. One of Strand's sug-
gestions which Adams adopted was to use glossy paper to
intensify tonal values.
Through a friend with Washington connections, Adams
was able to put on his first solo museum exhibition at
the Smithsonian Institution in 1931, featuring 60 prints
taken in the High Sierra. He received an excellent re-
view from the Washington Post, “His photographs are
like portraits of the giant peaks, which seem to be inhab-
ited by mythical gods.”*[36] Despite his success, Adams
felt he was not yet up to the standards of Strand. He de-
cided to broaden his subject matter to include still life and
close-up photos, and to achieve higher quality by“visu-
alizing”each image before taking it. He emphasized the
use of small apertures and long exposures in natural light,
which created sharp details with a wide range of focus, as
demonstrated in Rose and Driftwood (1933), one of his
finest still-life photographs.
In 1932, Adams had a group show at the M. H. de Young
Museum with Imogen Cunningham and Edward Weston
and they soon formed Group f/64, which espoused“pure
or straight photography”over pictorialism (f/64 being a
very small aperture setting that gives great depth of field).
The group's manifesto stated that“Pure photography is
defined as possessing no qualities of technique, composi-
tion or idea, derivative of any other art form.”*[37] In
reality, “pure photography”did borrow from some of
the established principles of painting, especially compo-
sitional balance and perspective, and some manipulation
of subject and effect. By these standards, not only were
“soft focus”lenses prohibited but Adams's earlier photo
Monolith, which used a strong red filter to create a black
sky, would have been considered unacceptable.
Following Stieglitz's example, in 1933 Adams opened his
own art and photography gallery in San Francisco.*[38]
Adams also began to publish essays in photography mag-
azines and wrote his first instructional book Making a
Photograph in 1935.*[39] During the summers, he of-
ten participated in Sierra Club High Trips outings, as a
paid photographer for the group, and the rest of the year
a core group of the Club members socialized regularly in
San Francisco and Berkeley. During 1933, his first child
Michael was born, followed by Anne two years later.*[40]
In the 1930s, Adams began to deploy his photographs in
the cause of wilderness preservation. In part, he was in-
spired by the increasing desecration of Yosemite Valley
by commercial development, including a pool hall, bowl-
ing alley, golf course, shops, and automobile traffic. He
created a limited-edition book in 1938, Sierra Nevada:
The John Muir Trail, as part of the Sierra Club's efforts

to secure the designation of Sequoia and Kings Canyon
as national parks. This book and his testimony before
Congress played a vital role in the success of the effort,
and Congress designated the area as a National Park in
1940.

Yosemite Valley, to me, is always a sun-
rise, a glitter of green and golden wonder in a
vast edifice of stone and space. I know of no
sculpture, painting or music that exceeds the
compelling spiritual command of the soaring
shape of granite cliff and dome, of patina of
light on rock and forest, and of the thunder and
whispering of the falling, flowing waters. At
first the colossal aspect may dominate; then we
perceive and respond to the delicate and per-
suasive complex of nature.
̶Ansel Adams, The Portfolios Of Ansel

Adams

In 1935, Adams created many new photos of the Sierra
and one of his most famous photographs, Clearing Winter
Storm, captured the entire valley just as a winter storm
relented, leaving a fresh coat of snow. After court-
ing Stieglitz for three years, Adams gathered his recent
work and had a solo show at the Stieglitz gallery “An
American Place”in New York in 1936. The exhibi-
tion proved successful with both the critics and the buy-
ing public, and earned Adams strong praise from the
revered Stieglitz.*[41] During the balance of the 1930s,
Adams took on many commercial assignments to supple-
ment the income from the struggling Best's Studio. Un-
til the 1970s, Adams was financially dependent on com-
mercial projects. Some of his clients included Kodak,
Fortune magazine, Pacific Gas and Electric, AT&T, and
the American Trust Company.*[42] He photographed
Timothy L. Pflueger's new Patent Leather Bar for the St.
Francis hotel in 1939.*[43] The same year, he was named
an editor of U.S. Camera & Travel, the most popular pho-
tography magazine at that time.*[42]

19.2.3 1940s

In 1940, Ansel put together A Pageant of Photography,
the most important and largest photography show in the
West to date, attended by millions of visitors.*[44] With
his wife, Adams completed a children's book and the
very successful Illustrated Guide to Yosemite Valley dur-
ing 1940 and 1941. He also taught photography by giving
workshops in Detroit. Adams also began his first seri-
ous stint of teaching in 1941 at the Art Center School
of Los Angeles, now known as Art Center College of
Design, which included the training of military photog-
raphers.*[45] In 1943, Adams had a camera platform
mounted on his station wagon, to afford him a better van-
tage point over the immediate foreground and a better
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angle for expansive backgrounds. Most of his landscapes
from that time forward were made from the roof of his
car rather than from summits reached by rugged hiking,
as in his earlier days.*[46]
On a trip in New Mexico in 1941, Adams shot a scene
of the Moon rising above a modest village with snow-
covered mountains in the background, under a dominat-
ing black sky. The photograph is one of his most fa-
mous and is named Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico.
Adams's description in his later books of how it was made
probably enhanced the photograph's fame: the light on
the crosses in the foreground was rapidly fading, and he
could not find his exposure meter; however, he remem-
bered the luminance of the Moon, and used it to calculate
the proper exposure.*[47]*[48]*[49] Adams's earlier ac-
count*[50] was less dramatic, stating simply that the pho-
tograph was made after sunset, with exposure determined
using his Weston Master meter.*[n 1] However the expo-
sure was actually determined, the foreground was under-
exposed, the highlights in the clouds were quite dense,
and the negative proved difficult to print.*[51] The ini-
tial publication of Moonrise was in U.S. Camera 1943
annual, after being selected by the “photo judge”for
U.S. Camera, Edward Steichen.*[52] This gave Moon-
rise an audience before its first formal exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art in 1944.*[53] Over nearly 40
years, Adams re-interpreted the image, his most popu-
lar by far, using the latest darkroom equipment at his
disposal, making over 1,300 unique prints, most in 16″
by 20″ format.*[54] Many of the prints were made in
the 1970s, finally giving Adams financial independence
from commercial projects. The total value of these orig-
inal prints exceeds $25,000,000;*[55] the highest price
paid for a single print of Moonrise reached $609,600 at
Sotheby's New York auction in 2006.

Evening, McDonald Lake, Glacier National Park (1942)

In September 1941, Adams contracted*[n 2] with the
Department of the Interior to make photographs of Na-
tional Parks, Indian reservations, and other locations for
use as mural-sized prints for decoration of the Depart-
ment's new building. Part of his understanding with the
Department was that he might also make photographs

for his own use, using his own film and processing. Al-
though Adams kept meticulous records of his travel and
expenses,*[56] he was less disciplined about recording
the dates of his images, and neglected to note the date
of Moonrise, so it was not clear whether it belonged to
Adams or to the U.S. Government. But the position
of the moon allowed the image to eventually be dated
from astronomical calculations, and it was determined
that Moonrise was made on November 1, 1941,*[n 3] a
day for which he had not billed the Department, so the im-
age belonged to Adams. The same was not true for many
of his other negatives, including The Tetons and the Snake
River, which, having been made for the Mural Project,
became the property of the U.S. Government.*[57]
When Edward Steichen formed his Naval Aviation Pho-
tographic Unit in early 1942, he wanted Adams to be
a member, to build and direct a state-of-the-art dark-
room and laboratory in Washington, D.C.*[58] In ap-
proximately February 1942, Steichen asked Adams to
join.*[58] Adams agreed, with two conditions: He
wanted to be commissioned as an officer, and he also told
Steichen he would not be available until July 1.*[59] Ste-
ichen, who wanted the team assembled as quickly as pos-
sible, passed Adams by, and had his other photographers
ready to go by early April.*[59]

Baton practice at the Manzanar War Relocation Center, 1943

Adams was distressed by the Japanese American Intern-
ment that occurred after the Pearl Harbor attack. He re-
quested permission to visit the Manzanar War Reloca-
tion Center in the Owens Valley, at the foot of Mount
Williamson. The resulting photo-essay first appeared in a
Museum of Modern Art exhibit, and later was published
as Born Free and Equal: The Story of Loyal Japanese-
Americans. He also contributed to the war effort by doing
many photographic assignments for the military, includ-
ing making prints of secret Japanese installations in the
Aleutians.*[60]“[I]t was met with some distressing resis-
tance and was rejected by many as disloyal.”*[61] Adams
was the recipient of three Guggenheim fellowships during
his career, the first in 1946 to photograph every National
Park.*[62] This series of photographs produced memo-
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rable images of Old Faithful Geyser, Grand Teton, and
Mount McKinley.
In 1945, Adams was asked to form the first fine art
photography department at the San Francisco Art Insti-
tute. Adams invited Dorothea Lange, Imogen Cunning-
ham and Edward Weston to be guest lecturers and Minor
White to be lead instructor.*[63] The photography de-
partment produced numerous notable photographers, in-
cluding Philip Hyde, Benjamen Chinn, Bill Heick, and C.
Cameron Macauley.

19.2.4 1950s

In 1952 Adams was one of the founders of the maga-
zine Aperture, which was intended as a serious journal of
photography showcasing its best practitioners and newest
innovations. He was also a contributor to Arizona High-
ways, a photo-rich travel magazine. His article on Mission
San Xavier del Bac, with text by longtime friend Nancy
Newhall, was enlarged into a book published in 1954.
This was the first of many collaborations with her.*[64] In
June 1955, Adams began his annual workshops, teaching
thousands of students until 1981,*[65] He continued with
commercial assignments for another twenty years, and
became a consultant on a monthly retainer for Polaroid
Corporation, which was founded by good friend Edwin
Land.*[66] He made thousands of photographs with Po-
laroid products, El Capitan, Winter, Sunrise (1968) be-
ing the one he considered his most memorable. In the
final twenty years of his life, the 6x6cm medium for-
mat Hasselblad was his camera of choice, with Moon and
Half Dome (1960) being his favorite photo made with
that marque of camera.*[67]
Adams published his fourth portfolio, What Majestic
Word, in 1963, and dedicated it to the memory of his
Sierra Club friend Russell Varian,*[68] who was a co-
inventor of the klystron and who had died in 1959. The
title was taken from the poem“Sand Dunes,”by John
Varian, Russell's father,*[18] and the fifteen photographs
were accompanied by the writings of both John and Rus-
sell Varian. Russell's widow, Dorothy, wrote the preface,
and explained that the photographs were selected to serve
as interpretations of the character of Russell Varian.*[68]

19.2.5 Later career

In the 1960s, a few mainstream art galleries (without a
photographic emphasis) which originally would have con-
sidered photos unworthy of exhibit alongside fine paint-
ings decided to show Adams's images, particularly the
former Kenmore Gallery in Philadelphia.*[69] In March
1963, Ansel Adams and Nancy Newhall accepted a com-
mission from Clark Kerr, the president of the University
of California, to produce a series of photographs of the
University's campuses to commemorate its centennial
celebration. The collection, titled Fiat Lux after the Uni-

versity's motto, was published in 1967 and now resides in
the Museum of Photography at the University of Califor-
nia, Riverside.
In 1974, Adams was guest of honor at the Rencontres
d'Arles festival (France). An evening screening at the
Arles's Théâtre Antique and an exhibition were pre-
sented. The festival celebrated the artist three more times
after that: in 1976, 1982 and 1985 through screenings
and exhibitions.
In 1974, Adams had a major retrospective exhibition at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Much of his time dur-
ing the 1970s was spent curating and reprinting negatives
from his vault, in part to satisfy the great demand of art
museums which had finally created departments of pho-
tography and desired his iconic works. He also devoted
his considerable writing skills and prestige to the cause of
environmentalism, focusing particularly on the Big Sur
coastline of California and the protection of Yosemite
from overuse. President Jimmy Carter commissioned
him to make the first official portrait of a president made
by a photograph.*[70] That year he also cofounded the
Center for Creative Photography at the University of Ari-
zona, which handles some of his estate matters.*[71]

19.3 Work with color film

Adams did not work exclusively in black and white. He
also experimented with color. His subjects that he shot
in color ranged from portraits to landscape to architec-
ture,*[72] a similar scope to that of his black and white
work.
There are two main reasons, according to an expert
source, why Adams preferred black and white. The first
was that he felt color could be distracting, and could
therefore divert an artistʼs attention away from achiev-
ing his full potential when taking a photograph. Adams
actually claimed that he could get “a far greater sense
ofʻcolorʼthrough a well-planned and executed black-
and-white image than [he had] ever achieved with color
photography”.*[73]
The second reason was that Adams was a “master of
control”. He wrote many books about technique, and he
developed, along with Fred Archer, the Zone System ̶
a process which helped determine the optimal exposure
and development time for a given photograph. He also
advocated for the idea of previsualization, which involved
the photographer imagining what he wanted his final print
to look like before he even took the shot. These concepts
and methods allowed for nearly total control of all the
potential variables that factor into a final print. Because of
his love for control, Adams disliked color since it lacked
this element that he had mastered with black and white.
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19.4 Contributions and influence

Romantic landscape artists Albert Bierstadt and Thomas
Moran portrayed the Grand Canyon and Yosemite at
the end of their reign, and were subsequently displaced
by daredevil photographers Carleton Watkins, Eadweard
Muybridge, and George Fiske.*[74] But it was Adams's
black-and-white photographs of the West which became
the foremost record of what many of the National Parks
were like before tourism, and his persistent advocacy
helped expand the National Park system. He used his
works to promote many of the goals of the Sierra Club
and of the nascent environmental movement, but always
insisted that, as far as his photographs were concerned,
“beauty comes first”. His images are still very popular

in calendars, posters, and books.
Realistic about development and the subsequent loss of
habitat, Adams advocated for balanced growth, but was
pained by the ravages of“progress”. He stated,“We
all know the tragedy of the dustbowls, the cruel unforgiv-
able erosions of the soil, the depletion of fish or game,
and the shrinking of the noble forests. And we know that
such catastrophes shrivel the spirit of the people... The
wilderness is pushed back, man is everywhere. Solitude,
so vital to the individual man, is almost nowhere.”*[75]

The Tetons and the Snake River (1942)

Adams co-founded Group f/64 with other masters like
Edward Weston, Willard Van Dyke, and Imogen Cun-
ningham. With Fred Archer, he pioneered the Zone Sys-
tem, a technique for translating perceived light into spe-
cific densities on negatives and paper, giving photogra-
phers better control over finished photographs. Adams
also advocated the idea of visualization (which he often
called "previsualization", though he later acknowledged
that term to be a redundancy) whereby the final image is
“seen”in the mind's eye before the photo is taken, toward

the goal of achieving all together the aesthetic, intellec-
tual, spiritual, and mechanical effects desired. He taught
these and other techniques to thousands of amateur pho-
tographers through his publications and his workshops.
His many books about photography, including the Mor-

gan & Morgan Basic Photo Series (The Camera, The Neg-
ative, The Print, Natural Light Photography, and Artificial
Light Photography) have become classics in the field.
In 1966 he was elected a fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences. In 1980 Jimmy Carter awarded him
the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation's highest
civilian honor.
Adams's photograph The Tetons and the Snake River was
one of the 115 images recorded on the Voyager Golden
Record aboard the Voyager spacecraft. These images
were selected to convey information about humans, plants
and animals, and geological features of the Earth to a pos-
sible alien civilization.
His legacy includes helping to elevate photography to an
art comparable with painting and music, and equally ca-
pable of expressing emotion and beauty. He told his stu-
dents,“It is easy to take a photograph, but it is harder to
make a masterpiece in photography than in any other art
medium.”*[76]
Art critic John Szarkowski wrote“Ansel Adams attuned
himself more precisely than any photographer before him
to a visual understanding of the specific quality of the
light that fell on a specific place at a specific moment.
For Adams the natural landscape is not a fixed and solid
sculpture but an insubstantial image, as transient as the
light that continually redefines it. This sensibility to the
specificity of light was the motive that forced Adams to
develop his legendary photographic technique.”*[77]

19.5 Death and legacy

In September 1983, Adams was confined to his
bed for four weeks after leg surgery to remove a
tumor.*[78] Adams died on April 22, 1984, in the
ICU at the Community Hospital of the Monterey Penin-
sula in Monterey, California, at the age of 82 from
cardiovascular disease. He was survived by his wife, two
children, Michael and Anne, and five grandchildren.
Publishing rights for most of Adams's photographs are
now handled by the trustees of The Ansel Adams Publish-
ing Rights Trust. An archive of Ansel Adams's work is
located at the Center for Creative Photography (CCP) at
the University of Arizona in Tucson. Numerous works by
the artist have been sold at auction, including a mural size
print of 'CLEARING WINTER STORM, YOSEMITE
NATIONAL PARK' which sold at Sotheby's New York
in 2010 for $722,500, the highest price ever paid for an
original Ansel Adams photograph.*[79]
John Szarkowski states in the introduction to Ansel
Adams: Classic Images (1985, p. 5), “The love that
Americans poured out for the work and person of Ansel
Adams during his old age, and that they have continued to
express with undiminished enthusiasm since his death, is
an extraordinary phenomenon, perhaps even unparalleled
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in our country's response to a visual artist.”

19.6 Awards

Adams received a number of awards during his lifetime
and posthumously, and there have been a few awards
named for him.*[80]
Adams received an honorary artium doctor degree from
Harvard University and an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degree from Yale University. He was elected a Fel-
low of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
in 1966.*[81] He was awarded the Conservation Ser-
vice Award by the Department of the Interior in 1968,
a Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1980, the Sierra
Club John Muir Award in 1963,*[82] and was inducted
into the California Hall of Fame by California Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger and First Lady Maria Shriver in
2007.*[83]
The Minarets Wilderness in the Inyo National Forest and
a 11,760-foot (3,580 m) peak therein were renamed the
Ansel Adams Wilderness and Mount Ansel Adams re-
spectively in 1985.
Adams was presented with the Hasselblad Award in 1981.
*[84]
The Sierra Club's Ansel Adams Award for Conservation
Photography was established in 1971,*[82] and the Ansel
Adams Award for Conservation was established in 1980
by The Wilderness Society.*[85] The Wilderness Society
also has a large permanent gallery of his work on display
at its Washington DC Headquarters.

19.7 Works

19.7.1 Notable photographs
• Monolith, The Face of Half Dome, Yosemite Na-

tional Park, 1927.
• Rose and Driftwood, San Francisco, California,

1932.
• Georgia O'Keeffe and Orville Cox, Canyon de Chelly

National Monument, 1937.
• Clearing Winter Storm, Yosemite National Park,

1940.*[79]
• Moon andHalf Dome, Yosemite National Park, Cal-

ifornia, 1960.
• Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico, 1941.
• Winter Sunrise, Sierra Nevada, from Lone Pine, Cal-

ifornia, 1944.
• Aspens, Northern New Mexico, 1958.
• El Capitan, Winter Sunrise, 1968

19.7.2 Photographic books

This list is incomplete; you can help by
expanding it.

• Parmelian Prints of the High Sierras, 1927. (Grab-
horn Press)

• Taos Pueblo, 1930.

• Sierra Nevada the John Muir Trail, 1938. (reprinted
2006 as ISBN 0-8212-5717-X).

• Born Free and Equal, 1944. ISBN 1-893343-05-7.

• Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada, 1948. (text from
writings of John Muir)

• My Camera In The National Parks, 1950.

• The Land of Little Rain, 1950. (text by Mary Hunter
Austin)

• The Islands of Hawaii, 1958.

• This is the American Earth, 1960, (with Nancy
Newhall) Sierra Club Books. (reprinted by Bulfinch,
ISBN 0-8212-2182-5)

• These We Inherit: The Parklands of America, 1962.
(with Nancy Newhall)

• The Eloquent Light, 1963. (unfinished biography of
Adams by Nancy Newhall)

• Yosemite Valley”, 1967. (45 plates in B&Wedited by
Nancy Newhall, published by 5 Associates, Redwood
City, California.)

• The Tetons and the Yellowstone, 1970.

• Ansel Adams, 1972. ISBN 0-8212-0721-0.

• Images, 1923–1974, 1974. ISBN 0-8212-0600-1.

• Polaroid Land Photography, 1978. ISBN 0-8212-
0729-6.

• Yosemite and the Range of Light, 1979. ISBN 0-
8212-0750-4.

• The Portfolios of Ansel Adams, 1981. ISBN 0-8212-
0723-7.

• Examples: The Making of 40 Photographs, 1984.
ISBN 0-8212-1551-5.

• Ansel Adams: Classic Images, 1986. ISBN 0-8212-
1629-5.

• Letters and Images 1916–1984, 1988. ISBN 0-
8212-1691-0.

• Our Current National Parks, 1992.
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• Ansel Adams: In Color, 1993. ISBN 0-8212-1980-
4.

• Photographs of the Southwest, 1994. ISBN 0-8212-
0699-0.

• Yosemite and the High Sierra, 1994. ISBN 0-8212-
2134-5.

• The National Park Photographs, 1995. ISBN 0-
89660-056-4.

• Yosemite, 1995. ISBN 0-8212-2196-5.

• California, 1997. ISBN 0-8212-2369-0.

• America's Wilderness, 1997. ISBN 1-56138-744-4.

• Ansel Adams at 100, 2001. ISBN 0-8212-2515-4.

• Born Free and Equal, 2002. ISBN 1-893343-05-7.

• Ansel Adams: The National Park Service Pho-
tographs, 2005. ISBN 978-0-89660-056-0.

• Ansel Adams: The Spirit ofWild Places, 2005. ISBN
1-59764-069-7.

• Ansel Adams: 400 Photographs, 2007. ISBN 978-
0-316-11772-2.

• Ansel Adams in the National Parks: Photographs
from America's Wild Places, 2010. ISBN 978-0-
316-07846-7.

19.7.3 Technical books

• Making a Photograph, 1935.

• Camera and Lens: The Creative Approach, 1948.
ISBN 0-8212-0716-4

• The Negative: Exposure and Development, 1949.
ISBN 0-8212-0717-2

• The Print: Contact Printing and Enlarging, 1950.
ISBN 0-8212-0718-0

• Natural Light Photography, 1952. ISBN 0-8212-
0719-9

• Artificial Light Photography, 1956. ISBN 0-8212-
0720-2

• Examples: The Making of 40 Photographs, 1983.
ISBN 0-8212-1750-X

• The Camera, 1995. ISBN 0-8212-2184-1

• The Negative, 1995. ISBN 0-8212-2186-8

• The Print, 1995. ISBN 0-8212-2187-6

19.8 Notes
[1] Alinder 1996, p. 192, states that the image caption for

Moonrise in U.S. Camera 1943 was inaccurate, citing dis-
crepancies in several technical details.

[2] Although verbal agreement was given on September 30,
1941, the contract was actually approved on November 3
and backdated to October 14 (Wright & Armor 1988, p.
vi).

[3] David Elmore of the High Altitude Observatory in Boul-
der, Colorado, determined thatMoonrisewas taken on Oc-
tober 31, 1941, at 4:03 pm (Callahan 1981, pp. 30–31).
Dennis di Cicco of Sky & Telescope magazine noticed that
the moon's position at the time Elmore had determined did
not match the Moon's position in the image, and after an
independent analysis, determined the time to be 4:49:20
pm on November 1, 1941. He reviewed his results with
Elmore, who agreed with di Cicco's conclusions (di Cicco
1991, pp. 529–33).
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• Ansel Adams at DMOZ

• Works by or about Ansel Adams in libraries
(WorldCat catalog)

• Ansel and Virginia Adams letters from Imogen Cun-
ningham, 1966 from the Smithsonian's Archives of
American Art

• History of Ansel Adams Ansel Adams (1902–
1984).

• PBS Documentary: Ansel Adams Ric Burns feature
documentary Ansel Adams: A Documentary Film
(2002).

• Official Family-Owned Website of Ansel Adams
Ansel Adams – Museum Graphics.

• Official Site of Ansel Adams Ansel Adams Gallery.

• Ansel Adams Memorial Grove A restoration and
preservation project of Ansel Adams in San Fran-
cisco.
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• American Memory – Ansel Adams “Suffering
Under a Great Injustice”Ansel Adams's Pho-
tographs of Japanese-American Internment at Man-
zanar From the American Memory Collection of the
Library of Congress.

• Densho Encyclopedia article on Adams' work in
Manzanar

• Picturing the Century – Ansel Adams Selection of
photos at the National Archives.

• Records of the National Park Service – Ansel
Adams Photographs 226 high-resolution pho-
tographs from National Archives Still Picture
Branch.

• All Ansel Adams Images Online Center for Creative
Photography (CCP) CCP at the University of Ari-
zona has released a digital catalog of all Adams's im-
ages.

• Exhibition catalog of Ansel Adams photographs at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art

• The Ansel Adams Gallery at The Wilderness Society
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Chapter 20

Arnold Newman

Arnold Abner Newman (3 March 1918 - June 6, 2006)
was an American photographer, noted for his“environ-
mental portraits”of artists and politicians. He was also
known for his carefully composed abstract still life im-
ages.

20.1 Early life and career

Born in Manhattan, Newman grew up in Atlantic City,
New Jersey and later moved to Miami Beach, Florida. In
1936, he studied painting and drawing at the University
of Miami. Unable to afford continuing after two years,
he moved to Philadelphia to work for a studio making
49-cent portraits in 1938.
Newman returned to Florida in 1942 to manage a portrait
studio in West Palm Beach. Three years later he opened
his own business in Miami Beach.
In 1946, Newman relocated to New York, opened Arnold
Newman Studios and worked as a freelance photographer
for Fortune, Life, and Newsweek. Though never a mem-
ber, Newman frequented the Photo League during the
1940s.*[1]

20.2 Success as a photographer

Newman found his vision in the empathy he felt for artists
and their work. Although he photographed many per-
sonalities̶Marlene Dietrich, John F. Kennedy, Harry S.
Truman, Piet Mondrian, Pablo Picasso, Arthur Miller,
Marilyn Monroe, Ronald Reagan, Mickey Mantle, and
Audrey Hepburn̶he maintained that even if the subject
is not known, or is already forgotten, the photograph itself
must still excite and interest the viewer.
Newman is often credited with being the first photogra-
pher to use so-called environmental portraiture, in which
the photographer places the subject in a carefully con-
trolled setting to capture the essence of the individual's
life and work. Newman normally captured his subjects
in their most familiar surroundings with representative vi-
sual elements showing their professions and personalities.
A musician for instance might be photographed in their

recording studio or on stage, a Senator or other politi-
cian in their office or a representative building. Using a
large-format camera and tripod, he worked to record ev-
ery detail of a scene.
“I didn't just want to make a photograph with some things

in the background,”Newman told American Photo mag-
azine in an interview. “The surroundings had to add to
the composition and the understanding of the person. No
matter who the subject was, it had to be an interesting
photograph. Just to simply do a portrait of a famous per-
son doesn't mean a thing.”*[2]
Newman's best-known images were in black and white,
although he often photographed in color. His 1946 black
and white portrait of Igor Stravinsky seated at a grand
piano*[3] became his signature image, even though it was
rejected by Harper's Bazaar, the magazine that gave the
assignment to Newman.*[2]*[4] He was one of the few
photographers allowed to make a portrait of the famously
camera-shy Henri Cartier-Bresson.
Among Newman's best-known color images is an eerie
portrait from 1963 that shows convicted former Nazi
slave labor boss Alfried Krupp in one of Krupp's facto-
ries. Newman admits his personal feelings influenced his
portrayal of Krupp.*[2]*[4]*[5]
On December 19, 2005, Arnold made his last formal
portrait of director James (Jimmy) Burrows at the NBC
studio on the Saturday Night Live stage. This session
was particularly special for Newman because he had pho-
tographed Jimmy's father Abe Burrows several times.*[6]
Newman taught photography at Cooper Union for many
years. He was recovering from a stroke when he died at
Mt. Sinai Medical Center, New York.*[7]

20.3 Bibliography

“One Mind's Eye, The Portraits and Other Photographs
of Arnold Newman”, by Arnold Newman, Introduction
by Robert A. Sobieszek, David R. Godine, Publisher,
1974.
“Arnold Newman”, Essay by Phillip Brookman,

Taschen, 2006.
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20.4 Awards
• 1985: Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished Ser-

vice in Journalism, Missouri School of Journalism,
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO*[8]

• 1999 Infinity Award for Master of Photog-
raphy, International Center of Photography,
Manhattan*[9]

• 2004 Lucie Award for Outstanding Achievement
in Portrait Photography, International Photography
Awards program, Los Angeles, California*[10]

• 2004 He was awarded The Royal Photographic So-
ciety's Centenary Medal and Honorary Fellowship
(HonFRPS) in recognition of a sustained, signifi-
cant contribution to the art of photography.*[11]

20.5 References
[1] Arnold Newman bio at The Jewish Museum

[2] Harris, Mark Edward (March–April 2000).“ARNOLD
NEWMAN: the stories behind some of the most famous
portraits in the 20th century”. American Photo (pp.36-
38: Hachette Filipacchi). Archived from the original on
October 1, 2014. Retrieved October 1, 2014.

[3]“Behind the lens: Arnold Newman (7)". gettyimages.com.
Getty Images. Retrieved October 1, 2014.

[4] Grundberg, Andy (June 7, 2006).“Arnold Newman, Por-
trait Photographer Who Captured the Essence of His Sub-
jects, Dies at 88”. The New York Times (The New York
Times). Retrieved October 1, 2014.

[5] “Behind the lens: Arnold Newman (11)". gettyim-
ages.com. Getty Images. Retrieved October 1, 2014.

[6]“Stories about Arnold”. Arnold Newman Archive. 2006.

[7] Death of Arnold Newman reported by MSNBC

[8]“Missouri Honor Medal Winners: Individuals”. Missouri
School of Journalism. Retrieved 16 November 2015.

[9] Newman's biography at the ICP website for his 1999 In-
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20.6 External links
• Arnold Newman's portrait of Igor Stravinsky (1946)

- A discussion.
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Arthur Rothstein

Arthur Rothstein (July 17, 1915 - November 11, 1985)
was an American photographer. Rothstein is recognized
as one of Americaʼs premier photojournalists. Dur-
ing a career that spanned five decades, he provoked, en-
tertained and informed the American people. His pho-
tographs ranged from a hometown baseball game to the
drama of war, from struggling rural farmers to US Presi-
dents.

21.1 Life and career

Rothstein was born in Manhattan, New York City, and he
grew up in the Bronx. He was a graduate of Columbia
University, where he was a founder of the University
Camera Club and photography editor of the Columbian.
Following his graduation from Columbia during the Great
Depression, Rothstein was invited to Washington DC by
one of his professors at Columbia, Roy Stryker. Roth-
stein had been Stryker's student at Columbia University
in the early 1930s.
In 1934, as a college senior, Rothstein prepared a set of
copy photographs for a picture source book on American
agriculture that Stryker and another professor, Rexford
Tugwell were assembling. The book was never published,
but before the year was out, Tugwell was part of FDR's
New Deal brain trust. He hired Stryker and Stryker hired
Rothstein to set up the darkroom for Stryker's Photo Unit
of the Historical Section of the Resettlement Administra-
tion (RA), which became the Farm Security Administra-
tion (FSA) in 1937. Later, when the country geared up
for World War II, the FSA became part of the Office of
War Information (OWI).
Arthur Rothstein became the first photographer sent out
by Roy Stryker, the head of the Photo Unit. During
the next five years he shot some of the most signif-
icant photographs ever taken of rural and small-town
America. He and other FSA photographers, including
Esther Bubley, Marjory Collins, Marion Post Wolcott,
Walker Evans, Russell Lee, Gordon Parks, Jack Delano,
Charlotte Brooks, John Vachon, Carl Mydans, Dorothea
Lange and Ben Shahn, were employed to publicize the
living conditions of the rural poor in the United States.

Perhaps Rothstein's most famous photo, and an icon of the Dust
Bowl: a farmer and his two sons during a dust storm in Cimarron
County, Oklahoma, 1936

The photographs made during Rothstein's five-year stint
with the photographic section form a catalog of the
agency's initiatives. His first assignment was to document
the lives of some Virginia farmers who were being evicted
to make way for the Shenandoah National Park and about
to be relocated by the Resettlement Administration, and
subsequent trips took him to the Dust Bowl and to cattle
ranches in Montana.
The immediate incentive for his February 1937 assign-
ment came from the interest generated by congressional
consideration of farm tenant legislation sponsored in the
Senate by John H. Bankhead, a moderate Democrat from
Alabama with a strong interest in agriculture. Enacted
in July, the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act gave the
agency its new lease on life as the Farm Security Admin-
istration.

21.1.1 Gee's Bend

On February 18, 1937, Stryker wrote Rothstein that the
journalist Beverly Smith had told him about a tenant com-
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munity at Gee's Bend, Alabama,“the mostwas preparing
an article on tenancy for the July issue of The American
Magazine, but Stryker sensed bigger possibilities, telling
Rothstein,“We could do a swell story; one that Life [mag-
azine] will grab.”Stryker planned to visit Alabama and
asked Rothstein to wait for him, but he was never able to
make the trip and Rothstein went to Gee's Bend alone.
The residents of Gee's Bend symbolized two differ-
ent things to the Resettlement Administration. On the
one hand, reports about the community prepared by the
agency describe the residents as isolated and primitive,
people whose speech, habits, and material culture re-
flected an African origin and an older way of life. On
the other hand, the agency's agenda for rehabilitation im-
plied a view of the residents as the victims of slavery and
the farm-tenant system on a former plantation. The two
perceptions may be seen as related: if these tenants̶de-
spite their primitive culture̶could benefit from training
and financial assistance, their success would demonstrate
the efficacy of the programs.
Unlike the subjects of many Resettlement Administration
and Farm Security Administration photographs, the peo-
ple of Gee's Bend are not portrayed as victims. The pho-
tographs do not show the back-breaking work of cultiva-
tion and harvest, but only offer a glimpse of spring plow-
ing. At home, the residents do not merely inhabit sub-
standard housing but are engaged in a variety of domes-
tic activities. The dwellings at Gee's Bend must have been
as uncomfortable as the frame shacks thrown up for farm
workers everywhere, but Rothstein's photographs empha-
size the log cabins' picturesque qualities. This affirming
image of life in Gee's Bend is reinforced by Rothstein's
deliberate, balanced compositions which lend dignity to
the people being pictured.
There does not seem to have been a Life magazine story
about Gee's Bend, but a long article ran in the New York
Times Magazine of August 22, 1937. It is illustrated
by eleven of Rothstein's pictures, with a text that draws
heavily upon a Resettlement Administration report dated
in May. The story extols the agency's regional director
as intelligent and sympathetic and describes the Gee's
Bend project in glowing terms. Reporter John Temple
Graves II perceived the project as retaining agrarian ̶
and African̶values.

• Annie Pettway Bendolph carrying water. Gee's
Bend, Alabama. April 1937. Photographed by
Arthur Rothstein.

• The former home of the Pettways. Gee's Bend, Al-
abama. April 1937. Photographed by Arthur Roth-
stein.

• Woman on the Pettway Plantation

In 1940 Mr. Rothstein became a staff photographer for
Look magazine but left shortly thereafter to join the OWI

and then the US Army as a photographer in the Signal
Corps. His military assignment took him to the China-
Burma-India theatre and he remained in China following
his discharge from the military in 1945, working as chief
photographer for the United Nations Relief and Reha-
bilitation Administration, documenting the Great Famine
and the plight of displaced survivors of the Holocaust in
the Hongkew ghetto of Shanghai.
In 1947 Mr. Rothstein rejoined Look as Director of Pho-
tography. He remained at Look until 1971 when the mag-
azine ceased publication. Mr. Rothstein joined Parade
magazine in 1972 as Director of Photography and re-
mained there until his death.
He was the author of numerous magazine articles and a
staff columnist for US Camera and Modern Photography
magazines and the New York Times, Mr. Rothstein wrote
and published nine books.
Mr. Rothsteinʼs photographs are in permanent col-
lections throughout the world and have appeared in
numerous exhibitions. A selection of this one-man
shows include shows at the International Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House, Rochester NY
the Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC; Photokina,
Cologne, Germany; Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washing-
ton, DC; Royal Photographic Society, London, England,
as well as traveling exhibitions for the United States In-
formation Service and for Parade magazine.
He was a member of the faculty of the Columbia Univer-
sity Graduate School of Journalism and a Spencer Chair
Professor at S. I. Newhouse School of Public Communi-
cations, Syracuse University. Mr. Rothstein was also on
the faculties of Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry, New York,
and the Parsons School of Design in New York City and
he took great pride in mentoring young photographers in-
cluding Stanley Kubrick, Douglas Kirkland and Chester
Higgins, Jr.
A recipient of more than 35 awards in photojournalism
and a former juror for the Pulitzer Prize, Mr. Rothstein
was also a founder and former officer of the American So-
ciety of Magazine Photographers (ASMP). Arthur Roth-
stein died on November 11, 1985 in New Rochelle, New
York.

21.2 Personal life

Rothstein's parents were Isadore Rothstein and Nettie
Rothstein (née Perlstein).*[1] In 1938 he married Grace,
and the couple went on to have four children: Robert
Rothstein (Rob Stoner), Daniel Rothstein, Ann Segan and
Eve Rothstein.*[2]*[3]
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21.3 Gallery
• Family in a wagon, Lee County, Mississippi, August

1935

• Newsboy, Iowa City, 1940, photographed by Roth-
stein while driving through town.

• Night photo of Rays Hill Tunnel on Pennsylvania
Turnpike by Rothstein in 1942

• Early color photograph of a guide at Little Norway,
Wisconsin. Taken 1943, digitally restored.

21.4 References
[1] Arthur Rothstein, ancestry.com

[2] [Dust Bowl chronicler Arthur Rothstein dies
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1955&
dat=19851113&id=FwMiAAAAIBAJ&sjid=
W6YFAAAAIBAJ&pg=5164,1625942], Reading
Eagle, 13 November 1985, p45

[3] About Eve, Savvystyle

• “TENANT FARMERS : Photographer: Arthur
Rothstein : Gee's Bend, Alabama, February and
April 1937”, Resettlement Administration, Lot
1616 Library of Congress

21.5 External links
• arthurrothsteinarchive.com
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Chapter 22

Arthur Tress

Arthur Tress (born on November 24, 1940 in Brooklyn,
New York) is a photographer. He is known for his staged
surrealism*[1] and exposition of the human body.

22.1 Life and work

A photograph by Tress of an abandoned car and unfinished
apartment house at Breezy Point, Queens, NY in 1973. Taken for
the Environmental Protection Agency's DOCUMERICA program
to photographically document subjects of environmental concern.

The youngest of four children in a divorced family, Tress
spent time in his early life with both his father, who re-
married and lived in an upper-class neighborhood, and
his mother, who remained single after the divorce and
whose life was not nearly so luxurious. At age 12 he be-
gan to photograph circus freaks and dilapidated buildings

around Coney Island, where he grew up.
Tress studied at Abraham Lincoln High School, Coney Is-
land, NY and gained a Bachelor of Fine Arts at Bard Col-
lege, Annandale-on-Hudson, NY. After graduating from
Bard College in 1962, Tress moved to Paris, France to
attend film school. While living in France, he traveled to
Japan, Africa, Mexico, and through Europe. He observed
many secluded tribes and cultures and was fascinated by
the roles played by the shaman of the different groups of
people. The cultures he was introduced to would play a
role in his later work. Tress spent the spring and summer
of 1964 in San Francisco, documenting the Republican
Convention that nominated Barry Goldwater, civil rights
demonstrations at segregated car dealerships on Van Ness
Avenue, and the Beatles launching their 1964 tour. Tress
took over 900 photographs that were put away and re-
discovered in 2009, and featured in a show at San Fran-
cisco's deYoung Museum.*[2]
He currently resides in Cambria, California.

22.2 Publications

Tress's photograph of boys playing on a municipal incineration
plant and landfill dump at Gravesend Bay. Taken for the DOC-
UMERICA program.

• Open Space in the Inner City: Ecology and the Urban
Environment. New York: New York State Council
on the Arts, 1971
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• Arthur Tress: The Dream Collector. Text by John
Minahan.

• Richmond: Westover, 1972.
• New York: Avon, 1974.

• Shadow. A Novel in Photographs. New York: Avon,
1975

• Theater of the Mind. Text by Duane Michaels,
Michel Tournier and A.D. Coleman. Dobbs Ferry:
Morgan and Morgan, 1976.

• Reves. Text by Michel Tournier. Brussels: Edition
Complexe, 1979.

• Talisman. Edited by Marco Livingstone. Oxford:
Museum of Modern Art, Oxford, 1986.

• The Teapot Opera. Photographs and text by Arthur
Tress.

• Goro International, 1986.
• Abbeville, 1988.

• Male of the Species: Four Decades of Photography
by Arthur Tress. Text by Michale Tournier. Foto-
factory Press, 1999.

• Fish Tank Sonata. Bulfinch, 2000.

• Arthur Tress: Fantastic Voyage: Photographs 1956-
2000. Bulfinch, 2001.

• Memories. Photographs by Arthur Tress, Poems by
Guillaume Apollinaire. 21st Editions, 2003

• Arthur Tress: Facing Up. Top Choice, 2004.

• Arthur Tress San Francisco 1964 by James Ganz.
Prestel USA, 2012

• Arthur Tress: Transréalités. France: Contrejour.
2013

• Egypt 1963 One. Southport, England: Café Royal,
2014. Edition of 150 copies.*[n 1]

• Egypt 1963 Two. Southport, England: Café Royal,
2014. Edition of 150 copies.*[n 2]

22.3 Collections

Tress's work is held in the following public collections:

• Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY.

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY.

• International Museum of Photography and Film,
George Eastman House, Rochester, NY.

Tress's photograph of school children on their way home in Great
Kills, on Staten Island. Taken for the DOCUMERICA program.

• Center for Contemporary Photography, Chicago,
Illinois.

• Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris, France.

• Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France.

• Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
Netherlands.

• Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles,
California.

• Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas.

• Whitney Museum of Art, New York, NY.

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Fran-
cisco, California.

22.4 Further reading

• Goysdotter, Moa (2013). Impure Vision: American
Staged Art Photography of the 1970s. Lund: Nordic
Academic Press. ISBN 9789187351006.

22.5 Notes
[1] Its web page is .

[2] Its web page is .

22.6 References
[1] Hirsch, Robert; Erf, Greg (CON) (2010-12-28).

Exploring Color Photography: From Film to Pixels. Focal
Press. p. 78. ISBN 978-0-240-81335-6. Retrieved 29
August 2011.

[2] http://deyoung.famsf.org/deyoung/exhibitions/
arthur-tress-san-francisco-1964
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22.7 External links
• Official website

• I Photo Central Arthur Tress: Dreams, Visions and
Voyages

• Arthur Tress at L.A. Galerie - Frankfurt

• Arthur Tress, “San Francisco 1964”at DeYoung
Museum (March-June 2012)

http://www.arthurtress.com/
http://www.iphotocentral.com/showcase/showcase_view.php/24/0/97/1/1
http://www.lagallery-frankfurt.de/tress.html
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Chapter 23

Athol Shmith

Louis Athol Shmith (19 August 1914 – 21 October
1990) was a celebrated studio portrait and fashion pho-
tographer and photography educator in his home city of
Melbourne, Australia, and contributed to the promotion
of international photography within Australia as much as
to the fostering of Australian photography in the world
scene.

23.1 Early life

Shmith was born in Melbourne in 1914 and came from a
comfortable and cultured middle-class family; his father
was a respected chemist and a fine pianist. Athol Shmith
played the vibraphone and considered music as a possible
career. His father gave him a camera as a teenager and
what was a hobby became a profession in his late teens
when Shmith, who had an interest in theatre and played
at charity performances, was asked to take the publicity
photographs and stills for a show. He saw there was a
career in his former hobby and, supported by his family,
established a studio in St Kilda. For the first five years he
specialised in theatre work and society and wedding por-
traits through which he first made his reputation, but his
professional break had come in the early 1930s when he
gained the contract to take portraits of visiting celebrities
for the newly formed Australian Broadcasting Commis-
sion.*[1]

23.2 Collins Street studio

In 1939 he moved to a studio in the Rue de la Paix build-
ing at 125 Collins Street,*[2] run with the assistance of his
brother Clive, and sister, Verna, who was his reception-
ist and who became an expert negative retoucher. The
studio had originally been fitted out for Helena Ruben-
stein, and retained her elegant powder blue and deep pink
fittings.*[3] Shmith's work expanded to include a range
of commercial advertising and illustration and appeared
in local society magazines. He exhibited his works in
photographic salons at home and abroad, gaining a Fel-
lowship of the Royal Photographic Society in 1933. At
the age of just 19 he was appointed Vice-Regal Photog-

Vivien Leigh by Shmith, 1948

rapher in Melbourne.*[4] He long held the contract for
stage and publicity photography for theatre producer J.C.
Williamson Limited.*[5]
Influenced in his early career by the soft impressionis-
tic style of turn-of-the-century art photographers, Shmith
later embraced the clearer light, bolder compositions and
design emphasis of art deco modernism which he ad-
mired in the fashion, product and portrait work of (Sir)
Cecil Beaton, Edward Steichen and Hollywood portraitist
George Hurrell. By the late 1930s, he was seen as repre-
senting a new modern style of work. After World War II
Shmith embraced the "New Look"*[6]*[7] and the spirit
of post-war recovery in fashion illustration, becoming the
most respected professional in the field in Australia. The
studio was increasingly associated with zestful, creative
fashion photography. Shmith, who prided himself on his
skill in lighting, had learned much from the model of Eu-
ropean modernism and the quirkiness of surrealism. He
was also indebted to the top-lit and back-lit glowing̒ Hol-
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lywood lighting s̓tyle of portraiture popularised by Cal-
ifornian photographer George Hurrell in the 1920s and
1930s. He described his portrait of actress Vivien Leigh
in costume as lit by his 'inky dinky light', a top spotlight
diffused by tracing paper. Shmith treated his female sit-
ters and models as princesses.*[8] In 1950 John Cato, the
son of Jack Cato became co-director of Shmith's stu-
dio.*[9] From the 1960s Shmith responded to cultural
shifts with a freeing-up of the style and setting of his fash-
ion photographs. He moved from the studio into everyday
environments, like the street and beach.*[10] Shmith ac-
knowledged as his inspiration during this period the work
of Richard Avedon.*[11]
Athol Shmith was urbane, charming and witty and also
madcap.*[12] Shmith was less concerned with gravitas
and the moral exemplar ofʻgreatnessʼof his many fa-
mous sitters and celebrated models than with conveying
their elan, style and creative spirit. He was fascinated with
his subjects rather than in awe of them.

23.3 Contributions to photography
in Australia

Athol Shmith's commercial career produced photographs
that embodied a world of grace, glamour and allure.
Throughout the 1960s Shmith remained energetic and
dynamic in his development of fashion work, but by the
close of the decade he took on roles in photographic her-
itage and education. Shmith was a member, and later,
president, of the Institute of Victorian Photographers. In
1968 he was made an honorary life member of the Insti-
tute of Australian Photographers. In the same year he was
instrumental in founding the photographic department at
the National Gallery of Victoria, the first in Australia, and
among the first at public galleries worldwide. Jennie Bod-
dington was appointed as its first curator and she commis-
sioned Shmith, as NGV council member (1972–75), to
travel to Britain and France in 1973, to acquire interna-
tional photographs for the collection. As a consequence,
in 1975 he established a fruitful partnership between the
gallery and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France which
led to numbers of Australian photographers' work enter-
ing their collection.
In 1971 he left his studio to partner John Cato to take
on a new role as head of the Photography Department
at Prahran College of Advanced Education, on the same
Prahran campus as is now occupied by Swinburne Uni-
versity of Technology. He taught there*[13] with his
business partner John Cato*[14] and the film-maker Paul
Cox. While teaching he produced and exhibited his 1973
psychedelic 'Anamorphic Series' now held in the collec-
tion of the National Gallery of Australia. His support as-
sisted the careers of students whom he closely mentored
such as Sue Ford, Bill Henson, Carol Jerrems, Rod McNi-
col, Andrew Chapman and Christopher Koller. Ill health

caused his retirement from the College in 1979, but after
recovery he continued with a limited professional prac-
tice, including documentation of the 1980 opening of the
High Court of Australia building. He was appointed a
Member of the Order of Australia the following year.
Shmith's work was collected by the major art museums
in the 1970s and 1980s*[15] and he had a retrospective
in 1977 at the Australian Centre for Photography.*[16]
In 1989 the National Gallery of Victoria held an Athol
Shmith survey. The major holdings of his work can be
found in the National Gallery of Victoria*[17] and the
National Gallery of Australia. A small monograph on
his work was published in 1980*[18] and a more substan-
tial one*[19] was written by curator Isobel Crombie and
published in association with his major retrospective at
the National Gallery of Victoria in 1989. Posthumously,
the NGV showed his work in 1996 in their photography
gallery.*[20] A National Gallery of Australia Travelling
Exhibition at the Monash Gallery of Art, Wheelers Hill,
Victoria, 7 February–30 March 2003, and 5 other venues
to March 2004, included a catalogue.*[21] The Paris End:
Photography, Fashion and Glamour at the NGV 3 June
– 1 October included Shmith's photographs along with
those of Jack Cato, Mina Moore, Ruth Hollick, Wolf-
gang Sievers, Helmut Newton and Henry Talbot and was
accompanied by a substantial publication by NGV Cura-
tor of Photography Susan van Wyck *[22]

23.4 Personal life

On 11 September 1939, Shmith married Yvonne Pearl
Slater. The couple divorced in 1948.
From 1948 to 1958, he was married to fashion model
'Bambi'*[23] (Patricia Tuckwell, sister of Barry Tuckwell
and future wife of Lord Harewood, 1st cousin to Queen
Elizabeth II). They were married on 7 July 1948 in Mel-
bourne. Their son Michael Shmith, a senior writer with
The Age newspaper, now retired, was born in 1949; and
his son Sam follows in his grandfather's footsteps as a
photographer. The couple divorced in 1958.
Shmith married thirdly Paule Grant Hay (née Paulus) in
1967.
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• Melbourne post-war photography State Library of
Victoria, Australia

• Australian Dictionary of Biography
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August Sander

August Sander (17 November 1876 – 20 April 1964)
was a German portrait and documentary photographer.
Sander's first book Face of our Time (German: Antlitz der
Zeit) was published in 1929. Sander has been described
as“the most important German portrait photographer of
the early twentieth century.”*[1]

24.1 Life

Sander was born in Herdorf, the son of a carpenter work-
ing in the mining industry. While working at a local mine,
Sander first learned about photography by assisting a pho-
tographer who was working for a mining company. With
financial support from his uncle, he bought photographic
equipment and set up his own darkroom.
He spent his military service (1897–99) as a photogra-
pher's assistant and the next years wandering across Ger-
many. In 1901, he started working for a photo studio in
Linz, Austria, eventually becoming a partner (1902), and
then its sole proprietor (1904). He left Linz at the end of
1909 and set up a new studio in Cologne.
In 1911, Sander began with the first series of portraits
for his work People of the 20th Century. In the early
1920s, he came in contact with the (Cologne Progres-
sives) a radical group of artists linked to the workers'
movement which, as Wieland Schmied put it, “sought
to combine constructivism and objectivity, geometry and
object, the general and the particular, avant-garde convic-
tion and political engagement, and which perhaps approx-
imated most to the forward looking of New Objectivity
[...] ".*[2] In 1927, Sander and writer Ludwig Mathar
travelled through Sardinia for three months, where he
took around 500 photographs. However, a planned book
detailing his travels was not completed.
Sander's Face of our Time was published in 1929. It con-
tains a selection of 60 portraits from his series People of
the 20th Century, and is introduced by an essay by Alfred
Döblin titled“On Faces, Pictures, and their Truth.”Un-
der the Nazi regime, his work and personal life were
greatly constrained. His son Erich, who was a member
of the left wing Socialist Workers' Party (SAP), was ar-
rested in 1934 and sentenced to 10 years in prison, where

he died in 1944, shortly before the end of his sentence.
Sander's book Face of our Time was seized in 1936 and
the photographic plates destroyed. Around 1942, during
World War II, he left Cologne and moved to a rural area,
allowing him to save most of his negatives. His studio
was destroyed in a 1944 bombing raid. Thirty thousand
of Sander's roughly forty-thousand negatives survived the
war, only to perish in an accidental fire in Cologne in
1946. Sander practically ceased to work as a photogra-
pher after World War II. He died in Cologne in 1964.

Memorial plaque at his residence in Cologne

24.2 Legacy

His work includes landscape, nature, architecture, and
street photography, but he is best known for his portraits,
as exemplified by his series People of the 20th Century. In
this series, he aims to show a cross-section of society dur-
ing the Weimar Republic. The series is divided into seven
sections: The Farmer, The Skilled Tradesman, Woman,
Classes and Professions, The Artists, The City, and The
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Grave of August Sander - Melaten Cemetery, Cologne

Last People (homeless persons, veterans, etc.). By 1945,
Sander's archive included over 40,000 images.
In 2002, the August Sander Archive and scholar Susanne
Lange published a seven-volume collection comprising
some 650 of Sander's photographs, August Sander: Peo-
ple of the 20th Century. In 2008, the Mercury crater
Sander was named after him.*[3]

24.3 References
[1] Michael Collins, Record Pictures (Thomas Telford Pub-

lishing, 2004), p. 1842

[2] Wieland Schmied: “Neue Sachlichkeit. Der deutsche
Realismus der zwanziger Jahre”, in: Kritische Grafik in
der Weimarer Zeit, Op. cit., p. 21. As cited in: August
Sander 1876–1964. Lange, Susanne, p. 108. ISBN 3-
8228-7179-6

[3] “Mercury Features Receive New Names” by Paulette
Cambell, press release Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns
Hopkins University (28 April 2008)

24.4 Exhibitions

• August Sander, People of the 20th Century, São
Paulo Bienal, Brazil

• August Sander: um Bonn, Feroz Galerie, Bonn Ger-
many, November 23, 2012 - January 18, 2013

• Portrait.Landscape.Architecture Multimedia Art
Museum Moscow, Moscow Russia, January 21 -
June 21, 2013

24.5 Literature

• Gerhard Sander, Susanne Lange and Gabrielle
Conrath-Scholl, August Sander: People of the 20th
Century, 7 vols, 2002, Harry N. Abrams.

24.6 External links
• augustsander.com

• A biography of the artist August Sander from the J.
Paul Getty Museum

• August Sander archive

• Special exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art

• Just Regular Volks̶August Sander's Portraits of
Ordinary Germans Between the Two Wars Capture
a Universe of Humanity

• August Sander photographs of Cologne from the
CCA Collection

• Representation: Julian Sander of Galerie Julian
Sander Bonn, Germany

• The August Sander Foundation, Bonn (August
Sander Stiftung)
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Barbara Kruger

Barbara Kruger (born January 26, 1945) is an Amer-
ican conceptual artist. Much of her work consists
of black-and-white photographs overlaid with declara-
tive captions̶in white-on-red Futura Bold Oblique or
Helvetica Ultra Condensed. The phrases in her works of-
ten include pronouns such as“you”,“your”,“I”,
“we”, and“they”, addressing cultural constructions of

power, identity, and sexuality. Kruger lives and works in
New York and Los Angeles.*[1]

25.1 Early life and career

Kruger was born into a lower-middle-class fam-
ily*[2]*[3]*[4] in Newark, New Jersey. Her father
worked as a chemical technician, her mother as a
legal secretary. She graduated from Weequahic High
School.*[5] After attending Syracuse University and
studying art and design with Diane Arbus and Marvin
Israel at Parsons School of Design in New York, Kruger
obtained a design job at Condé Nast Publications.*[1]
She initially worked as a designer at Mademoiselle and
later moved on to work part-time as a picture editor at
House and Garden, Aperture, and other publications.*[6]
In her early years as a visual artist, Kruger crocheted,
sewed and painted bright-hued and erotically sugges-
tive objects, some of which were included by curator
Marcia Tucker in the 1973 Whitney Biennial.*[4] From
1977 Kruger worked with her own architectural pho-
tographs, publishing an artist's book, Picture/Readings,
in 1979.*[7]

25.2 Artistic practice

Addressing issues of language and sign, Kruger has often
been grouped with such feminist postmodern artists as
Jenny Holzer, Sherrie Levine, Martha Rosler, and Cindy
Sherman.*[7] Like Holzer and Sherman, in particular,
she uses the techniques of mass communication and ad-
vertising to explore gender and identity.*[8] Kruger is
considered to be part of the Pictures Generation.*[9]

25.2.1 Imagery and text

Belief+Doubt (2012) at the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden

Much of Kruger's work pairs found photographs with
pithy and assertive text that challenges the viewer. She
develops her ideas on a computer, later transferring the
results to (often billboard-sized) images.*[4] Examples
of her instantly recognizable slogans read“I shop there-
fore I am,”and“Your body is a battleground,”appear-
ing in her trademark white letters against a red back-
ground. Much of her text calls attention to ideas such
as feminism, consumerism, and individual autonomy and
desire, frequently appropriating images from mainstream
magazines and using her bold phrases to frame them in a
new context.
Kruger has said that“I work with pictures and words be-
cause they have the ability to determine who we are and
who we arenʼt.”*[10] A larger category that threads
through her work is the appropriation and alteration of
existing images. The importance of appropriation art in
contemporary culture lay in its ability to play with pre-
ponderant imagistic and textual conventions: to mash
up meanings and create new ones. Her poster for the
1989 Women's March on Washington in support of le-
gal abortion included a woman's face bisected into posi-
tive and negative photographic reproductions, accompa-
nied by the text“Your body is a battleground.”*[4] A
year later, Kruger used this slogan in a billboard commis-
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sioned by the Wexner Center for the Arts. Twelve hours
later, a group opposed to abortion responded to Kruger's
work by replacing the adjacent billboard with an image
depicting an eight-week-old fetus.*[11] In describing her
use of appropriation, Kruger states:

Pictures and words seem to become the ral-
lying points for certain assumptions. There are
assumptions of truth and falsity and I guess the
narratives of falsity are called fictions. I repli-
cate certain words and watch them stray from
or coincide with the notions of fact and fic-
tion.*[12]

Kruger's early monochrome pre-digital works, known as
ʻpaste upsʼ, reveal the influence of the artistʼs expe-

rience as a magazine editorial designer during her early
career. These small scale works, the largest of which
is 11 x 13 inches, are composed of altered found im-
ages, and texts either culled from the media or invented
by the artist. A negative of each work was then pro-
duced and used to make enlarged versions of these ini-
tial ʻpaste upsʼ.*[13] Between 1978 and 1979, she
completed“Picture/Readings,”simple photographs of
modest houses alternating with panels of words.*[4] From
1992 on, Kruger designed several magazine covers, such
as Ms., Esquire, Newsweek, and The New Republic.*[14]
In 1990, Kruger scandalized the Japanese American
community of Little Tokyo, Los Angeles, with her pro-
posal to paint the Pledge of Allegiance, bordered by
provocative questions, on the side of a warehouse in the
heart of the historic downtown neighborhood.*[4] Kruger
had been commissioned by MOCA to paint a mural for
“A Forest of Signs: Art in the Crisis of Representation,”

an 1989 exhibition that also included works by Barbara
Bloom, Jenny Holzer, Jeff Koons, Sherrie Levine, and
Richard Prince. But before the mural went up, Kruger
herself and curator Ann Goldstein presented it at vari-
ous community meetings over the course 18 months.*[15]
Only after protests the artist offered to eliminate the
pledge from her mural proposal, while still retaining a
series of questions painted in the colors and format of
the American flag: “Who is bought and sold? Who is
beyond the law? Who is free to choose? Who follows
orders? Who salutes longest? Who prays loudest? Who
dies first? Who laughs last?".*[4] A full year after the ex-
hibition closed, Kruger's reconfigured mural finally went
up for a two-year run.*[15]
In 1994, Kruger's L'empathie peut changer le monde (Em-
pathy can change the world) was installed on a train sta-
tion platform in Strasbourg, France. One year later, with
architects Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie Hawkinson and
landscape architect Nicholas Quennell, she designed the
200-foot-long sculptural letters Picture This for a stage
and outdoor amphitheater at the North Carolina Museum
of Art, Raleigh.*[4] Between 1998 and 2008, she created
permanent installations for the Fisher College of Busi-
ness, the Broad Contemporary Art Museum at LACMA,

the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Price Center
at the University of California, San Diego.*[16] For a
site-specific piece that she produced at the Parrish Art
Museum in 1998, Kruger placed across the upper range
of the museum's Romanesque facade stark red letters
that read, “You belong here"; below, on columns sep-
arating three arched entry portals, stacked letters spelled
“Money”and“Taste.”*[17] As part of the Venice Bi-

ennale in 2005, Kruger installed a digitally printed vinyl
mural across the entire facade of the Italian pavilion,
thereby dividing it into three parts̶green at the left, red
at the right, white in between. In English and Italian,
the words“money”and“power”climbed the portico's
columns; the left wall said,“Pretend things are going as
planned,”while“God is on my side; he told me so”fills the
right.*[18] In 2012, her installation Belief+Doubt, which
covers 6,700 square feet of surface area and was printed
onto wallpaper-like sheets in the artist's signature colors
of red, black and white, was installed at the Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden.*[19]

25.2.2 Other works

Since the mid-1990s, Kruger has created large-scale im-
mersive video and audio installations. Enveloping the
viewer with the seductions of direct address, the work
continues her questioning of power, control, affection
and contempt: still images now move and speak and
spatialize their commentary.*[20] In 1997, Kruger pro-
duced a series of fiberglass sculptures of compromised
celebrities, including John F. and Robert Kennedy hoist-
ing Marilyn Monroe on their shoulders.*[4] For a concur-
rent show that same year in New York, she had city buses
wrapped with quotations from figures such as Malcolm
X, Courtney Love, and H.L. Mencken. For her first ret-
rospective, at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los An-
geles, she created 15 billboards and countless wild post-
ings, executed and installed in both English and Span-
ish.*[4] For a public awareness campaign to promote arts
instruction in the Los Angeles Unified School District,
Kruger covered a bus with phrases like“Give your brain
as much attention as you do your hair and you l̓l be a thou-
sand times better off”;“from here to there”;“Donʼ
t be a jerk”; and“You want it. You buy it. You forget
it.”*[21]

25.2.3 Teaching

Kruger has taught at the Independent Study Program at
the Whitney Museum; California Institute of the Arts,
Valencia; University of California, Berkeley; Chicago;
and UCSD for five years before joining the faculty at
the University of California at Los Angeles. In 1995–96,
she was artist in residence at the Wexner Center for the
Arts, where she created Public Service Announcements
addressing issues of domestic violence.*[22] In 2000,
she was the Wiegand Foundation Artist in Residence at
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Scripps College, Claremont.*[23] She has written about
television, film and culture for Artforum, Esquire, The
New York Times, and The Village Voice.

25.3 Exhibitions

In 1979, Barbara Kruger exhibited her first works com-
bining appropriated photographs and fragments of su-
perimposed text at P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center, in
Long Island City, Queens. Her first institutional show was
staged in London, when Iwona Blazwick decided to ex-
hibit her work at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in
1983.*[24] In 1999, the Museum of Contemporary Art
in Los Angeles mounted the first retrospective exhibition
to provide a comprehensive overview of Kruger's career
since 1978, which travelled to the Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York in 2000.*[25] Kruger has since
been the subject of many one-person exhibitions, includ-
ing shows organized by the Institute of Contemporary
Arts in London (1983); the Musée d'art contemporain de
Montréal (1985); Serpentine Gallery in London (1994);
Palazzo delle Papesse Centro Arte Contemporanea in
Siena (2002); Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego
(2005); and Moderna Museet in Stockholm (2008). In
2009, Kruger was included in the seminal show "The Pic-
tures Generation, 1974–1984”at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art. Kruger has also participated in the Whitney
Biennial (1983, 1985, and 1987) and Documenta 7 and 8
(1982 and 1987). She represented the United States at the
Venice Biennale in 1982 and again participated in 2005,
when she received the Leone d'Oro for lifetime achieve-
ment.
In 2007, Kruger was one of the many artists to be a part of
South Korea's Incheon Women Artists' Biennale in Seoul.
This marked South Korea's first women's biennial.*[26]
That same year, she designed“Consider This...”, an ex-
hibition at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.*[27]
In September 2009, Krugerʼs Between Being Born and
Dying, a major installation commissioned by the Lever
House Art Collection, opened at the New York City ar-
chitectural landmark Lever House. In 2012, as a member
of the board of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles (MOCA), Kruger volunteered to be the lead fun-
der of the museum's scholarly exhibit Ends of the Earth:
Land Art to 1974 and to create a new work on vinyl to sell
with proceeds going entirely toward the show's $1 million
budget.*[28]
Kruger's words and pictures have been displayed in both
galleries and public spaces, as well as framed and un-
framed photographs, posters, postcards, T-shirts, elec-
tronic signboards, façade banners, and billboards.

25.4 Recognition

Kruger was awarded the MOCA Award to Distinguished
Women in the Arts in 2001. In 2005, she was included in
The Experience of Art at the Venice Biennale and was
the recipient of the Leone d'Oro for lifetime achieve-
ment.*[29] At the 10th anniversary Gala in the Garden
at the Hammer Museum in 2012, Kruger was honored
by TV presenter Rachel Maddow.*[30] In 2012, Kruger
joined John Baldessari and Catherine Opie in leaving the
Museum of Contemporary Art's board in protest, but
later returned in support of the museum's new director,
Philippe Vergne, in 2014.*[31]

25.5 Art market

Kruger's first dealer was Gagosian Gallery, with which
she did two shows in Los Angeles in the early 1980s.*[24]
In 1986, she was the first woman to join the prominent
contemporary art gallery of Mary Boone*[32] and has
had nine solo shows there since. Kruger is also repre-
sented by Rhona Hoffman Gallery, Chicago; Yvon Lam-
bert --=(BAD LINK LIKELY), Paris; and Sprüth Magers
Berlin London and L&M Arts in Los Angeles. In late
2011, her 1985 photo of a ventriloquist's dummy, Unti-
tled (When I Hear the Word Culture I Take Out My Check-
book) (alluding to the phrase“when I hear the word cul-
ture, I reach for my gun”in Hanns Johst's play Schlageter),
was sold at Christie's for a record $902,500.*[19]

25.6 Books
• My Pretty Pony, text by Stephen King (1988), Li-

brary Fellows of the Whitney Museum of American
Art

• Barbara Kruger: 7 January to 28 January 1989 by
Barbara Kruger, Mary Boone Gallery, 1989

• Barbara Kruger: 5 January to 26 January 1991, by
Barbara Kruger, 1991

• Remote Control: Power, Cultures, and the World of
Appearances by Barbara Kruger, 1994

• Love for Sale, by Kate Linker, 1996

• Remaking History (Discussions in Contemporary
Culture, No 4) by Barbara Kruger, 1998

• Thinking of You, 1999 (The Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, Los Angeles)

• Barbara Kruger, by Angela Vettese, 2002

• Money Talks by Barbara Kruger and Lisa Phillips,
2005

• Barbara Kruger by Barbara Kruger, Rizzoli 2010
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25.7 Film and video
•“The Globe Shrinks”. 2010

•“Pleasure, Pain, Desire, Disgust”. 1997

•“Twelve”. 2004

• Bulls on Parade video clip, Rage Against The Ma-
chine (1996)

•“Art in the Twenty-First Century”. 2001

•“Cinefile: Reel Women”. 1995

25.8 See also
• Feminist art movement in the United States

• Shepard Fairey

• Emi Fontana

• Jenny Holzer

• Louise Lawler

• Cindy Sherman

• Joel Wachs, Los Angeles City Council member who
helped Kruger get permission for an outdoor art
piece*[33]
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Chapter 26

Ben Shahn

Ben Shahn (September 12, 1898 – March 14, 1969) was
a Lithuanian-born American artist. He is best known for
his works of social realism, his left-wing political views,
and his series of lectures published as The Shape of Con-
tent.

26.1 Biography

Shahn was born in Kovno (Kaunas), Lithuania, then oc-
cupied by the Russian Empire, to Jewish parents Joshua
Hessel and Gittel (Lieberman) Shahn. His father was
exiled to Siberia for possible revolutionary activities in
1902, at which point Shahn, his mother, and two younger
siblings moved to Vilkomir (Ukmergė). In 1906, the
family immigrated to the United States where they re-
joined Hessel, who had fled Siberia. They settled in the
Williamsburg section of Brooklyn, New York, where two
more siblings were born. His younger brother drowned at
age 17.*[1] Shahn began his path to becoming an artist in
New York, where he was first trained as a lithographer.
Shahn's early experiences with lithography and graphic
design is apparent in his later prints and paintings which
often include the combination of text and image. Shahn's
primary medium was egg tempera, popular among social
realists.
Although Shahn attended New York University as a bi-
ology student in 1919, he went on to pursue art at City
College in 1921 and then at the National Academy of De-
sign. After his marriage to Tillie Goldstein in 1924, the
two traveled through North Africa and then to Europe,
where he made“the traditional artist pilgrimage.”*[2]
There he studied great European artists such as Henri Ma-
tisse, Raoul Dufy, Georges Rouault, Pablo Picasso and
Paul Klee. Contemporaries who would make a profound
impact on Shahn's work and career include artists Walker
Evans, Diego Rivera and Jean Charlot.*[2]
Shahn was dissatisfied with the work inspired by his trav-
els, claiming that the pieces were unoriginal.*[2] Shahn
eventually outgrew his pursuit of European modern art;
he, instead, redirected his efforts toward a realist style
which he used to contribute to social dialogue.*[3]
The twenty-three gouache paintings of the trials of Sacco

and Vanzetti communicated the political concerns of his
time, rejecting academic prescriptions for subject mat-
ter. The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti was exhibited in
1932 and received acclaim from both the public and crit-
ics. This series gave Shahn the confidence to cultivate his
personal style, regardless of society s̓ art standards.*[4]

26.2 Work during the Great De-
pression

Photograph of a sailor taken by Shahn in Jackson Square, New
Orleans, 1935.

Shahn's subsequent series of California labor leader Tom
Mooney won him the recognition of Diego Rivera.*[2]
In May and June 1933, he served as an assistant to Diego
Rivera while Rivera executed the Rockefeller Center mu-
ral. Shahn had a role in fanning the controversy, by cir-
culating a petition among the workers. Also during this
period, Shahn met photojournalist Bernarda Bryson, who
would later become his second wife. Although this mar-
riage was successful, the mural, his 1934 project for the
Public Works of Art Projects and proposal for the Munic-
ipal Art Commission were all failures.*[2] Fortunately,
in 1935, Shahn was recommended by Walker Evans, a
friend and former roommate, to Roy Stryker to join the
photographic group at the Farm Security Administration
(FSA). As a member of the FSA group, Shahn roamed
and documented the American south together with his
colleagues Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange. Like his
earlier photography of New York City, Shahnʼs FSA
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work can be viewed as social-documentary.*[3] Simi-
larly, Shahnʼs New Deal art for the FSA and Resettle-
ment Agency exposed American living and working con-
ditions. He also worked for these agencies as a graphic
artist and painter. Shahnʼs fresco mural for the com-
munity center of Jersey Homesteads is among his most
famous works, but the government also hired Shahn to
execute the Bronx Central Annex Post Office and Social
Security murals.*[2] In 1939, Shahn and his wife pro-
duced a set of 13 murals inspired by Walt Whitman's
poem I See America Working and installed at the United
States Post Office-Bronx Central Annex.*[5] Curator Su-
san Edwards recognizes the influence of this art on the
public consciousness, writing,“The Roosevelt adminis-
tration believed [such] images were useful for persuading
not only voters but members of Congress to support fed-
eral relief and recovery programs…The art he made for
the federal government affirms both his own legacy and
that of the New Deal.”*[6]

26.3 World War II and beyond

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) poster (1946)

During the war years of 1942-43, Shahn worked for the
Office of War Information (OWI), but his pieces lacked
the preferred patriotism of the day and only two of his
posters were published.*[2] His art's anti-war sentiment
found other forms of expression in a series of paintings
from 1944–45, such as Death on the Beach, which de-
picts the desolation and loneliness of war.*[7] In 1945 he
painted Liberation about the Liberation of Paris which
depicts children playing in the rubble*[8] He also did a
series, called Lucky Dragon, about the Daigo Fukuryū
Maru (literally, Lucky Dragon No. 5), the Japanese fish-
ing boat caught in the Bikini Atoll hydrogen bomb blast.
As of 2012, an important part of this series is in the col-
lections of Fukushima Prefectural Museum of Art.*[8]
From 1961 to 1967, Shahn worked on the stained glass
at Temple Beth Zion, a Buffalo, NY synagogue designed
by Harrison and Abramovitz.

Shahn also began to act as a commercial artist for CBS,
Time, Fortune and Harper's. His well-known 1965 por-
trait of Martin Luther King, Jr. appeared on the cover
of Time.*[7] Despite Shahn's growing popularity, he only
accepted commissions which he felt were of personal or
social value.*[4] By the mid-1950s, Shahn's accomplish-
ments had reached such a height that he was sent, along
with Willem de Kooning, to represent the United States at
the 1954 Venice Biennale.*[2] He was also elected to the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National
Institute of Arts and Letters and the Academia dell' Arte
e del Disegno in Florence. The Art Directors Club Hall of
Fame recognizes him as“one of the greatest masters of
the twentieth century. Honors, books, and gallery retro-
spectives continue to rekindle interest in his work...years
after his death.”*[9]
The artist was especially active as an academic in the last
two decades of his life. He received honorary doctor-
ates from Princeton University and Harvard University,
and joined Harvard as a Charles Eliot Norton professor
in 1956. His published writings, including The Biogra-
phy of Painting (1956) and The Shape of Content (1960),
became influential works in the art world.*[2]
After his death, William Schuman composed“In Praise
of Shahn”, a modern canticle for orchestra, first per-
formed January 29, 1970, by the New York Philhar-
monic, Leonard Bernstein conducting.*[10]

26.4 Themes

Ben Shahn s̓ social-realist vision informed his approach
to art. Shahn s̓ examination of the status quo inspired his
creative process.*[2] Although he often explored polemic
themes of modern urban life, organized labor, immigra-
tion and injustice, he did so while maintaining a compas-
sionate tone. Shahn identified himself as a communica-
tive artist. He challenged the esoteric pretensions of art,
which he believed disconnect artists and their work from
the public.*[11] As an alternative, he proposed an inti-
mate and mutually beneficial relationship between artist
and audience.
Shahn defended his choice to employ pictorial realities,
rather than abstract forms. According to Shahn, known
forms allow the artist“to discover new truths about man
and to reaffirm that his life is significant.”*[11] Ref-
erences to allegory, the Jewish bible, humanistic con-
tent, childhood, science, music and the commonplace are
other motifs Shahn draws upon to make the universal per-
sonal for his viewers.*[12] Wit, candor and sentimentality
give his images poignancy. By evoking dynamism, Shahn
intended to inspire social change. Shahn stressed that in
art, as in life, the combination of opposing orders is vital
for progress.*[2] His hope for a unity among the diverse
peoples of the United States relates to his interest in fus-
ing different visual vocabularies.
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26.5 Style

Shahn mixed different genres of art. His body of art
is distinctive for its lack of traditional landscapes, still
lifes, and portraits.*[4] Shahn used both expressive and
precise visual languages, which he coalesced through the
consistency of his authoritative line. His background in
lithography contributed to his detail-oriented look *[11]
Shahn is also noted for his use of unique symbolism,
which is often compared to the imagery in Paul Klee's
drawings.*[11] While Shahn's“love for exactitude”*[13]
is apparent in his graphics, so too is his creativity. In
fact, many of his paintings are inventive adaptations of
his photography.*[13]
Evocative juxtapositions characterize his aesthetic. He
intentionally paired contrasting scales, colors, and images
together to create tension.*[13] One signature example is
seen in his play between industrial coolness and sympa-
thetic portrayals.*[11] Handball demonstrates his“use of
architectural settings as both psychological foil to human
figures and as expressive abstract pattern.”*[11]
His art is striking but also introspective. He often cap-
tured figures engrossed in their own worlds.*[3] Many of
his photographs were taken spontaneously, without the
subject's notice. Although he used many mediums, his
pieces are consistently thoughtful and playful.*[4]

26.6 Jersey Homesteads Mural

Detail from“The Passion of Sacco andVanzetti" (1967, mosaic),
Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY

The Farm Security Administration commissioned Ben
Shahn to paint a mural for the community center of Jersey
Homesteads (later renamed Roosevelt), a New Jersey
town initially planned to be a community for Jewish gar-
ment workers. Shahn's move to the settlement demon-
strates his dedication to the project as does his mural's
compelling depiction of the town's founding.
Three panels compose the mural. According to art histo-
rian Diana L. Linden, the panels' sequence relates to that
of the Haggadah, the Jewish Passover Seder text which
follows a narrative of slavery, deliverance and redemp-
tion.*[7] More specifically, Shahnʼs mural depicts im-
migrants' struggle and advancement in the United States.
The first panel shows the antisemitic and xenophobic ob-
stacles American immigrants faced. During the global

Depression, citizens of the United States struggled for
their livelihoods. Because foreigners represented com-
petition for employment, they were especially unwel-
come. National immigration quotas also reflected the
strained foreign relations of the United States at a time
when fascism, Nazism, and communism were on the rise.
To illustrate the political and social adversary, Shahn
incorporated loaded iconography: Nazi soldiers, anti-
Jewish signs and the executed Italian anarchists, Sacco
and Vanzetti. Below, Shahn's mother and Albert Einstein
lead immigrants on a gangplank situated by the Ellis Is-
land registry center and the Statue of Liberty. This sec-
tion demonstrates the immigrants' heroic emergence in
the United States.
The middle panel describes the poor living conditions
awaiting immigrants after their arrival. On the right,
Shahn depicts the inhuman labor situation in the form
of“lightless sweatshops...tedious and backbreaking work
with outmoded tools.”*[13] The crowd in the center
of the composition represents labor unions and workers'
reform efforts. Here, a figure resembling labor leader
John L. Lewis protests in front of the Triangle Shirt-
waist Company, where a devastating fire occurred and the
movement for the International Ladies' Garment Work-
ers Union (ILGWU) began. The lower right passageway
marked ILGWU symbolizes a new and hopeful path, in
the United States, paved by unionized labor.*[13]
In the last panel, the unions and the New Deal unite to cre-
ate the blueprint for the town of the Jersey Homesteads.
Various figures of social progress such as Sidney Hill-
man and Heywood Broun gather around the drafting ta-
ble. Above them are images of the purposed cooperative
farm and factory along with a campaign poster of Roo-
sevelt, after whom the town was eventually named.
The arriccio, sinopia drawings of the fresco for Ben
Shahn's Jersey Homesteads Mural, was removed from its
original community center location in Roosevelt, NJ and
is now permanently installed in a custom-designed gallery
on the second floor of the US Post Office building at 401
Market St, Camden, NJ. This gallery adjoins the neigh-
boring Mitchell H. Cohen Building and U.S. Courthouse
(4th and Cooper Streets).
Shahnʼs biographer Soby notes “the composition of
the mural at Roosevelt follows the undulant principle
Shahn had learned from Diego Rivera: deep recession
of space alternating with human and architectural details
projected forward.”*[13] Moreover, the montage effec-
tively intimates the amalgamation of peoples and cultures
populating the urban landscape in the early 20th century.
Multiple layers and perspectives fuse together to portray
a complex industrialized system. Still, the mural main-
tains a sense of humanity; Shahn gives his figures a mon-
umental quality through volume and scale. The urban ar-
chitecture does not dwarf the people; instead, they work
with the surroundings to build their own structure. Shahn
captured the urgency for activism and reform, by show-
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ing gestures and mid-steps and freezing all the subjects in
motion. This pictorial incorporation of“athletic pose and
evocative asymmetry of architectural detail”is a Shahn
trademark.*[13] While exemplifying his visual and so-
cial concerns, the mural characterizes the general issues
of Shahn's milieu.

26.7 Artworks

• Bartolomeo Vanzetti and Nicola Sacco Their
Guards,1932, Collection of Miss Patricia Healey
Yale University

• The Passion of Sacco andVanzetti, 1931–3, Whitney
Museum

• Untitled (Houston Street Playground, New York City),
1932, Fogg Art Museum

• W.C.T.U Parade, 1933-4, Museum of the City of
New York

• Jersey Homesteads Mural, 1937-38, Community
Center of the Federal Housing Development, Roo-
sevelt, New Jersey

• Still Music, 1938, Philips Collection, Washington
DC

• Handball, 1939, The Museum of Modern Art, New
York (Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Fund)

• The Meaning of Social Mural, 1940-2, Federal Se-
curity Building, Washington, DC

• For Full Employment after the War, Register-Vote,
1944, The Museum of Modern Art, New York

• Allegory, 1948, Bill Bomar Collection at The Mod-
ern

• Age of Anxiety, 1953, The Joseph H. Hirschhorn
Foundation, Inc.

26.8 Exhibitions

•“Ben Shahn: Paintings and Drawings,”1930, Edith
Halpert's Downtown Gallery in New York, New
York

•“57th Annual American Exhibition: Water Colors
and Drawings,”1946, Tate Gallery in London, Eng-
land

•“Ben Shahn: A Retrospective,”1947, Museum of
Modern Art in New York, New York

•“Esposizione Biennale internationale DʼArte
XXVII,”1954 in Venice, Italy

•“Ben Shahn,”1962, Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brus-
sels, Belgium; Galleria Nazionale D'arte Moderna in
Rome, Italy; and Albertina in Vienna, Austria.

•“The Collected Prints of Ben Shahn,”1969,
Philadelphia Museum of Art in Pennsylvania.

•“Ben Shahn: A Retrospective Exhibition,”1969,
New Jersey State Museum, Trenton, New Jersey.

•“Ben Shahn's New York: The Photography of Mod-
ern Times,”2000-2001, Fogg Art Museum, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts.

26.9 Further reading

Ben Shahn's New Deal Murals: Jewish Identity in the
American Scene by Diana L. Linden, 2015, Wayne State
University Press

26.10 See also

• List of AIGA medalists
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Chapter 27

Berenice Abbott

Berenice Abbott (July 17, 1898 – December 9,
1991),*[1] née Bernice Abbott, was an American
photographer best known for her black-and-white pho-
tography of New York City architecture and urban design
of the 1930s.

27.1 Early years

Abbott was born in Springfield, Ohio*[2] and brought up
there by her divorced mother. She attended the Ohio
State University, but left in early 1918.*[3]
In 1918 she moved with friends from OSU to New York's
Greenwich Village,*[1] where she was 'adopted' by the
anarchist Hippolyte Havel. She shared an apartment
on Greenwich Avenue with several others, including the
writer Djuna Barnes, philosopher Kenneth Burke, and
literary critic Malcolm Cowley.*[4] At first she pursued
journalism, but soon became interested in theater and
sculpture.*[5] In 1919 she nearly died in the influenza
pandemic.*[6]

27.2 Trip to Europe, photography,
and poetry

Abbott went to Europe in 1921, spending two years study-
ing sculpture in Paris and Berlin.*[1] She studied at the
Académie de la Grande Chaumiere in Paris and the Kun-
stschule in Berlin.*[7] During this time, she adopted the
French spelling of her first name, “Berenice,”at the
suggestion of Djuna Barnes.*[8] In addition to her work
in the visual arts, Abbott published poetry in the exper-
imental literary journal transition.*[9] Abbott first be-
came involved with photography in 1923, when Man Ray
hired her as a darkroom assistant at his portrait studio in
Montparnasse. Later she wrote:“I took to photography
like a duck to water. I never wanted to do anything else.”
Ray was impressed by her darkroom work and allowed
her to use his studio to take her own photographs.*[10]
In 1926, she exhibited her work in the gallery“Au Sacre
du Printemps”and started her own studio on the rue du
Bac. After a short time studying photography in Berlin,

she returned to Paris in 1927 and started a second studio,
on the rue Servandoni.*[11]
Abbott's subjects were people in the artistic and literary
worlds, including French nationals (Jean Cocteau), ex-
patriates (James Joyce), and others just passing through
the city. According to Sylvia Beach, “To be 'done' by
Man Ray or Berenice Abbott meant you rated as some-
body”.*[12] Abbott's work was exhibited with that of
Man Ray, André Kertész, and others in Paris, in the
"Salon de l'Escalier" (more formally, the Premier Salon
Indépendant de la Photographie), and on the staircase of
the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées. Her portraiture was un-
usual within exhibitions of modernist photography held in
1928–9 in Brussels and Germany.*[13]
In 1925, Man Ray introduced her to Eugène Atget's pho-
tographs. She became interested in Atget's work,*[14]
and managed to persuade him to sit for a portrait in 1927.
He died shortly thereafter. While the government ac-
quired much of Atget's archive ̶Atget had sold 2,621
negatives in 1920, and his friend and executor André Cal-
mettes sold 2,000 more immediately after his death*[15]
̶Abbott was able to buy the remainder in June 1928, and
quickly started work on its promotion. An early tangible
result was the 1930 book Atget, photographe de Paris, in
which she is described as photo editor. Abbott's work on
Atget's behalf would continue until her sale of the archive
to the Museum of Modern Art in 1968. In addition to her
book The World of Atget (1964), she provided the pho-
tographs for A Vision of Paris (1963), published a port-
folio, Twenty Photographs, and wrote essays.*[16] Her
sustained efforts helped Atget gain international recogni-
tion.

27.3 Changing New York

In early 1929, Abbott visited New York City, ostensibly
to find an American publisher for Atget's photographs.
Upon seeing the city again, however, Abbott immedi-
ately saw its photographic potential. Accordingly, she
went back to Paris, closed up her studio, and returned
to New York in September. Her first photographs of the
city were taken with a hand-held Kurt-Bentzin camera,
but soon she acquired a Century Universal camera which
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Bowery restaurant photograph for Changing New York, 1935.

Encampment of the unemployed, New York City, 1935.

produced 8 x 10 inch negatives.*[17] Using this large for-
mat camera, Abbott photographed New York City with
the diligence and attention to detail she had so admired
in Eugène Atget.*[18] Her work has provided a historical
chronicle of many now-destroyed buildings and neighbor-
hoods of Manhattan.
Abbott worked on her New York project independently
for six years, unable to get financial support from organi-
zations (such as the Museum of the City of New York),
foundations (such as the Guggenheim Foundation), or in-
dividuals. She supported herself with commercial work
and teaching at the New School of Social Research begin-
ning in 1933.*[19] In 1935, however, Abbott was hired by
the Federal Art Project (FAP)*[1] as a project supervisor
for her“Changing New York”project. She continued to
take the photographs of the city, but she had assistants to
help her both in the field and in the office. This arrange-
ment allowed Abbott to devote all her time to producing,
printing, and exhibiting her photographs. By the time she
resigned from the FAP in 1939, she had produced 305
photographs that were then deposited at the Museum of
the City of New York.*[17] Abbott's project was primar-
ily a sociological study embedded within modernist aes-
thetic practices. She sought to create a broadly inclusive

collection of photographs that together suggest a vital in-
teraction between three aspects of urban life: the diverse
people of the city; the places they live, work and play; and
their daily activities. It was intended to empower peo-
ple by making them realize that their environment was a
consequence of their collective behavior (and vice versa).
Moreover, she avoided the merely pretty in favor of what
she described as “fantastic”contrasts between the old
and the new, and chose her camera angles and lenses to
create compositions that either stabilized a subject (if she
approved of it), or destabilized it (if she scorned it).*[20]
Abbott's ideas about New York were highly influenced
by Lewis Mumford's historical writings from the early
1930s, which divided American history into a series of
technological eras. Abbott, like Mumford, was partic-
ularly critical of America's“paleotechnic era,”which,
as he described it, emerged at end of the American Civil
War, a development called by other historians the Second
Industrial Revolution. Like Mumford, Abbott was hope-
ful that, through urban planning efforts (aided by her
photographs), Americans would be able to wrest con-
trol of their cities from paleotechnic forces, and bring
about what Mumford described as a more humane and
human-scaled, “neotechnic era”. Abbott's agreement
with Mumford can be seen especially in the ways that she
photographed buildings that had been constructed in the
paleotechnic era̶before the advent of urban planning.
Most often, buildings from this era appear in Abbott's
photographs in compositions that made them look down-
right menacing.*[20]
In 1935, Abbott moved into a Greenwich Village loft
with the art critic Elizabeth McCausland, with whom she
lived until McCausland's death in 1965. McCausland
was an ardent supporter of Abbott, writing several arti-
cles for the Springfield Daily Republican, as well as for
Trend and New Masses (the latter under the pseudonym
Elizabeth Noble). In addition, McCausland contributed
the captions for the book of Abbott's photographs enti-
tled Changing New York which was published in 1939.
In 1949, her photography book Greenwich Village Today
and Yesterday was published by Harper & Brothers.

27.3.1 Gallery

See also: Media related to Changing New York at
Wikimedia Commons

• Pike Street at Henry Street (1936)

• Automat in Manhattan (1936)

• Pennsylvania Station (1936)

• Detail of Manhattan Bridge (1936)

• Wanamaker's department store, Fourth Avenue and
Ninth Street (1936)
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• Financial District rooftops (1938)

• Seventh Avenue, looking south from 35th Street
(1935)

• Flatiron Building (1938)

• House doorway on East 4th Street, Manhattan
(1937)

• Hot dog stand, North Moore Street, Manhattan
(1936)

• Hardware store on the Bowery in Manhattan (1938)

• Radio Row at Cortlandt Street (1936)

27.4 Beyond New York City

In 1934 Henry-Russell Hitchcock asked Abbott to photo-
graph two subjects: antebellum architecture and the ar-
chitecture of H. H. Richardson.
Two decades later, Abbott and McCausland traveled
US 1 from Florida to Maine, and Abbott photographed
the small towns and growing automobile-related archi-
tecture.*[1] The project resulted in more than 2,500
negatives. Shortly after, Abbott underwent a lung op-
eration. She was told she should move from New York
City due to air pollution and she bought a rundown home
in Blanchard, Maine along the banks of the Piscataquis
River for US$1,000. Later she moved to nearby Monson,
remaining in Maine until her death in 1991.
Abbott's work in Maine continued after that project and
after her move to Maine and her last book was A Portrait
of Maine (1968).

27.5 Approach to photography

Abbott was part of the straight photography movement,
which stressed the importance of photographs being un-
manipulated in both subject matter and developing pro-
cesses. She also disliked the work of pictorialists who had
gained much popularity during a substantial span of her
own career, and therefore left her work without support
from this particular school of photographers.
Throughout her career, Abbott's photography was very
much a display of the rise in development in technology
and society. Her works documented and praised the New
York landscape. This was all guided by her belief that
a modern day invention such as the camera deserved to
document the 20th century.*[21]

27.6 Scientific work

Abbott was not only a photographer, but also the founder
of the“House of Photography”, created in 1947 to pro-
mote and sell some of her inventions. These included
a distortion easel, which created unusual effects on im-
ages developed in a darkroom, and the telescopic light-
ing pole, known today by many studio photographers as
an “autopole,”to which lights can be attached at any
level. Owing to poor marketing, the House of Photogra-
phy quickly lost money, and with the deaths of two de-
signers, the company closed.
Abbott's style of straight photography helped her make
important contributions to scientific photography. In
1958, she produced a series of photographs for a high-
school physics textbook, including the cover titled Bounc-
ing ball in diminishing arcs.*[22] Some of her work from
this era was displayed at the MIT Museum in Cambridge,
MA, in 2012. She spent time at MIT during the late
1950's when she was hired to create new photographic
images for the teaching of physics.*[23]

27.7 Personal life

The film“Berenice Abbott: A View of the 20th Century”
, which showed 200 of her black and white photographs,
suggests that she was a“proud proto-feminist”; someone
who was ahead of her time in feminist theory. Before the
film was completed she questioned,“The world doesn't
like independent women, why, I don't know, but I don't
care.”As someone who lived alone her whole life, she put
her work before her personal life. Very few details are
known about her personal life. She never acknowledged
her personal relationship with Jane Heath or any other
women due to an unaccepting time.*[24]

27.8 Work

27.8.1 Notable photographs

• Under the El at the Battery, New York, 1936.

• Nightview, New York, 1932.

• James Joyce, 1928.

27.8.2 Exhibitions

• Solo exhibition at Weyhe Gallery, New York, NY,
November 1930*[25]

• Photographs of New York by New York Photogra-
phers (group) at Julien Levy Gallery, New York,
NY, May 2 – June 2, 1932
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• Photographs by Berenice Abbott at Julien Levy
Gallery, New York, NY, September 26 – October
15, 1932

• New York Photographs by Berenice Abbott at Mu-
seum of the City of New York, New York, NY, Oc-
tober 1934 – January 1935

• New York Photographs by Berenice Abbott at Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, Springfield, MA, March 1935

• New York Photographs by Berenice Abbott at Jerome
Stavola Gallery, Hartford, CT, April 1935

• New York Photographs by Berenice Abbott at Fine
Arts Guild, Cambridge, MA, April 10–15, 1935

• Changing New York, Washington Circuit, Federal
Art Project, traveling exhibition, 1936

• Changing New York at Museum of the City of New
York, New York, NY, October 20, 1937 – January
3, 1938

• Changing New York at Teachers College Library,
New York, NY, November 1937

• Solo exhibition at Hudson D. Walker Gallery, New
York, NY, April 1938

• Changing New York at New York State Museum, Al-
bany, NY, July 1938

• Changing New York at Federal Art Gallery, New
York, NY, April 11–22, 1939

• Solo exhibition at Architectural League, New York,
NY, April 1939

• Changing New York at Lawrenceville School,
Lawrence Township, NJ, May 1939

• Changing New York at Photo League Gallery, New
York, NY, July 1939

• Changing New York at New York State Employment
Service, New York, NY, November–December
1939

• Changing New York at Walton High School, New
York, NY, December 1939

• Photographs of New York by Berenice Abbott at The
Cooper Union Library, New York, NY, November
25 – December 9, 1940

• Berenice Abbott: The Red River Photographs at
Hudson D. Walker Gallery, Provincetown, Mas-
sachusetts, August 24 – September 6, 1979.*[26]

27.8.3 Bibliography

Books of photographs by Berenice Abbott:

• Changing New York. New York: Dutton, 1939.
With text by Elizabeth McCausland.*[1]

• Reprint: New York in the Thirties, as Pho-
tographed by Berenice Abbott (New York:
Dover, 1973).*[1]

• Greatly augmented, annotated edition: Bon-
nie Yochelson, ed., Berenice Abbott: Changing
New York (New York: New Press and the Mu-
seum of the City of New York, 1997; ISBN
1-56584-377-0).

• Greenwich Village: Yesterday and Today. New
York: Harper, 1949. With text by Henry Wysham
Lanier.

• A Portrait of Maine. New York: Macmillan, 1968.
With text by Chenoweth Hall.

Other books by, or with major contributions from,
Berenice Abbott:

• Atget, photographe de Paris. Paris: Henri Jon-
quières; New York: E. Weyhe, 1930. (As photo-
graph editor.)

• The Attractive Universe: Gravity and the Shape of
Space. Cleveland: World, 1969. With text by Evans
G. Valens.

• A Guide to Better Photography. New York: Crown,
1941. Revised edition: New Guide to Better Photog-
raphy (New York: Crown, 1953).

• Magnet. Cleveland: World, 1984. With text by
Evans G. Valens.

• Motion. London: Longman Young, 1965. With text
by Evans G. Valens.

• Twenty Photographs by Eugène Atget 1856–1927.

• The View Camera Made Simple. Chicago: Ziff-
Davis, 1948.

• A Vision of Paris: The Photographs of Eugène Atget,
the Words of Marcel Proust. New York: Macmillan,
1963. Edited by Arthur D. Trottenberg.

• The World of Atget. New York: Horizon, 1964.
(And later editions.)

• "Berenice Abbott.”Germany/New York: Steidl,
2008. Berenice Abbott. Edited by Hank O'Neal and
Ron Kurtz ISBN 3-86521-592-0

Anthologies of Abbott's works:
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• Berenice Abbott. Aperture Masters of Photography.
New York: Aperture, 1988.

• Berenice Abbott, fotografie / Berenice Abbott: Pho-
tographs. Venice: Ikona, 1986.

• Berenice Abbott: Photographs. New York: Horizon,
1970.

• Berenice Abbott: Photographs. Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1990.

• O'Neal, Hank. Berenice Abbott: American Photog-
rapher. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1982. British
title: Berenice Abbott: Sixty Years of Photography.
London: Thames & Hudson, 1982.

• Van Haaften, Julia, ed. Berenice Abbott, Photogra-
pher: A Modern Vision. New York: New York Pub-
lic Library, 1989. ISBN 0-87104-420-X
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Chapter 28

Bernd and Hilla Becher

Bernd and Hilla Becher
(Erasmus Prize 2002)

Hilla Becher (2011)

Bernhard “Bernd”Becher (German: [ˈbɛçɐ]; August 20,
1931 – June 22, 2007), and Hilla Becher, née Wobeser
(September 2, 1934 – October 10, 2015),*[1] were Ger-

Hilla Becher (center) discussing her and her late husband's work
at the Sonnabend Gallery in Chelsea, New York City, October
2010

man conceptual artists and photographers working as a
collaborative duo. They are best known for their exten-
sive series of photographic images, or typologies, of in-
dustrial buildings and structures, often organised in grids.
As the founders of what has come to be known as the
ʻBecher school t̓hey influenced generations of documen-

tary photographers and artists. They have been awarded
the Erasmus Prize and the Hasselblad Award.
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28.1 Biography

Bernd Becher was born in Siegen. He studied painting at
the Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste Stuttgart
from 1953 to 1956, then typography under Karl Röss-
ing at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf from 1959 to 1961.
Hilla Becher was born in Potsdam. Prior to Hilla's time
studying photography at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf
from 1958 to 1961, she had completed an apprenticeship
as a photographer in her native Potsdam. Both began
working as freelance photographers for the Troost Ad-
vertising Agency in Düsseldorf, concentrating on product
photography.
The couple married in 1961.

28.2 Work

Meeting as students at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf in
1957, Bernd and Hilla Becher first collaborated on pho-
tographing and documenting the disappearing German
industrial architecture in 1959. The Ruhr Valley, where
Becherʼs family had worked in the steel and mining in-
dustries, was their initial focus. They were fascinated by
the similar shapes in which certain buildings were de-
signed. After collating thousands of pictures of individ-
ual structures, they noticed that the various edifices – of
cooling towers, gas tanks and coal bunkers, for instance
– shared many distinctive formal qualities. In addition,
they were intrigued by the fact that so many of these in-
dustrial buildings seemed to have been built with a great
deal of attention toward design.
Together, the Bechers went out with a large 8 x 10-inch
view camera and photographed these buildings from a
number of different angles, but always with a straight-
forward “objective”point of view. They shot only on
overcast days, so as to avoid shadows, and early in the
morning during the seasons of spring and fall. Objects in-
cluded barns, water towers, coal tipples, cooling towers,
grain elevators, coal bunkers, coke ovens, oil refineries,
blast furnaces, gas tanks, storage silos, and warehouses.
At each site the Bechers also created overall landscape
views of the entire plant, which set the structures in their
context and show how they relate to each other.*[2] They
excluded any details that would detract from the cen-
tral theme and instead set up comparisons of viewpoint
and lighting through which the eye is led to the basic
structural pattern of the images being compared.*[3] This
principle, which is allied to the philosophy underlying
the New topographics movement, is most obvious in the
two published series, Anonyme Skulpturen: Eine Typolo-
gie technischer Bauten and Typologien, Industrieller Bau,
1963–1975, in which the images are contrasted in groups
of three.*[3] Another early project, which they pursued
for nearly two decades, was published as “Framework
Houses”(Schirmer/Mosel) in 1977, a visual catalog of

types of structures, an approach that characterized much
of their work.*[4]
In drawing attention to the cultural dimension of indus-
trial architecture, their work also highlighted the need for
preservation of these buildings. On the couple's initia-
tive, for example, the Zollern coal mine at Dortmund-
Bovinghausen in the Ruhr, for the most part an art-deco
structure, was designated a protected landmark.
The Bechers also photographed outside Germany, includ-
ing from 1965 buildings in Great Britain, France, Bel-
gium and later in the United States. In 1966, they un-
dertook a six-month journey through England and south
Wales, taking hundreds of photographs of the coal indus-
try around Liverpool, Manchester, Sheffield, Nottingham
and the Rhondda Valley.*[5] In 1974, they traveled to
North America for the first time, touring sites in New Jer-
sey, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and southern Ontario, de-
picting a range of industrial structures, from coal break-
ers to wooden winding towers.*[6]
The Bechers exhibited and published their single-image
gelatin silver prints, grouped by subject, in a grid of six,
nine, or fifteen. By the mid-1960s the Bechers had set-
tled on a preferred presentational mode: The images of
structures with similar functions are then displayed side
by side to invite viewers to compare their forms and de-
signs based on function, regional idiosyncrasies, or the
age of the structures. The Bechers used the term“typol-
ogy”to describe these ordered sets of photographs.*[7]
The works t̓itles are pithy and captions note only time and
location.*[8] In 1989–91, for an exhibition at the Dia Art
Foundation in New York, the Bechers introduced a sec-
ond format into their oeuvre: single images that are larger
in size̶twenty-four by twenty inches̶and presented in-
dividually rather than as gridded tableaux.*[9]
In 1976, Bernd Becher started teaching photography at
the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf (policy matters prevented
Hilla's simultaneous appointment), where he remained on
the faculty until 1996. Before him, photography had been
excluded from what was largely a school for painters. He
influenced students that later made a name for themselves
in the photography world. Former students of Bernd's
included Andreas Gursky, Thomas Ruff, Thomas Struth,
Candida Höfer, and Elger Esser. Bernd died in Rostock.
After Bernd Becher's death, his widow Hilla continued
to reassemble their works, mostly using existing pho-
tographs.*[10]

28.2.1 Influence

The Becher school has influenced a number of (mainly)
German photographers including Laurenz Berges, An-
dreas Gursky, Candida Höfer, Axel Hütte, Simone
Nieweg, Thomas Ruff, Thomas Struth and Petra Wunder-
lich.*[11] The Canadian Edward Burtynsky also works
in a similar mode. Aside from its vital documentary
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and analytical qualities, the Becher's long-term project
has also had a considerable impact on Minimalism and
Conceptual Art since the 1970s.*[12]

28.2.2 Famous photographs

• Industrial Facade #23, c1980.

• Cooling towers, Wood n B, 1976. (Having sold for
$150,000 at auction in 2004, it is one of the couple's
highest selling works.)*[13]

28.3 Exhibitions

The Bechers had their first gallery exhibition in 1963 at
the Galerie Ruth Nohl in Siegen. Their work became
better known in the United States with the publication
of their book Anonyme Skulpturen (Anonymous Sculp-
tures) in 1970. The Bechers were shown at the George
Eastman House and in solo exhibitions at Sonnabend
Gallery, New York, in 1972. In 1974, the Institute of
Contemporary Arts, London, organized an exhibition of
their work, which toured the United Kingdom. The cou-
ple was invited to participate in Documenta 5, 6, 7, and
11 in Kassel in 1972, 1977, 1982 and 2002, and at the
Bienal de São Paulo in 1977. The Stedelijk Van Abbemu-
seum, Eindhoven, organized a retrospective of the artistsʼ
work in 1981. In 1985 the artists had a major museum
exhibition, which traveled to the Museum Folkwang, Es-
sen, Musée dʼArt Moderne de la Ville de Paris, and
Musée d A̓rt Moderne de la Ville de Liège, Belgium. In
1991 the artists won the Leone dʼOro award for sculp-
ture at the Venice Biennale. The Venice installation was
reworked later in 1991, in a retrospective exhibition at
the Kölnischer Kunstverein, Cologne. The Typologies in-
stallation was exhibited in 1994 at the Ydessa Hendeles
Art Foundation, Toronto, and at the Westfälisches Lan-
desmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte in Münster.
Other retrospectives of the couple s̓ work have been or-
ganized by the Photographische Sammlung/SK Stiftung
Kulture in Cologne (1999 and 2003), Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris (2005) and Museum of Modern Art
in New York (2008).*[14]
In 2014, Hilla Becher curated“August Sander/Bernd and
Hilla Becher:̒ A Dialogue "̓ at Bruce Silverstein Gallery
in New York. Unlike previous displays, the Bechers a̓r-
chitectural images were displayed as singular“portraits”
while Sander s̓ photographs of people were represented
as typological grids.*[15]

28.4 Collections

The Bechers' work is held in the following public collec-
tions:

• Tate Gallery, London.*[16]
• Museum of Modern Art, New York.*[17]
• Guggenheim Museum, New York.*[18]
• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.*[19]
• Getty Museum, Los Angeles.*[20]
• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Fran-

cisco.
• Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago,

Chicago.*[21]
• Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Fort

Worth.*[22]

28.5 Awards
• 2002: Erasmus Prize awarded to the Bechers

in recognition of their roles as professors at the
Kunstakademie Düsseldorf.

• 2004: Hasselblad Award from the Hasselblad Foun-
dation awarded to the Bechers.*[23]

• 2014: Großer Kulturpreis, sponsored by the
Sparkassen-Kulturstiftung Rheinland, awarded to
Hilla Becher.*[24]
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28.6.2 Books about Bernd and Hilla
Becher

• Susanne, Lange (2006). Bernd and Hilla Becher:
Life and Work. The MIT Press. ISBN 0-262-
12286-3.

• Moritz, Neumüller (2005). Bernd & Hilla Becher
speak with Moritz Neumüller. La Fábrica / Fun-
dación Telefónica, Madrid. ISBN 978-84-96466-
04-3.
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Chapter 29

Bettina Rheims

Bettina Rheims in 2004

Bettina (Caroline Germaine) Rheims is a French pho-
tographer born in Neuilly-sur-Seine on 18 December
1952.*[1]

29.1 Career

29.1.1 Early stages

Bettina Rheims p̓hotographic career began in 1978, when
she took a series of photos of a group of strip-tease artists
and acrobats, which would lead to her first exhibitions.
This work would unveil Bettina Rheims f̓avourite subject,
the female model, to which she would frequently return
during her career.“I love the flesh. I am a photographer
of the skin”.*[2]
The 1980s provided Bettina Rheims with the opportu-
nity to take several portraits of both famous and unknown

women, resulting in the publication of Female Trouble
(1989).*[3]
In 1982, the Animal series enabled her to train her lens
on another form of nudity: that of stuffed animals with
fixed stares,“which seemed to want to express something
beyond death”.*[4]“I had to capture their gaze”declared
the photographer.
With Modern Lovers*[5] (1989-1990) [note] the photog-
rapher questioned gender, androgyny and transsexuality.
Two other publications on the same subject followed: Les
Espionnes (1992) and Kim (1994).

29.1.2 The 1990s

At the beginning of the 1990s, Bettina Rheims worked on
one of her major series, entitled Chambre Close (1990-
1992). This was her first in colour and marked the start
of her collaboration with the novelist Serge Bramly, in a
work which saw her photographs coupled with the writerʼ
s fiction. In its form, Chambre Close is a parody of the
first pornographic photos ̶rooms with faded walls, old
fashioned wallpaper̶yet, in its substance, it endeavours
to stage amateur models in poses playing on the eroti-
cism and the confusion between those who are looking
and those who are showing themselves.
“By using colour and extreme quality printings, the flesh

appears living and gives a disconcerting realism to the
work. Bettina Rheims thus transcends the body to reach
primitive femininity in her psychoanalytical “id”- her
more or less pent-up impulses, sexual impulses in partic-
ular. At the same time as these impulses show through the
surface, the awareness of the model, through her skin, the
artist captures them on film.”*[6]
In 1995, Bettina Rheims was invited by Jacques Chirac
at the end of his presidential campaign to work behind
the scenes on a series of photographs following the final
stages of the election. After the election, the Presidency
of the French Republic commissioned Bettina Rheims to
take the official portrait of Jacques Chirac. She told the
newspaper Libération that she d̓ wanted to give the Pres-
ident“the relaxed look of the great heroes in westerns”
.*[7]
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The decade drew to a close with the 1999 publication of
the book I.N.R.I. and its eponymous exhibition. Once
again uniting the gaze of Bettina Rheims with the prose
of Serge Bramly, I.N.R.I. builds a philosophical dialogue
on the history of the crucifixion through photographs of
scenes of the life of Christ, from the Annunciation to the
Ascension. Bettina Rheims proposed “illustrations in
step with our times, after the appearance of photography,
cinema and advertising imagery, as if Jesus were return-
ing today.”[note]. In France, the publication of this work
was highly controversial.*[8]

29.1.3 The 2000s

In 2002, Bettina Rheims created a series on Shanghai
during two long stays in the city. “The first impres-
sions of a traveller arriving in Shanghai are those of peo-
ple with deep-rooted ancestral rituals and traditions who
threw themselves into the frenetic race of the present-day
world. Blending into this ʻother way of thoughtʼand
without any prejudices, Bettina Rheims offers us a novel
view of this paradox, which is the coexistence of China
with its millenary traditions, its avant-garde facet, its of-
ficial aspects and its underground features.*[9]”
In 2005, at the Galerie De Noirmont, Bettina Rheims ex-
hibited Héroïnes, a work that was primarily a homage to
sculpture. On this occasion, the photographer collabo-
rated with the designer Jean Colonna [note interne W] to
dress the women in original clothing.“Old haute couture
dresses were thus re-assembled on each of these contem-
porary icons. These women, with their unconventional
beauty, then played with a stone, which for a moment be-
came their pedestal.”
At the end of the 2000s, Bettina Rheims worked with
Serge Bramly again and exhibited Rose, cʼest Paris in
2010 at the National Library of France. The photo-
graphic tale was again built on a thread of fiction that
Bettina Rheims and Serge Bramly created from autobi-
ographical elements. In this work, Paris plays“the role
of the muse more than the subject, and [appears], through
the characters woven into a story, in an almost allegori-
cal form. A young woman we know by her initial, B., is
looking for Rose, her twin sister who she claims has dis-
appeared. Presented as a ʻgreat mysterious seriesʼ, a
genre held dear by surrealists, Rose, c e̓st Paris is divided
into thirteen episodes in which we discover among other
things an unusual or obscure Paris, which is voluntarily
timeless.”*[10]

29.1.4 The 2010s

Exhibited in 2012 in Düsseldorf, the Gender Studies
series pursues the questioning of gender representa-
tion. The device linking image and sound (by Frédéric
Sanchez) presents 27 sound portraits of young men and
women who responded to a request the photographer

posted on Facebook. The photos are accompanied by in-
terview clips and have featured in several exhibitions and
a book.*[11]

29.1.5 Commissioned work and portraits
of famous women

Bettina Rheims has also worked on advertising campaigns
for fashion and big brands, such as Chanel and Lancôme,
as well as taking portraits of famous women for interna-
tional magazines.
Among the most famous portraits, we can mention
Madonna, Catherine Deneuve, Charlotte Rampling,
Carole Bouquet, Marianne Faithfull, Barbara, Kylie
Minogue, Claudia Schiffer, Asia Argento….

29.2 Inspiration

Bettina Rheims says that she has been inspired by Diane
Arbus and Helmut Newton as well as by the work of early
painters.

29.3 Works

• Modern Lovers, Éditions Paris Audiovisuel, 1990.

• Female Trouble, Schirmer / Mosel Verlag, 1991.

• Chambre Close (text by Serge Bramly), Gina Ke-
hayoff Verlag, Munich, 1992.

• Les Espionnes (text by Bernard Lamarche-Vadel),
Kehayoff Verlag, Munich, 1992.

• Kim, Kehayoff Verlag, Munich, 1994.

• Animal, Kehayoff Verlag, Munich, 1994.

• I.N.R.I. Jésus, 2000 ans après... (text by Serge
Bramly), Éditions Albin Michel, Paris, November
1998.

• X'mas, Éditions Léo Scheer, Paris, October 2000.

• A Room in the Museum of Modern Art in Frank-
furt, Kehayoff Verlag, Munich, 2000.

• Morceaux Choisis, Steidl Verlag, Göttingen, 2002.

• Shanghai (text by Serge Bramly), Éditions Robert
Laffont, Paris, October 2003.

• Rétrospective, Schirmer/Mosel Verlag, Munich,
2004.

• More Trouble, Schirmer / Mosel Verlag, Munich,
2004.
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• Oxymoriques. Les Photographies de Bettina
Rheims, Michel Onfray, Éditions Jannink, Paris,
2005.

• Héroïnes, Galerie Jérôme de Noirmont, Paris, 2006.

• The Book Of Olga (text by Catherine Millet),
Taschen Verlag, Cologne, 2008.

• Rose, c'est Paris (text by Serge Bramly), Taschen,
2010.

• Mylène Farmer, TIMELESS 2013 concert pro-
gramme, Paris, 2013.

29.4 Family

Bettina Rheims is the daughter of Maurice Rheims, an
art auctioneer and historian, novelist, member of the
Académie française and administrator of Pablo Picasso's
estate, and the sister of writer and producer Nathalie
Rheims. She was Serge Bramlyʼs partner and is to-
day married to the lawyer Jean-Michel Darrois. She is
also related to the Rothschild family, through her great-
grandfather (the branch called the“von Worms”).*[12]

29.5 Awards and decorations

1994: Grand Prix de la Photographie, Paris
14 July 2013: Commander of the French Legion of Hon-
our (Officer, 2006)*[13]
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[1] “Bettina Rheims, 46 ans, photographe. Des filles à nu,
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October 1998. Retrieved 19 December 2015.

[2] “Les tabous, le sexe et l'art - Le corps comme matériau”
. Arte. 2007-06-14. Retrieved 2007-06-14.

[3] “Rétrospective Bettina Rheims au Musée d a̓rt contem-
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[4] “BETTINA RHEIMS - Curiosités naturelles n°1”. http:
//www.deyrolle.com/. Deyrolle. 2005. Retrieved 2005.
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Chapter 30

Bill Brandt

“William Brandt”redirects here. For other uses, see
William Brandt (disambiguation).

Bill Brandt (born Hermann Wilhelm Brandt, 2 May
1904 – 20 December 1983*[1]*:14), was a British
photographer and photojournalist. Although born in
Germany, Brandt moved to England, where he became
known for his images of British society for such maga-
zine as Lilliput and Picture Post, later his distorted nudes,
portraits of famous artists and landscapes. He is widely
considered to be one of the most important British pho-
tographers of the 20th century.*[1]

30.1 Career and life

Born in Hamburg, Germany, son of a British father and
German mother, Brandt grew up during World War I,
during which his father, who had lived in Germany since
the age of five, was interned for six months by the Ger-
mans as a British citizen.*[1]*:21 Brandt later disowned
his German heritage and would claim he was born in
South London.*[2] Shortly after the war, he contracted
tuberculosis and spent much of his youth in a sanatorium
in Davos, Switzerland.*[3] He traveled to Vienna to un-
dertake a course of treatment by psychoanalysis. He
was, in any case, pronounced cured and was taken un-
der the wing of socialite Eugenie Schwarzwald. When
Ezra Pound visited the Schwarzwald residence, Brandt
made his portrait. In appreciation, Pound allegedly of-
fered Brandt an introduction to Man Ray, whose Paris
studio and darkroom Brandt would access in 1930.*[2]
In 1933 Brandt moved to London and began documenting
all levels of British society. This kind of documentary
was uncommon at that time. Brandt published two books
showcasing this work, The English at Home (1936) and
A Night in London (1938). He was a regular contributor
to magazines such as Lilliput, Picture Post, and Harper's
Bazaar. He documented the Underground bomb shelters
of London during The Blitz in 1940, commissioned by
the Ministry of Information.*[2]
During World War II, Brandt concentrated on many sub-
jects – as can be seen in his "Camera in London" (1948)

but excelled in portraiture and landscape. To mark the
arrival of peace in 1945 he began a celebrated series of
nudes. His major books from the post-war period are
Literary Britain (1951), and Perspective of Nudes (1961),
followed by a compilation of his best work, Shadow of
Light (1966). Brandt became Britain's most influential
and internationally admired photographer of the 20th
century. Many of his works have important social com-
mentary but also poetic resonance. His landscapes and
nudes are dynamic, intense and powerful, often using
wide-angle lenses and distortion.*[2]
Brandt died in London in 1983.

30.2 Exhibitions
• 2004: Bill Brandt: A Centenary Retrospective, 24

March – 25 July 2004, Victoria & Albert Museum,
London. “A selection of rare and famous prints
from the Brandt archive”.*[4]*[5]

• 2013: Shadow and Light, Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Curated by Sarah Hermanson Meis-
ter.*[6]*[7]

• 2013: Bill Brandt, Early Prints from the Collection of
the Family @Edwynn Houk, Edwynn Houk Gallery,
New York. “A selection of rare and famous prints
from the Brandt archive”.*[8]

30.3 Recognition

In 2010, an English Heritage blue plaque for Bill Brandt
was erected in London at 4 Airlie Gardens, Kensington,
W8.

30.4 Bibliography
• Delany, Paul: Bill Brandt: A Life, Stanford Univer-

sity Press 2004

• Brandt, Bill. Camera in London. London: Focal
Press, 1948.
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Blue plaque, 4 Airlie Gardens

• Brandt, Bill. The English at Home. New York: C.
Scribner's; London: B. T. Batsford, 1936. Introduc-
tion by Raymond Mortimer.

• Brandt, Bill. Literary Britain. London: Cassell and
Company Ltd., 1951. Introduction by John Hay-
ward.

• Brandt, Bill. Bill Brandt: Perspective of Nudes. Lon-
don: The Bodley Head, 1961; New York: Amphoto,
1961.

• Brandt, Bill. Perspectives sur le Nu. Paris: Editions
Prisma, 1961.

• Brandt, Bill. Ombres d'une Ile. Paris: Editions Le
Belier Prisma, 1966.

• Brandt, Bill. Bill Brandt: Early Photographs, 1930-
1942. London: Arts Council of Great Britain, 1975.
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Head, 1966; New York: Viking Press, 1966; New
York: Da Capo, 1977; London: Gordon Fraser,
1977.

• Brandt, Bill. Bill Brandt: Nudes 1945-1980 The
Gordon Fraser, London and Bedford 1980 Boston:
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• Brandt, Bill. London in the Thirties. London: G.
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Inc., January 1989

• Iverson, Margaret (ed.). Psychoanalysis. Art His-
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1994
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30.5 References
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30.6 Sources
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30.7 External links
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Chapter 31

Bill Henson

For the American animator, see Bill“Tex”Henson.

Bill Henson (born 7 October 1955)*[1] is an Australian
contemporary art photographer.

31.1 Art

Henson has exhibited nationally and internationally in
galleries such as the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in
New York, the Venice Biennale, the National Gallery of
Victoria in Melbourne, Australia, the Art Gallery of New
South Wales in Sydney, Australia and the Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris. His current practice involves hold-
ing one exhibition in Australia every two years, and up to
three overseas exhibitions each year.
The use of chiaroscuro*[2] is common throughout his
works, through underexposure and adjustment in print-
ing. His photographs' use of bokeh is intended to give
them a painterly atmosphere. The work is often presented
as diptychs, triptychs and in other groupings, and the ex-
hibitions are specifically curated by Henson to reflect a
sense of musicality.*[3]*[4]*[5]*[6]
Duality is a recurring theme of Henson's work, often
in combination with adolescent subjects.*[7]*[8] He fre-
quently employs a flattened perspective through the use
of telephoto lenses. His works are often in the form of
staged tableaux*[9] in which faces of the subjects are of-
ten blurred or partly shadowed and do not directly face
the viewer.*[10]
Henson states that he is not interested in a political or
sociological agenda.*[11]*[12]

31.2 Life and influences

Raised in the Eastern suburbs of Melbourne, Henson
studied Visual Arts and Design 1974–1975 at Prahran
College of Advanced Education where Athol Shmith was
head of the Photography program and John Cato and Paul
Cox were lecturers. He did not complete the diploma,
but the nineteen-year-old Henson's work was promoted
by Shmith to Jennie Boddington,*[13] inaugural Curator

of Photography at the National Gallery of Victoria*[14]
with the result that Henson's first solo show was exhibited
there in 1975.*[15]
From his period as a student until its closure in 1980, he
worked at The Bookshop of Margareta Webber*[16] 343
Little Collins Street Melbourne, which specialised in lux-
urious books on ballet, dance and the visual arts. Leaving
the bookshop, he traveled and photographed in Eastern
Europe.*[17] He taught briefly at the Victorian College
of the Arts in Melbourne. The long-term relationship of
Henson with Luminist Melbourne painter Louise Hear-
man, who met in 1981 at the Victorian College of Arts,
has been noted*[18]*[19]*[20] as mutually influential on
their art. Hearman won the 2014 Moran portrait prize,
Australia's richest at $A150,000, with her double portrait
of Bill Henson.*[21]

31.3 Controversies

31.3.1 Images seized

On 22 May 2008, the opening night of Bill Henson's
2007–2008 exhibition at the Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery in
Paddington, Sydney, was cancelled after eight individ-
ual complaints were made to Police voicing concerns
about an email invitation from the Gallery to a “Pri-
vate View”that depicted photographs of a nude 13-year-
old girl. Hetty Johnston, a child protection advocate
also lodged a complaint with the New South Wales po-
lice.*[22]*[23] On the same day a SydneyMorning Herald
columnist, Miranda Devine, had also written a scathing
article in response to viewing the email invitation,*[24]
which precipitated heated talk-back and media discussion
throughout the day. In the process of removing the im-
ages from the Gallery, Police found more photographs of
naked children on exhibition among various large format
photographs of nonfigurative subjects, which they later
sought to examine for the purposes of determining their
legal status under the NSW Crimes Act and child pro-
tection legislation.*[25] Following discussions with the
Gallery and a decision by Henson, the Gallery cancelled
the opening and postponed the show.*[26]
It was announced on 23 May that a number of the im-
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ages in the exhibition had been seized by police local Area
Commander Alan Sicard, with the intention of charging
Bill Henson, the Gallery, or both with“publishing an in-
decent article”under the Crimes Act.*[27] The seized im-
ages were also removed from the Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery
website, where the remainder of the series can now be
viewed online.*[28]
The situation provoked a national debate on censorship.
In a televised interview, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd
stated that he found the images “absolutely revolting”
*[29]*[30]*[31] and that they had “no artistic merit”
.*[32] These views swiftly drew censure from members of
the 'creative stream' who attended the recent 2020 Sum-
mit convened by Rudd, led by actor Cate Blanchett.*[33]
On 5 June 2008 the former director of the National
Gallery of Australia, Betty Churcher, said it was“not sur-
prising”that the New South Wales Department of Pub-
lic Prosecutions (DPP) would announce its official rec-
ommendation that no charges be laid regarding the Syd-
ney Roslyn Oxley9 gallery's collection of photographs by
artist Bill Henson. Ms Churcher said it would have been
ridiculous to drag the case through the courts:*[34]*[35]

I'm very pleased that the public prosecutor
has decided that it's likely to end the debacle be-
cause they always do, as soon as you take art
into court it never works ... The court is not the
place to decide matters of art.

On 6 June 2008 it was reported in The Age that police
would not prosecute Bill Henson over his photographs of
naked teenagers, after they were declared“mild and jus-
tified”and given a PG rating*[36] by the Australian Clas-
sification Board, suggesting viewing by children under the
age of 16 is suitable with parental guidance.*[37]
Australian scholar Niall Lucy criticized Devine's re-
sponse to Henson's art in his 2010 book Pomo Oz: Fear
and Loathing Down Under.*[38] David Marr's book
about the 2008 incident The Henson case was listed for
the 2009 Victorian Premier's Literary Award and the
2009 Prime Minister's Literary Awards.*[39]

31.3.2 Selection of models

On 4 October 2008, Henson became the centre of con-
troversy again after it was revealed in extracts of The
Henson case*[40] that in 2007 he visited St Kilda Park
Primary School to pick out potential models for his art
work.*[41]*[42]*[43] Henson was allowed entry into the
school and escorted by principal Sue Knight around the
schoolgrounds and picked two children he thought would
be suitable – one child, a boy, was later photographed af-
ter his parents were approached by the school on behalf
of the artist.
An investigation into the matter was launched by the
Department of Education on 6 October 2008. The inves-

tigation found that the principal had complied with de-
partmental policy, and had no case to answer.*[44]

31.4 Exhibitions

A few of his exhibitions:*[45]

• 1975 Bill Henson, National Gallery of Victoria, Mel-
bourne

• 1981 Bill Henson Photographs, Photographers'
Gallery, London

• 1985 Bill Henson, Untitled 1983/84, Pinacotheca,
Melbourne, Australia, July

• 1989 Bill Henson Fotografien, Museum Moderner
Kunst, Palais Liechtenstein, Wien

• 1990 Bill Henson Photographs, Bibliothèque Na-
tionale, Paris

• 1993 Bill Henson, Tel Aviv Museum of Art

• 1998 Bill Henson, ACP Galerie Peter Schuengel,
Salzburg

• 2004 Presence 3: Bill Henson, The Speed Art Mu-
seum, Kentucky

• 2006 Bill Henson, Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane

31.5 Books

Major monographs on the artist's work:

• Bill Henson ; edited by Martin Jaeggi and Walter
Keller (2002). Lux et Nox Zurich, Switzerland :
Scalo; 2nd ed. London:Thames & Hudson (2009)

• Henson, Bill, (2005) Mnemosyne. Zurich : Scalo in
association with Art Gallery of New South Wales.

31.6 External links

• Bill Henson's Mnemosyne by Travis Jeppesen
Archive copy at the Wayback Machine

• “Bill Henson photographs taken at twilight”. Pho-
tography. Victoria and Albert Museum. Archived
from the original on 26 September 2007. Retrieved
2007-08-25. Archive copy at the Wayback Machine

• Leo Scofield Interviews Bill Henson

• Review of Bill Henson's Mnemosyne by Christian
Perring
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Bill Owens (photographer)

For other persons named Bill Owens, see William Owens
(disambiguation).
Warning: Page using Template:Infobox person with
unknown parameter “box_width”(this message is
shown only in preview).

Bill Owens (born September 25, 1938) is an American
photographer, photojournalist, brewer and editor living
in Hayward, California. The recipient of a Guggenheim
fellowship in 1976*[1] and two NEA Grants, he is best
known for his photographs of suburban domestic scenes
taken in the East Bay and published in the book Suburbia
in 1973. According to The New York Sun,“Bill Owens
is one of the very few photographers to have shot people
in the suburbs to any great extent. There is a long, long
list of photographers who made their reputations shoot-
ing in cities and a shorter but impressive list who made
their names with studies of rural communities, but Mr.
Owens is uniquely associated with suburbanites living in
the tract housing developments that absorbed 60 million
Americans in the decades following World War II.”

32.1 Biography

Owens was born in San Jose, California. In 1973, he re-
leased the photographic book Suburbia, whose pictures
showed American suburban life in the town of Livermore,
where he lived at the time. The Los Angeles Times com-
mented that the book “rouses pity, contempt, laughter
and self-recognition. Owensʼs influence was immense
during the 1970s especially in respect to the kind of por-
traiture that shows the middle class.”In 2001, Subur-
bia was included in Andrew Rothʼs THE BOOK OF
101 BOOKS: Seminal Photographic Books of the Twen-
tieth Century.
He has published other photographic books, and his pho-
tographs have been exhibited internationally and are in
many collections including The Museum of Modern Art,
Berkeley Art Museum, Los Angeles County Museum of
Art, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Los Angeles
Museum of Contemporary Art, San Jose Museum of Art
and the Getty Museum in Los Angeles.

Owens is a contemporary of photographers Mary Ellen
Mark, William Eggleston, Joel Sternfeld, Stephen Shore
and Lee Friedlander.
Owens founded Buffalo Bill's Brewery in Hayward in
1983, one of the first brewpubs to open in California since
prohibition.*[2]
In 2003 Bill Owens founded the American Distilling In-
stitute, a professional membership organization and pub-
lishing house“to promote and defend the art and enter-
prise of craft distilling.”*[3] As the president of ADI,
Owens has become one of the leading spokesmen of the
craft distilling movement.*[4]

32.2 Bibliography
• 1973 Suburbia (revised 1999, ISBN 1-881270-40-

8)

• 1975 Our Kind of People: American Groups and Rit-
uals – ISBN 0-87932-084-2

• 1977 Working: I Do It For the Money – ISBN 0-671-
22820-X

• 2005 Leisure – ISBN 1-58418-074-9

• 2014 The Village: Bill Owens - Jamaica Peace Corps
Photographs 1964-66, with an Introduction by Vic-
toria Sheridan. Afterword by Geir Jordahl. Eds.
Geir Jordahl, Kate Jordahl, and John Thacker (True
North Editions, 2014). ISBN 978-0-9899915-1-3

32.3 References
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[2]

[3] “About American Distilling Institute”. American Dis-
tilling Institute. Retrieved 9 February 2015.

[4] Garbee, Jenn (28 August 2012). “Q&A With Bill
Owens: The American Distilling Institute Founder's
Cross-Country Road Trip, Industry Trends + His Favorite
Spirit Stops”. LA Weekly. Retrieved 9 February 2015.
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• TheWashington Post:“The American Dream, Circa
1970: Suburbia Photographs Capture How Much
We've Changed”, by Frank Ahrens, March 24, 2000

• The New York Times:“A Vision of Suburban Bliss
Edged With Irony”by Jeffrey Kastner, March 19,
2000

• Seattle Post-Intelligencer:“Bill Owens' Unrelenting
Eye Defines a Generation”- April 9, 1999

• The New York Sun:“The Shame of the Suburbs”,
by William Meyers, August 11, 2005

32.4 External links
• Bill Owens website

• J. Paul Getty Museum

• Greg Kucera Gallery

• Jack Hanley Gallery

• James Cohan Gallery, Owens' New York Represen-
tative

• Robert Koch Gallery

• American Distilling Institute
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Chapter 33

Brassaï

Brassaï (pseudonym of Gyula Halász; 9 September
1899 – 8 July 1984) was a Hungarian photographer,
sculptor, writer, and filmmaker who rose to international
fame in France in the 20th century. He was one of the
numerous Hungarian artists who flourished in Paris be-
ginning between the World Wars. In the early 21st cen-
tury, the discovery of more than 200 letters and hundreds
of drawings and other items from the period 1940–1984
has provided scholars with material for understanding his
later life and career.

33.1 Early life and education

Gyula (Julius) Halász Brassaï (pseudonym) was born at
9 September 1899 in Brasov, Romania to an Armenian
mother and a Hungarian father. He grew up speaking
Hungarian and Romanian language.*[1] When he was
three, his family lived in Paris for a year, while his father,
a professor of French literature, taught at the Sorbonne.
As a young man, Gyula Halász studied painting and sculp-
ture at the Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts (Magyar
Képzomuvészeti Egyetem) in Budapest. He joined a
cavalry regiment of the Austro-Hungarian army, where
he served until the end of the First World War.
He cited Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec as an artistic influ-
ence.*[2]

33.2 Career

In 1920, Halász went to Berlin, where he worked as
a journalist for the Hungarian papers Keleti and Nap-
kelet.*[3] He started studies at the Berlin-Charlottenburg
Academy of Fine Arts (Hochschule für Bildende Künste),
now Universität der Künste Berlin. There he became
friends with several older Hungarian artists and writers,
including the painters Lajos Tihanyi and Bertalan Pór,
and the writer György Bölöni, each of whom later moved
to Paris and became part of the Hungarian circle.*[4]
In 1924, Halasz moved to Paris to live, where he would
stay for the rest of his life. To learn the French language,
he began teaching himself by reading the works of Marcel

Proust. Living among the gathering of young artists in
the Montparnasse quarter, he took a job as a journal-
ist. He soon became friends with the American writer
Henry Miller, and the French writers Léon-Paul Fargue
and Jacques Prévert. In the late 1920s, he lived in the
same hotel as Tihanyi.*[4]
Miller later played down Brassai's claims of friendship.
In 1976 he wrote of Brassai: "Fred [Perles] and I used to
steer shy of him - he bored us.”Miller added that the biog-
raphy Brassai had written of him was typically“padded”,
“full of factual errors, full of suppositions, rumors, doc-

uments he filched which are largely false or give a false
impression.”*[5]
Halász's job and his love of the city, whose streets
he often wandered late at night, led to photography.
He first used it to supplement some of his articles for
more money, but rapidly explored the city through this
medium, in which he was tutored by his fellow Hungarian
André Kertész. He later wrote that he used photography
“in order to capture the beauty of streets and gardens in

the rain and fog, and to capture Paris by night.”*[6] Us-
ing the name of his birthplace, Gyula Halász went by the
pseudonym“Brassaï,”which means“from Brasso.”
Brassaï captured the essence of the city in his pho-
tographs, published as his first collection in the 1933 book
entitled Paris de nuit (Paris by Night). His book gained
great success, resulting in being called“the eye of Paris”
in an essay by his friend Henry Miller. In addition to pho-
tos of the seedier side of Paris, Brassai portrayed scenes
from the life of the city's high society, its intellectuals, its
ballet, and the grand operas. He had been befriended by a
French family who gave him access to the upper classes.
Brassai photographed many of his artist friends, includ-
ing Salvador Dalí, Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, Alberto
Giacometti, and several of the prominent writers of his
time, such as Jean Genet and Henri Michaux.
Young Hungarian artists continued to arrive in Paris
through the 1930s and the Hungarian circle absorbed
most of them. Kertèsz immigrated to New York in 1936.
Brassai befriended many of the new arrivals, including
Ervin Marton, a nephew of Tihanyi, whom he had been
friends with since 1920. Marton developed his own rep-
utation in street photography in the 1940s and 1950s.
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Brassaï continued to earn a living with commercial work,
also taking photographs for the United States magazine
Harper's Bazaar.*[6] He was a founding member of the
Rapho agency, created in Paris by Charles Rado in 1933.
Brassaï's photographs brought him international fame.
In 1948, he had a one-man show in the [United States]
at the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) in New York
City, which traveled to the George Eastman House in
Rochester, New York; and the Art Institute of Chicago,
Illinois.*[7] MOMA exhibited more of Brassai's works in
1953, 1956, and 1968.*[8] He was presented at the Ren-
contres d'Arles festival (France) in 1970 (screening at the
Théâtre Antique,“Brassaï" by Jean-Marie Drot), in 1972
(screening“Brassaï si, Vominino”by René Burri), and
in 1974 (as guest of honor).

33.3 Marriage

In 1948, Brassaï married Gilberte Boyer, a French
woman. She worked with him in supporting his photog-
raphy. In 1949, he became a naturalized French citizen
after years of being stateless.*[9]

33.4 Publications

• Brassai, HenryMiller: The Paris Years, Arcade Pub-
lishing, 1975

• Brassai (1976). The Secret Paris of the 30's. New
York: Thames & Hudson. ISBN 0-500-27108-9.

• Brassai, Letters to My Parents, Chicago, IL: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1997

• Brassai, Conversations with Picasso, Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1999
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Chapter 34

Bruce Davidson (photographer)

Bruce Davidson (born September 5, 1933) is an Ameri-
can photographer. He has been a member of the Magnum
Photos agency since 1958. His photographs, notably
those taken in Harlem, New York City, have been widely
exhibited and published. He is known for photographing
communities usually hostile to outsiders.*[1]

34.1 Life and work

Davidson was born on September 5, 1933 in Oak Park,
Illinois. At age 10, his mother built him a darkroom in
their basement and Davidson began taking photographs.
Soon after, he approached a local photographer who
taught him the technical nuances of photography, in addi-
tion to lighting and printing skills. His artistic influences
included Robert Frank, Eugene Smith, and Henri Cartier-
Bresson.*[2]
At 19, Davidson won his first national recognition for his
photography, the 1952 Kodak National High School Pho-
tographic Award, for a picture of an owl.*[3]*[4] After
he graduated from high school, Davidson attended the
Rochester Institute of Technology and Yale University,
where one of his teachers was artist Josef Albers. David-
son showed Albers a box of prints of alcoholics on Skid
Row; Albers told him to throw out his “sentimental”
work and join his class in drawing and color. For his
college thesis, Davidson created a photo essay that was
published in Life in 1955, documenting the emotions of
football players behind the scenes of the game.
Following college, Davidson was drafted into the US
Army, where he served in the Signal Corps at Fort
Huachuca, Arizona, attached to the post's photo pool.
Initially, he was given routine photo assignments. Un-
daunted, Davidson created out of seemingly mundane
material unique photo studies. An editor of the post's
newspaper, recognizing his talents, asked that he be per-
manently assigned to the post newspaper. There, given
a certain degree of autonomy, he was allowed to further
hone his talents. Later, stationed in Paris, he met Henri
Cartier-Bresson, a later colleague with the Magnum
photo agency, sharing his portfolio and receiving advice
from Cartier-Bresson. While in France, Davidson pro-

duced a photo essay on the Widow of Montmartre, an old
Parisian woman.
After his military service, in 1957, Davidson worked
briefly as a freelance photographer, before joining Mag-
num the following year. During the following few years
he most notably produced Brooklyn Gang*[5] and The
Dwarf. From 1961 to 1965, Davidson produced one
of his most famous bodies of work as he chronicled the
events and effects of the Civil Rights Movement around
the country, in both the north and the south. In support of
his project, Davidson received a Guggenheim Fellowship
in 1962, and the project was displayed at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York. Upon the completion of
his documentation of the Civil Rights Movement, David-
son received the first ever photography grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Davidsonʼs next project, published in 1970 as East
100th Street̶a two-year documentation of a conspicu-
ously poverty-stricken*[6]*[7] block in East Harlem̶is
perhaps his most famous. This project was also displayed
at the Museum of Modern Art. Davidson followed this
with Subway, a classic portrayal of the New York City
Subway system, in the late 1970s. Using color, Davidson
documented a gritty and lively urban underworld. Over
a decade later, in the early 1990s, Davidson completed
a four-year exploration of Central Park, showing it as a
beautiful and grand homage to New York City.
In 1998, Davidson returned to East 100th Street to doc-
ument the revitalization, renewal and changes that oc-
curred in the 30 years since he last documented it. For
this visit, he presented a community slide show and re-
ceived an Open Society Institute Individual Fellowship
Award.
Davidson has directed two award-winning short films, a
documentary titled Living off the Land and a more surreal
tale titled Isaac Singerʼs Nightmare and Mrs. Pupkoʼs
Beard.
An image from his Brooklyn Gang series was used as the
cover for Bob Dylan's 2009 album Together Through Life.
Davidson received the Outstanding Contribution to Pho-
tography Award at the 2011 Sony World Photography
Awards.
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He continues to work as an editorial photographer.

34.2 Publications

• Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Lower Eastside: Pho-
tographs by Bruce Davidson. Softback ISBN 0-299-
20624-6.

• East 100th Street.

• Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1970. Hardback ISBN 0-674-22435-3; soft-
back ISBN 0-674-22436-1.

• Los Angeles: St Ann's Press, 2003. ISBN 0-
9713681-3-9. Expanded edition.

• Bruce Davidson Photographs. Agrinde/Summit,
1978. Paperback ISBN 0-671-40068-1.

• Subway.

• New York: Aperture, 1986. ISBN 0-89381-
231-5.

• Los Angeles: St Ann's Press, 2003. ISBN 0-
9713681-8-X. Expanded edition.

• Göttingen: Steidl, 2011. ISBN 978-3-
86930-294-2. With texts by Fred Braith-
waite,“Bruce Davidson's Subway"; Davidson,
“Train of Thought"; and Henry Geldzahler,
“Reflections”.

• Portraits. New York: Aperture, 1991. Hardback
ISBN 0-89381-851-8.

• England/Scotland 1960. Göttingen: Steidl, 2006.
ISBN 3-86521-127-5.

• Outside Inside. Göttingen: Steidl, 2010. ISBN 978-
3-86521-908-4. A three-volume collection contain-
ing black and white photographs that spanned his
career to date.*[8]

• In Color. Göttingen: Steidl, 2014. ISBN 978-
3869305646.

34.3 See also

• Photographers of the American Civil Rights Move-
ment
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Chapter 35

Bruce Nauman

Bruce Nauman (born December 6, 1941) is an Amer-
ican artist. His practice spans a broad range of me-
dia including sculpture, photography, neon, video, draw-
ing, printmaking, and performance. Nauman lives near
Galisteo, New Mexico.

35.1 Life and work

Nauman was born in Fort Wayne, Indiana, but his fa-
ther's work as an engineer for General Electric meant that
the family moved often.*[1] He studied mathematics and
physics at the University of Wisconsin–Madison (1960–
64), and art with William T. Wiley and Robert Arneson
at the University of California, Davis (1965–6). In 1964
he gave up painting to dedicate himself to sculpture, per-
formance and cinema collaborations with William Allan
and Robert Nelson. He worked as an assistant to Wayne
Thiebaud. Upon graduation (MFA, 1966), he taught at
the San Francisco Art Institute from 1966 to 1968, and
at the University of California at Irvine in 1970. In 1968
he met the singer and performance artist Meredith Monk
and signed with the dealer Leo Castelli. Nauman moved
from Northern California to Pasadena in 1969. In 1979,
Nauman further moved to Pecos, New Mexico. In 1989,
he established a home and studio in Galisteo, New Mex-
ico, where he continues to work and live along with his
wife, the painter Susan Rothenberg.
Confronted with“What to do?" in his studio soon after
graduating, Nauman had the simple but profound real-
ization that “If I was an artist and I was in the studio,
then whatever I was doing in the studio must be art. At
this point art became more of an activity and less of a
product.”*[2] Nauman set up a studio in a former gro-
cery shop in the Mission district of San Francisco and
then in a sublet from his university tutor in Mill Valley.
These two locations provided the setting for a series of
performed actions which he captured in real time, on a
fixed camera, over the 10-minute duration of a 16mm
film reel.*[3] Between 1966 and 1970 he made several
videos, in which he used his body to explore the poten-
tials of art and the role of the artist, and to investigate
psychological states and behavioural codes. Much of his
work is characterized by an interest in language, often

manifesting itself in a playful, mischievous manner. For
example, the neon Run From Fear – Fun From Rear, or
the photograph Bound To Fail, which literalizes the title
phrase and shows the artist's arms tied behind his back.
There are however, very serious concerns at the heart of
Nauman's practice. He seems to be fascinated by the na-
ture of communication and language's inherent problems,
as well as the role of the artist as supposed communicator
and manipulator of visual symbols.
Nauman began in the 1960s with exhibitions at Nick
Wilder's gallery in Los Angeles and in New York at Leo
Castelli in 1968 along with early solo shows at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art and the Whitney Mu-
seum in 1972.

His Self Portrait as a Fountain (1966) shows the artist
spouting a stream of water from his mouth. At the end
of the 1960s, Nauman began constructing claustropho-
bic and enclosed corridors and rooms that could be en-
tered by visitors and which evoked the experience of
being locked in and of being abandoned. A series of
works inspired by one of the artist's dreams was brought
together under the title of Dream Passage and created
in 1983, 1984, and 1988.*[4] In his installation Chang-
ing Light Corridor with Rooms (1971), a long corridor is
shrouded in darkness, whilst two rooms on either side are
illuminated by bulbs that are timed to flash at different
rates.*[5]
Since the mid-1980s, primarily working with sculpture
and video, Nauman has developed disturbing psycholog-
ical and physical themes incorporating images of animal
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and human body parts. In 1988, after a hiatus of nearly
two decades focused on time-based media, he resumed
his work with cast objects.*[6]

35.1.1 Selected works

Some of Nauman's best-known works include:

• A Rose Has No Teeth (1966) - Lead, 7.5 x 8 x 2.25
in.

• Eleven Color Photographs (1966-1967/1970) -
Portfolio of eleven color photographs, various sizes,
all approx. 19.75 x 23 in. edition of 8 Published by
Leo Castelli Gallery, New York

• Art Make-Up (1967) - video in which Nauman
slowly covers his face and upper torso with white,
then pink, then green, then black makeup, until by
the end he looks like a negative image*[1] Initially
the films were intended to be projected simultane-
ously on four walls of a room. Although this form
of installation was never realized for this piece, Nau-
man employed the method for subsequent film and
video installations.*[7]

• The True Artist Helps the World by Revealing
Mystic Truths (1967)*[8] – a spiraling neon sign
with this slogan.

• Flesh to White to Black to Flesh (1968) 51 min-
utes b&w, sound. Nauman puts on white makeup,
then black makeup, then returns to his ordinary skin
color.*[9]*[10]

• Burning Small Fires (1969) - artist's book for
which Nauman burned Ed Ruscha's book Various
Small Fires and Milk (1964), photographed it, and
edited a book of his own.*[11]

• Wall-Floor Positions (1969) - Videotape, black
and white, sound, 60 mins. to be repeated contin-
uously.

• Pacing Upside Down(1969) 60 minutes b&w.
With his arms held over his head, hands crossed,
Nauman is moving jerkily around a perimeter de-
fined by a square drawn on the studio floor, filmed
by a fixed camera, placed upside down.*[12]*[13]

• Audio Video Piece for London, Ontario (1969–
70) - Nauman uses a closed-circuit television, a
camera, and an audio recording to confuse sensory
perception as the television broadcasts images and
rhythmic noises of an adjoining room.*[14]

• LA AIR (1970)*[15] – A soft-cover artist's book,
featuring only 10 color illustrations [photographs] of
the polluted Los Angeles skyline. It complements
and extends the sky-blue pages of Nauman's earlier
book CLEA RSKY (1968–69).*[16] No text.

• Henry Moore bound to fail, back view(1967–
1970)*[17] – cast wax relief of a man's back with
arms tied by ropes.*[18] In 2001, this work sold for
$9 million at auction. This is one of the highest
prices paid for Nauman's work.

• Please/Pay/Attention/Please (1973) - Collage and
letraset, 27.5 x 27.5 in.

• Elke allowing the floor to rise up over her
face(1973) 39 minutes color sound. She lies on her
back, turns over, moves around as the video makes
her seem to sink below the floor.*[12]*[19]

• Tony Sinking into the Floor, Face Up, and Face
Down(1973) 60 minutes. Tony lies there as if dead,
then slowly wakes up, as the editing makes him seem
to sink into the floor.*[12]*[20]

• Good Boy Bad Boy (1985) - Two video mon-
itors, two videotape players, two videotapes
(color,sound). dimensions variable.

• Clown Torture (1987)*[21] – in four separate
stacked video screens, a clown screaming “No”
repeatedly, a clown telling an annoying children's
joke, a clown balancing goldfish bowls, and a clown
sitting on a public toilet.

• Vices and Virtues (1988)*[22] – Atop the Charles
Lee Powell Structural Systems Laboratory on the
campus of the University of California, San Diego
as part of the Stuart Collection of public art: neon
signs seven feet tall, alternating the seven vices
and seven virtues: FAITH/LUST, HOPE/ENVY,
CHARITY/SLOTH, PRUDENCE/PRIDE, JUS-
TICE/AVARICE, TEMPERANCE/GLUTTONY,
and FORTITUDE/ANGER.*[23]

• Learned Helplessness in Rats (Rock and Roll
Drummer) (1988)*[24] – Plexiglass maze, closed
circuit video camera, video projector, two videotape
players, two monitors, and two videotapes. Collec-
tion of MOMA.

• Animal Pyramid (1989) – a stack of seventeen
taxidermy molds rising to twelve feet*[14]

• World Peace (1996)*[25]– five projectors or video
players displaying four women and a man each
speaking simultaneous monologues about world
peace and endlessly rehearsing the words 'We'll talk
– They'll listen / You'll talk – We'll listen / They'll
talk – You'll listen'.*[26]

• Setting a Good Corner (Allegory & Metaphor)
(1999)*[27] – looping video of the artist setting a
corner fencepost.

• Mapping the Studio I (Fat Chance John Cage)
(2001)*[28] – multiple projections record noctur-
nal activity by the artist's cat and various mice in his
studio over the summer of 2000.
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• Raw Materials (2004)*[29] – sound installation
displayed in the Turbine Hall of Tate Modern,*[30]
bringing together 21 audio pieces made over a pe-
riod of 40 years.*[31]

• One Hundred Fish Fountain (2005) comprises
hollow bronze fish, cast from catfish, bass, white-
fish and other species, suspended by wires from the
ceiling at different heights, as if swimming in deep
water. Below them is a broad, shallow basin, cob-
bled together from rubber sheeting, which measures
25 feet by 28 feet, from which water is pumped up to
each fish through a hose connected to its belly.*[32]
The environmentally scaled sculpture all but fills the
room, allowing just a narrow track for the viewer to
edge around the perimeter, in much the same way
as Nauman's early corridor works first invited then
restricted movement.*[33]

• Untitled “Leave the Land Alone”
(1969/2009)*[34] – premiered as a public skywrit-
ing project over Pasadena for the Armory Center
for the Arts in September 2009, initiated by curator
Andrew Berardini. The plane circled around and
rewrote the brief sentence“Leave the Land Alone”
several times. This work connects with LAAIR as
well as lambastes the Land Art movement*[35]

• Days/Giorni (2009)*[36] – two rows of wafer-thin
white speakers that played 14 recordings of seven
people chanting the days of the week, either in En-
glish (“Days”) or Italian (“Giorni”).*[37] Pur-
chased in a 50–50 deal by the Museum of Mod-
ern Art in New York and Maja Oeri, a MoMA
trustee whose Emanuel Hoffmann Foundation is at
the Schaulager in Basel, Switzerland.*[38]

• For Beginners (all the combinations of the
thumb and fingers) (2010)*[39] – video depicting
Nauman's hands enacting all the possible combina-
tions of the four fingers and thumb – 31 positions
in all – accompanied by his verbal enumeration of
each finger combination. Purchased in a 50–50 deal
by François Pinault and LACMA.*[38]

• For Beginners (instructed piano) (2010) - sound
piece featuring a tentative piano solo by the artist-
musician Terry Allen.*[40]

35.1.2 Commissions

In 1990, the Greater Des Moines Public Art Foundation
commissioned a cast bronze version of Nauman's Animal
Pyramid (1989), a stack of seventeen taxidermy molds
rising to twelve feet. It is installed in the grounds of the
Des Moines Art Center, Iowa.*[6]

35.2 Exhibitions

• In 1966, the Nicholas Wilder Gallery, Los Ange-
les, held Nauman's first solo exhibition of fibreglass
sculptures just before the artist received his master's
degree

• In 1968, the Leo Castelli Gallery, New York, and
the Galerie Konrad Fischer, Düsseldorf, initiated a
long series of solo shows. Also in 1968, he was in-
vited for the first time to participate in documenta
4 in Kassel, and received a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts that enabled him to work
in New York for one year.

• As early as 1972, the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art and Marcia Tucker at the Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York, organized the first solo
museum exhibition of the artist's work, which trav-
eled in Europe and the United States.

• In 1981 a major retrospective was held at the
Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo, and the Kun-
sthalle Baden-Baden.

• Nauman retrospective was organized by the Walker
Art Center, Minneapolis, and traveled to many
venues throughout America and Europe from 1993
to 1995.

• In 1997, the Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg mounted
another major retrospective,*[41] which toured
the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, Hayward
Gallery in London and Nykytaiteen Museo in
Helsinki.

• Nauman has had major solo exhibitions at Dia
Art Foundation (2002),*[42] Deutsche Guggen-
heim,*[43] Tate Modern (2004),*[29] Scottsdale
Museum of Contemporary Art (2005),*[44] Tate
Liverpool (2006),*[45] Milwaukee Art Museum
(2006),*[46] Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific
Film Archive (2007)*[47] and Hamburger Bahnhof
(2010).*[48]*[49]

• For the Venice Biennale in 2009, the Philadelphia
Museum of Art curated a 33-work survey of Nau-
man's art. The American display was shown at the
U.S. Pavilion and carried over to spaces outside the
Biennale, the Ca' Foscari and the University Iuav of
Venice at Tolentini.*[37]

Nauman's work has been included in documenta (1968,
1972, 1977, 1992), the Whitney Biennial (1977, 1985,
1987, 1991, and 1997), and the Venice Biennale (1978,
1980, 1999, 2005, and 2007).
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Truncated Pyramid Room (1982/1998) in Lörrach, Germany

35.3 Collections

Nauman's work is in the collections of the Art In-
stitute of Chicago;*[50] Kunstmuseum Basel;*[41] the
Hallen für Neue Kunst Schaffhausen; Kunsthaus, Zürich;
Hamburger Bahnhof/Friedrich Christian Flick Collec-
tion, Berlin; Museum Brandhorst, Munich; Centre Pom-
pidou, Paris; the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum*[43]
and the Museum of Modern Art in New York;*[51] the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington,
DC;*[52] Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago;Tate
Modern*[29] in London, New Mexico Museum of
Art,*[53] and the Walker Art Center, among many oth-
ers.

35.4 Recognition

Bruce Nauman holds honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degrees from the San Francisco Art Institute and the
California Institute of the Arts.

• 1993 - Wolf Prize for his distinguished work as
a sculptor and his extraordinary contribution to
twentieth-century art

• 1999 - Golden Lion of the Venice Biennale.*[54]

• 2004 - Praemium Imperiale for sculpture*[55]

• 2004 - Time Magazine named Nauman one of their
100 most influential people in 2004.

• 2006 - Artfacts.net ranked Nauman as the number
one among living artist, followed by Gerhard Richter
and Robert Rauschenberg.*[56]

• 2008 - United States Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs (ECA) announced the selection of

Fifteen Pairs of Hands (1996) in the collection of the National
Gallery of Art

Bruce Nauman as the American representative to
the 2009 Venice Biennale where he won the pres-
tigious Golden Lion.*[54]

35.5 Influences

Nauman has cited as major influences the following writ-
ers, philosophers, and artists:

• Samuel Beckett

• Ludwig Wittgenstein - Throughout Nauman's long
career, to a greater or lesser extent Nauman has
credited Wittgenstein as an influence of his work.
He has spoke of this influence in several interviews,
in a 1970 interview Nauman speaks to the broader
sense of Wittgenstein's influence, “Just the way
Wittgenstein proceeds in thinking about things, his
awareness of how to think about things. I don't think
you can point to any specific piece that's the result
of reading Wittgenstein, but it has to do with some
sort of process of how to go about thinking about
things.”This was also a sentiment that was stated in a
1980 article. Nauman makes these statements even
though he has pointed to a piece that was directly in-
fluenced in a 1966 interview where Nauman speaks
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about the piece“A rose has no teeth”. Which was
a direct quote of one of Wittgenstein's “language
games”. No matter how much credit he has given
to this relationship, it is something that art writers
have continued to see in his work all through his ca-
reer, especially in his linguistic works, whether writ-
ten or spoken. Arthur C. Danto speaks of Nauman's
work and his relationship to Wittgenstein in an ar-
ticle written in 1995, “A great deal of the work
of Bruce Nauman consists in issuing commands,...it
is perhaps helpful to consider those works as hav-
ing at times the framework and logic of language
games--which means, since the works are often di-
rected at us, that we are meant to do something in
response...designed as language games, they address
us less as viewers than participants. To experience a
Nauman is to interact with it in some way that goes
beyond appreciating it as a work of art.”In a similar
line of thinking Janet Krynak in the book“Please
pay attention please”makes a case that a set of works
has a similar effect by the fact that all the pieces
“Contain Directive or imperative verbs, calling out

'You'". Bringing the viewer into this language game
that Nauman is setting up.

• John Cage

• Philip Glass

• La Monte Young

• Meredith Monk

Nauman was a part of the Process Art Movement.

35.6 Art market

Nauman's earliest supporters, in the 1970s, were
mainly European patrons and institutions, such as the
Kunstmuseum Basel. Chicago-based collector Gerald El-
liott was the first American to amass a sizable number
of Naumans, including the 1966 plaster sculpture Mold
for a Modernized Slant Step, all of which went to the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, when he died in
1994. Emerging later as a prominent buyer was Friedrich
Christian Flick, who collected more than 40 pieces from
throughout Nauman's career.
Two of Nauman's early auction records were for mon-
umental neons, both walls of blinking punning phrases:
Sotheby's New York hammered down One Hundred Live
and Die (1984) to the Benesse Art Site, in Naoshima,
Japan, for $1.9 million in 1992,*[57] and five years later
sold Good Boy/Bad Boy (1986–87) to the Daros Collec-
tion in Zürich for $2.2 million. Nauman's neon work
Violins Violence Silence (1981/82) realized $4 million at
Sotheby's New York in 2009.*[58]
By 2001, the sculpture Henry Moore Bound to Fail
(1967), a wax and plaster cast of Nauman's own arms tied

behind his back, had set a new auction record for postwar
art when Christie's sold it for $9.9 million to Francois Pin-
ault. In 2002, Sperone Westwater Gallery sold Mapping
the Studio (Fat Chance John Cage) (2001), four videos
showing Nauman's cat chasing mice during the night, for
$1.2 million apiece to such museums as Tate Modern,
London; Dia Art Foundation, New York; Kunstmuseum
Basel; and Centre Pompidou, Paris.
Nauman is represented by Sperone Westwater Gallery,
New York, and Galerie Konrad Fischer, Düsseldorf and
Berlin (since 1968).*[1]
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35.8 External links

General and biographical

• Biography, interviews, essays, artwork images and
video clips from PBS series Art:21 - Art in the 21st
Century - Season 1 (2001)

• 2004 interview from frieze

• Setting a Good Corner, an interview, PBS, Art:21

• Bruce Nauman in artfacts

• Sperone Westwater Gallery

• Bruce Nauman in the National Gallery of Australia's
Kenneth Tyler collection

Works by Bruce Nauman

• Bruce Nauman at the Museum of Modern Art

• Bruce Nauman in the Tate Collection

• Inside Installations: Mapping the Studio II Conser-
vation project and e-learning module at Tate Online

• Bruce Nauman in the Video Data Bank

• Bruce Nauman in the Mediateca Media Art Space

• Brooke Alexander Gallery

Exhibitions

• Bruce Nauman at the Musée d'art contemporain de
Montréal

• A Rose Has No Teeth: Bruce Nauman in the 1960s
Retrospective exhibition of early formative works at
the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive,
January 17 – April 15, 2007. Curated by Constance
Lewallen.

• A Rose Has No Teeth: Bruce Nauman in the 1960s
Catalogue from the exhibition at the Museo d'Arte
Contemporanea in Rivoli (Italy), May 23 – Septem-
ber 9, 2007.

• Bruce Nauman: Make Me Think Me Exhibition
at Tate Liverpool, UK, Summer 2006. Online re-
sources include video footage of neons.

• Unilever Series: Bruce Nauman Raw Materials
sound installation at Tate Modern, London, UK,
2004

Review and criticism

• Can everyone hear at the back?, by Rose Jennings,
The Observer, October 10, 2004 – Martin Creed,
Barbara Kruger, Jenny Holzer, John Baldessari and
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• Inside the mind of Bruce Nauman, by Adrian Searle,
The Guardian, October 12, 2004
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the Tate's emptiness, by Charlotte Higgins, The
Guardian, October 12, 2004

• From a whisper to a scream, by Laura Cumming,
The Observer, October 17, 2004

• Sound of surprise, with no risk of playing to the
gallery, by Charlotte Simmons, The Guardian, Oc-
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Chapter 36

Carleton Watkins

Carleton Watkins self-portrait (enlarged to show detail)

Yosemite Valley, View from Inspiration Point, 1879, in the
Princeton University Art Museum

Carleton Watkins (1829-1916) was an American pho-
tographer of the 19th century. Born in New York, he
moved to California and quickly became interested in
photography. He focused mainly on landscape photos,
and Yosemite was a favorite subject of his. His photos
of the valley significantly influenced the United States
Congressʼdecision to preserve it as a National Park.

Minerva Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs, National Park, by
Carleton Watkins

36.1 Early life

36.1.1 Birth

Carleton Watkins was born on November 11, 1829, the
eldest of eight children. His parents were John and Ju-
lia Watkins, a carpenter and an innkeeper. Born in
Oneonta, New York, he was a hunter and fisherman and
was involved in the glee club and Presbyterian Church
Choir.*[1]

36.1.2 San Francisco

In 1851, Watkins and his childhood friend Collis Hunt-
ington moved to San Francisco with hopes of finding
gold.*[1] Although they did not succeed in this spe-
cific venture, both became successful. Watkins became
known for his photography skills, and Huntington became
one of the“Big Four”owners of the Central Pacific Rail-
road.*[2] This would later be helpful for Watkins.

36.1.3 Jobs prior to photography

During the first two years in San Francisco, Watkins did
not work in photography. He worked originally worked
for his friend Huntington, delivering supplies to mining
operations. He did this before working as a store clerk
at a George Murray s̓ Bookstore,*[2] near the studio of
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Robert Vance, a well-known Daguerreotypist. An em-
ployee of Vance s̓ unexpectedly left his job, and Watkinsʼ
agreeable personality led to his looking after the stu-
dio.*[3]

36.2 Photography career

36.2.1 Robert Vance

Before his work with Vance, Watkins knew nothing about
photography. Vance showed him the basic elements of
photography, planning to return and retake the portraits
himself. However, when he came back, he found that
Watkins had excelled at the art while he was away and his
customers were satisfied.*[3]

Smelting Works, New Almaden, by Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-
1916

36.2.2 Early Work

By 1858, Watkins was ready to begin his own photog-
raphy business. He did many various commissions, in-
cluding“Illustrated California Magazine”for James Ma-
son Hutchings and the documentation of John and Jessie
Fremont s̓ mining estate in Mariposa.*[2] He made Da-
guerreotype stereoviews (two nearly identical images of
the same scene, viewed through a stereoscope to create an
illusion of depth) at the“Almaden Quicksilver Mines.”
These were used in a widely publicized court case, which
furthered his reputation as a photographer.*[3]

36.2.3 Yosemite

In July 1861, Watkins made the decision that changed
his career: he traveled to Yosemite. He brought his
mammoth-plate camera (which used 18x22 inch glass
plates) and his stereoscopic camera.*[2] The stereoscopic
camera was used to bring the subject alive, and the
mammoth-plate camera was used to capture more de-
tail.*[1] The photographer returned with thirty mammoth
plate and one hundred stereo view negatives. These were
some of the first photographs of Yosemite seen in the
East.*[4] In 1864-5, Watkins was hired to make pho-

Bridal Veil Falls. One of Watkins iconic Yosemite photographs

tographs of Yosemite for the California State Geological
Survey.*[1]

36.2.4 Studios

In 1867, Watkins opened his first public gallery, in addi-
tion to sending his photographs to the Universal Exposi-
tion in Paris, where he won a medal.*[1] This became his
lavish Yosemite Art Gallery. He displayed over a hun-
dred large Pacific coast views in addition over a thou-
sand images available through stereoscopes.*[1] Despite
his success as an artist, he was not successful as a busi-
nessman and ended up losing his gallery to his creditor
J.J. Cook.*[2]

Plantain Tree, by Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-1916

36.2.5 Taber and “New Series”

Not only did Watkins lose his studio to Cook, he also
lost its contents.*[5] When Cook and photographer Isaiah
Taber took over Yosemite Art Gallery, they began re-
producing his work without giving him credit.*[2] The
19th century had no copyright laws covering photographs,
and there was nothing Watkins could do to combat this
plagiarism. Due to this, he began recreating the images
he lost, calling it the“New Series.”*[3]
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36.3 Personal life

36.3.1 Family

Watkins met Frances Sneed photographing in Virginia
City.*[3] They became romantically involved in 1878 and
were married a year later, on Watkinsʼfiftieth birthday.
The couple had two children: a daughter Julia in 1881,
and a son Collis in 1883.*[1]

36.4 Decline

36.4.1 Loss of Sight

Watkins began to lose his sight in the 1890s. His last
commission was from Phoebe Hearst to photograph her
Hacienda del Pozo de Verona. Watkins was unable to
complete this job due to his failing sight and health. In
1895-96, his lack of work led to an inability to pay rent.
The Watkins family lived in an abandoned railroad car for
eighteen months before Huntington deeds Watkins Capay
Ranch in Yolo County.*[1]

36.4.2 Loss of Work

Watkins kept the majority of his work in a studio on Mar-
ket Street. This studio was destroyed in the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake and fire, with it countless pictures,
negatives and the majority of his stereo views. After this
horrific loss, he retired to Capay Ranch.*[3]

36.4.3 Napa State Hospital for the Insane

Three years after Watkins retired to Capay Ranch, he was
declared incompetent and put into the care of his daughter
Julia. She cared for him for a year before committing
him to the Napa State Hospital for the Insane in 1910, at
which point Frances Watkins began referring to herself
as“widow.”Watkins died in 1916 and was buried in an
unmarked grave on the hospital grounds.*[1]

36.5 Legacy

36.5.1 Yosemite

Watkins often photographed Yosemite, and had a pro-
found influence over the politicians debating its preser-
vation as a national park. His photos did more than just
capture the now national park; he created an icon. Half
Dome, for example, did already exist, but Watkins p̓ho-
tos brought it to people in a way that they could experi-
ence it. It became iconic through his photographs, be-
came something people wanted to see in person. His im-

Cathedral Rocks, 2600 feet, Yosemite Valley, Mariposa County,
Cal, by Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-1916

ages had a more concrete impact on Yosemite becoming
a national park than just encouraging people to visit. It
is said that Senator John Conness passed Watkinsʼpho-
tographs around Congress.*[6] His photography was also
said to have influenced President Abraham Lincoln, and
was one of the major factors in Lincoln signing the bill in
1864 declaring Yosemite Valley inviolable. This, then,
paved the way for the National Parks system in its en-
tirety.*[3] One of Yosemite s̓ many mountains is named
Mount Watkins in honor of Watkinsʼpart in preserving
Yosemite Valley.*[1]

36.5.2 Environmentalism

The 1864 bill signed by Lincoln is often seen as the be-
ginning of environmentalism in American politics. In ac-
cordance with his influence in preserving Yosemite and
the beginning of the National Parks system, Watkins is
seen as an important part of that. His photographs cap-
tured nature in a way that caught the eye of Americans.
He created sublime images of wilderness, pristine land-
scapes untouched by humans. These images established
icons that furthered environmentalist ideals, helping to
back claims about preservation.*[6]

Section of the Grizzly Giant, looking up, Mariposa Grove, Mari-
posa County, Cal, by Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-1916 2

36.5.3 "Grizzly Giant"

Not every environmentalist believes in Watkins p̓ositive
influence on the ideals they aim for. In addition to pho-
tographing Yosemite, Watkins also photographed one of
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the giant sequoia trees in California, the “Grizzly Gi-
ant.”His photo was created with one of his mammoth
plates, which allowed him to photograph the entire tree,
which had not been done before. Watkins, in addition
to creating an image not seen before, was already very
well-known, and the image rapidly gained fame. Despite
the fact that Watkins was attempting to preserve the trees,
the way his photograph captured American audiences led
to an increase in tourism in the area, which led to larger
commercialization, which led to a diminishing of the gi-
ant sequoias.*[7]
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Chapter 37

Carrie Mae Weems

Carrie Mae Weems (born April 20, 1953) is an
American artist who works with text, fabric, audio, dig-
ital images, and installation video but is best known for
her work in the field of photography.*[1]*[2] Her award-
winning photographs, films, and videos have been dis-
played in over 50 exhibitions in the United States and
abroad and focus on serious issues that face African
Americans today, such as racism, gender relations,
politics, and personal identity. She has said, “Let me
say that my primary concern in art, as in politics, is with
the status and place of Afro-Americans in our country.”
*[3] More recently however, she expressed that“Black
experience is not really the main point; rather, complex,
dimensional, human experience and social inclusion ... is
the real point.”*[4]

37.1 Early life and education

Weems was born in Portland, Oregon, in 1953, the sec-
ond of seven children to Myrlie and Carrie Weems. At
the age of 16 she gave birth to her first and only child, a
daughter named Faith C. Weems.*[5] Later that year she
moved out of her parent's home and soon relocated to San
Francisco to study modern dance with Anna Halprin at a
workshop Halprin had started with several other dancers,
as well as the artists John Cage and Robert Morris.*[6]
She decided to continue her arts schooling and attended
the California Institute of the Arts, Valencia, graduating
at the age of 28 with her B.A. She received her MFA
from the University of California, San Diego.*[7] Weems
also participated in the folklore graduate program at the
University of California, Berkeley.*[8]
While in her early twenties, Carrie Mae Weems was po-
litically active in the labor movement as a union orga-
nizer. Her first camera, which she received as a birth-
day gift from her then-boyfriend,*[9] was used for this
work rather than for artistic purposes. She was inspired
to pursue photography only after she came across The
Black Photography Annual, a book of images by African-
American photographers including Shawn Walker, Beu-
ford Smith, Anthony Barboza, Ming Smith, Adger Cow-
ans, and Roy DeCarava, which Weems found inspir-
ing.*[10] This led her to New York City, and the Studio

Museum in Harlem, where she began to meet other artists
and photographers such as Frank Stewart and Coreen
Simpson, and they began to form a community. In 1976
Weems took a photography class at the Museum taught by
Dawoud Bey. She returned to San Francisco, but lived bi-
coastally and was involved with the Studio Museum and
a community of photographers in New York.*[10]

37.2 Career and work

In 1983, Carrie Mae Weems completed her first collec-
tion of photographs, text, and spoken word, called Family
Pictures and Stories.*[11] The images told the story of her
family, and she has said that in this project she was try-
ing to explore the movement of black families out of the
South and into the North, using her family as a model
for the larger theme.*[10] Her next series, called Ain't
Jokin', was completed in 1988. It focused on racial jokes
and internalized racism. Another series called Ameri-
can Icons, completed in 1989, also focused on racism.
Weems has said that throughout the 1980s she was turn-
ing away from the documentary photography genre, in-
stead“creating representations that appeared to be doc-
uments but were in fact staged”and also “incorporat-
ing text, using multiples images, diptychs and triptychs,
and constructing narratives.”*[10] Gender issues were
the next focal point for her. It was the topic of one of
her most well known collections called The Kitchen Table
series*[12] which was completed in 1990.*[9]*[13]*[14]
About Kitchen Table and Family Pictures and Stories,
Weems has said, “I use my own constructed image as
a vehicle for questioning ideas about the role of tradi-
tion, the nature of family, monogamy, polygamy, rela-
tionships between men and women, between women and
their children, and between women and other women̶
underscoring the critical problems and the possible re-
solves.”*[10] She has expressed disbelief and concern
about the exclusion of images of the black community,
particularly black women, from the popular media, and
aims to represent these excluded subjects and speak to
their experience through her work. Weems has also re-
flected on the themes and inspirations of her work as a
whole, saying,
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"...from the very beginning, I've been in-
terested in the idea of power and the conse-
quences of power; relationships are made and
articulated through power. Another thing that's
interesting about the early work is that even
though I've been engaged in the idea of auto-
biography, other ideas have been more impor-
tant: the role of narrative, the social levels of
humor, the deconstruction of documentary, the
construction of history, the use of text, story-
telling, performance, and the role of memory
have all been more central to my thinking than
autobiography.”*[10]

Other series created by Weems include: the Sea Island Se-
ries (1991-92), the Africa Series (1993), From Here I Saw
What Happened and I Cried (1995-96), WhoWhat When
Where (1998), Ritual & Revolution (1998), the Louisiana
Project (2003), Roaming (2006), and the Museum Series,
which she began in 2007.*[9]*[15]*[16]
In her almost 30-year career, Carrie Mae Weems has
won numerous awards. She was named Photogra-
pher of the Year by the Friends of Photography. In
2005, she was awarded the Distinguished Photogra-
pher's Award in recognition of her significant contri-
butions to the world of photography.*[17] Her talents
have also been recognized by numerous colleges, includ-
ing Harvard University and Wellesley College, with fel-
lowships, artist-in-residence and visiting professor posi-
tions. She was awarded a MacArthur Foundation Fel-
lowship in 2013.*[18] In 2015 Weems was named a
Ford Foundation Art of Change Fellow. In September
2015, the Hutchins Center for African & African Amer-
ican Research presented her with the W. E. B. Du Bois
Medal.*[19]
The first comprehensive retrospective of her work opened
in September 2012 at the Frist Center for the Visual Arts
in Nashville, Tennessee,*[9]*[20] as a part of the center's
exhibition Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photog-
raphy and Video. Curated by Katie Delmez, the exhibi-
tion ran until January 13, 2013 and later traveled to Port-
land Art Museum, Cleveland Museum of Art, and the
Cantor Center for Visual Arts. The 30-year retrospec-
tive exhibition opened in January 2014 at the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum in New York City.*[9]*[21]
Weems' work returned to the Frist in October 2013 as
a part of the center's 30 Americans gallery, alongside
black artists ranging from Jean-Michel Basquiat to Ke-
hinde Wiley.*[22]
A full-color, visual book of the same name as the ex-
hibition was published by Yale University Press in Oc-
tober 2012. The book offers the first major survey of
Weems' career and includes a collection of essays from
leading and emerging scholars in addition to over 200 of
Weems' most important works. The book is currently out
of print*[23]

Weems lives in Brooklyn and Syracuse, New York, with
her husband Jeffrey Hoone.
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Charles Nègre

Henri Le Secq and "Le Stryge" on Notre Dame de Paris, pho-
tographed by Nègre in 1853

Charles Nègre (French: [nɛɡʁ]; 9 May 1820 – 16 January
1880) was a pioneering photographer, born in Grasse,
France. He studied under the painters Paul Delaroche,
Ingres and Drolling before establishing his own studio at
21 Quai Bourbon on the Île Saint-Louis, Paris.
Delaroche encouraged the use of photography as research
for painting; Nègre started with the daguerreotype pro-
cess before moving on to calotypes. His “Chimney-
Sweeps Walking”, an albumen print taken on the Quai
Bourbon in 1851, may have been a staged study for a
painting, but is nevertheless considered important to pho-
tographic history for its being an early instance of an in-
terest in capturing movement and freezing it forever in

one moment.*[1]
Having been passed over for the Missions Héli-
ographiques which commissioned many of his peers, Nè-
gre independently embarked on his own remarkably ex-
tensive study of the Midi region. The interesting shapes in
his 1852 photograph of buildings in Grasse have caused it
to be seen as a precursor to art photography.*[2] In 1859,
he was commissioned by Empress Eugénie to photograph
the newly established Imperial Asylum in the Bois de Vin-
cennes, a hospital for disabled workingmen.*[3]
He used both albumen and salt print, and was known
also as a skilled printer of photographs, using a gravure
method of his own development. A plan commissioned
by Napoleon III to print photographs of sculpture never
came to fruition, and in 1861 Nègre retired to Nice,
where he made views and portraits for holiday makers.
He died in Grasse in 1880.*[1]

• Etude dʼaprès nature (circa 1850)

38.1 See also

• Gustave Le Gray

• Henri Le Secq

38.2 References
[1] Ian Jeffrey. The Photography Book, 2nd ed., London:

Phaidon, 2000. (p. 343)

[2] Benjamin Genocchio.“They Didn't Forget the Camera”
, New York Times, July 31, 2005.

[3] “The Kitchens of the Imperial Asylum”, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, March 31, 2011.

38.3 Sources

• “The Barrel Organ Player With Two Children Lis-
tening”, Musée d'Orsay website, unsigned.
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38.4 External links
• Media related to Charles Nègre at Wikimedia Com-

mons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Charles%2520N%C3%A8gre


Chapter 39

Charles Sheeler

Charles Sheeler (July 16, 1883 – May 7, 1965) was
an American painter and commercial photographer. He
is recognized as one of the founders of American mod-
ernism and one of the master photographers of the 20th
century.

39.1 Early life and career

Charles Rettrew Sheeler Jr. was born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, attending the Pennsylvania Museum
School of Industrial Art, now the University of the
Arts (Philadelphia), from 1900 to 1903, and then the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, where he studied
under William Merritt Chase. He found early success
as a painter and exhibited at the Macbeth Gallery in
1908.*[1] In 1909, he went to Paris, just when the
popularity of Cubism was skyrocketing. Returning to
the United States, he realized that he would not be able to
make a living with Modernist painting. Instead, he took
up commercial photography, focusing particularly on ar-
chitectural subjects. He was a self-taught photographer,
learning his trade on a five dollar Brownie.
Sheeler owned a farmhouse in Doylestown, Pennsylvania,
about 39 miles outside Philadelphia. He shared it with
his longtime friend the artist Morton Schamberg (1881–
1918), who died in the influenza epidemic of 1918.*[2]
He was so fond of the home's 19th century stove that he
called it his“companion”and made it a subject of his
photographs. The farmhouse serves a prominent role in
many of his photographs, including shots of the bedroom
and kitchen and stairway. At one point he was quoted as
calling it“my cloister.”
Sheeler painted using a technique that complemented his
photography. He was a self-proclaimed Precisionist, a
term that emphasized the linear precision he employed
in his depictions. As in his photographic works, his sub-
jects were generally material things such as machinery
and structures. He was hired by the Ford Motor Co. to
photograph and make paintings of their factories.

39.2 Photography and film work

39.2.1 Films created by Charles Sheeler

• 1920 Manhatta (with Paul Strand)

39.2.2 Photographic works

• 1917 Doylestown House: Stairs from Below
(Metropolitan Museum of Art)

• 1927 Criss-Crossed Conveyors, River Rouge Plant,
Ford Motor Company (Metropolitan Museum of
Art)

39.3 Selected paintings

39.3.1 Early works

Still Life (1925), one of Sheeler's earlier works, and one of sev-
eral of his still life paintings.
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• Church Street El (1920) – The Cleveland Museum of
Art, Cleveland

• Still Life (1925) – M. H. de Young Memorial Museum,
San Francisco

• Lady of the Sixties (1925) – Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston

• Upper Deck (1928–1929) – Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York City

• American Landscape (1930) – Museum of Modern
Art, New York City

• Americana (1931) – Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York City

• Classic Landscape (1931) – Barney A. Ebsworth col-
lection

• View of New York (1931) – Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston

• Interior with Stove (1932) – National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C.

• River Rouge Plant (1933) – Whitney Museum of Amer-
ican Art, New York City

• American Interior (1934) – Yale University Gallery,
New Haven

• City Interior (1936) – Worcester Art Museum,
Worcester

39.3.2 Power series

In 1940, Fortune Magazine published a series of six paint-
ings commissioned of Sheeler. To prepare for the series,
Sheeler spent a year traveling and taking photographs.
Fortune editors aimed to “reflect life through forms …
[that] trace the firm pattern of the human mind,”and
Sheeler chose six subjects to fulfill this theme: a water
wheel (Primitive Power), a steam turbine (Steam Tur-
bine), the railroad (Rolling Power), a hydroelectric tur-
bine (Suspended Power), an airplane (Yankee Clipper)
and a dam (Conversation: Sky and Earth) *.

• Conversation: Sky and Earth (1939) – Amon Carter
Museum of American Art, Fort Worth

• Primitive Power (1939) – The Regis Collection,
Minneapolis

• Rolling Power (1939) – Smith College, Northampton

• Steam Turbine (1939) – Butler Institute of American
Art, Youngstown

• Suspended Power (1939) – Dallas Museum of Art,
Dallas

• Yankee Clipper (1939) – Rhode Island School of De-
sign, Providence

39.3.3 Later works

The monument of Charles Sheeler in Sleepy Hollow Cemetery

• Interior (1940) – National Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C.

• Fugue (1940) – Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

• Amoskeag Canal (1948) – Currier Museum of Art,
Manchester

• Windows (1952) – Hirschl & Adler Galleries, New York
City

• Conversation Piece (1952) – Reynolda House Museum
of American Art, Winston-Salem

• Aerial Gyrations (1953) – San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, San Francisco

• New England Irrelevancies (1953) – Boston Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston

• Ore Into Iron (1953) – Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

• Stacks in Celebration (1954) – Dayton Art Institute,
Dayton

• Architectural Cadences Number 4 (1954) – Amon
Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth

• Lunenburg (1954) – Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

• Golden Gate (1955) – Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York City

• On a Shaker Theme (1956) – Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston

• Red Against White (1957) – Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston

• Composition Around White (1959) – Collection of
Deborah and Ed Shein
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39.4 Exhibitions
•“Charles Sheeler: Paintings, Drawings, Pho-

tographs”– Museum of Modern Art, New York,
October 4 – November 1, 1939.*[3]

•“Paintings by Charles Sheeler”– Dayton Art In-
stitute, Dayton, Ohio, November 2 – December 2,
1944.*[3]

•“Charles Sheeler: A Retrospective Exhibition”– Art
Galleries, University of California at Los Angeles,
October 11 – November 7, 1954. Toured November
18 – June 15, 1955 at the M. H. de Young Memo-
rial Museum, San Francisco; Fine Arts Gallery of
San Diego; and Fort Worth Art Center, Fort Worth,
Texas; Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts,
Philadelphia; Munson-Williams Proctor Institute,
Utica, New York.*[3]

•“Charles Sheeler Retrospective Exhibition”–
Allentown Art Museum, Allentown, Pennsylvania,
November 17 – December 31, 1961.*[3]

•“Charles Sheeler Retrospective Exhibition”- March
17 – April 14, 1963 - State University of Iowa, De-
partment of Art.

•“Charles Sheeler”– National Collection of Fine
Arts, Washington, DC, October 10 – November 24,
1968. Toured January 10 – April 27, 1969 at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, and the Whitney Mu-
seum of American Art, New York.*[3]

•“Charles Sheeler: Across Media”– National Gallery
of Art, Washington, DC, May 7 – August 27, 2006.
Toured at the Art Institute of Chicago, October 7,
2006 – January 7, 2007; and the M. H. de Young
Memorial Museum, February 10 – May 6, 2007. 50
works included, including paintings, photographs,
works on paper, and a film.*[4]

•“The Photography of Charles Sheeler”– Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston. Toured at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, June 3 – August 17,
2003; the Detroit Institute of Arts; and the Georgia
O'Keeffe Museum. Nearly 100 works, including 90
photographs.*[5]

39.5 Notes

“̂Power: A portfolio by Charles Sheeler”, Fortune mag-
azine (December 1940) Time Inc., Volume XXII, Num-
ber 6

39.6 References
[1] Borland, Jennifer. Finding Aid to the Charles Sheeler

Papers, circa 1840s-1966, bulk 1923-1965. Archives of

American Art, Smithsonian Institution.

[2] Grace Glueck review of Morton Schamberg, NY Times,
1982 Retrieved August 11, 2010

[3] Roberts, Norma J., ed. (1988), The American Collections,
Columbus Museum of Art, p. 198, ISBN 0-8109-1811-0.

[4] “NGA – Charles Sheeler: Across Media (5/2006)".
National Gallery of Art. Archived from the original on
May 9, 2011. Retrieved September 19, 2011.

[5] “The Photography of Charles Sheeler”. Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Archived from the original on August 7,
2011. Retrieved September 19, 2011.

39.7 Other links
• 1958 - Oral history interview with Charles Sheeler,

1958 Dec. 9, Archives of American Art, Smithso-
nian Institution

• 1959 - Oral history interview with Charles Sheeler,
1959 June 18, Archives of American Art, Smithso-
nian Institution

39.8 Further reading
• Brock, Charles (2006), Charles Sheeler: Across Me-

dia, Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art,
in association with University of California Press,
Berkeley, ISBN 978-0-520-24872-4.

• Friedman, Martin (1975), Charles Sheeler, New
York: Watson/Guptill Publications.

• Harnsberger, R. Scott (1992), Ten Precisionist
Artists: Annotated Bibliographies, Westport: Green-
wood Press, ISBN 978-0-313-27664-4.

• Lucic, Karen (1991), Charles Sheeler and the Cult of
the Machine, Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
ISBN 978-0-674-11111-0.

• Rawlinson, Mark (2008), Charles Sheeler: Mod-
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39.9 External links
• Charles Sheeler: Across Media, The National

Gallery of Art, Washington, DC

• Ten Dreams Galleries

• Charles Sheeler Art Gallery

• Charles Sheeler at Find a Grave
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Chapter 40

Christian Boltanski

Christian Boltanski (born 1944) is a French sculptor,
photographer, painter and film maker.

The inhabitants of the Hôtel de Saint-Aignan in 1939 (1998) -
Musée d'Art et d'Histoire du Judaïsme

Sound installation The Whispers by Christian Boltanski at the
Folkestone Triennal (2008)

He is the brother of Luc Boltanski and the partner of
Annette Messager.

40.1 Installation art

In 1986, Boltanski began creating mixed media/materials
installations with light as essential concept. Tin boxes,

altar-like construction of framed and manipulated*[1]
photographs (e.g. Chases School, 1986–1987), pho-
tographs of Jewish schoolchildren taken in Vienna in
1931, used as a forceful reminder of mass murder of Jews
by the Nazis, all those elements and materials used in his
work are used in order to represent deep contemplation
regarding reconstruction of past. While creating Reserve
(exhibition at Basel, Museum Gegenwartskunst, 1989),
Boltanski filled rooms and corridors with worn clothing
items as a way of inciting profound sensation of human
tragedy at concentration camps. As in his previous works,
objects serve as relentless reminders of human experi-
ence and suffering.*[2] His piece, Monument (Odessa),
uses six photographs of Jewish students in 1939 and lights
to resemble Yahrzeit candles to honor and remember the
dead. “My work is about the fact of dying, but it's not
about the Holocaust itself.”*[3]
Additionally, his enormous installation titled“No Man's
Land”(2010) at the Park Avenue Armory in New York, is
a great example of how his constructions and installations
trace the lives of the lost and forgotten.*[4]

40.2 Exhibitions

Christian Boltanski has participated in over 150 art ex-
hibitions throughout the world.*[5] Among others, he
had solo exhibitions at the New Museum (1988), the
Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein, Magasin 3 in Stockholm,
the La Maison Rouge gallery, Institut Mathildenhöhe, the
Kewenig Galerie, The Musée d'Art et d'Histoire du Ju-
daïsme and many others.*[5]
From 1 July to 25 September 2011, museum Es Baluard
(Mallorca, Spain) exhibited“Signatures”, the installation
Christian Boltanski conceived specifically for Es Baluard
and which is focused on the memory of the workers who
in the 17th Century built the museum's walls.
In 2002, Boltanski made the installation“Totentanz II”
, a Shadow Installation with copper figures, for the un-
derground Centre for International Light Art (CILA) in
Unna, Germany.
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40.3 Prizes

• 2007 billionéateurs sans frontières award for visual
arts by Cultures France*[6]

• 2007 Praemium Imperiale Award by the Japan Art
Association*[6]

• 2001 Goslarer Kaiserring, Goslar, Germany*[6]

• 2001 Kunstpreis, given by Nord/LB, Braunschweig,
Germany*[6]

40.4 References

[1] Borger, Irene.“Christian Boltanski”. BOMB Magazine.
Retrieved 15 May 2013. IB: This touches on the newer
work, you have rephotographed and enlarged a portrait of
a high school class, in such a way that the information in
the pictures is no longer very specific and detailed. Youʼ
re really asking the spectator to fill it in. CB: You mean
the Lycee Chases? CB The less information you have, the
more open the work, the more you can think about it.

[2] Christian Boltanski: About this artist, Oxford University
Press

[3] Monument (Odessa) Jewish Museum

[4] McAdams, Shane. “CHRISTIAN BOLTANSKI No
Man's Land”. The Brooklyn Rail (July–August 2010).

[5] “Christian Boltanski biography” (PDF). Marian Good-
man gallery.

[6]“Marian Goodman Gallery”. Marian Goodman Gallery.
Retrieved 4 May 2011.

40.5 Further reading

• Tamar Garb, Didier Semin, Donald Kuspit,“Chris-
tian Boltanski”, Phaidon, London, 1997.

• Lynn Gumpert and Mary Jane Jacob, “Christian
Boltanski: Lessons of Darkness,”Chicago Museum
of Contemporary Art, 1988.

• Didier Semin, “Christian Boltanski,”Paris, Art
Press, 1988.

• Nancy Marmer,“Christian Boltanski: The Uses of
Contradiction,”“Art in America,”October 1989,
pp. 168–181, 233–235.

• Lynn Gumpert,“Christian Boltanski,”Paris, Flam-
marion, 1984.

40.6 External links
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Chapter 41

Cindy Sherman

Cynthia “Cindy”Morris Sherman (born January 19,
1954) is an American photographer and film director,
best known for her conceptual portraits. In 1995, she was
the recipient of a MacArthur Fellowship.

41.1 Early life and education

She was born in Glen Ridge, New Jersey, the youngest
of five children.*[1]*[2] Shortly after her birth, her fam-
ily moved to the township of Huntington, Long Island,
where her father worked as an engineer for Grumman
Aircraft.*[3] Her mother taught children with learning
difficulties to read.*[4]
Sherman became interested in the visual arts at Buffalo
State College, where she began painting. Frustrated with
what she saw as the medium's limitations, she abandoned
the form and took up photography. "[T]here was nothing
more to say [through painting]", she later recalled.“I was
meticulously copying other art and then I realized I could
just use a camera and put my time into an idea instead.”
Sherman has said about this time:“One of the reasons I
started photographing myself was that supposedly in the
spring one of my teachers would take the class out to a
place near Buffalo where there were waterfalls and every-
body romps around without clothes on and takes pictures
of each other. I thought,̒ Oh, I don't want to do this. But
if we're going to have to go to the woods I better deal with
it early. L̓uckily we never had to do that.”*[5] She spent
the remainder of her college education focused on pho-
tography. Though Sherman had failed a required photog-
raphy class as a freshman, she repeated the course with
Barbara Jo Revelle, whom she credits with introducing
her to conceptual art and other contemporary forms.*[6]
At college she met Robert Longo, who encouraged her to
record her process of“dolling up”for parties.*[7]
Together with Longo, Charles Clough and Nancy Dwyer,
she created Hallwalls, an arts center and a snapshot of
Buffalo in the late 1970s, a city which had gained a
reputation as a model laboratory for artists interested
in dismantling boundaries between media. Aside from
Hallwalls and the wealth of classes and programs in the
arts supplied by the two Buffalo campuses of the SUNY

school system, Sherman was exposed to the contempo-
rary art exhibited at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Me-
dia Studies Buffalo, the Center for Exploratory and Per-
ceptual Arts, and Artpark, in nearby Lewiston, N.Y.,
where she was privy to the fluid exchange of influences
among the artists, curators and programmers working at
all these venues and in all the exhibited media.*[8]
It was in Buffalo that Sherman encountered the photo-
based Conceptual works of artists Hannah Wilke,
Eleanor Antin, and Adrian Piper.*[9] Along with artists
like Laurie Simmons, Louise Lawler, and Barbara
Kruger, Sherman is considered to be part of the Pictures
Generation.*[10]

41.2 Photography

Sherman works in series, typically photographing herself
in a range of costumes. To create her photographs, Sher-
man shoots alone in her studio, assuming multiple roles
as author, director, make-up artist, hairstylist, wardrobe
mistress, and model.*[11]

41.2.1 Early work

Bus Riders (1976–2000) is a series of photographs that
feature the artist as a variety of meticulously observed
characters. The photographs were shot in 1976 and are
among the artist's earliest work but, like another series
entitled Murder Mystery People, were not printed or ex-
hibited until 2000. Sherman uses elaborate costumes and
make-up to transform her identity for each image, but is
photographed in a sparse, obviously staged setting with
a wooden chair standing in for the bus seat. Sherman
In her landmark 69-photograph series, the Complete Un-
titled Film Stills (1977–80; although the 1997 traveling
MOCA retrospective included five straight-on head shots
dated 1975), Sherman appeared as B-movie, foreign film
and film noir style actresses. When asked if she considers
herself to be acting in her photographs, Sherman said,“I
never thought I was acting. When I became involved with
close-ups I needed more information in the expression. I
couldn't depend on background or atmosphere. I wanted
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the story to come from the face. Somehow the acting just
happened.”*[5] In this early series, Sherman explores a
spectrum of societal archetypes, but since 1976 focused
her practice almost exclusively on the exploration of rep-
resentations of Caucasian women.*[12]
Many of Sherman's photo-series, like the 1981 Center-
folds, call attention to the stereotyping of women in films,
television and magazines. When talking about one of her
centerfold pictures Cindy stated,“In content I wanted a
man opening up the magazine suddenly look at it with an
expectation of something lascivious and then feel like the
violator that they would be. Looking at this woman who
is perhaps a victim. I didn't think of them as victims at
the time... But I suppose... Obviously I'm trying to make
someone feel bad for having a certain expectation.”*[13]
She explained to the New York Times in 1990, “I feel
I'm anonymous in my work. When I look at the pictures,
I never see myself; they aren't self-portraits. Sometimes
I disappear.”*[14] She describes her process as intuitive,
and that she responds to elements of a setting such as light,
mood, location, and costume, and will continue to change
external elements until she finds what she wants. She has
said of her process, “I think of becoming a different
person. I look into a mirror next to the camera…itʼs
trance-like. By staring into it I try to become that char-
acter through the lens ... When I see what I want, my
intuition takes over̶both in the 'acting' and in the edit-
ing. Seeing that other person that s̓ up there, that s̓ what
I want. It's like magic.”*[5]

41.2.2 The Untitled Film Stills

The series Untitled Film Stills, 1977–1980, with which
Cindy Sherman achieved international recognition, con-
sists of 69 black-and-white photographs. The artist
poses in different roles and settings (streets, yards, pools,
beaches, and interiors),*[15] producing a result remi-
niscent of stills typical of Italian neorealism or Amer-
ican film noir of the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s.*[16]
She avoided putting titles on the images to preserve
their ambiguity.*[17] Modest in scale compared to Sher-
manʼs later cibachrome photographs, they are all 8 1/2
by 11 inches, each displayed in identical, simple black
frames.*[18] Sherman used her own possessions as props,
or sometimes borrowed, as in Untitled Film Still #11 in
which the doggy pillow belongs to a friend. The shots
were also largely taken in her own apartment. The Unti-
tled Film Stills fall into several distinct groups:

• The first six are grainy and slightly out of focus (e.g.
Untitled #4), and each of the 'roles' appears to be
played by the same blonde actress.

• The next group was taken in 1978 at Robert Longo's
family beach house on the north fork of Long Island.
(Sherman met Longo during her sophomore year,
and they were a couple until late 1979)

• Later in 1978, Sherman began taking shots in out-
door locations around the city. E.g. Untitled Film
Still #21

• Sherman later returned to her apartment, prefer-
ring to work from home. She created her version
of a Sophia Loren character from the movie Two
Women. (E.g. Untitled Film Still #35 (1979))*[8]

• She took several photographs in the series while
preparing for a road trip to Arizona with her par-
ents. Untitled Film Still #48 (1979), also known as
The Hitchhiker, was shot by Sherman s̓ father*[19]
at sunset one evening during the trip.

• The remainder of the series was shot around New
York, like Untitled #54, often featuring a blonde vic-
tim typical of film noir.

She eventually completed the series in 1980, stopping,
she has explained, when she ran out of clichés. In De-
cember 1995, the Museum of Modern Art, New York,
acquired all sixty-nine black-and-white photographs in
Sherman's Untitled Film Stills series*[20] for an estimated
$1 million.*[21]

41.2.3 1980s

In addition to her film stills, Sherman has appropriated
a number of other visual forms̶the centerfold, fashion
photograph, historical portrait, and soft-core sex image.
These and other series, like the 1980s“Fairy Tales and
Disasters”sequence, were shown for the first time at the
Metro Pictures Gallery in New York City.
During the 1980s Sherman began to use colour film, to
exhibit very large prints, and to concentrate more on
lighting and facial expression. It was with her series
Rear Screen Projections, 1980, that Sherman switched
from black-and-white to color and to clearly larger for-
mats. Centerfolds/Horizontals, 1981, are inspired by the
center spreads in fashion and pornographic magazines.
The twelve (24 by 48 inches) photographs were initially
commissioned ̶but not used ̶by Artforum's Editor in
Chief Ingrid Sischy for an artist's section in the magazine.
Close-cropped and close up, they portray young women
in various roles, from a sultry seductress to a frightened,
vulnerable victim who might have just been raped.*[22]
She poses either on the floor or in bed, usually recumbent
and often supine.*[23] Due to the artist's proximity to the
camera and to the larger-than-life scale she assumes in the
prints, her corporeal presence is emphasized.*[23] About
her aims with the self-portraits, Sherman has said:“Some
of them I'd hope would seem very psychological. While
I'm working I might feel as tormented as the person I'm
portraying.”*[5]
In 1982, Sherman began her Pink Robes series which
includes Untitled #97, #98, #99 and #100. These self-
portraits feature a pink chenille bathrobe which she is ei-
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ther holding or wearing. The slightly larger than life-size
photographs were shot closeup so that the artist entirely
fills the frame. Sherman has explained: ʻI was thinking
of the idea of the centerfold model. The pictures were
meant to look like a model just after sheʼd been pho-
tographed for a centerfold. They arenʼt cropped, and I
thought that I wouldnʼt bother with make-up and wigs
and just change the lighting and experiment while using
the same means in each. T̓he Pink Robes, stripped of all
theatrical or cinematic references, present portraits which
many critics have interpreted as revealing the̒ real C̓indy
Sherman. However this reading must take account of the
several Cindy Shermans operating to produce the image,
including Sherman-the-director, the lighting assistant, the
photographer and the model. The artistʼs concealment
of her body and her direct gaze at the camera result in im-
ages which frustrate any desire on the viewerʼs part for
possession through visual knowledge, as is supplied, al-
beit in an illusory form, by a traditional centrefold photo-
graph. The portraits depict a woman in a situation which
implies vulnerability, but the decreasing light and Sher-
manʼs increasingly hostile expression suggest that she
protects herself by retreating into the dark shadows out
of which she looks defiantly back at the viewer, refusing
objectification. The large scale of the photographs con-
fers an iconic power to these images of a woman resist-
ing physical and psychological exploitation of the male
gaze.*[24]
In Fairy Tales, 1985, and Disasters, 1986–1989, Cindy
Sherman uses visible prostheses and mannequins for the
first time.*[16] Provoked by the 1989 NEA funding con-
troversy involving photographs by Robert Mapplethorpe
and Andres Serrano at the Corcoran Gallery of Art, as
well as the way Jeff Koons modeled his porn star wife in
his“Made in Heaven”series,*[19] Sherman produced
the Sex series in 1989. For once she removed herself from
the shots, as these photographs featured pieced-together
medical dummies in flagrante delicto.
Between 1989 and 1990, Sherman made 35 large, color
photographs restaging the settings of various European
portrait paintings of the fifteenth through early 19th cen-
turies. Under the title History Portraits Sherman pho-
tographed herself in costumes flanked with props and
prosthetics portraying famous artistic figures of the past,
like Raphaelʼs La Fornarina, Caravaggioʼs Sick Bac-
chus and Judith Beheading Holofernes, or Jean Fouquet's
Madonna of Melun.*[25]*[26]

41.2.4 1990s

Sex Pictures

Sherman uses prosthetic limbs and mannequins to create
her Sex Pictures series (1992). Hal Foster, an American
art critic, describes Shermanʼs Sex Pictures in his arti-
cle Obscene, Abject, Traumatic as “[i]n this scheme of
things the impulse to erode the subject and to tear at the

screen has driven Sherman […] to her recent work, where
it is obliterated by the gaze.”*[27] Moreover, Abigail
Solomon- Godeau, a photo critic who taught art history at
the University of California, illustrates Sherman s̓ work
in Suitable for Framing: The Critical Recasting of Cindy
Sherman. Solomon-Godeau writes, “[Sherman's] pic-
tures have struck many viewers as centrally concerned
with the problematics of femininity (as role, as image,
as spectacle); more recent interpretation now finds them
redolent with allusion to“our common humanity,”re-
vealing“a progression through the deserts of human con-
dition.”*[28] Reviewer Jerry Saltz told New York mag-
azine that Shermanʼs work is “[f]ashioned from dis-
membered and recombined mannequins, some adorned
with pubic hair, one posed with a tampon in vagina, an-
other with sausages being excreted from vulva, this was
anti-porn porn, the unsexiest sex pictures ever made, vi-
sions of feigning, fighting, perversion. …Today, I think
of Cindy Sherman as an artist who only gets better.”*[29]
Commentator Greg Fallis of Utata Tribal Photography
describes Shermanʼs Sex Pictures series and her work
as follow: "[t]he progression of her work reflects more
than a progression of ideology. It also demonstrates a
progression in approach. Sherman s̓ initial photographs
used relatively few props̶just clothing. As her pho-
tographs became more sophisticated, so did her props.
During her Centerfold series, she began to incorporate
prosthetic body part culled from the pages of medical
educational catalogs. Each new series tended to utilize
more prosthetics and less of Sherman herself. By the
time she began the Sex Pictures series, the photographs
were exclusively of prosthetic body parts. With her Sex
Pictures Sherman posed medical prostheses in sexualized
positions, recreating̶and strangely modifying̶pornog-
raphy. They are a comment on the intersection of art
and taste, they are a comment on pornography and the
way porn objectifies the men and women who pose for it,
they are a comment on social discomfort with overt sexu-
ality, and they are a comment on the relationship between
sex and violence. Yet the emphasis is still on creating
a striking image that seems simultaneously familiar and
strange.”Utata's Sunday Salon*[30]

41.2.5 2000s

Between 2003 and 2004, Sherman produced the Clowns
cycle, where the use of digital photography enabled her
to create chromatically garish backdrops and montages
of numerous characters. Set against opulent backdrops
and presented in ornate frames, the characters in Sher-
manʼs 2008 untitled Society Portraits are not based on
specific women, but the artist has made them look entirely
familiar in their struggle with the standards of beauty that
prevail in a youth- and status-obsessed culture.
Her exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in 2012
also presented a photographic mural (2010–11) that rep-
resents the artist's first foray into transforming space
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through site-specific fictive environments. In the mural,
Sherman transforms her face digitally, exaggerating her
features through Photoshop by elongating her nose, nar-
rowing her eyes, or creating smaller lips.*[31] Based on
a 32-page insert*[32] Sherman did for POP using vintage
clothes from Chanelʼs archive, a more recent series of
large-scale pictures from 2012 depict outsized enigmatic
female figures standing in striking isolation before omi-
nous painterly landscapes the artist had photographed in
Iceland during the 2010 eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull and
on the isle of Capri.*[33]

41.2.6 Fashion

Shermanʼs career has also included several fashion se-
ries. In 1983, fashion designer and retailer Dianne Ben-
son commissioned her to create a series of advertisements
for her store, Dianne B., that appeared in several issues of
Interview magazine.*[34] That same year, French fashion
house Dorothée Bis offered its own clothes for a series to
appear in French Vogue. The images Sherman created for
these two̒ fashion shoots a̓re the antithesis of the glam-
orous world of fashion. The model in the photographs ap-
pears silly, angry, dejected, exhausted, abused, scarred,
grimy and psychologically disturbed.*[35] Sherman also
created photographs for an editorial in Harper's Bazaar in
1993.*[36] In 1994, she produced the Post Card Series for
Comme des Garçons for the brand's autumn/winter 1994–
95 collections in collaboration with Rei Kawakubo.
In 2006, she created a series of fashion advertisements
for designer Marc Jacobs. The advertisements themselves
were photographed by Juergen Teller and released as a
monograph by Rizzoli. For Balenciaga, Sherman cre-
ated the six-image series Cindy Sherman: Untitled (Ba-
lenciaga) in 2008; they were first shown to the public in
2010.*[37] Also in 2010, Sherman collaborated on a de-
sign for a piece of jewelry.*[38]
In 2011, cosmetic giant M.A.C. picked Sherman as the
face of their fall line. In the three images of the cam-
paign, Sherman uses the line to completely alter her look
appearing as a garish heiress, a doll-like ingénue and a
full-on clown.*[39]

41.3 Music and films

In the early 1990s, Sherman worked with Minneapolis
band Babes in Toyland, providing photographs for cov-
ers for the albums Fontanelle and Painkillers, creating a
stage backdrop used in live concerts, and acting in the
promotional video for the song “Bruise Violet.”*[40]
She also worked as a film director. Her first film was
Office Killer in 1997,*[41] starring Jeanne Tripplehorn,
Molly Ringwald and Carol Kane. She had a cameo role in
John Waters' film Pecker, and also appeared in The Fea-
ture in 2008, starring ex-husband Michel Auder, which

won a New Vision Award. Echoing similar grisly and
gory elements as her Untitled Horror series, the film in-
cludes several artistically executed murder scenes. Office
Killer grossed $37,446 and received generally poor re-
views, calling the film“crude”and“laugh-free.”*[42]

41.4 Exhibitions

Sherman's first solo show in New York was presented
at a noncommercial space called the Kitchen in 1980.
When the Metro Pictures Gallery opened later that year,
Sherman's photographs were the first show.*[43]“Unti-
tled Film Stills”were shown first at the non-profit gallery
Artists Space where Sherman was working as a reception-
ist.*[19]
Sherman has since participated in many international
events, including SITE Santa Fe (2004); the Venice Bi-
ennale (1982, 1995); and five Whitney Biennials. In ad-
dition to numerous group exhibitions, Sherman's work
was the subject of solo exhibitions at the Stedelijk Mu-
seum in Amsterdam (1982), Whitney Museum of Amer-
ican Art in New York (1987), Kunsthalle Basel (1991),
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington,
D.C. (1995), the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
(1998), the Serpentine Gallery in London and the Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art (2003), and Martin-
Gropius-Bau in Berlin (2006), among others. Major trav-
eling retrospectives of Sherman s̓ work have been orga-
nized by the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen in Rotter-
dam (1996); the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los
Angeles and the Museum of Modern Art in New York
(1997); and Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria, Louisiana Mu-
seum for Moderne Kunst, Denmark, and Jeu de Paume
in Paris (2006–2007). In 2009, Sherman was included in
the seminal show "The Pictures Generation, 1974–1984”
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.*[44]
In 2012, the Museum of Modern Art mounted“Cindy
Sherman,”a show that chronicled Sherman's work from
the mid-1970s on and include more than 170 pho-
tographs. The exhibition travelled to the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art and the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis.*[45] In 2013, Sherman was invited to or-
ganize a show within that year's Venice Biennale, includ-
ing works by little-known artists as well as popular names
such as George Condo, Robert Gober, Paul McCarthy,
Charles Ray, and Rosemarie Trockel.*[46]

41.5 Collections

Works by Sherman are held in, among others, the Tate
Gallery, London; the Art Institute of Chicago; the
Museum of Modern Art, Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;
the Madison Museum of Contemporary Art;*[47] the
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Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery, Buffalo; the Australian National Gallery, Can-
berra; the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; the Centro
de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid; the Moderna Museet,
Stockholm; and the Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin.

41.6 Feminism

Sherman's work is often linked to feminism, since her
photos call attention to the objectification of women in
the media. Sherman's 1981 series Centerfolds contains
pseudo-voyeuristic images of young women. Her 2008
series Society Pictures addresses the obsession with fe-
male youth and beauty in American society. However,
Sherman does not consider her work or herself to be fem-
inist, stating“The work is what it is and hopefully it's seen
as feminist work, or feminist-advised work, but I'm not
going to go around espousing theoretical bullshit about
feminist stuff.”*[48]

41.7 Recognition

In 1981, Sherman was artist-in-residence at the non-profit
Light Work in Syracuse, New York.*[49] In 1995, she
was the recipient of one of the prestigious MacArthur
Fellowships, popularly known as the“Genius Awards.”
This fellowship grants $500,000 over five years, no strings
attached, to important scholars in a wide range of fields,
to encourage their future creative work. Among her
awards are the Larry Aldrich Foundation Award (1993);
Wolfgang Hahn Prize (1997); Hasselblad Award (1999);
Guild Hall Academy of the Arts Lifetime Achievement
Award for Visual Arts (2005); American Academy of
Arts and Sciences Award (2003); National Arts Award
(2001); Jewish Museum s̓ Man Ray Award (2009);*[50]
and the Roswitha Haftmann Prize (2012). In 2010, Sher-
man was elected an Honorary Member of the Royal
Academy of Arts, London. She received an honorary
doctorate degree from the Royal College of Art, London,
in 2013.*[51]
At the 10th anniversary Gala in the Garden at the
Hammer Museum in 2012, Sherman was honored by ac-
tor Steve Martin.*[52] In 2012, Sherman was among the
artists whose works were given as trophies to the film-
makers of winning pictures in the 2012 Tribeca Film Fes-
tival's jury competitions.*[53]

41.8 Art market

Sherman s̓ early photos come in editions of ten. Among
the Film Stills, which come in three sizes, Untitled #13
(1978),*[54] Untitled #21 (1978),*[55] and Untitled #48

(1979)*[56] are regarded the most sought after.*[57] In
1981, when Metro Pictures first exhibited 12 Centerfolds
(only 12 prints in editions of 10 were produced), each
was priced at $1,000; prices have since developed rapidly.
Starting with the Fairy Tales, Sherman began printing her
color works in editions of six, with few exceptions.*[57]
Sherman has in the past spoken of being irritated that her
male counterparts from the early 1980s̶Robert Longo,
Richard Prince, Eric Fischl, David Salle and Julian Schn-
abel ̶were more quickly rewarded by the market.*[41]
Her annual auction revenue between 2000 and 2006 had
remained mostly in the range of $1.5 million to $2.8 mil-
lion and then jumped in 2007 to $8.9 million.*[58] In
2010, Shermanʼs nearly six foot tall chromogenic color
print Untitled #153 (1985), featuring the artist as a mud-
caked corpse, was sold by Phillips de Pury & Company
for a record $2.7 million, near the $3 million high esti-
mate.*[59] In 2011, a print of Untitled #96, which de-
picts Sherman as a lovelorn woman clutching a personal
ad while lying on a kitchen floor, fetched $3.89 million
at Christie's, making it the most expensive photograph
at that time. It was a part of an edition of 10 from
1981.*[60]
Sherman has stayed with her original dealers Metro Pic-
tures, the New York gallery that presented her first solo
show in 1979, and Sprüth Magers, which has represented
her in Europe since 1984.*[61] She sometimes has shown
work with Gagosian Gallery in Los Angeles, Rome, and
Paris.*[57]

41.9 Influence

Sherman's work is often credited as a major influence
for contemporary portrait photographers. One such pho-
tographer is Ryan Trecartin, who manipulates themes of
identity in his videos and photography.*[62]
In April 2014, actor and artist James Franco exhibited
a series of photographs at the Pace Gallery called New
Film Stills, in which Franco restaged twenty-nine images
from Sherman's Untitled Film Stills.*[63] The exhibit gar-
nered mainly negative reviews, calling Franco's appro-
priations 'sophomoric,' 'sexist,' and embarrassingly clue-
less.'*[64]*[65]

41.10 Personal life

Sherman married director Michel Auder in 1984, mak-
ing her stepmother to Auder's daughter, Alexandra, and
her half-sister Gaby Hoffmann.*[66] They divorced in
1999.*[67] She had a relationship with the artist David
Byrne from 2007 to 2011.*[68] Between 1991 and
2005,*[69] she lived in a fifth-floor co-op loft at 84 Mer-
cer Street in Manhattan's Soho neighborhood; she later
sold it to actor Hank Azaria.*[70] She bought two floors
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in a 10-story condo building overlooking the Hudson
River in West Soho,*[32]*[69] and today uses one as her
apartment and the other as her studio and office.*[71]
Sherman long spent her summers in Catskill Moun-
tains.*[72] In 2000, she bought songwriter Marvin Ham-
lisch's*[72] 4,200-square-foot house on 0.4 acre in Sag
Harbor for $1.5 million.*[73] She later acquired a
19th-century home on a ten-acre waterfront*[74] prop-
erty on Accabonac Harbor in East Hampton, New
York.*[75]*[76]
Sherman serves on the artistic advisory committee of the
New York City-based Stephen Petronio Company.*[77]
Along with David Byrne, she was a member of Portugal's
Estoril Film Festival's jury in 2009.*[78]
In 2012, she joined Yoko Ono and nearly 150 fellow
artists in the founding of Artists Against Fracking, a
group in opposition to hydraulic fracturing to remove gas
from underground deposits.*[79]

41.11 Books

• Johanna Burton, ed. (2006). Cindy Sherman. The
MIT Press. ISBN 0-262-52463-5.

• (2013) Cindy Sherman: Untitled Horrors. Hatje
Cantz; ISBN 978-3-7757-3487-5.

• (2012) Cindy Sherman. Museum of Modern Art:
ISBN 0870708120

• (2007) Cindy Sherman: A Play of Selves. Hatje
Cantz; ISBN 978-3-7757-1942-1.

• (2006) Cindy Sherman: Working Girl. Contempo-
rary Art Museum, St. Louis, Missouri; ISBN 978-
0-9712195-8-8.

• (2004) Cindy Sherman: Centerfolds. Skarstedt Fine
Art; ISBN 0-9709090-2-0.

• (2003) Cindy Sherman: The Complete Untitled Film
Stills. Museum of Modern Art; ISBN 0-87070-507-
5.

• (2002) Elisabeth Bronfen, et al. Cindy Sher-
man: Photographic Works 1975-1995 (Paperback).
Schirmer/Mosel; ISBN 3-88814-809-X.

• (2001) Early Work of Cindy Sherman. Glenn
Horowitz Bookseller; ISBN 0-9654020-3-7.

• (2000) Leslie Sills, et al. In Real Life: Six Women
Photographers. Holiday House; ISBN 0-8234-
1498-1.

• (2000) Amanda Cruz, Elizabeth A. T. Smith. Cindy
Sherman: Retrospective (Paperback). Thames &
Hudson; ISBN 0-500-27987-X.

• (1999) Essential, The: Cindy Sherman. Harry N.
Abrams, Inc.; ISBN 0-8109-5808-2.

• (1999) Shelley Rice (ed.) Inverted Odysseys: Claude
Cahun, Maya Deren, Cindy Sherman. MIT Press;
ISBN 0-262-68106-4.

41.12 Film and video
• Cindy Sherman [videorecording] : Transformations.

by Paul Tschinkel; Marc H Miller; Sarah Berry;
Stan Harrison; Cindy Sherman; Helen Winer; Peter
Schjeldahl; Inner-Tube Video. 2002, 28 minutes,
Color. NY: Inner-Tube Video.

• In 2009, Paul Hasegawa-Overacker and Tom Don-
ahue completed a feature documentary, Guest of
Cindy Sherman, about the former's relationship with
Sherman. She was initially supportive, but later op-
posed the project.*[80]
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Chapter 42

Clarence Hudson White

Clarence Hudson White (April 8, 1871 – July 7, 1925)
was an American photographer, teacher and a founding
member of the Photo-Secession movement. He grew up
in small towns in Ohio, where his primary influences were
his family and the social life of rural America. After
visiting the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in
1893, he took up photography. Although he was com-
pletely self-taught in the medium, within a few years he
was internationally known for his pictorial photographs
that captured the spirit and sentimentality of America in
the early twentieth century. As he became well known for
his images, White was sought out by other photographers
who often traveled to Ohio to learn from him. He be-
came friends with Alfred Stieglitz and helped advance the
cause of photography as a true art form. In 1906 White
and his family moved to New York City in order to be
closer to Stieglitz and his circle and to further promote his
own work. While there he became interested in teaching
photography and in 1914 he established the Clarence H.
White School of Photography, the first educational insti-
tution in America to teach photography as art. Due to
the demands of his teaching duties, his own photography
declined and White produced little new work during the
last decade of his life. In 1925 he suffered a heart attack
and died while teaching students in Mexico City.

42.1 Life

42.1.1 1871-1893: Early years

White was born in 1871 in West Carlisle, Ohio, the
second son and youngest child of Lewis Perry White
and Phebe Billman White. He was raised in what was
known as“The American House,”a large tavern built by
his great-grandfather and Ohio pioneer settler Augustine
White in 1817. His childhood was described as “idyl-
lic”,*[1] and, unlike many children of the time, he grew
up in good health and with no deaths or tragedies in his
family. He and his brother Pressley, who was two years
older, spent much of their time playing in the fields and
hills near their small hometown.
When White was sixteen the family moved to the small
town of Newark, Ohio, where his father accepted a job

as traveling salesman for the wholesale grocery firm of
Fleek and Neal. With his father gone much of the time
White was left to pursue his own interests, and he became
a serious student of the violin. From his late teens into his
mid-twenties White kept a diary in which recorded both
the events of his days and also his interests and opinions.
He wrote increasingly of his interest in music and pictorial
arts; there is no mention of photography in his diaries of
this period.
After high school White became a bookkeeper at the firm
where his father worked. He was a diligent worker, but
his job gave him little opportunity to pursue his artistic in-
terests. He wrote that he reported to work at 7 am six days
a week and left at 6 in the evening, sometimes working on
Sundays when things were really busy.*[2] His maternal
uncle Ira Billman, who was a published poet, encouraged
White to continue developing his creative skills, and by
1890 White was producing sketchbooks filled with pencil
sketches, pen-and-ink drawings and watercolors.
Some of the artistic vision White developed during this
time he later applied to his photography. He learned how
to use light, or the lack of it, to draw attention to his sub-
ject. He also learned how to visualize his subjects in his
mind. White's grandson and biographer Maynard Press-
ley White Jr. noted that among his grandfather's sketches
of this time was a drawing of a female nude seated on a
large sphere, blowing bubbles from a pipe and surrounded
by many floating spheres in the air.*[3] This same im-
agery later appeared repeatedly in White's photography.
It was through his musical interests that White met his
future wife, Jane Felix (1869-1943), sometime in 1891-
92. She was a schoolteacher, and his diaries contain notes
about his taking her on dates to concerts in at nearby
Denison University and in Columbus, Ohio. White
recorded no other love interests in his diaries, and on June
14, 1893 he married Felix in Newark at the unusual hour
of 6 am. Family records offer no indication of why the
ceremony was held at that time, but within an hour af-
ter they exchanged vows White and his bride boarded a
train bound for Chicago where they attended the World's
Columbian Exposition. The Exposition was the single
largest architectural, artistic, musical, and technological
attraction of its time, with more than 26 million visitors,
and it attracted people from all walks of life. It was there
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that he first encountered photography as a public medium.
Not only were there multiple very large exhibits showing
photographers from around the world, there were many
camera and darkroom equipment manufacturers display-
ing and selling their latest goods, dozens of portrait stu-
dios and even on-the-spot documentation of the Exposi-
tion itself. It was a non-stop immersion course into the
world of photography at the turn of the century.*[4]

42.1.2 1893-1899: Becoming a photogra-
pher

White did not record how soon he took up photography
after he and his wife returned to Newark, but it had to
have been quickly. There are at least two photographs
taken by him that date from that same year, 1893, and
by the following year he was deeply engaged in his new
interest.*[5] White's grandson wrote, “It is not coinci-
dental that Clarence White's life in photography began in
the year of his marriage. My grandmother wore a great
many hats, and all with real flair; she was wife, mother,
business manager, model, aesthetic critic, stoic, and a
buffer between my grandfather and many of the unpleas-
antnesses of life. With steadfast devotion, she created an
environment in which he could lead a calm and produc-
tive life.”*[6] The considerable influence of his wife in
White's artistic development may be seen later when he
began corresponding with Alfred Stieglitz; White often
used the words “we”or “Mrs. White and I”when
describing his most recent photographic activities.*[6]
When White and his wife returned to Newark, they were
not in a prosperous situation. In order to make ends meet
he and his bride moved in with his parents,*[7] and he
continued to work long hours at his bookkeeping job.
He initially had no interest in pursuing photography as
a possible career, and even after he became successful he
continued to work as a bookkeeper for many years.*[8]
Most of his earnings went to providing for his family,
and his early involvement in photography was financially
challenging. Later his student Ralph Steiner recalled that
White told him during this period he had money for only
two glass plate negatives each week, and he would spend
every spare moment planning what he would do with
those two plates on his weekend.”*[9]
White was completely self-taught throughout his career,
in part because he had no money to pay for training or
courses at the time when he was developing his own vi-
sion in the medium. Many of his friends, students and
biographers believe his lack of any formal training was
one of his greatest strengths. When a one-man exhibition
of his work was held in Newark in 1899, fellow Newark
photographer Ema Spencer wrote“He has been remote
from artistic influences and is absolutely untrained in the
art of the schools. In consequence, traditional lines have
unconsciously been ignored and he has followed his own
personal bent because he has been impelled by that elu-

Telegraph Poles 1898

sive and inscrutable force commonly known as genius.”
*[10] It is also important to note that at that time there
were no formal schools of photography in the U.S. or even
acknowledged leaders with whom White might have stud-
ied. The most common way a new photographer learned
the trade was by working with an experienced photogra-
pher, and, other than a few portraitists, there was no one
to learn from in Newark.
In 1895 their first son, Lewis Felix White, was born, fol-
lowed by a second son, Maynard Pressley White, a year
later. By the time Maynard was born the Whites had
moved to their own house, probably due to the generosity
of Mrs. White's father, John Felix, who owned several
properties in Newark.*[11] By this time White demon-
strated enough accomplishment in his photography that
he exhibited his first photos in public, at the Camera Club
of Fostoria, Ohio.*[12]
A year later he received a Gold Medal at the Ohio Photog-
raphers Association exhibition in Columbus. Records do
not indicate which photographs won the award for White,
but two of them were almost certainly Study (Leticia Fe-
lix) and The Readers, for which he also won the Grand
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Prize at the First International Salon in Pittsburgh. Sculp-
tor Lorado Taft saw White's work in Columbus and wrote
“White knew nothing about the technic [sic] of photog-

raphy, but the artists went wild over his pictures. I saw,
and went wild too!.”*[13]

Spring - A Triptych 1898

In 1898 White's fame continued to rise. His photographs
reproduced for the first time in national publications (The
Photographic Times, Harper's Magazine, and Brush and
Pencil), and he traveled to the east coast to discuss the
state of photography as an art with his colleagues. In
Philadelphia, in conjunction with the First Philadelphia
Photographic Salon, he met with F. Holland Day and
Joseph Keiley, and in New York he met Alfred Stieglitz.
The latter would remain close friends for several more
years.
What is remarkable about this period in White's life is
the fact that his limited finances allowed him to create
only about 8 photographs each month, yet the quality of
those images was so consistently high that he quickly re-
ceived widespread acclaim for his work. He also worked
under very difficult conditions. Due to the long hours at
his bookkeeping job, he convinced family and friends to
model for him in the evening or very early in the morn-
ing, even though they sometimes had to awake as early as
4 am in the summer in order to pose for him before he
went to work.*[14]
In 1898 alone White created several photographs that are
among his most acclaimed, including The Bubble, Tele-
graph Poles, Girl with Harp, Blind Man's Bluff, and Spring
‒ A Triptych.

The Newark Camera Club

In order to advance his own knowledge of photography
and to encourage others in his small home town, in 1898
White brought together a group of 10 local people to form
the Newark Camera Club. All of its members, includ-
ing White at that time, were amateur photographers who
shared an active interest in pictorialism, but it was White's
leadership that soon propelled the club's influence far be-
yond a small town in Ohio. Ema Spencer, a club member
and later member of the Photo-Secession wrote that the
club“was known in photographic circles here and abroad
as 'the White School',*[15] a reflection of White's stature
and prominence. A goal of the Club was to have at least
one major show of its members' work each year, but also
to show the work of “photographers from the east as
well as abroad, so their own work would profit from the
examination and comparison.”*[16]
Through White's influence and connections, the very next
year the club mounted an large exhibit at the local YMCA
that included prints by Alfred Stieglitz, F. Holland Day,
Frances Benjamin Johnson, Gertrude Käsebier and Eva
Watson-Schütze. The following year the same photogra-
phers were shown, along with prints by Robert Demachy,
Zaida Ben-Yusuf, Frank Eugene and the then unknown
Edward Steichen.*[6] In spite of Newark's small size and
relative isolation from major cultural centers, the Newark
Camera Club, led by White, quickly made the town“a
force in the world of photography.”*[17] By 1900 most
of the major pictorial photographers in the U.S. had trav-
eled to or were planning to travel to see White; according
to one critic, he“brought the world to Newark”.*[18]

42.1.3 1899-1906 Advancing his art

By 1899 White was so well known that he had one-man
shows at both the Camera Club of New York and at the
Boston Camera Club, and he also exhibited in the Lon-
don Photographic Salon organized by The Linked Ring.
When the Newark Camera Club organized a major ex-
hibit of pictorial photography, White exhibited 135 of
his works. This show later was seen at the Cincinnati Art
Museum. In addition to this series of exhibitions, one of
White's simple family scenes, a portrait of his son May-
nard, was reproduced in Stieglitz's new journal Camera
Notes.*[19]
This same year White's father died at the relatively young
age of 52. His death did not seem to affect his son's
artistry or his interests; White continued exhibiting while
traveling around the Midwest and East Coast to take por-
traits of friends and clients. On one of these trips he
journeyed to Terre Haute, Indiana, where he was intro-
duced to rising socialist leader Eugene Debs. White be-
came close friends with Debs and other socialist leaders,
including Clarence Darrow, Stephen Marion Reynolds
and Horace Traubel, and for many years they exchanged
correspondence and held long, philosophical discussions
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whenever they were in the same city together. White's
belief in socialist values was one of the few pursuits other
than photography for which he expressed any enthusiasm.
After a prolonged visit with Reynolds, White wrote“I've
never spent a week so full of inspiration since I've used a
camera.”*[20] His family,“brass-bound Republicans”
,*[6] hoped this interest was a temporary aberration, but
White continued to express his affinity for these beliefs
throughout his life.
In 1900 White was elected to membership in The Linked
Ring, and he was both a juror and exhibitor at the Chicago
Photographic Salon and the Third Philadelphia Photo-
graphic Salon. Eager for his discovery Edward Steichen
to meet Stieglitz, he provided Steichen with a letter of
introduction and insisted that Stieglitz see him soon. Ste-
ichen stopped over in New York on his way to Paris,
and he and Stieglitz became long-time friends and col-
leagues. During this same period F. Holland Day, over
Stieglitz's objections, organized a major exhibition in
London called“The New School of American Photog-
raphy.”More than two dozen of White's photos were in-
cluded in the show, which was later seen in Paris and in
Germany. In his writings, Day said“Mr. White [is] the
only man of real genius known to me who has chosen the
camera as his medium of expression.”*[21]
About this same time White wrote to Stieglitz “I have
made up my mind that art in photography will be my life
work and am prepared to live a very simple life with my
little family to carry this out.”*[22] His words were very
prophetic since he struggled financially all of his life; he
was known as a poor businessman and a great photogra-
pher.

“Drops of Rain”, 1908

A little more than a year later, Stieglitz, sensing a growing
number of photographers who held his same beliefs about
the artistry of the medium, founded the Photo-Secession,
the first organization in America to promote pictorialism
and fine art photography. He invited White and 10 oth-
ers to become “charter members”, although Stieglitz
himself strictly controlled what the group did. Immedi-
ately Stieglitz began planning how to best advance the
work of his new organization, and within a short while
he organized an exhibition of the groups' photographs,
including several by White, at the National Arts Club.
Soon thereafter Stieglitz created another new magazine
he called Camera Work to further display the work of the
Photo-Secessionists. White had five of his photographs
reproduced in the July 1903 issue and five more in Jan-
uary 1905. To be included in Camera Work and to be
a member of the Photo-Secession meant that White was
one of the inner circle of Stieglitz's friends at a time when
Stieglitz was considered to be one of the top promoters of
art photography in the world.*[23]
At that time the use of photographs to illustrate litera-
ture was a new and untested concept, but beginning in
1901 White undertook three different projects to illus-
trate literary works. He first provided prints for Irving
Bacheller's book Eben Holden, which became a national
best seller. White then illustrated his uncle Ira Billman's
second book of poetry, Songs for All Seasons, and a mag-
azine article called 'Beneath the Wrinkle”for McClure's,
both in 1904.
Up until then White had been involved in all of his pho-
tography activities while still working his day job at Fleek
and Neal in Newark. With all of his recent acclaim he
finally decided he might be able to make a living as a
photographer, and with little notice he quit his job and
launched into being a professional photographer. He
wrote to his friend F. Holland Day“It came about this
way ‒ quit at 5 p.m. and at 7:30 p.m. I was ready to start
to Chicago where I'd been called by Mr. Darrow in re-
gards [to] illustrating a book of his…I expect to do the
things I've had in mind for some time, and the few things
that come my way ‒ and trust to the tender mercies.”*[24]
Soon thereafter White won a Gold Medal at the First In-
ternational Salon of Art Photography in The Hague and
had several of his photograph shown in the inaugural ex-
hibition by members of the Photo-Session at Stieglitz's
new Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession.
While White's life was almost always hectic during this
period, he and his wife were able to take a brief respite
each summer in Maine. F. Holland Day invited them to
spend a few weeks each year with him at his cabin at Lit-
tle Good Harbor on Georgetown Island, Maine. They
had made this outing an annual event since 1905, and the
retreat from the summer heat and his business worries
allowed White to concentrate solely on his work while
there. Both “The Pipes of Pan”(1905) and “The
Watcher”(1906) were made during his time in Maine.
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42.1.4 1906-1913: New York and profes-
sionalism

“The Watcher”, 1906

Sometime in early 1906 White decided to leave Newark
and move to New York City. Both his wife and he had
become close friends with the East Coast photographers
with whom he had been showing his work, including
Stieglitz, Day, Käsebier, Steichen and Eugene, and these
extended family and artistic connections had supplanted
the small group of like-minded friends the Whites had in
Newark. At the center of these connections was Stieglitz,
who had recently created“the heady siren of the Photo-
Secession and the Little Galleries.”*[25]
As they were getting ready to move Mrs. White learned
she was pregnant, and as the early months were difficult
for her it was decided that she would remain in Newark
until after the baby was born. In September White moved
to New York with his two sons and his widowed mother,
who cared for the boys until their mother arrived. Their
third son, Clarence Hudson White, Jr., was born in Jan-
uary, 1907. Due to the difficulty of the pregnancy Mrs.
White remained in Newark until June of that year.*[26]
The year 1907 was one of the most important in White's
career. Arthur Wesley Dow, who was a very influen-
tial painter, photographer and teacher, then chaired the
art department at Columbia University. Dow, who had
known White for at least five years, asked White to be-
come a part-time lecturer in art photography at Teach-
ers College, which was part of Columbia. This was
a strong testimony to the international recognition of
White's artistry, since White himself had no education
beyond high school and he had never had any training in

art of any kind.*[27] He soon found himself in love with
his new profession, which finally afforded him a mod-
est but steady income while relieving him of any detail of
managing a business (White was notoriously lax in billing
and collecting from clients).

“Torso”, 1907, jointly created by White and Stieglitz

During this same year White and Stieglitz undertook an
artistic experiment in which they jointly created a series
of photographs of two models, Mabel Cramer and an-
other known only as Miss Thompson.*[28] Stieglitz of-
fered suggestions about posing the models, White focused
the camera, and one or the other of them would snap the
shutter. White also developed the negatives and printed
the photographs. One of the intentions of the experiment
was to try a variety of printing techniques and papers,
including platinum, gelatin silver and gum bichromate
prints. On a few signed of the prints they signed with
a monogram that combined both of their initials. During
this collaboration, White learned the Autochrome color
process from Stieglitz, who had just returned from Eu-
rope with this technical knowledge. White and Stieglitz
jointly created at least one Autochrome during this time,
which they exhibited later in the year.*[29]
In 1908 Stieglitz continued to show his admiration for
White by devoting an entire issue of Camera Work to
him and 16 of his photographs. It was only the third time
Stieglitz had singled out an individual photographer for
this honor (the others were Steichen and Coburn).
White was so well received as a teacher at Columbia that
in 1908 he was appointed as an instructor at what was then
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called the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Science (now
known as the Brooklyn Museum). He maintained this
position for the next 13 years, even while working at his
own school and teaching independent workshops.
While visiting Day in Maine in 1910 White found a small,
run-down cabin near Day's property, and he convinced
the owner to sell it to him for almost nothing. He then
purchased a piece of property nearby and had the cabin
moved to his new land. After the cabin was rebuilt and
enlarged, White established the Seguinland School of
Photography on the site. Named after a nearby hotel,
Seguinland was the first independent school of photogra-
phy in America.*[30] White asked his friend Max Weber
to teach with him, and his colleagues Day and later Käse-
bier critiqued student work at the end of each summer
session. Attracted by White's reputation and by the mod-
est tuition costs, the first students to the school came from
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, Los Ange-
les, Ecuador and Egypt. One-, two-, and four-week ses-
sions were priced at $20, $30 and $50 respectively.*[30]
In keeping with White's nature, the students at Seguinland
enjoyed an informal, family-like atmosphere in which
White and his wife took his classes on picnics and outings
along the seashore. Seguinland lasted until 1915, when
the responsibilities of running White's newly established
school in New York overwhelmed his financial ability to
keep the Maine school going.
Also in 1910, Stieglitz lead an effort to create a major ex-
hibition of the Photo-Secession artists at what was then
called the Albright Gallery in Buffalo, New York (now
known as the Albright-Knox Art Gallery). While this
effort was announced as a group activity of the Photo-
Secession, Stieglitz refused to allow any others to have in-
put or make decision about who would be included in the
exhibition and how it would be displayed. Stieglitz, who
was already known for his domineering ways and dog-
matic approach to photography, took his self-assigned,
unilateral authority even beyond his past actions; in this
case he proved to gone too far for several people who
had been closely aligned with him. First Käsebier, then
White and finally Steichen broke off their relationship
with Stieglitz, each citing Stieglitz's overbearing ego, his
refusal to consider other's viewpoints and his repeated ac-
tions on behalf of the Photo-Secession without consulting
any of the so-called“members”of the group.*[31]
Stieglitz reacted to these claims and White's departure in
particular with his usual antagonistic manner. Within a
short while, he delivered to White most of the negatives
and prints he had jointly produced with White in 1907.
The split between the two was so deep that Stieglitz wrote
to White “One thing I do demand…is that my name
not be mentioned by you in connection with either the
prints or the negatives…Unfortunately I cannot wipe out
the past….”*[28]

42.1.5 1914-1920: Teacher and leader

The Clarence H. White School of Modern Photogra-
phy

Encouraged by the success of the Seguinland School and
by his newfound freedom to act outside of the shadow of
Stieglitz, White founded the Clarence H. White School
of Photography in 1914. White asked Max Weber to join
him, along with Paul Lewis Anderson. White taught the
students about photographic style and interpretation; We-
ber taught design, composition and art theory; and Ander-
son taught the technical aspects of cameras and equip-
ment. Jane White took on the roles of administrator,
bookkeeper, social director and facilitator for her hus-
band's daily tasks.
Over the next decade the School attracted many students
who went on to become notable photographers, includ-
ing Margaret Bourke-White, Anton Bruehl, Dorothea
Lange, Paul Outerbridge, Laura Gilpin, Ralph Steiner,
Karl Struss, Margaret Watkins and Doris Ulmann.
One of the reasons for its success was White's approach to
teaching. He emphasized personal vision and style over
any particular school or movement. Students were as-
signed“problems”and asked to create images that evoked
particular concepts or sentiments, such as“Innocence”
or “Thanksgiving”.*[32] He also required students to
experiment, much like he and Stieglitz, by producing sev-
eral kinds of prints of the same image. Of the 30 hours of
instruction offered each week at the school, 14 were taken
up by a single class -“The Art of Photography”, taught
by White. During these sessions White stressed that the
primary thing his students had to learn was“the capacity
to see.”*[33] He never encouraged or permitted compe-
tition among his students by comparing the work of one
against another; each person's work was approached to-
tally in relation to that person.*[34]
This concept applied regardless of the student's ultimate
interest; White understood that not everyone was an
artist. The School treated“photography not only as a fine
art with established technique but also as a practical art,
indispensable to modern commerce and industry.”*[35]
Some of its students went on to work in journalism, ad-
vertising, industry, medicine and scientific professions.
White was best known at the School for his weekly com-
mentaries on students' work, described as“sympathetic
yet searching criticisms that faithfully showed them how
weak they were yet always somehow made them coura-
geous and strong.”*[36] His student Marie Riggin Higbee
Avery summarized what happened there by saying“The
rigor of our training, together with the indominable [sic]
spirit fostered in each of us, a result of Clarence White's
teaching, was to carry a few of the least promising of the
group to places of high honor in the photograph world.”
*[36]
Equally important to the teachings were the extracurric-
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ular activities that White developed to supplement the
classwork. Later on, a Friday evening guest lecturer se-
ries included Stieglitz, Steichen, Paul Strand and Francis
Bruguière. He also had school alumni Paul Outerbridge,
Doris Ulmann and Anton Bruehl speak as part of the
same series.*[37]
One of the distinguishing characteristics of White as a
teacher was his encouragement of women as photogra-
phers. White sought out and personally coached many as-
piring female photographers, who found his openness to
a variety of styles and techniques exactly what they were
looking for at a time when most men had highly auto-
cratic views. Ralph Steiner recalled that“he didn't press
hard for absolute perfection, but always found something
to praise, [which] won him the worship of a lot of ladies.”
*[38] By 1915 there were roughly twice as many women
as men at the school. This ratio did not change until the
1930s.*[39]
White's encouragement of women was in complete con-
trast to Stieglitz, whose “paternalistic and sexist atti-
tudes”*[40] kept him from seriously considering many
outstanding women photographers of his time. After
White's death, Stieglitz summed up his attitudes in a let-
ter to Kuehn, saying “His [White's] pupils ‒ women ‒
half-baked dilettantes ‒ not a single real talent….”*[41]
After several years, former students made up a major-
ity of the White School instructors. In 1918 Charles
J. Martin, a former student of White's at Columbia,
took over as instructor at the School when Weber
left. Margaret Watkins, an early student, became
known for her tough critiques of the technical as-
pects of photographs when she taught from 1919 to
1925. Other students-turned-teachers included Margaret
Bourke-White, Bernard Horne, Arthur Chapman, Anton
Bruehl, Robert Waida and Alfred Cohn.*[42]
From 1921-25 the School offered summer sessions in
both New York and in Canaan, Connecticut. The summer
sessions returned briefly from 1931-33 in Woodstock,
New York, but after that all classes were held in New
York.

Pictorial Photographers of America

In early 1916 White, along with colleagues Gertrude
Käsebier, Karl Struss and Edward Dickinson, founded
the Pictorial Photographers of America (PPA), a na-
tional organization dedicated to promoting pictorial pho-
tography.*[43] Like the Photo-Secession, the PPA spon-
sored exhibitions and published a journal. But unlike the
Photo-Secession, the PPA consciously refrained from ex-
clusivity and advocated using pictorial photography as a
medium for art education. During the 1920s the PPA be-
gan embracing other style of photography and was instru-
mental in bringing“a pluralism to pictorialism”.*[44]
As he did with his School, White made sure that the

PPA welcomed women and that they were included in
its governance. Käsebier was the organization's first hon-
orary vice-president, and women were on its executive
committee, nomination committee and the Council of
Forty, which included representatives from around the
country. According to the PPA's first annual report in
1917, women represented 45 percent of the organiza-
tion's membership.*[45]
White served as the association's first president, serving
from 1917 to 1921. He stepped down from the presidency
because he believed that the organization would benefit by
a change.*[43] For the next few years the annual meeting
of PPA was held with the White School summer sessions
in Connecticut.
In 1921 the PPA joined with the Art Alliance of America,
the Art Directors Club, the American Institute of Graphic
Arts, the New York Society of Craftsmen and the Soci-
ety of Illustrators to open a building known as the Arts
Center. The purpose of the new building was to allow
the different organizations to regularly interact with each
other and to provide a place where“the public standard
of utilitarian art was raised.”*[46] White believed that
future of photography was tied closely to the then rapidly
growing field of magazine illustration, and it was not long
before lectures were presented at the Arts Center with ti-
tles such as“Pictorial Principles Applied to Architectural
Photography”and“What the Photographic Magazine can
Do for the Pictorial Photographer.”*[47]

42.1.6 Later life: 1920-1925

World War I was very difficult for White because of his
Socialist values. War of any kind was abhorrent to his
beliefs, and he struggled during this period about how to
respond when so much of the country was engaged in sup-
porting the war. His family life faced a crisis when his
sons Maynard and Lewis enlisted in the Army. Lewis
was quickly discharged due to a heart defect, but May-
nard remained in the service until the end of the war. In
addition, his colleague Karl Struss had been sent to a de-
tention camp because of his German heritage.
White devoted himself more than ever to his teaching
in order to take his mind off of these problems. He
rarely photographed during this period, and many of
his colleagues were similarly affected. Perhaps because
they longed for something to remind them of how things
were before the war, White and Stieglitz gradually rec-
onciled many of their differences. This was the only
half-way bright spot in an otherwise difficult period. In
1923 White wrote to Stieglitz, saying“I understand that
[George] Seeley is doing nothing; Coburn likewise; Day
sick in bed. I do not know whether I can again do any-
thing, but I hope someday to try.”*[48]
To help boost his spirits and to look for new inspirations,
White decided to go to Mexico in the summer of 1925.
It was going to be both a teaching experience, as several
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students went with him, and a chance for him to begin
photographing again. He arrived in Mexico in early July,
and, as a sign of White's reputation and influence, he was
immediately visited by Mexican President Plutarco Elías
Calles.
Tragedy struck on July 7 when White suddenly suffered
a heart attack after taking some of his first photographs
in years; he died 24 hours later. White was 54 years old.
His son Maynard arrived after his death and claimed the
body, which was taken back to Newark for a funeral and
burial. His family and friends from the town were the
only ones who were able to attend the services.

42.2 Post death

Although White and Stieglitz had tried to reconcile their
differences before White died, Stieglitz never forgave
White for breaking from him in 1912. Upon hearing
about White's untimely death, Stieglitz wrote to Kuehn,
“Poor White. Cares and vexation. When I last saw him

he told me he was not able to cope with [life as well as
he was] twenty years ago. I reminded him that I warned
him to stay in business in Ohio ‒ New York would be too
much for him. But the Photo-Session beckoned. Van-
ity and ambitions. His photography went to the devil.”
*[41] In spite of these words, Stieglitz had 49 of White's
photographs, including 18 created jointly with Stieglitz,
in his personal collection when he died.*[49]
The White School continued to operate under the direc-
tion of Jane White until 1940, when she no longer had the
energy to keep up with the long hours and many students.
Her son Clarence H. White Jr. took over for her, and for
a short while he was able to increase enrollment. How-
ever, a poorly timed move to larger quarters to accom-
modate the new students coincided with the mobilization
for World War II, and the School's enrollment soon plum-
meted. It finally closed in 1942.*[50]
In 1949 White Jr. was offered the chance to set up a
photography department at Ohio University, and he con-
tinued in his father's footsteps by establishing a school
there that was“second to none”.*[51] White Jr. died in
1978 at the age of 71. The Photography School at Ohio
University is now known as the School of Visual Com-
munication.

42.3 Style and technique

From the beginning White's vision was heavily influenced
by the culture and social ways of a small town in Ohio.
He“celebrated elemental things, the time spent playing
in the fields or woods, the simple pleasure of unhurried
living, the playing of games in interior spaces…. White,
growing up within an extended family, knowing nothing
else, had no real sense of other societies and his pictures

thus had a kind of fortification against the outside. They
were his private epic.”*[52]
Of necessity, White depicted this cultural milieu with an
extraordinary rendering of light. Due to very long hours
at his accounting job, often going from 7 am to 6 pm six
days a week, White most often photographed his subjects
just after dawn and just before dusk. Once he wrote“My
photographs were less sharp than others and I do not think
it was because of the lens so much as the conditions under
which the photographs were made ‒ never in the studio,
always in the home or in the open, and when out of doors
at a time of day very rarely selected for photography.”
*[53] He also shared an intimate familiarity with his sub-
jects, who most often were his wife, her three sisters and
his own children.
Nonetheless, White's photographs were not casually
posed; he carefully controlled every detail in his scenes,
sometimes even having special costumes created for his
models.*[54] He saw in his mind exactly what he wanted
and then made it happen through his camera. It's been
said that“White is most significant in the history of pho-
tography because, in his early years, he redefined the na-
ture of picture-making, creating a distinctly modern id-
iom for his own time…. He reduced his compositions
to very simple elements of form, and by experimenting
with principles of design derived largely from Whistler
and Japanese prints, he created a person style that was
unique for photography.*[55]
Peter Bunnell further wrote “The qualities that make
White's photographs memorable have to do with both
form and content. In his finest pictures the disposition of
every element, of each line and shape, is elevated to an
expressive intensity few photographers managed to attain
... White was able to transform the sensory perception of
light into an exposition of the most fundamental aspect of
photography - the literal materialization of form through
light itself. His prints, mostly in the platinum medium,
display a richness, a subtlety, and a luminosity of tone
rarely achieved in the history of photography.”*[56]
While White mostly is known for his family scenes and
portraits, his "…work is not genre because it really tells
us very little about the individuals shown or the world
they live in. White subject's are apparently just there, and
that's about the end of it. What we seem to have here is
a 'pure photography', similar perhaps to the earlier 'pure
painting' of the nineteenth century.”*[57]
In terms of White's style it is important note that while
he spent almost all of his life from 1906 to 1925 living in
New York City, there is nothing in his photographs to in-
dicate he ever lived there. There were no streets scenes or
people in the city, no buildings, bridges, ships or automo-
biles. Unlike most of his photographer friends, he chose
to ignore the very place he lived except for the access it
gave him to promote his work and to teach others.*[58]
Although he was pragmatic in his need to earn a living
and advance his art, he remained true to his small town
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roots throughout his life.
Throughout most of his life White was limited financially
in what camera and lenses he used. He once declared
“The most important factor in the selection [of his equip-

ment] being a $50.00 limit.”*[59] For most of his time
in Newark he used a 6 1/2”x 8 1/2”view camera with
a 13”Hobson portrait lens.*[59]
White is known to have worked in the following
processes: platinum, gum-platinum, palladium, gum-
palladium, gum, glycerin developed platinum, cyanotype
and hand-coated platinum. His platinum prints utilized
salts of platinum instead of the silver salts used in modern
platinum prints, resulting in a greater range and richness
of middle tones.*[60]
White sometimes printed the same image using different
processes, and as a result there are significant variations in
how some of his prints appear. His platinum prints have a
deep magenta-brown tone, for example, whereas his gum
prints have a distinct reddish hue. Photogravures of his
images in Camera Work, which he considered to be true
prints, were more neutral, tending toward warm black-
and-white tones.
Before 1902 White dated his photographs according to
when the negative was made, even though he might not
have printed it that same year. For his later prints he often
assigned two dates, one when the image was taken and
another when it was printed.*[61]

42.4 Quotes about White
•“I think that if I were asked to name the most sub-

tle and refined master photography has produced,
that I would name him... To be a true artist in
photography one must also be an artist in life, and
Clarence H. White was such an artist.”Alvin Lang-
don Coburn*[62]

•“What he brought to photography was an extraordi-
nary sense of light. The Orchard is bathed in light.
The Edge of the Woods is a tour de force of the ab-
sence of light.”Beaumont Newhall*[63]

•“Clarence White's poetic vision and sensitive in-
tuition produced images that insinuate themselves
deeply into one's consciousness.”Edward Ste-
ichen*[64]

•“Anyone who came under his influence never got
over it.”Stella Simon, a White School alumnus and
prominent photographer*[43]

•“To Clarence H. White, one of the very few who un-
derstand what the Photo-Session means & is.”In-
scription in a collection of Photo-Session memora-
bilia presented to White by Alfred Stieglitz*[65]

•“The man was a good teacher, a great teacher, and I
can still occasionally think“I wish he were around.
I'd like to show him this.' Isn't that odd, that that
stays with you?" Dorothea Lange*[66]

42.5 Gallery

• Boy with Wagon, 1898

• The Ring Toss, 1899

• Letitia Felix, 1901

• The Orchard, 1902

• The Kiss, 1905

• Pipes of Pans, 1905

• Boy with Camera Work, 1905

• Experiment #27 - Jointely created by White and
Alfred Stieglitz

• Nude, 1908

• Rose Pastor Stokes, 1909
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Clarence John Laughlin

Clarence John Laughlin (1905 – 2 January 1985) was
an American photographer best known for his surrealist
photographs of the U.S. South.
Laughlin was born into a middle-class family in Lake
Charles, Louisiana. His rocky childhood, southern
heritage, and interest in literature influenced his work
greatly. After losing everything in a failed rice-growing
venture in 1910, his family was forced to relocate to New
Orleans where Laughlin's father found work in a factory.
Laughlin was an introverted child with few friends and a
close relationship with his father, who cultivated and en-
couraged his lifelong love of literature and whose death
in 1918 devastated his son.
Although he dropped out of high school in 1920 after hav-
ing barely completed his freshman year, Laughlin was an
educated and highly literate man. His large vocabulary
and love of language are evident in the elaborate captions
he later wrote to accompany his photographs. He initially
aspired to be a writer and wrote many poems and stories
in the style of French symbolism, most of which remained
unpublished.
Laughlin discovered photography when he was 25 and
taught himself how to use a simple 2½ by 2¼ view cam-
era. He began working as a freelance architectural pho-
tographer and was subsequently employed by agencies
as varied as Vogue Magazine and the US government.
Disliking the constraints of government work, Laugh-
lin eventually left Vogue after a conflict with then-editor
Edward Steichen. Thereafter, he worked almost exclu-
sively on personal projects utilizing a wide range of pho-
tographic styles and techniques, from simple geometric
abstractions of architectural features to elaborately staged
allegories utilizing models, costumes, and props.
Through this period one of his favorite models was Dody
Weston Thompson who went on to become a notable pho-
tographer in her own right.
Many historians credit Laughlin as being the first true sur-
realist photographer in the United States. His images are
often nostalgic, reflecting the influence of Eugène Atget
and other photographers who tried to capture vanishing
urban landscapes. Laughlin's best-known book, Ghosts
Along the Mississippi, was first published in 1948.

He died on January 2, 1985 in New Orleans, leaving be-
hind a massive collection of books and images. Thanks
to the 17,000 negatives that he preserved, his work con-
tinues to be shown around the United States and Europe.
Laughlin's library, comprising over 30,000 volumes, was
purchased by Louisiana State University in 1986. The
collection's focus in on science fiction, fantasy, mystery
and the macabre. Other subjects represented include
20th-century art and design, European and American ar-
chitecture, photography, Victoriana, humor, sex and sex-
uality, psychology, spiritualism, and the occult.*[1]
Laughlin is buried in Paris's Père Lachaise Cemetery in
grave 18223.
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Chapter 44

Daidō Moriyama

Daidō Moriyama (森⼭⼤道 Moriyama Daidō*[1],
born October 10, 1938) is a Japanese photographer noted
for his images depicting the breakdown of traditional val-
ues in post-war Japan.
Moriyama received the Infinity Award for Lifetime
Achievement from the International Center of Photogra-
phy in New York.*[2]

44.1 Life and work

Born in Ikeda, Osaka, Daidō Moriyama studied
photography under Takeji Iwamiya before moving to
Tokyo in 1961 to work as an assistant to Eikoh Hosoe.
He produced a collection of photographs, Nippon gekijō
shashinchō, which showed the darker sides of urban life
and the less-seen parts of cities. In them, he attempted
to show how life in certain areas was being left behind
the other industrialised parts.
Moriyama's style is synonymous with that of Provoke
magazine, which he was involved with in 1969,*[3]
namely 'are, bure, bokeh', translated as 'grainy / rough,
blurry, and out-of-focus'.*[4]
Moriyama's photography has been influenced by
Seiryū Inoue, Shōmei Tōmatsu, William Klein, Andy
Warhol,*[5] Eikoh Hosoe, the Japanese writer Yukio
Mishima, the dramatist Shūji Terayama,*[6] and Jack
Kerouac's On the Road.*[7]

44.2 Publications

44.2.1 Publications by Moriyama

• Documentary 1-5. privately published, 1972–73

• Sashin yo Sayonara = Bye Bye Photography.

• Tokyo: Shashin hyoron-sha, 1972.
• Tokyo: PowerShovel, 2006.

• Another Country privately published, 1974

• Tales of Tono. Asahi Sonorama, 1976

• Japan, A Photo Theater II. Asahi Sonorama, 1978

• Light and Shadow Tojusha, 1982

• Memories of a Dog - Places in My Memory Asahi
Shinbunsha, 1984 (Essays)

• A Dialogue with Photography Seikyūsha, 1985 (Es-
says)

• A Journey to Nakaji, Sokyusha, 1987

• Moriyama Daidō 1970-1979 Sokyusha, 1989

• Lettre a St. Lou Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 1990

• Daido hysteric No.4 Hysteric Glamour, 1993

• Color Sokyusha, 1993

• Daido hysteric No.6 Hysteric Glamour, 1994

• Japan, A Photo Theater (reprint) Shinchosha, 1995

• A Dog's Time Sakuhinsha, 1995

• Imitation Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo, 1995

• From/ Toward Photography Seikyūsha, 1995 (Es-
says)

• A Dialogue with Photography (revised) Seikyūsha,
1995 (Essays)

• Daido hysteric Osaka No.8 Hysteric Glamour, 1997

• Moriyama Daidō Nihon no shashinka 37. Iwanami
Shoten, 1997

• Hunter (reprint) Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo, 1997

• Fragments Composite Press, Tokyo, 1998

• Memories of a Dog - Places in My Memory, the final
Asahi Shinbunsha, 1998 (Essays)

• Passage Wides, 1999

• Dream of water Sokyusha, 1999

• Visions of Japan: Daido Moriyama Korinsha,
Tokyo, 1999
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• Color 2 Sokyusha, Tokyo, 1999

• Past is every time new, the future is always nostalgic
Seikyūsha, 2000

• Memories of a Dog - Places in My Memory (revised)
Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 2001

• Memories of a Dog - Places in My Memory, the final
(revised) Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 2001

• Platform Daiwa Radiator Factory and Taka Ishii
Gallery, 2002

• '71- NY Daido Moriyama PPP Editions, 2002

• Shinjuku Getsuyosha, 2002

• transit Eyesencia, 2002

• Daido Moriyama 55 Phaidon, 2002

• Daido Moriyama, The Complete Works vol. 1,
Daiwa Radiator Company, 2003

• Daido Moriyama: Actes Sud Foundation Cartier
pour lʼart contemporain, 2003

• Remix Galerie Kamel Mennour, 2004

• Daido Moriyama Guiding Light, 2004

• Memories of a Dog Nazraeli Press, 2004

• Daido Moriyama, The Complete Works vols 2-4,
Daiwa Radiator Factory, 2004

• Wilderness! Parco, 2005

• Shinjuku 19XX-20XX Codax, 2005

• Tokyo Reflex New Art Gallery, 2005

• Buenos Aires Kodansha, 2005

• Lettre a St. Lou Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 2005

• Shinjuku Plus Getsuyosha, 2006

• Record no. 6 Akio Nagasawa, 2006

• t-82, PowerShovelBooks, 2006

• it, Rat Hole, 2006

• Farewell Photography, PowerShovelBooks, 2006

• Snap (Record extra issue No. 1) Akio Nagasawa,
2007

• Record no. 8 Akio Nagasawa, 2007

• Kagero & Colors, PowerShovelBooks, 2007

• Hawaii Getsuyosha, 2007

• Osaka Plus Getsuyosha, 2007

• Erotica, Asahi Shinbunsha, 2007

• Record no. 7 Akio Nagasawa, 2007

• Tales of Tono Kobunsha, 2007

• Yashi Fondation Cartier pour lʼart contemporain,
Paris, and Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo, 2008

• Tsugaru. Tokyo: Taka ishii Gallery, 2010. Hard-
back. ISBN 9786000006945. Catalog of an exhi-
bition held at Taka Ishii Gallery, November 2010.
81 of the 82 photographs taken in Goshogawara and
other villages in the Tsugaru-plain area of Aomori
Prefecture in 1976. Edition of 1000 copies.

• Remix, Galerie Kamel Mennour, 2012

• Paris 88/89, Poursuite,*[8] 2012

• Dog and Mesh Tights. Tokyo: Getsuyosha, 2015.
With an afterword by Moriyama. Text in English
and Japanese.

• Self. One Picture Book 90. Portland, OR: Nazraeli
Press, 2015. ISBN 978-1-59005-426-0. Edition of
500 copies.

• Fukei. Tokyo: Super Labo, 2015. Edition of 700
copies in two different covers, 350 of each cover.

44.2.2 Publications with others

• 4. Mazu tashikarashisa no sekai o sutero: shashin to
gengo no shisō = First Abandon theWorld of Pseudo-
Certainty: Thoughts on Photography and Language.
Tokyo: Tabata Shoten, 1970. OCLC 53405730.
With Nakahira Takuma, Takanashi Yutaka and Taki
Kōji.

• The Japanese Box - Facsimile reprint of six rare pho-
tographic publications of the Provoke era, Edition 7L
/ Göttingen: Steidl, 2001.

• Terayama. With text by Shūji Terayama. English-
language version. Edition of 1500 copies.

44.3 Solo exhibitions
• 1990 - Moriyama Daido Photo Exhibition, Zeit

Photo Salon, Tokyo*[9]

• 1992 - Moriyama Daido : Works of 1970's, Il
Tempo, Tokyo

• 1993 - Moriyama Daido Photo Exhibition, Laurence
Miller Gallery, New York City

• 1993 - Moriyama Daido : Photo Installation, On
Sunday's, Tokyo

• 1994 - Moriyama Daido Photo Exhibition, On Sun-
day's, Tokyo
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• 1995 - Peeping Out, Place M, Tokyo

• 1995 - Imitation, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 1996 - Color, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 1997 - Osaka, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 1998 - Osaka, Taka Ishii Gallery, Los Angeles

• 1998 - Fragments, Parco Gallery, Tokyo

• 1999 - Tokyo Colors, The Deep Gallery, Paris

• 1999 - Daido Moriyama: Stray Dog, San Fran-
cisco MOMA, San Francisco; travelling to The
Metropolitan Museum, Japan Society, New York
City

• 1999 - Tono Story, Taka Ishii Gallery, Los Angeles

• 1999 - Rafflesia, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 2000 - Daido Moriyama: Stray Dog, Fotomu-
seum Winterthur, Switzerland, travelling to Mu-
seum Folkwang, Essen, Germany

• 2000 - Passage, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 2001 - Daido Moriyama: Stray Dog, Harvard Uni-
versity Art Museums, Cambridge, MA, travelling to
Museum of Photographic Arts, San Diego, CA

• 2002 - Shinjuku, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 2002 - Platform, Light and Shadow, Daiwa Radiator
Factory, Hiroshima

• 2002 - '71 – NY, Roth Horowitz, New York City

• 2002 - Daido Moriyama: Shinjuku - Platform - Light
& Shadow, The Museum of Contemporary Art,
Nagoya, Japan

• 2002 - inside the white cube: Antipodes, White Cube,
London

• 2003 - Moriyama Daido 1965-2003, Shimane Art
Museum, Shimane, Japan travelling to Kushiro Art
Museum, Hokkaido, Japan, Kawasaki City Mu-
seum, Kawasaki, Japan

• 2003 - Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemporain,
Paris

• 2004 - Daido Moriyama, Shine Gallery, London

• 2004 - Daido Moriyama, Maruzen Marunouchi
Gallery, Tokyo

• 2004 - Daido Moriyama Colour prints and vintages,
Galerie Priska Pasquer, Cologne, Germany

• 2004 - Remix, Galerie Kamel Mennour, Paris,
France Art Cologne 2004, Cologne, Germany

• 2005 - vintage and modern prints daido moriyama,
Galerie Bob van Oursow, Zurich

• 2005 - Daido Moriyama, Gallery RAKU (Kyoto
University of Art and Design), Kyoto, Japan

• 2005 - Buenos Aires, Gallery D s̓ (Kyoto University
of Art and Design), Kyoto, Japan

• 2005 - Buenos Aires, epSITE, Epson Imaging
Gallery, Tokyo

• 2005 - Buenos Aires, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 2005 - Tokyo, Reflex New Art Gallery, Amsterdam

• 2005 - Wilderness! Logos gallery, Tokyo

• 2006 - Daido Moriyama, Foam_Fotografiemuseum
Amsterdam

• 2006 - shinjuku 1973, 25pm, Taka Ishii Gallery,
Tokyo

• 2006 - it, Rat Hole Gallery, Tokyo

• 2007 - Daido Moriyama Retrospektive ab 1965,
Die Photographische Sammlung/SK Stiftung Kul-
tur, Cologne, Germany

• 2007 - Daido Moriyama Retrospectiva desde 1965,
Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporaneo, Sevilla,
Spain

• 2007 - Hawaii, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 2007 - Vintage prints from the 1960s and 70s, Gal-
leri Riis, Oslo

• 2008 - Daido Retrospective 1965-2005, Daido
Hawaii, Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photogra-
phy, Tokyo

• 2008 - bye-bye polaroid, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo

• 2008 - Shinjuku, Tokyo, Studio Guenzani, Milan

• 2008 - Hokkaido, Rathole Gallery, Tokyo

• 2008 - The 80ʼs, Vintage Prints, Steven Kasher
Gallery, New York City

• 2010 - Hawaii, Luhring Augustine, New York
City*[10]

• 2010 - Visioni del Mondo, Fotomuseo Giuseppe
Panini, Modena, Italy

• 2010 - Tsugaru, Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo*[11]

• 2011 -On the Road, National Museum of Art, Osaka
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44.4 Awards

• 1967 - New Artist Award from the Japan Photo-
Critics Association*[12]

• 1983 - Annual Award from the Photographic Soci-
ety of Japan*[13]

• 2003 - The 44th Mainichi Art Award*[12]

• 2004 - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Photographie
(DGPh)*[12]

• 2012 - Infinity Award, Lifetime Achievement cat-
egory, International Center of Photography, New
York, NY.*[2]

44.5 References

[1] Earlier, well-informed Japanese publications give “Hi-
romichi Moriyama”as the romanized form of his name.
One example is Shashinka hyakunin: Kao to shashin (写
真家 100⼈顔と写真, 100 photographers: Profiles and
photographs), a special publication of Camera Mainichi
magazine (1973).

[2] “Infinity Awards 2012”. International Center of Pho-
tography. Retrieved 24 December 2014.

[3] Daido, Moriyama; Maggia, Filippo; Lazzarini, Francesca
(2010). The World Through My Eyes. Milan: Skira. p.
437. ISBN 978-88-572-0061-3.

[4] "For the sake of thought: Provoke, 1968–1970", Museum
of Modern Art. Accessed 8 January 2015.

[5] “Theme Magazine - Daido Moriyama Photographs His
Beloved Shinjuku By Jiae Kim”. Retrieved 2010-07-05.

[6] Philip Charrier, “The Making of a Hunter: Moriyama
Daidō 1966-1972,”History of Photography, Volume 34,
Number 3 (August 2010): 268-290.

[7] “Culture Vulture - Daido Moriyama: Stray Dog”. Re-
trieved 2010-07-05.

[8] http://www.poursuite-editions.org/

[9] This and others in this list from“Daidō Moriyama's CV
at Luhring Augustine” (PDF). Retrieved 2010-07-05.

[10] “Daido Moriyama at Luhring Augustine, 2010”.

[11] "EXHIBITIONS: Daido Moriyama 'TSUGARU'", Taka
Ishii Gallery.

[12] “Daidō Moriyama's CV at Luhring Augustine” (PDF).
Retrieved 2010-07-05.

[13] List of award winners, PSJ. (Japanese) Accessed 2010-
08-28.

44.6 External links
• Official website

• Moriyama's works at Tokyo Digital Museum

• Documentation of recent Moriyama exhibitions

• Daidō Moriyama at Artcyclopedia - list of exhibits
and image galleries.

• Exhibition at the Centro Andaluz de Arte Contem-
poráneo, Seville, 2007.

• Moriyama's“Northern”series at online gallery Az-
ito.

• Moriyama biography at Jaapan

• shashasha photobook application - archive of
Moriyama's out-of-print photobooks
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Chapter 45

Danny Lyon

Danny Lyon (born March 16, 1942)*[1] is an American
photographer*[2] and filmmaker.*[3]
All of Lyon's publications work in the style of photo-
graphic New Journalism, meaning that the photographer
has become immersed, and is a participant, of the docu-
mented subject. He is the founding member of the pub-
lishing group Bleak Beauty.

After being accepted as the photographer for Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Lyon was
present at almost all of the major historical events dur-
ing the African-American Civil Rights Movement (1954–
68).*[4]
He has had solo exhibits at the Whitney Museum of
American Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Menil
Collection, the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum in
San Francisco and the Center for Creative Photography
at the University of Arizona. Lyon twice received a
Guggenheim Fellowship; a Rockefeller Fellowship, Mis-
souri Honor Medal for Distinguished Service in Journal-
ism;*[5] and a Lucie Award.*[6]

45.1 Life and work

Lyon was born in 1942 in Brooklyn, New York and is
the son of Russian-Jewish mother Rebecca Henkin and
German-Jewish father Dr. Ernst Fredrick Lyon. Danny
was raised in Kew Gardens, Queens and went on to
study history and philosophy at the University of Chicago,
where he graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
1963.
That same year, he published his first photographs work-
ing for the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.
His pictures appeared in The Movement, a documentary
book about the Southern Civil Rights Movement.
Later, Lyon began creating his own books. His first, was
a study of outlaw motorcyclists in the collection The Bik-
eriders (1968), where Lyon did more than just photo-
graph motorcyclists in the American Midwest from 1963
to 1967.*[7]*[8] Additionally, he also became a mem-
ber of the Chicago Outlaws motorcycle club and trav-
eled with them, sharing their lifestyle. According to Lyon

himself, the photographs were “an attempt to record
and glorify the life of the American bikerider.”The se-
ries was immensely popular and influential in the 1960s
and 1970s. By 1967 he was invited to join Magnum
Photos. He never became a full member. During the
1970s, he also contributed to the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency's DOCUMERICA project.
The Destruction of Lower Manhattan (1969) was Lyon's
next work, published by Macmillan Publishers in
1969.*[9] The book documents the large-scale demoli-
tion taking place throughout Lower Manhattan in 1967.
Included are photographs of soon to be demolished
streets and buildings, portraits of the neighborhood's last
remaining stragglers and pictures from within the demo-
lition sites themselves. The book was eventually remain-
dered for one dollar each, as was but soon attained the
status of a collector's item. It was later reprinted in 2005.
Conversations with the Dead (1971) was published with
full cooperation of the Texas Department of Corrections.
Lyon photographed in six prisons over a fourteen-month
period in 1967 to 1968. The series was printed to book
in 1971 by Holt publishing. The introduction of Lyon's
book points to a statement of purpose that the penal sys-
tem of Texas is symbolic for incarceration everywhere.
He states,“I tried with whatever power I had to make a
picture of imprisonment as distressing as I knew it to be
in reality.”

“Three boys and 'A Train' graffiti in Brooklyn's Lynch Park in
New York City.”By Danny Lyon, Brooklyn, NY, July 1974

Lyon befriended many of the prisoners. The book also
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includes texts taken from prison records, letters from the
convicts, and inmate artwork. In particular, the book fo-
cuses on the case of Billy McCune, a convicted rapist
whose death sentence was eventually commuted to life
in prison. In the foreword, Lyon describes Billy as a di-
agnosed psychotic, who one evening, while awaiting exe-
cution,“cut his penis off to the root and, placing it in a
cup, passed it between the bars to the guard.”
All of Lyon's publications work in the style of photo-
graphic New Journalism, meaning that the photographer
has become immersed, and is a participant, of the docu-
mented subject.
He is the founding member of the publishing group Bleak
Beauty. He was greatly encouraged in his photography
by curator of the Art Institute of Chicago Hugh Edwards,
who gave Lyon two one man exhibits as a young man.
Also a filmmaker and writer, Lyon's films and videos in-
clude Los Niños Abandonados, Born to Film, and Willie
and Murderers. He has published the non-fiction book,
Like A Thief's Dream.

45.2 Involvement in the Civil
Rights Movement

Lyon began his involvement in the Civil Rights Move-
ment when he hitch-hiked to Cairo, Illinois during a
summer break after his junior year at the University of
Chicago.*[10] He was inspired by a speech John Lewis
had given at a church on his first day in Cairo.*[10] After
his speech John Lewis left to go attend a sit-in, Lyon was
impressed by this, John Lewis was putting action behind
his words.*[10] Lyon decided to a march to a nearby seg-
regated swimming pool, the demonstrators knelt down to
pray as the pool-goers heckled them.*[10] Soon a truck
came, it went through the crowd in an attempt to break it
up, a young black girl was hit by the truck and Lyon knew
that he wanted to be a part of the movement.*[10]

High-School girls being held in prison with no charges against
them.*[11]

The following fall Lyon was invited to Greenwood, Mis-

sissippi to cover voter registrations.*[10] Shortly after,
Lyon had a run-in with the police, one of which threat-
ened to kill him because he claimed to have a black fa-
ther.*[10] Lyon left town in order to keep all the pictures
he had taken safe from being confiscated.*[10]
The next year Lyon went back, SNCC was reluctant to
bring him aboard as their photographer but Jim Forman
fought for him.*[10] One job Lyon participated in was
getting a picture of some high-school girls who were in
prison without any charged against them.*[10] He hid in
the back of a car while someone else drove him to the
prison, the boy driving distracted the guards and Lyon
snuck in the back to get the photo.*[10]
After being accepted as the photographer for SNCC,
Lyon was present at almost all of the major historical
events during the movement capturing the moments with
his camera.*[4]

45.3 Publications
• The Bikeriders.

• The Destruction of Lower Manhattan.

• Conversations With The Dead.

• New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1971.
ISBN 978-0030850691.

• Conversations With The Dead: Photographs
of Prison Life with the Letters and Draw-
ings of Billy McCune #122054. ISBN
9780714870519. Digitally remastered fac-
simile edition with a new afterword by Lyon.

• I Like To Eat Right On The Dirt.

• Like A Thief's Dream.

• The Seventh Dog.

• Deep Sea Diver.

• Indian Nations.

45.4 Awards
• 1969: Guggenheim Fellowship for photography

from the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation
• 1979: Guggenheim Fellowship for film making from

the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation
• 1980's: Fellowship in Film making from the

Rockefeller Foundation
• 2011: Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished Ser-

vice in Journalism, Missouri School of Journalism,
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO*[5]*[12]

• 2015: Lucie Awards,“Achievement in Documen-
tary”category.*[6]
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45.5 Solo exhibitions

• Whitney Museum of American Art

• Art Institute of Chicago

• Menil Collection

• De Young (museum), San Francisco

• Center for Creative Photography, University of Ari-
zona

45.6 See also

• Photographers of the American Civil Rights Move-
ment
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David Bailey

For other people of the same name, see David Bailey
(disambiguation).

David Royston Bailey, CBE (born 2 January 1938) is an
English fashion and portrait photographer.*[1]*[2]

46.1 Early life

David Bailey was born in Leytonstone East London,*[3]
to Herbert Bailey, a tailor's cutter, and his wife, Sharon,
a machinist. From the age of three he lived in East
Ham.*[4]
Bailey developed a love of natural history, and this
led him into photography. Suffering from undiagnosed
dyslexia, he experienced problems at school. He attended
a private school, Clark's College in Ilford, where he says
they taught him less than the more basic council school.
As well as dyslexia he also has the motor skill disorder
dyspraxia (developmental coordination disorder).
In one school year, he claims he only attended 33
times.*[4] He left school on his fifteenth birthday, to
become a copy boy at the Fleet Street offices of the
Yorkshire Post. He raced through a series of dead end
jobs, before his call up for National Service in 1956, serv-
ing with the Royal Air Force in Singapore in 1957. The
appropriation of his trumpet forced him to consider other
creative outlets, and he bought a Rolleiflex camera.
He was demobbed in August 1958, and determined to
pursue a career in photography, he bought a Canon
rangefinder camera. Unable to obtain a place at the
London College of Printing because of his school record,
he became a second assistant to David Ollins, in Char-
lotte Mews. He earned £3 10s (£3.50) a week, and acted
as studio dogsbody. He was delighted to be called to an
interview with photographer John French.

46.2 Professional career

In 1959, Bailey became a photographic assistant at the
John French studio, and in May 1960, he was a pho-

One of Bailey's images of London gangsters Ronnie and Reggie
Kray

tographer for John Cole's Studio Five, before being con-
tracted as a fashion photographer for British Vogue maga-
zine later that year.*[5] He also undertook a large amount
of freelance work.*[6]
Along with Terence Donovan and Brian Duffy, Bailey
captured and helped create the 'Swinging London' of
the 1960s: a culture of fashion and celebrity chic. The
three photographers socialised with actors, musicians and
royalty, and found themselves elevated to celebrity status.
Together, they were the first real celebrity photographers,
named by Norman Parkinson“the Black Trinity”.*[7]
The film Blowup (1966), directed by Michelangelo An-
tonioni, depicts the life of a London fashion photogra-
pher (played by David Hemmings) whose character was
inspired by Bailey.*[8] The“Swinging London”scene
was aptly reflected in his Box of Pin-Ups (1964): a box
of poster-prints of 1960s celebrities including Terence
Stamp, The Beatles, Mick Jagger, Jean Shrimpton, PJ
Proby, Cecil Beaton, Rudolf Nureyev, Andy Warhol and
notorious East End gangsters, the Kray twins. The Box
was an unusual and unique commercial release. It re-
flected the changing status of the photographer that one
could sell a collection of prints in this way. (The strong
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objection to the presence of the Krays on the part of a
fellow photographer, Lord Snowdon, was the major rea-
son no American edition of the“Box”ever appeared and
that a second British edition was not issued.) The record
sale for a copy of 'Box of Pin-Ups' is reported as“north
of £20,000”.*[9]
Bailey's ascent at Vogue was meteoric. Within months he
was shooting covers and, at the height of his productiv-
ity, he shot 800 pages of Vogue editorial in one year.*[10]
Penelope Tree, a former girlfriend, described him as“the
king lion on the Savannah: incredibly attractive, with
a dangerous vibe. He was the electricity, the brightest,
most powerful, most talented, most energetic force at the
magazine”.*[10]
American Vogue's creative director Grace Coddington,
then a model herself, said “It was the Sixties, it was a
raving time, and Bailey was unbelievably good-looking.
He was everything that you wanted him to be – like the
Beatles but accessible – and when he went on the mar-
ket everyone went in. We were all killing ourselves to be
his model, although he hooked up with Jean Shrimpton
pretty quickly”.*[10]
Of model Jean Shrimpton, Bailey said:

She was magic and the camera loved her
too. In a way she was the cheapest model in
the world – you only needed to shoot half a roll
of film and then you had it. She had the knack
of having her hand in the right place, she knew
where the light was, she was just a natural.*[6]

Since 1966, Bailey has also directed several television
commercials and documentaries. From 1968 to 1971 he
directed and produced TV documentaries titled Beaton,
Warhol and Visconti. As well as fashion photography,
Bailey photographed album sleeve art for musicians in-
cluding The Rolling Stones and Marianne Faithfull. One
of Bailey's most famous works depicts the Rolling Stones
including Brian Jones, who drowned in 1969 while un-
der the influence of drink and drugs. He is seen standing
slightly apart from the rest of the group.*[6]
Bailey was hired in 1970 by Island Records' Chris Black-
well to shoot publicity photos of Cat Stevens for his
upcoming album Tea for the Tillerman. Stevens (now
known as Yusuf Islam) maintains that he disliked having
his photo on the cover of his albums, as had previously
been the case, although he allowed Bailey's photographs
to be placed on the inner sleeve of the album.*[11]
In 1972, rock musician Alice Cooper was photographed
by Bailey for Vogue magazine, almost naked apart from a
snake. Cooper used Bailey the following year to shoot for
the group's chart topping 'Billion Dollar Babies' album.
The shoot included a baby wearing shocking eye makeup
and, supposedly, one billion dollars in cash requiring the
shoot to be under armed guard. In 1976, Bailey published
Ritz Newspaper together with David Litchfield. In 1985,

Bailey was photographing stars at the Live Aid concert
at Wembley Stadium. As he recalled later: “The atmo-
sphere on the day was great. At one point I got a tap on
my shoulder and spun round. Suddenly there was a big
tongue down my throat! It was Freddie Mercury.”*[12]
In 1992, Bailey directed the BBC drama Who Dealt?
starring Juliet Stevenson, story by Ring Lardner. In 1995
he directed and wrote the South Bank Film The Lady is a
Tramp featuring his wife Catherine Bailey. In 1998 he di-
rected a documentary with Ginger Television Production,
Models Close Up, commissioned by Channel 4 Television.
In 2012, the BBC made a film of the story of his 1962
New York photoshoot with Jean Shrimpton, entitled We'll
Take Manhattan.*[13]
In October 2013 Bailey took part in Art Wars at the
Saatchi Gallery curated by Ben Moore. The artist was
issued with a stormtrooper helmet, which he transformed
into a work of art. Proceeds went to the Missing Tom
Fund set up by Ben Moore to find his brother Tom who
has been missing for over ten years. The work was also
shown on the Regents Park platform as part of Art Below
Regents Park.

46.3 Fashion

Bailey began working with prestigious fashion brand
Jaeger in the late 1950's when Jean Muir landed the role
of designer. After working alongside other fashion pho-
tographers such as the late Norman Parkinson, Bailey was
officially commissioned by Vogue in 1962.*[14]
His first shoot in New York was of young model Jean
Shrimpton, who wore a range of Jaeger and Susan Small
clothing, including a camel suit with a green blouse and
a suede coat worn with kitten heels. The shoot was titled
'Young Idea Goes West'.
After 53 years Bailey returned to Jaeger to shoot their
AW15 campaign.*[15] The campaign kept in line with
Jaeger's rich heritage, as menswear subject; James Pen-
fold modelled tailored tweed blazers and the iconic camel
coat. Also on the shoot was model, philanthropist and
film director Elisa Sednaoui.

46.4 Honours/Awards

On 16 June 2001, as part of that year's Queen's Birth-
day Honours, Bailey was appointed a Commander of the
Order of the British Empire“for services to Art”.*[16]
He was awarded The Royal Photographic Society's Cen-
tenary Medal and Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS) in
recognition of a sustained, significant contribution to the
art of photography in 2005.*[17]
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Bailey in 2011

46.5 Painting and sculpture

Bailey paints and sculpts. Some of his sculptures were
shown in London in 2010,*[18] and paintings and mixed
media works were shown in October 2011.*[19]

46.6 Personal life

Bailey has been married four times: in 1960 to Rosemary
Bramble; in 1965 to the actress Catherine Deneuve (di-
vorced 1972); in 1975 to American fashion model and
writer Marie Helvin; and in 1986 to the model Catherine
Dyer (born 20 July 1961), to whom he remains married.
He is a long-time vegetarian and refrains from drinking
alcohol. An art-lover with a long-held passion for the
works of Picasso, his company address is in London *[20]
and he has a home on Dartmoor, near Plymouth.*[21]
Bailey has three children.
He was named one of GQ's 50 best dressed British men
in 2015.*[22]

46.7 Books

• Box of Pin-Ups, 1964

• Goodbye Baby & Amen, 1969

• Warhol, 1974

• Beady Minces, 1974

• Papua New Guinea, 1975

• Mixed Moments, 1976

• Trouble and Strife, 1980

• Bailey NW1, 1982

• Black & White Memories, 1983

• Nudes 1981–1984, 1984

• Imagine, 1985

• If We Shadows, 2001

• The Lady is a Tramp, 1995

• Rock & Roll Heroes, 1997

• Archive One, 1999 (also titled The Birth of the Cool
for USA)

• Chasing Rainbows, 2001

• Art of Violence, Kate Kray & David Bailey, 2003
(also titled Diamond Geezers)

• Bailey/Rankin Down Under, 2003

• Archive Two: Locations, 2003

• Bailey's Democracy, 2005

• Havana, 2006

• NY JS DB 62, 2007

• Pictures That Mark Can Do, 2007

• Is That So Kid, 2008

• David Bailey: 8 Minutes: Hirst & Bailey, 2009 With
Damien Hirst

• EYE, 2009

• Flowers, Skulls, Contacts, 2010

• British Heroes in Afghanistan, 2010
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46.8 Exhibitions
• National Portrait Gallery 1971

• One Man Retrospective Victoria & Albert Museum
1983

• International Center of Photography (ICP) NY 1984

• Curator“Shots of Style”Victoria & Albert Museum
1985

• Pictures of Sudan for Band Aid at The Institute for
Contemporary Arts (ICA) *1985

• Auction at Sotheby's for Live Aid Concert for Band
Aid 1985

• Bailey Now! Royal Photographic Society in Bath
1989

• Numerous Exhibitions at Hamiltons Gallery, Lon-
don. 1989 to now

• Fahey Klein Gallery, Los Angeles 1990

• Camerawork Photogallerie, Berlin. 1997

• Carla Sozanni. Milan. 1997

• A Gallery for Fine Photography, New Orleans.
1998

• Touring exhibition“Birth of the Cool”1957–1969
& contemporary work

• Barbican Art Gallery, London – 1999

• National Museum of Film, Photography & Televi-
sion, Bradford. 1999–2000

• Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden. 2000

• City Art Museum, Helsinki, Finland 2000

• Modern Art Museum, The Dean Gallery, National
Galleries of Scotland, Edinburgh 2001

• Proud Gallery London Bailey /Rankin Down Under

• Gagosian Gallery. Joint with Damien Hirst“14 Sta-
tions of the Cross”2004

• Gagosian Gallery. Artists by David Bailey. 2004

• Democracy. Faggionato Fine Arts 2005

• Havana. Faggionato Fine Arts 2006

• Pop Art Gagosian London 2007

• Galeria Hilario Galguera Mexico 2007

• National Portrait Gallery – Beatles to Bowie 2009

• Bonhams, London. Pure Sixties Pure Bailey 2010

• Pangolin London. Sculpture + 2010

• The Stockdale Effect, Paul Stolper Gallery, London
2010

• David Bailey's East End. Compressor House, Lon-
don, 2012.*[23]

• David Bailey's East End Faces London Febru-
ary/May 2013 *[24]

• Bailey's Stardust, National Portrait Gallery, London
2014*[25]

• Bailey's Stardust, National Gallery, Edinburgh 2015

• David Bailey Stardust, PAC - Padiglione di Arte
Contemporanea, Milano (Italy) 2015
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Chapter 47

David Goldblatt

For the British writer and broadcaster, see David Gold-
blatt (writer).

David Goldblatt (born 29 November 1930 in
Randfontein, Gauteng Province) is a South African
photographer noted for his portrayal of South Africa
during the period of apartheid and more recently that
country's landscapes.

47.1 Life and work

David Goldblatt is the youngest of the three sons of Eli
and Olga Goldblatt. His grandparents arrived in South
Africa from Lithuania around 1893, having fled the per-
secution of Jews in the Baltic countries.*[1]
Goldblatt worked in his father's men's outfitters, at-
tended Krugersdorp High School, and graduated from the
University of the Witwatersrand with a degree in com-
merce.*[2]
Goldblatt began photographing in 1948 and has docu-
mented developments in South Africa through the period
of apartheid to the present. He has numerous publications
to his name and is held in high esteem, both locally and
internationally. His book, South Africa: The Structure of
Things Then, published in 1998, offers an in-depth vi-
sual analysis of the relationship between South Africaʼ
s structures and the forces that shaped them, from the
country s̓ early colonial beginnings up until 1990. Dur-
ing apartheid, Goldblatt documented the dreadfully ex-
tensive and uncomfortable twice-daily bus trips of black
workers who lived in the segregated“homelands”north
east of Pretoria in his work The Transported of KwaN-
debele. According to Goldblatt, the conditions of South
Africa have not changed that much for poor people since
apartheid. He also states, “It will take generations to
undo the consequences of Apartheid.”He continues to
photographs of the area including the landscape.*[3]
His work is held in major museum collections worldwide.
A solo exhibition of his work was held at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York City in 1998. Interest in Gold-
blattʼs work increased significantly after the eleventh
Documenta (Kassel, 2002), as well as a travelling exhi-

bition of 51 years of his work (Barcelona, 2001). At
Documenta two projects were shown: black-and white
work depicting life in the middle-class white community
of Boksburg in the 1970s and '80s, as well as examples
of later colour work from the series Johannesburg Inter-
sections. The comprehensive retrospective of his work,
which opened in the AXA Gallery in New York in 2001,
offered an overview of Goldblatt s̓ photographic oeuvre
from 1948–1999.
Until the end of the 1990s Goldblatt – in what he calls
his personal work – rarely photographed in colour. It was
only after working on a project involving blue asbestos
in north-western Australia, and the resulting disease and
death, that his interest in photographing in colour in-
creased. “Thatʼs when I got hooked on doing work
in color,”he says. “You canʼt make it blue in black
and white.”*[3] This was coupled with new developments
in the field of digital scanning and printing. Only when
Goldblatt was able to achieve the same “depth”in his
colour work that he had previously achieved in his black-
and-white photographs, did he choose to explore this field
extensively. The result is a blend of Goldblatt s̓ expertise
in the field of classic large-format photography combined
with the latest techniques offered by high-end scanners
and advanced ink-jet papers, producing images redolent
of South Africaʼs light and land.
Goldblatt cites writers, rather than visual artists, as his
major influences. Among these writers are Herman
Charles Bosman, Nadine Gordimer, Njabulo Ndebele,
Ivan Vladislavic and playwright Barney Simon.
Goldblatt was awarded an Honorary Fellowship of The
Royal Photographic Society in 2007. These are awarded
to distinguished persons having, from their position or at-
tainments, an intimate connection with the science or fine
art of photography or the application thereof.
David Goldblatt lives in Johannesburg.

47.2 Exhibitions
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47.2.1 Solo exhibitions

•“David Goldblatt”. Photographers' Gallery, Lon-
don, 1974.*[4]

•“David Goldblatt”. National Gallery of Victoria,
Melbourne, 1975.*[4]

• Photography Place, Sydney, 1975.

•“David Goldblatt”. Durban Art Gallery, Durban,
South Africa, 1977.*[4]

•“David Goldblatt”. Market Theatre galleries, Jo-
hannesburg, 1978.*[4]

• Johannesburg Art Gallery, 1983.

• Pretoria Art Gallery, Pretoria, 1983.

•“David Goldblatt”. South African National Gallery,
Cape Town, 1983.*[4]

•“David Goldblatt”. Side Gallery, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, 1985.*[5]

•“David Goldblatt”. Photographers' Gallery, Lon-
don, 1986.*[4]

•“Photographs from South Africa”. Museum of
Modern Art, New York, 1998.*[6]

•“David Goldblatt”. Netherlands Architecture Insti-
tute, Rotterdam, 1998.*[4]

•“David Goldblatt”. South African National Gallery,
Cape Town, 1999.*[4]

•“Structures”. Johannesburg Art Gallery, to Novem-
ber 1999.*[7]

•“In Boksburg”. Krings-Ernst Galerie, Cologne, Oc-
tober 2001 – January 2002.*[8]

•“Fifty-One Years”. Axa Gallery, New York,
2001.*[9]

•“Fifty-One Years”. Centro Cultural de Belém,
Belém, Lisbon, 2002–2003.*[10]

•“Fifty-One Years”. Johannesburg Art Gallery,
2005.*[11]

• Krings-Ernst Galerie, Cologne, 2002.

•“Mostly unseen”. Goodman Gallery, Johannesburg,
2002.*[12]*[13]

•“Fifty-One Years”. MACBA, Barcelona (organ-
iser), February–May 2002.*[8]*[14]

•“David Goldblatt – Fifty-One Years”. Witte de
With, Rotterdam, 2002.*[10]

•“David Goldblatt – Fifty-One Years”. Modern Art
Oxford, Oxford, February–March 2003.*[15]

•“David Goldblatt – Fifty-One Years”. Palais des
Beaux-Arts, Brussels, April–June 2003.*[16]

•“David Goldblatt – Fifty-One Years: Fotografien
aus Südafrika 1948–2002”. Lenbachhaus, Munich,
July–November 2003.*[17]

•“Intersections”. Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape
Town, October 2003.*[18]*[19]

•“Asbestos”. Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape
Town, October 2003.*[20]

•“Particulars & Rural South Africa”. Good-
man Gallery, Johannesburg, October–November
2003.*[19]*[21]

• Galerie Marian Goodman, Paris, 2004.

•“David Goldblatt”. Bensusan Museum and Library
of Photography, Johannesburg, July–November
2004. The“Fifty-One Years”exhibition.*[22]

•“David Goldblatt”. Galerie des Franciscains,
Le Grand Café, Centre d'art contemporain, Saint-
Nazaire, November–December 2004.*[23]

•“David Goldblatt”. Galería Elba Benítez, Madrid,
May–July 2005.*[24]

•“David Goldblatt”. Goodman Gallery,
Johannesburg, 2005.*[12]

•“Intersections”. Michael Stevenson Gallery,
Johannesburg, 2005.*[25]

•“Intersections”. museum kunst palast, Düsseldorf,
June–August 2005.*[26]

•“Intersections”. Camera Austria, Graz, November
2005 – February 2006.*[27]

• Rencontres d'Arles, Eglise Sainte-Anne, Arles,
2006.*[28]*[29]

•“Some Afrikaners Revisited”. Michael Steven-
son Gallery, Cape Town, October–November
2006.*[30]

•“Hasselblad Award Winner 2006”. Hasselblad
Center, Göteborg, November 2006 – January
2007.*[31]

•“Hasselblad Award 2006”. Fotografins Hus,
Stockholm, February–March 2007.*[32]

•“Intersections”. Huis Marseille, Amsterdam,
March–May 2007.*[33]

•“Intersections”. Berkeley Art Museum, July–
August 2007.*[34]

•“Photographs”. Forma, Centro Internazionale di
Fotografia, Milan, June–August 2007.*[35]
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•“Südafrikanische Fotografien 1952–2006”. Fo-
tomuseum Winterthur, Winterthur, March–May
2007.*[36]

•“Selected works”. Marian Goodman Gallery,
Paris, May–June 2007. Showing the series Partic-
ulars*[37]

•“Winner of Hasselblad Award 2006”. Brandts
Museet for Fotokunst, Odense, September–
November 2007.*[38]

•“David Goldblatt – Photographs of the last decade”.
Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town, 2008.*[39]

•“David Goldblatt”. Galerie Paul Andriesse, Ams-
terdam, October–December 2008.*[40]

•“David Goldblatt”. Museu de Arte Contemporânea
(Serralves Foundation), Porto, 2008.*[41]

•“Joburg”. Goodman Gallery, Johannesburg, 2008.

•“David Goldblatt”. Västeras Konstmuseum,
Västerås, 2008.*[42]

•“Intersections Intersected”. Michael Stevenson
Gallery, Cape Town, 2008.*[43]

•“Intersections Intersected”. Open Eye Gallery,
Liverpool, December 2008 – February 2009.*[44]

•“Fietas”. Goodman Gallery, Johannesburg,
2009.*[45]

•“Intersections Intersected: The Photography of
David Goldblatt”. New Museum of Contemporary
Art, New York City, July–October 2009.*[46]

•“In the time of AIDS”. Galería Elba Benítez,
Madrid, 2009.*[47]

•“In Boksburg”. Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape
Town, February–April 2009.*[48]

•“Intersections Intersected”. Malmö Konsthall,
Malmö, February–May 2009.*[49]

•“Some Afrikaners revisited”. Oliewenhuis Art Mu-
seum, Bloemfontein, 2009.*[46]

•“Particulars”. Howard Greenberg Gallery, New
York, April–June 2010.*[50]

•“South African Photographs: David Goldblatt”
. Jewish Museum, New York, May–September
2010.*[46]

•“Kith, Kin & Kaya”. South African Jewish Mu-
seum, Cape Town, 2010.*[46]

•“TJ: Some things old, some things new and some
much the same”. Goodman Gallery, Johannesburg,
October–November 2010.*[51]

• "'TJ', 1948–2010”. Fondation Henri Cartier-
Bresson, Paris, January–April 2011.*[52]*[53]

•“Selected works”. Marian Goodman Gallery, Paris,
January–February 2011.*[54]

•“Intersections Intersected: The Photography of
David Goldblatt”. University Museum of Contem-
porary Art, University of Massachusetts Amherst,
2011.*[55]

47.2.2 Selected group exhibitions

•“South Africa: the Cordoned Heart”, South Africa
and the USA, 1986.

• 1. Johannesburg Biennial, Johannesburg, 1995.

• Contemporary Art from South Africa, Haus der
Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, 1996.

•“In/Sight, African Photographers, 1940 to the
Present”. Guggenheim Museum, New York, 1996.

•“Blank_ Architecture, Apartheid and After”. Rot-
terdam and Berlin, 1998.

•“Home”. Art Gallery of Western Australia, Perth,
2000.

•“Rhizomes of Memory, Three South African Pho-
tographers”. With George Hallett and Santu Mo-
fokeng. Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, Oslo, 2000.

•“Eye-Africa, Revue Noir”. Cape Town, Europe and
the USA, 2000.

•“The Short Century – Befreiungsbewegungen in
Afrika”. Villa Stuck, Munich, 2001.

• Haus der Kulturen der Welt im Martin Gropius Bau,
Berlin, 2001.

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, 2001.

• P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, New York, 2001.

•“Head North”. Bildmuseet, Umeå, 2001.

• documenta 11. Kassel, 2002.*[56]

• Shock. Art Gallery of Western Australia, Perth,
2002.

•“Strangers: The first ICP triennial of photography
and video”. International Center of Photography,
New York, September–November 2003.

•“Citigroup Photography Prize 2004”.
Photographers' Gallery, London, January–March
2004. With Robert Adams, Peter Fraser and Joel
Sternfeld.*[57]

•“Citigroup Photography Prize 2004”. museum
kunst palast, Düsseldorf, May–August 2004.*[8]
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•“Fotografie aus Südafrika”. Galerie Christine
König, Vienna, May–July 2004. With Santu Mo-
fokeng and Zwelethu Mthethwa.*[58]

•“History, Memory, Society”. With Henri Cartier-
Bresson and Lee Friedlander. Tate Modern, Lon-
don, 2004.*[59]

•“Eye Spy: Photography from the Permanent Col-
lection”. Museum of Contemporary Art San
Diego, San Diego, USA, September 2004 – January
2005.*[60]

•“Faces in the Crowd – Picturing Modern Life from
Manet to Today”. Whitechapel Art Gallery, Lon-
don, 2004–2005.*[61]

•“Faces in the Crowd – Picturing Modern Life from
Manet to Today”. Museo d A̓rte Contemporanea,
Castello di Rivoli, Turin, 2005.*[61]

•“Unsettled: 8 South African photographers”.
National Museum of Photography, Copenhagen,
November 2004 – February 2005.*[62]

•“Afrika Remix. Zeitgenössische Kunst eines Kon-
tinents”. museum kunst palast, Düsseldorf, July–
November 2004.*[26]*[63]

•“Africa Remix”. Hayward Gallery, London,
February–April 2005.*[64]

•“Africa Remix: l'Art contemporain d'un continent”
. Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, May–August
2005.*[65]

•“Africa Remix”. Mori Art Museum, Tokyo, May–
August 2006.*[66]

•“Africa Remix”. Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Oc-
tober 2006 – January 2007*[67]

• documenta 12. Kassel, June–September 2007.*[68]

•“South African Photography 1950–2010”.
Johannesburg Art Gallery, 2010.*[69]

• 29th São Paulo Biennial, São Paulo, September–
December 2010. With Moshekwa Langa and
Kendell Geers.*[46]

• 54th Venice Biennale, ILLUMInations, 2011.*[70]

• Appropriated Landscapes: Contemporary African
Art from the Walther Collection, Neu-Ulm, Ger-
many, 2011–2012.*[71]

• Revolution vs Revolution, Beirut Art Center,
2012.*[72]

47.3 Books

• On the Mines. With Nadine Gordimer. Cape Town:
C Struik, 1973. ISBN 0-86977-029-2. (English)

• Some Afrikaners Photographed. Johannesburg:
Murray Crawford, 1975. (English)

• Cape Dutch Homesteads. With Margaret Courtney-
Clark and John Kench. Cape Town: C Struik, 1981.
ISBN 0-86977-140-X. (English)

• In Boksburg. Cape Town: The Gallery Press, 1982.
ISBN 0-620-05933-8. (English)

• David Goldblatt: Thirty-five years of photographs,
April 1983 to January 1984 / Vyf-en-dertig jaar se
foto's, April 1983 tot Januarie 1984. Cape Town:
South African National Gallery, 1983. Small exhi-
bition catalogue. (Afrikaans)(English)

• Lifetimes: Under Apartheid. With Nadine
Gordimer. New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1986.
ISBN 0-394-55406-X. London: Cape, 1986. ISBN
0-224-02870-7. (English)

• South Africa. London: The Photographers' Gallery,
1986. ISBN 0-907879-07-1. Small exhibition cata-
logue. (English)

• The Transported of KwaNdebele: A South African
Odyssey. With Brenda Goldblatt and Phillip van
Niekerk. New York: Aperture Books, 1989. ISBN
0-89381-366-4, ISBN 0-89381-385-0. (English)

• South Africa: The Structure of Things Then. Cape
Town: Oxford University Press 1998. ISBN 0-19-
571631-0. New York: Monacelli, 1998. ISBN 1-
58093-026-3. With an essay by Neville Dubow.
(English)

• David Goldblatt. Phaidon 55. London: Phaidon,
2001. ISBN 0-7148-4051-3. With text by Lesley
Lawson. (English)

• David Goldblatt Fifty-One Years. Barcelona: Museu
d'Art Contemporani de Barcelona, 2001. ISBN 84-
95273-78-0. (English)

• Particulars. Johannesburg: Goodman Gallery,
2003. ISBN 0-620-30659-9. (“Prix du Livre ",
XVIe Rencontres Internationales de la Photographie
Arles 2004)

• David Goldblatt – Intersections. Munich: Prestel,
2005. ISBN 3-7913-3247-3.

• David Goldblatt – Photographs. Rome: Contrasto,
2006. ISBN 88-6965-015-4.
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• David Goldblatt – Some Afrikaners Revisited. With
Antjie Krog and Ivor Powell. Cape Town: Umuzi,
2007. ISBN 1-4152-0025-4 (paper), ISBN 1-4152-
0026-2 (hard). Revised and augmented edition of
Some Afrikaners Photographed (1975).

• David Goldblatt: Photographs: Hasselblad Award
2006. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz; Göteburg:
Hasselblad Foundation, 2006. ISBN 3-7757-1917-
2.

• David Goldblatt: Südafrikanische Fotografien 1952–
2006. Winterthur: Christoph Merian Verlag, 2007.
ISBN 3-85616-294-1. (German)

• Intersections Intersected. Porto: Civilização Edito-
ria; Fundação Serralves, 2008. ISBN 972-739-201-
6. With text by Ulrich Loock and Ivor Powell. (En-
glish)

• Intersecções intersectadas. Porto: Civilização Edito-
ria; Fundação Serralves, 2008. ISBN 972-739-200-
8, ISBN 972-26-2765-1. With text by Ulrich Loock
and Ivor Powell. (Portuguese)

• In Boksburg. Books on Books 7. New York: Errata
Editions, 2010. ISBN 1-935004-12-3. (English) A
reduced-size facsimile of the 1982 book, with an es-
say by Joanna Lehan.

• Kith Kin & Khaya: South African Photographs. Jo-
hannesburg: Goodman Gallery, 2010. ISBN 0-
9869749-0-0, ISBN 0-9869749-1-9. (English) Cat-
alogue of the exhibition at the Jewish Museum, New
York, 2010, and at the South African Jewish Mu-
seum, Cape Town, 2010–2011.

• TJ / Double Negative: Johannesburg Photographs
1948–2010. Cape Town: Umuzi, 2010. ISBN 1-
4152-0128-5. Contrasto Due, 2011. ISBN 88-
6965-218-1. (English) Two books in a box: TJ is
a book of photographs by Goldblatt, Double Nega-
tive a novel by Ivan Vladislavić. (Best Photography
Book, Kraszna-Krausz Foundation Book Awards
2011)

• TJ / Johannesburg fotografie 1948–2010 / Doppia
negazione. With Ivan Vladislavic. Contrasto, 2010.
ISBN 978-88-6965-262-2. (Italian)

• TJ. Arles: Actes Sud, 2011. ISBN 88-6965-271-8.
(French)

• David Goldblatt, Photographers' References, 2014.
ISBN 978-2-9543839-1-0 (English). An in depth
interview led by Baptiste Lignel.

47.4 Works in selected public col-
lections

• Durban Art Gallery

• Johannesburg Art Gallery

• University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg*[73]

• South African National Gallery, Cape Town*[74]

• University of South Africa, Pretoria*[75]

• Constitutional Court, Braamfontein, Johannes-
burg*[76]

• museum kunst palast, Düsseldorf

• Victoria and Albert Museum, London*[77]

• Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris*[78]

• fnac (Fonds national d'art contemporain),
Paris*[23]*[79]

• MACBA, Barcelona*[80]

• Photographers' Gallery, London

• National Museum of Photography, Copen-
hagen*[81]

• National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne*[82]

• Museum of Modern Art, New York*[83]

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Fran-
cisco*[84]

• Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, San
Diego*[60]

• Getty Center Los Angeles, Los Angeles

47.5 Selected honours
• 1987 – Hallmark Fellow at the Aspen Conference in

Design, Aspen, Colorado

• 1992 – Gahan Fellow in Photography at Harvard
University*[2]

• 1995 – Camera Austria Award of the City of Graz
for Contemporary Photography*[85]

• 2001 – Honorary Doctor in Fine Arts, University of
Cape Town*[86]

• 2006 – Hasselblad Award – Hasselblad Foundation
International Award in Photography*[87]

• 2007 – Honorary Doctor of Literature, University
of the Witwatersrand*[2] and Honorary Fellowship
of The Royal Photographic Society

• 2009 – HCB Award, Henri Cartier-Bresson Foun-
dation*[88]

• 2010 – Lucie Award, Lifetime Achievement Award,
Lucie Foundation*[74]
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• 2011 – Order of Ikhamanga (Silver)*[89] (awarded,
but declined by Goldblatt in protest over the
Protection of State Information Bill*[90])

• 2011 – Honorary Doctor of Fine Arts San Francisco
Art Institute*[91]
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[86] 2002 news page, University of Cape Town. Retrieved 13
February 2011.

[87] 2006 award, Hasselblad Foundation. Retrieved 13 Febru-
ary 2011.

[88] "David Goldblatt, winner of the HCB award 2009" (press
release, PDF), Henri Cartier-Bresson Foundation, 17 June
2009. Retrieved 14 February 2011.

[89] The citation is“For his excellent contribution in the por-
trayal of South African life through the medium of pho-
tography and for leaving an indelible mark in our coun-
try s̓ inclusive literary culture.”"Media Statement by the
Chancellor of the National Orders, Director-General in
The Presidency, Dr Cassius Lubisi", 21 April 2011. Re-
trieved 27 April 2011.

[90] "̒ Photographer in Info Bill protest "̓. Business Report.

[91] "SFAI Honors David Goldblatt and Paul Sack at 2011
Commencement", San Francisco Art Institute, 14 May
2011. Retrieved 21 May 2011.

47.7 External links
• Goldblatt at Goodman Gallery, his official website

• David Goldblatt's View On South Africa – slideshow
& audio report by NPR

http://web.uct.ac.za/org/photocentre/news_body_2002.htm
http://www.hasselbladfoundation.org/2006-david-goldblatt/en/
http://www.henricartierbresson.org/prix/ressources/communiquehcbawardwinner2009.pdf
http://www.thepresidency.gov.za/pebble.asp?relid=3930
http://www.thepresidency.gov.za/pebble.asp?relid=3930
http://www.thepresidency.gov.za/pebble.asp?relid=3930
http://activeweb.sfai.edu/newsEvents/newsDetails.aspx?Channel=%252fChannels%252fAdmissions+and+Campus+Wide&WorkflowItemID=0e41c3bc-0dd9-45b7-a097-35132ac4a1c4
http://activeweb.sfai.edu/newsEvents/newsDetails.aspx?Channel=%252fChannels%252fAdmissions+and+Campus+Wide&WorkflowItemID=0e41c3bc-0dd9-45b7-a097-35132ac4a1c4
http://www.goodman-gallery.com/artists/davidgoldblatt
http://www.npr.org/blogs/pictureshow/2010/04/16/126046986/goldblatt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NPR
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David Levinthal

David Levinthal (1949 in San Francisco, California) is
a photographer who lives and works in New York.

48.1 Biography

Levinthal received a Scientiæ Magister in Management
Science from the MIT Sloan School of Management
(1981), an MFA in Photography from Yale University
(1973), and a BA in Studio Art from Stanford Univer-
sity (1970). He was also the recipient of a John Si-
mon Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship in 1995 and a
National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in 1990-
1991.*[1]
He is included in many public collections, including the
Art Institute of Chicago, the Centre Pompidou in Paris,
the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art,*[2] and the
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York, among
many others. He has recently had solo exhibitions in New
York, Los Angeles,and Portland, Oregon.
Levinthal has produced a diverse oeuvre, utilizing pri-
marily large-format Polaroid photography. His works
touch upon many aspects of American culture, from
Barbie to baseball to X-rated dolls. Levinthal uses small
toys and props with dramatic lighting to construct mini
environments of subject matters varying from war scenes
to voyeurism to racial and political references to Ameri-
can pop culture.
He creates miniature scenarios using shoeboxes, card-
board, and foam core to make miniature offices, hotel
rooms, pool halls, foyers and narrow corridors. These
shadowy and dark scenes expose the secrecy and intimacy
of small spaces. Levinthal is particularly interested in ex-
ploring the different emotions that each scene produces,
such as reactions to an office corridor in contrast to those
to a hospital or a private bedroom. Indeed, there is an
inherently voyeuristic aspect to these early works.
Other series include Modern Romance, exposing the iso-
lation of urban life; the Wild West; Barbie, a cross be-
tween portraits and a fashion show; and the politically
charged series Hitler Moves East, Mein Kampf and Black-

face. This latter series consists of close-ups of black
memorabilia, household objects infused with African-
American stereotypes, and caused such a controversy that
the Institute of Contemporary Art of Philadelphia was
forced to cancel the exhibition while still in its early plan-
ning stages. Most of Levinthalʼs series stem from his
experiences as a child with popular culture. His early en-
counters with his family s̓ color television in contrast with
daily reality have also marked his work. The subjects of
Levinthal s̓ work, the toys and dolls themselves, are of-
ten confused with real live people, causing his audience
to question the ambiguity found in this dialectic between
artificiality and reality.
With the use of skilled photography, Levinthal animates
his small toys, sometimes to the point of artificially cre-
ated movement. On his toy use, Levinthal said that“Toys
are intriguing, and I want to see what I can do with
them. On a deeper level, they represent one way that so-
ciety socializes its young.”*[3] Furthermore, Levinthal
is aware of the power of toys:“Ever since I began work-
ing with toys, I have been intrigued with the idea that
these seemingly benign objects could take on such in-
credible power and personality simply by the way they
were photographed. I began to realize that by carefully
selecting the depth of field and making it narrow, I could
create a sense of movement and reality that was in fact
not there.*[4]

48.2 References

[1] Diawara, Manthia. David Levinthal: Blackface. Santa Fe:
Arena Editions, 1999

[2] 'Untitled, from the series The Wild West. 1989' in MoMA
collection

[3] Artfacts.Net: David Levinthal

[4] Hallanan, Blake. “Toy Story.”http://www.
stanfordalumni.org/news/magazine/1998/sepoct/
articles/toy_story.html
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48.3 External links
• David Levinthal

• David Levinthal at Gering & López Gallery

• David Levinthal at Panopticon Gallery

http://www.davidlevinthal.com/
http://www.geringlopez.com/artists/david-levinthal/images/
http://www.panopticongallery.com/artist/david_levinthal/


Chapter 49

David Moore (photographer)

Not to be confused with the London-based photographer
and writer also called David Moore.

David Moore (6 April 1927, Sydney – 23 January 2003,
Longueville, New South Wales*[1]) was an Australian
photojournalist.

49.1 Life and career

David Moore Battersea Fun Fair, London (1951)

Moore was educated at Geelong Grammar School. He
began his career in the studio of Russell Roberts in Syd-
ney, moving on to work with Max Dupain soon after.
Despite being offered a junior partnership with Dupain,
Moore moved to London in 1951, where commissioned
work appeared in The New York Times, Time, The Ob-
server and other publications. A series documenting life
in the poor working class and unemployed suburb of
Redfern was included in Edward Steichen's major 1955

exhibition The Family of Man which originated at the
Museum of Modern Art and toured the world. He re-
turned to Australia in 1958, contributing picture stories
to magazines including Walkabout but continued to pub-
lish in American and British magazines, joining the New
York-based Black Star photo agency. In the 1970s Moore
developed non-commissioned works aimed at capturing
what he called “the soft flow of time”, as opposed to
the“decisive moment”favoured by magazine editors.
Moore's 1966 photograph Migrants Arriving in Sydney,
originating from a commission by National Geographic,
is one of the most famous works of modern Australian
photography.*[2]
Moore published more than a dozen books. During the
1970s he was an influential figure in the development of
art photography, and was a dedicated advocate for the
acceptance of photography as a legitimate art form. Dur-
ing this period he was instrumental in the founding of the
Australian Centre for Photography in Sydney.
He contributed energetically to research into historical
Australian photography for instance making in 1976 an
archive of gelatin silver prints from the collection of
Henri Mallard's glass negatives that were published in as-
sociation with Sun Books in 1978.*[3] The first retrospec-
tive of his work, held at the Centre, was acquired by the
Australian National Gallery (now renamed the National
Gallery of Australia)*[4] He died days before a major ret-
rospective on his life and work opened at the same gallery.

49.2 References
[1] “Master photographer Moore dead at 75” by Sharon

Verghis, The Sydney Morning Herald (25 January 2003)

[2] “Unguarded moments”by Christopher Allen, The Aus-
tralian (17 July 2010); colour image at the National
Gallery of Australia. Moore made a black-and-white neg-
ative from the transparency for an exhibition in 1970; see
“Public Works: Migrants Arriving ..." by Bronwyn Wat-
son, The Australian (24 October 2009); black-and-white
image

[3] Building the Sydney Harbour Bridge, Henri Mallard (pho-
tographer); introduced by Max Dupain and Howard Tan-
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ner. . Melbourne, Sun Books in association with Aus-
tralian Centre for Photography, 1976. ISBN 0-7251-
0232-2

[4]“The Spread of Time”– The photography of David Moore
at the National Gallery of Australia

49.3 Sources
• Byron, Sandra.“Sydney at Mid-century: Forty pho-

tographs by David Moore”. Sydney, Art Gallery of
New South Wales, 1987

• Moore, David. “A photographic journey: David
Moore in the Pilbara”, presented by Hamersley
Iron, Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, University of
Western Australia, 6 November 1998. Perth, W. A.,
The Gallery

• Moore, David.“David Moore: Photographs”. Syd-
ney NSW: State Library of New South Wales, 2005

• Newton, Gael,“The Spread of Time”– The photog-
raphy of David Moore, catalogue, National Gallery
of Australia, 25 January – 21 April 2003

49.4 External links
• Official website

• Obituary
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David Octavius Hill

David Octavius Hill

David Octavius Hill (20 May 1802 – 17 May 1870)*[1]
was a Scottish painter and arts activist. He formed Hill
& Adamson studio with the engineer and photographer
Robert Adamson between 1843 and 1847 to pioneer
many aspects of photography in Scotland.

50.1 Early life

David Octavius Hill was born in 1802 in Perth. His fa-
ther, a bookseller and publisher, helped to re-establish
Perth Academy and David was educated there as were his
brothers. When his older brother Alexander joined the
publishers Blackwood's in Edinburgh, David went there
to study at the School of Design. He learned lithography
and produced Sketches of Scenery in Perthshire which was
published as an album of views. His landscape paintings

David Octavius Hill by Patric Park, 1842

were shown in the Institution for the Promotion of the Fine
Arts in Scotland, and he was among the artists dissatisfied
with the Institution who established a separate Scottish
Academy in 1829 with the assistance of his close friend
Henry Cockburn. A year later Hill took on unpaid secre-
tarial duties. He sought commissions in book illustration,
with four sketches being used to illustrate The Glasgow
and Garnkirk Railway Prospectus in 1832, and went on
to provide illustrations for editions of Walter Scott and
Robert Burns.
In the 1830s he is listed as living at 24 Queen Street,
a prestigious address in Edinburgh's New Town.*[2] In
1836 the Royal Scottish Academy began to pay him a
salary as secretary, and with this security he married his
fiancée Ann Macdonald in the following year, but she was
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Photograph from the frontispiece of an album dated 1848, show-
ing D O Hill sketching in Greyfriars Kirkyard, watched by the
Misses Morris. Other tableaux in the same setting included The
Artist and The Gravedigger

not strong and after the birth of their daughter she became
an invalid. She died on 5 October 1841, aged only 36.
She is buried with her family in Greyfriars Churchyard in
Perth (not to be confused with the Edinburgh churchyard
of the same name*[3]).
Hill then spent some twenty years as a bachelor. He con-
tinued to produce illustrations and to paint landscapes on
commission.

50.2 Free Church of Scotland

The Disruption of 1843 was painted by Hill.

Hill was present at the Disruption Assembly in 1843 when
over 450 ministers walked out of the Church of Scotland
assembly and down to another assembly hall to found the
Free Church of Scotland. He decided to record the dra-

Clergymenwho had been at the Assembly, photographed at Dum-
barton Presbytery in 1845 as the basis for their portraits in the
top left row of the painting.

matic scene with the encouragement of his friend Lord
Cockburn and another spectator, the physicist Sir David
Brewster who suggested using the new invention, pho-
tography, to get likenesses of all the ministers present.
Brewster was himself experimenting with this technology
which only dated back to 1839, and he introduced Hill
to another enthusiast, Robert Adamson. Hill and Adam-
son took a series of photographs of those who had been
present and of the setting. The 5 foot x 11 foot 4 inches
(1.53m x 3.45m) painting was eventually completed in
1866.

50.3 Photography studio

Rock House

Their collaboration, with Hill providing skill in compo-
sition and lighting, and Adamson considerable sensitivity
and dexterity in handling the camera, proved extremely
successful, and they soon broadened their subject matter.
Adamson's studio, “Rock House”, on Calton Hill in
Edinburgh became the centre of their photographic ex-
periments. Using the calotype process, they produced a
wide range of portraits depicting well-known Scottish lu-
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The Pier at Leith, a painting by David Octavius Hill c.1860

minaries of the time, including Hugh Miller, both in the
studio and outdoors, often amongst the elaborate tombs
in Greyfriars Kirkyard.

Fishwives in St Andrews bait their lines, 1844.

Newhaven fishergirls pose with a creel.

They photographed local and Fife landscapes and urban
scenes, including images of the Scott Monument under
construction in Edinburgh. As well as the great and the
good, they photographed ordinary working folk, particu-
larly the fishermen of Newhaven, and the fishwives who
carried the fish in creels the 3 miles (5 km) uphill to the

city of Edinburgh to sell them round the doors, with their
cry of “Caller herrin”(fresh herring). They produced
several groundbreaking“action”photographs of soldiers
and - perhaps their most famous photograph - two priests
walking side by side.
Their partnership produced around 3,000 prints, but was
cut short after only four years due to the ill health and
death of Adamson in 1848. The calotypes faded under
sunlight, so had to be kept in albums, and though Hill
continued the studio for some months, he became less
active and abandoned the studio, though he continued to
sell prints of the photographs and to use them as an aid for
composing paintings. In 1862 he remarried, to the sculp-
tress Amelia Robertson Paton, twenty years his junior,
and around that time took up photography again, but the
results were more static and less successful than his col-
laboration with Adamson. He was badly affected by the
death of his daughter and his work slowed. In 1866 he fin-
ished the Disruption picture which received wide acclaim,
though many of the participants had died by then. The
photographer F.C. Annan produced fine reduced facsim-
iles of the painting for sale throughout the Free Church,
and a group of subscribers raised £1,200 to buy the paint-
ing for the church. In 1869 illness forced him to give up
his post as secretary to the R.S.A., and he died in May
1870.

Bust on Hill's grave

Hill is buried in Dean Cemetery, Edinburgh - one of the
finest Victorian cemeteries in Scotland. He is portrayed in
a bust sculpted by his second wife, Amelia, who is buried
alongside him.
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50.4 References
[1] The Remarkable Mr Hill

[2] http://digital.nls.uk/directories/browse/pageturner.cfm?
id=83400627&mode=transcription

[3] Information from tombstone in Perth

50.5 Sources
• Michaelson, Katherine, David Octavius Hill and

Robert Adamson, catalogue for Scottish Arts Coun-
cil exhibitions, 1970.

50.6 External links
• Works in the National Galleries of Scotland

• Metropolitan Museum of Art - David Octavius Hill
(1802-1870) and Robert Adamson (1821-1848)

https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Remarkable_Mr_Hill.html?id=7evXPAAACAAJ
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Diane Arbus

Diane Arbus (/diːˈæn ˈɑːrbəs/; March 14, 1923 – July 26,
1971) was an American photographer and writer noted
for photographs of marginalised people̶dwarfs, giants,
transgender people, nudists, circus performers̶and oth-
ers whose normality was perceived by the general popu-
lace as ugly or surreal.*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5]*[6]
In 1972, a year after she took her own life, Arbus became
the first American photographer to have photographs dis-
played at the Venice Biennale.*[7] Millions viewed trav-
eling exhibitions of her work in 1972–1979.*[8]*[9] Be-
tween 2003 and 2006, Arbus and her work were the sub-
jects of another major traveling exhibition, Diane Arbus
Revelations.*[10] In 2006, the motion picture Fur, star-
ring Nicole Kidman as Arbus, presented a fictional ver-
sion of her life story.*[11]

51.1 Personal life

Arbus was born Diane Nemerov to David Nemerov
and Gertrude Russek Nemerov,*[5]*[12] a Jewish cou-
ple who lived in New York City and owned Russek's,
a famous Fifth Avenue department store.*[12]*[13] Be-
cause of her family's wealth, Arbus was insulated from
the effects of the Great Depression while growing up in
the 1930s.*[12] Her father became a painter after retir-
ing from Russek's; her younger sister would become a
sculptor and designer; and her older brother, Howard Ne-
merov, would later become United States Poet Laureate
and the father of the Americanist art historian Alexander
Nemerov.*[5]
Diane Nemerov attended the Fieldston School for Ethi-
cal Culture, a prep school.*[10] In 1941, at the age of
eighteen, she married her childhood sweetheart Allan Ar-
bus.*[5] Their first daughter, Doon, who would later be-
come a writer, was born in 1945; their second daughter,
Amy, who would later become a photographer, was born
in 1954.*[5]
Diane and Allan Arbus separated in 1959, and were di-
vorced in 1969.*[14]

51.2 Photographic career

The Arbuses' interests in photography led them, in 1941,
to visit the gallery of Alfred Stieglitz, and learn about the
photographers Mathew Brady, Timothy O'Sullivan, Paul
Strand, Bill Brandt, and Eugène Atget.*[1]*:129*[15]
In the early 1940s, Diane's father employed them to
take photographs for the department store's advertise-
ments.*[4] Allan was a photographer for the U.S. Army
Signal Corps in World War Two.*[15]
In 1946, after the war, the Arbuses began a commer-
cial photography business called “Diane & Allan Ar-
bus”, with Diane as art director and Allan as the pho-
tographer.*[4] They contributed to Glamour, Seventeen,
Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, and other magazines even
though“they both hated the fashion world”.*[9]*[16] De-
spite over 200 pages of their fashion editorial in Glamour,
and over 80 pages in Vogue, the Arbuses' fashion photog-
raphy has been described as of“middling quality”.*[17]
Edward Steichen's noted 1955 photographic exhibit, The
Family of Man, did include a photograph by the Arbuses
of a father and son reading a newspaper.*[5]
In 1956, Arbus quit the commercial photography busi-
ness.*[4] Although earlier she had studied photography
with Berenice Abbott, her studies with Lisette Model,
which began in 1956 with her enrollment in one of
Model's classes taught at The New School, led to Ar-
bus's most well-known methods and style.*[4] She be-
gan photographing on assignment for magazines such as
Esquire, Harper's Bazaar, and The Sunday Times Maga-
zine in 1959.*[5] Around 1962, Arbus switched from a
35 mm Nikon camera which produced grainy rectangu-
lar images to a twin-lens reflex Rolleiflex camera which
produced more detailed square images.*[5]*[18]*[19]
In 1963, Arbus was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship
for a project on “American rites, manners, and cus-
toms"; the fellowship was renewed in 1966.*[7]*[20] In
1964, Arbus began using a twin-lens reflex Mamiya cam-
era with flash in addition to the Rolleiflex.*[18] Her meth-
ods included establishing a strong personal relationship
with her subjects and re-photographing some of them
over many years.*[5]*[9]
During the 1960s, she taught photography at the Parsons
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School of Design and the Cooper Union in New
York City, and the Rhode Island School of Design in
Providence, Rhode Island.*[12]*[21]
The first major exhibition of her photographs occurred at
the Museum of Modern Art in an influential*[22] 1967
show called "New Documents", alongside the work of
Garry Winogrand and Lee Friedlander, curated by John
Szarkowski.*[23]*[24] Szarkowski presented what he de-
scribed as“a new generation of documentary photogra-
phers”,*[23] described elsewhere as“photography that
emphasized the pathos and conflicts of modern life pre-
sented without editorializing or sentimentalizing but with
a critical, observant eye.”.*[25]
Some of her artistic work was done on assignment.*[10]
Although she continued to photograph on assignment
(e.g., in 1968 she shot documentary photographs of
poor sharecroppers in rural South Carolina for Esquire
magazine), in general her magazine assignments de-
creased as her fame as an artist increased.*[5]*[26]
Szarkowski hired Arbus in 1970 to research an exhibition
on photojournalism called “From the Picture Press"; it
included many photographs by Weegee whose work Ar-
bus admired.*[12]*[15]*[27]
Using softer light than in her previous photography, she
took a series of photographs in her later years of peo-
ple with intellectual disability showing a range of emo-
tions.*[10]*[28] At first, Arbus considered these pho-
tographs to be“lyric and tender and pretty”, but by June,
1971, she told Lisette Model that she hated them.*[18]
Among other photographers and artists she befriended
during her career, Arbus was close to photographer
Richard Avedon; he was approximately the same age, his
family had also run a Fifth Avenue department store, and
many of his photographs were also characterized as de-
tailed frontal poses.*[9]*[18]*[29] Another good friend
was Marvin Israel, an artist, graphic designer, and art di-
rector whom Arbus met in 1959.*[1]*:144*[29]

51.3 Death

Arbus experienced "depressive episodes”during her life
similar to those experienced by her mother, and the
episodes may have been made worse by symptoms of
hepatitis.*[5] Arbus wrote in 1968, “I go up and down
a lot”, and her ex-husband noted that she had “vio-
lent changes of mood”.*[4] On July 26, 1971, while liv-
ing at Westbeth Artists Community in New York City,
Arbus took her own life by ingesting barbiturates and
slashing her wrists with a razor.*[4] Marvin Israel found
her body in the bathtub two days later; she was 48 years
old.*[4]*[5]

51.4 Publications

• Diane Arbus: An Aperture Monograph. Edited by
Doon Arbus and Marvin Israel. Accompanied an
exhibition at Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• New York: Aperture, 1972. ISBN
9780912334400.

• New York: Aperture, 1997. ISBN
9780893816940.

• Fortieth-anniversary edition. New York:
Aperture, 2011. ISBN 978-1-59711-174-
4 (hardback); ISBN 978-1-59711-175-1 (pa-
perback).

• Diane Arbus: Magazine Work. Edited by Doon Ar-
bus and Marvin Israel. With texts by Diane Arbus
and essay by Thomas W. Southall.

• New York: Aperture, 1984. ISBN 978-0-
89381-233-1.

• London: Bloomsbury, 1992. ISBN
9780893812331.

• Untitled. Edited by Doon Arbus and Yolanda
Cuomo.

• New York: Aperture, 1995. ISBN
9780893816230.

• Fortieth-anniversary edition. New York:
Aperture, 2011. ISBN 978-1-59711-190-4.

• Diane Arbus: Revelations. New York: Random
House, 2003. ISBN 9780375506208. Includes es-
says by Sandra S. Phillips (“The question of belief”
) and Neil Selkirk (“In the darkroom”); a chronol-
ogy by Elisabeth Sussman and Doon Arbus includ-
ing text by Diane Arbus; afterword by Doon Arbus;
and biographies of fifty five of Arbus' friends and
colleagues by Jeff L. Rosenheim. Accompanied an
exhibition that premièred at San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art.

• Diane Arbus: A Chronology, 1923–1971. New
York: Aperture, 2011. ISBN 978-1-59711-179-9.
By Elisabeth Sussman and Doon Arbus. Contains
the chronology and biographies from Diane Arbus:
Revelations.

51.5 Notable photographs

Arbus's most well-known individual photographs include:

• Child with Toy Hand Grenade in Central Park,
N.Y.C. 1962̶Colin Wood,*[30] with the left strap
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Child with Toy Hand Grenade in Central Park, New York City
(1962)

Identical Twins, Roselle, New Jersey, 1967.

of his jumper awkwardly hanging off his shoulder,
tensely holds his long, thin arms by his side. Clench-
ing a toy grenade in his right hand and holding his
left hand in a claw-like gesture, his facial expression
is maniacal. A print of this photograph was sold in
2005 at auction for $408,000.*[31]

• Teenage Couple on Hudson Street, N.Y.C., 1963 ̶
Wearing long coats and“worldlywise expressions”
, two adolescents appear older than their ages.*[32]

• Triplets in Their Bedroom, N.J. 1963 ̶Three girls
sit at the head of a bed.*[32]*[33]

• A Young Brooklyn Family Going for a Sunday Out-
ing, N.Y.C. 1966 ̶Richard and Marylin Dauria,
who actually lived in the Bronx. Marylin holds their

Eddie Carmel, Jewish Giant, taken at Home with His Parents in
the Bronx, New York, 1970

baby daughter, and Richard holds the hand of their
young son, who is mentally-retarded.*[19]*[34]

• A YoungMan in Curlers at Home onWest 20th Street,
N.Y.C. 1966 ̶A close-up shows the man's pock-
marked face with plucked eyebrows, and his hand
with long fingernails holds a cigarette. Early reac-
tions to the photograph were strong; for example,
someone spat on it in 1967 at the Museum of Mod-
ern Art.*[10] A print was sold for $198,400 at a
2004 auction.*[35]

• Boy With a Straw Hat Waiting to March in a Pro-
War Parade, N.Y.C. 1967 ̶With an American flag
at his side, he wears a bow tie, a pin in the shape of a
bow tie with an American flag motif, and two round
button badges: “Bomb Hanoi”and “God Bless
America / Support Our Boys in Viet Nam”. The
image may cause the viewer to feel both different
from the boy and sympathetic toward him.*[33] An
art consulting firm purchased a print for $228,000 at
a 2005 auction.*[36]

• Identical Twins, Roselle, N.J. 1967 ̶Young twin
sisters Cathleen and Colleen Wade*[30] stand side
by side in dark dresses. The twin on the right slightly
smiles and twin on the left slightly frowns.*[32]
This photograph is echoed in Stanley Kubrick's film
The Shining, which features twins in an identical
pose as ghosts.*[30] A print was sold at auction for
$478,400 in 2004.*[35]

• A Family on Their Lawn One Sunday in Westchester,
N.Y. 1968 ̶A woman and a man sunbathe while
a boy bends over a small plastic wading pool be-
hind them. A print was sold at auction in 2008 for
$553,000.*[37]
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• A Naked Man Being a Woman, N.Y.C. 1968 ̶The
subject has been described as in a“Venus-on-the-
half-shell pose”*[4] (referring to The Birth of Venus
by Sandro Botticelli) or as “a Madonna turned in
contrapposto... with his penis hidden between his
legs”*[33] (referring to a Madonna in contrapposto).
The parted curtain behind the man adds to the the-
atrical quality of the photograph.*[18]

• A Very Young Baby, N.Y.C. 1968 ̶A photograph
for Harper's Bazaar depicts Gloria Vanderbilt's
then-infant son, future CNN anchorman Anderson
Cooper.*[30]

• A Jewish Giant at Home with His Parents in The
Bronx, N.Y. 1970̶Eddie Carmel, the“Jewish Gi-
ant”, stands in his family's apartment with his much
shorter mother and father. Arbus reportedly said to
a friend about this picture: “You know how every
mother has nightmares when she's pregnant that her
baby will be born a monster?... I think I got that in
the mother's face....”*[38] The photograph moti-
vated Carmel's cousin to narrate a 1999 audio docu-
mentary about him.*[39] A print was sold at auction
for $421,000 in 2007.*[40]

In addition, Arbus's Box of Ten Photographs was a
portfolio of selected 1963–1970 photographs in a clear
Plexiglas box/frame that was designed by Marvin Is-
rael and was to have been issued in a limited edition of
50.*[29]*[41] However, Arbus completed only about 11
boxes and sold only four (two to Richard Avedon, one to
Jasper Johns, and one to Bea Feitler).*[1]*:220*[5]*[31]
One copy printed by Neil Selkirk after Arbus's death sold
for $553,600 in 2005, an auction record for Arbus.*[31]

51.6 Legacy

Arbus is the best known female photographer of her gen-
eration. As stated in the journal History of Photogra-
phy in 2012, “The obsessive, self-indulgent, no-holds-
barred quality of Diane Arbus's life, and the helpless,
desperate nature of her death, have led to the photogra-
pher's being portrayed as a spectacularly flawed shooting
star of photographic history.”*[42] After Arbus's death,
her daughter Doon managed Arbus's estate.*[4] She for-
bade examination of Arbus's correspondence and often
denied permission for exhibition or reproduction of Ar-
bus's photographs.*[4] The editors of an academic jour-
nal published a two-page complaint in 1993 about the es-
tate's control over Arbus's images and its attempt to cen-
sor part of an article about Arbus.*[43] As of 2000, the
estate would not release Arbus's 1957–1965 images of
transvestites.*[44] A 2005 article called the estate's al-
lowing the British press to reproduce only fifteen pho-
tographs an attempt to “control criticism and debate”
.*[45] The estate was also criticized in 2008 for minimiz-
ing Arbus's early commercial work.*[17]

In mid–1972, Arbus was the first American photographer
to have photographs displayed at the Venice Biennale; her
ten photographs were described as “the overwhelming
sensation of the American Pavilion”and“an extraordi-
nary achievement”.*[7]*[46]
The Museum of Modern Art held a retrospective of Ar-
bus's work in late 1972 that subsequently traveled around
the United States and Canada through 1975; it was es-
timated that over seven million people saw the exhibi-
tion.*[8]*[9] A different retrospective traveled around the
world between 1973 and 1979.*[8]
Doon Arbus and Marvin Israel edited and designed a
1972 book Diane Arbus: an Aperture Monograph, pub-
lished by Aperture and accompanying the Museum of
Modern Art's exhibition.*[2] It contained eighty of Ar-
bus's photographs, as well as texts from classes that
she gave in 1971, some of her writings, and inter-
views,*[2]*[47] including some of her most widely cited
quotations:

•“My favorite thing is to go where I've never been”
.*[2]*[5]*[48]

•“Our whole guise is like giving a sign to the world
to think of us in a certain way but there's a point
between what you want people to know about you
and what you can't help people knowing about you.
And that has to do with what I've always called the
gap between intention and effect.”*[10]*[18]*[49]

•“Freaks was a thing I photographed a lot.... Most
people go through life dreading they'll have a trau-
matic experience. Freaks were born with their
trauma. They've already passed their test in life.
They're aristocrats.”*[13]*[18]*[33]*[50]

•“I do feel I have some slight corner on something
about the quality of things. I mean it's very subtle
and a little embarrassing to me, but I really believe
there are things which nobody would see unless I
photographed them.”*[18]*[19]*[43]*[51]

In 2001–2004 Diane Arbus: an Aperture Monograph was
selected as one of the most important photobooks in his-
tory.*[47]*[52]*[53]*[54] Over 300,000 copies had been
sold by 2004, unusual as“independent”photobooks are
normally produced in editions of less than 5,000.*[47]
A half-hour documentary film about Arbus's life and
work known as Masters of Photography: Diane Arbus or
Going Where I've Never Been: the Photography of Diane
Arbus was produced in 1972 and released on video in
1989.*[55]*[56]
Patricia Bosworth wrote an unauthorized biography of
Arbus published in 1984. Although it is said to be“the
main source”for understanding Arbus, Bosworth report-
edly“received no help from Arbus's daughters, or from
their father, or from two of her closest and most prescient
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friends, Avedon and ... Marvin Israel”.*[9] The book was
also criticized for insufficiently considering Arbus's per-
sonal writings, for speculating about missing information,
and for focusing on“sex, depression and famous people”
, instead of Arbus's art.*[10]
Between 2003 and 2006, Arbus and her work were the
subject of another major traveling exhibition, Diane Ar-
bus Revelations, that was organized by the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art. Accompanied by a book of
the same name, the exhibition included artifacts such as
correspondence, books, and cameras as well as 180 pho-
tographs by Arbus.*[10]*[13]*[21] By “making pub-
lic substantial excerpts from Arbus's letters, diaries and
notebooks”the exhibition and book“undertook to claim
the centre-ground on the basic facts relating to the artist's
life and death”.*[42] Because Arbus's estate approved
the exhibition and book, the chronology in the book is
“effectively the first authorized biography of the photog-

rapher”.*[1]*:121–225*[5]
In 2006, the fictional film Fur: an Imaginary Portrait
of Diane Arbus was released, starring Nicole Kidman
as Arbus; it used Patricia Bosworth's book Diane Ar-
bus: A Biography as a source of inspiration.*[11]*[57]
The Metropolitan Museum of Art purchased twenty of
Arbus's photographs (valued at millions of dollars) and
received Arbus's archives as a gift from her estate in
2007.*[58]

51.7 Reactions of critics and others

Susan Sontag wrote an essay in 1973 entitled “Freak
Show”that was critical of Arbus' work; it was reprinted
in her 1977 book On Photography as “America, Seen
Through Photographs, Darkly”.*[10] Among other crit-
icisms, Sontag opposed the lack of beauty in Arbus' work
and its failure to make the viewer feel compassionate
about Arbus' subjects.*[59] Sontag's essay itself has been
criticized as“an exercise in aesthetic insensibility”and
“exemplary for its shallowness”.*[10]*[13] A 2008 es-

say characterized Sontag and Arbus as "Siamese twins
of photographic art”, because they both struggled with
photography as art versus documentation (e.g., the rela-
tionship of photographer and subject).*[60] A 2009 arti-
cle pointed out that Arbus had photographed Sontag and
her son in 1965, thereby causing one to“wonder if Son-
tag felt this was an unfair portrait”.*[59] Philip Char-
rier argues in a 2012 article that despite its narrowness
and widely-discussed faults, Sontag's critique continues
to inform much of the scholarship and criticism of Arbus'
oeuvre. The article proposes overcoming this tradition by
asking new questions, and by shifting the focus away from
matters of biography, ethics, and Arbus' suicide.*[42]
Other critics' opinions of Arbus' photographs vary widely,
for example:

• Max Kozloff wrote in 1967 that Arbus' photographs

have “an extraordinary ethical conviction”be-
cause they were taken with the subjects' consent and
thereby challenge the viewer.*[61]

• Robert Hughes praised Arbus in 1972 as having“al-
tered our experience of the face”.*[48]

• Hilton Kramer opined in 1972 that Arbus“altered
the terms of the art she practiced”and“completely
wins us over”.*[62]

• Judith Goldman in 1974 was of the opinion that Ar-
bus' photographs betrayed their subjects by portray-
ing them as full of despair.*[49]

• David Pagel in 1992 found Arbus' pictures of
women with intellectual disability“remarkable”and
“intriguing”.*[28]

• Jed Perl felt that Arbus was “master of the high-
falutin' creep-out”and that her photographs were
“an emotional tease”in a 2003 critique.*[63]

• Barbara O'Brien in a 2004 review of the exhibi-
tion“Diane Arbus: Family Albums”found her and
August Sander's work“filled with life and energy”
.*[64]

• Peter Schjeldahl, while claiming in 2005 that “no
other photographer has been more controversial”,
also felt that her work was“revolutionary”.*[13]

• Brian Sewell dismissed Arbus's work in 2005 as un-
remarkable and as having gained prominence partly
because of her suicide, but as “worth a second
glance”.*[45]

• Ken Johnson, reviewing a show of Arbus' lesser-
known works in 2005, likened Arbus' story-telling
ability to that of writer Flannery O'Connor.*[65]

• Leo Rubinfien in 2005 compared Arbus to Franz
Kafka and Samuel Beckett in exploring absurdity
and fatalism.*[10]

• Stephanie Zacharek wrote in 2006 “When I look
at her pictures, I see not a gift for capturing what-
ever life is there, but a desire to confirm her own
suspicions about humanity's dullness, stupidity and
ugliness.”*[57]

• Wayne Koestenbaum asked in 2007 whether Ar-
bus' photographs humiliate the subjects or the view-
ers.*[66]

Arbus' subjects and their relatives also have differing
views:

• The father of the twins pictured in“Identical Twins,
Roselle, N.J. 1967”felt that the photograph“was
the worst likeness”of the girls he had ever seen.*[30]
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• Writer Germaine Greer, who was the subject of an
Arbus photograph in 1971, criticized it as an“un-
deniably bad picture”and Arbus' work in general as
unoriginal and focusing on“mere human imperfec-
tion and self-delusion”.*[50]

• Norman Mailer said, in 1971, “Giving a camera
to Diane Arbus is like putting a live grenade in the
hands of a child.”*[9]*[43] Mailer was reportedly
displeased with the well-known “spread-legged”
New York Times Book Review photo.*[43]

51.8 Notable solo exhibitions
• 1972: Diane Arbus Portfolio: 10 Photos. Venice Bi-

ennale.*[46]

• 1972–1975: Diane Arbus (125 photographs, cu-
rated by John Szarkowski). Museum of Modern
Art, New York; Baltimore; Worcester Art Mu-
seum, Massachusetts; Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago; Walker Art Center, Minneapolis;
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa; Detroit Insti-
tute of Arts; Witte Memorial Museum, San Anto-
nio, Texas; New Orleans Museum of Art; Berkeley
Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, Califor-
nia; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; Florida Center
for the Arts, University of South Florida, Tampa;
and Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois,
Champaign.*[8]

• 1974: “Hommage à Diane Arbus”by Jean-Marc
Bustamante, Arles' Théâtre Antique, Rencontres
d'Arles festival, France.

• 1973–79: Diane Arbus: Retrospective (118 pho-
tographs, curated by Doon Arbus and Marvin Is-
rael). Seibu Museum, Tokyo; Hayward Gallery,
London; Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, England;
Scottish Arts Council, Edinburgh, Scotland; Van
Abbe Museum, Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Van
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam; Lenbachhaus Städtis-
che Galerie, Munich, Germany; Von der Heydt
Museum, Wuppertal, Germany; Frankfurter Kun-
stverein; 14 galleries and museums in Australia; and
7 galleries and museums in New Zealand.*[8]

• 1980: Diane Arbus: Vintage Unpublished Pho-
tographs. Robert Miller Gallery, New York.*[67]

• 1984–1987: Diane Arbus: Magazine Work 1960–
1971. Spencer Museum of Art, Lawrence,
Kansas; Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minneapo-
lis; University of Kentucky Art Museum, Lexington;
University Art Museum, California State University,
Long Beach; Neuberger Museum, State University
of New York at Purchase; Wellesley College Mu-
seum, Massachusetts; and Philadelphia Museum of
Art.*[8]

• 1986: Seattle Art Museum.*[16]*[68]

• 1991: Diane Arbus: Photographs. Edwynn Houk
Gallery, Chicago.*[69]

• 1991: Diane Arbus. Ydessa Hendeles Art Founda-
tion, Toronto.*[38]*[70]

• 1992: Diane Arbus: the Untitled Series, 1970–1971.
Jan Kesner Gallery, Los Angeles.*[28]*[71]

• 1995: The Movies: Photographs from 1956 to 1958.
Robert Miller Gallery, New York.*[72]

• 1997: Diane Arbus: Women. Photology Gallery,
London.*[9]*[73]

• 2003–2006: Diane Arbus: Revelations. San Fran-
cisco Museum of Modern Art; Los Angeles County
Museum of Art; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston;
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Museum
Folkwang, Essen, Germany; Victoria and Albert
Museum, London; CaixaForum, Barcelona; and
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis.*[10]*[21]

• 2004–2005: Diane Arbus: Family Albums. Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum, South Hadley, Mas-
sachusetts; Grey Art Gallery, New York; Portland
Museum of Art, Maine; Spencer Museum of Art,
Lawrence, Kansas; and Portland Art Museum, Ore-
gon.*[74]*[75]*[76]*[77]

• 2005: Diane Arbus: Other Faces Other Rooms.
Robert Miller Gallery, New York.*[65]

• 2007: Something Was There: Early Work by Diane
Arbus. Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco.*[78]

• 2008–2009: Diane Arbus, a Printed Retrospective,
1960–1971. Kadist Art Foundation, Paris; and Cen-
tre Régional de la Photographie Nord Pas-de-Calais,
Douchy-les-Mines, France.*[79]

• 2009: Diane Arbus. Timothy Taylor Gallery, Lon-
don.*[80]

• 2009–2010: Artist Rooms: Diane Arbus. National
Museum Cardiff, Wales; and Dean Gallery, Edin-
burgh, Scotland.*[80]*[81]

• 2010: Diane Arbus: Christ in a Lobby and Other Un-
known or Almost Known Works. Fraenkel Gallery,
San Francisco.*[82]

• 2011–2013: Diane Arbus. Galerie Nationale du
Jeu de Paume, Paris;*[83] Fotomuseum, Win-
terthur;*[84] Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin;*[85] and
Foam Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam.*[86]
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51.9 Collections

• Akron Art Museum

• BA-CA Kunstforum, Wien

• Birmingham Museum of Art, Birmingham / Al-
abama

• Center for Creative Photography, Tucson

• Cleveland Museum of Art

• Davison Art Center, Middletown

• Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Poughkeepsie

• Harvard University Art Museums, Cambridge / MA

• International Center of Photography, New York

• IVAM Valencia

• John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota

• KMS Fine Art Group, Baar, Switzerland

• Los Angeles County Museum of Art

• Milwaukee Art Museum

• Moderna Museet Malmö

• Moderna Museet Stockholm

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles

• Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg / Florida

• National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa

• National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo

• New Orleans Museum of Art

• Reina Sofía, Madrid

• Sammlung Goetz, München

• Spencer Museum of Art, Lawrence

• Sweet Briar College Art Gallery

• The Progressive Art Collection, Mayfield Village

• Vancouver Art Gallery

• Williams College Museum of Art, Williamstown

• Ydessa Hendeles Art Foundation, Toronto

• Yokohama Museum of Art

*[87]
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Chapter 52

Don McCullin

Donald “Don”McCullin, CBE Hon FRPS (9 October
1935) is a British photojournalist, particularly recognized
for his war photography and images of urban strife. His
career, which began in 1959, has specialised in examin-
ing the underside of society, and his photographs have
depicted the unemployed, downtrodden and the impov-
erished.

52.1 Biography

52.1.1 Early life

McCullin grew up in Finsbury Park, North London,
but he was evacuated to a farm in Somerset during the
Blitz.*[1] He is dyslexic*[2]*[3] but displayed a talent for
drawing at the Secondary Modern School he attended.
He won a scholarship to Hammersmith School of Arts
and Crafts*[3] but, following the death of his father, he
left school at the age of 15, without qualifications, for a
catering job on the railways.*[2]*[3] He was then called
up for National Service with the Royal Air Force.

52.1.2 Career

During McCullin's period of National Service in the RAF
he was posted to the Canal Zone during the 1956 Suez
Crisis, where he worked as a photographer's assistant. He
failed to pass the written theory paper necessary to be-
come a photographer in the RAF, and so spent his service
in the darkroom.*[4]*[5] During this period McCullin
bought his first camera, a Rolleicord. On return to Britain
shortage of funds led to his pawning the camera. His
mother used her own money to redeem the pledge.*[6]
In 1959, a photograph he took of a local London gang was
published in The Observer.*[7] Between 1966 and 1984,
he worked as an overseas correspondent for the Sunday
Times Magazine, recording ecological and man-made
catastrophes such as war-zones, amongst them Biafra, in
1968, and victims of the African AIDS epidemic.*[5]
His hard-hitting coverage of the Vietnam War and the
Northern Ireland conflict is particularly highly regarded.
He also took the photographs of Maryon Park in Lon-

don which were used in Michelangelo Antonioni's film
Blowup.*[8]
In 1968, his Nikon camera stopped a bullet intended for
him.*[9]
In 1982 the British Government refused to grant
McCullin a press pass to cover the Falklands
War,*[10]*[11]*[12]*[13] claiming the boat was
full.*[14] At the time he believed it was because the
Thatcher government felt his images might be too
disturbing politically.
He is the author of a number of books, including The
Palestinians (with Jonathan Dimbleby, 1980), Beirut: A
City in Crisis (1983), and Don McCullin in Africa (2005).
His book, Shaped by War (2010), was published to ac-
company a major retrospective exhibition at the Imperial
War Museum North, Salford, England in 2010 and then
at the Victoria Art Gallery, Bath and the Imperial War
Museum, London. His most recent publication is South-
ern Frontiers: A Journey Across the Roman Empire, a po-
etic and contemplative study of selected Roman and pre-
Roman ruins in North Africa and the Middle East.
In 2012, a documentary film of his life titledMcCullin and
directed by David Morris and Jacqui Morris was released.
The film was nominated for two BAFTA awards.
In later years, McCullin has turned to landscape and still-
life works and taking commissioned portraits.
In November 2015 McCullin was named the Photo Lon-
don Master of Photography for 2016, at the launch of
Photo London, an art fair due to open at Somerset House
in May 2016. A special exhibition dedicated to his work
is to be commissioned. When asked about the rise of
digital photography, he said: “Digital photography can
be a totally lying experience - you can move what you
want, the whole thing canʼt be trusted really.”*[15]

52.1.3 Family life

Currently living in Somerset, he is married and has five
children from his current and earlier marriages.*[5]
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52.2 Selected works

Émile Béchard, Femme du Luxor from McCullin's personal se-
lection of photographs from the National Media Museum's col-
lection, 2009.
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Cape. ISBN 0-224-03230-5.
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Cape. ISBN 0-224-03241-0.

• Don McCullin ; (1999). India. London: Jonathan
Cape. ISBN 0-224-05089-3.

• Cold Heaven. Christian Aid. 2001. ISBN 0-
904379-47-7.

• Don McCullin; with Lewis Chester. (2002). Un-
reasonable Behaviour: An Autobiography. Vintage
Books. ISBN 0-09-943776-7.
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London: Jonathan Cape. ISBN 0-224-07514-4.
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London: Jonathan Cape. ISBN 978-0-224-07870-
2.
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ISBN 978-0-224-09026-1.
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ney Across the Roman Empire. London: Jonathan
Cape. ISBN 978-0-224-08708-7.

52.3 Selected awards

McCullin receiving the World Press Photo Award in 1964

• 1964: World Press Photo Award, for his coverage
of the war in Cyprus.

• 1964: Warsaw Gold Medal.

• 1977: Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society
(FRPS).
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• 1993: honorary doctorate from the University of
Bradford.

• 1993: honorary degree from the Open University.
• 1993: CBE, the first photojournalist to receive the

honour.*[16]
• 2003: Royal Photographic Society's Special 150th

Anniversary Medal and Honorary Fellowship (Hon-
FRPS) in recognition of a sustained, significant con-
tribution to the art of photography.*[17]

• 2006: Cornell Capa Award.*[18]
• 2007: Royal Photographic Society's Centenary

Medal.*[19]
• 2008: Honorary Doctorate of Letters by the

University of Gloucestershire in recognition of his
lifetime's achievement in photojournalism.*[20]

• 2009: Honorary Fellowship of Hereford College of
Arts.*[21]

• 2011: Honorary Degree (Doctor of Arts) from the
University of Bath.*[22]

52.4 Selected exhibitions
• 2013: Retrospective, National Gallery of Canada,

Ottawa, Canada.*[23]

52.5 Quotes
•“I grew up in total ignorance, poverty and bigotry,

and this has been a burden for me throughout my
life. There is still some poison that won't go away,
as much as I try to drive it out.”*[24]

•“I am a professed atheist, until I find myself in seri-
ous circumstances. Then I quickly fall on my knees,
in my mind if not literally, and I say : 'Please God,
save me from this.'"*[24]

•“I have been manipulated, and I have in turn manip-
ulated others, by recording their response to suffer-
ing and misery. So there is guilt in every direction:
guilt because I don't practise religion, guilt because
I was able to walk away, while this man was dying of
starvation or being murdered by another man with a
gun. And I am tired of guilt, tired of saying to my-
self: “I didn't kill that man on that photograph, I
didn't starve that child.”That's why I want to photo-
graph landscapes and flowers. I am sentencing my-
self to peace.”*[24]

•“Photography for me is not looking, it s̓ feeling. If
you can t̓ feel what you r̓e looking at, then you r̓e
never going to get others to feel anything when they
look at your pictures.”*[25]
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Chapter 53

Dorothea Lange

Dorothea Lange (May 26, 1895 – October 11, 1965)
was an influential American documentary photographer
and photojournalist, best known for her Depression-
era work for the Farm Security Administration (FSA).
Lange's photographs humanized the consequences of the
Great Depression and influenced the development of
documentary photography.

53.1 Early life

Born of second generation German immigrants on May
26, 1895, at 1041 Bloomfield Street, Hoboken, New Jer-
sey,*[1]*[2] Dorothea Lange was named Dorothea Mar-
garetta Nutzhorn at birth. She dropped her middle name
and assumed her mother's maiden name after her father
abandoned the family when she was 12 years old, one of
two traumatic incidents early in her life. The other was
her contraction of polio at age seven which left her with
a weakened right leg and a permanent limp.*[1]*[2]“It
formed me, guided me, instructed me, helped me and hu-
miliated me,”Lange once said of her altered gait.“I've
never gotten over it, and I am aware of the force and
power of it.”*[3]

53.2 Career

Lange graduated from the Wadleigh High School for Girls
*[4] and was educated in photography at Columbia Uni-
versity in New York City, in a class taught by Clarence H.
White. She was informally apprenticed to several New
York photography studios, including that of the famed
Arnold Genthe. In 1918, she left New York with a fe-
male friend to travel the world, but was forced to end the
trip in San Francisco due to a robbery and settled there,
working as a photo finisher.*[5] By the following year she
had opened a successful portrait studio.*[2]*[6] She lived
across the bay in Berkeley for the rest of her life. In 1920,
she married the noted western painter Maynard Dixon,
with whom she had two sons, Daniel, born in 1925, and
John, born in 1930.*[7]
With the onset of the Great Depression, Lange turned her

Lange's 1936, Migrant Mother, Florence Owens Thompson

camera lens from the studio to the street. Her studies of
unemployed and homeless people, starting with“White
Angel Breadline”which depicted a lone man turned away
from the crowd in front of a soup kitchen run by a widow
known as the White Angel,*[8] captured the attention of
local photographers and led to her employment with the
federal Resettlement Administration (RA), later called
the Farm Security Administration (FSA).
In December 1935, she divorced Dixon and married
economist Paul Schuster Taylor, Professor of Economics
at the University of California, Berkeley.*[7] Together
they documented rural poverty and the exploitation of
sharecroppers and migrant laborers for the next five
years – Taylor interviewing and gathering economic data,
Lange taking photos.
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Children at the Weill public school in San Francisco pledge alle-
giance to the American flag in April 1942, prior to the internment
of Japanese Americans.

Grandfather and grandson at Manzanar Relocation Center.

53.2.1 Resettlement Administration

From 1935 to 1939, Dorothea Lange's work for the RA
and FSA brought the plight of the poor and forgotten –
particularly sharecroppers, displaced farm families, and
migrant workers – to public attention. Distributed free
to newspapers across the country, her poignant images
became icons of the era.
Lange's best-known picture is titled“Migrant Mother.”
*[9] The woman in the photo is Florence Owens Thomp-
son. The original photo featured Florence's thumb and
index finger on the tent pole, but the image was later re-
touched to hide Florence's thumb. Her index finger was
left untouched (lower right in photo).
In 1960, Lange spoke about her experience taking the
photograph:

I saw and approached the hungry and des-
perate mother, as if drawn by a magnet. I do
not remember how I explained my presence or
my camera to her, but I do remember she asked

me no questions. I made five exposures, work-
ing closer and closer from the same direction.
I did not ask her name or her history. She told
me her age, that she was thirty-two. She said
that they had been living on frozen vegetables
from the surrounding fields, and birds that the
children killed. She had just sold the tires from
her car to buy food. There she sat in that lean-
to tent with her children huddled around her,
and seemed to know that my pictures might
help her, and so she helped me. There was a
sort of equality about it.*[10]

After Lange returned home, she told the editor of a San
Francisco newspaper about conditions at the camp and
provided him with two of her photos. The editor in-
formed federal authorities and published an article that
included the photos. As a result, the government rushed
aid to the camp to prevent starvation.*[11]
According to Thompson's son, Lange got some details of
this story wrong, but the impact of the picture was based
on the image showing the strength and need of migrant
workers.*[12]
Twenty-two of the photographs she took as part of the
FSA were included in John Steinbeck's The Harvest Gyp-
sies when it was originally published in San Francisco
News in 1936.

53.2.2 Japanese American internment

In 1941, Lange was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship
for achievement in photography. After the attack on Pearl
Harbor, she gave up the prestigious award to record the
forced evacuation of Japanese Americans from the West
Coast, on assignment for the War Relocation Authority
(WRA).*[13] She covered the internment of Japanese
Americans*[14] and their subsequent incarceration, trav-
eling throughout urban and rural California to photograph
families preparing to leave, visiting several temporary
assembly centers as they opened, and eventually high-
lighting Manzanar, the first of the permanent internment
camps. Much of her work focused on the waiting and
uncertainty involved the removal: piles of luggage wait-
ing to be sorted, families wearing identification tags and
waiting for transport.*[15] To many observers, her pho-
tograph*[16] of Japanese American children pledging al-
legiance to the flag shortly before they were sent to camp
is a haunting reminder of this policy of detaining people
without charging them of any crime or affording them
any appeal.*[17]
Her images were so obviously critical that the Army im-
pounded most of them, and they were not seen publicly
for more than 50 years.*[18] Today her photographs of
the internment are available in the National Archives on
the website of the Still Photographs Division, and at the
Bancroft Library of the University of California, Berke-
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ley.

53.2.3 California School of Fine Arts

In 1945, Lange was invited by Ansel Adams to ac-
cept a position as faculty at the first fine art photogra-
phy department at the California School of Fine Arts
(CSFA). Imogen Cunningham and Minor White joined
as well.*[19]
In 1952, Lange co-founded the photographic magazine
Aperture. Lange and Pirkle Jones were commissioned in
the mid-1950s to shoot a photographic documentary for
Life magazine of the death of Monticello, California and
of the displacement of its residents by the damming of
Putah Creek to form Lake Berryessa. The magazine did
not run the piece, so Lange devoted one whole issue of
Aperture to the work. The photo collection was shown
at the Art Institute of Chicago in 1960.*[20] Another se-
ries for Life magazine which she began in 1954 featured
Martin Pulich, a lawyer, due to her interest in how poor
people were defended in the court system which by one
account grew out of her experience with her brotherʼs
arrest and trial.*[21]

53.2.4 The Family of Man

Dorothea Lange assisted her friend Edward Steichen at
MoMA, in recruiting photographers for his landmark in-
ternational touring exhibition The Family of Man,*[22]
using her FSA and LIFE connections who in turn pro-
moted the project to their colleagues. In 1953 she circu-
lated a recruiting letter;“A Summons to Photographers
All Over the World,”calling on them “show Man to
Man across the world. Here we hope to reveal by visual
images Manʼs dreams and aspirations, his strength, his
despair under evil. If photography can bring these things
to life, this exhibition will be created in a spirit of pas-
sionate and devoted faith in Man. Nothing short of that
will do.”*[23] Lange's work features in the exhibition,
which was seen by 9 million people around the world.

53.3 Death and legacy

In the last two decades of her life, Lange's health was
poor. She suffered from gastric problems, including
bleeding ulcers, as well as post-polio syndrome – although
this renewal of the pain and weakness of polio was not yet
recognized by most physicians.
Lange died of esophageal cancer on October 11, 1965,
in San Francisco, California, at age 70.*[7]*[24] She
was survived by her second husband, Paul Taylor, two
children, three stepchildren, and numerous grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.
In 1972 the Whitney Museum of American Art used

27 of Lange's photographs in an exhibit entitled 'Exec-
utive Order 9066'. This exhibit highlighted Japanese in-
ternment during World War II. US President Franklin
D. Roosevelt signed his Executive Order 9066 in
February, 1942, which eventually allowed the deporta-
tion of Japanese-, Italian-, and German-Americans to
internment camps.
In 2006, an elementary school was named in her honor
in Nipomo, California, near the site where she pho-
tographed“Migrant Mother”.
On May 28, 2008, California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger and First Lady Maria Shriver an-
nounced Lange's induction into the California Hall of
Fame, located at The California Museum for History,
Women and the Arts. The induction ceremony took
place on December 15 and her son accepted the honor in
her place.
On August 29, 2014, American Masters – Dorothea
Lange: Grab a Hunk of Lightning*[25] premièred on
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) network.*[11] Di-
rected and narrated from a unique perspective by Lange's
granddaughter, Peabody- and five-time Emmy award-
winning cinematographer Dyanna Taylor,*[26]*[27] the
film combines family memories and journals with never-
before-seen photos and film footage as well as newly
discovered interviews. A companion book, Dorothea
Lange: Grab a Hunk of Lightning, by Elizabeth Partridge,
was published in 2013 and is the only career-spanning
monograph of Lange's work in print.*[11]*[28]

53.4 See also

• Marion Post Wolcott
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Doug and Mike Starn

Doug and Mike Starn are American artists, identical
twins, born 1961.

54.1 Biography

The Starn brothers gained international attention at the
1987 Whitney Biennial. They Starns have been primarily
working conceptually with photography for the past two
and a half decades. They are recognized for their pen-
etrating conceptualization of light. They employ this as
a metaphor for the driving force of creativity and intel-
ligence, and for how we live our lives. *[1] Concerned
largely with interconnection and interdependence, chaos,
time, organic systems and structures. They continue de-
fying categorization, effectively combining traditionally
separate disciplines such as photography, sculpture, ar-
chitecture. Their 2010 installation Big Bambú :You Canʼ
t, You Don t̓ and YouWon t̓ Stop, roof garden exhibition
of The Metropolitan Museum of Art was the 9th most
attended exhibition in the museum's history. Through-
out the six-month exhibit, the Starns and their crew of
10-16 rock climbers continuously lashed and sculpted
over 7,000 bamboo poles, a performative architecture of
randomly interconnected vectors forming a section of a
seascape with a 70ʼcresting wave above Central Park.
Big Bambú suggests the complexity and energy of an
ever-growing and changing living organism. Other iter-
ations of the series are in the permanent collection of the
Macro Museum (Rome)--curated by Francesco Bonami-
-, the Israel Museum of Jerusalem, and were featured at
the 54th Venice Biennale (Italy) and Teshima Triennial
(Japan). Since June 2014, a new permanent installation
has been part of the Israel Museum Jerusalem sculpture
garden: it is titled: Big Bambú: 5,000 Arms To Hold You.
The Starns were represented by Leo Castelli from 1989
until his death in 1999. Their work has been the
object of numerous museum and gallery exhibitions
worldwide. Gravity of Light a monographic publication
(Skira/Rizzoli 2012) based on the eponymous exhibit,
follows Attracted to Light (Blind Spot/powerHouse 2003)
and Doug and Mike Starn (Abrams 1990). Their pieces
are represented in important public and private collec-
tions internationally. They have received two National

Endowment for the Arts Grant; The International Center
for Photography s̓ Infinity Award for Fine Art Photogra-
phy in 1992; and, artists in residency at NASA in the mid-
nineties. Their first permanent installation (glass, metal,
and a stone mosaic) titled See it split, see it change, was
inaugurated at the South Ferry subway terminal.

54.2 Major works
• 2014 – Big Bambú: 5,000 Arms To Hold You,

The Israel Museum Jerusalem (Israel) http://www.
english.imjnet.org.il/

• 2013 – Big Bambú #8, Setouchi Trieniale, for
the Naoshima Museum of Art (Japan) http://
setouchi-artfest.jp/en/

• 2012 – Big Bambú: Minautor Horn Head, Museo
Macro Testaccio Rome http://www.museomacro.
org/it/enel-contemporanea-2012-big-bamb%C3%
BA

• 2011 – Big Bambú, Official Collateral Exhibition to
the 54th Venice Biennale*[2]

• 2010 – Doug + Mike Starn on the Roof: Big Bambú,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art Roof Garden,
New York, NY.*[3]

• 2009 – See it split, see it change, a permanent in-
stallation commissioned by the Arts for Transit pro-
gram of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(New York City) for the South Ferry Subway Ter-
minal.*[4]

54.3 References
[1] Peppiatt, Michael,. Peterson, Jane A., Art Plural: Voices

of Contemporary Art, Gatehouse,Art Plural Gallery Pub-
lications

[2] Venice Biennale: ʻBig Bambú,ʼItalian Style, Roberta
Smith, May 31, 2011, New York Times.

[3] See It, Feel It, Touch It, Climb It, Carol Vogel, February
11, 2010, New York Times.
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[4] Making Artistic Connections at a Subway Station, Mar-
lena Ryzik, December 14, 2008, New York Times.

54.4 External links
• Starns brothers' website

http://www.dmstarn.com/


Chapter 55

Duane Michals

Duane Michals (/ˈmaɪkəls/; born February 18, 1932) is
an American photographer.*[1] Michals's work makes in-
novative use of photo-sequences, often incorporating text
to examine emotion and philosophy.*[2]

55.1 Education and career

Michals's interest in art“began at age 14 while attending
watercolor university classes at the Carnegie Institute in
Pittsburgh.”*[3] In 1953 he received a B.A. from the
University of Denver.*[4] After two years in the Army, in
1956 he went on to study at the Parsons School of Design
with a plan to become a graphic designer; however, he did
not complete his studies.*[3]
He describes his photographic skills as“completely self-
taught.”*[2] In 1958 while on a holiday in the USSR
he discovered an interest in photography.*[4] The pho-
tographs he made during this trip became his first exhi-
bition held in 1963 at the Underground Gallery in New
York City.
For a number of years, Michals was a commercial pho-
tographer, working for Esquire and Mademoiselle, and
he covered the filming of The Great Gatsby for Vogue
(1974).*[5] He did not have a studio. Instead, he took
portraits of people in their environment, which was a con-
trast to the method of other photographers at the time,
such as Avedon and Irving Penn.
Michals was hired by the government of Mexico to pho-
tograph the 1968 Summer Olympics.*[5] In 1970 his
works were shown at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York.*[6] The portraits he took between 1958 and 1988
would later become the basis of his book, Album.
In 1976 Michals received a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts. Michals also produced the
art for the album Synchronicity (by The Police) in
1983,*[3]*[5] and Richard Barone's Clouds Over Eden al-
bum in 1993.*[7]

55.2 Artistic influences and impact

Though he has not been involved in gay civil rights, his
photography has addressed gay themes.*[8]*[9] In dis-
cussing his notion of the artist's relationship to politics
and power however, Michals feels ultimately that aspira-
tions are useless:

I feel the political aspirations are impotent.
They can never be seen. If they are, it will only
be by a limited audience. If one is to act po-
litically, one simply puts down the camera and
goes out and does something. I think of some-
one like Heartfield who ridiculed the Nazis.
Who very creatively took great stands. He
could have been killed at any moment, he was
Jewish, and my God what the guy did. It was
extraordinary. You donʼt see that now.*[10]

Michals cites Balthus, William Blake, Lewis Carroll,
Thomas Eakins, René Magritte, and Walt Whitman as
influences on his art.*[2] In turn, he has influenced pho-
tographers such as David Levinthal and Francesca Wood-
man.*[11]*[12]
He is noted for two innovations in artistic photography
developed in the 1960s and 1970s. First, he "[told] a story
through a series of photos”*[5] as in his 1970 book Se-
quences. Second, he handwrote text near his photographs,
thereby giving information that the image itself could not
convey.*[5]*[13]

55.3 Exhibitions

55.3.1 Solo

• 1970 – Museum of Modern Art, New York

• 1971 – George Eastman House, Rochester, NY

• 1976 – Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art,
Hartford, CT

• 1999 – Odakyu Museum, Tokyo
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• 2005 – International Center of Photography, New
York

• 2008 – Thessaloniki Museum of Photography,
Greece

• 2008 – Scavi Scaligeri, Verona, Italy

• 2013 – DC Moore Gallery, NY

• 2014 – Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh, PA

• 2015 – Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, MA

55.3.2 Group

• 1999 –“Cosmos”, Musée de Beaux-Arts de Mon-
tréal

• 1999 – “The Century of the Body: Photoworks
1900–2000”, Musée de l'Élysée, Lausanne

• 1999 –“From Camouflage to Free Style”, Musée
dʼArt Moderne de la Ville de Paris

• 2004 – “The Ecstasy of Things”, Fotomuseum
Winterthur, Switzerland*[14]

55.4 Awards

• 1991 – Honorary Fellowship, The Royal Photo-
graphic Society*[15]

• 1994 – Gold medal for photography, National Arts
Club*[13]

• 2000 – Masters Series Award, School of Visual
Arts*[3]

55.5 Personal life

Michals grew up in McKeesport, Pennsylvania, and cur-
rently lives in New York City.*[8] Michals has been in a
relationship with his partner for 53 years as of 2013.*[8]

55.6 Selected books

• Michals, Duane. Sequences. Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1970.

• Michals, Duane. The journey of the spirit after
death. New York: Winter House, 1971. ISBN 0-
87806-025-1

• Michals, Duane. Chance meeting; photographs.
Köln: A. & J. Wilde, 1973.

• Michals, Duane. Take one and see Mt. Fujiyama,
and other stories. Rochester, NY: distributed by
Light Impressions, 1976. ISBN 0-916614-00-X

• Michals, Duane. Real dreams: photostories. Dan-
bury, NH: Addison House, 1976. ISBN 0-89169-
005-0

• Michals, Duane. Merveilles d'Egypt. Paris: Denoël-
Filipacchi, 1978.

• Michals, Duane, and Constantine Cavafy. Homage
to Cavafy. Danbury, NH: Addison House, 1978.
ISBN 0-89169-019-0

• Michals, Duane. A visit with Magritte. Providence,
RI: Matrix, 1981. ISBN 0-936554-05-3

• Michals, Duane. Duane Michals. London: Thames
and Hudson, 1983. ISBN 0-500-41071-2

• Michals, Duane, and Marco Livingstone. Duane
Michals: photographs, sequences, texts, 1958-1984.
Oxford: Museum of Modern Art, 1984. ISBN 0-
905836-46-4

• Michals, Duane. Sleep and dream. New York: Lus-
trum Press, 1984. ISBN 0-912810-46-7

• Michals, Duane. Duane Michals. New York: Pan-
theon Books; Paris: Centre National de la Photogra-
phie, 1986. ISBN 0-394-74446-2

• Michals, Duane. Album: the portraits of Duane
Michals, 1958-1988. Pasadena, CA: Twelvetrees
Press, 1988. ISBN 0-942642-36-8

• Michals, Duane, and Max Kozloff. Now becoming
then. Altadena, CA: Twin Palms, 1990. ISBN 0-
944092-12-8

• Michals, Duane. Eros & Thanatos. Santa Fe, NM:
Twin Palms, 1992. ISBN 0-944092-20-9

• Salter, James, and Duane Michals. Still such. New
York: W. Drenttel, 1992. ISBN 0-9625224-2-2

• Michals, Duane. Salute, Walt Whitman. Santa Fe,
NM: Twin Palms, 1996. ISBN 0-944092-34-9

• Michals, Duane, and Marco Livingstone. The es-
sential Duane Michals. Boston, MA: Little, Brown,
1997. ISBN 0-8212-2463-8

• Michals, Duane. Questions without answers. Santa
Fe, NM: Twin Palms, 2001. ISBN 0-944092-86-1

• Michals, Duane. The house I once called home: a
photographic memoir with verse. London: Enithar-
mon Editions, 2003. ISBN 1-900564-73-4

• Michals, Duane. Foto follies: how photography lost
its virginity on the way to the bank. Göttingen: Steidl,
2006. ISBN 3-86521-275-1
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• Michals, Duane, and Joel Grey. The adventures of
Constantine Cavafy. Santa Fe, NM: Twin Palms,
2007. ISBN 978-1-931885-54-6

• Michals, Duane. Duane Michals. London: Thames
& Hudson, 2008. ISBN 978-0-500-41071-4

55.7 Film and video

• Howard, Edgar B., and Theodore R. Haimes. Du-
ane Michals (1939-1997). NY: Checkerboard
Film Foundation, 1978. (DVD, 14 minutes,
B&W/color.)

• Diamonstein, Barbaralee. Visions and Images: Du-
ane Michals on YouTube (American Photographers
on Photography). American Broadcasting Compa-
nies, 1981. (Video, 29 minutes, B&W/color.)

55.8 Further reading

• Bailey, Ronald H. (1975). The photographic illusion,
Duane Michals. New York: Crowell. ISBN 0-690-
00787-6.

• Winterhalter, Teresa (1997). “Desire under the
lens: critical perspective in a Duane Michals photo-
graph”. Literature and Theology 11 (3): 229–238.
doi:10.1093/litthe/11.3.229.

• Todd-Raque, Jennifer (2006).“Duane Michals”. In
Warren, Lynne. Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century
Photography. New York: Routledge. pp. 1043–
1046. ISBN 1-57958-393-8.

• Goysdotter, Moa (2013). Impure Vision: American
Staged Art Photography of the 1970s. Lund: Nordic
Academic Press. ISBN 9789187351006.
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Chapter 56

Eadweard Muybridge

Eadweard Muybridge (/ˌɛdwərd ˈmaɪbrɪdʒ/; 9 April
1830 – 8 May 1904, born Edward James Muggeridge)
was an English photographer important for his pioneering
work in photographic studies of motion, and early work
in motion-picture projection. He adopted the name Ead-
weard Muybridge, believing it to be the original Anglo-
Saxon form of his name.*[1]
At age 20, he emigrated to America, first to New York, as
a bookseller, and then to San Francisco. He returned to
England in 1861, and took up professional photography,
learning the wet-plate collodion process, and secured at
least two British patents for his inventions.*[2] He went
back to San Francisco in 1867, and in 1868 his large
photographs of Yosemite Valley made him world fa-
mous. Today, Muybridge is known for his pioneering
work on animal locomotion in 1877 and 1878, which used
multiple cameras to capture motion in stop-motion pho-
tographs, and his zoopraxiscope, a device for projecting
motion pictures that pre-dated the flexible perforated film
strip used in cinematography.*[3]
In 1874 he shot and killed Major Harry Larkyns, his
wife's lover, but was acquitted in a jury trial on the
grounds of justifiable homicide.*[4] He travelled for more
than a year in Central America on a photographic expe-
dition in 1875.
In the 1880s, Muybridge entered a very productive pe-
riod at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia,
producing over 100,000 images of animals and humans
in motion, capturing what the human eye could not dis-
tinguish as separate movements. He spent much of his
later years giving public lectures and demonstrations of
his photography and early motion picture sequences, trav-
eling back to England and Europe to publicise his work.
He also edited and published compilations of his work,
which greatly influenced visual artists and the develop-
ing fields of scientific and industrial photography. He re-
turned to his native England permanently in 1894, and in
1904, the Kingston Museum, containing a collection of
his equipment, was opened in his hometown.

56.1 Names

Edward James Muggeridge was born and raised in Eng-
land. Muggeridge changed his name several times, start-
ing with“Muggridge”. In 1855, in the United States,
he used the surname“Muygridge”.*[5]
After he returned from Britain to the United States in
1867, he used the surname“Muybridge”. In addition,
he used the pseudonym Helios (Greek god of the sun) to
sign many of his photographs. He also used this as the
name of his studio and made it the middle name for his
only son, Florado Helios Muybridge, born in 1874.*[6]
While travelling on a photography expedition in the
Spanish-speaking nations of Central America in 1875,
the photographer advertised his works under the name
“Eduardo Santiago Muybridge”in Guatemala.*[7] Af-

ter an 1882 trip to England, he changed the spelling of
his first name to “Eadweard”, the Old English form
of his name. The spelling was probably derived from the
spelling of King Edward's Christian (first) name as shown
on the plinth of the Kingston coronation stone, which had
been re-erected in the town in 1850 100 yards from Muy-
bridge's childhood family home. He used “Eadweard
Muybridge”for the rest of his career,*[5]*[8] but his
gravestone carries his name as “Eadweard Maybridge”
.*[9]

56.2 Early life and career

Muybridge was born in Kingston upon Thames,*[10] in
the county of Surrey in England, on 9 April 1830 to John
and Susan Muggeridge; he had three brothers. His fa-
ther was a grain and coal merchant, with business spaces
on the ground floor of their house adjacent to the River
Thames at No.30 High Street, and the family living in
the rooms above.*[11] After his father died in 1843,
his mother carried on the business. His cousin Norman
Selfe who also grew up in Kingston upon Thames moved
to Australia and, following a family tradition, became a
renowned engineer.*[12]
Muybridge emigrated to the United States at the age of
20, arriving in New York City and later moving to San
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Francisco in 1855, a few years after California became a
state, and while the city was still the“capital of the Gold
Rush".*[13] He started a career as a publisher's agent for
the London Printing and Publishing Company, and as a
bookseller. At the time, the city was booming, with 40
bookstores, nearly 60 hotels and a dozen photography stu-
dios.*[14] Later in his life, he wrote about also having
spent time in New Orleans and New York City during his
early years in the United States.*[15]

56.3 Serious accident and recuper-
ation

By 1860, Muybridge was a successful bookseller. He left
his bookshop in care of his brother, and prepared to sail to
England to buy more antiquarian books. However, Muy-
bridge missed the boat and instead left San Francisco in
July 1860 to travel by stagecoach over the southern route
to Saint Louis, by rail to New York City, then by ship to
England.*[2]*[16]
In central Texas, Muybridge suffered severe head injuries
in a violent runaway stagecoach crash which injured every
passenger on board, and killed one of them.*[17]*[18]
Muybridge was bodily ejected from the vehicle, and hit
his head on a rock or other hard object. He was taken
150 miles (240 km) to Fort Smith, Arkansas for treatment
(his earliest memories post-accident were there), where
he stayed three months, trying to recover from symptoms
of double vision, confused thinking, impaired sense of
taste and smell, and other problems. He next went to New
York City, where he continued in treatment for nearly a
year before being able to sail to England.
Arthur P. Shimamura, a psychologist at the University of
California, Berkeley, has speculated that Muybridge suf-
fered substantial injuries to the orbitofrontal cortex that
probably also extended into the anterior temporal lobes,
which may have led to some of the emotional, eccen-
tric behavior reported by friends in later years, as well
as freeing his creativity from conventional social inhibi-
tions. Today, there still is little effective treatment for this
kind of injury.*[2]*[19]
While recuperating in England and receiving treatment
from Sir William Gull, Muybridge took up the new field
of professional photography sometime between 1861 and
1866.*[19] Muybridge later stated that he had changed
his vocation at the suggestion of his physician.*[2] He
learned the wet-plate collodion process in England, and
may have been influenced by some of the great English
photographers of those years, such as Julia Margaret
Cameron.*[20]*[21]*[22] Also during this period, Muy-
bridge secured at least two British patents for his inven-
tions, including the design of a high speed electrical shut-
ter and electro-timer, to be used alongside a battery of up
to 24 cameras.*[2]

Photo of Vernal Falls at Yosemite by EadweardMuybridge, 1872

56.4 Photographing the American
West

Muybridge had left San Francisco in 1860, as a merchant
but returned in 1867, as a professional photographer with
highly proficient technical skills and an artist's eye. He
became successful in photography focusing principally
on landscape and architectural subjects. He converted
a lightweight carriage into a portable darkroom to carry
out his work.*[20] His business cards also advertised his
services for portraiture.*[23] His stereographs, the pop-
ular format of the time, were sold by various galleries
and photographic entrepreneurs (most notably the firm of
Bradley & Rulofson) on Montgomery Street, San Fran-
cisco. Early in his new career, Muybridge was hired by
Robert B. Woodward (1824–1879) to take extensive pho-
tos of his Woodward's Gardens, a combination amuse-
ment park, zoo, museum, and aquarium which opened in
San Francisco in 1866.*[24]
Muybridge established his reputation in 1867, with pho-
tos of the Yosemite Valley wilderness (some of which
used the same scenes taken by his contemporary Carleton
Watkins) and areas around San Francisco. Muybridge
gained notice for his landscape photographs, which
showed the grandeur and expansiveness of the West; if
human figures were portrayed, they were dwarfed by
their surroundings, as in Chinese landscape paintings.
He signed and published his work under the pseudonym
Helios, which he also used as the name of his studio.*[25]
Muybridge took enormous physical risks to make his pho-
tographs, using a heavy view camera and stacks of glass
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Albumen silver print photograph of Muybridge in 1867 at base
of the Ulysses S. Grant tree “71 Feet in Circumference”in the
Mariposa Grove, Yosemite, by Carleton Watkins

plate negatives. A spectacular stereograph he published
in 1872, shows him sitting casually on a projecting rock
over the Yosemite Valley, with 2,000 feet (610 m) of
empty space yawning below him.*[2]
In 1868, Muybridge travelled to the newly acquired US
territory of Alaska to photograph the Tlingit Native
Americans, occasional Russian inhabitants, and dramatic
landscapes for the US government.*[26]*:242 In 1871,
the Lighthouse Board hired Muybridge to photograph
lighthouses of the American west coast. From March to
July, he travelled aboard the Lighthouse Tender Shubrick
to document these structures.*[27] In 1873, Muybridge
was commissioned by the US Army to photograph the
Modoc War against the Native Americans in northern
California and Oregon. Many of his stereoscopic pho-
tos were published widely, and can still be found to-
day.*[26]*:46
During the construction of the San Francisco Mint in
1870–1872, Muybridge made a sequence of images of
the building's progress, using the power of time-lapse
photography to document changes over time.*[28]
As Muybridge's reputation as a photographer grew in the
late 1800s, former California Governor Leland Stanford
contacted him to help settle a bet. In 1878, Muybridge
made a famous 13-part 360° photographic panorama of
San Francisco, to be presented to the wife of Leland
Stanford. Today, it can be viewed on the Internet as a
seamlessly-spliced panorama, or as a QuickTime Virtual

Reality (QTVR) panorama.*[29]

56.5 Stanford and horse gaits

Main article: Sallie Gardner at a Gallop
In 1872, the former governor of California, Leland Stan-

Muybridge's The Horse in Motion, 1878

The Horse in Motion by Eadweard Muybridge. “Sallie Gard-
ner”, owned by Leland Stanford; running at a 1:40 gait over the
Palo Alto track, 19 June 1878. Frames 1-11 used for animation,
frame 12 not used.

ford, a businessman and race-horse owner, hired Muy-
bridge for some photographic studies. He had taken a
position on a popularly debated question of the day ̶
whether all four feet of a horse were off the ground at
the same time while trotting. In 1872, Muybridge began
experimenting with an array of 12 cameras photograph-
ing a galloping horse in a sequence of shots. His initial
efforts seemed to prove that Stanford was right, but he
didnʼt have the process perfected. The same question
had arisen about the actions of horses during a gallop.
The human eye could not break down the action at the
quick gaits of the trot and gallop. Up until this time, most
artists painted horses at a trot with one foot always on the
ground; and at a full gallop with the front legs extended
forward and the hind legs extended to the rear, and all
feet off the ground.*[30] Stanford sided with the asser-
tion of“unsupported transit”in the trot and gallop, and
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decided to have it proven scientifically. Stanford sought
out Muybridge and hired him to settle the question.*[31]

Galloping horse, animated in 2006, using photos by Eadweard
Muybridge

Between 1878 and 1884, Muybridge perfected his
method of horses in motion, proving that they do have all
four hooves off the ground during their running stride. In
1872, Muybridge settled Stanford's question with a single
photographic negative showing his Standardbred trotting
horse Occident airborne at the trot. This negative was lost,
but the image survives through woodcuts made at the time
(the technology for printed reproductions of photographs
was still being developed). He later did additional studies,
as well as improving his camera for quicker shutter speed
and faster film emulsions. By 1878, spurred on by Stan-
ford to expand the experiments, Muybridge had success-
fully photographed a horse at a trot;*[32] lantern slides
have survived of this later work.*[33] Scientific American
was among the publications at the time that carried re-
ports of Muybridge's ground-breaking images.*[33]
Stanford also wanted a study of the horse at a gallop.
Muybridge planned to take a series of photographs on
15 June 1878, at Stanford's Palo Alto Stock Farm (now
the campus of Stanford University). He placed numerous
large glass-plate cameras in a line along the edge of the
track; the shutter of each was triggered by a thread as the
horse passed (in later studies he used a clockwork device
to set off the shutters and capture the images).*[34] The
path was lined with cloth sheets to reflect as much light
as possible. He copied the images in the form of silhou-
ettes onto a disc to be viewed in a machine he had in-
vented, which he called a "zoopraxiscope". This device
was later regarded as an early movie projector, and the
process as an intermediate stage toward motion pictures
or cinematography.
The study is called Sallie Gardner at a Gallop or The
Horse in Motion; it shows images of the horse with all feet
off the ground. This did not take place when the horse's
legs were extended to the front and back, as imagined
by contemporary illustrators, but when its legs were col-
lected beneath its body as it switched from“pulling”with
the front legs to“pushing”with the back legs.*[31]

56.6 Murder, acquittal and pater-
nity

In 1872, Muybridge married 21-year-old Flora Shall-
cross Stone. In 1874, Muybridge discovered that a drama
critic known as Major Harry Larkyns might have fathered
Flora's seven-month-old son Florado.*[31]*[35] On 17
October, Muybridge went to Calistoga to track down
Larkyns. Upon finding him, Muybridge said, “Good
evening, Major, my name is Muybridge and here's the
answer to the letter you sent my wife”, and shot him
point-blank. Larkyns died that night, and Muybridge was
arrested without protest and put in the Napa jail.*[36]
Muybridge was tried for murder, and pleaded insanity due
to a severe head injury suffered in the 1860 stagecoach
accident. At least four long-time acquaintances testified
under oath that the accident had dramatically changed
Muybridge's personality, from genial and pleasant to un-
stable and erratic.*[2] During the trial, Muybridge under-
cut his own insanity case by indicating that his actions
were deliberate and premeditated, but he also showed im-
passive indifference and uncontrolled explosions of emo-
tion.*[2] The jury dismissed the insanity plea, but acquit-
ted the photographer on the grounds of "justifiable homi-
cide", disregarding the judge's instructions. The episode
interrupted his photography studies, but not his relation-
ship with Stanford, who had arranged for his criminal de-
fense.*[2]
Today, the court case and transcripts are important to his-
torians and forensic neurologists, because of the sworn
testimony from multiple witnesses regarding Muybridge's
state of mind and past behaviour.*[2] The American
composer Philip Glass composed an opera, The Photog-
rapher, with a libretto based in part on court transcripts
from the case.
Shortly after his acquittal in February 1875, Muybridge
left the United States on a previously planned 9-month
photography trip to Central America, as a“working ex-
ile”.*[31] By 1877, he had resumed work for Leland
Stanford.
Flora petitioned for divorce, and was initially unsuccess-
ful, but her second petition received a favourable rul-
ing and an order for alimony in April 1875.*[37] While
Muybridge was in Central America, she died in July
1875.*[2]*[37] She had placed their son, Florado Helios
Muybridge (later nicknamed“Floddie”by friends), with
a French couple. In 1876, Muybridge had the boy moved
from a Catholic orphanage to a Protestant one and paid
for his care,*[37] but otherwise had little to do with him.
Photographs of Florado Muybridge as an adult show him
to have strongly resembled Muybridge. Put to work on a
ranch as a boy, he worked all his life as a ranch hand and
gardener. In 1944, Florado was hit by a car in Sacramento
and killed, at approximately the age of 70.*[7]
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56.7 Later motion studies

Eadweard Muybridge Boys playing Leapfrog (1883–86, printed
1887) Collotype

Animated collotype Boys playing Leapfrog

Muybridge often travelled back to England and Europe to
publicise his work. The opening of the Transcontinental

Animated collotype Boys playing Leapfrog

American bison cantering – set to motion in 2006 using photos
by Eadweard Muybridge

Railroad in 1869, and the development of steamships
made travel much faster and less arduous than it was in
1860. On 13 March 1882 he lectured at the Royal In-
stitution in London in front of a sell-out audience, which
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included members of the Royal Family, notably the future
King Edward VII.*[38] He displayed his photographs
on screen and showed moving pictures projected by his
zoopraxiscope.*[38]
Muybridge and Stanford had a major falling-out concern-
ing his research on equine locomotion. Stanford had
asked his friend and horseman Dr. J. B. D. Stillman to
write a book analysing The Horse in Motion, which was
published in 1882.*[33] Stillman used Muybridge's pho-
tos as the basis for his 100 illustrations, and the photog-
rapher's research for the analysis, but he gave Muybridge
no prominent credit. The historian Phillip Prodger later
suggested that Stanford considered Muybridge as just one
of his employees, and not deserving of special recogni-
tion.*[39]
However, as a result of Muybridge not being credited in
the book, the Royal Society of Arts withdrew an offer
to fund his stop-motion studies in photography, and re-
fused to publish a paper he had submitted, accusing him
of plagiarism.*[2] Muybridge filed a lawsuit against Stan-
ford to gain credit, but it was dismissed out of court.*[31]
However, Stillman's book did not sell as expected. Muy-
bridge, looking elsewhere for funding, was more success-
ful.*[2] The Royal Society later invited Muybridge back
to show his work.*[31]
In the 1880s, the University of Pennsylvania spon-
sored Muybridge's research using banks of cameras to
photograph people in a studio, and animals from the
Philadelphia Zoo to study their movement. The human
models, either entirely nude or very lightly clothed, were
photographed against a measured grid background in a
variety of action sequences, including walking up or down
stairs, hammering on an anvil, carrying buckets of wa-
ter, or throwing water over one another. Muybridge pro-
duced sequences showing farm, industrial, construction,
and household work, military maneuvers, and everyday
activities. He also photographed athletic activities such
as baseball, cricket, boxing, wrestling, discus throwing,
and a ballet dancer performing. Showing a single-minded
dedication to scientific accuracy and artistic composition,
Muybridge himself posed nude for some of the photo-
graphic sequences, such as one showing him swinging a
miner's pick.*[2]*[31]
Between 1883 and 1886, Muybridge made more than
100,000 images, working obsessively in Philadelphia un-
der the auspices of the University of Pennsylvania. Dur-
ing 1884, the painter Thomas Eakins briefly worked
alongside him, to learn more about the application of
photography to the study of human and animal motion.
Eakins later favoured the use of multiple exposures su-
perimposed on a single photographic negative to study
motion more precisely, while Muybridge continued to use
multiple cameras to produce separate images which could
also be projected by his zoopraxiscope.*[40] The vast
majority of Muybridge's work at this time was done in
a special sunlit outdoor studio, due to the bulky cameras

and slow photographic emulsion speeds then available.
Towards the end of this period, Muybridge spent much
of his time selecting and editing his photos in prepara-
tion for publication.
In 1887, the photos were published as a massive portfolio,
with 781 plates comprising 20,000 of the photographs,
in a groundbreaking collection titled Animal Locomo-
tion: an Electro-Photographic Investigation of Connective
Phases of Animal Movements.*[41] Muybridge's work
contributed substantially to developments in the science
of biomechanics and the mechanics of athletics. Some of
his books are still published today, and are used as ref-
erences by artists, animators, and students of animal and
human movement.*[42]

A phenakistoscope disc by Muybridge (1893)

A phenakistoscope sequence of a couple waltzing

Recent scholarship has noted that in his later work, Muy-
bridge was influenced by, and in turn influenced the
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French photographer Étienne-Jules Marey. In 1881,
Muybridge first visited Marey's studio in France and
viewed stop-motion studies before returning to the US to
further his own work in the same area.*[43] Marey was
a pioneer in producing multiple exposure sequential im-
ages using a rotary shutter in his so-called“Marey wheel”
camera.
While Marey's scientific achievements in the realms of
cardiology and aerodynamics (as well as pioneering work
in photography and chronophotography) are indisputable,
Muybridge's efforts were to some degree more artistic
rather than scientific. As Muybridge explained, in some
of his published sequences he had substituted images
where original exposures had failed, in order to illustrate a
representative movement (rather than producing a strictly
scientific recording of a particular sequence).*[44]
Today, similar setups of carefully timed multiple cameras
are used in modern special effects photography but they
have the opposite goal of capturing changing camera an-
gles, with little or no movement of the subject. This is
often dubbed "bullet time" photography.
After his work at the University of Pennsylvania, Muy-
bridge travelled widely and gave numerous lectures and
demonstrations of his still photography and primitive
motion picture sequences. At the Chicago World's
Columbian Exposition of 1893, Muybridge presented a
series of lectures on the “Science of Animal Locomo-
tion”in the Zoopraxographical Hall, built specially for
that purpose in the“Midway Plaisance”arm of the ex-
position. He used his zoopraxiscope to show his moving
pictures to a paying public, making the Hall the first com-
mercial movie theater.*[45]

56.8 Retirement and death

Eadweard Muybridge returned to his native England in
1894, and continued to lecture extensively throughout
Great Britain. He returned to the US once more, in 1896–
1897, to settle financial affairs and to dispose of property
related to his work at the University of Pennsylvania. He
retained control of his negatives, which he used to publish
two popular books of his work, Animals in Motion (1899)
and The Human Figure in Motion (1901), both of which
remain in print over a century later.*[46]
Muybridge died on 8 May 1904 in Kingston upon Thames
of prostate cancer at the home of his cousin Catherine
Smith.*[47] Muybridge was cremated, and his ashes were
interred at Woking in Surrey. On his headstone, his name
is misspelled“Eadweard Maybridge”.*[9]*[31]
In 2004, a British Film Institute commemorative plaque
was installed on the outside wall of the former Smith
house, at Park View, 2 Liverpool Road.*[48] Many of
his papers and collected artifacts were donated to the
Kingston Library, and eventually passed to the Kingston
Museum in his place of birth.

56.9 Influence on others

According to an exhibition at Tate Britain, “His influ-
ence has forever changed our understanding and inter-
pretation of the world, and can be found in many diverse
fields, from Marcel Duchamp's painting Nude Descend-
ing a Staircase and countless works by Francis Bacon, to
the blockbuster film The Matrix and Philip Glass's opera
The Photographer.”*[49]

• Étienne-Jules Marey ̶recorded the first series of
live action photos with a single camera by a method
of chronophotography; influenced and was influ-
enced by Muybridge's work

• Thomas Eakins̶American artist who worked with
and continued Muybridge's motion studies, and in-
corporated the findings into his own artwork

• William Dickson ̶credited as inventor of the
motion picture camera

• Thomas Edison̶developed and owned patents for
motion picture cameras

• Marcel Duchamp ̶artist, painted Nude Descend-
ing a Staircase, No. 2, inspired by multiple-exposure
photography

• Harold Eugene Edgerton ̶pioneered stroboscopic
and high speed photography and film, producing an
Oscar-winning short movie and many striking pho-
tographic sequences

• Francis Bacon ̶painted from Muybridge pho-
tographs

• John Gaeta̶used the principles of Muybridge pho-
tography to create the bullet time slow-motion tech-
nique of the 1999 movie The Matrix.*[50]

• Steven Pippin̶so-called Young British Artist who
converted a row of laundromat washing machines
into sequential cameras in the style of Muybridge

• Wayne McGregor ̶UK choreographer collabo-
rated with composer Mark-Anthony Turnage and
artist Mark Wallinger on a piece entitled“Undance”
, inspired by Muybridge's“action verbs”*[51]

56.10 Exhibitions and collections

A collection of Muybridge's equipment, including his
original biunial slide lantern*[52] and zoopraxiscope
projector, can be viewed at the Kingston Museum in
Kingston upon Thames, South West London. The
University of Pennsylvania Archives in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, hold a large collection of Muybridge's
photographs, equipment, and correspondence.*[53] The
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Stanford University Libraries and the Iris & B. Gerald
Cantor Center for Visual Arts at Stanford University also
maintain a large collection of Muybridge's photographs,
glass plate negatives, and some equipment including a
functioning zoopraxiscope.*[54]
In 1991, the Addison Gallery of American Art at Phillips
Academy in Andover, Massachusetts, hosted a major ex-
hibition of Muybridge's work, plus the works of many
other artists who had been influenced by him. The show
later traveled to other venues and a book-length exhi-
bition catalogue was also published.*[55] The Addison
Gallery has significant holdings of Muybridge's photo-
graphic work.*[56]
In 2000–2001, the Smithsonian Institution National Mu-
seum of American History presented the exhibition
Freeze Frame: Eadweard Muybridge's Photography of
Motion, plus an online virtual exhibit.*[57]
From 10 April through 18 July 2010, the Corcoran
Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, mounted a major
retrospective of Muybridge's work entitled Helios: Ead-
weard Muybridge in a Time of Change. The exhibit re-
ceived favourable reviews from major publications in-
cluding The New York Times.*[58] The exhibition trav-
eled in autumn 2010 to the Tate Britain, Millbank, Lon-
don,*[59] and also appeared at the San Francisco Mu-
seum of Modern Art (SFMOMA).
An exhibition of important items bequeathed by Muy-
bridge to his birthplace of Kingston upon Thames, enti-
tled Muybridge Revolutions, opened at the Kingston Mu-
seum on 18 September 2010 (exactly a century since the
first Muybridge exhibition at the Museum) and ran until
12 February 2011.*[60] The full collection is held by the
Museum and Archives.*[61]

56.11 Bibliography
• Muybridge's Complete Human and Animal Locomo-

tion, Vol. I: All 781 Plates from the 1887 “Ani-
mal Locomotion” (1979) Dover Publications ISBN
9780486237923*[62]

56.12 Legacy and representation in
other media

• Many of Muybridge's photographic sequences have
been published since the 1950s as artists' reference
books. Cartoon animators often use his photos as
a reference when drawing their characters in mo-
tion.*[42]*[63]*[64]

• In the 50s TV series Death Valley Days, hosted
by Ronald Reagan, the story of Eadweard Muy-
bridge's invention of the zoopraxiscope was told in
the episode titled“The $25,000 Wager”

Eadweard Muybridge statue at the Letterman Digital Arts Center
in the Presidio of San Francisco

• Jim Morrison makes a reference to Muybridge in
his poetry book The Lords (1969), suggesting that
“Muybridge derived his animal subjects from the

Philadelphia Zoological Garden, male performers
from the University”.*[65]

• The filmmaker Thom Andersen made a 1974 docu-
mentary titled Eadweard Muybridge, Zoopraxogra-
pher, describing his life and work.

• The composer Philip Glass's opera The Photogra-
pher (1982) is based on Muybridge's murder trial,
with a libretto including text from the court tran-
script.

• In 1985, the music video for Larry Gowan's single
"(You're a) Strange Animal”prominently featured
animation rotoscoped from Muybridge's work. In
1986, a galloping horse sequence was used in the
background of the John Farnham music video for
the song "Pressure Down".

• Muybridge is a central figure in John Edgar Wide-
man's 1987 novel Reuben.

• Muybridge's work figures prominently in Laird Bar-
ron's tale of Lovecraftian horror,“Hand of Glory”
.

• Since 1991, the company Optical Toys has pub-
lished Muybridge sequences in the form of movie
flipbooks.

• The video for Scottish singer Jimmy Somerville's
song,“Coming,”featured in the 1992 film“Or-
lando,”features dozens of Muybridge's motion study
photographs.

• In 1993, the music video for U2's "Lemon", directed
by Mark Neale, was filmed in black and white with a
grid-like background as a tribute to Eadweard Muy-
bridge.

• The play Studies in Motion: The Hauntings of Ead-
weard Muybridge (2006) was a co-production be-
tween Vancouver's Electric Company Theatre and
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the University of British Columbia Theatre. While
blending fiction with fact, it conveys Muybridge's
obsession with cataloguing animal motion. The pro-
duction started touring in 2010. In 2015, it would be
adapted into a feature film.

• The Canadian poet Rob Winger wrote Muybridge's
Horse: A Poem in Three Phases (2007). The long
poem won the CBC Literary Award for Poetry and
was nominated for the Governor General's Award
for Literature, the Trillium Book Award for Poetry,
and the Ottawa Book Award. It expressed his life
and obsessions in a“poetic-photographic”style.

• To accompany the 2010 Tate exhibition, the BBC
commissioned a TV programme,“The Weird World
of Eadweard Muybridge”, as part of Imagine, the
arts series presented by Alan Yentob.*[66]

• On 9 April 2012, the 182nd anniversary of his birth,
a Google Doodle honoured Muybridge with an an-
imation based on the photographs of the horse in
motion.*[67]

• Writer Josh Epstein and director Kyle Rideout made
the feature film Eadweard (2015), starring Michael
Eklund and Sara Canning. The film tells the story of
Eadweard Muybridge's motion experiments, social
effects with consideration to the morality of pho-
tographing nude figures in motion, his work with
sanitarium patients, and his death in a duel.*[68]

• Muybridge appears as a character in Brian Catling's
2012 novel, The Vorrh, where events from his life
are blended into the fantasy narrative.

56.13 See also

• History of film

• Photography in the United States of America

• Cinema of the United States
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• Human and Animal Locomotion, via SC Digital Li-
brary, University of Southern California.

• Teacher's Guide: Eadweard Muybridge, Harold
Edgerton, and Beyond: A Study of Motion and
Time, 2-part introduction to the work of Muybridge
and Edgerton, for high school level, Addison Mu-
seum

• The short film It Started With Muybridge (1965) is
available for free download at the Internet Archive

• David Levy,“Muybridge and the Movies”, Early
American Cinema

• Carola Unterberger-Probst, Animation of the first
moving pictures in film history, Rhizome

• Burns, Paul. The History of the Discovery of Cine-
matography: An Illustrated Chronology, Pre-cinema
history

• The Compleat Eadweard Muybridge, extensive il-
lustrated bibliography and links

• Lone Mountain College Collection of Stereographs
by Eadweard Muybridge, 1867–1880 at The Ban-
croft Library

• Boston Athenæum: Central America Illustrated by
Muybridge. Digital Collection.

• Works by Eadweard Muybridge at Project Guten-
berg

• Works by or about Eadweard Muybridge at Internet
Archive

• Collections search for the Iris & B. Gerald Cantor
Center for Visual Arts at Stanford University includ-
ing the Cantor's Muybridge holdings
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Chapter 57

Eddie Adams (photographer)

Eddie Adams (June 12, 1933 – September 18, 2004) was
an American photographer and photojournalist noted for
portraits of celebrities and politicians and for coverage of
13 wars. He won a Pulitzer Prize in 1969.*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5]

57.1 Combat photographer

Adams joined the United States Marine Corps in 1951
during the Korean War as a combat photographer.
One of his assignments was to photograph the entire
Demilitarized Zone from end to end immediately follow-
ing the war. This took him over a month to complete.

57.2 Pulitzer Prize winning photo-
graph

Adams' photograph of Nguyễn Ngọc Loan executing Nguyễn Văn
Lém on February 1, 1968

It was while covering the Vietnam War for the Associated
Press that he took his best-known photograph – the pic-
ture of police chief General Nguyễn Ngọc Loan execut-
ing a Vietcong prisoner, Nguyễn Văn Lém, on a Saigon
street, on February 1, 1968, during the opening stages of
the Tet Offensive.
Adams won the 1969 Pulitzer Prize for Spot News Pho-
tography and a World Press Photo award for the photo-

graph (captioned 'General Nguyen Ngoc Loan executing
a Viet Cong prisoner in Saigon'), but would later lament
its notoriety.*[6] Writer and critic David D. Perlmutter
points out that 'no film footage did as much damage as
AP photographer Eddie Adams's 35mm shot taken on a
Saigon street ... When people talk or write about [the Tet
Offensive] at least a sentence is devoted (often with an
illustration) to the Eddie Adams picture'.*[7]
Anticipating the impact of Adams's photograph, an at-
tempt at balance was sought by editors in the New York
Times. In his memoirs,*[8] John G. Morris recalls that
assistant managing editor Theodore M. Bernstein “de-
termined that the brutality manifested by America's ally
be put into perspective, agreed to run the Adams picture
large, but offset with a picture of a child slain by Vietcong,
which conveniently came through from AP at about the
same time”. Nonetheless, it is Adams's photograph that
is remembered while the other far less dramatic image
was overlooked and soon forgotten.
In Regarding the Pain of Others, Susan Sontag is dis-
turbed by what she sees as the staged nature of the pho-
tograph. She writes that 'he would not have carried out
the summary execution there had [the press] not been
available to witness it'.*[9] However, Donald Winslow of
the New York Times quotes Adams as having described
the image as a 'reflex picture' and 'wasn't certain of what
he'd photographed until the film was developed'. Fur-
thermore, Winslow notes that Adams 'wanted me to un-
derstand that“Saigon Execution”was not his most im-
portant picture and that he did not want his obituary to
begin,“Eddie Adams, the photographer best known for
his iconic Vietnam photograph̒ Saigon Execution '̓.*[6]
On Nguyen Ngoc Loan and his famous photograph,
Adams wrote in Time in 1998:
Adams later apologized in person to General Nguyen and
his family for the irreparable damage it did to the Gen-
eral's honor while he was alive. When Nguyen died,
Adams praised him as a“hero”of a“just cause”.*[11]
On the television show "War Stories with Oliver North"
Adams called Gen. Nguyen“a goddamned hero!"
He once said, “I would have rather been known more
for the series of photographs I shot of 48 Vietnamese
refugees who managed to sail to Thailand in a 30-foot
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boat, only to be towed back to the open seas by Thai
marines.”The photographs, and accompanying reports,
helped persuade then President Jimmy Carter to grant
the nearly 200,000 Vietnamese boat people asylum.*[12]
He won the Robert Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas
Press Club in 1977 for this series of photographs in his
photo essay, “The Boat of No Smiles”(Published by
AP).*[13] Adams remarked,“It did some good and no-
body got hurt.”*[12]*[14]

57.3 Awards

Along with the Pulitzer, Adams received over 500
awards, including the George Polk Award for News Pho-
tography in 1968, 1977 and 1978, and numerous awards
from World Press Photo, NPPA, Sigma Delta Chi, Over-
seas Press Club, and many other organizations.
Adams died in New York City from complications of
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou Gehrig's
disease. Adams's legacy is continued through Barnstorm:
The Eddie Adams Workshop, the photography workshop
he started in 1988.
He is the subject of a 2009 documentary feature, An Un-
likely Weapon, directed by Susan Morgan Cooper and
narrated by Kiefer Sutherland.*[15]

57.4 Eddie Adams Photographic
Archive

The photographic archive of Eddie Adams has been do-
nated by his widow, Alyssa Adams, to the Dolph Briscoe
Center for American History at The University of Texas
at Austin. The archive documents Adams's career and in-
cludes “Saigon Execution,”his Pulitzer Prize-winning
photograph. Measuring 200 linear feet in size, the Ed-
die Adams Photographic Archive includes slides, nega-
tives, prints, audio and video materials, news stories, di-
aries, notes and tear sheets. In addition to substantive
coverage of the Vietnam War, the collection includes
his in-depth features on poverty in America, the home-
less, Mother Teresa, Brazil, alternative society, anti-war
demonstrations, and riots, as well as his intimate portraits
of such high-profile figures as Ronald Reagan, Fidel Cas-
tro, Malcolm X, Clint Eastwood, Bette Davis, Bill Cosby,
and Jerry Lewis.

57.5 Auction records

On October 22, 2009 Swann Galleries auctioned a special
print of Adams's most well-known image, Saigon (Gen-
eral Nguyen Ngoc Loan executing a Viet Cong prisoner
Nguyen Van Lém). The oversize silver print image̶

printed in the 1980s̶had been a gift to Adamsʼs son
and came with letter of provenance. The back of the pho-
tograph was signed and had Adams's notation,“Saigon,
1968.”It sold for $43,200.

57.6 See also
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57.8 External links
• Interview with Eddie Adams about 'The execution',

his Pulitzer photograph on YouTube

• Review of An Unlikely Weapon in Arts of War on
the Web, June 26, 2009

• Voice autobiography of his Pulitzer photograph, the
execution

• Interview for PBS

• Eddie Adams Photographs

• Eddie Adams obituary

• Eddie Adams Workshop

• An Unlikely Weapon: The Eddie Adams Story

• Dolph Briscoe Center for American History - Pho-
tojournalism

• The Price of a Picture: BBC Story on Recent Sale
of Adams Photograph

• Eddie Adams at Library of Congress Authorities,
with 4 catalog records
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Edward Ruscha

“Ruscha”redirects here. For the Christian rock band,
see Ruscha (band).

Edward Joseph Ruscha IV (roo-SHAY; born December
16, 1937) is an American artist associated with the pop
art movement. He has worked in the media of painting,
printmaking, drawing, photography, and film. Ruscha
lives and works in Culver City, California.*[1]

58.1 Early life and education

Ruscha was born into a Roman Catholic family in Omaha,
Nebraska, with an older sister, Shelby, and a younger
brother, Paul. Edward Ruscha, Sr. was an auditor for
Hartford Insurance Company. Ruschaʼs mother was
supportive of her sonʼs early signs of artistic skill and
interests. Young Ruscha was attracted to cartooning
and would sustain this interest throughout his adolescent
years. Though born in Nebraska, Ruscha lived some 15
years in Oklahoma City before moving to Los Angeles
in 1956 where he studied at the Chouinard Art Insti-
tute (now known as the California Institute of the Arts)
under Robert Irwin and Emerson Woelffer from 1956
through 1960. While at Chouinard, Ruscha edited and
produced the journal “Orb”(1959–60) together with
Joe Goode, Emerson Woelffer, Stephan von Huene, Jerry
McMillan, and others.*[2] Ruscha spent much of the
summer of 1961 traveling through Europe. After gradu-
ation, Ruscha took a job as a layout artist for the Carson-
Roberts Advertising Agency in Los Angeles.
By the early 1960s he was well known for his paint-
ings, collages, and photographs, and for his association
with the Ferus Gallery group, which also included artists
Robert Irwin, John Altoon, John McCracken, Larry Bell,
Ken Price, and Edward Kienholz. He worked as layout
designer for Artforum magazine under the pseudonym
“Eddie Russia”from 1965 to 1969 and taught at UCLA

as a visiting professor for printing and drawing in 1969.
He is also a lifelong friend of guitarist Mason Williams.

58.2 Work

Ruscha achieved recognition for paintings incorporating
words and phrases and for his many photographic books,
all influenced by the deadpan irreverence of the Pop Art
movement. His textual, flat paintings have been linked
with both the Pop Art movement and the beat genera-
tion.*[3]

58.2.1 Early influences

While in school in 1957, Ruscha chanced upon then un-
known Jasper Johns T̓arget with Four Faces in the mag-
azine Print and was greatly moved. Ruscha has cred-
ited these artistsʼwork as sources of inspiration for his
change of interest from graphic arts to painting. He was
also impacted by Arthur Doveʼs 1925 painting Goinʼ
Fishin ,̓ Alvin Lustig's cover illustrations for New Direc-
tions Press, and much of Marcel Duchamp s̓ work. In a
1961 tour of Europe, Ruscha came upon more works by
Johns and Robert Rauschenberg, R. A. Bertelli s̓ Head of
Mussolini, and Ophelia by Sir John Everett Millais. Some
critics are quick to see the influence of Edward Hopper's
Gas (1940) in Ruscha's 1963 oil painting, Standard Sta-
tion, Amarillo, Texas.*[4] In any case, “Art has to be
something that makes you scratch your head,”Ruscha
said.

58.2.2 Southern California

Although Ruscha denies this in interviews, the vernacu-
lar of Los Angeles and Southern California landscapes
contributes to the themes and styles central to much of
Ruschaʼs paintings, drawings, and books. Examples of
this include the publication Every Building on the Sunset
Strip (1966), a book of continuous photographs of a two
and one half mile stretch of the 24 mile boulevard. In
1973, following the model of Every Building on the Sun-
set Strip, he photographed the entire length of Hollywood
Boulevard with a motorized camera.*[5] Also, paintings
like Standard Station (1966), Large Trademark (1962),
and Hollywood (1982) exemplify Ruscha s̓ kinship with
the Southern California visual language. Two of these
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Twentysix Gasoline Stations, 1963 by Ed Ruscha

paintings, Standard and Large Trademark were emulated
out of car parts in 2008 by Brazilian photographer Vik
Muniz as a commentary on Los Angeles and its car cul-
ture.
His work is also strongly influenced by the Hollywood
film industry: the mountain in his Mountain Series is a
play on the Paramount Pictures logo; Large Trademark
with Eight Spotlights (1962) depicts the 20th Century Fox
logo, while the dimensions of this work are reminiscent
of a movie screen; in his painting The End (1991) these
two words, which comprised the final shot in all black-
and-white films, are surrounded by scratches and streaks
reminiscent of damaged celluloid. Also, the proportions
of the Hollywood print seems to mimic the Cinemascope
screen (however, to make the word“Hollywood”, Ruscha
transposed the letters of the sign from their actual loca-
tion on the slope of the Santa Monica Mountains to the
crest of the ridge).
Ruscha completed Large Trademark with Eight Spotlights
in 1961, one year after graduating from college. Among
his first paintings (SU (1958–1960), Sweetwater (1959))
this is the most widely known, and exemplifies Ruschaʼ
s interests in popular culture, word depictions, and com-
mercial graphics that would continue to inform his work
throughout his career. Large Trademark was quickly
followed by Standard Station (1963) and Wonder Bread
(1962). In Norm s̓, La Cienega, on Fire (1964), Burning
Gas Station (1965–66), and Los Angeles County Museum
of Art on Fire (1965–68), Ruscha brought flames into
play.*[6] In 1966, Ruscha reproduced Standard Station
in a silkscreen print using a split-fountain printing tech-
nique, introducing a gradation of tone in the background

of the print, with variations following in 1969 (Mocha
Standard, Cheese Mold Standard with Olive, and Double
Standard).*[7]
In 1985, Ruscha begins a series of“City Lights”paint-
ings, where grids of bright spots on dark grounds sug-
gest aerial views of the city at night.*[8] More recently,
his “Metro Plots”series chart the various routes that
transverse the city of Los Angeles by rendering schema-
tized street maps and blow-ups of its neighborhood sec-
tions, such as in Alvarado to Doheny (1998).*[9] The
paintings are grey and vary in their degrees of light and
dark, therefore appearing as they were done by pencil in
the stippling technique.*[10] A 2003 portfolio of prints
called Los Francisco San Angeles shows street intersec-
tions from San Francisco and LA juxtaposed one over
the other.*[11]

58.2.3 Word paintings

As with Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein, his East
Coast counterparts, Ed Ruschaʼs artistic training was
rooted in commercial art. His interest in words and ty-
pography ultimately provided the primary subject of his
paintings, prints and photographs.*[12] The very first of
Ruscha's word paintings were created as oil paintings on
paper in Paris in 1961.*[13] Since 1964, Ruscha has been
experimenting regularly with painting and drawing words
and phrases, often oddly comic and satirical sayings al-
luding to popular culture and life in LA. When asked
where he got his inspiration for his paintings, Ruscha re-
sponded,“Well, they just occur to me; sometimes people
say them and I write down and then I paint them. Some-
times I use a dictionary.”From 1966 to 1969, Ruscha
painted his“liquid word”paintings: Words such as Adios
(1967), Steel (1967–9) and Desire (1969) were written
as if with liquid spilled, dribbled or sprayed over a flat
monochromatic surface. His gunpowder and graphite
drawings (made during a period of self-imposed exile
from painting from 1967 to 1970)*[14] feature single
words depicted in a trompe lʼoeil technique, as if the
words are formed from ribbons of curling paper. Ex-
perimenting with humorous sounds and rhyming word
plays, Ruscha made a portfolio of seven mixed-media
lithographs with the rhyming words, News, Mews, Pews,
Brews, Stews, Dues, News (1970).*[15]
In the 1970s, Ruscha, with Barbara Kruger and Jenny
Holzer, among others, began using entire phrases in his
works, thereby making it a distinctive characteristic of the
post-Pop Art generation.*[16] During the mid-1970s, he
made a series of drawings in pastel using pithy phrases
against a field of colour.*[17] In the early 1980s he pro-
duced a series of paintings of words over sunsets, night
skies and wheat fields. In the photo-realist painting Brave
Men Run In My Family (1988), part of the artist's“Dys-
funtional Family”series, Ruscha runs the text over the
silhouetted image of a great, listing tall ship; the piece
was a collaboration with fellow Los Angeles artist Nancy
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Reese (she did the painting, he the lettering).*[18] In a
series of insidious small abstract paintings from 1994–
95, words forming threats are rendered as blank widths
of contrasting color like Morse code.*[19] Later, words
appeared on a photorealist mountain-range series which
Ruscha started producing in 1998.*[20] For these acrylic-
on-canvas works, Ruscha pulled his mountain images ei-
ther from photographs, commercial logos, or from his
imagination.*[21]
From 1980, Ruscha started using an all-caps typeface of
his own invention named ”Boy Scout Utility Modern”
in which curved letter forms are squared-off (as in the
Hollywood Sign)*[22] This simple font which is radically
different from the style he used in works such as Honk
(1962).*[23] Beginning in the mid-1980s, in many of his
paintings black or whiteʻblanks o̓rʻcensor strips a̓re
included, to suggest where theʻmissingʼwords would
have been placed. The̒ blanks w̓ould also feature in his
series of Silhouette, Cityscapes or̒ censored w̓ord works,
often made in bleach on canvas, rayon or linen.*[24]

58.2.4 Surrealism

Paintings like Angry Because It s̓ Plaster, Not Milk (1965)
and Strange Catch for a Fresh Water Fish (1965) are ex-
emplary works from Ruschaʼs group of paintings from
the mid-1960s that take the strict idea of literal represen-
tation into the realm of the absurd. This body of work is
characterized by what the artist termed “bouncing ob-
jects, floating things,”such as a radically oversized red
bird and glass hovering in front of a simple background
in the work and have a strong affinity to Surrealism, a re-
curring theme in the artistʼs career.*[25] The fish plays
a prominent role throughout the series and appears in
nearly half of the paintings.*[26] Another frequent ele-
ment is Ruscha's continuous depiction of a graphite pen-
cil - broken, splintered, melted, transformed.

58.2.5 Odd media

Fruit Metrecal Hollywood by Edward Ruscha, 1971, Honolulu
Museum of Art

In his drawings, prints, and paintings throughout the
1970s, Ruscha experimented with a range of materials
including gunpowder, vinyl, blood, red wine, fruit and
vegetable juices, axle grease, chocolate syrup, tomato
paste, bolognese sauce, cherry pie, coffee, caviar, daf-
fodils, tulips, raw eggs and grass stains.*[27] Stains, an
editioned portfolio of 75 stained sheets of paper produced

and published by Ruscha in 1969, bears the traces of a
variety of materials and fluids. In the portfolio of screen-
prints News, Mews, Pews, Brews, Stews, Dues (1970),
produced at Editions Alecto, London, rhyming words
appear in Gothic typeface, printed in edible substances
such as pie fillings, bolognese sauce, caviar, and chocolate
syrup.*[28] Ruscha has also produced his word paintings
with food products on moiré and silks, since they were
more stain-absorbent; paintings like A Blvd. Called Sun-
set (1975) were executed in blackberry juice on moiré.
However, these most vibrant and varied organic colour-
ings usually dried to a range of muted greys, mustards
and browns.*[29] His portfolio Insects (1972) consists of
six screen prints – three on paper, three on paper-backed
wood veneer, each showing a lifelike swarm of a different
meticulously detailed species. For the April 1972 cover
of ARTnews, he composed an Arcimboldo-like photo-
graph that spelled out the magazineʼs title in a salad
of squashed foods. Ruscha's Fruit Metrecal Hollywood
(1971) is an example of the artist's use of unusual mate-
rials, this silkscreen of the“Hollywood”sign is rendered
in apricot and grape jam and the diet drink Metrecal on
paper.*[30]

58.2.6 Motifs in light

Notably different from many of Ruschaʼs works of the
same period, most obviously in its exclusion of text, his
series of Miracle pastel drawings from in the mid-1970s
show bright beams of light burst forth from skies with
dark clouds. An overall glow is created by the black pas-
tel not being completely opaque, allowing the paper to
shine through.*[31] In the 1980s, a more subtle motif be-
gan to appear, again in a series of drawings, some incor-
porating dried vegetable pigments: a mysterious patch of
light cast by an unseen window that serves as background
for phrases such as WONDER SICKNESS (1984) and 99%
DEVIL, 1% ANGEL (1983). By the 1990s, Ruscha was
creating larger paintings of light projected into empty
rooms, some with ironic titles such as An Exhibition of
Gasoline Powered Engines (1993).

58.2.7 Commissioned works

Ruscha's first major public commissions include a monu-
mental mural at the Museum of Contemporary Art, San
Diego (1966) and a seventy-panel, 360-degree work for
the Great Hall of Denver Public Library in Colorado
(1995). Created as part of a public-art commission, The
Back of Hollywood (1976–77) was made from a large
sheet of sateen on a billboard and situated opposite the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, designed to be
read in the rear-view mirror of a moving car.*[32] In
1985 Ruscha was commissioned to design a series of
fifty murals, WORDS WITHOUT THOUGHTS NEVER
TO HEAVEN GO (a quotation from Hamlet), for the ro-
tunda of Miami–Dade Public Library (now the Miami
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Art Museum) in Florida, designed by architects Philip
Johnson and John Burgee.*[33]
In 1998, Ruscha was commissioned to produce a
nearly thirty-foot high vertical painting entitled PICTURE
WITHOUT WORDS, for the lobby of the Harold M.
Williams Auditorium of the Getty Center.*[34] He pro-
duced another site-specific piece, three 13-by-23-foot
panels proclaiming Words In Their Best Order, for the
offices of Gannett Company publishers in Tysons Cor-
ner, Virginia, in 2002. The artist was later asked by the
M. H. de Young Memorial Museum to create two large-
scale paintings that flank his A Particular Kind of Heaven
(1983), which is in the museumʼs collection, to form a
spectacular, monumental triptych.*[35] For his first pub-
lic commission in New York in 2014, Ruscha created
the hand-painted mural Honey, I Twisted Through More
Damn Traffic Today for a temporary installation at the
High Line.*[36]
In 2008, Ruscha was among four text-based artists that
were invited by the Whitechapel Gallery to write scripts
to be performed by leading actors; Ruscha's contribution
was Public Notice (2007). To celebrate the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA)'s 75th anniversary,
Ruscha was one of the artists invited to collaborate with
the museum on a limited-edition of artist-designed T-
shirts.*[37] Ruscha is regularly commissioned with works
for private persons, among them James Frey (Public
Stoning, 2007),*[38] Lauren Hutton (Boy Meets Girl ,
1987),*[39] and Stella McCartney (Stella, 2001).*[40] In
1987, collector Frederick Weisman had Ruscha paint the
exterior of his private plane, a Lockheed JetStar. The
summer 2012 campaign of L.A.-based fashion label Band
of Outsiders featured Polaroid shots of Ruscha.*[41]

58.2.8 Books

Between 1962 and 1978, Ruscha produced sixteen small
artist's books:

• Twentysix Gasoline Stations, 1962

• Various Small Fires, 1964

• Some Los Angeles Apartments, 1965

• Every Building on the Sunset Strip, 1966

• Thirtyfour Parking Lots, 1967

• Royal Road Test, 1967 (with Mason Williams and
Patrick Blackwell)

• Business Cards, 1968 (with Billy Al Bengston)

• Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass, 1968

• Crackers, 1969 (with Mason Williams)

• Real Estate Opportunities, 1970

• Babycakes with Weights, 1970

• A Few Palm Trees, 1971

• Records, 1971

• Dutch Details, 1971

• Colored People, 1972

• Hard Light, 1978 (with Lawrence Weiner)

Later book projects include:

• Country Cityscapes, 2001

• ME and THE, 2002

• Ed Ruscha and Photography, 2004 (with Sylvia
Wolf)

• OH / NO, 2008

• Dirty Baby, 2010 (with Nels Cline and David Bre-
skin)

In 1968, Ruscha created the cover design for the cat-
alogue accompanying a Billy Al Bengston exhibition
at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. For the
“Documenta 5" catalogue in 1972, he designed an or-

ange vinyl cover, featuring a “5”made up of scurry-
ing black ants.*[42] In 1978, he designed the catalogue
“Stella Since 1970”for the Modern Art Museum of Fort

Worth. Leave Any Information at the Signal, a volume of
Ruscha's writings, was published by MIT Press in 2002.
In 2010, Gagosian Gallery and Steidl published Ruscha's
version of Jack Kerouac's novel On the Road in an edition
of 350.*[43]
Ruschaʼs artist books have proved to be deeply influ-
ential, beginning with Bruce Naumanʼs Burning Small
Fires (1968), for which Nauman burned Ruscha's Various
Small Fires and Milk (1964) and photographed the pro-
cess. More than forty years later, photographer Charles
Johnstone relocated Ruscha's Twentysix Gasoline Sta-
tions in Cuba, producing the portfolio Twentysix Havana
Gasoline Stations (2008). A recent homage is One Swim-
ming Pool (2013) by Dutch artist Elisabeth Tonnard, who
re-photographed one of the photographs from Ruscha's
Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass (1968) and en-
larged it to the size of a small swimming pool, consisting
of 3164 pages the same size as the pages in Ruscha's orig-
inal book. The pages of this ʻpool on a shelfʼcan be
detached to create the life-size installation.*[44]

58.2.9 Photography

Photography has played a crucial role throughout Ruschaʼ
s career, beginning with images he made during a trip to
Europe with his mother and brother in 1961, and most
memorably as the imagery for more than a dozen books
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that present precisely what their titles describe. His pho-
tographs are straightforward, even deadpan, in their de-
piction of subjects that are not generally thought of as
having aesthetic qualities. His“Products”pictures, for
example, feature boxes of Sunmaid raisins and Oxydol
detergent and a can of Sherwin Williams turpentine in
relatively formal still lifes.*[45] Mostly devoid of human
presence, these photographs emphasize the essential form
of the structure and its placement within the built envi-
ronment.*[46] Ruscha's photographic editions are most
often based on his conceptual art-books of same or sim-
ilar name. Ruscha re-worked the negatives of six of
the images from his book Every Building on Sunset Strip.
The artist then cut and painted directly on the negatives,
resulting in photographs that have the appearance of a
faded black-and-white film.*[47] The Tropical Fish series
(1974–75) represents the first instance where the photo-
graphic image has been directly used in his graphic work,
where Ruscha had Gemini G.E.L.'s house photographer
Malcolm Lubliner make photographs of a range of com-
mon domestic objects.*[48]

58.2.10 Films and documentaries

In the 1970s, Ruscha also made a series of largely un-
known short movies, such as Premium (1971) and Miracle
(1975).*[49] With the assistance of a Guggenheim Foun-
dation Fellowship, Ruscha arranged in Premium a sce-
nario which he first projected in his photo-book Crack-
ers from 1969 and subsequently transformed into a film
which features Larry Bell, Leon Bing, Rudi Gernreich,
and Tommy Smothers. Miracle contains the essence of
the artist's same-named painting, inasmuch as the story
is told of a strange day in the life of an auto mechanic,
who is magically transformed as he rebuilds the carbu-
retor on a 1965 Ford Mustang.*[50] The movie features
Jim Ganzer and Michelle Phillips. In 1984, he accepted
a small role in the film Choose Me directed by his friend
Alan Rudolph, and in 2010, he starred in Doug Aitken's
film Sleepwalkers.*[51]
Ruscha was featured in Michael Blackwood's film doc-
umentary American Art in the Sixties. He appeared in
L.A. Suggested by the Art of Edward Ruscha, a 1981 doc-
umentary by Gary Conklin shot at the artist's studio and
desert home.*[52] Interviews with Ruscha are included in
the documentaries Dennis Hopper: The Decisive Moments
(2002), Sketches of Frank Gehry (2005), The Cool School
(2008), Iconoclasts (2008), and How to Make a Book with
Steidl (2010), among others.*[53]

58.3 Exhibitions

Poster for New Painting of Common Objects.

58.3.1 Birth of “Pop Art”

In 1962 Ruscha's work was included, along with Roy
Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, Robert Dowd, Phillip Hef-
ferton, Joe Goode, Jim Dine, and Wayne Thiebaud, in the
historically important and ground-breaking "New Paint-
ing of Common Objects,”curated by Walter Hopps at
the Pasadena Art Museum. This exhibition is historically
considered one of the first "Pop Art" exhibitions in Amer-
ica.
Ruscha had his first solo exhibition in 1963 at the Ferus
Gallery in Los Angeles. In 1966, Ruscha was included
in“Los Angeles Now”at the Robert Fraser Gallery in
London, his first European exhibition. In 1968, he had
his first European solo show in Cologne, Germany, at
Galerie Rudolf Zwirner. Ruscha joined the Leo Castelli
Gallery in 1970 and had his first solo exhibition there in
1973.*[54]

58.3.2 Retrospectives

In 1970 Ruscha represented the United States at the
Venice Biennale as part of a survey of American print-
making with an on-site workshop. He constructed Choco-
late Room, a visual and sensory experience where the vis-
itor saw 360 pieces of paper permeated with chocolate
and hung like shingles on the gallery walls. The pavilion
in Venice smelled like a chocolate factory.*[55] For the
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Venice Biennale in 1976, Ruscha created an installation
entitled Vanishing Cream, consisting of letters written in
Vaseline petroleum jelly on a black wall. Ruscha was the
United States representative at the 51st Venice Biennale
in 2005, showing the site- and occasion-specific a paint-
ing cycle Course of Empire.*[56]
He has been the subject of numerous museum retrospec-
tives, beginning in 1983 with the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art (traveling to the Whitney Museum of
American Art, the Vancouver Art Gallery, the San An-
tonio Museum of Art, and the Los Angeles County Mu-
seum of Art), the Centre Georges Pompidou in 1989, the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in 2000, and
the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in 2001.
In 2004, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney
mounted a selection of the artist's photographs, paintings,
books and drawings that traveled to the Museo Nazionale
delle Arti del XXI Secolo, Rome and to the Scottish Na-
tional Gallery of Modern Art.
In 1998, the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles orga-
nized a retrospective solely devoted to Ruscha s̓ works on
paper. In 2004, The Whitney Museum of American Art
exhibited a second Ruscha drawing retrospective, which
traveled to the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Ange-
les, and then to the National Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C.
In 1999, the Walker Art Center mounted Edward Ruscha:
Editions 1959-1999, a major retrospective of the artist's
prints, books, and graphic works, which number well
over 300.*[57] The show travelled to the LACMA in
2000.*[58] Ruscha coauthored the catalogue raisonné
with Walker curator Siri Engberg.*[59] In July 2012,
Reading Ed Ruscha opened at the Kunsthaus Bregenz in
Austria.
In 2006, an exhibition of Ruscha's photographs was or-
ganized for the Jeu de Paume in Paris, the Kunsthaus
Zürich, and the Museum Ludwig in Cologne.
In October 2009, Londonʼs Hayward Gallery featured
the first retrospective to focus exclusively on Ruschaʼs
canvases. Entitled “Ed Ruscha: Fifty Years of Paint-
ing,”the exhibition sheds light on his influences, such
as comics, graphic design, and hitchhiking.*[60] The
exhibition travelled to Haus der Kunst, Munich, and
the Moderna Museet, Stockholm. “Ed Ruscha: Road
Tested,”opened at the Modern Art Museum of Fort
Worth, Texas in January 2011. The Hammer Museum
in Los Angeles prepared an exhibition with Ruscha in-
spired by Jack Kerouacʼs On the Road, which opened
in mid-2011 (traveled to Denver Art Museum, Colorado
in December 2011 and Museum of Contemporary Art,
North Miami, Florida in May 2012).

58.3.3 Curating

In 2003, Ed Ruscha curated“Emerson Woelffer: A Solo
Flight”, a survey of the work of the late Los Angeles-
based Abstract Expressionist, for the inaugural exhibi-
tion of the Gallery at REDCAT (Roy and Edna Dis-
ney/CalArts Theater).*[61] In 2012, Ruscha was invited
to curate“The Ancients Stole All Our Great Ideas”at the
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, the first exhibition
in a series for which internationally renowned artists were
invited to work with the national art and natural history
collections.*[62]

58.4 Collections

In 2001, the Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts,
a branch of Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, ac-
quired the entire archive of Ruscha's 325 prints and 800
working proofs. The museum bought the archive and
negotiated for impressions of future prints for $10 mil-
lion,*[63] with funds provided by San Francisco phi-
lanthropist Phyllis Wattis. Another major collection of
Ruscha's print was compiled by the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art.*[64] In 2003, the Museum of Contem-
porary Art in Los Angeles acquired the Chocolate Room,
then worth about $1.5 million.*[65] In 2004, the Whitney
Museum acquired more than 300 photographs through
a purchase and gift from the artist, making it the prin-
cipal repository of Ruscha's photographic oevre. The
gift, purchased from Larry Gagosian, includes vintage
photographs that Ruscha took on a seven-month Euro-
pean tour in 1961.*[66] In 2005, Leonard A. Lauder pur-
chased The Old Tool & Die Building (2004) and The Old
Trade School Building (2005) for the Whitney, both of
which were part of “The Course of Empire: Paintings
by Ed Ruscha”at the Venice Biennale.*[67] Ruscha is
represented by 33 of his works in the permanent col-
lection of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los An-
geles;*[68] the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
owns 25 important Ruscha paintings, works on paper,
and photographs;*[69] and the Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden has 21 Ruschas in its permanent col-
lection.*[70] Private collections holding substantial num-
bers of Ruscha's work include the Broad Collection and
the UBS Art Collection.

58.5 Recognition

Fellow artist Louise Lawler included Ruscha in her piece
Birdcalls (1972/2008), an audio artwork that transforms
the names of famous male artists into a bird song, par-
roting names such as Artschwager, Beuys, and Warhol
in a mockery of conditions of privilege and recogni-
tion given to male artists at that time.*[71] The mural-
ist Kent Twitchell painted an 11,000-square-foot mural
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in Downtown Los Angeles to honor Ruscha entitled the
Ed Ruscha Monument between 1978 and 1987. The mu-
ral was preserved until 2006 when it was illegally painted
over. The band Talking Heads Ruscha's eponymous 1974
painting for their "Sand in the Vaseline" compilation al-
bum. The band Various Cruelties, based around Liam
O'Donnell, was named after Ruscha's painting of the
same name of 1974.
In 2001, Ruscha was elected to the American Academy of
Arts and Letters as a member of the Department of Art,
after having previously received its Hassam, Speicher,
Betts, and Symons Purchase Fund Award in 1992.*[72]
In 2002, he was honored with amfARʼs Award of Ex-
cellence for Artistic Contributions to the Fight Against
AIDS.*[73] In 2004 Ruscha was elected an Honorary
Royal Academician of Londonʼs Royal Academy of
Arts.*[74] He was honored with the cultural prize of the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Photographie (DGPh,ʻGer-
man Society for Photography )̓ in 2006, the Aspen Award
for Art in 2008, and a National Arts Award for Artis-
tic Excellence in 2009.*[75] He also received honorary
doctorate degrees from the California College of the Arts
(2001), Rhode Island School of Design (2008), and the
San Francisco Art Institute (2009).*[76] In 2013, Ruscha
was named to Time magazine's annual list of the 100 most
influential people in the world.*[77] That same year, he
was honored on the occasion of the Whitney Museum of
American Art's annual gala event.*[78]
Between 2006 and 2012, Ruscha served on the board of
trustees of the Museum of Contemporary Art (MoCA)
in Los Angeles where he had previously been included in
eight special exhibits.*[79] In 2012, he was the honoree
of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art s̓ Art + Film
gala; in a speech, the mueums's director Michal Govan
paid tribute to the artist, quoting the novelist J. G. Ballard:
“Ed Ruscha has the coolest gaze in American art.”*[80]

Ruscha was elected to a three-year term on the board of
trustees of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in
2013.*[81]
In 2009, Ruschaʼs I Think Iʼll... (1983) from the
collection of the National Gallery was installed at the
White House.*[82] In 2010, during British prime min-
ister David Cameron's first visit to Washington, Presi-
dent Barack Obama presented him with a signed two-
colour lithograph by Ruscha, Column With Speed Lines
(2003), chosen for its red, white and blue colours.*[83]
Obama gave Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott a
similar lithograph during his visit to the White House in
2014.*[84]

58.6 Art market

As early as 2002, the oil on canvas word painting Talk
About Space (1963), a takeoff on the American billboard
in which a single word is the subject, was expected to

sell for $1.5 million to $2 million from a private Euro-
pean collection. It was eventually sold for $3.5 million
at Christie's in New York, a record for the artist.*[85] In
2008, Eli Broad acquired Ruscha's“liquid word”painting
Desire (1969) for $2.4 million*[86] at Sotheby's, which
back then was 40 percent under the $4 million low esti-
mate.*[87] A navy blue canvas with the word Smash in
yellow, which Ruscha painted in 1963, was purchased by
Larry Gagosian for $30.4 million at a 2014 Christie's auc-
tion in New York.*[88]
Angry Because Itʼs Plaster, Not Milk from 1965, which
had been shown at Ferus Gallery that year, was later sold
by Halsey Minor to Gagosian Gallery*[89] for $3.2 mil-
lion*[90] at Phillips de Pury & Company, New York, in
2010. From the same series, Strange Catch for a Fresh
Water Fish (1965) made $4.1 million at Christie's New
York in 2011.*[91]
Ruscha's classic prints, published as multiples, command
up to $40,000 apiece.*[92]

58.6.1 Hamilton Press

Hamilton Press came into being in 1990, as a result of a
collaboration between Ed Ruscha and printer Ed Hamil-
ton. It makes lithographs with artists like George Condo,
Greg Colson and Raymond Pettibon.

58.7 Personal life

Ruscha was married to Danna Ruscha (née Knego*[93])
from 1967 to 1972. They remarried in 1987. He has two
children, Edward“Eddie”Ruscha Jr. and Sonny Bjorn-
son, a daughter. In the late seventies, Ruscha bought land
about ten miles from Pioneertown, California; he later
built a house there.*[94]

58.8 Legacy

In 2011, the J. Paul Getty Museum and the Getty Re-
search Institute acquired over seventy photographs by
Ruscha as well as his“Streets of Los Angeles”archive, in-
cluding thousands of negatives, hundreds of photographic
contact sheets, and related documents and ephemera.
A portion of the material will come to the Getty as a
promised gift from the artist. The“Streets of Los An-
geles”archive acquired by the Getty Research Institute
begins with the photographic and production material
for Ruschaʼs landmark 1966 book Every Building on
the Sunset Strip, and includes the original camera-ready
three-panel maquette used for the publication. This ongo-
ing project subsequently evolved into a vast photographic
archive that spans over four decades and documents many
major Los Angeles thoroughfares, including Santa Mon-
ica Boulevard, Melrose Avenue, and Pacific Coast High-
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way, shot in 1974 and 1975, and more than 25 other Los
Angeles streets that Ruscha photographed since 2007. In
total, the archive comprises thousands of negatives, hun-
dreds of photographic contact sheets, and related docu-
ments and ephemera.*[95]
In 2013, the Harry Ransom Center acquired a Ruscha
archive comprising five personal journals filled with pre-
liminary sketches and notes; materials related to the mak-
ing of his artist's book On The Road (2010); notes, pho-
tographs, correspondence and contact sheets relating to
the creation and publication of his many other artist's
books; and materials relating to his short films Miracle
(1975) and Premium (1971); his portfolios; and several
art commissions. Ruscha himself donated a substantial
portion of the archive to the Ransom Center.*[96]
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Chapter 59

Edward S. Curtis

For other people named Edward Curtis, see Edward
Curtis (disambiguation).

Edward Sheriff Curtis (February 16, 1868 – October
19, 1952) was an American ethnologist and photogra-
pher of the American West and of Native American peo-
ples.*[1]*[2]

59.1 Early life

Edward Curtis was born on February 16, 1868 on
a farm near Whitewater, Wisconsin.*[3]*[4] His fa-
ther, the Reverend Asahel “Johnson”Curtis (1840–
87), was a minister, farmer, and American Civil War
veteran*[5] born in Ohio. His mother, Ellen Sheriff
(1844–1912), was born in Pennsylvania. Curtis's siblings
were Raphael (1862–c.1885), also called Ray; Edward,
called Eddy; Eva (1870–?); and Asahel Curtis (1874–
1941).*[3] Weakened by his experiences in the Civil War,
Johnson Curtis had difficulty in managing his farm, re-
sulting in hardship and poverty for his family.*[3]
Around 1874, the family moved from Wisconsin to
Minnesota to join Johnson Curtis's father, Asahel Curtis,
who ran a grocery store and was a postmaster in Le Sueur
County.*[3]*[5] Curtis left school in the sixth grade and
soon built his own camera.

59.2 Career

59.2.1 Early career

In 1885 at the age of 17, Edward became an apprentice
photographer in St. Paul, Minnesota. In 1887 the family
moved to Seattle, Washington, where Edward purchased
a new camera and became a partner in an existing photo-
graphic studio with Rasmus Rothi. Edward paid $150 for
his 50% share in the studio. After about six months, Cur-
tis left Rothi and formed a new partnership with Thomas
Guptill. The new studio was called Curtis and Guptill,
Photographers and Photoengravers.*[2]*[4]
In 1895, Curtis met and photographed Princess Angeline

Princess Angeline (Duwamish) in an 1896 photogravure by Ed-
ward Sheriff Curtis

(c. 1820–1896), aka Kickisomlo, the daughter of Chief
Sealth of Seattle. This was to be his first portrait of a
Native American. In 1898, three of Curtis' images were
chosen for an exhibition sponsored by the National Pho-
tographic Society. Two were images of Princess Ange-
line,“The Mussel Gatherer”, and“The Clam Digger”
. The other was of the Puget Sound, titled“Homeward”
. The latter was awarded the exhibition's grand prize and
a gold medal.*[6] In that same year, while photographing
Mt. Rainier, Curtis came upon a small group of scientists.
One of them was George Bird Grinnell, an expert on Na-
tive Americans. Curtis was appointed Official Photogra-
pher to the Harriman Alaska Expedition of 1899, proba-
bly as a result of his friendship with George Bird Grinnell.
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Having very little formal education Curtis learned much
during the lectures that were given aboard the ship each
evening of the voyage.*[7] Grinnell became interested in
Curtis' photography and invited him to join an expedi-
tion to photograph people of the Blackfoot Confederacy
in Montana in the year 1900.*[2]

59.2.2 The North American Indian

The North American Indian, 1907

In 1906, J. P. Morgan provided Curtis with $75,000 to
produce a series on Native Americans.*[8] This work was
to be in 20 volumes with 1,500 photographs. Morgan's
funds were to be disbursed over five years and were ear-
marked to support only fieldwork for the books not for
writing, editing, or production of the volumes. Curtis
himself would receive no salary for the project,*[9] which
was to last more than 20 years. Under the terms of the
arrangement, Morgan was to receive 25 sets and 500 orig-
inal prints as his method of repayment.
Once Curtis had secured funding for the project, he was
able to hire several employees to help him. For writ-
ing as well as with recording Native American languages,
Curtis hired a former journalist, William E. Myers.*[9]
For general assistance with logistics and fieldwork, Curtis
hired Bill Phillips, a graduate of the University of Wash-
ington. Perhaps the most important hire for the success
of the project was Frederick Webb Hodge, an anthro-
pologist employed by the Smithsonian who had also re-

searched Native American peoples of the southwestern
United States.*[9] Hodge was hired to edit the entire se-
ries.
222 complete sets were eventually published. Curtis' goal
was not just to photograph, but to document, as much of
Native American traditional life as possible before that
way of life disappeared. He wrote in the introduction to
his first volume in 1907: “The information that is to be
gathered ... respecting the mode of life of one of the great
races of mankind, must be collected at once or the oppor-
tunity will be lost.”Curtis made over 10,000 wax cylin-
der recordings of Native American language and music.
He took over 40,000 photographic images from over 80
tribes. He recorded tribal lore and history, and he de-
scribed traditional foods, housing, garments, recreation,
ceremonies, and funeral customs. He wrote biographical
sketches of tribal leaders, and his material, in most cases,
is the only written recorded history although there is still a
rich oral tradition that documents history.*[2]*[10] This
work was exhibited at the Rencontres d'Arles festival
(France) in 1973.

59.2.3 In the Land of the Head Hunters

Curtis had been using motion picture cameras in the field-
work for The North American Indian since 1906.*[9]
He worked extensively with ethnographer and British
Columbia native George Hunt in 1910, which inspired his
work with the Kwakiutl, but much of their collaboration
remains unpublished.*[11] At the end of 1912, Curtis de-
cided to create a feature film depicting Native American
life, partly as a way of improving his financial situation
and partly because film technology had improved to the
point where it was conceivable to create and screen films
more than a few minutes long. Curtis chose the Kwakiutl
tribe of the Queen Charlotte Strait region of the Central
Coast of British Columbia, Canada, for his subject. This
film, entitled In the Land of the Head Hunters, was the
first feature-length film whose cast was composed entirely
of Native North Americans*[12]
In the Land of the Head-Hunters premiered simultane-
ously at the Casino Theatre in New York and the Moore
Theatre in Seattle on December 7, 1914.*[12] The silent
film was accompanied by a score composed by John
J. Braham, a musical theater composer who had also
worked with Gilbert and Sullivan. The film was praised
by critics but made only $3,269.18 in its initial run.*[13]

59.2.4 Later years

Photographer Ella E. McBride assisted Curtis in his stu-
dio beginning in 1907, and became a friend of the fam-
ily. McBride made an unsuccessful attempt to purchase
the studio with Curtis' daughter Beth in 1916, the year of
Curtis' divorce, and left to open her own studio.*[14]
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Indian Days of the Long Ago, 1915

Around 1922, Curtis moved to Los Angeles with his
daughter Beth, and opened a new photo studio. To earn
money he worked as an assistant cameraman for Cecil B.
DeMille and was an uncredited assistant cameraman in
the 1923 filming ofThe Ten Commandments. On October
16, 1924 Curtis sold the rights to his ethnographic motion
picture In the Land of the Head-Hunters to the American
Museum of Natural History. He was paid $1,500 for the
master print and the original camera negative. It had cost
him over $20,000 to film.*[2]
In 1927, after returning from Alaska to Seattle with his
daughter Beth, he was arrested for failure to pay alimony
over the preceding 7 years. The total owed was $4,500,
but the charges were dropped. For Christmas of 1927,
the family was reunited at daughter Florence's home in
Medford, Oregon. This was the first time since the di-
vorce that Curtis was with all of his children at the same
time, and it had been thirteen years since he had seen
Katherine. In 1928, desperate for cash, Edward sold the
rights to his project to J.P Morgan's son. In 1930 he pub-
lished the opus-concluding volume of The North Ameri-
can Indian. In total, about 280 sets were sold of his now
completed magnum opus. In 1930, his ex-wife, Clara,
was still living in Seattle operating the photo studio with
their daughter Katherine. His other daughter, Florence

Curtis, was still living in Medford, Oregon with her hus-
band Henry Graybill. After Clara died of heart failure in
1932,*[15] his daughter Katherine moved to California to
be closer to her father and her sister Beth.*[2]

59.2.5 Loss of rights to The North Ameri-
can Indian

In 1935, the Morgan estate sold the rights and remaining
unpublished material to the Charles E. Lauriat Company
in Boston for $1,000 plus a percentage of any future roy-
alties. This included 19 complete bound sets of The North
American Indian, thousands of individual paper prints,
the copper printing plates, the unbound printed pages,
and the original glass-plate negatives. Lauriat bound the
remaining loose printed pages and sold them with the
completed sets. The remaining material remained un-
touched in the Lauriat basement in Boston until they were
rediscovered in 1972.*[2]

59.3 Personal life

59.3.1 Marriage and divorce

In 1892, Edward married Clara J. Phillips (1874–1932),
who was born in Pennsylvania. Her parents were from
Canada. Together they had four children: Harold Curtis
(1893–1988); Elizabeth M. (Beth) Curtis (1896–1973),
who married Manford E. Magnuson (1895–1993); Flo-
rence Curtis (1899–1987) who married Henry Graybill
(1893–?); and Katherine (Billy) Curtis (1909–?).
In 1896, the entire family moved to a new house in
Seattle. The household then included Edward's mother,
Ellen Sheriff; Edward's sister, Eva Curtis; Edward's
brother, Asahel Curtis; Clara's sisters, Susie and Nellie
Phillips; and their cousin, William.
During the years of work on The North American Indian,
Curtis was often absent from home for most of the year,
leaving Clara to manage the children and the studio by
herself. After several years of estrangement, Clara filed
for divorce on October 16, 1916. In 1919 she was granted
the divorce and received the Curtis' photographic studio
and all of his original camera negatives as her part of the
settlement. Edward went with his daughter, Beth, to the
studio and destroyed all of his original glass negatives,
rather than have them become the property of his ex-wife,
Clara. Clara went on to manage the Curtis studio with her
sister, Nellie M. Phillips (1880–?), who was married to
Martin Lucus (1880–?). Following the divorce, the two
oldest daughters, Beth and Florence, remained in Seattle,
living in a boarding house separate from their mother.
The youngest daughter, Katherine Curtis lived with Clara
in Charleston, Kitsap County, Washington.*[2]
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59.3.2 Death

On October 19, 1952, at the age of 84, Curtis died of a
heart attack in Los Angeles, California in the home of his
daughter, Beth. He was buried at Forest Lawn Memorial
Park in Glendale, California. His terse obituary appeared
in The New York Times on October 20, 1952:

Edward S. Curtis, internationally known
authority on the history of the North Ameri-
can Indian, died today at the home of a daugh-
ter, Mrs. Beth Magnuson. His age was 84.
Mr. Curtis devoted his life to compiling Indian
history. His research was done under the pa-
tronage of the late financier, J. Pierpont Mor-
gan. The foreward [sic] for the monumen-
tal set of Curtis books was written by Presi-
dent Theodore Roosevelt. Mr. Curtis was also
widely known as a photographer.*[1]

59.4 Collections of Curtis materi-
als

59.4.1 Curtis Library at Northwestern
University

The entire twenty volumes of narrative text and pho-
togravure images for each volume are online.*[16] Each
volume is also accompanied by the portfolio of large pho-
togravure plates. The online publishing was supported
largely by funds from the Institute for Museum and Li-
brary Services.

59.4.2 Curtis Archive at the Library of
Congress

The Prints and Photographs Division Curtis collection
consists of more than 2,400 silver-gelatin, first genera-
tion photographic prints – some of which are sepia-toned
– made from Curtis's original glass negatives. Most are 5
by 7 inches (13 cm × 18 cm) although nearly 100 are 11
by 14 inches (28 cm × 36 cm) and larger; many include
the Curtis file or negative number within the image at the
lower left-hand corner.
The Library of Congress acquired these images through
copyright deposit from about 1900 through 1930. The
dates on them reflect date of registration, not when the
photographs were taken. About two-thirds (1,608) of
these images were not published in The North American
Indian volumes and therefore offer a different and unique
glimpse into Curtis's work with indigenous cultures. The
original glass plate negatives which had been stored and
nearly forgotten in the basement of New York's Morgan
Library were dispersed during World War II. Many oth-
ers were destroyed and some were sold as junk.*[4]

59.4.3 Charles Lauriat archive

Around 1970, Karl Kernberger of Santa Fe, New Mex-
ico went to Boston to search for Curtis' original copper
plates and photogravures at the Charles E. Lauriat rare
bookstore. He discovered almost 285,000 original pho-
togravures as well as all the original copper plates. With
Jack Loeffler and David Padwa, they jointly purchased
all of the surviving Curtis material that was owned by
Charles Emelius Lauriat (1874–1937). The collection
was later purchased by another group of investors led by
Mark Zaplin of Santa Fe. The Zaplin Group owned the
plates until 1982, when they sold them to a California
group led by Kenneth Zerbe, the current owner of the
plates as of 2005.

59.4.4 Peabody Essex Museum

Dr. Charles Goddard Weld purchased 110 prints that
Curtis had made for his 1905–06 exhibit and donated
them to the Peabody Essex Museum, where they remain.
The 14”by 17”prints are each unique and remain in pris-
tine condition. Clark Worswick, curator of photography
for the museum, describes them as:

...Curtis' most carefully selected prints of
what was then his life s̓ work...certainly these
are some of the most glorious prints ever made
in the history of the photographic medium.
The fact that we have this manʼs entire show
of 1906 is one of the minor miracles of pho-
tography and museology.*[17]

59.4.5 Archives of traditional music at In-
diana University

Two hundred and seventy six of the wax cylinders made
by Curtis between 1907 and 1913 are held by the
Archives of Traditional Music at Indiana University.*[18]
These include recordings of music of the following Na-
tive American groups: Clayoquot, Cowichan, Haida,
Hesquiat, and Kwakiutl in B.C.; Arapaho, Cheyenne,
Cochiti, Crow, Klikitat, Kutenai, Nez Percé, Sal-
ish, Shoshoni, Snohomish, Wishram, Yakima, Acoma,
Arikara, Hidatsa, Makah, Mandan, Paloos, Piegan, Tewa
(San Ildefonso, San Juan, Tesuque, Nambé), and possi-
bly Dakota, Clallam, Twana, Colville and Nespelim in
the western U.S.

59.5 Legacy

59.5.1 Revival of interest

Though Curtis was largely forgotten at the time of his
death, interest in his work revived in the 1970s. Ma-
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jor exhibitions of Curtis photographs were presented
at The Morgan Library & Museum (1971),*[19] the
Philadelphia Museum of Art (1972),*[20] and the Uni-
versity of California Irvine (1976).*[21] His work was
also featured in several anthologies on Native American
photography published in the early 1970s.*[22] Original
printings of The North American Indian began to fetch
high prices at auction. In 1972, a complete set sold for
$20,000. Five years later, another set was auctioned for
$60,500.*[23] The revival of interest in Curtis's work can
be seen as part of a larger increase in visibility of Native
American issues during this period.

59.5.2 Critical reception

Little Plume with his son Yellow Kidney occupies the
position of honor, the space at the rear opposite the
entrance. Compare with the unretouched original below,
which has a clock between Little Plume and Yellow
Kidney.

A representative evaluation of The North American In-
dian comes from Mick Gidley, Emeritus Professor of
American Literature, at Leeds University, in England,
who has written a number of works related to the life of
Edward S. Curtis: "The North American Indian̶exten-
sively produced and issued in a severely limited edition
̶could not prove popular. But in recent years anthro-
pologists and others, even when they have censured what
they have assumed were Curtis' methodological assump-
tions or quarrelled with the text's conclusions, have be-
gun to appreciate the value of the project's achievement:
exhibitions have been mounted, anthologies of pictures
have been published, and The North American Indian
has increasingly been cited in the researches of others...
The North American Indian is not monolithic or merely
a monument. It is alive, it speaks, if with several voices,
and among those perhaps mingled voices are those of oth-

erwise silent or muted Indian individuals.”*[24]
Of the full Curtis opus N. Scott Momaday says:“Taken
as a whole, the work of Edward S. Curtis is a singular
achievement. Never before have we seen the Indians of
North America so close to the origins of their human-
ity...Curtis' photographs comprehend indispensable im-
ages of every human being at every time in every place”
*[25]
Don Gulbrandsen, who wrote Edward Sheriff Curtis: Vi-
sions of the First Americans, puts it this way in his intro-
ductory essay on Curtis l̓ife:“The faces stare out at you,
images seemingly from an ancient time and from a place
far, far away…Yet as you gaze at the faces the humanity
becomes apparent, lives filled with dignity but also sad-
ness and loss, representatives of a world that has all but
disappeared from our planet.”
In Shadow Catcher: The Life andWork of Edward S. Cur-
tis, Laurie Lawlor reveals that“many Native Americans
Curtis photographed called him Shadow Catcher. But the
images he captured were far more powerful than mere
shadows. The men, women, and children in The North
American Indian seem as alive to us today as they did
when Curtis took their pictures in the early part of the
twentieth century. Curtis respected the Native Ameri-
cans he encountered and was willing to learn about their
culture, religion and way of life. In return the Native
Americans respected and trusted him. When judged by
the standards of his time, Curtis was far ahead of his con-
temporaries in sensitivity, tolerance, and openness to Na-
tive American cultures and ways of thinking.”*[26]

U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt 1904, Orotone by Curtis

Theodore Roosevelt, who was one of Curtis' contempo-
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raries and one of his most fervent supporters, wrote the
following comments in the foreword to Volume I of The
North American Indian:

In Mr. Curtis we have both an artist and
a trained observer, whose work has far more
than mere accuracy, because it is truthful. …
because of his extraordinary success in mak-
ing and using his opportunities, has been able
to do what no other man ever has done; what,
as far as we can see, no other man could do.
Mr. Curtis in publishing this book is render-
ing a real and great service; a service not only
to our own people, but to the world of scholar-
ship everywhere.

Curtis has been praised as a gifted photographer but also
criticized by some contemporary ethnologists for manip-
ulating his images. Although the early twentieth cen-
tury was a difficult time for most Native communities
in America, not all natives were doomed to becoming
a“vanishing race.”*[27] At a time when natives' rights
were being denied and their treaties were unrecognized
by the federal government, many natives were success-
fully adapting to western society. By reinforcing the na-
tive identity as the noble savage and a tragic vanishing
race, some believe Curtis detracted attention from the
true plight of American natives at the time when he was
witnessing their squalid conditions on reservations first-
hand and their attempt to find their place in Western cul-
ture and adapt to their changing world.*[27]
In many of his images Curtis removed parasols, sus-
penders, wagons, and other traces of Western material
culture from his pictures. In his photogravure In a Piegan
Lodge, published in The North American Indian, Curtis
retouched the image to remove a clock between the two
men seated on the ground.*[28]
He also is known to have paid natives to pose in staged
scenes, wear historically inaccurate dress and costumes,
dance and partake in simulated ceremonies.*[29] In Cur-
tis' picture Oglala War-Party, the image shows 10 Oglala
men wearing feather headdresses, on horseback riding
down hill. The photo caption reads, “a group of Sioux
warriors as they appeared in the days of inter tribal war-
fare, carefully making their way down a hillside in the
vicinity of the enemy's camp”. In truth, headdresses
would have only been worn during special occasions and,
in some tribes, only by the chief of the tribe. The pho-
tograph was taken in 1907 when natives had been rele-
gated onto reservations and warring between tribes had
ended. Curtis paid natives to pose as warriors at a time
when they lived with little dignity, rights, and freedoms.
It is therefore suggested that he altered and manipulated
his pictures to create an ethnographic simulation of native
tribes untouched by Western society.

59.6 Image gallery

• A smoky day at the Sugar Bowl̶Hupa, c. 1923.
Hupa man with spear, standing on rock midstream,
in background, fog partially obscures trees on moun-
tainsides.

• Navajo medicine man – Nesjaja Hatali, c. 1907.*[1]

• White Man Runs Him, c.1908. Crow scout serving
with George Armstrong Custer s̓ 1876 expeditions
against the Sioux and Northern Cheyenne that cul-
minated in the Battle of the Little Bighorn.

• The old-time warrior: Nez Percé, c.1910. Nez Percé
man, wearing loin cloth and moccasins, on horse-
back.

• Crow's Heart, Mandan, c.1908

• Mandan man overlooking the Missouri River, c.1908

• Fishing with a Gaff-hook ̶Paviotso or Paiute,
c.1924

• Mandan girls gathering berries, c. 1908

• Mandan hunter with buffalo skull, c. 1909

• Zuni Girl with Jar, c. 1903. Head-and-shoulders
portrait of Zuni girl with pottery jar on her head.

• Geronimo – Apache (1905).*[2]

• Navaho medicine-man, c. 1904, (with 1913 signa-
ture)

• Cheyenne maiden,1930.

• Hopi mother, 1922

• Hopi girl, 1922

1. ^ Description by Edward S. Curtis: A well-known
Navahomedicine-man. While in the Cañon de Chelly
the writer witnessed a very interesting four days' cere-
mony given by the Wind Doctor. Nesjaja Hatali was
also assistant medicine-man in two nine days' cere-
monies studied – one in Cañon del Muerto and the
other in this portfolio (No. 39) is reproduced from
one made and used by this priest-doctor in the Moun-
tain Chant.

2. ^ Description by Edward S. Curtis: This portrait
of the historical old Apache was made in March,
1905. According to Geronimo's calculation he was
at the time seventy-six years of age, thus making the
year of his birth 1829. The picture was taken at
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, the day before the inaugura-
tion of President Roosevelt, Geronimo being one of
the warriors who took part in the inaugural parade
at Washington.
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• Canyon de Chelly – Navajo. Seven riders on horse-
back and dog trek against background of canyon
cliffs, 1904

• Apache Scout, c.1900s

• Apache, Morning bath, c. 1907

• Mandan lodge, North Dakota, c. 1908.

• Food caches, Hooper Bay, Alaska, c.1929

• Navajo Flocks, c.1904.*[1]

• Navajo Sandpainting, c.1907.*[2]

• Navajo Weaver, c. 1907.*[3]

• Boys in kayak, Nunivak, 1930

1. ^ Description by Edward S. Curtis: The Navaho
might as well be called the “Keepers of Flocks”.
Their sheep are of the greatest importance to their
existence, and in the care and management of their
flocks they exhibit a thrift not to be found in the av-
erage tribe.

2. ^ Description by Edward S. Curtis: One of the four
elaborate dry-paintings or sand altars employed in
the rites of the Mountain Chant, a Navaho medicine
ceremony of nine days' duration.

3. ^ Description by Edward S. Curtis: The Navaho-
land blanket looms are in evidence everywhere. In
the winter months they are set up in the hogans, but
during the summer they are erected outdoors under
an improvised shelter, or, as in this case, beneath a
tree. The simplicity of the loom and its product are
here clearly shown, pictured in the earlymorning light
under a large cottonwood.

59.7 Timeline

• 1868 – Born near Whitewater, Wisconsin and grows
up near Cordova, Minnesota.

• 1887 – Moves to Washington Territory with his fa-
ther.

• 1891 – Partners in photo studio with Rothi, and later
starts a second studio in Seattle, Washington with
Guptill.

• 1895 – Photographs Princess Angeline.

• 1896 – Wins the bronze medal at the National Pho-
tographers Convention in Chautauqua, New York.
Argus magazine praises his work. Beth, his 2nd
child and his 1st daughter is born. Family moves
to a larger house.

• 1898 – While hiking on Mount Rainier meets
George Bird Grinnell and C. Hart Merriam.

• 1899 – Appointed photographer for the Harriman
Alaska Expedition.

• 1900 – Accompanies George Bird Grinnell to the
Piegan Blackfeet reservation in Montana to photo-
graph the Sun Dance ceremony.

• 1903 – Photographs Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce
people.

• 1903 – Adolph Muhr (?–1912) runs the studio
while he travels to Manhattan, New York City and
Washington, District of Columbia.

• 1904 – Theodore Roosevelt invites him to photo-
graph his children after seeing a Curtis photograph
published in Ladies' Home Journal.

• 1904 – Louisa Morgan Satterlee, daughter of fi-
nancier J.P. Morgan, purchases Curtis photographs
at an exhibit in New York City.

• 1906 – Curtis secures funds from J.P. Morgan for
the field work to produce a twenty-volume illus-
trated text on Native Americans, to be completed
in five years.*[8]

• 1907 – Volume 1 of The North American Indian
is published, with a foreword by Theodore Roo-
sevelt.*[8]

• 1908 – Volume 2 published.

• 1911 – Curtis launches The Indian Picture Opera a
lecture and slide show, to publicize his work, and
solicit subscriptions for The North American Indian.
Original Music was composed by Henry Gilbert,
and 22 piece orchestra accompanied the production.
The Indian Picture Opera performed through the
end of 1912.*[30]*[31]

• 1912 – Volume 8 published.

• 1913 – J.P. Morgan dies, and his son continues fund-
ing The North American Indian until completed.

• 1913 – Volume 9 published.*[32]

• 1914 – Curtis releases In the Land of the Head-
Hunters, a motion picture depicting Native Amer-
icans of the Northwest Coast.*[33]

• 1915 – Volume 10 and volume 11 published.

• 1916 – Clara Curtis files for divorce.

• 1916 – Works on the orotone photographic process.

• 1919 – Divorce granted from Clara Curtis.

• 1920 – Clara living in Charleston, Kitsap County,
Washington with her married sister.
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• 1920 – He and daughter Beth move from Seattle,
Washington to Los Angeles, California

• 1920 – Sets up a new studio and in Hollywood, Cali-
fornia and works as a still photographer and assistant
movie camera operator for film studios.

• 1922 – Volume 12 published.

• 1924 – Sells rights to his film to the American Mu-
seum of Natural History in Manhattan.

• 1926 – Volume 16 published.

• 1927 – Alaska trip.

• 1927 – Youngest daughter Katherine visits with the
family at sister Florence's home in Medford, Ore-
gon. First time Curtis with all of his children in thir-
teen years.

• 1930 – Volume 20 published. Daughters Clara and
Katherine living in Seattle operating his original stu-
dio.

• 1932 – Death of his ex-wife Clara, his daughter
Katherine moves to California.

• 1935 – Copper photogravure plates from The North
American Indian sold to the Charles E. Lauriat
Company, a rare book dealer in Boston, Mas-
sachusetts.

• 1947 – Moves to Whittier, California into the home
of his daughter, Beth Curtis and her husband Man-
ford Magnuson.

• 1952 – Dies in Los Angeles, California in the home
of his daughter Beth, his obituary appears in the
New York Times and he is buried in Forest Lawn
Cemetery in Hollywood Hills, California.*[1]

59.8 See also

• In the Land of the Head Hunters

• Photography by indigenous peoples of the Americas
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Chapter 60

Edward Steichen

Edward Jean Steichen (March 27, 1879 – March 25,
1973) was a Luxembourgish American photographer,
painter, and art gallery and museum curator.
Steichen was the most frequently featured photographer
in Alfred Stieglitz' groundbreaking magazine Camera
Work during its run from 1903 to 1917. Together Stieglitz
and Steichen opened the Little Galleries of the Photo-
Secession, which eventually became known as 291 after
its address.
His photos of gowns for the magazine Art et Décoration
in 1911 are regarded as the first modern fashion pho-
tographs ever published. From 1923 to 1938, Steichen
was a photographer for the Condé Nast magazines Vogue
and Vanity Fair while also working for many advertis-
ing agencies including J. Walter Thompson. During these
years, Steichen was regarded as the best known and high-
est paid photographer in the world. In 1944, he directed
the war documentary The Fighting Lady, which won the
1945 Academy Award for Best Documentary.
After World War II, Steichen was Director of the Depart-
ment of Photography at New York's Museum of Modern
Art until 1962. While at MoMA, he curated and assem-
bled the exhibit The Family of Man, which was seen by
nine million people.

60.1 Early life

Steichen was born Éduard Jean Steichen in Bivange,
Luxembourg, the son of Jean-Pierre and Marie Kemp
Steichen.*[1] Jean-Pierre Steichen initially immigrated to
the United States in 1880.*[1] Marie Steichen brought
the infant Edward along once Jean-Pierre had settled in
Chicago, in 1881.*[2] The family, with the addition of
Eduard's younger sister Lilian, moved to Milwaukee in
1889, when Steichen was 10.*[3]
In 1894, at the age of fifteen, Steichen began a four-
year lithography apprenticeship with the American Fine
Art Company of Milwaukee.*[4] After hours, he would
sketch and draw, and began to teach himself to paint.*[5]
Having come across a camera shop near to his work, he
visited frequently with curiosity until he persuaded him-
self to buy his first camera, a secondhand Kodak box“de-

tective”camera, in 1895.*[6] Steichen and his friends
who were also interested in drawing and photography
pooled together their funds, rented a small room in a
Milwaukee office building, and began calling themselves
the Milwaukee Art Students League.*[7] The group also
hired Richard Lorenz and Robert Schade for occasional
lectures.*[4]
Steichen was naturalized as a U.S. citizen in 1900 and
signed the naturalization papers as Edward J. Steichen;
however, he continued to use his birth name of Eduard
until after the First World War.*[8]

Henri Matisse and La Serpentine, fall 1909, Issy-les-
Moulineaux, photograph by Edward Steichen

Steichen married Clara Smith in 1903. They had two
daughters, Katherine and Mary. In 1914, Clara accused
her husband of having an affair with artist Marion H.
Beckett, who was staying with them in France. The Ste-
ichens left France just ahead of invading German troops.
In 1915, Clara Steichen returned to France with her
daughter Kate, staying in their house in the Marne in spite
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of the war. Steichen returned to France with the Pho-
tography Division of the American Army Signal Corps
in 1917, whereupon Clara returned to the United States.
In 1919, Clara Steichen sued Marion Beckett for hav-
ing an affair with her husband, but was unable to prove
her claims.*[9]*[10] Clara and Edouart Steichen eventu-
ally divorced in 1922. Steichen married Dana Desboro
Glover in 1923. She died of leukemia in 1957. In 1960,
aged 80, Steichen married Joanna Taub and remained
married to her until his death, which occurred two days
before his 94th birthday. Joanna Steichen died on July
24, 2010, in Montauk, New York, aged 77.*[11]

60.2 Partnership with Stieglitz

Young American Artists of the Modern School, L. to R. Jo
Davidson, Edward Steichen, Arthur B. Carles, JohnMarin; back:
Marsden Hartley, Laurence Fellows, c. 1911, Bates College Mu-
seum of Art

Steichen met Alfred Stieglitz in 1900, while stopping in
New York City en route to Paris from his home in Mil-
waukee.*[12] In that first meeting, Stieglitz expressed
praise for Steichen's background in painting and bought
three of Steichen's photographic prints.*[13]
In 1902, when Stieglitz was formulating what would be-
come Camera Work, he asked Steichen to design the
logo for the magazine with a custom typeface.*[14] Ste-
ichen was the most frequently featured photographer in
the journal.
In 1904, Steichen began experimenting with color pho-
tography. He was one of the first people in the United
States to use the Autochrome Lumière process. In 1905,
Stieglitz and Steichen created the Little Galleries of the
Photo-Secession, which eventually became known as 291
after its address. It presented among the first Ameri-
can exhibitions of Henri Matisse, Auguste Rodin, Paul
Cézanne, Pablo Picasso, and Constantin Brâncuși.

In 1911, Steichen was“dared”by Lucien Vogel, the pub-
lisher of Jardin des Modes and La Gazette du Bon Ton
, to promote fashion as a fine art by the use of photog-
raphy.*[15] Steichen took photos of gowns designed by
couturier Paul Poiret,*[15] which were published in the
April 1911 issue of the magazine Art et Décoration.*[15]
According to Jesse Alexander, this is "... now considered
to be the first ever modern fashion photography shoot.
That is, photographing the garments in such a way as to
convey a sense of their physical quality as well as their
formal appearance, as opposed to simply illustrating the
object.”*[16]
Serving in the US Army in World War I (and the US Navy
in the Second World War), Steichen commanded signif-
icant units contributing to military photography. After
World War I, during which he commanded the photo-
graphic division of the American Expeditionary Forces,
he reverted to straight photography, gradually moving
into fashion photography. Steichen's 1928 photo of ac-
tress Greta Garbo is recognized as one of the definitive
portraits of Garbo.

60.3 Later work

The initial publication of Ansel Adams' image Moonrise,
Hernandez, New Mexico was in U.S. Camera Annual
1943, after being selected by Steichen, who was serving
as photo judge for the publication.*[17] This gave Moon-
rise an audience before its first formal exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art in 1944.*[18]
During World War II, Steichen served as Director of
the Naval Aviation Photographic Unit.*[19]*[20] His war
documentary The Fighting Lady won the 1945 Academy
Award for Best Documentary.
After the war, Steichen served as the Director of Photog-
raphy at New York's Museum of Modern Art until 1962.
Among other accomplishments, Steichen is appreciated
for creating The Family of Man, a vast exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art consisting of over 500 photos
that depicted life, love and death in 68 countries. Ste-
ichen's brother-in-law, Carl Sandburg, wrote a prologue
for the exhibition catalog.
As had been Steichen's wish, the exhibition was donated
to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. It is now perma-
nently housed in the City of Clervaux (Luxembourgish:
Klierf) in northern Luxembourg.*[21]
One of the photos in The Family of Man was that of a
wounded cow-dog named“Red”awaiting a trip to the
veterinarian, photographed by Guy Gillette. Ranchers in
such cases became necessarily attached to their multipur-
pose animals. Gillette's son, Guy Porter Gillette, is shown
stroking Red's head as they await medical attention. This
particular print was said to have been the only photograph
ever to move Steichen“to tears”.*[22]
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In 1962, Steichen hired John Szarkowski to be his suc-
cessor at the Museum of Modern Art.
On December 6, 1963, Steichen was presented with the
Presidential Medal of Freedom by U.S. President Lyndon
B. Johnson.
In 1970, an evening show was presented in Arles during
The Rencontres d'Arles festival:“Edward Steichen, pho-
tographe”by Martin Boschet.
A show of early color photographs by Steichen was held
at the Mudam (Musée d ' Art moderne) in Luxembourg
City from July 14 to September 3, 2007.*[23]
Steichen purchased a farm that he called Umpawaug in
1928, just outside West Redding, Connecticut.*[24] Ste-
ichen lived there until his death in 1973.*[25] After his
death, Steichen's farm was made into a park, known as
Topstone Park.*[26] Topstone Park is open seasonally to
this day.*[27]

60.4 The Pond–Moonlight

Steichen's The Pond̶Moonlight, multiple gum bichromate print,
1904.

For more details on this topic, see The Pond̶Moonlight.

In February 2006, a print of Steichen's early pictorialist
photograph, The Pond̶Moonlight (1904), sold for what
was then the highest price ever paid for a photograph at
auction, U.S. $2.9 million. (See List of most expensive
photographs).
Steichen took the photograph in Mamaroneck, New York
near the home of his friend, art critic Charles Caffin. The
photo features a wooded area and pond, with moonlight
appearing between the trees and reflecting on the pond.
While the print appears to be a color photograph, the first
true color photographic process, the autochrome process,
was not available until 1907. Steichen created the impres-
sion of color by manually applying layers of light-sensitive
gums to the paper. Only three known versions of thePond

̶Moonlight are still in existence and, as a result of the
hand-layering of the gums, each is unique. In addition
to the auctioned print, the other two versions are held in
museum collections. The extraordinary sale price of the
print is, in part, attributable to its one-of-a-kind character
and to its rarity.*[28]

60.5 Gallery

•“Landscape with Avenue of Trees,”a painting by
Steichen, 1902

• Portrait of Auguste Rodin by Steichen, 1902

• The cover of Camera Work, showing Steichen's de-
sign and custom typeface. Also, in this specific is-
sue, Issue 2, the entire volume was devoted to Ste-
ichen's photographs.

•“Self-portrait”, by Edward Steichen. Published in
Camera Work No 2, 1903

• Portrait of J.P. Morgan, taken in 1903

• The Flatiron Building in a photograph of 1904,
taken by Steichen.

•“Experiment in Three-Color Photography,”by Ste-
ichen, published in Camera Work No 15, 1906

•“Pastoral – Moonlight,”by Steichen, published in
Camera Work No 20, 1907

•“Eugene, Stieglitz, Kühn and Steichen Admiring the
Work of Eugene,”by Frank Eugene from 1907.
From left to right are Eugene, Alfred Stieglitz, Hein-
rich Kühn, and Steichen.

• Picture by Steichen of Brâncuși's studio, 1920

• Portrait of Constantin Brâncuși, taken at Steichen's
home & studio at Voulangis, in 1922.

•“Wind Fire.”Thérèse Duncan, the adopted daugh-
ter of Isadora Duncan, dancing at the Acropolis of
Athens, 1921, by Steichen.

•“Isadora Duncan in the Parthenon, Athens", 1921

•“Aircraft of Carrier Air Group 16 return to the
USS Lexington (CV-16) during the Gilberts opera-
tion, November 1943.”Photographed by Comman-
der Edward Steichen, USNR.

• CDR Edward Steichen photographed above the deck
of the aircraft carrier USS Lexington (CV-16) by Ens
Victor Jorgensen, November 1943.
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• bloom! Experiments in color photography by Ed-
ward Steichen at Mudam

• Edward Steichen at Museo Reina Sofia in Madrid,
Spain from June 25, 2008, to September 22, 2008

• ̶David Joseph (DJ) Marcou's cover-story Edward
Steichen, HonFRPS: Renaissance Man in March
2004 RPS Journal, pp. 72–75.

• Triond link to David J. Marcou's article“From Lux-
embourg and America to the World: Edward Ste-
ichen's Photographic Legacy”relating to Mr. Ste-
ichen's Wisconsin background, in particular, can be
found on La Crosse History Unbound Website.

•“A list of the 1963 recipients of the Medal of Free-
dom”, John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and
Museum

• Edward Steichen Archive at The Museum of Mod-
ern Art
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Chapter 61

Edward Weston

For other people named Edward Weston, see Edward
Weston (disambiguation).

Edward Henry Weston (March 24, 1886 – January 1,
1958) was a 20th-century American photographer. He
has been called “one of the most innovative and in-
fluential American photographers…"*[1] and “one of
the masters of 20th century photography.”*[2] Over
the course of his 40-year career Weston photographed
an increasingly expansive set of subjects, including land-
scapes, still lifes, nudes, portraits, genre scenes and
even whimsical parodies. It is said that he developed
a“quintessentially American, and specially Californian,
approach to modern photography”*[3] because of his
focus on the people and places of the American West.
In 1937 Weston was the first photographer to receive a
Guggenheim Fellowship, and over the next two years he
produced nearly 1,400 negatives using his 8 × 10 view
camera. Some of his most famous photographs were
taken of the trees and rocks at Point Lobos, California,
near where he lived for many years.
Weston was born in Chicago and moved to California
when he was 21. He knew he wanted to be a photog-
rapher from an early age, and initially his work was typ-
ical of the soft focus pictorialism that was popular at the
time. Within a few years, however, he abandoned that
style and went on to be one of the foremost champions of
highly detailed photographic images.
In 1947 he was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease and
he stopped photographing soon thereafter. He spent the
remaining ten years of his life overseeing the printing of
more than 1,000 of his most famous images.

61.1 Life and work

61.1.1 1886–1906: Early life

Weston was born in Highland Park, Illinois, the second
child and only son of Edward Burbank Weston, an obste-
trician, and Alice Jeanette Brett, a Shakespearean actress.
His mother died when he was five years old and he was
raised mostly by his sister Mary, whom he called“May”

or “Mazie”. She was nine years older than he, and
they developed a very close bond that was one of the few
steady relationships in Weston's life.*[4]
His father remarried when he was nine, but neither We-
ston nor his sister got along with their new stepmother and
stepbrother. After May was married and left their home
in 1897, Weston's father devoted most of his time to his
new wife and her son. Weston was left on his own much
of the time; he stopped going to school and withdrew into
his own room in their large home.*[4]
As a present for his 16th birthday Weston's father gave
him his first camera, a Kodak Bull's-Eye #2, which was
a simple box camera. He took it on vacation in the Mid-
west, and by the time he returned home his interest in
photography was enough to lead him to purchase a used
5 × 7 inch view camera. He began photographing in
Chicago parks and a farm owned by his aunt, and devel-
oped his own film and prints. Later he would remember
that even at that early age his work showed strong artistic
merit. He said, “I feel that my earliest work of 1903
‒ though immature ‒ is related more closely, both with
technique and composition, to my latest work than are
several of my photographs dating from 1913–1920, a pe-
riod in which I was trying to be artistic.”*[5]
In 1904 May and her family moved to California, leaving
Weston further isolated in Chicago. He earned a living by
taking a job at a local department store, but he continued
to spend most of his free time taking photos, Within two
years he felt confident enough of his photography that he
submitted his work to the magazine Camera and Dark-
room, and in the April 1906 issue they published a full-
page reproduction of his picture Spring, Chicago. This is
the first known publication of any of his photographs.

61.1.2 1906–23: Becoming a photographer

At the urging of his sister, Weston left Chicago in the
spring of 1906 and moved near May's home in Tropico,
California (now a neighborhood in Glendale). He de-
cided to stay there and pursue a career in photography,
but he soon realized he needed more professional train-
ing. A year later he moved to Effingham, Illinois, in or-
der to enroll in the Illinois School of Photography. They
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taught a nine-month course, but Weston finished all of the
class work in six months. The school refused to give him
a diploma unless he paid for the full nine months; We-
ston refused and instead moved back to California in the
spring of 1908.
He briefly worked at the photography studio of George
Steckel in Los Angeles, as a negative retoucher. Within
a few months he moved to the more established studio
of Louis Mojonier. For the next several years he learned
the techniques and business of operating a photography
studio under Mojonier's direction.
Sometime in the summer of 1908 Weston was introduced
to his sister's best friend, Flora May Chandler. She was a
grade-school teacher, seven years older than Weston and
second cousin to Harry Chandler, who at that time was
described as the head of“the single most powerful fam-
ily in Southern California.”.*[6] Chandler had inherited
some money when her father died, and although she was
not as wealthy as her cousins, Weston recognized that she
had enough money to allow him to start working full-time
as a photographer.*[7]
On January 30, 1909, Weston and Chandler married in
a simple ceremony. The first of their four sons, Edward
Chandler Weston (1910–1993), known as Chandler, was
born on April 26, 1910. Named after Weston and his
wife, he later became a portrait photographer and some-
times assistant to his father.
In 1911 Weston opened his own business, called “The
Little Studio”, in Tropico. His sister later asked him why
he opened his studio in Tropico rather than in the nearby
metropolis of Los Angeles, and he replied“Sis, I'm going
to make my name so famous that it won t̓ matter where
I live.”*[8]
For the next three years he worked alone in his studio,
making portraits of children and friends. Even at that
early stage of his career he was highly particular about his
work; in an interview at that time he said "[photographic]
plates are nothing to me unless I get what I want. I have
used thirty of them at a sitting if I did not secure the effect
to suit me.”*[9]
His critical eye paid off as he quickly gained more recog-
nition for his work. He won prizes in national competi-
tions, published several more photographs and wrote arti-
cles for magazines such as Photo-Era and American Pho-
tography, championing the pictorial style.
On December 16, 1911, Weston's second son, Theodore
Brett Weston (1911–1993), was born. He became a long-
time artistic collaborator with his father and an important
photographer on his own.
Sometime in the fall of 1913, Los Angeles photographer,
Margrethe Mather visited Weston's studio because of his
growing reputation, and within a few months they de-
veloped an intense relationship.*[10] Weston was a quiet
Midwestern transplant to California, and Mather was a
part of the growing bohemian cultural scene in Los An-

geles. She was very outgoing and artistic in a flamboyant
way, and her permissive sexual morals were far differ-
ent from the conservative Weston at the time - Mather
had been a prostitute and was bisexual with a prefer-
ence for women.*[11] Mather presented a stark contrast
to Weston's home life; his wife Flora was described as
a “homely, rigid Puritan, and an utterly conventional
woman, with whom he had little in common since he ab-
horred conventions”*[12] ‒ and he found Mather's un-
inhibited lifestyle irresistible and her photographic vision
intriguing.
He asked Mather to be his studio assistant, and for the
next decade they worked closely together, making indi-
vidual and jointly signed portraits of such luminaries as
Carl Sandburg and Max Eastman. A joint exhibition
of their work in 2001 revealed that during this period
Weston emulated Mather's style and, later, her choice
of subjects. On her own Mather photographed “fans,
hands, eggs, melons, waves, bathroom fixtures, seashells
and birds wings, all subjects that Weston would also ex-
plore.”*[13] A decade later he described her as “the
first important person in my life, and perhaps even now,
though personal contact has gone, the most important.”
*[14]
In early 1915 Weston began keeping detailed journals
he later came to call his “Daybooks”. For the next
two decades he recorded his thoughts about his work, ob-
servations about photography, and his interactions with
friends, lovers and family. On December 6, 1916, a third
son, Lawrence Neil Weston, was born. He also followed
in the footsteps of his father and became a well-known
photographer. It was during this period that Weston first
met photographer Johan Hagemeyer, whom Weston men-
tored and lent his studio to from time to time. Later,
Hagemeyer would return the favor by letting Weston use
his studio in Carmel after he returned from Mexico. For
the next several years Weston continued to earn a living
by taking portraits in his small studio which he called“the
shack”.*[9]
Meanwhile, Flora was spending all of her time caring for
their children. Their fourth son, Cole Weston (1919–
2003), was born on January 30, 1919, and afterward she
rarely had time to leave their home.
Over the summer of 1920 Weston met two people who
were part of the growing Los Angeles cultural scene:
Roubaix de l'Abrie Richey, known as “Robo”and a
woman he called his wife, Tina Modotti. Modotti, who
was then known only as a stage and film actress, was never
married to Robo, but they pretended to be for the sake of
his family. Weston and Modotti were immediately at-
tracted to each other, and they soon became lovers.*[15]
Richey knew of Modotti's affair, but he continued to be
friends with Weston and later invited him to come to
Mexico and share his studio.*[16]
The following year Weston agreed to allow Mather to be-
come an equal partner in his studio. For several months
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they took portraits that they signed with both of their
names. This was the only time in his long career that
Weston shared credit with another photographer.
Sometime in 1920 he began photographing nude models
for the first time. His first models were his wife Flora and
their children, but soon thereafter he took at least three
nude studies of Mather. He followed these with several
more photographs of nude models, the first of dozens of
figure studies he would make of friends and lovers over
the next twenty years.
Until now Weston had kept his relationships with other
women a secret from his wife, but as he began to photo-
graph more nudes Flora became suspicious about what
went on with his models. Chandler recalled that his
mother regularly sent him on “errands”to his father's
studio and asked him to tell her who was there and what
they were doing.*[17]

“Portrait of Tina Modotti (1922) by Weston

One of the first who agreed to model nude for Weston
was Modotti. She became his primary model for the next
several years.
In 1922 he visited his sister May, who had moved to
Middletown, Ohio. While there he made five or six pho-
tographs of the tall smoke stacks at the nearby Armco
steel mill. These images signaled a change in Weston's
photographic style, a transition from the soft-focus picto-
rialism of the past to a new, cleaner-edge style. He imme-
diately recognized the change and later recorded it in his
notes:“The Middletown visit was something to remem-
ber…most of all in importance was my photographing
of 'Armco'…That day I made great photographs, even

Stieglitz thought they were important!"*[18]
At that time New York City was the cultural center
for photography as an art form in America, and Alfred
Stieglitz was the most influential figure in photogra-
phy.*[19] Weston badly wanted to go to New York to
meet with him, but he did not have enough money to make
the trip. His brother-in-law gave him enough money to
continue on from Middletown to New York City, and
he spent most of October and early November there.
While there he met artist Charles Sheeler, photogra-
phers Clarence H. White, Gertrude Kasebier and finally,
Stieglitz. Weston wrote that Stieglitz told him, “Your
work and attitude reassures me. You have shown me at
least several prints which have given me a great deal of
joy. And I can seldom say that of photographs.”*[20]
Soon after Weston returned from New York, Robo
moved to Mexico and set up a studio there to create
batiks. Within a short while he had arranged for a joint
exhibition of his work and of photographs by Weston,
Mather and a few others. In early 1923 Modotti left
by train to be with Robo in Mexico, but he contracted
smallpox and died shortly before she arrived. Modotti
was grief-stricken, but within a few weeks she felt well
enough that she decided to stay and carry out the exhi-
bition that Robo had planned. The show was a success,
and, due in no small part to his nude studies of Modotti,
it firmly established Weston's artistic reputation in Mex-
ico.*[21]
After the show closed Modotti returned to California, and
Weston and she made plans to return to Mexico together.
He wanted to spend a couple of months there photograph-
ing and promoting his work, and, conveniently, he could
travel under the pretense of Modotti being his assistant
and translator.*[22]
The week before he left for Mexico, Weston briefly re-
united with Mather and took several nudes of her lying
in the sand at Redondo Beach. These images were very
different from his previous nude studies - sharply focused
and showing her entire body in relation to the natural set-
ting. They have been called the artistic prototypes for
his most famous nudes, those of Charis Wilson which he
would take more than a decade later.*[23]

61.1.3 1923–27: Mexico

On July 30, 1923, Weston, his son Chandler, and Mod-
otti left on a steamer for the extended trip to Mexico. His
wife, Flora, and their other three sons waved goodbye to
them at the dock. It's unknown what Flora understood or
thought about the relationship between Weston and Mod-
otti, but she is reported to have called out at the dock,
“Tina, take good care of my boys.”*[24]

They arrived in Mexico City on August 11 and rented a
large hacienda outside of the city.. Within a month he had
arranged for an exhibition of his work at the Aztec Land
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Gallery, and on October 17 the show opened to glowing
press reviews. He was particularly proud of a review by
Marius de Zayas that said“Photography is beginning to
be photography, for until now it has only been art.”*[25]
The different culture and scenery in Mexico forced We-
ston to look at things in new ways. He became more re-
sponsive to what was in front of him, and he turned his
camera on everyday objects like toys, doorways and bath-
room fixtures. He also made several intimate nudes and
portraits of Modotti. He wrote in his Daybooks:

• The camera should be used for a recording of life,
for rendering the very substance and quintessence of
the thing itself…I feel definite in the belief that the
approach to photography is through realism.*[26]

Weston continued to photograph the people and things
around him, and his reputation in Mexico increased the
longer he stayed. He had a second exhibition at the Aztec
Land Galley in 1924, and he had a steady stream of lo-
cal socialites asking him to take their portraits. At the
same time, Weston began to miss his other sons back in
the U.S. As with many of his actions, though, it was a
woman who motivated him most. He had recently cor-
responded with a woman he had known for several years
named Miriam Lerner, and as her letters became more
passionate he longed to see her again.*[27]
He and Chandler returned to San Francisco at the end of
1924, and the next month he set up a studio with Hage-
meyer. Weston seemed to be struggling with his past and
his future during this period. He burned all of his pre-
Mexico journals, as though trying to erase the past, and
started a new series of nudes with Lerner and with his
son Neil. He wrote that these images were“the start of
a new period in my approach and attitude towards pho-
tography.”*[27]
His new relationship with Lerner did not last long, and
in August 1925 he returned to Mexico, this time with his
son Brett. Modotti had arranged a joint show of their
photographs, and it opened the week he returned. He
received new critical acclaim, and six of his prints were
purchased for the State Museum. For the next several
months he concentrated once again on photographing folk
art, toys and local scenes. One of his strongest images of
this period is of three black clay pots that art historian
Rene d'Harnoncourt described as “the beginning of a
new art.”*[28]
In May 1926 Weston signed a contract with writer Anita
Brenner for $1,000 to make photographs for a book she
was writing about Mexican folk art. In June he, Modotti
and Brett started traveling around the country in search of
lesser known native arts and crafts. His contract required
him to give Brenner three finished prints from 400 8x10
negatives, and it took him until November of that year
to complete the work.*[29] During their travels, Brett re-
ceived a crash course in photography from his father, and

he made more than two dozen prints that his father judged
to be of exceptional quality.
By the time they returned from their trip, Weston and
Modotti's relationship had crumbled, and within less than
two weeks he and Brett returned to California. He never
traveled to Mexico again.

61.1.4 1927–35: Glendale to Carmel

Weston initially returned to his old studio in Glendale
(previously called Tropico). He quickly arranged a dual
exhibition at University of California of the photographs
that he and Brett had made the year before. The father
showed 100 prints and the son showed 20. Brett was only
15 years old at the time.
In February he started a new series of nudes, this time
of dancer Bertha Wardell. One of this series, of her
kneeling body cut off at the shoulders, is one of Weston's
most well-known figure studies. At this same time he
met Canadian painter Henrietta Shore, whom he asked
to comment on the photos of Wardell. He was surprised
by her honest critique: “I wish you would not do so
many nudes – you are getting used to them, the subject no
longer amazes you ‒ most of these are just nudes.”*[30]

Nautilus (1927) by Weston

He asked to look at her work and was intrigued by her
large paintings of sea shells. He borrowed several shells
from her, thinking he might find some inspiration for a
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new still life series. Over the next few weeks he explored
many different kinds of shell and background combina-
tions – in his log of photographs taken for 1927 he listed
fourteen negatives of shells.*[31] One of these, simply
called Nautilus, 1927”(sometimes called Shell, 1927),
became one of his most famous images. Modotti called
the image “mystical and erotic,”*[32] and when she
showed it to Rene d'Harnoncourt he said he felt“weak
at the knees.”*[33] Weston is known to have made at
least twenty-eight prints of this image, more than he had
made of any other shell image.*[31]
In September of that year Weston had a major exhibition
at Palace of the Legion of Honor. At the open of the show
he met fellow photographer Willard Van Dyke, who later
introduced Weston to Ansel Adams.
In May, 1928, Weston and Brett made a brief but im-
portant trip to the Mojave Desert. It was there that
he first explored and photographed landscapes as an art
form.*[34] He found the stark rock forms and empty
spaces to be a visual revelation, and over a long weekend
he took twenty-seven photographs.*[35] In his journal he
declared“these negatives are the most important I have
ever done.”*[36]
Later that year he and Brett moved to San Francisco,
where they lived and worked in a small studio owned by
Hagemeyer. He made portraits to earn an income, but he
longed to get away by himself and get back to his art. In
early 1929 he moved to Hagemeyer's cottage in Carmel,
and it was there that he finally found the solitude and the
inspiration that he was seeking. He placed a sign in stu-
dio window that said, “Edward Weston, Photographer,
Unretouched Portraits, Prints for Collectors.”
He started making regular trips to nearby Point Lobos,
where he would continue to photograph until the end of
his career. It was there that he learned to fine-tune his
photographic vision to match the visual space of his view
camera, and the images he took there, of kelp, rocks and
wind-blown trees, are among his finest. Looking at his
work from this period, one biographer wrote:

•“Weston arranged his compositions so that things
happened on the edges; lines almost cross or meet
and circular lines just touch the edges tangentially;
his compositions were now created exclusively for a
space with the proportions of eight by ten. There is
no extraneous space nor is there too little.”*[37]

In early April, 1929, Weston met photographer Sonya
Noskowiak at a party, and by the end of the month she
was living with him. As with many of his other relation-
ships, she became his model, muse, pupil and assistant.
They would continue to live together for five years.
Intrigued by the many kinds and shapes of kelp he found
on the beaches near Carmel, in 1930 Weston began tak-
ing close-ups of vegetables and fruits. He made a variety
of photographs of cabbage, kale, onions, bananas, and fi-

Pepper No. 30 (1930) by Weston

nally, his most iconic image, peppers. In August of that
year Noskowiak brought him several green peppers, and
over a four-day period he shot at least thirty different neg-
atives. Of these, Pepper No. 30, is among the all-time
masterpieces of photography.*[38]
Weston had a series of important one-man exhibitions in
1930-31. The first was at Alma Reed's Delphic Studio
Galley in New York, followed closely by a mounting of
the same show at the Denny Watrous Gallery in Carmel.
Both received rave reviews, including a two-page article
in the New York Times Magazine.*[37] These were fol-
lowed by shows at De Young Museum in San Francisco
and the Galerie Jean Naert in Paris.
Although he was succeeding professionally his personal
life was very complex. For most of their marriage, Flora
was able to take care of their children because of an inher-
itance from her parents. However, the Wall Street Crash
of 1929 had wiped out most of her savings, and Weston
felt increased pressure to help provide more for her and
his sons. He described this time as“the most trying eco-
nomic period of my life.”*[37]
In 1932, The Art of Edward Weston, the first book de-
voted exclusively to Weston's work, was published. It was
edited by Merle Armitage and dedicated to Alice Rohrer,
an admirer and patron of Weston whose $500 donation
helped pay for the book to be published.
During the same time a small group of like-minded pho-
tographers in the San Francisco area, led by Van Dyke
and Ansel Adams, began informally meeting to discuss
their common interest and aesthetics. Inspired by We-
ston's show at the De Young Museum the previous year,
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they approached the museum with the idea of mounting a
group exhibition of their work. They named themselves
Group f/64, and in November, 1932, an exhibition of 80
of their prints opened at the museum. The show was a
critical success.
In 1933 Weston bought a 4 × 5 Graflex camera, which
was much smaller and lighter than the large view camera
he had used for many years. He began taking close-up
nudes of Noskowiak and other models. The smaller cam-
era allowed him to interact more with his models, while at
the same time the nudes he took during this period began
to resemble some of the contorted root and vegetables he
had taken the year before.*[39]
In early 1934, “a new and important chapter opened”
*[40] in Weston's life when he met Charis Wilson at a
concert. Even more than with his previous lovers, We-
ston was immediately captivated by her beauty and her
personality. He wrote: “A new love came into my life,
a most beautiful one, one which will, I believe, stand the
test of time.”*[41] On April 22 he photographed her
nude for the first time, and they entered into an intense
relationship. He was still living with Noskowiak at that
time, but within two weeks he asked her to move out,
declaring that for him other women were“as inevitable
as the tides”.*[42]
Perhaps because of the intensity of his new relationship,
he stopped writing in his Daybooks at this same time. Six
months later he wrote one final entry, looking back from
April 22:

• After eight months we are closer together than ever.
Perhaps C. will be remembered as the great love
of my life. Already I have achieved certain heights
reached with no other love.*[43]

61.1.5 1935–45: Guggenheim grant to
Wildcat Hill

In January, 1935 Weston was facing increasing financial
difficulties. He closed his studio in Carmel and moved to
Santa Monica Canyon, California, where he opened a new
studio with Brett. He implored Wilson to come and live
with him, and in August 1935 she finally agreed. While
she had an intense interest in his work, Wilson was the
first woman Weston had lived with since Flora who had no
interest in becoming a photographer.*[44] This allowed
Weston to concentrate on her as his muse and model, and
in turn Wilson devoted her time to promoting Weston's
art as his assistant and quasi-agent.
Almost immediately he began taking a new series of
nudes with Wilson as the model. One of the first pho-
tographs he took of her, on the balcony of their home,
became one of his most published images (Nude (Charis,
Santa Monica)). Soon after they took the first of several
trips to Oceano Dunes, not far from Santa Monica. It was

there that Weston made some of his most daring and inti-
mate photographs of any of his models, capturing Wilson
in completely uninhibited poses in the sand dunes. He
exhibited only one or two of this series in his lifetime,
thinking several of the others were “too erotic”*[45]
for the general public.
Although his recent work had received critical acclaim,
he was not earning enough income from his artistic im-
ages to provide a steady income. Rather than going back
to relying solely on portraiture, he started the“Edward
Weston Print of the Month Club”, offering selections
of his photos for a monthly $5 subscription. Each month
subscribers would receive a new print from Weston, with
a limited edition of 40 copies of each print. Although he
created these prints with the same high standards that he
did for his exhibition prints, it is thought that he never had
more than eleven subscribers.*[44]
At the suggestion of Beaumont Newhall, Weston decided
to apply for a Guggenheim Foundation grant (now known
as a Guggenheim Fellowship). He wrote a two-sentence
description about his work, assembled thirty-five of his
favorites prints, and sent it in.*[46] Afterward Dorothea
Lange and her husband suggested that the application was
too brief to be seriously considered, and Weston resub-
mitted it with a four-page letter and work plan. He did
not mention that Wilson had written the new application
for him.*[47]
On March 22, 1937, Weston received notification that
he had been awarded a Guggenheim grant, the first ever
given to a photographer.*[48] The award was $2,000 for
one year, a significant amount of money at that time. He
was able to further capitalize on the award by arranging to
provide the editor of AAA Westway Magazine with 8-10
photos per month for $50 during their travels, with Wil-
son getting an additional $15 monthly for photo captions
and short narratives. They purchased a new car and set
out on Weston's dream trip to go and photograph what-
ever he wanted. Over the next twelve months they made
seventeen trips and covered 16,697 miles according to
Wilson's detailed log. Weston made 1,260 negatives dur-
ing the trip.
The freedom of this trip with the“love of his life”, com-
bined with all of his sons now reaching the age of adult-
hood, gave Weston the motivation to finally divorce his
wife. They had been living apart for sixteen years.*[49]
Due to the success of the past year, Weston applied for
and received a second year of Guggenheim support. Al-
though he wanted to do some additional traveling, he in-
tended to use most of the money to allow him to print
his past year's work. He commissioned Neil to build a
small home in the Carmel Highlands on property owned
by Wilson's father. They named the place“Wildcat Hill”
because of the many domestic cats that soon occupied the
grounds.
Wilson set up a writing studio in what was intended to
be a small garage behind the house, and she spent several
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months writing and editing stories from their travels.
In 1939, Seeing California with Edward Weston was pub-
lished, with photographs by Weston and writing by Wil-
son. Finally relieved from the financial stresses of the past
and inordinately happy with his work and his relationship,
Weston married Wilson in a small ceremony on April 24.
Buoyed by the success of their first book, in 1940 they
published California and the West. The first edition, fea-
turing 96 of Weston's photos with text by Wilson, sold
for $3.95. Over the summer, Weston taught photography
at the first Ansel Adams Workshop at Yosemite National
Park.
Just as the Guggenheim money was running out, We-
ston was invited to illustrate a new edition of Walt Whit-
man's Leaves of Grass. He would receive $1,000 for pho-
tographs and $500 travel expenses. Weston insisted on
having artistic control of the images he would take and
insisted that he would not be taking literal illustrations of
Whitman's text. On May 28 he and Wilson began a trip
that would cover 20,000 miles through 24 states; he took
between 700 and 800 8x10 negatives as well as dozens of
Graflex portraits.*[50]
On December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor was attacked, and
the United States entered World War II. Weston was near
the end of the Whitman trip, and he was deeply affected
by the outbreak of the war. He wrote: “When the war
broke out we scurried home. Charis did not want to
scurry. I did.”*[51]
He spent the first few months of 1942 organizing and
printing the negatives from the Whitman trip. Of the
hundreds of images he took, forty-nine were selected for
publication.
Due to the war, Point Lobos was closed to the public for
several years. Weston continued to work on images cen-
tered on Wildcat Hill, including shots of the many cats
that lived there. Weston treated them with the same se-
rious intent that he applied to all of his other subjects,
and Charis assembled the results into their most unusual
publication, The Cats of Wildcat Hill, which was finally
published in 1947.
The year 1945 marked the beginning of significant
changes for Weston. He began to experience the first
symptoms of Parkinson's disease, a debilitating ailment
that gradually stole his strength and his ability to photo-
graph. He withdrew from Wilson, who at the same time
began to become more involved in local politics and the
Carmel cultural scene. A strength that originally brought
them together - her lack of interest in becoming a pho-
tographer herself - eventually led to their break-up. She
wrote,“My flight from Edward was also partly an escape
from photography, which had taken up so much room in
my life for so many years.”*[52]
While working on a major retrospective exhibition for the
Museum of Modern Art, he and Wilson separated. We-
ston returned to Glendale since the land for their cabin at

Wildcat Hill still belonged to Wilson's father. Within a
few months she moved out and arranged to sell the prop-
erty to him.

61.1.6 1946–58: Final years

Point Lobos (1946) by Weston

In February, 1946, Weston's major retrospective opened
at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. He and
Beaumont Newhall selected 313 prints for the exhibition,
and eventually 250 photographs were displayed along
with 11 negatives. At that time many of his prints were
still for sale, and he sold 97 prints from the exhibit at
$25 per print. Later that year, Weston was asked by
Dr. George L. Waters of Kodak to produce 8 × 10
Kodachrome transparencies for their advertising cam-
paign. Weston had never worked in color before, primar-
ily because he had no means of developing or printing the
more complicated color process. He accepted their offer
in no small part because they offered him $250 per im-
age, the highest amount he would be paid for any single
work in his lifetime.*[53] He eventually sold seven color
works to Kodak of landscapes and scenery at Point Lobos
and nearby Monterey harbor.
In 1947 as his Parkinsonʼs disease progressed, Weston
began looking for an assistant. Serendipitously, an eager
young photographic enthusiast, Dody Weston Thompson,
contacted him in search of employment.
Weston mentioned he had just that morning written a let-
ter to Ansel Adams, looking for someone seeking to learn
photography in exchange for carrying his bulky large-
format camera and to provide a much needed automobile.
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There was a swift meeting of creative minds. For the re-
mainder of 1947 through the beginning of 1948, Dody
commuted from San Francisco on weekends to learn from
Weston the basics of photography. In early 1948, Dody
moved into“Bodie House,”the guest cottage at Edward's
Wildcat Hill compound, as his full-time assistant.
By late 1948 he was no longer physically able to use
his large view camera. That year he took his last pho-
tographs, at Point Lobos. His final negative was an image
he called,“Rocks and Pebbles, 1948”. Although dimin-
ished in his capacity, Weston never stopped being a pho-
tographer. He worked with his sons and Dody to catalog
his images and especially to oversee the publication and
printing of his work. In 1950 there was a major retrospec-
tive of his work at the Musee National d'Art Moderne in
Paris, and in 1952 he published a Fiftieth Anniversary
portfolio, with images printed by Brett.
During this time he worked with Cole, Brett, and Dody
Thompson (Brett's wife by 1952), to select and have them
print a master set of what he considered his best work.
They spent many long hours together in the darkroom,
and by 1956 they had produced what Weston called“The
Project Prints”, eight sets of 8”× 10”prints from 830
of his negatives. The only complete set today is housed at
the University of California, Santa Cruz. Later that same
year the Smithsonian Institution displayed nearly 100 of
these prints at a major exhibit, “The World of Edward
Weston”, paying tribute to his accomplishments in Amer-
ican photography.
Weston died at his home on Wildcat Hill on New Yearʼ
s Day, 1958. His sons scattered his ashes into the Pacific
Ocean at an area then known as Pebbly Beach on Point
Lobos. Due to Weston's significant influence in the area,
the beach was later renamed Weston Beach. He had $300
in his bank account at the time of his death.*[54]

61.2 Equipment and techniques

61.2.1 Cameras and lenses

During his lifetime Weston worked with several cameras.
He began as a more serious photographer in 1902 when
he purchased a 5 x 7 camera.*[55] When he moved to
Tropico and opened his studio in 1911 he acquired an
enormous 11 x 14 Graf Variable studio portrait cam-
era. Roi Partridge, Imogen Cunningham's husband, later
made an etching of Weston in his studio, dwarfed by the
giant camera in front of him.*[56] After he began taking
more portraits of children, he bought a 3 ¼ x 4 ¼ Graflex
in 1912 in order to better capture their quickly changing
expressions.*[57]
When he went to Mexico in 1924 he took an 8 × 10
Seneca folding-bed view camera with several lenses, in-
cluding a Graf Variable and a Wollensak Verito. While in
Mexico he purchased a used Rapid Rectilinear lens which

he was his primary lens for many years. The lens, now in
the George Eastman House, did not have a manufacturer's
name.*[58] He also took to Mexico a 3¼ × 4¼ Graflex
with a ƒ/4.5 Tessar lens, which he used for portraits.
In 1933 he purchased a 4 x 5 R. B. Auto-Graflex and used
it thereafter for all portraits. *[59] He continued to use
the Seneca view camera for all other work.
In 1939 he listed the following items as his standard
equipment:*[59]

• 8 x 10 Century Universal

• Triple convertible Turner Reich, 12”, 21”, 28”

• K2, G, A filters

• 12 film holders

• Paul Ries Tripod

He continued to use this equipment throughout his life.

61.2.2 Film

Prior to 1921 Weston used an orthochromatic sheet film,
but when panchromatic film became widely available in
1921 he switched to it for all of his work. According
to his son Cole, after Agfa Isopan film came out in the
1930s Weston used it for his black-and-white images for
the rest of his life.*[60] This film was rated at about ISO
25, but the developing technique Weston used reduced
the effective rating to about ISO 12.*[61]
The 8 × 10 cameras he preferred were large and heavy,
and due to the weight and the cost of the film he never
carried more than twelve sheet film holders with him. At
the end of each day, he had to go into a darkroom, un-
load the film holders and load them with new film. This
was especially challenging when he was traveling since he
had to find a darkened room somewhere or else set up a
makeshift darkroom made from heavy canvas.*[62]
In spite of the bulky size of the view camera, Weston
boasted he could “set up the tripod, fasten the camera
securely to it, attach the lens to the camera, open the shut-
ter, study the image on the ground glass, focus it, close the
shutter, insert the plate holder, cock the shutter, set it to
the appropriate aperture and speed, remove the slide from
the plate holder, make the exposure, replace the slide, and
remove the plate holder in two minutes and twenty sec-
onds.”*[62]
The smaller Graflex cameras he used had the advan-
tage of using film magazines that held either 12 or 18
sheets of film. Weston preferred these cameras when
taking portraits since he could respond more quickly to
the sitter. He reported that with his Graflex he once
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made three dozen negatives of Tina Modotti within 20
minutes.*[63]In 1946 a representative from Kodak asked
Weston to try out their new Kodachrome film, and over
the next two years he made at least 60 8 x 10 color images
using this film.”*[64] They were some of the last pho-
tographs he took, since by late 1948 he was no longer able
to operate a camera due to the effects of his Parkinson's
disease.

61.2.3 Exposures

During the first 20 years of his photography Weston de-
termined all of his exposure settings by estimation based
on his previous experiences and the relatively narrow tol-
erances of the film at that time. He said,“I dislike to fig-
ure out time, and find my exposures more accurate when
only“felt”."*[65] In the late 1930s he acquired a We-
ston exposure meter and continued to use it as an aid
to determine exposures throughout his career.*[note 1]
Photo historian Nancy Newhall wrote that“Young pho-
tographers are confused and amazed when they behold
him measuring with his meter every value in the sphere
where he intends to work, from the sky to the ground un-
der his feet. He is“feeling the light”and checking his
own observations. After which he puts the meter away
and does what he thinks. Often he adds up everything
‒ filters, extension, film, speed, and so on ‒ and doubles
the computation.”*[66] Weston, Newhall noted, believed
in“massive exposure”, which he then compensated for
by hand-processing the film in a weak developer solution
and individually inspecting each negative as it continued
to develop to get the right balance of highlights and shad-
ows.*[66]
The low rated ISO of the sheet film Weston used rat-
ing necessitated very long exposures when using his view
camera, ranging from 1 to 3 seconds for outdoor land-
scape exposures to as long as 4½ hours for still lifes
such his peppers or shells.*[67] When he used one of the
Graflex cameras the exposure times were much shorter
(usually less than ¼ second), and he was sometimes able
to work without a tripod.*[68]

61.2.4 Darkroom

Weston always made contact prints, meaning that the
print was exactly the same size as the negative. This was
essential for the platinum printing that he preferred early
in his career, since at that time the platinum papers re-
quired ultra-violet light to activate. Weston did not have
an artificial ultra-violet light source, so he had to place
the contact print directly in sunlight in order to expose
it.*[68] This limited him to printing only on sunny days.
When he wanted a print that was larger than the original
negative size, he used an enlarger to create a larger inter-
positive, then contact printed it to a new negative. The
new larger negative was then used to make a print of that

size.*[69] This process was very labor-intensive; he once
wrote in his Daybooks “I am utterly exhausted tonight
after a whole day in the darkroom, making eight contact
negatives from the enlarged positives.”*[70]
In 1924 Weston wrote this about his darkroom pro-
cess,“I have returned, after several years use of Metol-
Hydroquinine open-tank”developer to a three-solution
Pyro developer, and I develop one at a time in a tray in-
stead of a dozen in a tank.”*[65] Each sheet of film was
viewed under either a green or an orange safelight in his
darkroom, allowing him to control the individual devel-
opment of a negative. He continued to use this technique
for the rest of his life.
Weston was known to extensively use dodging and burn-
ing to achieve the look he wanted in his prints.*[71]*[61]

61.2.5 Paper

Early in his career Weston printed on several kinds of
paper, including Velox, Apex, Convira, Defender Velour
Black and Haloid.*[61] When he went to Mexico he
learned how to use platinum and palladium paper, made
by Willis & Clement and imported from England.*[65]
After his return to California, he abandoned platinum and
palladium printing due to the scarcity and increasing price
of the paper. Eventually he was able to get most of the
same qualities he preferred with Kodak's Azo glossy sil-
ver gelatin paper developed in Amidol.*[65] He contin-
ued to use this paper almost exclusively until he stopped
printing.

61.3 Writings

Weston was a prolific writer. His Daybooks were pub-
lished in two volumes totaling more than 500 pages in
the first edition. This does not include the years of the
journal he kept between 1915 and 1923; for reasons he
never made clear he destroyed those before leaving for
Mexico.*[72] He also wrote dozens of articles and com-
mentaries, beginning in 1906 and ending in 1957,*[73]
and he hand-wrote or typed at least 5,000 letters to col-
leagues, friends, lovers, his wives and his children.*[74]
In addition, Weston kept very thorough notes on the tech-
nical and business aspects of his work. The Center for
Creative Photography at the University of Arizona, which
now houses most of Weston's archives, reports that it
houses 75 linear feet of pages from his Daybooks, cor-
respondence, financial records, memorabilia, and other
personal documents in his possession when he died.*[75]
Among Weston's most important early writings are those
that provide insights into his development of the concept
of previsualization. He first spoke and wrote about the
concept in 1922, at least a decade before Ansel Adams
began utilizing the term, and he continued to expand upon
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this idea both in writing and in his teachings. Historian
Beaumont Newhall noted the significance of Weston's in-
novation in his book The History of Photography, saying
“The most important part of Edward Weston's approach

was his insistence that the photographer should previsu-
alize the final print before making the exposure.”*[76]
In his Daybooks he provided an unusually detailed record
of his evolution as an artist. Although he initially denied
that his images reflect his own interpretations of the sub-
ject matter, by 1932 his writings revealed that he had
come to accept the importance of artistic impression in
his work.*[77] When combined with his photographs, his
writings provide an extraordinarily vivid series of insights
into his development as an artist and his impact of future
generations of photographers.

61.4 Quotations
•“Form follows function.”Who said this I don't know,

but the writer spoke well.*[78]

• I am not a technician and have no interest in tech-
nique for its own sake. If my technique is adequate
to present my seeing then I need nothing more.*[79]

• I see no reason for recording the obvious.*[80]

• If there is symbolism in my work, it can only be the
seeing of parts ‒ fragments ‒ as universal symbols.
All basic forms are so closely related as to be visually
equivalent.*[81]

• My own eyes are no more than scouts on a pre-
liminary search, for the camera's eye may entirely
change my idea.*[82]

• My work-purpose, my theme, can most nearly be
stated as the recognition, recording and presentation
of the interdependence, the relativity, of all things ‒
the universality of basic form.*[83]

• The camera sees more than the eye, so why not make
use of it? .*[84]

• This then: to photograph a rock, have it look like a
rock, but be more than a rock.*[85]

• What then is the end toward which I work? To
present the significance of facts, so that they are
transformed from things seen to things known.*[86]

• When money enters in - then, for a price, I become a
liar - and a good one I can be whether with pencil or
subtle lighting or viewpoint. I hate it all, but so do I
support not only my family, but my own work.*[87]

61.5 Legacy

As of 2013, two of Weston's photographs feature among
the most expensive photographs ever sold. A nude taken
in 1925 was bought by the gallerist Peter MacGill for $1.6
million in 2008.*[88] Nautilus of 1927 was sold for $1.1
million in 2010, also to MacGill.*[89]*[90]

61.6 Major exhibitions
• 1970, the Rencontres d'Arles festival (France) pre-

sented an exhibition“Hommage à Edward Weston”
and an evening screening of the film The Photogra-
pher (1948) by Willard Van Dyke.

• Nov. 25, 1986-March 29, 1987 Edward Weston in
Los Angeles at Huntington Library*[91]

• 1986 Edward Weston: Color Photography at Cen-
ter for Creative Photography, University of Ari-
zona*[92]

• May 13 - August 27, 1989 Edward Weston in New
Mexico at Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe*[93]

• Edward Weston : the Last Years in Carmel at The
Art Institute of Chicago, June 2-Sep. 16, 2001, and
at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Mar.
1-July 9, 2002.*[94]

61.7 Notes
[1] The Weston exposure meter was invented by Edward

Faraday Weston, an electrical engineer and inventor who
was not related to photographer Edward Weston. The We-
ston meter was introduced in 1932 and was widely used by
photographers until production ceased in 1967.
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Chapter 62

El Lissitzky

Lazar Markovich Lissitzky (Russian: Ла́зарь Ма́рко-
вич Лиси́цкий, listen ; November 23 [O.S. November
11] 1890 – December 30, 1941), known as El Lissitzky
(Russian: Эль Лиси́цкий, Yiddish: על ,( ליסיצקי was
a Russian artist, designer, photographer, typographer,
polemicist and architect. He was an important figure
of the Russian avant-garde, helping develop suprematism
with his mentor, Kazimir Malevich, and designing nu-
merous exhibition displays and propaganda works for the
Soviet Union. His work greatly influenced the Bauhaus
and constructivist movements, and he experimented with
production techniques and stylistic devices that would go
on to dominate 20th-century graphic design.*[1]
Lissitzky's entire career was laced with the belief that the
artist could be an agent for change, later summarized with
his edict,“das zielbewußte Schaffen”(goal-oriented cre-
ation).*[2] Lissitzky, of Lithuanian Jewish оrigin, began
his career illustrating Yiddish children's books in an effort
to promote Jewish culture in Russia, a country that was
undergoing massive change at the time and that had just
repealed its antisemitic laws. When only 15 he started
teaching, a duty he would maintain for most of his life.
Over the years, he taught in a variety of positions, schools,
and artistic media, spreading and exchanging ideas. He
took this ethic with him when he worked with Malevich
in heading the suprematist art group UNOVIS, when he
developed a variant suprematist series of his own, Proun,
and further still in 1921, when he took up a job as the
Russian cultural ambassador to Weimar Germany, work-
ing with and influencing important figures of the Bauhaus
and De Stijl movements during his stay. In his remain-
ing years he brought significant innovation and change to
typography, exhibition design, photomontage, and book
design, producing critically respected works and winning
international acclaim for his exhibition design. This con-
tinued until his deathbed, where in 1941 he produced one
of his last works – a Soviet propaganda poster rallying the
people to construct more tanks for the fight against Nazi
Germany. In 2014, the heirs of the artist, in collaboration
with Van abbemuseum and the leading worldwide schol-
ars, the Lissitzky foundation was established, to preserve
the artist's legacy and preparing a catalogue raisonné of
the artist oeuvre.

62.1 Early years

Lissitzky was born on November 23, 1890 in Pochinok, a
small Jewish community 50 kilometres (31 mi) southeast
of Smolensk, former Russian Empire. During his child-
hood, he lived and studied in the city of Vitebsk, now part
of Belarus, and later spent 10 years in Smolensk living
with his grandparents and attending the Smolensk Gram-
mar School, spending summer vacations in Vitebsk.*[3]
Always expressing an interest and talent in drawing, he
started to receive instruction at 13 from Yehuda Pen, a lo-
cal Jewish artist, and by the time he was 15 was teaching
students himself. In 1909, he applied to an art academy
in Saint Petersburg, but was rejected. While he passed
the entrance exam and was qualified, the law under the
Tsarist regime only allowed a limited number of Jewish
students to attend Russian schools and universities.
Like many other Jews then living in the Russian Em-
pire, Lissitzky went to study in Germany. He left in
1909 to study architectural engineering at a Technische
Hochschule in Darmstadt, Germany.*[1] During the sum-
mer of 1912, Lissitzky, in his own words, “wandered
through Europe", spending time in Paris and covering
1,200 kilometres (750 mi) on foot in Italy, teaching him-
self about fine art and sketching architecture and land-
scapes that interested him.*[4] His interest in ancient
Jewish culture had originated during the contacts with a
Paris-based group of Russian Jews led by sculptor Ossip
Zadkine, a lifetime friend of Lissitzky since early child-
hood, who exposed Lissitzky to conflicts between differ-
ent groups within the diaspora.*[5] Also in 1912 some of
his pieces were included for the first time in an exhibit by
the St. Petersburg Artists Union; a notable first step. He
remained in Germany until the outbreak of World War I,
when he was forced to return home through Switzerland
and the Balkans,*[6] along with many of his countrymen,
including other expatriate artists born in the former Rus-
sian Empire, such as Wassily Kandinsky and Marc Cha-
gall.*[1]
Upon his return to Moscow, Lissitzky attended the
Polytechnic Institute of Riga, which had been evacu-
ated to Moscow because of the war,*[7] and worked for
the architectural firms of Boris Velikovsky and Roman
Klein.*[6] During this work, he took an active and pas-
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sionate interest in Jewish culture which, after the down-
fall of the openly antisemitic Tsarist regime, was ex-
periencing a renaissance. The new Provisional Gov-
ernment repealed a decree that prohibited the printing
of Hebrew letters and that barred Jews from citizen-
ship. Thus Lissitzky soon devoted himself to Jewish
art, exhibiting works by local Jewish artists, traveling to
Mahilyow to study the traditional architecture and orna-
ments of old synagogues, and illustrating many Yiddish
children's books. These books were Lissitzky's first ma-
jor foray in book design, a field that he would greatly in-
novate during his career.

Lissitzky's The Constructor, 1924, London, Victoria & Albert
Museum

His first designs appeared in the 1917 book, Sihas hulin:
Eyne fun di geshikhten (An Everyday Conversation),
where he incorporated Hebrew letters with a distinctly
art nouveau flair. His next book was a visual retelling
of the traditional Jewish Passover song Had gadya (One
Goat), in which Lissitzky showcased a typographic de-
vice that he would often return to in later designs. In
the book, he integrated letters with images through a
system that matched the color of the characters in the
story with the word referring to them. In the designs
for the final page, Lissitzky depicts the mighty “hand
of God" slaying the angel of death, who wears the tsar's
crown. This representation links the redemption of the
Jews with the victory of the Bolsheviks in the Russian
Revolution.*[8] An alternative view asserts that the artist
was wary of Bolshevik internationalization, leading to de-
struction of traditional Jewish culture.*[9] Visual repre-
sentations of the hand of God would recur in numerous
pieces throughout his entire career, most notably with his
1924*[10] photomontage self-portrait The Constructor,
which prominently featured the hand.

62.2 Avant-garde

62.2.1 Constructivism

Proun. 1st Kestner Portfolio

In May 1919,*[3] upon receiving an invitation from fel-
low Jewish artist Marc Chagall, Lissitzky returned to
Vitebsk to teach graphic arts, printing, and architecture
at the newly formed People's Art School – a school that
Chagall created after being appointed Commissioner of
Artistic Affairs for Vitebsk in 1918. Lissitzky was en-
gaged in designing and printing propaganda posters; later,
he preferred to keep quiet about this period, probably be-
cause one of main subjects of these posters was the exile
Leon Trotsky.*[11] The quantity of these posters is suf-
ficient to regard them as a separate genre in the artist's
output.*[12]
Chagall also invited other Russian artists, most notably
the painter and art theoretician Kazimir Malevich and
Lissitzky's former teacher, Yehuda Pen. However, it
was not until October 1919 when Lissitzky, then on
an errand in Moscow, persuaded Malevich to relocate
to Vitebsk.*[13] The move coincided with the opening
of the first art exhibition in Vitebsk directed by Cha-
gall.*[14] Malevich would bring with him a wealth of
new ideas, most of which inspired Lissitzky but clashed
with local public and professionals who favored figurative
art and with Chagall himself.*[15] After going through
impressionism, primitivism, and cubism, Malevich began
developing and advocating his ideas on suprematism ag-
gressively. In development since 1915, suprematism re-
jected the imitation of natural shapes and focused more
on the creation of distinct, geometric forms. He replaced
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the classic teaching program with his own and dissem-
inated his suprematist theories and techniques school-
wide. Chagall advocated more classical ideals and Lis-
sitzky, still loyal to Chagall, became torn between two op-
posing artistic paths. Lissitzky ultimately favoured Male-
vich's suprematism and broke away from traditional Jew-
ish art. Chagall left the school shortly thereafter.

Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge, 1919

At this point Lissitzky subscribed fully to suprematism
and, under the guidance of Malevich, helped further de-
velop the movement. In 1919–1920 Lissitzky was a head
of Architectural department at the People's Art School
where with his students, primarily Lazar Khidekel, he was
working on transition from plane to volumetric suprema-
tism.*[16] Lissitzky designed On the New System of Art
by Malevich, who responded in December 1919:“Lazar
Markovich, I salute you on the publication of this little
book”.*[17] Perhaps the most famous work by Lissitzky
from the same period was the 1919 propaganda poster
"Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge". Russia was going
through a civil war at the time, which was mainly fought
between the“Reds”(communists, socialists and revolu-
tionaries) and the“Whites”(monarchists, conservatives,
liberals and other socialists who opposed the Bolshevik
Revolution). The image of the red wedge shattering the
white form, simple as it was, communicated a powerful
message that left no doubt in the viewer's mind of its in-
tention. The piece is often seen as alluding to the similar
shapes used on military maps and, along with its political
symbolism, was one of Lissitzky's first major steps away
from Malevich's non-objective suprematism into a style
his own. He stated:“The artist constructs a new symbol
with his brush. This symbol is not a recognizable form
of anything that is already finished, already made, or al-
ready existent in the world – it is a symbol of a new world,
which is being built upon and which exists by the way of
the people.”*[18]
In January 17, 1920,*[19] Malevich and Lissitzky co-
founded the short-lived Molposnovis (Young followers of
a new art), a proto-suprematist association of students,
professors, and other artists. After a brief and stormy dis-

pute between“old”and“young”generations, and two
rounds of renaming, the group reemerged as UNOVIS
(Exponents of the new art) in February.*[20]*[21] Under
the leadership of Malevich the group worked on a“supre-
matist ballet", choreographed by Nina Kogan and on the
remake of a 1913 futurist opera Victory Over the Sun by
Mikhail Matyushin and Aleksei Kruchenykh.*[20]*[22]
Lissitzky and the entire group chose to share credit and
responsibility for the works produced within the group,
signing most pieces with a black square. This was partly
a homage to a similar piece by their leader, Malevich, and
a symbolic embrace of the Communist ideal. This would
become the de facto seal of UNOVIS that took the place
of individual names or initials. Black squares worn by
members as chest badges and cufflinks also resembled the
ritual tefillin and thus were no strange symbol in Vitebsk
shtetl.*[23]
The group, which disbanded in 1922, would be pivotal in
the dissemination of suprematist ideology in Russia and
abroad and launch Lissitzky's status as one of the lead-
ing figures in the avant garde. Incidentally, the earliest
appearance of the signature Lissitzky (Russian: Эль Ли-
сицкий) emerged in the handmade UNOVIS Miscellany,
issued in two copies in March–April 1920,*[24] and con-
taining his manifesto on book art: “the book enters the
skull through the eye not the ear therefore the pathways
the waves move at much greater speed and with more in-
tensity. if i (sic) can only sing through my mouth with a
book i (sic) can show myself in various guises.”*[25]

62.2.2 Proun

During this period Lissitzky proceeded to develop a
suprematist style of his own, a series of abstract, geomet-
ric paintings which he called Proun (pronounced“pro-
oon”). The exact meaning of“Proun”was never fully
revealed, with some suggesting that it is a contraction of
proekt unovisa (designed by UNOVIS) or proekt utverzh-
denya novogo (Design for the confirmation of the new).
Later, Lissitzky defined them ambiguously as“the station
where one changes from painting to architecture.”*[4]
Proun was essentially Lissitzky's exploration of the vi-
sual language of suprematism with spatial elements, uti-
lizing shifting axes and multiple perspectives; both un-
common ideas in suprematism. Suprematism at the time
was conducted almost exclusively in flat, 2D forms and
shapes, and Lissitzky, with a taste for architecture and
other 3D concepts, tried to expand suprematism beyond
this. His Proun works (known as Prounen) spanned over
a half a decade and evolved from straightforward paint-
ings and lithographs into fully three-dimensional instal-
lations. They would also lay the foundation for his later
experiments in architecture and exhibition design. While
the paintings were artistic in their own right, their use as a
staging ground for his early architectonic ideas was signif-
icant. In these works, the basic elements of architecture –
volume, mass, color, space and rhythm – were subjected
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A Proun, c.1925. Commenting on Proun in 1921, Lissitzky
stated, “We brought the canvas into circles . . . and while
we turn, we raise ourselves into the space.”*[8]

to a fresh formulation in relation to the new suprematist
ideals. Through his Prouns, utopian models for a new and
better world were developed. This approach, in which the
artist creates art with socially defined purpose, could aptly
be summarized with his edict “das zielbewußte Schaf-
fen”–“task oriented creation.”*[2]
Jewish themes and symbols also sometimes made appear-
ances in his Prounen, usually with Lissitzky using Hebrew
letters as part of the typography or visual code. For the
cover of the 1922 book Arba'ah Teyashim (Four Billy
Goats; cover), he shows an arrangement of Hebrew letters
as architectural elements in a dynamic design that mirrors
his contemporary Proun typography.*[8] This theme was
extended into his illustrations for the Shifs-Karta (Passen-
ger Ticket) book.

62.2.3 Return to Germany

In 1921, roughly concurrent with the demise of UNO-
VIS, suprematism was beginning to fracture into two ide-
ologically adverse halves, one favoring Utopian, spiritual
art and the other a more utilitarian art that served society.
Lissitzky was fully aligned with neither and left Vitebsk in
1921. He took a job as a cultural representative of Russia
and moved to Berlin where he was to establish contacts
between Russian and German artists. There he also took
up work as a writer and designer for international mag-
azines and journals while helping to promote the avant-

International Congress of Progressive Artists, May 1922, Lis-
sitzky 9th from left

garde through various gallery shows. He started the very
short-lived but impressive periodical Veshch-Gegenstand
Objekt with Russian-Jewish writer Ilya Ehrenburg. This
was intended to display contemporary Russian art to
Western Europe. It was a wide-ranging pan-arts publica-
tion, mainly focusing on new suprematist and construc-
tivist works, and was published in German, French and
Russian.*[26] In the first issue, Lissitzky wrote:

We consider the triumph of the construc-
tive method to be essential for our present. We
find it not only in the new economy and in
the development of the industry, but also in
the psychology of our contemporaries of art.
Veshch will champion constructive art, whose
mission is not, after all, to embellish life, but
to organize it.*[2]

During his stay Lissitzky also developed his career as a
graphic designer with some historically important works
such as the books Dlia Golossa (For the Voice), a collec-
tion of poems from Vladimir Mayakovsky, and Die Kun-
stismen (The Artisms) together with Jean Arp. In Berlin
he also met and befriended many other artists, most no-
tably Kurt Schwitters, László Moholy-Nagy, and Theo
van Doesburg.*[27] Together with Schwitters and van
Doesburg, Lissitzky presented the idea of an international
artistic movement under the guidelines of constructivism
while also working with Kurt Schwitters on the issue
Nasci (Nature) of the periodical Merz, and continuing
to illustrate children's books. The year after the pub-
lication of his first Proun series in Moscow in 1921,
Schwitters introduced Lissitzky to the Hanover gallery
kestnergesellschaft, where he held his first solo exhibition.
The second Proun series, printed in Hanover in 1923,
was a success, utilizing new printing techniques.*[26]
Later on, he met Sophie Kuppers, who was the widow of
Paul Kuppers, an art director of the kestnergesellschaft at
which Lissitzky was showing, and whom he would marry
in 1927.
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62.2.4 Horizontal skyscrapers

In 1923–1925, Lissitzky proposed and developed the idea
of horizontal skyscrapers (Wolkenbügel,“cloud-irons”).
A series of eight such structures was intended to mark the
major intersections of the Boulevard Ring in Moscow.
Each Wolkenbügel was a flat three-story, 180-meter-wide
L-shaped slab raised 50 meters above street level. It
rested on three pylons (10×16×50 meters each), placed
on three different street corners. One pylon extended un-
derground, doubling as the staircase into a proposed sub-
way station; two others provided shelter for ground-level
tram stations.*[28]*[29]
Lissitzky argued that as long as humans cannot fly, mov-
ing horizontally is natural and moving vertically is not.
Thus, where there is not sufficient land for construction, a
new plane created in the air at medium altitude should be
preferred to an American-style tower. These buildings,
according to Lissitzky, also provided superior insulation
and ventilation for their inhabitants.*[30]

The print shop designed by El Lissitzky, showing the least dam-
aged south end of the building

Lissitzky, aware of severe mismatch between his ideas
and the existing urban landscape, experimented with dif-
ferent configurations of the horizontal surface and height-
to-width ratios so that the structure appeared balanced
visually (“spatial balance is in the contrast of vertical
and horizontal tensions”).*[30] The raised platform was
shaped in a way that each of its four facets looked dis-
tinctly different. Each tower faced the Kremlin with the
same facet, providing a pointing arrow to pedestrians on
the streets. All eight buildings were planned identically,
so Lissitzky proposed color-coding them for easier orien-
tation.*[31]
An illustration of the concept appeared on the front cover
of Adolf Behne's book Der Moderne Zweckbau, and ar-
ticles on it written by Lissitzky appeared in the Moscow-
based architectural review ASNOVA News (journal of
ASNOVA, the Association of New Architects) and in the
German art journal Das Kunstblatt.

After some time of creating“paper architecture”projects
such as the Wolkenbügels he was hired to design an actual
building in Moscow. Located at 55°46′38″N 37°36′39″E
/ 55.777277°N 37.610828°E 17, 1st Samotechny Lane,
it is Lissitzky's sole tangible work of architecture. It was
commissioned in 1932 by Ogonyok magazine to be used
as a print shop. In June 2007 the independent Russky
Avangard foundation filed a request to list the building
on the heritage register. In September 2007 the city
commission (Moskomnasledie) approved the request and
passed it to the city government for a final approval, which
did not happen. In October 2008, the abandoned building
was badly damaged by fire.*[32]

62.3 Exhibitions of the 1920s

After two years of intensive work Lissitzky was taken ill
with acute pneumonia in October 1923. A few weeks
later he was diagnosed with pulmonary tuberculosis; in
February 1924 he relocated to a Swiss sanatorium near
Locarno.*[33] He kept very busy during his stay, work-
ing on advertisement designs for Pelikan Industries (who
in turn paid for his treatment), translating articles written
by Malevich into German, and experimenting heavily in
typographic design and photography. In 1925, after the
Swiss government denied his request to renew his visa,
Lissitzky returned to Moscow and began teaching interior
design, metalwork, and architecture at VKhUTEMAS
(State Higher Artistic and Technical Workshops), a post
he would keep until 1930. He all but stopped his Proun
works and became increasingly active in architecture and
propaganda designs.
In June 1926, Lissitzky left the country again, this time
for a brief stay in Germany and the Netherlands. There he
designed an exhibition room for the Internationale Kun-
stausstellung art show in Dresden and the Raum Kon-
struktive Kunst (Room for constructivist art) and Ab-
straktes Kabinett shows in Hanover, and perfected the
1925 Wolkenbügel concept in collaboration with Mart
Stam.*[33] In his autobiography (written in June 1941,
and later edited and released by his wife), Lissitzky wrote,
“1926. My most important work as an artist begins: the

creation of exhibitions.”*[4]
Back in the USSR, Lissitzky designed displays for the of-
ficial Soviet pavilions at the international exhibitions of
the period, up to the 1939 New York World's Fair. One of
his most notable exhibits was the All-Union Polygraphic
Exhibit in Moscow in August–October 1927, where Lis-
sitzky headed the design team for“photography and pho-
tomechanics”(i.e. photomontage) artists and the installa-
tion crew.*[34] His work was perceived as radically new,
especially when juxtaposed with the classicist designs of
Vladimir Favorsky (head of the book art section of the
same exhibition) and of the foreign exhibits.
In the beginning of 1928, Lissitzky visited Cologne in
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preparation for the 1928 Pressa Show scheduled for
April–May 1928. The state delegated Lissitzky to super-
vise the Soviet program; instead of building their own
pavilion, the Soviets rented the existing central pavil-
ion, the largest building on the fairground. To make full
use of it, the Soviet program designed by Lissitsky re-
volved around the theme of a film show, with nearly con-
tinuous presentation of the new feature films, propagan-
dist newsreels and early animation, on multiple screens
inside the pavilion and on the open-air screens.*[35]
His work was praised for near absence of paper ex-
hibits; “everything moves, rotates, everything is ener-
gized”(Russian: всё движется, заводится, электрифи-
цируется).*[36] Lissitzky also designed and managed on
site less demanding exhibitions like the 1930 Hygiene
show in Dresden.*[37]
Along with pavilion design, Lissitzky began experiment-
ing with print media again. His work with book and
periodical design was perhaps some of his most accom-
plished and influential. He launched radical innovations
in typography and photomontage, two fields in which he
was particularly adept. He even designed a photomon-
tage birth announcement in 1930 for his recently born
son, Jen. The image itself is seen as being another per-
sonal endorsement of the Soviet Union,*[8] as it superim-
posed an image of the infant Jen over a factory chimney,
linking Jen's future with his country's industrial progress.
Around this time, Lissitzky's interest in book design es-
calated. In his remaining years, some of his most chal-
lenging and innovative works in this field would develop.
In discussing his vision of the book, he wrote:

In contrast to the old monumental art [the
book] itself goes to the people, and does not
stand like a cathedral in one place waiting for
someone to approach . . . [The book is the]
monument of the future.*[2]

He perceived books as permanent objects that were in-
vested with power. This power was unique in that it could
transmit ideas to people of different times, cultures, and
interests, and do so in ways other art forms could not.
This ambition laced all of his work, particularly in his
later years. Lissitzky was devoted to the idea of creating
art with power and purpose, art that could invoke change.

62.4 Later years

In 1932, Stalin closed down independent artists' unions;
former avant-garde artists had to adapt to the new climate
or risk being officially criticised or even blacklisted. Lis-
sitzky retained his reputation as the master of exhibition
art and management into the late 1930s. His tuberculosis
gradually reduced his physical abilities, and he was be-
coming more and more dependent on his wife in actual
completion of his work.*[38]

In 1937, Lissitzky served as the lead decorator for the up-
coming All-Union Agricultural Exhibition, reporting to
the master planner Vyacheslav Oltarzhevsky but largely
independent and highly critical of him. The project was
plagued by delays and political interventions. By the end
of 1937 the “apparent simplicity”of Lissitzky's art-
work aroused the concerns of the political supervisors,
and Lissitzky responded: “The simpler the shape, the
finer precision and quality of execution required... yet
until now [the working crews] are instructed by the fore-
men (Oltarzhevsky and Korostashevsky), not the authors”
(i.e. Vladimir Shchuko, author of the Central Pavilion,
and Lissitzky himself).*[39] His artwork, as described in
1937 proposals, completely departed from the modernist
art of the 1920s in favor of socialist realism. The iconic
statue of Stalin in front of the central pavilion was pro-
posed by Lissitzky personally:“this will give the square
its head and its face”(Russian: Это должно дать пло-
щади и голову и лицо).*[39]
In June 1938, he was only one of seventeen professionals
and managers responsible for the Central Pavilion;*[40]
in October 1938, he shared the responsibility for its Main
Hall decoration with Vladimir Akhmetyev.*[41] He si-
multaneously worked on the decoration of the Soviet
pavilion for the 1939 New York World's Fair; the June
1938 commission considered Lissitzky's work along with
nineteen other proposals and eventually rejected it.*[42]
Lissitzky's work on the USSR im Bau (USSR in construc-
tion) magazine took his experimentation and innovation
with book design to an extreme. In issue #2 he included
multiple fold-out pages, presented in concert with other
folded pages that together produced design combinations
and a narrative structure that was completely original.
Each issue focused on a particular issue of the time – a
new dam being built, constitutional reforms, Red Army
progress and so on. In 1941, his tuberculosis worsened,
but he continued to produce works, one of his last being
a propaganda poster for Russia's efforts in World War II,
titled "Davaite pobolshe tankov!" (Give us more tanks!)
He died on December 30, 1941, in Moscow.

62.5 Gallery of work

• Lenin Tribune, 1920. State Tretyakov Gallery,
Moscow

• Design, 1922

• Proun, c.1922, MOMA

• Kestnermappe Proun, Rob. Levnis and Chapman
GmbH Hannover #5, 1923

• Ängstliche Litho, 1923

• Proun, 1924, M.T. Abraham Foundation
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- Free streaming download of an entire 88-minute
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Chapter 63

Eliot Porter

Eliot Furness Porter (December 6, 1901 – November
2, 1990) was an American photographer best known for
his color photographs of nature.*[1]

63.1 Early life

An amateur photographer since childhood, he was known
for photographing the Great Spruce Head Island owned
by his family. Porter earned degrees in chemical en-
gineering (A. B. 1924, Harvard College) and medicine
(M.D. 1929, Harvard University), and worked as a bio-
chemical researcher at Harvard.*[2]

63.2 Career

Stieglitz continued to critique Porterʼs black and white
work, now taken with a small Linhof view camera.*[3]
In 1938, Stieglitz showed Porter's work in his New York
City gallery.*[4] The exhibit's success prompted Porter
to leave Harvard in 1939 to pursue photography full-
time.*[4] In the 1940s, he began working in color with
Eastman Kodak's new dye transfer process, a technique
Porter would use his entire career.*[2]
Porter's reputation increased following the publication of
his 1962 book, In Wildness Is the Preservation of the
World.*[4] Published by the Sierra Club, the book fea-
tured Porter's color nature studies of the New England
woods and quotes by Henry David Thoreau.*[2] A best-
seller, several editions of the book have been printed.
Porter served as a director of the Sierra Club from 1965
to 1971.*[5] He was elected a Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1971.*[6]
Porter traveled extensively to photograph ecologically
important and culturally significant places. He pub-
lished books of photographs from Glen Canyon in Utah,
Maine, Baja California, Galápagos Islands, Antarctica,
East Africa, and Iceland. His cultural studies included
Mexico, Egypt, China, Czechoslovakia, and ancient
Greek sites. His book on Glen Canyon,“The Place No
One Knew”, memorialized the canyon's appearance be-
fore its inundation by the Lake Powell reservoir.

James Gleickʼs book Chaos: Making a New Science
(1987) caused Porter to reexamine his work in the con-
text of chaos theory. They collaborated on a project pub-
lished in 1990 as Nature's Chaos, which combined his
photographs with a new essay by Gleick.*[3] Porter died
in Santa Fe, New Mexico in 1990 and bequeathed his per-
sonal archive to the Amon Carter Museum in Fort Worth,
Texas.*[3]

63.3 Personal life

Porter was also a friend of Stieglitz's wife, the painter
Georgia O'Keeffe, who accompanied him on several
camping expeditions including a rough raft trip down the
Colorado River in 1961.
Eliot Porter's brother, Fairfield, was a realist painter and
art critic. His brother-in-law, Michael W. Straus, was a
commissioner of the United States Bureau of Reclama-
tion.
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63.5 Further reading
• Paul Martineau (2012). Eliot Porter: In the Realm

of Nature, Los Angeles: Getty Publications, ISBN
978-1-60606-119-0

63.6 External links
• Works by or about Eliot Porter in libraries

(WorldCat catalog)

• Eliot Porter photographs at New Mexico Museum
of Art
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Chapter 64

Emmet Gowin

Emmet Gowin (born 1941 in Danville, Virginia) is an
American photographer. He first gained attention in the
1970s with his intimate portraits of his wife, Edith, and
her family. Later he turned his attention to the land-
scapes of the American West, taking aerial photographs
of places that had been changed by humans or nature,
including the Hanford Site, Mount St. Helens, and the
Nevada Test Site. Gowin taught at Princeton University
for 25 years.

64.1 Life and career

Gowin was born in Danville, Virginia. His father, Em-
met Sr., was a Methodist minister and his Quaker mother
played the organ in church.*[1] When he was two his fam-
ily moved to Chincoteague Island, where he spent much
of his free time in the marshes around their home.*[2] At
about age 12 his family moved back to Danville, where
Gowin first showed an interest in art by taking up draw-
ing. When he was 16 he saw an Ansel Adams photograph
of a burnt tree with a young bud growing from the stump.
This inspired him to go into the woods near his home and
draw from nature.*[1] Later, he applied what he learned
from his early years wandering in the woods and marshes
to his photography. A student of his said“Photography,
with Emmet, became the study of everything.”*[2]
After graduating from high school he attended the
Richmond Professional Institute (now Virginia Common-
wealth University). During his first year in college he saw
a catalog of the Family of Man exhibit and was particu-
larly inspired by the works of Robert Frank and Henri
Cartier-Bresson.*[1] About this same time he met his fu-
ture wife, Edith Morris, who had grown up about a mile
away from Gowin in Danville.*[3] They married in 1964,
and she quickly became both his muse and his model.
Later they had two sons, Elijah (now an emerging pho-
tographer in his own right) and Isaac.
Some of his earliest photographic vision was inspired by
Edithʼs large and engaging family, who allowed him to
record what he called “a family freshly different from
my own.”*[3] He said “I wanted to pay attention to
the body and personality that had agreed out of love to
reveal itself.”*[3] In 1965, Gowin attended the Rhode

Island School of Design. While earning his MFA, Gowin
studied under influential American photographers Harry
Callahan and Aaron Siskind. Three years later he was
given his first solo exhibition at the Dayton Art Insti-
tute. In 1970 his work was shown at the George Eastman
House and a year later at the Museum of Modern Art.
About this same time he was introduced to the photogra-
pher Frederick Sommer, who became his lifelong mentor
and friend.*[3]
Gowin was invited by Peter Bunnell in 1973 to teach pho-
tography at Princeton University. Over the next 25 years
he both taught new students and, by his own admission,
continually learned from those he taught. At the end of
each academic year he asked his students to contribute
one photograph to a portfolio that was open to critique
by all of the students; he intentionally included one of his
own photographs as a reminder that, while a teacher,“he
was just another humble student of art.”*[2]
Gowin received a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1974, which
allowed him to travel throughout Europe. He was also
awarded a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship
in 1979 and a Pew Fellowship in the Arts in 1994.
In 1980 Gowin received a scholarship from the Seattle
Arts Commission which provided funding for him to
travel in Washington and the Pacific Northwest. Begin-
ning with a trip to Mount St. Helens soon after it erupted,
Gowin began taking aerial photographs. For the next
twenty years, Gowin captured strip mining sites, nuclear
testing fields, large-scale agricultural fields and other scars
in the natural landscape.
In 1982 the Gowins were invited by Queen Noor of
Jordan, who had studied with Gowin at Princeton, to
photograph historic places in her country. He traveled
there over the next three years and took a series of pho-
tographs of the archaeological site at Petra. The prints he
made of these images were the first time he introduced
photographic print toning in his work.
Gowin retired from teaching at Princeton University at
the end of 2009*[4] and lives in Pennsylvania with his
wife Edith.
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64.2 Style and aesthetics

Gowin has acknowledged that the photographs of Eugene
Atget, Bill Brandt, Walker Evans, Robert Frank, Alfred
Stieglitz, and especially Harry Callahan and Frederick
Sommer have influenced him.*[1]
Most of his early family pictures were taken with a 4 X 5
camera on a tripod, a situation in which he said“both the
sitter and photographer look at each other, and what they
both see and feel is part of the picture.”*[5] These pho-
tos feel both posed and highly intimate at the same time,
often capturing seemingly long and direct stares from his
wife or her family members or appearing to intrude on a
personal family moment. Gowin once said that“the coin-
cidence of the many things that fit together to make a pic-
ture is singular. They occur only once. The never occur
for you in quite the same way that they occur for some-
one else, so that in the tiny differences between them you
can reemploy a model or strategy that someone else has
used and still reproduce an original picture. Those things
that do have a distinct life of their own strike me as being
things coming to you out of life itself.”*[6]
In an essay for the catalog for an exhibition of his work
at Yale University, writer Terry Tempest Williams said
“Emmet Gowin has captured on film the state of our cre-

ation and, conversely, the beauty of our losses. And it is
full of revelations.”*[7]

64.3 Catalogues and monographs

• Emmet Gowin: Photographs. New York: Knopf,
1976. ISBN 0394401956.

• Photographs: 1966-1983. Washington, DC: Corco-
ran Gallery of Art, 1983.

• Petra. New York: Pace/MacGill Gallery, 1986.

• Emmet Gowin: Photographs. Philadelphia:
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1990. ISBN
0821218352.

• Aerial Photographs. Princeton: Princeton Univer-
sity Art Museum, 1998.

• Changing the Earth. New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2002. ISBN 0300093616.

• Emmet Gowin, Photographs: 1967-2000. Tokyo:
Nihon University, 2004.

• Mariposas Nocturna ‒ Edith in Panama. New York:
Pace/MacGill Gallery, 2006. ASIN B000ESRE4I.

• Maggie. Coauthored with Elijah Gowin. Kansas
City: Tin Roof Press, 2008. ISBN 978-0-615-
21282-1.

• Emmet Gowin: A Collective Portrait. Princeton:
Princeton University Art Museum, 2009. ISBN
094301204X.

• Emmet Gowin. Madrid: Fundación Mapfre / New
York: Aperture, 2013. ISBN 978-84-9844-427-8.
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Chapter 65

Esther Bubley

Esther Bubley (1921–1998) was an American
photographer who specialized in expressive photos
of ordinary people in everyday lives.

65.1 Life and career

Esther Bubley was born February 16, 1921 in Phillips,
Wisconsin, the fourth of five children of Russian Jew-
ish immigrants Louis and Ida Bubley. In 1936, while
Esther was a senior at Central High School in Superior,
Wisconsin, the photo magazine Life first hit the news-
stands. Inspired by the magazine, and particularly by
the pictures of the Great Depression produced by the
Farm Security Administration, she developed a passion
for photojournalism and documentary photography. As
editor-in-chief of the yearbook, she sought to emulate the
style of Life. After high school, Esther spent two years
at Superior State Teachers College (now the University
of Wisconsin–Superior) before enrolling in the one-year
photography program at the Minneapolis School of Art
(now the Minneapolis College of Art and Design).

A student at Woodrow Wilson High School, Washington DC,
1943

After college in 1941, Bubley moved to Washington,

D.C. seeking work as a photographer. Failing to find a job
in Washington, Bubley moved to New York City. During
the 1941 Christmas season, she landed a position atVogue
in New York, but she didn't like the work. Early in 1942,
she returned to Washington when she was offered a job
as a microfilmer for the National Archives and Records
Administration.
In the fall of 1942, Roy Stryker hired her as a darkroom
assistant at the Office of War Information (OWI), where
his photographic unit had recently been transferred from
the Farm Security Administration.*[1] With the encour-
agement of Stryker and some of the more senior photog-
raphers she moved to taking pictures for the OWI histor-
ical section, documenting life on the home front during
the war. Her most challenging assignment was a noted
series on the bus system in the Midwest and South.

“An instructor of the Capital transit company...”, photograph
of a bus driver, traditionally male job being done by a woman
during World War II, by Esther Bubley, June 1943

In late 1943, when Stryker left the OWI to work on a pub-
lic relations project for the Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey), she accompanied him, along with other photog-
raphers, including Gordon Parks and John Vachon. The
Bus Story series she produced for Standard Oil, a reprise
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of her earlier Bus Story for the OWI, earned the award
for Best Picture Sequence in the Encyclopædia Britan-
nica/University of Missouri School of Journalism“News
Pictures of the Year”in 1948. During this period, she was
briefly married to Edwin Locke, Stryker's administrative
chief, but they soon divorced.
By 1947, Bubley was expanding her horizons beyond
Stryker and Standard Oil. She began working for the
Children's Bureau, a Federal child welfare agency. Over
the next several years, she contributed thousands of im-
ages to their files, and her work appeared on more than
30 covers of their journal The Child.
In 1949, Bubley's photo essay on mental illness for the
Ladies' Home Journal was given the first place award for
a feature in the Encyclopædia Britannica/University of
Missouri School of Journalism contest, winning Bubley a
second set of the Encyclopedia. She continued working
for the Ladies' Home Journal, producing a dozen photo
stories for their celebrated series“How America Lives,”
which ran intermittently between 1948 and 1960.
In 1951, Bubley started freelancing for Life, eventually
contributing 40 photo stories, including two cover stories.
Bubley was one of the first women to successfully support
herself working as a freelance photographer for the major
magazines.
In 1951, she also produced a notable series on the Pitts-
burgh Children's Hospital for Stryker, who was then es-
tablishing the Pittsburgh Photographic Library. Edward
Steichen, Directory of Photography at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA), used 13 prints from this series in
the 1952 exhibition Diogenese with a Camera. He also
mounted and displayed her contact sheets to show how
she used every frame. This series led to medical themes
becoming a major part of her portfolio. In 1953, she was
hired by UNICEF and the French government to travel to
Morocco to photograph a program to treat trachoma, an
infectious disease that causes blindness. Bubley entered
a photo from this assignment in the international division
of a contest sponsored by Photography magazine in 1954.
She became the first woman to win first place, and she re-
ceived a trophy depicting a male photographer.
In 1955, Steichen included her work in his monumental
The Family of Man exhibition.
In 1956, Pepsi-Cola International hired Bubley to cover
Latin America for their company magazine Panorama.
In the mid-1960s, Pan American World Airways sent her
around the world twice to make images for their corporate
photographic library.
In the late 1960s, Bubley reduced her workload as sales of
photographic magazines declined, and she wearied of the
grueling travel schedule. She spent more time at home in
New York City where she pursued projects of personal in-
terest, producing two children's books about animals and
a book featuring macro photography of plants.
A devoted animal lover, she spent her mornings in Central

Park walking her dog, taking photographs, and making
notes that she hoped to turn into a book about the park. In
1991 the Minneapolis College of Art and Design awarded
Bubley an honorary doctorate. She died in New York
City, of cancer, on March 16, 1998.
In 2001 a retrospective exhibition of Bubley's work ap-
peared at the UBS Art Gallery in New York City. In 2005
Aperture Foundation published a monograph about Bub-
ley, Esther Bubley: On Assignment by photographic his-
torian Bonnie Yochelson with Tracy A. Schmid, archivist
for the Bubley Estate. In 2010, the Library of Congress
published the monograph Fields of Vision: The Pho-
tographs of Esther Bubley.

65.2 Selected exhibitions
• In and Out of Focus, Museum of Modern Art, New

York, NY, 1948.

• Six Women Photographers, Museum of Modern Art,
New York, NY, 1950.

• Diogenes with a Camera, Museum of Modern Art,
New York, NY, 1952.

• Family ofMan, Museum of Modern Art, New York,
NY, 1955.

• Esther Bubley, Limelight Gallery, New York, NY,
1956.

• Out of the Forties, Amon Carter Museum, Fort
Worth, TX, 1983.

• Documenting America, 1935–1943, Library of
Congress, Washington, DC, 1988.

• On Assignment: Documentary Photographs from the
1930s and 1940s by Marion Post Wolcott and Esther
Bubley, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL, 1989.

• Esther Bubley: On Assignment, Photographs Since
1939, University at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, 1990.

• Photographs by Esther Bubley, Phillips Collection,
Washington, DC, 1995.

• The American Century: Art & Culture 1900–1950,
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY,
1999.

• Esther Bubley: American Photojournalist, UBS Art
Gallery, New York, NY, 2001.

• Breaking the Frame: Pioneering Women in Pho-
tojournalism, Museum of Photographic Arts, San
Diego, CA, 2006.

• Children's Hospital 1951: Photographs by Esther
Bubley, Frick Art & Historical Center, Pittsburgh,
PA, 2009.
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65.3 Awards
• Distinctive Merit, Art Directors Club, 1943.

• First awards from the University of Missouri School
of Journalism and the Encyclopædia Britannica,
1948 and 1949.

• Third Prize, Life magazine contest for young pho-
tographers, 1951.

• First Prize, Photography Magazine, International
Contest, 1954.

• First Award, Art Directors Club, 1958.

• Honorary doctorate, Minneapolis College of Art and
Design, 1991.

65.4 Monographs
• Zoo pals: Big cats, great apes̶a look at zoo life,

January 1, 1960

• How Puppies Grow, 1971, Millicent E. Selsam (Au-
thor), Esther Bubley (Illustrator), ISBN 978-0-590-
40974-2

• How Kittens Grow, 1973, Millicent E. Selsam, ISBN
978-0-590-07409-4

• A Mysterious Presence: Macrophotography of
Plants, text by Percy Knauth, July 1979, ISBN 978-
0-911104-99-8

• Esther Bubley's World of Children in Photographs,
June 1982, ISBN 978-0-8446-5880-3

• Charlie Parker, November 1995, Hank O'Neal
(Text), Esther Bubley (Photographer), ISBN 978-2-
85018-223-5

• Esther Bubley: On Assignment, April 2005, Bonnie
Yochelson, ISBN 978-1-931788-57-1

• Fields of Vision: The Photographs of Esther Bubley,
March 2010, Amy Pastan (series editor), ISBN 978-
1-904832-48-5

65.5 Further reading
• Black &White & Noir. Paula Rabinowitz, Columbia

University Press, New York, NY, 2002.

• The Faces of Photography: EncountersWith 50Mas-
ter Photographers. Tina Ruisinger and Ted Croner,
Edition Stemmle, Zürich, 2002.

• Making Connections: The Long-Distance Bus Indus-
try in the USA. Margaret Walsh, Ashgate Publishing,
2000.

• Witness to the Fifties: The Pittsburgh Photographic
Library, 1950–1953. Constance B. Schulz and
Steven W. Plattner, eds. The University of Pitts-
burgh Press, Pittsburgh, PA, 1999.

• Out of the Forties. Nicolas Lemann, Texas Monthly
Press, Austin, TX 1983, reprint Smithsonian Insti-
tution Press, 1998.

• A History of Women Photographers. Naomi Rosen-
blum, Abbeville Press, New York, NY, 1994.

• Documenting America 1935–1945. Carl Fleischauer
and Beverly W. Brannan, eds. University of Califor-
nia Press and Library of Congress, Berkeley, CA,
1988.

• The Highway As Habitat: A Roy Stryker Documen-
tation, 1943–1955. Ulrich Keller, University of
Washington Press, Seattle, WA, 1986.

• Let Us Now Praise Famous Women: Women Photog-
raphers for the U.S. Government 1935 to 1944. An-
drea Fisher, Pandora Press, New York, NY 1987.

• Roy Stryker, U.S.A. 1943-1950,. Steven W. Plattner,
University of Texas Press, Austin, TX, 1983.

• In This Proud Land: America 1935–1943 As Seen
in the FSA Photographs. Roy E. Stryker and Nancy
Wood, New York Graphic Society Ltd., Greenwich,
CT, 1973.

65.6 External links

• Esther Bubley official website

• Women Photojournalists: Esther Bubley (Prints and
Photographs Reading Room, Library of Congress)

• Women Come to the Front (Library of Congress Ex-
hibition) covering her World War II career

• The Photographers : Esther Bubley Carnegie Li-
brary of Pittsburgh

• Photography Review, The New York Times, August
17, 2001

• Private Eye Smithsonian Magazine, March 2004

• Esther Bubley: A Life in Photography on YouTube
a brief documentary video [9:22]

• That's Pediatrics documentary video about Bubley's
Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh images [21:59]

• The Standard Oil (New Jersey) Collection – A digi-
tal collection of photographs from the documentary
project directed by Roy E. Stryker. Features many
photographs by Esther Bubley
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65.7 Notes
[1] Library of Congress
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Chapter 66

Eugène Atget

Organ Grinder (1898)

Eugène Atget (French: [adʒɛ]; 12 February 1857 – 4 Au-
gust 1927) was a French flâneur*[1] and a pioneer of
documentary photography, noted for his determination to
document all of the architecture and street scenes of Paris
before their disappearance to modernization.*[1] Most of
his photographs were first published by Berenice Abbott
after his death.*[2] An inspiration for the surrealists and
other artists, his genius was only recognized by a handful
of young artists in the last two years of his life, and he did
not live to see the wide acclaim his work would eventually
receive.*[2]

66.1 Biography

Jean-Eugène-Auguste Atget was born 12 February
1857 in Libourne. His father, carriage builder Jean-
Eugène Atget, died in 1862, and his mother, Clara-
Adeline Atget née Hourlier died shortly after. He was

Atget's birthplace in Libourne (France)

brought up by his maternal grandparents in Bordeaux and
after finishing secondary education joined the merchant
navy.*[3]*[4]
Atget moved to Paris in 1878. He failed the entrance
exam for acting class but was admitted when he had a
second try. Because he was drafted for military service
he could attend class only part-time, and he was expelled
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from drama school.*[3]*[4]
Still living in Paris,*[5] he became an actor with a trav-
elling group, performing in the Paris suburbs and the
provinces. He met actress Valentine Delafosse Com-
pagnon, who became his companion until her death. He
gave up acting because of an infection of his vocal cords
in 1887, moved to the provinces and took up painting
without success. His first photographs, of Amiens and
Beauvais, date from 1888.*[3]*[4]
In 1890, Atget moved back to Paris*[6] and became
a professional photographer, supplying documents for
artists: studies for painters, architects, and stage design-
ers.*[3]*[4]
Starting in 1898, institutions such as the Musée Car-
navalet and the Bibliothèque historique de la ville de Paris
bought his photographs. The latter commissioned him ca.
1906 to systematically photograph old buildings in Paris.
In 1899 he moved to Montparnasse.*[3]*[7]
While being a photographer Atget still also called himself
an actor, giving lectures and readings.*[3]
During World War I Eugène Atget temporarily stored his
archives in his basement for safekeeping and almost com-
pletely gave up photography. Valentine's son Léon was
killed at the front.*[3]
In 1920–21, he sold thousands of his negatives to institu-
tions. Financially independent, he took up photographing
the parks of Versailles, Saint-Cloud and Sceaux and pro-
duced a series of photographs of prostitutes.*[3]
Berenice Abbott visited Atget in 1925, bought some of
his photographs, and tried to interest other artists in his
work.*[3]
In 1926, Valentine died,*[3] and Man Ray published
several of Atget's photographs in la Révolution surréal-
iste.*[3]*[4]
Abbott took Atget's portrait in 1927. Eugène Atget died
4 August 1927 in Paris.*[3]*[4]

66.2 Photographic practice

Atget took up photography in the late 1880s, around the
time that photography was experiencing unprecedented
expansion in both commercial and amateur fields.*[8] He
sold photos of landscapes, flowers, and other pleasantries
to other artists. It was not until 1897 that Atget started a
project he would continue for the rest of his life̶his Old
Paris collection.
Atget photographed Paris with a large-format wooden
bellows camera with a rapid rectilinear lens. The images
were exposed and developed as 18x24cm glass dry plates.
Between 1897 and 1927 Atget captured the old Paris in
his pictures. His photographs show the city in its various
facets: narrow lanes and courtyards in the historic city

Avenue des Gobelins (1927)

center with its old buildings, of which some were soon to
be demolished, magnificent palaces from before World
War II, bridges and quays on the banks of the Seine, and
shops with their window displays. He photographed stair-
wells and architectural details on the façades and took
pictures of the interiors of apartments. His interest also
extended to the environs of Paris.
In addition to architecture and the urban environment,
he also photographed street-hawkers, small tradesmen,
rag collectors and prostitutes, as well as fairs and popu-
lar amusements in the various districts. The outlying dis-
tricts and peripheral areas, in which the poor and home-
less sought shelter, also furnished him with pictorial sub-
jects.
Distinguishing characteristics of Atget's photography in-
clude a wispy, drawn-out sense of light due to his long
exposures, a fairly wide view that suggested space and
ambiance more than surface detail, and an intentionally
limited range of scenes avoiding the bustling modern
Paris that was often around the corner from the nostalgia-
steeped nooks he preferred. The emptiness of most of his
streets and the sometimes blurred figures in those with
people are partly due to his already antiquated technique,
including extended exposure times which required that
many of his images be made in the early morning hours
before pedestrians and traffic appeared.
The mechanical vignetting often seen at some corners of
his photographs is due to his having repositioned the lens
relative to the plate on the camera̶exploiting one of the
features of bellows view cameras as a way to correct per-
spective and control the image. He often said, “I have
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done little justice to the Great City of Paris”, as a com-
ment on his career.
Atget's photographs attracted the attention of artists such
as Man Ray, André Derain, Henri Matisse and Picasso
in the 1920s. Man Ray not only purchased a number
of Atget's photographs but used During the Eclipse for
the cover of his surrealist magazine la Révolution surréal-
iste. When he asked Atget if he could use his photo At-
get said: “Don't put my name on it. These are simply
documents I make.”Man Ray said that Atget's pictures
of staircases, doorways, ragpickers, and especially those
with window reflections and mannequins, had a Dada or
Surrealist quality about them. Man Ray was a neighbor
of Atget̶they lived on the same street̶and offered to
lend him his modern camera, but Atget refused the offer,
preferring to use the older techniques.*[9]
His death went largely unnoticed at the time outside the
circle of curators who had bought his albums and kept
them interred, mostly unseen. “This enormous artistic
and documentary collection is now finished”, he wrote
of his life's work in 1920, though he did not stop working
at this point.

66.3 Legacy
He will be remembered as an urbanist

historian, a genuine romanticist, a lover of
Paris, a Balzac of the camera, from whose
work we can weave a large tapestry of French
civilization.
̶Berenice Abbott*[10]

Atget created a tremendous photographic record of the
look and feel of nineteenth-century Paris just as it was be-
ing dramatically transformed by modernization,*[11] and
its buildings were being systematically demolished.*[12]
Atget had published almost no work before “his ge-
nius was first recognized”*[2] by Man Ray and Berenice
Abbott, two young American photographers working in
Paris at the time.*[2] When Berenice Abbott reportedly
asked him if the French appreciated his art, he responded,
“No, only young foreigners.”*[1] His discovery by Ray

and Abbott happened around 1925,*[2] just two years be-
fore his death, and Berenice Abbott first published most
of his work in the United States only after his death.*[2]
She exhibited, printed and wrote about his work, as well
as assembled a substantial archive of writings about his
portfolio by herself and others.*[13] Abbott published
Atget, Photographe de Paris in 1930, the first overview
of his photographic oeuvre and the beginning of his in-
ternational fame.*[3]*[4] She also published a book with
prints she made from Atget's negatives: The World of At-
get (1964).*[14] Berenice Abbott and Eugene Atget was
published in 2002.*[15]

After Atget's death in 1927, his remaining archive was
split. 2000 negatives were donated to a Paris institute,
with the remainder bought by Berenice Abbott with fi-
nancial support by Julien Levy.*[3]*[4]*[16]
In 1929, eleven of Atget's photographs were shown at the
Film und Foto Werkbund exhibition in Stuttgart.*[3]*[4]
The U.S. Library of Congress has some 20 prints made
by Abbott in 1956.*[17] The Museum of Modern Art
purchased the Abbott/Levy collection of Atget's work in
1968.*[3]*[4] In 1985, MoMA completed publication of
a four-volume series of books based on its four successive
exhibitions about Atget's life and work.
Atget, a Retrospective was presented at the Bibliothèque
Nationale of Paris in 2007.
The Atget crater on the planet Mercury is named after
him, as is Rue Eugène-Atget in the 13th arrondissement
of Paris.
Atget never said or wrote anything about his work, thus
leaving no artistic statements.*[9]

66.4 Copyright

The U.S. Library of Congress was unable to determine
the ownership of the twenty Atget photographs in its
collection,*[17] thus suggesting that they are technically
orphan works. Abbott clearly had a copyright on the se-
lection and arrangement of his photographs in her books,
which is now owned by Commerce Graphics.*[17] The
Library also stated that the Museum of Modern Art,
which owns the collection of Atget's negatives, reported
that Atget had no heirs and that any rights on these works
may have expired.*[17]

66.5 Gallery
• Rags collector, 1899

• Au Tambour, 1908*[1]

• Atget's Salon, c. 1910

• People watching the solar eclipse of 1912*[2]

• Prostitute waiting in front of her door

• Grand Trianon, Versailles

• Saint-Cloud, 1924

• Hameau de la reine, Versailles, 1926

1. ^ Note reflection of Atget's tripod and camera cov-
ered by a black cloth. Paris:p. 168

2. ^ Paris, p. 248: this image appeared on the front of
La Révolution surréaliste no. 7, 15 June 1926
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Chapter 67

Eve Arnold

“Eve Cohen”redirects here. For American poet, see
Nan Cohen.

Eve Arnold, OBE, Hon. FRPS (née Cohen; April 21,
1912 – January 4, 2012) was an American photojournal-
ist.*[2]*[3] She joined Magnum Photos agency in 1951,
and became a full member in 1957.

67.1 Early life and career

Eve Arnold was born Eve Cohen in Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, the middle of nine children born to immigrant
Russian-Jewish parents, William Cohen (born Velvel
Sklarski), a rabbi, and his wife, Bessie (Bosya Laschiner).
Her interest in photography began in 1946 while working
in a New York City photo-finishing plant. Over six weeks
in 1948, she learned photographic skills from Harper's
Bazaar art director Alexey Brodovitch at the New School
for Social Research*[4] in Manhattan. This was also the
year when she married industrial designer Arnold Arnold
and gave birth to son Frank.
Eve Arnold photographed many of the iconic figures who
shaped the second half of the twentieth century, yet she
was equally comfortable documenting the lives of the
poor and dispossessed, “migrant workers, civil-rights
protestors of apartheid in South Africa, disabled Vietnam
war veterans and Mongolian herdsmen.”*[5] For Arnold,
there was no dichotomy: “"I don't see anybody as ei-
ther ordinary or extraordinary,”she said in a 1990 BBC
interview, “I see them simply as people in front of my
lens.”*[6] Arnold was particularly noted for her work us-
ing available light, concentrating on the image in the lens
and eschewing extensive use of photographic lighting and
flash. Of this she said“By the time you set up lights the
image is gone”in a Guardian interview in 2000.*[7]
Arnold's images of Marilyn Monroe on the set of The
Misfits (1961) were perhaps her most memorable, but
she had taken many photos of Monroe from 1951 on-
wards. Her previously unseen photos of Monroe were
shown at a Halcyon Gallery exhibition in London during
May 2005. She also photographed Queen Elizabeth II,
Malcolm X, and Joan Crawford, and traveled around the

world, photographing in China, Russia, South Africa and
Afghanistan.*[8] Arnold left the United States and moved
permanently to England in the early 1970s with her son,
Franklin Arnold. While working for the London Sunday
Times, she began to make serious use of color photogra-
phy.*[8]

67.2 Later life

In 1980, she had her first solo exhibition, which featured
her photographic work done in China at the Brooklyn
Museum in New York City. In the same year, she re-
ceived the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Amer-
ican Society of Magazine Photographers. In 1993, she
was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Photographic
Society,*[9] and elected Master Photographer by New
York's International Center of Photography.
She did a series of portraits of American First
Ladies.*[10] In 1997, she was appointed a member of
the Advisory Committee of the National Media Museum
(formerly the Museum of Photography, Film & Televi-
sion) in Bradford, West Yorkshire. She received an OBE
in 2003.*[11]
She lived in Mayfair for many years until her last illness,
when she moved to a nursing home in St George's Square,
Pimlico. When Anjelica Huston asked if she was still do-
ing photography, Arnold replied: “That's over. I can't
hold a camera any more.”She said she spent most of her
time reading such writers as Dostoevsky, Thomas Mann
and Tolstoy.*[12]

67.3 Death

Arnold died in London on January 4, 2012, aged 99.*[13]

67.4 Selected works

67.4.1 Photographs

• Marilyn Monroe, 1960.
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• Jacqueline Kennedy arranging flowers with daughter
Caroline, 1961.

• Horse Training for the Militia in Inner Mongolia,
1979.

67.4.2 Books

• The Unretouched Woman, 1976.

• Flashback: The 50's, 1978.

• In China, 1980.

• In America, 1983.

• Marilyn for Ever, 1987.

• Marilyn Monroe: An Appreciation, 1988.

• All in a Day's Work, 1989.

• The Great British, 1991.

• In Retrospect, 1999.

• Film Journal, 2002.

• Handbook, 2005

• Marilyn Monroe 2005

• Eve Arnold's People 2010

• All About Eve 2012

67.5 Awards

• Honorary Degree of Doctor of Science, University
of St. Andrews, Scotland, 1997.

• Honorary Degree of Doctor of Letters, Staffordshire
University.

• Doctor of Humanities, Richmond, the American In-
ternational University in London.

• Master Photographer, International Center of Pho-
tography, NYC.

• Honorary OBE by the British Government.

• Lifetime Achievement Award, the Sony World Pho-
tography Awards, 2010.
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Chapter 68

Fay Godwin

Fay Godwin (17 February 1931 – 27 May 2005) was
a British photographer known for her black-and-white
landscapes of the British countryside and coast.

68.1 Career

Godwin was introduced to the London literary scene.*[2]
She produced portraits of dozens of well-known writers,
photographing almost every significant literary figure in
1970s and 1980s England, as well as numerous visiting
foreign authors.*[3] Her subjects, typically photographed
in the sitters' own homes, included Kingsley Amis, Philip
Larkin, Saul Bellow, Angela Carter, Margaret Drabble,
Günter Grass, Ted Hughes, Clive James, Philip Larkin,
Doris Lessing, Edna O'Brien, Anthony Powell, Salman
Rushdie, Jean Rhys, and Tom Stoppard.
After the publication of her first books̶Rebecca the
Lurcher (1973) and The Oldest Road: An Exploration of
the Ridgeway (1975), co-authored with J.R.L. Anderson
̶she was a prolific publisher, working mainly in the land-
scape tradition to great acclaim and becoming the nation's
most well-known landscape photographer. Her early and
mature work was informed by the sense of ecological cri-
sis present in late 1970s and 1980s England.
In the 1990s she was offered a Fellowship at the National
Museum of Photography, Film and Television (now the
National Media Museum) in Bradford, which pushed her
work in the direction of colour and urban documentary.
She also began taking close-ups of natural forms. A
major exhibition of that work was toured by Warwick
Arts Centre from 1995 to 1997; Godwin self-published
a small book of that work in 1999, called Glassworks &
Secret Lives (ISBN 0953454517), which was distributed
from a small local bookshop in her adopted hometown of
Hastings in East Sussex.*[2]

68.2 Published work

The slipcase Rainbow Press 1979 first edition of Remains
of Elmet: A Pennine Sequence, her book collaboration
with poet Ted Hughes, has become highly collectible and

fetches several thousand pounds. The book was also pub-
lished in popular form by Faber and Faber (with poor re-
production of the images), and then re-published by them
in 1994 simply as Elmet with a third of the book being
new additional poems and photographs. Hughes called
the 1994 Elmet the “definitive”edition. Godwin also
said, in a 2001 interview, that this was the book she would
like to be most remembered for.
In an obituary for The Guardian, art critic Ian Jeffrey
called her 1985 book Land (ISBN 0434303054), pub-
lished by Heinemann, the “book for which she will be
most remembered":*[4]

Designed by Ken Garland, it is stylish in the
classic mode, but what sets Land apart is the
care that Fay gave to the combining and se-
quencing of its pictures. Working with con-
tact prints on a board, she put together a
picture of Britain as ancient terrain̶stony,
windswept and generally worn down by the el-
ements....[a work] in the neo-romantic tradi-
tion...[that] gives an oddly desolate account of
Britain, as if reporting on a long abandoned
country.

Godwin's last major retrospective was at the Barbican
Centre, London in 2001. A retrospective book, Land-
marks, was published by Dewi Lewis in 2002.*[5]

68.3 Awards and recognition

Godwin was the subject of a 9 November 1986 documen-
tary, broadcast on The South Bank Show.
She was awarded an honorary fellowship of the Royal
Photographic Society in 1990 and had a major retrospec-
tive at the Barbican Centre in London in 2001.*[3]

68.4 Personal life

Godwin was born Fay Simmonds in Berlin, Germany, the
daughter of Sidney Simmonds, a British diplomat who
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had married Stella MacLean, an American artist. She
married publisher Tony Godwin in 1961; the couple had
two sons, Jeremy and Nicholas.*[2]
Godwin was less active in her final years; in a Decem-
ber 2004 interview for Practical Photography, she blamed
“the NHS. They ruined my life by using some drugs with

adverse affects that wrecked my heart. The result is that
I haven't the energy to walk very far.”*[6]
Godwin died on 27 May 2005, in Hastings, England at
the age of 74. After her death, the Ramblers' Associa-
tion, an organisation led by Godwin from 1987 to 1990,
described her presidency as a time when its“long-running
right-to-roam campaign was turned up to the full-strength
pressure which ultimately resulted in the access provi-
sions enshrined in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act
2000 and the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.”*[7]
Godwin's archive, including approximately 11,000 exhi-
bition prints, the entire contents of her studio, and cor-
respondence with some of her subjects, was given to the
British Library*[3]

68.5 References
[1] Fay Godwin from the Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail web-

site

[2] Obituary: Fay Godwin, from The Independent via
FindArticles

[3] Fay Godwin archive saved for the nation from the website
of the British Library

[4] Fay Godwin: Photographic chronicler of our changing
natural world, a May 2005 obituary from The Guardian

[5] Landmarks " photographs by Fay Godwin. from the Dewi
Lewis website

[6] No Man's Land – Fay Godwin's last interview, from
ePHOTOzine.com

[7] Fay Godwin, former President of the Ramblers' Associa-
tion, has died, from the Ramblers' Association website

68.6 External links

• Searchable Gallery of Fay Godwin images

• Fay Godwin archive at the British Library

• Official website

• Fay Godwin, landscape photographer from BBC
Radio 4's Desert Island Discs

• Fay Godwin, a June 2003 episode of Woman's Hour
from BBC Radio 4 (RealAudio streaming audio
available)

• “Sitting for Fay”. 2009-06-30. BBC. Radio 4.
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Chapter 69

Francesca Woodman

Front of dust jacket of 2011 book Francesca Woodman; photo-
graph is detail from“Polka Dots”

Francesca Stern Woodman (April 3, 1958 – January
19, 1981) was an American photographer best known
for her black and white pictures featuring either her-
self or female models. Many of her photographs show
young women who are nude, blurred (due to movement
and long exposure times), merging with their surround-
ings, or whose faces are obscured. Her work contin-
ues to be the subject of much critical acclaim and atten-
tion, years after she killed herself at the age of 22, in
1981.*[1]*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5]

69.1 Life

Woodman was born to artists George Woodman and
Betty Woodman (Abrahams).*[3]*[6] Her mother is Jew-
ish and her father is from a Protestant background.*[7]
Her older brother, Charles, later became an associate pro-
fessor of electronic art.*[8]
Woodman attended public school in Boulder, Colorado,
between 1963 and 1971, except for second grade, which
she attended in Italy, where the family spent many sum-

mers between school years. She began high school in
1972 at Abbot Academy, a private Massachusetts board-
ing school. There, she began to develop her photographic
skills and became interested in the art form. Abbot
Academy merged with Phillips Academy in 1973; Wood-
man graduated from the public Boulder High School in
1975. Through 1975, she spent summers with her family
in Italy*[3]*(p. 154)*[6] in the Florentine countryside,
where the family lived on an old farm.
Beginning in 1975, Woodman attended the Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD) in Providence, Rhode Island.
She studied in Rome between 1977 and 1978 in a RISD
honors program. Because she spoke fluent Italian, she was
able to befriend Italian intellectuals and artists.*[3]*(pp.
26–30,154) She returned to Rhode Island in late 1978 to
graduate from RISD.*[3]*(p. 154)*[6]
Woodman moved to New York City in 1979. After
spending the summer of 1979 in Stanwood, Seattle whilst
visiting her boyfriend at Pilchuck Glass School, she re-
turned to New York “to make a career in photogra-
phy.”She sent portfolios of her work to fashion photog-
raphers, but “her solicitations did not lead anywhere”
.*[3]*(p. 155) In the summer of 1980, she was an artist-
in-residence at the MacDowell Colony in Peterborough,
New Hampshire.*[3]*(p. 155)*[6]
In late 1980, Woodman became depressed due to the fail-
ure of her work to attract attention and to a broken rela-
tionship.*[9] She survived a suicide attempt in the autumn
of 1980, after which she lived with her parents in Man-
hattan.*[10]
On January 19, 1981, Woodman died by suicide, jump-
ing out of a loft window of a building on the East Side
of New York.*[3]*(p. 155)*[6] An acquaintance wrote,
“things had been bad, there had been therapy, things had

gotten better, guard had been let down”.*[11] Her fa-
ther has suggested that Woodman's suicide was related to
an unsuccessful application for funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts.*[12]

69.2 Works
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69.2.1 Photographs, 1972–1980

Although Woodman used different cameras and film for-
mats during her career, most of her photographs were
taken with medium format cameras producing 2-1/4 by
2-1/4 inch (5.7 by 5.7 cm) square negatives.*[4]*(p.
9)*[5]*(p. 179) Woodman created at least 10,000 neg-
atives, which her parents now keep.*[13] Woodman's es-
tate, which is managed by Woodman's parents and repre-
sented by Victoria Miro, London and Marian Goodman,
New York,*[14] consists of over 800 prints,*[6] of which
only around 120 images had been published or exhibited
as of 2006.*[4]*(p. 6) Most of Woodman's prints are 8
by 10 inches (20 by 25 cm) or smaller, which “works
to produce an intimate experience between viewer and
photograph”.*[15]
Many of Woodman's images are untitled and are known
only by a location and date. The table below contains
information on some of Woodman's most famous pho-
tographs. For each photograph, the location, the date,
the title and a brief description are given (since multiple
images may share the same location, date, and title, and
a single image may be assigned multiple locations, dates
and titles). The columns on the right contain links to up to
four reproductions of the photograph found on the Web,
and page numbers of reproductions in five major books.

69.2.2 Videos, 1975–1978

At RISD, Woodman borrowed a video camera and
VTR*[4]*(p. 27) and created videotapes related to her
photographs in which she “methodically whitewashes
her own naked body, for instance, or compares her torso
to images of classical statuary.”*[28] Some of these
videos were displayed at the Helsinki City Art Museum
in Finland and the Marian Goodman Gallery in New
York in 2004;*[29] the Cisneros Fontanals Art Founda-
tion in Miami in 2005;*[28] the Tate Modern in London
in 2007–2008;*[30] and the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art in 2011 (in an exhibition which will travel
to the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in 2012).*[5]
In the 2011–2012 exhibitions, the selected video works,
each 23 seconds to 3 minutes 15 seconds in length,
were entitled "'Francesca' x 2,”“Sculpture,”“Corner,”
“Trace,”and“Mask.”*[31]

69.2.3 Some Disordered Interior Geometries
(1981 book)

Woodman created a number of artist's books, such
as Portrait of a Reputation, Quaderno dei Dettati e
dei Temi (Notebook of Dictations and Compositions),
Quaderno (also known as Quaderno Raffaello), Por-
traits Friends Equasions, and Angels, Calendar Note-
book.*[4]*[21]*[32] However, the only artist's book
containing Woodman's photographs that was published

during her lifetime was Some Disordered Interior Ge-
ometries.*[33] Released in January 1981 shortly before
Woodman's death, it is 24 pages in length and is based
upon selected pages from an Italian geometry exercise
book. On the pages, Woodman had attached 16 pho-
tographs and had added handwriting and white correction
fluid. A study of the book notes that Woodman occasion-
ally re-drew a form“for emphasis or delight.”*[34] A
reproduction of the book's original spreads shows purple-
pink covers, pages which vary slightly in color, and traces
of pink on several pages.*[4] Although the published
version of the book has purple-pink covers, the interior
pages are printed using only black, white, and shades of
gray.*[33]
In 1999, a critic was of the opinion that Some Disordered
Interior Geometries was“a distinctively bizarre book…a
seemingly deranged miasma of mathematical formulae,
photographs of herself and scrawled, snaking, handwrit-
ten notes.”*[35] An acquaintance of Woodman wrote
in 2000 that it“was a very peculiar little book indeed,”
with “a strangely ironic distance between the soft inti-
macy of the bodies in the photographs and the angularity
of the geometric rules that covered the pages.”*[11] A
2006 essay described the book as“a three-way game that
plays the text and illustrations for an introduction to Eu-
clid against Woodman's own text and diagrams, as well as
the 'geometry' of her formal compositions,”*[4] while a
2008 article found the book“poetic and humorous, ana-
lytical and reflexive.”*[34] A 2010 article on Woodman
called the book “original and enigmatic,”*[36] and a
2010 review stated of the book that “we are the richer
for it.”*[37]
The book is rare; of the 15 libraries in the Online Com-
puter Library Center database that own the book and that
have online catalogs showing the book, all hold the book
in special collections or similar locations.*[38]

69.3 Posthumous recognition

69.3.1 Exhibitions and books

Woodman had only a few exhibitions during her life,
some of which have been described as “exhibitions in
alternative spaces in New York and Rome.”*[39] There
were no known group or solo exhibitions of her work
between 1981 and 1985, but numerous exhibitions each
year since then.*[3]*[40]*[41] Among her major solo ex-
hibitions were:

• 1986–1988: Francesca Woodman, pho-
tographic work.*[1] Traveled to Hunter
College Art Gallery, New York, NY;
Wellesley College Museum, Wellesley,
MA; University of Colorado Fine Arts
Gallery, Boulder, CO; UCI Fine Arts
Gallery, University of California, Irvine,
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Front of dust jacket of 2006 book Francesca Woodman; photo-
graph is Untitled, Providence, Rhode Island, 1976

CA; and Krannet Art Museum, Cham-
paign, IL.*[3]*[40]*[41]

• 1992–1993: Francesca Woodman,
photographische arbeiten (photographic
works).*[2] Traveled to Shedhalle,
Zürich, Switzerland; Westfälischer
Kunstverein, Münster, Germany;
Kulturhuset, Stockholm, Sweden;
Suomen Valokuvataiteen Museo
SÄÄTIÖ, Helsinki, Finland; DAAD
Galerie, Berlin, Germany; and Galleri
F15 Alby, Moss, Norway.*[3]*[40]*[41]

• 1998: “l'artiste et la représentation
de soi, Francesca Woodman, Rencontres
d'Arles festival.

• 1998–2002: Francesca Woodman.*[3]
Traveled to Fondation Cartier pour l'art
contemporain, Paris, France; Kunsthal,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Belém
Cultural Center, Lisbon, Portugal; The
Photographers' Gallery, London, United
Kingdom; Centro Cultural Tecla Sala,
L'Hospitalet, Barcelona, Spain; Carla
Sozzani Gallery, Milan, Italy; The
Douglas Hyde Gallery, Dublin, Ire-
land; and PhotoEspana, Centro Cultural
Conde Duque, Madrid, Spain.*[40]*[41]

• 2000: Francesca Woodman: Providence,

Roma, New York.*[42] Palazzo delle Es-
posizioni, Rome.*[40]*[41]

• 2009–2010: Francesca Woodman.*[43]
Traveled to Espacio AV, Murcia, Spain;
sms contemporanea, Siena, Italy; and
Palazzo della Ragione, Milan, Italy.*[44]

• 2011–2012: Francesca Woodman.*[5]
San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, San Francisco, CA; and Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, New York,
NY.*[45]*[46]*[47] It was reported that
“The works in the exhibition were almost

entirely lent by the Woodmans [i.e., her
parents, Betty and George Woodman],
and many have never been on display
before.”*[14]

Besides catalogues of the aforementioned traveling solo
exhibitions and catalogues of solo exhibitions that did not
travel, notable books by and about Woodman include:

• A monograph published in 2006 by Phaidon
Press.*[4]

• A 2010 book examining the relevance of Wood-
man's photography as a way of understanding Kant's
theory of the sublime.*[48]

• Francesca Woodman's Notebook, which was re-
leased in 2011.*[49] It contains a facsimile of an
Italian school exercise book to which Woodman
added photographs, as well as an afterword by
Woodman's father.*[50] This book, also known as
Quaderno or Quaderno Rafaello, has been described
as“both an urgent missive to a lover and a playful
sexual summons.”*[32]

69.3.2 The films The Fancy and The Wood-
mans

In 2000 an experimental video The Fancy, by Elisabeth
Subrin, examined Woodman's life and work,“pos[ing]
questions about biographical form, history and fantasy,
female subjectivity, and issues of authorship and intellec-
tual property.”*[51]*[52] Reviewers noted that the video
juxtaposes“formalism, biography, and psychoanalysis”
*[53] and “hints at conspiracy, calling attention to the
Woodman family's unwillingness to make the bulk of her
body of photography available….”*[54]
A feature-length documentary The Woodmans, directed
by C. Scott Willis, was released theatrically by Lor-
ber Films in 2010.*[55] The director“had unrestricted
access to all of Francescaʼs photographs, private di-
aries, and experimental videos”.*[56] Although the film
won“Best New York Documentary”at the Tribeca Film
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Poster for the 2011 filmThe Woodmans including part of“Polka
Dots”photograph

Festival, Woodman's parents decided not to attend the
premiere.*[57] Reactions to the film have been largely fa-
vorable. On the film review site Rotten Tomatoes, 94% of
17 critics' reviews were positive, and 83% of 793 user rat-
ings were positive.*[58] It was broadcast on the PBS se-
ries Independent Lens on December 22, 2011.*[56]*[59]
[*[60] l]

69.3.3 Popular opinion

Public opinion has generally been favorable towards
Woodman's work. At the 1998 exhibition in Paris, many
people had“strong reactions”to her“interesting”pho-
tographs.*[9] A number of people have found Wood-
man's individual photos (for example “Self-portrait at
13”*[61]) or her photography in general*[62] inspira-
tional.

69.4 Influences

Among other factors, critics and historians have written
that Woodman was influenced by the following literary
genre, myth, artistic movement, and photographers:

• Gothic fiction. She is reported to have identified
with Victorian heroines.*[4]*(pp. 20–27)

• The myth of Apollo and Daphne, as evidenced by
photographs in which Woodman is entangled in tree
roots or wears birch bark on her arms.*[63]

• Surrealism.*[1]*(p. 19)*[18]*[64] For example,
Woodman “followed the movement's tradition of
not explaining work”*[9] and demonstrated a“de-
sire to crack the code of appearances.”*[3]*(p. 18)

• André Breton and in particular his Nadja (novel) of
1928. In a 1979 interview with Roberta Valtorta,
Woodman is reported as saying“Vorrei che le pa-
role avessero con le mie immagini lo stesso rapporto
che le fotografie hanno con il testo in Nadja di André
Breton”(“I would like words to have the same re-
lationship with my images as the photographs have
with the text in Nadja by André Breton”).*[65]

• Man Ray (e.g., a series of his photographs of Meret
Oppenheim, and his surrealist works).*[6]*[21]

• Duane Michals.*[1]*(p. 54)*[6] Woodman's and
Michal's work share features such as blurring, an-
gels, and handwriting in common.*[4]*(pp. 29–30)

• Deborah Turbeville.*[4]*(pp. 30–31, 39–40)*[6]
Woodman had“admired”Turbeville's work,*[3]*(p.
155) and had compiled an artist's book for
Turbeville (Quaderno Rafaello) which contained a
written request for the older photographer to tele-
phone her.*[5]*(p. 184)

• Woodman was exposed to the symbolic work of
Max Klinger whilst studying in Rome from 1977 to
1978 and his influence can clearly be seen in many
photographic seriesʼ, such as Eel Series, Roma
(1977–78) and Angel Series, Roma (1977). In com-
bining performance, play and self-exposure, Wood-
manʼs photographs create extreme and often dis-
turbing psychological states. In concealing or en-
crypting her subjects she reminds the viewer that
photographs flatten and distort, never offering the
whole truth about a subject.

69.5 Documentary film

The Woodmans, an 82-minute documentary film of
Woodman's life, was released on the thirtieth anniversary
of her death, 18 January 2011. It is directed by C. Scott
Willis.*[66]

69.6 References

[1] Gabhart, Ann (1986). Francesca Woodman, photo-
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Chapter 70

Francis Frith

Francis Frith

Francis Frith (also spelled Frances Frith, 7 October
1822 – 25 February 1898) was an English photographer
of the Middle East and many towns in the United King-
dom. *[1] Frith was born in Chesterfield, Derbyshire, at-
tending Quaker schools at Ackworth and Quaker Camp
Hill in Birmingham (ca. 1828–1838), before he started
in the cutlery business. He suffered a nervous break-
down in 1843, recuperating over the next two years.*[2]
In 1850 he started a photographic studio in Liverpool,
known as Frith & Hayward. A successful grocer, and
later, printer, Frith fostered an interest in photography,
becoming a founding member of the Liverpool Photo-
graphic Society in 1853.*[3] Frith sold his companies in
1855 in order to dedicate himself entirely to photography.
He journeyed to the Middle East on three occasions, the
first of which was a trip to Egypt in 1856 with very large
cameras (16”x 20”). He used the collodion process, a
major technical achievement in hot and dusty conditions.

70.1 Early life

Francis Frith Jr was born in Chesterfield, Derbyshire, the
second child and only son of Francis Frith Sr and his wife
Alice, nee Walker.*[4]

70.2 Travels with a camera

Entrance, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem. Gelatin
silver photograph. Brooklyn Museum

During his travels he noted that tourists were the main
consumers of the views of Italy, but armchair travellers
bought scenes from other parts of the world in the hope
of obtaining a true record,“far beyond anything that is
in the power of the most accomplished artist to transfer
to his canvas.”These words express the ambitious goal
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Restored albumen print of the Suez Canal at Ismailia, c. 1860

The Hypaethral Temple, Philae, by Francis Frith, 1857; from the
collection of the National Galleries of Scotland

that Frith set for himself when he departed on his first trip
to the Nile Valley in 1856. He also made two other trips
before 1860, extending his photo-taking to Palestine and
Syria. In addition to photography, he also kept a jour-
nal during his travels elaborating on the difficulties of the
trip, commenting on the“smothering little tent”and the
collodion fizzing - boiling up over the glass. Frith also
noticed the compositional problems regarding the point
of view from the camera. According to Frith,“the diffi-
culty of getting a view satisfactorily in the camera: fore-
grounds are especially perverse; distance too near or too
far; the falling away of the ground; the intervention of
some brick wall or other common object... Oh what pic-
tures we would make if we could command our point of
views.”An image he took known as the“Approach to
Philae”is just one example which elaborates his ability to
find refreshing photographic solutions to these problems.
(cited from“A World History of Photography”)

Four men and a table of food, Egypt

70.3 Francis Frith & Co. and mar-
riage

When he had finished his travels in the Middle East in
1859, he opened the firm of Francis Frith & Co.*[5]
in Reigate, Surrey, as the world's first specialist pho-
tographic publisher. In 1860, he married Mary Ann
Rosling (sister of Alfred Rosling, the first treasurer of
the Photographic Society) and embarked upon a colos-
sal project̶to photograph every town and village in the
United Kingdom; in particular, notable historical or inter-
esting sights. Initially he took the photographs himself,
but as success came, he hired people to help him and set
about establishing his postcard company, a firm that be-
came one of the largest photographic studios in the world.
Within a few years, over two thousand shops throughout
the United Kingdom were selling his postcards.

70.4 Quaker

Frith was“recorded”as a Quaker minister in 1872 (at this
time there were little more than 250 recorded ministers
in England and Wales). He served on numerous com-
mittees, and frequently spoke in favour of pacifism and
abstinence. He was an occasional contributor of philo-
sophical and religious articles and poems to the Quaker
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journal, the Friends' Quarterly Examiner.*[6]
In his sixties, Frith positioned himself at the extreme lib-
eral wing of society. In 1884, he published (with William
Pollard and William Turner) AReasonable Faith, a highly
controversial pamphlet which challenged evangelical or-
thodoxy by questioning the factuality of the Bible. Al-
though the liberal views expressed in A Reasonable Faith
were quickly and vociferously attacked by leading evan-
gelical Quakers, liberal theology rapidly gained support
and within ten years became the majority view. Thus it
was Francis Frith and his co-authors who began the liber-
alisation of the Quaker movement and paved the way for
the philanthropic and educational reforms for which the
movement is well known today.

70.5 Personal life

Frith married Mary Ann Rosling, and they had five chil-
dren: Mary Alice, Eustace, Francis Edgar, Mabel and
Cyril.*[7]

70.6 Death

Frith died at his villa in Cannes, France, on 25 February
1898.

70.7 Francis Frith & Co. continues

His family continued the firm, which was finally sold in
1968 and closed in 1971.*[8] Following closure of the
business, Bill Jay, one of Britain's first photography his-
torians, identified the archive as being nationally impor-
tant, and“at risk”. Jay managed to persuade Rothmans,
the tobacco company, to purchase the archive to ensure
its safety.
Frith was re-launched in 1976 as The Francis Frith Col-
lection by John Buck, a Rothmans executive, with the in-
tention of making the Frith photographs available to as
wide an audience as possible.
In 1977, John Buck bought the archive from Rothmans
and has continued to run it as an independent business
since that time – trading as The Francis Frith Collection.
The company website enables visitors to browse free of
charge over 125,000 Frith photographs depicting some
7,000 cities, towns and villages.

70.8 Britain's First Photo Album

The ten-part BBC series Britain's First Photo Album, pre-
sented by John Sergeant, was first shown on BBC2 in
March 2012 and takes a look at the history of Francis

Frith's pioneering photographic work.*[9]*[10] A 320-
page book also entitled Britain's First Photo Album has
been published.
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Chapter 71

Frank Gohlke

Frank Gohlke (born April 3, 1942) is an American
landscape photographer. He has been awarded two
Guggenheim fellowships, two fellowships from the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts, and a Fulbright Scholar
Grant.*[1]*[2] His work is included in numerous perma-
nent collections, including those of Museum of Modern
Art, New York; the Metropolitan Museum of Art; and
the Art Institute of Chicago.*[3] Gohlke was one of ten
photographers selected to be part of "New Topograph-
ics: Photographs of a Man-Altered Landscape,”the land-
mark 1975 exhibition at the International Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House (now the George
Eastman Museum). During a career spanning nearly five
decades, Gohlke has photographed grain elevators in the
American midwest; the aftermath of a 1979 tornado in
his hometown of Wichita Falls, Texas; changes in the land
around Mount St. Helens during the decade following its
1980 eruption; agriculture in central France; and the wild
apple forests of Kazakhstan.*[4]

71.1 Early life

Frank Gohlke was raised in Wichita Falls, Texas. He
bought his first camera as a teenager and was a mem-
ber of the Wichita Falls camera club during high school,
eventually purchasing an enlarger and learning to process
gelatin silver prints. His early subjects included family
members and models hired by the camera club. Late in
high school, Gohlke s̓ interest in photography waned; he
sold his enlarger and, save for family snapshots, stopped
taking pictures altogether.*[5]
After graduating high school, Gohlke first attended
Davidson College in North Carolina before transferring
to the University of Texas at Austin, where he received
a B.A. in English Literature in 1964.*[6] He went on to
complete an M.A. in English Literature at Yale Univer-
sity in 1966. During a period of writer s̓ block while at
Yale, Gohlke returned to photography. He began mak-
ing near-still films with a Super 8 movie camera before
transitioning to 35-mm still photography. He eventually
showed his work to documentary photographer and then-
Yale professor Walker Evans, whose mode of seeing the
American vernacular landscape would exert an enduring

influence on Gohlkeʼs work.*[7] From 1967-68, after
leaving Yale, Gohlke studied with the landscape photog-
rapher Paul Caponigro, making weekly visits to Caponi-
gro's Connecticut home.*[3]*[8]

71.2 Career

In 1971, Gohlke relocated to Minneapolis, and a year
later, in 1972, he began his first major body of work,
documenting the grain elevators of Americaʼs central
plains.*[9] Over the next five years, from 1972–77, the
project took Gohlke from Minnesota to Kansas, Okla-
homa, Texas, and New Mexico. From his early aesthetic
interest in grain elevators, Gohlke became fascinated by
their design, their connection to the surrounding land-
scape, and their function within the cities and towns they
occupied. His photographic practice grew to include a
research component whose relationship to the pictures
themselves was one of reciprocal influence.*[10] A selec-
tion of the photographs was eventually published as Mea-
sure of Emptiness: Grain Elevators in the American Land-
scape (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), Gohlke s̓
first monograph.*[11]
Gohlke was one of ten photographers to be included in the
1975 exhibition“New Topographics: Photographs of a
Man-Altered Landscape,”organized by William Jenkins,
then the assistant curator at the International Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House (now the George
Eastman Museum).“New Topographics,”which repre-
sented a burgeoning movement within landscape photog-
raphy toward unvarnished consideration of the vernacular
landscape, has come to be regarded as a watershed mo-
ment in the history of the medium.*[12]
On April 10, 1979, an F4 tornado struck Gohlke s̓ home-
town of Wichita Falls, Texas, killing 42 people, injur-
ing 1,700 more, and significantly damaging an 8 mile-
square swath of the city.*[13] Shortly thereafter, Gohlke
returned home to photograph the wreckage left in the tor-
nado s̓ wake. He returned to rephotograph the same sites
a year later, crafting precise reconstructions of his previ-
ous views in order to document the city s̓ recovery. .*[14]
In 1981, several months after the eruption of Mount
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St. Helens in Skamania County, Washington, Gohlke
made his first trip there to photograph the volcano and
its environs. In order to convey the enormity of the
event, which devastated approximately 250 square miles,
Gohlke employed a variety of approaches, including
aerial and panoramic views and sequential photography
(rephotography) over various periods of time.*[15] From
1981 to 1990, Gohlke made five visits to the region, in
many cases returning several times to the same location
to record its transformation. He authored short didactic
texts to accompany the images.*[16] In 2004, the Mu-
seum of Modern Art in New York mounted “Mt. St.
Helens: Photographs by Frank Gohlke,”a solo exhibi-
tion (with accompanying catalog), co-organized by Pe-
ter Galassi, Chief Curator, Department of Photography,
and John Szarkowski, Director Emeritus, Department of
Photography.*[17]
Frank Gohlke has, in his work, dealt consistently with
questions of human usage and perception of land.*[18]
He has photographed farmland in central France (on
a commission from la mission photographique de la
DATAR);*[19] conducted a personal survey of a por-
tion of the line of latitude 42˚30 N̓, which bisects Mas-
sachusetts;*[20] made two series of photographs tracing
the courses of the Red River in North Texas and the Sud-
bury River in Massachusetts;*[21] and documented the
urban landscape and residential architecture of Queens,
NY (conjointly with photographer Joel Sternfeld, on
a commission from Queens College).*[22] A selection
of Gohlkeʼs and Sternfeldʼs pictures were published
as Landscape as Longing (Steidl, 2015).*[23] In 2013,
Gohlke received a Fulbright travel grant to travel to Kaza-
khstan in order to document the disappearing wild apple
forests surrounding the Kazakh city of Almaty.*[24]
A mid-career retrospective of Gohlke's work was orga-
nized by the Amon Carter Museum (September 22, 2007
– January 6, 2008). The accompanying catalog, enti-
tled Accommodating Nature: The Photographs of Frank
Gohlke (Center for American Places and Amon Carter
Museum, 2007), includes essays by Gohlke, Rebecca Sol-
nit and John Rohrbach, Senior Curator of Photographs,
Amon Carter Museum.
Gohlke has taught photography at Middlebury College;
Colorado College; the School of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston; the Massachusetts College of Art; and
at Harvard, Princeton, and Yale Universities. In 2007,
Gohlke accepted a teaching position at the University of
Arizona College of Fine Arts in Tucson, Arizona, where
he now lives and works.*[25]*[26]

71.3 Selected one- and two-person
exhibitions

• Art Institute of Chicago (with Edward Ranney),
1974

• Light Gallery, New York, NY, 1975, 1978, 1981,
1982

• Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Ft. Worth,
TX, 1975

• Grain Elevators, The Museum of Modern Art, New
York, NY (MoMA) (traveled through 1980), 1978

• University Gallery, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 1980

• Film in the Cities Gallery, St. Paul, MN, 1981,
1983, 1985, 1987

• Mt. St. Helens: Work in Progress, MoMA, New
York, NY, 1983

• Daniel Wolf Gallery, New York, NY, 1983, 1986

• Landscapes from the Middle of the World: Pho-
tographs 1972-1987, Museum of Contemporary
Photography, Columbia College, Chicago, IL (trav-
eled through 1991), 1988

• Two Days in Louisiana, (with Gregory Conniff),
Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, WI, 1989

• Franklin Parrasch Gallery, New York, 1992

• Living Water: Photographs of the Sudbury River by
Frank Gohlke, DeCordova Museum and Sculpture
Park, Lincoln, Massachusetts, 1993

• Mt. St. Helens as a Public Landscape, Gallery of the
School of Architecture and Allied Arts, University
of Oregon, Eugene, OR, 1993

• pArts Gallery, Minneapolis, MN (Sudbury River),
1994

• Florida International University, Miami (Mt. St.
Helens), 1994

• Conversations in the Park, Reggio Emilia, Italy,
1995

• On Edge: Landscapes 1972-1990, Bonni Benrubi
Gallery, New York, 1995

• Blue Sky Gallery, Portland, Oregon (Sudbury
River), 1997

• Making Waves: The Sudbury River, New England
Science Center, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1997

• The Intimate and the Infinite: Waterscapes by Frank
Gohlke and Stuart Klipper, Dorsky Gallery, New
York, 1999

• Howard Greenberg Gallery, New York, 2005

• Mount St. Helens, Photographs by Frank Gohlke,
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 2005
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71.4 Selected group exhibitions

• New Topographics, International Museum of Pho-
tography at George Eastman House, Rochester, NY,
1975

• Mirrors and Windows: American Photography Since
1960, MoMA (see Bibliography), 1978

• Photographers of the 70's, Art Institute of Chicago,
1979

• American Photographers, traveling exhibition spon-
sored by the Bell System (catalogue), 1979-1980

• American Landscapes, MoMA (catalogue), 1981

• Photography: A Sense of Order, Institute of
Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA, 1981

• An Open Land: Photographs of the Midwest 1852-
1982, Art Institute of Chicago (traveling exhibition
with catalogue), 1983

• Paris-New York-Tokyo, Tsukuba Museum of Pho-
tography, Tsukuba, Japan; Miyagi Museum of Art,
Japan (catalogue), 1985

• Variance, MoMA, New York, 1985-1986

• American Dreams, Centro de Arte Reina Sofia,
Madrid, Spain (catalogue), 1987

• The Second Israeli Photography Biennial, Mishkan
Le'Omanut, Museum of Art, Ein Harod, Israel (cat-
alogue), 1988

• Tradition and Change: Contemporary American
Landscape Photography, Houston Center for Pho-
tography, Houston, TX, 1988

• Photography Now, The Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum, London, England, 1989

• Photography Until Now, MoMA, New York, 1989

• More Than One Photography, MoMA, New York,
1992

• Contemporary American Photography, Jingshan
Tushuguan, Guangzhou, China, 1993

• Dialogues with Photography: The Monson Collec-
tion, The Henry Art Gallery, University of Wash-
ington, Seattle, 1994

• Recent Acquisitions, The National Museum of
American Art, Washington, D.C., 1994

• From Icon to Irony: German and American Indus-
trial Photography, Boston University Art Gallery,
Boston, 1995

• Expanded Visions: the Panoramic Photograph, Ad-
dison Gallery of American Art, Andover, Mas-
sachusetts, 1998

• Pictures of Europe, DeCordova Museum and Sculp-
ture Park, Lincoln, Massachusetts, 1999

• Photographers, Writers, and the American Scene,
Museum of Photographic Arts, San Diego, 2002

• A City Seen: Photographs from The George Gund
Foundation Collection, The Cleveland Museum of
Art, 2002

• Six from the Seventies, Howard Greenberg
Gallery, New York, 2004

• Selektion # 1, Arbeiten in Schwarz/Weiß,* Ga-
lerie f5.6, Munich, Germany, 2006

71.5 Commissions
• The County Courthouse in America, Joseph E. Sea-

gram's & Sons, Inc., Bicentennial Project (book),
1975–1976.

• American Images, Bell System American Photogra-
phy (book), 1978.

• 16 photographic murals for Tulsa International Air-
port, 1980–81.

• Contemporary Texas: A Photographic Portrait,
Texas Historical Foundation (book), 1984.

• Photographs for the Mission Photographique de la
DATAR, a French government-sponsored agency
photographically documenting the French landscape
(see Bibliography), 1986–1987

• Installed 6 new murals at Tulsa International Air-
port, 1988.

• Linea di Confine della Provincia di Reggio Emilia:
Laboratorio di Fotografia 7. Commission from the
Province of Reggio Emilia to photograph in the
“Parco del Gigante”. (Exhibition and catalogue in

1995.) 1994.

• Banhof Ost Basel: Art and Architecture. A com-
mission to collaborate with the architects of a new
office complex in Basel,Switzerland, on the design
of an interior skylit courtyard. (Unbuilt), 1995–
1996.

• George Gund Foundation Annual Report. A com-
mission to Create a body of work on the Lake Erie
shoreline. 1997–1998.

• Venezia–Marghera. A commission from the City
of Venice to contribute to a project on the transfor-
mation of Marghera, the industrial port of Venice.
(Book published in 1999–2000.) 1998–1999.
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• National Millennium Survey, The College of Santa
Fe, New Mexico, 1999–2000.

• Landscapes of Longing: Queens in the 21st Century.
Collaboration with Joel Sternfeld. A commission
from Queens College, New York to create a perma-
nent installation of photographs of Queens for Pow-
dermaker Hall, center of the Social Sciences Divi-
sion. 9 photomurals and 20 small prints each. 2003–
2004.

• Commission from Vassar College to create a series
of photographs of campus trees. 2006.

71.6 Video
•“Prairie Castles,”1/2 hour special for KTCA, Twin

Cities Public Television. Produced by Mark Lowry,
written and directed by Frank Gohlke and Mark
Lowry. 1980

71.7 Awards
• 1975: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1977: Photographer's Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts.

• 1979: Artist's Fellowship from the Bush Founda-
tion.

• 1983: Film in the Cities Photography Fellowship
from the McKnight Foundation.

• Listed in Who's Who in America since 1984.

• 1984: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1986: Photographer's Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts.

• 1999: National Millennium Survey.

71.8 Selected collections

Gohlke's work is held in the following public collections:

• Museum of Modern Art, New York*[27]

• Art Institute of Chicago*[28]

• National Gallery of Australia, Canberra*[29]

• Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris*[30]

• Victoria and Albert Museum, London*[31]

• National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa*[32]

• Walker Art Center, Minneapolis*[33]

• Cleveland Museum of Art*[34]

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York*[35]

• Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washing-
ton*[36]

• Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort
Worth*[37]

• George Eastman House, Rochester*[38]
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Frederick H. Evans

Frederick H. Evans, photo by Gertrude Käsebier

Frederick H. Evans (26 June 1853, London – 24 June
1943, London) was a British photographer, primarily of
architectural subjects. He is best known for his images of
English and French cathedrals.*[1]*[2] Evans began his
career as a bookseller, but retired from that to become
a full-time photographer in 1898, when he adopted the
platinotype technique for his photography.*[3] Platino-
type images, with extensive and subtle tonal range, non
glossy-images, and better resistance to deterioration than
other methods available at the time, suited Evans' subject
matter. Almost as soon as he began, however, the cost of
platinum - and consequently, the cost of platinum paper
for his images - began to rise. Because of this cost, and
because he was reluctant to adopt alternate methodolo-
gies, by 1915 Evans retired from photography altogether.
*[4]
Evans' ideal of straightforward,“perfect”photographic
rendering - unretouched or modified in any way*[5] -
as an ideal was well-suited to the architectural foci of
his work: the ancient, historic, ornate and often quite
large cathedrals, cloisters and other buildings of the En-
glish and French countryside. This perfectionism, along
with his tendency to exhibit and write about his work fre-
quently, earned for him international respect and much
imitation. He ultimately became regarded as perhaps
the finest architectural photographer of his, or any, era

- though some professionals privately felt that the Evans'
philosophy favoring extremely literal images was restric-
tive of the creative expression rapidly becoming available
within the growing technology of the photographic field.
Evans was also an able photographer of landscapes and
portraits, and among the many notable friends and ac-
quaintances he photographed was George Bernard Shaw,
with whom he also often corresponded. Evans was a
member of the Linked Ring photographic society.

72.1 Gallery

• A Memory of the Normans (1903)

• Across Nave and Octagon (1903)

• Height and Light in Bourges Cathedral (1903)

• In Sure and Certain Hope (1904)

• In Sure and Certain Hope (1903)

• Into the North Transept (1903)
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72.3 External links
• Frederick H. Evans at the Art Institute of Chicago

• Cybermuse

•“Frederick H. Evans”. The Collection, MoMA, Mu-
seum of Modern Art, New York. Retrieved 30 June
2014.
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Frederick Sommer

Frederick Sommer (September 7, 1905 – January 23,
1999), was an artist born in Angri, Italy and raised in
Brazil. He earned a M.A. degree in Landscape Archi-
tecture (1927) from Cornell University where he met
Frances Elisabeth Watson (September 20, 1904 – April
10, 1999) whom he married in 1928; they had no chil-
dren. The Sommers moved to Tucson, Arizona in 1931
and then Prescott, Arizona in 1935. Sommer became a
naturalized citizen of the United States on November 18,
1939.
Considered a master photographer, Sommer first experi-
mented with photography in 1931 after being diagnosed
with tuberculosis the year prior. Early works on pa-
per (starting in 1931) include watercolors, and evolve to
pen-and-ink or brush plus drawings of visually composed
musical score. Concurrent to the works on paper, Som-
mer started to seriously explore the artistic possibilities
of photography in 1938 when he acquired an 8×10 Cen-
tury Universal Camera, eventually encompassing the gen-
res of still life (chicken parts and assemblage), horizon-
less landscapes, jarred subjects, cut-paper, cliché-verre
negatives and nudes. According to art critic Robert C.
Morgan, Sommer's“most extravagant, subtle, majestic,
and impressive photographs̶comparable in many ways
to the views of Yosemite Valleyʼs El Capitan and Half
Dome by Ansel Adams̶were Sommer s̓ seemingly in-
finite desert landscapes, some of which he referred to as
'constellations.'"*[1] The last artistic body of work Som-
mer produced (1989–1999) was collage based largely on
anatomical illustrations.
Frederick Sommer had significant artistic relationships
with Edward Weston, Max Ernst, Aaron Siskind, Richard
Nickel and others. His archive (of negatives and corre-
spondence) was part of founding the Center for Creative
Photography in 1975 along with Ansel Adams, Harry
Callahan, Wynn Bullock, and Aaron Siskind. He taught
briefly at Prescott College during the late 60s and sub-
stituted for Harry Callahan at IIT Institute of Design in
1957–1958 and later at the Rhode Island School of De-
sign.
Bruce Silverstein Gallery is the New York representative
of the Frederick & Frances Sommer Foundation.

73.1 Drawings in the Manner of
Musical Scores

In 1934, Frederick Sommer visited Los Angeles. Walk-
ing through the art museum one day, he noticed a dis-
play of musical scores. He saw them not as music, but as
graphics, and found in them an elegance and grace that
led him to a careful study of scores and notation.
He found that the best music was visually more effec-
tive and attractive. He assumed that there was a corre-
lation between music as we hear it and its notation; and
he wondered if drawings that used notational motifs and
elements could be played. He made his first“drawings
in the manner of musical scores”that year. (After re-
viewing this text, Fred asked that the author refer to his
scores “only”in this way. When the author suggested
that it was perhaps too long to be repeated throughout the
text, he laughed and said,“Well, use it at least once.”)
Although people knew of his scores, and occasionally
brought musicians to his house to play them, no one ever
stayed with it for long. In 1967, both Walton Mendelson
and Stephen Aldrich attended Prescott College, Prescott,
Arizona, where Sommer was on the faculty. They barely
knew of his reputation as a photographer, and nothing
of the scores. Towards the end of September he in-
vited them to his house for dinner, but they were to come
early, and Mendelson was to bring my flute. “Can you
play that?”he asked, as they looked at one of the scores,
framed, and sitting atop his piano. With no guidance from
him, they tried. Nervous and unsure of what they were
getting into, they stopped midway through. Mendelson
asked Alddrich where he was in the score: he pointed to
where Mendelson had stopped. They knew then, myste-
rious though the scores were, they could be played. On
May 9, 1968, the first public performance of the music
of Frederick Sommer was given at Prescott College.
Sommer had no musical training. He didnʼt know one
note from another on his piano, nor could he read music.
His record collection was surprisingly broad for that time,
and his familiarity with it was thorough. What surprised
Mendelson and Aldrich when they first met him were his
visual skills: he could identify many specific pieces and
almost any major composer by looking at the shapes of
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the notation on a page of printed music.
Of Sommer s̓ known works, his drawings, glue-color on
paper, photographs, and writings, it is only these scores
that have been a part of his creative life throughout the
entirety of his artistic career. He was still drawing ele-
gant scores in 1997. And like his skip reading, they are
the closest insight to his creative process, thinking and
aesthetic.

73.2 References
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Paradigm of Art and Reality”. The Brooklyn Rail.
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Garry Winogrand

Garry Winogrand (14 January 1928 – 19 March 1984)
was a street photographer*[1] from the Bronx, New York,
known for his portrayal of American life, and its social
issues, in the mid-20th century. Though he photographed
in Los Angeles and elsewhere, Winogrand was essentially
a New York photographer.*[2]
He received three Guggenheim Fellowships*[1] to work
on personal projects, a fellowship from the National En-
dowment for the Arts,*[1] and published four books
during his lifetime. He was one of three photogra-
phers featured in the influential New Documents exhibi-
tion at Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1967
and had solo exhibitions there in 1969,*[3] 1977*[1]
and 1988.*[4] He supported himself by working as a
freelance photojournalist and advertising photographer
in the 1950s and 1960s, and taught photography in
the 1970s.*[1] His photographs featured in photography
magazines including Popular Photography, Eros, Contem-
porary Photographer and Photography Annual.*[5]
Photography curator, historian, and critic John
Szarkowski called Winogrand the central photogra-
pher of his generation.*[1] Critic Sean O'Hagan, writing
in The Guardian in 2014, said “In the 1960s and 70s,
he defined street photography as an attitude as well as
a style – and it has laboured in his shadow ever since,
so definitive are his photographs of New York.”*[6]
Phil Coomes, writing for BBC News in 2013, said“For
those of us interested in street photography there are
a few names that stand out and one of those is Garry
Winogrand, whose pictures of New York in the 1960s
are a photographic lesson in every frame.”*[7]
At the time of his death Winogrand's late work remained
undeveloped, with about 2,500 rolls of undeveloped film,
6,500 rolls of developed but not proofed exposures, and
about 3,000 rolls only realised as far as contact sheets be-
ing made.*[8]

74.1 Life and work

Winogrand's parents, Abraham and Bertha,*[1] emi-
grated to the US from Budapest and Warsaw. Garry grew
up with his sister Stella in a then predominantly Jewish

working-class area of the Bronx, New York, where his
father was a leather worker in the garment industry, and
his mother made neckties for piecemeal work.*[8]*[9]
Winogrand graduated from high school in 1946 and en-
tered the US Army Air Force. He returned to New York
in 1947 and studied painting at City College of New
York and painting and photography at Columbia Univer-
sity, also in New York, in 1948.*[5] He also attended
a photojournalism class taught by Alexey Brodovich at
The New School for Social Research in New York in
1951.*[3]*[5]
Winogrand married Adrienne Lubeau in 1952. They had
two children, Laurie*[1] in 1956 and Ethan*[1] in 1958.
They separated in 1963 and divorced in 1966.
He worked as a freelance photojournalist and advertising
photographer in the 1950s and 1960s. Between 1952 and
1954 he worked at the Pix Photo Agency in Manhattan,
and from 1954 at Brackman Associates.*[8]
Two of Winogrand's photographs appeared in the 1955
The Family of Man exhibition at the Museum of Mod-
ern Art (MoMA) in New York.*[5] His first solo show
was held at Image Gallery in New York in 1959.*[5] His
first notable exhibition was in Five Unrelated Photogra-
phers in 1963, also at MoMA in New York, along with
Minor White, George Krause, Jerome Liebling and Ken
Heyman.
In the early 1960s, he photographed on the streets of
New York City at the same time as contemporaries
Lee Friedlander, Tod Papageorge, Diane Arbus and Joel
Meyerowitz.
In 1964 Winogrand was awarded a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foun-
dation to travel “for photographic studies of American
life”.*[5]
In 1966 he exhibited at the George Eastman House in
Rochester, New York with Friedlander, Duane Michals,
Bruce Davidson, and Danny Lyon in an exhibition en-
titled Toward a Social Landscape, curated by Nathan
Lyons. In 1967 his work was included in the “influen-
tial”New Documents show at MoMA in New York*[1]
with Diane Arbus and Lee Friedlander, curated by John
Szarkowski.*[10]
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Around 1967 Winogrand married his second wife, Judy
Teller. They were together until 1969.
His photographs of the Bronx Zoo and the Coney Island
Aquarium made up his first book The Animals (1969), a
collection of pictures that observes the connections be-
tween humans and animals.
He was awarded his second Guggenheim Fellowship in
1969*[1] to continue exploring“the effect of the media
on events”,*[11] through the then novel phenomenon of
events created specifically for the mass media. Between
1969 and 1976 he photographed at public events,*[4] pro-
ducing 6,500 prints for Papageorge to select for his solo
exhibition at MoMA, and book, Public Relations (1977).
In 1972 he married Eileen Adele Hale, with whom he had
a daughter, Melissa.*[1]*[12]
He supported himself in the 1970s by teaching,*[1] first
in New York. He moved to Chicago in 1971 and taught
photography at the Institute of Design, Illinois Institute
of Technology*[8] between 1971 and 1972. He moved
to Texas in 1973 and taught at the University of Texas
at Austin between 1973 and 1978.*[8]*[13] He moved to
LA in 1978, where he exposed 8,522 rolls of film.
In 1979 he used his third Guggenheim Fellowship*[1] to
travel throughout the southern and western United States
investigating the social issues of his time.*[8]*[14]*[15]
In his book Stock Photographs (1980) he showed“people
in relation to each other and to their show animals”*[16]
at the Fort Worth Fat Stock Show and Rodeo.
Szarkowski, the Director of Photography at New York's
MoMA, became an editor and reviewer of Winogrand's
work. Szarkowski called him the central photographer of
his generation.*[1]
Winogrand was diagnosed with gallbladder cancer on
1 February 1984 and went immediately to the Gerson
Clinic in Tijuana to seek an alternative cure.*[17] He died
on 19 March, at age 56.*[1]
At the time of his death his late work remained largely
undeveloped, with about 2,500 rolls of undeveloped film,
6,500 rolls of developed but not proofed exposures, and
about 3,000 rolls only realised as far as contact sheets be-
ing made.*[8] In total he left nearly 300,000 unedited im-
ages. The Garry Winogrand Archive at the Center for
Creative Photography (CCP) comprises over 20,000 fine
and work prints, 20,000 contact sheets, 100,000 negatives
and 30,500 35 mm colour slides as well as a small num-
ber of Polaroid prints and several amateur motion picture
films.*[18] Some of his undeveloped work was exhibited
posthumously, and published by MoMA in the overview
of his work Winogrand, Figments from the Real World
(2003). Yet more from his largely unexamined archive of
early and late work, plus well known photographs, were
included in a retrospective touring exhibition beginning
in 2013 and in the accompanying book GarryWinogrand
(2013).*[4]

74.2 Publications

74.2.1 Publications by Winogrand

The cover of Figments from the Real World.

• The Animals. New York, NY: Museum of Modern
Art, 1969. ISBN 0-374-51301-5.

• Women are Beautiful. New York, NY: Light
Gallery; New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1975. ISBN 0-87070-633-0.

• Public Relations. New York, NY: Museum of Mod-
ern Art, 1977. ISBN 0-87070-632-2.

• Stock Photographs: The Fort Worth Fat Stock Show
and Rodeo. Minnetonka, MN: Olympic Marketing
Corp, 1980. ISBN 0-292-72433-0.

• The Man in the Crowd: The Uneasy Streets of Garry
Winogrand. San Francisco, CA: Fraenkel Gallery,
1998. ISBN 1-881337-05-7.

• El Juego de la Fotografía = The Game of Photog-
raphy. Madrid: TF, 2001. ISBN 84-95183-66-
8. Spanish and English. “Published to accom-
pany an exhibition at Sala del Canal de Isabel II,
Madrid, Nov.-Dec. 2001 and at three other insti-
tutions through June of 2002.”

• Winogrand 1964. Santa Fe, NM: Arena, 2002.
ISBN 0-374-51301-5.

• Arrivals & Departures: The Airport Pictures of
Garry Winogrand.

• Charles Rivers, 2002. ISBN 1-891024-47-7.
• New York: Distributed Art Publishers; Göt-

tingen: Steidl, 2004. ISBN 9781891024474.
Edited by Alex Harris and Lee Friedlander
and with text by Alex Harris ('The Trip of our
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Lives') and Lee Friedlander ('The Hair of the
Dog').

• Figments from the Real World. New York, NY: Mu-
seum of Modern Art, 2003. ISBN 0-87070-635-7.

• Garry Winogrand.

• San Francisco, CA: San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art; New Haven, CT: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 2013. ISBN 978-0-300-19177-6.
Edited by Leo Rubinfien. Introduction by Ru-
binfien, Erin O'Toole and Sarah Greenough,
and essays by Rubinfien ('Garry Winogrand's
Republic'), Greenough ('The Mystery of the
Visible: Garry Winogrand and Postwar Amer-
ican Photography'), Tod Papageorge ('In the
City'), Sandra S. Phillips ('Considering Wino-
grand Now') and O'Toole ('How much Free-
dom can you Stand? Garry Winogrand and the
Problem of Posthumous Editing').

• Paris: Jeu De Paume; Paris: Flammarion,
2014. ISBN 9782081342910. French-
language version.

74.2.2 Contributions to publications

• Looking at Photographs: 100 Pictures from the Col-
lection of The Museum of Modern Art. New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1973. ISBN 978-0-87070-
515-1. By John Szarkowski.

74.3 Awards
• 1964: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[5]

• 1969: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[1]

• 1975: Fellowship from the National Endowment for
the Arts.*[1]

• 1979: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[1]

74.4 Exhibitions

74.4.1 Selected solo exhibitions

• 1969: The Animals, Museum of Modern Art, New
York.*[3]

• 1972: Light Gallery, New York.

• 1975: Women are Beautiful, Light Gallery, New
York.

Exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 2013.

• 1977: Light Gallery, New York.

• 1977: The Cronin Gallery, Houston.

• 1977: Public Relations, Museum of Modern Art,
New York.*[1]

• 1979: The Rodeo, Alan Frumkin Gallery, Chicago.

• 1979: Greece, Light Gallery, New York.

• 1980: University of Colorado Boulder.

• 1980: Garry Winogrand: Retrospective, Fraenkel
Gallery, San Francisco.

• 1980: Galerie de Photographie, Bibliothèque na-
tionale de France, Paris.

• 1981: The Burton Gallery of Photographic Art,
Toronto.

• 1981: Light Gallery, New York.

• 1983: Big Shots, Photographs of Celebrities, 1960-
80, Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco.

• 1984: Garry Winogrand: A Celebration, Light
Gallery, New York.

• 1984: Women are Beautiful, Zabriskie Gallery, New
York.

• 1984: Recent Works, Houston Center for Photogra-
phy, Texas.

• 1985: Williams College Museum of Art,
Williamstown, Massachusetts.

• 1986: Little-known Photographs by Garry Wino-
grand, Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco.

• 1988: Garry Winogrand, Museum of Modern Art.
Retrospective.*[19]

• 2001: Winogrand's Street Theater, Rencontres
d'Arles festival, Arles, France.
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• 2013/2014: Garry Winogrand, San Francisco Mu-
seum of Modern Art, San Francisco, March–
June 2013*[20] and toured; National Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C., March–June 2014;*[21]
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, June–
September 2014;*[22] Galerie nationale du Jeu de
Paume, Paris, October 2014–February 2015.*[23]

74.4.2 Selected group exhibitions

• 1955: The Family of Man, The Museum of Modern
Art, New York.*[24]

• 1957: Seventy Photographers Look at New York, The
Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• 1963: Photography '63, George Eastman House,
Rochester, New York.

• 1964: The Photographer's Eye, Museum of Modern
Art, New York. Curated by John Szarkowski.*[25]

• 1967: New Documents, Museum of Modern Art,
New York with Diane Arbus and Lee Friedlander,
curated by John Szarkowski.

• 1969: New Photography USA, Traveling exhibition
prepared for the International Program of Museum
of Modern Art, New York.

• 1970: The Descriptive Tradition: Seven Photogra-
phers, Boston University, Massachusetts.

• 1971: Seen in Passing, Latent Image Gallery, Hous-
ton.

• 1975: 14 American Photographers, Baltimore Mu-
seum of Art, Maryland.

• 1976: The Great American Rodeo, Fort Worth Art
Museum, Texas.

• 1978: Mirrors and Windows: American Photogra-
phy since 1960, Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• 1981: Garry Winogrand, Larry Clark and Arthur
Tress, G. Ray Hawkins Gallery, Los Angeles.

• 1981: Bruce Davidson and Garry Winogrand,
Moderna Museet / Fotografiska, Stockholm, Swe-
den.

• 1981: Central Park Photographs: Lee Friedlander,
Tod Papageorge and Garry Winogrand, The Dairy
in Central Park, New York, 1980.

• 1983: Masters of the Street: Henri Cartier-Bresson,
Josef Koudelka, Robert Frank and Garry Wino-
grand, University Gallery, University of Mas-
sachusetts Amherst.

74.5 Collections

Winogrand's work is held in the following public collec-
tions:

• Museum of Modern Art, New York.*[26]

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New
York.*[27]
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• 'Garry Winogrand at Rice University' - Winogrand
talking to students (1 hr 46 m video)

• 'Garry Winogrand with Bill Moyers, 1982' - video
and transcript of Winogrand describing his practice

• 'An Interview with Garry Winogrand' - transcript
of a video interview 'Visions and Images: Amer-
ican Photographers on Photography, Interviews
with photographers by Barbara Diamonstein, 1981–
1982'

• 'Garry Winogrand: Huge Influence, Early Exit' - by
Frank Van Riper in the Washington Post

• 'Garry Winogrand, Made to Order' - by William
Meyers in The Wall Street Journal, 2014

• 'Coffee and Workprints: My Street Photography
Workshop With Garry Winogrand' - Mason Resnick
describes attending one of Winogrand's photogra-
phy workshops

• Photographs of Winogrand's Leica M4 at Camer-
aQuest

• 'Revisiting Some Well-Eyed Streets' - on the Wino-
grand retrospective exhibition in San Francisco,
from the New York Times, 2013
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Gerhard Richter

For the German Major in the Luftwaffe, see Gerhard
Richter (pilot).

Gerhard Richter (German: [ˈʀɪçtɐ]; born 9 February
1932) is a German visual artist and one of the pioneers
of the New European Painting that emerged in the sec-
ond half of the twentieth century. Richter has produced
abstract as well as photorealistic paintings, and also pho-
tographs and glass pieces. His art follows the examples
of Picasso and Jean Arp in undermining the concept of
the artist's obligation to maintain a single cohesive style.
In October 2012, Richter's Abstraktes Bild set an auction
record price for a painting by a living artist at $34 million
(£21 million).*[1] This was exceeded in May 2013 when
his 1968 piece Domplatz, Mailand (Cathedral square,
Milan) was sold for $37.1 million (£24.4 million) in New
York.*[2] This was further exceeded in February 2015
when his painting Abstraktes Bild sold for $44.52 mil-
lion (£30.4 million) in London at Sotheby's Contempo-
rary Evening Sale.*[3]

75.1 Personal life

75.1.1 Childhood and education

Richter was born in Hospital Dresden-Neustadt
in*[4]Dresden, Saxony, and grew up in Reichenau,
Lower Silesia (now Bogatynia, Poland), and in Wal-
tersdorf (Zittauer Gebirge), in the Upper Lusatian
countryside, where his father worked as a village teacher.
Gerhard's mother, Hildegard Schönfelder, at the age
of 25 gave birth to Gerhard. Hildegard's father, Ernst
Alfred Schönfelder, at one time was considered a gifted
pianist. Ernst moved the family to Dresden after taking
up the family enterprise of brewing and eventually
went bankrupt. Once in Dresden, Hildegard trained
as a bookseller, and in doing so realized a passion for
literature and music. Gerhard's father, Horst Richter,
was a mathematics and physics student at the Technische
Hochschule in Dresden. The two were married in
1931.*[5]
After struggling to maintain a position in the new Nation-

alist Socialist education system, Horst found a position
in Reichenau. In Reichenau, Gerhard's younger sister,
Gisela was born in November 1936. Horst and Hilde-
gard were able to remain primarily apolitical due to Re-
ichenau's location in the countryside.*[6] Horst, being a
teacher, was eventually forced to join the National Social-
ist Party. He never became an avid supporter of Nazism,
and was not required to attend party rallies.*[6] In 1942,
Gerhard was conscripted into the Deutsches Jungvolk, but
by the end of the war he was still too young to be an offi-
cial member of the Hitler Youth.*[7] In 1943 Hildegard
moved the family to Waltersdorf, and was later forced to
sell her piano.*[8] He left school after 10th grade and ap-
prenticed as an advertising and stage-set painter, before
studying at the Dresden Academy of Fine Arts. In 1948,
he finished higher professional school in Zittau, and, be-
tween 1949 and 1951, successively worked as an appren-
tice with a sign painter and as a painter.*[9] In 1950, his
application for study at the Dresden Academy of Fine
Arts was rejected as“too bourgeois”.*[9] He finally be-
gan his studies at the Dresden Academy of Fine Arts in
1951. His teachers were Karl von Appen, Heinz Lohmar
and Will Grohmann.

75.1.2 Relationships

In 1983, Richter resettled from Düsseldorf to Cologne,
where he still lives and works today.*[10] In 1996, he
moved into a studio designed by architect Thiess Mar-
wede.*[11]
Richter married Marianne Eufinger in 1957; she gave
birth to his first daughter. He married his second wife,
the sculptor Isa Genzken, in 1982. Richter had a son
and daughter with his third wife, Sabine Moritz after they
were married in 1995.

75.1.3 Early career

In the early days of his career, he prepared a wall painting
(Communion with Picasso, 1955) for the refectory of his
Academy of Arts as part of his B.A. Another mural en-
titled Lebensfreude (Joy of life) followed at the German
Hygiene Museum for his diploma. It was intended to pro-
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duce an effect“similar to that of wallpaper or tapestry”
.*[12]

Gerhard Richter c. 1970, photograph by Lothar Wolleh

Both paintings were painted over for ideological reasons
after Richter escaped from East to West Germany two
months before the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961.
After German reunification two“windows”of the wall
painting Joy of life (1956) were uncovered in the stairway
of the German Hygiene Museum, but these were later
covered over when it was decided to restore the Museum
to its original 1930 state. From 1957 to 1961 Richter
worked as a master trainee in the academy and took com-
missions for the then state of East Germany. During
this time, he worked intensively on murals like Arbei-
terkampf (Workers' struggle), on oil paintings (e.g. por-
traits of the East German actress Angelica Domröse and
of Richter's first wife Ema), on various self-portraits and
on a panorama of Dresden with the neutral name Stadt-
bild (Townscape, 1956).
When he escaped to West Germany, Richter began
to study at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf under Karl
Otto Götz. With Sigmar Polke and Konrad Fischer
(pseudonym Lueg) he introduced the term Kapitalisti-
scher Realismus (Capitalistic Realism)*[13]*[14] as an
anti-style of art, appropriating the pictorial shorthand of
advertising. This title also referred to the realist style of
art known as Socialist Realism, then the official art doc-
trine of the Soviet Union, but it also commented upon the
consumer-driven art doctrine of western capitalism.
Richter taught at the Hochschule für bildende Künste
Hamburg and the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design
as a visiting professor; he returned to the Kunstakademie
Düsseldorf in 1971, where he was a professor for over 15
years.

75.2 Art

Nearly all of Richter's work demonstrates both
illusionistic space that seems natural and the phys-
ical activity and material of painting ̶as mutual
interferences. For Richter, reality is the combination of
new attempts to understand̶to represent; in his case,
to paint̶the world surrounding us. Richter's opinions
and perspectives on his own art, and that of the larger art
market and various artistic movements, are compiled in a
chronological record of“Writings”and interviews. The
following quotes are excerpts from the compilation:*[15]

•“I am a Surrealist.”*[16]

•“My sole concern is the object. Otherwise I would
not take so much trouble over my choice of subjects;
otherwise I would not paint at all.”*[17]

•“My concern is never art, but always what art can be
used for.”*[18]

75.2.1 Photo-paintings and the “blur”

Richter's 1988 painting Betty (depicting his daughter) at Neue
Nationalgalerie, Berlin in 2012

Richter created various painting pictures from black-and-
white photographs during the 1960s and early 1970s,
basing them on a variety of sources: newspapers and
books, sometimes incorporating their captions, (as in
Helga Matura (1966)); private snapshots; aerial views of
towns and mountains, (CityscapeMadrid (1968) and Alps
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(1968)); seascapes (1969–70); and a large multi-partite
work made for the German Pavilion in the 1972 Venice
Biennale. For Forty-eight Portraits (1971–2), he chose
mainly the faces of composers such as Gustav Mahler
and Jean Sibelius, and of writers such as H. G. Wells and
Franz Kafka.*[19]
From his“Writings”, the following refer to quotations
regarding photography, its relationship with painting, and
the“blur":

•“The photograph is the most perfect picture. It does
not change; it is absolute, and therefore autonomous,
unconditional, devoid of style. Both in its ways
of informing, and in what it informs of, it is my
source.”*[20]

•“I don't create blurs. Blurring is not the most impor-
tant thing; nor is it an identity tag for my pictures.
When I dissolve demarcations and create transition,
this is not in order to destroy the representation, or
to make it more artistic or less precise. The flow-
ing transitions, the smooth equalizing surface, clar-
ify the content and make the representation credible
(an“alla prima”impasto would be too reminiscent
of painting, and would destroy the illusion).”*[21]

•“I blur things to make everything equally important
and equally unimportant. I blur things so that they
do not look artistic or craftsmanlike but technologi-
cal, smooth and perfect. I blur things to make all the
parts a closer fit. Perhaps I also blur out the excess
of unimportant information.”*[22]

Many of these paintings are made in a multi-step process
of representations. He starts with a photograph, which he
has found or taken himself, and projects it onto his canvas,
where he traces it for exact form. Taking his color palette
from the photograph, he paints to replicate the look of
the original picture. His hallmark “blur”is achieved
sometimes with a light touch of a soft brush, sometimes
a hard smear by an aggressive pull with a squeegee.
From around 1964, Richter made a number of portraits
of dealers, collectors, artists and others connected with
his immediate professional circle. Richter's two portraits
of Betty, his daughter, were made in 1977 and 1988 re-
spectively; the three portraits titled IG were made in 1993
and depict the artist's second wife, Isa Genzken. Lesende
(1994) portrays Sabine Moritz, whom Richter married in
1995, shown absorbed in the pages of a magazine.*[23]
Many of his realist paintings reflect on the history of Na-
tional Socialism, creating paintings of family members
who had been members, as well as victims of, the Nazi
party.*[24] From 1966, as well as those given to him by
others, Richter began using photographs he had taken as
the basis for portraits.*[23] In 1975, on the occasion of
a show in Düsseldorf, Gilbert & George commissioned
Richter to make a portrait of them.*[25]

Richter began making prints in 1965. He was most ac-
tive before 1974, only completing sporadic projects since
that time. In the period 1965–74, Richter made most
of his prints (more than 100), of the same or similar
subjects in his paintings.*[26] He has explored a vari-
ety of photographic printmaking processes – screenprint,
photolithography, and collotype – in search of inexpen-
sive mediums that would lend a “non-art”appearance
to his work.*[27] He stopped working in print media in
1974, and began painting from photographs he took him-
self.*[26]
While elements of landscape painting appeared initially
in Richter's work early on in his career in 1963, the
artist began his independent series of landscapes in 1968
after his first vacation, an excursion that landed him
besotted with the terrain of Corsica.*[28] Landscapes
have since emerged as an independent work group in
his oeuvre.*[29] According to Dietmar Elger, Richter's
landscapes are understood within the context of tradi-
tional of German Romantic Painting. They are com-
pared to the work of Caspar David Friedrich (1774–
1840). Friedrich is foundational to German landscape
painting. Each artist spent formative years of their lives
in Dresden.*[30] Große Teyde-Landschaft (1971) takes
its imagery from similar holiday snapshots of the volcanic
regions of Tenerife.*[31]
Atlas was first exhibited in 1972 at the Museum voor
Hedendaagse Kunst in Utrecht under the title Atlas der
Fotos und Skizzen, it included 315 parts. The work has
continued to expand, and was exhibited later in full form
at the Lenbachhaus in Munich in 1989, the Museum Lud-
wig in Cologne in 1990, and at Dia Art Foundation in
New York in 1995. Atlas continues as an ongoing, en-
cyclopedic work composed of approximately 4,000 pho-
tographs, reproductions or cut-out details of photographs
and illustrations, grouped together on approximately 600
separate panels.*[32]
In 1972 Richter embarked on a ten-day trip to Greenland,
his friend Hanne Darboven was meant to accompany him,
but instead he traveled alone. His intention was to expe-
rience and record the desolate arctic landscape. In 1976,
four large paintings, each titled Seascape emerged from
the Greenland photographs.*[33]
In 1982 and 1983, Richter made a series of paintings
of Candles and Skulls that relate to a longstanding tra-
dition of still life memento mori painting. Each compo-
sition is most commonly based on a photograph taken by
Richter in his own studio. Influenced by old master van-
itas painters such as Georges de La Tour and Francisco
de Zurbarán, the artist began to experiment with arrange-
ments of candles and skulls placed in varying degrees of
natural light, sitting atop otherwise barren tables. The
Candle paintings coincided with his first large-scale ab-
stract paintings, and represent the complete antithesis
to those vast, colorful and playfully meaningless works.
Richter has made only 27 of these still lifes.*[34] In 1995,
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Two of Richter's 1983 memento mori paintings – Kerze and
Schädel – on display at Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin in 2012

the artist marked the 50th anniversary of the allied bomb-
ings of his hometown Dresden during the Second World
War. His solitary candle was reproduced on a monumen-
tal scale and placed overlooking the River Elbe as a sym-
bol of rejuvenation.*[35]
In a 1988 series of 15 ambiguous photo paintings entitled
18 October 1977, he depicted four members of the Red
Army Faction (RAF), a German left-wing terrorist orga-
nization. These paintings were created from black-and-
white newspaper and police photos. Three RAF mem-
bers were found dead in their prison cells on 18 Octo-
ber 1977 and the cause of their deaths was the focus of
widespread controversy.*[36] In the late 1980s, Richter
had begun to collect images of the group which he used
as the basis for the 15 paintings exhibited for the first
time in Krefeld in 1989. The paintings were based on an
official portrait of Ulrike Meinhof during her years as a
radical journalist; on photographs of the arrest of Holger
Meins; on police shots of Gudrun Ensslin in prison; on
Andreas Baader's bookshelves and the record player to
conceal his gun; on the dead figures of Meinhof, Ensslin,
and Baader; and on the funeral of Ensslin, Baader, and
Jan-Carl Raspe.
Since 1989, Richter has worked on creating new im-
ages by dragging wet paint over photographs. The pho-
tographs, not all taken by Richter himself, are mostly
snapshots of daily life: family vacations, pictures of
friends, mountains, buildings and streetscapes.
Richter was flying to New York on September 11, 2001,
but due to the 9/11 attacks, including on the World Trade
Center, his plane was diverted to Halifax, Nova Scotia.
A few years later, he made one small painting specif-
ically about the planes crashing into the World Trade
Center.*[37] In September: A History Painting by Ger-
hard Richter, Robert Storr situates Richter's 2005 paint-
ing September within a brand of anti-ideological thought
that he finds throughout Richter's work, he considers how
the ubiquitous photographic documentation of the 11
September attacks affects the uniqueness of one's distinct

remembrance of the events, and he offers a valuable com-
parison to Richter's 18 October 1977 cycle.*[38]
In the 2000s, Richter made a number of works that dealt
with scientific phenomena. In 2003, he produced sev-
eral paintings with the same title: Silicate. Large oil-on-
canvas pieces, these show latticed rows of light- and dark-
grey blobs whose shapes quasi-repeat as they race across
the frame, their angle modulating from painting to paint-
ing. They depict a photo, published in the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, of a computer-generated simulacrum
of reflections from the silicon dioxide found in insects'
shells.*[39]

75.2.2 Abstract work

Coming full-circle from his early Table (1962) in which
he cancelled his photorealist image with haptic swirls of
grey paint,*[40] in 1969, Richter produced the first of a
group of grey monochromes that consist exclusively of
the textures resulting from different methods of paint ap-
plication.
In 1976, Richter first gave the title Abstract Painting to
one of his works. By presenting a painting without even
a few words to name and explain it, he felt he was“let-
ting a thing come, rather than creating it.”In his ab-
stract pictures, Richter builds up cumulative layers of
non-representational painting, beginning with brushing
big swaths of primary color onto canvas.*[41] The paint-
ings evolve in stages, based on his responses to the pic-
ture's progress: the incidental details and patterns that
emerge. Throughout his process, Richter uses the same
techniques he uses in his representational paintings, blur-
ring and scraping to veil and expose prior layers.*[42]
From the mid-1980s, Richter began to use a homemade
squeegee to rub and scrape the paint that he had applied
in large bands across his canvases.*[43] In an interview
with Benjamin H.D. Buchloch in 1986, Richter was asked
about his“Monochrome Grey Pictures and Abstract Pic-
tures”and their connection with the artists Yves Klein and
Ellsworth Kelly. The following are Richter's answers:

The Grey Pictures were done at a time
when there were monochrome paintings every-
where. I painted them nonetheless. ... Not
Kelly, but Bob Ryman, Brice Marden, Alan
Charlton, Yves Klein and many others.*[44]

In the 1990s the artist began to run his squeegee up and
down the canvas in an ordered fashion to produce vertical
columns that take on the look of a wall of planks.*[45]
Richter's abstract work and its illusion of space developed
out of his incidental process: an accumulation of sponta-
neous, reactive gestures of adding, moving, and subtract-
ing paint. Despite unnatural palettes, spaceless sheets of
color, and obvious trails of the artist's tools, the abstract
pictures often act like windows through which we see the
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landscape outside. As in his representational paintings,
there is an equalization of illusion and paint. In those
paintings, he reduces worldly images to mere incidents
of Art. Similarly, in his abstract pictures, Richter exalts
spontaneous, intuitive mark-making to a level of spatial
logic and believability.
Firenze continues a cycle of 99 works conceived in the au-
tumn of 1999 and executed in the same year and there-
after. The series of overpainted photographs, or über-
malte Photographien, consists of small paintings bearing
images of the city of Florence, created by the artist as
a tribute to the music of Steve Reich and the work of
Contempoartensemble, a Florence-based group of musi-
cians.*[46]
After 2000, Richter made a number of works that dealt
with scientific phenomena, in particular, with aspects of
reality that cannot be seen by the naked eye.*[47] In 2006,
Richter conceived six paintings as a coherent group un-
der the title Cage, named after the American avant-garde
composer John Cage.*[48] In May 2002, Richter pho-
tographed 216 details of his abstract painting no. 648-2,
from 1987. Working on a long table over a period of sev-
eral weeks, Richter combined these 10 x 15 cm details
with 165 texts on the Iraq war, published in the German
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung newspaper on 20 and 21
March. This work was published in 2004 as a book enti-
tled War Cut.
In November 2008, Richter began a series in which he
applied ink droplets to wet paper, using alcohol and lac-
quer to extend and retard the ink's natural tendency to
bloom and creep. The resulting November sheets are re-
garded as a significant departure from his previous wa-
tercolours in that the pervasive soaking of ink into wet
paper produced double-sided works. Sometimes the up-
permost sheets bled into others, generating a sequentially
developing series of images.*[49] In a few cases Richter
applied lacquer to one side of the sheet, or drew pencil
lines across the patches of colour.*[50]

75.2.3 Color chart paintings

As early as 1966, Richter had made paintings based on
colour charts, using the rectangles of colour as found ob-
jects in an apparently limitless variety of hue; these cul-
minated in 1973–4 in a series of large-format pictures
such as 256 Colours.*[19] Richter painted three series
of Color Chart paintings between 1966 and 1974, each
series growing more ambitious in their attempt to cre-
ate through their purely arbitrary arrangement of col-
ors.*[51] The artist began his investigations into the com-
plex permutations of color charts in 1966, with a small
painting entitled 10 Colors.*[52] The charts provided
anonymous and impersonal source material, a way for
Richter to disassociate color from any traditional, de-
scriptive, symbolic or expressive end. When he began
to make these paintings, Richter had his friend Blinky

Palermo randomly call out colors, which Richter then
adopted for his work. Chance thus plays its role in the
creation of his first series.
Returning to color charts in the 1970s, Richter changed
his focus from the readymade to the conceptual system,
developing mathematical procedures for mixing colours
and chance operations for their placement.*[53] The
range of the colors he employed was determined by a
mathematical system for mixing the primary colors in
graduated amounts. Each color was then randomly or-
dered to create the resultant composition and form of the
painting. Richter's second series of Color Charts was be-
gun in 1971 and consisted of only five paintings. In the
final series of Color Charts which preoccupied Richter
throughout 1973 and 1974, additional elements to this
permutational system of color production were added in
the form of mixes of a light grey, a dark gray and later, a
green.
Richter's 4900 Colours from 2007 consisted of bright
monochrome squares that have been randomly arranged
in a grid pattern to create stunning fields of kaleidoscopic
color. It was produced at the same time he developed his
design for the south transept window of Cologne Cathe-
dral. 4900 Colours consists of 196 panels in 25 colors
that can be reassembled in 11 variations – from a single
expansive surface to multiple small-format fields. Richter
developed Version II – 49 paintings, each of which mea-
sures 97 by 97 centimeters – especially for the Serpentine
Gallery.*[54]

75.2.4 Sculpture

Richter began to use glass in his work in 1967, when he
made Four Panes of Glass.*[55] These plain sheets of
glass could tilt away from the poles on whicht they were
mounted at an angle that changed from one installation to
the next. In 1970, he and Blinky Palermo jointly submit-
ted designs for the sports facilities for the 1972 Olympic
Games in Munich. For the front of the arena, they pro-
posed an array of glass windows in twenty-seven differ-
ent colors; each color would appear fifty times, with the
distribution determined randomly. In 1981, for a two-
person show with Georg Baselitz in Düsseldorf, Richter
produced the first of the monumental transparent mir-
rors that appear intermittently thereafter in his oeuvre;
the mirrors are significantly larger than Richter's paint-
ings and feature adjustable steel mounts. For pieces such
as Mirror Painting (Grey, 735-2) (1991), the mirrors were
coloured grey by the pigment attached to the back of
the glass.*[56] Arranged in two rooms, Richter presented
an ensemble of paintings and colored mirrors in a spe-
cial pavilion designed in collaboration with architect Paul
Robbrecht at Documenta 9 in Kassel in 1992.*[57]
In 2002, for the Dia Art Foundation, Richter created a
glass sculpture in which seven parallel panes of glass re-
fract light and the world beyond, offering altered visions
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of the exhibition space; Spiegel I (Mirror I) and Spiegel II
(Mirror II), a two-part mirror piece from 1989 that mea-
sures 7' tall and 18' feet long, which alters the bound-
aries of the environment and again changes one's visual
experience of the gallery; and Kugel (Sphere), 1992, a
stainless steel sphere that acts as a mirror, reflecting the
space.*[58] Since 2002, the artist has created a series of
three dimensional glass constructions, such as 6 Standing
Glass Panels (2002/2011).*[59]

75.2.5 Drawings

In 2010, the Drawing Center showed Lines which do
not exist, a survey of Richter's drawings from 1966 to
2005, including works made using mechanical interven-
tion such as attaching a pencil to an electric hand drill.
It was the first career overview of Richter in the United
States since 40 Years of Painting at the Museum of
Modern Art in 2002.*[60] In a review of Lines which
do not exist, R. H. Lossin writes in The Brooklyn Rail:
“Viewed as a personal (and possibly professional) defi-

ciency, Richter's drawing practice consisted of diligently
documenting something that didn't work̶namely a hand
that couldn't draw properly. ...Richter displaces the con-
cept of the artist's hand with hard evidence of his own,
wobbly, failed, and very material appendage.”*[61]

75.2.6 Commissions

Throughout his career, Richter has mostly declined lucra-
tive licensing deals and private commissions.*[62] Mea-
suring 9 by 9 ½ feet and depicting both the Milan Duomo
and the square's 19th-century Galleria Vittorio Emanuele
II, Domplatz, Mailand [Cathedral Square, Milan] (1968)
was a commission from Siemens, and it hung in that
company's offices in Milan from 1968 to 1998. (In
1998, Sotheby's sold it in London, where it fetched what
was then a record price for Richter, $3.6 million).*[63]
In 1980, Richter and Isa Genzken were commissioned
to design the König-Heinrich-Platz underground station
in Duisburg; it was only completed in 1992. In 1986,
Richter received a commission for two large-scale paint-
ings – Victoria I and Victoria II – from the Victoria
insurance company in Düsseldorf.*[64] In 1990, along
with Sol LeWitt and Oswald Mathias Ungers, he created
works for the Bayerische Hypotheken- und Wechselbank
in Düsseldorf. In 1998, he installed a wall piece based on
the colours of Germany's flag in the rebuilt Reichstag in
Berlin.

75.2.7 Cologne Cathedral

In 2002, the same year as his MoMA retrospective,
Richter was asked to design a stained glass window in
the Cologne Cathedral In August 2007, his window was

Stained glass window in the Cologne Cathedral, 20 metres (66 ft)
tall

unveiled. It is an 113 square metres (1,220 sq ft) ab-
stract collage of 11,500 pixel-like squares in 72 col-
ors, randomly arranged by computer (with some symme-
try), reminiscent of his 1974 painting “4096 colours”
. Although the artist waived any fee, the costs of
materials and mounting the window came to around
€370,000 ($506,000). However the costs were covered
by donations from more than 1,000 people.*[65] Car-
dinal Joachim Meisner did not attend the window's un-
veiling; he had preferred a figurative representation of
20th century Christian martyrs and said that Richter's
window would fit better in a mosque or other prayer
house.*[66]*[67]*[68] A professed atheist with“a strong
leaning towards Catholicism”, Richter's three children
with his third wife were baptized in the Cologne Cathe-
dral.*[69]

75.3 Exhibitions

Richter first began exhibiting in Düsseldorf in 1963.
Richter had his first gallery solo show in 1964 at Galerie
Schmela in Düsseldorf. Soon after, he had exhibitions
in Munich and Berlin and by the early 1970s exhibited
frequently throughout Europe and the United States. In
1966, Bruno Bischofberger was the first to show Richter's
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works outside Germany. Richter's first retrospective took
place at the Kunsthalle Bremen in 1976 and covered
works from 1962 to 1974. A traveling retrospective at
Düsseldorf's Kunsthalle in 1986 was followed in 1991 by
a retrospective at the Tate Gallery, London. In 1993 he
received a major touring retrospective“Gerhard Richter:
Malerei 1962–1993”curated by Kasper König, with a
three volume catalogue edited by Benjamin Buchloch.
This exhibition containing 130 works carried out over the
course of thirty years, was to entirely reinvent Richter's
career.*[40]
Richter became known to a U.S. audience in 1990, when
the Saint Louis Art Museum circulated Baader-Meinhof
(October 18, 1977), a show that that was later seen at the
Lannan Foundation in Marina del Rey, California.*[70]
Richter's first North American retrospective was in 1998
at the Art Gallery of Ontario and at the Museum of Con-
temporary Art, Chicago. In 2002, a 40-year retrospec-
tive of Richter's work was held at the Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York, and traveled to The Art Institute
of Chicago, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
and the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Wash-
ington, D.C. He has participated in several international
art shows, including the Venice Biennale (1972, 1980,
1984, 1997 and 2007), as well as Documenta V (1972),
VII (1982), VIII (1987), IX (1992), and X (1997). In
2006, an exhibition at the Getty Center connected the
landscapes of Richter to the Romantic pictures of Caspar
David Friedrich, showing that both artists“used abstrac-
tion, expansiveness, and emptiness to express transcen-
dent emotion through painting.”*[71]
The Gerhard Richter Archive was established in coopera-
tion with the artist in 2005 as an institute of the Staatliche
Kunstsammlungen Dresden.*[72]

75.3.1 Solo exhibitions (selection)

• Gerhard Richter 4900 Colours: Version II at the
Serpentine Gallery, London, United Kingdom.
2008*[73]

• Gerhard Richter Portraits at the National Portrait
Gallery, London, United Kingdom. 2009*[23]

• Gerhard Richter: Panorama at the Tate Modern,
London, United Kingdom. 2011*[74]

• Gerhard Richter at the Centre Pompidou, Paris,
France. 2012*[75]

• Gerhard Richter: Panorama at the Neue National-
galerie, Berlin, Germany. 2012*[76]

75.4 Recognition

Although Richter gained popularity and critical praise
throughout his career, his fame burgeoned during his

2005 retrospective exhibition, which declared his place
among the most important artists of the 20th cen-
tury. Today, many call Gerhard Richter the best liv-
ing painter. In part, this comes from his ability to ex-
plore the medium at a time when many were herald-
ing its death. Richter has been the recipient of numer-
ous distinguished awards, including the State Prize of the
state North Rhine-Westphalia in 2000; the Wexner Prize,
1998; the Praemium Imperiale, Japan, 1997; the Golden
Lion of the 47th Biennale, Venice, 1997; the Wolf Prize
in Israel in 1994/5; the Kaiserring Prize der Stadt Goslar,
Mönchehaus-Museum für Moderne Kunst, Goslar, Ger-
many, 1988; the Oskar Kokoschka Prize, Vienna, 1985;
the Arnold Bode Prize, Kassel, 1981; and the Junger
Western Art Prize, Germany, 1961. He was made an
honorary citizen of Cologne in April 2007.

Album cover from Sonic Youth's Daydream Nation

75.4.1 Influence

Among the students who studied with Richter at the
Kunstakademie Düsseldorf between 1971 and 1994 were
Ludger Gerdes, Hans-Jörg Holubitschka, Bernard Lokai,
Thomas Schütte, Thomas Struth, Katrin Kneffel, Michael
van Ofen, and Richter's second wife, Isa Genzken. He is
known to have influenced Ellsworth Kelly, Christopher
Wool, Allan Banford and Johan Andersson (artist).
He also served as source of inspiration for writers and
musicians. Sonic Youth used a painting of his for the
cover art for their album Daydream Nation in 1988. He
was a fan of the band and did not charge for the use of
his image. The original, over 7 metres (23 ft) square,
is now showcased in Sonic Youth's studio in NYC. Don
DeLillo's short story“Baader-Meinhof”describes an en-
counter between two strangers at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York. The meeting takes place in the room
displaying 18 October 1977 (1988).*[77]
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Photographer Cotton Coulson described Richter as“one
of [his] favourite artists”.*[78]

75.4.2 Position on the art market

Following an exhibition with Blinky Palermo at Galerie
Heiner Friedrich in 1971, Richter's formal arrangement
with the dealer came to an end in 1972. Thereafter
Friedrich was only entitled to sell the paintings that he
had already obtained contractually from Richter.*[33] In
the following years, Richter showed with Galerie Konrad
Fischer, Düsseldorf, and Sperone Westwater, New York.
Today Richter is represented by Marian Goodman,*[79]
his primary dealer since 1985.*[34]
Today, museums own roughly 38% of Richter's works,
including half of his large abstract paintings.*[62] By
2004, Richter's annual turnover was $120m (£65m).*[80]
At the same time, his works often appear at auction. Ac-
cording to artnet, an online firm that tracks the art mar-
ket, $76.9m worth of Richter's work was sold at auc-
tion in 2010.*[34] Richter's high turnover volume re-
flects his prolificacy as well as his popularity. As of
2012, no fewer than 545 distinct Richter's works had
sold at auctions for more than $100,000. 15 of them
had sold for more than $10,000,000 between 2007 and
2012.*[81] Richter's paintings have been flowing steadily
out of Germany since the mid-1990s even as certain im-
portant German collectors – Frieder Burda, Josef Fröh-
lich, Georg Böckmann, and Ulrich Ströher – have held on
to theirs.*[34]
Richter's candle paintings were the first to command high
auction prices. Three months after his MoMA exhibi-
tion opened in 2001, Sotheby's sold his Three Candles
(1982) for $5.3 million. In February 2008, the artist's
eldest daughter, Betty,*[62] sold her Kerze (1983) for
£7,972,500 ($15 million), triple the high estimate, at
Sotheby's in London.*[82] His 1982 Kerze (Candle) sold
for £10.5 million ($16.5 million) at Christie's London in
October 2011.*[83]
In February 2008, Christie's London set a first record
for Richter's "capitalist realism" pictures from the 1960s
by selling the painting Zwei Liebespaare (1966) for
£7,300,500 ($14.3 million)*[84] to Stephan Schmid-
heiny.*[34] In 2010, the Weserburg modern art museum
in Bremen, Germany, decided to sell Richter's 1966
painting Matrosen (Sailors) in a November auction held
by Sotheby's, where John D. Arnold*[62] bought it for
$13 million.*[85] Vierwaldstätter See, the largest of a dis-
tinct series of four views of Lake Lucerne painted by
Richter in 1969, sold for £15.8 million ($24 million) at
Christie's London in 2015.*[86]
Another coveted group of works is the Abstrakte Bilder
series, particularly those made after 1988, which are
finished with a large squeegee rather than a brush or
roller.*[34] At Pierre Bergé & Associés in July 2009,
Richter's 1979 oil painting Abstraktes Bild exceeded its

estimate, selling for €95,000 ($136,000).*[87] Richter's
Abstraktes Bild, of 1990 was made the top price of 7.2
million pounds, or about $11.6 million, at a Sotheby's sale
in February 2011 to a bidder who was said by dealers to be
an agent for the New York dealer Larry Gagosian.*[88]
In November 2011, Sotheby's sold a group of colorful
abstract canvases by Richter, including Abstraktes Bild
849-3, which made a record price for the artist at auc-
tion when Lily Safra*[89] paid $20.8 million*[90] only to
donate it to the Israel Museum afterwards.*[89] Months
later, a record $21.8 million was paid at Christie's for the
1993 painting Abstraktes Bild 798-3.*[40]*[91] Abstrak-
tes Bild (809-4), one of the artist's abstract canvases from
1994, was sold by Eric Clapton at Sotheby's to a tele-
phone bidder for $34.2 million in late 2012. (It had been
estimated to bring $14.1 million to $18.8 million.)*[92]
When asked about amounts like that Richter said “It's
just as absurd as the banking crisis. It's impossible to un-
derstand and it's daft!"*[93]

75.4.3 Film

In 2007, Corinna Belz made a short film called Ger-
hard Richter's Window where the media-shy artist ap-
peared on camera for the first time in 15 years. In 2011,
Corinna Belz's feature-length documentary entitled Ger-
hard Richter Painting was released. The film focused al-
most entirely on the world's highest paid living artist pro-
ducing his large-scale abstract squeegee works in his stu-
dio.*[62]

75.5 Quotes
•“One has to believe in what one is doing, one has

to commit oneself inwardly, in order to do paint-
ing. Once obsessed, one ultimately carries it to the
point of believing that one might change human be-
ings through painting. But if one lacks this passion-
ate commitment, there is nothing left to do. Then
it is best to leave it alone. For basically painting is
idiocy.”*[94]

•“Perhaps because I'm sorry for the photograph, be-
cause it has such a miserable existence even though
it is such a perfect picture, I would like to make it
valid, make it visible – just make it (even if what I
make is worse than the photograph). And this mak-
ing is something that I can't grasp, or figure out and
plan. That is why I keep on and on painting from
photographs, because I can't make it out, because
the only thing to do with photographs is paint from
them. Because it attracts me to be so much at the
mercy of a thing, to be so far from mastering it.”
*[95]

•“No one painting is meant to be more beautiful than,
or even different from any other. Nor is it meant to
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be like any other, but the same: the same, though
each was painted individually and by itself, not all
together and all of a piece, like Multiples. I intended
them to look the same but not be the same, and I
intended this to be visible.”*[96]

•“Painting has nothing to do with thinking, because in
painting thinking is painting. Thinking is language
– record-keeping – and has to take place before and
after. Einstein did not think when he was calculat-
ing: he calculated – producing the next equation in
reaction to the one that went before – just as in paint-
ing one form is a response to another, and so on.”
*[97]

•“It makes no sense to expect or claim to 'make the
invisible visible', or the unknown known, or the un-
thinkable thinkable. We can draw conclusions about
the invisible; we can postulate its existence with rel-
ative certainty. But we all can represent is an anal-
ogy, which stands for the invisible but is not it.”*[98]

•“The best thing that could have happened to art was
its divorce from government.”*[99]

•“Everything made since Duchamp has been a ready-
made, even when hand-painted.”*[100]

• At a Q&A ahead of his retrospective at the Tate
Modern on 4 October 2011, he was asked: “Has
the role of artist changed over the years?" Richter
replied: “It's more entertainment now. We enter-
tain people.”*[93]

75.5.1 See also

• Wand (Wall)
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Chapter 76

Gertrude Käsebier

Gertrude Käsebier (1852–1934) was one of the most
influential American photographers of the early 20th cen-
tury. She was known for her evocative images of moth-
erhood, her powerful portraits of Native Americans and
her promotion of photography as a career for women.

76.1 Life

76.1.1 Early life (1852–1873)

Käsebier was born Gertrude Stanton on 18 May 1852 in
Fort Des Moines (now Des Moines). Her father, John
W. Stanton, transported a saw mill to Golden, Colorado
at the start of the Pike's Peak Gold Rush of 1859, and
he prospered from the building boom that followed. In
1860 eight-year-old Stanton traveled with her mother and
younger brother to join her father in Colorado. That same
year her father was elected the first mayor of Golden,
which was then the capital of the Colorado Territory.*[1]
After the sudden death of her father in 1864, the fam-
ily moved to Brooklyn, New York, where her mother,
Muncy Boone Stanton, opened a boarding house to
support the family.*[2] From 1866-70 Stanton lived in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania with her maternal grandmother
and attended the Bethlehem Female Seminary (later
called Moravian College). Little else is known about her
early years.

76.1.2 Becoming a photographer (1874–
1897)

On her twenty-second birthday, in 1874, she mar-
ried twenty-eight-year-old Eduard Käsebier, a finan-
cially comfortable and socially well-placed businessman
in Brooklyn.*[1] The couple soon had three children,
Frederick William (1875–?), Gertrude Elizabeth (1878–
?) and Hermine Mathilde (1880–?). In 1884 they moved
to a farm in New Durham, New Jersey, in order to pro-
vide a healthier place to raise their children.
Käsebier later wrote that she was miserable throughout
most of her marriage. She said,“If my husband has gone
to Heaven, I want to go to Hell. He was terrible...Nothing

was ever good enough for him.”*[1] At that time divorce
was considered scandalous, and the two remained mar-
ried while living separate lives after 1880. This unhappy
situation would later serve as an inspiration for one of her
most strikingly titled photographs – two constrained oxen,
entitled Yoked and Muzzled – Marriage (c1915).
In spite of their differences, her husband supported her
financially when she began to attend art school at the age
of thirty-seven, a time when most women of her day were
well-settled in their social positions. Käsebier never indi-
cated what motivated her to study art, but she devoted
herself to it wholeheartedly. Over the objections of her
husband in 1889 she moved the family back to Brooklyn
in order to attend the newly established Pratt Institute of
Art and Design full-time. One of her teachers there was
Arthur Wesley Dow, a highly influential artist and art ed-
ucator. He would later help promote her career by writing
about her work and by introducing her to other photogra-
phers and patrons.
While at Pratt Käsebier learned about the theories of
Friedrich Fröbel, a 19th-century scholar whose ideas
about learning, play and education led to the development
of the first kindergarten. His concepts about the impor-
tance of motherhood in child development greatly influ-
enced Käsebier, and many of her later photographs would
emphasize the bond between mother and child.*[1] She
was also influenced by the Arts and Crafts movement*[3]
She formally studied drawing and painting, but she
quickly became obsessed with photography. Like many
art students of that time, Käsebier decided to travel to Eu-
rope in order to further her education. She began 1894
by spending several weeks studying the chemistry of pho-
tography in Germany, where she was also able to leave
her daughters with in-laws in Wiesbaden. She spent the
rest of the year in France, studying with American painter
Frank DuMond.*[1]
In 1895 she returned to Brooklyn. In part because her
husband was now quite ill and her family's finances were
strained, she determined to become a professional pho-
tographer. A year later she became an assistant to Brook-
lyn portrait photographer Samuel H. Lifshey, where she
learned how to run a studio and expand her knowledge
of printing techniques. It is clear, however, that by this
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time she already had an extensive mastery of photogra-
phy. Just one year later she exhibited 150 photographs, an
enormous number for an individual artist at that time, at
the Boston Camera Club. These same photos were shown
in February 1897 at the Pratt Institute.*[1]
The success of these shows led to another at the Photo-
graphic Society of Philadelphia in 1897. She also lec-
tured on her work there and encouraged other women to
take up photography as a career, saying,“I earnestly ad-
vise women of artistic tastes to train for the unworked
field of modern photography. It seems to be especially
adapted to them, and the few who have entered it are
meeting a gratifying and profitable success.”*[1]

76.1.3 Gertrude Käsebier and the Sioux

In 1898, Käsebier watched Buffalo Billʼs Wild West
troupe parade past her Fifth Avenue studio in New York
City, New York, toward Madison Square Garden. Her
memories of affection and respect for the Lakota people
inspired her to send a letter to William “Buffalo Bill”
Cody requesting permission to photograph Sioux travel-
ing with the show in her studio.*[4] Cody and Käsebier
were similar in their abiding respect for Native American
culture and maintained friendships with the Sioux. Cody
quickly approved Käsebierʼs request and she began her
project on Sunday morning, April 14, 1898. Käsebier s̓
project was purely artistic and her images were not made
for commercial purposes and never used in Buffalo Bill s̓
Wild West program booklets or promotional posters.*[5]
Käsebier took classic photographs of the Sioux while they
were relaxed. Chief Iron Tail and Chief Flying Hawk
were among Käsebierʼs most challenging and revealing
portraits.*[6] Käsebier's photographs are preserved at the
National Museum of American History's Photographic
History Collection at the Smithsonian Institution.*[7]
Käsebier s̓ session with Iron Tail was her only recorded
story: “Preparing for their visit to Käsebierʼs photog-
raphy studio, the Sioux at Buffalo Bill's Wild West Camp
met to distribute their finest clothing and accessories to
those chosen to be photographed.”*[8] Käsebier admired
their efforts, but desired to, in her own words, photo-
graph a “real raw Indian, the kind I used to see when
I was a childʼ, referring to her early years in Colorado
and on the Great Plains. Käsebier selected one Indian,
Iron Tail, to approach for a photograph without regalia.
“He did not object. The resulting photograph was ex-

actly what Käsebier had envisioned: a relaxed, intimate,
quiet, and beautiful portrait of the man, devoid of decora-
tion and finery, presenting himself to her and the camera
without barriers.”Several days later, Chief Iron Tail was
given the photograph and he immediately tore it up, stat-
ing that it was too dark.*[9] Käsebier re-photographed
him, this time in his full regalia. Iron Tail was an interna-
tional celebrity. He appeared with his fine regalia as the
lead with Buffalo Bill at the Avenue des Champs-Élysées
in Paris, France, and the Colosseum of Rome. Iron Tail

Chief Iron Tail, Gertrude Kasebier, 1898, U.S. Library of
Congress

was a superb showman and chaffed at the photo of him re-
laxed. but Käsebier chose it as the frontispiece for a 1901
Everybody s̓ Magazine article. Käsebier believed all the
portraits were a“revelation of Indian character,”show-
ing the strength and individual character of the Native
Americans in“new phases for the Sioux.”*[10]
Chief Flying Hawk s̓ glare is the most startling of Käse-
bier s̓ portraits. Other Indians were able to relax, smile or
do a“noble pose.”Chief Flying Hawk was a combatant in
nearly all of the fights with United States troops during the
Great Sioux War of 1876. Flying Hawk fought along with
his cousin Crazy Horse and his brothers Kicking Bear and
Black Fox II in the Battle of the Little Big Horn in 1876,
and was present at the death of Crazy Horse in 1877 and
the Wounded Knee Massacre of 1890.*[11] In 1898, Fly-
ing Hawk was new to show business and unable to hide
his anger and frustration imitating battle scenes and from
the Great Plains Wars with Buffalo Billʼs Wild West to
escape the constraints and poverty of the Indian reserva-
tion. Soon, Flying Hawk learned to appreciate the bene-
fits of a Show Indian with Buffalo Bill s̓ Wild West. Fly-
ing Hawk regularly circulated show grounds in full regalia
and sold his“cast card”picture postcards for a penny to
supplement promote the show and supplement his mea-
ger income. After Iron Tailʼs death on May 28, 1916,
Flying Hawk was chosen as successor by all of the braves
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Chief Flying Hawk, Gertrude Kasebier, 1898, U.S. Library of
Congress

of Buffalo Bill s̓ Wild West and led the gala processions
as the head Chief of the Indians.*[12]

76.1.4 Height of her career (1898–1909)

Portrait of photographers Frances Benjamin Johnston and
Gertrude Käsebier on the patio of a hotel in Venice, Italy, 1905

In the late 1890s Käsebier heard about a theatrical per-
formance of cowboys, Indians and other American West
characters called Buffalo Bill's Wild West”. The show
was performing in New York and had temporarily set up
an “Indian village”in Brooklyn. Recalling her early
days in Colorado, Käsebier went to the show and became
enthralled with the faces of the Native Americans. She
began taking portraits of them and soon became sympa-
thetic to their plight. Over the next decade she would take

dozens of photographs of the Indians in the show, some
of which would become her most famous images.
Unlike her contemporary Edward Curtis, Käsebier fo-
cused more on the expression and individuality of the
person than the costumes and customs. While Curtis is
known to have added elements to his photographs to em-
phasize his personal vision, Käsebier did the opposite,
sometimes removing genuine ceremonial articles from a
sitter in order to concentrate on the face or stature of the
person.*[1]
In July 1899 Alfred Stieglitz published five of Käsebier's
photographs in Camera Notes, declaring her “beyond
dispute, the leading artistic portrait photographer of the
day.”*[13] Her rapid rise to fame was noted by photog-
rapher and critic Joseph Keiley, who wrote“a year ago
Käsebier's name was practically unknown in the photo-
graphic world...Today that names stands first and unri-
valed...”.*[14] That same year her print of“The Manger”
sold for $100, the most ever paid for a photograph at that
time.*[15]
In 1900 Käsebier continued to gather accolades and pro-
fessional praise. In the catalog for the Newark (Ohio)
Photography Salon, she was called“the foremost profes-
sional photographer in the United States.”*[15] In recog-
nition of her artistic accomplishments and her stature,
later that year Käsebier was one of the first two women
elected to Britain's Linked Ring (the other was British
pictorialist Carine Cadby).
The next year Charles H. Caffin published his landmark
book Photography as a Fine Art and devoted an entire
chapter to the work of Käsebier (“Gertrude Käsebier and
the Artistic Commercial Portrait”).*[16] Due to demand
for her artistic opinions in Europe, Käsebier spent most
of the year in Britain and France visiting with F. Holland
Day and Edward Steichen.
In 1902 Stieglitz included Käsebier as a founding member
of the Photo-Secession. The following year Stieglitz pub-
lished six of her images in the first issue of CameraWork,
along with highly complementary articles by Charles Caf-
fin and Frances Benjamin Johnston.*[17] In 1905 six
more of her images were published in Camera Work, and
the following year Stieglitz gave her an exhibition (along
with Clarence H. White) at his Little Galleries of the
Photo-Secession.
The strain of balancing her professional life with her per-
sonal one began to take a toll on Käsebier about this time.
The stress was exacerbated by her husband's decision to
move to Oceanside, Long Island, which had the effect
of distancing her from the New York's artistic center.
To counter his action, she returned to Europe, where,
through Steichen's connections, she was able to photo-
graph the reclusive Auguste Rodin.
When Käsebier came back to New York, she found her-
self in an unexpected personality clash with Stieglitz.
Käsebier's strong interests in the commercial side of pho-
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tography, driven by her need to support her husband and
family, were directly at odds with Stieglitz's idealistic
and anti-materialistic nature. The more Käsebier enjoyed
commercial success, the more Stieglitz felt she was a go-
ing against what he felt a true artist should emulate.*[1]
In May 1906 Käsebier joined the Professional Photog-
raphers of New York, a newly formed organization that
Stieglitz saw as standing for everything he disliked – com-
mercialism and selling photographs for money rather than
love of the art. After this he began distancing himself
from Käsebier, and their relationship never regained its
previous status of mutual artistic admiration.

76.1.5 Professional independence (1910–
1934)

Käsebier in 1908

Eduard Käsebier died in 1910, finally leaving his wife
free to pursue her interests as she saw fit. She contin-
ued to take a separate course from Stieglitz by helping to
establish the Women's Professional Photographers Asso-
ciation of America. In turn, Stieglitz began to publicly
speak against her work, although he still thought enough
of her earlier images to include twenty-two of them in the
landmark exhibition of pictorialists at the Albright-Knox
Art Gallery later that year.
The next year Käsebier was shocked by a highly critical
attack by her former admirer Joseph T. Keiley, published
in Stieglitz's CameraWork. It's unknown why Keiley sud-
denly changed his opinion of her, but Käsebier suspected
that Stieglitz had put him up to it.*[1]
Part of Käsebier's alienation from Stieglitz was due to his
stubborn resistance to the idea of gaining financial success
from artistic photography. He often sold original prints
by Käsebier and others at far less than their market value
if he felt a buyer truly appreciated the art, and when he did
sell prints he took many months to finally pay the photog-
rapher in question. After several years of protesting these
practices, in 1912 Käsebier became the first member to
resign from the Photo-Secession.

In 1916 Käsebier helped Clarence H. White found the
group Pictorial Photographers of America,*[18] which
was seen by Stieglitz as a direct challenge to his artistic
leadership. By this time, Stieglitz's tactics had offended
many of his former friends, including White and Robert
Demachy, and a year later he was forced to disband the
Photo-Secession.
During this time many young women starting out in pho-
tography sought out Käsebier, both for her photogra-
phy artistry and inspiration as an independent woman.
Among those who were inspired by Käsebier and who
went on to have successful careers of their own were Clara
Sipprell, Consuelo Kanaga and Laura Gilpin.
Throughout the late 1910s and most of the 1920s Käse-
bier continued to expand her portrait business, taking
photos of many important people of the time including
Robert Henri, John Sloan, William Glackens, Arthur B.
Davies, Mabel Dodge and Stanford White. In 1924 her
daughter Hermine Turner joined her in her portrait busi-
ness.
In 1929 Käsebier gave up photography altogether and liq-
uidated the contents of her studio. That same year she
was given a major one-person exhibition at the Booklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences.
Käsebier died on 12 October 1934 at the home of her
daughter, Hermine Turner.
A major collection of her work is held by the University
of Delaware.

76.2 Gallery
• Miss N

(Portrait of Evelyn Nesbit), 1903

• Clarence White Sr.,
1897-1910

• Blessed Art Thou among Women, ca.1899

• Portrait of Alfred Stieglitz, 1902

• Auguste Rodin, 1905

• Chester Beach, 1910

• Portrait of George Luks (American painter),
ca.1910

• The Clarence White Family in Maine
(American photographer), 1913

• John Murray Anderson, ca.1914-1916

• Yoked and Muzzled Marriage, ca.1915

• Rose O'Neill, ca.1907

• Portrait of Robert Henri (American painter),
ca.1907
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• Dorothy, ca.1900

• Indian Chief, ca.1901

• The Manger, ca.1899

• The Red Man, 1903
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Gilles Peress

Gilles Peress (born 1946) is a photographer and a mem-
ber of Magnum Photos.
Peress began working with photography in 1970, hav-
ing previously studied political science and philosophy in
Paris. One of Peressʼfirst projects examined immigra-
tion in Europe, and he has since documented events in
Northern Ireland, Lebanon, Palestine, Iran, the Balkans,
Rwanda, the U.S., Afghanistan and Iraq. His ongoing
project, Hate Thy Brother, a cycle of documentary nar-
ratives, looks at intolerance and the re-emergence of na-
tionalism throughout the world and its consequences.
Peressʼbooks include Telex Iran; The Silence: Rwanda;
Farewell to Bosnia; The Graves: Srebrenica and Vuko-
var; A Village Destroyed; and Haines. Portfolios of his
work have appeared in the New York Times Magazine,
The Sunday Times Magazine, Du magazine, Life, Stern,
Geo, Paris-Match, Parkett, Aperture and The New Yorker.
Peressʼwork has been exhibited and is collected by the
Museum of Modern Art, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Whitney Museum of American Art and MoMA PS1,
all in New York; Art Institute of Chicago; Corcoran
Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C; San Francisco Mu-
seum of Modern Art; J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Ange-
les; Walker Art Center and Minneapolis Institute of Arts;
Victoria and Albert Museum in London; Musée d'Art
Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Musée Picasso, Parc de la
Villette and Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris; Museum
Folkwang, Essen; and Sprengel Museum in Hannover.
Awards and fellowships Peress has received include a
Guggenheim Fellowship, National Endowment for the
Arts grants, Pollock-Krasner and New York State Coun-
cil on the Arts fellowships, the W. Eugene Smith Grant
for Humanistic Photography and the International Center
of Photography Infinity Award.
Peress is Professor of Human Rights and Photography at
Bard College in New York and Senior Research Fellow at
the Human Rights Center at UC Berkeley. Peress joined
Magnum Photos in 1971 and served three times as vice
president and twice as president of the co-operative. He
and his wife, Alison Cornyn, live in Brooklyn with their
three children.

“Over the past four decades, in one ambi-

tious project after another, Gilles Peress has
creatively transformed and reinvigorated pho-
tography s̓ tradition of engaged reportage. Per-
haps the most ambitious and sustained of all of
those projects is his richly textured and deeply
moving visual essay on two decades of bitter
conflict that devastated Northern Ireland in the
wake of Bloody Sunday in 1972. That ex-
tended essay has the gripping immediacy and
epic sweep of a novel by Tolstoy.”

-Peter Galassi, Chief Curator, Department
of Photography, The Museum of Modern Art,
New York

77.1 Life and work

Peress grew up in Paris with his mother, an orthodox
Christian from the Middle East, and his father, who was
of Jewish and Georgian descent. Peress studied at the
Institute d'Etudes Politiques in Paris from 1966 to 1968
and then at the University of Vincennes until 1971. Per-
ess began working as a photographer in 1970, embarking
on an intimate portrayal of life in a French village, De-
cazeville, as it emerged from the ashes of a debilitating
labor dispute. In 1973 he photographed Turkish immi-
grant workers in West Germany and documented the Eu-
ropean policy to import cheap labor from the third world.
He then joined Magnum Photos.
Peress soon traveled to Northern Ireland to begin an on-
going 20-year project about the Irish civil rights struggle.
One of his most famous pictures from this period captures
a young man named Patrick Doherty moments before he
was killed whilst crawling to safety in the forecourt of the
Rossville flats during Bloody Sunday. Power in the Blood,
a book that synthesizes his years of work in Northern Ire-
land, is the third part of his ongoing project called Hate
Thy Brother, a cycle of documentary stories that describe
intolerance and the re-emergence of nationalism in the
postwar years. Farewell to Bosnia was the first part of
this cycle, and The Silence, a book about the genocide in
Rwanda, was the second.
In 1979 Peress traveled to Iran in the midst of the
Revolution. His book, Telex Iran: In the Name of Rev-
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olution, is about the fragile relationship between Ameri-
can and Iranian cultures during the hostage crisis. Peress
has also completed other major projects, including a pho-
tographic study of the lives of Turkish immigrant work-
ers in Germany, and an examination of the contemporary
legacy of the Latin American liberator Simon Bolivar.
Peress participated in the photography collective This
Place, organized by photographer Frédéric Brenner. For
his project, Peress focused on the village of Silwan, where
there are frequent violent clashes between Palestinians
and Jewish settlers, and used large format cameras to doc-
ument his experience.*[1]
Peter Galassi, Chief Curator of the Department of Pho-
tography at the Museum of Modern Art in New York has
said of Peress,“Over the past four decades, in one am-
bitious project after another, Gilles Peress has creatively
transformed and reinvigorated photographyʼs tradition
of engaged reportage. Perhaps the most ambitious and
sustained of all of those projects is his richly textured
and deeply moving visual essay on two decades of bit-
ter conflict that devastated Northern Ireland in the wake
of Bloody Sunday in 1972. That extended essay has the
gripping immediacy and epic sweep of a novel by Tol-
stoy.”

77.2 Publications
• Telex Persan. With Gholam Hassan Saedi. France:

Contrejour, 1984; Telex Iran, USA: Aperture, 1984,
ISBN 978-0-89381-118-1; Switzerland: Scalo,
1997, ISBN 978-3-931141-36-3

• Eye for an Eye. New York: Aperture, 1988.

• Farewell to Bosnia. Switzerland: Scalo, USA:
Distributed Art Publishers, 1994. ISBN 978-1-
881616-22-1

• The Silence. Rwanda. Switzerland/USA/Germany:
Scalo, 1995. ISBN 978-1-881616-38-2

• The Graves: Srebrenica and Vukovar. Switzer-
land/USA/Germany Scalo, 1998. With Eric Stover.
ISBN 978-3-931141-76-9

• Here is New York: A Democracy of Photographs.
Scalo, 2002. Photography collective. Photo editing,
sequencing, and design by Peress. ISBN 3-908-247-
66-7

• A Village Destroyed. UC Press, 2002. Photographs
by Peress, with text by Eric Stover and Fred Abra-
hams. ISBN 0-520-23303-4

• Haines, Photo Poche. Actes Sud, 2004. Photographs
and text by Peress. ISBN 2-7427-5355-9

• The Rockaways. Concord Free Press, 2013. Pho-
tographs by Peress, edited with an introduction by
Hamilton Fish. ISBN 978-0-9847078-8-1

77.3 Filmography
• A Peruvian Equation (1992). Part of the series“The

Magnum Eye”, made for TV Tokyo.

• Street Musicians (1992). Filmed in NY for M. & Co.
Agency, for Benetton.

• Farewell to Bosnia (1994). Video essay.

77.4 New media
• Bosnia: Uncertain Paths To Peace. Interactive mul-

timedia photojournalism project for the New York
Times, on-Line, 1996. Concept and design Peress
with Fred Ritchin.*[n 1]

• Farewell To Bosnia. with Picture Projects: Text and
photographs by Gilles Peress, 1995.*[n 2]

• Crimes of War. Concept and Design Gilles Peress
with html/editorial by Pixelpress.*[n 3]

• Human Rights Center at UC Berkeley. Concept and
Design Peress with HTML by Pixelpress.*[n 4]

• DNA and Human Rights. Concept and Design Per-
ess with html/editorial by Pixelpress.*[n 5]

• A Village Destroyed. Concept and Design Per-
ess.*[n 6]

77.5 Group projects
• Crimes of War Project, co-founder and member of

the Board of Directors, 1998 to 2008.

• Crimes of War: What the Public Should Know, WW
Norton, 1999, edited by Roy Gutman and David Ri-
eff, concept and design concept by Peress.

• Here is New York: A Democracy of Photographs ex-
hibition Co-founder, 2001, Concept by Peress.

• Access To Life, The Global Fund to fight AIDS with
Magnum Photos.

• Postcards From America (Florida) with Magnum
Photos.

77.6 Awards
• 1977, Apeiron: Artist in Residence

• 1979, National Endowment for the Arts

• 1981, American Institute of Graphic Arts Award

• 1981, Art Director's Club Award
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• 1981, Overseas Press Club Award

• 1981, Prix du Premier Livre/Foundation Kodak
Pathe

• 1981, Prix de la Critique Couleur

• 1983, Imogen Cunningham Award

• 1983, Fondation Nationale pour la Photographie

• 1984, W. Eugene Smith Award for Humanistic Pho-
tography, W. Eugene Smith Memorial Fund.

• 1984, National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship

• 1986, Gahan Fellowship at Harvard University

• 1989, Art Director's Club Award

• 1989, Ernst Haas Award

• 1990, Art Matters Grant

• 1992, National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship

• 1992/93, Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship

• 1993, La Fondation de France Fellowship

• 1994, International Center of Photography Infinity
Award

• 1995, Camera Works, Inc. Artist Grant

• 1995, Erich Solomon Prize

• 1996, International Center of Photography Infinity
Award

• 1997, Open Society Instituteʼs Individual Project
Fellowship: Hate Thy Brother

• 1997, Art Directorʼs Club Award for NY Times
Web site design: Bosnia: Uncertain Paths to Peace

• 1999, Alfred Eisenstaedt Awards: Eyewitness Photo
and Journalistic Impact

• 2000, Alfred Eisenstaedt Awards: Journalistic Im-
pact – Photo Essay,“Exile and Return”, The New
Yorker

• 2000, Overseas Press Club: 1999 Olivier Rebbot
Award,“Exile and Return”, The New Yorker

• 2000, Mosaique Programme Grant, “Differ-
ence/Indifference”Centre National de LʼAudio-
visuel, Luxembourg

• 2002, Brendan Gill Prize: Here is New York: a
democracy of photographs exhibition

• 2002, Cornell Capa Award (International Center of
Photography Infinity Awards): Here is New York: a
democracy of photographs

• 2002, New York State Council on the Arts, Individ-
ual Artists Project Grant

• 2002, Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant

*[2]

77.7 Collections

Presess' work is held in the following public collections:

• Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois

• Arts Council of Great Britain, London, UK

• Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, France

• First Bank of Minnesota

• Fogg Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts

• Fondation Leitz, Rueil-Malmaison, France

• Fondation Nationale pour la Photographie, Paris,
France

• Fotomuseum Winterthur, Zurich, Switzerland

• Galerie du Château d'Eau, Toulouse, France

• International Museum of Photography, Rochester,
NY

• Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA

• International Center of Photography, New York,
NY

• Kiyosato Museum of Photographic Arts, Kiyosato,
Japan

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

• Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minnesota

• Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris,
France

• Musée de l'Élysée, Lausanne, Switzerland

• Museum of the Moving Image, New York, France

• Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas

• Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• New York Historical Society New York, NY

• Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, PA

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. San Fran-
cisco, CA

• The Archive of Modern Conflict, London, England
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• The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,
NY

• Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England

*[2]

77.8 Notes
[1] See http://www.nytimes.com/specials/bosnia/

[2] See http://www.pictureprojects.com/bosnia.html

[3] See http://www.crimesofwar.org/

[4] See http://www.hrcberkeley.org/

[5] See http://www.hrcberkeley.org/dna/

[6] See http://www.hrcberkeley.org/avillagedestroyed/
avdhome.html

77.9 Sources
• Linfield, Susie. The Cruel Radiance: Photography

and Political Violence. Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2010.

• Gilles Peress Biography, NYTimes.com

• Interview with Gilles Peress

• Magnum Photos Biography

77.10 References
[1] Hodges, Michael.“Snapshots of Israel”. The Financial

Times. The Financial Times. Retrieved 13 June 2014.

[2] Magnum Photos biography
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• Peress' profile at Magnum Photos
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Chapter 78

Gordon Parks

This article is about the photographer. For the Scottish
sports journalist and former footballer, see Gordon Parks
(footballer).

Gordon Parks (November 30, 1912 – March 7, 2006),
born into rural poverty, was a noted African-American
photographer, musician, writer and film director, who be-
came prominent in U.S. documentary photojournalism in
the 1940s through 1970s̶particularly in issues of civil
rights, poverty and African-Americans̶and in glamour
photography. As the first famous pioneer among black
filmmakers, he was first African-American to produce
and direct major motion pictures̶developing films relat-
ing the experience of slaves and struggling black Ameri-
cans, and creating the "blaxploitation" genre. He is best
remembered for his iconic photos of poor Americans dur-
ing the 1940s (taken for a federal government project),
for his photographic essays for Life magazine, and as the
director of the 1971 film Shaft. Parks also was an author,
poet and composer.*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5]

78.1 Early life

Parks was born in Fort Scott, Kansas, the son of
Sarah (née Ross) and Jackson Parks, Nov. 30,
1912.*[3]*[4]*[6]*[7]*[8] He was the last child born to
them. His father was a farmer who grew corn, beets,
turnips, potatoes, collard greens, and tomatoes. They also
had a few ducks, chickens, and hogs.*[9]
He attended a segregated elementary school. The town
was too small to afford a separate high school that would
facilitate segregation of the secondary school, but blacks
were not allowed to pndlay sports or attend school social
activities,*[10] and they were discouraged from develop-
ing any aspirations for higher education. Parks related in
a documentary on his life that his teacher told him that
his desire to go to college would be a waste of money.
When Parks was eleven years old, three white boys threw
him into the Marmaton River, knowing he couldn't swim.
He had the presence of mind to duck underwater so they
wouldn't see him make it to land.*[11]
His mother died when he was fourteen. He spent his last

night at the family home sleeping beside his mother's cof-
fin, seeking not only solace, but a way to face his own fear
of death.*[12] Soon after, he was sent to live with rela-
tives. That situation ended with Parks being turned out
onto the street to fend for himself at age 15. Struggling
to survive, he worked in brothels, and as a singer, piano
player, bus boy, traveling waiter, and semi-pro basketball
player.*[3]*[6]
In 1929, he briefly worked in a gentlemen's club, the Min-
nesota Club. There he not only observed the trappings of
success, but was able to read many books from the club li-
brary.*[13] When the Wall Street Crash of 1929 brought
an end to the club, he jumped a train to Chicago,*[14]
where he managed to land a job in a flophouse.*[15]

78.2 Career

78.2.1 Photography

Beginnings

While working as a waiter in a railroad dining car, he
began seeing the portfolios of photographers in picture
magazines, and decided to become a photographer.*[6]
At the age of 25, Parks was struck by photographs of mi-
grant workers in a magazine and bought his first camera, a
Voigtländer Brillant, for $12.50 at a Seattle, Washington,
pawnshop.*[16] The photography clerks who developed
Parks' first roll of film, applauded his work and prompted
him to seek a fashion assignment at a women's clothing
store in St. Paul, Minnesota, that was owned by Frank
Murphy. Those photographs caught the eye of Marva
Louis, wife of heavyweight boxing champion Joe Louis.
She encouraged Parks to move to Chicago in 1940,*[17]
where he began a portrait business and specialized in pho-
tographs of society women. Parks's photographic work
in Chicago, especially in capturing the myriad experi-
ences of African Americans across the city, led him to
receive the Julius Rosenwald Fellowship, which, in turn,
contributed to being asked to join the Farm Security Ad-
ministration under the auspice of Roy Striker*[6]*[18]
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Government Photography

Over the next few years, Parks moved from job to job,
developing a freelance portrait and fashion photographer
sideline. He began to chronicle the city's South Side black
ghetto and, in 1941, an exhibition of those photographs
won Parks a photography fellowship with the Farm Secu-
rity Administration (FSA).*[6]

American Gothic, Washington, D.C. – a well-known photo-
graph by Parks

Working at the FSA as a trainee under Roy
Stryker,*[4]*[6] Parks created one of his best-known
photographs, American Gothic, Washington, D.C.,*[19]
named after the iconic Grant Wood painting, American
Gothic̶a legendary painting of a traditional, stoic,
white American farm couple̶which bore a striking,
but ironic, resemblance to Parks' photograph of a black
menial laborer. Parks “haunting”photograph shows a
black woman, Ella Watson, who worked on the cleaning
crew of the FSA building, standing stiffly in front of an
American flag hanging on the wall, a broom in one hand
and a mop in the background. Parks had been inspired to
create the image after encountering racism repeatedly in
restaurants and shops in the segregated capital city.*[20]
Upon viewing the photograph, Stryker said that it was an
indictment of America, and that it could get all of his
photographers fired.*[21] He urged Parks to keep work-
ing with Watson, however, which led to a series of pho-
tographs of her daily life. Parks said later that his first
image was overdone and not subtle; other commentators

A later photograph in the FSA series by Parks shows Ella Watson
and her family

have argued that it drew strength from its polemical na-
ture and its duality of victim and survivor, and so has af-
fected far more people than his subsequent pictures of
Mrs. Watson.*[22]
(Parks overall body of work for the federal government̶
using his camera“as a weapon”̶ would draw far more
attention from contemporaries and historians than that
of all other black photographers in federal service at the
time. Today, most historians reviewing federally com-
missioned black photographers of that era focus almost
exclusively on Parks).*[20]
After the FSA disbanded, Parks remained in Washing-
ton, D.C. as a correspondent with the Office of War In-
formation,*[6]*[7] where he photographed the all-black
332d Fighter Group.*[23] He was unable to follow the
group in the overseas war theatre, so he resigned from
the O.W.I.*[24] He would later follow Stryker to the
Standard Oil Photography Project in New Jersey, which
assigned photographers to take pictures of small towns
and industrial centers. The most striking work by Parks
during that period included, Dinner Time at Mr. Hercules
Brown's Home, Somerville, Maine (1944); Grease Plant
Worker, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (1946); Car Loaded
with Furniture on Highway (1945); and Ferry Commuters,
Staten Island, N.Y. (1946).

Commercial and Civic Photography

Parks renewed his search for photography jobs in the
fashion world. Following his resignation from the Office
of War Information, Parks moved to Harlem and became
a freelance fashion photographer for Vogue under the ed-
itorship of Alexander Liberman.*[25] Despite racist atti-
tudes of the day, Vogue editor, Liberman, hired him to
shoot a collection of evening gowns. Parks photographed
fashion for Vogue for the next few years and he developed
the distinctive style of photographing his models in mo-
tion rather than poised. During this time, he published
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his first two books, Flash Photography (1947) and Cam-
era Portraits: Techniques and Principles of Documentary
Portraiture (1948).
A 1948 photographic essay on a young Harlem gang
leader won Parks a staff job as a photographer and writer
with America's leading photo-magazine, Life. His in-
volement with Life would last until 1972.*[4] For over
20 years, Parks produced photographs on subjects in-
cluding fashion, sports, Broadway, poverty, and racial
segregation, as well as portraits of Malcolm X, Stokely
Carmichael, Muhammad Ali, and Barbra Streisand. He
became“one of the most provocative and celebrated pho-
tojournalists in the United States.”*[26]
His photographs for Life magazine, namely his 1956
photo essay, titled“The Restraints: Open and Hidden,”
*[27] illuminated the effects of racial segregation while
simultaneously following the everyday lives and activi-
ties of three families in and near Mobile, Alabama: the
Throntonʼs, Causeyʼs, and Tannerʼs. As curators
at the High Museum of Art Atlanta note, while Parksʼ
photo essay served as decisive documentation of the Jim
Crow South and all of its effects, he did not simply fo-
cus on demonstrations, boycotts, and brutality that were
associated with that period instead, however, he “em-
phasized the prosaic details”of the lives of several fam-
ilies.*[28]*[29]
An exhibition of photographs from a 1950 project Parks
completed for Life was exhibited in 2015 at the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts.*[30]
Parks returned to his hometown, Fort Scott, Kansas,
where segregation persisted, and he documented condi-
tions in the community and the contemporary lives of
many of his eleven classmates from the segregated middle
school they attended. The project included his commen-
tary, but the work was never published by Life.
During his years with Life, Parks also wrote a few books
on the subject of photography (particularly documentary
photography), and in 1960 was named Photographer of
the Year by the American Society of Magazine Photog-
raphers.*[4]

78.2.2 Film

In the 1950s, Parks worked as a consultant on various
Hollywood productions. He later directed a series of doc-
umentaries on black ghetto life that were commissioned
by National Educational Television. With his film adap-
tation of his autobiographical novel, The Learning Tree
in 1969, Parks became Hollywood's first major black di-
rector. It was filmed in his home town of Fort Scott,
Kansas.*[31] Parks also wrote the screenplay and com-
posed the musical score for the film, with assistance from
his friend, the composer Henry Brant.
Shaft, a 1971 detective film directed by Parks and star-
ring Richard Roundtree as John Shaft, became a major

hit that spawned a series of films that would be labeled as,
blaxploitation. The blaxploitation genre was one in which
negative stereotypes of black males being involved with
drugs, violence and women, were exploited for commer-
cially successful films featuring black actors. Parks' feel
for settings was confirmed by Shaft, with its portrayal of
the super-cool leather-clad, black private detective hired
to find the kidnapped daughter of a Harlem racketeer.
Parks also directed the 1972 sequel, Shaft's Big Score, in
which the protagonist finds himself caught in the mid-
dle of rival gangs of racketeers. Parks's other directo-
rial credits include The Super Cops (1974) and Leadbelly
(1976), a biopic of the blues musician Huddie Ledbetter.
In the 1980s, he made several films for television and
composed the music and a libretto for Martin, a ballet
tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr., which premiered in
Washington, D.C. during 1989. It was screened on na-
tional television on King's birthday in 1990.
In 2000, as an homage, he had a cameo appearance in
the Shaft sequel that starred Samuel L. Jackson in the ti-
tle role as the namesake and nephew of the original John
Shaft. In the cameo scene, Parks was sitting playing chess
when Jackson greeted him as, “Mr. P.”.

78.2.3 Musician and composer

His first job was as a piano player in a brothel when he
was a teenager.*[32] Parks also performed as a jazz pi-
anist. His song“No Love”, composed in another brothel,
was performed during a national radio broadcast by Larry
Funk and his orchestra in the early 1930s.*[33]
Parks composed Concerto for Piano and Orchestra
(1953) at the encouragement of black American conduc-
tor, Dean Dixon, and his wife Vivian, a pianist,*[34] and
with the help of the composer Henry Brant.*[35] He com-
pleted Tree Symphony in 1967. In 1989, he composed
and directed Martin, a ballet dedicated to Martin Luther
King, Jr., the civil rights leader who had been assassi-
nated.

78.2.4 Writing

Starting in the late-1940s, Parks began writing̶a second
career that would produce 15 books and lead to his role
as a prominent black filmmaker̶starting with books on
the art and craft of photography. Beginning in the 1960s,
Parks branched out into literature, writing The Learning
Tree (1963). He authored several books of poetry, which
he illustrated with his own photographs, and he wrote
three volumes of memoirs.*[4]*[6]
In 1981, Parks turned to fiction with Shannon, a novel
about Irish immigrants fighting their way up the social
ladder in turbulent early 20th-century New York. Parks'
writing accomplishments include novels, poetry, autobi-
ography, and non-fiction that includes photographic in-
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structional manuals and film-making books. During this
period, Parks also wrote the poem "The Funeral".

78.2.5 Painting

A gallery exhibition of his photography-related, abstract
oil paintings was held in 1981.

78.2.6 Essence magazine

Parks was a co-founder of Essence magazine and served
as its editorial director during the first three years of its
circulation.

78.3 Personal life

Parks was married and divorced three times. He married
Sally Alvis in Minneapolis during 1933*[36] and they
divorced in 1961. He married Elizabeth Campbell in
1962 and they divorced in 1973. Parks first met Chinese-
American editor Genevieve Young (stepdaughter of Chi-
nese diplomat Wellington Koo) in 1962 when he began
writing The Learning Tree.*[37] At that time, his pub-
lisher assigned her to be his editor. They became ro-
mantically involved at a time when they both were di-
vorcing previous spouses, and married in 1973. They di-
vorced in 1979. Candace Bushnell claims to have dated
Parks in 1976, when she was 18 and he was 58.*[38] For
many years, Parks was romantically involved with Gloria
Vanderbilt, the railroad heiress and designer.*[39] Their
relationship evolved into a deep friendship that endured
throughout his lifetime.
Parks fathered four children: Gordon, Jr., David, Leslie,
and Toni (Parks-Parsons). His oldest son Gordon Parks,
Jr., whose talents resembled his father's, was killed in a
plane crash in 1979 in Kenya, where he had gone to di-
rect a film.*[40]*[41] Parks has five grandchildren: Alain,
Gordon III, Sarah, Campbell, and Satchel. Malcolm X
honored Parks when he asked him to be the godfather of
his daughter, Qubilah Shabazz.
He died of cancer at the age of 93 while living in
Manhattan, New York City, and is buried in his home-
town of Fort Scott, Kansas.

78.4 Legacy preservation and
archives

Several parties are recipient or heirs to different parts of
Parks' archival record.

78.4.1 The Gordon Parks Foundation

The Gordon Parks Foundation in Pleasantville, New York
(formerly in Chappaqua, New York), reports that it“per-
manently preserves the work of Gordon Parks, makes it
available to the public through exhibitions, books, and
electronic media,”The organization also says it“supports
artistic and educational activities that advance what Gor-
don described as 'the common search for a better life and
a better world.'" That support includes scholarships for
“artistic”students, and assistance to researchers. Their

headquarters includes an exhibition space with rotating
photography exhibits, open free to the public, with guided
group tours available by arrangement. The foundation
also admits“qualified researchers”to their archive, by ap-
pointment. The foundation collaborates with other orga-
nizations and institutions, nationally and internationally,
to advance its aims.*[42]

78.4.2 The Gordon Parks Museum/Center

The Gordon Parks Museum/Center in Fort Scott reports
that it holds dozens of Parks' photos, both given to the
Museum by Parks, and various belongings bequeathed
to the Museum by him upon his death. The collection
includes “awards and medals, personal photos, paint-
ings and drawings of Gordon, plaques, certificates, diplo-
mas and honorary doctorates, selected books and articles,
clothing, record player, tennis racquet, magazine articles,
his collection of Life magazines and much more.”The
museum has also separately received some of Parks' cam-
eras, writing desk and photos of him.*[43]

78.4.3 Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C.

The Library of Congress (LOC) reports that, in 1995,
it “acquired Parks' personal collection, including pa-
pers, music, photographs, films, recordings, drawings and
other products of his... career.”*[3]*[6]*[7]
The LOC was already home to a federal archive that in-
cluded Parks' first major photojournalism projects̶pho-
tographs he produced for the Farm Security Administra-
tion (1942-1943), and for the Office of War Information
(1943-1945).*[3]*[6]
In April 2000, the LOC awarded Parks its accolade“Liv-
ing Legend”, one of only 26 writers and artists so hon-
ored by the LOC.*[5]*[44] The LOC also holds Parks's
published and unpublished scores, and several of his films
and television productions.*[6]

National Film Registry

Parks' autobiographical motion picture, The Learning
Tree, and his African-American, anti-hero action-drama
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Shaft, have both been selected to be permanently pre-
served as part of the National Film Registry of the Li-
brary of Congress.*[3]*[7] The Learning Tree was one of
the original group of 25 films first selected by the LOC
for the National Film Registry.*[6]

78.4.4 National Archives, Washington,
D.C.

The National Archives also hold the film, MyFather, Gor-
don Parks (1969: archive 306.08063A) -- a film about
Parks and his production of his autobiographical motion
picture, The Learning Tree,̶is preserved in the National
Archives of the United States̶along with a print (from
the original) of Solomon Nortup's Odyssey, a film made
by Parks for a Public Broadcasting System telecast about
the ordeal of slave. The Archives also hold various photos
from Parks' years in government service.*[20]*[45]*[46]

78.4.5 Smithsonian Institution, Washing-
ton, D.C.

The Smithsonian Institution has an extensive list of hold-
ings related to Gordon Parks, particularly photos.*[47]

78.4.6 Wichita State University

In 1991, Wichita State University (WSU), in Wichita, the
largest city in Parks' home state of Kansas, awarded Parks
its highest honor for achievement: the President's Medal.
However, in the mid-1990s, after Parks entrusted WSU
with a collection of 150 of his famous photos, WSU̶for
various reasons (including confusion as to whether they
were a gift or loan, and whether the University could ade-
quately protect and preserve them) -- returned them, stun-
ning and deeply upsetting Parks. A further snub came
from Wichita's city officials, who also declined the op-
portunity to acquire many of Parks' papers and photos.
By 2000, however, WSU and Parks had healed their di-
vision. The university resumed honoring Parks and accu-
mulating his work. In 2008, the Gordon Parks Founda-
tion selected WSU as repository for 140 boxes of Parksʼ
photos, manuscripts, letters and other papers.*[48]*[49]
In 2014, another 125 of Park's photos were acquired from
the Foundation by WSU, with help from Wichita philan-
thropists Paula and Barry Downing, for display at the uni-
versity's Ulrich Museum of Art.

78.4.7 Kansas State University

The Gordon Parks Collection, in the Arts, Culture, and
Humanities section of the Special Collections of Kansas
State University primarily documents the creation of his
film The Learning Tree.*[50]

78.5 Exhibitions

• 1997: Half Past Autumn: The Art of Gordon Parks,
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.. A ca-
reer retrospective.

• 2015: Gordon Parks: Back to Fort Scott, Boston Mu-
seum of Fine Arts.*[30]

• 2015: Gordon Parks: Segregation Story, [High Mu-
seum of Art Atlanta].*[51]*[52]

78.6 Awards

• Parks received more than 20 honorary doctorates in
his lifetime.*[53]

• 1941: Awarded a fellowship for photography from
the Rosenwald Fund.*[5] The fellowship allowed
him to work with the Farm Security Administra-
tion.*[54]

• 1961: Named “Magazine Photographer of the
Year”(1960) by the American Society of Magazine
Photographers.*[54]

• 1972: The NAACP awarded Parks the Spingarn
Medal.*[55]

• 1984: Honorary Doctor of Humanities degree from
Thiel College, a private, liberal arts college in
Greenville, Pennsylvania

• 1989: The United States Library of Congress selects
The Learning Tree as one of the first 25 films chosen
for permanent preservation as part of the National
Film Registry,*[5]*[44] deeming it to be“culturally,
historically, or aesthetically significant”due to its
being the first major studio feature film directed by
an African American.

• 1990: Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished Ser-
vice in Journalism, Missouri School of Journalism,
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO*[56]

• 1999: Gordon Parks Elementary School, a nonprofit,
K-5 grade public charter school in Kansas City, Mis-
souri, was established to educate the urban-core in-
habitants.*[57]

• 2000: The Congress of Racial Equality Lifetime
Achievement Award.*[58]

• 2000: Library of Congress selects Parks' film
Shaft for National Film Registry preservation, as
well*[5]*[44]̶deeming it to be“culturally, histor-
ically, or aesthetically significant”,
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• 2000 (April): Library of Congress awards Parks its
accolade“Living Legend”̶ honoring“artists, writ-
ers, activists, filmmakers, physicians, entertainers,
sports figures and public servants who have made
significant contributions to America's diverse cul-
tural, scientific and social heritage”̶ one 26 writers
and artists so honored by the LOC.*[5]*[44]

• 2001: Kitty Carlisle Hart Award, Arts & Business
Council, New York*[59]

• 2003: Royal Photographic Society's Special 150th
Anniversary Medal and Honorary Fellowship (Hon-
FRPS) in recognition of a sustained, significant con-
tribution to the art of photography.*[60]

• 2002: Jackie Robinson Foundation Lifetime
Achievement Award.*[5]

• 2002: Inducted into the International Photography
Hall of Fame and Museum.*[5]*[61]

• 2004: The Art Institute of Boston awarded the hon-
orary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.

• 2008: An alternative learning center in Saint Paul,
Minnesota renamed their school Gordon Parks High
School after receiving a new building*[62]

78.7 Works

78.8 Publications about Parks
• Berry, S. L. Gordon Parks. New York: Chelsea

House Publishers, 1990. ISBN 1-55546-604-4

• Bush, Martin H. The Photographs of Gordon Parks.
Wichita, Kansas: Wichita State University, 1983.

• Donloe, Darlene. Gordon Parks: Photographer,
Writer, Composer, Film Maker [Melrose Square
Black American series]. Los Angeles: Melrose
Square Publishing Company, 1993. ISBN 0-87067-
595-8

• Harnan, Terry, and Russell Hoover. Gordon Parks:
Black Photographer and FilmMaker [Americans All
series]. Champaign, Illinois: Garrard Publishing
Company, 1972. ISBN 0-8116-4572-X

• Parr, Ann, and Gordon Parks. Gordon Parks: No
Excuses. Gretna, Louisiana: Pelican Publishing
Company, 2006. ISBN 1-58980-411-2

• Stange, Maren. Bare Witness: photographs by Gor-
don Parks. Milan: Skira, 2006. ISBN 88-7624-
802-1

• Turk, Midge, and Herbert Danska. Gordon Parks.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1971.
ISBN 0-690-33793-0

78.9 Documentaries on or includ-
ing Parks

• My Father, Gordon Parks (1969) (National Archives
item #306.08063A)

• Soul in Cinema: Filming Shaft on Location (1971)

• Passion and Memory (1986)

• Malcolm X: Make it Plain (1994)

• All Power to the People (1996)

• Half Past Autumn: The Life and Works of Gordon
Parks (2000)

• A Great Day in Hip-Hop (2000)

• Baadasssss Cinema (2002)

• Soul Man: Isaac Hayes (2003)

• Unstoppable: Conversation with Melvin Van Peebles,
Gordon Parks, and Ossie Davis (2005)

78.10 See also

• Photographers of the American Civil Rights Move-
ment
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ticle as reproduced on GoogleBooks.com.

[59] Robishaw, Lori; Gard Ewell, Maryo (2011).
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07-4.
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cessed 13 August 2012.
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78.12 Other sources

78.12.1 Primary source materials

• Gordon Parks Collection. Special Collections,
Kansas State University Library.

• Collected Photography, other artwork, and texts.
Marianna Kistler Beach Museum of Art.

• Gordon Parks Papers Exhibit or Finding Aid. Spe-
cial Collections and University Archives. Wichita
State University Libraries.

• Digital Archive. Gordon Parks Foundation. Cur-
rently, the negatives are held at the Special Collec-
tions at Purchase College, New York.

• Gordon Parks FSA OWI Photos. Held by the Li-
brary of Congress.

• Gordon Parks Oral History from the National Vi-
sionary Leadership Project

78.12.2 Additional article length works

• Director Guild of America profile

• International Photography Hall of Fame and Mu-
seum profile and biography

78.13 External links
• Gordon Parks at the Internet Movie Database

• The Gordon Parks Foundation

• Gordon Parks Collection. Photograph and poetry
exhibit in Gordon Parks' hometown

• Some of his photography

• Luminous-Lint page

• Ordway Theater presents Gordon Parks in the Vo-
calEssence Witness series

• C-SPAN interview with Parks, discussing the ex-
hibit“Half Past Autumn: The Art of Gordon Parks”
, November 25, 1997

• PBS Newshour, January 6, 1998

• Further biographical information can be found at the
Thomson/Gale

• Photo District News, Legends Online site for Gor-
don Parks

• Gordon Parks' oral history video excerpts at The Na-
tional Visionary Leadership Project

• Gordon Parks Gallery at Metropolitan State Univer-
sity, Saint Paul, Minnesota gallery devoted to pre-
serving the legacy of Gordon Parks

• Art Directors Club biography, portrait and images
of work

• Works by Gordon Parks at Open Library

• The chapter entitled“Gordon Parks: A Versatile Ti-
tan Who Made His Name First As a Photojournal-
ist” is included in this representative world photo-
history The Photographic Spirit: Inspiring Photo
Lives and Images, authored by David Joseph Mar-
cou and published in 2013 online (La Crosse History
Unbound website) and also in paperback.
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Gregory Crewdson

Gregory Crewdson (born September 26, 1962) is an
American photographer. He photographs tableaux*[1] of
American homes and neighborhoods.

79.1 Life and career

Crewdson in 2007

Crewdson was born in the Park Slope neighborhood of
Brooklyn, New York. He attended John Dewey High
School, graduating early.
As a teenager, he was part of a punk rock group called
The Speedies that hit the New York scene. Their song,
“Let Me Take Your Photo”proved to be prophetic to

Crewdson's future career. In 2005, Hewlett Packard used
the song in advertisements to promote its digital cameras.

In the mid 1980s, Crewdson studied photography at
SUNY Purchase, near Port Chester, NY. He received his
Master of Fine Arts from Yale University. He has taught
at Sarah Lawrence, Cooper Union, Vassar College, and
Yale University, where he has been on the faculty since
1993. He is now a professor at the Yale University School
of Art.*[2]*[3] In 2012, he was the subject of the fea-
ture documentary film Gregory Crewdson: Brief Encoun-
ters.*[4]
Crewdson is represented by Gagosian Gallery worldwide
and by White Cube Gallery in London.*[5]

79.2 Style

Untitled photo fromCrewdson's series Beneath the Roses (2003–
2005)

Crewdson's photographs usually take place in small-town
America, but are dramatic and cinematic.*[6] They fea-
ture often disturbing, surreal events. His photographs are
elaborately staged and lit using crews familiar with mo-
tion picture production and lighting large scenes using
motion picture film equipment and techniques.*[7] He
has cited the films Vertigo, The Night of the Hunter, Close
Encounters of the Third Kind, Blue Velvet, and Safe as hav-
ing influenced his style,*[8] as well as the painter Edward
Hopper*[9] and photographer Diane Arbus.*[10]
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79.3 Photography books
• Hover: Artspace Books, 1995, ISBN 1891273000

• Twilight: Photographs by Gregory Crewdson, with
essay by Rick Moody: Harry N. Abrams, 2003,
ISBN 0810910039

• Gregory Crewdson: 1985–2005: Hatje Cantz, 2005,
ISBN 377571622X

• Gregory Crewdson: Fireflies: Skarstedt Fine Art,
2007, ISBN 0970909055

• Beneath the Roses, with Russell Banks: Harry N.
Abrams, 2008, ISBN 978-0810993808

• Sanctuary, with Anthony O. Scott: Hatje Cantz,
2010, ISBN 978-3775727341

• In a Lonely Place: Hatje Cantz, 2011, ISBN 978-
3775731362

• Gregory Crewdson: New York, NY: Rizzoli, 2013,
ISBN 978-0847840915

79.4 Exhibitions
• Yale University Art Gallery; New Haven, Connecti-

cut (1988)

• BlumHelman Warehouse; New York (traveled to
Portland School of Art, Portland, Maine; Ruth
Bloom Gallery, Los Angeles, California) (1991)

• Houston Center for Photography; Houston, Texas
(1992)

• Feigen Gallery; Chicago, Illinois (1993)

• Palm Beach Community College Museum of Art;
Palm Beach, Florida (1994)

• Galleri Charlotte Lund; Stockholm, Sweden (1995)

• Les Images du Plaisir, Frac des Pays de la Loire, Ga-
lerie des Carmes; La Flèche, France (1995)

• Jay Jopling / White Cube; London (1995)

• Ginza Artspace, Shiseido Co.; Tokyo, Japan (1996)

• Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art; Cleveland,
Ohio (1997)

• Espacio Uno, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía; Madrid, Spain (traveled to Salamanca in
1999) (1998)

• Kulturhuset; Stockholm, Sweden (2011)

• Gregory Crewdson: In a Lonely Place, C/O Berlin;
Berlin, Germany (traveled to Det Kongelige Bib-
liotek, Copenhagen, Denmark in 2011/2012)*[11]
(2011)*[12]
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Gustave Le Gray

Self-portrait of Gustave Le Gray (late 1850s)

Jean-Baptiste Gustave Le Gray (French: [lə gʁɛ]; Au-
gust 30, 1820 – July 30, 1884)*[1] has been called“the
most important French photographer of the nineteenth
century”because of his technical innovations in the still
new medium of photography, his role as the teacher of
other noted photographers, and“the extraordinary imag-
ination he brought to picture making”.*[2]

80.1 Biography

Gustave Le Gray was born in 1820 in Villiers-le-Bel,
Val-d'Oise.*[1] He was originally trained as a painter,
studying under François-Édouard Picot and Paul De-
laroche.*[1] He even exhibited at the salon in 1848 and
1853. He then crossed over to photography in the early
years of its development.
He made his first daguerreotypes by 1847.*[3] His early
photographs included portraits; scenes of nature such as

Fontainebleau Forest; and buildings such as châteaux of
the Loire Valley.*[3]*[4]

Self Portrait (circa 1851)

He taught photography to students such as Charles Nègre,
Henri Le Secq, Nadar, Olympe Aguado, and Maxime Du
Camp.*[3]*[5] In 1851 he became one of the first five
photographers hired for the Missions Héliographiques
to document French monuments and buildings.*[4]*[6]
In that same year he helped found the Société Héli-
ographique, the “first photographic organization in the
world”.*[6] Le Gray published a treatise on photography,
which went through four editions, in 1850, 1851, 1852,
and 1854.
In 1855 Le Gray opened a“lavishly furnished”studio. At
that time, becoming progressively the official photogra-
pher of Napoleon III, he became a successful portraitist.
His most famous work dates from this period, 1856 to
1858, especially his seascapes. The studio was a fancy
place, but in spite of his artistic success, his business was
a financial failure: the business was poorly managed and
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ran into debts.*[3] He therefore“closed his studio, aban-
doned his wife and children, and fled the country to es-
cape his creditors”.*[3]
He began to tour the Mediterranean in 1860 with the
writer Alexandre Dumas, père.*[6] They crossed the
path of Giuseppe Garibaldi, and Dumas enthusiastically
joined the revolutionary forces with his fellow travel-
ers. His striking pictures of Giuseppe Garibaldi and
Palermo under Sicilian bombing became as instantly fa-
mous throughout Europe as their subjects. Dumas aban-
doned Le Gray and the other travellers in Malta*[2] as a
result of a conflict*[3] about a woman. Le Gray went to
Lebanon, then Syria where he covered the movements of
the French army for a magazine in 1861. Injured, he re-
mained there before heading to Egypt. In Alexandria he
photogaphed Henri d'Artois and the future Edward VII of
the United Kingdom, and wrote to Nadar while sending
him pictures. He established himself in Cairo in 1864;
he remained there about 20 years, earning a modest liv-
ing as a professor of drawing,*[6] while retaining a small
photography shop. He sent pictures to the universal ex-
hibition in 1867 but they did not really catch anyone's
attention. He received commissions from the vice-king
Ismail Pasha. From this late period there remain a mere
50 pictures, some of them as beautiful as ever. He prob-
ably died on July 30, 1884, in Cairo.*[1]

80.2 Technical innovations

Château de Chenonceau (1851)

His technical innovations included:

• Improvements on paper negatives,*[4] specifically
waxing them before exposure “making the paper
more receptive to fine detail”.*[7]

• A collodion process published in 1850 but which
was “theoretical at best”.*[8] The invention of
the wet collodion method to produce a negative on a
glass plate is now credited to Frederick Scott Archer
who published his process in 1851.*[8]

• Combination printing, creating seascapes by using
one negative for the water and one negative for the
sky*[2]*[4]*[7] at a time where it was impossible to
have at the same time the sky and the sea on a picture
due to the too extreme luminosity range.

80.3 Works

Le Gray documented French monuments on a mission for
the French government with other French photographers.
He was a successful portrait photographer, capturing fig-
ures such as Napoleon III and Edward VII. He also be-
came famous for his seascapes, or marine. He spent 20
years in Cairo, Egypt, but there are few works from this
period.

80.3.1 World records for most expensive
photograph sold at auction, 1999-
2003

The Beech Tree (circa 1856)

In October 1999, Sotheby's sold a Le Gray albumen print
“Beech Tree, Fontainebleau”*[9] for £419,500, which

was a world record for the most expensive single photo-
graph ever sold at auction, to an anonymous buyer.*[10]
Later that day at the same auction, however, an albumen
print of“Grande Vague, Sète”(“The Big Wave at Sète,”
“The Great Wave, Sète”)*[11] also by Le Gray was sold

for a new world record price of £507,500 or $840,370 to
“the same anonymous buyer”who was later revealed to

be Sheik Saud Al-Thani of Qatar.*[10]*[12] The record
stood until May 2003 when Al-Thani purchased a da-
guerreotype by Joseph-Philibert Girault de Prangey for
£565,250 or $922,488.*[13]*[14]

80.3.2 Books

• A practical treatise on photography, upon paper and
glass by Gustave Le Gray, (translated by Thomas
Cousins) London : T. & R. Willats, 1850.]]

• Photographic manipulation: the waxed paper process
of Gustave Le Gray by Gustave Le Gray. Translated
from the French. London: George Knight and Sons,
1853.
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80.3.3 Gallery

• Architecture and landscapes

• Central portal of the Church of Saint-Jacques,
Aubeterre, France (1851)

• Train station with train and coal depot, digitally re-
stored

• Cloudy Sky - Mediterranean Sea

• Seascape with Sailing Ship and Tugboat

• Brig upon the Water

• The Great Wave, Sète

• Forest of Fountainbleau (1855)

• Bateaux quittant le port du Havre (1855/1856)

• Imperial yacht Reine Hortense (1856)

• Forest of Fontainbleau (circa 1856)

• Batterie de la pointe à Brest (1858)

• Tour Saint-Jacques (1859)

• Palermo (1860)

• Waterfront village

• Portraits

• Henri Le Secq (1848)

• Louis-Napoléon (1852)

• Empress Eugenie (1856)

• Victor Cousin

• General István Türr (1860)

• Alexandre Dumas (1860)

• Napoléon Louis de Méneval

• Camel transporting artillery, Egypt (1866)

80.4 See also

• List of most expensive photographs
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Chapter 81

Hannah Höch

Hannah Höch (German: [hœç]; November 1, 1889 –
May 31, 1978) was a German Dada artist. She is best
known for her work of the Weimar period, when she was
one of the originators of photomontage.

81.1 Biography

Hannah Höch was born Anna Therese Johanne
Höch*[1] in Gotha, Germany. In 1912 she began classes
at the School of Applied Arts in Berlin under the guid-
ance of glass designer Harold Bergen.*[2] She chose the
curriculum glass design and graphic arts, rather than fine
arts, to please her father.*[3] In 1914, at the start of World
War I, she left the school and returned home to Gotha
to work with the Red Cross.*[4] In 1915 she returned to
school, entering the graphics class of Emil Orlik at the
National Institute of the Museum of Arts and Crafts.*[5]
Also in 1915, Höch began an influential friendship with
Raoul Hausmann, a member of the Berlin Dada move-
ment.*[4] Höch's involvement with the Berlin Dadaists
began in earnest in 1917. After her schooling, she worked
in the handicrafts department for Ullstein Verlag (The
Ullstein Press), designing dress and embroidery patterns
for Die Dame (The Lady) and Die Praktische Berlinerin
(The Practical Berlin Woman). The influence of this early
work and training can be seen in her later work involv-
ing references to dress patterns and textiles. From 1926
to 1929 she lived and worked in the Netherlands. Höch
made many influential friendships over the years, with
Kurt Schwitters and Piet Mondrian among others. Höch,
along with Hausmann, was one of the first pioneers of the
art form that would come to be known as photomontage.

81.1.1 Personal life and relationships

Art historian Maria Makela has characterized Höch's af-
fair with Raoul Hausmann as“stormy”, and identifies the
central cause of their altercations̶some of which ended
in violence̶in Hausmann's refusal to leave his wife.*[6]
Hausmann continually disparaged Höch not only for her
desire to marry him, which he described as a “bour-
geois”*[6] inclination, but also for her opinions on art.
Hausmann's hypocritical stance on women's emancipa-

Hannah Höch, Cut with the Kitchen Knife through the Beer-
Belly of the Weimar Republic, 1919, collage of pasted papers,
90 x 144 cm, Staatliche Museen, Berlin

tion spurred Höch to write“a caustic short story”enti-
tled“The Painter”in 1920, the subject of which is“an
artist who is thrown into an intense spiritual crisis when
his wife asks him to do the dishes.”*[6]
Höch left her seven-year relationship with Raoul Haus-
mann in 1922. In 1926, she began a relationship with
the Dutch writer and linguist Mathilda ('Til') Brugman,
whom Höch met through mutual friends Kurt and Helma
Schwitters. By autumn of 1926, Höch moved to Hague to
live with Brugman, where they lived until 1929, at which
time they moved to Berlin. Höch and Brugman's relation-
ship lasted nine years, until 1935. They did not explicitly
define their relationship as lesbian (likely because they did
not feel it necessary or desirable), instead choosing to re-
fer to it as a private love relationship.*[7] In 1935, Höch
began a relationship with Kurt Matthies, whom she was
married to from 1938 to 1944.*[7]
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81.1.2 Women In Dada

While the Dadaists, including Georg Schrimpf, Franz
Jung, and Johannes Baader,“paid lip service to women's
emancipation,”they were clearly reluctant to include a
woman among their ranks.*[8] Hans Richter described
Höch's contribution to the Dada movement as the“sand-
wiches, beer and coffee she managed somehow to con-
jure up despite the shortage of money.”*[6] Raoul Haus-
mann even suggested that Höch get a job to support him
financially. Höch was the lone woman among the Berlin
Dada group, although Sophie Täuber, Beatrice Wood,
and Baroness Else von Freytag-Loringhoven were also
important, if overlooked, Dada figures . Höch references
the hypocrisy of the Berlin Dada group and German so-
ciety as a whole in her photomontage, Da-Dandy.

Höch's time at Verlang working with magazines targeted
to women made her acutely aware of the difference be-
tween women in media and reality, even as the workplace
provided her with many of the images that served as raw
material for her own work. She was also critical of mar-
riage, often depicting brides as mannequins and children,
reflecting the socially pervasive idea of women as incom-
plete people with little control over their lives . Höch con-
sidered herself a part of the women's movement in the
1920s, as shown in her depiction of herself in Schnitt mit
dem Küchenmesser DADA durch die letzte weimarer Bier-
bauchkulturepoche Deutschlands (1919–20). Her pieces
also commonly combine male and female traits into one
unified being. During the era of the Weimar Repub-
lic, “mannish women were both celebrated and casti-
gated for breaking down traditional gender roles.”*[9]
Her androgynous characters may also have been related
to her bisexuality and attraction to masculinity in women
(that is, attraction to the female form paired with stereo-
typically masculine characteristics).

81.1.3 Later years

Hannah Höchs Gardenhouse, Berlin-Heiligensee

Höch spent the years of the Third Reich in Berlin,
Germany, keeping a low profile. She lived in Berlin-

Heiligensee, a remote area on the outskirts of Berlin, hid-
ing in a small garden house. She married businessman
and pianist Kurt Matthies in 1938 and divorced him in
1944.Though her work was not acclaimed after the war
as it had been before the rise of the Third Reich, she con-
tinued to produce her photomontages and exhibit them
internationally until her death in 1978, in Berlin. Her
house and garden can be visited at the annual Day of the
Memorial (Tag des offenen Denkmals).

81.2 Works

Siegfried Kühl, Der archaische Erz-Engel vom Heiligense, 1989,
sculpture in homage to Hannah Höch in Berlin-Reinickendorf

Höch was a pioneer of the art form that became known
as photomontage. Many of her pieces sardonically cri-
tiqued the mass culture beauty industry at the time, gain-
ing significant momentum in mass media through the rise
of fashion and advertising photography. Many of her po-
litical works from the Dada period equated women's lib-
eration with social and political revolution.*[10] In par-
ticular, her photomontages often critically addressed the
Weimar New Woman, collating images from contempo-
rary magazines.*[11] Her works from 1926 to 1935 of-
ten depicted same sex couples, and women were once
again a central theme in her work from 1963 to 1973.
Höch also made strong statements on racial discrimina-
tion. Her most famous piece is Schnitt mit dem Küchen-
messer DADAdurch die letzte weimarer Bierbauchkulture-
poche Deutschlands (“Cut with the Dada Kitchen Knife
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through the Last Weimar Beer-Belly Cultural Epoch in
Germany”), a critique of Weimar Germany in 1919.
This piece combines images from newspapers of the time
mixed and re-created to make a new statement about life
and art in the Dada movement. From an Ethnographic
Museum (1929), one of Höch's most ambitious and highly
political projects, is composed of twenty photomontages
that depict images of European female bodies with im-
ages of African male bodies and masks from museum cat-
alogues, creating collages that offer“the visual culture of
two vastly separate civilizations as interchangeable̶the
modish European flapper loses none of her stylishness in
immediate proximity to African tribal objects; likewise,
the non-Western artifact is able to signify in some fun-
damental sense as ritual object despite its conflation with
patently European features.”*[12]

81.3 Exhibitions

Höch's work has been exhibited internationally in solo
and group exhibitions.
The Whitechapel Gallery in London presented a ma-
jor exhibition of Höch's work from 15 January – 23
March 2014.*[13] This exhibition was composed of over
one hundred works from international collections that
Höch created from the 1910s to 1970s. Highlights in-
cluded Staatshäupter (Heads of State) (1918–20), Hoch-
finanz (High Finance) (1923),Flucht (Flight) (1931), and
many works from the series From an Ethnographic Mu-
seum.*[14]

81.3.1 Selected solo shows

• Hannah Höch, Kunstzaal De Bron, The Hague
(1929)

• Hannah Höch: Bilder, Collagen, Aquarelle 1918-
1961, Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin (1961)

• Hannah Höch, National Museum of Modern Art,
Kyoto (1974)

• The Photomontages of Hannah Höch, The Walker
Art Center, The Museum of Modern Art, and the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Minneapolis,
New York City, Los Angeles (1997)

• Hannah Höch, The Whitechapel Gallery, London
(2014)
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81.7 External links
• Chronology of Dada - a chronology of the DaDa

movement.
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Chapter 82

Hans Bellmer

Hans Bellmer (13 March 1902 – 23 February 1975) was
a German artist, best known for the life-sized pubescent
female dolls he produced in the mid-1930s. Historians
of art and photography also consider him a Surrealist
photographer.

82.1 Biography

Bellmer was born in the city of Kattowitz, then part of
the German Empire (now Katowice, Poland). Up until
1926, he'd been working as a draftsman for his own ad-
vertising company. He initiated his doll project to oppose
the fascism of the Nazi Party by declaring that he would
make no work that would support the new German state.
Represented by mutated forms and unconventional poses,
his dolls were directed specifically at the cult of the per-
fect body then prominent in Germany.*[1] Bellmer was
influenced in his choice of art form by reading the pub-
lished letters of Oskar Kokoschka (Der Fetisch, 1925).
Bellmer's doll project is also said to have been catalysed
by a series of events in his personal life. Hans Bellmer
takes credit for provoking a physical crisis in his father
and brings his own artistic creativity into association with
childhood insubordination and resentment toward a se-
vere and humorless paternal authority. Perhaps this is
one reason for the nearly universal, unquestioning accep-
tance in the literature of Bellmer's promotion of his art
as a struggle against his father, the police, and ultimately,
fascism and the state. Events of his personal life also in-
cluding meeting a beautiful teenage cousin in 1932 (and
perhaps other unattainable beauties), attending a perfor-
mance of Jacques Offenbach's Tales of Hoffmann (in
which a man falls tragically in love with an automaton),
and receiving a box of his old toys.*[2] After these events,
he began to actually construct his first dolls. In his works,
Bellmer explicitly sexualized the doll as a young girl. The
dolls incorporated the principle of“ball joint”, which was
inspired by a pair of sixteenth-century articulated wooden
dolls in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum*[3]
He visited Paris in 1935 and made contacts there, such
as Paul Éluard, but returned to Berlin because his wife
Margarete was dying of tuberculosis.*[4]

Sketch for the“Die Puppe”series, 1932

Bellmer produced the first doll in Berlin in 1933. Long
since lost, the assemblage can nevertheless be cor-
rectly described thanks to approximately two dozen pho-
tographs Bellmer took at the time of its construction.
Standing about fifty-six inches tall, the doll consisted of
a modeled torso made of flax fiber, glue, and plaster; a
mask-like head of the same material with glass eyes and a
long, unkempt wig; and a pair of legs made from broom-
sticks or dowel rods. One of these legs terminated in a
wooden, club-like foot; the other was encased in a more
naturalistic plaster shell, jointed at the knee and ankle. As
the project progressed, Bellmer made a second set of hol-
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low plaster legs, with wooden ball joints for the doll's hips
and knees. There were no arms to the first sculpture, but
Bellmer did fashion or find a single wooden hand, which
appears among the assortment of doll parts the artist doc-
umented in an untitled photograph of 1934, as well as in
several photographs of later work.
Bellmer's 1934 anonymous book, The Doll (Die Puppe),
produced and published privately in Germany, contains
10 black-and-white photographs of Bellmer's first doll ar-
ranged in a series of "tableaux vivants" (living pictures).
The book was not credited to him, as he worked in iso-
lation, and his photographs remained almost unknown in
Germany. Yet Bellmer's work was eventually declared
“degenerate” by the Nazi Party, and he was forced to

flee Germany to France in 1938. Bellmer's work was
welcomed in the Parisian art culture of the time, espe-
cially the Surrealists around André Breton, because of
the references to female beauty and the sexualization of
the youthful form. His photographs were published in the
Surrealist journal Minotaure, 5 December 1934 under the
title “Poupée, variations sur le montage d'une mineure
articulée”(The Doll, Variations on the Assemblage of an
Articulated Minor).*[5]
He aided the French Resistance during the war by mak-
ing fake passports. He was imprisoned in the Camp des
Milles prison at Aix-en-Provence, a brickworks camp for
German nationals, from September 1939 until the end of
the Phoney War in May 1940.*[6]
After the war, Bellmer lived the rest of his life in Paris.
Bellmer gave up doll-making and spent the following
decades creating erotic drawings, etchings, sexually ex-
plicit photographs, paintings, and prints of pubescent
girls. In 1954, he met Unica Zürn, who became his com-
panion until her suicide in 1970.*[7] He continued work-
ing into the 1960s. Of his own work, Bellmer said,“What
is at stake here is a totally new unity of form, meaning and
feeling: language-images that cannot simply be thought
up or written up…They constitute new, multifaceted ob-
jects, resembling polyplanes made of mirrors…As if the
illogical was relaxation, as if laughter was permitted while
thinking, as if error was a way and chance, a proof of eter-
nity.”*[8]
Bellmer died 24 February 1975 of bladder cancer.*[9] He
was buried beside Zürn at Père Lachaise Cemetery with
a tomb marked“Bellmer - Zürn”.*[10]
The interdisciplinary artist, dancer, and multiple amputee
Lisa Bufano lists Hans Bellmer's doll work in her artist's
statement as an influence.*[11]

82.2 In popular culture

The New York-based post-punk band Bellmer Dolls took
their name from the dolls of Hans Bellmer.
The 2003 film Love Object contains clear references to

Bellmer's work, including the protagonist's obsessive re-
lationship with a sex doll and the use of Bellmer's name
as a leading character, Lisa Bellmer.
Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence, a 2004 anime film,
features elements of Bellmer's erotic and uncanny
dolls.*[12] Additionally, director Mamoru Oshii has
referred to Bellmer's dolls as an inspiration for the
film.*[13]
A creature from the 2001 video game Silent Hill 2 named
Mannequin bears a strong resemblance to Bellmer's dolls.
However, Masahiro Ito, the monster designer of the
game, commented on this saying that they had no influ-
ence on his design of the Mannequin; instead his inspira-
tion came from traditional Japanese folklore.*[14]

82.3 Exhibitions

• 2010: Neue Nationalgalerie Berlin; Double Sexus:
Bellmer - Bourgeois

• 2006: Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; “Hand
Bellmer: Anatomie du Désir”; Whitechapel
Gallery, London 'Hans Bellmer'

• 2001: International Center of Photography, New
York; Behind Closed Doors: The Art of Hans
Bellmer

• 1999: Ubu Gallery, New York; Galerie Berinson,
Berlin;“Photographs and Drawings for the 30s”

• 1997: Musée-Galerie de la Seita, Paris; “Bellmer
Graveur, 1902-1975”

• 1992: Musée Saint-Roch, Issoudun;“Hans Bellmer
par son Graveur Cécile Reims”

• 1991: Krannert Art Museum, Champaign, IL; Hans
Bellmer: Photographs

• 1990: Isidore Ducasse Fine Arts, New York;“Hans
Bellmer”

• 1985: Editions Graphiques, London; “Hans
Bellmer”

• 1984: Kestnergesellschaft, Hannover; “Hans
Bellmer, Photographien”

• 1983: Centre Georges Pompidou and Filipacchi,
Paris;“Hans Bellmer, Photographe”

• 1976: Galerie André Francois Petit, Paris; Galerie
Brusberg, Hannover;“Hommage à Hans Bellmer”

• 1975: Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago;
“Hans Bellmer, Drawings and Sculpture.

• 1971: CNAC Archives, Paris;“Hans Bellmer (ret-
rospective)”
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• 1970: Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; “Hans
Bellmer”

• 1967: Kestner-Gesellschaft, Hannover; Kunst-
Verein, Berlin; Galerie Wolfgang Ketterer, Munich;
“Hans Bellmer”

• 1966: Robert Fraser Gallery, London; Bellmerʼs
de Sade Engravings (closed by police)

• 1963: Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris; “Hans
Bellmer”
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Chapter 83

Harold Eugene Edgerton

For the police officer see Harry Edgerton

Harold Eugene Edgerton also known as Papa Flash
(April 6, 1903 – January 4, 1990) was a professor of
electrical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.*[1] He is largely credited with transforming
the stroboscope from an obscure laboratory instrument
into a common device. He also was deeply involved with
the development of sonar and deep-sea photography, and
his equipment was used by Jacques Cousteau in searches
for shipwrecks and even the Loch Ness monster.*[2]

83.1 Biography

83.1.1 Early years

Edgerton was born in Fremont, Nebraska, on April 6,
1903, the son of Mary Nettie Coe and Frank Eugene
Edgerton,*[3]*[4] a descendant of Richard Edgerton, one
of the founders of Norwich, Connecticut and a descen-
dant of Governor William Bradford (1590–1657) of the
Plymouth Colony and a passenger on the Mayflower. His
father was a lawyer, journalist, author and orator and
served as the assistant attorney general of Nebraska from
1911 to 1915. Harold grew up in Aurora, Nebraska. He
also spent some of his childhood years in Washington,
D.C., and Lincoln, Nebraska.

83.1.2 Education

In 1925 Edgerton received a bachelor's degree in
electrical engineering from the University of Nebraska
at Lincoln where he became a member of Acacia Fra-
ternity.*[5] He earned an S.M. in electrical engineering
from MIT in 1927. Edgerton used stroboscopes to study
synchronous motors for his Sc.D. thesis in electrical en-
gineering at MIT, awarded in 1931. He credited Charles
Stark Draper with inspiring him to photograph everyday
objects using electronic flash; the first was a stream of
water coming out of a faucet.

83.1.3 Career

Nuclear explosion captured by Edgerton's Rapatronic camera

Shadowgraph of bullet in flight using Edgerton's equipment and
stroboscope
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In 1937 Edgerton began a lifelong association with
photographer Gjon Mili, who used stroboscopic equip-
ment, in particular, multiple studio electronic flash units,
to produce strikingly beautiful photographs, many of
which appeared in Life Magazine. When taking multi-
flash photographs this strobe light equipment could flash
up to 120 times a second. Edgerton was a pioneer in us-
ing short duration electronic flash in photographing fast
events photography, subsequently using the technique to
capture images of balloons at different stages of their
bursting, a bullet during its impact with an apple, or using
multiflash to track the motion of a devil stick, for exam-
ple. He was awarded a bronze medal by the Royal Photo-
graphic Society in 1934, the Howard N. Potts Medal from
the Franklin Institute in 1941,*[6] the David Richardson
Medal by the Optical Society of America in 1968,*[7]
the Albert A. Michelson Medal from the same Franklin
Institute in 1969,*[8] and the National Medal of Science
in 1973.*[9]
Edgerton teamed up with Kenneth J. Germeshausen to
do consulting work with different industrial clients. Later
Herbert Grier joined them. The company name“Edger-
ton, Germeshausen, and Grier”was changed to EG&G
in 1947. EG&G became a prime contractor for the
Atomic Energy Commission and had a major role in
photographing and recording nuclear tests for the United
States through the fifties and sixties. For this role Edger-
ton and Charles Wykoff and others at EG&G developed
and manufactured the Rapatronic camera
His work was instrumental in the development of side-
scan sonar technology, used to scan the sea floor for
wrecks. Edgerton worked with the undersea explorer
Jacques Cousteau, by first providing him with custom
designed underwater photographic equipment featuring
electronic flash, and then by developing sonar techniques
used to discover the Britannic. Edgerton participated in
the discovery of the American Civil War battleship USS
Monitor. While working with Cousteau, he acquired the
nickname he is still known by in photographic circles,
“Papa Flash”.

In addition to having the scientific and engineering acu-
men to perfect strobe lighting commercially, Edgerton
is equally recognized for his visual aesthetic: many of
the striking images he created in illuminating phenom-
ena that occurred too fast for the naked eye adorn art mu-
seums worldwide. In 1940, his high speed stroboscopic
short film Quicker'n a Wink won an Oscar.*[10]
Edgerton was appointed a professor of electrical en-
gineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) in 1934.*[11] In 1956, Edgerton was elected a Fel-
low of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.*[12]
He was especially loved by MIT students for his willing-
ness to teach and his kindness:“The trick to education”
, he said,“is to teach people in such a way that they don't
realize they're learning until it's too late”. His last un-
dergraduate class, taught during fall semester 1977, was a

freshman seminar titled“Bird and Insect Photography”
. One of the graduate student dormitories at MIT carries
his name.
In 1962, Dr. Edgerton appeared on I've Got a Se-
cret, where he demonstrated strobe flash photography by
shooting a bullet into a playing card and photographing
the result.
Edgerton's work was featured in an October 1987
National Geographic Magazine article entitled “Doc
Edgerton: the man who made time stand still”.

83.1.4 Family

After graduating from the University of Nebraska at Lin-
coln, Edgerton married Esther May Garrett*[13] in 1928.
She was born in Hamilton County, Nebraska on Septem-
ber 8, 1903 and died on March 9, 2002 in Charlestown,
South Carolina. She received a bachelor's degree in
mathematics, music and education from the University
of Nebraska - Lincoln. A skilled pianist and singer, she
attended the New England Conservatory of Music and
taught in public schools in Aurora, Nebraska and Boston.
During their marriage they had three children: Mary
Louise (4/21/1931), William Eugene (8/9/1933), Robert
Frank (5/10/1935). His sister, Mary Ellen Edgerton, was
the wife of L. Welch Pogue (1899–2003) a pioneering
aviation attorney and Chairman of the old Civil Aeronau-
tics Board. David Pogue, a technology writer, journalist
and commentator, is his great nephew.

83.1.5 Death

Edgerton remained active throughout his later years, and
was seen on the MIT campus many times after his official
retirement. He died suddenly on January 4, 1990 at the
MIT Faculty Club at the age of 86, and is buried in Mount
Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge, Massachusetts.*[14]

83.2 Legacy

On July 3, 1990, in an effort to memorialize his accom-
plishments, several community members in Aurora, Ne-
braska decided to construct a“Hands-On”science center.
It was designated as a“teaching museum,”that would
preserve Doc's work and artifacts, as well as feature the
“Explorit Zone”where people of all ages could participate

in hands-on exhibits and interact with live science demon-
strations. After five years of private and community-wide
fund-raising, as well as individual investments by Doc's
surviving family members, the Edgerton Explorit Cen-
ter was officially dedicated on September 9, 1995.*[15]
At MIT, the Edgerton Center, founded in 1992, is
a hands-on laboratory resource for undergraduate and
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graduate students, and also conducts educational outreach
programs for high school students and teachers.*[16]

83.3 Works
• Flash! Seeing the Unseen by Ultra High-Speed Pho-

tography (1939, with James R. Killian Jr.). Boston :
Hale, Cushman & Flint.

• Electronic Flash, Strobe (1970). New York :
McGraw-Hill.

• Moments of Vision (1979, with Mr. Killian). Cam-
bridge, Mass. : MIT Press. ISBN 0-262-05022-6

• Sonar Images (1986, with Mr. Killian). Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall. ISBN 0-13-822651-2

• Stopping Time, a collection of his photographs,
(1987). New York : H.N. Abrams. ISBN 0-8109-
1514-6

83.3.1 Photographs

Some of Edgerton's noted photographs are

• Football Kick (1938)

• Diver (1955)

• Milk Drop Coronet (1957)

• Cranberry Juice into Milk (1960)

• Moscow Circles (1963)

• Bullet Through Banana (1964) *[17]

• .30 Bullet Piercing an Apple (1964)

• Cutting the Card Quickly (1964)

• Pigeon Release (1965)

• Bullet Through Candle Flame (1973) (with Kim
Vandiver)

83.4 See also
• Air-gap flash
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83.7 External links
• The Edgerton Digital Collections website by the

MIT Museum with thousands of photographs and
scanned notebooks.

• The Edgerton Center at MIT

• “Pre-World War II Photos” - Early photographs
from Edgerton's laboratory, including water from
the tap, MIT Collections

• Biographical timeline

• “Selection of photographs by Edgerton”. Victoria
and Albert Museum. Retrieved 2007-06-16.

• The Edgerton Explorit Center in Aurora, NE

• The SPIE Harold E. Edgerton Award

• Guide to the Papers of Harold E. Edgerton, MIT In-
stitute Archives and Special Collections

• Penfield, Jr., Paul (August 1, 2000). “Harold Eu-
gene Edgerton”. MIT EECSGreat Educator Awards.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Retrieved
June 13, 2011.

• National Academy of Sciences Biographical Mem-
oir
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Chapter 84

Harry Callahan (photographer)

For other people named Harry Callahan, see Harry
Callahan (disambiguation).

Harry Morey Callahan (October 22, 1912 – March
15, 1999) was an influential twentieth century American
photographer.

84.1 Early life

Harry Morey Callahan was born in Detroit, Michigan,
he worked at Chrysler when he was a young man then
left the company to study engineering at Michigan State
University. However he eventually dropped out, returned
to Chrysler and joined its camera club.*[1] Callahan be-
gan teaching himself photography in 1938. He formed a
friendship with Todd Webb who was also destined to be-
come a photographer.*[2] A talk given by Ansel Adams
in 1941 inspired him to take his work seriously. In 1941,
Callahan and Webb visited Rocky Mountain State Park
but didn't return with any photographs.*[2] In 1946 he
was invited to teach photography at the Institute of De-
sign in Chicago by László Moholy-Nagy. He moved to
Rhode Island in 1961 to establish a photography program
at the Rhode Island School of Design, teaching there until
his retirement in 1977.

84.2 Career

Callahan left almost no written records̶no diaries, let-
ters, scrapbooks or teaching notes. His technical photo-
graphic method was to go out almost every morning, walk
through the city he lived in and take numerous pictures.
He then spent almost every afternoon making proof prints
of that day's best negatives. Yet, for all his photographic
activity, Callahan, at his own estimation, produced no
more than half a dozen final images a year.
He photographed his wife and daughter and the streets,
scenes and buildings of cities where he lived, showing
a strong sense of line and form, and light and dark-
ness. Even prior to birth, his daughter showed up in pho-
tographs of Eleanor's pregnancy. From 1948 to 1953

Eleanor, and sometimes Barbara, were shown out in the
landscape as a tiny counterpoint to large expanses of park,
skyline or water.
He also worked with multiple exposures. Callahan's work
was a deeply personal response to his own life. He en-
couraged his students to turn their cameras on their own
lives, leading by example. Callahan photographed his
wife over a period of fifteen years, as his prime sub-
ject. Eleanor was essential to his art from 1947 to 1960.
He photographed her everywhere - at home, in the city
streets, in the landscape; alone, with their daughter, in
black and white and in color, nude and clothed, distant
and close. He tried several technical experiments - dou-
ble and triple exposure, blurs, large and small format film.
Callahan was one of the few innovators of modern Amer-
ican photography noted as much for his work in color as
for his work in black and white.*[3] In 1955 Edward Ste-
ichen included his work in The Family of Man, MoMA's
popular international touring exhibition.
In 1996, he was awarded the National Medal of Arts.*[4]
The Estate of Harry Callahan is represented by Marc
Selwyn Fine Art in Los Angeles, CA and Pace/MacGill
Gallery in New York.

84.3 Awards

• 1993: Edward MacDowell Medal, MacDowell
Colony, Peterborough, NH.*[5]*[6]

84.4 Personal life

Callahan met his future wife, Eleanor Knapp, on a blind
date in 1933. At that time she was a secretary at Chrysler
Motors in Detroit and he was a clerk. They married three
years later. In 1950 their daughter Barbara was born.*[1]
Callahan died in Atlanta in 1999. He left behind 100,000
negatives and over 10,000 proof prints. The Center for
Creative Photography at the University of Arizona, which
actively collects, preserves and makes available individual
works by 20th-century North American photographers,
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maintains his photographic archives. His estate is repre-
sented in New York by the Pace/MacGill Gallery. His
wife Eleanor died on February 28, 2012 in a hospice in
Atlanta at the age of 95.*[1]
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84.6 External links
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Chapter 85

Helen Levitt

For the screenwriter of the same name, see Helen Slote
Levitt.

Helen Levitt (August 31, 1913 – March 29,

Cover art for Levitt's book Crosstown (2002).

2009)*[1]*[2] was an American photographer. She was
particularly noted for "street photography" around New
York City, and has been called“the most celebrated and
least known photographer of her time.”*[3]

85.1 Biography

Levitt grew up in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, NY. She
dropped out of high school and went to work for a com-
mercial photographer. There, she taught herself photog-
raphy. While teaching art classes to children in 1937,
Levitt became intrigued with the transitory chalk draw-
ings that were part of the New York children's street cul-
ture of the time. She purchased a Leica camera and began
to photograph these works, as well as the children who

Cover art for Levitt's book Slide Show (2005).

made them. The resulting photographs were ultimately
published in 1987 as In The Street: chalk drawings and
messages, New York City 1938–1948.*[4]
She associated with Walker Evans in 1938-39. She en-
joyed early success. In July 1939, the new photography
section of the Museum of Modern Art in New York City
included Levitt's work in its inaugural exhibition.*[5] In
1943, Nancy Newhall curated her first solo exhibition
“Helen Levitt: Photographs of Children”there. Her next

major shows were in the 1960s; Amanda Hopkinson sug-
gests that this second wave of recognition was related
to the feminist rediscovery of women's creative achieve-
ments.*[5]
In the late 1940s, Levitt made two documentary films
with Janice Loeb and James Agee: In the Street (1948)
and The Quiet One (1948). Levitt, along with Loeb and
Sidney Meyers, received an Academy Award nomina-
tion for the screenplay of The Quiet One. Levitt was
active in film making for nearly 25 years; her final film
credit is as an editor for John Cohen's documentary
The End of an Old Song (1972).*[6] Levitt's other film
credits include the cinematography on The Savage Eye
(1960),*[7] which was produced by Ben Maddow, Mey-
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ers, and Joseph Strick, and also as an assistant director
for Strick and Maddow's film version of Genet's play The
Balcony (1963). In her biographical essay, Maria Ham-
bourg writes that Levitt“has all but disinherited this part
of her work.”*[4]
In 1959 and 1960, Levitt received two Guggenheim
Foundation grants to take color photographs on the streets
of New York, and she returned to still photography.*[4]
In 1965 she published her first major collection, AWay of
Seeing.*[8] Much of her work in color from the 1960s was
stolen in a 1970 burglary of her East 13th Street apart-
ment. The remaining photos, and others taken in the fol-
lowing years, can be seen in the 2005 book Slide Show:
The Color Photographs of Helen Levitt.*[9] In 1976, she
was a Photography Fellow of the National Endowment
for the Arts.
She lived in New York City and remained active as a pho-
tographer for nearly 70 years.

85.2 Published collections of
Levitt's photographs

• Levitt, Helen; Agee, James (1989) [1965]. A Way
of Seeing: Third Edition. Duke University Press.
ISBN 978-0-8223-1005-1.

• Levitt, Helen (1987). In the Street: Chalk Drawings
and Messages, New York City, 1938-1948. Duke
University Press. ISBN 0-8223-0771-5.

• Levitt, Helen; Hambourg, Maria Morris; Phillips,
Sandra S. (1991). Phillips, Sandra S., ed. He-
len Levitt. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
ISBN 0-918471-22-2.

• Levitt, Helen; Oles, James (1997). Helen Levitt:
Mexico City. W. W. Norton & Company. ISBN 0-
393-04549-8.

• Levitt, Helen; Prose, Francine (2001). Crosstown.
powerHouse Books. ISBN 1-57687-103-7.

• Levitt, Helen; Gopnik, Adam (2004). Here and
There. powerHouse Books. ISBN 1-57687-165-7.

• Levitt, Helen; Szarkowski, John (2005). Slide Show:
The Color Photographs of Helen Levitt. powerHouse
Books. ISBN 978-1-57687-252-9.

• Levitt, Helen; Evans, Walker (March 2008). He-
len Levitt. powerHouse Books. ISBN 978-1-57687-
429-5.

85.3 Filmography

• In the Street (1948): cinematographer.

• The Quiet One (1948): cinematographer and writer.

• The Savage Eye (1960): cinematographer.

• The Balcony (1963): assistant director.

• An Affair of the Skin (1963): co-producer with Ben
Maddow.

• In the Year of the Pig (1968): co-editor with Hannah
Moreinis.*[10]

• The End of an Old Song (1972): editor.
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LensCulture
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Chapter 86

Henri Cartier-Bresson

Henri Cartier-Bresson (French: [kaʁtje bʁɛsɔ̃]; August
22, 1908 – August 3, 2004) was a French photographer
considered the master of candid photography, and an
early user of 35 mm film. He helped develop street pho-
tography, and approvingly cited a notion of the inevitabil-
ity of a decisive moment, a term adopted as the title for his
first major book. His work has influenced many photog-
raphers.

86.1 Early life

Henri Cartier-Bresson was born in Chanteloup-en-Brie,
Seine-et-Marne, France, the oldest of five children. His
father was a wealthy textile manufacturer, whose Cartier-
Bresson thread was a staple of French sewing kits. His
mother's family were cotton merchants and landowners
from Normandy, where Henri spent part of his childhood.
The Cartier-Bresson family lived in a bourgeois neighbor-
hood in Paris, Rue de Lisbonne, near Place de l'Europe
and Parc Monceau. His parents supported him financially
so Henri could pursue photography more freely than his
contemporaries. Henri also sketched.
Young Henri took holiday snapshots with a Box Brownie;
he later experimented with a 3×4 inch view camera. He
was raised in traditional French bourgeois fashion, and
was required to address his parents with formal vous
rather than tu. His father assumed that his son would take
up the family business, but Henri was strong-willed and
also feared this prospect.
Cartier-Bresson attended École Fénelon, a Catholic
school that prepared students for the Lycée Condorcet.
A governess called“Miss Kitty”who came from across
the Channel, instilled in him the love of - and compe-
tence in - the English language.*[1] The proctor caught
him reading a book by Rimbaud or Mallarmé, and repri-
manded him,“Let's have no disorder in your studies!".
Cartier-Bresson said,“He used the informal 'tu', which
usually meant you were about to get a good thrashing. But
he went on, 'You're going to read in my office.' Well, that
wasn't an offer he had to repeat.”*[2]

86.1.1 Painting

After trying to learn music, Cartier-Bresson was intro-
duced to oil painting by his uncle Louis, a gifted painter.
But the painting lessons were cut short when uncle Louis
was killed in World War I.
In 1927 Cartier-Bresson entered a private art school and
the Lhote Academy, the Parisian studio of the Cubist
painter and sculptor André Lhote. Lhote's ambition was
to integrate the Cubists' approach to reality with classi-
cal artistic forms; he wanted to link the French classical
tradition of Nicolas Poussin and Jacques-Louis David to
Modernism. Cartier-Bresson also studied painting with
society portraitist Jacques Émile Blanche. During this
period, he read Dostoevsky, Schopenhauer, Rimbaud,
Nietzsche, Mallarmé, Freud, Proust, Joyce, Hegel, Engels
and Marx. Lhote took his pupils to the Louvre to
study classical artists and to Paris galleries to study con-
temporary art. Cartier-Bresson's interest in modern
art was combined with an admiration for the works of
the Renaissance masters: Jan van Eyck, Paolo Uccello,
Masaccio, Piero della Francesca. Cartier-Bresson re-
garded Lhote as his teacher of“photography without a
camera.”

86.1.2 Surrealists photography influence

Although Cartier-Bresson became frustrated with Lhote's
“rule-laden”approach to art, the rigorous theoretical

training later helped him identify and resolve problems
of artistic form and composition in photography. In the
1920s, schools of photographic realism were popping up
throughout Europe but each had a different view on the
direction photography should take. The Surrealist move-
ment, founded in 1924, was a catalyst for this paradigm
shift. Cartier-Bresson began socializing with the Surreal-
ists at the Café Cyrano, in the Place Blanche. He met a
number of the movement's leading protagonists, and was
drawn to the Surrealist movement's technique of using the
subconscious and the immediate to influence their work.
The historian Peter Galassi explains:

The Surrealists approached photog-
raphy in the same way that Aragon and
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Breton...approached the street: with a vora-
cious appetite for the usual and unusual...The
Surrealists recognized in plain photographic
fact an essential quality that had been excluded
from prior theories of photographic realism.
They saw that ordinary photographs, especially
when uprooted from their practical functions,
contain a wealth of unintended, unpredictable
meanings.*[3]

Cartier-Bresson matured artistically in this stormy cul-
tural and political atmosphere. But, although he knew
the concepts, he couldn't express them; dissatisfied with
his experiments, he destroyed most of his early paintings.

86.1.3 Cambridge and army

From 1928 to 1929, Cartier-Bresson studied art, litera-
ture, and English at the University of Cambridge, where
he became bilingual. In 1930, during conscription in the
French Army at Le Bourget near Paris, he remembered,
“And I had quite a hard time of it, too, because I was tot-

ing Joyce under my arm and a Lebel rifle on my shoulder.”
*[2]

86.1.4 Receives first camera

In 1929, Cartier-Bresson's air squadron commandant
placed him under house arrest for hunting without a li-
cense. Cartier-Bresson met American expatriate Harry
Crosby at Le Bourget, who persuaded the commandant
to release Cartier-Bresson into his custody for a few days.
The two men both had an interest in photography, and
Harry presented Henri with his first camera.*[4] They
spent their time together taking and printing pictures at
Crosby's home, Le Moulin du Soleil (The Sun Mill), near
Paris in Ermenonville, France.*[5]*:163*[6] Crosby later
said Cartier-Bresson “looked like a fledgling, shy and
frail, and mild as whey.”Embracing the open sexuality
offered by Crosby and his wife Caresse, Cartier-Bresson
fell into an intense sexual relationship with her that lasted
until 1931.*[7]

86.1.5 Escape to Africa

Two years after Harry Crosby committed suicide,
Cartier-Bresson's affair with Caresse Crosby ended in
1931, leaving him broken hearted. During conscrip-
tion he read Conrad's Heart of Darkness. This gave him
the idea of escaping and finding adventure on the Côte
d'Ivoire in French colonial Africa.*[7] He survived by
shooting game and selling it to local villagers. From hunt-
ing, he learned methods which he later used in photog-
raphy. On the Côte d'Ivoire, he contracted blackwater
fever, which nearly killed him. While still feverish, he
sent instructions to his grandfather for his own funeral,

asking to be buried in Normandy, at the edge of the Eawy
forest while Debussy's String Quartet was played. Al-
though Cartier-Bresson took a portable camera (smaller
than a Brownie Box) to Côte d'Ivoire, only seven pho-
tographs survived the tropics.*[8]

86.1.6 Photography

Cartier-Bresson's first Leica

Returning to France, Cartier-Bresson recuperated in
Marseille in late 1931 and deepened his relationship with
the Surrealists. He became inspired by a 1930 pho-
tograph by Hungarian photojournalist Martin Munkacsi
showing three naked young African boys, caught in near-
silhouette, running into the surf of Lake Tanganyika. Ti-
tled Three Boys at Lake Tanganyika, this captured the
freedom, grace and spontaneity of their movement and
their joy at being alive. That photograph inspired him
to stop painting and to take up photography seriously.
He explained,“I suddenly understood that a photograph
could fix eternity in an instant.”*[9]
He acquired the Leica camera with 50 mm lens in Mar-
seilles that would accompany him for many years. The
anonymity that the small camera gave him in a crowd
or during an intimate moment was essential in over-
coming the formal and unnatural behavior of those who
were aware of being photographed. He enhanced his
anonymity by painting all shiny parts of the Leica with
black paint. The Leica opened up new possibilities in
photography̶the ability to capture the world in its actual
state of movement and transformation. Restless, he pho-
tographed in Berlin, Brussels, Warsaw, Prague, Budapest
and Madrid. His photographs were first exhibited at the
Julien Levy Gallery in New York in 1932, and subse-
quently at the Ateneo Club in Madrid. In 1934 in Mexico,
he shared an exhibition with Manuel Álvarez Bravo. In
the beginning, he did not photograph much in his native
France. It would be years before he photographed there
extensively.
In 1934 Cartier-Bresson met a young Polish intellectual,
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a photographer named David Szymin who was called
“Chim”because his name was difficult to pronounce.

Szymin later changed his name to David Seymour. The
two had much in common culturally. Through Chim,
Cartier-Bresson met a Hungarian photographer named
Endré Friedmann, who later changed his name to Robert
Capa.

86.2 United States exhibits

Cartier-Bresson traveled to the United States in 1935
with an invitation to exhibit his work at New York's
Julien Levy Gallery. He shared display space with fellow
photographers Walker Evans and Manuel Álvarez Bravo.
Carmel Snow of Harper's Bazaar gave him a fashion as-
signment, but he fared poorly since he had no idea how
to direct or interact with the models. Nevertheless, Snow
was the first American editor to publish Cartier-Bresson's
photographs in a magazine. While in New York, he met
photographer Paul Strand, who did camerawork for the
Depression-era documentary The Plow That Broke the
Plains.

86.2.1 Filmmaking

When he returned to France, Cartier-Bresson applied for
a job with renowned French film director Jean Renoir. He
acted in Renoir's 1936 film Partie de campagne and in the
1939 La Règle du jeu, for which he played a butler and
served as second assistant. Renoir made Cartier-Bresson
act so he could understand how it felt to be on the other
side of the camera. Cartier-Bresson also helped Renoir
make a film for the Communist party on the 200 families,
including his own, who ran France. During the Spanish
civil war, Cartier-Bresson co-directed an anti-fascist film
with Herbert Kline, to promote the Republican medical
services.

86.2.2 Photojournalism start

Cartier-Bresson's first photojournalist photos to be pub-
lished came in 1937 when he covered the coronation of
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, for the French
weekly Regards. He focused on the new monarch's ador-
ing subjects lining the London streets, and took no pic-
tures of the king. His photo credit read “Cartier”, as
he was hesitant to use his full family name.

86.3 Marriage

In 1937, Cartier-Bresson married a Javanese dancer,
Ratna Mohini.*[7] They lived in a fourth-floor servants'
flat in Paris at 19, rue Danielle Casanova, a large stu-
dio with a small bedroom, kitchen, and bathroom where

Cartier-Bresson developed film. Between 1937 and 1939
Cartier-Bresson worked as a photographer for the French
Communists' evening paper, Ce Soir. With Chim and
Capa, Cartier-Bresson was a leftist, but he did not join
the French Communist party.

86.3.1 World War II service

When World War II broke out in September 1939,
Cartier-Bresson joined the French Army as a Corporal
in the Film and Photo unit. During the Battle of France,
in June 1940 at St. Dié in the Vosges Mountains, he
was captured by German soldiers and spent 35 months
in prisoner-of-war camps doing forced labor under the
Nazis. He twice tried and failed to escape from the
prison camp, and was punished by solitary confinement.
His third escape was successful and he hid on a farm in
Touraine before getting false papers that allowed him to
travel in France. In France, he worked for the under-
ground, aiding other escapees and working secretly with
other photographers to cover the Occupation and then the
Liberation of France. In 1943, he dug up his beloved Le-
ica camera, which he had buried in farmland near Vosges.
At the end of the war he was asked by the American Of-
fice of War Information to make a documentary, Le Re-
tour (The Return) about returning French prisoners and
displaced persons.
Toward the end of the War, rumors had reached America
that Cartier-Bresson had been killed. His film on return-
ing war refugees (released in the United States in 1947)
spurred a retrospective of his work at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA) instead of the posthumous show
that MoMA had been preparing. The show debuted in
1947 together with the publication of his first book, The
Photographs of Henri Cartier-Bresson. Lincoln Kirstein
and Beaumont Newhall wrote the book's text.

86.4 Magnum photos

In early 1947, Cartier-Bresson, with Robert Capa,
David Seymour, William Vandivert and George Rodger
founded Magnum Photos. Capa's brainchild, Magnum
was a cooperative picture agency owned by its mem-
bers. The team split photo assignments among the mem-
bers. Rodger, who had quit Life in London after covering
World War II, would cover Africa and the Middle East.
Chim, who spoke a variety of European languages, would
work in Europe. Cartier-Bresson would be assigned to In-
dia and China. Vandivert, who had also left Life, would
work in America, and Capa would work anywhere that
had an assignment. Maria Eisner managed the Paris of-
fice and Rita Vandivert, Vandivert's wife, managed the
New York office and became Magnum's first president.
Cartier-Bresson achieved international recognition for his
coverage of Gandhi's funeral in India in 1948 and the
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last stage of the Chinese Civil War in 1949. He cov-
ered the last six months of the Kuomintang administra-
tion and the first six months of the Maoist People's Re-
public. He also photographed the last surviving Imperial
eunuchs in Beijing, as the city was falling to the com-
munists. In Shanghai, he often worked in the company
of photojournalist Sam Tata, whom Cartier-Bresson had
previously befriended in Bombay.*[10] From China, he
went on to Dutch East Indies (Indonesia), where he doc-
umented the gaining of independence from the Dutch.
In 1950, Cartier-Bresson had traveled to the South In-
dia. He had visited Tiruvannamalai, a town in the Indian
State of Tamil Nadu and photographed the last moments
of Sri Ramana Maharishi, Sri Ramana Ashram and its
surroundings.*[11] A few days later he also visited and
photographed Sri Aurobindo, Mother and Sri Aurobindo
Ashram, Pondicherry.*[12]
Magnum's mission was to“feel the pulse”of the times
and some of its first projects were People Live Every-
where, Youth of the World, Women of the World and The
Child Generation. Magnum aimed to use photography in
the service of humanity, and provided arresting, widely
viewed images.

86.4.1 The Decisive Moment

1952 US edition of Cartier-Bresson's 1952 book, The Decisive
Moment (Images à la sauvette).

In 1952, Cartier-Bresson published his book Images à la
sauvette, whose English-language edition was titled The
Decisive Moment. It included a portfolio of 126 of his
photos from the East and the West. The book's cover

Photograph of Alberto Giacometti by Cartier-Bresson

was drawn by Henri Matisse. For his 4,500-word philo-
sophical preface, Cartier-Bresson took his keynote text
from the 17th century Cardinal de Retz, “Il n'y a rien
dans ce monde qui n'ait un moment decisif”(“There
is nothing in this world that does not have a decisive mo-
ment”). Cartier-Bresson applied this to his photographic
style. He said: “Photographier: c'est dans un même in-
stant et en une fraction de seconde reconnaître un fait et
l'organisation rigoureuse de formes perçues visuellement
qui expriment et signifient ce fait”(“To me, photog-
raphy is the simultaneous recognition, in a fraction of a
second, of the significance of an event as well as of a pre-
cise organization of forms which give that event its proper
expression.”).*[13]
Both titles came from Tériade, the Greek-born French
publisher who Cartier-Bresson admired. He gave the
book its French title, Images à la Sauvette, loosely trans-
lated as“images on the run”or“stolen images.”Dick
Simon of Simon & Schuster came up with the English ti-
tle The Decisive Moment. Margot Shore, Magnum's Paris
bureau chief, translated Cartier-Bresson's French preface
into English.
“Photography is not like painting,”Cartier-Bresson told

the Washington Post in 1957. “There is a creative frac-
tion of a second when you are taking a picture. Your eye
must see a composition or an expression that life itself of-
fers you, and you must know with intuition when to click
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the camera. That is the moment the photographer is cre-
ative,”he said.“Oop! The Moment! Once you miss it,
it is gone forever.”*[14]
Cartier-Bresson held his first exhibition in France at the
Pavillon de Marsan in the Louvre in 1955.

86.5 Later career

Cartier-Bresson's photography took him to many places,
including China, Mexico, Canada, the United States, In-
dia, Japan, and the Soviet Union. He became the first
Western photographer to photograph“freely”in the post-
war Soviet Union.
In 1962, on behalf of Vogue, he went to Sardinia for about
twenty days. There he visited Nuoro, Oliena, Orgosolo
Mamoiada Desulo, Orosei, Cala Gonone, Orani (hosted
by his friend Costantino Nivola), San Leonardo di Siete
Fuentes, and Cagliari.*[15]
Cartier-Bresson withdrew as a principal of Magnum
(which still distributed his photographs) in 1966 to con-
centrate on portraiture and landscapes.
In 1967, he was divorced from his first wife of 30 years,
Ratna “Elie”. In 1968, he began to turn away from
photography and return to his passion for drawing and
painting. He admitted that perhaps he had said all he
could through photography. He married Magnum pho-
tographer Martine Franck, thirty years younger than him-
self, in 1970.*[16] The couple had a daughter, Mélanie,
in May 1972.
Cartier-Bresson retired from photography in the early
1970s, and by 1975 no longer took pictures other than
an occasional private portrait; he said he kept his camera
in a safe at his house and rarely took it out. He returned
to drawing and painting. He held his first exhibition of
drawings at the Carlton Gallery in New York in 1975.

86.6 Death and legacy

Cartier-Bresson died in Montjustin (Alpes-de-Haute-
Provence, France) on August 3, 2004, aged 95. No cause
of death was announced. He was buried in the local ceme-
tery and was survived by his wife, Martine Franck, and
daughter, Mélanie.
Cartier-Bresson spent more than three decades on assign-
ment for Life and other journals. He traveled without
bounds, documenting some of the great upheavals of the
20th century ̶the Spanish civil war, the liberation of
Paris in 1944, the 1968 student rebellion in Paris, the
fall of the Kuomintang in China to the communists, the
assassination of Mahatma Gandhi, the Berlin Wall, and
the deserts of Egypt. And along the way he paused to
document portraits of Camus, Picasso, Colette, Matisse,
Pound and Giacometti. But many of his most renowned

photographs, such as Behind the Gare St. Lazare, are of
seemingly unimportant moments of ordinary daily life.
Cartier-Bresson did not like to be photographed and
treasured his privacy. Photographs of Cartier-Bresson
are scant. When he accepted an honorary degree from
Oxford University in 1975, he held a paper in front of his
face to avoid being photographed.*[2] In a Charlie Rose
interview in 2000, Cartier-Bresson noted that it wasn't
necessarily that he hated to be photographed, but it was
that he was embarrassed by the notion of being pho-
tographed for being famous.*[17]
Cartier-Bresson believed that what went on beneath the
surface was nobody's business but his own. He did recall
that he once confided his innermost secrets to a Paris taxi
driver, certain that he would never meet the man again.
In 2003, he created the Henri Cartier-Bresson Founda-
tion with his wife and daughter to preserve and share his
legacy.

86.6.1 Cinéma vérité

Cartier-Bresson's photographs were also influential in the
development of cinéma vérité film. In particular, he is
credited as the inspiration for the National Film Board of
Canada's early work in this genre with its 1958 Candid
Eye series.*[18]

86.7 Technique

Cartier-Bresson nearly always used a Leica 35 mm
rangefinder camera fitted with a normal 50 mm lens, or
occasionally a wide-angle lens for landscapes.*[19] He
often wrapped black tape around the camera's chrome
body to make it less conspicuous. With fast black and
white film and sharp lenses, he was able to photograph
events unnoticed. No longer bound by a 4×5 press camera
or an medium format twin-lens reflex camera, miniature-
format cameras gave Cartier-Bresson what he called“the
velvet hand...the hawk's eye.”*[20]
He never photographed with flash, a practice he saw as
"[impolite...like coming to a concert with a pistol in your
hand.”*[19]
He believed in composing his photographs in the
viewfinder, not in the darkroom. He showcased this be-
lief by having nearly all his photographs printed only at
full-frame and completely free of any cropping or other
darkroom manipulation.*[2] He insisted that his prints
were not cropped as they include the first few millimeters
of the unexposed negative around the image area, result-
ing in a black frame around the developed picture.
Cartier-Bresson worked exclusively in black and white,
other than a few unsuccessful attempts in color. He
disliked developing or making his own prints*[2] and
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showed a considerable lack of interest in the process of
photography in general, likening photography with the
small camera to an“instant drawing”.*[21] Technical as-
pects of photography were valid for him only where they
allowed him to express what he saw:

Constant new discoveries in chemistry and
optics are widening considerably our field of
action. It is up to us to apply them to our
technique, to improve ourselves, but there is a
whole group of fetishes which have developed
on the subject of technique. Technique is
important only insofar as you must master
it in order to communicate what you see...
The camera for us is a tool, not a pretty
mechanical toy. In the precise functioning of
the mechanical object perhaps there is an un-
conscious compensation for the anxieties and
uncertainties of daily endeavor. In any case,
people think far too much about techniques
and not enough about seeing.
̶Henri Cartier-Bresson*[13]

He started a tradition of testing new camera lenses by
taking photographs of ducks in urban parks. He never
published the images but referred to them as 'my only su-
perstition' as he considered it a 'baptism' of the lens.*[22]
Cartier-Bresson is regarded as one of the art world's most
unassuming personalities.*[23] He disliked publicity and
exhibited a ferocious shyness since his days of hiding
from the Nazis during World War II. Although he took
many famous portraits, his face was little known to the
world at large. This, presumably, helped allow him to
work on the street undisturbed. He denied that the term
“art”applied his photographs. Instead, he thought that

they were merely his gut reactions to fleeting situations
that he had happened upon.

In photography, the smallest thing can be
a great subject. The little human detail can
become a leitmotiv.
̶Henri Cartier-Bresson*[13]
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86.8.2 Filmography

Films directed by Cartier-Bresson

Cartier-Bresson was second assistant director to Jean
Renoir in 1936 for La vie est à nous and Une partie de
campagne, and in 1939 for La Règle du Jeu.

• 1937: Victoire de la vie. Documentary on the hos-
pitals of Republican Spain: Running time: 49 min-
utes. Black and white.

• 1938: L E̓spagne Vivra. Documentary on the Span-
ish Civil War and the post-war period. Running
time: 43 minutes and 32 seconds. Black and white.
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Henri Cartier-Bresson ja Herbert Kline. Running
time 21 minutes. Black and white.
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Films compiled from photographs by Cartier-
Bresson

• 1956: A Travers le Monde avec Henri Cartier-
Bresson. Directed by Jean-Marie Drot and Henri
Cartier-Bresson. Running time: 21 minutes. Black
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ABC Television, London. Running time : 19 min-
utes. Black and white.
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the Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Munich.

• 1967: Flagrants délits. Directed by Robert Delpire.
Original music score by Diego Masson. Delpire pro-
duction, Paris. Running time: 22 minutes. Black
and white.
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as seen by Cartier-Bresson. Directed by Wolff
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d'amour: broadcast by Arte. Produced by Capa
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Films about Cartier-Bresson

•“Henri Cartier-Bresson, point d'interrogation”by
Sarah Moon, screened at Rencontres d'Arles festi-
val in 1994

• Henri Cartier-Bresson: L'amour Tout Court (70
mins, 2001. Interviews with Cartier-Bresson.)

• Henri Cartier-Bresson: The Impassioned Eye (72
mins, 2006. Late interviews with Cartier-Bresson.)
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• 1989 Mannheimer Kunstverein, Mannheim, Ger-
many (drawings and photography)

• 1989 Printemps Ginza, Tokyo, Japan

• 1990 Galerie Arnold Herstand, New York

• 1991 Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taiwan (drawings
and photographs)

• 1992 Centro de Exposiciones, Saragossa and
Logrono, Spain

• 1992 Hommage à Henri Cartier-Bresson – Interna-
tional Center of Photography, New York

• 1992 L'Amérique – FNAC, Paris

• 1992 Musée de Noyers-sur-Serein, France

• 1992 Palazzo San Vitale, Parma, Italy

• 1993 Photo Dessin – Dessin Photo, Arles, France

• 1994“Henri Cartier-Bresson, point d'interrogation”
by Sarah Moon screened at Rencontres d'Arles fes-
tival, France.

• 1994 Dessins et premières photos – La Caridad,
Barcelona, Spain

• 1995 Dessins et Hommage à Henri Cartier-Bresson
– CRAC (Centre Régional dʼArt Contemporain)
Valence, Drome, France

• 1996 Henri Cartier-Bresson: Pen, Brush and Cam-
eras – The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, US

• 1997 Les Européens – Maison Européenne de la
Photographie, Paris

• 1997 Henri Cartier-Bresson, dessins – Musée des
Beaux-Arts, Montreal

• 1998 Galerie Beyeler, Basel, Switzerland

• 1998 Galerie Löhrl, Mönchengladbach, Germany

• 1998 Howard Greenberggh Gallery, New York

• 1998 Kunsthaus Zürich, Zurich, Switzerland

• 1998 Kunstverein für die Rheinlande und Westfalen,
Düsseldorf, Germany

• 1998 Line by Line – Royal College of Art, London

• 1998 Tête à Tête – National Portrait Gallery, Lon-
don

• 1998–1999 Photographien und Zeichnungen –
Baukunst Galerie, Cologne, Germany

• 2003–2005 Rétrospective, Bibliothèque Nationale,
Paris; La Caixa, Barcelona; Martin Gropius Bau,
Berlin; Museum of Modern Art, Rome; Dean
Gallery, Edinburgh; Museum of Modern Art, New
York; Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Santiago,
Chile

• 2004 Baukunst Galerie, Cologne

• 2004 Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin

• 2004 Museum Ludwig, Cologne

• 2008 Henri Cartier-Bresson's Scrapbook Pho-
tographs 1932-46, National Media Museum, Brad-
ford, UK

• 2008 National Gallery of Modern Art, Mumbai, In-
dia

• 2008 Santa Catalina Castle, Cadiz, Spain

• 2009 Musée de l'Art Moderne, Paris

• 2010 Museum of Modern Art, New York

• 2010 The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago

• 2011 Museum of Design Zürich*[24]

• 2011 High Museum of Art, Atlanta, GA

• 2011 Maison de la Photo, Toulon, France

• 2011 Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, Germany

• 2011 Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, Australia

• 2011-2012 KunstHausWien, Vienna, Austria

• 2014 Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris.*[25]
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86.10 Collections

Cartier-Bresson's work is held in the following public col-
lections:

• Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris, France

• De Menil Collection, Houston, Texas, US

• University of Fine Arts, Osaka, Japan

• Victoria and Albert Museum, London, United King-
dom

• Maison Européenne de la Photographie, Paris,
France

• Musée Carnavalet, Paris, France

• Museum of Modern Art, New York, US

• The Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois, US

• J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, California, US

• Institute for Contemporary Photography, New
York, US

• The Philadelphia Art Institute, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, US

• The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, US

• Kahitsukan Kyoto Museum of Contemporary Art,
Kyoto, Japan

• Museum of Modern Art, Tel Aviv, Israel

• Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden

86.11 Awards (selected)
• 1948: Overseas Press Club of America Award

• 1953: The A.S.M.P. Award

• 1954: Overseas Press Club of America Award

• 1959: The Prix de la Société française de photogra-
phie

• 1960: Overseas Press Club of America Award

• 1964: Overseas Press Club of America Award

• 1974: The Culture Prize, Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Photographie

• 1981: Grand Prix National de la Photographie

• 1982 Hasselblad Award

• 2006: Prix Nadar for the photobook Henri Cartier-
Bresson: Scrapbook

86.12 Notable portrait subjects
• Avigdor Arikha

• Balthus

• Simone de Beauvoir

• Samuel Beckett

• Leonard Bernstein

• André Breton

• Alexander Calder

• Albert Camus

• Truman Capote

• Coco Chanel

• Colette

• Marcel Duchamp

• Paul Éluard

• William Faulkner

• Martine Franck

• Mahatma Gandhi

• Jean Genet

• Alberto Giacometti

• Julie Harris

• Langston Hughes

• Isabelle Huppert

• John Huston

• Jean-Marie Gustave Le Clézio

• Martin Luther King, Jr

• Henri Matisse

• François Mauriac

• Carson McCullers

• Arthur Miller

• Marilyn Monroe

• Pablo Neruda

• Richard Nixon

• Robert Oppenheimer

• Pablo Picasso

• Katherine Anne Porter
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• Ezra Pound

• Jean Renoir

• Jean-Paul Sartre

• Alfred Stieglitz

• Igor Stravinsky

• Kenzo Tange

• Elsa Triolet

• Harry S. Truman

• Malcolm X

86.13 See also

86.14 Sources
• Assouline, P. (2005). Henri Cartier-Bresson: A Bi-

ography. London: Thames & Hudson.

• Galassi, Peter (2010). Henri Cartier-Bresson: the
Modern Century. London: Thames & Hudson.

• Montier, J. (1996). Portrait: First Sketch. Henri
Cartier-Bresson and the Artless Art (p. 12). New
York: Bulfinch Press.

• Warren, J (2005), Encyclopedia of Twentieth-
Century Photography. Routledge
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• Special Report: Henri Cartier-Bresson (1908–
2004) – by Eamonn McCabe in The Guardian

• Henri Cartier-Bresson's biographic sketch at Find A
Grave

• Tête à Tête: Portraits by Henri Cartier-Bresson at
the National Portrait Gallery, Washington DC

• Tête à Tête: Special Feature by Washington Post of
the Exhibition by Henri Cartier-Bresson

• Henri Cartier-Bresson at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, NY

• Henri Cartier-Bresson (1908 – 2004): When pho-
tography becomes art

• List of links concerning Cartier-Bresson on
ArtCyclopedia

• "John Berger pays tribute to his good friend", in The
Observer.

• Henri Cartier-Bresson's Cats
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Chapter 87

Henry Fox Talbot

William Henry Fox Talbot (11 February 1800 – 17
September 1877) was a British scientist, inventor and
photography pioneer who invented the salted paper and
calotype processes, precursors to photographic processes
of the later 19th and 20th centuries. His work in the
1840s on photomechanical reproduction led to the cre-
ation of the photoglyphic engraving process, the precur-
sor to photogravure. He was the holder of a controversial
patent which impacted the early development of commer-
cial photography in Britain. He was also a noted photog-
rapher who contributed to the development of photog-
raphy as an artistic medium. He published The Pencil
of Nature (1844–46), which was illustrated with origi-
nal salted paper prints from his calotype negatives, and
made some important early photographs of Oxford, Paris,
Reading, and York.*[1]

87.1 Early life

Talbot was the only child of William Davenport Talbot,
of Lacock Abbey, near Chippenham, Wiltshire, and of
Lady Elisabeth Fox Strangways, daughter of the 2nd Earl
of Ilchester. Talbot was educated at Rottingdean, Harrow
School and at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he was
awarded the Porson Prize in Classics in 1820, and gradu-
ated as twelfth wrangler in 1821.*[2] From 1822 to 1872,
he communicated papers to the Royal Society, many of
them on mathematical subjects. At an early period, he be-
gan optical researches, which later bore fruit in connec-
tion with photography. To the Edinburgh Philosophical
Journal in 1826 he contributed a paper on“Some Exper-
iments on Coloured Flame"; to the Quarterly Journal of
Science in 1827 a paper on“Monochromatic Light"; and
to the Philosophical Magazine papers on chemical sub-
jects, including one on “Chemical Changes of Color.”
*[3]

87.2 Photographic inventions

Talbot invented the first process for creating reason-
ably light-fast and permanent photographs that was made
available to the public, although his was neither the

Latticed window at Lacock Abbey, August 1835. A positive from
what may be the oldest existing camera negative.*[4]

first such process invented nor the first one publicly an-
nounced.*[5]
Shortly after Louis Daguerre's invention of the
daguerreotype was announced in early January 1839,
without details, Talbot asserted priority of invention
based on experiments he had begun in early 1834. At
a meeting of the Royal Institution on 25 January 1839,
Talbot exhibited several paper photographs he had
made in 1835. Within a fortnight, he communicated
the general nature of his process to the Royal Society,
followed by more complete details a few weeks later.
Daguerre did not publicly reveal any useful details until
mid-August, although by the spring it had become clear
that his process and Talbot's were very different.
Talbot's early "salted paper" or “photogenic drawing”
process used writing paper bathed in a weak solution of
ordinary table salt (sodium chloride), dried, then brushed
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on one side with a strong solution of silver nitrate, which
created a tenacious coating of very light-sensitive silver
chloride that darkened where it was exposed to light.
Whether used to create shadow image photograms by
placing objects on it and setting it out in the sunlight, or
to capture the dim images formed by a lens in a camera,
it was a“printing out”process, meaning that the expo-
sure had to continue until the desired degree of darken-
ing had been produced. In the case of camera images,
that could require an exposure of an hour or two if some-
thing more than a silhouette of objects against a bright
sky was wanted. Earlier experimenters such as Thomas
Wedgwood and Nicéphore Niépce had captured shadows
and camera images with silver salts years before, but they
could find no way to prevent their photographs from fa-
tally darkening all over when exposed to daylight. Talbot
devised several ways of chemically stabilizing his results,
making them sufficiently insensitive to further exposure
that direct sunlight could be used to print the negative im-
age produced in the camera onto another sheet of salted
paper, creating a positive.
The "calotype", or“talbotype”,*[6] was a“developing
out”process, Talbot's improvement of his earlier pho-
togenic drawing process by the use of a different silver
salt (silver iodide instead of silver chloride) and a devel-
oping agent (gallic acid and silver nitrate) to bring out
an invisibly slight“latent”image on the exposed paper.
This reduced the required exposure time in the camera to
only a minute or two for subjects in bright sunlight. The
translucent calotype negative made it possible to produce
as many positive prints as desired by simple contact print-
ing, whereas the daguerreotype was an opaque direct pos-
itive that could only be reproduced by copying it with a
camera. On the other hand, the calotype, despite wax-
ing of the negative to make the image clearer, still was
not pin-sharp like the metallic daguerreotype, because
the paper fibres degraded the printed image. The sim-
pler salted paper process was normally used when making
prints from calotype negatives.
Talbot announced his calotype process in 1841, and in
August he licensed Henry Collen, the miniature painter,
as the first professional calotypist. The most celebrated
practitioners of the process are Hill & Adamson. Another
notable calotypist is Levett Landon Boscawen Ibbetson.
In 1842, Talbot received the Rumford Medal of the Royal
Society for his photographic discoveries.*[7]
In 1852, Talbot discovered that gelatine treated with
potassium dichromate, a sensitiser introduced by Mungo
Ponton in 1839, is made less soluble by exposure to light.
This later provided the basis for the important carbon
printing process and related technologies. Dichromated
gelatine is still used for some laser holography.
Talbot's later photographic work was concentrated on
photomechanical reproduction methods. In addition to
making the mass reproduction of photographic images
more practical and much less expensive, rendering a pho-

tograph into ink on paper, known to be permanent on a
scale of hundreds if not thousands of years, was clearly
one sure way to avoid the problems with fading that had
soon become apparent in early types of silver image paper
prints. Talbot created the photoglyphic (or“photoglyp-
tic”) engraving process, later perfected by others as the
photogravure process.

87.3 Patenting controversy

Miss Horatia Feilding, half-sister of Talbot, playing the harp, c.
1842

Talbot (far right) at the commercial establishment in Reading,
1846

Daguerre's work on his process had commenced at about
the same time as Talbot's earliest work on his salted paper
process. In 1839, Daguerre's agent applied for English
and Scottish patents only a matter of days before France,
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London Street, Reading, c. 1845, amodern positive fromTalbot's
original calotype negative

having granted Daguerre a pension for it, declared his in-
vention“free to the world”. The United Kingdom and
the British“Colonies and Plantations abroad”therefore
became the only places where a license was legally re-
quired to make and sell daguerreotypes.*[8] This excep-
tion is now usually regarded as both an expression of old
national animosities, still smouldering just 24 years af-
ter Waterloo, and a reaction to Talbot's initial aggressive
assertion of an extremely broad claim of priority of in-
vention. Talbot never attempted to patent any part of his
printed-out silver chloride“photogenic drawing”process.
In February 1841, Talbot obtained an English patent for
his developed-out calotype process. At first, he sold indi-
vidual patent licences for £20 each; later, he lowered the
fee for amateur use to £4. Professional photographers,
however, had to pay up to £300 annually. In a business
climate where many patent holders were attacked for en-
forcing their rights, and an academic world that viewed
the patenting of new discoveries as a crass hindrance
to scientific freedom and further progress, Talbot's be-
haviour was widely criticised. One reason Talbot later
gave for vigorously enforcing his rights was that he had
spent, according to his own reckoning, about £5,000 on
his various photographic endeavours over the years and
wanted to at least recoup his expenses.
In 1844, Talbot helped set up an establishment in Baker
Street, Reading, for mass-producing salted paper prints
from his calotype negatives. The Reading Establishment,
as it was known, also offered services to the public, mak-
ing prints from others' negatives, copying artwork and
documents, and taking portraits at its studio.*[9] The en-
terprise was not a success.
In 1851, the year of Daguerre's death, Frederick Scott
Archer publicised the wet collodion process, which made
it practical to use glass instead of paper as the support
for making the camera negative. The lack of detail of-
ten criticised in prints made from calotype negatives was
overcome, and sharp images, comparable in degree of de-

tail to daguerreotypes, could at last be provided by conve-
nient paper prints. The collodion process soon replaced
the calotype in commercial use, and by the end of the
decade the daguerreotype was virtually extinct as well.
Asserting a very broad interpretation of his patent rights,
Talbot declared that anyone using the collodion process
would still need to get a calotype license.
In August 1852, The Times published an open letter
by Lord Rosse, the president of the Royal Society,
and Charles Lock Eastlake, the president of the Royal
Academy, who called on Talbot to relieve the patent pres-
sure that was perceived as stifling the development of
photography. Talbot agreed to waive licensing fees for
amateurs, but he continued to pursue professional por-
trait photographers, having filed several lawsuits.
In 1854, Talbot applied for an extension of the 14-year
patent. At that time, one of his lawsuits, against photog-
rapher Martin Laroche, was heard in court. The Talbot
v. Laroche case proved to be pivotal. Laroche's side ar-
gued that the patent was invalid, as a similar process had
been invented earlier by Joseph Reade, and that using the
collodion process did not infringe the calotype patent in
any case, because of significant differences between the
two processes. In the verdict, the jury upheld the calo-
type patent but agreed that Laroche was not infringing
upon it by using the collodion process. Disappointed by
the outcome, Talbot chose not to extend his patent.

87.4 Spectroscopic investigations

Talbot was one of the earliest researchers into the field
of spectral analysis.*[10] He showed that the spectrum
of each of the chemical elements was unique and that it
was possible to identify the chemical elements from their
spectra.*[11]

87.5 Other activities

Talbot was active in politics, being a moderate Reformer
who generally supported the Whig Ministers. He served
as Member of Parliament for Chippenham between 1832
and 1835 when he retired from Parliament. He also held
the office of High Sheriff of Wiltshire in 1840.
While engaged in his scientific researches, Talbot de-
voted much time to archaeology. He had a 20-year
involvement in the field of Assyriology, the study of
the history, archaeology and culture of Mesopotamia
(present-day Iraq).*[12] With Sir Henry Rawlinson and
Dr Edward Hincks he shares the honour of having been
one of the first decipherers of the cuneiform inscriptions
of Nineveh. He published Hermes, or Classical and An-
tiquarian Researches (1838–39), and Illustrations of the
Antiquity of the Book of Genesis (1839). He was also the
author of English Etymologies (1846).*[3]
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Fox Talbot family grave in Lacock village churchyard

87.6 Death

After many years of poor health, Talbot died in Lacock
village, aged 77, and is buried there along with his wife
and children.

87.7 Works

• The Pencil of Nature (1844–46)

• Loch Katrine (c. 1845) Salt print from calotype neg-
ative | 8x9 in. Birmingham Museum of Art

87.8 See also

• Talbot effect: a diffraction effect discovered by Tal-
bot.

87.9 Notes
[1] Hugh Murray, Nathaniel Whittock's bird's-eye view of the

City of York in the 1850s

[2] “Talbot, William Henry Fox (TLBT817WH)". A Cam-
bridge Alumni Database. University of Cambridge.

[3] Chisholm 1911.

[4] A contemporary letter by Talbot states that his January
1839 Royal Institution exhibit included "...various pic-
tures, representing the architecture of my house in the
country ... made with the Camera Obscura in the sum-
mer of 1835.”A basis for naming this famous image as
the oldest among the surviving camera negatives of similar
date is not apparent.

[5] Boddington, Jennie & State Library of Victoria (1989).
The new art : photographs by William Henry Fox Talbot

(1800-1877), La Trobe Collection, State Library of Vic-
toria : Fox Talbot and the invention of photography. State
Library of Victoria, [Melbourne, Vic.]

[6] Talbot regarded the two names as interchangeable̶see
U.S. Patent 5171

[7] BBC – History – Historic Figures: William Henry Fox
Talbot (1800–1877) BBC

[8] “Early photography processes - daguerreotype”. Edin-
photo.org.uk. Retrieved 1 June 2015.

[9] Online label for a diptych view of the Reading Estab-
lishment, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Re-
trieved 5 June 2015.

[10] Volker Thomsen (2013-05-01).“William Henry Fox Tal-
bot and the Foundations of Spectrochemical Analysis”.
Spectroscopy. Archived from the original on 2014-11-20.
Retrieved 2014-11-20.

[11] John S. Rigden (2003). Hydrogen: The Essential Ele-
ment. Harvard University Press. p. 22. ISBN 978-0-
674-01252-3.

[12] assyriology british library
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Chapter 88

Henry Peach Robinson

Robinson's When the Day's Work is Done (1877). Combination
print made from six different negatives.

Henry Peach Robinson (9 July 1830, Ludlow,
Shropshire – 21 February 1901, Royal Tunbridge Wells,
Kent) was an English pictorialist photographer best
known for his pioneering combination printing*[1] -
joining multiple negatives or prints to form a single
image;*[2] an early example of photomontage.*[3] He
joined vigorously in contemporary debates*[4] in the
photographic press and associations about the legitimacy
of 'art photography' and in particular the combining of
separate images into one.*[5]

88.1 Life

Robinson was the oldest of four children of John Robin-
son, a Ludlow schoolmaster, and his wife Eliza.*[6] He
was educated at Horatio Russell's academy in Ludlow
until he was thirteen, when he took a year's drawing tu-
ition with Richard Penwarne before being apprenticed to
a Ludlow bookseller and printer, Richard Jones.
While continuing to study art, his initial career was in
bookselling, in 1850 working for the Bromsgrove book-
seller Benjamin Maund, then in 1851 for the London-
based Whittaker & Co. In 1852 he exhibited an
oil painting, On the Teme Near Ludlow, at the Royal
Academy.*[7] That same year he began taking pho-
tographs, and five years later, following a meeting with

the photographer Hugh Welch Diamond, decided to de-
vote himself to that medium, in 1855 opening a studio in
Leamington Spa, selling portraits.
In 1856, with Rejlander, he was a founding member of
the Birmingham Photographic Society.
In 1859 he married Selina Grieves, daughter of a Ludlow
chemist, John Edward Grieves.
In 1864, at the age of thirty-four, Robinson was forced to
give up his studio due to ill-health from exposure to toxic
photographic chemicals. Gernsheim (1962) has shown
that thereafter he preferred the easier 'scissors and paste-
pot' method of making his combination prints, rather than
the more exacting darkroom method employed by Rej-
lander.
Relocating to London, Robinson kept up his involvement
with the theoretical side of photography, writing the in-
fluential essay Pictorial Effect in Photography, Being Hints
on Composition and Chiaroscuro for Photographers, pub-
lished in 1868. Around this time his health had improved
sufficiently to open a new studio*[8] in Tunbridge Wells
with Nelson King Cherrill, and in 1870 he become vice-
president of the Royal Photographic Society. He advo-
cated strongly for photography to be regarded as an art
form.
The partnership with Cherrill dissolved in 1875, Robin-
son continuing the business until his retirement in 1888.
Following internal disputes within the Photographic So-
ciety, he resigned in 1891 to become one of the early
members of the rival Linked Ring society, in which he
was active until 1897, when he was also elected an hon-
orary member of the Royal Photographic Society.
Robinson was an early supporter of the Photographic
Convention of the United Kingdom and took part in this
institution's long running debates about photography as
an art form.*[9] He was invited to serve as the President
of the PCUK in 1891 but, as he described later, 'I felt
compelled to decline, knowing that I could not carry out
the duties as they should be carried out, having a defect of
voice which would not allow me to read my own address'.
He was subsequently persuaded to serve as President in
1896, when his presidential speeches were read out by a
colleague.*[10]
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He died and was buried in Tunbridge Wells in early 1901.

88.2 Works

Robinson's Fading Away (1858)

He was one of the most prominent art photographers of
his day,.*[11] His third and the most famous*[12] com-
posite picture,“Fading Away”(1858) was both popular
and fashionably morbid.*[13] He was a follower of the
pre-Raphaelites*[14] and was influenced by the aesthetic
views of John Ruskin.*[15] In his Pre-Raphaelite phase
he attempted to realize moments of timeless significance
in a“mediaeval”setting, anticipating the work of Julia
Margaret Cameron, Burne-Jones and the Symbolists. Ac-
cording to his letters, he was influenced by the paintings
of J.M.W. Turner. He defended composite photography,
asserting that the creation of combination photographs
were as demanding of the photographer as paintings were
of the artist.*[16] Robinson compared the making of
Fading Away with Zeuxis' legendary combining of the
best features of five young ladies from Crotona to pro-
duce his picture of Helena.*[17]

88.3 Publications

Robinson was author of a number of texts in which he
promoted the photography as an art form, his books being
widely used photographic reference material in the late
19th-century.

• Robinson, H.P. Pictorial Effect in Photography: Be-
ing Hints On Composition And Chiaroscuro For Pho-
tographers. London: Piper & Carter, 1869.

• Robinson, H.P. and William de Wiveleslie Abney.
The Art And Practice of Silver Printing. NY: E. &
H.T. Anthony & Co., 1881.

• Robinson, H.P. Picture-Making By Photography.
London: Hazell, Watson, & Viney, 1889.

• Robinson, H.P. Art photography in short chapters
London: Hazell Watson & Viney. 1890

• Robinson, H.P. Photography as a business. Bradford
[Eng.] Percy Lund. 1890

• Robinson, H.P. The Studio And What To Do in It.
London: Piper & Carter, 1891.

• Robinson, H.P. The elements of a pictorial photo-
graph. Bradford : Percy Lund & Co. 1896.

• Robinson, H.P. Catalogue of pictorial photographs.
Ralph W. Robinson. Redhill, Surrey. 1901

88.4 Books about Henry Peach
Robinson

• Fineman, Mia; Metropolitan Museum of Art (New
York, N.Y.); National Gallery of Art (U.S.); Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, Houston (2012), Faking it : ma-
nipulated photography before Photoshop, Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art ; New Haven : Distributed by
Yale University Press, ISBN 978-1-58839-473-6

• Handy, Ellen (2004) “Robinson, Henry Peach
(1830–1901)", Oxford Dictionary of National Biog-
raphy, Oxford University Press, 2004 accessed 17
Dec 2007

• Handy, Ellen; Rice, Shelley; Lukacher, Brian
(1994), Pictorial effect naturalistic vision : the pho-
tographs and theories of Henry Peach Robinson and
Peter Henry Emerson, Chrysler Museum, ISBN 978-
0-940744-66-0

• Harker, Margaret F. (Margaret Florence) (1988),
Henry Peach Robinson : master of photographic art,
1830-1901, B. Blackwell, ISBN 978-0-631-16172-
1

• Roberts, Pam; Smith, Lindsay; Lamb, Jenny
(2009), Fading Away: Henry Peach Robinson Re-
visited, Warwick District Council, ISBN 978-1-872-
940113

• Shiner, L. E. (Larry E.) (2001), The invention of
art : a cultural history, University of Chicago Press,
ISBN 978-0-226-75342-3
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Robinson'.Perspectives on Photography, Austin, Texas,
Humanities Research Center, University of Texas, 79,
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[3] Oscar Gustave Rejlander preceded Robinson in develop-
ing combination printing techniques in the mid-1850s, ex-
hibiting his The Two Ways of Life by 1857, while in the
1855 Journal of Photography Scottish colleagues Berwick
and Annan proposed such a technique. Earlier again, in
1852 De Montfort published Procede de grouper plusiers
portraits obtenue isolement afin d'en former un seul tableau
heliographique (Procedure for grouping several separately
obtained portraits in order to make a single heliographic
plate). See Prodger, Phillip (2009), Darwin's camera : art
and photography in the theory of evolution, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, p. 166, ISBN 978-0-19-515031-5. Gustave
Le Gray, also in 1957, achieved simultaneous detail in
both sky and sea through combination printing in his 'The
Great Wave', 1857, Albumen print from collodion-on-
glass negative. Museum no. 68:004, Victoria and Al-
bert Museum, London. French architectural photogra-
pher Edouard Baldus, commissioned in 1851 to document
the state of French architectural heritage, employed com-
bination printing techniques from paper negatives to pro-
duce not only panoramas, but also to deal with technical
limitations of exposure range and depth of focus, partic-
ularly for his Cloister of St.. Trephine, Arles, 1851

[4] Robinson, H. P. (1860). Composition NOT Patchwork.
British Journal of Photography, 7(121), 190.

[5] Harker, M. (1989). Henry Peach Robinson:“The Gram-
mar of Art.”. British Photography in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury.

[6] Harker, Margaret F. (Margaret Florence) (1988), Henry
Peach Robinson : master of photographic art, 1830-1901,
B. Blackwell, ISBN 978-0-631-16172-1

[7] The journal 'The Photogram', in a brief biography of HP
Robinson, wrote:

Mr Robinson ... early took to artistic and lit-
erary pursuits. While quite a boy, he con-
tributed both matter and sketches to 'The
London Illustrated News' and 'The Journal
of the Archaeological Society'; and before he
came of age, exhibited a painting at the Ex-
hibition of the Royal Academy

[The Photogram, March 1895, p.81]

[8] The National Portrait Gallery, London holds several ex-
amples of commercial portraits he made there

[9] British Journal of Photography July 14th 1999 pages 437
pp, Presidential address by William Crooke to the Pho-
tographic Convention of the United Kingdom, July 10,
1899.

[10] British Journal of Photography July 17th 1896 pages 454
pp, Presidential address by H.P. Robinson to the Pho-
tographic Convention of the United Kingdom, July 13th
1896

[11] In 1895, the journal 'The Photogram', in a brief biography
of HP Robinson, wrote:

“Mr Robinson stands, as he has done for
years, as probably the best known man in
photography, and the one whose words and

example have done more than those of any
other man to create and encourage photo-
graphic workers.”

[The Photogram, March 1895, p.81]

[12] Mogensen, J. U. (2006). Fading into Innocence: Death,
Sexuality and Moral Restoration in Henry Peach Robin-
son's Fading Away. Victorian Review, 1-17. Chicago

[13]“Fading Away presents an image of mortality that can be
viewed alternately as an incriminating paradigm of Victo-
rian bathos and the nineteenth-century cult of the beauti-
ful death, or as an eerie visualizing of Roland Barthesʼs
solemn pronouncement that death is the eidos of photog-
raphy.”Brian Lukacher, “Powers of Sight: Robinson,
Emerson and the Polemics of Pictorial Photography,”in
Pictorial Effect, Naturalistic Vision: The Photographs and
Theories of Henry Peach Robinson and Peter Henry Emer-
son, ed. Ellen Handy (Norfolk, Va.: Chrysler Museum,
1994), 32.

[14] Bartram, Michael (1985). The pre-Raphaelite camera :
aspects of Victorian photography. Weidenfield and Nicol-
son, London

[15] John Taylor (1979) Henry Peach Robinson and Victorian
theory, History of Photography, 3:4, 295-303,

[16] The Art journal (1 February 1863) p. 38

[17] Fading Away was made from five separate negatives and
required three years' practice before the principal subject
was sufficiently able to convey the appearance of slipping
into oblivion (see Brit. journ. Photo. (1860) p. 95 and
Robinson's Pictorial Eflect in Photography (1869))

88.6 External links
• Fading Away - From George Eastman House

• Henry Peach Robinson - From MuseumSyndicate

• Henry Peach Robinson - From J. Paul Getty Mu-
seum

• Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901) - From British
Council and M.I. Rudomino All-Russia State Li-
brary for Foreign Literature

• Henry Peach Robinson 1830-1901 - From PSS
(Photographic Society of Scotland) Exhibitors

• Robinson, Henry Peach - From “A History of
Photography from its beginnings till the 1920s”by
Robert Leggat

• Works by Henry Peach Robinson at Project Guten-
berg

• Works by or about Henry Peach Robinson at Internet
Archive

• Works by Henry Peach Robinson at LibriVox (pub-
lic domain audiobooks)
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Chapter 89

Henry Wessel, Jr.

Henry Wessel, Jr. (born 1942 in Teaneck, New Jersey)
is an American photographer noted for his descriptive,
yet poetic photographs of the human environment. He
is the recipient of two Guggenheim Fellowships *[1]*[2]
and three National Endowment for the Arts grants.*[3]
His photographs are included in the permanent collec-
tions of major American, European, and Asian muse-
ums. Wessel's first solo exhibition was curated by John
Szarkowski at the Museum of Modern Art in New York
in 1972*[4] and he was one of ten photographers in-
cluded in the influential New Topographics: Photographs
of a Man-Altered Landscape exhibition at George East-
man House in 1975.*[5] His work has since been fre-
quently and widely exhibited, including solo exhibitions
at the Tate Modern in London, the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles, and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Wessel has also produced a number of books of his pho-
tography.
On the work of Henry Wessel, Senior Curator of Pho-
tography at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
Sandra S. Phillips wrote, “Wessel's remarkable work,
witty, evocative and inventive, is distinctive and at the
same time a component part of the great development of
photography which flourished in the 1970s. The pictures
continue to grow and evolve and the work is now regarded
as an individual important contribution to twentieth cen-
tury American photography*[6]

89.1 Quotes by Wessel on his pro-
cess

• It's a pleasure for me. The process of photograph-
ing. Being physically in the world, eyes open, at-
tentive, sensing, and at some point, connecting. To
be in the world and of the world. To be, at the same
time, out of your head, yet absolutely, exactly, there.
It's thrilling when your eyes get ahead of your brain.”
*[7]

•“It has to do with the discipline of being actively re-
ceptive. At the core of this receptivity is a process
that might be called soft eyes. It is a physical sen-

sation. You are not looking for something. You are
open, receptive. At some point you are in front of
something that you cannot ignore.”*[8]

89.2 Selected Books by Wessel

• House Pictures. San Francisco: Fraenkel Gallery,
1992. OCLC 26864482.“This publication accom-
panies an exhibition held at Fraenkel Gallery, San
Francisco, from 26 February to 28 March 1992”

• Night Walk. Santa Monica, CA: RAM Publications
+ Distribution, 2000. ISBN 978-0963078575.

• California and the West / Odd Photos / Las Vegas
/ Real Estate Photographs / Night Walk. Göttin-
gen: Steidl, 2006. ISBN 978-3865211330. Multi-
volume set.

• Henry Wessel. Göttingen: Steidl; San Francisco:
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 2007. ISBN
978-3865213914. Retrospective. With an essay by
Sandra S. Phillips.

• Waikiki. Göttingen: Steidl, 2012. ISBN 978-
3869303000.

• Incidents. Göttingen: Steidl, 2013. ISBN 978-
3869306971.

89.3 Selected Publications about
Wessel and his work

• Looking at Photographs: 100 Pictures from the
Collection of The Museum of Modern Art. New
York: Museum of Modern Art, 1973. ISBN 978-
0870705151. By John Szarkowski.

•“Henry Wessel.”Göttingen: Steidl, San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, and Die Photographische
Sammlung/SK Stiftung Kultur, 2007. ISBN 978-
3865213914. Edited by Thomas Zander with intro-
ductions by Sandra S. Phillips and George Imdahl.
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• New Topographics: Roberts Adams, Lewis Baltz,
Bernd and Hilla Becher, Joe Deal, Frank Gohlke,
Nicholas Nixon, John Schott, Stephen Shore, Henry
Wessel, Jr.. Göttingen: Steidl, 2009. ISBN
978-3865218278. Includes the work of Robert
Adams, Lewis Baltz, Bernd and Hilla Becher, Joe
Deal, Frank Grohlke, Nicholas Nixon, John Schott,
Stephen Shore and Henry Wessel, Jr.

•“Closer than Fiction: American Visual Worlds
around 1970.”Walther König, Köln, Germany,
2011. ISBN 978-3863351199. Edited and with
introduction by Brigitte Franzen and Anna Sophia
Schultz.*[9]

•“Under the Big Black Sun: California Art, 1974-
1981,”Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,
2011. ISBN 978-3791351391. Edited by Elizabeth
Hamilton.*[10]

89.4 Selected Solo Exhibitions*[11]

• 1972: Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY.

• 1987: International Museum of Photography, Os-
aka, Japan

• 1998: Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,
CA.

• 2007:“Henry Wessel: Photographs,”San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, CA.

• 2007: “Henry Wessel,”Die Photographische
Sammlung, SK Stiftung Kultur, Cologne, Germany.

• 2014/2015: Incidents, Tate Modern, London.

89.5 Selected Group Exhibi-
tions*[11]

• 1975: New Topographics: Photographs of a Man-
Altered Landscape, International Museum of Pho-
tography, George Eastman House, Rochester, New
York, January 1975. Curated by William Jenkins.
Included work by Robert Adams, Lewis Baltz, Joe
Deal, Frank Gohlke, Nicholas Nixon, John Schott,
Stephen Shore and Wessel.*[5]

• 1978: “Mirrors and Windows: American Photog-
raphy Since 1960,”Museum of Modern Art, New
York, NY.

• 1983: “Twentieth Century Photographs from the
Museum of Modern Art,”Museum of Modern Art,
New York, and Seibu Museum of Art, Tokyo,
Japan.

• 1989: “Picturing California: A Century of Photo-
graphic Genius,”Oakland Museum, CA.

• 1991: “Pleasures and Terrors of Domestic Com-
fort,”Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY.

• 1993: “Critical Landscape,”Tokyo Metropolitan
Museum of Photography, Japan.

• 1996: “Crossing the Frontier: Photographs of the
Developing West 1849 to the Present,”San Fran-
cisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, CA.

• 2000: “Walker Evans & Company,”Museum of
Modern Art, New York, NY.

• 2003:“Looking at Photographs,”State Hermitage
Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia.

• 2005: “Amerikanische Street Photography,”
Stadtische Galerie Wolfsburg, Wolfsburg, Ger-
many.

• 2005:“Gary Winogrand and American Street Pho-
tographers Mitch Epstein, Lee Friedlander, Joel
Meyerowitz, and Henry Wessel, foam, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands

• 2009:“Into the Sunset,”Museum of Modern Art,
New York.

• 2011-12:“Focus: Los Angeles, 1945-1980,”The
J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA.

• 2011-12: “Under the Big Black Sun: California
Art, 1974-1981,”Museum of Contemporary Art,
Los Angeles, CA.

89.6 Awards

• 1971: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1975: Grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts.

• 1977: Grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts.

• 1978: Grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts.

• 1978: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.
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Herbert Bayer

Herbert Bayer (April 5, 1900 – September 30, 1985)
was an Austrian and American graphic designer, painter,
photographer, sculptor, art director, environmental and
interior designer, and architect, who was widely recog-
nized as the last living member of the Bauhaus and was
instrumental in the development of the Atlantic Rich-
field Company's corporate art collection until his death
in 1985.

90.1 Biography

90.1.1 Training and Bauhaus years

Herbert Bayer's 1925 experimental universal typeface combined
upper and lowercase characters into a single character set.

Born in 1900, Bayer apprenticed under the artist Georg
Schmidthammer in Linz. Leaving the workshop to study
at the Darmstadt Artists' Colony, he became interested
in Walter Gropius's Bauhaus manifesto. After Bayer
had studied for four years at the Bauhaus*[1] under

such teachers as Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee*[2] and
László Moholy-Nagy, Gropius appointed Bayer director
of printing and advertising.
In the spirit of reductive minimalism, Bayer developed a
crisp visual style and adopted use of all-lowercase, sans
serif typefaces for most Bauhaus publications. Bayer is
one of several typographers of the period including Kurt
Schwitters and Jan Tschichold who experimented with
the creation of a simplified more phonetic-based alpha-
bet. From 1925 to 1930 Bayer designed a geometric sans-
serif Proposal for a Universal Typeface that existed only
as a design and was never actually cast into real type.
These designs are now issued in digital form as Bayer
Universal. The design also inspired ITC Bauhaus and
Architype Bayer, which bears comparison with the stylis-
tically related typeface Architype Schwitters.

90.1.2 Post-Bauhaus years in Germany

Stadelwand, 1936, M.T. Abraham Foundation

In 1928, Bayer left the Bauhaus to become art director of
Vogue magazine's Berlin office.*[1] He remained in Ger-
many far later than most other progressives. In 1936 he
designed a brochure for the Deutschland Ausstellung, an
exhibition for tourists in Berlin during the 1936 Olympic
Games - the brochure celebrated life in the Third Reich,
and the authority of Hitler. However, in 1937, works of
Bayer's were included in the Nazi propaganda exhibition
“Degenerate Art”, upon which he left Germany. Upon
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fleeing Germany, he traveled in Italy.*[2]

90.1.3 Time in the United States

In 1938 Bayer settled in New York City where he had a
long and distinguished career in nearly every aspect of the
graphic arts.
In 1944 Bayer married Joella Syrara Haweis, the daughter
of poet and Dada artist Mina Loy. The same year, he
became a U.S. citizen.*[3]
In 1946 the Bayers relocated. Hired by industrialist and
visionary Walter Paepcke, Bayer moved to Aspen, Col-
orado as Paepcke promoted skiing as a popular sport.
Bayer's architectural work in the town included co-
designing the Aspen Institute and restoring the Wheeler
Opera House, but his production of promotional posters
identified skiing with wit, excitement, and glamour.
In 1959, he designed his“fonetik alfabet”, a phonetic
alphabet, for English. It was sans-serif and without cap-
ital letters. He had special symbols for the endings -ed,
-ory, -ing, and -ion, as well as the digraphs“ch”,“sh”
, and “ng”. An underline indicated the doubling of a
consonant in traditional orthography.
While living in Aspen, Bayer had a chance meeting with
the eccentric oilman, outdoorsman and visionary ecolo-
gist, Robert O. Anderson. When Anderson saw the ultra-
modern, Bauhaus-inspired home that Bayer had designed
& built in Aspen, he walked up to the front door and intro-
duced himself. It was the beginning of a lifelong friend-
ship between the two men and instigated Anderson's in-
satiable passion for enthusiastically collecting contempo-
rary art.
With Anderson's eventual formation of the Atlantic Rich-
field Company, and as his personal art collection quickly
overflowed out of his New Mexico ranch and other
homes, ARCO soon held the unique distinction of pos-
sessing the world's largest corporate art collection, under
the critical eye and sharp direction of Bayer as ARCO's
Art and Design Consultant.
Overseeing acquisitions for ARCO Plaza, the newly
built (1972) twin 51-story office towers in Los Ange-
les that served as the new company's corporate head-
quarters, Bayer was also responsible for the ARCO logo
and designing all corporate branding related to the com-
pany. Prior to the completion of ARCO Plaza, Anderson
commissioned Bayer to design a monumental sculpture-
fountain to be installed between the dark green granite
towers. Originally titled“Stairway to Nowhere”Ander-
son laughed, but felt the Shareholders wouldn't see the
irony; thus he suggested it be named Double Ascension
and it still stands between the twin skyscrapers today.
Under Bayer's direction, ARCO's art collection grew to
nearly 30,000 works nationwide, managed by Atlantic
Richfield Company Art Collection staff. ARCO's col-

lection was eclectic, and consisted of an extremely wide
range of media & styles; ranging from contemporary
and earlier paintings, sculpture, works on paper (includ-
ing drawings, watercolors and signed original lithographs,
etchings and serigraphs) and signed photographs to tribal
and ethnic art from many cultures, as well as historic
prints and artifacts, all displayed throughout ARCO's
buildings in Los Angeles and several other cities. Three
years after ARCO was taken over by BP in 2000, that
company's then-chairman, Lord Brown, personally or-
dered ARCO's art collection liquidated. It was sold
through Christie's and LA Modern Auctions.
Bayer made provisions to donate, after his death, a col-
lection of his works which had been housed in ARCO's
conference center in Santa Barbara to the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art. The works are currently on loan
to the Denver Art Museum. He was elected a Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1979.*[4]

90.2 Legacy and influence

Bayer's works appear in prominent public and private col-
lections including the MIT List Visual Arts Center. Bayer
designed the Mill Creek Canyon Earthworks, an environ-
mental sculpture located in Kent, Washington.

90.3 Fonts designed

• Proposal for a Universal Type (1925–1930), this
face existed only as designs.

• Bayer Type (Berthold Type Foundry, 1935)*[5]

90.4 Decorations and awards

• Culture Prize of the German Society for Photogra-
phy (Cologne, 1969)

• Inducted into the Hall of Fame by the Art Directors
Club (1975)

• Architecture Forum Upper Austria in Linz

• Honorary doctorate from the Technical University
of Graz (1977)

• Austrian Cross of Honour for Science and Art
(1977)*[6]

• Ambassador's Award for Excellence (London)

90.5 See also

• List of Austrian artists and architects
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Hippolyte Bayard

Hippolyte Bayard (20 January 1801 – 14 May 1887)
was a French photographer and pioneer in the history of
photography. He invented his own process known as di-
rect positive printing and presented the world's first public
exhibition of photographs on 24 June 1839. He claimed
to have invented photography earlier than Louis-Jacques
Mandé Daguerre in France and William Henry Fox Tal-
bot in England, the men traditionally credited with its in-
vention.*[1]
Bayard experimented with the new medium taking photos
of plant speciments, statuary (including posing with them
for self portraits), street scenes, urban landscapes, archi-
tectural photos, and portraits. He photographed promi-
nent figures and an ordinary worker. He also advocated
combination printing and was one of the founders of a
photo society.

91.1 Early life and career

While working as a civil servant, Bayard experimented
with photography. He developed his own method of pro-
ducing photos called the direct positive process.*[2] It
involved exposing silver chloride paper to light, which
turned the paper completely black. It was then soaked
in potassium iodide before being exposed in a camera.
After the exposure, it was washed in a bath of hyposulfite
of soda and dried.
The resulting image was a unique photograph that could
not be reproduced. Due to the paper's poor light sensi-
tivity, an exposure of approximately twelve minutes was
required. Using this method of photography, still subject
matter, such as buildings, were favoured. When used for
photographing people, sitters were told to close their eyes
so as to eliminate the eerie,“dead”quality produced due
to blinking and moving one's eyes during such a long ex-
posure.
In the summer of 1851, along with photographers
Édouard Baldus, Henri Le Secq, Gustave Le Gray, and
O. Mestral, Bayard travelled throughout France to pho-
tograph architectural monuments at the request of the
Commission des Monuments Historiques.*[3]

The home where Hippolyte Bayard was born (Maison
d'Hippolyte Bayard) at 4 Bayard place in Breteuil

91.2 Self Portrait as a Drowned
Man

Self portrait as a drowned man, direct positive print

Bayard was persuaded to postpone announcing his pro-
cess to the French Academy of Sciences by François
Arago, a friend of Louis Daguerre, who invented the rival
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daguerreotype process. Arago's conflict of interest cost
Bayard the recognition as one of the principal inventors
of photography. He eventually gave details of the process
to the French Academy of Sciences on 24 February 1840
in return for money to buy better equipment.
As a reaction to the injustice he felt he had been sub-
jected to, Bayard created the first staged photograph en-
titled, Self Portrait as a Drowned Man. In the image, he
pretends to have committed suicide, sitting and leaning to
the right. Bayard wrote on the back of his most notable
photograph:
The corpse which you see here is that of M. Bayard, in-
ventor of the process that has just been shown to you. As
far as I know this indefatigable experimenter has been
occupied for about three years with his discovery. The
Government which has been only too generous to Mon-
sieur Daguerre, has said it can do nothing for Monsieur
Bayard, and the poor wretch has drowned himself. Oh the
vagaries of human life....! ... He has been at the morgue
for several days, and no-one has recognized or claimed
him. Ladies and gentlemen, you'd better pass along for
fear of offending your sense of smell, for as you can ob-
serve, the face and hands of the gentleman are beginning
to decay.
“
”

91.3 Late career

Despite his initial hardships in photography, Bayard con-
tinued to be a productive member of the photographic
society. He was a founding member of the French So-
ciety of Photography. Bayard was also one of the first
photographers to be commissioned to document and pre-
serve architecture and historical sites in France for the
Missions Héliographiques in 1851 by the Historic Monu-
ment Commission. He used a paper photographic process
similar to the one he developed to take pictures for the
Commission. Additionally, he suggested combining two
negatives to properly expose the sky and then the land-
scape or building, an idea known as combination printing
which began being used in the 1850s.

91.4 Famous photographs

• Self Portrait as a Drowned Man, 1840.

• Specimens, 1842.

• Construction Worker, Paris, 1845-1847.

• Self Portrait in the Garden, 1847.

Construction Worker in Paris, salt print (circa 1846)

91.5 Gallery
• Tests of photosensitivity (1839)

• Still life with plaster casts circa 1839

• Self portrait (1839/1840)

• Arrangement of specimens, direct positive print
(1842)

• Montmartre circa 1842

• Woman with fan (1843)

• Madeleine Paris (circa 1845)

• Arch and picture of horse (1847)

• Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris (1850)

• France, albumen print (1858)

• Pierre Michel François Chevalier (1861)

• Duchess d'Harcourt

• Ernest Pinard

• Self portrait (1863)

91.6 See also
• Bayard Islands
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Hiroshi Sugimoto

Hiroshi Sugimoto, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin

“Appropriate Proportion”, one of his architectural projects. Ren-
ovation of Gooh shrine, Naoshima, Kagawa prefecture, Japan

Hiroshi Sugimoto (杉本博司, Sugimoto Hiroshi), born
on February 23, 1948, is a Japanese photographer cur-
rently dividing his time between Tokyo, Japan and New
York City, United States. His catalogue is made up of a
number of series, each having a distinct theme and simi-
lar attributes.

92.1 Early life and education

Hiroshi Sugimoto was born and raised in Tokyo, Japan.
He reportedly took his earliest photographs in high

school, photographing film footage of Audrey Hepburn as
it played in a movie theater.*[1] In 1970, Sugimoto stud-
ied politics and sociology at Rikkyō University in Tokyo.
In 1974, he retrained as an artist and received his BFA in
Fine Arts at the Art Center College of Design, Pasadena,
California. Afterwards, Sugimoto settled in New York
City. He soon started working as a dealer of Japanese
antiquities in Soho.*[2]

92.2 Work

Sugimoto has spoken of his work as an expression of
ʻtime exposed ,̓ or photographs serving as a time capsule

for a series of events in time. His work also focuses on
transience of life, and the conflict between life and death.
Sugimoto is also deeply influenced by the writings and
works of Marcel Duchamp, as well as the Dadaist and
Surrealist movements as a whole. He has also expressed
a great deal of interest in late 20th century modern archi-
tecture.
His use of an 8×10 large-format camera and extremely
long exposures has garnered Sugimoto a reputation as
a photographer of the highest technical ability. He is
equally acclaimed for the conceptual and philosophical
aspects of his work.

92.2.1 Dioramas, In Praise of Shadows and
Portraits

Sugimoto began his work with Dioramas in 1976, a se-
ries in which he photographed displays in natural history
museums. (A polar bear on a fake ice floe contemplates
his fresh-killed seal; vultures fight over carrion in front
of painted skies; exotic monkeys hoot in a plastic jun-
gle.)*[3] Initially the pictures were shot at the American
Museum of Natural History, a place he returned for later
dioramas in 1982, 1994, and 2012.*[4] Where many of
the earlier silver gelatin prints – including Polar Bear
(1976), his first photograph from the Diorama series –,
present animals, a number of the 2012 photographs in-
cluding Mixed Deciduous Forest and Olympic Rain Forest
focus on natural landscapes.*[5] The cultural assumption
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that cameras always show us reality tricks many viewers
into assuming the animals in the photos are real until they
examine the pictures carefully.
His series Portraits, begun as a commission by the
Deutsche Guggenheim in 1999,*[6] is based on a similar
idea. In that series, Sugimoto photographs wax figures of
Henry VIII and his wives. These wax figures are based on
portraits from the 16th century and when taking the pic-
ture Sugimoto attempts to recreate the lighting that would
have been used by the painter. Focusing on Madame Tus-
saud's in London, its branch in Amsterdam and a wax
museum in Ito, Japan, Sugimoto took three-quarter view
photos, using 8-by-10-inch negatives, of the most realis-
tic wax figures. They are typically taken against a black
background.*[7] In Praise of Shadows (1998) is a series
of photographs based on Gerhard Richter s̓ paintings of
burning candles.*[1]

92.2.2 Theatres

In 1978, Sugimoto's Theatres series *[8] involved pho-
tographing old American movie palaces and drive-ins
with a folding 4x5 camera and tripod, opening his cam-
era shutter and exposing the film for the duration of the
entire feature-length movie, the film projector providing
the sole lighting.*[9] The luminescent screen in the cen-
tre of the composition, the architectural details and the
seats of the theatre are the only subjects that register ow-
ing to the long exposure of each photograph, while the
unique lighting gives the works a surreal look, as a part of
Sugimoto's attempt to reveal time in photography.*[10]
Sugimoto disovered that“Different movies give different
brightnesses. If it's an optimistic story, I usually end up
with a bright screen; if it's a sad story, it's a dark screen.
Occult movie? Very dark.”*[11]

92.2.3 Seascapes

In 1980 he began working on an ongoing series of pho-
tographs of the sea and its horizon, Seascapes, in loca-
tions all over the world, using an old-fashioned large-
format camera to make exposures of varying duration
(up to three hours).*[12]*[13] The locations range from
the English Channel and the Cliffs of Moher *[14] to the
Arctic Ocean, from Positano, Italy, to the Tasman Sea
and from the Norwegian Sea at Vesterålen to the Black
Sea at Ozuluce in Turkey. The black-and-white pictures
are all exactly the same size, bifurcated exactly in half
by the horizon line.*[15] The systematic nature of Sugi-
moto's project recalls the work Sunrise and Sunset at Pra-
iano by Sol LeWitt, in which he photographed sunrises
and sunsets over the Tyrrhenian Sea off Praiano, Italy, on
the Amalfi Coast.*[16]

92.2.4 Architecture works

In 1995, Sugimoto photographed the Sanjūsangen-dō (
“Hall of Thirty-Three Bays”) in Kyoto. In special prepa-

ration for the shoot, he had all late-medieval and early-
modern embellishments removed, as well as having the
contemporary fluorescent lighting turned off.*[17] Shot
from a high vantage point*[3] and editing out all architec-
tural features, the resulting 48 photographs*[3] concen-
trate on the bodhisattvas, 1,000 life-size and almost iden-
tical gilded figures carved from wood in the 12th and 13th
centuries, that are banked up inside the building.*[18]
In 1997, on a commission from the Museum of Contem-
porary Art in Chicago, Sugimoto began producing series
of large-format photographs of notable buildings around
the world. In 2003, the museum showed the series in
a sepulchral installation, with the pictures installed on
layered rows of dark-painted partitions.*[19] Sugimoto's
later Architecture series (2000–03) consists of blurred
images of well-known examples of Modernist architec-
ture.*[20]
In 2001, Sugimoto traveled the length of Japan, visiting
the so-called meisho“famous sites”for pines: Miho no
Matsubara, Matsushima, Amanohashidate.*[21] On the
royal palace grounds in Tokyo, Sugimoto photographed
a pine landscape, copying a traditional 16th-century
Japanese ink-painting style.*[22] Listed as Japanese na-
tional treasures, the Shorinzu-byobu (Pine Forest Screens)
(ca. 1590) by Momoyama period (1568 1600) painter
Hasegawa Tōhaku (1539–1610) represent a coming of
age in Japanese imaging.

92.2.5 Joe

In July 2003 Sugimoto travelled to St. Louis to photo-
graph the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts, designed by
Tadao Ando whose work he had portrayed various times
before. However, his ended up photographing Richard
Serraʼs sculpture Joe (the first in his “Torqued Spi-
ral”series), which rests in an outdoor courtyard, at dawn
and at dusk for five days.*[23] The resulting Joe series
was made with short exposure. The blurring effect results
from Sugimoto's unconventional use of the flexibility of
the large format camera, whereby he sets the distance be-
tween the lens and the film to half the focal length, in his
words “twice-infinity”.*[24] Sugimoto gave the pho-
tographs serial numbers from his Architecture series. Sig-
nificantly, the hand-developed gelatin-silver photographs
are mounted on aluminum panels but are otherwise un-
framed, unglazed and unlaminated to draw attention to
what Sugimoto describes as the“transformation from the
three-dimensional steel source sculpture to the thin layers
of what I would call my 'silver sculpture'.”*[25] When
the Pulitzer Foundation decided to publish a book about
the series, Sugimoto asked Jonathan Safran Foer, whom
he had met years earlier, to write a text to accompany the
nineteen selected photographs.*[23]
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A 2004 series comprises large photographs of antique
mathematical and mechanical models, which Sugimoto
came across in Tokyo and shot from slightly below.*[26]
The Mathematical forms - stereometric models in plaster
– were created in the 19th century to provide students
with a visual understanding of complex trigonometric
functions. The Mechanical forms – machine models in-
cluding gears, pumps and regulators - are industrial tools
used to demonstrate basic movements of modern machin-
ery. Sugimoto began working on this series as a response
to The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The
Large Glass) by Marcel Duchamp.*[27]
For the series Stylized Sculpture (2007), Sugimoto se-
lected distinctive garments by celebrated couturiers from
the collection of the Kyoto Costume Institute, shot in
chiaroscuro on headless mannequins̶from Madeleine
Vionnet s̓ precociously modern T-dress and Balenciagaʼ
s wasp-waisted billowing ensemble to Yves St Laurent s̓
strict geometric Mondrian shift and Issey Miyake s̓ sail-
like slip.*[28]
For his 2009 series Lightning Fields Sugimoto abandoned
the use of the camera, producing photographs using a
400,000 volt Van de Graaff generator to apply an elec-
trical charge directly onto the film.*[9] Instead of placing
an object on photo-sensitive paper, then exposing it to
light, he produced the image by causing electrical sparks
to erupt over the on surface of a 7-by-2.5-foot sheet of
film laid on a large metal tabletop.*[29] The highly de-
tailed results combine bristling textures and branching
sparks into highly evocative images.

92.2.6 Recent work

In 2009 U2 selected Sugimoto's Boden Sea, Uttwil (1993)
as the cover for their album No Line on the Horizon to
be released in March that year. This image had previ-
ously been used by sound artists Richard Chartier and
Taylor Deupree for their 2006 CD inspired by Sugimoto's
“seascapes”series.*[30] Sugimoto noted it was merely

a“coincidence”that the image appears on both album
covers. In addition, he notes that the agreement with U2
was a“stone age deal”or, artist-to-artist. No cash ex-
changed hands, rather a barter agreement which allows
Sugimoto to use the band's song“No Line on the Hori-
zon”(partly inspired by the“Boden Sea”image) in any
future project.*[31]
In 2009, Sugimoto acquired some rare negatives made
by Henry Fox Talbot in the 1840s and retrieved through
an intensely fragile process what“looks remarkably like
Plato's shadows in the cave”.*[32] The works of Sugi-
moto's All Five Elements series (2011) consist of optical
quality glass with black and white film.*[33] On the occa-
sion of Art Basel in 2012, Sugimoto presented Couleurs
de l'Ombre, 20 different colorful scarf designs in editions
of just seven, all created - using a new inkjet printing
method - for French fashion label Hermès.*[34]

92.3 Architecture

Sugimoto is also an accomplished architect. He founded
his architecture practice in Tokyo after receiving re-
quests to design structures from restaurants to art mu-
seums.*[35] Because he does not have an architectural
license himself̶an official permit would require years
of training̶he hired three young qualified architects to
help him execute his vision.*[35] He approaches all of his
work from many different perspectives, and architecture
is one component that he uses to design the settings for
his exhibitions. His recent projects include an architec-
tural commission at Naoshima Contemporary Art Center
in Japan, for which Sugimoto designed and built a Shinto
shrine.*[36] He also gets involved with the performance
art occurring beside them. This allows him to frame his
works precisely the way he wants to.
In 2013, Sugimoto created a sculpture and rock gar-
den for the Sasha Kanetanaka restaurant in Omotesandō,
Tokyo. He also designed Stove, a top-tier French restau-
rant housed in a refurbished wooden house in the Kiy-
oharu Art Village, Yamanashi Prefecture.*[37] The first
in a series of temporary artist-designed structures at the
Le Stanze del Vetro museum on view during the Venice
Architecture Biennale in 2014, a Sugimoto-designed
glass teahouse was set over a tiled pool and had the tradi-
tional tea ceremony performed for the public in it.*[38]
In 2011, Sugimoto published an architecture book about
the many museums that have shown his work, from the
Hirshhorn Museum in Washington, D.C., to the Fonda-
tion Cartier in Paris.*[35]

92.4 Exhibitions

Sugimoto has exhibited extensively in major muse-
ums and galleries throughout the world, including the
Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles (1994),
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (1995);
Deutsche Guggenheim, Berlin (2000); the Kunsthaus
Bregenz, Austria (2002); the Serpentine Gallery, Lon-
don (2003) and the Fondation Cartier pour l'Art Con-
temporain, Paris (2004). A major 30-year survey of
his work opened at the Mori Art Museum, Tokyo in
2005 and travelled to the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculp-
ture Garden, Washington, D.C. and the Modern Art
Museum of Fort Worth, Texas (2006). In 2007, a
European retrospective began at K20 Kunstsammlung
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf (2007) and traveled to
the Museum der Moderne, Salzburg, Neue National-
galerie, Berlin and Kunstmuseum Luzern, Switzerland.
(2008). In 2011, Gagosian Gallery in Paris showed Sug-
imoto's series Stylized Sculpture alongside Rodin's sculp-
tures The Three Shades (c. 1880), Monument to Victor
Hugo (1897), and The Whistler Muse (1908).*[28]
In 2005, Japan Society, New York, and Arthur M. Sack-
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ler Gallery, Washington, organized a US and Canadian
tour of“Hiroshi Sugimoto: History of History”, an ex-
hibition of artifacts that Sugimoto has collected over the
years, particularly from East Asia and Japan, curated by
the artist himself (travelled to the Kanazawa 21st Century
Museum of Contemporary Art and the National Museum
of Art, Japan).*[39] In 2013, Sugimoto exhibited his art-
work alongside pieces from his personal collection at the
Fondation Pierre Bergé-Yves Saint Laurent in Paris.*[2]

92.5 Collections

Sugimoto's work is held in numerous public collections
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;
Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Centre Georges Pom-
pidou, Paris; Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo;
Museum of Modern Art, New York; National Gallery,
London; National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo;
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.; MACBA,
Barcelona; and Tate Gallery, London.*[40]

92.6 Odawara Art Foundation

In 2009, Sugimoto established the Odawara Art Foun-
dation to promote Japanese culture.*[41] In 2014, the
Japan Society awarded a $6 million grant to the founda-
tion.*[41] The money will go to the construction of a mul-
tidisciplinary arts complex in Odawara, about 60 miles
west of Tokyo. The project is expected to be completed
in spring 2016. The project includes an original 15th-
century entrance gate, a minimalist exhibition space, a
modern Japanese teahouse, and a contemporary Noh the-
ater with a stage that appears to float above the sea.*[35]
The foundation will produce joint productions with the
Japan Society as well as artist-in-residency programs at
the new complex. The two institutions will also collabo-
rate on exhibitions and performances.*[41]

92.7 Awards

• 2001 – Hasselblad Foundation International Award
(Hasselblad Honour).

• 2009 – Japanese Art Association: Praemium Impe-
riale prize for theʻPaintingʼcategory*[9]

• 2010 – Medal with Purple Ribbon

• 2013 – Officier of the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres

• 2014 – Isamu Noguchi Award for Kindred Spir-
its in Innovation, Global Consciousness and
Japanese/American Exchange*[42]

92.8 Books
• Seascapes. Los Angeles: Museum of Contemporary

Art, 1994. ISBN 0-914357-32-8.

• Time Exposed. London: Thames & Hudson, 1995.
ISBN 0-500-97427-6.

• In Praise of Shadows. Germany: Steidl, 2000.
ISBN 4-7713-3414-5.

• Theatres. Koln: Walther Konig, 2006. ISBN 0-615-
11596-9.

92.9 Art market

Sugimoto has been represented by Pace Gallery, New
York, since 2010,*[43] while also regularly showing with
Gagosian Gallery. Before, he showed with Sonnabend
Gallery.
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• Listing at Luminous Lint

• Benesse Art Site Naoshima

• Greenough, Sarah; Nelson, Andrea; Kennel, Sarah;
Waggoner, Diane; Ureña, Leslie (2015). The Mem-
ory of Time: Contemporary Photographs at the Na-
tional Gallery of Art =. National Gallery of Art.
ISBN 978-0500544495. External link in |title=
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Chapter 93

Horst P. Horst

Horst Paul Albert Bohrmann (August 14, 1906 –
November 18, 1999) who chose to be known as Horst P.
Horst was a German-American fashion photographer.

93.1 Early life

The younger of two sons, Horst was born in Weißenfels-
an-der-Saale, Germany, to Klara (Schönbrodt) and Max
Bohrmann. His father was a successful merchant.
In his teens, he met dancer Evan Weidemann at the
home of his aunt, and this aroused his interest in avant-
garde art. In the late 1920s, Horst studied at Ham-
burg Kunstgewerbeschule, leaving there in 1930 to go to
Paris*[1] to study under the architect Le Corbusier.

93.2 Youth

While in Paris, he befriended many people in the art com-
munity and attended many galleries. In 1930 he met
Vogue photographer Baron George Hoyningen-Huene,
a half-Baltic, half-American nobleman, and became his
photographic assistant, occasional model and lover. He
traveled to England with him that winter. While there,
they visited photographer Cecil Beaton, who was working
for the British edition of Vogue. In 1931, Horst began his
association with Vogue, publishing his first photograph in
the French edition of Vogue in December of that year. It
was a full page advertisement showing a model in black
velvet holding a Klytia scent bottle.*[2]
His first exhibition was hung in La Plume d'Or in Paris
in 1932. It was reviewed by Janet Flanner in The New
Yorker, and this review, which appeared after his exhibit
was over, made Horst instantly famous. Horst made a
portrait of Bette Davis the same year, the first in a series
of celebrities he would photograph during his life. Within
two years, he had photographed Noël Coward, Yvonne
Printemps, Lisa Fonssagrives, Count Luchino Visconti di
Madrone, Duke Fulco di Verdura, Baron Nicolas de Gun-
zburg, Princess Natalia Pavlovna Paley, Daisy Fellowes,
Princess Marina of Greece and Denmark, Cole Porter,
Elsa Schiaparelli, and others.

Horst rented an apartment in New York in 1937, and
while residing there met Coco Chanel, whom Horst called
“the queen of the whole thing”. He would photograph

her fashions for three decades.*[3]
He met Valentine Lawford, British diplomat in 1938 and
they would live together as a couple until Lawford's death
in 1991. They adopted and raised a son, Richard J. Horst,
together.*[4]
In 1941, Horst applied for United States citizenship. In
1942 he passed an Army physical, and joined the Army
on July 2, 1943. On October 21 he received his United
States citizenship as Horst P. Horst. He became an
Army photographer, with much of his work printed in the
forces' magazine Belvoir Castle. In 1945 he photographed
United States President Harry S. Truman, with whom he
became friends, and he photographed every First Lady in
the post-war period at the invitation of the White House.
In 1947, Horst moved into his house in Oyster Bay, New
York. He designed the white stucco-clad building him-
self, the design inspired by the houses that he had seen in
Tunisia during his relationship with Hoyningen-Huene.

93.3 Work

Horst is best known for his photographs of women and
fashion, but is also recognized for his photographs of
interior architecture, still lifes, especially ones includ-
ing plants, and environmental portraits. One of the
great iconic photos of the Twentieth-Century is “The
Mainbocher Corset”with its erotically charged mystery,
captured by Horst in Vogueʼs Paris studio in 1939. De-
signers like Donna Karan continue to use the timeless
beauty of “The Mainbocher Corset”as an inspiration
for their outerwear collections today. His work frequently
reflects his interest in surrealism and his regard of the an-
cient Greek ideal of physical beauty.
His method of work typically entailed careful prepara-
tion for the shoot, with the lighting and studio props (of
which he used many) arranged in advance. His instruc-
tions to models are remembered as being brief and to the
point. His published work uses lighting to pick out the
subject; he frequently used four spotlights, often one of
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them pointing down from the ceiling. Only rarely do his
photos include shadows falling on the background of the
set. Horst rarely, if ever, used filters. While most of his
work is in black & white, much of his color photography
includes largely monochromatic settings to set off a color-
ful fashion. Horst's color photography did include docu-
mentation of society interior design, well noted in the vol-
ume Horst Interiors. He photographed a number of inte-
riors designed by Robert Denning and Vincent Fourcade
of Denning & Fourcade and often visited their homes
on Manhattan and Long Island. After making the pho-
tograph, Horst generally left it up to others to develop,
print, crop, and edit his work.
One of his most famous portraits is of Marlene Dietrich,
taken in 1942. She protested the lighting that he had se-
lected and arranged, but he used it anyway. Dietrich liked
the results and subsequently used a photo from the session
in her own publicity.

93.4 Later life

In the 1960s, encouraged by Vogue editor Diana Vree-
land, Horst began a series of photos illustrating the
lifestyle of international high society which included peo-
ple like: Consuelo Vanderbilt, Marella Agnelli, Gloria
Guinness, Baroness Pauline de Rothschild and Baron
Philippe de Rothschild, Helen of Greece and Denmark,
Baroness Geoffroy de Waldner, Princess Tatiana of Sayn-
Wittgenstein-Berleburg, Lee Radziwill, Duke of Windsor
and Duchess of Windsor, Peregrine Eliot, 10th Earl of St
Germans and Lady Jacquetta Eliot, Countess of St Ger-
mans, Antenor Patiño, Oscar de la Renta and Françoise
de Langlade, Desmond Guinness and Princess Henriette
Marie-Gabrielle von Urach, Andy Warhol, Nancy Lan-
caster, Yves Saint Laurent, Doris Duke, Emilio Pucci,
Cy Twombly, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Amanda Bur-
den, Paloma Picasso and Comtesse Jacqueline de Ribes.
The articles were written by the photographer's longtime
companion, Valentine Lawford, a former English diplo-
mat. From this point until nearly the time of his death,
Horst spent most of his time traveling and photographing.
In the mid 1970s, he began working for House & Garden
magazine as well as for Vogue.
His last photograph for British Vogue was in 1991 with
Princess Michael of Kent, shown against a background
of tapestry and wearing a tiara belonging to her mother
in law Princess Marina who he had photographed in
1934.*[2]
He died at his home in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, at
93 years of age.*[5]

93.5 Publications

Books featuring Horst's photography:

• 1944 Horst Photographs of a Decade, J.J. Augustin

• 1946 Patterns fromNature - a collection of plant still
lifes, J.J. Augustin

• 1968 Vogue's Book of Houses, Gardens, People,
Viking Press

• 1984 Horst, His Work and His World, Alfred A.
Knopf

• 1984 Horst Return Engagement: Faces to Remember,
Then and Now, Crown Publishers

• 1971 Salute to the Thirties (A Studio Book)

• 1991 Horst - Sixty Years of Photography,
Schirmer/Mosel

• 1992 Form/ Horst, Twin Palms

• 1993 Horst: Interiors, Little, Brown and Co

• 1997 Horst P Horst: Magician of Lights

• 2001 Horst Portraits : 60 Years of Style, National
Portrait Gallery, London

• 2006 Platinum, Jefferies Cowan

• 2014“Horst: Photographer of Style”, Victoria &
Albert Museum, London

• Spezial Fotografie: Portfolio No. 24
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[2] Horst: Portraits (Great Britain: NPG Publications, 2001,
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93.7 External links
• Horst P. Horst Official website

• Horst P. Horst at the Internet Movie Database

• Mainbocher, Fashion designer & friend of Horst

• Horst P. Horst photographer profile page and articles
related - The Eye of Photography

• Horst Retrospective Exhibition

• Biographic Timeline
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Chapter 94

Imogen Cunningham

Imogen Cunningham (April 12, 1883 – June 23, 1976)
was an American photographer known for her botanical
photography, nudes, and industrial landscapes. Cunning-
ham was a member of the California-based Group f/64,
known for its dedication to the sharp-focus rendition of
simple subjects.*[1]

94.1 Early life

Cunningham was born in Portland, Oregon to father
Isaac Burns Cunningham*[2] and mother Susan Eliz-
abeth Cunningham (née Johnson).*[3]*[4]*[5]*[6] Her
parents were from Missouri, though both of their fami-
lies originally came from Virginia.*[4] Cunningham was
the fifth of 10 children.
Cunningham grew up in Seattle, Washington. She at-
tended the Denny School at 5th and Battery Streets in
Seattle.*[7]
In 1901, at the age of eighteen, Cunningham bought her
first camera, a 4x5 inch view camera, via mail order from
the American School of Art in Scranton, Pennsylvania.
She soon lost interest and sold the camera to a friend.
It wasn't until 1906, while studying at the University of
Washington in Seattle, that she was inspired to take up
photography again by an encounter with the work of
Gertrude Käsebier. With the help of her chemistry pro-
fessor, Horace Byers, she began to study the chemistry
behind photography and she subsidized her tuition by
photographing plants for the botany department.
In 1907, Cunningham graduated from University of
Washington with a degree in chemistry. Her thesis was
titled“Modern Processes of Photography.”

94.2 Career

After graduating from college in 1907, Cunningham went
to work for Edward S. Curtis in his Seattle studio, gain-
ing knowledge about the portrait business and practical
photography.

94.2.1 Germany

In 1909, Cunningham won a fellowship for foreign study
from her University of Washington sorority (Pi Beta
Phi). Using this fellowship, Cunningham traveled to
Germany*[8] to study with Professor Robert Luther at
the Technische Hochschule in Dresden, Germany. In
Dresden she concentrated on her studies and didn't take
many photographs. In May 1910, she finished her pa-
per,“About the Direct Development of Platinum Paper
for Brown Tones”, describing her process to increase
printing speed, improve clarity of highlights tones, and
produce sepia tones.
On her way back to Seattle she met Alvin Langdon
Coburn in London, and Alfred Stieglitz and Gertrude
Käsebier in New York.

Dream, a 1910 photograph by Imogen Cunningham
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94.2.2 Seattle

In Seattle, Cunningham opened a studio and won acclaim
for portraiture and pictorial work. Most of her studio
work of this time consisted of sitters in their own homes,
in her living room, or in the woods surrounding Cunning-
ham's cottage. She became a sought after photographer
and exhibited at the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sci-
ences in 1913.
In 1914, Cunningham's portraits were shown at An Inter-
national Exhibition of Pictorial Photography in New York.
Wilson's Photographic Magazine published a portfolio of
her work.
The next year, she married Roi Partridge, a teacher and
artist. He posed for a series of nude photographs, which
were shown by the Seattle Fine Arts Society. Although
critically praised, Cunningham didn't revisit those pho-
tographs for another fifty-five years. Between 1915 and
1920, Cunningham continued her work and had three
children (Gryffyd, Rondal, who also became a photog-
rapher, and Padraic) with Partridge.

94.2.3 California

In 1920, the family moved to San Francisco where Par-
tridge taught at Mills College.*[9]
Cunningham refined her style, taking a greater interest in
pattern and detail and becoming increasingly interested
in botanical photography, especially flowers. Between
1923 and 1925 she carried out an in-depth study of the
Magnolia flower. Later in the decade she turned her atten-
tion toward industry, creating several series of industrial
landscapes in Los Angeles and Oakland.
In 1929, Edward Weston nominated 10 of Cunningham's
photographs (8 botanical, 1 industrial, and 1 nude) for
inclusion in the “Film und Foto”exhibition and her
renowned, Two Callas, debuted in that exhibition.
Cunningham once again changed direction, becoming
more interested in the human form, particularly hands,
and she was fascinated with the hands of artists and mu-
sicians. This interest led to her employment by Vanity
Fair, photographing stars without make-up.

Group f/64

In 1932, Cunningham co-founded the Group f/64, which
was named for a large-format cameraʼs smallest aper-
ture setting.*[9] The group included Ansel Adams, Imo-
gen Cunningham, John Paul Edwards, Sonya Noskowiak,
Henry Swift, Willard Van Dyke and Edward Weston.
In an effort to address both financial and artistic concerns,
the Group f/64 decided to mount an exhibition.*[10] The
loose-knit collective only had a single show, in 1932, at
the De Young museum in San Francisco.*[1] They pub-

a botanical photograph of a succulent plant by Imogen Cunning-
ham

lished a manifesto at the exhibition.

Vanity Fair

In 1934, Cunningham was invited to do some work in
New York for Vanity Fair. Her husband wanted her to
wait until he could travel with her, but she refused. They
divorced that year. She continued with Vanity Fair until
it stopped publication in 1936.

Later career

Street photography

In the 1940s, Cunningham turned to documentary street
photography, which she executed as a side project while
supporting herself with her commercial and studio pho-
tography. In 1945, Cunningham was invited by Ansel
Adams to accept a position as a faculty member for the
art photography department at the California School of
Fine Arts. Dorothea Lange and Minor White joined as
well.

Mentorship

In 1964, Imogen Cunningham met the photographer Judy
Dater while leading a workshop focusing on the life and
work of Edward Weston in Big Sur Hot Springs, Califor-
nia which later became the Esalen Institute. Dater was
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greatly inspired by Cunningham's life and work. Cun-
ningham is featured in one of Dater s̓ most popular pho-
tographs Imogen and Twinka at Yosemite, which depicts
depicts elderly Cunningham encountering nude model
Twinka Thiebaud behind a tree in Yosemite National
Park. The two shared an interest in portraiture and re-
mained friends until Cunningham's death in 1976. Three
years later, Dater published Imogen Cunningham: A Por-
trait, containing interviews with many of Cunningham's
photographic contemporaries, friends, and family along
with photographs by both Dater and Cunningham.
In 1973, her work was exhibited at the Rencontres d'Arles
photography festival in France through the group exhibi-
tion: Trois photographes américaines, Imogen Cunning-
ham, Linda Connor, Judy Dater.

94.3 Awards

• 1967: Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences*[11]

• 1968: Honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts degree from
the California College of Arts and Crafts in Oak-
land*[12]

• 1970: Guggenheim fellowship in Creative Arts for
Photography*[13]

• [Unknown year]: Dorothea Lange Award - first re-
cipient

• 2004: Hall of Fame Inductee, International Photog-
raphy Hall of Fame and Museum*[14]

94.4 Personal life

In 1915, Cunningham married etching artist, printmaker
and teacher Roi Partridge. They had three sons: Gryffyd
Partridge and twins Rondal Partridge and Padriac Par-
tridge.*[15]*[16] The couple divorced in 1934. Ron-
dal's daughter, Meg Partridge, cataloged Cunningham's
work.*[17]
As of 1940, Cunningham lived in Oakland, Califor-
nia,*[18] though she had studios in various locations in
San Francisco.
Cunningham continued to take photographs until shortly
before her death at age 93 on June 23, 1976, in San Fran-
cisco, California.*[19]*[20]
Cunningham was named Imogen after the heroine of
Shakespeare's Cymbeline.*[21]

94.5 Works and publications

94.5.1 Books

chronological by date of publication

• Cunningham, Imogen. Modern Processes of Pho-
tography. Thesis, University of Washington, 1907.
OCLC 12295089

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imogen
Cunningham: Portraiture. Boston: Little, Brown
and Co, 1997. ISBN 978-0-821-22437-3 OCLC
38157997

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imogen
Cunningham: On the Body. Boston: Bullfinch Press,
1998. ISBN 978-0-821-22438-0 OCLC 40220514

• Cunningham, Imogen, Richard Lorenz, and Man-
fred Heiting. Imogen Cunningham, 1883-1976.
Köln: Taschen, 2001. ISBN 978-3-822-87182-9
OCLC 47892628

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imo-
gen Cunningham: Flora. 2001. ISBN 978-0-821-
22731-2 OCLC 47784515

• Cunningham, Imogen, Meg Partridge, John Wood,
Elizabeth Partridge, Rondal Partridge, John Marcy,
Pam Clark, and Crissy Welzen. Imogen Cun-
ningham: Platinum and Palladium. South Den-
nis, Mass.: 21st Editions, Steven Albahari, 2012.
OCLC 855783549*[22]

• Cunningham, Imogen, William Morris, John Wood,
Pam Clark, Crissy Welzen, Sam Klimek, Arthur
Larson, Sarah Creighton, and Steven Albahari. Imo-
gen Cunningham: Symbolist ; with Poetry and
Prose by William Morris. South Dennis, Mass.:
21st Editions, Steven Albahari, 2013. OCLC
868338137*[23]

94.5.2 Exhibition catalogs

chronological by date of exhibition

• Cunningham, Imogen. Imogen Cunningham: Pho-
tographs 1921-1967. Stanford, Calif.: Leland Stan-
ford Junior University, 1967. OCLC 2944896

• Exhibition held 31 March to 23 April 1967,
Stanford Art Gallery, Leland Stanford Junior
University.

• Massar, Phyllis Dearborn, and Imogen Cunning-
ham. Photographs by Imogen Cunningham. New
York, N.Y.: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1973.
OCLC 23797397 and 893700782

• Catalog of an exhibition held on the balcony of
the Blumenthal Patio, Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, Apr. 24-July 2, 1973.
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• Photographs by Imogen Cunningham. at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Margery Mann. Imo-
gen!: Imogen Cunningham Photographs, 1910-
1973. 1974. ISBN 978-0-295-95332-8 OCLC
828338

• Published in connection with an exhibition
shown at the Henry Art Gallery, University of
Washington, March 23-April 21, 1974

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imogen
Cunningham: Frontiers : Photographs 1906-1976.
Berkeley, Calif: The Trust, 1978. OCLC 20410345

• An exhibition organized by the Imogen Cun-
ningham Trust in 1978 ; essay by Richard
Lorenz.

• Cunningham, Imogen. The Photography of Imogen
Cunningham: A Centennial Selection. New York,
N.Y.: The Museum, 1985. OCLC 84612868

• Centennial celebration at Whitney Museum of
American Art at Philip Morris, December 13,
1985 – January 30, 1986.

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imogen
Cunningham: MEJE fotografieje 1906-1976. Ljubl-
jana: Moderna Galerija, 1987. OCLC 123406725

• Exhibition“Imogen Cunningham”held at the
Moderna Galerija, Ljubljana, March 10–31,
1987. In Slovenian.

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imo-
gen Cunningham: frontiers : fotografie 1906-1976.
Roma: U.S.I.S., 1987. OCLC 35835030

• Exhibition held at Villa Croce, Genova, Oct.
28-Nov. 22, 1987.

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imogen
Cunningham: fronteras, fotografías, 1906-1976.
[Madrid]: [Círculo de Bellas Artes], 1988. OCLC
45036528

• Círculo de Bellas Artes, Madrid, 26 de en-
ero al 28 de febrero de 1988. Exposición or-
ganizada por the Imogen Cunningham Trust,
Berkeley, California, Círculo de Bellas Artes,
Embajada de los Estados Unidos ; ensayo de
R. Lorenz.

• Heyman, Therese Thau, Mary Street Alinder, and
Naomi Rosenblum. Seeing Straight: The F.64 Rev-
olution in Photography. Oakland, Calif: Oakland
Museum, 1992. ISBN 978-0-295-97219-0 OCLC
26907957

• Published to coincide with a major traveling
exhibition, organized by the Oakland Museum
in 1992, which re-creates the original 1932 ex-
hibition by Group f.64.

• Cunningham, Imogen. Imogen Cunningham: die
Poesie der Form. Schaffhausen: Edition Stemmle,
1993. ISBN 978-3-905-51407-0 OCLC 29687447

• Catalog of an exhibition held August 28
through October 3, 1993 at the Fotografie Fo-
rum Frankfurt. German and English.

• San Francisco Camerawork, and Alliance français
de San Francisco. Imogen Cunningham: Paris in the
Sixties = Imogen Cunningham : Paris Dans Les An-
nées Soixante. San Francisco: Alliance français de
San Francisco, 1993. OCLC 80832977

• Catalogue of a traveling exhibition held in San
Francisco, Oct. 14-Nov. 10, 1993, organized
by San Francisco Camerawork and the Al-
liance français de San Francisco. English and
French. Venues in the United States: Denver,
Atlanta, and Boston ; venues in France: Arles,
Paris.

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Richard Lorenz. Imogen
Cunningham: A Retrospective Exhibition, September
15-November 4, 1995, Howard Greenberg Gallery.
New York (120 Wooster St. 10012): Howard
Greenberg Gallery, 1995. OCLC 60806856

• Exhibition held Sept. 15 - Nov. 4, 1995. Or-
ganized by Richard Lorenz in association with
the Imogen Cunningham Trust.

• Cunningham, Imogen. Imogen Cunningham: Vin-
tage Photographs 1910-1973. New York: John
Stevenson Gallery, 2006. OCLC 74329609

• Exhibition catalog: September 2006. Includes
CD-ROM.

• Cunningham, Imogen. Imogen Cunningham. Santa
Barbara CA: East West Gallery, 2007. OCLC
417028856

• Catalog of an exhibition titled“Paired: Imo-
gen Cunningham and Rondal Partridge, fea-
turing works by Horace Bristol”, held at East
West Gallery, Santa Barbara, Oct. 5, 2007 to
Jan. 5, 2008.

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Mónica Fuentes San-
tos. Imogen Cunningham. 2012. ISBN 978-1-938-
92206-0 OCLC 827930432

• Published in conjunction with an exhibition
held at Fundación MAPFRE, Madrid, Spain,
September 2012-January 2013, and Kul-
turhuset, Stockholm, May–September 2013
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94.5.3 Films, videos

• Padula, Fred. Two Photographers: Wynn Bul-
lock and Imogen Cunningham. Fred Padula, 1967.
OCLC 22168652

• Korty, John. Imogen Cunningham, Photographer.
John Korty, 1972. OCLC 5550648

• Cunningham, Imogen, Ann Hershey, and Shera
Thompson. Never give up--Imogen Cunningham.
New Brunswick, NJ: Phoenix/BFA Films & Video,
1975. OCLC 13289877

• Features an interview with and autobiographi-
cal study of Imogen Cunningham and her pho-
tographic work of over 70 years.

• Cunningham, Imogen. Imogen Cunningham at
93. New York: Carousel Films, 1976. Producer,
CBS News. OCLC 41486099, 145733485 and
317634694

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Meg Partridge. Portrait
of Imogen. Valley Ford, CA: Distributed by Pacific
Pictures, 1987. OCLC 24305007

• Photographer Imogen Cunningham presents
more than 250 of her own photographs
through informal recorded interviews when
she was in her late eighties.

94.6 See also

• Portrait of Imogen

• Group f/64
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ningham: A Portrait. Boston: New York Graphic
Society, 1979. ISBN 978-0-821-20751-2 OCLC
5102101

• Cunningham, Imogen, and Amy Rule. Imogen Cun-
ningham: Selected Texts and Bibliography. Boston:
G.K. Hall, 1992. World photographers reference
series, v. 2. ISBN 978-0-816-10575-5 OCLC
26262365

• Lorenz, Richard, and Imogen Cunningham. Imogen
Cunningham: Ideas Without End : a Life in Pho-
tographs. San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993.
ISBN 978-0-811-80390-8 OCLC 27338210

• Alinder, Mary Street. Group F.64: Edward We-
ston, Ansel Adams, Imogen Cunningham, and the
Community of Artists Who Revolutionized American
Photography. New York, NY : Bloomsbury, 2014.
ISBN 978-1-620-40555-0 OCLC 881386964 and
892489743
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Irving Penn

Irving Penn (June 16, 1917 – October 7, 2009)*[1] was
an American photographer known for his fashion pho-
tography, portraits, and still lifes. Penn's career included
work at Vogue magazine, and independent advertising
work for clients including Issey Miyake and Clinique. His
work has been exhibited internationally and continues to
inform the art of photography.

95.1 Biography

Penn was born to a Russian Jewish family*[2] on June 16,
1917 in Plainfield, New Jersey, to Harry Penn and Sonia
Greenberg. Penn's younger brother, Arthur Penn, was
born in 1922 and would go on to become a film director
and producer. Penn attended the Philadelphia Museum
School of Industrial Art (now the University of the Arts)
from 1934 to 1938, where he studied drawing, painting,
graphics, and industrial arts under Alexey Brodovitch.
While still a student, Penn worked under Brodovitch at
Harper's Bazaar which published several of Penn's draw-
ings.
Penn worked for two years as a freelance designer
and making his first amateur photographs before taking
Brodovitch's position as the art director at Saks Fifth Av-
enue in 1940. Penn remained at Saks Fifth Avenue for
a year before leaving to spend a year painting and taking
photographs in Mexico and across the US. When Penn
returned to New York, Alexander Liberman offered him
a position as an associate in the Vogue magazine Art De-
partment. Penn worked on layout for the magazine before
Liberman asked him to try photography.*[3]
Penn's first photographic cover for Vogue magazine ap-
peared in October 1943. Penn continued to work at the
magazine throughout his career, photographing covers,
portraits, still lifes, fashion, and photographic essays. In
the 1950s, Penn founded his own studio in New York and
began making advertising photographs. Over the years,
Penn's list of clients grew to include General Foods, De
Beers, Issey Miyake, and Clinique.*[4]
Penn met Swedish fashion model Lisa Fonssagrives at a
photoshoot in 1947.*[5]*[6] In 1950, the two married at
Chelsea Register Office, and two years later Lisa gave

birth to their son, Tom Penn, who would go on to become
a metal designer.*[6] Lisa Fonssagrives died in 1992.
Penn died aged 92 on October 7, 2009 at his home in
Manhattan.*[7]*[8]

95.2 Photography

Best known for his fashion photography,*[9] Penn's
repertoire also includes portraits of creative greats; ethno-
graphic photographs from around the world; Modernist
still lifes of food, bones, bottles, metal, and found ob-
jects; and photographic travel essays.*[8]*[10]
Penn was among the first photographers to pose subjects
against a simple grey or white backdrop and he effectively
used this simplicity.*[8]*[10] Expanding his austere stu-
dio surroundings, Penn constructed a set of upright angled
backdrops, to form a stark, acute corner. Subjects pho-
tographed with this technique included Martha Graham,
Marcel Duchamp, Pablo Picasso, Georgia O'Keeffe, W.
H. Auden, and Igor Stravinsky.
Penn's still life compositions are sparse and highly orga-
nized,*[11] assemblages of food or objects that articulate
the abstract interplay of line and volume. Penn's pho-
tographs are composed with a great attention to detail,
which continues into his craft of developing and making
prints of his photographs. Penn experimented with many
printing techniques, including prints made on aluminum
sheets coated with a platinum emulsion rendering the im-
age with a warmth that untoned silver prints lacked.*[12]
His black and white prints are notable for their deep con-
trast, giving them a clean, crisp look.
While steeped in the Modernist tradition, Penn also ven-
tured beyond creative boundaries. The exhibition Earthly
Bodies consisted of series of posed nudes whose physical
shapes range from thin to plump; while the photographs
were taken in 1949 and 1950, they were not exhibited
until 1980.

95.2.1 Exhibitions
• 1975: Irving Penn: Recent Works, Photographs of

Cigarettes, Museum of Modern Art, New York
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• 1975: I Platini di Irving Penn: 25 Anni di Fotografia,
Galleria Civica d'Arte Moderna, Turin

• 1975: Irving Penn: Platinum Plates, Photographer's
Gallery, London

• 1977: Irving Penn: Street Material. Photographs in
Platinum Metals, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York

• 1977: Irving Penn: Photographs in Platinum Metals
̶Images 1947–1975, Marlborough Gallery, New
York

• 1980: Exhibition at the Center for Visual Arts, Oak-
land, California

• 1981: Earthly Bodies: 76 Photographs of the Female
Nude, Negatives and Silver Prints Made in 1949–
1950, Marlborough Gallery, New York

• 1982: Irving Penn: Recent Still Life: Negatives
1979–1980, Prints in Platinum Metals 1980–1982,
Marlborough Gallery, New York

• 1984: Irving Penn, a retrospective, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York

• 1986: Irving Penn: Printemps des arts de Monte
Carlo, Monte Carlo

• 1989: Irving Penn: Cranium Architecture,
Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

• 1990: Irving Penn: Master Images, National Mu-
seum of American Art and the National Portrait
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

• 1990: Irving Penn, Other Ways of Being: 100 Pho-
tographs 1948–1971, Pace/MacGill Gallery, New
York

• 1990: Irving Penn: Platinum Test Material, Center
for Creative Photography, University of Arizona

• 1994: Irving Penn: Collection
Privée/Privatsammlung, Musée d'Art et d'Histoire,
Fribourg, Switzerland

• 1995: Irving Penn Photographs: A Donation
in Memory of Lisa Fonssagrives-Penn, Moderna
Museet, Stockholm

• 1996: Irving Penn: Fringes, PaceWildenstein-
MacGill, Los Angeles

• 1997: Le Bain: Dancers' Workshop of San Fran-
cisco, Maison Européenne de la Photographie, Paris

• 1997: Irving Penn: A Career in Photography, The
Art Institute of Chicago

• 1999: New and Unseen, PaceWildenstein, New
York

• 1999: Process, Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

• 2001: Irving Penn: Objects (Still Lifes) for the
Printed Page, Museum Folkwang, Essen

• 2002: Dancer: 1999 Nudes by Irving Penn, Whit-
new Museum of American Art, New York

• 2002: Earthly Bodies: Irving Penn's Nudes, 1949–
1950, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

• 2002: Irving Penn: Still Life in Color, 1947–2001,
Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

• 2004: Dahomey (1967), The Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston

• 2005: Irving Penn: Platinum Prints, the National
Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

• 2008: Close Encounters, Morgan Library & Mu-
seum, New York

• 2009: The Small Trades, J. Paul Getty Museum, Los
Angeles:*[13] a collection of 252 full-length por-
traits by Penn from 1950 to 1951

• 2010: Exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery
(London): an exhibit of over 120 portraits of people
from the worlds of literature, music and the visual
and performing arts

• 2012: Irving Penn: Diverse Worlds, Museum of
Modern Art (Moderna Museet), Malmö, Sweden

• 2013: Irving Penn: On Assignment, Pace Gallery,
New York City, New York.*[14]

• 2015-16: Irving Penn: Beyond Beauty, career ret-
rospective of 146 photographs at the Smithsonian
American Art Museum.*[15]

95.3 Major collections

The Art Institute of Chicago holds the Irving Penn Pa-
per and Photographic Archives, which were donated to
the Ryerson and Burnham Libraries and the Department
of Photography in 1995. In addition, the Art Institute of
Chicago has more than 200 of Penn's fine art prints in its
collection, and has mounted several exhibitions of work
by the artist including the retrospective Irving Penn: A
Career in Photography (1997–98) which traveled inter-
nationally as well as Irving Penn: Underfoot (2013).
The Smithsonian American Art Museum (SAAM) pos-
sesses a large collection of Penn's works, including a sil-
ver gelatin print of Penn'sThe Tarot Reader, a photograph
from 1949 of Jean Patchett and surrealist painter Bridget
Tichenor.*[16] In 2013, the museum received 100 images
as a gift from the Irving Penn Foundation, significantly
increasing the number of Penn's works in the collection
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to 161 images.*[17] The Irving Penn Foundation's gift
forms the basis of the exhibition, Irving Penn: Beyond
Beauty, which is on view at SAAM before traveling to
other museum venues around the United States.*[15]

95.4 Quotations

“Photographing a cake can be art”̶Irving
Penn.*[18]

“A good photograph is one that communicates
a fact, touches the heart, and leaves the viewer
a changed person for having seen it; it is in one
word, effective.”̶Irving Penn.

“Sensitive people faced with the prospect of a
camera portrait put on a face they think is one
they would like to show the world. ...Very often
what lies behind the facade is rare and more
wonderful than the subject knows or dares to
believe.”̶Irving Penn, 1975.

95.5 Bibliography

95.5.1 Books by Penn

• Moments Preserved. 1960

• Worlds in a Small Room. 1974. ISBN 978-0-670-
79025-8

• Inventive Paris Clothes, 1909–1939. 1977. ISBN
0-670-40067-X

• Flowers. 1980. ISBN 0-517-540746

• Passage. 1991. ISBN 0-679-40491-0

• Drawings. 1999. ISBN 0-9665480-0-0

• The Astronomers Plan a Voyage to Earth. 1999.
ISBN 0-9665480-1-9

• Irving Penn Regards The Work of Issey Miyake.
1999. ISBN 0-224-05966-1

• Still Life. 2001. ISBN 0-8212-2702-5

• A Notebook at Random. 2004. ISBN 0-8212-6192-
4

• Photographs of Dahomey. 2004. ISBN 3-7757-
1449-9

95.5.2 Books about Penn

• Irving Penn : A Career in Photography. Colin West-
erbeck. 1997. ISBN 0-8212-2459-X

• Earthly Bodies: Irving Penn's Nudes, 1949-50. By
Irving Penn, Maria Morris Hambourg, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2002. ISBN 0-8212-2787-4

• Irving Penn: Platinum Prints. Sarah Greenough,
David Summers. 2005. ISBN 0-300-10906-7

• Irving Penn: Small Trades. 2009. ISBN 978-0-
89236-996-6

• Irving Penn Portraits. 2010. ISBN 978-1-85514-
417-0

• Irving Penn: Beyond Beauty. Merry A. Foresta.
Yale University Press, 2015. ISBN 978-0-300214-
901
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Chapter 96

Jack Cato

John Cyril “Jack”Cato, F.R.P.S. (4 April 1889 – 14 Au-
gust 1971) was a significant Australian portrait photogra-
pher in the Pictorialist style, operating in the first half of
the twentieth century. He was the author of the first his-
tory of Australian photography; The Story of the Camera
in Australia (1955)

96.1 Early life

John Cyril (Jack) Cato (1889-1971), photographer, was
born on 4 April 1889 at Launceston, Tasmania, son of Al-
bert Cox Cato, salesman, and his wife Caroline Louise,
née Morgan. At the age of 12 years he did an apprentice-
ship, and studied arts in night school. His father arranged
for him to have lessons from a friend who was a met-
allurgist at Queenstown, where he learnt the properties
of metals in photography.*[1] John Watt Beattie, a Scot-
tish landscape photographer and also the son of a photog-
rapher, introduced young Jack to the medium in 1896.
He was further trained in art by Lucien Deschaineux at
Launceston Technical School. From 1901 Cato worked
under Percy Whitelaw and John Andrew, both local por-
trait photographers.

96.2 Career

In 1906, aged 17, Cato joined Beattie in his Hobart
premises and set up his own studio. Later he applied
to be official photographer to (Sir) Douglas Mawson's
1911 Australasian Antarctic Expedition. However, Maw-
son passed him up, and Henri Mallard, in favour of
Frank Hurley.*[2] Cato travelled that year in Europe find-
ing work with photographers in London, among them
H. Walter Barnett, the fashionable society and vice-
regal portraitist, and theatre photographer Claude Harris.
Through the latter, and with encouragement from Dame
Nellie Melba, he pursued freelance work in the theatrical
world. Having contracted tuberculosis and, seeking the
relief of a warm climate, Cato left England in 1914 to
photograph on the expeditions in Rhodesia of Professor
Cory of Grahamstown University. He enlisted for war
service in South Africa.*[3] The anthropological photog-

raphy earned him a fellowship (1917) of the Royal Pho-
tographic Society of Great Britain.
In 1920 Cato returned, still convalescing, to Tasmania,
where he operated his own portrait-studio in Hobart,
and there married Mary Boote Pearce (d.1970) on 24
December 1921. He was President of the Tasmanian
Photographers' Association in 1923.*[4] In 1926 their
son John was born and in 1927 they moved to Mel-
bourne.*[5] Again with the patronage*[6] of Dame Nel-
lie Melba,*[7] and through her introductions to society
and to theatrical circles, he set up a society portrait stu-
dio, first at 244 Collins Street, then permanently in Mar-
cus R. Barlow's (1930) Art Deco Howey House*[8] at
259 Collins Street.*[9] There, he was conveniently lo-
cated for clients, close to Melbourne's photographic com-
munity and the best department stores and boutiques
around Collins Street, Melbourne. He put his Pictorialist
style, natural gregariousness,*[10] love of theatre*[11]
and technical knowledge*[12] to effect in becoming a
leader of the trade in Melbourne for two decades.*[13]
His society, theatre and advertising photographs were fre-
quently published in magazines and newspapers includ-
ing The Australian Women's Weekly, The Argus, Table
Talk,*[14] The Illustrated Tasmanian Mail,*[15] The Ho-
bart Mercury, and The Australasian. He maintained links
with professional associations and amateur clubs through
occasional exhibitions of his best work,*[16] and was se-
nior vice-president (1938) and a life member of the Pro-
fessional Photographers' Association.
Cato retired from his Melbourne studio in 1946 to be-
gin a career as an author. In addition to a large num-
ber of articles in photographic, philatelic and other
magazines, as well as serving as chronicler for the
Savage Club, he published an autobiography, I Can Take
It (1947),*[17]*[18]*[19] and a pictorial documentary,
Melbourne (1949).*[20]

96.3 The Story of the Camera in
Australia

Cato's The Story of the Camera in Australia (1955),
though it is more populist than academic,*[21] is ac-
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knowledged *[22] as the first Australian national history
of the medium.*[23] A keen stamp-collector from child-
hood (also 1935 president of the Royal Philatelic Soci-
ety of Victoria) he was able to sell his stamps for about
£10,000 in 1954 to finance six years of research for this
book. He used the La Trobe Library picture and news-
paper collections in Melbourne,*[24] making only one
visit to Sydney and Canberra institutions. Cato also relied
on regular personal correspondence with experts, such as
(the 100 or so) letters from Harold Cazneaux,*[25] the
celebrated Pictorialist, and from Keast Burke *[26] in
Sydney, a photography historian and campaigner for the
recognition of photography as a historical resource and
who was engaged in 1964 as consultant to the collections
at the Australian National Library.

96.4 Later life

From 1960–63 Cato was photography columnist for The
Age newspaper in Melbourne. He died on 14 August
1971 at Sandringham, Melbourne, survived by a son,
photographer John Cato, and a daughter.

96.5 In collections

Collections of Jack Cato's photographs are held by:

• The National Gallery of Australia and

• the National Portrait Gallery, both in Canberra,

• The State Library of Victoria

• National Gallery of Victoria

96.6 Selected exhibitions
• 2002 Included in exhibition Just Married, Monash

Gallery of Art, Wheelers Hill, 6 September-20 Oc-
tober 2002.*[27]

• 1995 Included posthumously with Athol Shmith,
Harold Cazneaux, John Lee, Laurence Le Guay and
Max Dupain in National Portrait Gallery curated ex-
hibition High Society: Society Portraiture and Pho-
tographs*[28]*[29]

• 1938 Queen Victoria Museum Art Gallery, Launce-
ston *[30]*[31]*[32]

• 1937 Group Show of early Kodachromes at Ko-
dak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 45 Elizabeth St., Ho-
bart.*[33]

• 1936 Group Show Kodak (A'Asia) Pty. Ltd.
Gallery, Collins Street, Melbourne *[34]

• 1934 Group show Centenary International Ex-
hibition of Professional Photography, Athenæum
Gallery, Melbourne. Awarded Silver Medal in
Commercial section.*[35]*[36]

• 1932 Solo Show, Athenaeum Gallery *[37]

• 1925 Solo Show of landscapes, The Bookshelf
Gallery, Hobart.*[38]

• 1923 Group Show of the Professional Photogra-
phers' Association of Tasmania, Hobart.*[39]
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• Van Wyk, Susan & Shmith, Michael, 1949- &
Whitfield, Danielle & National Gallery of Victoria
(2006). The Paris end : photography, fashion &
glamour. National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne.
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Chapter 97

Jacob Riis

Jacob August Riis (May 3, 1849 – May 26, 1914)
was a Danish-American social reformer, "muckraking"
journalist and social documentary photographer. He is
known for using his photographic and journalistic talents
to help the impoverished in New York City; those im-
poverished New Yorkers were the subject of most of his
prolific writings and photography. He endorsed the im-
plementation of “model tenements" in New York with
the help of humanitarian Lawrence Veiller. Additionally,
as one of the most famous proponents of the newly prac-
ticable casual photography, he is considered one of the
fathers of photography due to his very early adoption of
flash in photography. While living in New York, Riis ex-
perienced poverty and became a police reporter writing
about the quality of life in the slums. He attempted to al-
leviate the bad living conditions of poor people by expos-
ing their living conditions to the middle and upper classes.

97.1 Biography

97.1.1 Early life

Born in Ribe, Denmark, Jacob Riis was the third of the 15
children (one of whom, an orphaned niece, was fostered)
of Niels Edward Riis, a schoolteacher and occasional
writer for the local Ribe newspaper, and Carolina Riis
(née Bendsine Lundholme), a homemaker.*[1] Among
the 15, only Jacob, one sister and the foster sister sur-
vived into the twentieth century.*[2] Riis was influenced
by his father, whose school Riis delighted in disrupting.
His father persuaded him to read (and improve his En-
glish via) Charles Dickens's magazine All the Year Round
and the novels of James Fenimore Cooper.*[3]
Jacob had a happy childhood, but experienced tragedy
at the age of eleven when his brother Theodor, a
year younger, drowned. He never forgot his mother's
grief.*[4]
At age eleven or twelve, he donated all the money he
had and gave it to a poor Ribe family living in a squalid
house if they cleaned it. The tenants took the money and
obliged; when he told his mother, she went to help.*[5]
Though his father had hoped that Jacob would have a lit-

erary career, Jacob wanted to be a carpenter.*[6] When
he was 16, he became fond of Elisabeth Gjørtz, the 12-
year-old adopted daughter of the owner of the company
for which he worked as an apprentice carpenter. The fa-
ther disapproved of the boy's blundering attentions, and
Riis was forced to complete his carpentry apprenticeship
in Copenhagen.*[7] Riis returned to Ribe in 1868 at age
19. Discouraged by poor job availability in the region and
Gjørtz's disfavor of his marriage proposal, Riis decided to
emigrate to the United States.*[8]

97.1.2 Migration to the United States

Riis immigrated to America in 1870, when he was 21
years old, seeking employment as a carpenter. He first
traveled in a small boat from Copenhagen to Glasgow,
where on May 18 he boarded the steamer Iowa, traveling
in steerage. He carried $40 donated by friends (he had
paid $50 for the passage himself); a gold locket with a
strand of Elisabeth's hair, presented by her mother; and
letters of introduction to the Danish Consul, Mr. Goodall
(later president of the American Bank Note Company), a
friend of the family since his rescue from a shipwreck at
Ribe.*[9]
Riis disembarked in New York on June 5, on that day
spending half of the $40 his friends had given him on
a revolver for defense against human or animal preda-
tors.*[10]
When Riis arrived in New York City, he was one of the
large number of migrants and immigrants, seeking pros-
perity in a more industrialized environment, who came
to urban areas during the years after the American Civil
War. Twenty-four million people relocated to urban ar-
eas, causing their population to increase eightfold.*[11]
The demographics of American urban areas became sig-
nificantly more heterogeneous as many immigrants ar-
rived, creating ethnic enclaves often more populous than
many of the cities of their homelands.*[11]“In the 1880s
334,000 people were crammed into a single square mile
of the Lower East Side, making it the most densely pop-
ulated place on earth. They were packed into filthy,
disease-ridden tenements, 10 or 15 to a room, and the
well-off knew nothing about them and cared less.”*[12]
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After five days, during which he used almost all his
money, Riis found work as a carpenter at Brady's Bend
Iron Works on the Allegheny River above Pittsburgh. Af-
ter a few days of that he began mining for increased
pay, but quickly resumed carpentry. Learning on July
19, 1870, that France had declared war on Germany, he
expected that Denmark would join France to avenge the
Prussian seizure of Schleswig, and determined to fight for
France. He returned to New York, and, having pawned
most of his possessions and without money, attempted
to enlist at the French consulate, but was told that there
was no plan to send a volunteer army from America.
Pawning his revolver, he walked out of New York un-
til he collapsed from exhaustion; on waking, he walked
to Fordham College where a Catholic priest served him
breakfast.*[13]
After a brief period of farmworking and odd jobs at
Mount Vernon, New York, Riis returned to New York,
where he read in the newspaper New York Sun that the
newspaper was recruiting soldiers for the war. Riis rushed
there to enlist, but the editor (whom he later realized was
Charles Anderson Dana) claimed or affected ignorance
but offered the famished Riis a dollar for breakfast; Riis
indignantly refused.*[13] Riis was destitute, at one time
sleeping on a tombstone and surviving on windfall apples.
Still, he found work at a brickyard at Little Washington
in New Jersey, and was there for six weeks until he heard
that a group of volunteers were going to the war. There-
upon he left for New York.*[14]
On arrival, Riis found that the rumor was true but that he
had arrived too late. He pleaded with the French consul,
who expelled him. He made various other attempts to
enlist, none successful.*[15] As autumn began, Riis was
destitute, without a job. He survived on scavenged food
and handouts from Delmonico's Restaurant and slept in
public areas or in a foul-smelling police lodging-house.
At one time Riis's only companion was a stray dog. One
morning he awoke in a lodging-house to find that his gold
locket (with its strand of Elisabeth's hair) had been stolen.
He complained to the sergeant, who became enraged and
expelled him. Riis was devastated.*[16] The story be-
came a favorite of Riis's.*[17] One of his personal victo-
ries, he later confessed, was not using his eventual fame to
ruin the career of the offending officer.*[18] Disgusted,
he left New York, buying a passage on a ferry with the silk
handkerchief that was his last possession. By doing odd
jobs and stowing away on freight trains, Riis eventually
reached Philadelphia, where he appealed to the Danish
Consul, Ferdinand Myhlertz, for help and was cared for
two weeks by the Consul and his wife.*[19]
Myhlertz sent Riis, now dressed properly in a suit, to the
home of an old classmate in Jamestown.*[20] Riis worked
as a carpenter in Scandinavian communities in the west-
ern part of the state, also working a variety of other jobs.
He achieved sufficient financial stability to find the time
to experiment as a writer, in both Danish and English, al-
though his attempt to get a job at a Buffalo, New York

newspaper was unsuccessful, and magazines rejected his
submissions.*[21]
Riis was in much demand as a carpenter, a major reason
being the low prices he charged. However, his employ-
ers exploited his efficiency and low prices, and Riis re-
turned to New York City.*[22] He was most successful
as a salesman, particularly of flatirons and fluting irons,
becoming promoted to sales representative of them for
Illinois. However, in Chicago he was cheated of both his
money and his stock, and had to return to an earlier base
in Pittsburgh. There he found that his subordinates he had
left to sell in Pennsylvania had cheated him in the same
manner. He again had little money, and while bedridden
with a fever learned from a letter that Elisabeth, the for-
mer object of his affection, was engaged to a cavalry of-
ficer. Riis then returned to New York by selling flatirons
along the way.*[23]

97.1.3 Early journalism

Riis noticed an advertisement by a Long Island newspaper
for an editor, applied for and was appointed city editor.
He quickly realized why the job had been available: the
editor in chief was dishonest and indebted. Riis left in
two weeks.*[24]
Again unemployed, Riis returned to the Five Points
neighborhood. He was sitting outside the Cooper Union
one day when the principal of the school where he had
earlier learned telegraphy happened to notice him. He
said that if Riis had nothing better to do, then the New
York News Association was looking for a trainee. After
one more night and a hurried wash in a horse trough, Riis
went for an interview. Despite his disheveled appearance
he was sent for a test assignment: to observe and write
about a luncheon at the Astor House. Riis covered the
event competently and got the job.*[25]
Riis was able to write about both the rich and life in im-
poverished immigrant communities. He did his job well
and was able to become editor of a weekly newspaper, the
News. However, this newspaper, the periodical of a polit-
ical group, soon became bankrupt. Simultaneously, and
unusually, Riis got a letter from home which related that
both his older brothers, an aunt, and Elisabeth Gjørtz's
fiancé had died. Riis wrote to Elisabeth to propose, and
with $75 of his savings and promissory notes, he bought
the News company.*[25]
Riis worked hard at his newspaper and soon paid his
debts. Newly independent, he was able to target
the politicians who had previously been his employers.
Meanwhile, he received a provisional acceptance from
Elisabeth, who asked him to come to Denmark for her,
saying“We will strive together for all that is noble and
good”. Conveniently, the politicians offered to buy back
the newspaper for five times the price Riis had paid; he
was thus able to arrive in Denmark with a substantial
amount of money.*[26]
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After some months in Denmark, the newly married cou-
ple arrived in New York. Riis worked briefly as editor
of a south Brooklyn newspaper, the Brooklyn News. To
supplement his income, he used a "magic lantern" pro-
jector to advertise in Brooklyn, projecting either onto a
sheet hung between two trees or onto a screen behind a
window. The novelty was a success, and Riis and a friend
relocated to upstate New York and Pennsylvania as itiner-
ant advertisers. However, this enterprise ended when the
pair became involved in an armed dispute between strik-
ing railroad workers and the police. Riis quickly returned
to New York City.*[27]

97.1.4 Years at the Tribune

A neighbor of Riis, who was the city editor of the New
York Tribune, recommended Riis for a short-term con-
tract. Riis did well, and was offered the job of police
reporter. He was based in a press office across from
police headquarters on Mulberry Street. “Nicknamed
'Death's Thoroughfare'", Riis's biographer Alexander Al-
land writes,“It was here, where the street crooks its elbow
at the Five Points, that the streets and numerous alleys ra-
diated in all directions, forming the foul core of the New
York slums.”*[28]
During these stints as a police reporter, Riis worked the
most crime-ridden and impoverished slums of the city.
Through his own experiences in the poorhouses, and wit-
nessing the conditions of the poor in the city slums, he de-
cided to make a difference for them.*[11] Working night-
shift duty in the immigrant communities of Manhattan's
Lower East Side, Riis developed a tersely melodramatic
writing style and he became one of the earliest reformist
journalists.

97.1.5 Photography

Riis had for some time been wondering how to show the
squalor of which he wrote more vividly than his words
could express. He tried sketching, but was incompetent
at this.*[29] Camera lenses of the 1880s were slow as was
the emulsion of photographic plates; photography thus
did not seem to be of any use for reporting about condi-
tions of life in dark interiors. In early 1887, however, Riis
was startled to read that“a way had been discovered [. . .]
to take pictures by flashlight. The darkest corner might be
photographed that way.”*[30] The German innovation,
by Adolf Miethe and Johannes Gaedicke, flash powder
was a mixture of magnesium with potassium chlorate and
some antimony sulfide for added stability;*[31] the pow-
der was used in a pistol-like device that fired cartridges.
This was the introduction of flash photography.
Recognizing the potential of the flash, Riis informed a
friend, Dr John Nagle, chief of the Bureau of Vital Statis-
tics in the City Health Department who was also a keen
amateur photographer. Nagle found two more photogra-

Bandit's Roost (1888) by Jacob Riis, from How the Other Half
Lives. This image is Bandit's Roost at 59½ Mulberry Street, con-
sidered the most crime-ridden, dangerous part of New York City.

pher friends, Henry Piffard and Richard Hoe Lawrence,
and the four of them began to photograph the slums.
Their first report was published in the New York news-
paper The Sun on February 12, 1888; it was an unsigned
article by Riis which described its author as “an ener-
getic gentleman, who combines in his person, though not
in practice, the two dignities of deacon in a Long Island
church and a police reporter in New York”. The“pic-
tures of Gotham's crime and misery by night and day”
are described as“a foundation for a lecture called 'The
Other Half: How It Lives and Dies in New York.' to give
at church and Sunday school exhibitions, and the like.”
The article was illustrated by twelve line drawings based
on the photographs.*[32]
Riis and his photographers were among the first Amer-
icans to use flash photography.*[33] Pistol lamps were
dangerous and looked threatening,*[34] and would soon
be replaced by another method for which Riis lit
magnesium powder on a frying pan. The process involved
removing the lens cap, igniting the flash powder and re-
placing the lens cap; the time taken to ignite the flash pow-
der sometimes allowed a visible image blurring created by
the flash.*[35]
Riis's first team soon tired of the late hours, and Riis had
to find other help. Both his assistants were lazy and one
was dishonest, selling plates for which Riis had paid. Riis
sued him in court successfully. Nagle suggested that Riis
should become self-sufficient, so in January 1888 Riis
paid $25 for a 4×5 box camera, plateholders, a tripod
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and equipment for developing and printing. He took the
equipment to the potter's field cemetery on Hart Island to
practice, making two exposures. The result was seriously
overexposed but successful.*[36]
For some three years Riis combined his own photographs
with others commissioned of professionals, donations
by amateurs and purchased lantern slides, all of which
formed the basis for his photographic archive.
Because so much of the work was done at night, he was
able to photograph the worst elements of the New York
slums, the dark streets, tenement apartments, and“stale-
beer”dives, and documented the hardships faced by the
poor and criminal, especially in the vicinity of notorious
Mulberry Street.

97.1.6 Public speaking

Riis accumulated a supply of photography and attempted
to submit illustrated essays to magazines. But when an
editor at Harper's New Monthly Magazine said that he
liked the photographs but not the writing, and would find
another writer, Riis was despondent about magazine pub-
lication and instead thought of speaking directly to the
public.*[37]
This was not easy. The obvious venue would be a church,
but several churches̶including Riis's own̶demurred,
fearing either that the talks would offend the churchgo-
ers' sensibilities or that they would offend rich and pow-
erful landlords. However, Adolph Schauffler (of the City
Mission Society) and Josiah Strong arranged to sponsor
Riis's lecture at the Broadway Tabernacle church. Lack-
ing money, Riis partnered with W. L. Craig, a Health De-
partment clerk.*[38]
Riis and Craig's lectures, illustrated with lantern slides,
made little money for the pair, but they both greatly in-
creased the number of people exposed to what Riis had
to say and also enabled him to meet people who had the
power to affect change, notably Charles Henry Parkhurst
and an editor of Scribner's Magazine, who invited him to
submit an illustrated article.*[38]

97.1.7 Books

An eighteen-page article by Riis, How the Other Half
Lives, appeared in the Christmas 1889 edition of Scrib-
ner's Magazine. It included nineteen of his photographs
rendered as line drawings. Its publication brought an in-
vitation to expand the material into an entire book.*[38]
Riis had already been thinking of writing a book, and
began writing it during nights. (Days were for report-
ing for the New York Sun, evenings for public speaking.)
How the Other Half Lives, subtitled“Studies Among the
Tenements of New York”, was published in 1890. The
book reused the eighteen line drawings that had appeared
in the Scribner's article and also seventeen reproductions

using the halftone method,*[39] and thus "[representing]
the first extensive use of halftone photographic reproduc-
tions in a book”.*[40] (The magazine Sun and Shade had
done the same for a year or so beginning 1888.*[39])
How the Other Half Lives sold well and was much quoted.
Reviews were generally good, although some reviewers
criticized it for oversimplifying and exaggerating.*[39]
Riis attributed the success to a popular interest in social
amelioration stimulated by William Booth's In Darkest
England and the Way Out, and also to Ward McAllis-
ter's Society as I Have Found It, a portrait of the mon-
eyed class.*[41] The book encouraged imitations such as
Darkness and Daylight; or, Lights and Shadows of New
York Life (1892), which somehow appropriated Riis's
own photographs.*[42]*[43]
Children of the Poor (1892) was a sequel in which
Riis wrote of particular children that he had encoun-
tered.*[42]
The Making of an American*[44] (1901), an autobiogra-
phy, follows Riisʼs early life in Denmark and his strug-
gles as an immigrant in the United States. The book also
describes how Riis became a reporter and how his work
in immigrant enclaves kindled his desire for social re-
forms. Riis organized his autobiography chronologically,
but each chapter illustrates a broader theme that America
is a land of opportunity for those who are bold enough to
take chances on their future. The autobiography is mostly
straightforward, but Riis is not sure if his past should be
told as a“love story”,“if I am to tell the truth . . . I
donʼt see how it can be helped.”*[45] Although much
of it is biographical, Riis also lays out his opinions about
how immigrants like himself can succeed in the United
States. Chapter 7 is distinct because Riisʼs wife, Eliz-
abeth, describes her life in Denmark before she married
Riis.
Whereas How the Other Half Lives, and some of Riisʼ
s other books received praise from critics, he received
a mixed reception for his autobiography. A New York
Times reviewer dismissed it as a vanity project written
for “close and intimate friends.”He admired Riisʼs
“dogged pluck,”and“indomitable optimism,”but dis-

missed an “almost colossal egotism-made up of equal
parts of vanity and conceit”as a major characteristic of
the author. The reviewer anticipated the book would be
“eagerly read by that large majority who have a craving

and perennial interest in the personal and emotional in-
cidents”within Riis s̓ life.*[46] Riis anticipated such a
critique,“I have never been able to satisfactorily explain
the great runʻHow The Other Half Lives h̓ad . . . like
Topsy, it growed.”*[47] Other newspapers, such as the
New York Tribune, published kinder reviews.*[48] Two
years later, another reviewer reported that Riisʼs story
was widely reprinted and dubbed him as one of the“best
known authors and . . . one of the most popular lecturers
in the United States.”*[49]
The value of Riis s̓ autobiography lies in the description
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of his origins as a social reformer. His early experiences
in Ribe gave Riis a yardstick with which to measure tene-
ment dwellers q̓uality of life. The account of the devel-
opment of his powers of observation through his experi-
ences as a poor immigrant lent authenticity to his news ar-
ticles and larger works. Its themes about self-sufficiency,
perseverance, and material success are prime examples
of an archetype that successful Europeans like Riis used
to demonstrate the exceptional opportunities that seem to
exist only in the United States. In spite of its triumphalist
outlook, The Making of an American remains useful as
a source for students of immigration history and sociol-
ogy who want to learn more about the author of How The
Other Half Lives and the social reform movement that he
helped to define.

97.1.8 Theodore Roosevelt

Riis walks the beat in New York City behind his friend and fellow
reformer, NYC Police Commissioner, Theodore Roosevelt (1894
̶Illustration from Riis's autobiography)

Theodore Roosevelt introduced himself to Riis, offering
to help his efforts somehow. Upon his 1895 appointment
to the presidency of the Board of Commissioners of the
New York City Police Department, Roosevelt asked Riis
to show him nighttime police work. During their first

tour, the pair found that nine out of ten patrolmen were
missing. Riis wrote about this for the next day's news-
paper, and for the rest of Roosevelt's term the force was
more attentive.*[50]
Roosevelt closed the police-managed lodging rooms in
which Riis had suffered during his first years in New
York. After reading the exposés, Roosevelt was so deeply
affected by Riis's sense of justice that he befriended Riis
for life, later remarking,“Jacob Riis, whom I am tempted
to call the best American I ever knew, although he was al-
ready a young man when he came hither from Denmark”
. *[51]
After Roosevelt became president, he wrote a tribute to
Riis that started:
For his part, Riis wrote a campaign biography of Roo-
sevelt that praised him.*[53]

97.1.9 Public works

A particularly important effort by Riis was his exposure
of the condition of New York's water supply. His five-
column story“Some Things We Drink,”in the 21 August
1891 edition of the New York Evening Sun, included six
photographs (later lost). Riis wrote:
The story resulted in the purchase by New York City
of areas around the New Croton Reservoir, and may
well have saved New Yorkers from an epidemic of
cholera.*[54]
Riis tried hard to have the slums around Five Points de-
molished and replaced with a park. His writings resulted
in the Drexel Committee investigation of unsafe tene-
ments; this resulted in the Small Park Act of 1887. Riis
was not invited to the eventual opening of the park on 15
June 1897, but went all the same, together with Lincoln
Steffens. In the last speech, the street cleaning commis-
sioner credited Riis for the park and led the public in
giving him three cheers of“Hooray, Jacob Riis!" Other
parks also were created, and Riis was popularly credited
with them as well.*[55]

97.1.10 Later life

Riis wrote his autobiography, The Making of an Ameri-
can, in 1901. His daughter, Clara C. Riis, married Dr.
William Clarence Fiske.*[56] His son, John Riis (1882–
1946), served in Gifford Pinchotʼs new United States
Forest Service from 1907 to 1913 as a ranger and for-
est supervisor on national forests in Utah, California and
Oregon. He chronicled his time in the Forest Service
in his 1937 book, Ranger Trails. Another son, Edward
V. Riis, was appointed US Director of Public Informa-
tion in Copenhagen toward the end of World War I; he is
known to have spoken publicly against antisemitism.*[57]
In 1905, Jacob Riis's wife Elisabeth became ill and died.
Riis remarried in 1907, and with his new wife, Mary
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Phillips, relocated to a farm in Barre, Massachusetts. Riis
died at the farm on May 26, 1914. His second wife lived
until 1967, continuing work on the farm, working on Wall
Street and teaching classes at Columbia University.*[58]
Riis's grave is marked by an unmarked granite boulder in
Riverside Cemetery, in Barre, Massachusetts.*[59]

97.2 Social attitudes

Riis's concern for the poor and destitute often caused peo-
ple to assume he disliked the rich. However, Riis showed
no sign of discomfort among the affluent, often asking
them for their support.*[28] Although seldom involved
with party politics, Riis was sufficiently disgusted by the
corruption of Tammany Hall to change from being an en-
dorser of the Democratic Party to endorse the Republican
Party.*[50] The period just before the Spanish–American
War was difficult for Riis. He was approached by liberals
who suspected that protests of alleged Spanish mistreat-
ment of the Cubans was merely a ruse intended to provide
a pretext for US expansionism; perhaps to avoid offend-
ing his friend Roosevelt, Riis refused the offer of good
payment to investigate this and made nationalist state-
ments.*[60]
Riis emphatically supported the spread of wealth to lower
classes through improved social programs and philan-
thropy, but his personal opinion of the natural causes for
poor immigrants' situations tended to display the trap-
pings of a racist ideology. Several chapters of How the
Other Half Lives for example, open with Riis' observa-
tions of the economic and social situations of different
ethnic and racial groups via indictments of their perceived
natural flaws; often prejudices that may well have been in-
formed by scientific racism.

97.3 Criticism

Riis's sincerity for social reform has seldom been ques-
tioned, but critics have questioned his right to interfere
with the lives and choices of others. His audience com-
prised middle class reformers, and critics say that he had
no love for the traditional life styles of the people he por-
trayed. Stange (1989) argues that Riis “recoiled from
workers and working-class culture" and appealed primar-
ily to the anxieties and fears of his middle class audi-
ence.*[61] Swienty (2008) says,“Riis was quite impatient
with most of his fellow immigrants; he was quick to judge
and condemn those who failed to assimilate, and he did
not refrain from expressing his contempt.”*[62] Gurock
(1981) says Riis was insensitive to the needs and fears of
East European Jewish immigrants who flooded into New
York at this time.*[63]
Economist Thomas Sowell (2001) argues that immi-
grants during Riis's time were typically willing to live in

cramped, unpleasant circumstances as a deliberate short-
term strategy that allowed them to save more than half
their earnings to help family members come to America,
with every intention of relocating to more comfortable
lodgings eventually. Many tenement renters physically
resisted the well-intentioned relocation efforts of reform-
ers like Riis, states Sowell, because other lodgings were
too costly to allow for the high rate of savings possible
in the tenements. Moreover, according to Sowell, Riis's
own personal experiences were the rule rather than the
exception during his era: like most immigrants and low-
income persons, he lived in the tenements only temporar-
ily before gradually earning more income and relocating
to different lodgings.*[64]
Riis's depictions of various ethnic groups can be
harsh.*[11]*[65] As portrayed in Riis's books,“The Jews
are nervous and inquisitive, the Orientals are sinister, the
Italians are unsanitary.”*[66]
Riis was also criticized for his depiction of African Amer-
icans. He was said to portray them as falsely happy with
their lives in the“slums”of New York City. This crit-
icism didn't come until much later, after Riis had died.
His writing was overlooked because his photography was
so revolutionary in his early books.

97.4 Writings

97.4.1 Books

• How the Other Half Lives: Studies among the Tene-
ments of New York. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons. 1890.

• The Children of the Poor. New York: Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons. 1892.

• Nibsy's Christmas. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons. 1893.

• Out of Mulberry Street: Stories of Tenement Life in
New York City. New York: Century. 1896.

• A Ten Years' War: An Account of the Battle with the
Slum in New York. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
1900.

• The Making of an American. New York: Macmil-
lan. 1901.

• The Battle with the Slum. New York: Houghton,
Mifflin. 1901.

• Children of the Tenements. New York: Houghton,
Mifflin. 1903.

• The Peril and the Preservation of the Home: Be-
ing the William L. Bull Lectures for the Year 1903.
Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs. 1903.
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• Is There a Santa Claus?. New York: Macmillan.
1904.

• Theodore Roosevelt, the Citizen. New York: Out-
look. 1904.

• The Old Town. New York: Macmillan. 1909.

• Hero Tales of the Far North. New York: Macmillan.
1910.

• Neighbors: Life Stories of the Other Half. New York:
Macmillan. 1914.

• Christmas Stories. An anthology of fiction for
younger readers. New York: Macmillan. 1923.

97.4.2 Other

•“How We Found Our Farm”. TheWorld's Work: A
History of Our Time 23: 475–479. February 1912.

97.5 Memorials
• Jacob Riis Park, on Rockaway Peninsula in the

Gateway National Recreation Area, Queens

• Jacob Riis Triangle, in Richmond Hill, Queens*[67]

• Jacob Riis Playground, at Babbage and 116 Streets,
85 Ave, Queens*[68]

• P.S. 126 The Jacob Riis Community School, on
Catherine Street in New York City, is a public PK-5
school*[69]

• From 1915 until 2002, Jacob Riis Public School on
South Throop Street in Chicago was a high school
operated by the Chicago School Board.*[70]

• Jacob Riis Settlement House, a multi-service
community-based organization, is in the
Queensbridge Houses, in Long Island City,
Queens, NY.*[71]

• Jacob Riis Houses of NYCHA at Avenue D (Man-
hattan)

• Jacob Riis Park Historic District is a historic district
that was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places in 1981.

• Riis Park on Chicago's Northwest Side in the
Galewood-Montclare neighborhood.

97.5.1 Veneration

Riis is honored together with Walter Rauschenbusch and
Washington Gladden with a feast day on the liturgical cal-
endar of the Episcopal Church (USA) on July 2.
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Jacques Henri Lartigue

Jacques Henri Lartigue (June 13, 1894 – Septem-
ber 12, 1986) was a French photographer and painter,
known for his photographs of automobile races, planes
and Parisian fashion female models.

98.1 Biography

Born in Courbevoie, France to a wealthy family, Jacques
Henri Lartigue started taking photographs when he was
seven. He photographed his friends and family at play –
running and jumping; racing home-built race cars; mak-
ing kites, gliders as well as aeroplanes; and climbing the
Eiffel Tower. He also photographed sport events, such as
the Coupe Gordon Bennett and the French Grand Prix,
early flights of aviation pioneers such as Gabriel Voisin,
Louis Blériot, Louis Paulhan and Roland Garros. He also
captured in his camera, tennis players such as Suzanne
Lenglen at the French Open tennis championships. Many
of his initial, famous photographs were originally cap-
tured through stereo, but he also produced a vast number
of images in all formats and media including glass plates
in various sizes, autochromes, and film.
While he sold a few photographs to sporting magazines
such as La Vie au Grand Air, during his middle-ages
he concentrated on painting which also was his source
of income and living. However, he continued taking
photographs and maintained written journals about them
throughout his life. At age of 69 his boyhood photographs
were 'discovered' by Charles Rado of the Rapho agency
who introduced Lartigue to John Szarkowski, curator of
the Museum of Modern Art, who arranged an exhibition
of his work at the museum. Life magazine published the
photos in 1963.
This exhibition gained him fame and exposure to the in-
dustry. He then got opportunities to work with several
fashion magazines and became famous in other coun-
tries as well. In 1974 he was commissioned by the newly
elected President of France Valéry Giscard d'Estaing to
shoot his official portrait. The result was a simple photo,
simple lit, using the national flag as a background.*[1]
He was rewarded with his first French retrospective at
the Musée des Arts Décoratifs the following year, which

paved way for more commissions from fashion and dec-
oration magazines.*[1]
Although best known as a photographer, Lartigue was
also a good painter. He often showed-up in the official
salons in Paris and in the south of France from 1922.
He was friends with a wide selection of literary and artis-
tic celebrities including the playwright Sacha Guitry, the
singer Yvonne Printemps, the painters Kees van Don-
gen, Pablo Picasso and the artist-playwright-filmmaker
Jean Cocteau. He also worked on the sets of the film-
makers Jacques Feyder, Abel Gance, Robert Bresson,
François Truffaut and Federico Fellini, and many of these
celebrities became the subject of his photographs. Lar-
tigue, however, photographed everyone he came in con-
tact with. His most frequent muses were his three wives,
and his mistress of the early 1930s, the Romanian model
Renée Perle
His first book, Diary of a Centurywas published in collab-
oration with Richard Avedon. The book was mentioned
at the Rencontres d'Arles Book Award in 1971. The next
year he was elected as the festival's guest of honor. He
continued taking photographs throughout the last three
decades of his life, finally achieving commercial success.
An evening screening was presented by Michel Tournier
"“Jacques-Henri Lartigue & Jeanloup Sieff”.
In 1974, his work was included in the group exhibition "
Filleuls et parrains”. In 1984, the movie“Lartigue, année
90”, by François Reichenbach was released. At the same
time his work“Les 6 x 13 de Jacques-Henri Lartigue”
was exhibited in the festival. One of the evenings screen-
ing was“J.-H. Lartigue, l'amateur de rêve”by Patrick
Roegiers, in 1994, and a last exhibition was presented:
“Lartigue a cent ans”.

98.2 Legacy

His son Dany Lartigue, a painter and a noted entomol-
ogist specializing in butterflies, is patron of La Maison
des Papillons, a small museum on a very narrow street
in St. Tropez containing paintings and souvenirs of his
father and a large artistically presented collection of but-
terflies. American director Wes Anderson is a fan of Lar-
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tigue's work, and has referenced it in his films. A shot in
Rushmore is based on one of his photographs , and Lar-
tigue's likeness was the basis for the portrait of Lord Man-
drake in The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou.

98.3 References
[1] Profotos - Jacques Henri Lartigue

98.4 External links
• Jacques Henri Lartigue Donation

• BBC documentary including an example of Lartigue
photographing his cousin 'flying'.

• Jacques Henri Lartigue's Portfolio at ArtPages (126
photos)

• Jacques Henri Lartigue's Portfolio at Photography-
now
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James Nachtwey

James Nachtwey (March 14, 1948*[1]) is an American
photojournalist and war photographer.
He has been awarded the Overseas Press Club's Robert
Capa Gold Medal five times and two World Press Photo
awards. In 2003, Nachtwey was injured in a grenade at-
tack on his convoy while working in Baghdad, from which
he made a full recovery.
Nachtwey has worked with Time as a contract photogra-
pher since 1984. He worked for Black Star (1980–1985),
was a member of Magnum Photos (1986–2001) and VII
Photo Agency (2001–2011) where he was a founding
member.*[2]

99.1 Life and work

Nachtwey grew up in Massachusetts and graduated from
Dartmouth College, where he studied Art History and
Political Science (1966–70).*[3]
He started working as a newspaper photographer in 1976
at the Albuquerque Journal. In 1980, he moved to New
York and began working as a freelance photographer.
In 1981, Nachtwey covered his first overseas assign-
ment in Northern Ireland illustrating civil strife. He has
documented a variety of armed conflicts and social is-
sues, spending time in South Africa, Latin America, the
Middle East, Russia, Eastern Europe, the former Soviet
Union shooting pictures of war, conflict and famine, and
images of socio-political issues (pollution, crime and pun-
ishment) in Western Europe and the United States. He is
unmarried and currently lives in New York City.
In 1994, Nachtwey was covering the upcoming elections
in South Africa, the first non-racial ones in decades. As
an associate of the Bang-Bang Club, he was at the scene
when Ken Oosterbroek was killed and Greg Marinovich
was seriously injured.
Nachtwey had been injured previously in his work, but it
was during his extensive coverage of the United States in-
vasion of Iraq that he received his first combat injury. As
Nachtwey, along with Time correspondent Michael Weis-
skopf rode in the back of a Humvee with the United States
Army “Tomb Raiders”Survey Platoon, an insurgent

threw a grenade into the vehicle. Weisskopf grabbed
the grenade to throw it out of the humvee: two soldiers
were injured in the explosion, along with the Time jour-
nalists. Nachtwey managed to take several photographs
of medic Billie Grimes treating Weisskopf before pass-
ing out. Both journalists were airlifted to Germany and
later to hospitals in the United States. Nachtwey recov-
ered sufficiently to return overseas to cover the tsunami
in Southeast Asia of December 26, 2004.*[4]
Nachtwey has worked with Time as a contract photogra-
pher since 1984. He worked for Black Star from 1980
until 1985 and was a member of Magnum Photos from
1986 until 2001. In 2001, he was a founding member
of the VII Photo Agency (he disassociated from VII in
August 2011).*[2]
Nachtwey was present during the September 11, 2001 at-
tacks on the World Trade Center, and produced a well
known related body of work. He also compiled a photo
essay on the effects of the Sudan conflict on civilians.
In 2001, the documentary War Photographer was re-
leased, focusing on Nachtwey and his work. Directed by
Christian Frei, the film received an Academy Award nom-
ination for best documentary film.
On February 1, 2014, Nachtwey was grazed by a bullet
on his left leg while photographing political protests in
Thailand.*[5]
Nachtwey is one of three winners of the 2007 TED
Prize. Each recipient was granted $100,000 and one
“world-changing wish”to be revealed at the 2007 TED

conference, in Monterey, California. Many members
of the TED Community, and a group of world-class
companies, have pledged support to help fulfill the
wishes. Nachtwey's wish, revealed March 8, 2007, is
this: “There's a vital story that needs to be told, and
I wish for TED to help me gain access to it and then to
help me come up with innovative and exciting ways to
use news photography in the digital era.”*[6] Those who
wish to help him will sign a Non-disclosure agreement
(NDA) and help him“gain access to a place in the world
where a critical situation is occurring and fully document
it with photography; set a date to unveil the pictures and
find a series of innovative ways to create powerful impact
with them, using novel display technologies and the power
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of the Internet as well as media; and use the campaign
to generate resources for organizations that are working
to address and transform the situation.”Early results of
this work have been unveiled at XDRTB.org to docu-
ment extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis throughout
the world.

99.2 Awards

• 1994: World Press Photo

• 1983: Robert Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas
Press Club

• 1984: Robert Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas
Press Club

• 1986: Robert Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas
Press Club

• 1994: Robert Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas
Press Club

• 1998: Robert Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas
Press Club

• 1999: Honorary Fellowship of The Royal Photo-
graphic Society.*[7]

• 2001: Academy Award nomination for best docu-
mentary film for War Photographer (2001), directed
by Christian Frei.

• 2002: Dan David Prize from the Dan David Foun-
dation and Tel Aviv University. An award of US$1
million for the“Present - Print & electronic media”
theme, shared with Frederick Wiseman.*[8]

• 2006: 12th Annual Heinz Award in Arts and Hu-
manities from The Heinz Family Foundation,*[9]
including a prize of US $250,000.

• 2007: One of three winners of the 2007 TED Prize.

99.3 Exhibitions

• 2008: Struggle For Life, Le Laboratoire, Paris,
France.*[10] Documented the human toll of TB and
AIDS, with text by Dr. Anne Goldfeld, with work
from Cambodia,*[11] Thailand, Africa and Siberia.
Accompanied by film portraits of Nachtwey and
several medical scientists participating in the At-
tention! Symposium by American filmmaker Asa
Mader.

99.4 References
[1]“James Nachtwey biography”. A+E Television Networks,

LLC. Retrieved 23 April 2013.

[2] Nachtwey leaves VII, Photo District News, August 2011,
archived from the original on September 11, 2011

[3] “James Nachtwey”. 401 Projects. Retrieved 23 April
2013.

[4] Ratnesar, Ramesh; Weisskopf, Michael (December
2003). “Portrait of a Platoon”. Time.

[5] http://www.miamiherald.com/2014/02/01/3906382/
fear-of-violence-grips-thai-capital.html

[6] James Nachtwey's TED Prize acceptance talk, TED, March
2007

[7] http://www.rps.org/annual-awards/
Honorary-Fellowships Accessed 2 December 2013

[8] “2003 Present - Print & Electronic Media: James
Nachtwey”. Tel Aviv University. Retrieved 4 Novem-
ber 2015.

[9] The Heinz Awards, James Nachtwey profile

[10] Un salutaire coup de poing, February 2008

[11] Picture of the Year 2004, March 2004

99.5 External links
• Official website

• James Nachtwey TEDTalk: Use my photographs to
stop the worldwide XDR-TB epidemic

• VII Photo Agency

• Film Portrait of James Nachtwey by Asa Mader

• Time.com: Shattered 9/11/2001

• War Photographer Documentary

• PBS online NewsHour: Conversation with James
Nachtwey

• The Heinz Awards, James Nachtwey profile
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Jan Groover

Jan Groover (April 24, 1943 – January 1, 2012) was
an American photographer who spent the last part of her
life in Montpon-Menesterol,France, with her husband, a
painter and critic named Bruce Boice. Groover was born
in Plainfield, New Jersey and died in 2012 at Montpon-
Ménestérol, France.*[1]
Groover received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1965
from Pratt Institute, and a Master of Arts in 1970 from
Ohio State University.*[2]
Groover was noted for her use of emerging color tech-
nologies. In 1979, Groover began to use platinum prints
for portraits and still lifes, transforming everyday items
into beautiful, formal still lifes. In 1987, critic Andy
Grundberg noted in The New York Times,“In 1978 an ex-
hibition of her dramatic still-life photographs of objects
in her kitchen sink caused a sensation. When one ap-
peared on the cover of Artforum magazine, it was a signal
that photography had arrived in the art world - complete
with a marketplace to support it.”*[3]
Groover also used early 20th century camera technology,
such as the banquet camera, for elongated, horizontal pre-
sentations of otherwise pedestrian items. In a New York
Times review of Groover's work exhibited at Janet Bor-
den Inc., New York, in 1997, critic Roberta Miller called
Groover's work“beautiful and masterly in the extreme.”
*[4]
Jan Groover's work was the subject of a mid-career ret-
rospective at the Museum of Modern Art in 1987, for
which an accompanying catalogue was printed. Her work
has also been the subject of one-person exhibitions at the
Baltimore Museum of Art; Cleveland Museum of Art;
the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, DC; and the
International Museum of Photography, George Eastman
House, Rochester, New York.
Groover was also the subject of a short film by photogra-
pher Tina Barney entitled (Jan Groover: Tilting at Space,
1994).
Jan Groover is represented by New York gallery, Janet
Borden Inc.

100.1 Awards
• NEA Fellowship, 1978

• Guggenheim Fellowship, 1978

• NEA Fellowship, 1983

100.2 Bibliography
• Groover, Jan. Jan Groover: Photographs. Boston:

Little, Brown, 1993.

• Groover, Jan. Pure Invention̶The Tabletop Still
Life. Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1990.

• Kismaric, Susan and Jan Groover. Jan Groover.
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1987.

100.3 References
[1]

[2] Artist Biographies, The Cleveland Museum of Art. Ac-
cessed December 13, 2007.

[3] , The New York Times. Accessed January 7, 2012.

[4] , The New York Times. Accessed January 7, 2012.

• Cleveland Museum of Art

• Museum of Contemporary Photography

• Museum of Modern Art

•

• Jan Groover, Postmodern Photographer, Dies at 68

100.4 External links
• Janet Borden, Inc

• New York Times Obituary
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Jeff Brouws

Jeff Brouws (born in 1955 in San Francisco, California)
is a self-taught documentary photographer who resides in
Upstate New York.

101.1 Photography

Brouws, using myriad photographic approaches̶from
narrative stand-alone images to groupings of typolo-
gies̶has spent the last 27 years visually exploring the
American cultural landscape from a historical and socio-
economic perspective. His subject matter includes: nu-
clear weapons and their past and present legacy, vernac-
ular roadside architecture, the franchised landscape of
big box stores and strip malls, suburbia, inner city envi-
ronments, de-industrialized / post industrial cities of the
northeast, and the contemporary and historical railroad
landscape. With an affinity for what cultural geographers
classify as TOADS (temporary, obsolete, derelict, aban-
doned sites) Brouws s̓ practice involves what he refers to
as“visual anthropology.”Initially inspired by New Topo-
graphic photographers like Robert Adams, Joe Deal and
Lewis Baltz, he also counts the photography of Walker
Evans, Camillo Jose Vergara, Hilda and Bernd Becher,
Ed Ruscha, Mark Ruwedel, and Allan Sekula as impor-
tant touchstones.
Since the early 1990s his work has also been intellectu-
ally informed by the writings of cultural geographers, his-
torians and social critics like J.B. Jackson, John Stilgoe,
Dolores Hayden, Leo Marx and Mike Davis. These writ-
ers provided for Brouws “a conversion experience to a
new way at looking at the built environment.”

101.2 Representation and Exhibi-
tions

Brouws is represented by the Robert Mann Gallery in
New York City; the Robert Koch Gallery in San Fran-
cisco, The Robert Klein Gallery in Boston, and the Craig
Krull Gallery in Santa Monica. He was also represented
by Galeria Toni Tapies in Barcelona from 2009-2012.
His work has been featured in over 25 solo exhibitions

and a similar number of group shows including two recent
iterations of Ed Ruscha: Books & Co., which appeared at
the Gagosian Gallery, New York City, March–May, 2013
and the Brandhorst Museum Munich, June–September,
2013.
His work can be found in numerous public and private
collections including: The Whitney Museum of Ameri-
can Art, The Cleveland Museum of Art, The Fogg Mu-
seum, Princeton University Art Museum, the Henry Art
Museum, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

101.3 Publications

In 1992 Brouws self-published a book homage to the
artist Ed Ruscha entitled Twentysix Abandoned Gasoline
Stations, referencing that artist s̓ publication of a similar
title from 1963.
He has had several other books published of his own
work including Highway: Americaʼs Endless Dream,
Stewart, Tabori and Chang, 1997; Inside The Live Rep-
tile Tent: The Twilight World of the Carnival Midway
(text by Bruce Caron), Chronicle Books, 2001; Ready-
mades: American Roadside Artifacts, Chronicle Books,
2003; and Approaching Nowhere (text by William Fox),
W. W. Norton, 2006. He is also the editor and co-author
(with Hermann Zschiegner, Wendy Burton, Phil Taylor
and Mark Rawlinson) of Various Small Books: Referenc-
ing the Various Small Books of Ed Ruscha, MIT Press,
2013.
In additional he has authored or co-authored four books
on railroad photography featuring the work of other
artists. These titles include: Starlight On The Rails, Harry
Abrams, 1999; A Passion for Trains: The Railroad Pho-
tography of Richard Steinheimer, W. W. Norton, 2004;
The Call of Trains: Railroad Photographs by Jim Shaugh-
nessy, W. W. Norton, 2008; and Some Vernacular Rail-
road Photographs, W. W. Norton, 2013.
His work has also appeared in Harper s̓, The New Yorker,
and The New York Times Magazine among others.
He has lectured as a visiting artist at: Syracuse University,
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Texas State University, School of Visual Arts, Kenyon
College, St. John Fischer College, Williams College, San
Jose State, the Museum of Photographic Arts, and Vassar
College.

101.4 Awards

Brouws is also the recipient of two awards from the
Railway and Locomotive Historical Society: the George
and Constance Hilton Book Award given for A Passion
for Trains: The Railroad Photography of Richard Stein-
heimer in 2005; and the John H. White Fellowship for
research on southern railroad photography in 2013.

101.5 Books
• Various Small Books: Referencing Various Small

Books by Ed Ruscha

• Some Vernacular Railroad Photographs

• Twentysix Abandoned Gasoline Stations

• Approaching Nowhere

• Readymades

• Highway: America's Endless Dream

• Inside The Live Reptile Tent: The Twilight World
of the Carnival Midway

101.6 External links
• Jeff Brouws website

• Robert Koch Gallery website

• Robert Mann Gallery website

• Robert Klein Gallery website

• Craig Krull Gallery website

• americansuburbx website

• American Elegy website

• urbanautica website

• Huffington Post website

• Landscape Stories website

• Phaidon website

• Alexander Craghead blogsite

• Peter Nitsch Interview
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Chapter 102

Jeff Wall

Jeffrey “Jeff”Wall, OC, RSA (born September 29, 1946)
is a Canadian artist best known for his large-scale back-
lit cibachrome photographs and art history writing. Wall
has been a key figure in Vancouver's art scene since
the early-1970s. Early in his career, he helped de-
fine the Vancouver School and he has published essays
on the work of his colleagues and fellow Vancouverites
Rodney Graham, Ken Lum and Ian Wallace. His photo-
graphic tableaux often take Vancouver's mixture of nat-
ural beauty, urban decay and postmodern and industrial
featurelessness as their backdrop.

102.1 Career

Wall received his MA from the University of British
Columbia in 1970, with a thesis titled Berlin Dada and
the Notion of Context. That same year, Wall stopped
making art. With his English wife, Jeannette, whom he
had met as a student in Vancouver, and their two young
sons, he moved to London*[1] to do postgraduate work
at the Courtauld Institute from 1970–73, where he stud-
ied with Manet expert T.J. Clark.*[2]*[3] Wall was assis-
tant professor at the Nova Scotia College of Art and De-
sign (1974–75), associate professor at Simon Fraser Uni-
versity (1976–87), taught for many years at the Univer-
sity of British Columbia and lectured at European Gradu-
ate School.*[4] He has published essays on Dan Graham,
Rodney Graham, Roy Arden, Ken Lum, Stephan Balken-
hol, On Kawara, and other contemporary artists.*[5]

102.2 Artistic practice

Wall experimented with conceptual art while an un-
dergraduate at UBC.*[2] He then made no art until
1977, when he produced his first backlit phototransparen-
cies.*[6] Many of these are staged and refer to the his-
tory of art and philosophical problems of representa-
tion. Their compositions often allude to artists like Diego
Velázquez, Hokusai, and Édouard Manet,*[7] or to writ-
ers such as Franz Kafka, Yukio Mishima, and Ralph El-
lison.*[8]
Presenting his first gallery exhibition in 1978 as an“in-

Mimic (1982)

stallation”rather than as a photography show, Wall placed
TheDestroyed Room in the storefront window of the Nova
Gallery, enclosing it in a plasterboard wall. Mimic*[9]
(1982) typifies Wall's cinematographic style. A 198 ×
226 cm. colour transparency, it shows a white couple and
an Asian man walking towards the camera. The sidewalk,
flanked by parked cars and residential and light-industrial
buildings, suggests a North American industrial suburb.
The woman is wearing red shorts and a white top display-
ing her midriff; her bearded, unkempt boyfriend wears a
denim vest. The Asian man is casual but well-dressed in
comparison, in a collared shirt and slacks. As the cou-
ple overtake the man, the boyfriend makes an ambiguous
but apparently obscene and racist gesture, holding his up-
raised middle finger close to the corner of his eye,“slant-
ing”his eye in mockery of the Asian man's eyes. The
picture resembles a candid shot that captures the moment
and its implicit social tensions, but is actually a recreation
of an exchange witnessed by the artist.
First shown at documenta 11, After“Invisible Man”by
Ralph Ellison, the Preface (1999–2001) represents a well-
known scene from Ellison s̓ classic novel. Wall s̓ version
shows us the cellar room, “warm and full of light,”in
which Ellisonʼs narrator lives, complete with its 1,369
lightbulbs.*[10]
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Picture for Women (1979). Art critic Jed Perl describes Picture
for Women as Wall's signature piece.

Picture for Women is a 142.5 × 204.5 cm cibachrome
transparency mounted on a lightbox. Along with The De-
stroyed Room, Wall considers Picture forWomen to be his
first success in challenging photographic tradition. Ac-
cording to Tate Modern, this success allows Wall to ref-
erence “both popular culture (the illuminated signs of
cinema and advertising hoardings) and the sense of scale
he admires in classical painting. As three-dimensional
objects, the lightboxes take on a sculptural presence, im-
pacting on the viewerʼs physical sense of orientation in
relationship to the work.”*[11]
There are two figures in the scene, Wall himself, and a
woman looking into the camera. In a profile of Wall in
the The New Republic, art critic Jed Perl describes Pic-
ture for Women as Wall's signature piece,“since it dou-
bles as a portrait of the late-twentieth-century artist in his
studio.”*[12] Art historian David Campany calls Picture
for Women an important early work for Wall as it estab-
lishes central themes and motifs found in much of his later
work.*[13]
A response to Manet's Un bar aux Folies Bergère, the Tate
Modern wall text for Picture of Women, from the 2005-
2006 exhibition Jeff Wall Photographs 1978–2004, out-
lines the influence of Manet's painting:

In Manetʼs painting, a barmaid gazes out
of frame, observed by a shadowy male figure.
The whole scene appears to be reflected in the
mirror behind the bar, creating a complex web
of viewpoints. Wall borrows the internal struc-
ture of the painting, and motifs such as the light
bulbs that give it spatial depth. The figures are
similarly reflected in a mirror, and the woman
has the absorbed gaze and posture of Manetʼ
s barmaid, while the man is the artist himself.
Though issues of the male gaze, particularly the
power relationship between male artist and fe-
male model, and the viewer s̓ role as onlooker,
are implicit in Manet s̓ painting, Wall updates
the theme by positioning the camera at the cen-

tre of the work, so that it captures the act of
making the image (the scene reflected in the
mirror) and, at the same time, looks straight
out at us.

*[14]
Wall's work advances an argument for the need for
pictorial art.*[8] Some of Wall's photographs are compli-
cated productions involving cast, sets, crews and digital
postproduction. They have been characterized as one-
frame cinematic productions. Susan Sontag ended her
last book, Regarding the Pain of Others (2003), with a
long, laudatory discussion of one of them, Dead Troops
Talk (A Vision After an Ambush of a Red Army Pa-
trol near Moqor, Afghanistan, Winter 1986) (1992), call-
ing Wall's Goya-influenced depiction of a made-up event
“exemplary in its thoughtfulness and power.”

Jeff Wall A Sudden Gust of Wind (after Hokusai), 1993

Katsushika Hokusai Yejiri Station, Province of Suruga,
ca. 1832

While Wall is known for large-scale photographs of con-
temporary everyday genre scenes populated with figures,
in the early 1990s he became interested in still lifes.*[15]
He distinguishes between unstaged“documentary”pic-
tures, like Still Creek, Vancouver, winter 2003,*[16] and
“cinematographic”pictures, produced using a combina-

tion of actors, sets, and special effects, such as A Sud-
den Gust of Wind (after Hokusai), 1993. Based on Yejiri
Station, Province of Suruga (ca. 1832) a woodprint by
Katsushika Hokusai, A Sudden Gust of Wind recreates
the depicted 19th-century Japanese scene in contempo-
rary British Columbia, utilizing actors and took over a
year to produce 100 photographs in order “to achieve
a seamless montage that gives the illusion of capturing a
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real moment in time.”*[17]
Since the early 1990s, Wall has used digital technology to
create montages of different individual negatives, blend-
ing them into what appears as a single unified photo-
graph.*[18] His signature works are large transparencies
mounted on light boxes; he says he conceived this for-
mat when he saw back-lit advertisements at bus stops dur-
ing a trip between Spain and London. In 1995, Wall be-
gan making traditional silver gelatin black and white pho-
tographs, and these have become an increasingly signif-
icant part of his work.*[18] Examples were exhibited at
Kassel's documenta X.

102.3 Other media

Sonic Youth's compilation album The Destroyed Room:
B-sides and Rarities uses Jeff Wall's 1978 photograph The
Destroyed Room. The cover image of Iggy Pop's 1999
album Avenue B is a portrait photograph of Iggy by Wall.

102.4 Exhibitions

Wall's early group exhibitions include 1969 shows at
the Seattle Art Museum, Washington, and Vancouver
Art Gallery, and New Multiple Art at the Whitechapel
Gallery, London in 1970. His first one-man show was
held at Nova Gallery, Vancouver in 1978.*[19]
Solo shows include ICA, London (1984), Irish Museum
of Modern Art, Dublin, Ireland (1993), Whitechapel
Gallery, London (2001), Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg,
Wolfsburg, Germany (2001), Hasselblad Center, Göte-
borg, Sweden (2002), Astrup Fearnley Museum, Oslo,
Norway (2004) and retrospectives at Schaulager, Basel
(2005), Tate Modern (2005) and MoMA, New York
(2007), Art Institute of Chicago (2007), SFMoMA, San
Francisco (2008), Tamayo Museum, Mexico City and
Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver (2008), and Staatliche
Kunstsammlungen, Dresden (2010). Wall was also in-
cluded in documentas 10 and 11.*[20]
For his retrospective at the Palais des Beaux Arts, Brus-
sels in 2011, Wall chose some 130 works by his favorite
artists, from 1900s photographer Eugène Atget to film
excerpts (Fassbinder, Bergman, the Dardenne brothers)
to pieces by contemporaries Thomas Struth and David
Claerbout. They were shown alongside 25 of his own pic-
tures.*[21]

102.5 Recognition

In 2002, Wall was awarded the Hasselblad Award. In
2006, he was made a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Canada.*[22] Jeff Wall was named an Officer of the

Order of Canada in December 2007.*[23] In March
2008, Wall was awarded the Audain Prize for Lifetime
Achievement, British Columbia's annual award for the vi-
sual arts.*[24]

102.6 Influence

Wall's large-scale images and studied compositions are
regarded as influential on the Düsseldorf group led by
Andreas Gursky, Thomas Struth, Thomas Ruff, and
Candida Höfer. (Gursky has cited Wall as“a great model
for me.”)*[1]
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Chapter 103

Jerry Uelsmann

For the New York photographer and writer with a similar
name, see Jerry Yulsman.

Jerry N. Uelsmann (born June 11, 1934) is an American
photographer, and was the forerunner of photomontage in
the 20th century in America.

103.1 Biography

Uelsmann was born in Detroit, Michigan. While attend-
ing public schools, at the age of fourteen, there sparked
an interest in photography. He believed that through pho-
tography he could exist outside of himself, to live in a
world captured through the lens. Despite poor grades,
he managed to land a few jobs, primarily photographs
of models. Eventually Uelsmann went on to earn a BA
from the Rochester Institute of Technology and M.S. and
M.F.A. degrees from Indiana University. Soon after, he
began teaching photography at the University of Florida
in 1960. In 1967, Uelsmann had his first solo exhibit at
The Museum of Modern Art which opened doors for his
photography career.*[1]
Uelsmann is a master printer, producing composite pho-
tographs with multiple negatives and extensive darkroom
work. He uses up to a dozen enlargers at a time to pro-
duce his final images, and has a large archive of nega-
tives that he has shot over the years. Uelsmann does not
carry multiple attachments, but only one camera,“Most
photographers carry many cameras with multiple attach-
ments. Most photographers have one enlarger. I have half
a dozen.”When beginning to create one of his photomon-
tages, he has a strong intuitive sense of what he's looking
for, some strategy for how to find it, and an understand-
ing that mistakes are inevitable and are part of the creative
process. His process begins after a day of shooting. He
returns to his work station in his home and covers a large
drafting table with hundreds of proof sheets. He folds
and overlaps various contact prints, explores the visual
possibilities, then brings the options into his darkroom.
He then sets his selected pieces into the large number of
enlargers that he owns in his darkroom, and moves the
photo paper progressively down the line, building up an

image.*[2] The negatives that Uelsmann uses are known
to reappear within his work, acting as a focal point in one
work, and background as another. Similar in technique
to Rejlander, Uelsmann is a champion of the idea that the
final image need not be tied to a single negative, and may
be composed of many. During the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, when photography was still being defined, Uelsmann
didn't care about the boundaries given by the Photo Se-
cessionists or other realists at the time, he simply wished
to share with the viewer, the images from his imagination
and saw photomontage as the means by which to do so.
Unlike Rejlander, though, he does not seek to create nar-
ratives, but rather“allegorical surrealist imagery of the
unfathomable”. Uelsmann is able to subsist on grants and
teaching salary, rather than commercial work.
Uelsmann's interpretations of landscape elements, re-
worked, tweaked, and recontextualized, force the viewer
to actively interact with his subjects.*[3] Continually in
his photographs the viewer is confronted with entrances,
whether they be gates, windows, trap doors, or ordinary
doors. Usually the entrances are shut, but even when they
are not, Uelsmann does not allow his viewer to see in-
side so the viewer must imagine what is inside. This is
an example of the viewer having to actively interact with
the photo they are forced to think more deeply and crit-
ically about their own interpretation. In Uelsmann's art
there are many right answers - and discovering them is a
process that involves both artist and viewer.
Today, with the advent of digital cameras and image edit-
ing software, photographers are able to create a work
somewhat resembling Uelsmann's in less than a day.
However, at the time Uelsmann was considered to have
almost“magical skill”with his completely analog tools.
At the time Uelsmann's work first came to popular at-
tention, photos were still widely regarded as unfalsifiable
documentary evidence of events. However, Uelsmann,
along with Lucas Samaras, was considered an avant garde
shatterer of this popular mindset and help to expand the
artistic boundaries of photography.
Despite his works' affinity with digital techniques, Uels-
mann continues to use traditional equipment.“I am sym-
pathetic to the current digital revolution and excited by
the visual options created by the computer. However, I
feel my creative process remains intrinsically linked to
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the alchemy of the darkroom.”*[4] Today he is retired
from teaching and currently lives in Gainesville, Florida
with his third wife, Maggie Taylor.*[5] Uelsmann has one
son, Andrew, who is a graduate student at the University
of Florida. But to this day, Uelsmann still produces pho-
tos, sometimes creating more than a hundred in a single
year. Out of these images, he likes to select the ten he
likes the most, which is not an easy process.*[4]
His photographs can be seen in the opening credits of
the television series The Outer Limits (1995), and the il-
lustrated edition of Stephen King's Salem's Lot. In addi-
tion, his artwork is featured in the progressive metal band
Dream Theater's seventh studio album Train of Thought
(2003).

103.2 Chronology through 1985
• 1934̶Born in Detroit, Michigan.

• 1948 – after attending public schools, develops an
interest in photography at age 14.

• 1955–1960 – Attends Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology (B.F.A., M.A.) and Indiana University
(M.F.A.). Inspired and influenced by teachers Mi-
nor White, Ralph Hattersly, and Henry Holmes
Smith.

• 1960–1966 – Join faculty of Department of Art,
University of Florida, as Instructor of Art, at invi-
tation of Van Deren Coke. Founding member and
elected to Board of Directors of the National Soci-
ety for Photographic Education.

• 1967–1970 – One-man exhibition at the Museum
of Modern Art, New York. Receives Guggenheim
Fellowship. Conducts workshops and delivers lec-
tures throughout the United States at major univer-
sities and art institutions. Promoted to Professor of
Art, University of Florida. Cited for outstanding
contributions to photography by the American So-
ciety of Magazine Photographers. Portfolio of work
presented in major U.S. and European publications.
First retrospective exhibition, at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. Complete issue of Aperture (15:4)
devoted to his work, with essay by Peter C. Bunnell.

• 1971–1973 – Invited to deliver fourth Bertram
Cox Memorial Lecture, entitled “Some Human-
istic Considerations of Photography,”at the Royal
Public Society, London. Continues to lecture and
give workshops throughout the United States and
Europe. Receives National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowship. Limited-edition portfolio of pho-
tographs issued by the Witkin Gallery, New York.
Made Fellow of Royal Photographic Society of
Great Britain. Participates as one of several fea-
tured artists at fourth Recontres Unternationales de
la Photographie in Arles, France.

• 1974–1977 – Appointed Graduate Research Profes-
sor, University of Florida. Receives Certificate of
Merit from the Society of Publication Designers and
Certificate of Excellence from American Institute
of Graphic Arts, both for contributions to The New
York Times. Publication of first monograph on his
work, Silver Meditations, Introduction by Peter C.
Bunned. Work included in international exhibitions
at more than a half-dozen commercial galleries and
at an equal number of major museums and art cen-
ters, including a 225-print retrospective at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

• 1978–1981 – Receives a Bronze Medal at 19th Za-
greb Salon, International Exhibition of Photogra-
phy held in Yugoslavia. Included in major national
and international exhibitions, including Mirrors and
Windows (Museum of Modern Art, New York) and
group shows in the Netherlands, Canada, Australia,
and Japan. Honered as Visiting Professor, Nihon
University, College of Art, Tokyo. Named one of
top ten most collected photographers, preceded only
by Ansel Adams, Edward Weston, Walker Evans,
and Lewis Hine, in a report by American Photogra-
pher.

• 1982 – Jerry N. Uelsmann: Twenty-Five Years: a
Retrospective is published.

• 1985 – Uelsmann publishes Process and Perception,
where he uncovers his creative process from nega-
tive, to print.

103.3 Awards

Uelsmann received a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1967
and a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in
1972. He is a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Soci-
ety of Great Britain, a founding member of The Society
of Photographic Education, and a former trustee of the
Friends of Photography. He was inducted into the Florida
Artist Hall of Fame in 1994.

103.4 Museums

Uelsmann's work is world-renowned, and has been fea-
tured in over 100 individual shows across the United
States and abroad over the past forty-years. His work is
featured in the permanent collections of, but not limited
to:

• The Metropolitan Museum of Art

• The Museum of Modern Art in New York

• The Chicago Art Institute
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• The Samuel P. Harn Museum of Art in Gainesville

• The International Museum of Photography at the
George Eastman House

• The Victoria and Albert Museum in London

• The Bibliothèque National in Paris

• The National Museum of American Art in Wash-
ington

• The Moderna Museet in Stockholm

• The National Gallery of Canada

• The National Gallery of Australia

• The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston

• The National Galleries of Scotland

• The Center for Creative Photography at the Univer-
sity of Arizona

• The Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography

• The National Museum of Modern Art in Kyoto

• The Museum of Photography in Seoul, Korea

103.5 Publications

• Moth and Bonelight. 21st Editions , South Dennis
MA, 2004.

• Uelsmann: Yosemite. University of Florida Press,
Florida, 1996.

• An Aperture Monograph.”Aperture, Inc., 1971.

• Other Realities. Bulfinch Press, New York,2005
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Chapter 104

Jo Spence

Jo Spence (15 June 1934, London – May 1992) was a
British photographer. She began her career in the field of
commercial photography but soon started her own agency
which specialised in family portraits, and wedding pho-
tos.*[1] In the 1970s, she refocused her work towards
documentary photography.*[2] Many of her works were
self-portraits about her own fight with breast cancer.*[1]
During her prolific photography practice, she became
known for her politicised approach to her art form, with
socialist and feminist themes throughout her career.*[1]

104.1 Life

Jo Spence was born on 15 June 1934 in London to work-
ing class parents.*[3] Before she became a photographer,
she was a writer, cultural worker, and a photo therapist.
She started off as a wedding photographer and ran a stu-
dio from 1967–1974. Soon afterwards, she began docu-
mentary work in the early 1970s, motivated by her politi-
cal concerns. Both a socialist and feminist, she worked
to represent these issues through her practice of pho-
tography. She was involved in setting up Photography
Workshop (1974), a group focused on education and pub-
lishing, along with the socialist historian of photography
Terry Dennett*[4] and Camerawork magazine (1976).
She was also a founding member of the Hackney Flash-
ers (1974), a collective of broadly feminist and socialist
women who produced exhibitions such as 'Women and
Work' and 'Who's Holding the Baby'.*[3]
In 1979, Spence studied the theory and practice of pho-
tography at the Polytechnic of Central London with photo
theorist Victor Burgin. She gained a first class Hon-
ours Degree and changed her previous opinions and ways
about photography. During the late 1970s and into the
early 1980s her work became more focused on themes of
domesticity and family life.*[4] In a companion piece for
Beyond the Family Album, Public Images, Private Con-
ventions she wrote on how she wished to examine,“the
question of who represents who in society, how they do
it and for what purpose.”*[5]
In 1982, she was diagnosed with breast cancer. Since
her diagnosis, Spence started to focus on identity, sub-

jectivity, mental and physical health. During her tenure
as a photographer, she maintained a career as an educa-
tor, writer, and broadcaster. She later died in London on
May 1992 from leukaemia.*[1] Terry Dennett, who was
a former collaborator and friend of Spence, is currently
the curator of Jo Spence Memorial Archive.*[1]

104.2 About her work

104.2.1 Children's Rights Workshop

In 1973, Jo Spence got involved in setting up a group
called the Children's Rights Workshop, which set up a
children's book project and reviewed picture books.“We
got interested in the ways photography constructed views
of childhood and with an Arts Council grant put an exhi-
bition on the road entitles Children Photographed which
explored various photographic styles. This was the first
exhibition that I had anything to do with”*[2]

104.2.2 Photography Workshop

Jo Spence co-founded the Photography Workshop with
Terry Dennett in 1974 as an“educational research, pub-
lishing and resource project.”*[2] The Workshop put on
several exhibitions which Spence and Dennett were col-
laborators, such as“Remodeling Photo History”(1982)
and Remodeling Medical History”. (1982–1989)*[6]

104.2.3 A Picture of Health?

“A Picture of Health?" is a body of work in which Jo
Spence responds to her disease and treatment through
photography, channelling her research and feelings about
breast cancer and orthodox medicine into an exhibition.
This important exhibition formed the basis of a number
of articles and educational talks. Her work raises several
important issues based on her experience of cancer treat-
ment, offering a unique insight of a patient's perspective
for those in the medical profession.
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She was particularly interested in the power dynamics of
the doctor/patient relationship and the role of the health-
care institution in the infantilisation of patients.
“Passing through the hands of the medical profession can

be terrifying when you have breast cancer.”<citation
needed>
The photograph of her, taken whilst having a mammo-
graph done, exemplifies her vulnerability, as semi-naked,
she literally has to place her body under the control and
scrutiny of this machine.
Jo Spence responded to this by deciding to document
what was happening to her through photographic records,
thereby becoming the active subject of her own investi-
gation, rather than the object of the doctors' medical dis-
course.
Following a lumpectomy she decided to undertake a
holistic approach to managing her illness, and opted for
Traditional Chinese Medicine in preference to undergo-
ing radio- and chemotherapy. In conjunction with this she
used phototherapy (literally using photography to heal) to
tackle the emotional crisis which suffering from cancer
created for her.
Through phototherapy she explained how she felt about
her powerlessness as a patient, her relationship to doctors
and nurses and her infantilisation whilst being managed
and processed by a state institution. This work included
photos of her dressed as an infant, and to some extent
echo her feelings about the class struggle, and her fight to
stand as an individual, on an equal footing with those who
hold power in our society.
In one picture she added documentary photos into im-
ages of her fragmented body which had been written on
and staged for the camera in a phototherapy session. The
aim of this was to bridge the gap between her work done
on health struggles and that done on the body as an im-
age, in an attempt to understand these different spheres.
This appears to draw parallels with the fragmentation and
compartmentalisation of the body, both by the medical
profession and the media, where in both cases the essence
of the whole, or“real”person, is lost.
The representation of the body, particularly the female
form in sickness and health, was of special concern to Jo
as both a patient and a feminist.
The history of art has always been concerned with images
of the female body, typically viewed as a passive object
by an active subject, the male artist. This is a pertinent
issue today with the advent first of photography, and sub-
sequently the mass media.

104.2.4 Remodelling Photo History 1982

Much of Jo's work has been a critique of this process in
which the female form is viewed as an object of pleasure
for the male. Her work with Terry Dennett“Remodelling

Photo History”was intended to draw upon and disrupt
this well-known genre of photography.
She was especially concerned with the breast as an object
of desire, a device for nourishing babies, and finally in her
case of breast cancer, as a possession to be placed in the
hands of the medical institution. This is exemplified by
her photo of her breast, marked with pen " the property of
Jo Spence?" where she appears to question her rights over
her own body, using the breast as a metaphor for women's
struggle to become active subjects.
Following her lumpectomy, she documented the appear-
ance of her scarred breast, thereby challenging traditional
representation of that subject. In one image she docu-
ments the struggle between her real appearance (revealing
her scars), and the glamorous representation of women
(signified by the Hollywood-style sunglasses, and the se-
ductive pose and drape of her blouse off her shoulder.)
Much of her images challenge the view that a normal ap-
pearance is deemed socially desirable. Personally, she
was against society's imposed pressure to conform and
conceal disfigurement. This denies the reality that the
individual faces because of the " normal”image they
present, again forcing them into a mould as an object
rather than an individual.
In the image“Whose Reality is This?" from“Remod-
elling Social History”a silicone implant with a name and
appointment time attached is pictured lying on a jour-
nal of medical economics. This implies many things,
not least the role of outside interests (such as marketing
and economics), aside from the patient's needs. It also
questions why a woman should need to have reconstruc-
tive surgery (essentially for the benefit of the onlooker/the
male gaze) whilst her reality (she has had to have a breast
removed) remains the same.
At this point it is important to appreciate the work of Erv-
ing Goffman (1968) who studied stigma. He particularly
interested in the public humiliations and social disgrace
that happens to people when negative labels are applied
to them.
He made the distinction between discreditable stigma
(known only to the person with the stigmatising condi-
tion), and discrediting stigma (which cannot be hidden
from other people due to its visibility). In this case peo-
ple respond to the stigma rather than the person. “Felt
stigma”is the fear or worry that such discrimination might
occur (Scambler and Hopkins 1986).
This illustrates why the degree to which people feel able
to be in control of information about themselves is so
important. For Jo Spence this meant confronting the
condition that may stigmatise her, and actively reveal-
ing it. This defiant gesture allowed her to regain con-
trol of her image and become the active subject of her
own photograph- an issue central to her beliefs and pho-
tographic work.
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104.2.5 The Final Project

In 1990, Spence was diagnosed with leukaemia. “The
Final Project”was intended as her “retirement work”
, incorporating the themes of mortality and possible
death.*[6] Again collaborating with Terry Dennett, the
works are filled with deathlike iconography, such as Mex-
ican day of the dead images.*[1]

104.3 Legacy

Jo Spence's work has given powerful visual representation
to political and social issues which she perceived to have
been under represented in the history of art.
Her work is highly regarded for its cultural and artistic
value, and has influenced generations of students. She
died in 1992.
(During her illness, Jo Spence encountered John Healy,
then an unpublished writer working as a gardener in the
cancer care centre where she lived. It was through her
influence that Healy's memoir The Grass Arena was pub-
lished by Faber & Faber; it is now a Penguin Modern
Classic.)
Terry Dennett, who was a former collaborator and friend
of Spence, is currently the curator of Jo Spence Memorial
Archive.

104.4 Further reading

Jo Spence: The Final Project. Louisa Lee, editor.
Ridinghouse. 2013. ISBN 978-1-905464-81-4
Putting Myself in the Picture: a Political, Personal and
Photographic Autobiography. Frances Borzello, editor.
Camden Press. 1986. ISBN 0-948491-14-0
Cultural Sniping: The Art of Transgression. Jo Stanley,
editor. Routledge.1995. ISBN 0-415-08883-6
The Photograph. Graham Clarke. Oxford University
Press. pp. 139–140 (from the series The Oxford His-
tory of Art), 1997 ISBN 0-19-284200-5, ISBN 978-0-
19-284200-8
Seizing the Light. Robert Hirsch. McGraw Hill. 1999.
ISBN 978-0-697-14361-7
Photography View: Turning the Lens Inward. Charles
Hagen, The New York Times, Sept.22, 1991 (Arts)
“Nature Versus Culture”in The Nude: A New Perspec-

tive, pp. 91–115. Gill Saunders. Cambridge: Harper &
Row, 1989 ISBN 0-06-430189-3
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Joe Deal

Joseph Maurice “Joe”Deal (August 12, 1947 – June 18,
2010) was an American photographer who specialized in
depicting how the landscape was transformed by people.

105.1 Life and work

Deal was born in Topeka, Kansas on August 12, 1947,
and was raised in Albany, Missouri and St. Paul, Min-
nesota.*[1]*[2] He attended the Kansas City Art Institute,
where he earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. After his
graduation in 1970, he was designated as a conscientious
objector by the local draft board and was assigned to work
as a guard and janitor at the George Eastman House in
Rochester, New York, and its museum of photography.
He later earned a master's degree in photography and a
Master of Fine Arts degree from the University of New
Mexico.*[1]
While working on his thesis for his MFA degree in
the 1970s Deal started teaching at the University of
California, Riverside, where he helped establish the
UCR/California Museum of Photography. In 1989, he
became dean of the School of Art at Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis. He was named to serve as provost of
the Rhode Island School of Design in Providence, Rhode
Island 1999, and lived there for the remainder of his
life.*[1]
In the mid-1970s, Deal was one of ten photographers
chosen to participate in the "New Topographics: Pho-
tographs of a Man-Altered Landscape" exhibition cu-
rated by William Jenkins at the International Museum
of Photography at George Eastman House. Deal con-
tributed 18 black and white photographs to the exhibit in
a 32 cm × 32 cm format. Many of the photographs Deal
submitted featured homes newly constructed against the
desolate landscape of the American Southwest.*[1]
He continued photographing the human effect on the
landscape in The Fault Zone, which featured images com-
bining human and geologic effects on the area surround-
ing the San Andreas Fault. Subdividing the Inland Basin
featured suburban areas east of Los Angeles and Beach
Cities focused on Pacific Ocean communities in South-
ern California.*[1] West and West: Reimagining the Great

Plains featured photographs of the grid pattern of much
of the Midwestern United States and was on exhibit at
the University of Arizona's Center for Creative Photog-
raphy in Tucson, Arizona after opening at the Rhode Is-
land School of Design and being presented at New York
City's Robert Mann Gallery.*[3]
A ten-year resident of Providence, Rhode Island, Deal
died at a hospice there due to bladder cancer at age 62 on
June 18, 2010.*[3] He is survived by his wife, Betsy Sara
Ruppa, and a daughter, Meredith Deal.*[2]
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Joe Rosenthal

Warning: Page using Template:Infobox person with
unknown parameter “military service?" (this message
is shown only in preview).

Joseph John Rosenthal (October 9, 1911 – August 20,
2006) was an American photographer who received the
Pulitzer Prize for his iconic World War II photograph
Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima, taken during the Battle of
Iwo Jima.*[1] His picture became one of the best-known
photographs of the war.

106.1 Early life

Joseph Rosenthal was born on October 9, 1911 in
Washington, D.C. His parents were Russian Jewish im-
migrants; however, he converted to Catholicism during
his youth.*[2] He had four brothers. His interest in pho-
tography started as a hobby during the Great Depression.
He graduated from McKinley High School in 1929, and
after working as an office boy, he moved to San Fran-
cisco where he became a reporter-photographer for the
San Francisco News in 1932.

106.2 World War II

Rosenthal was rejected by the U.S. Army as a photogra-
pher because of poor eyesight.*[3] In 1941, he attended
the University of San Francisco and joined the staff of
the Associated Press (AP). In 1943, he joined the United
States Maritime Service as a photographer and served
as a warrant officer documenting life aboard ship in the
British Isles and North Africa. In 1944, he rejoined the
Associated Press and followed the United States Army
and U.S. Marine Corps in the Pacific Theater of Opera-
tions as a war correspondant at Hollandia, New Guinea,
Guam, Peleliu, Angaur, and Iwo Jima.

106.2.1 Flag-raising photo

Main article: Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima

On Friday, February 23, 1945 at around 1:00 PM, five
days after the Marines landed at Iwo Jima, Rosenthal
was making his daily visit to the island on a Marine land-
ing craft when he heard that an American flag was being
raised atop Mount Suribachi, a volcano at the southern
tip of the island. Upon landing, Rosenthal hurried to-
ward Suribachi, lugging along his bulky Speed Graphic
camera, the standard for press photographers at the time.
When he got about halfway up with two armed Marine
Corps combat cameramen who had accompanied him
(Bill Genaust stood next to Rosenthal and filmed the sec-
ond flag-raising in color), he was told by another Ma-
rine combat cameraman (Lou Lowery) who was coming
down, that a flag he had photographed had already been
raised on the summit. Rosenthal and the others with him
continued up anyway to photograph the flag flying.
On the high and windy summit, Rosenthal discovered a
group of Marines attaching a large flag to a length of
steel pipe. Nearby, another group of Marines stood ready
to lower the smaller flag and steel pipe that had been
raised earlier at the same instant the larger flag and pipe
was raised under an officer's (First Lieutenant Harold
Schrier) orders. Rosenthal briefly contemplated attempt-
ing to photograph both of the flags at once, but decided
against it, so he focused his attention on the group of men
preparing to raise the second flag.
Rosenthal piled stones and a sandbag so he had something
on which to stand, as he was only 5 feet and 5 inches (1.65
m) tall. He set his camera for a lens setting between f/8
and f/11 and put the speed at 1/400th second. Then, out
of the corner of his eye, he saw six Marines start to raise
the second flag and pipe. He swung his camera around
toward the action and pushed the shutter. To make sure he
had a worthwhile photo to send to the AP, Rosenthal took
another black and white photograph showing four of the
second flag-raisers steadying the flagstaff waiting for the
bottom of the flag's planted pipe to be secured with rocks
and a rope. Afterwards, he gathered a large number of
Marines (and two Navy corpsmen) under the replacement
flag for a posed shot (called the“Gung Ho”photo) that
included the officer who had ordered the second raising
on the summit and who in the morning, had captured the
summit with his platoon size patrol and raised and planted
the first flag and flag pipe with two of his sergeants.*[4]
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Impact of flag-raising photo

The U.S. Marine Corps War Memorial in Arlington, Virginia

The American people saw Rosenthal's photo as a potent
symbol of victory.*[5] Wire services flashed what would
become a Pulitzer Prize winning photograph around the
world in time to appear in the Sunday newspapers on
February 25, 1945 (Lowery's photos weren't released un-
til late 1947). Many magazines ran the photo on their
covers. After the battle for Iwo Jima was over and won,
the photo was used for posters in a very much needed War
Bond drive through several large cities in May through
July 4, 1945 which raised $26.3 billion.*[3]
Rosenthal's photograph became an enduring icon. Artists
used the photo as a model for the United States Marine
Corps War Memorial (1954) ̶commonly referred to
as “The Iwo Jima Memorial" ̶at Arlington, Virginia,
and the U.S. Postal Service commemorated the photo on
a U.S. postage stamp. A version of the Marine Corps
memorial also stands on the parade ground at Marine
Corps Recruit Depot Parris Island, South Carolina.

106.3 Later years and death

In later years, when asked about the photo, he would say
“I took the picture, the Marines took Iwo Jima.”*[3]

Rosenthal left the AP later in 1945 and became the chief
photographer and manager of Times Wide World Pho-
tos. He later joined the San Francisco Chronicle. He
worked there as a photographer for 35 years, before retir-
ing in 1981.*[6] His name was inscribed (across from the
memorial sculptor Felix de Weldon's name) on the bot-
tom right side of the front (west side) of the Marine Corps
War Memorial in 1982. On April 13, 1996, Rosenthal
was named an honorary Marine by then Commandant of
the Marine Corps General Charles C. Krulak.*[7]
On August 20, 2006, at age 94, Rosenthal died of natural
causes in his sleep at a center for assisted living in Novato,
located in the North Bay region of the San Francisco Bay
Area, in northern Marin County.*[6]*[8] Rosenthal was

cremated. A Marine Corps ceremony that was open to the
public was held for him at the Marines' Memorial Club on
September 15 and a Catholic funeral mass was held for
him on September 16, 2006 at St. Emydicus Catholic
Church, both located in San Francisco, California.*[9]

106.4 Awards and honors

The International Museum of Photography and Film in
Rochester, New York displays the camera used by Rosen-
thal to take the photograph.

• Pulitzer prize - Rosenthal received the Pulitzer Prize
in 1945 for the iconic photo. The committee noted
that photo as“depicting one of the war's great mo-
ments,”a“frozen flash of history.”*[3]

• International Photography Hall of Fame,*[10] St.
Louis, Missouri

• Navy Distinguished Public Service Award - The
United States Marine Corps posthumously awarded
Rosenthal the Distinguished Public Service Award
(medal) on September 15, 2006:*[7]

Citation:*[7]

For exceptionally distinguished public ser-
vice in support of the United States Navy and
Marine Corps. On February 23, 1945, a be-
spectacled Mr. Rosenthal made a picture of
five U.S. Marines and one U.S. Navy corps-
man that immortalized the American Fighting
spirit during World War II and became an ev-
erlasting symbol of service and sacrifice, tran-
scending art and the ages. Mr. Rosenthal's
poor eyesight prohibited him from serving in
the armed services, so, he instead went to war
summoning the craft he had practiced since the
Great Depression. He bravely accompanied
island-hopping forces in the Pacific as a civil-
ian news photographer. On Iwo Jima, Japan,
short of breath from climbing the 546-foot vol-
cano, Mr. Rosenthal, in haste, stood on top
of shaky rocks in search of the best graphic
composition. As the six men hoisted an iron
pole and the American flag unfurled in a smart
breeze for all to see, Mr. Rosenthal captured
the precise moment, unaware, until much later,
of its significance. Since that very day, his
iconic photo has stood as a testament to the
perseverance, esprit and dedication of Amer-
ican Marines. In recognition of his own ser-
vice and dedication, Mr. Rosenthal is posthu-
mously awarded the Department of the Navy
Distinguished Public Service Award.

/S/ U.S. Secretary of the Navy, Donald C.
Winter
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106.5 Legacy

The Hollywood film titled Flags of Our Fathers (2006),
directed by Clint Eastwood, tells the stories of the Amer-
ican flag raisers who raised the famous flag on Mount
Suribachi and depicts Rosenthal's involvement in the
events that led up to his taking the iconic flag raising pho-
tograph. Rosenthal was portrayed by actor Ned Eisen-
berg in the film.
Reporters extensively interviewed Rosenthal after
September 11, 2001, when Thomas E. Franklin shot a
similar iconic photograph, Ground Zero Spirit, depicting
the raising of the flag by three firefighters at the World
Trade Center. Rosenthal and Franklin met several times
after the event.
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Chapter 107

Joel Meyerowitz

Joel Meyerowitz (born March 6, 1938) is a street pho-
tographer and portrait and landscape photographer. He
began photographing in color in 1962 and was an early
advocate of the use of color during a time when there
was significant resistance to the idea of color photogra-
phy as serious art. In the early 1970s he taught the first
color course at the Cooper Union in New York City where
many of today's renowned color photographers studied
with him.

107.1 Career

In 1962, inspired by seeing Robert Frank at work,
Meyerowitz quit his job as an art director at an advertising
agency*[1]*[2]*[3] and took to the streets of New York
City with a 35 mm camera and black-and-white film.
Garry Winogrand,*[3] Tony Ray-Jones, Lee Friedlander,
Tod Papageorge and Diane Arbus were photographing
there at the same time. Meyerowitz was inspired Henri
Cartier-Bresson, Robert Frank and Eugène Atget ̶he
has said“In the pantheon of greats there is Robert Frank
and there is Atget.”*[4]
After alternating between black-and-white and
color, Meyerowitz “permanently adopted color”
in 1972,*[5]*:182 well before John Szarkowski's pro-
motion in 1976 of color photography in an exhibition
of work by the then little-known William Eggle-
ston.*[5]*:167-169 Meyerowitz also switched at this time
to large format,*[5]*:182 often using an 8×10 camera to
produce photographs of places and people.
Meyerowitz appears extensively in the 2006 BBC Four
documentary series The Genius of Photography*[2] and
in the 2013 documentary film Finding Vivian Maier.
He is the author of 16 books including Cape Light, consid-
ered a classic work of color photography.*[6] Meyerowitz
photographed the aftermath of the September 11, 2001
attack on the World Trade Center, and was the only pho-
tographer allowed unrestricted access to its Ground Zero
immediately following the attack.*[7] This resulted in his
book Aftermath: World Trade Center Archive (2006),*[8]
which Parr and Badger include the 2011 edition of, in the
third volume of their photobook history.*[9]

107.2 Publications

107.2.1 Publications by Meyerowitz

• Cape Light: Color Photographs by Joel Meyerowitz.

• Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1979.
ISBN 0-87846-132-9, ISBN 0-87846-131-0.

• New York: Aperture, 2015. ISBN 978-1-
59711-339-7. With a transcript of an inter-
view between Meyerowitz and Bruce K. Mac-
Donald. “Remastered”.*[10]

• St. Louis and the Arch. New York: New York
Graphic Society, 1980. ISBN 0-82121-093-9.

• Wild Flowers. Boston: Bulfinch, 1983. ISBN 0-
82121-528-0.

• A Summer's Day. New York: Crown, 1985. ISBN
0-81291-182-2.

• Creating a Sense of Place. Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1990. ISBN
1560980044.

• Redheads. New York, NY: Rizzoli, 1991. ISBN 0-
84781-419-X.

• Bay/Sky. Boston: Bulfinch, 1993. ISBN 0-82122-
037-3.

• At the Water's Edge. Boston: Bulfinch, 1996. ISBN
0-82122-310-0.

• Joel Meyerowitz. Text by Colin Westerbeck. 55.
London: Phaidon, 2001. ISBN 0-7148-4021-1.

• Tuscany: Inside the Light. New York: Barnes & No-
ble, 2003. ISBN 1-40274-321-1.

• Aftermath

• Aftermath. London: Phaidon, 2006. ISBN 0-
71484-655-4.

• Aftermath: World Trade Center Archive. Lon-
don: Phaidon, 2011. ISBN 0-71486-212-6.
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• Out of the Ordinary 1970-1980. Rotterdam:
Episode, 2007. ISBN 90-5973-067-4.

• Legacy: The Preservation ofWilderness in New York
City Parks. New York: Aperture, 2009. ISBN 1-
59711-122-8.

• Between the Dog and the Wolf. Kamakura, Japan:
Super Labo, 2013. ISBN 978-4905052616. Edition
of 500 copies.

107.2.2 Publications with contributions by
Meyerowitz

• Bystander: A History of Street Photography. With
Colin Westerbeck.

• Bystander: A History of Street Photography.
Boston: Bulfinch, 1994. ISBN 0-82121-755-
0. Hardback.

• Bystander: a History of Street Photography:
with a new afterword on street photography
since the 1970s. Boston: Bulfinch, 2001. 440
pages. ISBN 0-8212-2726-2. Paperback.

• Street Photography Now. London: Thames & Hud-
son, 2010. ISBN 978-0-500-54393-1 (hardback).
London: Thames & Hudson, 2011. ISBN 978-
0-500-28907-5 (paperback). Edited by Sophie
Howarth and Stephen McLaren.

107.3 Awards

• Guggenheim Fellow (twice)*[11]

• National Endowment for the Arts award*[11]

• National Endowment for the Humanities award*[12]

• Deutscher Fotobuchpreis (the German photobook
prize) for Aftermath*[13]

• The Royal Photographic Society's Centenary Medal
and Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS) in recognition
of a sustained, significant contribution to the art of
photography in 2012.*[12]

107.4 Exhibitions

• 2012: Joel Meyerowitz - 50 Years of Pho-
tographs Part I: 1962 - 1977, November–December
2012;*[14] and Joel Meyerowitz - 50 Years of Pho-
tographs Part II: 1976 - 2012, December 2012 – Jan-
uary 2013,*[15] Howard Greenberg Gallery, New
York.

107.5 In popular culture

Meyerowitz's photograph“New York City, 1963”is used
in Taking Back Sunday's third album, Louder Now.
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107.7 External links
• Official website

• Joel Meyerowitz and Maggie Barrett blog about
preparing new Provence book

• Joel Meyerowitz on the Howard Greenberg Gallery
website

http://www.joelmeyerowitz.com/
http://joelandmaggie.blogspot.com/
http://joelandmaggie.blogspot.com/
http://www.howardgreenberg.com/artists/joel-meyerowitz
http://www.howardgreenberg.com/artists/joel-meyerowitz
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Joel Sternfeld

Joel Sternfeld (born June 30, 1944) is a fine-art color
photographer noted for his large-format documentary
pictures of the United States and helping establish color
photography as a respected artistic medium. He has many
works in the permanent collections of the MOMA in New
York City and the Getty Center in Los Angeles. He has
influenced a generation of color photographers, including
Andreas Gursky, who borrows many of Sternfeld's tech-
niques and approaches.

108.1 Life and work

Sternfeld earned a BA from Dartmouth College and
teaches photography at Sarah Lawrence College in New
York. He began taking color photographs in 1970 after
learning the color theory of Johannes Itten and Josef Al-
bers. Color is an important element of his photographs.
American Prospects (1987) is Sternfeld's most known
book and explores the irony of human-altered landscapes
in the United States. To make the book, Sternfeld pho-
tographed ordinary things, including unsuccessful towns
and barren-looking landscapes.
On This Site: Landscape in Memoriam (1997), is about
violence in America. Sternfeld photographed sites of re-
cent tragedies. Next to each photograph is text about the
events that happened at that location.
From 1991 to 1994 Sternfeld worked with Melinda Hunt
to document New York City's public cemetery on Hart
Island, resulting in the book“Hart Island”(1998).*[1]
Sternfeld has also published books about social class
and stereotypes in America (Stranger Passing (2001)),
an abandoned elevated railway in New York (Walking
the High Line (2002)), and Sweet Earth: Experimental
Utopias in America (2006).
When It Changed (2007) contains close-up portraits of
delegates debating global warming at the 2005 United
Nations Climate Change Conference in Montreal.*[2]

108.2 Exhibitions
• 1977: Rencontres d'Arles, Arles, France.

• 2011: Joel Sternfeld – Farbfotografien seit 1970,
Museum Folkwang, Essen, Germany.*[3]

• 2011–2012: Joel Sternfeld – Color Photographs
since 1970, Foam Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam,
Netherlands.*[4]

• 2012: Joel Sternfeld – Farbfotografien seit 1970,
Albertina, Wien, Austria.

108.3 Awards
• 1978-1982: Guggenheim Fellowship.

• 1985: Higashikawa Prize, Japan.

• 1980: National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship.

• 1990-91: Prix de Rome.

• 2004: Citigroup Photography Prize, in association
with The Photographers' Gallery, London.

• 2013: Montgomery Fellowship, Dartmouth Col-
lege.

108.4 Publications
• Campagna Romana: The Countryside of Ancient

Rome. New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992.
ISBN 978-0-67941-578-7.

• Hart Island. Zurich, Berlin, New York: Scalo,
1998. ISBN 978-3-931141-90-5. Includes a text
by Melinda Hunt.

• Treading on Kings. Göttingen: Steidl, 2003. ISBN
978-3-88243-837-6.

• When It Changed. Göttingen: Steidl, 2008. ISBN
978-3-8652-1-278-8.
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• Sweet Earth-Experimental Utopias in America. Göt-
tingen: Steidl, 2008. ISBN 978-3-86521-124-8.

• Oxbow Archive. Göttingen: Steidl, 2008. ISBN
978-3-86521-786-8.

• iDubai. Göttingen: Steidl, 2010. ISBN 978-3-
86521-916-9.

• First Pictures. Göttingen: Steidl, 2011. ISBN 978-
3-86930-309-3.

• Walking the High Line. Göttingen: Steidl, 2012.
ISBN 978-3-86521-982-4.

• On This Site: Landscape in Memorian. Göttingen:
Steidl, 2012. ISBN 978-3-86930-434-2.

• Stranger Passing. Göttingen: Steidl, 2012. ISBN
978-3-86930-499-1

• American Prospects. New York, NY: Distributed
Art Publishers / Göttingen: Steidl, 2012. ISBN 978-
3-88243-915-1.

108.5 References
[1] Hunt, Melinda; Joel Sternfeld. Hart Island. ISBN 3-

931141-90-X.

[2] "Joel Sternfeld's best photographs – when climate change
sinks in", The Guardian. Accessed 20 June 2014.

[3]“Farbfotografien seit 1970”. http://www.
museum-folkwang.de/de/ausstellungen/archiv/
joel-sternfeld.html. External link in |website= (help);

[4]“Foam Fotografiemuseum Amster-
dam”. http://artblart.com/2012/03/03/
exhibition-joel-sternfeld-color-photographs-since-1970-at-foam-amsterdam/.
External link in |website= (help);

108.6 External links
• Luhring Augustine gallery

• Steidl site on When It Changed

• Forbes article on Sternfeld's best-known pho-
tographs

• “The High Line”photographs by Sternfeld pub-
lished in Cabinet Magazine

• Story behind 'Canyon Country, California, June
1983'
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Joel-Peter Witkin

Joel-Peter Witkin (born September 13, 1939) is an
American photographer who lives in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. His work often deals with such themes
as death, corpses (and sometimes dismembered por-
tions thereof), and various outsiders such as dwarves,
transsexuals, intersex persons, and physically deformed
people. Witkin's complex tableaux often recall religious
episodes or classical paintings.*[1]

109.1 Biography

Witkin was born to a Jewish father and Roman Catholic
mother. His twin brother, Jerome Witkin,*[2] and son
Kersen Witkin, are also painters. Witkin's parents di-
vorced when he was young because they were unable to
overcome their religious differences. He attended gram-
mar school at Saint Cecelia's in Brooklyn and went on to
Grover Cleveland High School. In 1961 Witkin enlisted
in the United States Army with the intention of captur-
ing war photography during the Vietnam war. However,
due to scheduling conflicts, Witkin never saw combat in
Vietnam. Witkin spent his military time at Fort Hood,
Texas, and was mostly in charge of Public Information
and classified photos. *[3] In 1967, he became the offi-
cial photographer for City Walls Inc. He attended Cooper
Union in New York, where he studied sculpture, attaining
a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1974. After Columbia Uni-
versity granted him a scholarship, he ended his studies at
the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, where he
became Master of Fine Arts.

109.2 Influences and themes

Witkin claims that his vision and sensibility spring from
an episode he witnessed as a young child, an automobile
accident in front of his house in which a little girl was
decapitated.
He says his family's difficulties also influenced his work.
His favorite artist is Giotto. His photographic techniques
draw on early Daguerreotypes and on the work of E. J.
Bellocq.*[1]

Those of Witkin's works which use corpses have had to
be created in Mexico in order to get around restrictive US
laws. Because of the transgressive nature of the contents
of his images, his works have been labelled exploitative
and have sometimes shocked public opinion.*[1]
His techniques include scratching the negative, bleaching
or toning the print, and using a hands-in-the-chemicals
printing technique. This experimentation began after
seeing a 19th-century ambrotype of a woman and her ex-
lover who had been scratched from the frame.*[1]
Joel-Peter Witkin's photograph “Sanitarium”in-
spired the final presentation of Alexander McQueen's
Spring/Summer 2001 collection based on avian imagery,
the walls of another box within the faux psychiatric ward
collapsed to reveal a startling tableau vivant: a reclining,
masked nude breathing through a tube and surrounded
by fluttering moths.

109.3 Documentary

In July 2011, filming began on the feature-length docu-
mentary, Joel-Peter Witkin: An Objective Eye. The film,
directed by Thomas Marino, takes a profound and intro-
spective look into Witkin s̓ life and photographs. Along
with all new in-depth interviews with Joel-Peter Witkin,
the film features interviews from gallery owners, promi-
nent artists, photographers, and scholars who share in-
sight into the impact of Witkin's work and influence on
modern culture. Filming took place in Albuquerque, Los
Angeles, New York, and Paris. The film was released on
July 6, 2013 for digital download and streaming/rental.
The film will be part of the permanent collections at the
Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris, France, and the
Biblioteca Nacional de Chile in Santiago, Chile.*[5]*[6]
“Joel-Peter Witkin: An Objective Eye”was first pub-

licly shown in Santiago, Chile at the Biblioteca Nacional
de Chile on July 31, 2013, as part of the opening of
the exhibition, “Vanitas: Joel-Peter Witkin en Chile”
.*[7] Those in attendance of this premiere included Joel-
Peter Witkin, his wife Barbara, and gallery owner Bau-
doin Lebon.
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109.4 Chronology
• 1939: Born in Brooklyn September 13, 1939 to Max

and Mary (Pellegrino) Witkin.; one child, Kersen
Ahanu Witkin; m. Barbara Anne Gilbert, 2005.

• 1959: Group show at the Museum of Modern Art,
NYC

• 1973- 1974: Student poetry fellow at Columbia Uni-
versity

• 1974: Received his B.F.A. at Cooper Union

• 1980: Exhibited in Projects Studio One, NYC

• 1981: Group show at San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art

• 1982: Exhibited in Galerie Texbraun, Paris. Exhib-
ited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris

• 1983: Exhibited in Kansas City Art Institute. Ex-
hibited in Stedelijk Mus, Amsterdam. Exhibited in
Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco. Exhibited in Pace
Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC

• 1984: Exhibited in Fraenkel Gallery. Exhibited in
Pace Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC

• 1985: Exhibited in San Francisco Museum of Mod-
ern Art. Group show at the Whitney Biennial

• 1986: Received his M.F.A. at U.N. Mex. Exhib-
ited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhibited in
Brooklyn Museum. Group show at Palis de Tokyo,
Paris

• 1987: Exhibited in Fraenkel Gallery. Exhibited in
Pace Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC. Exhibited
in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhibited in Fa-
hey/Klein Gallery, L.A.

• 1988: Exhibited in Centro de Arte Reina Sofia Mu-
seum, Madrid.

• 1989: Exhibited in Pace Wildenstein MacGill
Gallery, NYC. Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon,
Paris. Exhibited in Palais de Tokyo, Paris. Exhib-
ited in Fahey/Klein Gallery, L.A.

• 1990: Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris

• 1991: Exhibited in Fraenkel Gallery. Exhibited in
Pace Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC. Exhibited
in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhibited in Fa-
hey/Klein Gallery, L.A. Exhibited in Museum Of
Modern Art Haifa, Israel

• 1993: Exhibited in Fraenkel Gallery. Exhibited in
Pace Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC.*[8] Ex-
hibited in Photo Picture Space Gallery Osaka, Japan

• 1994: Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris.
Exhibited in Taipei Photo Gallery, Taiwan

• 1995: Exhibited in Fraenkel Gallery. Exhibited in
Pace Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC. Exhib-
ited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhibited
in Photo Picture Space Gallery Osaka, Japan. Ex-
hibited in Guggenheim Museum, NYC. Exhibited
in Interkamera, Prague. Exhibited in II Castello de
Rivoli Museum., Turin

• 1996: Artist in residence Zerybthia Rome Italy sum-
mer of this year. Lecturer Am. Acad. Rome. Ex-
hibited in Encontros de Fotografia, Coimbra, Por-
tugal. Exhibited in Rencontres de la Photograpie,
Arles, France. Exhibited in Taipei Photo Gallery,
Taiwan. Group show at La Photographie Contem-
poraine en France

• 1997: Exhibited in Fraenkel Gallery. Exhibited in
Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhibited in Pace
Wildenstein MacGill Gallery, NYC Exhibited in
Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhibited in Fa-
hey/Klein Gallery, L.A. Group show at Foto Mas-
son, Goteberg, Sweden. Group show at Hanlin
Museum, South Korea. Group show at Hayward
Gallery, London

• 1998: Exhibited in Museum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe.
Exhibited in Wildenstein Gallery, Tokyo. Exhib-
ited in Pace Wildenstein, L.A. Exhibited in Taipei
Photo Gallery, Taiwan. Galerie Baudoin Lebon,
Paris. Artist in residence Berlin fall of 1998 and
Paris winter 1998. Exhibited in Encontros de Fo-
tografia, Coimbra, Portugal. Exhibited in Cam-
era Work, Berlin, El Escorial, Spain. Exhibited in
Fahey/Klein Gallery, L.A. Group show at Bogar-
denkapel, Bruges. Group show at Srasborg Mus. Dʼ
Art Moderne et Contemporaine

• 1999: Exhibited in Sternburg Museum, Prague. Ex-
hibited in Mesiac Fotographie, Slovakia. Group
show the Ansel Adams Ctr., San Francisco Group
show at Camera Work, San Francisco. Group show
at The Louvre, Paris

• 2000: Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris.
Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Ex-
hibited in Hotel de Sully, Paris Exhibited in Ca-
herine Edelman Gallery, Chicago. Exhibited in
Ctr. Contemporary Art, Honolulu. Group show at
Musee Bourdelle, Paris. Group show at John Gib-
son Gallery, NYC. Group show at The High Mus.
Art, Ga.,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kansas_City_Art_Institute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fraenkel_Gallery
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• 2001: Lecture at Yale University. Exhibited in
Photo Picture Space Gallery Osaka, Japan. Exhib-
ited in Etherton Gallery, Tucson. Group show at
The Fotografie Forum, Frankfort

• 2002: Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris.
Exhibited in Stadt Mus., Jena. Exhibited in Picture
Photo Space, Osaka. Exhibited in Infinito Gallery,
Turin. Group show at National Gallery of Canada.
Group show at Hotel de Sully, Paris. Group show at
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem. Group show at The
Whitney Museum, NYC

• 2003: Exhibited in Galeria Juaa de Aizpura,
Madrid. Exhibited in Photoes Pana, Madrid. Ex-
hibited in Le Garage Galerie, Toulouse. Group
show at H. Lunn Collection, Lille. Group show
at Photology, Milan. Group show at Akira Ikeda
Gallery, Berlin

• 2004: Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris.
Exhibited in Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris. Exhib-
ited in ARCO, Madrid. Group show at National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. Group show at Yancey
Richardson Gallery, NYC

• 2005: Exhibited in Fahey/Klein Gallery, L.A. Ex-
hibited in Etherton Gallery, Tucson. Exhibited in
Linda Durham Gallery, Santa Fe. Exhibited Gary
Tatinstian Gallery, Moscow. Exhibited in Moscow
House Photography. Group show at Guggenheim,
Bilbao. Group show at D A̓rt Del Y̓onne. Group
show at Wessel and OʼConnor Fine Art, NYC.
Group show at Museum of Contemporary Photog-
raphy, Chicago

• 2006: Lecturer at Ecole Supérieure, Paris. Lecturer
at Spanish Embassy, Moscow. Solo show Witkin
Vintage, Hasted Hunt, NYC Solo show Café Fran-
coise, Brussels, Paris Photo. Group show at Cité In-
ternationale: “The Book,”M.E.P. Paris. Group
show at Houston Center for Photography, Silver
Retrospective

• 2007: Exhibited in Human Kind, Galerie Baudoin
Lebon, Paris and at Hasted Hunt Gallery, New York,
NY; Lecturer at Medici Palace, Seravezza; Exhib-
ited in Paris Photo; Exhibited in The Invisible Land-
scape, National Gallery of Canada; Exhibited in
Myst: Mystic and Mystery of a photographic collec-
tion, CRAM, Italy

• 2008: Exhibited in Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New
York, Exhibited in Catherine Edelman Gallery,
Chicago, Illinois

• 2010: Exhibited in Counterfactuals, Galerie Bau-
doin Lebon, Paris, Exhibited in 1000 Eventi

Gallery, Milan, Exhibited in Minshar Gallery, Tel
Aviv, Exhibited in Bodies, Fotografiska Museum,
Stockholm,*[9] Exhibited in Discoveries, Bruce Sil-
verstein Gallery, New York, NY,*[10] Exhibited
in“Memento Mori:”The Birth & Resurrection of
Postmortem Photography, Merchant's House Mu-
seum, New York, NY,*[11] Exhibited in “Deca-
dence Now!" BRNO House of Arts, Czech Repub-
lic *[12]

• 2012: Exhibited in Heaven or Hell, Bibliothèque na-
tionale de France, Paris.*[13]

• 2013: Exhibited in “Vanitas: Joel-Peter Witkin
en Chile”, Biblioteca Nacional de Chile, Santiago.
Joel-Peter Witkin: An Objective Eye documentary
premiered at the opening of this exhibition.*[7]

109.5 Reference in Popular Cul-
ture

Witkin's childhood experience witnessing an automobile
accident is alluded to in the“Dead Heat”episode of The
Hitchhiker television series, by the character Luthor Red-
mond (Fred Ward), a sculptor with a similar obsession
with death. Redmond recalls a nearly identical memory
of a car crash, including the little girl's head rolling to-
wards him, as it had for Witkin.

109.6 Notes
[1] Jewish Virtual Library

[2] Jewish Virtual Library

[3]

[4] Storck, Jeanne (2001). “Band of Outsiders: Williams-
burg's Renegade Artists”. Billburg.com. Retrieved 2007-
08-19.

[5] Joel-Peter Witkin: An Objective Eye |

[6] Joel-Peter Witkin: An Objective Eye (2013) - IMDb

[7] Archived August 12, 2013 at the Wayback Machine

[8] Joel-Peter Witkin

[9] Archived May 16, 2010 at the Wayback Machine

[10] Archived April 26, 2011 at the Wayback Machine

[11] NYC Merchant's House Museum Hosts Post-Mortem
Photography Exhibit, 9/9-11/29 2010/08/06

[12] Dům umění města Brna / The Brno House of Arts

[13] http://www.bnf.fr/documents/cp_witkin_en.pdf
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109.7 External links
• Joel-Peter Witkin: Tribute to a Genius

• Photographs by Witkin

• More photographs by Witkin

• Works by or about Joel-Peter Witkin in libraries
(WorldCat catalog)

• 21st Editions The Journal of Joel-Peter Witkin

• transgressive Art essay

• Bruce Silverstein Gallery

• Joel-Peter Witkin: An Objective Eye

http://www.correnticalde.com/joelpeterwitkin/
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http://www.art-forum.org/z_Witkin/gallery.htm
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Chapter 110

John Baldessari

John Anthony Baldessari (born June 17, 1931) is an
American conceptual artist known for his work featuring
found photography and appropriated images. He lives and
works in Santa Monica and Venice, California.
Initially a painter, Baldessari began to incorporate texts
and photography into his canvases in the mid-1960s. In
1970 he began working in printmaking, film, video, in-
stallation, sculpture and photography.*[1] He has cre-
ated thousands of works that demonstrate̶and, in many
cases, combine̶the narrative potential of images and
the associative power of language within the boundaries
of the work of art. His art has been featured in more
than 200 solo exhibitions in the U.S. and Europe.*[2] His
work influenced Cindy Sherman, David Salle, Annette
Lemieux, and Barbara Kruger among others.*[3]*[4]

110.1 Education
• 1949-53 B.A., San Diego State College, Califor-

nia.*[5]

• 1954-55 University of California, Berkeley.

• 1955 University of California, Los Angeles.

• 1955-57 M.A., San Diego State College, California.

• 1957-59 Otis Art Institute, Los Angeles.

• Chouinard Art Institute, Los Angeles.

110.2 Early life and career

Baldessari was born in National City, California*[6]
to Hedvig Jensen, a Danish nurse,*[7] and Antonio
Baldessari, an Italian salvage dealer. Baldessari and his
elder sister were raised in Southern California.*[8] He
attended Sweetwater High School and San Diego State
College.*[7] Between 1960 and 1984, he was married to
Montessorian teacher Carol Ann Wixom;*[8] they have
two children.

In 1959, Baldessari began teaching art in the San Diego
school system. He kept teaching for nearly three decades,
in schools and junior colleges and community col-
leges, and eventually at the university level. When the
University of California decided to open up a campus
in San Diego, the new head of the Visual Art Depart-
ment, Paul Brach, asked Baldessari to be part of the orig-
inating faculty in 1968. At UCSD he shared an office
with David Antin.*[9] In 1970, Baldessari moved to Santa
Monica, where he met many artists and writers, and be-
gan teaching at CalArts. His first classes included David
Salle, Jack Goldstein, Mike Kelley, Tony Oursler, James
Welling, Barbara Bloom, Matt Mullican, and Troy Braun-
tuch.*[10]*[11] While at CalArts, Baldessari taught“the
infamous Post Studio class”, which he intended to“in-
dicate people not daubing away at canvases or chipping
away at stone, that there might be some other kind of class
situation.”*[12] The class, which operated outside of
medium-specificity, was influential in informing the con-
text for addressing a student's art practice at CalArts. He
quit teaching at CalArts in 1986, moving on to teach at
UCLA, which he continued until 2008.*[10] At UCLA,
his students included Elliott Hundley and Analia Saban..

110.3 Work and themes

110.3.1 Early text paintings

By 1966, Baldessari was using photographs and text, or
simply text, on canvas.*[1] His early major works were
canvas paintings that were empty but for painted state-
ments derived from contemporary art theory. An early
attempt of Baldessari's included the hand-painted phrase
“Suppose it is true after all? WHAT THEN?" (1967) on

a heavily worked painted surface. However, this proved
personally disappointing because the form and method
conflicted with the objective use of language that he pre-
ferred to employ. Baldessari decided the solution was to
remove his own hand from the construction of the image
and to employ a commercial, lifeless style so that the text
would impact the viewer without distractions. The words
were then physically lettered by sign painters, in an un-
ornamented black font. The first of this series presented
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the ironic statement “A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUR-
FACE WITHOUT ANY ARTICULATION IS A DEAD
EXPERIENCE”(1967).
Another work, Painting for Kubler (1967–68) presented
the viewer theoretical instructions on how to view it and
on the importance of context and continuity with previ-
ous works. This work referenced art historian George
Kubler's seminal book, The Shape of Time: Remarks on
the History of Things. The seemingly legitimate art con-
cerns were intended by Baldessari to become hollow and
ridiculous when presented in such a purely self-referential
manner.

110.3.2 Disowning of early work

In 1970 Baldessari and five friends*[8] burnt all of the
paintings he had created between 1953 and 1966 as part
of a new piece, titled The Cremation Project. The ashes
from these paintings were baked into cookies*[13] and
placed into an urn, and the resulting art installation con-
sists of a bronze commemorative plaque with the de-
stroyed paintings' birth and death dates, as well as the
recipe for making the cookies.*[14] Through the ritual of
cremation Baldessari draws a connection between artis-
tic practice and the human life cycle. Thus the act of
disavowal becomes generative as with the work of auto-
destructive artist Jean Tinguely.

110.3.3 Juxtaposing text with images

Baldessari is best known for works that blend photo-
graphic materials (such as film stills), take them out of
their original context and rearrange their form, often in-
cluding the addition of words or sentences. Related to his
early text paintings were his Wrong series (1966-1968),
which paired photographic images with lines of text from
an amateur photography book, aiming at the violation of
a set of basic“rules”on snapshot composition.*[15] In
one of the works, Baldessari had himself photographed in
front of a palm precisely so that it would appear that the
tree were growing out of his head.*[16] His photographic
CaliforniaMap Project (1969) created physical forms that
resembled the letters in "California" geographically near
to the very spots on the map that they were printed. In the
Binary Code Series, Baldessari used images as informa-
tion holders by alternating photographs to stand in for the
on-off state of binary code; one example alternated pho-
tos of a woman holding a cigarette parallel to her mouth
and then dropping it away.
Another of Baldessari's series juxtaposed an image of an
object such as a glass, or a block of wood, and the phrase
“A glass is a glass”or“Wood is wood”combined with
“but a cigar is a good smoke”and the image of the artist

smoking a cigar. These directly refer to René Magritte's
The Treachery of Images; the images similarly were used
to stand in for the objects described. However, the se-

ries also apparently refers to Sigmund Freud's famous at-
tributed observation that “Sometimes a cigar is just a
cigar”,*[17] as well as to Rudyard Kipling's "…a woman
is only a woman, but a good cigar is a smoke.”*[18]
In“Double Bill”, a 2012 series of large inkjet prints,*[19]
Baldessari paired the work of two selected artists (such
as Giovanni di Paolo with David Hockney, or Fernand
Léger with Max Ernst) on a single canvas, further al-
tering the appropriated picture plane by overlaying his
own hand-painted color additions. Baldessari then names
only one of his two artistic“collaborators”on each can-
vasʼs lower edge, such as …AND MANET or …AND
DUCHAMP.*[20]*[21]

110.3.4 Arbitrary games

Baldessari has expressed that his interest in language
comes from its similarities in structure to games, as both
operate by an arbitrary and mandatory system of rules.
In this spirit, many of his works are sequences show-
ing attempts at accomplishing an arbitrary goal, such as
Throwing Three Balls in the Air to Get a Straight Line
(1973), in which the artist attempted to do just that, pho-
tographing the results, and eventually selecting the“best
out of 36 tries”, with 36 being the determining num-
ber just because that is the standard number of shots on a
roll of 35mm film. The writer eldritch Priest ties John
Baldessari's piece Throwing four balls in the air to get
a square (best of 36 tries) as an early example of post-
conceptual art.*[22] This work was published in 1973 by
a young Italian publisher: Giampaolo Prearo that was one
of the first to believe and invest in the work of Baldessari.
He printed two series one in 2000 copies and a second
more precious reserved to the publisher in 500 copies.
Following Baldessariʼs seminal statement “I will not
make any more boring Art”, he conceived the work The
Artist Hitting Various Objects with a Golf Club (1972-73),
composed of 30 photographs of the artist swinging and
hitting with a golf club objects excavated from a dump,
as a parody of cataloging rather than a thorough straight
classification.*[23]

110.3.5 Pointing

Much of Baldessari's work involves pointing, in which he
tells the viewer not only what to look at but how to make
selections and comparisons, often simply for the sake of
doing so. Baldessari's Commissioned Paintings (1969) se-
ries took the idea of pointing literally, after he read a crit-
icism of conceptual art that claimed it was nothing more
than pointing. Beginning with photos of a hand pointing
at various objects, Baldessari then hired amateur yet tech-
nically adept artists to paint the pictures. He then added
a caption“A painting by [painter's name]" to each fin-
ished painting. In this instance, he has been likened to
a choreographer, directing the action while having no di-
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rect hand in it, and these paintings are typically read as
questioning the idea of artistic authorship. The amateur
artists have been analogized to sign painters in this series,
chosen for their pedestrian methods that were indifferent
to what was being painted.*[24] Baldessari critiques for-
malist assessments of art in a segment from his video How
We Do Art Now (1973), entitled“Examining Three 8d
Nails”, in which he gives obsessive attention to minute
details of the nails, such as how much rust they have, or
descriptive qualities such as which appears“cooler, more
distant, less important”than the others.

110.3.6 Books

• Choosing: Green Beans. Milan: Edizioni
Toselli*[25]

• Ingres and Other Parables. Texts in English, French,
German, and Italian. London: Studio International
Publications

• Throwing Three Balls in the Air to Get a Straight
Line (Best of Thirty-Six Attempts). Milan: Gi-
ampaolo Prearo Editore S.r.L.; and Galleria Toselli

• Four Events and Reactions. Florence: Centro Di;
and Paris: Galerie Sonnabend.

• Throwing a Ball Once to Get Three Melodies and
Fifteen Chords, John Baldessari: 1973. Berkeley,
California: Regents of the University of California;
and Irvine, California: Art Gallery, University of
California at Irvine

• Brutus Killed Caesar. Akron, Ohio: Emily H. Davis
Art Gallery, University of Akron; in cooperation
with Sonnabend Gallery, New York, and Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.

• Fable - A Sentence of Thirteen Parts (With Twelve
Alternate Verbs) Ending in FABLE. Hamburg, West
Germany: Anatol AV und Filmproduktion

• Close-Cropped Tales. CEPA Gallery and Albright
̶Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY, 1981.

• The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy. Images
by John Baldessari, text by Laurence Sterne, Arion
Press, San Francisco, CA.

• The Telephone Book (With Pearls). Gent, Belgium:
Imschoot, Uitgevers for IC.

• Lamb. Images by John Baldessari, story by Meg
Cranston. Valencia, Spain: IVAM Centre Julio
Gonzlez

• Zorro (Two Gestures and one Mark). Oktagon Ver-
lag, Cologne, Germany.

• The Metaphor Problem Again. Collaboration with
Lawrence Weiner. Ink-Tree Kunsnacht and Mai 35
Galerie Zurich, Switzerland.

• Brown and Green and Other Parables. Reykjavik,
Iceland: i8 and Reykjavik Art Museum, Iceland,
2001.

• Yours in Food, John Baldessari: With Meditations
on Eating by Paul Auster, John Baldessari, David
Byrne, Dave Eggers, David Gilbert, Tim Grif-
fin, Andy Grundberg, John Haskell, Michael More,
Glenn OʼBrien, Francine Prose, Peter Schjeldahl,
Lynne Tillman. New York: Princeton Architectural
Press, 2004.

• The Metaphor Problem Again: A Conversation
Moderated by Beatrix Ruf. Heidelberg, Germany:
Springer-Verlag, 2006. Transcription of a conver-
sation with John Baldessari, Liam Gillick, Lawrence
Weiner, Beatrix Ruf, and Cristina Bechtler.

• Prima Facie: Marilynʼs Dress, A Poem (In Four
Parts). Cologne: Verlag Der Buchhandlung Walther
König, 2006.

• Again the Metaphor Problem and Other Engaged
Critical Discourses about Art: A Conversation Be-
tween John Baldessari, Liam Gillick and Lawrence
Weiner, Moderated by Beatrix Ruf. Vienna and
New York: SpringerWienNewYork, 2007.

• John Baldessari: Alejandro Cesarco: Retrospective.
Cologne:Verlag der Buchhandlung Walther König,
2007. Collaborative work with Alejandro Cesarco.

• John Baldessari: Koen van den Broek: This
an Example of That. Gemeenteplein (Belgium):
bkSM (beeldende kunst Strombeek/Mechelen),
2008. Collaborative work with Koen van den Broek.

• Parse. Zurich: JRP|Ringier, 2010. Artistʼs book
version of the Ringier Annual Report 2009 project.

110.3.7 Prints

Baldessari began making prints in the early 1970s and
continues to produce editions today. He created his first
print – I Will Not Make Any More Boring Art (1971)
- as an edition to raise funds for the Nova Scotia Col-
lege of Art and Design, Halifax. The lithograph was
created in conjunction with the now renowned exhibi-
tion for which – at Baldessariʼs request – students end-
lessly wrote the phrase“I will not make any more bor-
ing art”on the gallery walls. The artist has since worked
internationally with premier publishers including Arion
Press of San Francisco, Brook Alexander Editions of
New York, Cirrus Editions of Los Angeles, Crown Point
Press of San Francisco, Edition Jacob Samuel of Santa
Monica, Gemini G.E.L. of Los Angeles, Mixografia of
Los Angeles, Multiples, Inc. of New York, and Pe-
ter Blum Editions of New York. His 1988 prints, The
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Fallen Easel and Object (with Flaw), represented a ma-
jor shift in Baldessari s̓ approach to presentation, allow-
ing a more complex relationship between his found im-
agery. In both prints, Baldessari expertly contrasts unre-
lated photographs to suggest a mysterious and/or ominous
undercurrent. In the 1990s Baldessari began working
with Mixografia Workshop to create three-dimensional
prints utilizing their unique process of printing from
metal molds. Baldessari s̓ interest in dimensionality has
carried over to recent editions from Gemini G.E.L., in-
cluding the Person with Guitar series (2005) and the print
series Noses & Ears, Etc. (2006-2007) in which screen-
printed images are constructed in three layers on sintra
with hand painting. A 2007 publication from Gemini is
God Nose, a cast aluminum piece that is designed to hang
from the ceiling.*[26] Baldessari also contributed to the
2008 Artists for Obama portfolio, a set of prints in a lim-
ited edition of 150 published by Gemini G.E.L..

110.3.8 Performance and film

Originally conceived in 1970, Unrealised Proposal for
Cadavre Piece would have visitors look through a peep-
hole and see a dead male body laid out with its feet
towards them inside a climate-controlled vitrine,*[27]
made to resemble Andrea Mantegnaʼs painting, The
Lamentation over the Dead Christ (1480). Hans Ulrich
Obrist, the co-director of Londonʼs Serpentine Gallery
and Klaus Biesenbach, the director of MoMA PS1, first
attempted to realize Baldessari s̓ idea in 2011 and the re-
sulting paperwork of failed attempts to procure a willing
male cadaver was displayed in the exhibition“11 Rooms”
at the Manchester International Festival.*[28]
Baldessari's film Police Drawing documents a 1971 per-
formance, Police Drawing Project. In this piece, the artist
walked into a class of art students who had never seen
him, set up a video camera to document the proceedings,
and left the room. Subsequently, a police artist entered
and, based on the students' testimony, sketched a like-
ness of the artist.*[29] In the black-and-white video I Am
Making Art (1971), Baldessari stands facing the camera;
for nearly 20 minutes, he strikes and then holds various
poses̶crossing his arms over his chest or swinging one
arm out to one side or pointing directly at the lens, for
example ̶and with each new gesture, he states “I am
making art.”*[4] In a 1972 tribute to fellow artist Sol Le-
Witt, Baldessari sang lines from LeWitt's thirty-five state-
ments on conceptual art to the tune of popular songs.*[30]
Other films include Teaching a Plant the Alphabet and the
Inventory videos, also from 1972.
A riff on his 1977 color video Six Colourful Inside Jobs, in
Thirteen Colorful Inside Jobs (2013) a room is repainted
by a performer in a different colour every day for the du-
ration of the exhibition, carefully following the instruc-
tions of the artist.*[28]*[31]

110.4 Quotes

“If I saw the art around me that I liked, then I wouldn t̓
do art.”*[32]
“I will not make any more boring art”.

110.5 Exhibitions

Baldessari has been in over 200 solo shows and 1,000
group shows in his six-decade career.*[33] He had his first
gallery solo exhibition at the Molly Barnes Gallery in Los
Angeles in 1968.*[7] His first retrospective exhibition in
the U.S. in 1981 was mounted by the New Museum of
Contemporary Art in New York,*[10] and traveled to the
Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, the CAM, Hous-
ton, the Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, and the Museum
Folkwang, Essen.
His work has since been exhibited in:

• Documenta V (1972) and VII (1982)
• the Whitney Biennial (1983)
• the Carnegie International (1985–86)
• the 47th Venice Biennial (1997)

Solo presentations of his work at museums have included
exhibitions at:

• the Albertina, Vienna (1999)
• Sprengel Museum, Hannover (1999–2000)
• Museo d'Arte Moderna Contemporanea di Trento e

Rovereto, Trento (2000–2001)
• Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien,

the Kunsthaus Graz, and Deutsche Guggenheim
Berlin (2004)

Retrospectives of his work was shown at MOCA, Los An-
geles, which traveled to SFMOMA, the Hirshhorn Mu-
seum and Sculpture Garden, the Whitney Museum and
the Musée d'Art Contemporain, Montreal in 1990-92;
at Cornerhouse, Manchester, and traveled to London,
Stuttgart, Ljubljana, Oslo, and Lisbon in 1995-96 enti-
tled “This Not That"; and Pure Beauty opened at the
Tate Modern, London, in 2009 and travelled to MACBA,
Barcelona; LACMA, Los Angeles; and The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, through 2011.
There was an“Artist's Choice: John Baldessari”at the
Museum of Modern Art in 1994, and the artist was in-
vited to curate the exhibition “Ways of Seeing: John
Baldessari Explores the Collection”at the Hirshhorn Mu-
seum and Sculpture Garden in 2006, and he created the
exhibition design for“Magritte and Contemporary Art:
The Treachery of Images”at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art.
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110.6 Collections

Baldessari's works are part of major public and private
collections, including the Museum of Modern Art, the
Guggenheim Museum, the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden and
the Broad Collection.

110.7 Recognition

Baldessari has been the recipient of numerous awards,
among others:

• 1988 Guggenheim Fellowship

• 1996 Oscar Kokoschka Prize, Austria

• 1997 Governor s̓ Award for Lifetime Achievement
in the Visual Arts, California.

• 1999 Spectrum-International Award for Photogra-
phy of the Foundation of Lower Saxony, Germany

College Art Associations Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award

• 2000 Artists Space, New York

• 2002“Best Web-Based Original Art,”AICA USA
Best Show Awards, 2001/2002 Season.

Los Angeles Institute for the Humanities Fel-
low, sponsored by the University of Southern
California.

• 2003 “2nd Place Best Show Commercial Gallery
National by US Art Critics Association for exhibit
at Margo Leavin, 2003

• 2004 Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences*[34]

• 2005 Lifetime Achievement Award, Americans for
the Arts, New York, October 11, 2005

• Rolex Mentor and Protégé Arts Initiative, Honoring,
New York, November 7, 2005.

• 2006 Certificate of Recognition, the Los Angeles
Convention and Visitors Bureau, Los Angeles, CA.

• 2009 Golden Lion Lifetime Achievement, 53rd In-
ternational Art Exhibition Venice Biennale, Venice,
Italy

• 2011 Honoree, LACMA Art + Film Gala, Los An-
geles, November 5, 2011.

• 2012 Goslarer Kaiserring (City of Goslar s̓ Kaiser
Ring), Germany*[35]

• 2015 Honoree, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles, May 31, 2015.*[36]

In 2013, the California Institute of the Arts opened its
John Baldessari Art Studio Building, which features ap-
proximately 7,000 square feet of space -- much of it used
as studio space for art students and faculty.*[37]

110.8 Position in the art market

Baldessari set a personal auction record when his acrylic-
on-canvas piece Quality Material (1966–1968) was sold
for $4,408,000 at Christie's New York in 2007.*[38]
In 1972, Ileana Sonnabend agreed to represent him
worldwide. In 1999, after twenty-six years with the
Sonnabend Gallery, Baldessari went to Marian Good-
man.*[10] He is also represented by Margo Leavin,
Los Angeles (since 1984),*[7] and Sprüth Magers,
Berlin/London.
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• Calvin Tomkins, "No More Boring Art,”The New
Yorker, October 18, 2010

• “John Baldessari at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art”, The New Yorker.

• John Baldessari:“I Am Making Art”, 1971 (Video)

• Oral history interview with John Baldessari, 1992
Apr. 4-5 from the Smithsonian Archives of Ameri-
can Art

• Tate: John Baldessari: Pure Beauty The artist talks
about his practice. October 21, 2009

• John Baldessari exhibit catalog Wright State Univer-
sity's CORE

• A Brief History of John Baldessari

• John Baldessari at Kadist Art Foundation

• John Baldessari Kapsul Image Collection
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Chapter 111

John Cato

John Chester Cato was an Australian photographer and
teacher born in 1926. Cato started his career as a com-
mercial photographer and later moved towards fine art
photography and education. Cato spent most of his life
in Melbourne, Australia.*[1]*[2]

111.1 Photography career

Cato s̓ career in photography started at the age of 12 as an
apprentice to his father, Jack Cato. Cato was employed
by Argus Newspaper as a photojournalist in 1947. Cato
held that position until 1950 when he became a photog-
rapher and assistant for Athol Shmith Pty Ltd. In 1955,
Cato and Shmith became business partners and started
Athol Shmith-John Cato Pty Ltd. Cato moved away from
the commercial photography world in 1974 after experi-
encing what he described as “a kind of menopause”.
Shortly after leaving his partnership with Athol Shmith,
Cato began his teaching career and started to focus on
fine art photography. Cato was one of the first photogra-
phers in Melbourne to give up their commercial practice
to become a fine art photographer.*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5]

111.2 Teaching career

Cato began his teaching career in 1975 at Prahran Col-
lege of Advanced Education. Between 1977 and 1979
Cato contributed to the foundation of Photography Stud-
ies College and also lectured there until becoming head
of the photography department at Prahran College of Ad-
vanced Education. Cato held the position of department
head until his retirement in 1991. Cato was a passionate
and generous teacher and was highly regarded by his stu-
dents and peers. He described himself as being “duty
bound”to share his experience with students and col-
leagues.*[2]*[5]
Many of Cato's past students have gone on to hold well
regarded positions in the photography, art and education
fields. Amongst Cato s̓ students was Bill Henson, a well
known Australian contemporary art photographer. Cato
inspired Henson with his use of musical analogies, which
Henson later incorporated in his own work.*[2]*[3]*[6]

Paul Cox, one of Cato's colleagues at Prahran College
of Advanced Education, stated that while all teachers in
Catoʼs department were photographers, none of them
were qualified. Cox said“Can you imagine that happen-
ing today? …At Prahran, teachers and students learnt
from each other. It was an exchange.”*[7]
Cato strongly believed in photography as a form of indi-
vidualised expressionism, a view that was shared by Athol
Shmith, who was one of the first to teach photography as
a creative course in the late 1960s.*[8]

111.3 Photographic style

Cato used un-manipulated landscape photographs to“ex-
plore the elements of the landscape”. Over a ten-year
period, Cato spent two years at a time focusing on an in-
dividual aspect of the Australian Landscape, often spend-
ing a large amount of time in the wilderness observing the
conditions and waiting for the perfect opportunity. He
would often wait and contemplate a scene for days before
finally pressing the shutter when the moment was right.
Cato's work was deeply considered and clearly showed
his unique perspective on the natural elements around
us.*[2]*[7]
“The meeting of land and sea has always held a mystic

fascination for me. Through my camera, my experience
of it has been heightened, my awareness of its wonder
deepened. Above all, I remember its clamorous silence.”
*[5]
John Cato 1976

Cato frequently used symbolism and mysticism in his
work. This was popular in the 1970s amongst both new
and experienced photographers, including his colleague
Paul Cox.*[9]*[10]
The debate of whether photography is actually an art form
was quite relevant during Catoʼs time. Some think of
Cato as one of the first photographers to blend the idea
of a photograph being both a creative interpretation of
a scene and a recording of reality. Some photographers
of a similar era, such as Ansel Adams, were more tech-
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nical in their photography, resulting in less manipulation
or interpretation of the scene when compared to Cato s̓
work. Nino Martinetti, one of Cato s̓ past students, said
“Look carefully at John Catoʼs simple photographs of

rocks, branches, trees, bark, sand, water and reflections
…is that reality? Yes, but not as many people see it. This
is the fine line where the art of photography and reality
stand, where the artist captures an emotion for us to share
and interpret.”*[11]
Cato preferred to use large format cameras for the excel-
lent quality and resolution that they offered. When tak-
ing students on camping trips, he insisted they use the
same instead of 35mm SLR cameras, which were the
“weapon of choice”at the time. Cato believed due to the

inability to quickly capture 36 shots on a roll of film with
large format cameras, it would force students think be-
fore they pressed the shutter and pre-visualise their pho-
tograph.*[11]*[12]

111.4 Fine art photography

In 1970, four years before leaving his commercial prac-
tice, Cato began exploring photography as an art form.
His fine art photography drew connections between hu-
manity and the environment, exploring a different theme
in each photo essay. Cato's personal work was described
as“a reflection of the psyche, not of light, that allows a
consciousness to be present in the figuration of the pho-
tographic prints. The personal work is an expression of
his self, his experience, his story and his language.”*[5]

111.4.1 Earth Song

Earth Song was Cato's first collection of personal work
to be exhibited. This series consisted of 52 colour pho-
tographs sequenced in a way that allowed the work to be
recognised as individual photographs and as part of an
overall concept. Cato's use of musical analogies can be
seen in the sequencing of Earth Song. The sequence was
described as using“melodic line and symphonic form as
its metaphoric basis”.*[5]
Earth Song was exhibited as part of the Frontiers exhi-
bition, a group show at the National Gallery of Victo-
ria in 1971. The group consisted of photographers who
were exploring the idea of photography as an art form
and were looking for a way to see the world differently
through their camera.*[5]

111.4.2 Essay 1: Landscapes in a Figure

In Cato's first photographic essay, he completed five black
and white photo sequences between 1971 and 1979. In
each sequence, Cato explored the expression of nature
and creation, which he saw as the physical representation

of his own life experiences and philosophy.*[5]

111.4.3 Essay 2: Figures in a Landscape

Essay 2 is more politically driven compared to other work
and focuses on “the sublimation of Aboriginal culture
by Europeans”. This series explores the idea of destruc-
tion of culture, spirituality and physicality using duality
to represent the idea photographically.*[5]
“Cato saw that even as they are part of the whole, the dual-

ity of positive/negative, black/white, masculine/feminine
are always in conflict.”*[5]
John Cato: Retrospective

111.4.4 Double Concerto: An Essay in Fic-
tion

Double Concerto was Cato's final photo essay. This photo
essay was published under the deliberately androgynous
'Everyman' names Pat Noone and Chris Noone, two iden-
tities that Cato created to“visualise alternative conditions
within himself”. Each sequence explored how individual
people can witness and experience the world very differ-
ently from each other.*[5] This series was exhibited as
Cato's“farewell show”at Luba Bilu Gallery in Greville
St. Prahran on his retirement from teaching.
“For the truth of the matter is that people have mixed

feelings and confused opinions and are subject to con-
tradictory expectations and outcomes, in every sphere of
experience.”*[5]
John Cato: Retrospective

111.5 Exhibitions and galleries

Cato exhibited his work in 17 solo exhibitions in Aus-
tralian and international galleries. Catoʼs first solo
exhibition was held at Horsham Art Gallery (Victoria,
Australia) in 1975, with subsequent solo exhibitions be-
ing held every few years up until 2004. His work was
also exhibited in 24 group exhibitions between 1964 and
2003.*[5]
Catoʼs work is held in numerous gallery collections
across Australia including the National Gallery of Aus-
tralia, the National Gallery of Victoria, Horsham Art
Gallery, Albury Regional Art Gallery, Deakin University,
Tasmanian Art Gallery and Melbourne State College. In
addition to Australian galleries, Cato s̓ work is also held
in collections in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris and
Schmidtbank Weiden in Germany.*[5]
Paul Cox and Bryan Gracey, both teachers at Prahran
College, co-curated a collection of Cato s̓ work to be ex-
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hibited at the 2013 Ballarat International Foto Biennale.
Cox and Gracey both believe that Cato s̓ work deserves
to be seen and recognised for what it is. The exhibition
features Catoʼs black and white landscape photographs
taken between 1971 and 1991. In regard to the exhibi-
tion, Paul Cox said“John will ride a high wave. He be-
longs in the National Gallery, in the high echelons and I
think this is a very wonderful first step.”*[7]

111.6 Reputation, legacy and
awards

Cato was known for being a very humble photographer.
He never intended for himself or his work to become fa-
mous. In his mind, the work was its own reward. In
the 2013 Ballarat International Foto Biennale guide, Cato
was described as being“underrated”and“far ahead of
his time”.*[11]
Paul Cox said the following in an article for The Aus-
tralian: “He was a dreamer. I always adored him. John
had a wonderful heart; he was tender for a man. You
know you donʼt know many people like that.”*[7]
Due to the fact he had a strong dislike of publicity, Cato
would sometimes publish his work under a pseudonym.
Paul Cox said “Ego is always the biggest limitation of
an artist, but John had no ego. He was a free man.”*[7]
Isobel Crombie, head photography curator at the National
Gallery of Victoria, shared Cox's opinion and said“He
was different in that he did not have the huge ego of some
of his contemporaries.”*[13]
Over his career, Cato was honoured with numerous
awards including Fellow at the Australian Institute of
Photography (1991) and Honorary Doctor of Arts at
RMIT University (1999). He was also awarded two
grants, one a Visual Arts Board Travel Grant in 1985 and
the other a Research and Development Grant from Vic-
toria College in 1990.*[5]
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Chapter 112

John Filo

John Paul Filo (born August 21, 1948) took the 1970
Pulitzer Prize-winning photo*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5] of a 14-
year-old runaway girl, Mary Ann Vecchio, screaming
while kneeling over the dead body of 20-year-old Jeffrey
Miller, one of the victims of the Kent State shootings. At
the time, Filo was both a photojournalism student at Kent
State University, and staffer of a satellite paper for the
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review.

112.1 Biography

After winning the Pulitzer Prize while working for the
Valley Daily News (a Gannett paper) of the Pittsburgh
suburb of Tarentum, Pennsylvania, he continued his
career in photojournalism, rapidly finding work at the
Associated Press, the Philadelphia Inquirer, and as a
picture editor at the Baltimore Evening Sun. He eventually
rose to a picture editing job at the weekly news magazine
Newsweek. He now is on staff in the communications de-
partment of CBS.*[6]

112.2 Taking the picture

Main article: Kent State shootings
The Kent State shootings occurred at Kent State Uni-

versity in the city of Kent, Ohio, and involved the
shooting of students by members of the Ohio National
Guard on Monday, May 4, 1970. At the time John Filo
was in the University student photography lab when the
shots rang out. He quickly ran outside and below recalls
what happened:

The bullets were supposed to be blanks.
When I put the camera back to my eye, I
noticed a particular guardsman pointing at
me. I said, “I'll get a picture of this,”and
his rifle went off. And almost simultaneously,
as his rifle went off, a halo of dust came off a
sculpture next to me, and the bullet lodged in
a tree.
I dropped my camera in the realization that
it was live ammunition. I don't know what

Mary Ann Vecchio meeting John Filo at Kent State University,
May 2009

gave me the combination of innocence and
stupidity... I started to flee--run down the hill
and stopped myself. “Where are you going?"
I said to myself,“This is why you are here!"
And I started to take pictures again. ... I knew
I was running out of film. I could see the
emotion welling up inside of her. She began
to sob. And it culminated in her saying an
exclamation. I can't remember what she said
exactly…something like,“Oh, my God!"
̶John Filo talking about the Kent State
shootings*[6]

To take the picture John used a Nikkormat camera with
Tri X film and most of the exposures were 1/500 between
5.6 and f 8 depending on whether the sun was behind a
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cloud or not.*[6]

112.3 Altered photo

In the early 1970s, an anonymous editor airbrushed the
fence post above Mary Ann Vecchio's head out of Filo's
Pulitzer Prize Winner. Since then, the altered photo
has circulated and has been reprinted in many maga-
zines.*[7]*[8]*[9]*[10] Numerous publications, includ-
ing Time (Nov. 6, 1972, p. 23; Jan. 7, 1980, p. 45)
and People (May 2, 1977, p. 37; April 30, 1990, p. 117),
have used the altered image without knowing.*[11]

112.4 Meeting with Mary Ann Vec-
chio

In 1995, Filo met Mary Ann Vecchio for the first time,
when both were scheduled to appear at an Emerson Col-
lege conference commemorating the 25th anniversary of
the shootings. The two met again on the Kent State Uni-
versity campus, at the 39th commemoration in May 2009,
where they both spoke.
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Chapter 113

John Heartfield

1971 DDR postal stamp portraying Heartfield

John Heartfield (born Helmut Herzfeld; 19 June 1891
– 26 April 1968) was an artist and a pioneer in the use
of art as a political weapon. Some of his photomontages
were anti-Nazi and anti-fascist statements. Heartfield also
created book jackets for authors such as Upton Sinclair,
as well as stage sets for such noted playwrights as Bertolt
Brecht and Erwin Piscator.

113.1 Life and career

113.1.1 Early life

John Heartfield (Helmut Herzfeld) was born on 19 June
1891 in Berlin-Schmargendorf. His father was Franz
Herzfeld, a socialist writer, and his mother was Alice (née
Stolzenburg), a textile worker and political activist.
In 1899, Helmut, his brother Wieland Herzfelde and his
two sisters Lotte and Hertha, were abandoned in the
woods by their parents.*[1] For a while, the four children
resided with an uncle in the small town of Aigens.
Along with his brother, Wieland Herzfelde (Wieland
Herzfeld) and George Grosz, launched the publishing
house Malik-Verlag in 1917.
In 1908, he studied art in Munich at the Royal Bavar-
ian Arts and Crafts School. Two commercial designers,
Albert Weisgerber and Ludwig Hohlwein, were early in-
fluences.

113.1.2 First World War

On the back of a photograph which was taken in
1912,*[2] his name is written as“Helmut.”While living
in Berlin, in 1917, he anglicised his name from “Hel-
mut Herzfeld”to “John Heartfield,”an English name
to protest against the anti-British fervour sweeping Ger-
many.*[3] In 1916, crowds in the street were shouting,
"Gott strafe England!" (“May God punish England!").
In 1920, John Heartfield and George Grosz experimented
with pasting pictures together, a form of art later named
"photomontage.”
In January, 1918, Heartfield joined the newly founded
German Communist Party (KPD).*[3]
In 1917, Heartfield became a member of Berlin Club
Dada.*[3] Heartfield later became active in the Dada
movement, helping to organise the Erste Internationale
Dada-Messe (First International Dada Fair) in Berlin in
1920. Dadaists were the young lions of the German art
scene, provocateurs who disrupted public art gatherings
and ridiculed the participants. They labeled traditional art
trivial and bourgeois. Heartfield was a member of a cir-
cle of German titans that included Erwin Piscator, Bertolt
Brecht, Hannah Höch, and a host of others.
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Heartfield built theatre sets for Erwin Piscator and Bertolt
Brecht. Using Heartfield's minimal props and stark
stages, Brecht interrupted his plays at key junctures to
have the audience to be part of the action and not to lose
themselves in it.

113.1.3 1919-39

Heartfield's The Hand has 5 Fingers.

In 1919, Heartfield was dismissed from the Reichswehr
film service because of his support for the strike that
followed the assassination of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg. With George Grosz, he founded Die Pleite,
a satirical magazine.
Heartfield met Bertolt Brecht in 1924.
Though he was a prolific producer of stage sets and
book jackets, Heartfield's main form of expression was
photomontage. Heartfield produced the first political
photomontages.*[4] He mainly worked for two publica-
tions: the daily Die Rote Fahne and the weekly Arbeiter-
Illustrierte-Zeitung (AIZ), the latter of which published
the works for which Heartfield is best remembered.
In the Museum of Modern Art in New York hangs a
George Grosz Montage entitled, “The Engineer Heart-
field.”
During the 1920s, Heartfield produced a great number of
photomontages, many of which were reproduced as dust
jackets for books such as his montage for Upton Sinclair's
The Millennium.
Heartfield lived in Berlin until April 1933, when the
National Socialists took power. On Good Friday, the
SS broke into his apartment, and the 5'2”Heartfield es-
caped by jumping from his balcony and hiding in a trash
bin. Read how he escaped an SS assassination squad in
The David King Exhibit in The Official John Heartfield
Exhibition & Archive left Germany by walking over the
Sudeten Mountains to Czechoslovakia.
In Czechoslovakia, John Heartfield rose to number-five
on the Gestapo's most-wanted list.
In 1934 he montaged four bloody axes tied together to

form a swastika to mock the“Blood and Iron”motto of
the Reich (AIZ, Prague, March 8, 1934).*[5]
In 1938, he was forced once again to flee from the Nazis,
this time to England, given the imminent German occu-
pation of Czechoslovakia. He was interned for a time in
England as an enemy alien, and his health began to dete-
riorate. Afterwards, he lived in Hampstead, London. His
brother Wieland was refused a British residency permit in
1939 and, with his family, left for the United States.

113.1.4 Postwar period

Following the war, Heartfield settled in East Berlin, East
Germany and worked closely with theatre directors such
as Benno Besson and Wolfgang Langhoff at Berliner En-
semble and Deutsches Theater.
He was greeted with suspicion by the Stasi (East German
Secret Police) because of the length of his stay in Eng-
land. He was denied admission into the East German
Akademie der Künste (Academy of the Arts). He was
unable to work as an artist and was denied health bene-
fits. He was suspected of “collaboration”by the Stasi
because of the amount of time he had lived in England,
and because his dentist was also under suspicion.
Due to the intervention of Bertolt Brecht and Stefan
Heym, Heartfield was formally admitted to the Academy
of the Arts in 1956. Although he subsequently produced
some montages warning of the threat of nuclear war, he
was never again as prolific as in his youth.
In 1967, he visited Britain and began preparing a retro-
spective exhibition of his work,“photomontages”, which
was subsequently completed by his widow Gertrud and
the Academy of Arts, Berlin, and shown at the ICA in
London in 1969.
John Heartfield died on April 26, 1968 in East Berlin,
German Democratic Republic. He was buried close to
Brecht's former home.
In 2005, the Tate Gallery, Britain held an exhibition of
his photomontage pieces.
After his third wife Gertrud Heartfield's death, the East
German Academy of the Arts took possession of all
of Heartfield's surviving works. When the West Ger-
man Academy of the Arts absorbed the East German
Academy, the Heartfield Archive was transferred with it.
From April 15 to July 6, 1993, the second floor of the
Museum of Modern Art, MOMA, in New York City was
the American venue for an exhibition of Heartfield's orig-
inal montages. The show was reviewed in The New York
Times.*[6]
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One of John Heartfield's works.

113.2 Works

He is best known for political montages *[7] which he
had created during the 1930s to expose German Nazism.
Some of his famous montages were created during the
1930s and 1940s.

• Adolf, the Superman (published in the Arbeiter-
Illustrierte-Zeitung [AIZ, Workers' Illustrated
Newspaper], Berlin, July 17, 1932),*[8] used
a montaged X-ray to expose gold coins in the
Fuehrer's oesophagus leading to a pile in his stom-
ach as he rants against the fatherland's enemies.

• In Göring: The Executioner of the Third Reich (AIZ,
Prague, September 14, 1933), Hermann Göring is
depicted as a butcher.*[9]

• The Meaning of Geneva, Where Capital Lives, There
Can Be No Peace (AIZ, Berlin, November 27,
1932),*[10] shows the dove of peace impaled on a
blood-soaked bayonet in front of the League of Na-
tions, where the cross of the Swiss flag has morphed
into a swastika.

• Hurrah, die Butter ist Alle! (English: Hurray, the
Butter is All Gone!) was published on the front
page of the AIZ in 1935. A parody of the aesthet-
ics of propaganda, the photomontage shows a Ger-
man family at a dinner table eating a bicycle, where
a nearby portrait of Hitler hangs and the wallpaper is

emblazoned with swastikas. The baby gnaws on an
axe, also emblazoned with a swastika, and the dog
licks a huge nut and bolt. Below, the title is written
in large letters, in addition to a quote by Hermann
Göring during food shortage. Translated, the quote
reads: "Hooray, the butter is all gone!" Göring said in
one Hamburg address:“Iron ore has made the Reich
strong. Butter and dripping have, at most, made the
people fat”.*[11]

Heartfield's artistic output was prolific. His works ap-
peared as covers for the Arbeiter Illustrierte Zeitung
(AIZ, Workers' Illustrated Newspaper) from 1929 to
1933, a popular weekly whose circulation rivalled any
magazine in Germany during the early nineteen thirties.
During 1931 Heartfield's photomontages were featured
monthly on the AIZ cover, an important point, because
most copies of the AIZ were sold at newsstands.
It was through rotogravure, an engraving process whereby
pictures, designs, and words are engraved into the print-
ing plate or printing cylinder̶that Heartfield's montages,
in the form of posters, were distributed in the streets of
Berlin in 1932 and 1933.

Grave of John Heartfield in Berlin

His photomontages satirising Adolf Hitler and the Nazis
often subverted Nazi symbols such as the swastika in or-
der to undermine their propaganda message.

113.3 Homages in modern culture

Hurray, the Butter is All Gone!,*[12] served as the inspi-
ration behind the song“Metal Postcard”by Siouxsie and
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the Banshees. This song was re-recorded in German as
"Mittageisen" and released as a single in September 1979
in Germany with Heartfield's work as the cover art. A few
months later the single was also released in the UK. The
Swiss darkwave band Mittageisen (1981–1986) named
themselves after this song's title.
Slovenian and former Yugoslav avant-garde music group
Laibach has a number of references to Heartfield's works:
the original band's logo, the 'black cross', is really refer-
encing Heartfield's art Der alte Wahlspruch im “neuen”
Reich: Blut und Eisen (1934), a cross made of four axes,
as can be seen on the inner sleeves and labels of their
(vinyl) album Opus Dei (Mute, 1987, London). The
cover art of their first self-titled album Laibach (Ropot,
1985, Ljubljana), is an evident reference to Heartfield's
work Wie im Mittelalter…so im Dritten Reich (1934). In
addition to that, there is a track called Raus! (Herzfelde),
originally on Slovenska Akropola (Ropot, 1986, Ljubl-
jana), but also included in Krst pod Triglavom and in the
Opus Dei cd as Herzfeld (Heartfield).
The band Blurt recorded a song called“Hurray, the But-
ter is All Gone!" on their 1986 album“Poppycock”.
The British hardcore punk band Discharge used Heart-
field's work“Peace and Fascism”for the cover artwork
of their compilation“Never Again”.
Armenian American band System of a Down used Heart-
field's poster for the Communist Party of Germany (The
Hand Has Five Fingers) as cover art for their self-titled
debut album.

113.4 Notes

[1] Biographical Chronology from“John Heartfield”, Edited
by Peter Pachnicke and Klaus Honnef, Harry N. Abrams
Inc., New York, 1991

[2] “John Heartfield Biography by Grandson, John J Heart-
field”. John Heartfield Exhibition. Retrieved 12 August
2015.

[3] John Heartfield and the Agitated Image: Photography,
Persuasion, and the Rise of Avant-Garde Photomontage,
Andres Mario Zervigon

[4]“Heartfield in Context”by Maud Lavin, February, 1985

[5]“John Heartfield Art Poster Blood and Iron”. John Heart-
field Exhibition. Retrieved 12 August 2015.

[6] Kimmelman, Michael (16 Apr 1993). “Review/Art;
Hated the Nazis, Loved the Soviets, Created Images to
Mock and Admire”. New York Times.

[7]“John Heartfield Art - John Heartfield Exhibition”. John
Heartfield Exhibition. Retrieved 12 August 2015.

[8] “John Heartfield Posters - Political and Dada Art”. John
Heartfield Exhibition. Retrieved 12 August 2015.

[9] “John Heartfield Art Poster Hermann Goering for AIZ
Magazine”. John Heartfield Exhibition. Retrieved 12 Au-
gust 2015.

[10] “Heartfield poster Never Again or Niemals Wieder”.
John Heartfield Exhibition. Retrieved 12 August 2015.

[11] ...], [contributors Rachel Barnes (2001). The 20th-
Century art book. (Reprinted. ed.). London: Phaidon
Press. ISBN 0714835420.

[12] Official John Heartfield Internet Archive | German Dada
Artist | Hurray, the Butter is All Gone!, 1935
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Chapter 114

John Herschel

Sir John Frederick William Herschel, 1st Baronet KH
FRS (7 March 1792 – 11 May 1871)*[1] was an English
polymath, mathematician, astronomer, chemist, inventor,
and experimental photographer, who also did valuable
botanical work.*[1] He was the son of Mary Baldwin and
astronomer William Herschel, and the father of twelve
children.*[1]
Herschel originated the use of the Julian day system in
astronomy. He named seven moons of Saturn and four
moons of Uranus. He made many contributions to the
science of photography, and investigated colour blind-
ness and the chemical power of ultraviolet rays; his Pre-
liminary Discourse (1831), which advocated an inductive
approach to scientific experiment and theory building,
was an important contribution to the philosophy of sci-
ence.*[2]

114.1 Early life and work on as-
tronomy

Herschel was born in Slough, Buckinghamshire, the son
of Mary Baldwin and William Herschel. He studied
shortly at Eton College and St John's College, Cambridge,
graduating as Senior Wrangler in 1813.*[4] It was during
his time as an undergraduate that he became friends with
Charles Babbage and George Peacock.*[1] He took up
astronomy in 1816, building a reflecting telescope with a
mirror 18 inches (460 mm) in diameter and with a 20-
foot (6.1 m) focal length. Between 1821 and 1823 he re-
examined, with James South, the double stars catalogued
by his father. For this work, in 1826 he was presented
with the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Soci-
ety (which he won again in 1836), and with the Lalande
Medal of the French Academy of Sciences in 1825, while
in 1821 the Royal Society bestowed upon him the Copley
Medal for his mathematical contributions to their Trans-
actions. Herschel was made a Knight of the Royal Guel-
phic Order in 1831.*[1]
He served as President of the Royal Astronomical Society
three times: 1827–29, 1839–41 and 1847–49.*[5]*[6]
His A preliminary discourse on the study of natural philos-
ophy, published early in 1831 as part of Dionysius Lard-

John Herschel 1846*[3]

ner's Cabinet cyclopædia, set out methods of scientific in-
vestigation with an orderly relationship between observa-
tion and theorising. He described nature as being gov-
erned by laws which were difficult to discern or to state
mathematically, and the highest aim of natural philoso-
phy was understanding these laws through inductive rea-
soning, finding a single unifying explanation for a phe-
nomenon. This became an authoritative statement with
wide influence on science, particularly at the University of
Cambridge where it inspired the student Charles Darwin
with“a burning zeal”to contribute to this work.*[7]*[8]
Herschel published a catalogue of his astronomical ob-
servations in 1864, as the General Catalogue of Nebulae
and Clusters, a compilation of his own work and that of
his father's, expanding on the senior Hershel's Catalogue
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Calotype (of model) of lunar crater Copernicus, 1842

of Nebulae. A further complementary volume was pub-
lished posthumously, as the General Catalogue of 10,300
Multiple and Double Stars.
He also conceptualized a practical contact lens design in
1823.

114.2 Visit to South Africa

Disa cornuta (L.) Sw. by Margaret & John Herschel

Declining an offer from the Duke of Sussex that they

travel to South Africa on a Navy ship, Herschel and
his wife paid £500 for passage on the S.S. Mountstu-
art Elphinstone, which departed from Portsmouth on 13
November 1833. The voyage to South Africa was made
in order to catalogue the stars, nebulae, and other objects
of the southern skies.*[1] This was to be a completion as
well as extension of the survey of the northern heavens
undertaken initially by his father William Herschel. He
arrived in Cape Town on 15 January 1834 and set up a
private 21 ft (6.4 m) telescope at Feldhausen at Clare-
mont, a suburb of Cape Town. Amongst his other obser-
vations during this time was that of the return of Comet
Halley. Herschel collaborated with Thomas Maclear, the
Astronomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope and the
members of the two families became close friends. Dur-
ing this time, he also witnessed the Great Eruption of Eta
Carinae (December, 1837).
In addition to his astronomical work, however, this voy-
age to a far corner of the British empire also gave Her-
schel an escape from the pressures under which he found
himself in London, where he was one of the most sought-
after of all British men of science. While in southern
Africa, he engaged in a broad variety of scientific pur-
suits free from a sense of strong obligations to a larger
scientific community. It was, he later recalled, probably
the happiest time in his life.
In an extraordinary departure from astronomy, he com-
bined his talents with those of his wife, Margaret, and be-
tween 1834 and 1838 they produced 131 botanical illus-
trations of fine quality, showing the Cape flora. Herschel
used a camera lucida to obtain accurate outlines of the
specimens and left the details to his wife. Even though
their portfolio had been intended as a personal record,
and despite the lack of floral dissections in the paintings,
their accurate rendition makes them more valuable than
contemporary collections. Some 112 of the 132 known
flower studies were collected and published as Flora Her-
scheliana in 1996.
As their home during their stay in the Cape, the Herschels
had selected 'Feldhausen'(“Field Houses”), an old es-
tate on the south-eastern side of Table Mountain. Here
John set up his reflector to begin his survey of the south-
ern skies. Herschel, meanwhile, read widely. Intrigued
by the ideas of gradual formation of landscapes set out in
Charles Lyell's Principles of Geology, he wrote to Lyell on
20 February 1836 praising the book as a work that would
bring“a complete revolution in [its] subject, by altering
entirely the point of view in which it must thenceforward
be contemplated”and opening a way for bold speculation
on“that mystery of mysteries, the replacement of extinct
species by others.”Herschel himself thought catastrophic
extinction and renewal“an inadequate conception of the
Creator”and by analogy with other intermediate causes,
“the origination of fresh species, could it ever come un-

der our cognizance, would be found to be a natural in
contradistinction to a miraculous process”.*[9]*[10] He
prefaced his words with the couplet:
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He that on such quest would go must know not
fear or failing

To coward soul or faithless heart the search
were unavailing.

Taking a gradualist view of development and referring to
the evolution of language, he commented

Words are to the Anthropologist what
rolled pebbles are to the Geologist ̶battered
relics of past ages often containing within them
indelible records capable of intelligent inter-
pretation ̶and when we see what amount of
change 2000 years has been able to produce
in the languages of Greece & Italy or 1000
in those of Germany France & Spain we nat-
urally begin to ask how long a period must
have lapsed since the Chinese, the Hebrew,
the Delaware & the Malesass [Malagasy] had
a point in common with the German & Ital-
ian & each other ̶Time! Time! Time! ̶
we must not impugn the Scripture Chronol-
ogy, but we must interpret it in accordance with
whatever shall appear on fair enquiry to be the
truth for there cannot be two truths. And really
there is scope enough: for the lives of the Patri-
archs may as reasonably be extended to 5000 or
50000 years apiece as the days of Creation to
as many thousand millions of years.*[11]*[12]

The document was circulated, and Charles Bab-
bage incorporated extracts in his ninth and unofficial
Bridgewater Treatise, which postulated laws set up by
a divine programmer.*[9] When HMS Beagle called at
Cape Town, Captain Robert FitzRoy and the young nat-
uralist Charles Darwin visited Herschel on 3 June 1836.
Later on, Darwin would be influenced by Herschel's writ-
ings in developing his theory advanced in The Origin of
Species. In the opening lines of that work, Darwin writes
that his intent is “to throw some light on the origin of
species̶that mystery of mysteries, as it has been called
by one of our greatest philosophers,”referring to Her-
schel.
Herschel returned to England in 1838, was created a
baronet, of Slough in the County of Buckingham,*[1] and
published Results of Astronomical Observations made at
the Cape of Good Hope in 1847. In this publication he
proposed the names still used today for the seven then-
known satellites of Saturn: Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys,
Dione, Rhea, Titan, and Iapetus.*[13] In the same year,
Herschel received his second Copley Medal from the
Royal Society for this work. A few years later, in 1852,
he proposed the names still used today for the four then-
known satellites of Uranus: Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, and
Oberon.

Portrait of Sir John Herschel by his daughter Margaret Louisa
Herschel

114.3 Photography

Herschel made numerous important contributions to pho-
tography. He made improvements in photographic pro-
cesses, particularly in inventing the cyanotype*[14] pro-
cess and variations (such as the chrysotype), the precur-
sors of the modern blueprint process. In 1839, he made a
photograph on glass, which still exists, and experimented
with some color reproduction, noting that rays of differ-
ent parts of the spectrum tended to impart their own color
to a photographic paper. Herschel made experiments us-
ing photosensitive emulsions of vegetable juices, called
phytotypes and published his discoveries in the Philo-
sophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London
in 1842.*[15] He collaborated in the early 1840s with
Henry Collen, portrait painter to Queen Victoria. Her-
schel originally discovered the platinum process on the
basis of the light sensitivity of platinum salts, later devel-
oped by William Willis.*[16]
Herschel coined the term photography in 1839. He may,
however, have been preceded by Brazilian Hércules Flo-
rence, who used the French equivalent, photographie, in
private notes which one historian dates to 1834. Herschel
was also the first to apply the terms negative and positive
to photography.*[1]
He discovered sodium thiosulfate to be a solvent of silver
halides in 1819,*[17] and informed Talbot and Daguerre
of his discovery that this“hyposulphite of soda”(“hypo”
) could be used as a photographic fixer, to“fix”pictures
and make them permanent, after experimentally applying
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it thus in early 1839. His ground-breaking research on the
subject was read at the Royal Society in London in March
1839 and January 1840.

114.4 General

Tombs of John Herschel and Charles Darwin. Westminster
Abbey.

Description of a machine for resolving by inspection certain im-
portant forms, 1832

Herschel wrote many papers and articles, including en-
tries on meteorology, physical geography and the tele-
scope for the eighth edition of the Encyclopædia Britan-
nica.*[1] He also translated the Iliad of Homer.
Further information: English translations of Homer §
Herschel

He invented the actinometer in 1825 to measure the direct
heating power of the sun's rays,*[18] and his work with
the instrument is of great importance in the early history
of photochemistry.
He proposed a correction to the Gregorian calendar, mak-
ing years that are multiples of 4000 not leap years, thus
reducing the average length of the calendar year from
365.2425 days to 365.24225.*[19] Although this is closer
to the mean tropical year of 365.24219 days, his proposal
has never been adopted because the Gregorian calendar
is based on the mean time between vernal equinoxes (cur-
rently 365.242374 days).*[20]
In 1836, he was elected a foreign member of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences.
In 1835, the New York Sun newspaper wrote a series of
satiric articles that came to be known as the Great Moon
Hoax, with statements falsely attributed to Herschel about
his supposed discoveries of animals living on the Moon,
including batlike winged humanoids.*[21]
The village of Herschel in western Saskatchewan
(Canada), Mount Herschel (Antarctica), the crater J. Her-
schel on the Moon, and the Herschel Girls' School in Cape
Town (South Africa), are all named after him. While it
is commonly accepted that Herschel Island (in the Arc-
tic Ocean, part of the Yukon Territory) was named af-
ter him, the entries in the expedition journal of Sir John
Franklin state that the latter wished to honour the Her-
schel name, about which John Herschelʼs father (Sir
William Herschel) and his aunt (Caroline Herschel) are
two other notable members of this family.*[22]

114.5 Family

He married his cousin Margaret Brodie Stewart (1810–
1884) on 3 March 1829 at Edinburgh and was father of
the following children:

1. Caroline Emilia Elizabeth Herschel (31 March 1830
– 29 Jan 1909), who married Alexander Hamilton-
Gordon

2. Isabella Herschel (5 June 1831 – 1893)

3. Sir William James Herschel, 2nd Bt. (9 January
1833 – 1917),

4. Margaret Louisa Herschel (1834–1861), an accom-
plished artist

5. Prof. Alexander Stewart Herschel (1836–1907),
FRS

6. Col. John Herschel FRS, FRAS, (1837–1921) sur-
veyor

7. Marie Sophie Herschel (1839–1929)
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Margaret Brodie Stewart by Alfred Edward Chalon 1829

John Frederick William Herschel by Alfred Edward Chalon
1829

8. Amelia Herschel (1841–1926) married Sir Thomas
Francis Wade, diplomat and sinologist

9. Julia Edith Herschel (1842–1933) married on 4
June 1878 to Captain (later Admiral) John Fiot Lee
Pearse Maclear

10. Matilda Rose Herschel (1844–1914)

11. Francisca Herschel (1846–1932)

12. Constance Ann Herschel (1855–20 June 1939)

On his death at Collingwood, his home near Hawkhurst
in Kent, he was given a national funeral and buried in
Westminster Abbey.
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• R. Derek Wood (2008), 'Fourteenth March 1839,
Herschel's Key to Photography'

• Herschel Museum of Astronomy

• Chronology of Astronomy in South Africa

• Wikisource copy of a notice from 1823 concern-
ing the star catalogue, published in Astronomische
Nachrichten

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20100311230213/http://www.midley.co.uk/articles/14march1839.htm
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John Pfahl

John Pfahl (February 17, 1939, New York City, New
York) is an American photographer.

115.1 Life

Pfahl grew up in Wanaque, New Jersey. He is known
for his landscape photography such as his 1974“Altered
Landscapes”series. He received a BFA from Syracuse
University in the School of Art and his MA from Syracuse
University in the School of Communications. He taught
at the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New
York, from 1968 – 1983. Later he was professor at
the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. Presently
(2012) he teaches at the University at Buffalo, The State
University of New York.

115.2 Publications
• with Rebecca Solnit: Extreme Horticulture, Frances

Lincoln Ltd., London 2003

115.3 Exhibitions

Pfahl has appeared in over 100 group and solo exhibi-
tions, and his work is represented in at least forty-five
public and corporate collections, including the George
Eastman House International Museum of Photography,
the Cleveland Museum of Art, and the Art Institute of
Chicago.

115.4 See also
• List of photographers

• Land art

115.5 External links
• George Eastman House: John Pfahl

• Pfahl's site
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Joyce Tenneson

Joyce Tenneson (born in Weston, Massachusetts on May
29, 1945) is an American fine art photographer known for
her distinctive style of photography, which often involves
nude or semi-nude women. Tenneson earned her master's
degree in photography from George Washington Univer-
sity after starting as a model for Polaroid. She left her
job as a photography professor at 39, and moved from
Washington to New York.*[1] Tenneson shoots primar-
ily with the Polaroid 20x24 camera. In an interview with
a photography magazine, Tenneson advised artists: “I
very strongly believe that if you go back to your roots, if
you mine that inner territory, you can bring out something
that is indelibly you and authentic - like your thumbprint.
It's going to have your style because there is no one like
you.”As a child, her parents worked on the grounds of
a convent, which is where she grew up with her two sis-
ters.*[2] She and her sister“were enlisted to be in holiday
pageants and processions. It was a mysterious environ-
ment - something out of Fellini - filled with symbolism,
ritual, beauty, and also a disturbing kind of surreal im-
agery.”*[3] Tenneson moved from Manhattan to Rock-
port, Maine in 2004.*[2]
Her work has been displayed in more than 100 exhibitions
around the world.*[4] Tenneson has had cover images
on several magazines including Time, Life, Entertainment
Weekly, Newsweek, Premiere, Esquire and The New York
Times Magazine.

116.1 Books
• Shells: Nature's Exquisite Creations 2011

• A Life in Photography 2008

• Intimacy 2004

• Amazing Men 2004

• Flower Portraits 2003

• Wise Women 2002 (Wise Women was the best sell-
ing photography book of 2002)

• Light Warriors 2000

• Illuminations 1997

• Transformations 1993

• Au-Dela 1989

• Joyce Tenneson Photographs 1984

• In/Sights 1978

116.2 Awards

In 1989, Tenneson received the “Infinity”award from
the International Center of Photography,*[5] and in 1990
received Women in Photography International's “Pho-
tographer of the Year”award.*[6]
In 2005, Tenneson received the Lucie Award for“Pro-
fessional Fine Art Photographer of the Year.”*[7]
In 2012, Tenneson received the Lifetime Achievement
Award from Professional Photographers of America.*[8]

116.3 References
[1] Williams, Val (1993-05-05). “Beauty in Force and

Fragility”. The Guardian.

[2] Falzano, Rebecca. “The Eye of the Intimist”. maine-
homedesign.com. Retrieved March 7, 2015.

[3]

[4]

[5] ICP Past Award recipients

[6] Artnet.com

[7] Lucie Awards 2005 Honorees

[8] PPA Press Release

116.4 Further reading
• Cristofovici, Anca.“Joyce Tenneson: An Aesthet-

ics Of Aging” (PDF). University of Florida. Re-
trieved 10 January 2015.
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116.5 External links
• Official site

http://joycetenneson.com/


Chapter 117

Judy Dater

Judy Dater is an American photographer and feminist.
She is perhaps best known for her 1974 photograph,
Imogen and Twinka at Yosemite, featuring an elderly
Imogen Cunningham, one of America's first woman
photographers, encountering a nymph in the woods of
Yosemite. The nymph is the model Twinka Thiebaud.
The photo was published in Life magazine in its 1976 is-
sue about the first 200 years of American women.*[1] Her
photographs, such as her Self-Portraiture sequence, were
also exhibited in the Getty Museum.*[2]

117.1 Life

Dater was born in 1941 in Hollywood and grew up in Los
Angeles. Her father owned a movie theater, so movies be-
came the prism through which she viewed the world and
they had a profound influence on her photography.*[1]
She studied art at UCLA from 1959 to 1962 before mov-
ing to San Francisco and received a bachelor's degree in
1963 and a master's degree in 1966, both from San Fran-
cisco State University.*[3] It was there she first studied
photography with Jack Welpott, whom she later married.
In 1975, they published a joint work, titled Women and
Other Visions. They were divorced in 1977.
In 1964, Dater met the photographer Imogen Cunning-
ham at a workshop focusing on the life and work of
Edward Weston at Big Sur Hot Springs, which later be-
came Esalen Institute. Dater was greatly inspired by Cun-
ningham's life and work. They shared an interest in por-
traiture and remained friends until Cunningham's death
in 1976. Three years later, Dater published Imogen Cun-
ningham: A Portrait, containing interviews with many
of Cunningham's photographic contemporaries, friends,
and family along with photographs by both Dater and
Cunningham. Dater became part of the community of
the west coast school of photography, primarily repre-
sented by the photographers Ansel Adams, Brett Weston,
Wynn Bullock and Cunningham. They all took an inter-
est in her work and encouraged her to pursue photography
as a career.
Dater is also known for her self-portraits. She often cre-
ates characters that embody the conscious and uncon-

scious concerns that women have. Her self-portrait se-
ries includes titles like“Ms. Cling Free”and“Leopard
Woman.”*[4] She also does portraits of other women, us-
ing natural light.*[3] She worked only in black-and-white
photography until 1979, when she began some work in
color.*[3]
Other books by Dater include Judy Dater: Twenty Years
(1986), Body and Soul (1988) and Cycles (Japanese ver-
sion: 1992, American version: 1994). She received a
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1978.*[3] She also received
two National Endowment for the Arts individual artist
grants in 1976 and 1988.*[3]
Judy Dater now lives in Berkeley, California with her hus-
band Jack B. von Euw. Her career has been long and var-
ied, combining teaching, creating books, traveling abroad
and conducting workshops, making prints, videos, and
photographing continually.

117.2 Photography

Judy Dater uses photography as an instrument for chal-
lenging traditional conceptions of the female body. Her
early work paralleled the emergence of the feminist
movement and her work became strongly associated with
it. At a time when female frontal nudity was considered
risqué Dater pushed the boundaries by taking pictures of
the naked female body. However, she did so in a way
which did not objectify her subject which was in many
cases, herself.*[5] Dater began taking photographs in the
1960s and she is still taking photographs today. Mark
Johnstone, an Idaho resident whom Dater photographed
in the early 80ʼs remarked that“During this time, she
never got swayed by or indulged in trends, but moved with
her own vision. She s̓ one of the few successful women
in the art world, especially photography, who never de-
pended on ongoing academic support to fuel and expand
her artistic exploration.”*[6] While her subject and mes-
sage remained relatively constant throughout her career,
Dater experimented with a variety of compositions as her
career developed. Her photographs, and in particular, her
portraits (which she specializes in) are taken in both black
and white, and in color. She has taken portraits in the
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Southwestern desert and also posed as female stereotypes
in a more obvious display of activism. Her 1982 portrait
“Ms. Clingfree”demonstrated the latter as Dater posed

with an assortment of cleaning supplies.*[7]
She was influenced by the vital cultural intersection of
photography and feminism, and the second wave of fem-
inism which started in the 1960s and lasted up till the
1980s.*[8] In the 1980s, much has changed and the coun-
try as a whole became more conservative in areas of po-
litical life. The gains of the women's movement began to
slow, and many feminists became discouraged with the
continuation of sexist attitudes and behavior. Through
her powerful photography and personal sense of style,
Dater was able to surpass these conservative values and
was able to effectively convey her views to her audience.
One of her famous photograph sequences taken in the
1980s, known as the Self-Portraiture sequence, exploited
themes such as identity, feminism, and the human con-
nection with nature.*[9] She effectively conveyed these
themes and delivered, through her photography, the sto-
ries of women's' lives, relationships, and personal emo-
tions. For example, in her photograph titled, My Hands,
Death Valley, Dater presents the theme of feminism
through the placement of the artist's hands on the car's
glass window; her hands are crinkled, which is a sign of
aging. The theme of personal identity is explored in con-
nection with the theme of feminism. The background is
of the hazy Death Valley, the grounds are dry, her hands
are weathered, and she's trying to force open a car win-
dow. The theme of human's connection with nature is
exploited by taking the photograph in a natural landscape
setting, and putting herself out there.

117.3 References

[1] Sykes, Claire (Fall 2012).“Judy Dater: Seeing and Being
Seen”(PDF). Photographer's Forum (Santa Barbara, Cal-
ifornia: Serbin Communications). pp. 10–20. Retrieved
April 5, 2014.

[2] Getty Museum.“My Hands, Death Valley.”The J. Paul
Getty Museum. 29 Nov. 2014. http://www.getty.edu/art/
collection/objects/242022/judy-dater-my-hands-death-
valley-american-1980/.

[3] Trainer, Laureen; edited by Amy Scott (2006). Yosemite:
Art of an American Icon. University of California Press.
p. 197.

[4] Dater, Judy, and James Enyeart. Judy Dater, Twenty
Years. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona, in Association
with the De Saisset Museum, University of Santa Clara,
1986. Print.

[5]“Judy Dater.”Smith Andersen North | Artist Bio- Judy
Dater. Smith Anderson North, n.d. Web. 20
Feb. 2015. <http://www.smithandersennorth.com/
artists/dater/bio.html>

[6] Serbin, Glen R. “Photographer's Forum Magazine.”
Photographers Forum Magazine. SERBIN COMMU-
NICATIONS, INC., 1 Sept. 2012. Web. 20
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tity Politics, Feminism and Social Change.”Colgate Uni-
versity. 30 Nov. 2014. https://userpages.umbc.edu/
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117.4 External links
• Official website

• Judy Dater at Library of Congress Authorities, with
11 catalog records
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Julia Margaret Cameron

For the American author, see Julia Cameron.

Julia Margaret Cameron (née Pattle; 11 June 1815 in
Calcutta – 26 January 1879) was a British photographer.
She became known for her portraits of celebrities of the
time, and for photographs with Arthurian and other leg-
endary or heroic themes.
Cameron's photographic career was short, spanning
eleven years of her life (1864–1875). She took up pho-
tography at the relatively late age of 48, when she was
given a camera as a present.*[1] Although her style was
not widely appreciated in her own day, her work has
had an impact on modern photographers, especially her
closely cropped portraits. Her house, Dimbola Lodge, on
the Isle of Wight is open to the public.

118.1 Early life

Julia Margaret Cameron was born Julia Margaret Pattle
in Calcutta, India, to Adeline de l'Etang and James Pattle,
a British official of the East India Company. Adeline de
l'Etang was the daughter of Chevalier Antoine de l'Etang,
who had been a page of Marie Antoinette as well as an
officer in the Garde du Corps of King Louis XVI. He
had married the Indian-born Therese Blin de Grincourt,
a daughter of French aristocrats.*[2]
Julia was from a family of celebrated beauties and was
considered an ugly duckling among her sisters. As her
great-niece Virginia Woolf wrote in the 1926 introduc-
tion to the Hogarth Press collection of Cameron's pho-
tographs, “In the trio [of sisters] where...[one] was
Beauty; and [one] Dash; Mrs. Cameron was undoubtedly
Talent”.*[3] Cameron's sister Virginia was the mother
of the temperance leader Lady Henry Somerset.

118.1.1 Marriage

Cameron was educated in France, but returned to India,
and in 1838 married Charles Hay Cameron, a jurist and
member of the Law Commission stationed in Calcutta,
who was twenty years her senior. In 1848, Charles Hay

An 1864 photograph by Cameron of her husband, Charles Hay
Cameron (1795–1881)

Cameron retired, and the family moved to London, Eng-
land. Cameron's sister, Sarah Prinsep, had been living
in London and hosted a salon at Little Holland House,
the dower house of Holland House in Kensington, where
famous artists and writers regularly visited. In 1860,
Cameron visited the estate of poet Alfred Lord Tennyson
on the Isle of Wight. Julia was taken with the location,
and the Cameron family purchased a property on the is-
land soon after. They called it Dimbola Lodge after the
family's Ceylon estate.

118.2 Photography

In 1863, when Cameron was 48 years old, her daughter
gave her a camera as a present, thereby starting her ca-
reer as a photographer. Within a year, Cameron became
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Alfred Lord Tennyson. Carbon print by Cameron, 1869

Henry Thoby Prinsep of London. Photograph by Cameron, 1866

a member of the Photographic Societies of London and
Scotland. She remained a member of the Photographic
Society, London, until her death.*[4] In her photography,
Cameron strove to capture beauty. She wrote,“I longed
to arrest all the beauty that came before me and at length
the longing has been satisfied.”*[5]*[6]

“Annie, my first success”, 29 January 1864. Cameron's first
print with which she was satisfied

The basic techniques of soft-focus "fancy portraits",
which she later developed, were taught to her by David
Wilkie Wynfield. She later wrote that “to my feeling
about his beautiful photography I owed all my attempts
and indeed consequently all my success”.*[7]
Lord Tennyson, her neighbour on the Isle of Wight, often
brought friends to see the photographer and her works.
At the time, photography was a labour-intensive art that
also was highly dependent upon crucial timing. Some-
times Cameron was obsessive about her new occupation,
with subjects sitting for countless exposures in the blind-
ing light as she laboriously coated, exposed, and pro-
cessed each wet plate. The results were, in fact, uncon-
ventional in their intimacy and their particular visual habit
of created blur through both long exposures, where the
subject moved, and leaving the lens intentionally out of
focus. Other photographers strove for vastly different ap-
plications. This led some of her contemporaries to com-
plain and even ridicule the work, but her friends and fam-
ily were supportive, and she was one of the most prolific
and advanced of amateurs in her time. Her enthusiasm
for her craft meant that her children and others some-
times tired of her endless photographing, but it also left
us with some of the best of records of her children and of
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the many notable figures of the time who visited her.
During her career, Cameron registered each of her pho-
tographs with the copyright office and kept detailed
records. Her shrewd business sense is one reason that so
many of her works survive today. Another reason that
many of Cameron's portraits are significant is because
they are often the only existing photograph of historical
figures, becoming an invaluable resource. Many paint-
ings and drawings exist, but, at the time, photography was
still a new and challenging medium for someone outside
a typical portrait studio.
The bulk of Cameron's photographs fit into two cate-
gories̶closely framed portraits and illustrative allegories
based on religious and literary works. In the allegori-
cal works in particular, her artistic influence was clearly
Pre-Raphaelite, with far-away looks, limp poses, and soft
lighting.*[8]

118.2.1 Portraits

The Shakespearean actress Ellen Terry photographed by
Cameron in 1864

Cameron's sister ran the artistic scene at Little Holland
House, which gave her many famous subjects for her por-
traits. Some of her famous subjects include: Charles Dar-
win, Alfred Lord Tennyson, Robert Browning, John Ev-
erett Millais, William Michael Rossetti, Edward Burne-
Jones, Ellen Terry, and George Frederic Watts. Most
of these distinctive portraits are cropped closely around
the subject's face and are in soft focus. Often Cameron
was a friend of these Victorian celebrities, and, knowing
them well, tried to capture their personalities in her pho-
tographs. Among Cameron's lesser-known images are
those she took of Mary Emily ('May') Prinsep, wife of
Hallam Tennyson, 2nd Baron Tennyson, the elder son
of Alfred Tennyson and a British colonial administrator.
Cameron's portraits of May Prinsep, taken on the Isle of

Wight, show a somewhat plain woman shot head-on and
without affect.*[9] May also sat for photographs that fall
into the second major division of Cameron's works.

118.2.2 Photographic illustrations

"Beatrice Cenci" (1866), a study for a photographic series de-
voted to Cenci by Julia Margaret Cameron

Cameron's posed photographic illustrations represent the
other half of her work. In these illustrations, she
frequently photographed historical scenes or characters
drawn from literary works, which often took the quality
of oil paintings. She made no attempt, however, to hide
the backgrounds. Cameron's friendship with Tennyson
led to him asking her to photograph illustrations for his
Idylls of the King. These photographs are designed to re-
semble oil paintings from the same time period, includ-
ing rich details such as historical costumes and intricate
draperies. Today, these posed works are sometimes dis-
missed by art critics. Nevertheless, Cameron saw these
photographs as art, comparable to the oil paintings they
imitated.
Cameron posed May Prinsep (Hallam Tennyson's wife)
to model as Beatrice Cenci in an 1866 albumen print por-
trait among a series she devoted to Cenci, illustrating a
heroic legend developed in Rome when Cenci was ex-
ecuted for killing her brutal father who abused her and
other members of their family.
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118.3 Later life

In 1875, the Camerons moved back to Ceylon (now Sri
Lanka). Julia continued to practise photography, but
she complained in letters about the difficulties of get-
ting chemicals and pure water to develop and print pho-
tographs. Also, in Ceylon, she did not have access to
the Little Holland House salon's artistic community for
subjects. She also did not have a market to distribute
her photographs as she had in England. Because of this,
Cameron took fewer images in Ceylon. Those she did
were of posed Ceylonese people, paralleling the posed
pictures that Cameron had taken of neighbours in Eng-
land. Almost none of Cameron's work from Ceylon sur-
vives.
Cameron died while in Ceylon. Her death is attributed to
having caught a bad chill and she died in Kalutara, Ceylon
in 1879.

118.4 Legacy

Cameron portrait of Julia Prinsep Jackson, later Julia Stephen,
Cameron's niece, favourite subject, and the mother of the author
Virginia Woolf

Cameron's niece Julia Prinsep Stephen (née Jackson;
1846–1895) wrote the biography of Cameron that ap-
peared in the first edition of the Dictionary of National
Biography, 1886.*[10] Julia Stephen was the mother of
Virginia Woolf, who wrote a comic portrayal of the
“Freshwater circle”in her only play Freshwater. Woolf,

in collaboration with Roger Fry, edited a collection of
Cameron's photographs that was published in 1926.*[11]

It was not until 1948, however, that Cameron's photog-
raphy became more widely known. At that time Helmut
Gernsheim wrote a book on her work.*[12] In 1977 Gern-
sheim noted that although a great photographer, Cameron
had“left no mark”on the aesthetic history of photog-
raphy because her work was not appreciated by her con-
temporaries and thus not imitated.*[13]
Evidently since that time this situation has begun to
change, thanks to his popularisation of her work. For
instance in 1975 Imogen Cunningham had commented
“I'd like to see portrait photography go right back to Julia

Margaret Cameron. I don't think there's anyone better.”
*[13]
In 2013, Getty Images noted in its caption of a portrait of
Alice Liddell (whom Cameron photographed as Alethea,
Pomona, Ceres, and St. Agnes in 1872) that“Cameron's
photographic portraits are considered among the finest in
the early history of photography”.*[14]
Also in 2013, the Metropolitan Museum of Art opened an
exhibition of some representative examples of the pho-
tography of Cameron. Although only including limited
numbers from her“copious”body of works, the exhi-
bition garnered significant reviews.*[15]
Often, Julia Margaret Cameron's work is discussed in re-
lation to the portraiture of another upper-class British fe-
male photographer, Lady Clementina Hawarden.
An exhibition of more than 100 of Cameron's works was
held in the Art Gallery of New South Wales in 2015, one
of three exhibitions from the collections of the Victoria
and Albert Museum touring Australia at the time. Critic
John McDonald wrote that Cameron's pictures of women
and girls are“her most original contributions to photog-
raphy”.*[16]

118.5 Exhibitions

This is an incomplete list of major exhibitions dedicated
to Cameron. The listing is ordered by date.

118.6 Portraits of Julia Margaret
Cameron

There are seven known portraits of Julia Margaret
Cameron. The best examples of these are held by the
National Portrait Gallery in England.

• Painting by George Frederic Watts - 1850-1852

• Photograph by her brother-in-law Charles Somers
Somers-Cocks, 3rd Earl Somers, c. 1860

• Portrait by Henry Herschel Hay Cameron - 1870

• Portrait by Henry Herschel Hay Cameron - 1870
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• Drawing of Julia Margaret Cameron by James Prin-
sep (Date Unknown)

118.7 Further reading

• Cameron, J. M. P. (1875). Illustrations by Julia
Margaret Cameron of Alfred Tennyson's Idylls of
the King and other poems

• Cameron, J. M. P. (1889). Unfinished autobiogra-
phy“Annals of my glass house”by Julia Margaret
Cameron, written 1874, first published 1889

• Cameron, J. M. P. (1973). Victorian photographs of
famous men & fair women. Boston: D.R. Godine

• Cameron, J. M. (1975). The Herschel album: an
album of photographs. London (2 St Martin's Place,
WC2H 0HE): National Portrait Gallery

• Cameron, J. M., & Ford, C. (1975). The Cameron
Collection: an album of photographs. Wokingham:
Van Nostrand Reinhold for the National Portrait
Gallery

• Cameron, J. M. P., & Weaver, M. (1986). Whisper
of the muse: the Overstone album & other pho-
tographs. Malibu: J. Paul Getty Museum

• Cameron, J. M. P. (1994). For my best beloved sis-
ter, Mia: an album of photographs by Julia Mar-
garet Cameron : an exhibition of works from the
Hochberg-Mattis collection organized by the Uni-
versity of New Mexico Art Museum. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Art Museum

• Cox, Julian, and Colin Ford (2003). Julia Margaret
Cameron: the complete photographs. Los Angeles:
Getty Publications

• Douglas-Fairhurst, Robert (January 2016). “The
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Chapter 119

Ken Domon

Ken Domon (⼟⾨拳Domon Ken, 25 October 1909 – 15
September 1990) is one of the most renowned Japanese
photographers of the 20th century.*[1] He is most cel-
ebrated as a photojournalist, though he may have been
most prolific as a photographer of Buddhist temples and
statuary.

119.1 Biography

Domon was born in Sakata, Yamagata Prefecture,*[2]
and, as a young man, was deeply influenced by the philo-
sophical writings of Tetsuro Watsuji.*[3] He studied law
at Nihon University, but was expelled from the school
due to his participation in radical politics.*[4] He moved
from painting to portrait photography, and obtained a po-
sition with Kotaro Miyauchi Photo Studio in 1933.*[4]
In 1935 he joined Nippon Kōbō to work on its magazine
Nippon. Four years later he moved to Kokusai Bunka
Shinkōkai, a national propaganda organization;*[2] like
Ihei Kimura and many other notable Japanese photogra-
phers, he helped the war effort.
With the end of the war, Domon became independent and
documented the aftermath of the war, focusing on society
and the lives of ordinary people.*[3] He became known
as a proponent of realism in photography, which he de-
scribed as, “an absolute snapshot that is absolutely not
dramatic.”*[2] He was a prolific contributor to photo-
graphic magazines, revived or started afresh through the
early 1950s. With Kimura, Hiroshi Hamaya and others,
he rejected posed and other artful photographs; in his
polemics in the photographic magazines, Domon was the
most forceful exponent of this view. He famously defined
his goal as “the direct connection between camera and
motif.”*[2]
Among Domon's most powerful images are those taken
in the first decade or so after the war, particularly those
of the survivors of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, the
life and particularly the children in a poor coal-mining
community in Chikuhō, Kyūshū), and the improvised
play of children in Kōtō, Tokyo.
In 1958 Domon was awarded the Mainichi Photography
Award and the Photographer of the Year Award from the

Japan Photo Critics Association. He was given the Award
of Arts award from the Ministry of Education in 1959
and the Japan Journalist's Congress Award in 1960.*[4]
Domon suffered strokes in 1960 and 1968,*[4] which
eventually prevented him from holding a camera and con-
fined him to a wheelchair. This did not deter him from
photography, and in documenting the traditional culture
of Japan.*[2] He traveled energetically around the coun-
try, photographing its Buddhist temples in what would be-
come an imposing series of luxuriously produced books.
In 1963 he began work on the major work of his life, Koji
junrei (1963–1975).*[2] Concerning his photographs of
Japan's traditional culture, Domon wrote,“I am involved
with the social realities of today, at the same time that I
am involved with the traditions and classical culture of
Nara and Kyoto, and these two involvements are linked
by their common search for the point in which they are
related to the fate of the people, the anger, the sadness,
the joys of the Japanese people.”*[5]
Domon's method of photographing these temples was
to stay at the location for a time before taking the first
photo. He would then begin photographing based not on
a systematic, scholarly approach to the subject, but based
on how his feelings towards the subjects moved him to
record them.*[6] Domon prefaced the first volume of Koji
Junrei with,“This is thus intended as a beloved book, a
book which allows the individual Japanese to reconfirm
the culture, the people which formed them.”*[7]
In 1976 Domon was completely incapacitated by a third
stroke, and he died in Tokyo on 15 September 1990.*[2]
In 1981 Mainichi Newspapers established the annual
Domon Ken Award in celebration of the 110th birthday
of the Mainichi Shimbun; two years later, the Domon Ken
Photography Museum was opened in Sakata.

119.2 Books by Domon
• Nihon no chōkoku (⽇本の彫刻). Tokyo: Bijut-

sushuppansha, 1952.

• 2. Asuka jidai (⾶⿃時代).
• 5. Heian jidai (平安時代).

• Fūbō (⾵貌). Tokyo: Ars, 1953.
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• Murōji (室⽣寺). Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha, 1955.

• The Muro-ji, an eighth century Japanese temple: Its
art and history. Tokyo: Bijutsu Shuppansha, c.
1954. Text by Roy Andrew Miller.

• With渡辺勉. Gendai geijutsu kōza (現代芸術講座
写真). 1956.

• Murōji (室⽣寺). Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha, 1957.

• Domon Ken sakuhinshū (⼟⾨拳作品集). Gendai
Nihon shashin zenshū 2. 創元社, 1958.

• Hiroshima (ヒロシマ) / Hiroshima. 研光社, 1958.

• Chūsonji (中尊寺). Nihon no Tera 4. Tokyo: Bijut-
sushuppansha, 1959.

• Saihōji, Ryūanji (⻄芳寺・⻯安寺). Nihon no tera
10. Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha, 1959.

• Chikuhō no kodomotachi: Ken Domon shashinshū
(筑豊のこどもたち：⼟⾨拳写真集). Patoria
Shoten, 1960. 築地書館, 1977.

• Chikuhō no kodomotachi: Ken Domon shashinshū.
Zoku: Rumie-chan ha otōsan ga shinda (筑豊のこ
どもたち：⼟⾨拳写真集続るみえちゃんはお
⽗さんが死んだ). Patoria Shoten, 1960.

• Hōryūji (法隆寺). Nihon no Tera 6. Tokyo: Bijut-
sushuppansha, 1961.

• Murōji (室⽣寺). Nihon no Tera 13. Tokyo: Bijut-
sushuppansha, 1961.

• Kyōto (京都). Nihon no Tera. Tokyo: Bijutsushup-
pansha, 1961.

• Nara (奈良). Nihon no Tera. Tokyo: Bijutsushup-
pansha, 1961.

• (English) Masterpieces of Japanese sculpture Tokyo:
Bijutsuhuppansha; Rutland, Vt.: Tuttle, 1961. Text
by J. E. Kidder.

• Kasuga (春⽇). Nihon no Yashiro 4. Tokyo: Bijut-
sushuppansha, 1962.

• Koji junrei (古寺巡礼). 5 vols. Tokyo: Bijut-
sushuppansha, 1963–75. International edition (with
English texts added to the Japanese): APilgrimage to
Ancient Temples. Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha, 1980.

• Tōji: Daishinomitera (東寺: ⼤師のみてら).
Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha, 1965.

• Shigaraki Ōtsubo (信楽⼤壷). Tokyo: Chūnichi
Shinbun Shuppankyoku, 1965.

• Sōfū; his boundless world of flowers and form.
Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1966. Text by
Teshigahara Sōfu.

• Nihonjin no genzō (⽇本⼈の原像). Tokyo: Hei-
bonsha, 1966.

• Yakushiji (薬師寺). Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbunsha,
1971.

• Bunraku (⽂楽). Kyoto: Shinshindō, 1972.

• Tōdaiji (東⼤寺). Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1973.

• (Japanese) Nihon meishōden (⽇本名匠伝). Kyoto:
Shinshindō, 1974. Portraits of the famous, mostly
in color.

• Koyō henreki (古窯遍歴). Tokyo: Yarai Shoin,
1974.

• Shinu koto to ikiru koto (死ぬことと⽣きること).
築地書館, 1974.

• (Japanese) Watakushi no bigaku (私の美学, My
aesthetics). Kyoto: Shinshindō, 1975. Domon
photographs Japanese arts and architecture (in both
black and white and color), and writes commentary
on these.

• Nihon no bi (⽇本の美). Nishinomiya: Itō Hamu
Eiyō Shokuhin, 1978.

• Shashin hihyō (写真批評). Daviddosha, 1978.

• NyoninkōyaMurōji (⼥⼈⾼野室⽣寺). Tokyo: Bi-
jutsushuppansha, 1978.

• (Japanese) Fūkei (⾵景). Tokyo: Yarai Shoin,
1976. Popular edition, Tokyo: Yarai Shoin, 1978.

• Gendai chōkoku: Chōkoku no Mori Bijutsukan ko-
rekushon (現代彫刻: 彫刻の森美術館コレク
ション) / Sculptures modernes: Collection de The
Hakone Open-air Museum. Tokyo: Sankei Shinbun-
sha, 1979. With some French as well as Japanese
text.

• Shashin zuihitsu (写真随筆). Tokyo: Daviddosha,
1979.

• Domon Ken Nihon no Chōkoku(⼟⾨拳⽇本の彫
刻). Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha.

• 1. Asuka, Nara (⾶⿃・奈良). 1979.
• 2. Heian zenki (平安前期). 1980.
• 3. Heian kōki, Kamakura (平安後期・鎌倉).

1980.

• Domon Ken: Sono shūi no shōgen (⼟⾨拳：その
周囲の証⾔). Tokyo: Asahi Sonorama, 1980.

• Nihon no bien (⽇本の美艶). Gendai Nihon
Shashin Zenshū 7. Tokyo: Shūeisha, 1980.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Andrew_Miller
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• Domon Ken Nihon no kotōji: Tanba, Imari, Karatsu,
Eshino, Oribe, Tokoname, Atsumi, Shigaraki, Kutani,
Bizen (⼟⾨拳⽇本の古陶磁：丹波・伊万⾥・唐
津・絵志野・織部・常滑・渥美・信楽・九⾕・
備前). Tokyo: Bijutsushuppansha, 1981.

• (Japanese) Domon Ken (⼟⾨拳). Shōwa Shashin
Zenshigoto 5. Tokyo: Asahi Shuppansha, 1982. A
survey of Domon's work.

• Domon Ken zenshū (⼟⾨拳全集). Tokyo: Shō-
gakukan.

• 1. Koji junrei 1 Yamato-hen jō (古寺巡礼 1
⼤和篇上). 1983. ISBN 4-09-559001-7.

• 2. Koji junrei 2 Yamato-hen ge (古寺巡礼 2
⼤和篇下). 1984. ISBN 4-09-559002-5.

• 3. Koji junrei 3 Kyōto-hen (京都篇). ISBN
4-09-559003-3.

• 4. Koji junrei 4 Zenkoku-hen (古寺巡礼 4全
国篇). 1984. ISBN 4-09-559004-1.

• 5. Nyonin Kōya Muroji (⼥⼈⾼野室⽣寺).
1984. ISBN 4-09-559005-X.

• 6. Bunraku (⽂楽). 1985. ISBN 4-09-
559006-8.

• 7. Dentō no katachi (伝統のかたち). 1984.
ISBN 4-09-559007-6.

• 8. Nihon no fūkei (⽇本の⾵景). 1984. ISBN
4-09-559008-4.

• 9. Fūbō (⾵貌). 1984. ISBN 4-09-559009-2.
• 10. Hiroshima (ヒロシマ). 1985. ISBN 4-

09-559010-6.
• 11. Chikuhō no kodomotachi (筑豊のこども
たち). 1985. ISBN 4-09-559011-4.

• 12. Kessakusen jō (傑作選上). 1985. ISBN
4-09-559012-2.

• 13. Kessakusen ge (傑作選下). 1985. ISBN
4-09-559013-0.

• Domon Ken no koji junrei (⼟⾨拳の古寺巡礼).
Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 1989–90.

• 1. Yamato 1 (⼤和 1). 1989. ISBN 4-09-
559101-3.

• 2. Yamato 2 (⼤和 2). 1990. ISBN 4-09-
559102-1.

• 3. Kyōto 1. (京都 1). 1989. ISBN 4-09-
559103-X.

• 4. Kyōto 2. (京都 2). 1990. ISBN 4-09-
559104-8.

• 5. Murōji (室⽣寺). 1990. ISBN 4-09-
559105-6.

• Bessatsu 1. Higashi Nihon (東⽇本). 1990.
ISBN 4-09-559106-4.

• Bessatsu 2. Nishi Nihon (⻄⽇本). 1990.
ISBN 4-09-559107-2.

• Domon Ken Nihon no butsuzō (⼟⾨拳⽇本の
仏像). Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 1992. ISBN 4-09-
699421-9.

• Murōji (室⽣寺). Nihon Meikenchiku Shashinsen-
shū 1. Tokyo: Shinchōsha, 1992. ISBN 4-10-
602620-1.

• Domon Ken no Shōwa (⼟⾨拳の昭和). Tokyo:
Shōgakukan, 1995.

• 1. Fūbō (⾵貌). ISBN 4-09-559201-X.
• 2. Kodomotachi (こどもたち). ISBN 4-09-

559202-8.
• 3. Nihon no fūkei (⽇本の⾵景). ISBN 4-09-

559203-6.
• 4. Dokyumento Nihon 1935–1967 (ドキュメ
ント⽇本 1935–1967). ISBN 4-09-559204-
4.

• 5. Nihon no butsuzō (⽇本の仏像). ISBN 4-
09-559205-2.

• Koji junrei (古寺巡礼). Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbun-
sha, c1995.

• Domon Ken Koji Junrei (⼟⾨拳古寺巡礼). Tokyo:
Bijutsu Shuppansha, 1996. ISBN 4-568-12056-X.

• Shashin to jinsei: Domon Ken esseishū (写真と
⼈⽣：⼟⾨拳エッセイ集). Dōjidai Raiburarī.
Tokyo: Iwanami, 1997.

• (Japanese) Domon Ken (⼟⾨拳). Nihon no
Shashinka. Tokyo: Iwanami, 1998. ISBN 4-00-
008356-2.

• Koji junrei (古寺巡礼). Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 1998.
ISBN 4-09-681151-3.

• ⾵貌愛蔵版 Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 1999. ISBN 4-
09-681152-1.

• Domon Ken kottō no bigaku (⼟⾨拳⾻董の美
学). Korona Bukkusu 69. Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1999.
ISBN 4-582-63366-8.

• Domon Ken no tsutaetakatta Nihon (⼟⾨拳の伝
えたかった⽇本) Tokyo: Mainichi Shuppansha,
2000. ISBN 4-620-60559-X.

• Domon Ken Nihon no chōkoku (⼟⾨拳⽇本の彫
刻 Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbunsha, c2000. Exhibition
catalogue.

• Kengan (拳眼). Tokyo: Sekai Bunkasha, 2001.
ISBN 4-418-01521-3.

• Kenshin (拳⼼). Tokyo: Sekai Bunkasha, 2001.
ISBN 4-418-01522-1.
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• Kenkon (拳魂). Tokyo: Sekai Bunkasha, 2002.
ISBN 4-418-02509-X.

• 逆⽩波のひと・⼟⾨拳の⽣涯 / 佐⾼信 ∥ Āto
Serekushon. Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 2003.

• Domon Ken tsuyoku utsukushii mono: Nihon bitanbō
(⼟⾨拳強く美しいもの：⽇本美探訪) Shō-
gakukan Bunko. Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 2003. ISBN
4-09-411426-2.

119.3 Books with works by Domon

• Association to Establish the Japan Peace Mu-
seum, ed. Ginza to sensō (銀座と戦争) /
Ginza and the War. Tokyo: Atelier for Peace,
1986. ISBN 4-938365-04-9. Domon is one
of ten photographers ̶the others are Shigeo
Hayashi, Tadahiko Hayashi, Kōyō Ishikawa, Kōyō
Kageyama, Shunkichi Kikuchi, Ihei Kimura, Kōji
Morooka, Minoru Ōki, and Maki Sekiguchi ̶who
provide 340 photographs for this well-illustrated and
large photographic history of Ginza from 1937 to
1947. Captions and text in both Japanese and En-
glish.

• (Joint work) Bunshi no shōzō hyakujūnin (⽂⼠の
肖像⼀⼀〇⼈, Portraits of 110 literati). Tokyo:
Asahi Shinbunsha, 1990. ISBN 4-02-258466-1.
Domon is one of five photographers ̶the others
are Shōtarō Akiyama, Hiroshi Hamaya, Ihei Kimura
and Tadahiko Hayashi.

• Kaku: Hangenki (核：半減期) / The Half Life
of Awareness: Photographs of Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki. Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of
Photography, 1995. Exhibition catalogue; cap-
tions and text in both Japanese and English. There
are 12 pages of photographs taken by Domon in
1957 and 1967 of Hiroshima, particularly of med-
ical treatment; (other works are by Toshio Fukada,
Kikujirō Fukushima, Shigeo Hayashi, Kenji Ishig-
uro, Shunkichi Kikuchi, Mitsugi Kishida, Eiichi
Matsumoto, Yoshito Matsushige, Shōmei Tōmatsu,
Hiromi Tsuchida and Yōsuke Yamahata). Text and
captions in both Japanese and English.

• (Japanese) Mishima Yasushi (三島靖). Kimura
Ihee to Domon Ken: Shashin to sono shōgai (⽊
村伊兵衛と⼟⾨拳：写真とその⽣涯, Ihei
Kimura and Ken Domon: Photography and biog-
raphy). Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1995. ISBN 4-582-
23107-1. Reprint. Heibonsha Library. Tokyo: Hei-
bonsha, 2004. ISBN 4-582-76488-6.

• Dokyumentarī no jidai: Natori Yōnosuke, Kimura
Ihee, Domon Ken, Miki Jun no shashin kara (ドキュ
メンタリーの時代：名取洋之助・⽊村伊兵

衛・⼟⾨拳・三⽊淳の写真から) / The Documen-
tary Age: Photographs by Natori Younosuke, Kimura
Ihei, Domon Ken, and Miki Jun. Tokyo: Tokyo
Metropolitan Museum of Photography, 2001. An
exhibition catalogue. Captions in both Japanese and
English, other text in Japanese only.

• Hiraki, Osamu, and Keiichi Takeuchi. Japan, a Self-
Portrait: Photographs 1945–1964. Paris: Flam-
marion, 2004. ISBN 2-08-030463-1. Domon
is one of eleven photographers whose works ap-
pear in this large book (the others are Hiroshi
Hamaya, Tadahiko Hayashi, Eikoh Hosoe, Yasuhiro
Ishimoto, Kikuji Kawada, Ihei Kimura, Shigeichi
Nagano, Ikkō Narahara, Takeyoshi Tanuma, and
Shōmei Tōmatsu).

• Kindai shashin no umi no oya: Kimura Ihee to
Domon Ken (近代写真の⽣みの親：⽊村伊兵衛
と⼟⾨拳) / Kimura Ihei and Domon Ken. Tokyo:
Asahi Shinbunsha and Mainichi Shinbunsha, 2004.
Catalogue of an exhibition.

• (Japanese) Sengo shashin / Saisei to tenkai (戦後
写真・再⽣と展開) / Twelve Photographers in
Japan, 1945–55. Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi Prefec-
tural Museum of Art, 1990. Despite the alterna-
tive title in English, almost exclusively in Japanese
(although each of the twelve has a potted chronol-
ogy in English). Catalogue of an exhibition held at
Yamaguchi Prefectural Museum of Art. Twenty of
Domon's photographs of children in Tokyo appear
on pp. 18–28.

• Szarkowski, John, and Shōji Yamagishi. New
Japanese Photography. New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1974. ISBN 0-87070-503-2 (hard),
ISBN 0-87070-503-2 (paper).

119.4 Books on Domon

• Satake Makoto (佐⾼信). Sakashiranami no hito:
Domon Ken no shōgai (逆⽩波のひと・⼟⾨拳
の⽣涯). Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 2003. ISBN 4-09-
607015-7.

119.5 Notes
[1] (Japanese)Nihon shashinka jiten (⽇本写真家事典) / 328

Outstanding Japanese Photographers. Kyoto: Tankōsha,
2000. ISBN 4-473-01750-8

[2] Watanabe, Yoshio; Domon, Ken; Ishimoto, Yasuhiro
(1998). The Beauty of Japan Photographed. Tokyo: The
Japan Foundation. p. 23.

[3] Watanabe (1998), p. 4.
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[4] Szarkowski, John and Yamagishi, Shoji, ed. (1974). New
Japanese Photography. New York: Museum of Modern
Art. p. 106. ISBN 0-87070-502-4.

[5] Domon, Ken. "Demo shuzai to koji junrei [Demonstration
shooting and pilgrimage to ancient temples], Asahi Shim-
bun, 11 March 1968. quoted in Watanabe (1998), p. 4.

[6] Watanabe (1998), pp. 4-5.

[7] Watanabe (1998), p. 5.

119.6 External links
• Domon Ken Photography Museum in the Sakata

municipal site (Japanese)

• Domon Ken Photography Museum requires
Javascript and Flash (Japanese)

• Ono, Philbert. Domon Ken.

• Ono, Philbert. Review of Domon Ken no tsutae-
takatta Nihon.

119.7 Further reading
• Watanabe, Yoshio; Domon, Ken; Ishimoto, Ya-

suhiro (1998).“The Severe, Steady Gaze-- Domon
Ken's Koji Junrei". The Beauty of Japan Pho-
tographed. Tokyo: The Japan Foundation. pp. 4–5.
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Kenneth Josephson

Kenneth Josephson (b. July 1, 1932) is an American
photographer.

120.1 Biography

Kenneth Josephson was born on July 1, 1932 in Detroit,
Michigan. He completed his elementary education in
Detroit. In 1953 after being sent in Germany by the
United States Army he was trained in photolithogra-
phy and aerial reconnaissance photography. In 1957 he
earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the Rochester In-
stitute of Technology, located in New York. There he
studied under Minor White.*[1]
In 1960 he earned a master's degree from the Institute
of Design of the Illinois Institute of Technology. While
studying there he was influenced by Aaron Siskind and
Harry Callahan.*[1]

120.2 Career

After earning his master's degree in 1960 Kenneth
Josephson worked at the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago from 1960 to 1997, when he retired.*[2] In
1963 he co-founded with thirty other notable photogra-
phers the Society for Photographic Education.*[1] His
works in the 1960s and 1970s which were focused on
conceptual photography, placed him at the forefront of
conceptual photography.*[2] In 1972 he was awarded
with the Guggenheim Fellowship grant by the John Si-
mon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. In 1975 and in
1979 he was awarded with the NEA grant by the National
Endowment for the Arts agency.
Many of his collections are found in museums such
as the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York
City, the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, the National Mu-
seum of American Art and the Bibliothèque National
in Paris.*[1] In 1977 and 1983 many of his works be-
came part of exhibitions in Austria, the United King-
dom, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland
and France.

120.3 Notable photographs
• Matthew, 1965

• Polapan, 1973

120.4 References
[1] Museum of Contemporary Photography

[2] Art Institute of Chicago
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Chapter 121

Larry Burrows

Larry Burrows (29 May 1926 in London – 10 Febru-
ary 1971 in Laos) was an English photojournalist best
known for his pictures of the American involvement in
the Vietnam War.

121.1 Life

Burrows was born in London in 1926. He left school at 16
and took a job in Life magazine's London bureau, where
he printed photographs. Some accounts blame Burrows
for melting photographer Robert Capa's D-Day negatives
in the drying cabinet,*[1] but in fact it was another tech-
nician, according to John G. Morris.*[2]
Burrows went on to become a photographer and covered
the war in Vietnam from 1962 until his death in 1971.
His work is often cited as the most searing and the most
consistently excellent photography from the war, and sev-
eral of his pictures (“Reaching Out,”for example, fea-
turing a wounded Marine desperately trying to comfort a
stricken comrade after a fierce 1966 firefight) and photo
essays both encompassed and defined the long, polariz-
ing catastrophe in Vietnam.*[3] One of his most famous
collections, published first in LIFE Magazine on 16 April
1965, was entitled“One Ride with Yankee Papa 13”.
Burrows died with fellow photojournalists Henri Huet,
Kent Potter and Keisaburo Shimamoto, when their he-
licopter was shot down over Laos. In 2002, Burrows'
posthumous book Vietnam was awarded the Prix Nadar
award. At the time of the helicopter crash, the photogra-
phers were covering Operation Lam Son 719, a massive
armoured invasion of Laos by South Vietnamese forces
against the Vietnam People's Army and the Pathet Lao.
On 3–4 April 2008, the scant remains of Burrows and
fellow photographers Huet, Potter and Shimamoto were
honoured and interred at the Newseum in Washington,
D.C..

121.2 See also
• List of journalists killed and missing in the Vietnam

War

121.3 References
[1] Flying Short Course: Evolving Newspapers Pushing Pho-

tojournalists For Video

[2] Morris blames it on a young developer named Dennis
Banks. John G. Morris, “Get the picture, A personal
history of photojournalism”, Random House Inc, N-Y
1998

[3] “AMERICA IN VIETNAM, 1963: DEEPER INTO
WAR”. Life Magazine. Retrieved 18 November 2014.

121.4 External links
• Life Magazine Tribute to Larry Burrows

• Popular Photography Magazine, Larry Burrows - A
photographer's own story

• Photographs
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Chapter 122

Larry Clark

For other people named Larry Clark, see Larry Clark
(disambiguation).

Lawrence Donald “Larry”Clark (born January 19,
1943) is an American film director, photographer, writer
and film producer who is best known for the film Kids and
his photography book Tulsa. His most common subject
is youth who casually engage in illegal drug use, underage
sex, and violence, and who are part of a specific subcul-
ture, such as surfing, punk rock or skateboarding.

122.1 Life and career

Clark was born in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He learned photog-
raphy at an early age. His mother was an itinerant baby
photographer, and he was enlisted in the family business
from the age of 13.*[1]
In 1959, Clark began injecting amphetamines with his
friends.*[2] Routinely carrying a camera, from 1963 to
1971 Clark produced pictures of his drug-shooting co-
terie that have been described by critics as “exposing
the reality of American suburban life at the fringe and ...
shattering long-held mythical conventions that drugs and
violence were an experience solely indicative of the urban
landscape.”*[3]
Clark attended the Layton School of Art in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, where he studied under Walter Sheffer and
Gerhard Bakker. In 1964, he moved to New York City
to freelance, but was drafted within two months to serve
in the Vietnam War. His experiences there led him to
publish the 1971 book Tulsa, a photo documentary illus-
trating his young friends' drug use in black and white. His
follow-up was Teenage Lust (1983), an“autobiography”
of his teen past through the images of others. It included
his family photos, more teenage drug use, graphic pic-
tures of teenage sexual activity, and young male hustlers
in Times Square, New York City. Clark constructed a
photographic essay titled“The Perfect Childhood”that
examined the effect of media in youth culture. His pho-
tographs are part of public collections at several art mu-
seums including the Whitney Museum of American Art,
and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

In 1993, Clark directed Chris Isaak's music video
"Solitary Man". This experience developed into an in-
terest in film direction.*[4] After publishing other photo-
graphic collections, Clark met Harmony Korine in New
York City and asked Korine to write the screenplay for his
first feature film, Kids, which was released to controversy
and mixed critical reception in 1995.*[5] Clark contin-
ued directing, filming a handful of additional independent
feature films in the several years after this.
In 2002, Clark spent several hours in a police cell after
punching and trying to strangle Hamish McAlpine, the
head of Metro Tartan, the UK distributor for Clark's film
Ken Park. According to McAlpine, who was left with a
broken nose, the incident arose from an argument about
Israel and the Middle East, and he claims that he did not
provoke Clark.
Clark is represented by Simon Lee Gallery in London and
the Luhring Augustine Gallery in New York City. He has
one son and one daughter, Matthew and Julianna.

122.2 Films

Clark's films often deal with seemingly lurid material but
are told in a straightforward manner. Directors such as
Gus Van Sant and Martin Scorsese have stated that they
were influenced by Clark's early photography, according
to Peter Biskind's book Down and Dirty Pictures. In both
his photographic and cinematic works, Clark pursues a
set of related themes: the destructiveness of dysfunctional
family relationships, masculinity and the roots of vio-
lence, religious intolerance and bigotry, the links between
mass imagery and social behaviors, and the construction
of identity and sexuality in adolescence.
Film critics who do not find social or artistic value in
Clark's work have labeled his films obscene, exploitative,
and borderline child pornography because of their fre-
quent and explicit depictions of teenagers using drugs and
having sex. In Kids, his most widely known film, boys
portrayed as being as young as 12 are shown to be casu-
ally drinking alcohol and using other drugs. The film re-
ceived an NC-17 rating, and was later released without a
rating when Disney bought Miramax. Ken Park is a more
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sexually and violently graphic film than Kids, including
a scene of auto-erotic asphyxiation and ejaculation by an
emotionally rattled high-school boy (portrayed by an ac-
tor in his early 20s). As of 2015, it has not been widely
released or distributed in the United States.
In Australia, Ken Park was banned for its graphic sexual
content, and a protest screening held in response was im-
mediately shut down by the police. Australian film critic
Margaret Pomeranz, co-host of At the Movies, was almost
arrested for screening the film at a hall.*[6]*[7] The film
was not released in the United States, but Clark says that
it was because of the producer's failure to get releases for
the music used.*[8]
Clark has won the top prizes at the Cognac Festival
du Film Policier (for Another Day in Paradise), the
Stockholm Film Festival (for Bully) and the Rome Film
Festival (for Marfa Girl). He has also competed for the
Golden Palm (Kids) and Golden Lion (Bully).

122.3 Filmography
• Kids (1995)

• Another Day in Paradise (1998)

• Bully (2001)

• Teenage Caveman (2002, television film)

• Ken Park (2002)

• Wassup Rockers (2006)

• Destricted (2006, with various other artists)

• Marfa Girl (2012)

• The Smell of Us (2014, French)

122.4 References
[1] “Larry Clark at International Center of Photography”.

Museum.icp.org. Retrieved 2010-09-22.

[2]“Broadcast Yourself”. YouTube. Retrieved 2010-09-22.

[3] PAVEMENT MAGAZINE – Larry Clark Archived July
4, 2006 at the Wayback Machine

[4]“Larry Clark Switches Wild Child for 'Savage Innocent'".
Ioncinema.com. Retrieved 2010-09-22.

[5] “Larry Clark – Kids. A Film by Larry Clark”.
Schaden.com. Retrieved 2010-09-22.

[6] “Ken Park ban 'sadly archaic'". theage.com.au. July 4,
2003. Retrieved 2010-09-22.

[7] “theage.com.au”. The Age. July 4, 2003. Retrieved
2010-09-22.

[8] “The Never Interview: Larry Clark”. Never. September
20, 2006.
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• Larry Clark at the Internet Movie Database
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Larry Fink (photographer)

Larry Fink (born March 11, 1941) is an American
photographer best known for his black-and-white images
of people at parties and in other social situations.

123.1 Life and career

Fink was born in 1941 in Brooklyn, New York. He grew
up in a politically conscious household and has described
himself as “a Marxist from Long Island.”*[1]*[2] He
studied at the New School for Social Research in New
York City, where photographer Lisette Model was one of
his teachers and encouraged his work.*[1]*[3]*[4]
He has been on the faculty of Bard College since 1986.
Earlier he taught at other institutions including the Yale
University School of Art (1977-1978), Cooper Union
School of Art and Architecture (1978-1983), Parsons
School of Design, and New York University.*[1]*[3]*[5]
Larry Fink left his longtime photography agency Bill
Charles Represents on May 23, 2012

123.2 Works

Fink's best-known work is Social Graces, a series of pho-
tographs he produced in the 1970s that depicted and con-
trasted wealthy Manhattanites at fashionable clubs and
social events alongside working-class people from rural
Pennsylvania participating in events such as high school
graduations. Social Graces was the subject of a solo ex-
hibition at the Museum of Modern Art in 1979 and was
published in book form in 1984.*[1]*[6] A New York
Times reviewer described the series as exploring social
class by comparing “two radically divergent worlds”,
while accomplishing“one of the things that straight pho-
tography does best: provid[ing] excruciatingly intimate
glimpses of real people and their all-too-fallibly-human
lives.”*[6]
In 2001, for an assignment from The New York Times
Magazine, Fink created a series of satirical color images
of President George W. Bush and his cabinet (portrayed
by stand-ins) in scenes of decadent revelry modeled on
paintings by Weimar-era painters Max Beckmann, Otto

Dix and George Grosz. The planned publication of the
series was canceled after the September 11 attacks, but
was displayed in the summer of 2004 at the PowerHouse
Gallery in New York, in a show titled “The Forbidden
Pictures: A Political Tableau.”*[7]

123.3 Awards and honors

Fink was the recipient of Guggenheim Fellowships in
1976*[8] and 1979 and National Endowment for the Arts
Individual Photography Fellowships in 1978 and 1986. In
2002 he received an honorary doctorate from the College
for Creative Studies in Detroit.*[5]

123.4 Publications
• Photographs. San Francisco: San Francisco Mu-

seum of Modern Art, 1981. Booklet accompanying
an exhibition by Fink and Joel Sternfeld.

• Ist Fotografie Kunst? Gehört Fotografie ins Museum?
“Internationales Fotosymposion 1981, Schloss

Mickeln bei Düsseldorf.”Munich: Mahnert-Lueg,
1982. ISBN 3922170250. Contribution by Fink.

• Social Graces. Millerton, New York: Aperture,
1984. ISBN 0-89381-135-1 (clothbound); ISBN 0-
89381-159-9 (collectors' edition); ISBN 0-89381-
201-3 (softcover).

• Focus Santa Barbara. Santa Barbara, CA: Santa
Barbara Contemporary Arts Forum, 1985. Cata-
logue for an exhibition, September–October 1985,
by Fink, Walter Cotton, Lee Friedlander, Mary
Ellen Mark, Richard Misrach, and Richard Ross.

• Pleasures and Terrors of Domestic Comfort. New
York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1991. Edited
by Peter Galassi, contribution by Fink.

• Social Graces. New York: PowerHouse, 1999.
ISBN 1-57687-048-0 (regular edition); ISBN
1-57687-049-9 (limited edition). Larger for-
mat and redesigned, with an introductory text
(first published in 1979) by Max Kozloff.
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• Still Working: Underknown Artists of Age in Amer-
ica. [New York]: Parsons School of Design, New
York, 1994. ISBN 0295973854. Edited by Stew-
art Shedletsky; photographs by Fink; essays by Ann
Gibson.

• Waking the Wood: Martha Posner: January 19
throughMarch 2, 1995. Allentown, PA: Frank Mar-
tin Gallery, Baker Center for the Arts, Muhlenberg
College, [1995]. OCLC 630168745 Booklet with
an introduction and photographs by Larry Fink, es-
say by J.M. Welker.

• Uma cidade assim. Matosinhos: Câmara Munici-
pal de Matosinhos, 1996. ISBN 9729143234. Pho-
tographs by Fink and Bruno Sequeira.*[n 1]

• Boxing. New York: PowerHouse, 1997. ISBN 1-
57687-008-1 (regular edition); ISBN 1-57687-009-
X (limited edition). By Fink. Introduction by Andy
Grundberg; essay by Bert Randolph Sugar.

• Fish and Wine: Larry Fink's Photographs of Por-
tugal. Easton, PA: Lafayette College, Art Gallery,
Williams Center for the Arts, 1997. ISBN
0966032209. Booklet to accompany an exhibition
held in September 1997 at Lafayette College, Eas-
ton, Pennsylvania, and October–November 1997 at
Gateway Center IV, Newark, New Jersey. With an
essay by George E. Panichas.

• Rent. New York: William Morrow, 1997. ISBN
0688154379. About the musical Rent; by Jonathan
Larson et al.; photography by Fink and Stewart Fere-
bee.

• Ellis Island: Echoes from aNation's Past. New York:
Aperture, 1997. ISBN 0893813974. With pho-
tographs by Fink and others.

• Runway. New York: PowerHouse, 1999. ISBN 1-
57687-027-8 (regular edition); ISBN 157687-028-6
(limited edition). By Fink, with an introduction by
Guy Trebay.

• A City Seen: Photographs from the George Gund
Foundation Collection. Cleveland: The Cleveland
Museum of Art, 2002. ISBN 0940717689. Con-
tribution by Fink.

• The Forbidden Pictures: Photographs. New York:
PowerHouse, 2004. ISBN 1-57687-244-0. Twelve
photographs by Fink, with texts by Fink and others.

• Woolrich Roadtrip 2004, New York, NY to Woolrich,
PA. Woolrich, PA: Woolrich, 2004.

• Larry Fink. Phaidon 55. London: Phaidon, 2005.
ISBN 071484022X. By Laurie Dahlberg.

• Primal Elegance. Portfolio Book Series, no. 6. Re-
vere, PA: Lodima, 2005. ISBN 1-888899-29-8.
Edition of 1000. Fourteen photographs by Fink of
mantises.

• Somewhere There's Music. Bologna: Damiani,
2006. ISBN 8889431563; ISBN 8889431628. By
Fink, with an essay by George E. Panichas.

• Cleveland Clinic: Two Views. Cleveland: Cleveland
Clinic, 2006. ISBN 0979082706. Photographs by
Fink and Andrew Moore.

• Effetto Luce. Florence: Luce della Vite, 2007.

• Night at the Met. N.p. Fotovision, 2009. Pho-
tographs by Fink of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art.

• The Vanities: Hollywood Parties 2000–2009: Pho-
tographs. Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 2011. ISBN
3829605269. By Fink, with essays by Luc Sante
and Ash Carter, text in English and German.

• Larry Fink: Attraction and Desire: 50 Years in
Photography. Saint Louis, MO: The Sheldon Art
Galleries, [2011]. ISBN 0578077388. Accompa-
nying an exhibition at the Sheldon Art Galleries,
February–May 2011. With an essay by Olivia Lahs-
Gonzales.

• Contatti. Provini d'Autore = Choosing the best photo
by using the contact sheet. Vol. I. Edited by Gi-
ammaria De Gasperis. Rome: Postcart, 2012.
ISBN 978-88-86795-87-6. Contribution by Fink.

• Larry Fink on Composition and Improvisation. New
York: Aperture, 2014. ISBN 1597112739. With
an introduction by Lisa Kereszi.

• The Beats. Brooklyn, NY: PowerHouse, 2014.
ISBN 1576876896. Photographs by Fink of the
beats, with an essay and poem by Gerald Stern and
an essay by Robert Cordier.

• Kindred Spirits. Minor Matters, 2014. By Fink, with
an essay by Peter Barberie.

• Opening The Sky. London: Stanley Barker, 2015.
ISBN 9780956992239.

123.5 Notes
[1] A companion volume (ISBN 9729143242) has pho-

tographs by Gabriele Basilico and Augusto Alves da Silva.

123.6 References
[1] http://www.katrinadoerner.com/larryfinkbio.htm

[2] http://www.visuramagazine.com/vm/
the-beats-larry-fink

[3] Larry Fink, American, born 1941, Museum of Contem-
porary Photography
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[4] Larry Fink Biography - (b. 1941), Social Graces, Boxing,
jrank.org

[5] http://www.larryfinkphotography.com/
LarryFink-Biography.pdf

[6] http://www.nytimes.com/2001/09/28/arts/
art-in-review-larry-fink-social-graces.html

[7] http://www.nytimes.com/2004/07/02/arts/
art-in-review-larry-fink.html

[8] Guggenheim Foundation Fellows list, accessed September
25, 2010

123.7 External links
• Larry Fink Photography

• Larry Fink on artnet Monographs
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Chapter 124

Larry Sultan

Warning: Page using Template:Infobox person with
unknown parameter “box_width”(this message is
shown only in preview).

Larry Sultan (1946-2009) was an American photogra-
pher from the San Fernando Valley in California. He
taught at the San Francisco Art Institute from 1978 to
1988 and at the California College of the Arts in San
Francisco 1989 to 2009. A recipient of a Guggenheim
Fellowship, his work is exhibited in museums in the
United States.

124.1 Life and work

Larry Sultan was born on July 13, 1946 in New York
City.*[1]*[2]*[3] He grew up in the San Fernando Valley
near Los Angeles, California, where his parents moved
when he was an infant.*[1]*[2] He graduated from the
University of California, Santa Barbara in Santa Barbara
with a bachelor's degree in Political Science, and received
a Master's in Fine Arts from the San Francisco Art Insti-
tute in San Francisco.*[1]*[3]*[4]
He started his career in the 1970s as a conceptual pho-
tographer.*[2] In 1977, he published a collection of pho-
tographs he found in corporate and government archives
called“Evidence”with fellow photographer Mike Man-
del.*[1]*[2] The New York Times characterized them as
“a watershed in the history of art photography.”*[1] The

two men also created billboards aimed at slowing down
road traffic.*[1]*[2] He then published Pictures From
Home, a collection of photographs taken of his parents
in the San Fernando Valley from 1982 to 1992, whose
role was to question societal expectations of gender and
aging.*[2] His 2004 assignment for Maxim, which con-
sisted of photographs of middle-class residences rented
by the porn industry in the San Fernandino Valley, led
to another photographic series called The Valley.*[1]*[2]
He photographed Paris Hilton for Interview in his par-
ents's bedroom in his childhood home.*[2]
He was an Instructor of Photography at his alma mater,
the San Francisco Art Institute, from 1978 to 1988.*[3]
He then taught at the California College of the Arts in San

Francisco as Chair of the Photography Department from
1993 to 1999, and as Distinguished Professor of Art from
1989 to 2009.*[1]*[3]*[4]
He served on the Board of Trustees of the Headlands
Center for the Arts from 1992 to 1998.*[3] He was mar-
ried to Katherine Sultan, also known as Kelly Sultan.*[1]
He died of cancer on December 13, 2009 in Greenbrae,
California.*[1]

124.2 Publications

• How to Read Music in One Evening. self-published,
1974. Collaboration with Mike Mandel.

• Evidence. self-published, 1977. Collaboration with
Mike Mandel.

• Headlands: The Marin Coast at the Golden Gate.
University of New Mexico Press, 1989. Collabora-
tion with Miles DeCoster, Mark Klett, Mike Mandel
and Paul Metcalf.

• Pictures From Home. New York: Harry N. Abrams,
1992. ISBN 0-8109-3721-2.

• Evidence. Distributed Art, 2003. ISBN 1-891024-
62-0. With Mike Mandel. Reprint.

• The Valley. Scalo, 2004. ISBN 3-908247-79-9.

• Katherine Avenue. Steidl, 2010.

• Larry Sultan and Mike Mandel. Verlag der Buch-
handlung Walther König / D.A.P., 2012.

• Larry Sultan: Here and Home. Prestel USA, 2014.

124.3 Awards

• 1976: Art in Public Places grant, National Endow-
ment for the Arts. With Mike Mandel.

• 1977: Photographer s̓ Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts. With Mike Mandel.
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• 1980: Photographer s̓ Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts.

• 1983: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1986: Photographer s̓ Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts.

• 1989: Fleishhacker Foundation Eureka Fellowship.

• 1991: Biennial Award, The Louis Comfort Tiffany
Foundation.

• 1992: Photographer s̓ Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts.

124.4 Exhibitions
• Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA),

LA, December 2014 – May 2015 (Ongoing).

124.5 Collections

Sultan's work is held in the following public collections:

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.*[5]

• Whitney Museum of American Art.

• Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.

• Art Institute of Chicago.

• Stedelijk Museum.

• Tate Modern, London.

124.6 References
[1] Randy Kennedy, Larry Sultan, California Photographer,

Dies at 63, The New York Times, December 14, 2009

[2] Avishay Artsy, Larry Sultan: Finding beauty photograph-
ing the mundane, The Jewish Journal of Greater Los An-
geles, December 5, 2014

[3] Biography and images on Stephen Wirtz Gallery

[4] California College of the Arts: Larry Sultan

[5] http://www.sfmoma.org/pages/search?query=LArry%
20Sultan&category=art

124.7 External links
• Official website

• Photographs in the SFMOMA collection
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Chapter 125

Lee Friedlander

This article is about the photographer. For the film
director, see Lee Friedlander (film director).

Lee Friedlander (born July 14, 1934) is an American
photographer and artist. In the 1960s and 70s Friedlan-
der evolved an influential and often imitated visual lan-
guage of urban“social landscape,”with many of his pho-
tographs including fragments of store-front reflections,
structures framed by fences, posters and street signs.

125.1 Life and work

Friedlander studied photography at the Art Center Col-
lege of Design in Pasadena, California. In 1956, he
moved to New York City where he photographed jazz
musicians for record covers. His early work was influ-
enced by Eugène Atget, Robert Frank, and Walker Evans.
In 1960 Friedlander was awarded a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship to focus on his art, and was awarded subsequent
grants in 1962 and 1977. Some of his most famous pho-
tographs appeared in the September 1985 Playboy, black
and white nude photographs of Madonna from the late
1970s. A student at the time, she was paid only $25 for
her 1979 set. In 2009, one of the images fetched $37,500
at a Christie's Art House auction.*[1]
Working primarily with Leica hand-held 35 mm cameras
and black-and-white film, Friedlander's style focused on
the“social landscape”. His photographs used detached
images of urban life, store-front reflections, structures
framed by fences, and posters and signs all combining to
capture the look of modern life.
In 1963, Nathan Lyons, Assistant Director and Curator
of Photography at the International Museum of Photog-
raphy at George Eastman House mounted Friedlander's
first solo exhibition.*[2] Friedlander was then a key fig-
ure in curator John Szarkowski's 1967 "New Documents"
exhibition, at the Museum of Modern Art in New York
along with Garry Winogrand and Diane Arbus.*[3]*[4]
In 1973, his work was honored at the Rencontres d'Arles
festival in France with the screening “Soirée améri-
caine : Judy Dater, Jack Welpott, Jerry Uelsmann, Lee
Friedlander”presented by Jean-Claude Lemagny. In

1990, the MacArthur Foundation awarded Friedlander a
MacArthur Fellowship. In 2005, the Museum of Mod-
ern Art presented a major retrospective of Friedlander's
career,*[5] including nearly 400 photographs from the
1950s to the present; it was presented again in 2008 at
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.*[6]
Whilst suffering from arthritis and housebound, he fo-
cused on photographing his surroundings. His book,
Stems, reflects his life during the time of his knee replace-
ment surgery. He has said that his “limbs”reminded
him of plant stems. These images display textures which
were not a feature of his earlier work. In this sense, the
images are similar to those of Josef Sudek who also pho-
tographed the confines of his home and studio.
Friedlander began photographing parks designed by
Frederick Law Olmsted for a six-year commission from
the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal be-
ginning in 1988. After completing the commission he
continued to photograph Olmsted parks, for twenty years
in total. His series includes New York City's Cen-
tral Park; Brooklyn's Prospect Park; Manhattan's Morn-
ingside Park; World's End in Hingham, Massachusetts;
Cherokee Park in Louisville, Kentucky; and Niagara Falls
State Park. On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of
the design for Central Park, the Metropolitan Museum
of Art held an exhibition of Friedlander's photographs of
that park and a book was published, Photographs: Fred-
erick Law Olmsted Landscapes.*[7]*[8]
It has been claimed that Friedlander is“notoriously media
shy”.*[8]
He now works primarily with medium format cameras
such as the Hasselblad Superwide.

125.2 Selected books

• E.J. Bellocq: Storyville Portraits. Photographs from
the New Orleans Red-Light District, Circa 1912.
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1970. With
a preface by Friedlander.

• Self Portrait.

• New City, NY: Self-published / Haywire
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Press, 1970.
• New York: Distributed Art Publishers; San

Francisco: Fraenkel Gallery, 1998. ISBN 1-
881616-96-7. Revised edition. By Friedlan-
der and John Szarkowski.

• New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2005.
ISBN 0-87070-338-2. With a preface
by Friedlander and an afterword by John
Szarkowski,“The Friedlander Self”. Accord-
ing to the colophon,“This third edition retains
the new material of the 1998 edition except in
its design, which returns to that of the original
book.”

• The American Monument. New York: Eakins Press
Foundation, 1976. ISBN 0-87130-043-5.

• Lee Friedlander Photographs. New City, NY: Self-
published / Haywire Press, 1978.

• Factory Valleys: Ohio & Pennsylvania. New York:
Callaway Editions, 1982. ISBN 0-935112-04-9.

• Lee Friedlander Portraits. Boston: Little, Brown,
1985. ISBN 0-8212-1602-3.

• Like a One-Eyed Cat: Photographs by Lee Friedlan-
der, 1956-1987. New York: Harry N. Abrams in as-
sociation with the Seattle Art Museum, 1989. ISBN
0-8109-1274-0.

• CRAY at Chippewa Falls: Photographs by Lee Fried-
lander, Cray Research, Inc., 1987. Library of
Congress Catalog Card Number 86-73134

• Nudes. New York: Pantheon, 1991. ISBN 0-679-
40484-8.

• The Jazz People of New Orleans. New York: Pan-
theon, 1992. ISBN 0-679-41638-2.

• Maria. Washington: Smithsonian, 1992. ISBN 1-
56098-207-1.

• Letters from the People.

• New York: Distributed Art Publishers, 1993.
ISBN 1-881616-05-3.

• London: Jonathan Cape, 1993. ISBN
9780224032957.

• Bellocq: Photographs from Storyville, the Red-Light
District of New Orleans. New York: Random
House, 1996. ISBN 0-679-44975-2.

• The Desert Seen. New York: Distributed Art Pub-
lishers, 1996. ISBN 1-881616-75-4.

• Viewing Olmsted: Photographs by Robert Burley,
Lee Friedlander, and Geoffrey James. Montréal:
Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1996. ISBN 0-
920785-58-1. By Phyllis Lambert.

• American Musicians: Photographs by Lee Friedlan-
der. New York: Distributed Art Publishers, 1998.
ISBN 1-56466-056-7. By Friedlander, Steve Lacy,
and Ruth Brown.

• Lee Friedlander. San Francisco: Fraenkel Gallery,
2000. ISBN 1-881337-09-X.

• Lee Friedlander at Work. New York: Distributed
Art Publishers, 2002. ISBN 1-891024-48-5.

• Stems. New York: Distributed Art Publishers, 2003.
ISBN 1-891024-75-2.

• Lee Friedlander: Sticks and Stones: Architectural
America. San Francisco: Fraenkel Gallery, 2004.
ISBN 1-891024-97-3. By Friedlander and James
Enyeart.

• Friedlander. New York: Museum of Modern Art,
2005. ISBN 0-87070-343-9. By Peter Galassi.

• Cherry Blossom Time in Japan: The Complete
Works. San Francisco: Fraenkel Gallery, 2006.
ISBN 1-881337-20-0.

• Lee Friedlander: New Mexico. Santa Fe, NM: Ra-
dius Books, 2008. ISBN 978-1-934435-11-3. By
Friedlander, Andrew Smith, and Emily Ballew Neff.

• Photographs: Frederick Law Olmsted Landscapes.
New York: Distributed Art Publishers, 2008. ISBN
978-1933045733.

• America by Car. San Francisco: Fraenkel Gallery,
2010. ISBN 978-1-935202-08-0.

125.3 Awards

• 1960: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[9]

• 1962: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1977: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1986: Edward MacDowell Medal, MacDowell
Colony, Peterborough, NH.*[10]*[11]*[12]

• 1990: MacArthur Fellowship from the MacArthur
Foundation.

• 2003: Special 150th Anniversary Medal and Hon-
orary Fellowship (HonFRPS) from the Royal Pho-
tographic Society.*[13]

• 2005: Hasselblad Foundation International Award
in Photography from the Hasselblad Founda-
tion.*[14]
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125.4 Selected solo exhibitions

• 1963: George Eastman House, curated by Nathan
Lyons. Friedlander's first solo exhibition.*[2]

• 1986:“Cherry Blossom Time in Japan,”Laurence
Miller Gallery, New York City, November 12 - De-
cember 13

• 1988:“Lee Friedlander: Cray at Chippewa Falls,”
Laurence Miller Gallery, New York City, March 31
- May 14

• 1989:“Like a One-Eyed Cat: Photographs by Lee
Friedlander 1956-1987,”Laurence Miller Gallery,
New York City, February 21 - April 8

• 1991: “Lee Friedlander: A Selection of Nudes,”
Laurence Miller Gallery, New York City, October
10 - November 23

• 1991:“Lee Friedlander: Work in Progress/Sonora
Desert,”Laurence Miller Gallery, New York City,
October 10 - November 23

• 2005: Friedlander, Museum of Modern Art, New
York, 5 June – 29 August 2005.*[5]

• 2008: Friedlander, San Francisco Museum of Mod-
ern Art.*[6]

• 2008: America By Car, Fraenkel Gallery, San Fran-
cisco.*[15]

• 2008: Lee Friedlander: A Ramble in Olmsted Parks,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 22 Jan-
uary – 11 May 2008. Organised by Jeff L. Rosen-
heim.*[7]

• 2010: America By Car, Whitney Museum of Amer-
ican Art, New York.*[16]

125.5 Selected group exhibitions

• 1967: New Documents, Museum of Modern Art,
New York. With Garry Winogrand and Diane Ar-
bus, curated by John Szarkowski.*[3]*[4]

125.6 Further reading

• Lee Friedlander:“The Little Screens”by Saul Anton,
2015, MIT Press
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125.8 External links
• Lee Friedlander at the Museum of Modern Art

• Janet Borden, Inc. Friedlander's New York repre-
sentatives

• Lee Friedlander's photogravures at Panopticon
Gallery

• Lee Friedlander at MutualArt

• Lee Friedlander at Masters of Photography

• Lee Friedlander at Pace/MacGill Gallery
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• Lee Friedlanderʼs nudes of Madonna

• Lee Friedlander at Victoria and Albert Museum,
London

• Bibliography at ArtBook
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Chapter 126

Lee Miller

For other uses, see Lee Miller (disambiguation).

Elizabeth “Lee”Miller, Lady Penrose (April 23, 1907
– July 21, 1977), was an American photographer. Born
in Poughkeepsie, New York, in 1907, she was a success-
ful fashion model in New York City in the 1920s before
going to Paris, where she became an established fashion
and fine art photographer. During the Second World War,
she became an acclaimed war correspondent for Vogue,
covering events such as the London Blitz, the liberation
of Paris, and the concentration camps at Buchenwald and
Dachau.*[1]

126.1 Early life

Miller was born on April 23, 1907, in Poughkeepsie, New
York. Her parents were Theodore and Florence Miller
(née MacDonald). Her father was of German descent,
and her mother of Canadian, Scottish and Irish descent.
She had a younger brother named Erik, and an older
brother named John. Theodore always favored Lee, and
he often used her as a model for his amateur photogra-
phy.*[2] When she was eight years old, she was raped
while staying with a family friend in Brooklyn and in-
fected with gonorrhea.*[3]

126.2 Career

126.2.1 Modeling

Lee's father introduced Lee and her brothers to photog-
raphy at an early age. She was his model – with many
stereoscopic photographs taken of a teenage Lee in the
nude – and he also showed her technical aspects of the
art.*[4] At age 19, she was stopped from walking in
front of a car on a Manhattan street by the publisher of
Vogue, Condé Nast,*[2] thus launching her modeling ca-
reer when she appeared on the cover of the edition of
March 15, 1927, in an illustration by George Lepape.
For the next two years, she was one of the most
sought-after models in New York, photographed by lead-

ing fashion photographers including Edward Steichen,
Arnold Genthe, Nickolas Muray and George Hoyningen-
Huene.*[5] A photograph of Miller by Steichen was used
to advertise Kotex menstrual pads, causing a scandal*[6]
and effectively ending her career as a fashion model.

126.2.2 Photography

In 1929, Miller traveled to Paris with the intention of
apprenticing herself to the surrealist artist and photog-
rapher Man Ray. Although, at first, he insisted that he
did not take students, Miller soon became his model and
collaborator, as well as his lover and muse.*[3] While
she was in Paris, she began her own photographic studio,
often taking over Man Ray's fashion assignments to en-
able him to concentrate on his painting. In fact, many
of the photographs taken during this period and cred-
ited to Man Ray were actually taken by Miller. Together
with Man Ray, she rediscovered the photographic tech-
nique of solarisation. She was an active participant in
the surrealist movement, with her witty and humorous
images. Amongst her circle of friends were Pablo Pi-
casso, Paul Éluard, and Jean Cocteau (she appeared as
a statue that comes to life in Cocteau's The Blood of a
Poet (1930)).*[7]
After leaving Man Ray and Paris in 1932, she returned
to New York and established a portrait and commercial
photography studio with her brother Erik as her dark-
room assistant. During this year she was included in the
Modern European Photography exhibition at the Julien
Levy Gallery in New York. In 1933, Levy gave Miller
the only solo exhibition of her life.*[8] Among her por-
trait clients were the surrealist artist Joseph Cornell, ac-
tresses Lilian Harvey and Gertrude Lawrence, and the
African-American cast of the Virgil Thomson–Gertrude
Stein opera Four Saints in Three Acts (1934).
In 1934, she abandoned her studio to marry Egyptian
businessman Aziz Eloui Bey, who had come to New
York to buy equipment for the Egyptian Railways. Al-
though she did not work as a professional photographer
during this period, the photographs she took while liv-
ing in Egypt with Eloui, including Portrait of Space, are
regarded as some of her most striking surrealist images.
By 1937, Miller had grown bored with her life in Cairo
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and she returned to Paris, where she met the British
surrealist painter and curator Roland Penrose, whom she
later would marry.
Her photographs were not included in another exhibition
until 1955, when her work was displayed in the renowned
"Family of Man" exhibition curated by Edward Steichen,
the director of the Museum of Modern Art's (MOMA)
Department of Photography in New York City.*[9]

126.2.3 World War II

At the outbreak of World War II, Miller was living in
Hampstead in London with Roland Penrose when the
bombing of the city began. Ignoring pleas from friends
and family to return to the US, Miller embarked on a
new career in photojournalism as the official war pho-
tographer for Vogue, documenting the Blitz. Miller was
accredited into the U.S. Army as a war correspondent
for Condé Nast Publications from December 1942. She
teamed up with the American photographer David E.
Scherman, a LIFE correspondent on many assignments.
Miller traveled to France less than a month after D-Day
and recorded the first use of napalm at the siege of St.
Malo, as well as the liberation of Paris, the battle for
Alsace, and the horror of the Nazi concentration camps at
Buchenwald and Dachau. A photograph by Scherman of
Miller in the bathtub of Adolf Hitler's apartment in Mu-
nich is one of the most iconic images from the Miller–
Scherman partnership.*[10]
During this time, Miller photographed dying children in
a Vienna Hospital, peasant life in post-war Hungary, and
finally, the execution of Prime Minister László Bárdossy.
After the war, she continued to work for Vogue for a fur-
ther two years, covering fashion and celebrities.*[2]

126.2.4 England

After returning to Britain from central Europe, Miller
started to suffer from severe episodes of clinical de-
pression and what later became known as post-traumatic
stress syndrome. She began to drink heavily, and became
uncertain about her future. In 1946, she traveled with
Roland Penrose to the United States, where she visited
Man Ray in California. After she discovered she was
pregnant by Penrose with her only son, Antony, she di-
vorced Bey and, on May 3, 1947, married Penrose. Their
son, Antony Penrose, was born in September 1947.
In 1949, the couple bought Farley Farm House in East
Sussex. During the 1950s and 1960s, Farley Farm be-
came a sort of artistic Mecca for visiting artists such as Pi-
casso, Man Ray, Henry Moore, Eileen Agar, Jean Dubuf-
fet, Dorothea Tanning, and Max Ernst. While Miller con-
tinued to do the occasional photo shoot for Vogue, she
soon discarded the darkroom for the kitchen, becoming a
successful gourmet cook. She also photographed for bi-

ographies Roland wrote about Picasso and Antoni Tàpies.
However, images from the war, especially the concentra-
tion camps, continued to haunt her and she started on
what Antony describes as a “downward spiral”. Her
depression may have been accelerated by her husband's
long affair with the trapeze artist Diane Deriaz.*[4]
Miller was investigated by the British security service
MI5 during the 1940s and 50s, on suspicion of being a
Soviet spy.*[11]*[12]

126.3 Death

Miller died from cancer at Farley Farm House in
Chiddingly, East Sussex, in 1977, aged 70. She was cre-
mated, and her ashes were spread through her herb garden
at Farley Farm House.

126.4 Legacy

Her son Antony Penrose owns the house and offers tours
of the works of Miller and Roland Penrose. The house
is home to the private collections of Miller and Penrose,
their own work and some of their favourite pieces of art.
In the dining room, the fireplace was decorated in vivid
colours by Roland Penrose.
Throughout her life, Miller did very little to promote her
own photographic work.*[2] That Miller's work is known
today is mainly due to the efforts of her son, who has been
studying, conserving, and promoting his mother's work
since the early 1980s. Her pictures are accessible at the
Lee Miller Archive.*[13]
In 1985, Penrose published the first biography of Miller,
entitled The Lives of Lee Miller. Since then, a number of
books, mostly accompanying exhibitions of Miller's pho-
tographs, have been written by art historians and writ-
ers such as Jane Livingstone, Richard Calvocoressi, and
Mark Haworth-Booth. Interviews with Penrose form the
core of the 1995 biographical documentary Lee Miller:
Through the Mirror, made with David Scherman and
writer-director Sylvain Roumette.*[14]*[15] Penrose and
Scherman collaborated in the book Lee Miller's War:
Photographer and Correspondent With the Allies in Eu-
rope 1944–45, 1992, ISBN 978-0-8212-1870-9.
A 1946 radio interview with Miller can be heard on the
audiobook Surrealism Reviewed, published in 2002. In
2005, Miller's life story was turned into a musical, Six
Pictures Of Lee Miller, with music and lyrics by British
composer Jason Carr. It was premiered at the Chichester
Festival Theatre, West Sussex. Also in 2005, Carolyn
Burke's substantial biography, Lee Miller, A Life, was
published in the U.S. by Alfred A. Knopf and in the U.K.
by Bloomsbury. In 2007, Traces of Lee Miller: Echoes
from St. Malo, an interactive CD and DVD about Miller's
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war photography in St. Malo, was released with the sup-
port of Hand Productions and the University of Sussex.
In 2015, an exhibition of her photographs at the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery, Lee Miller and Picasso, fo-
cussed“on the relationship between Lee Miller, Roland
Penrose and Pablo Picasso.”*[16] In the same year, a
work of historical fiction, The Woman in the Photograph,
by Dana Gynther, was published.*[17] It builds its story
around Miller's affair with Ray in Paris circa 1930.
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Les Krims

Leslie Robert (Les) Krims (born August 16, 1942) is a
conceptualist photographer living in Buffalo, New York.
He is noted for his carefully arranged fabricated pho-
tographs (called “fictions”), various candid series, a
satirical edge, dark humor, and long-standing criticism
of what he describes as leftist twaddle.

127.1 Life

Les Krims was born in Brooklyn, New York. Krims stud-
ied at New York's Stuyvesant High School.*[1] Richard
Ben-Veniste (“Benti,”as he was called in home-room
at Stuyvesant), famous for prosecuting Richard Nixon,
and A.D. Coleman, the former photography critic for The
New York Times, were two of Krims' Stuyvesant class-
mates. Krims studied art at The Cooper Union for the
Advancement of Science and Art, and Pratt Institute. For
the last 42 years he has taught photography, first at the
Rochester Institute of Technology, and for the last 40
years at Buffalo State College, where he is a professor
in the Department of Fine Arts. In describing his staged
pictures, and the parodies of candid journalistic propa-
ganda photographs he makes, Krims said,“It is possible
to create any picture one imagines.”Krims's latest project
is a website (leskrims.com) where he sells archival ink jet
prints of a wide selection of his pictures. Krims claims
new digital printing technology and capitalism make it
possible to “own the means of production, rendering
moot wall-to-wall delusional Marxist posturing in the cul-
ture community.”*[2]

127.2 Books of photography

Les Krims has published numerous offset works. Two
of these, “Fictcryptokrimsographs,”and “Making
Chicken Soup,”were published by Humpy Press, which
he founded and incorporated in the mid-1970s, and has
since been dissolved. Krims has also published original
print portfolios such as, “Idiosyncratic Pictures,”and
“Porsch Rainbows.”Most recently (November 2005), a

Photo Poche monograph,“Les Krims,”edited by Robert
Delpire, with an introduction by Bernard Noel, was pub-

lished by Actes Sud, in France.
In The Little People of America (1971), Krims received
permission to photograph people belonging to a national
organization founded by the actor Billy Barty, called
“The Little People of America.”Many of the pictures

were made at national conventions of the L.P.A, in
Oakland, CA, and Atlanta, GA. Krims sought to show
that the people he photographed were brave, normal peo-
ple, having more in common with the Mid-West than
the Upper-West-Side, unlike the way the dwarf was por-
trayed in the history of art or contemporary photographs.
In his portfolio The Deerslayers (1972), Krims took pic-
tures of deer hunters who had voluntarily stopped at“deer
check stations”so that NYS conservationists could ex-
amine the general health of the deer. Pictured posing
with their kills, Krims suggested the hunters had much in
common with performance art, and odd manifestations
of sculpture. He also attempted to underscore the Amer-
ican nature and long tradition of deer hunting as one as-
pect of a criticism of animal rights and anti-Vietnam War
activists.
In The Incredible Case Of The Stack O'Wheat Murders
(1972), Krims both parodies forensic photography, and
points to it as a remarkable archive of incredible and mov-
ing images (the various, successful CSI television series
attests to his prescience). In each“Wheats”crime scene,
a Stack O'Wheats (pancakes) is placed near each“vic-
tim”(he used friends and family to pose for the pictures).
Each stack is topped with pats of butter and syrup, the
number of pancakes in the stack signifying the number
of the crime. Hershey's chocolate syrup was used to sim-
ulate blood in the photos, which was formed into words
and celestial shapes. Krims originally included 8 ounces
of Hershey's syrup in a heat sealed plastic bag with the
original print portfolio, as well as“enough pancake mix
to make one complete Stack O' Wheats”.
In Making Chicken Soup (1972), Krims published pic-
tures of his mother preparing her traditional chicken soup
recipe, while nude. These pictures were published as a
small book, some say giving rise years later to the pop-
ular Chicken Soup series. The book contained a dedica-
tion, which underscored the real point of the satire:“This
book is dedicated to my mother and concerned photogra-
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phers, both make chicken soup.”Krims felt that“socially
concerned”photography was a palliative, just as chicken
soup was̶in the long run, an ineffective remedy for se-
rious disease.
In Fictocryptokrimsographs, published in 1975, Krims
used a Polaroid SX-70 camera to make a series of 40,
titled pictures. The SX-70 was chosen, because of the
ability to literally move and work the not yet dry, viscous,
film emulsion much like paint after the picture developed.
Included are various odd and humorous pictures, which
are often puns or parodies of fashion trends.
Krims has also steadily been adding pictures to an over-
arching project spanning three decades called,“The De-
cline of the Left.”
He is sometimes displayed in exhibition in the U.S. and
internationally.*[3]
In 2004, he had a two-month exhibition at Laurence
Miller Gallery in NYC titled“Fictions 1969-1974”.*[4]
In 2007, he had a retrospective at Galerie Baudoin Lebon
in Paris and has been part of a dozen other group exhibi-
tions of photography in the years 2000-2007 with others
planned.*[5]*[6]
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Lewis Baltz

Lewis Baltz (September 12, 1945 – November 22, 2014)
was a visual artist and photographer who became an
important figure in the New Topographics movement
of the late 1970s.*[2] His work has been published
in a number of books, presented in numerous exhibi-
tions, and appeared in museums such as the Museum
of Modern Art, Paris, Museum of Contemporary Art,
Helsinki, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and
The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. He
wrote for many journals, and contributed regularly to
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui.

128.1 Life and work

Baltz graduated with a BFA in Fine Arts from San Fran-
cisco Art Institute in 1969 and held a Master of Fine
Arts degree from Claremont Graduate School.*[3] He re-
ceived several scholarships and awards including a schol-
arship from the National Endowment For the Arts (1973,
1977), the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow-
ship (1977),*[3] US-UK Bicentennial Exchange Fellow-
ship (1980) and Charles Brett Memorial Award (1991).
In 2002 Baltz became a Professor for Photography at the
European Graduate School in Saas-Fee, Switzerland.*[2]
He lived his last years between Paris and Venice.
His work is focused on searching for beauty in desolation
and destruction. Baltz's images describe the architecture
of the human landscape: offices, factories and parking
lots.*[3] His pictures are the reflection of control, power,
and influenced by and over human beings. His minimalis-
tic photographs in the trilogy Ronde de Nuit, Docile Bod-
ies, and Politics of Bacteria, picture the void of the other.
In 1974 he captured the anonymity and the relationships
between inhabitation, settlement and anonymity in The
New Industrial Parks near Irvine, California (1974).
Baltz moved to Europe in the late 1980s and started to
use large colored prints. He published several books of
his work including Geschichten von Verlangen undMacht,
with Slavica Perkovic (Scalo, 1986). Other photographic
series, including Sites of Technology (1989–92), depict
the clinical, pristine interiors of hi-tech industries and
government research centres, principally in France and
Japan.

His books and exhibitions, his“topographic work”,*[2]
such as The New Industrial Parks, Nevada, San Quentin
Point, Candlestick Point (84 photographs documenting a
public space near Candlestick Park, ruined by natural de-
tritus and human intervention), expose the crisis of tech-
nology and define both objectivity and the role of the
artist in photographs.
The story Deaths in Newport was produced as a book and
CD-ROM in 1995. Baltz has also produced a number of
video works.
Baltz died on November 22, 2014 at the age of 69 follow-
ing a long illness.*[4]

128.2 Publications by Baltz

• The New Industrial Parks, Nevada, San Quentin
Point, Candlestick Point.

• Lewis Baltz: Texts. Göttingen: Steidl, 2012: ISBN
978-3869304366.

• The New Industrial Parks Near Irvine, California.

• Ram, 2001. ISBN 978-0963078568.
• Göttingen: Steidl, 2013. ISBN 978-

3865217646.
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128.4 External links
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Lewis Hine

Lewis Wickes Hine (September 26, 1874 – November
3, 1940) was an American sociologist and photographer.
Hine used his camera as a tool for social reform. His
photographs were instrumental in changing the child la-
bor laws in the United States.*[1]

129.1 Early life

Hine was born in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, in 1874. After
his father was killed in an accident, Hine began working
and saved his money for a college education. He studied
sociology at the University of Chicago, Columbia Uni-
versity and New York University. He became a teacher
in New York City at the Ethical Culture School, where he
encouraged his students to use photography as an educa-
tional medium.*[2]

BrooklynMuseum - Climbing into the Promised Land Ellis Island
- Lewis Wickes Hine

Hines led his sociology classes to Ellis Island in New York
Harbor, photographing the thousands of immigrants who

arrived each day. Between 1904 and 1909, Hine took
over 200 plates (photographs), and came to the realization
that documentary photography could be employed as a
tool for social change and reform.*[1]

129.2 Documentary photography

In 1907, Hine became the staff photographer of the
Russell Sage Foundation; he photographed life in the
steel-making districts and people of Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania, for the influential sociological study called The
Pittsburgh Survey.

Child laborers in glassworks. Indiana, 1908

Little Lottie, a regular oyster shucker in Alabama Canning Co.
(Bayou La Batre, Alabama, 1911)
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In 1908 Hine became the photographer for the National
Child Labor Committee (NCLC), leaving his teaching
position. Over the next decade, Hine documented child
labor, with focus on the use of child labor in the Carolina
Piedmont,*[3] to aid the NCLC's lobbying efforts to end
the practice.*[4] In 1913 he documented child laborers
among cotton mill workers with a series of Francis Gal-
ton's composite portraits.
Hine's work for the NCLC was often dangerous. As a
photographer he was frequently threatened with violence
or even death by factory police and foremen. At the time
the immorality of child labour was meant to be hidden
from the public. Photography was not only prohibited but
posed a serious threat to the industry. In order to gain en-
try into these mills, mines and factories, Hines was forced
to assume many guises. At times he was a fire inspec-
tor, postcard vendor, bible salesman or even an industrial
photographer making a record of factory machinery.*[5]
During and after World War I, he photographed
American Red Cross relief work in Europe. In the 1920s
and early 1930s, Hine made a series of“work portraits,”
which emphasized the human contribution to modern in-
dustry. In 1930, Hine was commissioned to document
the construction of the Empire State Building. He pho-
tographed the workers in precarious positions while they
secured the steel framework of the structure, taking many
of the same risks that the workers endured. In order to
obtain the best vantage points, Hine was swung out in
a specially designed basket 1,000 feet above Fifth Av-
enue.*[6]

“Power house mechanic working on steam pump”(1920)

During the Great Depression Hine again worked for the
Red Cross, photographing drought relief in the Amer-
ican South, and for the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA), documenting life in the mountains of eastern
Tennessee. He also served as chief photographer for
the Works Progress Administration's National Research
Project, which studied changes in industry and their ef-
fect on employment. Hine was also a faculty member of
the Ethical Culture Fieldston School.
The Library of Congress holds over 5,000 Hine pho-
tographs, including examples of his child labor and Red
Cross photographs, his work portraits, and his WPA and
TVA images. Other large institutional collections in-
clude nearly ten thousand of Hine's photographs and neg-
atives held at the George Eastman House and almost five
thousand NCLC photographs at the Albin O. Kuhn Li-
brary & Gallery of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County.*[7]

129.3 Later life

In 1936, Hine was selected as the photographer for the
National Research Project of the Works Projects Admin-
istration, but his work there was not completed.
The last years of his life were filled with professional
struggles due to loss of government and corporate pa-
tronage. Few people were interested in his work, past
or present, and Hine lost his house and applied for wel-
fare. He died on 3 November 1940 (age 66) at Dobbs
Ferry Hospital in Dobbs Ferry, New York, after an oper-
ation.*[8]
After Hine's death, his son Corydon donated his prints
and negatives to the Photo League, which was dismantled
in 1951. The Museum of Modern Art was offered his
pictures and did not accept them, but the George Eastman
House did.*[9]

129.4 Notable photographs

• Child Labor: Girls in Factory'

• Breaker Boys (1910)*[10]

• Young Doffers in the Elk Cotton Mills (1910)*[11]

• Steam Fitter (1920)

• Workers, Empire State Building (1931)

129.5 Gallery

• Baseball team composed mostly of child laborers
from a glassmaking factory. Indiana (1908)
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• Adolescent Girl, a Spinner, in a Carolina Cotton Mill
(1908) Princeton University Art Museum

•“Addie Card, 12 years. Spinner in North Pormal
(i.e., Pownal) Cotton Mill. Vt.”, 1910.*[1]

• Raising the Mast, Empire State Building (1932)

1. “̂Addie Card: Search For An Amemic Little Spin-
ner, Chapter One”. Morningsonmaplestreet.com.
Retrieved 15 October 2009.

129.6 See also
• House Calls, a documentary about physician and

photographer Mark Nowaczynski, who was inspired
by Hine to photograph elderly patients.*[12]
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129.8 External links
• Photo of Lewis Hine

• Library of Congress NCLC Prints & Photographs

• NCLCC Selected Bibliography

• Dozens of high-resolution Hine photos with the
original captions

• Lewis Hine Project: Nationally known project to
locate and interview descendants of child laborers
photographed by Hine

• Lewis Hine: Immigration & The Progressive Era

• YouTube Video:“United States Child Labor, 1908-
1920: As Seen Through the Lens of Sociologist and
Photographer Lewis W. Hine” on YouTube

• Lewis Hine, Selected Prints

• Further works about Hine (from WorldCat)

• Further works about Hine (from WorldCat), online
material only

• Further works by Hine (from WorldCat)

• Further works byHine (from WorldCat), online ma-
terial only

• The Center for Creative Photography at the Uni-
versity of Arizona has released a digital catalog of
Hine's photograph collection.
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Lisette Model

Lisette Model (born Elise Amelie Felicie Stern; Novem-
ber 10, 1901 – March 30, 1983) was an Austrian-born
American photographer.

130.1 Early life

Lisette Model was born Elise Felic Amelie Stern
in Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Her father was an
Italian/Austrian doctor of Jewish descent attached to the
Austro-Hungarian Imperial and Royal Army and, later,
to the International Red Cross; her mother was French
and Roman Catholic, and Model was baptised into her
mother's faith. Two years after her birth, her parents
changed their family name to Seybert. According to inter-
view testimony from her older brother, she was sexually
molested by her father, though the full extent of his abuse
remains unclear.

130.2 Education

She was primarily educated by a series of private tutors,
achieving fluency in three languages. At age 19, she be-
gan studying music with composer Arnold Schönberg,
and was familiar to members of his circle. “If ever in
my life I had one teacher and one great influence, it was
Schönberg,”she said.

130.3 Paris

Model left Vienna for Paris after her father's death in
1924 to study voice with Polish soprano Marya Fre-
und. It was during this period that she met her future
husband, the French-Jewish painter Evsa Model (1901-
1976). In 1933, she gave up music and recommitted
herself to studying visual art, at first taking up paint-
ing as a student of Andre Lhote (whose other students
included Henri Cartier-Bresson and George Hoyningen-
Huene). She also took up photography, taking basic in-
struction in darkroom techniques from her younger sis-
ter Olga Seybert (herself a lifelong professional photogra-
pher), although Parisian portrait photographer Rogi An-

dre was the person Model credited with providing her pri-
mary instruction in camera techniques.

130.4 First photographs

Visiting her mother in Nice in 1934 (she and Olga had
emigrated from Vienna several years prior), Model took
her camera out on the Promenade des Anglais and made
a series of portraits which are among her most widely
reproduced and exhibited images. These close-cropped,
often clandestine portraits of the local privileged class al-
ready bore what would become her signature style: close-
up, unsentimental and unretouched expositions of vanity,
insecurity and loneliness.

130.5 Marriage

She married Russian born American artist Evsa Model
in 1937 and the following year they emigrated to join her
husband's sister in Manhattan. She worked as a photogra-
pher for PM magazine and regularly published in Harper's
Bazaar by editors Carmel Snow and Alexey Brodovitch.
Model eventually became a member of the New York
Photo League and studied with Sid Grossman until their
demise in 1951. Model was an active League mem-
ber and served as a judge in membership print compe-
titions. In 1941, the League hosted her first solo exhi-
bition.*[1] From 1941-1953, she was a freelance pho-
tographer and contributed to many publications including
Harper's Bazaar, Look, and Ladies' Home Journal.

130.6 Teaching

In 1947, she taught photography at the San Francisco
Institute of Fine Arts. In 1951, Model was invited to
teach at the New School for Social Research in New York
City, where her longtime friend Berenice Abbott was also
teaching photography. Model's best known pupil was
Diane Arbus, who studied under her in 1957, and Arbus
owed much of her early technique to Model's example.
Model taught in New York until she died.
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130.7 Death

Model died in 1983 from heart and respiratory dis-
ease.*[2]
The Estate of Lisette Model is represented by Bruce Sil-
verstein Gallery, New York, NY.*[3]

130.8 Chronology
• 1940“Sixty Photographs: A Survey of Camera Es-

thetics”- Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1941“Lisette Model”- Photo League, New York,
NY

• 1943 “Action Photography”- Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York, NY,“Photographs by Lisette
Model”- Art Institute of Chicago

• 1944 “New Yorkers”- Museum of Modern Art,
New York, NY, “Art in Progress”- Museum of
Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1946“The Museum Collection of Photography”-
Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1948“A Survey of Today's Photography”- Museum
of Modern Art, New York, NY,“Fifty Photographs
by Fifty Photographers”- Museum of Modern Art,
New York, NY

• 1949 “Leading Photographers: Lisette Model”-
Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1951“Twelve Photographers”- Museum of Modern
Art, New York, NY

• 1953 “Contemporary American Photography”-
Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1954“Great Photographers”- Limelight Gallery,
New York, NY

• 1955“The Family of Man”- Museum of Modern
Art, New York, NY

• 1957“70 Photographers Look at New York”- Mu-
seum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1958“Photographs from the Museum Collection”
- Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• 1960“A Bid for Space”- Museum of Modern Art,
New York, NY

• 1963“A Bid for Space”- Museum of Modern Art,
New York, NY

• 1965 Awarded Guggenheim Fellowship, “Invita-
tional Exhibition, 10 American Photographers”-
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

• 1967“Photography in the 20th Century”- National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Canada

• 1969“The Camera and the Human Facade”- Smith-
sonian Institution, Washington D.C.

• 1970“The People Yes”- Floating Foundation of
Photography, New York, NY

• 1972“Brodovitch and His Influence”- Philadelphia
College of Art, Philadelphia, PA

• 1973“Threads and No Threads”- Floating Foun-
dation of Photography, New York, NY

• 1974“American Masters”- Smithsonian Institution,
Washington D.C.

• 1975“Women of Photography: An Historical Sur-
vey”- San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San
Francisco, CA

• 1976“The Photographer and the Artist”- Sidney
Janis Gallery, New York, NY,“Lisette Model Pho-
tographs”- Sander Gallery, Washington D.C.

• 1977“New York: the City and Its People”- A and
A Gallery, Yale, New Haven, CN,“Appearances”
- Marlborough Gallery, New York, NY, “Three-
Woman Show: Diane Arbus, Lisette Model, Ros-
alind Solomon”- Galerie Zabriskie, Paris, France,
“Photographs from the Collection of the Center for

Creative Photography”- Center for Creative Pho-
tography, Carmel, CA,“Photographs from the Col-
lection #1: America”- Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Philadelphia, PA

• 1978“New Standpoints: Photography 1940-1955”
- Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY,“Photo-
graphic Crossroads: The Photo League”- National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Canada, “The Qual-
ity of Presence”- Lunn Gallery, Washington D.C.,
“How Photography Clicked”- Floating Foundation

of Photography, New York, NY

• 1978, Rencontres de la photographie, Arles, France

• 1979 Monograph published by Aperture,“Lisette
Model: Photographs”- Vision Gallery, Boston, MA,
“August Sander, Lisette Model”- Port Washington

Public Library, Port Washtington, NY
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• 1980 Watari Gallery, Tokyo, Japan, Photographers
Gallery, South Yarra, Australia, Ikona Gallery,
Venice, Italy, “The Magical Eye: Definitions of
Photography”- National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa,
Canada

“Lisette Model”- Galerie Fiolet, Amsterdam,
Netherlands

• 1981, PPS Gallery, Hamburg, Germany, “Carl
Siembab: A Photographic Patron”- Institute of
Contemporary Art, Boston, MA,“Photography of
the Fifties: An American Perspective”- Center
for Creative Photography, Carmel, CA, “Lisette
Model”- Galerie Viviane Esders, Paris, France,
“Lisette Model: A Retrospective”- New Orleans

Museum of Art, New Orleans, LA

• 1982“Lisette Model”- Berner-Photo Galerie, Bern,
Switzerland, “Lisette Model, A Retrospective”-
Museum Folkwang, Essen, Germany

• 1983 Dies March 30 in New York. “Weegee,
Lisette Model, Diane Arbus”- Comfort Gallery,
Haverford, PA,“Lisette Model: A Celebration of
Genius”- Parsons Exhibition Center, New York,
NY,“Lisette Model”- Sander Gallery, New York,
NY

• 1984“Lisette Model/Evsa Model”- Ikona Gallery,
Venice, Italy, “Lisette Model”- Jane Corkin
Gallery, Toronto, Canada

• 1985 “The New York School Photographs: Part
One”- Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.,
“The New York School Photographs: Part Two”-

Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.,“Mas-
ters of the Street II”- Museum of Photographic Arts,
San Diego, CA

• 1987“Vintage Women”- Photocollect, New York,
NY

• 1988“Lisette Model: Vintage Photographs”- Ger-
mans Van Eck Gallery, New York, NY

• 1989“Noted Women Photographers of the 20s and
30s”- Jan Kesner Gallery, Los Angeles, CA,“New
York: Photography between the Wars”- Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art, New York, NY

• 1990“Lisette Model”- National Gallery of Canada,
Ottawa, Canada

• 1991“Lisette Model”- International Center of Pho-
tography, New York, NY

• 1992“Lisette Model: Photographien, 1933–1983”
- Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Germany

• 1997“Lisette Model: Selections from the Collec-
tion of the International Center of Photography”-
Paine Webber Art Gallery, New York, NY

• 2000“Lisette Model”- Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna,
Austria

• 2001“Lisette Model”- Fotomuseum Winterthur,
Zurich, Switzerland

• 2002 “Lisette Model”- Baudoin Lebon Gallery,
Paris, France, “Lisette Model”- L'Espace 14-16
Verneuil, Paris, France

• 2003“Lisette Model”- Maurice Keitelman, Paris,
France"A Clear Vision: Photographic Works from
the F. C. Gundlach Collection”- International House
of Photography, Hamburg, Germany

• 2006 “The Streets of New York: American Pho-
tographs from the Collection, 1938-1958”- National
Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.

• 2007“Lisette Model and Her Successors”- Aper-
ture Gallery, New York, NY

• 2010“Lisette Model”- The Galerie nationale du
Jeu de Paume, Paris, France

130.9 Collections
• Academy Art Museum, Easton, MD

• Albertina, Vienna, Austria

• The Center for Creative Photography, Tucson, AZ

• Centre Pompidou, Paris, France

• Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, OH

• George Eastman House, Rochester, NY

• Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA

• The Jewish Museum, New York, NY

• Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art, Kansas
City, MO

• Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles,
CA

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY

• Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, WI
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• Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY

• The Museum of Photographic Arts, San Diego, CA

• The National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, Aus-
tralia

• The National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Canada

• de Saisset Museum, Santa Clara, CA

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Fran-
cisco, CA

• Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington
D.C.

• Spencer Museum of Art, Lawrence KS

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY

130.10 Publications
•“Lisette Model”by Berenice Abbott published 2007

by Aperture Foundation

•“Lisette Model”by Ann Thomas, published by the
National Gallery of Canada to accompany an exhi-
bition of Model's work which travelled the United
States, Canada, and Germany during 1990–1992.
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Chapter 131

Lola Alvarez Bravo

Lola Álvarez Bravo (April 3, 1903 – July 31, 1993) was
a Mexican photographer. She was a key figure (along with
Tina Modotti, Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera and her hus-
band Manuel Álvarez Bravo) in Mexico's post-revolution
renaissance.

131.1 Early life

She was born Dolores Martinez de Anda to wealthy par-
ents in Lagos de Moreno, Jalisco, Mexico. Her mother
died when Lola was two years old and her father died
of a heart attack five years later in 1916.*[2] She and
her brother were sent to live with their older half brother
in Mexico City. She received a traditional education at
Colegio del Sagrado Corazón.*[3]
She is quoted as saying I don't know why since childhood,
I had the idea that I wanted to do something not everybody
did. What I've hated most about my life is that they order
me around and they limit my freedom.'*[3]

131.2 Marriage, Divorce and Fam-
ily

In 1925 she married her longtime friend Manuel Álvarez
Bravo *[4] and moved to Oaxaca where Manuel was an
accountant for the federal government and Lola produced
her first photographs.*[2]*[5] They moved back to Mex-
ico City and had a son, Manuel in 1927. Lola and Manuel
Sr. had marital problems, separated in 1934, and finally
divorced in 1948.*[5]

131.3 Career

Manuel had taken up photography as an adolescent; he
taught Lola and they took pictures together in Oaxaca.
Manuel also taught her to develop film and make prints
in the darkroom. As he became more serious about pur-
suing a career in photography, she acted as his assistant,
although she also harbored a desire to become a photog-
rapher in her own right. The Álvarez Bravos separated

in 1934 but she decided to maintain the Alvarez Bravo
name.*[3]

Frida Kahlo by Lola Alvarez Bravo

In the 1930s, just after her separation from Manuel, Ál-
varez Bravo worked as an elementary school art teacher
and soon after took a position at the Department of Edu-
cation cataloging photographs.*[5] She met the minister
of education by chance and was asked to photograph him.
He loved her work and showed her photographs to some
influential people which got her a job in the mid-1930s as
the chief photographer for El Maestro Rural (The Rural
Teacher). El Maestro Rural was a magazine published by
the secretary of public education aimed at the group of
young teachers that were being hired by the progressive
administration.*[6] She photographed schools, factories,
farms, orphanages, fire stations, and hospitals through-
out Mexico to go along with the magazine's articles. Ál-
varez Bravo is probably best known however for the pho-
tographs she took in the 1940s of her close friend, Frida
Kahlo. In the image to the left, Álvarez Bravo depicts the
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pain Kahlo suffered after she was in a bus accident and
in her relationship with Diego Rivera.
She was the director of photography at the National Insti-
tute of Fine Arts. She opened an art gallery in 1951 and
was the first person to exhibit the work of Frida Kahlo
in Mexico City.*[7] She also taught photography at the
Academia de San Carlos in Mexico City.
Inspired by such photographers as Edward Weston and
Tina Modotti, Álvarez Bravo established her own inde-
pendent career. For 50 years, she photographed a wide
variety of subjects, making documentary images of daily
life in Mexico's villages and city streets*[7] and portraits
of great leaders from various countries. She also experi-
mented with photomontage.
She continued to take photographs until she went blind
at seventy-nine.*[8] She made a statement late in life that
sums up why her photographs are important;“If my pho-
tographs have any meaning, it's that they stand for a Mex-
ico that once existed.”*[9]

131.4 Legacy

Her work focused on documenting Mexico and its peo-
ple during her lifetime, with a humanistic perspective.
Her images document de industrialization of the coun-
try which occurred after the Mexican Revolution as well
as the effects of 20th century technology.*[3]
She was the first woman photographer to exhibit her work
at the Salón de la Plástica Mexicana which the exhibit
México en la vida, en la danza, en la muerte in 1953. She
was accepted as a member of this institution.*[3]
The full archive of Lola Álvarez Bravo's work is located
at the Center for Creative Photography (CCP) at the
University of Arizona in Tucson,*[7] which also manages
the copyright of her work.*[10]

131.5 Further reading
• Alvarez Bravo, L., & Ferrer, E. (2006). Lola

Alvarez Bravo. New York, Aperture. ISBN 1-
931788-94-4

131.6 References
• Anglo-American Name Authority File, s.v. “Al-

varez Bravo, Lola”, LC Control Number n
85214086, cited 7 February 2006

• Union List of Artists Names, s.v. “Alvarez Bravo,
Lola”, cited 7 February 2006
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131.7 External links
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Chapter 132

Loretta Lux

Loretta Lux (born 1969) was born in Dresden, East Ger-
many and is a fine art photographer known for her surreal
portraits of young children. She lives and works in Ire-
land.
Lux has received the Infinity Award for Art from the
International Center of Photography. Her work is exhib-
ited widely and held in public collections.

132.1 Life and work

Lux graduated from the Academy of Visual Arts in
Munich in the 1990s, and debuted at the Yossi Milo
gallery, New York in 2004.
Lux executes her compositions using a combination of
photography, painting and digital manipulation. Her
work usually features young children. She trained as a
painter at Munich Academy of Art, and is influenced
by painters such as Agnolo Bronzino, Diego Velázquez,
Phillip Otto Runge.

132.2 Awards

• 2005: Infinity Award for Art from the International
Center of Photography.*[1]

132.3 Exhibitions

• 2004: Loretta Lux, Yossi Milo Gallery, New York
City.

• 2004: Loretta Lux, Torch Gallery, Amsterdam.

• 2006: Loretta Lux, Hague Museum of Photography,
The Hague.

• 2006: Loretta Lux, Sixth Moscow Photobiennale,
Manezh Central Exhibition Hall, Moscow.

• 2006: Loretta Lux, Yossi Milo Gallery, New York
City.

• 2006: Fotomuseum Den Haag, The Netherlands.
Solo exhibition.

• 2007: Loretta Lux, Musée de l'Élysée, Lausanne,
Switzerland.

• 2008: Loretta Lux, Museo de Arte Contemporaneo
Monterrey, Mexico.

• 2009: Loretta Lux, Kulturhuset, Stockholm.

132.4 Collections

• Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.*[2]

• J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles.

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Fran-
cisco.

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles.*[3]

• Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

• Art Institute of Chicago.*[4]

• Israel Museum, Jerusalem.

• Fotomuseum, den Haag.

• Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia,
Madrid.

• Musée de l'Élysée, Lausanne, Switzerland.

• National Museum of Art, Osaka, Japan.

• Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney.*[5]

132.5 References
[1] http://www.icp.org/site/c.dnJGKJNsFqG/b.886361/k.

43ED/Loretta_Lux.htm Archived September 28, 2007 at
the Wayback Machine

[2] http://www.guggenheimcollection.org/site/artist_works_
200614_0.html
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[3] http://www.moca.org/museum/pc_artwork_detail.php?
acsnum=2004.40&keywords=lux%20loretta&x=32&y=
8&page=&

[4] http://www.mocp.org/collections/permanent/lux_loretta.
php

[5] http://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/220.
2007/

132.6 External links
• Official website

• Eerily Lovely Children of the Photoshop Gener-
ation' by Richard R. Woodward in the New York
Times.

• 'I use children as a metaphor for a lost paradise' by
Louise Baring in The Telegraph.
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Chapter 133

Lotte Jacobi

Johanna Alexandra "Lotte" Jacobi (August 17, 1896
– May 6, 1990) was a German-American photographer.

133.1 Early Life and Career

Born in Thorn (Toruń) in Prussia (now in Poland), she
was the eldest of three children. She spent parts of
her life in Berlin (1925-1935), New York City (1935-
1955), and New Hampshire (1955-1990). Her portraits
of celebrated subjects included Albert Einstein, Thomas
Mann, Robert Frost, Marc Chagall, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Alfred Stieglitz, J.D. Salinger, Paul Robeson, May Sar-
ton, Pauline Koner, Berenice Abbott and Edward Ste-
ichen.
The name“Lotte”was a nickname given to her by her fa-
ther.*[1] She always used it professionally and was never
known by her birth name outside her family. In 1916 she
married Fritz Honig, and a year later she gave birth to a
son, John. The marriage did not last, and in 1924 they
divorced. She put her son in school in Bavaria and went
to school herself in Munich.
After completing her formal studies (1925 – 1927), Ja-
cobi entered the family photography business in 1927.
During this same period (1926–27) she began her pro-
fessional work as a photographer, and she also produced
four films, the most important being Portrait of the Artist,
a study of Josef Scharl. From October 1932 to January
1933, she traveled to the Soviet Union, in particular to
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, taking photographs of what
she saw. She returned to Berlin in February 1933, one
month after Hitler came to power. As persecution against
Jews increased, she left Germany with her son, arriving
in September 1935 in New York City, where she opened
a studio in Manhattan.
In 1940, Jacobi married Erich Reiss, a distinguished Ger-
man publisher and writer, a marriage that lasted until his
death in 1951. During this time, she continued portrait
photography at her studio, while also embarking upon an
experimental type of photographic work that artist Leo
Katz later named photogenics: abstract black-and-white
images produced by moving torches and candles over
light-sensitive paper. In 1955, she left New York with

her son John and daughter-in-law Beatrice and moved to
Deering, New Hampshire, a move that changed her life.
There she opened a new studio.

133.2 Works

Lotte Jacobi is best known for her photographic portraits,
which act as a“chronicle of an era.”The list of her sub-
jects includes W. H. Auden, Martin Buber, Marc Chagall,
W. E. B. Du Bois, Albert Einstein, Robert Frost, Käthe
Kollwitz, Lotte Lenya, Peter Lorre, Thomas Mann, Max
Planck, Eleanor Roosevelt, J.D. Salinger, Alfred Stieglitz,
and Chaim Weizmann, to name but a few. Jacobi traveled
around from assignment to assignment with her equip-
ment bringing the studio to her models. She liked to wait
until the models were most at ease before taking a photo-
graph.
Jacobi continued to photograph through the early 1980s.
She died in her home in Deering, New Hampshire, in
1990.

133.3 External links
• Guide to the Lotte Jacobi Papers, 1898-2000, Uni-

versity of New Hampshire

133.4 Notes
[1] Kelly Wise (1978). Lotte Jacobi. Danbury: Addison

House. p. 27.
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Chapter 134

Louis Daguerre

Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre (French: [dagɛʁ]; 18
November 1787 – 10 July 1851) was a French artist
and photographer, recognized for his invention of the
daguerreotype process of photography. He became
known as one of the fathers of photography. Though he
is most famous for his contributions to photography, he
was also an accomplished painter and a developer of the
diorama theatre.

134.1 Biography

Daguerre was born in Cormeilles-en-Parisis, Val-d'Oise,
France. He was apprenticed in architecture, theatre de-
sign, and panoramic painting to Pierre Prévost, the first
French panorama painter. Exceedingly adept at his skill
of theatrical illusion, he became a celebrated designer for
the theatre, and later came to invent the diorama, which
opened in Paris in July 1822.
In 1829, Daguerre partnered with Nicéphore Niépce, an
inventor who had produced the world's first heliograph
in 1822 and the first permanent camera photograph
four years later.*[1]*[2] Niépce died suddenly in 1833,
but Daguerre continued experimenting, and evolved the
process which would subsequently be known as the
daguerreotype. After efforts to interest private investors
proved fruitless, Daguerre went public with his invention
in 1839. At a joint meeting of the French Academy of
Sciences and the Académie des Beaux Arts on 7 Jan-
uary of that year, the invention was announced and de-
scribed in general terms, but all specific details were
withheld. Under assurances of strict confidentiality, Da-
guerre explained and demonstrated the process only to
the Academy's perpetual secretary François Arago, who
proved to be an invaluable advocate. Members of the
Academy and other select individuals were allowed to ex-
amine specimens at Daguerre's studio. The images were
enthusiastically praised as nearly miraculous, and news
of the daguerreotype quickly spread. Arrangements were
made for Daguerre's rights to be acquired by the French
Government in exchange for lifetime pensions for him-
self and Niépce's son Isidore; then, on 19 August 1839,
the French Government presented the invention as a gift
from France“free to the world”, and complete work-

ing instructions were published. In 1839, he was elected
to the National Academy of Design as an Honorary Aca-
demician.
Daguerre died on 10 July 1851 in Bry-sur-Marne, 12 km
(7 mi) from Paris. A monument marks his grave there.
Daguerre's name is one of the 72 names inscribed on the
Eiffel tower.

134.2 Development of the da-
guerreotype

"Boulevard du Temple", taken by Daguerre in 1838 in Paris, in-
cludes the earliest known candid photograph of a person. The
image shows a street, but because of the over ten-minute expo-
sure time the moving traffic does not appear. At the lower left,
however, a man apparently having his boots polished, and the
bootblack polishing them, were motionless enough for their im-
ages to be captured.

In 1826, prior to his association with Daguerre, Niépce
used a coating of bitumen of Judea to make the first per-
manent camera photograph. The bitumen was hardened
where it was exposed to light and the unhardened portion
was then removed with a solvent. A camera exposure
lasting for hours or days was required. Niépce and Da-
guerre later refined this process, but unacceptably long
exposures were still needed.
After the death of Niépce in 1833, Daguerre concen-
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An engraving of Daguerre during his career

trated his attention on the light-sensitive properties of
silver salts, which had previously been demonstrated
by Johann Heinrich Schultz and others. For the pro-
cess which was eventually named the daguerreotype, he
exposed a thin silver-plated copper sheet to the vapor
given off by iodine crystals, producing a coating of light-
sensitive silver iodide on the surface. The plate was then
exposed in the camera. Initially, this process, too, re-
quired a very long exposure to produce a distinct image,
but Daguerre made the crucial discovery that an invisi-
bly faint“latent”image created by a much shorter ex-
posure could be chemically “developed”into a visible
image. Upon seeing the image, the contents of which are
unknown, Daguerre said,“I have seized the light – I have
arrested its flight!"*[3]
The latent image on a daguerreotype plate was developed
by subjecting it to the vapor given off by mercury heated
to 75 °C. The resulting visible image was then “fixed”
(made insensitive to further exposure to light) by remov-
ing the unaffected silver iodide with concentrated and
heated salt water. Later, a solution of the more effec-
tive“hypo”(hyposulphite of soda, now known as sodium
thiosulfate) was used instead.*[4]
The resultant plate produced an exact reproduction of the
scene. The image was laterally reversed̶as images in
mirrors are̶unless a mirror or inverting prism was used
during exposure to flip the image. To be seen optimally,
the image had to be lit at a certain angle and viewed so that
the smooth parts of its mirror-like surface, which repre-

sented the darkest parts of the image, reflected something
dark or dimly lit. The surface was subject to tarnishing
by prolonged exposure to the air and was so soft that it
could be marred by the slightest friction, so a daguerreo-
type was almost always sealed under glass before being
framed (as was commonly done in France) or mounted in
a small folding case (as was normal in the UK and US).
Daguerreotypes were usually portraits; the rarer land-
scape views and other unusual subjects are now much
sought-after by collectors and sell for much higher prices
than ordinary portraits. At the time of its introduction,
the process required exposures lasting ten minutes or
more for brightly sunlit subjects, so portraiture was an im-
practical ordeal. Samuel Morse was astonished to learn
that daguerreotypes of the streets of Paris did not show
any people, horses or vehicles, until he realized that due
to the long exposure times all moving objects became in-
visible. Within a few years, exposures had been reduced
to as little as a few seconds by the use of additional sen-
sitizing chemicals and“faster”lenses such as Petzval's
portrait lens, the first mathematically calculated lens.
The daguerreotype was the Polaroid film of its day: it
produced a unique image which could only be dupli-
cated by using a camera to photograph the original. De-
spite this drawback, millions of daguerreotypes were pro-
duced. The paper-based calotype process, introduced by
Henry Fox Talbot in 1841, allowed the production of an
unlimited number of copies by simple contact printing,
but it had its own shortcomings̶the grain of the paper
was obtrusively visible in the image, and the extremely
fine detail of which the daguerreotype was capable was
not possible. The introduction of the wet collodion pro-
cess in the early 1850s provided the basis for a negative-
positive print-making process not subject to these limi-
tations, although it, like the daguerreotype, was initially
used to produce one-of-a-kind images̶ambrotypes on
glass and tintypes on black-lacquered iron sheets̶rather
than prints on paper. These new types of images were
much less expensive than daguerreotypes, and they were
easier to view. By 1860 few photographers were still us-
ing Daguerre's process.
The same small ornate cases commonly used to house
daguerreotypes were also used for images produced by
the later and very different ambrotype and tintype pro-
cesses, and the images originally in them were sometimes
later discarded so that they could be used to display pho-
tographic paper prints. It is now a very common error
for any image in such a case to be described as “a da-
guerreotype”. A true daguerreotype is always an image
on a highly polished silver surface, usually under protec-
tive glass. If it is viewed while a brightly lit sheet of white
paper is held so as to be seen reflected in its mirror-like
metal surface, the daguerreotype image will appear as a
relatively faint negative̶its dark and light areas reversed
̶instead of a normal positive. Other types of photo-
graphic images are almost never on polished metal and do
not exhibit this peculiar characteristic of appearing posi-
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tive or negative depending on the lighting and reflections.

134.3 Competition with Talbot

Unbeknownst to either inventor, Daguerre's developmen-
tal work in the mid-1830s coincided with photographic
experiments being conducted by Henry Fox Talbot in
England. Talbot had succeeded in producing a“sensitive
paper”impregnated with silver chloride and capturing
small camera images on it in the summer of 1835, though
he did not publicly reveal this until January 1839. Tal-
bot was unaware that Daguerre's late partner Niépce had
obtained similar small camera images on silver-chloride-
coated paper nearly twenty years earlier. Niépce could
find no way to keep them from darkening all over when
exposed to light for viewing and had therefore turned
away from silver salts to experiment with other substances
such as bitumen. Talbot chemically stabilized his images
to withstand subsequent inspection in daylight by treating
them with a strong solution of common salt.
When the first reports of the French Academy of Sciences
announcement of Daguerre's invention reached Talbot,
with no details about the exact nature of the images or the
process itself, he assumed that methods similar to his own
must have been used, and promptly wrote an open letter
to the Academy claiming priority of invention. Although
it soon became apparent that Daguerre's process was very
unlike his own, Talbot had been stimulated to resume his
long-discontinued photographic experiments. The devel-
oped out daguerreotype process only required an expo-
sure sufficient to create a very faint or completely invisi-
ble latent image which was then chemically developed to
full visibility. Talbot's earlier “sensitive paper”(now
known as“salted paper”) process was a printed out pro-
cess that required prolonged exposure in the camera until
the image was fully formed, but his later calotype (also
known as talbotype) paper negative process, introduced
in 1841, also used latent image development, greatly re-
ducing the exposure needed, and making it competitive
with the daguerreotype.
Daguerre's agent Miles Berry applied for a British patent
just days before France declared the invention“free to
the world”. Great Britain was thereby uniquely denied
France's free gift, and became the only country where the
payment of license fees was required. This had the ef-
fect of inhibiting the spread of the process there, to the
eventual advantage of competing processes which were
subsequently introduced. Antoine Claudet was one of
the few people legally licensed to make daguerreotypes
in Britain. Daguerre's pension was relatively modest̶
barely enough to support a middle-class existence̶and
apparently this British“irregularity”was allowed to pass
without adverse consequences or much comment outside
of the UK.*[5]*[6]

134.4 Diorama theatres

In the spring of 1821, Daguerre partnered with Charles
Bouton with the common goal of creating a diorama
theatre. Daguerre had expertise in lighting and scenic
effects, and Bouton was the more experienced painter.
However, Bouton eventually withdrew, and Daguerre ac-
quired sole responsibility of the diorama theatre.
The first diorama theatre was built in Paris, adjacent to
Daguerre's studio. The first exhibit opened 11 July 1822
showing two tableaux, one by Daguerre and one by Bou-
ton. This would become a pattern. Each exhibition would
typically have two tableaux, one each by Daguerre and
Bouton. Also, one would be an interior depiction, and the
other would be a landscape. Daguerre hoped to create a
realistic illusion for an audience, and wanted audiences
to not only be entertained, but also awe-struck. The dio-
rama theatres were magnificent in size. A large translu-
cent canvas, measuring around 70 ft wide and 45 ft tall,
was painted on both sides. These paintings were vivid and
detailed pictures, and were lit from different angles. As
the lights changed, the scene would transform. The audi-
ence would begin to see the painting on the other side of
the screen. The effect was awe-inspiring.“Transforming
impressions, mood changes, and movements were pro-
duced by a system of shutters and screens that allowed
light to be projected- from behind- on alternately sepa-
rate sections of an image painted on a semi-transparent
backdrop”(Szalczer).
Because of their size, the screens had to remain station-
ary. Since the tableaux were stationary, the auditorium
revolved from one scene to another. The auditorium was
a cylindrical room and had a single opening in the wall,
similar to a proscenium arch, through which the audience
could watch a“scene”. Audiences would average around
350, and most would stand, though limited seating was
provided. Twenty-one diorama paintings were exhibited
in the first eight years. These included̒ Trinity Chapel in
Canterbury Cathedral ,̓̒ Chartres Cathedral ,̓̒ City of
Rouen ,̓ and̒ Environs of Paris b̓y Bouton;̒ Valley of
Sarnen ,̓̒ Harbour of Brest ,̓̒ Holyroodhouse Chapelʼ
, andʻRoslin Chapelʼby Daguerre.
The Roslin Chapel was known for a few legends involving
an unconsuming fire. The legend goes that the Chapel has
appeared to be in flames just before a high-status death,
but has later shown no damage from any such fire. This
chapel was also known for being unique in its architec-
tural beauty. Daguerre was aware of both of these as-
pects of Roslin Chapel, and this made it a perfect subject
for his diorama painting. The legends connected with the
chapel would be sure to attract a large audience. Interior
of Roslin Chapel in Paris opened 24 September 1824 and
closed February 1825. The scene depicted light coming
in through a door and a window. Foliage shadows could
be seen at the window, and the way the light s̓ rays shone
through the leaves was breathtaking and seemed to“go
beyond the power of painting”(Maggi). Then the light
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faded on the scene as if a cloud was passing over the sun.
The Times dedicated an article to the exhibition, calling
it“perfectly magical”.
Diorama became a popular new medium, and imitators
arose. It is estimated that profits reached as much as
200,000 francs. This would require 80,000 visitors at
an entrance fee of 2.50 francs. Another diorama theatre
opened in London, taking only four months to build. It
opened in September 1823. The most prosperous years
were the early to mid-1820s.
The dioramas prospered for a few years until going into
the 1830s. Then, inevitably, the theatre burned down.
The diorama had been Daguerreʼs only source of in-
come. At first glance, the event was tragically fateful. But
the enterprise was already close to its end, thus losing the
diorama tableaux was not completely disastrous, consid-
ering the funds granted under the insurance.

134.5 Portraits and artworks of
Louis Daguerre

• Portrait of Louis Daguerre.

• Portrait by Charles Meade, 1848.

• Portrait of Louis Daguerre in 1844 by Jean-Baptiste
Sabatier-Blot.

• The Ruins of Holyrood Chapel.

134.6 See also

• John Herschel

• List of people considered father or mother of a field

• Palladiotype

• Photographic processes

• Platinotype Company

• William Willis

• Daguerreotype
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Lucas Samaras

Lucas Samaras (born September 14, 1936) is an
artist who was born in Kastoria, Greece. He studied
at Rutgers University on a scholarship, where he met
Allan Kaprow and George Segal. He participated in
Kaprow's "Happenings,”and posed for Segal's plaster
sculptures.*[1] Claes Oldenburg, in whose Happenings he
also participated, later referred to Samaras as one of the
"New Jersey school,”which also included Kaprow, Segal,
George Brecht, Robert Whitman, Robert Watts, Geoffrey
Hendricks and Roy Lichtenstein. Samaras previously
worked in painting, sculpture, and performance art, be-
fore beginning work in photography. He subsequently
constructed room environments that contained elements
from his own personal history.*[2] His“Auto-Interviews”
were a series of text works that were“self-investigatory”
interviews.*[3] The primary subject of his photographic
work is his own self-image, generally distorted and muti-
lated. He has worked with multi-media collages, and by
manipulating the wet dyes in Polaroid photographic film
to create what he calls“Photo-Transformations”.
Works by Samaras are included in the collections of nu-
merous public art institutions, including Honolulu Mu-
seum of Art Spalding House (formerly The Contempo-
rary Museum, Honolulu), the Courtauld Institute of Art
(London), the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York),
the Getty Museum (Los Angeles), the Honolulu Museum
of Art, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the
Albright-Knox Art Gallery (Buffalo), the Modern Art
Museum of Fort Worth (Fort Worth, Texas), the Museum
of Contemporary Art (Los Angeles), the Museum of
Modern Art (New York City), the San Francisco Mu-
seum of Modern Art, the National Gallery of Australia
(Canberra), the National Gallery of Art (Washington
D.C.), the Smithsonian American Art Museum (Wash-
ington D.C.), the Tate Gallery (London), the Walker Art
Center (Minnesota), the Whitney Museum of American
Art (New York City), and the National Gallery (Athens).
Lucas Samaras represented Greece at the 53rd Inter-
national Art Exhibition, The Venice Biennale (June
7- November 22, 2009) with the multi-installation
“PARAXENA”in the Greek Pavilion in the Giardini.*[4]

Samaras has been the subject of several portraits
by Chuck Close, in media including painting,
daguerreotype, and tapestry.*[5]

The Catalogue Raisonné of his works is being prepared
by the Wildenstein Institute.
Lucas Samaras is represented by The Pace Gallery in New
York and Stephen Friedman Gallery in London
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[5] Stone, Nick. Chuck Close: Lucas (press release). Re-
trieved 4-27-2011.
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László Moholy-Nagy

László Moholy-Nagy

László Moholy-Nagy (Hungarian: [ˈlaːsloː ˈmo-
holinɒɟ];*[1] July 20, 1895 – November 24, 1946)
was a Hungarian painter and photographer as well
as a professor in the Bauhaus school. He was highly
influenced by constructivism and a strong advocate of
the integration of technology and industry into the arts.

136.1 Early life

Moholy-Nagy was born László Weisz in Bácsborsód to
a Jewish-Hungarian family.*[2] His cousin was the con-
ductor Sir Georg Solti. He attended Gymnasium (aca-
demic high school) in the city of Szeged. He changed
his German-Jewish surname to the Magyar surname of
his mother's Christian lawyer friend Nagy, who supported
the family and helped raise Moholy-Nagy and his broth-
ers when their Jewish father, Lipót Weisz left the family.
Later, he added“Moholy”(“from Mohol”) to his sur-
name, after the name of the Hungarian town Mohol in
which he grew up. One part of his boyhood was spent in a
Hungarian Ada town, in the family home near Mohol. In
1918 he formally converted to the Hungarian Reformed
Church (Calvinist); his godfather was his Roman Catholic

university friend, the art critic Ivan Hevesy. Immediately
before and during World War I he studied law in Budapest
and served in the war, where he sustained a serious in-
jury. In Budapest, on leave and during convalescence,
Moholy-Nagy became involved first with the journal Je-
lenkor (“The Present Age”), edited by Hevesy, and then
with the“Activist”circle around Lajos Kassák s̓ journal
Ma (“Today”). After his discharge from the Austro-
Hungarian army in October 1918, he attended the private
art school of the Hungarian Fauve artist Róbert Berény.
He was a supporter of the Hungarian Soviet Republic, de-
clared early in 1919, though he assumed no official role in
it. After the defeat of the Communist regime in August,
he withdrew to Szeged. An exhibition of his work was
held there, before he left for Vienna around November
1919. He left for Berlin early in 1920.

136.2 At the Bauhaus

In 1923, Moholy-Nagy replaced Johannes Itten as the in-
structor of the foundation course at the Bauhaus. This ef-
fectively marked the end of the school s̓ expressionistic
leanings and moved it closer towards its original aims
as a school of design and industrial integration.*[3] The
Bauhaus became known for the versatility of its artists,
and Moholy-Nagy was no exception. Throughout his ca-
reer, he became proficient and innovative in the fields of
photography, typography, sculpture, painting, printmak-
ing, and industrial design. One of his main focuses was
photography. He coined the term“the New Vision”for
his belief that photography could create a whole new way
of seeing the outside world that the human eye could not.
His theory of art and teaching is summed up in the book
The New Vision, from Material to Architecture. He ex-
perimented with the photographic process of exposing
light sensitive paper with objects overlain on top of it,
called photogram. While studying at the Bauhaus, Mo-
holyʼs teaching in diverse media ̶including painting,
sculpture, photography, photomontage and metal̶had a
profound influence on a number of his students, including
Marianne Brandt.
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136.3 Later career

Perhaps his most enduring achievement is the construc-
tion of the “Lichtrequisit einer elektrischen Bühne”
[Light Prop for an Electric Stage] (completed 1930), a
device with moving parts meant to have light projected
through it in order to create mobile light reflections and
shadows on nearby surfaces.*[4]*[5] Made with the help
of the Hungarian architect Istvan Seboek for the German
Werkbund exhibition held in Paris during the summer of
1930, it is often interpreted as a kinetic sculpture. Af-
ter his death, it was dubbed the “Light-Space Modula-
tor”and was seen as a pioneer achievement of kinetic
sculpture. It might more accurately be seen as one of the
earliest examples of Light Art. Moholy-Nagy was pho-
tography editor of the Dutch avant-garde magazine In-
ternational Revue i 10 from 1927 to 1929. He resigned
from the Bauhaus early in 1928 and worked free-lance
as a highly sought-after designer in Berlin. He designed
stage sets for successful and controversial operatic and
theatrical productions, designed exhibitions and books,
created ad campaigns, wrote articles and made films. His
studio employed artists and designers such as Istvan Se-
boek, Gyorgy Kepes and Andor Weininger. After the
Nazis came to power in Germany in 1933, and, as a for-
eign citizen, he was no longer allowed to work, he oper-
ated for a time in the Netherlands (doing mostly commer-
cial work) before moving to London in 1935.*[6]
In England, Moholy-Nagy formed part of the circle of
émigré artists and intellectuals who based themselves in
Hampstead. Moholy-Nagy lived for a time in the Isokon
building with Walter Gropius for eight months and then
settled in Golders Green. Gropius and Moholy-Nagy
planned to establish an English version of the Bauhaus
but could not secure backing, and then Moholy-Nagy was
turned down for a teaching job at the Royal College of
Art. Moholy-Nagy made his way in London by taking on
various design jobs including Imperial Airways and a shop
display for men's underwear. He photographed contem-
porary architecture for the Architectural Review where
the assistant editor was John Betjeman who commis-
sioned Moholy-Nagy to make documentary photographs
to illustrate his book An Oxford University Chest. In
1936, he was commissioned by fellow Hungarian film
producer Alexander Korda to design special effects for
Things to Come. Working at Denham Studios, Moholy-
Nagy created kinetic sculptures and abstract light effects,
but they were rejected by the film's director. At the invi-
tation of Leslie Martin, he gave a lecture to the architec-
ture school of Hull School of Art.

136.4 In the US

In 1937, at the invitation of Walter Paepcke, the Chair-
man of the Container Corporation of America, Moholy-
Nagy moved to Chicago to become the director of the

New Bauhaus. The philosophy of the school was basi-
cally unchanged from that of the original, and its head-
quarters was the Prairie Avenue mansion that architect
Richard Morris Hunt designed for department store mag-
nate Marshall Field.*[7]
Unfortunately, the school lost the financial backing of its
supporters after only a single academic year, and it closed
in 1938. Moholy-Nagy was also the Art Advisor for the
mail-order house of Spiegel in Chicago. Paepcke, how-
ever, continued his own support, and in 1939, Moholy-
Nagy opened the School of Design. In 1944, this became
the Institute of Design. In 1949 the Institute of Design
became a part of Illinois Institute of Technology and be-
came the first institution in the United States to offer a
PhD in design. Moholy-Nagy authored an account of his
efforts to develop the curriculum of the School of Design
in his book Vision in Motion.

136.5 Death and legacy

Moholy-Nagy died of leukemia in Chicago in 1946.
Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design in Budapest
is named in his honour. Works by him are currently
on display at the National Gallery of Art in Washington,
DC. The software company Laszlo Systems (developers
of the open source programming language OpenLaszlo)
was named in part in honor of Moholy-Nagy. In 1998, he
received a Tribute Marker from the City of Chicago. In
the autumn of 2003, the Moholy-Nagy Foundation, Inc.
was established as a source of information about Moholy-
Nagy's life and works.*[8]
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Chapter 137

Maggie Diaz

Maggie Diaz (born 25 February 1925) is an American-
born Australian photographer who has lived and worked
in Melbourne since 1961. The Diaz Collection dates back
to 1950s Chicago and the archive has been acquired by
the State Library of Victoria,*[1] with work in the col-
lections of the National Library of Australia*[2] and the
National Gallery of Australia.*[3]
In 2011 Diaz was featured as the sole woman in a
group exhibition at the State Library of Victoria titled
As Modern as Tomorrow, Photographers in Post war Mel-
bourne.*[4] Diaz' work is marked by the contrast between
the glamorous commercial world and those outside of so-
ciety with whom she feels a connection.

137.1 Early life

Maggie Diaz was born Margaret Eunice Reid on 25
February 1925 in Kansas City, Missouri, “out of wed-
lock”and spent her early childhood years in New York.
As a teenager during the Second World War she worked
in a steel mill and bakeries to support her family. By the
time she was 20, she was diagnosed as“difficult and de-
pressed”. She was given electro shock treatment c1945
– 1946 and encouraged to find work as a domestic help.
In 1949, Diaz received a telegram from her brother Tom,
who was a professional skater in the Harry Blackstone
Magic Show –“Blackstone wants another girl, send a pic-
ture!" She was sent the fare to join the show and toured
America during 1949 and 1950 season. The following
year, she became a Girl Friday in an advertising agency
while attending art school at night – initially doing“spot
sketches”. She was asked to go out with photographers, as
an assistant and eventually the agency provided Diaz with
her own camera, which she paid off from her wages. Diaz'
early 35mm work begins at this time, recording children
in the neighbourhood and life on the streets of Chicago.

Tavern Club, Chicago,1950s

137.2 Photography career in USA –
1950s

Diaz adopted the name “Maggie Besson”after Betty
Besson who was in the magic show and who married her
brother Tom Reid. At around this time, she won a pho-
tography prize in the Chicago Tribune with a portrait of
a young man in a tunnel. The $500 prize allowed her to
begin her work as a freelance photographer.
During the 1950s, Diaz became resident photographer at
Chicago's famous cultural hub The Tavern Club. The club
was founded in 1927“to encourage the arts, intellectual
recreation and good humored interest in life.”Diaz cap-
tured images of patrons, dancers and many Jazz greats
including the Ramsey Lewis Trio. She also produced pic-
torial yearbooks for The Tavern Club in 1957 and 1958.
While at the Tavern Club, Diaz was mentor to young
dancer Dallas Kinney̶now Pulitzer prize-winning pho-
tojournalist. Dallas Kinney thanked Diaz for her part in
launching his photo journalism career on YouTube.*[5]
Between 1956 and 1959 and in a juxtaposition of wealth
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and poverty that was to mark her later work, Diaz docu-
mented Lower North Center for the City of Chicago – a
“mixed”housing development for the underprivileged to

promote the creation of community structure and educa-
tional programs including sewing classes, a ballet school,
dances and religious ceremonies. This project was part
of Francis Cabrini Homes and later known as“Cabrini
Green”. By the 1970s it was notorious for its gang wars
and violence and was demolished in 2011.
In the late 1950s Diaz married Australian graphic artist,
Clement Fraser and was intrigued by his stories of Aus-
tralia. The marriage did not last but Diaz' fascination with
Australia did.

137.3 Diaz arrives in Melbourne –
1960s

Peter James, 3AW Breakfast Radio

Known as “Maggie Besson Fraser”, Diaz arrived in
Melbourne in 1961 on a one-way ticket (a divorce gift
from her ex-husband Clement Fraser), and soon estab-
lished herself has one of the city's leading commercial
photographers.*[6]
Diaz depicted Melbourne“battlers”in a The Brotherhood
of St Laurence Annual Report 1962-63 and was commis-
sioned by the City of Melbourne to produce some night
shots to promote the city. She worked on many com-

mercial campaigns, always shooting for herself. Many of
these photographs were never seen by the client and not
printed until 40 years later. One of these photographs,
“Girl Hero”, an image taken for Paddle Shoes, now hangs

in the National Gallery of Australia.
Diaz was resident photographer for 3AW in the mid
1960s and an article in The Age newspaper of 6 March
1964 notes that “A series of photographs which form
part of the interior design of the new 3AW studios in the
Southern Cross Plaza are the work of a woman.”Diaz
also took portraits of radio personalities, and followed
the mobile studio to special events and beach carnivals.
A breakfast advertisement featuring Diaz p̓ortrait of Pe-
ter James was featured in the Broadcasting and Television
News of 23 July 1965.
Diaz contributed to Group M's Photovision in 1964 ex-
hibiting at John Reed's Museum of Modern Art with
well-known contemporaries Wolfgang Sievers and Mark
Strizic.
During the mid-1960s Diaz' photographs were used in
a Nilsen Company publication titled Printing is People
c1966. Diaz' work was as an “example of excellence”
and used to teach photography students at RMIT the use
of available light.
In 1964, while living in her Nicholson Street Fitzroy
Studio, Diaz was introduced to the Spanish scene and
recorded various troupes, well represented in the Diaz
collection. This was a place where she felt truly com-
fortable for the first time since arriving in Melbourne. It
had the vibrancy and diversity that she missed from her
Chicago home. Here she met her future partner, Jose
Diaz, with whom she had a son, Stevan, in 1967.
In 1968, Diaz, Jose and Stevan moved into a commercial
studio in Martin Street Gardenvale with her ex-husband
Clement Fraser. He had produced a map for the Liberal
Government, titled, 'Australia the Awakening Giant'*[7]
and was making a good living selling it all over the coun-
try. When the Whittlam government won the election in
1972, the map was discontinued as a promotional tool and
Clem left the studio lease to Diaz and Jose.
Two photographs included in Walkabout Magazine
(c1966) and taken under the name of Maggie Besson
Fraser, are included in the State Library of NSW Library
photography collection.*[8]

137.4 The middle years – 1970s–
1980s

Although they didn't marry, Diaz decided to take Jose's
name and from thenceforth was known as“Maggie Diaz”
. During the 1970s, Diaz continued as a commercial pho-
tographer, with work from advertising agencies, such as
Clemenger and Klempke.
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In 1975, The Toorak Times noted that Diaz “excels in
art photography”while their front cover featured one of
her photos Reticulated Lady. She was also commissioned
to take a portrait of Sidney Nolan's mother in St Kilda at
Edgewater Towers, Marine Parade in 1977.*[9]
Southern Cross News – Diaz spent two years as resident
photographer during this time – recording a huge range of
events and personalities, including Tommy Hanlon from
Ashton's Circus.
In the 1980s, Diaz continued to operate a Commercial
Studio in Martin Street, Gardenvale and became known
for portraiture and actors composites, forming alliances
with Sascha Agency and JM Casting. One of Diaz' sub-
jects, sixteen-year-old actor Gwendolen De Lacy, be-
came a lifelong friend and would later be instrumental
in archiving, curating and promoting Diaz' work.
Diaz moved from her Gardenvale studio in the late 1980s
and operated from a flat on Grosvenor Street Balaclava,
where she made a darkroom in a rundown shed and be-
came known for photographing actors in doorways and
laneways – always using available light.

137.5 1990s – The later years

Diaz had to move again and this time, she took an apart-
ment around the corner in Gourlay Street, which had no
darkroom; however, she continued with her work. Her
knack for capturing the soul of the artist saw her por-
traiture of actors becoming a major interest. She pho-
tographed scores of plays at La Mama, The Courthouse
and Playbox theatres in the 1990s. In the late 90s, part-
ner Jose suffered a heart attack and Diaz' work started to
wind down. In 2003, Diaz had a bad fall, which resulted
in two months in Caulfield Hospital. Later that year, Jose
died suddenly of a second heart attack.

137.6 Collaboration with Gwen-
dolen De Lacy

In 2004, Diaz' friend Gwendolen De Lacy, began archiv-
ing Diaz' collection. In 2005, some highlights from the
extensive collection were presented as a slide show to two
packed audiences at La Mama Theatre's Courthouse, to
celebrate Diaz' 80th birthday.
It was a sell-out event, which generated long-overdue in-
terest in Diaz's life and career, and prompted a mention
in the Victorian State Parliament: Johan Scheffer speech
to parliament“Her life has been hard and this has been
a rich treasure house of insight and inspiration for a great
art.”*[10] This led to her first retrospective exhibition
– Into the Light, which opened at City Museum at Old
Treasury in 2007. The exhibition was printed by photo-
graphic artist and printer Tiffaney Bishop.*[11]

Gwen in Veil at Midnight,Art Centre Melbourne,c1985

An Australian tour commenced and in 2008, Diaz fea-
tured on ABC Sunday Arts television program. In 2010,
The State Library of Victoria purchased Into the Light,
the exhibition and the entire Diaz archive – spanning 50
years of Diaz' work. Some of these images were included
in a group show from the library collection. Called As
Modern as Tomorrow, photographs in Post War Mel-
bourne, The exhibition was held from 1 July 2011 to 5
February 2012 and included works by immigrant peers
Mark Strizic and Wolfgang Sievers. Gael Newton from
the State Library commented in the State Library News
that:
"The sole woman working in commercial illustration in-
cluded in As Modern as Tomorrow is previously over-
looked American immigrant Maggie Diaz, whose distinc-
tively moody work has only quite recently been reintro-
duced to Melbourne viewers and acquired by the Li-
brary."*[12]
In 2011, Diaz was selected as a Core Program Artist with
the Ballarat International Foto Biennale and her exhibi-
tion One-way Ticket featured more than 35 images from
the Diaz Collection that had never been seen before. This
exhibition celebrated the first 25 of Diaz' life as an artist
and commercial photographer.
In 2012, the National Library of Australia purchased 18
of Diaz' photograph, catalogued under Australian life,
1960–1990 / Maggie Diaz. Diaz has recently undergone
extensive surgery for the removal of her left eye due to
skin cancer. Following a fire in her home, she moved into
long-term accommodation at Sacred Heart Mission in St
Kilda – her local stomping ground. Her son Stevan lives
nearby.
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137.7 Exhibitions

As Modern as Tomorrow – Photographers in Post-war
Melbourne (Group exhibition) State Library of Victoria
1 July 2011 – 5 February 2012
Maggie Diaz, One-way Ticket Ballarat International Foto
Biennale Mining Exchange, 12 Lydiard St North, Ballarat
20 August – 18 September 2011
Maggie Diaz – Into the Light:

Kingston Arts Centre 979 Nepean Highway, Moorabbin,
Victoria 3189 20 March – 6 April 2009
The Drum Theatre, Dandenong Town Hall City of
Greater Dandenong 16 April – 12 June 2009
Portland Arts Centre Cnr Glenelg and Bentinck St, Port-
land, Victoria 3305 19 January – 27 February 2009
Carnegie Gallery, Hobart (ABC Sunday Arts Feature
Story) 16 Argyle St, Hobart, Tasmania 7000 2 July – 9
August 2009
Burrinja Gallery (ABC Sunday Arts Feature Story) 351
Glenfern Road, Upwey, Victoria 11 April – 13 July 2008
Colac Otway Performing Arts & Cultural Centre Cnr
Gellibrand & Rae St, Colac, Victoria 3250 25 July – 14
September 2008
City Museum at Old Treasury Spring Street, Melbourne
3000 10 March – 24 June 2007

137.8 Collections

137.8.1 State Library of Victoria

In 2010, The State Library of Victoria purchased Into the
Light, the exhibition and the entire Diaz archive – span-
ning 50 years of photography. Some of these are available
online at: http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/

• Maggie Diaz's journey from Hawaii and arrival in
Sydney on the ship Canberra 1961

• Tony MacDougall's wife and three children, 1963

• Lorna Saba, 1966

• Experimental with the Cherokees, between 1960
and 1979

• Melbourne Maternal Health, nurse visiting new
mother, between 1960 and 1969.

• Child with an elephant at a circus, between 1960 and
1969

• Crowds at the beach between 1960 and 1969

• Woman working in clothing factory. between 1960
and 1969

• Myer Music Bowl ; [Person on trampoline in front
of a ferris wheel] between 1960 and 1969

• Children playing; beach scenes; portraits of Tommy
Hanlon Jnr. and a boy; between 1960 and 1969

• Stockton Riley, musician 1980

• Bill Ford, good friend and philosopher 1961

• Lindsay Saddington, actor, teacher, Sascha Agency,
1983

• Geoff Jenkins, 1963

• Patrick Alexander (AWG) – poet and repairman
1987

• The Brotherhood of St. Laurence 1962

• Chicago 'Indian Girls' portraits, 1961

• Helen Jackson, radio presenter ABC /3AW 1979

• Ava Brown and family, Chicago, Jewish family,
1959

• Grace Luminato, La Italiana, La Superba, 1988

• Tony MacDougall's wife and three children. 1963

137.8.2 National Gallery of Australia

The NGA purchased four prints in 2011:

• Skipping, Lower North Center, Chicago, c
1960 prtd c 2011 Photograph, International Art,
2011.1439

• Coming or Going. Self-portrait with The Can-
berra, Melbourne, 1961 prtd c.2011 Photograph,
Australasian Art, 2011.1440

• Elephant joy, Luna Park. c 1965 prtd 2011 Photo-
graph, Australasian Art, 2011.1441

• Girl Hero (for Paddle Shoes) Printed by Tiffaney
Bishop, Melbourne 2011, c 1965 prtd 2000 Photo-
graph, Australasian Art, 2011.1442

137.8.3 National Library of Australia

The National Library of Australia purchased 18 of Mag-
gie's photographs in 2012. These are catalogued under
Australian life, 1960–1990 / Maggie Diaz and are listed
below.

• Newspaper seller, Melbourne, ca. 1965 [picture]
nla.pic-vn6000897 ca. 1965 (2012 printing)

• Asleep at the races, Melbourne Cup, Fleming-
ton, ca.1965 [picture] nla.pic-vn6000967 ca. 1965
(2012 printing)

http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/
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• Migrants on the railway, Gardenvale, Melbourne,
ca. 1965 [picture] nla.pic-vn6001024 ca. 1965
(2012 printing)

• Audience at the Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, ca.
1965 [picture] nla.pic-vn6001047 ca. 1965 (2012
printing)

• Beach father and son, St. Kilda, Melbourne, ca.
1965 [picture] nla.pic-vn6001066 ca. 1965 (2012
printing)

• Schoolboys reaching for the ball, in the Paddle
Shoes commercial, Melbourne, ca. 1965 [picture]
nla.pic-vn6001103 ca. 1965 (2012 printing)

• Flinders Street traffic, Melbourne, ca. 1965 [pic-
ture] nla.pic-vn6001123 ca. 1965 (2012 printing)

• Opera House construction, Sydney, ca. 1965 [pic-
ture] nla.pic-vn6001131 ca. 1965 (2012 printing)

• Higgins boys climbing down the side of their house,
Malvern, Melbourne, ca. 1970 [picture]

• Gardenvale tunnel, an Australian ballet, Gardenvale,
Melbourne, May 1970 [picture]

• The Canberra, Station Pier, Port Melbourne, ca.
1965 [picture]

• Mobile broadcast studio for Radio Melbourne 3AW
between Elwood and St. Kilda, Melbourne, ca.
1965 [picture] nla.pic-vn6001244 ca. 1965 (2012
printing)

• Echuca rodeo, Victoria, ca. 1965 [picture] nla.pic-
vn6001248 ca. 1965 (2012 printing)

• Elephant trainer and son, Melbourne, 1971 [picture]
nla.pic-vn6001571 1971 (2012 printing)

• Spastic Centre bus, Melbourne, May 1970 [picture]
nla.pic-vn6001641 1970 (2012 printing)

• The real Australian, portrait of a man at a bar,
Brunswick Street, Fitzroy, Melbourne, 1990 [pic-
ture]nla.pic-vn6001684 1990 (2012 printing)

• Maggie Diaz, Port Melbourne, ca. 1965 [picture]
nla.pic-vn6001693 ca. 1965 (2012 printing)

• Maggie Diaz working, Chicago, Illinois, ca. 1960
[picture]

137.9 Major media coverage
• Pro Photo Magazine – April 2012: Article

by Alison Stieven-Taylor, – republished in Le
Journal de photographie, February 2013. (http:
//magazine3k.com/magazine/graphics-and-design/
17787/pro-photo-australia-april-2012.html,
http://lejournaldelaphotographie.com/entries/
10123/maggie-diaz-one-way-ticket)

• Pro Photo Magazine – Septem-
ber/October 2011, (Pages 18–20), http:
//downmagaz.ws/photo_magazine_video/
6129-pro-photo-septemberoctober-2011.html

• Ballarat International Foto Biennale Catalogue 2011
(article by Madeleine Say, page 10) ISBN 978-0-
646-56043-4

http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/154106726?
selectedversion=NBD47412290

• Australian Photography Magazine (Pages 29 – 32)
“Sweet and Sour” by Robert Keeley September

2009, http://www.maggiediaz.com/Content/News

• Moorabbin Leader – 11 March 2009,“Light shines
on gritty collection”, http://www.maggiediaz.com/
Content/Press

•“Maggie Diaz – Into the Light” Portland Observer,
Friday 23 January 2009, http://www.maggiediaz.
com/Content/Press

• Free Press Leader, 11 June 2008 “Retrospective
Collection”by Zoe Lewis, http://www.maggiediaz.
com/Content/Press

• The Weekend Australian Magazine,“Double Take”
by Helen O"Neill 6–7 October 2007, http://www.
maggiediaz.com/Content/Press

• The Sunday Age, 25 March 2007, Review by Penny
Webb “Maggie Diaz, Into the Light” Pg 48

•“Into the Light" by Stephanie Bunbury,
20 February 2005, The Age Newspa-
per, http://www.theage.com.au/news/Arts/
Into-the-light/2005/02/19/1108709482186.html

137.10 See also
• Photography in Australia

• Cinema of Australia

• John Watt Beattie

• William Bland

• Jeff Carter (photographer)

• Ken G. Hall

• Frank Hurley

• Charles Kerry

• Henry King (photographer)

• David Perry (Australian filmmaker)

• Ruby Spowart

• Mark Strizic
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[9] Dora Irene Nolan (Mother of Artist Sidney Nolan) was
photographed by Maggie Diaz at Edgewater Towers in
1977. State Library Victoria; Maggie Diaz; incorrectly
entitled 'Mrs Landells (mother of Sidney Nolan) taken at
Edgewater Towers, Marine Parade, St.Kilda'; The subject
is not the image of Flora Annie Margaret Landells (Painter
and Potter); Dora Irene Nolan is the subject (confirmed as
same person photographed in 'Dora Irene Nolan and Son
Artist Sidney Nolan'; Fairfax Photos; Taken Art Gallery
NSW 12 September 1967; by G. Henderson); daugh-
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[10] Parliamentary Debates (Hansard) Legislative Council
Fifty-Fifth Parliament First session 23 March 2005
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/downloadhansard/
pdf/Council/Autumn%202005/Council%20Extract%
2023%20March%202005%20from%20Book%202.pdf

[11] Tiffany Bishop http://www.tiffaneybishop.com/about.
htm

[12] Gael Newton, State Library News Edition # 47 July – Oc-
tober 2011

137.12 External links
• Official website
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Chapter 138

Man Ray

For other uses, see Man Ray (disambiguation).

Man Ray (born Emmanuel Radnitzky, August 27,
1890 – November 18, 1976) was an American visual
artist who spent most of his career in France. He was a
significant contributor to the Dada and Surrealist move-
ments, although his ties to each were informal. He pro-
duced major works in a variety of media but considered
himself a painter above all. He was best known for his
photography, and he was a renowned fashion and portrait
photographer. Man Ray is also noted for his work with
photograms, which he called“rayographs”in reference
to himself.*[1]

138.1 Life and career

138.1.1 Background and early life

During his career as an artist, Man Ray allowed few de-
tails of his early life or family background to be known to
the public. He even refused to acknowledge that he ever
had a name other than Man Ray.*[2]
Man Ray was born as Emmanuel Radnitzky in South
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S. in 1890.*[3] He was the
eldest child of Russian Jewish immigrants.*[3] He had a
brother and two sisters, the youngest born in 1897 shortly
after they settled in the Williamsburg*[3] neighborhood
of Brooklyn, New York. In early 1912, the Radnitzky
family changed their surname to Ray. Man Ray's brother
chose the surname in reaction to the ethnic discrimina-
tion and anti-Semitism prevalent at the time. Emmanuel,
who was called “Manny”as a nickname, changed his
first name to Man and gradually began to use Man Ray as
his combined single name.*[2]*[4]
Man Ray's father worked in a garment factory and ran a
small tailoring business out of the family home. He en-
listed his children to assist him from an early age. Man
Ray's mother enjoyed designing the family's clothes and
inventing patchwork items from scraps of fabric.*[2] Man
Ray wished to disassociate himself from his family back-
ground, but their tailoring left an enduring mark on his
art. Mannequins, flat irons, sewing machines, needles,

Man Ray, c. 1921–22, Rencontre dans la porte tournante, pub-
lished on the cover (and page 39) of Der Sturm, Volume 13,
Number 3, 5 March 1922

pins, threads, swatches of fabric, and other items re-
lated to tailoring appear in almost every medium of his
work.*[5] Art historians have noted similarities between
Ray's collage and painting techniques and styles used for
tailoring.*[4]
Mason Klein, curator of a Man Ray exhibition at the
Jewish Museum entitled Alias Man Ray: The Art of Rein-
vention, suggests that the artist may have been“the first
Jewish avant-garde artist.”*[3]

138.1.2 First artistic endeavors

Man Ray displayed artistic and mechanical abilities dur-
ing childhood. His education at Brooklyn's Boys' High
School from 1904 to 1909 provided him with solid
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Man Ray, 1919, Seguidilla, airbrushed gouache, pen & ink, pen-
cil, and colored pencil on paperboard, 55.8 x 70.6 cm, Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Wash-
ington, DC

grounding in drafting and other basic art techniques.
While he attended school, he educated himself with fre-
quent visits to the local art museums, where he studied
the works of the Old Masters. After his graduation, Ray
was offered a scholarship to study architecture but chose
to pursue a career as an artist. Man Ray's parents were
disappointed by their son's decision to pursue art, but they
agreed to rearrange the family's modest living quarters so
that Ray's room could be his studio. The artist remained
in the family home over the next four years. During this
time, he worked steadily towards becoming a professional
painter. Man Ray earned money as a commercial artist
and was a technical illustrator at several Manhattan com-
panies.*[2]*[4]
The surviving examples of his work from this period in-
dicate that he attempted mostly paintings and drawings
in 19th-century styles. He was already an avid admirer
of contemporary avant-garde art, such as the European
modernists he saw at Alfred Stieglitz's "291" gallery and
works by the Ashcan School. However, with a few ex-
ceptions, he was not yet able to integrate these trends into
his own work. The art classes he sporadically attended̶
including stints at the National Academy of Design and
the Art Students League̶were of little apparent bene-
fit to him. When he enrolled in the Ferrer School in the
autumn of 1912, he began a period of intense and rapid
artistic development.*[4]

138.1.3 New York

While living in New York City, Man Ray was visually in-
fluenced by the 1913 Armory Show and galleries of Eu-
ropean contemporary works. His early paintings display
facets of cubism. After befriending Marcel Duchamp,
who was interested in showing movement in static paint-
ings, his works began to depict movement of the figures.
An example is the repetitive positions of the dancer's

Man Ray, 1920, Three Heads (Joseph Stella and Marcel
Duchamp, painting bust portrait of Man Ray above Duchamp),
gelatin silver print, 20.7 x 15.7 cm, Museum of Modern Art, New
York

skirts in The Rope Dancer Accompanies Herself with Her
Shadows (1916).*[7]
In 1915, Man Ray had his first solo show of paintings and
drawings after he had taken up residence at an art colony
in Grantwood, New Jersey, across the Hudson River from
New York City.*[8] His first proto-Dada object, an as-
semblage titled Self-Portrait, was exhibited the following
year. He produced his first significant photographs in
1918.
Man Ray abandoned conventional painting to involve
himself with Dada, a radical anti-art movement. He
started making objects and developed unique mechan-
ical and photographic methods of making images. For
the 1918 version of Rope Dancer, he combined a spray-
gun technique with a pen drawing. Like Duchamp,
he did readymades̶ordinary objects that are selected
and modified. His Gift readymade (1921) is a flatiron
with metal tacks attached to the bottom, and Enigma of
Isidore Ducasse*[9] is an unseen object (a sewing ma-
chine) wrapped in cloth and tied with cord. Aerograph
(1919), another work from this period, was done with air-
brush on glass.*[10]
In 1920, Man Ray helped Duchamp make the Rotary
Glass Plates, one of the earliest examples of kinetic art.
It was composed of glass plates turned by a motor. That
same year, Man Ray, Katherine Dreier, and Duchamp
founded the Société Anonyme, an itinerant collection that
was the first museum of modern art in the U.S.
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Man Ray, 1920, The Coat-Stand (Porte manteau), reproduced
in New York dada (magazine), Marcel Duchamp and Man Ray,
April, 1921*[6]

Man Ray teamed up with Duchamp to publish one issue
of New York Dada in 1920. For Man Ray, Dada's exper-
imentation was no match for the wild and chaotic streets
of New York.*[11] He wrote that“Dada cannot live in
New York. All New York is dada, and will not tolerate a
rival.”*[11]
In 1913, Man Ray met his first wife, the Belgian poet
Adon Lacroix (Donna Lecoeur) (1887–1975), in New
York. They married in 1914, separated in 1919, and for-
mally divorced in 1937.*[12]

138.1.4 Paris

In July 1921, Man Ray went to live and work in Paris,
France. He soon settled in the Montparnasse quarter fa-
vored by many artists. Shortly after arriving in Paris, he
met and fell in love with Kiki de Montparnasse (Alice
Prin), an artists' model and celebrated character in Paris
bohemian circles. Kiki was Man Ray's companion for
most of the 1920s. She became the subject of some of
his most famous photographic images and starred in his
experimental films, Le Retour à la Raison and L'Étoile de
mer. In 1929, he began a love affair with the Surrealist
photographer Lee Miller.
For the next 20 years in Montparnasse, Man Ray was

Man Ray, Lampshade, reproduced in 391, n. 13, July 1920

Man Ray, c. 1921–22, Dessin (Drawing), published on page 43
of Der Sturm, Volume 13, Number 3, 5 March 1922
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Man Ray, 1922, Untitled Rayograph, gelatin silver photogram,
23.5 x 17.8 cm

a distinguished photographer. Significant members of
the art world, such as James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, Jean
Cocteau, Bridget Bate Tichenor,*[13] and Antonin Ar-
taud, posed for his camera.
Man Ray was represented in the first Surrealist exhibi-
tion with Jean Arp, Max Ernst, André Masson, Joan
Miró, and Pablo Picasso at the Galerie Pierre in Paris in
1925. Important works from this time were a metronome
with an eye, originally titled Object to Be Destroyed, and
the Violon d'Ingres,*[14] a stunning photograph of Kiki
de Montparnasse,*[15] styled after the painter/musician
Ingres. Violon d'Ingres is a popular example of how Man
Ray could juxtapose disparate elements in his photogra-
phy to generate meaning.*[16]
In 1934, surrealist artist Méret Oppenheim, known for
her fur-covered teacup, posed nude for Man Ray in a well-
known series of photographs depicting her standing next
to a printing press.
With Lee Miller, his photography assistant and lover,
Man Ray reinvented the photographic technique of
solarization. He also created a type of photogram he
called “rayographs”, which he described as “pure
dadaism”.
Man Ray directed a number of influential avant-garde
short films, known as Cinéma Pur. He directed Le Re-
tour à la Raison (2 mins, 1923); Emak-Bakia (16 mins,
1926); L'Étoile de Mer (15 mins, 1928); and Les Mystères
du Château de Dé (27 mins, 1929). Man Ray also as-
sisted Marcel Duchamp with the cinematography of his

Man Ray, 1929, A Night at Saint Jean-de-Luz, Modern Art Mu-
seum of the City of Paris

The Misunderstood (1938), collection of the Man Ray Estate

film Anemic Cinema (1926), and Ray personally manned
the camera on Fernand Léger's Ballet Mécanique (1924).
In René Clair's film Entr'acte (1924), Man Ray appeared
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in a brief scene playing chess with Duchamp.
Duchamp, Man Ray, and Francis Picabia were friends
and collaborators. The three were connected by their ex-
perimental, entertaining, and innovative art.*[17]*[18]

138.1.5 Hollywood

Salvador Dalí and Man Ray in Paris, on June 16, 1934 making
“wild eyes”for photographer Carl Van Vechten

Man Ray was forced to return from Paris to the United
States due to the Second World War. He lived in Los
Angeles, California from 1940 to 1951 where he focused
his creative energy on painting. A few days after arriv-
ing in Los Angeles, Man Ray met Juliet Browner, a first-
generation American of Romanian-Jewish lineage. She
was a trained dancer, who studied dance with Martha
Graham,*[19] and an experienced artists' model. The two
married in 1946 in a double wedding with their friends
Max Ernst and Dorothea Tanning. In 1948 Man Ray had
a solo exhibition at the Copley Galleries in Beverley Hills,
which brought together a wide array of work and featured
his newly painted canvases of the Shakespearean Equa-
tions series.*[20]

138.1.6 Later life

Man Ray called Montparnasse home and returned there
in 1951.
In 1963, he published his autobiography, Self-Portrait,
which was republished in 1999 (ISBN 0-8212-2474-3).
He died in Paris on November 18, 1976 from a lung in-
fection. He was interred in the Cimetière du Montpar-
nasse in Paris. Ray's epitaph reads “unconcerned, but
not indifferent”. When Juliet Browner died in 1991, she
was interred in the same tomb. Her epitaph reads “to-
gether again”. Juliet organized a trust for his work and
donated much of his work to museums. Her plans to re-
store the studio as a public museum proved too expensive,
such was the structure's disrepair. Most of the contents
were stored at the Pompidou Center.*[19]

Man Ray portrayed by Lothar Wolleh, Paris, 1975

138.2 Accolades

In 1999, ARTnews magazine named Man Ray one of
the 25 most influential artists of the 20th century.
The publication cited his groundbreaking photography,
“his explorations of film, painting, sculpture, collage,

assemblage and prototypes of what would eventually be
called performance art and conceptual art.”ARTnews fur-
ther stated that “Man Ray offered artists in all media
an example of a creative intelligence that, in its 'pur-
suit of pleasure and liberty', unlocked every door it came
to and walked freely where it would.”Seeking pleasure
and liberty was one of Ray's guiding principles, along
with others such as doing things that are socially prohib-
ited.*[21]*[22]
In March 2013, Man Ray's photograph Noire et Blanche
(1926) was featured in the U.S. Postal Service's Modern
Art in America series of stamps.

138.3 Quotations

138.3.1 By Man Ray

•“It has never been my object to record my dreams,
just the determination to realize them.”̶Julien
Levy exhibition catalog, April 1945.

•“There is no progress in art, any more than there is
progress in making love. There are simply different
ways of doing it.”̶ 1948 essay,“To Be Continued,
Unnoticed”.

•“To create is divine, to reproduce is human.”̶
“Originals Graphic Multiples”, circa 1968; pub-
lished in Objets de Mon Affection, 1983.
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•“I paint what cannot be photographed, that which
comes from the imagination or from dreams, or
from an unconscious drive. I photograph the things
that I do not wish to paint, the things which al-
ready have an existence.”̶ Undated interview, circa
1970s; published in Man Ray: Photographer, 1981.

•“I have been accused of being a joker. But the most
successful art to me involves humor.”̶Undated
interview, circa 1970s; published in Man Ray: Pho-
tographer, 1981.

•“An original is a creation motivated by desire. Any
reproduction of an original is motivated by neces-
sity. It is marvelous that we are the only species that
creates gratuitous forms. To create is divine, to re-
produce is human.”

•“Of course, there will always be those who look only
at technique, who ask 'how', while others of a more
curious nature will ask 'why'. Personally, I have al-
ways preferred inspiration to information.”

•“I do not photograph nature. I photograph my vi-
sions.”*[11]

138.3.2 About Man Ray
•“Man Ray, n.m. synon. de Joie jouer jouir.”(Trans-

lation: “Man Ray, masculine noun, synonymous
with joy, to play, to enjoy.”) ̶Marcel Duchamp,
as the opening epigram for Man Ray's memoir Self-
Portrait, 1963.

•“With him you could try anything̶there was noth-
ing you were told not to do, except spill the chemi-
cals. With Man Ray, you were free to do what your
imagination conjured, and that kind of encourage-
ment was wonderful.”̶Artist and photographer,
Naomi Savage, Man Ray's niece and protégée, in a
2000 newspaper interview.

•“Man Ray is a youthful alchemist forever in quest
of the painter's philosopher's stone. May he never
find it, as that would bring an end to his experimen-
tations which are the very condition of living art ex-
pression.”̶Adolf Wolff,“Art Notes”, Interna-
tional 8, no. 1 (January 1914), p. 21.

• "[Man Ray was] a kind of short man who looked a
little like Mr. Peepers, spoke slowly with a slight
Brooklynese accent, and talked so you could never
tell when he was kidding.”̶ Brother-in-law Joseph
Browner on his first impression of the artist; quoted
in the Fresno Bee, August 26, 1990.

138.4 Selected publications
• Man Ray and Tristan Tzara (1922). Champs déli-

cieux: album de photographies. Paris: [Société

générale d'imprimerie et d'édition].

• Man Ray (1926). Revolving doors, 1916–1917: 10
planches. Paris: Éditions Surrealistes.

• Man Ray (1934). Man Ray: photographs, 1920–
1934, Paris. Hartford, CT: James Thrall Soby.

• Éluard, Paul, and Man Ray (1935). Facile. Paris:
Éditions G.L.M.

• Man Ray and André Breton (1937). La photogra-
phie n'est pas l'art. Paris: Éditions G.L.M.

• Man Ray and Paul Éluard (1937). Les mains libres:
dessins. Paris: Éditions Jeanne Bucher.

• Man Ray (1948). Alphabet for adults. Beverly Hills,
CA: Copley Galleries.

• Man Ray (1963). Self portrait. London: Andre
Deutsch.

• Man Ray and L. Fritz Gruber (1963). Portraits.
Gütersloh, Germany: Sigbert Mohn Verlag.
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• Man Ray in American public collections on the
French Sculpture Census website

http://frenchsculpture.org/en/artist/ray-man


Chapter 139

Manuel Álvarez Bravo

Manuel Álvarez Bravo (February 4, 1902 – October
19, 2002, age 100) was Mexicoʼs first principal artistic
photographer and is the most important figure in 20th-
century Latin American photography. He was born and
raised in Mexico City. While he took art classes at the
Academy of San Carlos, his photography is self-taught.
His career spanned from the late 1920s to the 1990s with
its artistic peak between the 1920s to the 1950s. His hall-
mark as a photographer was to capture images of the or-
dinary but in ironic or surrealistic ways. His early work
was based on European influences, but he was soon in-
fluenced by the Mexican muralism movement and the
general cultural and political push at the time to redefine
Mexican identity. He rejected the picturesque, employ-
ing elements to avoid stereotyping. Over his career he had
numerous exhibitions of his work, worked in the Mexi-
can cinema and established Fondo Editorial de la Plástica
Mexicana publishing house. He won numerous awards
for his work, mostly after 1970.

139.1 Life

Álvarez Bravo was born in Mexico City on February 4,
1902.*[1] His father was a teacher but pursued painting,
photography and writing, producing several plays and his
grandfather was a professional portrait maker.*[2] Be-
cause of this, Alvarez Bravo has early exposure to the
medium.*[1] He grew up in the historic center of Mex-
ico City behind the Cathedral, in one of the many former
colonial buildings converted into apartments for the cityʼ
s middle and lower classes.*[3] He was eight years old
when the Mexican Revolution began. He could hear gun-
fire and came across dead bodies as a child. This would
have an effect on his photography later.*[2]
From 1908 to 1914 Alvarez Bravo attended elementary
at the Patricio Saénz boarding school in Tlalpan, but he
had to leave school at the age of twelve when his father
died.*[4] He worked as a clerk at a French textile fac-
tory for a time, and later at the Mexican Treasury De-
partment. He studied accounting at night for a while but
then switched to classes in art at the Academy of San Car-
los.*[1]*[2] Alvarez Bravo met Hugo Brehme in 1923 and
bought his first camera in 1924.*[4]*[5] He began exper-

imenting with it, with some advice from Brehme and sub-
scriptions to photography magazines.*[1]*[2] In 1927, he
met photographer Tina Modotti. Álvarez Bravo had ad-
mired Modottiʼs work in magazines such as Forma and
Mexican Folkways even before they met.*[6] She intro-
duced him to a number of intellectuals and artists in Mex-
ico City, including photographer Edward Weston, who
encouraged him to continue with the craft.*[5]
During his lifetime, Alvarez Bravo married three times,
with all three wives photographers in their own right.*[2]
His first wife was Lola Alvarez Bravo, who he married in
1925, just as he was beginning his career as a freelance
photographer. He taught her the craft but she did not
achieve the renown that he did. They had one son, Manuel
and separated in 1934.*[7] His second wife was Doris
Heyden and his third was French photographer Colette
Álvarez Urbajtel.*[2]
In 1973 he donated his personal collection of photographs
and cameras to the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes. An
additional 400 photographs are purchased by the Mexican
government for the Museo de Arte Moderno.*[4]
He died on October 19, 2002.*[1]

139.2 Career

Álvarez Bravoʼs photography career spanned from the
late 1920s to the 1990s. It formed in the decades after
the Mexican Revolution (1920s to 1950s) when there was
significant creative output in the country, much of it spon-
sored by the government wanting to promote a new Mex-
ican identity based on both modernity and the country s̓
indigenous past.*[1]
Although he has been photographing in the late 1920s, he
became a freelance photographer full-time in 1930, quit-
ting his government job. That same year, Tina Modotti
was deported from Mexico for political activities and she
left Alvarez Bravo her camera and her job at Mexican
Folkways magazine. For this publication, Alvarez Bravo
began photographing the work of the Mexican mural-
ists and other painters.*[2] During the rest of the 1930s,
he established his career. He met photographer Paul
Strand in 1933 at the set of Redes, and worked with him
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briefly.*[2]*[4] In 1938, he met French Surrealist artist
André Breton, who promoted Alvaréz Bravoʼs work in
France, exhibiting it there. Later, Breton asked for a pho-
tograph for the cover of catalog for an exhibition in Mex-
ico. Alvarez Bravo created“La buena fama durmiendo”
(The good reputation sleeping), which Mexican censors
rejected due to nudity. The photograph would be repro-
duced many times after that however.*[2]
Alvarez Bravo trained most of the next generation of pho-
tographers including Nacho López, Héctor García and
Graciela Iturbide.*[8] From 1938 to 1939, he taught pho-
tography at the Escuela Central de Artes Plásticas, now
the National School of Arts (UNAM). In the latter half
of the 1960s he taught at the Centro Universitario de Es-
tudios Cinematográficos.*[4]
From 1943 to 1959, he worked in the Mexican film in-
dustry doing still shots, prompting him to experiment
some with cinema.*[1] In 1949, he collaborated with José
Revueltas in an experimental film called Coatlicue. In
1957 he worked making stills for the film Nazarín by Luis
Buñuel.*[4]
His career included over 150 individual exhibitions of
his work along with participation in over 200 collective
exhibitions.*[1] In 1928, a photograph of his is chosen
to be exhibited in the First Salón Mexciano de la Fo-
tografía. His first individual exhibition was at the Galería
Posada in Mexico City in 1932.*[4] In 1935, he exhib-
ited with Henri Cartier-Bresson at the Palacio de Bellas
Artes, with catalogue texts from Langston Hughes and
Luis Cardoza y Aragón. In 1940 his work is part of a
surrealist exhibition by André Breton at the gallery be-
longing to Inés Amor. Edward Steichen selected Bravo's
work for MoMA's 1955 The Family of Man exhibition
which was exhibited around the world, seen by more peo-
ple than any other to date. In 1968, the Palacio de Bel-
las Artes held a retrospective of four decades of Alvarez
Bravo s̓ work. He exhibited at the Pasadena Art Museum
and the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1971,
the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington in 1978, the
Israel Museum in Jerusalem in 1983 and the National Li-
brary in Madrid in 1985. From 1994 to 1995 Evidencias
de lo invisible, cien fotografías (Evidence of the Invisi-
ble, One Hundred Photographs) was presented at the Fine
Arts Museum in New Delhi, the Imperial Palace in Bei-
jing and the Belém Cultural Center in Lisbon. In 2001,
the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles hosted a retro-
spective of his work.*[4]
His first publication was in 1945, writing the book “El
arte negro.”His photographs appeared in many publica-
tions over his career including the book México: pintura
de hoy by Luis Cardoza y Aragón in 1964. He co wrote
and provided the photographs for the book Instante y rev-
elación along with Octavio Paz in 1982.*[4] In 1959 he
founded the Fondo Editorial de la Plástica Mexicana with
Leopoldo Méndez, Gabriel Figueroa, Carlos Pellicer and
Rafael Carrillo which produces books on Mexican art. He

spent most of the 1960s with this project, putting him
in relative obscurity until the 1970s when his work was
widely exhibited again.*[2]*[4]
Alvarez Bravoʼs first significant award for his photog-
raphy was first prize for an image of two lovers on a
boat at the Feria Regional Ganadera in Oaxaca. In 1931,
he won first prize at a competition sponsored by the
La Tolteca company with an image called La Tolteca.
Diego Rivera was one of the judges.*[4] The rest of his
awards did not come until the 1970s. These include the
Elias Sourasky Arts Prize in 1974, Premio Nacional de
Arte and a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1975, nomina-
tion for the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the French
government in 1982, Hasselblad Award in Gothenburg,
Sweden in 1984, Master of Photography Prize from the
International Center of Photography in New York in
1987, Hugo Erfurth International Photography Award
and the Agfa Gevaert Prize in Leverkusen, Germany in
1991, nomination as Creador Emérito by CONACULTA
in 1993 and Gold Medal Award from the National Arts
Club in New York along with the Leica Medal of Excel-
lence and the Grand Cross of Merit Order in Portugal in
1995.*[4]
Alvarez Bravo continued to photograph until his death.
About a year before his death, when he could no longer
travel, he photographed nudes. He stated that“It wasn't
the sort of work one can complain about.”*[2]*[9]
Significant collections of his work exist in Mexico and
the United States. The Centro Fotográfico Álvarez Bravo
is a non profit association founded in 1996 by Francisco
Toledo in the city of Oaxaca. It contains six halls for tem-
porary exhibitions of his photographs as well as works by
others. It has a library specializing in photography and
a permanent collection of 4,000 photographs by Álvarez
Bravo and other notable photographers.*[10] The other
is a collection of photographs that Alvarez Bravo began
putting together himself in 1980 for the Fundación Cul-
tural Televisa.*[4] This consists of 2,294 images, custody
of which is now with the Casa Lamm Cultural Center in
Mexico City which built a special vault for it.*[11] Since
his death the photo archive at Casa Lamm continues to re-
ceive petitions for reproductions of the photographs from
both Mexico and abroad, as well as provide assistance
to researchers about the photographer and the times he
lived in.*[12] Outside of Mexico, two significant collec-
tions are at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles and
the Norton Simon Museum in Pasadena.*[9]

139.3 Artistry

He was the pioneer of artistic photography in Mexico and
the most important figure in Latin American photogra-
phy for the 20th century.*[1]*[9] His work reached cre-
ative heights from the 1920s through the 1940s.*[13] In
developing his craft, he recognized the difficulties of the
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photographic medium, such as the inability to capture the
past and the difficulty of avoiding stereotyping.*[13]
His primary subjects were nudes, folk art and rituals, es-
pecially burials and decorations, shop windows, urban
streets and everyday interactions.*[2]*[5] Although he
did much of his work in Mexico City, Diego Rivera en-
couraged him to visit the towns and rural areas.*[9] Al-
varez Bravo s̓ photographs almost never depict trappings
of political power, instead preferring subjects related to
everyday life. Most of his subjects are nameless.*[14] In
addition to his main subjects, he also sought out certain
textures, especially the surfaces of walls and floors. One
example is“Hair on Tile”featuring a long lock of wavy
hair on a tile floor with star and cross designs.*[15]
He used large cameras which produced more detail in the
finished print. However, he was more concerned with the
images he photographed than the technical quality of his
prints. The compositions were generally excellent and the
images poetic.*[2] He gave titles to his photographs in
order to distinguish them. The titles of his photographs
often are based on Mexican myth and culture.*[2]
Alvarez Bravo s̓ early work was influenced by European
Cubism, French Surrealism and abstract art.*[1]*[16]
Much of this came from two books, one of Picasso and
another on Japanese prints with work by Hokusai that in-
fluenced his early landscape work.*[1]*[2] However, his
career was being established during the post Mexican
Revolution era, when there was a cultural and political
push to redefine Mexican identity.*[17] In the 1930s,
he abandoned European influences for more Mexican
themes and styles, influenced by the art of the Mexican
muralism movement.*[18] His photographs became more
complicated with ancient symbols of blood, death and re-
ligion along with the paradoxes and ambiguities of Mex-
ican culture. His experience with death as a child as the
Mexican Revolution was unfolding played a role in his
photographs from the explicit“Striking Worker, Assas-
sinated”to the more subtle “Portrait of the Eternal.”
However, while Alvarez Bravo was interested in Mexicoʼ
s cultural identity, he was not particularly political.*[2]
Alvarez Bravoʼs trademark was the ability to capture
hidden and surreal essences beneath the apparently or-
dinary images he was capturing.*[9] Alvarez Bravo was
the first Mexican photographer to take a militantly anti-
picturesque stand, to avoid stereotyping Mexico s̓ variety
of cultures. To avoid the picturesque, he had to present
images that went against what was expected from pho-
tographs about Mexico even if photographing something
classically Mexican. One way Alvarez Bravo did this was
to employ a sense of irony, to the addition of an element
contrary to expectations and the main focus of the photo-
graph. For example, while photographing an indigenous
man in typical clothing (Señor de Papantla 1934), the
man stares defiantly back into the camera.*[13] Another
was to capture people doing ordinary activities avoiding
romanticism and sentimentality. One example is a photo

of as mother and a shoeshine boy (La mama del bolero
y el bolero 1950s) eating lunch together. Another is a
group of men eating at a lunch counter (Los agachadfos
1934).*[13]
Alvarez Bravo used Mexico Cityʼs streets and squares
to frame statements about the social and cultural realities
of the city.*[19] He used his lens to present Mexico City
not in terms of moral or heroic, but rather of social rela-
tionships and material clashes.*[20] These included class
and gender roles.*[19] During the 1930s and 1940s, he
discovered increasingly more complex ways to frame the
contradictions of Mexicoʼs urban life into social state-
ments. In his pictures, feminine identity has a complex
symbolic range where sex overlaps with other social iden-
tities of everyday life.*[3]
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Margaret Bourke-White (/ˌbɜːrkˈhwaɪt/; June 14, 1904

– August 27, 1971) was an American photographer and
documentary photographer. She is best known as the first
foreign photographer permitted to take pictures of Soviet
industry, the first American female war photojournalist,
and the first female photographer for Henry Luce's Life
magazine, where her photograph appeared on the first
cover.*[1] She died of Parkinson's disease about eighteen
years after she developed her first symptoms.

140.1 Early life

Margaret Bourke-White*[2] was born Margaret
White,*[3] in the Bronx, New York*[4] to Joseph
White, a non-practicing Jew from Poland, and Minnie
Bourke, who was of Irish Catholic descent.*[5] She grew
up in Bound Brook, New Jersey (in a neighborhood now
part of Middlesex), and graduated from Plainfield High

School in Union County.*[4]*[6] From her naturalist fa-
ther, an engineer and inventor, she claims to have learned
perfectionism; from her “resourceful homemaker”
mother, she claims to have developed an unapologetic
desire for self-improvement.”*[7] Bourke-White's
brother Roger describes their parents as "Free thinkers
who were intensely interested in advancing themselves
and humanity through personal achievement,”relating
this quality in part to the success of Bourke-White,
as a prominent Cleveland businessman and high-tech
industry founder, and their older sister, Ruth White, who
became well known for her work at the American Bar
Association in Chicago, Ill.*[5] Roger Bourke White
is not surprised at her success: “My sister Margaret
was not unfriendly or aloof. Her interest in photography
began as a young woman's hobby, supported by her
father's enthusiasm for cameras.*[4] Despite her interest,
in 1922, she began studying herpetology at Columbia
University, only to have her interest in photography
strengthened after studying under Clarence White (no
relation).*[4] She left after one semester, following the
death of her father.*[3] She transferred colleges several
times, including: University of Michigan, where she
became a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority;*[8]
Purdue University in Indiana; and Western Reserve Uni-
versity in Cleveland, Ohio.*[3] Bourke-White ultimately
graduated from Cornell University with her B.A. in 1927,
leaving behind a photographic study of the rural campus
for the school's newspaper, including photographs of her
famed dormitory Risley Hall.*[3]*[4]*[9] A year later,
she moved from Ithaca, New York, to Cleveland, Ohio,
where she started a commercial photography studio
and began concentrating on architectural and industrial
photography.
In 1924, during her studies, she married Everett Chap-
man, but the couple divorced two years later.*[7] Mar-
garet White added her mother's surname,“Bourke”to
her name in 1927 and hyphenated it.*[3]
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140.2 Architectural and commer-
cial photography

One of Bourke-White's clients was Otis Steel Company.
Her success was due to her skills with both people and her
technique. Her experience at Otis is a good example. As
she explains in Portrait of Myself, the Otis security people
were reluctant to let her shoot for many reasons.
Firstly, steel making was a defense industry, so they
wanted to be sure national security was not endangered.
Second, she was a woman, and in those days, people won-
dered if a woman and her delicate cameras could stand up
to the intense heat, hazard, and generally dirty and gritty
conditions inside a steel mill. When she finally got per-
mission, technical problems began.
Black-and-white film in that era was sensitive to blue
light, not the reds and oranges of hot steel, so she could
see the beauty, but the photographs were coming out all
black. She solved this problem by bringing along a new
style of magnesium flare, which produces white light, and
having assistants hold them to light her scenes. Her abili-
ties resulted in some of the best steel factory photographs
of that era, which earned her national attention.

140.3 Photojournalism

"Kentucky Flood", February 1937

In 1929, Bourke-White accepted a job as associate ed-
itor and staff photographer of Fortune magazine, a po-
sition she held until 1935.*[3] In 1930, she became the
first Western photographer allowed to take photographs
of Soviet industry.*[3]
She was hired by Henry Luce as the first female photo-
journalist for Life magazine in 1936.*[3] Her photograph
of the Fort Peck Dam construction appeared on its first
cover on November 23, 1936.*[1] She held the title of
staff photographer until 1940, but returned from 1941 to
1942,*[3] and again in 1945, where she stayed through
her semi-retirement in 1957 (which ended her photog-
raphy for the magazine)*[1] and her full retirement in

1969.*[3]
Her photographs of the construction of the Fort Peck
Dam were featured in Life's first issue, dated Novem-
ber 23, 1936, including the cover.*[10] This cover pho-
tograph became such a favorite (see *[11]) that it was the
1930s' representative in the United States Postal Service's
Celebrate the Century series of commemorative postage
stamps.“Although Bourke-White titled the photo, New
Deal, Montana: Fort Peck Dam, it is actually a photo of
the spillway located three miles east of the dam,”ac-
cording to a United States Army Corps of Engineers web
page.*[12]
During the mid-1930s, Bourke-White, like Dorothea
Lange, photographed drought victims of the Dust Bowl.
In the February 15, 1937 issue of Life magazine, her fa-
mous photograph of black flood victims standing in-front
of a sign which declared,“World's Highest Standard of
Living”, showing a white family, was published. The
photograph later would become the basis for the artwork
of Curtis Mayfield's 1975 album, There's No Place Like
America Today.
Bourke-White and novelist Erskine Caldwell were mar-
ried from 1939 to their divorce in 1942,*[3] and they col-
laborated on You Have Seen Their Faces (1937), a book
about conditions in the South during the Great Depres-
sion.
She also traveled to Europe to record how Germany,
Austria, and Czechoslovakia were faring under Nazism
and how Russia was faring under Communism. While
in Russia, she photographed a rare occurrence, Joseph
Stalin with a smile, as well as portraits of Stalin's mother
and great-aunt when visiting Georgia.

140.4 World War II

Bourke-White was the first female war correspondent*[3]
and the first woman to be allowed to work in combat zones
during World War II. In 1941, she traveled to the Soviet
Union just as Germany broke its pact of non-aggression.
She was the only foreign photographer in Moscow when
German forces invaded. Taking refuge in the U.S. Em-
bassy, she then captured the ensuing firestorms on cam-
era.
As the war progressed, she was attached to the U.S. Army
Air Force in North Africa, then to the U.S. Army in Italy
and later in Germany. She repeatedly came under fire in
Italy in areas of fierce fighting.
“The woman who had been torpedoed in the

Mediterranean, strafed by the Luftwaffe, stranded
on an Arctic island, bombarded in Moscow, and pulled
out of the Chesapeake when her chopper crashed,
was known to the Life staff as 'Maggie the Indestruc-
tible.'"*[1] This incident in the Mediterranean refers
to the sinking of the England-Africa bound British
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troopship SS Strathallan that she recorded in an article,
“Women in Lifeboats”, in Life, February 22, 1943.

In the spring of 1945, she traveled throughout a collapsing
Germany with Gen. George S. Patton. She arrived at
Buchenwald, the notorious concentration camp, and later
said,“Using a camera was almost a relief. It interposed
a slight barrier between myself and the horror in front of
me.”After the war, she produced a book entitled, Dear
Fatherland, Rest Quietly, a project that helped her come
to grips with the brutality she had witnessed during and
after the war.
“To many who got in the way of a Bourke-White photo-

graph̶and that included not just bureaucrats and func-
tionaries but professional colleagues like assistants, re-
porters, and other photographers ̶she was regarded as
imperious, calculating, and insensitive.”*[1]

140.5 Recording the India–
Pakistan partition violence

An iconic photograph that Margaret Bourke-White took of
Mohandas K. Gandhi in 1946

Bourke-White is known equally well in both India and
Pakistan for her photographs of Dr. Bhimrao Ramji
Ambedkar at his home Rajgriha, Dadar in Mumbai on
the occasion of a third impression of his book which was
published in December 1940 asThoughts on Pakistan (the
book was republished in 1946 under the title India's Po-
litical What's What: Pakistan or Partition of India). This
photographs was published on LIFE magazine cover. She
also photographed M. K. Gandhi at his spinning wheel
and Pakistan's founder, Mohammed Ali Jinnah, upright
in a chair.*[13]
She also was“one of the most effective chroniclers”of the
violence that erupted at the independence and partition of
India and Pakistan, according to Somini Sengupta, who
calls her photographs of the episode “gut-wrenching,
and staring at them, you glimpse the photographer's un-
daunted desire to stare down horror.”She recorded streets
littered with corpses, dead victims with open eyes, and

refugees with vacant eyes.“Bourke-White's photographs
seem to scream on the page,”Sengupta wrote. The pho-
tographs were taken just two years after those Bourke-
White took of the newly captured Buchenwald.*[13]
Sixty-six of Bourke-White's photographs of the partition
violence were included in a 2006 reissue of Khushwant
Singh's 1956 novel about the disruption, Train to Pak-
istan. In connection with the reissue, many of the pho-
tographs in the book were displayed at“the posh shop-
ping center Khan Market" in Delhi, India. “More as-
tonishing than the images blown up large as life was the
number of shoppers who seemed not to register them,”
Sengupta wrote. No memorial to the partition victims
exists in India, according to Pramod Kapoor, head of
Roli, the Indian publishing house coming out with the
new book.*[13]
She had a knack for being at the right place at the right
time: she interviewed and photographed Mohandas K.
Gandhi just a few hours before his assassination in 1948.
Alfred Eisenstaedt, her friend and colleague, said one of
her strengths was that there was no assignment and no
picture that was unimportant to her. She also started the
first photography laboratory at Life magazine.*[7]

140.6 Later years and death

In 1953, Bourke-White developed her first symptoms of
Parkinson's disease.*[3] She was forced to slow her career
to fight encroaching paralysis.*[1] In 1959 and 1961, she
underwent several operations to treat her condition,*[3]
which effectively ended her tremors, but affected her
speech.*[1] In 1971 she died at Stamford Hospital in
Stamford, Connecticut, aged 67, from Parkinson's dis-
ease.*[2]*[3]*[14]
Bourke-White wrote an autobiography, Portrait of My-
self, which was published in 1963 and became a best-
seller, but she grew increasingly infirm and isolated in her
home in Darien, Connecticut. In her living room there
“was wallpapered in one huge, floor-to-ceiling, perfectly-

stitched-together black-and-white photograph of an ever-
green forest that she had shot in Czechoslovakia in 1938”
. A pension plan set up in the 1950s“though generous for
that time”no longer covered her health-care costs. She
also suffered financially from her personal generosity and
“less-than-responsible attendant care.”*[1]

140.7 Legacy

Bourke-White's photographs are in the Brooklyn Mu-
seum, the Cleveland Museum of Art, the New Mexico
Museum of Art*[15] and the Museum of Modern Art in
New York as well as in the collection of the Library of
Congress.*[7]
Many of her manuscripts, memorabilia, photographs, and
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negatives are housed in Syracuse University's Bird Li-
brary Special Collections section.

140.7.1 Public collections

• Brooklyn Museum

• Cleveland Museum of Art

• Library of Congress

• Museum of Modern Art, New York

• New Mexico Museum of Art

• Rijksmuseum Amsterdam*[16]

140.8 Portrayals in popular culture

Bourke-White was portrayed by Farrah Fawcett in the
television movie, Double Exposure: The Story of Mar-
garet Bourke-White (1989) and by Candice Bergen in the
1982 film Gandhi.*[17]

140.9 Awards

• Honorary Doctorate: Rutgers University, 1948 *[3]

• Honorary Doctorate: University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor), 1951 *[3]

• Achievement Award: US Camera, 1963 *[3]

• Honor Roll Award: American Society of Magazine
Photographers, 1964 *[3]

In 1997 she was designated a Women's History Month
Honoree by the National Women's History Project.*[18]

140.10 Publications

• Eyes on russia (1931)

• You Have Seen Their Faces (1937; with Erskine
Caldwell) ISBN 0-8203-1692-X

• North of the Danube (1939; with Erskine Caldwell)
ISBN 0-306-70877-9

• Shooting the Russian War (1942)

• They Called it“Purple Heart Valley” (1944)

• Halfway to Freedom; a report on the new India
(1949)

• Interview with India,(1950)

• Portrait of Myself . Simon Schuster. (1963). ISBN
0-671-59434-6

• Dear Fatherland, Rest Quietly (1946)

• The Taste of War (selections from her writings
edited by Jonathon Silverman) ISBN 0-7126-1030-
8

• Say, Is This the USA? (Republished 1977) ISBN 0-
306-77434-8

• The Photographs of Margaret Bourke-White ISBN
0-517-16603-8

140.11 Biographies and collec-
tions of Bourke-White's
photographs

• Margaret Bourke-White: Photography of Design,
1927-1936 ISBN 0-8478-2505-1

• Margaret Bourke-White ISBN 0-8109-4381-6

• Margaret Bourke-White: Photographer ISBN 0-
8212-2490-5

• Margaret Bourke-White: Adventurous Photographer
ISBN 0-531-12405-3

• Power and Paper, Margaret Bourke-White: Moder-
nity and the Documentary Mode ISBN 1-881450-
09-0

• Margaret Bourke-White: A Biography by Vickie
Goldberg (Harper & Row: 1986) ISBN 0-06-
015513-2

• Margaret Bourke-White: Twenty Parachutes,
Nazraeli Press, 2002 ISBN 1-59005-013-4

• For the World to See: The Life of Margaret Bourke-
White by Jonathan Silverman ISBN 0-670-32356-X

• Down North: John Buchan and Margaret Bourke-
White on the Mackenzie by John Brinckman ISBN
978-0-9879163-3-4
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Chapter 141

Mark Klett

Mark Klett (born 1952) is an American
photographer.*[1]*[2]*[3]*[4]

141.1 Early life and education

Klett was born in Albany, New York. After graduating
from St. Lawrence University with a B.S. in Geology in
1974, he worked as a photographer with the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey. In 1977, he completed an from the Visual
Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York studying with
Nathan Lyons.

141.2 Career

Klett's photographic work focuses on explorations of
manʼs interaction with the American landscape, and
more recently on issues of photography in time including
rephotography. He is a Regents Professor and teaches
photography at Arizona State University, and lives with
his wife and two daughters in Tempe, Arizona.

141.3 Honors and awards

• Emerging Artist Fellowship for the National Endow-
ment for the Arts in 1979

• 2 National Endowment for the Arts Fellowships in
1982 and 1984

• Photographer of the Year from Friends of Photog-
raphy in 1993

• Japan/U.S. Creative Artist Fellowship

• In 2001, Klett was named a Regents' Professor at
Arizona State University

• Guggenheim Fellowship in 2004

141.4 Publications

• Mark Klett: Saguaros by Gregory McNamee and
Mark Klett (2007, Radius Books) ISBN 1-934435-
00-7

• After the Ruins: Rephotographing the 1906 San
Francisco Earthquake and Fire, University of Cal-
ifornia Press (2005) ISBN 0-520-24556-3

• Yosemite in Time: Ice Ages, Tree Clocks, Ghost
Rivers, with Rebecca Solnit and Byron Wolfe,
Trinity University Press (2005) ISBN 1-59534-042-
4

• Third Views, Second Sights, A Rephotographic Sur-
vey of the American West, Museum of New Mexico
Press (2004) ISBN 0-89013-432-4

• The Black Rock Desert, with Bill Fox, University of
Arizona Press (2002)ISBN 0816521727

• Desert Legends: Restoring the Sonoran Border-
lands, with Gary Paul Nabhan, Henry Holt (1994)

• Capitol View: A New Panorama of Washington
DC, with Merry Foresta, Smithsonian Institution
and Book Studios (1994)

• Revealing Territory, University of New Mexico
Press (1992)

• Photographing Oklahoma. 1889-1991, Oklahoma
City Art Museum (1991)

• One City/Two Visions, Bedford Arts Publishers,
San Francisco, CA (1990)

• Headlands: the Marin Coast at the Golden Gate,
with Miles De Coster, Mike Mandel,Paul Metcalf,
and Larry Sultan, University of New Mexico Press
(1989)

• Traces of Eden: Travels in the Desert Southwest,
David R. Godine (1986)

• Second View: The Rephotographic Survey Project,
with Ellen Manchester and JoAnn Verburg, Univer-
sity of New Mexico Press (1984)
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Chapter 142

Martha Rosler

Martha Rosler (born July 29, 1943)*[1] is an Ameri-
can artist. She works in video, photo-text, installation,
and performance, as well as writing about art and cul-
ture. Rosler s̓ work is centered on everyday life and the
public sphere, often with an eye to women's experience.
Recurrent concerns are the media and war, as well as ar-
chitecture and the built environment, from housing and
homelessness to systems of transport.

142.1 Early life and education

Born in Brooklyn, Rosler spent formative years in Cali-
fornia, from 1968 to 1980, first in north San Diego county
and then in San Francisco. She has also lived and taught
in Canada. She graduated from Brooklyn College (1965)
and the University of California, San Diego (1974).

142.2 Career

Her work and writing have been widely influential. She
has lectured extensively nationally and internationally and
has taught photography and media, as well as photo and
video history and critical studies, at Rutgers University,
where she was a professor for thirty years, and at the
Städelschule in Frankfurt, Germany.
She serves in an advisory capacity to the departments of
education at the Whitney Museum of American Art and
the Museum of Modern Art and the Center for Urban
Pedagogy (all New York City). She is an Advisory Board
board member of the Center for Urban Pedagogy and a
Board Member of the Vera List Center for Art and Poli-
tics at the New School, New York. She is a former board
member of the Temple Hoyne Buell Center for the Study
of American Architecture at Columbia University, New
York, as well as a former member of the boards of direc-
tors of the Association for Independent Video and Film
and the Media Alliance. She is a regular lecturer at the
Whitney Independent Study Program in New York.

142.3 Work

142.3.1 Video Art

Among her most widely known works are the pioneer-
ing videotapes Semiotics of the Kitchen (1974/75), Vital
Statistics of a Citizen, Simply Obtained (1977), Losing:
A Conversation with the Parents (1977), and, with Paper
Tiger Television, Martha Rosler Reads Vogue (1982) and
Born to Be Sold: Martha Rosler Reads the Strange Case of
Baby S/M (1988).
Her work focuses on the public sphere, exploring issues
from everyday life and the media to architecture and
the built environment, especially as they affect women.
Throughout these works Rosler manipulates performance
based narratives and symbolized images of mass media to
disrupt expectations of the viewer. Rosier says,“Video
itself 'isn't innocent' : Yes video lets me construct, using
a variety of fictional narrative forms, 'decoys' engaged in
a dialectic with commercial TV.”*[2]
These concepts are emphasized in works like Semiotics
of the Kitchen in which a static camera is focused on a
woman in a kitchen who interacts with kitchen utensils,
naming and demonstrating their uses in off putting ges-
tures, speaking on the expectations of women in certain
spaces.

142.3.2 Other Works

Her photo/text work The Bowery in two inadequate de-
scriptive systems (1974/75) is considered a seminal work
in conceptual and postmodern photographic practice.
Also widely noted are her series of photomontages, Body
Beautiful, or Beauty Knows No Pain (c. 1965–72), ad-
dressing the photographic representation of women and
domesticity, and House Beautiful: Bringing the War
Home, addressing the imagery of the Vietnam War (c.
1967–72; reprised in relation to the war in Iraq and
Afghanistan in 2004 and 2008).
Many of these works are concerned with the geopolitics
of entitlements and dispossession. Her writing and pho-
tographic series on roads, the system of air transport, and
urban undergrounds (subways or metros) join her other
works addressing urban planning and architecture, from
housing to homelessness and the built environment.
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142.4 Exhibitions

Rosler has had numerous solo exhibitions. A retrospec-
tive of her work,“Positions in the Life World”(1998–
2000) was shown in five European cities (Birmingham,
England; Vienna; Lyon/Villeurbanne; Barcelona; and
Rotterdam) and, concurrently, at the International Center
of Photography and the New Museum of Contemporary
Art (both in New York). She has recently been the sub-
ject of an extensive retrospective exhibition at the Galle-
ria Civica dʼArte Moderna e Contemporanea (GAM),
in Turin. In 2006 her work was the subject of solo ex-
hibitions at the University of Rennes and in 2007 at the
Worcester Museum of Art. Her work has been seen in
the Venice Biennale of 2003; the Liverpool Biennial, the
Taipei Biennial (both 2004), and the Singapore Biennale
(2011); as well as many major international survey shows,
including the "documenta" exhibitions in Kassel, Ger-
many, of 1982 and 2007, the SkulpturProjekte Münster
2007, and several Whitney Biennials.
In 1989, in lieu of a solo exhibition at the Dia Art Foun-
dation in New York City, Rosler organized the project
“If You Lived Here...”, in which over 50 artists, film-

and video producers, photographers, architects, plan-
ners, homeless people, squatters, activist groups, and
schoolchildren addressed contested living situations, ar-
chitecture, planning, and utopian visions. In 2009, an
archive exhibition based on this project,“If You Lived
Here Still,”opened at e-flux's gallery in New York and
then traveled (2010) to Casco Office for Art Design
and Theory, in Utrecht, Netherlands, and to La Virreina
Centre de la Imatge in Barcelona. Following the prob-
lematic addressed by these exhibitions, Rosler together
with the urbanist Miguel Robles-Durán worked on the
urban installation project in Hamburg, Germany, called
We Promise!*[3](2015), which confronts the conflicted
promises of urban regeneration projects in Europe.
At the Utopia Station show at the Venice Biennale of
2003, she worked with about 30 of her students from
Stockholm and Copenhagen, as well as a small, far-flung
internet group, 'the Fleas', to produce banners and a mini-
pavilion exploring utopian schemes and communities and
their political and social ramifications.*[4] She has done
two tours of historical sites, one in Hamburg (1993) and
one in Liverpool (2004), in conjunction with curated art
projects. At the Frieze Art Fair (London) of 2005, she
conducted a tour of this temporary site from its siting and
construction to all aspects of its labor, including customer
service, food service and toilets, publicity, maintenance,
and security.
Her solo show, “Meta-Monumental Garage Sale”was
held at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New
York in November 2012, revisiting a series of exhibi-
tions she had held in 1973 and 1977 that centered on the
American garage sale. The exhibit in the MoMa s̓ atrium
was inspired by Rosler s̓ fascination with garage sales, as
she first experienced this phenomenon when she moved

from New York to Southern California. Her intrigue in
these strange community events, garage sales, caused her
to start collecting her own items and doing her own garage
sale events. The 2008“Meta-Monumental Garage Sale”
presented over 14,000 items, from Roslerʼs own col-
lection, and even included donated items from museum
employees and the public. Rosler even went as far as to
price all the items herself – which included some steep
prices in order to not only raise enough money for char-
ity, but also to ensure that all the articles wouldnʼt be
quickly purchased and ruin the experience for the rest of
the public, who were willing to pay $25 to enter her Meta-
Monumental Garage Sale.*[5]
At the request of museum curators, she restaged such
sales in several European art locales and in New York
City starting in 1999, culminating in Fair Trade Garage
Sale at the Museum of Cultural History in Basel, in con-
junction with the 2010 Basel Art Fair, and then at MoMA
in 2012.
E-flux sponsored“The Martha Rosler Library,”in which,
starting in November 2005, over 7,500 volumes from
her private collection were made available as a public
resource*[6] in venues in and around art institutions,
schools, and libraries.*[7] The collection started at e-
flux's New York gallery and then traveled to the Frank-
furter Kunstverein in Germany; to Antwerp's MuHKA
(Museum of Contemporary Art) in conjunction with
NICC, an artist-run space; to United Nations Plaza
School in Berlin; to the Institut National de L'Histoire
de L'Art in Paris; to Stills in Edinburgh; to John Moore's
Art School in Liverpool; and to the Gallery at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, Amherst, before being retired. At
the“Martha Rosler Library,”visitors could sit and read
or make free photocopies. Other projects, such as read-
ing groups and public readings, were organized locally in
conjunction with the project.

142.5 Personal life

Rosler's son is the graphic novelist Josh Neufeld;*[8] they
have collaborated on a number of projects.

142.6 Published works

Martha Rosler's essays have been published widely
in catalogues, magazines, such as Artforum, Afterim-
age, Quaderns, and Grey Room, and edited collections,
among them, Women Artists at the Millennium (October
Books/MIT, 2006). She has produced numerous other
“word works”and photo/text publications; now explor-

ing cookery in a mock dialogue between Julia Child and
Craig Claiborne, now analyzing imagery of women in
Russia or exploring responses to repression, crisis, and
war. Her 1981 essay, “In, Around, and Afterthoughts
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(on documentary photography),”has been widely cited,
republished, and translated and is credited with a great
role in dismantling the myths of photographic disinter-
estedness and in generating a discussion about the impor-
tance of institutional and discursive framing in determin-
ing photographic meaning.
Rosler has published sixteen books of photography, art,
and writing. Among them are Decoys and Disruptions:
Selected Essays 1975-2001 (MIT Press, 2004), the photo
books Passionate Signals (Cantz, 2005), In the Place of
the Public: Airport Series (Cantz, 1997), and Rights of
Passage (NYFA, 1995). If You Lived Here (Free Press,
1991) discusses and supplements her Dia project on hous-
ing, homelessness, and urban life. Several books, in En-
glish and other languages, were published in 2006, in-
cluding a 25-year edition of 3 Works (Press of the Nova
Scotia College of Art and Design ISBN 0-919616-46-1).
The collection Imágenes Públicas, Spanish translations of
some essays and video scripts, was published in 2007.

142.7 Videography

• A Budding Gourmet 1974, 17:45 min, b&w, sound;

• Semiotics of the Kitchen 1975, 6:09 min, b&w,
sound;

• Losing: A Conversation with the Parents 1977, 18:39
min, color,sound;

• The East Is Red, The West Is Bending 1977, 19:57
min, color, sound;

• From the PTA, the High School and the City of Del
Mar 1977, 6:58 minutes;

• Vital Statistics of a Citizen, Simply Obtained 1977,
39:20 min, color, sound;

• Travelling Garage Sale 1977, 30 min, b&w;

• Domination and the Everyday 1978, 32:07 min,
color, sound;

• Secrets From the Street: No Disclosure 1980, 12:20
min, color, sound;

• Optimism/Pessimism: Constructing a Life 1981, 44
minutes;

• Watchwords of the Eighties 1981-82, 62 minutes;

• Martha Rosler Reads Vogue 1982, 25:45 min, color,
sound;

• A Simple Case for Torture, or How to Sleep at Night
1983, 62 minutes;

• Fascination with the (Game of the) Exploding (His-
torical) Hollow Leg 1983, 58:16 min, color, sound;

• If it's too bad to be true, it could be DISINFORMA-
TION 1985, 16:26 min, color, sound;

• Global Taste: A Meal in Three Courses 1985, 30
minutes, 3-channel installation;

• Born to be Sold: Martha Rosler Reads the Strange
Case of Baby SM (with Paper Tiger Television)
1988, 35 min, color, sound;

• In the Place of the Public: Airport Series 1990, 4 hrs,
color, sound;

• Greenpoint: The Garden Spot of the World 1993,
19:24 minutes;

• How Do We Know What Home Looks Like? 1993,
31 min, color, sound;

• Seattle: Hidden Histories 1991-95, 13 min, color,
sound;

• Chile on the Road to NAFTA 1997, 10 min, color,
sound;

• Prototype (God Bless America) 2006, 1 minute;

• Semiotics of the Kitchen: An Audition 2011, 10:26
min, color, sound.

142.8 Awards

Rosler was awarded the Spectrum International Prize
in Photography for 2005.*[9] The prize was accompa-
nied by a photo and video retrospective, “If Not Now,
When?”at the Sprengel Museum in Hanover and NGBK
in Berlin. The book Passionate Signals accompanied this
exhibition. In 2006 she received the Oskar Kokoschka
Prize, Austria's highest fine arts award. She received an
Anonymous Was A Woman Award for 2007 and was the
USA Artists Nimoy Fellow in 2009. She was awarded
a Civitella Ranieri Residency for 2009. In 2010 she re-
ceived a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Guggen-
heim Museum. Rosler was awarded a DAAD Berlin fel-
lowship for 2011. In 2012 she was awarded a Doctorate
in Fine Arts Honoris Causa by the Nova Scotia College of
Art and Design, Halifax, and the Distinguished Feminist
Award by the College Art Association.

142.9 Bibliography (selected)
•“Martha Rosler: 3 Works”(Press of the Nova Scotia

college of Art and Design), 3 Works (1981; repub-
lished Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design, 2006) ISBN 0-919616-46-1, including the
following essay:

•“In, around, and afterthoughts (on documentary
photography)" (1981)
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• If You Lived Here: The City in Art, Theory, and So-
cial Activism (Free Press, 1991)

• Rights of Passage (NYFA, 1995)

• In the Place of the Public: Airport Series (Cantz,
1997)

• Martha Rosler: Positions in the Life World (MIT
Press, 1999)

• Decoys and Disruptions: Selected Essays 1975-2001
(MIT Press, 2004)

• Passionate Signals (Cantz, 2005)

• Imágenes Públicas (Editorial Gustavo Gili, 2007)

142.10 See also

• Feminist art movement in the United States
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Martin Parr

For the British actor, see Martin Parr (actor). For the
British colonial governor, see Martin Willoughby Parr.

Martin Parr (born 23 May 1952) is a British doc-
umentary photographer,*[3] photojournalist and photo-
book collector. He is known for his photographic projects
that take an intimate, satirical and anthropological*[4]
look at aspects of modern life, in particular documenting
the social classes of England, and more broadly the wealth
of the Western world. His major projects have been ru-
ral communities (1975–82), The Last Resort (1983–85),
The Cost of Living (1987–89), Small World (1987–94)
and Common Sense (1995–99).
Since 1994, Parr has been a member of Magnum Pho-
tos.*[4] He has had around 40 solo photobooks pub-
lished, and has featured in around 80 exhibitions world-
wide – including the international touring exhibition Par-
rWorld,*[5] and a retrospective at the Barbican Arts Cen-
tre, London, in 2002.*[6]

143.1 Life and career

143.1.1 Personal life

Born in Epsom, Surrey,*[7] Parr wanted to become a
documentary photographer from the age of fourteen. He
cites his grandfather, George Parr, an amateur photogra-
pher*[7] and fellow of the Royal Photographic Society,
as an early influence.*[4]*[8]*:13,14 He married Susan
Mitchell and they have one child, Ellen Parr (born 1986).

143.1.2 Photographer

Parr has said of his photography:

The fundamental thing I'm exploring con-
stantly is the difference between the mythol-
ogy of the place and the reality of it.*[8]*:57
... Remember I make serious photographs dis-
guised as entertainment. That's part of my
mantra. I make the pictures acceptable in or-
der to find the audience but deep down there is

Parr in 2014

actually a lot going on that's not sharply written
in your face. If you want to read it you can read
it.*[8]*:69,70

Parr's aesthetic is close-up, through use of a macro lens,
and employing saturated*[9] colour, a result of either the
type of film and/or use of a ring flash. This allows him
to put his subjects“under the microscope”in their own
environment, giving them space to expose their lives and
values in ways that often involve inadvertent humour.*[4]
His technique, as seen in his book Signs of the Times: A
Portrait of the Nation's Tastes (1992), has been said to
leave viewers with ambiguous emotional reactions, unsure
whether to laugh or cry.*[10]
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Manchester Polytechnic, 1970–1973

Parr studied photography at Manchester Polytechnic
from 1970 to 1973 with contemporaries Daniel Mead-
ows and Brian Griffin.*[11]*:24 Parr and Meadows col-
laborated on various projects,*[12]*:14 including work-
ing at Butlin's as roving photographers.*[13] They were
part of a new wave of documentary photographers, “a
loose British grouping, which, though it never gave it-
self a title have become variously known as 'the Young
British Photographers', 'Independent Photographers' and
the 'New British Photography'.”*[8]*:49,50*[11]*:17

Rural communities, West Yorkshire, Greater
Manchester and Ireland, 1975–1982

In 1975 Parr moved to Hebden Bridge in West York-
shire*[8]*:23*[14] where he would complete his first ma-
ture work.*[15] He was involved with the Albert Street
Workshop, a hub for artistic activity which included a
darkroom and exhibition space. Parr spent five years
photographing rural life in the area, focusing on the
Methodist (and some Baptist) non-conformist chapels,
a focal point for isolated farming communities that in
the early 1970s were closing down. He photographed
in black-and-white, for its nostalgic nature and for it be-
ing appropriate to his celebratory look at this past activ-
ity.*[14] Also, photographers at that time were obliged
to work in black-and-white in order to be taken seri-
ously, colour being associated with commercial and snap-
shot photography.*[14] His series The Non-Conformists
was widely exhibited at the time and published as a book
in 2013.*[16]*[17] Critic Sean O'Hagan, writing in The
Guardian, said“It's easy to forget how quietly observa-
tional Parr was as a black-and-white photographer.”*[17]
In 1980 Parr married Susan Mitchell and, for her work,
they moved to the west coast of Ireland. He set up a dark-
room in Boyle, County Roscommon.
Parr's first publications, Bad Weather, published in 1982
by Zwemmer with an Arts Council subsidy, Calderdale
Photographs (1984) and A Fair Day: Photographs from
theWest Coast of Ireland (1984), all featured photographs
from mostly northern England, and Ireland, in black-and-
white. He used a Leica M3 with a 35 mm lens;*[14]*[18]
although for Bad Weather he quickly switched to an un-
derwater camera with a flashgun.*[19]

The working class, The Last Resort, 1982–1985

In 1982 Parr and his wife moved to Wallasey, Eng-
land, and he switched permanently to colour photogra-
phy, inspired by the work of US colour photographers,
mostly Joel Meyerowitz, but also William Eggleston and
Stephen Shore, and also the British Peter Fraser and Peter
Mitchell.*[8]*:31 Parr has written that “I had also en-
countered the post cards of John Hinde when I worked

at Butlin's in the early 70ʼs and the bright saturated
colour of these had a big impact on me.”*[20] During
the summers of 1983, 1984 and 1985*[8]*:35–36 he pho-
tographed working-class people at the seaside in nearby
New Brighton. This work was published in the book The
Last Resort: Photographs of New Brighton (1986) and ex-
hibited in Liverpool and London.
Although John Bulmer had pioneered colour documen-
tary photography of Britain, from 1965,*[21] Gerry Bad-
ger has said of The Last Resort:*[22]

It is difficult from a perspective of almost
a quarter of a century to underestimate [sic]
the significance of The Last Resort, either in
British photography or Martin Parr's career.
For both, it represented a seismic change in the
basic mode of photographic expression, from
monochrome to colour, a fundamental techni-
cal change that heralded the development of a
new tone in documentary photography.

Karen Wright, writing in The Independent, has said“He
was attacked by some critics for his scrutiny of the work-
ing classes, but looking at these works, one merely sees
Parr's unflinching eye capturing the truth of a social class
embracing leisure in whatever form available.”*[23]

The middle class, The Cost of Living (1987–1989)

In 1985 Parr completed a commission for the
Documentary Photography Archive in Manchester
to photograph people at supermarkets in Salford, Retail-
ing in the Borough of Salford, which is now held at the
archive.*[24]
He and his wife moved to Bristol in 1987,*[25] where
they still live. During 1987 and 1988 he completed his
next major project, on the middle class, who were at that
time becoming increasingly affluent under Thatcherism.
He photographed middle-class activities such as shop-
ping, dinner parties and school open days,*[26] predom-
inantly around Bristol and Bath*[8]*:42 in the southwest
of England. It was published as his next book The Cost
of Living (1989) and exhibited in Bath, London, Oxford
and Paris.
His book One Day Trip (1989) featured photographs
taken when he accompanied people on a booze cruise
to France, a commission from Mission Photographique
Transmanche.

Mass tourism, Small World (1987–1994)

Between 1987 and 1994 Parr travelled internationally
to make his next major series, a critique of mass
tourism,*[27]*[28]*[29]*[n 1] published as Small World
in 1995. A revised edition with additional photographs
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was published in 2007. It was exhibited in 1995–1996 in
London, Paris, Edinburgh, and Palma in Spain and has
continued to be shown in various locations since.
He was visiting professor of photography at the
University of Art and Design in Helsinki between 1990
and 1992.*[30]
Parr joined Magnum Photos as an associate member in
1988. The vote on his inclusion as a full member in
1994 was divisive, with Philip Jones Griffiths circulat-
ing a plea to other members not to admit him.*[31] Parr
achieved the necessary two-thirds majority by one vote.
Magnum membership helped him work on editorial pho-
tography,*[7] and on editorial fashion photography for
Paul Smith, Louis Vuitton, Galerie du jour Agnès B. and
Madame Figaro.*[7]*[8]*:60–61*[32]

Global consumerism, Common Sense (1995–1999)

Between 1995 and 1999 Parr made the series Common
Sense about global consumerism. Common Sense was an
exhibition of 350 prints, and a book published in 1999
with 158 images. The exhibition was first shown in 1999
and was staged simultaneously in forty-one venues in sev-
enteen countries.*[33] The pictures depict the minutiae
of consumer culture, and are intended to show the ways
in which people entertain themselves. The photographs
were taken with 35 mm ultra-saturated film for its vivid,
heightened colours.*[33]

143.1.3 Collector

Photobooks

Parr is a collector and critic of photo-
books.*[34]*[35]*[36] His collaboration with the
critic Gerry Badger, The Photobook: A History (in
three volumes) covers more than 1,000 examples of
photobooks from the 19th century through to the
present day. The first two volumes took eight years to
complete.*[4] Tate Modern's retrospective exhibition of
Daido Moriyama in London included many Moriyama
books loaned from Parr displayed in vitrines.

Other items

Parr also collects postcards, photographs and various
other items of vernacular and popular culture*[34] such
as wallpaper, Saddam Hussein watches and prostitute ad-
vertising cards from phoneboxes (items with a photo-
graph on them).*[35]*[37] Here too, items from his col-
lections have been used as the basis for publications and
exhibitions. Since the 1970s, Parr has collected and pub-
licised the garish postcards made between the 1950s and
1970s by John Hinde and his team of photographers.*[13]

143.1.4 Curator

Parr was guest artistic director for the 2004 Rencontres
d'Arles festival of photography,*[38] guest curator of the
New Typologies exhibition at the 2008 New York Photo
Festival,*[39] and guest curator of Brighton Photo Bien-
nial in 2010, which he called New Documents.*[38]*[40]
Critic Sean O'Hagan, writing in The Guardian, said
“Back in 2004, he was invited by the organisers of the

annual Rencontres D'Arles to be guest curator. That
year's Arles festival, in its range and ambition, remains
the standard by which all subsequent Rencontres have
been judged.”*[38]

143.1.5 Film and television

Parr has been involved in making television, and docu-
mentary and other films.
From 1990–92 Parr collaborated with Nick Barker, tak-
ing photographs to accompany Barker's film Signs of the
Times.
In 1997, Parr began producing his own television docu-
mentaries with Mosaic Film.
In 2003 Parr was the subject of and appeared extensively
in the ImagineBBC One TV series episodeTheWorld Ac-
cording to Parr, directed and produced by Rebecca Frayn,
and hosted and executive produced by Alan Yentob.*[37]
He was cameraman on the film It's Nice Up North (2006)
with comedian Graham Fellows (as his character John
Shuttleworth). The film is a comic documentary filmed
over several years in Shetland.
In 2007 Parr took part in BBC Four's The Genius of Pho-
tography, a six-part documentary series exploring the his-
tory of photography.*[7] In 2008 he was one of three
judges on the Channel 4 series Picture This.*[7]
In 2014 Parr created“Turkey and Tinsel”, a 60 minute
deadpan and often hilarious observational video docu-
mentary about faux Christmas in small town England.

143.2 Reception

The German photographic curator Thomas Weski has
said:*[7]

Martin Parr is a chronicler of our age...
Leisure, consumption and communication are
the concepts that this British photographer has
been researching for several decades now on
his worldwide travels... Parr enables us to see
things that have seemed familiar to us in a com-
pletely new way.

Dan Rule, writing in The Age, has said:*[41]
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Parr's signature is his ability not only to iso-
late the most evocative of human details, but
to elevate such visual fragments to that of the
wider societal signpost or glyph.

143.3 Awards
• 2004: Professor of photography, University of

Wales, Newport.*[7]*[42]

• 2005: Honorary Fellow of the Royal Photographic
Society (FRPS), Royal Photographic Society.*[1]

• 2008: Centenary Medal, Royal Photographic Soci-
ety.*[2]

• 2008: Doctor of Arts, honorary degree, Manchester
Metropolitan University (MMU), in recognition for
his ongoing contribution to photography and to the
MMU School of Art.*[43]

• 2008: Lifetime Achievement Award,
PHotoEspaña.*[42]

• 2008: International Award from the Photographic
Society of Japan.*[44]

• 2014: Exceptional Achievement in Photography,
Amateur Photographer, London.*[45]

• 2014: Lucie Award, Achievement in Documentary
Photography, Lucie Foundation.*[46]*[47]

143.4 Publications

143.4.1 Monographs

• Bad Weather.

• London: Zwemmer, 1982. ISBN 0-302-
99996-5. With 54 numbered but uncap-
tioned black and white plates, and texts by
Michael Fish and Peter Turner, and an after-
word,“Thoughts on Bad Weather”, based on a
conversation of Parr with Turner and Heather
Forbes.

• Books on Books 17. New York, NY: Errata
Editions, 2014. ISBN 978-1-935004-33-2.
Essays by Thomas Weski, “Even the Queen
gets wet"; Peter Turner; and Jeffrey Ladd.

• Calderdale Photographs. [Leeds, Yorkshire]:
Calderdale Museums Services, 1984. OCLC
441700642. A 12-page catalogue, carrying the ex-
planation “Prepared as a record of Martin Parr's
work in the Calder Valley between 1974 and 1980,
and to link with the exhibition of his photographs
held at Piece Hall Art Gallery, Halifax from 14 Jan-
uary to 19 February 1984.”

• A Fair Day: Photographs from the West Coast of
Ireland. Wallasey: Promenade, 1984. ISBN 0-
907797-10-5. Published to accompany a touring ex-
hibition, text by Fintan O'Toole.

• Prescot: Now and Then. Prescot, Merseyside:
Metropolitan Borough of Knowsley Leisure Ser-
vices Department, 1984. ISBN 0947739009. Cata-
logue created by the Prescot Museum.

• The Last Resort: Photographs of New Brighton.

• Wallasey, Merseyside: Promenade Press,
1986. ISBN 0951141406.

• Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi Lewis, 1998.
ISBN 1899235167.

• Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi Lewis, 2009.
ISBN 1904587798.

• The Last Resort. Fotografien von New
Brighton. Heidelberg: Kehrer, 2009. ISBN
3868281053. German-language version.

• The Last Resort: Photographies de New
Brighton. Marseille: Images en Manœuvres,
2009. ISBN 2849951544. French-language
version.

• The Cost of Living. Manchester: Cornerhouse,
1989. ISBN 0-948797-55-X. New York: Aperture,
1991. ISBN 0-89381-439-3. Text by Robert
Chesshyre.

• One Day Trip = Voyage d'un jour. Mission pho-
tographique transmanche, cahier 5. Paris: Editions
de la Différence; Pas-de-Calais: Centre régional de
la photographie Nord-Pas-de-Calais, 1989. ISBN
2-904538-19-4. Bilingual (French and English);
text by Robert Chesshyre.

• Signs of the Times: A Portrait of the Nation's
Tastes. Manchester: Cornerhouse, 1992. ISBN
0948797916. Text by Nicholas Barker, from a BBC
television series.

• Signes des temps. Paris: Textuel, 2006. ISBN
2845972032. French-language version.

• L'Ennui à deux = Bored Couples. Paris: Galerie du
jour Agnès B., 1993. OCLC 864184535. Catalogue
of an exhibition held at Galerie du jour Agnès B.;
text in French and English.

• Home and Abroad.

• Home and Abroad. London: Jonathan Cape,
1993. ISBN 0-224-03132-5. Introduction by
Ian McEwan.

• Doma i v cizině = Home and Abroad.
[Prague]: British Council, c.1999. ISBN
8023870572. OCLC 320072963. Text by
Vladimír Birgus.
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• From A to B: Tales of Modern Motoring. London:
BBC Books, 1994. ISBN 0-563-36984-1.

• Small World.

• Small World: A global photographic project
1987–1994. Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi
Lewis, 1995. ISBN 1-899235-05-1. Introduc-
tion by Simon Winchester.

• Small World: Photographie-Projekt, 1987–
1994. Heidelberg: Braus, 1995. ISBN
3894661364. German-language version. In-
troduction by Simon Winchester.

• Quel monde! Paris: Marval, 1995. OCLC
40327904. French-language version. Intro-
duction by Roland Topor.

• Les Itinéraires culturels. L'Europe en bref.
Geneva: Centre européen de la culture; [Ar-
les]: Actes sud, 1997. ISBN 2742715894.
Extracts from Small World, French text by
Michel Thomas-Penette.

• Small World. Rome: Peliti Associati, 2005.
ISBN 8885121330. Italian-language version.

• Small World: A global photographic project
1987–1994. Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi
Lewis, 2007. Revised edition. ISBN 978-1-
904587-40-8. Introduction by Geoff Dyer.

• Petite planète. Paris: Hoëbeke, 2008. ISBN
2842303199. French-language version.

• [Food] / Martin Parr.*[n 2] Catalogue.

• Paris: Galerie du jour Agnès B., 1995. OCLC
174566690.

• Paris: Presses artistiques, 1998. OCLC
52999719.

• West Bay. Abingdon, Oxfordshire: Rocket Press,
1997. OCLC 698589004. About West Bay, Dorset,
with poems by eight poets, edited by Lottie Hoare.
An edition of 250 copies.

• Japonais endormis = Nemuru Nihonjin (眠る⽇本
⼈). Paris: Galerie du jour Agnès B., 1998. ISBN
2-906496-29-4.

• Common Sense. Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi Lewis,
1999. ISBN 1-899235-07-8. No text.

• Benidorm. Über die Welt. = About the World. Han-
nover: Sprengel Museum Hannover, 1999. ISBN 3-
89169-145-9. Catalogue of an exhibition held at the
Sprengel Museum. With text by Gerry Badger and
Thomas Weski in German and English.

• Autoportrait. Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi Lewis,
2000. ISBN 1-899235-72-8. A small-format col-
lection of photographs by commercial portrait pho-
tographers and others around the world of the un-
smiling Parr. Introduction by Marvin Heiferman.

• Think of England. Phaidon.

• Hardback, 2000. ISBN 0-7148-3991-4.
• Paperback, 2004. ISBN 0-7148-4454-3.
• La tendre Albion. 2000. ISBN 0-7148-9121-

5. French-language version.

• The Phone Book: 1998-2002. Edition of 2,002
copies. London: Rocket and Essen: Galerie 20.21,
2002. ISBN 0-946676-53-4. ISBN 3-9806647-2-4.

• 7 Communist Still Lifes. One Picture Book 17. Port-
land, OR: Nazraeli Press, 2003. ISBN 1590050517.
Edition of 500 copies.

• Fashion Magazine. Paris: Magnum Photos, 2005.
ISBN 978-2-9524102-0-5. Text in French and En-
glish.

• 7 Colonial Still Lifes. One Picture Book 28. Port-
land, OR: Nazraeli Press, 2005. ISBN 1590051335.
Edition of 500 copies.

• Mexico. With text by Rogelio Villarreal.

• London: Chris Boot, 2006. ISBN 0-9546894-
8-8.

• New York: Aperture, 2006. ISBN
1597110310.

• Parrjektif: İstanbulʼda stil peşinde =Parrjective: Style
hunting in Istanbul. Istanbul: Mavi Jeans, 2006.
ISBN 9759671751.

• Tutta Roma. Rome: Contrasto, 2006. ISBN 88-
6965-016-2. Main text by Ivana della Portella, in-
troduction by Barringer Fifield.

• Parking Spaces. London: Chris Boot, 2007. OCLC
222585004. According to the colophon,“The last
parking space photographed by Martin Parr in 41
countries between 2002 and 2007”.

• Everybody Dance Now. New York: editions2wice,
2009. ISBN 0972388621.

• Playas. London: Chris Boot and Mexico: Editorial
RM, 2009.

• Luxury. London: Chris Boot, 2009. ISBN 1-
905712-13-8. With an introduction by Paul Smith.

• Luxury. Madrid: RM, 2009. ISBN
8492480637. In Spanish.

• Luxe. Paris: Textuel, 2009. ISBN
2845973489. In French.

• Martin Parr in India. [New Delhi]: Photoink, 2010.
ISBN 8190391178. “Clubs, hotels & tearooms”,
“The sea”,“Darjeeling”,“Indian cakes”,“Wedding

parties"; text in Hindi, Urdu, and English.
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• Japan. Kamakura: Super Labo, 2011. ISBN 4-
905052-13-0. Edition of 500 copies.

• 7 Cups of Tea. One Picture Book 74. Portland, OR:
Nazraeli Press, 2012. ISBN 978-1-58005-357-0.
Edition of 500 copies.

• No Worries. Sydney: T & G, 2012. ISBN 978-0-
987079-08-4. Produced for the City of Freman-
tle Festival of Photography and accompanied an
exhibition held at the Western Maritime Museum,
Victoria Quay, Fremantle; text by Robert Cook.

• Up and Down Peachtree: Photographs of Atlanta.
Rome: Contrasto, 2012. ISBN 88-6965-332-3.

• Souvenir: Martin Parr, fotografia i col leccionisme.
Barcelona: Centre de Cultura Contemporània de
Barcelona, 2012. ISBN 8498034914. Catalogue
of an exhibition held at Centre de Cultura Contem-
porània de Barcelona; text in Catalan, English and
Spanish.

• 100 photos de Martin Parr. Pour la liberté de
la presse. Paris: Reporters sans frontières, 2012.
ISBN 2362200108.

• Life's a Beach.

• New York: Aperture, 2012. ISBN
1597112240. Edition of 1,000 copies.

• Paris: Xavier Barral, 2012. ISBN
2365110274. French-language version.
Edition of 1,000 copies.

• Paris: Xavier Barral, 2012. ISBN
2365110088. French-language version.

• New York: Aperture, 2013. ISBN 978-
1597112246.

• Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 2013. ISBN
3829606389. German-language version.

• Tokyo: Akaaka, 2013. ISBN 4903545954.
Japanese-language version.

• The Non-Conformists. New York: Aperture, 2013.
ISBN 1-597112-45-3.

• Les non-conformistes. Paris: Textuel, 2013.
ISBN 2845974744. French-language version.

• Los Inconformistas. Madrid: La Fábrica,
2013. ISBN 8415691343. Spanish-language
version.

• Grand Paris. Paris: Xavier Barral, 2014. ISBN
978-2-36511-047-1.

• Voewood Festival. High Kelling, Norfolk: Voewood
Publications, 2014. ISBN 978-0992947200. Pho-
tographs of the Voewood Festival commissioned by
Simon Finch. Introduction by DBC Pierre.

• Hong Kong Parr. London: GOST and Hong Kong:
Blindspot Gallery, 2014. ISBN 978-1910401002.
Photographs of Hong Kong in 2013 commissioned
by Blindspot Gallery, accompanied by an exhibition
at the gallery.

• Black Country Stories. Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi
Lewis, 2014. ISBN 978-1907893636. Photographs
of the Black Country region of England, commis-
sioned by Multistory, accompanied by an exhibition
at The New Art Gallery Walsall and Wolverhampton
Art Gallery.

• We Love Britain!. Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 2014.
ISBN 978-3829606875. Edited by Inka Schube and
with text by Inka Schube in German and English.
Photographs of traces of Britishness in and around
Hanover, Germany.

• Chinatown 1984. Southport: Café Royal, 2015.
Edition of 250 copies.

143.4.2 Retrospectives, private publica-
tions, and very limited publica-
tions

• Boring Photographs. 2000. Photographs of Boring,
Oregon. Edition of 12 copies.

• Flowers. Munkedals: Munken & Trebruk, 1999.
Paris: Galerie du jour Agnès B., 2001. OCLC
82231759. Edition of 2500.

• Stern Portfolio. Stern Spezial Fotografie 36. Ham-
burg: Stern, 2004. ISBN 978-3-570194-45-4. Ret-
rospective; texts in German and English.

• Fotografier 1971–2000. Stockholm: Kulturhuset,
2007. OCLC 474779301.

• Martin Parr Retrospective 1971–2000. Seoul Arts
Centre, 2007. “This is the catalogue produced for
Parr s̓ retrospective show at the Seoul Arts Centre
in 2007.”*[48]*[n 3]

• Urban Outfitters. Urban Outfitters, 2011. A“pre-
view catalogue”of photographs taken in Marrakesh
for the clothing retailer Urban Outfitters.*[48]

• Assorted Cocktail. Luxembourg: Coordination
Générale; New York: Magnum Photos, 2006.
OCLC 190847363. Exhibition catalogue.

• [Palma de Mallorca] Ajuntament de Palma;
[Alicante] Caja Mediterraneo, [2009]. Cata-
logue of an exhibition held at Casal Solleric,
Palma de Mallorca, Spain, June–September
2009; in Catalan, English, Spanish and
French.

• Prague: DOX, Centre for Contemporary Art,
2011. ISBN 8087446062. Text by Thomas
Weski and Irena Šorfová.
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143.4.3 Papers and zines

• Basler Magazin. Basel, Switzerland: Basler, 1997.
“A special edition of Basler Magazin, featuring im-

ages by Martin from the Basel Art Fair. Published
by Basler Magazin, 1997”.*[49]

• The Big Issue: On the Ring Road. The Big Issue 451,
20–26 August 2001. OCLC 500941730. “Martin
Parr explores the strange rituals of suburban Britain”
.*[50]

• A8 Glasgow. London: John McAslan + Partners,
2005.OCLC 75968602. Special issue of JMP Jour-
nal. “A commission for John McAslan the archi-
tect, who invited Parr to photograph the surround-
ings of his childhood haunts between Dunoon and
Port Glasgow. [. . .] 28 colour photographs.”*[49]

• Rebirth. Stiletto, 2007. “A Stiletto fashion supple-
ment. Published by Stiletto, 2007”.*[49]

• Luxembourg. Luxembourg et Grande Region, 2007.
“This 32 page newspaper was published in Luxem-

bourg to coincide with its year as the European Cap-
ital of Culture 2007. [. . .] 36 colour photographs.”
*[49]

• Fashion Newspaper. London: Magnum Photos,
2007. OCLC 778631195. In English and Japanese.
Accompanying a 2007 exhibition at the Tokyo
Metropolitan Museum of Photography.*[51] “In
2007 Parrʼs fashion exhibition, initiated by Bon
Marche in Paris, went to Tokyo. This special news-
paper was published to accompany the show. It fea-
tures the Paul Smithʼs winter 2007 collection as
well as a folio of images taken in the UK. [. . .] 57
colour photographs.”*[49]

• Dubai. Dubai: The Third Line, 2008. “In 2007
Parr photographed the races and polo in Dubai. A
year later these images were shown at the Third Line
Gallery in Dubai.”*[49]

• Guardian Cities Project. London: The Guardian,
2008. OCLC 778916872. A set of newspa-
per supplements – on Manchester, Brighton, Liver-
pool, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Belfast, Newcas-
tle, Cambridge, Leeds – in a box.

• The Art Newspaper, 16 October 2008. London:
Umberto Allemandi, 2008. “A special edition of
The Art Newspaper published and given out during
Frieze Art Fair in London. Includes exclusive pho-
tographs shot by Martin at the event.”*[49]

• The Art Newspaper, 18–19 October 2008. London:
Umberto Allemandi, 2008. “A special edition of
The Art Newspaper published and given out during
Frieze Art Fair in London. Includes exclusive pho-
tographs shot by Martin at the event.”*[49]

• St Mary Redcliffe & Temple School. Bristol City
Council, 2011. About St Mary Redcliffe and Tem-
ple School:“Parr was appointed artist in residence
at this large comprehensive school in Bristol for the
2010/2011 academic year. The resulting images
were presented in an installation in the school and
in a newspaper that was given to every pupil.”*[49]

• The Goutte d'Or. Paris: LʼInstitut des Cultures dʼ
Islam, 2011.“This newspaper accompanies an ex-
hibition commission by the Islamam [sic] Cultural
Centre based in this Paris suburb.”*[49]

• Bristol and West. Bristol: M Shed, 2011. “Pub-
lished to accompany Parrʼs show at the newly
opened M Shed in Bristol. Parr showed the many
images taken in his long career in the West of Eng-
land.”*[49]

• Think of Switzerland. Switzerland: Du, 2013. “A
special edition of [the Swiss magazine Du] which
contains both Parr's new photos of the country,
and some of the classic ones he shot in previous
decades.”*[49]

• Black Country Women. West Bromwich, England:
Multistory, 2013. ISBN 978-0-956345-77-6.*[52]
A magazine made for and about Black Country
women, with photographs by Parr and text by
Margaret Drabble.*[49]

143.4.4 Postcards

• Home and Abroad. London: British Council, 1994.
OCLC 51048056. A set of postcards, as the cat-
alogue of a travelling exhibition. Text by Brett
Rogers. Not to be confused with the book of the
same title.

• Love Cubes. [Stockholm]: Gun Gallery, 2007.
ISBN 9197492507. Twenty-seven cards in a box,
with a booklet. Photographs by Parr, text by Johan
Croneman.

• Royal Wedding. Paris: Verlhac, 2011. ISBN
2916954791. Set of 10 postcards inside small al-
bum. Text (in French) by Stéphane Bern.

• Royal Jubilee. Set of 10 postcards inside small al-
bum.

• London: Pavilion, 2012. ISBN 978-1-862-
059771. Text (in English) by Stéphane Bern.

• Paris: Verlhac, 2012. ISBN 978-2-916954-
94-3. French-language version. Text (in
French) by Stéphane Bern.
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143.4.5 Books with others

• Sobre Santiago: tres de Magnum. Santiago de Com-
postela: Universidade de Santiago de Compostela,
Servicio de Publicacións e Intercambio Científico,
1993. ISBN 8481210595. With Carl De Keyzer
and Miguel Rio Branco. Catalogue of an exhibition
held at the University of Santiago de Compostela;
text in Galician and English.

• John Davies, Martin Parr. Sguardi Gardesani 2.
Milan: Charta, 1999. ISBN 8881582236. Pho-
tographs by Parr and John Davies, text by Franco
Rella. Catalogue of an exhibition held at Museo
Civico, Riva del Garda; text in Italian and English.

• CPictures. Rome: Contrasto Due, 2003. ISBN
9788886982788. Photographs by Parr, Gianni
Berengo Gardin, Gueorgui Pinkhassov and Sandro
Sodano; text in Italian and English by Renata Molho
and Denis Curti.

• Venedig. Frankfurt am Main: Büchergilde
Gutenberg, 2005. ISBN 3936543984. ISBN
3763256563. By Parr, Zora Del Buono, Niko-
laus Gelpke, Paolo Pellegrin, Gueorgui Pinkhassov,
Mark Power and Robert Voit.

• Road Trip, Martin Parr and Friends. Sony Erics-
son, 2005. OCLC 693324651. With others. A pro-
motional book for the Sony Ericsson K750 camera
phone.

• America 2006. London: Stephen Daiter
Gallery/Schaden.com/Rocket Gallery, 2007.
OCLC 778868246. By Parr and John Gossage,“as
the artists' choice of aliases, Obvious or Ordinary”
.

• Witness Number Three. New York: Joy of Giving
Something, 2007. ISBN 1590052145.

• How We Are: Photographing Britain, from the
1840s to the Present. London: Tate, 2007. ISBN
1854377140. Book by Val Williams and Susan
Bright accompanying an exhibition; Parr and Gerry
Badger contribute the chapter“We are all photog-
raphers now”.

• Correspondencia: Marcelo Brodsky + Martin Parr.
AFA nécessaire. [Santiago, Chile]: Galería AFA,
2008. ISBN 9568627022. Catalogue of an exhibi-
tion of Parr and Marcelo Brodsky's work. In Span-
ish and English.

• Joachim Schmid Is Martin Parr Martin Parr Is
Joachim Schmid. Self-published, Joachim Schmid
/ Blurb, 2009.

• Parr by Parr - Quentin Bajac Meets Martin Parr -
Discussions with a Promiscuous Photographer. Am-
sterdam: Schilt, 2010. ISBN 978-9-053307-37-3.
With Quentin Bajac.

• Le Mélange des genres. Paris: Textuel, 2010.
ISBN 2845973918. French-language version.

• Martin Parr por Martin Parr: Un diálogo con
Quentin Bajac: discusiones con un fotográfo
promiscuo. BlowUp. Libros únicos. Madrid:
La Fábrica D.L., 2010. ISBN 8492841702.
Spanish-language version.

• Intervista a un fotografo promiscuo. Lezioni
di fotografia. Rome: Contrasto, 2012. ISBN
8869653927. Italian-language version.

• Мартин Парр: В своем жанре. Интервью
с Квентинм Бажаком. Treemedia, 2012.
ISBN 978-5-903788-17-0. Russian-language
version.

• A Book of King's: Views of a Cambridge Col-
lege. Third Millennium Information, 2010. ISBN
1906507368. About King's College, Cambridge,
edited by Karl Sabbagh.

• Machu Picchu. Nazraeli Press Six by Six, set 1 v. 4.
Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2010. ISBN 1590052978.
Edition of 100 copies. The other volumes are by
Anthony Hernandez, Todd Hido, Raymond Meeks,
Toshio Shibata and Mark Steinmetz.

• The Real World = Tikras Pasaulis. Kaunas: Kau-
nas Photography Gallery, [2010]. ISBN 978-609-
95146-1-1. A two-volume set: one volume by Parr
and the other by Rimaldas Vikšraitis.

• One Day: 10 Photographers. Heidelberg: Kehrer
Verlag, 2011. ISBN 978-3-86828-173-6. A boxed
set, edited by Harvey Benge, of ten slim books
of photographs taken on 21 June 2010, each book
by one of Parr, Jessica Backhaus, Gerry Badger,
Benge, John Gossage, Todd Hido, Rob Hornstra,
Rinko Kawauchi, Eva Maria Ocherbauer and Alec
Soth. On this day Parr was at home in Bristol, and
(according to the preface)“I decided to photograph
the small rituals of my daily life”.

• Made in Italy. Rimini: Pazzini Editore, 2012.
Booklet.“A commission for the Savignano Immag-
ini Photo Festival in Italy resulted in this work ex-
ploring the Italian fashion industry in the area. Parrʼ
s images make up one of eight booklets by different
photographers [. . .] collectively called Sin_Tesis .
Terrority | Industry | Now.”*[48]

143.4.6 Books edited or with contributions
by Parr

• The Actual Boot: The photographic post card boom,
1900–1920. Bradford: National Museum of Pho-
tography, Film, and Television, 1986. ISBN
0948308036. With Jack Stasiak. Catalogue of an
exhibition that opened at the National Museum of
Photography, Film, and Television and then toured.
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• smart. Reduce to the Max. Biel, Switzerland: Micro
Compact Car AG, 1997. OCLC 175165701. About
the Smart car. Concept by Reinhold Weber, Parr is
the primary photographer.

• Boring Postcards. London: Phaidon, 1999. Hard-
back ISBN 0-7148-3895-0. Paperback ISBN 0-
7148-4390-3. Reproductions of boring postcards of
Britain.

• London 1958–59. Stockport: Dewi Lewis, 1998.
ISBN 189923571X. Photographs by Sergio Larrain,
introduction by Mike Seaborne.

• Boring Postcards USA. London: Phaidon, 2000.
Hardback ISBN 0-7148-4000-9. Paperback ISBN
0-7148-4391-1. Reproductions of boring postcards
of the US.

• Langweilige Postkarten. London: Phaidon, 2001.
ISBN 0-7148-4062-9. Reproductions of boring
postcards of Germany.

• From Our House to Your House: Celebrating the
American Christmas. Stockport, Cheshire: Dewi
Lewis, 2002. ISBN 1-899235-34-5

• Our True Intent Is All for Your Delight: The John
Hinde Butlin's Photographs. London: Chris Boot,
2002. ISBN 0-9542813-0-6. London: Chris Boot,
2011. ISBN 1905712200.

• Notre sincère désir est votre plaisir. Paris:
Textuel, 2002. ISBN 2845970641. French-
language version.

• Bliss: Postcards of Couples and Families. London:
Chris Boot, 2003. ISBN 0-9542813-3-0. Repro-
ductions of postcards.

• Bonheur! garanti pour le couple, idéal
pour la famille. Textuel, 2003. ISBN
9782845970977. French-language version.

• Saddam Hussein Watches. [London: Chris Boot],
2004. OCLC 58732043.

• Lodz Ghetto Album. London: Chris Boot, 2004.
ISBN 0-9542813-7-3. Photographs by Henryk Ross
of the Łódź ghetto under the Nazis; selected by Parr
and Timothy Prus.

• Łódź Getto. Łódź: Fundacja Edukacji Wizual-
nej, 2005. OCLC 751110164.

• Arles, rencontres de la photographie: 2004. Arles:
Actes Sud, 2004. ISBN 2742752218. Parr was cu-
rator.

• The Photobook: A History. London: Phaidon. With
Gerry Badger.

• Vol. I. 2004. ISBN 0-7148-4285-0.

• Vol. II. 2006. ISBN 0-7148-4433-0.
• Vol. III. 2014. ISBN 978-0-7148-6677-2.

• Le livre de photographies: une histoire. Paris:
Phaidon.

• Tome 1. 2005. ISBN 0714894834.
• Tome 2. 2007. ISBN 071489706X.

• My Amsterdam. Amsterdam: De Verbeelding,
2005. ISBN 9074159788. Photographs by Ed van
der Elsken. Accompanying an exhibition at Amster-
dam Fotomuseum/FOAM; edited and introduced by
Parr.

• Photographs. Rome: Contrasto, 2006. ISBN 88-
6965-015-4. Photographs by David Goldblatt. Parr
contributes a short introduction to this book, pub-
lished to accompany an exhibition described as cu-
rated by Parr.

• David Goldblatt. Südafrikanische Fotografien
1952–2006. Winterthur: Fotomuseum, 2007.
ISBN 3856162941.

• Darkroom. Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2007. ISBN
9781590051924. Photographs by Michel Campeau.
First book in the“Parr/Nazraeli Edition of Ten”.

• Half Awake and Half Asleep in the Water. Port-
land, OR: 2007. ISBN 9781590052150. Pho-
tographs by Asako Narahashi. Second book in the
“Parr/Nazraeli Edition of Ten”.

• Parr World. Postcards. London: Chris Boot, 2008.
ISBN 978-1-905712-10-6. Reproductions of post-
cards.

• Cartes postales. Monde de Martin Parr. Paris:
Textuel, 2008. ISBN 2845972873.

• Parr World. Objects. London: Chris Boot, 2008.
ISBN 978-1-905712-08-3.

• Objets. Monde de Martin Parr. Paris: Textuel,
2008. ISBN 2845972873.

• NYPH 08: New York Photo Festival 14–18 May:
The Future of Contemporary Photography: DUMBO,
Brooklyn. New York: Powerhouse, 2008. ISBN
1576874796. Book of an exhibition curated by
Parr.

• Bureaucratics. Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2008. ISBN
978-1-59005-232-7. Photographs by Jan Banning.
Third book in the“Parr/Nazraeli Edition of Ten”.

• Portfolio: Click to Add Subtitle. Blurb, 2009.
OCLC 680083358. About the Photography.
Book. Now 2010 competition; with text by Parr,
WassinkLundgren (Thijs groot Wassink and Ruben
Lundgren), Blurb, Hewlett-Packard.
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• School. Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2009. ISBN 1-
59005-241-2. Photographs by Raimond Wouda.
Fourth book in the“Parr/Nazraeli Edition of Ten”
.

• Visual correspondences = Correspondencias vi-
suales. Buenos Aires: La Marca Editora, 2009.
OCLC 429143026. Artwork by Parr, Marcelo
Brodsky, Manuel Esclusa, Cassio Vasconcellos,
Pablo Ortiz Monasterio and Horst Hoheisel; texts
by Valeria González, Eduardo Cadava and Paola
Cortes-Rocca. In Spanish and English.

• Archivo. Amsterdam, 2009. ISBN 907253204X.
Work by Parr, Harold Strak, Eva-Fiore Kovakovsky,
Johannes Schwartz, Daya Cahen, Paul Kooiker,
Qiu Yang, Kyungwoo Chun, Lee To Sang, Erik
van der Weijde, Sara Blokland, Willem van Zoe-
tendaal, Anuschka Blommers & Niels Schumm, and
Miroslav Tichý. Catalogue of an exhibition curated
by Paul Kooiker and Willem van Zoetendaal.

• Retratos Pintados. Portland, OR: Nazraeli Press
2010. Painted photographs collected by Titus Riedl.
Fifth book in the“Parr/Nazraeli Edition of Ten”.

• Grimaces of the Weary Village by Rimaldas
Vikšraitis. London: White Space Gallery, 2010.
ISBN 0955739462.

• Brighton Photo Biennial 2010: New Documents.
Brighton: Brighton Photo Biennial, 2010. ISBN
190379644X. Catalogue of an exhibition curated by
Parr, edited by Parr and Helen Cadwallader.

• Geografía postal: Las postales de las familias Gar-
cía Lorca y De los Ríos. Madrid: This Side Up;
Fundación Federico García Lorca; Obra Social Caja
Madrid, 2010. ISBN 8493491624. Selected by
Parr, text by Enrique Vila-Matas. In Spanish.

• Postal Geography: Postcards of the García
Lorca and De los Ríos Families. Madrid: In-
stituto Cervantes, Fundación Federico Gar-
cía Lorca, Obra Social Caja Madrid, 2012.
OCLC 847873266. English-language version,
to accompany an exhibition held at Instituto
Cervantes, Dublin.

• Magnum Contact Sheets. Edited by Kristen Lubben.

• Magnum Contact Sheets. London: Thames &
Hudson, 2011. ISBN 9780500544129.

• Magnum Contact Sheets. London: Thames
& Hudson, 2014. ISBN 978-0500544310.
Compact edition.

• Magnum Contact Sheets: The Collector's Edi-
tion: Martin Parr, Last Resort, 1985. Lon-
don: Thames & Hudson, 2011. ISBN 978-
0500544129. Includes a print of a contact
sheet. Edition of 50 copies.

• Martin Parr's Best Books of the Decade. PhotoIre-
land, 2011. OCLC 756036166. Edited by Moritz
Neumüller and Ángel Luis González.

• La Creciente. Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2011.
ISBN 9781590053218. Photographs by Alejandro
Chaskielberg. Sixth book in the“Parr/Nazraeli Edi-
tion of Ten”.

• The Protest Box. Göttingen: Steidl, 2011. ISBN
9783869301242. Contains Protest on Paper (ISBN
3869301422); Enrique Bostelmann, América: un
Viaje a traves de la injustica (1970); Paolo Gas-
parini, Para verte major, América Latina (1972);
Dirk Alvermann, Algeria (1961); Kazuo Kitai, San-
rizuka (1971); Paolo Mattioli and Anna Candiani,
Immagini del No (1974). Co-edited with Gerry Bad-
ger.

• El fotolibro latinoamericano. Mexico City: Fun-
dación Televisa, 2011. OCLC 777865333. Co-
edited with Horacio Fernández, Marcelo Brodsky,
Iatã Cannabrava, Pablo Ortiz Monasterio, and oth-
ers. English-language version.

• The Latin American Photobook. Aperture
Foundation and Fundación Televisa, 2011.
ISBN 978-1-59711-189-8. English-language
version.

• Les Livres de photographie d'Amérique la-
tine. Marseille: Images en manoeuvres, 2011.
ISBN 2849952168. French-language version.

• From Here On. Arles: Les Rencontres d'Arles-
photographie, 2011. ISBN 2953916814. Cat-
alogue of an exhibition curated by Parr, Clé-
ment Chéreux, Joan Fontcuberta, Erik Kessels and
Joachim Schmid; text in French and English.

• From here on: D'ara endavant: La postfo-
tografia en l'era d'internet I la telefonia mòbil
= From here on: a partir de ahora: la post-
fotografía en la era de internet y la telefonía
móvil = From here on: Postphotography in the
age of the Internet and the mobile phone. Mex-
ico City: Editorial RM; Barcelona: Arts Santa
Monica: Generalitat de Catalunya, Depart-
ment de Cultura, 2013. ISBN 8439389949;
ISBN 8415118457.

• New Latin Look = Nueva mirada latina. Madrid:
Ivorypress, 2012. ISBN 8493949841. Edited by
Parr and Elena Ochoa Foster. In Spanish and En-
glish.

• Strangely Familiar. Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2013.
ISBN 1-59005-353-2. Photographs by Peter
Mitchell. Seventh book in the“Parr/Nazraeli Edi-
tion of Ten”.
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• Watford Gap: The First Motorway Service Sta-
tion. Ipswich: Diesel Books, 2013. ISBN 978-0-
9566928-2-5. Photographs by Sam Mellish, intro-
duction by David Harsent, and“archival imagery”
by Parr.

• Only in England: Photographs by Tony Ray-Jones.
Bradford: National Media Museum, 2013. ISBN
978-1-900747-67-7. OCLC 870756771. Published
to accompany an exhibition described as having a
portion of its images selected from the Ray-Jones
archive by Parr and Greg Hobson. Parr contributes
an essay. Introductions by Hannah Redler and Greg
Hobson, and essays also by David Alan Mellor and
Ian Walker.

• The Waiting Game. Mexico City, Mexico: Editorial
RM, 2014. ISBN 978-8415118572. Photographs
by Txema Salvans. Parr and John Carlin each con-
tribute a short introduction.

• Hidden Islam. Bolzano/Bozen, Italy: Rorhof, 2014.
ISBN 978-88-909817-0-8. Photographs by Nicolò
Degiorgis. Edited and introduced by Parr.

• The Chinese Photobook. With WassinkLundgren.
New York: Aperture, 2015. ISBN 978-
1597112284.

143.4.7 Books about Parr

These also include photographs by Parr.

• Martin Parr by Val Williams.

• London: Phaidon, 2002. ISBN 0-7148-3990-
6. Hardback.

• Martin Parr. Rome: Contrasto, 2002. ISBN
888698247X. Italian-language version.

• Berlin: Phaidon, 2008. ISBN 0714893919.
German-language version.

• London: Phaidon, 2004. ISBN 071484389X.
Paperback.

• 2nd ed. London: Phaidon, 2014. ISBN
0714865664.

• Martin Parr vu par.... Bonsecours, France: Édition
Point de vues, 2005. By children; in French.

• Martin Parr by Sandra S Phillips.

• Phaidon 55. London: Phaidon, 2007. ISBN
978-0-7148-4528-9.

• Paris: Phaidon, 2007. ISBN 0714899925.
French-language edition.

• London: Phaidon, 2013.

• Martin Parr, text by Alessandra Mauro.

• I Grandi Fotografi: Magnum Photos. Testi-
monianze e visioni del nostro tempo. Milan:
Hachette Fascicoli, 2005. OCLC 799576457.
In Italian.

• Grandes fotográfos Magnum Photos
20. [Barcelona]: Salvat [2007]. ISBN
844710558X. In Spanish.

143.5 Notable exhibitions

Queue for the exhibition ParrWorld, Galerie nationale du Jeu de
Paume, Paris, 2009.

• 1972: Butlins by the Sea (with Daniel Meadows),
Impressions Gallery, York, UK*[8]*:25,26

• 1974: Home Sweet Home, Impressions Gallery,
York, UK*[8]*:25,26

• 1977: Hebden Bridge and Beauty Spots, The Photog-
raphers' Gallery, London*[8]*:25,26

• 1989–1991: The Cost of Living, Royal Photographic
Society, Bath, 1989/1990. The Photographers'
Gallery, London, 1990. Museum of Modern Art,
Oxford, 1990. Gallery Jacques Gordat, Paris, 1991.

• 2002–2005: Retrospective, Martin Parr Photoworks
1971 – 2000, Barbican Arts Centre, London,
2002.*[6] National Museum of Photography, Film,
and Television, Bradford, 2002. Kunsthal, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands, 2003. Museo Na-
cional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2003.
National Museum of Photography, Copenhagen,
2003. Deichtorhallen, Hamburg, 2004.*[53] Works
1971–2001, Maison Européenne de la Photogra-
phie, Paris, 2005.*[54] Curated by Val Williams and
organized by Brigitte Lardinois. Photographs from
the 1970s-2001, from the series Butlins by the Sea,
June Street, Home Sweet Home, The Last Resort, The
Cost of Living, Small World and Autoportraits.*[55]
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• 2007: Retrospective, Month of Photography
Asia, Singapore. Parr's exhibition was the main
show.*[56]

• 2008/2009: ParrWorld, touring exhibition, Haus
der Kunst, Munich, 2008;*[57] Breda Design Mu-
seum, The Netherlands, 2008; Galerie nationale du
Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2009; Baltic, Gateshead, UK,
2009*[5]

• 2013/2014: Only in England: Photographs by Tony
Ray-Jones and Martin Parr, Media Space, Science
Museum, London, 19 September 2013 – 16 March
2014;*[58] National Media Museum, Bradford, 28
March – 29 June 2014; Walker Art Gallery, Liver-
pool, 13 February – 7 June 2015.*[59] With Parr's
The Non-Conformists and material from the National
Media Museum's Ray-Jones archive curated by Parr
and Greg Hobson.

• 2014: Paris, Maison Européenne de la Photogra-
phie, Paris*[60]

143.6 Collections

Parr's work is held in the following collections:

• Victoria and Albert Museum, London.*[26]

• Tate, London.*[33]*[61]

143.7 See also

• Paul Reas

• Anna Fox

• Paul Graham

• Tony Ray-Jones

• Tom Wood

143.8 Notes

[1] The book Small World is reproduced at the Magnum Pho-
tos website.

[2] Librarians seem to disagree over whether this catalogue
even has a title; and if so, what it is.

[3] The exhibition was held at the Hangaram Design Museum
at Seoul Arts Center. Seo Dong-shin, "Documentary pho-
tos create fiction", Korea Times, undated. Accessed 13
April 2014.
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143.10 External links
• Official website

• Martin Parr at the Internet Movie Database

• Martin Parr at Magnum Photos, includes many of
his photographs

• Parr at DMB Creatives photographic agency

• 'The World According To Parr', Imagine series, with
Alan Yentob, season 2, episode 4 (video)

• Martin Parr: Mischievous Ironist - interview with
Jim Casper (audio)

• Interview with Martin Parr from 'Tous Pho-
tographes!'

• 'Contacts Vol3 Martin Parr' (video)

• 'TateShots: Martin Parr, studio visit - Martin Parr
on Photographing Britain' (video)
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Chapter 144

Mary Ellen Mark

Mary Ellen Mark (March 20, 1940 – May 25,
2015) was an American photographer known for
her photojournalism*[1]*[2] / documentary photogra-
phy,*[3]*[4] portraiture,*[5] and advertising*[6] photog-
raphy. She photographed people who were“away from
mainstream society and toward its more interesting, often
troubled fringes”.*[7]
Mark had 18 collections of her work published, most
notably Streetwise*[2] and Ward 81.*[1]*[8] Her work
was exhibited at galleries and museums worldwide and
widely published in Life, Rolling Stone, The New Yorker,
New York Times, and Vanity Fair.*[1] She was a mem-
ber of Magnum Photos between 1977 and 1981.*[8]*[9]
She received numerous accolades, including three Robert
F. Kennedy Journalism Awards, three fellowships from
the National Endowment for the Arts, the 2014 Lifetime
Achievement in Photography Award from the George
Eastman House*[8] and the Outstanding Contribution
Photography Award from the World Photography Organ-
isation.*[8]

144.1 Life and work

Mark was born and raised in Elkins Park*[8] in sub-
urban Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,*[10] and began pho-
tographing with a Box Brownie camera*[6] at age nine.
She attended Cheltenham High School,*[10] where she
was head cheerleader and exhibited a knack for painting
and drawing.*[1] She received a BFA degree in paint-
ing and art history from the University of Pennsylva-
nia, in 1962.*[6] After graduating she worked briefly in
the Philadelphia city planning department*[6] before re-
turning for a master's degree in photojournalism at the
Annenberg School for Communication at the University
of Pennsylvania, which she received in 1964.*[1] The fol-
lowing year, Mark received a Fulbright Scholarship to
photograph in Turkey for a year,*[1] from which she pro-
duced her first book, Passport (1974). While there, she
also traveled to photograph England, Germany, Greece,
Italy, and Spain.*[7]
In 1966*[10] or 1967,*[7] she moved to New York
City, where over the next several years she photographed

demonstrations in opposition to the Vietnam War, the
women's liberation movement, transvestite culture, and
Times Square, developing a sensibility, according to
one writer,“away from mainstream society and toward
its more interesting, often troubled fringes”.*[7] Her
photography went on to address such social issues as
homelessness, loneliness, drug addiction, and prostitu-
tion. Children are a reoccurring subject throughout much
of Mark's work.*[11] She described her approach to her
subjects:“I v̓e always felt that children and teenagers are
not“children,”they r̓e small people. I look at them as lit-
tle people and I either like them or I don t̓ like them. I also
have an obsession with mental illness. And strange people
who are outside the borders of society.”Mark also said,
“Iʼd rather pull up things from another culture that are

universal, that we can all relate to….There are prostitutes
all over the world. I try to show their way of life…"*[12]
and that “I feel an affinity for people who haven't had
the best breaks in society. What I want to do more than
anything is acknowledge their existence”.*[13] Mark was
well known for establishing strong relationships with her
subjects.*[1] For Ward 81 (1979), she lived for six weeks
with the patients in the women s̓ security ward of Oregon
State Hospital and, for Falkland Road (1981), she spent
three months befriending the prostitutes who worked on
a single long street in Bombay.*[1] Her project“Streets
of the Lost”with writer Cheryl McCall, for Life,*[14]
produced her book Streetwise (1988) and was developed
into the documentary film Streetwise,*[8]*[12] directed
by her husband Martin Bell and with a soundtrack by Tom
Waits.
Mark was also a unit photographer on movie sets,
shooting production stills of more than 100 movies in-
cluding Arthur Penn's Alice's Restaurant (1969), Mike
Nichols' Catch-22 (1970), Carnal Knowledge (1971) and
Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now (1979) through
to Baz Luhrmann's Australia (2008).*[1]*[15] For Look
magazine, she photographed Federico Fellini shooting
Satyricon (1969).*[1]*[7]
Mark worked with film,*[16]*[6] using a wide range of
cameras in various formats, from 35 mm, 120/220, 4×5-
inch view camera, and a 20×24 Polaroid Land Cam-
era,*[1] primarily in black and white*[6] using Kodak
Tri-X film.*[17]
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She published 18 books of photographs; contributed
to publications including Life, Rolling Stone, The New
Yorker, New York Times, and Vanity Fair;*[1] and her
photographs have been exhibited worldwide. Mark was
transparent with the subjects of her photography about
her intent to use what she saw in the world for her art,
about which she has said “I just think it's important to
be direct and honest with people about why you're pho-
tographing them and what you're doing. After all, you
are taking some of their soul.”
Mark joined Magnum Photos in 1977 and left in
1981,*[8]*[9] joining Archive Pictures and then in 1988
opened her own agency.*[6] She served as a guest ju-
ror for photography call for entries at The Center for
Fine Art Photography*[18] and taught workshops at the
International Center of Photography in New York, in
Mexico*[5] and at the Center for Photography at Wood-
stock.
She co-wrote, and was associate producer and still pho-
tographer for the feature film American Heart (1992),
starring Jeff Bridges and Edward Furlong, and directed by
Martin Bell.*[8] It depicts a gruff ex-convict who strug-
gles to get his life back on track.*[6]
Mark died on May 25, 2015 in Manhattan, aged 75, of
myelodysplastic syndrome, a blood illness caused by bone
marrow failure.*[2]*[3]*[8]*[19]

144.2 Books
• Passport. New York: Lustrum Press, 1974. ISBN

9780912810140.

• Photojournalism: Mary Ellen Mark and Annie Lei-
bovitz: The Woman's Perspective. Petersons, 1974.
ISBN 0822700697.

• Ward 81. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1979.
ISBN 9780671245450. Main text by Karen Folger
Jacobs, introduction by Miloš Forman.

• 2nd ed. Bologna: Damiani, 2008. ISBN 978-
8862080552.

• Falkland Road: Prostitutes of Bombay: Photographs
and Text. New York: Knopf, 1981. ISBN
9780394509877.

• Photographs of Mother Teresa's Mission of Char-
ity in Calcutta. Carmel, CA: Friends of Photogra-
phy, 1985. ISBN 9780933286436. Introduction by
David Featherston.

• Streetwise.

• Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania,
1988. ISBN 9780812212686. Text and pho-
tographs edited by Nancy Baker, introduction
by John Irving.

• Second printing. New York: Aperture, 1992.
ISBN 9780893814878.

• The Photo Essay. Photographers at Work series.
Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1990. ISBN 978-1-560980-03-2.

• Mary Ellen Mark: 25 Years. New York: Bulfinch,
1991. ISBN 9780821218372. Text by Marianne
Fulton. Accompanied an exhibition at George East-
man House.

• Indian Circus. San Francisco: Chronicle Books,
1993, and Japan: Takarajimasha, 1993. ISBN
9780811805315. Foreword by John Irving.

• Portraits.

• Milan: Federico Motta, 1995. ISBN
8871790758. Italian-language version.

• Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1997.
ISBN 9781560987208. Foreword by Mary
Panzer.

• A Cry for Help: Stories of Homelessness and Hope.
New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996. ISBN
9780684825939. Introduction by Andrew Cuomo,
preface by Robert Coles, interviews reported by
Victoria Kohn.

• Mary Ellen Mark: American Odyssey. New York:
Aperture, 1999. ISBN 978-0-893-81880-7. Edited
by Melissa Harris, afterword by Mark and with a
poem each by Maya Angelou and La Shawndrea.
Accompanied an exhibition by Philadelphia Mu-
seum of Art.“A broad survey of photographs taken
across the United States from 1963-1999.”*[20]

• Mary Ellen Mark 55. Phaidon 55 series. London:
Phaidon, 2001. ISBN 978-0-714-84617-0. “A
collection of both iconic and previously unpublished
photographs.”*[20]

• Mary Ellen Mark. Photo Poche series. Paris:
Nathan, 2002. “Photographs taken between 1965
and 2001.”*[20]

• Twins. New York: Aperture, 2003. ISBN
9781931788199.

• Exposure: Mary Ellen Mark: The Iconic Pho-
tographs. London: Phaidon, 2005. Hardback,
2005. ISBN 9780714844046. Paperback, 2006.
ISBN 9780714846262. A retrospective. Introduc-
tions by Weston Naef and Mark, extensive captions
by Mark.

• Undrabörn: Extraordinary Child. Reykjavík:
National Museum of Iceland, 2007. ISBN
9789979790143. Foreword by Margaret Hallgrims-
dottir, introduction by Mark, essay by Einar Falur
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Ingólfsson. Catalogue of an exhibition at the Na-
tional Gallery of Photography, 8 September 2007 –
27 January 2008. Icelandic and English.

• Seen Behind the Scene. London: Phaidon, 2008.
ISBN 9780714848471. Introduction by Mark,“A
World Behind the Scene”and texts by Francis Ford
Coppola, Helen Mirren, Alejandro González Iñár-
ritu and others. Portraits made on film sets.

• Uno sguardo dietro le quinte. Quarant'anni
di fotografie sui set cinematografici. Phaidon,
2009. ISBN 978-0714857121.

• Prom. Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2012.
ISBN 9781606061084.“Images of high school stu-
dents at their proms, photographed by Mary Ellen
Mark at thirteen schools across the United States.
The book includes a DVD of the film, also titled
Prom, by filmmaker Martin Bell”*[21]

• Man and Beast: Photographs from Mexico and In-
dia. Austin: University of Texas, 2014. ISBN 978-
0-292-75611-3. With transcript of an interview
with Mark by Melissa Harris.

• Mary Ellen Mark on the Portrait and the Moment.
The Photography Workshop Series. New York:
Aperture, 2015. ISBN 978-1-59711-316-8.

• Tiny: Streetwise Revisited. New York: Aperture,
2015. ISBN 978-1-59711-262-8. With an after-
word by Mark, a prologue by Isabel Allende and text
by John Irving.

144.3 Awards

• 1965–66: Fulbright Scholarship to take photographs
in Turkey.*[1]

• 2003: Lucie Awards for Outstanding Achievement
in Documentary Photography.*[22]

• 2014: 2014 Lifetime Achievement in Photography
Award from the George Eastman House.*[1]*[8]

• 2014: Outstanding Contribution Photography
Award from the World Photography Organisa-
tion.*[1]*[8]
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144.5 External links
• Official website

• Mary Ellen Mark at the Internet Movie Database

• 'Remembering the photographer who shot Seattle s̓
street youth' - 2012 interview in Dazed

• Scotsman newspaper interview, June 2005

• Audio interview, TheDigital Journalist, March 1999

• Art HERStory: Mary Ellen Mark
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Chapter 145

Mathew Brady

Please note that Mathew B. Brady's name contains a
single “t”. For other people with similar names, see
Matthew Brady (disambiguation)

Mathew B. Brady (May 18, 1822 – January 15, 1896)
was one of the first American photographers, best known
for his scenes of the Civil War.
He studied under inventor Samuel F. B. Morse, who pi-
oneered the daguerreotype technique in America. Brady
opened his own studio in New York in 1844, and pho-
tographed Andrew Jackson and John Quincy Adams,
among other celebrities. When the Civil War started, his
use of a mobile studio and darkroom enabled vivid bat-
tlefield photographs that brought home the reality of war
to the public. Thousands of war scenes were captured, as
well as portraits of generals and politicians on both sides
of the conflict, though most of these were taken by his
assistants, rather than by Brady himself.
After the war, these pictures went out of fashion, and the
government did not purchase the master-copies, as he had
anticipated. Bradyʼs fortunes declined sharply, and he
died in debt.

145.1 Early years

Brady was born on May 18, 1822 in Warren County,
New York near Lake George, the youngest of three chil-
dren of Irish immigrant parents, Andrew and Samantha
Julia Brady.*[1] At age 16 he moved to Saratoga, New
York, where he met famed portrait painter William Page.
Brady became Page's student. In 1839 the two trav-
eled to Albany, New York, and then to New York City,
where Brady continued to study painting with Page, and
also with Page's former teacher, Samuel F. B. Morse.*[2]
Morse had met Louis Jacques Daguerre in France in
1839, and returned to the US to enthusiastically push
the new daguerreotype invention of capturing images.
At first, his involvement was limited to manufacturing
leather cases that held daguerreotypes.*[3] But soon he
became the center of the New York artistic colony that
wished to study photography. He opened a studio and of-
fered classes; Brady was one of the first students.*[4] In

1844 Brady opened his own photography studio in New
York,*[5] and by 1845 he began to exhibit his portraits of
famous Americans, including the likes of Senator Daniel
Webster and poet Edgar Allan Poe. He opened a stu-
dio in Washington, D.C. in 1849, where he met Juliet
(whom everybody called 'Julia') Handy, whom he mar-
ried in 1851 and lived with on Staten Island. *[6] *[7]
Brady's early images were daguerreotypes, and he won
many awards for his work; in the 1850s ambrotype pho-
tography became popular, which gave way to the albumen
print, a paper photograph produced from large glass neg-
atives most commonly used in the American Civil War
photography. In 1850 Brady produced The Gallery of
Illustrious Americans, a portrait collection of prominent
contemporary figures. The album, which featured note-
worthy images including the elderly Andrew Jackson at
the Hermitage, was not financially rewarding but invited
increased attention to Bradyʼs work and artistry.*[2]
In 1854, Parisian photographer André-Adolphe-Eugène
Disdéri popularized the carte de visite and these small pic-
tures (the size of a visiting card) rapidly became a popu-
lar novelty as thousands of these images were created and
sold in the United States and Europe.
In 1856 Brady placed an ad in the New York Herald pa-
per offering to produce “photographs, ambrotypes and
daguerreotypes.”*[8] This inventive ad pioneered, in the
USA, the use of typeface and fonts that were distinct from
the text of the publication and from that of other adver-
tisements.*[9]

145.2 Civil War documentation

At first, the effect of the Civil War on Brady's business
was a brisk increase in sales of cartes de visite to tran-
sient soldiers. In fact, Brady readily marketed to parents
the idea of capturing their young soldiers' images before
they might be lost to war by running an ad in The New
York Daily Tribune that warned,“You cannot tell how
soon it may be too late.”*[3] However, he was soon taken
with the idea of documenting the war itself. He first ap-
plied for permission to travel to the battle sites to an old
friend, General Winfield Scott, and eventually he made
his application to President Lincoln himself. Lincoln
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Soldier guarding arsenal Washington, D.C., 1862.

granted permission in 1861 with the proviso that Brady fi-
nance the project himself.*[1] His efforts to document the
American Civil War on a grand scale by bringing his pho-
tographic studio right onto the battlefields earned Brady
his place in history. Despite the obvious dangers, finan-
cial risk, and discouragement of his friends, Brady is later
quoted as saying “I had to go. A spirit in my feet said
'Go,' and I went.”His first popular photographs of the
conflict were at the First Battle of Bull Run, in which he
got so close to the action that he barely avoided capture.
While most of the time the battle had ceased before pic-
tures were taken, occasionally Brady actually came under
direct fire, as was the case during battles such as Bull Run,
Petersburg, and Fredericksburg.
He employed Alexander Gardner,*[10] James Gardner,
Timothy H. O'Sullivan, William Pywell, George N.
Barnard, Thomas C. Roche, and seventeen other men,
each of whom was given a traveling darkroom, to go out
and photograph scenes from the Civil War. Brady gen-
erally stayed in Washington, D.C., organizing his assis-
tants and rarely visited battlefields personally. However,
as author Roy Meredith pointed out, “He [Brady] was
essentially the director. The actual operation of the cam-
era though mechanical is important, but the selection of
the scene to be photographed is as important, if not more
so than just 'snapping the shutter.' " This may have been
due, at least in part, to the fact that Brady's eyesight had
begun to deteriorate in the 1850s.
In October 1862 Brady opened an exhibition of pho-
tographs from the Battle of Antietam in his New York
gallery titled“The Dead of Antietam.”Many images in
this presentation were graphic photographs of corpses, a
presentation new to America. This was the first time that
many Americans saw the realities of war in photographs
as distinct from previous“artists' impressions”.

Mathew Brady, through his many paid assistants, took
thousands of photos of American Civil War scenes.
Much of the popular understanding of the Civil War
comes from these photos. There are thousands of pho-
tos in the National Archives and the Library of Congress
taken by Brady and his associates, Alexander Gardner,
George Barnard, and Timothy O'Sullivan.*[10] The pho-
tographs include Lincoln, Grant, and common soldiers in
camps and battlefields. The images provide a pictorial
cross reference of American Civil War history. Brady
was not able to photograph actual battle scenes as the pho-
tographic equipment in those days was still in the infancy
of its development and required that a subject be still in
order for a clear photo to be produced.*[11]
Following the conflict, a war-weary public lost interest in
seeing photos of the war, and Bradyʼs popularity and
practice declined drastically.

145.3 Later years and death

Mathew Brady's grave at the Congressional Cemetery (notice in-
correct death year).

During the war, Brady spent over $100,000 to create
over 10,000 plates. He expected the U.S. government
to buy the photographs when the war ended, but when
the government refused to do so he was forced to sell his
New York City studio and go into bankruptcy. Congress
granted Brady $25,000 in 1875, but he remained deeply
in debt. Additionally, most of the public was unwilling to
dwell on the gruesomeness of the war after it had ended,
and so private collectors were likewise scarce. Depressed
by his financial situation, loss of eyesight and devastated
by the death of his wife in 1887, he became very lonely.
He died penniless in the charity ward of Presbyterian
Hospital in New York City on January 15, 1896, from
complications following a streetcar accident.
Brady's funeral was financed by veterans of the 7th New
York Infantry. He was buried in the Congressional Ceme-
tery in Washington, D.C.
Levin Corbin Handy, Brady's nephew by marriage, took
over Brady's photography business after his death.
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145.4 Legacy and people pho-
tographed

Brady photographed 18 of the 19 American Presidents
from John Quincy Adams to William McKinley. The ex-
ception was the 9th President, William Henry Harrison,
who died in office three years before Brady started his
Photographic Collection.
The thousands of photographs which Mathew Brady's
photographers (such as Alexander Gardner and Timothy
O'Sullivan) took have become the most important visual
documentation of the Civil War, and have helped histo-
rians and the public better understand the era.

Photograph of Abraham Lincoln taken by Brady on the day of
Lincoln's Cooper Union speech.

Brady photographed and made portraits of many senior
Union officers in the war, including Ulysses S. Grant,
Nathaniel Banks, Don Carlos Buell, Ambrose Burnside,
Benjamin Butler, Joshua Chamberlain, George Custer,
David Farragut, John Gibbon, Winfield Hancock, Samuel
P. Heintzelman, Joseph Hooker, Oliver Howard, David
Hunter, John A. Logan, Irvin McDowell, George Mc-
Clellan, James McPherson, George Meade, Montgomery
C. Meigs, David Dixon Porter, William Rosecrans,
John Schofield, William Sherman, Daniel Sickles, Henry
Warner Slocum, George Stoneman, Edwin V. Sumner,

George Thomas, Emory Upton, James Wadsworth, and
Lew Wallace.
On the Confederate side, Brady photographed Jefferson
Davis, P. G. T. Beauregard, Stonewall Jackson, James
Longstreet, Lord Lyons, James Henry Hammond, and
Robert E. Lee (Lee's first session with Brady was in 1845
as a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army, his final after
the war in Richmond, Virginia).
Brady photographed Abraham Lincoln on many occa-
sions. His Lincoln photographs have been used for the
$5 bill and the Lincoln penny. One of his Lincoln pho-
tos was used by the National Bank Note Company as a
model for the engraving on the 90c Lincoln Postage issue
of 1869.*[12]
Brady is credited with being the father of
photojournalism.*[13] He can also be considered a
pioneer in the orchestration of a“corporate credit line.”
In this practice, every image produced in his gallery
was labeled “Photo by Brady;”however, Brady dealt
directly with only the most distinguished subjects and
most portrait sessions were carried out by others.*[14]
As perhaps the best-known US photographer in the 19th
century, it was Brady's name that came to be attached to
the era's heavy specialized end tables which were factory-
made specifically for use by portrait photographers. Such
a“Brady stand”of the mid-19th century typically had
a weighty cast iron base for stability, plus an adjustable-
height single-column pipe leg for dual use as either a por-
trait model's armrest or (when fully extended and fitted
with a brace attachment rather than the usual tabletop) as
a neck rest. The latter was often needed to keep models
steady during the longer exposure times of early photog-
raphy. While Brady stand is a convenient term for these
trade-specific articles of studio equipment, there is no
proven connection between Brady himself and the Brady
stand's invention circa 1855.*[15]
Brady and his Studio produced over 7,000 pictures
(mostly two negatives of each). One set“after undergo-
ing extraordinary vicissitudes,”came into U.S. govern-
ment possession. His own negatives passed in the 1870s
to E. & H. T. Anthony & Company of New York, in de-
fault of payment for photographic supplies. They“were
kicked about from pillar to post”for 10 years, until John
C. Taylor found them in an attic and bought them; from
this they became “the backbone of the Ordway–Rand
collection; and in 1895 Brady himself had no idea of what
had become of them. Many were broken, lost, or de-
stroyed by fire. After passing to various other owners,
they were discovered and appreciated by Edward Bailey
Eaton,”who set in motion“events that led to their impor-
tance as the nucleus of a collection of Civil War photos
published in 1912 as The Photographic History of the Civil
War.*[16]
Some of the lost images are mentioned in the last episode
of Ken Burns' 1990 documentary on the Civil War. Burns
claims that glass plate negatives were often sold to gar-
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deners, not for their images, but for the glass itself to be
used in greenhouses and cold frames. In the years that
followed the end of the war, the sun slowly burned away
their filmy images and they were lost.*[17]
Following considerable controversy around the racist his-
tory of city founder W. Tate Brady, for whom a major
street and neighborhood was named, the City Council
of Tulsa, OK on August 15, 2013, voted to retain the
name Brady Street, but that it would now honor Mathew
B. Brady instead.

145.5 Photography exhibition:
“The Dead of Antietam”at
Brady's New York gallery
October 1862

On September 19, 1862, two days after the Battle of
Antietam, the bloodiest day of combat on U.S. soil with
more than 23,000 killed, wounded or missing, Mathew
Brady sent photographer Alexander Gardner and his as-
sistant James Gibson to photograph the carnage. In Oc-
tober 1862 Brady displayed the photos by Gardner at
Brady's New York gallery.*[18] The New York Times
published a review.*[19] In October 2012, the National
Museum of Civil War Medicine displayed 21 original
Mathew Brady 1862 photographs documenting the Civil
War's Battle of Antietam.*[18]

145.6 Related images

• Brady (center, wearing straw hat), with General
Ambrose Burnside (reading newspaper), taken after
Burnside's ill-fated attack on Fredericksburg.

• Mid-19th century“Brady stand”photo model's arm-
rest table.

• Grave of Mathew Brady.

• U.S. postage stamp of Abraham Lincoln (90 cents,
issue of 1869) based on a Brady portrait photo.

• General David Emanuel Twiggs; a related picture
also by Brady can be found at [1].

• Brady (upon his return from the First Battle of Bull
Run) wearing under the long coat a saber awarded
to him by the New York Fire Zouaves*[1]

• Brady, c. 1889

• Scan of a photo-plate titled Agnew by Brady. (The
irregular black edge would not have appeared in the
official final portrait prints.)

1. ^ Although Brady was photographed wearing a
sword under his linen duster and claimed to have
received the weapon at First Bull Run from the
11th New York Volunteer Infantry Regiment̶see
Miller's Photographic History of the Civil War Vol 1
p. 31̶there is doubt as to whether he took pictures
at the battle. See Frassantito's Antietam (reference
only).

145.7 See also
• 359 Broadway ̶Brady's studio in New York city

(1853–1859)

• George S. Cook̶his Southern counterpart

• Photographers of the American Civil War
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Chapter 146

Minor White

Minor Martin White (July 9, 1908 – June 24, 1976)
was an American photographer, theoretician, critic and
educator. He combined an intense interest in how peo-
ple viewed and understood photographs with a personal
vision that was guided by a variety of spiritual and in-
tellectual philosophies. Starting in Oregon in 1937 and
continuing until he died in 1976, White made thousands
of black-and-white and color photographs of landscapes,
people and abstract subject matter, created with both
technical mastery and a strong visual sense of light and
shadow. He taught many classes, workshops and retreats
on photography at the California School of Fine Arts,
Rochester Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, other schools, and in his own home.
He lived much of his life as a closeted gay man, afraid to
express himself publicly for fear of loss of his teaching
jobs, and some of his most compelling images are figure
studies of men whom he taught or with whom he had rela-
tionships. He helped start and for many years was editor
of the photography magazine Aperture. After his death
in 1976, White was hailed as one of America's greatest
photographers.*[1]

146.1 Biography

146.1.1 Early life: 1908-1937

White was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota, the only child
of Charles Henry White, a bookkeeper, and Florence
May White, a dressmaker. His first name came from his
great, great grandfather from the White family side, and
his middle name was his mother's maiden name. During
his early years he spent much of his time with his grand-
parents. His grandfather, George Martin, was an amateur
photographer and gave White his first camera in 1915. As
a child White enjoyed playing in the large garden at his
grandparents' home, and this influenced his decision later
on to study botany in college.*[2] White's parents went
through a series of separations starting in 1916, and dur-
ing those periods White lived with his mother and her
parents. His parents reconciled for a while in 1922 and
remained together until they divorced in 1929.*[3]
By the time White graduated from high school he was

already aware of his latent homosexuality. In 1927 he
wrote about his feelings for men in his diary, and to his
dismay his parents read his diary without his permission.
After what he called a brief crisis period, during which
he left home for the summer, he returned to live with his
family while he started college. His parents never spoke
of his homosexuality again.*[3] White entered the Uni-
versity of Minnesota in 1927 and majored in botany. By
the time he should have graduated in 1931 he had not
met the requirements for a science degree, and he left the
university for a while.
During this period he became very interested in writing,
and he started a personal journal that he called“Mem-
orable Fancies.”In it he wrote poems, intimate thoughts
about his life and his struggles with his sexuality, excerpts
from letters that he wrote to others, occasional diary-like
entries about his daily life, and, later on, extensive notes
about his photography. He continued to fill the pages of
his journal until he directed most of his energy into teach-
ing around 1970.*[4] In 1932 White re-entered the uni-
versity and studied both writing and botany. With his
previous credits, he was able to graduate in 1934. The
next year he took some graduate classes in botany, but
after six months he decided that he lacked real interest in
becoming a scientist. He spent the next two years doing
odd jobs and exploring his writing skills. During this pe-
riod he began creating a set of 100 sonnets on the theme
of sexual love, his first attempt at grouping his creative
output.*[5]

146.1.2 Launching a career:1937-1945

In late 1937 White decided to move to Seattle. He pur-
chased a 35mm Argus camera and took a bus trip across
country toward his destination. He stopped in Portland,
Oregon, on his way and decided to stay there. For the next
2-1/2 years he lived at the YMCA in Portland while he
explored photography in depth for the first time. It was at
the YMCA that he taught his first class in photography, to
a small group of young adults. He also joined the Oregon
Camera Club in order to learn about how photographers
talk about their own images and what photography means
to them.*[6]
White was offered a job in 1938 as photographer for
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the Oregon Art Project, which was funded by the Works
Progress Administration. One of his tasks was to pho-
tograph historic buildings in downtown Portland before
they were demolished for a new riverfront development.
At this same time he made publicity photos for the Port-
land Civic Theater, documenting their plays and taking
portraits of the actors and actresses.*[7]
In 1940 White was hired to teach photography at the La
Grande Art Center in eastern Oregon. He quickly be-
came immersed in his work and taught classes three days
a week, lectured on art of local students, reviewed exhi-
bitions for the local newspaper and delivered a weekly
radio broadcast about activities at the Art Center. In
his spare time he traveled throughout the region, tak-
ing photographs of the landscape, farms and small town
buildings. He also wrote his first article on photography,
“When is Photography Creative?,”which was published

in American Photography magazine two years later.*[5]
White resigned from the Art Center in late 1941 and re-
turned to Portland where he intended to start a commer-
cial photography business. That year three of his pho-
tographs were accepted by the Museum of Modern Art in
New York for inclusion in their“Image of Freedom”ex-
hibition. At the close of the exhibition the museum pur-
chased all three prints, the first time his images entered
a public collection. The following year the Portland Art
Museum gave White his first one-man show, exhibiting
four series of photos he made while in eastern Oregon.
He wrote in his journal that with that show “a period
came to a close.”*[8]
In April 1942 White was drafted into the United States
Army and hid his homosexuality from the recruiters. Be-
fore leaving Portland he left most of his negatives of his-
toric Portland buildings with the Oregon Historical So-
ciety. White spent the first two years of World War II
in Hawaii and in Australia, and later he became Chief of
the Divisional Intelligence Branch in the southern Philip-
pines. During this period he rarely photographed, choos-
ing instead to write poetry and extended verse. Three of
his longer poems,“Elegies,”“Free Verse for the Free-
dom of Speech,”and“Minor Testament,”spoke to his
experiences during the war and to the bonds of men un-
der extreme conditions. Later he would utilize some of
the text from “Minor Testament”in his photographic
sequence Amputations.*[3]
After the war White traveled to New York City and en-
rolled in Columbia University. While in New York he
met and became close friends with Beaumont and Nancy
Newhall, who were working in the newly formed photog-
raphy department at the Museum of Modern Art. White
was offered a job as photographer for the museum and
spent many hours talking with and learning from Nancy
Newhall, whom he said strongly influenced his thinking
about and his direction in photography.*[9]

146.1.3 Mid-career: 1946-1964

In February 1946 White had the first of several meetings
with photographer Alfred Stieglitz in New York. White
knew of Stieglitzʼs deep understanding of photography
from his various writings, and through their conversations
White adopted much of Stieglitz s̓ theory of equivalence,
where the image stands for something other than the sub-
ject matter, and his use of sequencing pictorial imagery.
At one of their meetings White wrote in his journal that
he expressed his doubt that he was ready to become a
serious photographer. He wrote that Stieglitz asked him
“Have you ever been in love?" White answered “yes,”

and Stieglitz replied“Then you can photograph.”*[10]
During this time, White met and became friends with
some of the major photographers of the time, including
Berenice Abbott, Edward Steichen, Paul Strand, Edward
Weston, and Harry Callahan. Steichen, who was director
of the photography department at the Museum of Modern
Art, offered White a curatorial position at the museum,
but instead White accepted an offer from Ansel Adams to
assist him at the newly created photography department at
the California School of Fine Arts (CSFA) in San Fran-
cisco.*[11] White moved to San Francisco in July and
lived in the same house as Adams for several years. While
there Adams taught White about his Zone System method
of exposing and developing negatives, which White used
extensively in his own work. He wrote extensively about
it, published a book and taught the exposure and develop-
ment method as well as the practice of (pre)-visualization
to his students.
While in San Francisco White became close friends with
Edward Weston in Carmel, and for the remainder of his
life Weston had a profound influence on White's photog-
raphy and philosophy. Later he said "...Stieglitz, Weston
and Ansel all gave me exactly what I needed at that time.
I took one thing from each: technique from Ansel, the
love of nature from Weston, and from Stieglitz the affir-
mation that I was alive and I could photograph.”*[12]
Over the next several years White spent a great deal of
time photographing at Point Lobos, the site of some of
Weston's most famous images, approaching many of the
same subjects with entirely different viewpoints and cre-
ative purposes.
By mid-1947 White was the primary teacher at CSFA and
had developed a three-year course that emphasized per-
sonal expressive photography. Over the next six years he
brought in as teachers some of the best photographers of
the time, including Imogen Cunningham, Lisette Model,
and Dorothea Lange.*[13] During this time White cre-
ated his first grouping of photos and text in a non-
narrative form, a sequence he called Amputations. Al-
though it was scheduled to be shown at the California
Palace of the Legion of Honor, the exhibition was can-
celed because White refused to allow the photographs to
be shown without text, which included some wording that
expressed his ambiguity about America's post-war patri-
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otism.*[14]

From The Temptation of St. Anthony is Mirrors (1948)

The next three years were some of White's most prolific
in terms of creative output. In addition to taking dozens
of land- and waterscapes, he made dozens of photographs
that evolved into some of his most compelling sequences.
Three in particular showed his continuing struggles with
his sexuality. Song Without Words, The Temptation of
St. Anthony Is Mirrors, and Fifth Sequence/Portrait of a
Young Man as Actor all depict“the emotional turmoil he
feels over his love and desire for men.”*[14]
In 1949 White purchased a small Zeiss Ikonta camera
and began a series of urban street photographs. Over the
next four years he took nearly 6,000 images, all inspired
by his newfound interest in the poetry of Walt Whitman.
The project, which he called City of Surf, included pho-
tographs of San Francisco's Chinatown, the docks, peo-
ple on the streets and various parades and fairs around
town.*[14]
The period of 1951-52 is one of the formative times in
White's career. He participated in a Conference on Pho-
tography at the Aspen Institute, where the idea of creat-
ing a new journal of photography was discussed by Ansel
Adams, Dorothea Lange, Beaumont and Nancy Newhall,
Frederick Sommer and others. Soon after Aperture mag-
azine was founded by many of these same individuals.
White volunteered for and was approved as editor, and
the first issue appeared in April 1952. Aperture quickly
became one of the most influential magazines about pho-
tography, and White remained as editor until 1975.*[15]
Near the end of 1952 White's father, from whom he had
been estranged for many years, died in Long Beach, Cali-

fornia. In 1953 Walter Chappell introduced White to the
I Ching, an ancient Chinese book of philosophy and div-
ination, and White continued to be influenced by and re-
fer to this text throughout the rest of his life. He was espe-
cially intrigued by the concepts of yin and yang, in which
apparently opposite or contrary forces may be conceived
as complementary. Later that same year a reorganization
at CSFS resulted in White's teaching role being cut back,
and as a result he began to think about a change in his
employment. Concurrently, Beaumont Newhall had re-
cently become the curator at the George Eastman House
in Rochester, New York, and Newhall invited White to
work with him there as a curatorial assistant. Over the
next three years White organized three theme exhibitions
that demonstrated his particular interests:“Camera Con-
sciousness,”“The Pictorial Image.”and“Lyrical and
Accurate.”In 1955 he joined the faculty at the Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT), where he taught one day a
week.
White's photographic output declined during this time
due to his teaching and editorial work, but he continued
to produce enough images that by the end of 1955 he had
created a new sequence, Sequence 10/Rural Cathedrals,
which included landscape images from upstate New York
that were shot on regular and infrared film. By 1955
White was fully engaged in teaching, having been ap-
pointed as instructor at the new four-year photography
program at RIT as well as conducting classes and work-
shops at Ohio University and Indiana University. Walter
Chappell moved to Rochester later in the year to work
at the George Eastman House. Chappell engaged White
in long discussions about various Eastern religions and
philosophies. White began practicing Zen meditation and
adopted a Japanese style of decoration in his house. Over
the next two years the discussions between White and
Chappell metamorphosed into lengthy discourses about
the writing and philosophy of George Gurdjieff. White
gradually became an adherent of Gurdjieff's teachings
and started to incorporate Gurdjieff's thinking into the
design and implementation of his workshops.*[16] Gur-
djieff's concepts, for White, were not just intellectual ex-
ercises but guides to experience, and they greatly influ-
enced much of his approach to teaching and photography
throughout the rest of his life.*[17]
During this same period White began making his first
color images. Although he is better known for his black-
and-white photography, he produced many color pho-
tographs. His archive contains nearly 9,000 35mm trans-
parencies taken between 1955 and 1975.*[18]
In 1959 White mounted a large exhibition of 115 pho-
tos of his Sequence 13/Return to the Bud at the George
Eastman House. It was his largest exhibition to date.
It later traveled to the Portland Art Museum in Oregon.
White was invited to teach a 10-days', all-expense paid
workshop in Portland to accompany the exhibition. He
took advantage of the funding to photograph landscapes
and did nature studies across the country. From his ex-
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perience in Portland he developed the idea for a full-
time residential workshop in Rochester in which students
would learn through both formal sessions and, following
a combination of thinking from Gurdjieff and from Zen,
through an understanding gained by the discipline of such
tasks as household chores and early morning workouts.
He would continue this style of residential teaching un-
til he died.*[19] In the early 1960s White also studied
hypnosis and incorporated the practice into some of his
teachings as a way of helping students experience pho-
tographs.*[20]
White continued to teach extensively both privately and
at RIT for the next several years. During this time he trav-
eled across the U.S. in the summers taking photographs
along the way. In his journal he referred to himself dur-
ing this period as“The Wanderer,”which had both literal
and metaphorical meanings due to his search for under-
standing life.*[17] In 1962 he met Michael Hoffman, who
became a friend, colleague and, later, assumed the editor-
ship of Aperture magazine. White later named Hoffman
to be the executor of his will.*[21]

146.1.4 Late career: 1965-1974

In 1965 White was invited to help design a newly-formed
program in visual arts at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, near
Boston. After being appointed as a Visiting Professor,
White moved to the Boston area and purchased a 12-
room house in suburban Arlington so he could increase
the size of his residential workshops for selected students.
Soon after moving to the Boston area, he completed a
different kind of sequence called Slow Dance, which he
would later integrate into his teachings. He continued to
explore how people understand and interpret photography
and began to incorporate techniques of Gestalt psychol-
ogy into his teachings. In order to help his students expe-
rience the meaning of“equivalence,”he started requiring
them to draw certain subjects as well as photograph them.
White began to experience periodic discomfort in his
chest in 1966, and his doctor diagnosed his ailment as
angina. His symptoms continued throughout the rest of
his life, leading him to intensify his study of spiritual mat-
ters and meditation. He turned to astrology in an attempt
to increase his understanding about life, and his interest in
it became so significant that he required all of his current
and prospective students to have their horoscopes com-
pleted.*[22] By this point in his life White's unorthodox
teaching methods were well established, and students who
went through his workshops were both mystified and en-
lightened by the experience. One student who later be-
came a Zen monk said “I really wanted to learn to see
the way he did, to capture my subjects in a way that didnʼ
t render them lifeless and two-dimensional. I didnʼt re-
alize that Minor was teaching us exactly that: not only to
see images, but to feel them, smell them, taste them. He
was teaching us how to be photography.”*[23]

White began writing the text for Mirrors, Messages, Man-
ifestations, which was the first monograph of his pho-
tographs, in late 1966, and three years later the book
was published by Aperture. It included 243 of his pho-
tographs and text, including poems, notes from his jour-
nal and other writings. Peter Bunnell, who was one of
White's early students and then Curator of Photography
at the Museum of Modern Art, wrote a lengthy biogra-
phy of White for the book. During this same time White
completed Sequence 1968, a series of landscape images
from his recent travels.*[24] During the next several years
White conceived of and directed four major themed pho-
tography exhibitions at MIT, starting with “Light7" in
1968 and followed by“Be-ing without Clothes”in 1970,
“Octave of Prayer”in 1972 and“Celebrations”in 1974.

Anyone could submit images for the shows, and White
spent a great deal of time personally reviewing all of the
submissions and selecting the final images.*[25]
White continued to teach extensively and make his own
photographs even though his health was declining. He
devoted more and more time to his writing and began a
long text he called“Consciousness in Photography and
the Creative Audience,”in which he referred to his 1965
sequence Slow Dance and advanced the idea that certain
states of heighten awareness were necessary to truly read a
photograph and understand its meaning. In order to com-
plete this work he applied for and received a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1970, and Consciousness in Photography
and the Creative Audience became required reading for
a new course he taught at MIT called “Creative Audi-
ence.”in 1971 he traveled to Puerto Rico to explore more
of his color photography, and in 1974 and 1975 he jour-
neyed to Peru to teach and to further his own Gurdjieff
studies.
In 1975 White traveled to England to lecture at the
Victoria and Albert Museum and to teach classes at var-
ious colleges. He continued on a hectic travel schedule
for several weeks, then flew directly to the University of
Arizona in Tucson to take part in a symposium there.
When he returned to Boston after nearly six weeks of
travel, he suffered a heart attack and was hospitalized
for several weeks. After this White's focus turned even
more inward, and he photographed very little. He spent
much of his time with his student Abe Frajndlich, who
made a series of situational portraits of White around his
home and in his garden.*[26] A few months before his
death White published a short article in Parabola maga-
zine called“The Diamond Lens of Fable”in which he as-
sociated himself with Gilgamesh, Jason and King Arthur,
all heroes of old tales about life-long quests.*[17]
On June 24, 1976, White died of a second heart attack
while working at his home. He bequeathed all of his
personal archives and papers, along with a large collec-
tion of his photographs, to Princeton University. He left
his house to Aperture so they could continue the work he
started there.*[27]
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146.2 Equivalence

White was greatly influenced by Stieglitzʼs concept of
“equivalence,”which White interpreted as allowing pho-

tographs to represent more than their subject matter. He
wrote “when a photograph functions as an Equivalent,
the photograph is at once a record of something in front
of the camera and simultaneously a spontaneous symbol.
(A 'spontaneous symbol' is one which develops automat-
ically to fill the need of the moment. A photograph of
the bark of a tree, for example, may suddenly touch off
a corresponding feeling of roughness of character within
an individual.)"*[28]
In his later life he often made photographs of rocks, surf,
wood and other natural objects that were isolated from
their context, so that they became abstract forms. He
intended these to be interpreted by the viewer as some-
thing more than what they actually present. According to
White,“When a photographer presents us with what to
him is an Equivalent, he is telling us in effect, 'I had a
feeling about something and here is my metaphor of that
feeling.'...What really happened is that he recognized an
object or series of forms that, when photographed, would
yield an image with specific suggestive powers that can di-
rect the viewer into a specific and known feeling, state, or
place within himself.”*[29]
In the introduction to his Fourth Sequence (1950), White
wrote:

While rocks were photographed, the sub-
ject of the sequence is not rocks; while sym-
bols seem to appear, they are barely pointers
to significance. The meaning appears in the
mood they raise in the beholder; and the flow
of the sequence eddies in the river of his as-
sociations as he passes from picture to picture.
The rocks are only the objects upon which the
significance is spread like sheets on the ground
to dry.*[30]

Not everyone agreed with or understood White's philos-
ophy. Some of White's abstract images “have an in-
determinacy that forestalls any conventional response.”
*[31] One critic wrote “Without a capacity to see in
rocks some glimmer of essential form, as Weston did, or
in clouds some hint of a universal life force, as Stieglitz
did, one cannot understand White's pictures....One gets
the impression that White did not develop as an artist in a
linear sense so much as he oscillated between conflicting
poles.”*[31]

146.3 Sequences

In the mid-1940s White began to articulate a philoso-
phy about the importance of how his photographs are

presented to the viewer. He was influenced initially
by Stieglitz, who in his teaching emphasized that pho-
tographs shown in a structured content may support each
other and may create a total statement that is more com-
plex and meaningful that the individual images by them-
selves. When White began working as a photographer at
the Museum of Modern Art in 1945 he became friends
with Nancy Newhall, who was organizing a retrospec-
tive of Edward Weston's photographs for the museum.
Newhall had a gift for creating highly distinct groupings
of images, and White said later that her installation of the
Weston exhibit was a revelation to him.*[32]
For the rest of his life he spent a great deal of time group-
ing and regrouping his photographs into specific sets of
images that varied in number from 10 to more than 100
prints. He described what he called a sequence as a“cin-
ema of stills”*[32] that he felt would impart a“feeling-
state”*[32] created by both the photographer and the per-
sonality of the individual viewer.
In his early sequences (through 1952) he included various
poems and other texts with his images. As he evolved
his thinking about sequences, he gradually stopped us-
ing texts. At the same time many of his images became
more and more abstract. Although he felt strongly about
the particular groupings of his images, in his early se-
quences he purposely did not prescribe a specific order
for how they should be presented. He said he wanted his
sequences to be subjective interpretations, and as such he
wanted viewers to gain insights into themselves by allow-
ing them to contemplate his work as they saw fit.*[33]
This concept was limited those to viewers who were part
of his workshops and teachings, where they could handle
the prints individually rather than see them in a gallery.

Two iterations of Power Spot (1970). White flipped the negative
vertically between the first and the second version.

Later, as he became more interested in anthropology and
myth, he began to experiment with how individual im-
ages influenced a viewer by how they were presented. In
a work he called Totemic Sequence, composed of 10 pho-
tographs, he included the same image as both the open-
ing and the closing picture. The last picture is the first
picture turned upside down. White felt that this change
illustrated the simultaneous reality and unreality in a pho-
tograph. The title he gave to the first image was“Power
Spot.”*[34]
White wrote extensively about his thought about se-
quences, both in his journal and in articles. In his journal
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he wrote“The photographs in a Sequence or Constella-
tion may be compared to a dance or theme. The major
points of the whole are stated and restated with variations
until the very last member of the audience has encoun-
tered it or them.”He also wrote“Sequence now means
that the joy of photographing in the light of the sun is
balanced by the joy of editing in the light of the mind.”
*[35]
During his lifetime White created or planned about 100
groups of his photographs, including sequences (with
multiple versions), series and portfolios.*[36] Many were
named simply “Sequence”followed by a number, but
for several he added artistic titles that reflected his ideas
that photographs represent more than their obvious sub-
ject matter.
Some of his major sequences are:

• Song Without Words (1947)

• Second Sequence: Amputations (1947)

• The Temptation of St. Anthony Is Mirrors (1948).
This sequence is White's most personal body of
work, composed entirely of photos of a model at
CSFA named Tom Murphy. The 32 images in-
clude intimate portraits and figure studies, many of
which showed Murphy's frontal full-nude body. At
the time it was illegal to either exhibit or publish
images that explicitly showed male genitals, and if
White would have let it be known that he had taken
the photographs he would have been exposed as a
homosexual and subjected to harassment and loss
of his job. He mounted and bound two copies of
the photos into small, hand-made books, gave one to
Murphy and kept the other copy for himself. Many
of the photos in this sequence were never published
during his lifetime, and the complete sequence was
exhibited for the first time only in 2014 at the J. Paul
Getty Museum in Los Angeles.*[37]

• Sequence 11 / The Young Man as Mystic (1955)

• Sequence 13/Return to the Bud (1959)

• Sequence 16 / The Sound of One Hand (1960)

• Sequence 17 / Out of My love for You I Will Try to
Give You Back Yourself (1963)

• Slow Dance (1965). White stepped outside of his
usual methods in creating this sequence, which con-
sists of 80 color slides intended to be seen on dual
projectors. It was inspired by his interest in move-
ment as interpreted through Gurdjieff's“rhythmic
rituals.”*[37]

• Totemic Sequence (1974)

146.4 Quotations

•“At first glance a photograph can inform us. At sec-
ond glance it can reach us.”*[38]

•“Be still with yourself until the object of your atten-
tion affirms your presence.”*[39]

•“Camera and I have gotten into some eye pursuit of
intensified consciousness.”*[40]

•“Equivalency functions on the assumption that the
following equation is factual: Photograph + Person
Looking Mental Image.”*[41]

•“In becoming a photographer I am only changing
medium. The essential core of both verse and pho-
tography is poetry.”*[42]

• My own place in this thing called“photography"?
Lately it has come to my attention that perhaps I
have a place in it, not entirely held by others.*[43]

•“One should not only photograph things for what
they are but for what else they are.”*[39]

•“When the photograph is a mirror of the man and
the man is a mirror of the world, then Spirit might
take over.”*[44]

•“Everything has been photographed. Accept this.
Photograph things better.”*[45]
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Chapter 147

Nan Goldin

Nancy "Nan" Goldin (born September 12, 1953) is an
American photographer. She lives and works in New
York City, Berlin, and Paris.*[1] She is known for her
work, which usually features LGBT-related themes, im-
ages or public figures.

147.1 Life and work

The Ballad of Sexual Dependency (1986). The image on the
cover is“Nan and Brian in Bed”(1981).

Goldin was born in Washington, D.C., and grew up in the
Boston suburb of Lexington, to middle-class Jewish par-
ents. Goldin s̓ father worked in broadcasting, and served
as the chief economist for the Federal Communications
Commission.*[2] After attending the nearby Lexington
High School, Goldin left home at 13-14. She enrolled at
the Setya Community School in Lincoln, where a teacher,
Philosopher Rollo May s̓ daughter introduced her to the
camera in 1968. Goldin was then fifteen years old. Her
early influences were Andy Warhol's early films, Federico
Fellini, Jack Smith, French and Italian Vogue, Guy Bour-
din and Helmut Newton.*[3]
Her first solo show, held in Boston in 1973, was based
on her photographic journeys among the city's gay and
transsexual communities, to which she had been intro-
duced by her friend David Armstrong. While living in
downtown Boston at age 18, Goldin“fell in with the drag

Nan Goldin, The Hug, NYC, 1980, cibachrome, 40 x 30 inches

queens,”living with them and photographing them.*[4]
Unlike some photographers who were interested in psy-
choanalyzing or exposing the queens, Goldin admired and
respected their sexuality. Goldin said, “My desire was
to show them as a third gender, as another sexual option,
a gender option. And to show them with a lot of respect
and love, to kind of glorify them because I really admire
people who can recreate themselves and manifest their
fantasies publicly. I think it s̓ brave”.*[4] Goldin admit-
ted to being romantically in love with a queen during this
period of her life in a Q&A with“BOMB,”“I remember
going through a psychology book trying to find something
about it when I was nineteen. There was one little chap-
ter about it in an abnormal psych book that made it sound
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Nan Goldin, Misty and Jimmy Paulette in a Taxi, NYC, 1991,
30 x 40 inches

so…I donʼt know what they ascribed it to, but it was
so bizarre. And thatʼs where I was at that time in my
life. I lived with them; it was my whole focus. Every-
thing I did -- thatʼs who I was all the time. And thatʼ
s who I wanted to be”.*[4] Goldin describes her life as
being completely immersed in the queensʼ. However,
after she went to the school of Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston, her professors told her to go back and photograph
queens again, Goldin admitted her work was not the same
as when she had lived with them. Goldin graduated from
the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston/Tufts
University in 1977/1978, where she had worked mostly
with Cibachrome prints. Her work from this period is
associated with the Boston School of photography.*[5]
Following graduation, Goldin moved to New York City.
She began documenting the post-punk new-wave mu-
sic scene, along with the city's vibrant, post-Stonewall
gay subculture of the late 1970s and early 1980s. She
was drawn especially to the hard-drug subculture of
the Bowery neighborhood; these photographs, taken
between 1979 and 1986, form her famous work The
Ballad of Sexual Dependency ̶a title taken from a
song in Bertolt Brecht's Threepenny Opera.*[6] Published
with help from Marvin Heiferman, Mark Holborn, and
Suzanne Fletcher, these snapshot aesthetic images depict
drug use, violent, aggressive couples and autobiographi-
cal moments. In her foreword to the book she describes it
as a“diary [she] lets people read”of people she referred
to as her “tribe”. The photographs show a transition
through Goldin s̓ travels and her life.*[7] Most of her Bal-
lad subjects were dead by the 1990s, lost either to drug
overdose or AIDS; this tally included close friends and
often-photographed subjects Greer Lankton and Cookie
Mueller.*[8] In 2003, The New York Times nodded to
the work's impact, explaining Goldin had“forged a genre,
with photography as influential as any in the last twenty
years.”*[9] In addition to Ballad, she combined her Bow-
ery pictures in two other series: I'll Be Your Mirror (from
a song on The Velvet Underground's The Velvet Under-
ground & Nico album) and All By Myself.

Goldin's work is most often presented in the form of a

slideshow, and has been shown at film festivals; her most
famous being a 45-minute show in which 800 pictures are
displayed. The main themes of her early pictures are love,
gender, domesticity, and sexuality; these frames are usu-
ally shot with available light. She has affectionately doc-
umented women looking in mirrors, girls in bathrooms
and barrooms, drag queens, sexual acts, and the culture
of obsession and dependency. The images are viewed
like a private journal made public.*[10] In the book Auto-
Focus, her photographs are described as a way to“learn
the stories and intimate details of those closest to her”.
It speaks of her uncompromising manner and style when
photographing acts such as drug use, sex, violence, ar-
guments, and traveling. It references one of Goldinʼs
famous photographs 'Nan One Month After Being Bat-
tered, 1984' as an iconic image which she uses to reclaim
her identity and her life.*[11]
Goldin's work since 1995 has included a wide array of
subject matter: collaborative book projects with Japanese
photographer Nobuyoshi Araki; New York City skylines;
uncanny landscapes (notably of people in water); her
lover, Siobhan; and babies, parenthood and family life.
In 2002, her hand was injured in a fall, and she currently
retains less ability to turn it than in the past.

Nan Goldin, Christmas at the Other Side, Boston, 1972, gelatin-
silver print, 16 x 20 inches

In 2006, her exhibition, Chasing a Ghost, opened in New
York. It was the first installation by her to include mov-
ing pictures, a fully narrative score, and voiceover, and
included the three-screen slide and video presentation Sis-
ters, Saints, & Sybils which has been described as disturb-
ing. The work involved her sister Barbara's suicide and
how she coped through production of numerous images
and narratives. Her works are developing more and more
into cinemaesque features, exemplifying her gravitation
towards working with films.*[12]
Goldin has undertaken commercial fashion photog-
raphy – for Australian label Scanlan & Theodore's
spring/summer 2010 campaign, shot with model Erin
Wasson; for Italian luxury label Bottega Veneta's
spring/summer 2010 campaign with models Sean O'Pry
and Anya Kazakova, evoking memories of her Ballad of
Sexual Dependency;*[13] for shoemaker Jimmy Choo in
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2011 with model Linda Vojtova;*[14] and for Dior in
2013, 1000 LIVES, featuring Robert Pattinson.*[15]

147.2 Criticism

Some critics have accused her of making heroin-use ap-
pear glamorous, and of pioneering a grunge style that
later became popularized by youth fashion magazines
such as The Face and I-D. However, in a 2002 inter-
view with The Observer, Goldin herself called the use of
"heroin chic" to sell clothes and perfumes“reprehensible
and evil.”*[16] Goldin admits to having a romanticized
image of drug culture at a young age, but she soon saw
the error in this ideal,“I had a totally romantic notion of
being a junkie. I wanted to be one.”Goldin s̓ substance
usage stopped after she became intrigued with the idea
of memory in her work, “When people talk about the
immediacy in my work, thatʼs what its about: this need
to remember and record every single thing”*[17]

147.2.1 Censorship

An exhibition of Goldin's work was censored in Brazil,
two months before opening, due to its sexually explicit
nature.*[18] The main reason was the photographs con-
taining sexual acts next to children.*[18] In Brazil, there
is a law that prohibits the image of minors associated with
pornography.*[19] The sponsor of the exhibition, a cell-
phone company, claimed to be unaware of the content of
Goldin's work and that there was a conflict between the
work and its educational project. The curator of the Rio
de Janeiro Museum of Modern Art changed the schedule
in order to accommodate, in February 2012, the Goldin
exhibition in Brazil.*[20]

147.3 Publications

147.3.1 Books by Goldin

• The Ballad of Sexual Dependency. New York:
Aperture, 1986. ISBN 978-0-89381-236-2.

• Cookie Mueller (exhibition catalogue). New York:
Pace/MacGill Gallery, 1991.

• TheOther Side. Perseus Distribution Services, 1993.
ISBN 1-881616-03-7.

• Vakat. Cologne: Walter Konig, 1993.

• Desire by Numbers. San Francisco: Artspace, 1994.

• A double life. Zurich: Scalo, 1994.

• Tokyo Love. Tokyo: Hon don do, 1994.

• The Golden Years (exhibition catalogue). Paris:
Yvon Lambert, 1995.

• I'll Be Your Mirror (exhibition catalogue). Zurich:
Scalo, 1996. ISBN 978-3-931141-33-2.

• Love Streams (exhibition catalogue). Paris: Yvon
Lambert, 1997.

• Emotions and Relations (exhibition catalogue).
Cologne: Taschen, 1998.

• Ten Years After: Naples 1986-1996. Zurich: Scalo,
1998. ISBN 978-3-931141-79-0.

• Couples and Loneliness. Tokyo: Korinsha, 1998.

• Nan Goldin: Recent Photographs. Houston: Con-
temporary Arts Museum, 1999.

• Nan Goldin. 55, London: Phaidon, 2001. ISBN
978-0-7148-4073-4.

• Devils Playground. London: Phaidon, 2003. ISBN
978-0-7148-4223-3.

• Soeurs, Saintes et Sibylles. Editions du Regard, 2005.
ISBN 978-2-84105-179-3.

• The Beautiful Smile. Göttingen: Steidl, 2007. ISBN
978-3-86521-539-0.

• Variety: Photographs by Nan Goldin. Skira Rizzoli,
2009. ISBN 978-0-8478-3255-2.

• Eden and After. London: Phaidon, 2014. ISBN
978-0714865775.

147.3.2 Books with contributions by
Goldin

• Emotions & Relations. Foto Series. Taschen,
1998. With David Armstrong, Mark Morrisroe,
Jack Pierson and Philip-Lorca diCorcia. ISBN 978-
3822875070.

• So the Story Goes: Photographs by Tina Barney,
Philip-LorcaDiCorcia, NanGoldin, SallyMann, and
Larry Sultan. Yale University Press, 2006. ISBN
978-0300114119.

• Auto Focus: The Self-Portrait in Contemporary Pho-
tography. By Susan Bright. London: Thames &
Hudson, 2010. ISBN 978-0500543894. Includes
three contributions by Goldin.

147.4 Recognition

147.4.1 Awards

• 2006: French Legion of Honor.*[21]
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• 2007: Hasselblad Award.*[22]*[23]

• 2012: 53rd Edward MacDowell Medal, MacDowell
Colony, Peterborough, NH.*[24]*[25]*[26]

147.4.2 Portrayal in film

The photographs by the character Lucy Berliner, played
by actress Ally Sheedy in the 1998 film High Art, were
based on those by Goldin.*[27]
The photographs shown in the film,“Working Girls,”(di-
rected by Lizzie Borden, 1986) as taken by the lead char-
acter“Molly,”were actually those of Nan Goldin.*[28]

147.5 Selected solo exhibitions
• 1987: The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, screening.

Rencontres d'Arles.

• 1987: “Nan Goldin”, exhibition. Rencontres
d'Arles.

• 1996: “Iʼll be Your Mirror,”retrospectives,
Whitney Museum of American Art, and traveled
to Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, Germany; Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam; Fotomuseum Winterthur,
Switzerland; Kunsthalle Wien; and National Mu-
seum, Prague.

• 1997: The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, exhibi-
tion and screening, Théâtre Antique. Rencontres
d'Arles.

• 2001:“Le Feu Follet,”Centre Georges Pompidou,
Paris, and traveled to Whitechapel Gallery, Lon-
don; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía,
Madrid; Fundação de Serralves, Porto, Portugal;
Castello di Rivoli, Turin; and Ujazdów Castle, War-
saw.*[1]

• 2009: The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, exhibi-
tion and screening, Guest of honour at Rencontres
d'Arles
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Chapter 148

Nancy Burson

Nancy Burson (born 1948) is an American artist known
for creating photographs using computer morphing tech-
nology, including the Age Machine, Human Race Ma-
chine and Anomaly Machine.*[1]

148.1 Biography

Acclaimed artist/photographer Nancy Burson's work is
shown in museums and galleries internationally.“Seeing
and Believing”, her traveling 2002 retrospective origi-
nating at the Grey Art Gallery, was nominated for Best
Solo Museum Show of the Year in New York City by the
International Association of Art Critics. She has served
as a visiting professor at Harvard and was a member of
the adjunct photography faculty at New York University's
Tisch School of the Arts for five years.
Her work is included in museums worldwide including
the MoMA, Metropolitan Museum, and the Whitney Mu-
seum in New York City, as well as the Victoria and Al-
bert Museum in London, the Center Georges Pompidou
in Paris, the LA County Museum of Art, MoMA (San
Francisco), the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston, and
the Smithsonian Museum in Washington DC, as well as
many others.
Burson is best known for her pioneering work in morph-
ing technologies which age enhance the human face and
still enable law enforcement officials to locate missing
children and adults. Her Human Race Machine, which
allows people to view themselves as a different race, is
used worldwide as an educational diversity tool that pro-
vides viewers with the profound visual experience of be-
ing another race.*[1]

148.2 The Human Race Machine

Nancy Bursonʼs invention, The Human Race Machine,
was inspired by a meeting in mid-1998 with Nancy Bur-
son and one of the staff of Zaha Hadid, the world famous
architect. It made its debut at the Mind Zone in the Lon-
don Millennium Dome on January 1, 2000*[2] and it was
seen by millions of people during the entirety of that year.

Set in the futuristic environment of Zahaʼs Mind Zone,
there were four machines and wait lines of sometimes two
hours long to use the all new, race morphing technology
that had been developed throughout 1999. The Human
Race Machine was conceived as an interactive tool for
the resolution of humanity s̓ racial issues. Several other
interactive machines had already been developed in the
late 80s. These ideas were based on commissions from
science museums as well as concepts from the patent that
issued to Nancy Burson in 1981 called “The Method
and Apparatus for Producing an Image of a Personʼs
Face at a Different Age.”A few years later, that pioneer-
ing patent became the basis for morphing technology for
the entire computer graphics industry. A Composite Ma-
chine that showed the viewer what they would look like
with their face melded with a celebrity had been devel-
oped by a science museum from that patent. And there
was also an Age Machine that successfully showed view-
ers what they would look like older. That one had been
shown in art museums as early as 1990. That same tech-
nology had also been used to find children and adults that
had been missing for many years. The software was ac-
quired by the FBI and the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children. And in 1986, several children
were found instantly and returned home using computer
generated updates after national TV shows covered the
updating process (Missing II, Have You Seen This Per-
son, NBC Special, and Missing III, Have You Seen This
Person, NBC Special).*[1]

148.3 Collaboration

She has collaborated with Creative Time,*[3] the Lower
Manhattan Cultural Council (LMCC), and Deutsche
Bank in completing several important public art projects
in New York City. These projects include the poster
project Visualize This (Creative Time, 1991), the
billboard “There's No Gene For Race”(2000), the
poster/postcard project “Focus on Peace”which coin-
cided with the first anniversary of 9/11, and “Looking
Up”and“Truth”, 2005.
Burson s̓ new TogetherAllOne concepts and designs pro-
mote the concept of global unity and encompass every-
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thing from interactive children s̓ books to projected light-
ing installations and original music videos. Recently, her
public artworks (2014) have been displayed as videos and
works projected in light in both the Berlin Festival of
Light and the New York Festival of Light. In the past few
years, she has also written two interactive iBooks: You
Can Draw The Way You Feel, and You Can Draw Love.
Both iBooks were published and produced by FlickerLab,
NYC.

148.4 Media Features and Publica-
tions

Nancy Burson's work has been featured in all forms
of media including segments on Oprah (Skin Deep,
2/16/06),*[4] Good Morning America (1986, 2002),
CNN (2002,1986,1983), National Public Radio
(2002),*[5] PBS (2001, 1987),*[6] and Fuji TV News
(2002), as well as countless local TV segments in
the USA, Canada and Europe. Prominent articles
featuring her work have appeared in The New York
Times (March 15, April 14, 2002*[7]), The Washington
Post (2005),*[8] The Houston Chronicle (2002), and
Scientific American Magazine (December, 2003)*[9]
to name a few. There are four monographs of her
work and reproductions of it appear in hundreds of art
catalogs. It is also featured in text books on the history of
photography published in all languages. Bursonʼs fine
art photography is available through ClampArt Gallery
in NYC.

148.5 References
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Nicholas Nixon

Nicholas Nixon (born 1947 in Detroit, Michigan) is a
photographer, known for his work in portraiture and doc-
umentary photography, and for championing the use of
the 8×10 inch view camera.

149.1 Biography

Influenced by the photographs of Edward Weston and
Walker Evans, Nixon began working with large-format
cameras. Whereas most professional photographers had
abandoned these cameras in favor of shooting on 35 mm
film with more portable cameras, Nixon preferred the for-
mat because it allowed prints to be made directly from the
8x10 inch negatives, retaining the clarity and integrity of
the image. Nixon has said“When photography went to
the small camera and quick takes, it showed thinner and
thinner slices of time, [unlike] early photography where
time seemed non-changing. I like greater chunks, my-
self. Between 30 seconds and a thousandth of a second
the difference is very large.”*[1]
His first solo exhibition was at the Museum of Mod-
ern Art curated by John Szarkowski in 1976. Nixonʼs
early city views taken of Boston and New York in the
mid-seventies were exhibited at one of the most influen-
tial exhibitions of the decade, New Topographics: Pho-
tographs of a Man-Altered Landscape at the George East-
man House in 1975. In the late nineties, Nixon returned
to this subject matter to document Boston s̓ changing ur-
ban landscape during the Big Dig highway development
project. In 1976, 1980, and 1987, Nixon was awarded
National Endowment for the Arts Photography Fellow-
ships. In 1977 and 1986, he was awarded Guggenheim
Fellowships.
Nixon's subjects include schoolchildren and schools in
and around Boston, people living along the Charles River
near Boston and Cambridge as well as cities in the South,
his family and himself, people in nursing homes, the
blind, sick and dying people, and the intimacy of cou-
ples. Nixon is also well known for his work People With
AIDS, begun in 1987.
In 1975, Nixon began his project, The Brown Sisters con-
sisting of a single portrait of his wife, Bebe, and her three

sisters each year, consistently posed in the same left to
right order. As of 2014, there are forty portraits alto-
gether.*[2] The series has been shown at the St. Louis
Art Museum, Museum of Modern Art, Harvard Univer-
sity's Fogg Art Museum, the Cincinnati Art Museum, the
Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth and the National
Gallery of Art. In 2010, the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston organized the exhibition“Nicholas Nixon: Fam-
ily Album”which included“The Brown Sisters”series
among other portraits of his wife Bebe, himself and his
children Sam and Clementine.
Nixon gained a B.A. from the University of Michigan in
1969 and an M.F.A from the University of New Mexico
in 1975. He has worked as a part-time professor at the
Massachusetts College of Art and Design since 1975.

149.2 Books

• Photographs From One Year (1983)

• Pictures of People (1988)

• People With AIDS (with Bebe Nixon)(1991)

• School (1998)

• The Brown Sisters (2002)

• Nicholas Nixon Photographs (2003)

• Home (2005)

• Live Love Look Last (2009)

• Close Far (2013)

• Forty Portraits in Forty Years (2014)
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149.4 External links
• Nicholas Nixon Faculty Bio at MassArt

• Interview with Nixon from 2013

• Interview with Nixon from Ahorn Magazine

• Forty Portraits in Forty Years̶Nicholas Nixon por-
trait series (The Brown Sisters)

http://www.massart.edu/nick_nixon.html
http://vimeo.com/71999587
http://www.ahornmagazine.com/issue_9/interview_nixon/interview_nixon.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/10/03/magazine/01-brown-sisters-forty-years.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/10/03/magazine/01-brown-sisters-forty-years.html


Chapter 150

Nick Ut

“The Terror of War”by Nick Ut / The Associated Press

Huỳnh Công Út, known professionally as Nick Ut (born
March 29, 1951), is a photographer for the Associated
Press (AP) who works out of Los Angeles. He won the
1973 Pulitzer Prize for Spot News Photography for“The
Terror of War”, depicting children in flight from a na-
palm bombing.*[1] In particular, his best-known photo
features a naked 9-year-old girl, Phan Thị Kim Phúc, run-
ning toward the camera from a South Vietnamese napalm
attack on North Vietnamese invaders at the Trảng Bàng
village during the Vietnam War.*[2] On the 40th an-
niversary of that Pulitzer Prize-winning photo in Septem-
ber 2012, Ut became the third person inducted by the
Leica Hall of Fame for his contributions to photojournal-
ism.*[3]

150.1 Biography

Born in Long An, Viet Nam, Ut began to take pho-
tographs for the Associated Press when he was 16, just
after his older brother Huynh Thanh My, another AP
photographer, was killed in Vietnam. Ut himself was
wounded three times in the war in his knee, arm, and
stomach. Ut has since worked for the Associated Press in
Tokyo, South Korea, and Hanoi and still maintains con-
tact with Kim Phuc, who now resides in Canada.
Before delivering his film with the Kim Phúc photo, he
took her to the hospital. The publication of the photo was
delayed due to the AP bureau's debate about transmitting
a naked girl's photo over the wire:

...an editor at the AP rejected the photo
of Kim Phuc running down the road without
clothing because it showed frontal nudity.
Pictures of nudes of all ages and sexes, and
especially frontal views were an absolute no-no
at the Associated Press in 1972...Horst argued
by telex with the New York head-office that an
exception must be made, with the compromise
that no close-up of the girl Kim Phuc alone
would be transmitted. The New York photo
editor, Hal Buell, agreed that the news value
of the photograph overrode any reservations
about nudity.
̶Nick Ut*[4]

150.2 Nixon connection

Audiotapes of then-president Richard Nixon in conver-
sation with his chief of staff, H. R. Haldeman, show that
Nixon doubted the veracity of the photograph, musing
whether it may have been “fixed.”*[5] Following the
release of this tape, Ut commented:

“Even though it has become one of the
most memorable images of the twentieth
century, President Nixon once doubted the
authenticity of my photograph when he saw it
in the papers on June 12, 1972.... The picture
for me and unquestionably for many others
could not have been more real. The photo was
as authentic as the Vietnam war itself. The
horror of the Vietnam war recorded by me did
not have to be fixed. That terrified little girl is
still alive today and has become an eloquent
testimony to the authenticity of that photo.
That moment thirty years ago will be one Kim
Phuc and I will never forget. It has ultimately
changed both our lives.”
̶Nick Ut*[6]
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150.3 Family and later career

Ut is a United States citizen and is married with two chil-
dren. He lives in Los Angeles, and remains an AP pho-
tographer. His photos of a crying Paris Hilton in the
back seat of a Los Angeles County Sheriff's cruiser on
June 8, 2007 were published worldwide; however, Ut
was photographing Hilton alongside photographer Karl
Larsen. Two photographs emerged; the more famous
photo of Hilton was credited to Ut despite being Larsen's
photo.*[7]

150.4 References
[1] Spot News Photography”. The Pulitzer Prizes. Retrieved

2013-11-13.

[2] Lucas, Dean.“Famous Pictures Magazine - Vietnam Na-
palm Girl”. Retrieved 2013-06-02.

[3] Vimeo, Leica Portrait: Nick Ut - Leica Hall of Fame
Award 2012

[4] Horst Faas and Marianne Fulton. “How the Picture
Reached the World”. Retrieved 2007-06-02.

[5] Nixon, The A-Bomb, And Napalm By DAN COLLINS.
February 28, 2002, 3:30 PM CBS

[6] From program booklet for Humanist Art/Symbolic Sites:
An Art Forum for the 21st Century

[7] Photographer Karl Larsen sues ABC over Paris Hilton
photo Harriet Ryan, Los Angeles Times January 20, 2009

150.5 External links
• Archival Video: Napalm Girl Kim Phúc on

YouTube

• Nick Ut, Exactly 35 Years Later

• Nick Ut - Still a Photographer with the Associated
Press Horst Faas and Marianne Fulton

• A return to Saigon - 4

• AP Career Retrospective for Nick Ut

• Hall of Fame Award Winners Leica Awards // World
of Leica - Leica Camera AG archive
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Olive Cotton

Olive Cotton at the beach, taken by Max Dupain circa 1930s

Olive Cotton (11 July 1911 – 27 September 2003) was a
pioneering Australian modernist female photographer of
the 1930s and 40s working in Sydney. Cotton became a
national“name”with a retrospective and touring exhibi-
tion 50 years later in 1985. A book of her life and work,
published by the National Library of Australia, came out
in 1995. Olive Cotton captured her childhood friend Max
Dupain from the sidelines at photoshoots, e.g.“Fashion
shot, Cronulla Sandhills, circa 1937”and made several
portraits of him.*[1] Dupain was Cotton's first husband.

151.1 Early life

Olive Edith Cotton was born on 11 July 1911,*[2]*[3]
the eldest child in an artistic, intellectual family. Her par-
ents, Leo and Florence (née Channon) provided a musical
background along with political and social awareness.*[4]
Her mother was a painter and pianist while Leo was a ge-
ologist, who took photographs on Sir Ernest Shackletonʼ
s expedition to the Antarctic in 1907. The Cotton family
and their five children lived in the then bushland suburb of
Hornsby in Sydney's north. An uncle, Frank Cotton was

a professor of physiology*[5] and her grandfather, also
Frank Cotton, was a Member of Parliament in the first
Labor Caucus.*[1]
Given a Kodak No.0 Box Brownie camera at the age of
11, Cotton with the help of her father made the home
laundry into a darkroom“with the enlarger plugged into
the ironing light”.*[4] Here Cotton processed film and
printed her first black and white images. While on holi-
days with her family at Newport Beach in 1924, Cotton
met Max Dupain and they became friends, sharing a pas-
sion for photography. The photograph“She-oaks”(1928)
was taken at Bungan Beach headland in this period.
Cotton attended the Methodist Ladies' College, Burwood
in Sydney from 1921 to 1929,*[6] gained a scholarship
and went on to complete a B.A. at the University of Syd-
ney in 1933, majoring in English and Mathematics; she
also studied music and was an accomplished pianist with
a particular fondness for Chopin's Nocturnes.

151.2 Photography

Cotton joined The Sydney Camera Circle and the Photo-
graphic Society of New South Wales, gaining instruction
and encouragement from important photographers such
as Harold Cazneaux.
She exhibited her first photograph,“Dusk”, at the New
South Wales Photographic Societyʼs Interstate Exhibi-
tion of 1932. She exhibited quite frequently, her pho-
tography was personal in feeling with an appreciation of
certain qualities of light in the surroundings. After uni-
versity she pursued photography by joining Dupain at his
new studio, 24 Bond Street, Sydney. Her contemporaries
included Damien Parer, Geoff Powell, the model Jean
Lorraine and photographer Olga Sharpe, who frequented
the studio.
In Australia of the 1930s clients assumed a man would
be the photographer. Cotton wryly referred to herself as
“the assistant”.*[1] However whenever possible Cotton

photographed visiting celebrities or interesting objects in
the studio, even capturing Dupain working in her piece,
“Fashion shot, Cronulla Sandhills, circa 1937”and made

portraits of him.*[1] The publisher Sydney Ure Smith
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gave her many commissions, and regarded her as one of
the best photographers of the 1930s and '40s.
The Commonwealth Bank's staff magazine Bank Notes
featured Cotton's more non-commercial photographs as
illustrations.

151.2.1 Signature photographs

Tea cup ballet, 1935

Only to taste the warmth, the light, the wind, 1939

Tea cup ballet (1935) was photographed in the studio
after Cotton had bought some inexpensive china from
Woolworth's to replace the old chipped studio crockery.
In it she used a technique of backlighting to cast bold
shadows towards the viewer to express a dance theme
between the shapes of the tea cups, their saucers and
their shadows. It was exhibited locally at the time and
in the London Salon of Photography in 1935.*[4] It has
become Cotton's signature image and was acknowledged
on a stamp commemorating 150 years of photography in
Australia in 1991. Tea cup ballet features on the cover
of the book Olive Cotton: Photographer published by the
National Library of Australia in 1995.*[4]
Shasta Daisies (1937) and The Budapest String Quartet (c.
1937) were included in the Victorian Salon of Photogra-
phy exhibition of 1937.
In 1939 Olive Cotton married her longtime friend Max
Dupain. They separated in 1941 and were divorced in
1944.*[2]
Cotton received numerous commissions in 1945, includ-
ing photographs of winter and spring flowers for Helen
Blaxland's book Flowerpieces, which also included some

images by Dupain.*[1] Sydney Ure Smith was an advo-
cate of her work, and she did many commissions for his
various art publications.
In mid-1947 Cotton went to live in the bush 35 km from
Cowra, New South Wales, with her new husband Ross
McInerney. They lived in a tent for the first three years,
then moving to a small farm where their two children
grew up. She taught Mathematics at Cowra High School
for five years until 1964 when she opened a small photo-
graphic studio in the town, taking many portraits, wed-
ding photographs, etc., for people in the surrounding dis-
trict, where her work became well-known and much ap-
preciated, although she was as yet unknown on the post-
war city art scene until 1985.

151.3 Exhibitions

Among others, her work was shown in the following ex-
hibitions

• 1938 Commemorative Salon of Photography exhi-
bition held by the Photographic Society of NSW
as part of the Australian 150th anniversary celebra-
tions.

• 1938 Group show with the Contemporary Camera
Groupe at David Jones Gallery, Sydney.

• 1981 Australian Women Photographers 1890-1950
touring exhibition, curated by Jenni Mather, Chris-
tine Gillespie and Barbara Hall.

• 1985 Olive Cotton Photographs 1924-1984 retro-
spective held at the Australian Centre for Photog-
raphy, Sydney, touring numerous regional galleries
in NSW, Victoria and Queensland throughout 1986.

151.4 Death

Olive Cotton died on 28 September 2003, aged 92.*[3]

151.5 Collections
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne
Waverley City Council Collection, Melbourne
Horsham Regional Art Gallery, Victoria

151.6 References
[1] Olive Cotton: Photographer, Helen Ennis, National Li-

brary of Australia, 1995.
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[2] Design and Art Australia Online. Retrieved 24 April 2014

[3] Art Gallery NSW. Retrieved 24 April 2014

[4] Max Dupain and Associates

[5] Sydney Morning Herald obituary for brother, Frank Cot-
ton and wife Marie, by Tony Stephens, 31 July 2008

[6] Cotton biography and resumé

• Other sources:

Olive Cotton: Photographer, introduction by
Helen Ennis, National Library of Australia,
1995
Olive Cotton: Photographs, exhibition cata-
logue, Australian Girls Own Gallery, Kingston
ACT, 1992

http://www.daao.org.au/bio/olive-cotton/biography/
http://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/127.2013/
http://www.mdaa.com.au/Portals/www.mdaa.com.au/IFrame/people/olive-01.html
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Oscar Gustave Rejlander

Oscar Rejlander

Oscar Gustave Rejlander (Sweden, 1813 – Clapham,
London, 18 January 1875) was a pioneering Victorian art
photographer and an expert in photomontage. His col-
laboration with Charles Darwin on The Expression of the
Emotions in Man and Animals has assured him a position
in the history of behavioural science and psychiatry.

Portrait of Alfred Tennyson, 1st Baron Tennyson.

152.1 Biography

His exact date of birth is uncertain, but was probably
1813. He was the son of Carl Gustaf Rejlander, a
stonemason and Swedish Army Officer. He studied art in
Rome where he saw photographs of the sights, and then
initially settled in Lincoln, England. He abandoned his
original profession as a painter and portrait miniaturist,
apparently after seeing how well a photograph captured
the fold of a sleeve. Other accounts say he was inspired
by one of Fox Talbot's assistants.
He set up as a portraitist in the industrial Midlands town
of Wolverhampton, probably around 1846. Around 1850
he learned the wet-collodion and waxed-paper processes
at great speed with Nicholas Henneman in London, and
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Photograph of a young Hallam Tennyson, son of Alfred Ten-
nyson

then changed his business to that of a photography stu-
dio. He undertook genre work and portraiture. He also
created erotic work, using as models the circus girls of
Mme Wharton, street children and child prostitutes - his
Charlotte Baker series remains notorious.
Rejlander undertook many experiments to perfect
his photography, including combination printing from
around 1853, which it is possible he may have invented.
He had articles feature in the Wolverhampton Chronicle,
on 15 November 1854 an article called“Improvement in
Calotypes, by Mr. O.G. Rejlander, of Wolverhampton”it
suggests that by 1854 he was experimenting with combi-
nation printing from several negatives. He was a friend of
photographer Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (better known
by the nom de plume Lewis Carroll), who collected Re-
jlander's early child work and corresponded with him on
technical matters. Rejlander later created one of the best
known & most revealing portraits of Dodgson.
His early work only slightly sullied his later reputation,
and he participated in the Paris Exhibition of 1855.
In 1857 he made his best-known allegorical work, The
Two Ways of Life. This was a seamlessly montaged
combination print made of thirty-two images (akin to
the use of Photoshop today, but then far more difficult
to achieve) in about six weeks. First exhibited at the
Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857, the work
shows two youths being offered guidance by a patriarch.
Each youth looks toward a section of a stage-like tableaux
vivant - one youth is shown the virtuous pleasures and the
other the sinful pleasures. The image's partial nudity was

deemed 'indecent' by some - and those familiar with Re-
jlander's more commercial work might also suspect that
prostitutes had been used as cheap models. But the 'in-
decency' faded when Queen Victoria ordered a 10-guinea
copy to give to Prince Albert.
Despite this royal patronage, controversy about The Two
Ways of Life in strait-laced Scotland in 1858 led to a se-
cession of a large group from the Photographic Society of
Scotland, the secessionists founding the Edinburgh Pho-
tographic Society in 1861. They objected to the picture
being shown with one half of it concealed by drapes. The
picture was later shown at the Birmingham Photographic
Society with no such furore or censorship. However the
Photographic Society of Scotland later made amends and
invited Rejlander to a grand dinner in his honour in 1866,
held to open an exhibition that included many of his pic-
tures.
The success of The TwoWays of Life, and membership of
the Royal Photographic Society of London, gave him an
entree into London respectability. He moved his studio
to Malden Road, London around 1862 and further ex-
perimented with double exposure, photomontage, photo-
graphic manipulation and retouching. He became a lead-
ing expert in photographic techniques, lecturing and pub-
lishing widely, and sold portfolios of work through book-
shops and art dealers. He also found subject-matter in
London, photographing homeless London street children
to produce popular 'social-protest' pictures such as“Poor
Joe”and“Homeless”.
He married Mary Bull in 1862, who was twenty-four
years his junior. Mary had been his photographic model
in Wolverhampton since she was aged 14.
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson visited Rejlander's Malden
Road studio in 1863 and was inspired to set up his own
studio. Around 1863 Rejlander visited the Isle of Wight
and collaborated with Julia Margaret Cameron.
Some of Rejlander's images were purchased as drawing-
aids to Victorian painters of repute, such as Sir Lawrence
Alma-Tadema. In 1872 his photography illustrated
Darwin's classic treatise on The Expression of the Emo-
tions in Man and Animals and this association with Dar-
win lifted Rejlander out of the common run of Victorian
photographers - his work became known by prominent
scientists and intellectuals of the day, including Sir James
Crichton-Browne and Dr Hugh Diamond.
Rejlander became seriously ill from about 1874. He died
in 1875 with several claims on his estate, and costly fu-
neral expenses. The Edinburgh Photographic Society
raised money for his widow on Rejlander's death, and
helped set up the Rejlander Memorial Fund.
Rejlander's ideas and techniques were taken up by other
photographers and this, to some extent, justifies labelling
him as the father of art photography.
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152.2 Further reading
• David Elliott (Ed.) Oscar Gustave Rejlander.

1813(?)−1875.. Modern Museum / Royal Photo-
graphic Society, Sweden, 1998. (A major exhibi-
tion catalogue, superbly printed)

• E.Y. Jones. Father of Art Photography: O.G. Rej-
lander 1813-75 (David & Charles, 1973)

• Graham Ovenden and Robert Melville. Victorian
Children (Academy Editions, 1972)

• White, Minor (April 1954).“Oscar Rejlander and
the Model” (PDF). Image, Journal of Photography
of George Eastman House (Rochester, New York:
International Museum of Photography at George
Eastman House Inc.) III (4): 26–27. Retrieved 13
July 2014.

152.3 External links
• Image Collection at George Eastman House

• Works of Rejlander at zeno.org

• “Introducing Oscar Gustave Rejlander – the father
of art photography”. National Media Museum blog.
National Media Museum. Retrieved 13 July 2014.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_&_Charles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Ovenden
http://image.eastmanhouse.org/files/GEH_1954_03_04.pdf
http://image.eastmanhouse.org/files/GEH_1954_03_04.pdf
http://www.geh.org/fm/rejlander/htmlsrc2/rejlander_sld00001.html
http://www.zeno.org/Fotografien/A/Rejlander,+Oskar+Gustav
http://nationalmediamuseumblog.wordpress.com/2013/07/01/oscar-gustav-rejlander-pioneered-combination-printing/
http://nationalmediamuseumblog.wordpress.com/2013/07/01/oscar-gustav-rejlander-pioneered-combination-printing/
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Patricia Piccinini

Piccinini's concept of what human-animal hybrids might look like
are part of a sculpture entitled The Young Family.

Nest, sculpture, 2006. A recent example of Piccinini's 'automo-
tive' works.

Patricia Piccinini (born 1965 in Freetown, Sierra
Leone) is an Australian artist who works in a variety of
media, including painting, video, sound, installation, dig-
ital prints, and sculpture. In 2014 she was awarded the
Artist Award by the Melbourne Art Foundation's Awards
for the Visual Arts.*[1]

153.1 Works

According to the Art Gallery of South Australia, Aus-
tralia:

Piccinini has an ambivalent attitude to-
wards technology and she uses her artistic prac-

Piccinini's balloon "The Skywhale", which was commissioned to
mark the centenary of Canberra

tice as a forum for discussion about how tech-
nology impacts upon life. She is keenly inter-
ested in how contemporary ideas of nature, the
natural and the artificial are changing our so-
ciety. Specific works have addressed concerns
about biotechnology, such as gene therapy and
ongoing research to map the human genome...
she is also fascinated by the mechanisms of
consumer culture.”*[2]

The Skywhale was a work commissioned by the ACT
Government for its Centenary year. The ABC described
the work as a“hot air balloon in the shape of a tortoise-
like animal featuring huge dangling udders made from
four hectares of nylon.”*[3] The balloon cost $300,000
and has been the subject of comments made by ACT
Chief Ministers Jon Stanhope and Andrew Barr.*[4]*[5]
In 2015 she presented as part of a group exhibition ti-
tled Menagerie at the Australian Centre for Contempo-
rary Art, Melbourne.*[6]
In a 2014 interview with the Sydney Morning Herald, Pic-
cinini said of her work, “Itʼs about evolution, nature
– how nature is such a wonderful thing, weʼre just here
to witness it, itʼs not here for us – genetic engineering,
changing the body.”*[7] Following her 2014 win in the
Melbourne Art Foundation's Awards, she went on to say
that:
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ʻ̒ The thing about this award on some levels
is that my work ... all of it has this first impact,
the sort of impact of spectacle. Itʼs beauti-
fully made, strong, aesthetic, so people are in-
terested in that and it draws them in, and then
they get interested in the idea. It takes a while
to get to the idea. It s̓ not easy. So this award
says, 'We get it, we get what youʼre trying to
do, weʼve gone beyond the surface, we can
see that there are ideas underneath, and these
ideas are about the opportunity for connectionʼ
.ʼ̓ *[8]

Patricia's approach to her work differs from that of artists
such as Ron Mueck who is an expert sculptor and mold-
maker and finish artist and executes the majority of pro-
duction and finish work himself and also employs assis-
tants. Patricia in contrast provides concept ideas to ex-
ternal professional artists and special effects companies
such as Sydney based Make-up Effect's Group who ex-
ecute the final design details, sculpting and finish work
themselves. *[9] *[10]

153.2 See also

• Frankenstein argument

• Ron Mueck (similar artist)

• Transhumanism

• Australian art

153.3 References
[1] http://melbourneartfoundation.com/

2014-awards-winners-announced/

[2] “Biography: Patricia Piccinini”. National Gallery of
Victoria. 2002. Archived from the original on 2008-04-
03. Retrieved 2008-06-21.

[3] http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/
booksandarts/artist-patricia-piccinini-honoured/
5650036

[4] http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-06/
act-chief-minister-accidently-kills-off-skywhale-in-radio-gaffe/
6285356

[5] http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/
booksandarts/artist-patricia-piccinini-honoured/
5650036

[6] https://www.accaonline.org.au/exhibition/menagerie

[7] http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/
skywhale-creator-patricia-piccinini-wins-national-art-prize-20140717-zu4gd.
html

[8] http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/
skywhale-creator-patricia-piccinini-wins-national-art-prize-20140717-zu4gd.
html

[9] http://www.megeffects.com.au/projects/
patricia-piccinini.html

[10] http://www.smh.com.au/news/entertainment/arts/
a-lovable-lump-in-the-lap-of-luxury/2008/11/11/
1226318649866.html

153.4 External links
• Official website
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Paul Caponigro

Paul Caponigro (born December 7, 1932), is an
American photographer from Boston, Massachusetts.

154.1 Early life

Caponigro started having an interest in photography at
age 13. However, he also had a strong passion in mu-
sic and began to study music at Boston University Col-
lege of Music in 1950, before eventually deciding to fo-
cus on studying photography at the California School of
Fine Art.*[1]

154.2 Photography career

Caponigro studied with Minor White and has been
awarded two Guggenheim Fellowships and three grants
from the NEA. His best known photographs are Run-
ning White Deer and Galaxy Apple. His subject matter
includes landscape and still life, taking an interest in nat-
ural forms. He is best known for his landscape works and
for the mystical and spiritual qualities of his work. He is
often regarded as one of America's foremost landscape
photographers.*[2] Caponigro's first one-man exhibition
took place at the George Eastman House in 1958. In the
1960s Caponigro taught photography part-time at Boston
University while consulting the Polaroid Corporation on
various technical research. Caponigro lived in El Rancho
de San Sebastian during his time in New Mexico from
1973-1993.*[3]
In 1971, his work was exhibited in group exhibition
“Le Groupe Libre Expression : Expo 5”, presented by

Jean-Claude Gautrand, at Les Rencontres d'Arles festi-
val, France.
Caponigro's work is included in the collections of the
Guggenheim, Whitney, Norton Simon Museum, New
Mexico Museum of Art and San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art.
He was awarded The Royal Photographic Society's Cen-
tenary Medal and Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS) in
recognition of a sustained, significant contribution to the
art of photography in 2001.*[4]

Caponigro is a dedicated pianist and considers his train-
ing with music to be essential to his photographic im-
agery.*[5]
His son, John Paul Caponigro, is a digital photographic
artist.

154.3 Quotes
•“I often see the materials of photography as being a

type of terrain. Emulsions, liquid developers, silver
salts, and fixers interact, and I construct a landscape
that I need to first explore in my mind s̓ eye if I am
to make it manifest as an artful image in silver.”

•“Photography is a medium, a language, through
which I might come to experience directly, live more
closely with, the interaction between myself and na-
ture.”

•“At the root of creativity is an impulse to under-
stand, to make sense of random and often unrelated
details. For me, photography provides an inter-
section of time, space, light, and emotional stance.
One needs to be still enough, observant enough, and
aware enough to recognize the life of the materials,
to be able to 'hear through the eyes'.”

•“It's one thing to make a picture of what a person
looks like, it's another thing to make a portrait of
who they are.”

•“In my years of photography I have learned that
many things can be sensed, seen, shaped or resolved
in a realm of quiet, well in advance of, or between,
the actual clicking of shutters and the sloshing of
films and papers in chemical solutions. I work to
attain “a state of heart”, a gentle space offering
inspirational substance that could purify oneʼs vi-
sion. Photography, like music, must be born in the
unmanifest world of spirit.”

154.4 Books
• Veiled Yet Revealed: Masterworks from Fifty Years
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• Paul Caponigro: Masterworks of Forty Years

• Paul Caponigro - New England Days

• Paul Caponigro: Of the Earth, Still Life Studies
2001~2004

• Megaliths

• [New England Days ISBN 978-1-56792-216-5]

• [Landscape ISBN 978-0-07-009780-3]

• [The Wise Silence ISBN 978-0-8212-1548-7]

154.5 References
[1] http://www.artfact.com/artist/

caponigro-paul-gonmlaniim

[2] http://art.state.gov/artistdetail.aspx?id=103368

[3] . New Mexico Museum of Art http://sam.
nmartmuseum.org/view/people/asitem/C/6?t:state:
flow=4f038efd-1526-4367-8ed3-d596a081cd3a.
Retrieved 27 June 2013. Missing or empty |title= (help)

[4] Royal Photographic Society's Centenary Award

[5] http://www.photographywest.com/pages/caponigro_bio.
html

154.6 External links
• Artcyclopedia, Paul Caponigro
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Paul Outerbridge

Paul Outerbridge, Jr. (August 15, 1896 – October 17,
1958) was an American photographer prominent for his
early use and experiments in color photography. Outer-
bridge was a fashion and commercial photographer, an
early pioneer and teacher of color photography, and a cre-
ator of erotic nude photographs that could not be exhib-
ited in his lifetime.

155.1 Photography career

While still in his teens, Outerbridge worked as an illus-
trator and theatrical designer creating stage settings and
lighting schemes. After an accident caused his discharge
from the Royal Canadian Naval Air Service, in 1917, he
enlisted in the U.S. Army where he produced his first
photographic work. In 1921, Outerbridge enrolled in the
Clarence H. White school of photography at Columbia
University. Within a year his work began being published
in Vanity Fair and Vogue magazines.
In London, in 1925, the Royal Photographic Society in-
vited Outerbridge to exhibit in a one-man show. Outer-
bridge then traveled to Paris and became friends with the
artists and photographers Man Ray, Marcel Duchamp,
and Berenice Abbott. In Paris he produced a layout
for the French Vogue magazine, met and worked with
Edward Steichen, and built the largest, most completely
equipped advertising photography studio of the time. In
1929, 12 of Outerbridge's photographs were included in
the prestigious German Film und Foto exhibition.
Returning to New York in 1929, Outerbridge opened a
studio producing commercial and artistic work, and be-
gan writing a monthly column on color photography for
the U.S. Camera Magazine. Outerbridge became known
for the high quality of his color illustrations, made by an
extremely complex tri-color carbro process.*[1]
In 1937, Outerbridge's photographs were included in an
exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art and in 1940 he
published his seminal book Photographing in Color, using
high quality illustrations to explain his techniques.
Outerbridge's vivid color nude studies included early
fetish photos and were too indecent under contemporary
standards to find general public acceptance.*[2] A scan-

dal over his erotic photography led to Outerbridge retiring
as a commercial photographer and moving to Hollywood
in 1943.*[2] Despite the controversy, Outerbridge con-
tinued to contribute photo stories to magazines and write
his monthly column. In 1945, he married fashion de-
signer Lois Weir and worked in their joint fashion com-
pany, Lois-Paul Originals.*[3] He died of lung cancer in
1958.
One year after his death, the Smithsonian Institution
staged a one-man show of Outerbridge's photographs.
Although his reputation has faded, revivals of Outer-
bridge's photography in the 1970s and 1990s periodically
brought him into public awareness.

155.2 Books

• Outerbridge, Paul. Photographing in Color. New
York: Random House, 1940.

• Howe, G. (essay) (1976). Paul Outerbridge Jr.,. Los
Angeles: Center for Photographic Studies.

• Hawkins, G.; Howe, G.; Markham, J. (1980). Paul
Outerbridge Jr. Photographs. New York: Rizzoli. p.
159. ISBN 978-0-8478-0281-4.

• Dines, E.; Howe, G. (1981). Paul Outerbridge Jr.: A
Singular Aesthetic. Los Angeles: Arabesque Books.
ISBN 0-940872-02-1.

• Howe, G. (1996). Nudes: Paul Outerbridge. Milan:
Federico Motta Editore. pp. 60 pages. ISBN 978-
88-7179-108-1.

• Paul Outerbridge: 1896-1958, Paul Outerbridge,
Carol McCusker, Elaine Dines-Cox, M. F. Agha,
and Manfred Heiting, Editor (1999), ISBN 978-3-
8228-6618-4

• Graham Howe, with co-curators Ewing, W. and
Prodger, P. Paul Outerbridge: New Color Pho-
tographs from Mexico and California, 1948–1955.
Nazraeli Press, 2009. ISBN 978-1-59005-261-7
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155.3 References
[1] Szarkowski, John (July 28, 1999). Looking at Pho-
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155.4 External links
• International Center of Photography. Encyclopedia

of Photography entry on Paul Outerbridge at the
Wayback Machine (archived March 26, 2006).
1984.
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Machine (archived April 6, 2006). December 17,
1996.
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Paul Strand

For the pitcher and outfielder in Major League Baseball,
see Paul Strand (baseball).

Paul Strand (October 16, 1890 – March 31, 1976) was
an American photographer and filmmaker who, along
with fellow modernist photographers like Alfred Stieglitz
and Edward Weston, helped establish photography as an
art form in the 20th century. His diverse body of work,
spanning six decades, covers numerous genres and sub-
jects throughout the Americas, Europe, and Africa.

156.1 Early modernist work

Wall Street (1915)

Strand was born in New York City to Bohemian par-
ents. In his late teens, he was a student of renowned doc-
umentary photographer Lewis Hine at the Ethical Cul-
ture Fieldston School. It was while on a fieldtrip in this
class that Strand first visited the 291 art gallery – oper-
ated by Stieglitz and Edward Steichen – where exhibi-
tions of work by forward-thinking modernist photogra-
phers and painters would move Strand to take his photo-
graphic hobby more seriously. Stieglitz would later pro-
mote Strand's work in the 291 gallery itself, in his pho-
tography publication Camera Work, and in his artwork in
the Hieninglatzing studio. Some of this early work, like
the well-known“Wall Street,”experimented with formal
abstractions (influencing, among others, Edward Hopper

and his idiosyncratic urban vision).*[1] Other of Strand's
works reflect his interest in using the camera as a tool for
social reform. He was one of the founders of the Photo
League, an association of photographers who advocated
using their art to promote social and political causes.

156.2 Film-making

Over the next few decades, Strand worked in motion
pictures as well as still photography. His first film was
Manhatta (1921), also known as New York the Magnifi-
cent, a silent film showing the day-to-day life of New York
City made with painter/photographer Charles Sheeler.
Manhatta includes a shot similar to Strand's famous Wall
Street (1915) photograph. In 1932–35, he lived in Mex-
ico and worked on Redes (1936), a film commissioned
by the Mexican government, released in the US as The
Wave. Other films he was involved with were the docu-
mentary The Plow That Broke the Plains (1936) and the
pro-union, anti-fascist Native Land (1942).

156.3 France

In June 1949, Strand left the United States to present Na-
tive Land at the Karlovy Vary International Film Festi-
val in Czechoslovakia. The remaining 27 years of his life
were spent in Orgeval, France, where, despite never learn-
ing the language, he maintained an impressive, creative
life, assisted by his third wife, fellow photographer Hazel
Kingsbury Strand.
Although Strand is best known for his early abstractions,
his return to still photography in this later period pro-
duced some of his most significant work in the form of
six book “portraits”of place: Time in New England
(1950), La France de Profil (1952), Un Paese (featur-
ing photographs of Luzzara and the Po River Valley in
Italy, Einaudi, 1955), Tir a'Mhurain / Outer Hebrides*[2]
(1962), Living Egypt (1969) and Ghana: An African Por-
trait (with commentary by Basil Davidson; London: Gor-
don Fraser, 1976).
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Portrait, Washington Square Park (1917)

156.4 Family

Strand married the painter Rebecca Salsbury in 1922.
He photographed Rebecca Salsbury Strand frequently,
sometimes with uncommonly close compositions. Af-
ter divorcing Salsbury, Strand married Virginia Stevens
in 1935. They divorced in 1949; he then married Hazel
Kingsbury in 1951 and they remained married until his
death in 1976.

156.5 Politics

The timing of Strandʼs departure to France is coinci-
dent with the first libel trial of his friend Alger Hiss,
with whom he maintained a correspondence until his
death. Although he was never officially a member of
the Communist Party, many of Strandʼs collaborators
were either Party members (James Aldridge; Cesare Za-
vattini) or were prominent socialist writers and activists
(Basil Davidson). Many of his friends were also Commu-
nists or were suspected of being so (MP D. N. Pritt; film
director Joseph Losey; Scottish poet Hugh MacDiarmid;
actor Alex McCrindle). Strand was also closely involved
with Frontier Films, one of more than 20 organizations
that were identified as“subversive”and“un-American”
by the US Attorney General.
Strand also insisted that his books should be printed in
Leipzig, East Germany, even if this meant that they were

initially prohibited from the American market on account
of their Communist provenance. De-classified intelli-
gence files, obtained under the Freedom of Information
Act and now lodged at the Center for Creative Photog-
raphy at the University of Arizona, reveal that Strandʼs
movements around Europe were closely monitored by the
security services.

156.6 References

Notes

[1] Wells, Walter,“Silent Theater: The Art of Edward Hop-
per", London/New York: Phaidon, 2007

[2] Paul Strand,“Tir a'Mhurain”.
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Peter Henry Emerson

“Ricking the reed”, from Emerson's first photographic album
Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads, 1886

Peter Henry Emerson (13 May 1856 – 12 May 1936)
was a British writer and photographer. His photographs
are early examples of promoting photography as an art
form. He is known for taking photographs that displayed
natural settings and for his disputes with the photographic
establishment about the purpose and meaning of photog-
raphy.

157.1 Biography

157.1.1 Early life

Emerson was born on La Palma Estate, a sugar plantation
near Encrucijada, Cuba*[1] belonging to his American
father, Henry Ezekiel Emerson and British mother, Jane,
née Harris Billing. He was a distant relative of Samuel
Morse and Ralph Waldo Emerson. He spent his early
years in Cuba on his father's estate. During the American
Civil War he spent some time at Wilmington, Delaware,
but moved to England in 1869, after the death of his fa-
ther. He was schooled at Cranleigh School where he was
a noted scholar and athlete. He subsequently attended
King's College London, before switching to Clare Col-
lege, Cambridge in 1879 where he earned his medical
degree in 1885.*[2]*[3]*[4]
Emerson was intelligent, well-educated and wealthy with

a facility for clearly articulating his many strongly held
opinions. In 1881 he married Miss Edith Amy Ainsworth
and wrote his first book while on his honeymoon.*[5] The
couple eventually had five children.

157.1.2 Photography

Blackshore, River Blythe, Suffolk from Emerson's illustrated
book 'Pictures of East Anglian Life', 1888

He bought his first camera in 1881 or 1882 to be used
as a tool on bird-watching trips with his friend, the or-
nithologist A. T. Evans.*[2] In 1885 he was involved in
the formation of the Camera Club of London,*[6] and
the following year he was elected to the Council of the
Photographic Society and abandoned his career as a sur-
geon to become a photographer and writer.*[7] As well as
his particular attraction to nature he was also interested
in billiards, rowing and meteorology.*[2]
As I stood admiring just before sunrise, the reed-tops
bending under their beautiful crystal heads, rooks came
flying from a wood near by, and a vast flock of peewits
darkened the sky. As the yellow sun arose in frosty splen-
dour mists began to rise on the river, and there followed
a brief spell of magic beauty ere the thickening mists be-
gan to bury everything as they blew in fitful gusts from
the river.
Emerson, in On English Lagoons (1893)

Initially influenced by naturalistic French painting, he ar-
gued for similarly“naturalistic”photography and took
photographs in sharp focus to record country life as
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clearly as possible. His first album of photographs, pub-
lished in 1886, was entitled Life and Landscape on the
Norfolk Broads, and it consisted of 40 platinum prints
that were informed by these ideas. Before long, however,
he became dissatisfied with rendering everything in sharp
focus, considering that the undiscriminating emphasis it
gave to all objects was unlike the way the human eye saw
the world.*[4]
He then experimented with soft focus, but was unhappy
with the results that this gave too, experiencing diffi-
culty with accurately recreating the depth and atmosphere
which he saw as necessary to capture nature with preci-
sion.*[4]*[6] Despite his misgivings, he took many pho-
tographs of landscapes and rural life in the East Anglian
fenlands and published seven further books of his photog-
raphy through the next ten years. In the last two of these
volumes, On English Lagoons (1893) and Marsh Leaves
(1895), Emerson printed the photographs himself using
photogravure, after having bad experiences with com-
mercial printers.*[4]

157.1.3 20th century

After the publication of Marsh Leaves in 1895, generally
considered to be his best work, Emerson published no fur-
ther photographs, though he continued writing and pub-
lishing books, both works of fiction and on such varied
subjects as genealogy and billiards. In 1924, he started
writing a history of artistic photography and completed
the manuscript just before his death in Falmouth, Corn-
wall on 12 May 1936.
In 1979 he was inducted into the International Photogra-
phy Hall of Fame.*[2]

157.2 Disagreements with the pho-
tographic establishment

“At Plough, The End of the Furrow”, from Emerson's photo-
graphic album 'Pictures From Life in Field And Fen,', 1887

During his life Emerson fought against the British photo-

graphic establishment on a number of issues. In 1889 he
published a controversial and influential book Naturalistic
Photography for Students of the Art, in which he explained
his philosophy of art and straightforward photography.
The book was described by one writer as“the bombshell
dropped at the tea party”because of the case it made that
truthful and realistic photographs would replace contrived
photography.*[7] This was a direct attack on the popular
tradition of combining many photographs to produce one
image that had been pioneered by O. G. Reijlander and
Henry Peach Robinson in the 1850s. Some of Robin-
son's photographs were of twenty or more separate pho-
tographs combined to produce one image. This allowed
the production of images that, especially in early days,
could not have been produced indoors in low light, and
it also made possible the creation of highly dramatic im-
ages, often in imitation of allegorical paintings. Emerson
denounced this technique as false and claimed that pho-
tography should be seen as a genre of its own, not one that
seeks to imitate other art forms.
All Emerson's own pictures were taken in a single shot
and without retouching, which was another form of ma-
nipulation that he strongly disagreed with, calling it“the
process by which a good, bad, or indifferent photograph
is converted into a bad drawing or painting”.*[7]
Emerson also believed that the photograph should be a
true representation of that which the eye saw. Following
contemporary optical theories, he produced photographs
with one area of sharp focus while the remainder was un-
sharp. He vehemently pursued this argument about the
nature of seeing and its representation in photography, to
the discomfort of the photographic establishment.
Another of Emerson's passionate beliefs was that photog-
raphy was an art and not a mechanical reproduction. An
argument with the establishment ensued on this point as
well, but Emerson found that his defence of photography
as art failed, and he had to allow that photography was
probably a form of mechanical reproduction. The pic-
tures the Robinson school produced may have been“me-
chanical”, but Emerson's may still be considered artistic,
since they were not faithful reproductions of a scene but
rather having depth as a result of his one-plane-sharp the-
ory. When he lost the argument over the artistic nature of
photography, Emerson did not publicise his photographic
work but still continued to take photographs.

157.3 Publications (selected)

• Paul Ray at the Hospital: a Picture of Student Life
(1882, privately published)

• Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads (1886)

• Pictures from Life in Field and Fen (1887)

• The Compleat Angler, or, The Contemplative Man's
Recreation. Being a Discourse of Rivers, Fish-
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Confessions from Emerson's book 'Pictures From Life in Field
And Fen', 1887

Ponds, Fish, and Fishing by Izaak Walton with pho-
togravures by Emerson (1888)

• Idylls of the Norfolk Broads (1888)

• Pictures of East Anglian Life (1888)

• Naturalistic Photography for Students of the Art
(1889)

• Wild Life on a Tidal Water (1890)

• On English Lagoons (1893)

• Birds, Beasts and Fishes of the Norfolk Broadland
(1895)

• Marsh Leaves (1895)

• Caóba, the Guerilla Chief. A Real Romance of the
Cuban Rebellion (1897)

• The English Emersons, a genealogical historical
sketch to the end of the 17th century (1898)

• Suggested Amended Billiard Rules for Amateur Play-
ers (1908)
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• George Eastman House. Peter Henry Emerson Still
Photograph Archive with many images.

• Works by Peter Henry Emerson at Project Guten-
berg

• Works by or about Peter Henry Emerson at Internet
Archive

• Works by Peter Henry Emerson at LibriVox (public
domain audiobooks)

• Science & Society Picture Library. Peter Henry
Emerson containing many images from the National
Media Museum and the Royal Photographic Soci-
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• Stringer, Jon. The Life and Work of Dr. P. H.
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Peter Hujar

Peter Hujar (October 11, 1934 – November 26, 1987)
was an American photographer best known for his black
and white portraits.

158.1 Early life

Hujar was born in Trenton, New Jersey and abandoned by
his parents as an infant, raised by his Ukrainian grandpar-
ents.*[1] He did not learn English until he started kinder-
garten. As an adolescent, he moved in with his mother,
Rose Murphy, who was living in Manhattan. But the
household was abusive and Hujar left to take care of him-
self as a teen.*[2]
He received his first camera in 1947 *[3] and attended the
School of Industrial Arts where he expressed interest in
being a photographer. He was fortunate to encounter an
encouraging teacher, the poet Daisy Aldan, and followed
her advice of becoming a commercial photography ap-
prentice.*[2]

158.2 Artistic career

As early as 1956, Hujar began taking photographs that
showed signs of his particular style and point of view.
After meeting artist Joseph Raffael, Hujar accompanied
him on a Fulbright to Italy, where he took many photos.
In 1963, Hujar secured his own Fulbright and returned
to Italy where he explored and photographed the Palermo
catacombs. On this trip, Hujar was accompanied by his
lover Paul Thek who would be one of the important rela-
tionships of his life.*[4]
Back in New York, Hujar was part of the downtown art
scene. He appeared in one of Andy Warhol's Screen Tests
(which Warhol later included in a series called The Thir-
teen Most Beautiful Boys). He worked for a spell for
successful commercial photographer Harold Krieger and
shot for Harper's Bazaar and GQ. He moved in to his
deceased friend Jackie Curtis's loft at 189 2nd Avenue.
Hujar took many photos of his friends, combining many
of them with his Palermo photos for a book called Por-
traits in Life and Death, published in 1976 by Da Capo

Press. The introduction was written by his close friend
Susan Sontag and her portrait appears in the book. Using
the people in his life as subjects, Hujar took iconic pho-
tos of Sontag, Ethyl Eichelberger, Candy Darling, Divine,
and his lover David Wojnarowicz *[5] His photograph of
Candy Darling on her deathbed in the hospital has been
frequently reproduced.

158.3 Death

Hujar died at Cabrini Medical Center on November 25,
1987, from AIDS-related pneumonia.*[6] Wojnarowicz
was with him when he died and made a brief video
recording of his body, head to toe, and took 23 pho-
tographs.*[7] Per Hujar's wishes, his funeral was held at
Church of St. Joseph in Greenwich Village. He is buried
at Gate of Heaven Cemetery, Valhalla, New York.*[8]

158.4 Legacy

At the time of his death, according to his New York
Times obituary, Hujar's work was in the permanent col-
lections of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and the New Or-
leans Museum of Art.*[9] As of 2014, his work is in:

• Whitney Museum

• Metropolitan Museum of Art

• Museum of Modern Art

• Walker Art Center

• Art Institute of Chicago

• Brooklyn Museum

• Glasgow Gallery of Modern Art

• Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam

In his will, Hujar left his entire photographic archive to
his friend Stephen Koch.*[10] In 1990, Koch prepared
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an exhibition of Hujar's work, 132 photographs, held at
Grey Art Gallery at New York University. The New York
Times review was generally favorable, but plainly cast
Hujar in the shadow of fellow downtown photographer,
Robert Maplethorpe.

158.5 Exhibitions

• 2010: Les Rencontres d'Arles festival, France.

158.6 Further reading

• Peter Hujar: A Retrospective, Hujar, Hripsime Vis-
sar, Urs Stahel, and Max Kozloff

• Portraits In Life And Death, Hujar

• Kertess, Klaus : Peter Hujar - Animals and Nudes,
Twin Palms, Santa Fe, 2002
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Philip Jones Griffiths

Philip Jones Griffiths (18 February 1936 – 19 March
2008) was a Welsh photojournalist known for his cover-
age of the Vietnam War.

159.1 Biography

Jones Griffiths was born in Rhuddlan in Flintshire, North
Wales, to Joseph Griffiths, who supervised the local
trucking service of the London, Midland and Scottish
Railway, and Catherine Jones, Rhuddlan's district nurse,
who ran a small maternity clinic at home.*[1] The Grif-
fithses had three sons, of whom Philip was the eldest.
Philip studied pharmacy in Liverpool and worked in Lon-
don as the night manager at the Piccadilly branch of
Boots, while also working as a part-time photographer
for the Manchester Guardian.*[2]*[3]
His first photograph was of a friend, taken with the family
Brownie in a rowing boat off Holyhead.*[4]
Jones Griffiths never married, saying it was a bourgeois
notion, but that he had had “significant”relation-
ships.*[4]*[5] Survived by Fanella Ferrato and Katherine
Holden, his daughters from long-term relationships with
Donna Ferrato and Heather Holden. He died from cancer
on 19 March 2008.*[6]*[7]*[8]*[9]
Journalist John Pilger wrote in tribute to Griffiths soon
after his death: “I never met a foreigner who cared as
wisely for the Vietnamese, or about ordinary people ev-
erywhere under the heel of great power, as Philip Jones
Griffiths. He was the greatest photographer and one of
the finest journalists of my lifetime, and a humanitarian
to match. His photographs of ordinary people, from his
beloved Wales to Vietnam and the shadows of Cambodia,
make you realise who the true heroes are. He was one of
them.”*[10]

159.2 Career

Griffiths started work as a full-time freelance photogra-
pher in 1961 for the Observer, travelling to Algeria in
1962. He arrived in Vietnam in 1966, working for the
Magnum agency.*[8]

Boy destroying piano at Pant-y-Waen, South Wales, by Jones
Griffiths, 1961

Magnum found his images difficult to sell to American
magazines, as they concentrated on the suffering of the
Vietnamese people and reflected his view of the war as
an episode in the continuing decolonisation of former
European possessions. However, he was eventually able
to get a scoop that the American outlets liked: pho-
tographs of Jackie Kennedy holidaying with a male friend
in Cambodia. The proceeds from these photos enabled
him to continue his coverage of Vietnam and to publish
Vietnam Inc. in 1971.
Vietnam Inc. had a major influence on American per-
ceptions of the war, and became a classic of photojour-
nalism.*[11]*[12] The book was the result of Griffiths'
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work between 1966 and 1971 in the country, and it stands
as one of the most detailed surveys of any conflict. It
includes critical descriptions of the horrors of the war
as well as a study of Vietnamese rural life, and views
from serving American soldiers. Probably one of its
most quoted passages is of a US army source discussing
napalm:

'We sure are pleased with those backroom
boys at Dow. The original product wasn't so
hot – if the gooks were quick they could scrape
it off. So the boys started adding polystyrene
– now it sticks like shit to a blanket. But if
the gooks jumped under water it stopped burn-
ing, so they started adding Willie Peter (white
phosphorus) so's to make it burn better. And
just one drop is enough, it'll keep on burning
right down to the bone so they die anyway from
phosphorus poisoning.'*[13]

Henri Cartier-Bresson said of Griffiths'“Not since Goya
has anyone portrayed war like Philip Jones Griffiths.”*[9]
The South Vietnamese president, Nguyễn Văn Thiệu,
criticised Griffiths' work, remarking “Let me tell you
there are many people I don't want back in my country,
but I can assure you Mr. Griffiths name is at the top of
the list.”*[2]
In 1973, Griffiths covered the Yom Kippur War. He then
worked in Cambodia from 1973 to 1975. In 1980, he be-
came the president of Magnum, a position he held for
five years. In 2001 Vietnam Inc. was reprinted with a
foreword by Noam Chomsky. Subsequent books have in-
cluded Dark Odyssey, a collection of his best pictures and
Agent Orange, dealing with the impact of the US defoliant
Agent Orange on postwar generations in Vietnam.

159.3 Philip Jones Griffiths Foun-
dation for the Study of War

After becoming aware of his terminal condition in 2001,
Jones Griffiths launched a Foundation to preserve his
archives. As trustees, his two daughters helm the Foun-
dation. In 2015, the National Library of Wales in
Aberystwyth acquired the entire Philip Jones Griffiths
archive, which includes approximately 150,000 slides and
30,000 prints.*[14]

159.4 Books

• Vietnam, Inc. ISBN 978-0-7148-4603-3.

• New York: Collier (Macmillan), 1971.
• London: Phaidon, 2001, with a reprint in

2006.

This woman was tagged with the designation VNC (Vietnamese
civilian), Vietnam, by Jones Griffiths, 1967

• Dark Odyssey. New York: Aperture, 1996. ISBN
978-0-89381-645-2.

• Agent Orange: Collateral Damage in Vietnam. Lon-
don: Trolley, 2004. ISBN 978-1-904563-05-1.

• Vietnam at Peace. London: Trolley, 2005. ISBN
978-1-904563-38-9.

• Recollections. London: Trolley, 2008. ISBN 978-1-
904563-70-9.
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Philip-Lorca diCorcia

Philip-Lorca diCorcia (born 1951) is an American
photographer. He studied at the School of the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston. Afterwards diCorcia attended Yale
University where he received a Master of Fine Arts in
Photography in 1979. He now lives and works in New
York, and teaches at Yale University in New Haven, Con-
necticut.*[1]

160.1 Biography

DiCorcia was born in 1951 in Hartford, Connecticut. His
family is of Italian descent, having moved to the United
States from Abruzzo. He attended the School of the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, Boston, where he earned a Diploma
in 1975 and a 5th year certificate in 1976.

160.2 Work

Brent Booth, 21 years old,
Des Moines, Iowa, $30

DiCorcia alternates between informal snapshots and
iconic quality staged compositions that often have a
baroque theatricality.*[2]
Using a carefully planned staging, he takes everyday oc-
currences beyond the realm of banality, trying to inspire
in his picture's spectators an awareness of the psychol-
ogy and emotion contained in real-life situations.*[3] His
work could be described as documentary photography

mixed with the fictional world of cinema and advertising,
which creates a powerful link between reality, fantasy and
desire.*[2]
During the late 1970s, during diCorcia's early career, he
used to situate his friends and family within fictional in-
terior tableaus, that would make the viewer think that the
pictures were spontaneous shots of someone's everyday
life, when they were in fact carefully staged and planned
in beforehand.*[3]*[4] His work from this period is as-
sociated with the Boston School of photography.*[5] He
would later start photographing random people in urban
spaces all around the world. When in Berlin, Calcutta,
Hollywood, New York, Rome and Tokyo, he would of-
ten hide lights in the pavement, which would illuminate
a random subject in a special way, often isolating them
from the other people in the street.*[6]
His photographs would then give a sense of heightened
drama to the passers-by accidental poses, unintended
movements and insignificant facial expressions.*[7] Even
if sometimes the subject appears to be completely de-
tached to the world around him, diCorcia has often used
the city of the subject's name as the title of the photo,
placing the passers-by back into the city's anonymity.*[7]
Each of his series, Hustlers, Streetwork, Heads, A Story-
book Life, and Lucky Thirteen, can be considered progres-
sive explorations of diCorciaʼs formal and conceptual
fields of interest. Besides his family, associates and ran-
dom people he has also photographed personas already
theatrically enlarged by their life choices, such as the pole
dancers in his latest series.
His pictures have black humor within them, and have
been described as "Rorschach-like”, since they can have
a different interpretation depending on the viewer.*[8] As
they are planned beforehand, diCorcia often plants in his
concepts issues like the marketing of reality, the com-
modification of identity, art, and morality.*[9]
In 1989, financed by a National Endowment for the Arts
fellowship of $45,000, DiCorcia began his “Hustlers”
project. Starting in the early 1990s, he made five trips
to Los Angeles to photograph male prostitutes in Hol-
lywood. He used a 6-by-9 Linhof view camera, which
he positioned in advance with Polaroid tests. At first, he
photographed his subjects only in motel rooms. Later, he
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moved onto the streets. When the Museum of Modern
Art exhibited 25 of the photographs in 1993 under the
title“Strangers,”each was labeled with the name of the
man who posed, his hometown, his age, and the amount
of money that changed hands.*[10]
In 1999, DiCorcia set up his camera on a tripod in Times
Square, attached strobe lights to scaffolding across the
street and took a random series of pictures of strangers
passing under his lights.*[11]
Originally published in W as a result of a collaboration
with Dennis Freedman between 1997 and 2008, DiCor-
cia produced a series of fashion stories in places like Ha-
vana, Cairo and New York.*[12]

160.3 Publications

• Heads. Göttingen: Steidl, 2001. ISBN
3882434414. Luc Sante and diCorcia.

• Philip-Lorca diCorcia. New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 2003. ISBN 0870701452. Peter
Galassi and diCorcia.

• A Storybook Life. Santa Fe, NM: Twin Palms, 2003.

• Philip-Lorca diCorcia. Steidl/Institute of Contem-
porary Art, Boston, 2007. ISBN 3865213855. Ben-
nett Simpson (author), Jill Medvedow (foreword),
Lynne Tillman (contributor), diCorcia (photogra-
pher).

160.4 Exhibitions

160.4.1 Solo exhibitions

• Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY.

• Centre National de la Photographie, Paris.

• Whitechapel Art Gallery, London.

• Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía,
Madrid.

• Art Space Ginza, Tokyo.

• Sprengel Museum, Hannover.*[4]

• Thousand, David Zwirner Gallery, New York,
March 2009. One thousand actual-size reproduc-
tions of diCorcia's Polaroids.*[1]

• Roid, Sprüth Magers, London, 2011. A series of
diCorcia's Polaroids.*[13]*[14]

• The Hepworth Wakefield, England, February 2014.
His first UK retrospective.

160.4.2 Exhibitions with others

• Pleasures and Terrors of Domestic Comfort traveling
exhibition organized by Museum of Modern Art,
1991.

• 1997 Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum of Amer-
ican Art

• Cruel and Tender, Tate Modern, London, 2003.

• Fashioning Fiction in Photography Since 1990, Mu-
seum of Modern Art, New York, 2004.

• Carnegie Museum of Art s̓ 54th Carnegie Interna-
tional exhibition, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.*[4]

160.5 Collections

DiCorcia's work is held in the following public collec-
tions:

• Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.

• Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris.

• Museum Folkwang, Essen.

• Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York.

• Tate Gallery, London.

• Victoria & Albert Museum, London.

160.6 Selected awards

Head #8, taken from the 2000 series Heads
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• 1980: Artist Fellowship, National Endowment for
the Arts.

• 1986: Artist Fellowship, National Endowment for
the Arts.

• 1987: John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Founda-
tion Fellowship.

• 1989: Artist Fellowship, National Endowment for
the Arts.

• 1998: Alfred Eisenstaedt Award, Life Magazine,
Style Essay.

• 2001: Infinity Award for Applied Photography,
International Center of Photography.

• 2013: III International Photography Award Al-
cobendas, Spain.

160.7 Litigation

Main article: Nussenzweig v. DiCorcia

In 2006, a New York trial court issued a ruling in a case
involving one of his photographs. One of diCorcia's New
York random subjects was Ermo Nussenzweig, an Ortho-
dox Jew who objected on religious grounds to diCorcia's
publishing in an artistic exhibition a photograph taken of
him without his permission. The photo's subject argued
that his privacy and religious rights had been violated by
both the taking and publishing of the photograph of him.
The judge dismissed the lawsuit, finding that the photo-
graph taken of Nussenzweig on a street is art - not com-
merce - and therefore is protected by the First Amend-
ment.*[15]
Manhattan state Supreme Court Justice Judith J. Gische
ruled that the photo of Nussenzweig̶a head shot show-
ing him sporting a scraggly white beard, a black hat and
a black coat̶was art, even though the photographer sold
10 prints of it at $20,000 to $30,000 each. The judge
ruled that New York courts have “recognized that art
can be sold, at least in limited editions, and still retain its
artistic character (...) [F]irst [A]mendment protection of
art is not limited to only starving artists. A profit motive
in itself does not necessarily compel a conclusion that art
has been used for trade purposes.”*[16]
The case was appealed and dismissed on procedural
grounds.*[17]*[18]*[19]
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160.9 External links
• Philip-Lorca diCorcia at theCollectiveShift

• Philip-Lorca diCorcia at David Zwirner

• The artist interviewed by Josefina Ayerza

• Philip-Lorca diCorcia: choice, non-event and truth

• Review of The Whitechapel Art Gallery Exhibition,
London,by Greg Whitfield

• Searching and Unknowing: diCorcia at The Hep-
worth
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Chapter 161

Pierre et Gilles

Pierre et Gilles, Pierre Commoy and Gilles Blan-
chard, are French artists and romantic partners.
They produce highly stylized unique hand-painted
photographs, building their own sets and costumes as well
as retouching the photographs with acrylic paint. Their
work often features images from art history, popular cul-
ture, religion and gay culture including pornography (es-
pecially James Bidgood).
Pierre et Gilles have sometimes attracted controversy.
For example, in 2012 there was a public outcry in Austria
when their work entitled Vive la France was displayed on
large street posters to advertise the Nackte Männer (En-
glish: Naked Men) exhibition created by Ilse Haider at
the Leopold Museum in Vienna. It depicts three naked
French footballers with their genitals fully revealed: the
first black, the second Arab/Muslim and the third white,
to represent the multi-ethnic composition of modern
French society. The ensuing controversy led to an act of
self-censorship by the artists, who decided that the largest
street posters should be changed, and instead use coloured
ribbons to hide the players' genitals.*[1]*[2]*[3]

161.1 Biography

Pierre Commoy, the photographer, was born in 1950
in La Roche-sur-Yon.*[4] Gilles Blanchard, the painter,
was born in 1953 in Le Havre.*[4] In the early 1970s,
Blanchard took a degree at the École des Beaux-Arts
in Le Havre, while Commoy studied photography in
Geneva.*[4]
In 1974, Blanchard moved to Paris to paint and make il-
lustrations for magazines and advertisements. Commoy
started working as a photographer for the magazines Rock
& Folk, Dépèche Mode and Interview.*[4]
In autumn 1976, Commoy and Blanchard met at the in-
auguration of a Kenzo boutique in Paris, and started liv-
ing together in an apartment in Rue des Blancs-Manteaux
that they also use as a studio. Next year they started work-
ing together; Blanchard would do the painting and Com-
moy took the photos. Their public breakthrough came
with their images for the magazine Façade, with portraits
of Andy Warhol, Mick Jagger and Iggy Pop.*[4]

In 1979, Pierre et Gilles moved to the Bastille quar-
ter, made their first works for Thierry Mugler, designed
record sleeves for artist friends, and shot fashion ads and
portraits for magazines. They also made their first trip
to India, a country which has inspired much of their
work.*[4]
In 1983, Pierre et Gilles had their first personal show at
Galerie Texbraun in Paris.*[4]
In 1984, Pierre et Gilles worked extensivlely for musi-
cal artists like Mikado (for whom they directed their first
video), Sandii, Etienne Daho, Sheila and Krootchey.*[4]
In 1987, Pierre et Gilles again travelled to India,
and started working on religious and mythological
themes.*[4]
In 1989, Pierre et Gilles became friends with Marc
Almond, with whom they would work with for many
years.*[4]
In 1993, Pierre et Gilles were awarded the Grand Prix de
Photographie by the City of Paris; and produced art work
for Absolut Vodka.*[4]
Pierre et Gilles' first retrospective exhibition was in 1996,
at the Maison Européenne de la Photographie in Paris.*[4]
In 1997 Pierre et Gilles notably participated in Mike
Aho's documentary on them titled “Pierre and Gilles,
Love Stories”.*[5]
In the year 2000, Pierre et Gilles had a major retrospec-
tive at the New Museum in New York.
In 2007, Pierre et Gilles had a major retrospective at the
Galerie Nationale du Jeu de Paume in Paris.
In 2012, Pierre et Gilles exhibited a work entitled Vive
la France in several art galleries across Europe. It depicts
three naked French footballers with their genitals fully re-
vealed: the first black, the second Arab/Muslim and the
third white, to represent the multi-ethnic composition of
modern French society. It attracted controversy across
Austria when it was displayed on large street posters to
advertise the “Naked Men”exhibition created by Ilse
Haider at the Leopold Museum in Vienna, with the result
that coloured ribbons were used on the largest posters to
hide the players' genitals.*[1]
In 2014, Pierre et Gilles unveiled a major new exhibition,
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“Héros,”at Galerie Daniel Templon in Paris.*[6]

161.2 Work

People photographed by Pierre et Gilles include: mu-
sicians Amanda Lear (the cover of her 1980 album
Diamonds for Breakfast, one of their first assignments),
Lio, Khaled, Étienne Daho, Marie France, Mikado,
Marc Almond, Leslie Winer, Marilyn Manson, Madonna,
Kylie Minogue, Erasure, Deee-Lite, The Creatures, Nina
Hagen and CocoRosie (the cover of their 2007 album
The Adventures of Ghosthorse and Stillborn); model
Naomi Campbell, actresses Tilda Swinton and Catherine
Deneuve, actors Salim Kechiouche, Jérémie Renier and
Layke Anderson and also designers Jean-Paul Gaultier
and Paloma Picasso.
They directed Marc Almond's 1990 music video for the
song“A Lover Spurned”and Lamour's video clip for“Tu
es foutu”. Their most photographed muse is British male
super model Enzo Junior, who has been photographed
nine times.
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161.4 Further reading

161.4.1 Archival Sources

• Pierre, et Gilles : [photography bio file] (1 folder)
is housed at the Museum of Modern Art. Includes
announcements, clippings, press releases, brochures,
reviews, invitations, small exhibition catalogs, and
other ephemeral material filed through 2000; after
2000 all material is filed in the Library's artist files.

161.5 External links
• Salon.com: Pierre et Gilles by Glen Helfand

• glbtq: An Encyclopedia of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Queer Culture: Pierre et Gilles

• art-forum.org: Pierre Et Gilles gallery

• Article from Zap! Bang! Magazine

• Little museum of Pierre & Gilles

• Selected Works
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Polly Borland

Polly Borland (born 1959) is an Australian photographer
who formally resided in England from 1989-2011, now
living in Los Angeles. She is known both for her ed-
itorial portraits*[1] and for her work as a photographic
artist.*[2]

162.1 Biography

Borland was born in Melbourne where her father gave her
a camera with Nikkor lenses when she was 16.*[3] While
at art school, she discovered Diane Arbus, Weegee and,
Larry Clark, all of whom influenced her work.*[2] On
leaving art school, she became a portrait photographer,
contributing to the Australian edition of Vogue. In 1989,
she moved to the United Kingdom where she specialized
in stylized portraits and reportage photography. Her work
has been featured in newspapers and magazines world-
wide.
A number of books on her work and exhibitions have
been published. In 2001, her first series The Babies exam-
ined the way men can enjoy dressing up as infants, with
an essay by Susan Sontag,*[4] an introduction by Mark
Holborn.*[2] In 2008 she produced Bunny, a collection of
photographs about English actress Gwendoline Christie.
Bunny also features a fairy-tale written by Will Self and
a poem by Nick Cave. Smudge (2011) features abstract
depictions of three of her friends she uses as models; mu-
sician Nick Cave, photographer Mark Vessey and fashion
designer Sherald Lambden. All three appear half naked,
faces obscured, wearing body stockings, tights, wigs, and
other fanciful objects of clothing.*[5] In February 2013
the documentary Polly Borland - Polymorphous was re-
leased.*[6]
Borland was awarded an Honorary Fellowship of The
Royal Photographic Society in 2002.
Polly Borland and her husband, director John Hillcoat,
live in Los Angeles, California.

162.2 Works

Borland's portrait of Queen Elizabeth II, was com-
missioned by Buckingham Palace to commemorate her
golden jubilee in 2002, is unusual for its brightness and
its intimate proximity to Her Majesty. It was exhibited at
London's National Portrait Gallery and at Windsor Cas-
tle.*[7]

Books

• Borland, Polly; Conrad, Peter; National Portrait
Gallery (Great Britain) (2000). Polly Borland: Aus-
tralians. National Portrait Gallery.

• Borland, Polly (2000). The Babies. powerHouse
Books. ISBN 978-1-57687-083-9.

• Holborn, Mark (2008). Bunny. Harry N. Abrams.
ISBN 978-1-904212-23-2.

• Andreu, Ignacio (2011). Smudge: Polly Borland:
exposition, Gloria, Madrid, 2 Diciembre 2010 - 2
Abril 2011. Actar. ISBN 978-84-92861-59-0.

• Martin-Chew, Louise; Borland, Polly; Kubler, Al-
ison (2012). Polly Borland: Everything I Want to
be when I Grow Up. University of Queensland Art
Museum. ISBN 978-1-74272-048-7.

• Borland, Polly (2013). YOU. Perimeter Editions.
ISBN 978-0-9873530-3-0.

Documentary

• Polly Borland - Polymorphous

Video Commission

• MOCAtv - IO Echo“Berlin, It's All A Mess”Di-
rectors John Hillcoat & Polly Borland
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162.3 Exhibitions

• 1984: Polly Borland, George Paton Gallery, Mel-
bourne

• 1999: The Babies, 1999 Meltdown Festival curated
by Nick Cave, Southbank, London

• 1999: one of six Australian photographers exhibited
in“Glossy: Faces Magazines Now”at the National
Portrait Gallery, Canberra*[8]

• 2000: Australians, National Portrait Gallery, Lon-
don

• 2001: Australians, National Portrait Gallery, Can-
berra

• 2001: Australians, Monash Gallery of Art, Mel-
bourne

• 2002 The Babies, Anna Schwartz Gallery, Mel-
bourne

• 2008: Bunny, Murray White Room, Melbourne;
featuring Gwendoline Christie

• 2008: Bunny, Michael Hoppen Gallery, London;
featuring Gwendoline Christie

• 2010: Smudge, Murray White Room, Melbourne

• 2011: Smudge, AB Gloria, Madrid

• 2011: Smudge, Other Criteria, London

• 2011: Smudge, Paul Kasmin Gallery, New York
City

• 2012: Everything I want to be when I grow up, Uni-
versity of Queensland Art Museum, Queensland

• 2012: Pupa, Murray White Room, Melbourne

• 2013: YOU, Paul Kasmin Gallery, New York

• 2014: Wonky, The Australian Centre of Photogra-
phy, Melbourne

• 2014: YOU, Murray White Room, Melbourne

Polly Borland's work has also been exhibited at the Aus-
tralian Centre for Photography, Sydney; The Auckland
Triennial, Auckland; GASK, Gallery of the Central Bo-
hemian Region, Czech Republic; the Scottish National
Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh; The Institute of Modern Art,
Brisbane;*[9] MONA, Tasmania, and the N.S.W. Gallery
of Art.

162.4 References
[1]“Polly Borland b. 1959 Melbourne, Vic.”, Design & Art

Australian Online. Retrieved 28 February 2013.

[2] Rob Sharp,“Flights of fancy dress: Polly Borland's por-
traits marry the infantile and the fetishistic”, The Inde-
pendent, 17 March 2011. Retrieved 28 February 2013.

[3] Steel, Andy (6 September 2009). The World's Top Pho-
tographer's Workshops: Celebrity & Performance. MBI
Publishing Company. pp. 13–. ISBN 978-0-7603-3767-
7. Retrieved 16 March 2013.

[4] Susan Sontag

[5] “Polly Borland - Smudge”, Trebuchet. Retrieved 28
February 2013.

[6] “Artscape: Polly Borland - Polymorphous”, ABC Tele-
vision, 11 February 2013. Retrieved 28 February 2013.

[7] Magda Keaney,“Golden Jubilee”, Portrait6, December
2002. Retrieved 28 February 2013.

[8] “Polly Borland”, Cranekalman Brighton. Retrieved 28
February 2013.

[9] “Polly Borland 1959, AU”, ArtFacts.net. Retrieved 28
February 2013.
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Ponch Hawkes

Ponch Hawkes is an Australian photographic artist,
whose works have been featured in the Australian Na-
tional Gallery and have hung in the National Gallery of
Victoria and the State Library of Victoria*[1] and writ-
ten about in the Sydney Morning Herald.*[2]

163.1 Early life and education

Hawkes was born in Abbotsford, Victoria, in 1946 and
educated at University High School. She is self-taught,
having never formally studied photography.*[3]

163.2 Exhibitions

163.2.1 Selected Solo Exhibitions

• Our Mums and Us and These Women have Just Run
26 Miles Monash Gallery of Art, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia, 2013

• Eros,Philos and Agape Melbourne Cricket Ground,
2012

• Basil Sellers Creative Arts Fellow National Sports
Museum, MCG, 2011–12

• More seeing is NOT Understanding Monash Gallery
of Art,Brisbane Powerhouse, Portland, Redlands
Qld, Albury, 2009

• Seeing Is Not Understanding Horsham, Regional
Gallery, 2009

• Trading Places, Heritage Hill Museum, Dandenong
and Immigration Museum, Melbourne, 2006

• Risk Monash Gallery of Art, 2005

• Sensation Chrysalis Gallery, East Melbourne, 2005

• They're downstairs North Melbourne Arts House,
2003

• Todah Jewish Museum, St Kilda, Melbourne, 2001

• St Vincentʼs at Home, Aikenhead Gallery, Mel-
bourne 1999

• Relatively Speaking The Family in Words and Pic-
tures, Chrissie Cotter Gallery, Sydney, and Centre
for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne, 1998

• Photoworks Victoria University Gallery, Melbourne,
1997

• Circus Oz Performing Arts Museum Collection,
Westpac Gallery, Victorian Arts Centre, Mel-
bourne, 1997

• Best Mates William Mora Gallery, Melbourne, 1990

• Generations National Gallery of Victoria, Mel-
bourne,1989

• Circus Oz in Performance La Trobe University
Gallery and Watters Gallery, Sydney, 1981

• Our Mums and Us Brummels Gallery, Melbourne
1976

163.2.2 Selected Group Exhibition

• Photography Meets Feminism: Australian women
photographers 1970s–80s, A Monash Gallery of Art
travelling exhibition, 2014-2015

• Beyond Borders, MAP Group, Ballarat International
Photo Biennale, 2015

• Melbourne Now National Gallery of Victoria, 2013-
2014*[3]

• KHEM, Strange Neighbour, Melbourne, Curated by
Linsey Gosper, April 11 – May 3, 2014*[4]

• Take A Bow Ballarat Mechanics Institute, 2013

• Mining The Collection, Albury City Gallery, 2011

• Brummels, Monash Gallery of Art, 2011

• Mapping Ballarat, Ballarat Foto Biennale, 2011

• Basil Sellers Art prize,(finalist) Ian Potter Museum
of Art, 2011
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• Timelines, National Gallery of Victoria, 2011

• Mapping Ballarat, Ballarat International Foto Bien-
nale, 2009

• Beyond Reasonable Drought, Old Parliament House,
Canberra and touring, 2007

• Raised by Wolves, Art Gallery of Western Australia,
2006

• Julie Millowick Aquisitive Prize, Castlemaine Festi-
val (winner), 2006

• Murray Cod: The Biggest Fish in the River, Swan Hill
Gallery and 5 other venues, 2006

• Blake prize for Religious Art (finalist), 2006

• Josephine Ulrick and Win Schubert Photographic
Award, Gold Coast City Art Gallery (finalist), 2006

• Olive Cotton Award for Photographic Portraiture,
Tweed River Art Gallery, Murwillumbah (finalist),
2006

• Making Hay at Shear Outback Center, Hay, NSW,
and Span Galleries, Melbourne, 2006

• The Interior World: photographs and photographers
from Glen Eira City Council's Collection, Glen Eira
City Gallery, Caulfield South, Melbourne, 2004

• Documenting Australians, A pictorial history of Aus-
tralian photography, Monash Gallery of Art, Wheel-
ers Hill, 2002

• Images of Australian Men, Photographs from the
Monash Gallery of Art collection, travelling exhibi-
tion, 2002

• Exhibit X - Group Photographic Exhibition, Lab X
Gallery, St Kilda, 2002

• So You Wanna Be a Rock Star, National Portrait
Gallery, Canberra, 2002

• Ordinary Women, Extraordinary Lives, Melbourne
Museum, touring 10 venues, 2001

• Woman Photographers, Monash City Gallery, 2000

• Feminist Art, RMIT First Line Gallery Melbourne,
1999

• Three Melbourne Photographers, Ballarat Festival,
Ballarat, 1997

• The Power to Move, Aspects of Australian Photogra-
phy, Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, 1996

• Six Photographers, Barry Stern Gallery, Sydney,
1995

• On the Edge, Australian Photographers of the Seven-
ties, from the collection of the National Library Aus-
tralia, San Diego Museum of Art, San Diego,1994

• All in the family - Selected Australian Portraiture,
National Library of Australia, Canberra, 1994

• Domain of the Other, National Gallery of Victoria,
Melbourne, 1992

• Defective Models – Australian Portraiture 19th and
20th Centuries, from regional, university and private
collections, Monash University Gallery, 1990

• Portrait Photography, National Gallery of Australia,
Canberra,1989

• The ThousandMile Stare, Australian Centre of Con-
temporary Art, Melbourne, touring Art and Work-
ing Life, Roar Studios, Melbourne,1988

• Shades of Light - Photography and Australia 1839 to
1988, Australian National Gallery, 1988

• Living in the Seventies, Australian National Gallery,
Canberra, 1986

• Australian Photographers, Australian National
Gallery, Canberra, 1984

• Photographic Work, Perc Tucker Gallery,
Townsville The Critical Distance, Artspace
Sydney, 1983

• Melbourne Theatre Photographers, Ministry for the
Arts, Melbourne, 1982

• Eight Woman Photographers, Monash University
Gallery, Melbourne and Developed Image, Ade-
laide, 1981

• Woman's Work, La Trobe University Gallery, Mel-
bourne, 1981

• Self Portrait/Self Image, Victorian College of the
Arts, Melbourne and touring, 1980

• 100 Artists, Panel Beaters Gallery, Melbourne, 1978

• New Conceptualists, Tokyo,1977

• Sisterʼs Delight, Media Resource Centre Gallery,
Adelaide, 1977

• Woman Photographers, Pram Factory, Melbourne,
1976

163.3 Publications
• Beyond Reasonable Drought, The Map Group of

Photographers, Five Mile Press, 2009

• Trading Places, text by David Crofts, photos by
Ponch Hawkes, City of Greater Dandenong,2006
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• Art of Reconciliation, edited by Ponch Hawkes, City
of Melbourne, 2002

• AustralianWater Polo, A Celebration, by Shane Mal-
oney and Ponch Hawkes, Australian Water Polo Inc.
1998

• Women of Substance, Sue Jackson and Gael Wallace
with photographs by Ponch Hawkes, Allen and Un-
win, 1998

• Unfolding - The Story of Australian and New
Zealand Memorial Quilt, by Ponch Hawkes with
text by Ainsley Yardley and Kim Langley, McPhee
Gribble, 1994

• Best Mates, A Study of Male Friendship, by Ponch
Hawkes, McPhee Gribble and Penguin Books, 1990

• Generations: Grandmothers, Mothers and Daugh-
ters, by Diane Bell with Ponch Hawkes, McPhee
Gribble & Penguin Books, Melbourne,1987

• Pay to Play, by Wendy Milson, Helen Thomas and
Ponch Hawkes, Penguin,1976

163.4 Selected Bibliography

• LOOK :Contemporary Photography since 1980,
Anne Marsh, Macmillan, 2010

• The New McCulloch's Encyclopedia of Australian
Art, Alan McCulloch, Susan McCulloch and Emily
McCulloch Childs, Aus Art Editions, 2006

• Art in Australia, Christopher Allen, Thames and
Hudson, 1997

• The Power to Move: Aspects of Australian Photogra-
phy, Anne Kirker and Clare Willliamson, Queens-
land Art Gallery,1995

• Field of Vision – A Decade of Change: Women's Art
in the 70s, Janine Burke, Viking,1990,

• Twenty Contemporary Australian Photographers:
from Hallmark Cards Australian Photographic Col-
lection, Isobel Combie and Sandra Bryon, National
Gallery of Victoria, 1990

• The Critical Distance - Work with Photography, Vir-
ginia Coventry, Hale and Iremonger, 1986

163.5 See also

Australian art

163.6 References
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[3] “Ponch Hawkes”. Melbourne Now. National Gallery of
Victoria. 2013. Retrieved 1 November 2015.

[4] Gosper, Linsey (11 April 2014).“Strange Neighbor exhi-
bition catalogue for KHEM” (PDF). Strange Neighbour.
Linsey Gosper. Retrieved 1 November 2015.
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Ralph Eugene Meatyard

Ralph Eugene Meatyard (May 15, 1925 – May 7, 1972)
was an American photographer, from Normal, Illinois.

164.1 Life and career

Meatyard was born in Normal, Illinois. After his mar-
riage to Madelyn McKinney, he moved to Lexington,
Kentucky, to continue his trade as an optician, working
for Tinder-Krausse-Tinder, a company that also sold pho-
tographic equipment. The owners of the company were
active members of the Lexington Camera Club, for which
the Art Department of the University of Kentucky pro-
vided exhibition space.
Meatyard purchased his first camera in 1950 to photo-
graph his son, Michael, and worked primarily with a
Rolleiflex medium-format camera ever afterwards. He
eventually found his way to the Lexington Camera club in
1954, and at the same time joined the Photographic So-
ciety of America. It was at the Lexington Camera Club
that Meatyard met Van Deren Coke, an early influence
behind much of his work. Coke exhibited work by Meat-
yard in an exhibition for the university entitled“Creative
Photography”in 1956.
During the mid-1950s, Meatyard attended a series of
summer workshops run by Henry Holmes Smith at
Indiana University and also with Minor White. Minor
White, in particular, fostered Meatyard's interest in Zen
Philosophy.
An autodidact and voracious reader (it was said that he
read books while driving), Meatyard made work in pro-
ductive bursts, often leaving his film undeveloped for long
stretches, then working feverishly in the makeshift dark-
room in his home.“His approach was somewhat impro-
visational and very heavily influenced by the jazz music of
the time.”*[1] Using his children as props to explore what
could be called his prime subject, Meatyard addressed the
surreal“masks”of identity and the ephemeral nature of
surface matter.
Much of his work was made in abandoned farmhouses
in the central Kentucky bluegrass region during family
weekend outings and in derelict spaces around Lexington.
Some of his earliest camera work was made in the tradi-

tionally African American neighborhood around Lexing-
ton's Old Georgetown Street.
Meatyard was a close acquaintance of several well-known
writers in the Kentucky literary renaissance of the 1960's
and 70's, including his neighbor Guy Davenport, who
later helped put together a posthumous edition of his pho-
tos. The photographer co-authored a book on Kentucky's
Red River Gorge, The UnforeseenWilderness, with writer
Wendell Berry. The two took frequent trips together into
the Appalachian foothills. Berry and Meatyard's book
was a major contribution to saving the gorge from de-
struction by a proposed Army Corps of Engineers dam.
Meatyard's ashes were scattered in the gorge after his
death from congenital heart failure at the age of 46.
The photographer also carried on a friendship and
short correspondence with the Catholic monk and writer
Thomas Merton, who resided at the Abbey of Geth-
semani, a Trappist monastery just west of Bardstown,
Kentucky. Merton appeared in a number of Meatyard's
experimental photographs (taken on the grounds of the
monastery) and the two shared an interest in literature,
philosophy, and Eastern and Western spirituality. Meat-
yard wrote Merton's eulogy in the Kentucky Kernel shortly
after the monk's accidental death in Bangkok, Thailand,
in December 1968.
Passing away himself just four years later, Meatyard's
early death “came at the height of the 'photo boom',
a period of growth and ferment in photography in the
United States that coalesced with the political and social
upheavals of the 1960s and 1970s.”Though Lexington
was a relative photographic backwater, Meatyard did not
consider himself a“Southern”or regional photographer.
His work was just beginning to be recognized nationally
at the time of his death.

164.2 Appraisals

“Meatyard's work was shown and collected by major mu-
seums, published in important art magazines, and re-
garded by his peers as among the most original and
disturbing imagery ever created with a camera. He
exhibited with such well-known and diverse photogra-
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phers as Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, Minor White,
Aaron Siskind, Harry Callahan, Robert Frank, and Eikoh
Hosoe. But by the late 1970s, his photographs seemed
consigned to appear mainly in exhibitions of 'southern'
art. In the last decade, however, thanks in part to Eu-
ropean critics, Meatyard's work has reemerged, and the
depth of its genius and its contributions to photography
have begun to be understood and appreciated. In a sense
Meatyard suffered a fate common to artists who are very
much of but also very far ahead of their time. Everything
about his life and his art ran counter to the usual and ex-
pected patterns. He was an optician, happily married, a
father of three, president of the Parent-Teacher Associ-
ation, and coach of a boy's baseball team. He lived in
Lexington, Kentucky, far from the urban centers most
associated with serious art. His images had nothing to
do with the gritty 'street photography' of the east coast or
the romantic view camera realism of the west coast. His
best known images were populated with dolls and masks,
with family, friends and neighbors pictured in abandoned
buildings or in ordinary suburban backyards.
“At the same time he often turned from this vernacu-

lar focus and, like such photographers as Henry Holmes
Smith, Harry Callahan and others, produced highly ex-
perimental work. These images include multiple expo-
sures and photographs where, through deliberate camera
movement, Meatyard took Fox Talbot's 'pencil of nature'
and drew calligraphic images with the sun's reflection on
a black void of water. However, where others used these
experiments to expand the possibilities of form in pho-
tographs, Meatyard consistently applied breakthroughs in
formal design to the exploration of ideas and emotions.
Finally̶and of great importance in the development of
his aesthetic̶Meatyard created a mode of 'No-Focus'
imagery that was distinctly his own. 'No-Focus' images
ran entirely counter to any association of camera art with
objective realism and opened a new sense of creative free-
dom in his art.”

164.3 Notes

[1] Ralph Eugene Meatyard, Phaidon Press, 2002 ISBN 0-
7148-4112-9 pp.3-10

164.4 References

• Ralph Eugene Meatyard, Phaidon Press, 2002 ISBN
0-7148-4112-9 pp. 3–10

• Hall, James Baker, ed. Ralph Eugene Meatyard:
Emblems & Rites (Millerton, New York: Aper-
ture, 1974) There had already been an earlier
book¬Ralph Eugene Meatyard¬done in 1970 by
the Gnomon Press with an introduction by Wendell
Berry and notes by Arnold Gassan.

• Szarkowski, John; Mirrors and Windows: Ameri-
can Photography since 1960. (Museum of Modern
Art, New York, 1978) pp. 14 – 15. Among other
statistics about the“photo boom,”Szarkowski notes
that between 1966 and 1970 “the number of stu-
dents studying photography or cinematography at
the University of Illinois (Champaign-Urbana) in-
creased from 132 to 4,175 ¬ a growth of over three
thousand percent in four years”.

• Mirrors and Windows: American Photography since
1960.

164.5 Further reading
• Meatyard, Ralph Eugene; & Davenport, Guy (Es-

say), 2005, Ralph Eugene Meatyard, (Steidl/ICP]

• Ralph Eugen Meatyard Phaidon Press 2002 ISBN
0-7148-4112-9

• Rhem, James; Ralph Eugene Meatyard: The Fam-
ily Album of Lucybelle Crater and Other Figura-
tive Photographs (Distributed Art Publishers, 2002)
125 pages. Three critical texts, “Lucybelle”with
34 additional previously unpublished Meatyard pho-
tographs. ISBN 1-891024-29-9

• Rhem, James (Author); & Meatyard, Ralph Eu-
gene (Photographer), 1999, Ralph Eugene Meat-
yard, Photopoche, No: 87ʼ, (Centre National de
Photo)

• Tannenbaum, Barbara (Editor); 1991, Ralph Eugene
Meatyard: An American Visionary, Rizzoli.
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Ralph Gibson

This article is about the photographer. For the fighter
pilot, see Ralph Gibson (fighter pilot). For the Australian
communist activist, see Ralph Gibson (political activist).

Ralph Gibson (born January 16, 1939) is an Amer-
ican art photographer*[1] best known for his photo-
graphic books. His images often incorporate fragments
with erotic and mysterious undertones, building narrative
meaning through contextualization and surreal juxtaposi-
tion.

165.1 Early life and education

Gibson enlisted in the United States Navy in 1956 and
became a Photographers Mate studying photography un-
til 1960. Gibson then continued his photography stud-
ies at the San Francisco Art Institute between 1960 -
1962. He began his professional career as an assistant to
Dorothea Lange from 1961 to 1962 and went on to work
with Robert Frank on two films.

165.2 Work

Gibson has maintained a lifelong fascination with books
and book-making. Since the appearance in 1970 of THE
SOMNAMBULIST, his work has been steadily impelled
towards the printed page. In 1969 Gibson moved to New
York, where he formed Lustrum Press in order to ex-
ert control over the reproduction of his work.*[2] Lus-
trum Press also published Larry Clark's Tulsa (1971).*[3]
To date he has produced over 40 monographs, current
projects being State of the Axe published by Yale Univer-
sity Press in Fall of 2008 and NUDE by Taschen (2009).
His photographs are included in over one hundred and
fifty museum collections around the world, and have ap-
peared in hundreds of exhibitions. He has worked exclu-
sively with the Leica for almost 50 years.
Asked by the New York Times for his main sources of
inspiration, Gibson recommended what he considered to
be five seminal works: Eugene Atget's Vision of Paris,
Walker Evans's American Photographs, Henri Cartier-

Bresson's Decisive Moment, Robert Frank's The Ameri-
cans and Alexey Brodovitch's Ballet.*[4]
Commissioned by Italian luxury label Bottega Veneta,
Gibson photographed models Raquel Zimmermann and
Mathias Lauridsen on locations in Milan for the brand's
fall/winter 2013 advertisements.*[5]
Gibson's Hand Through a Doorway was used on the inner
sleeve of the 1979 album Unknown Pleasures by UK rock
band Joy Division.

165.3 Publications by Gibson (se-
lected)

• The somnambulist : photographs. 1970. ISBN 978
0912810102. Part 1 of a trilogy.

• Deja-Vu: Second in the Black Trilogy. 1973. ISBN
978 0912810065. Part 2 of a trilogy.

• Days at Sea. ISBN 978 0912810157. 1974. Part 3
of a trilogy.

• Syntax. ISBN 978 0912810393. 1983.

• Tropism. 1987. ISBN 978 0893812553.

• L'Anonyme. 1987. ISBN 978 0893812492.

• L'Histoire de France. 1991. ISBN 978 0893814717.
Introduction by Marguerite Duras.

• Light strings : impressions of the guitar. 2004. ISBN
978 0811843249. With Andy Summers.

• State of the Axe: Guitar Masters in Photographs and
Words. 2008. ISBN 978 0300142112. Foreword
by Anne Wilkes Tucker; Preface by Les Paul.

165.4 Collections

Gibson's work is held in the following collections:*[6]

• Museum of Modern Art.
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• Whitney Museum of American Art.

• International Center of Photography.

• Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art, Kansas.

• Museum Ludwig, Cologne.

• Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.

165.5 Awards
• 1973: National Endowment for the Arts fellowship.

• 1975: National Endowment for the Arts fellowship.

• 1977: Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst
(DAAD), Berlin.

• 1977: New York State Council on the Arts
(C.A.P.S.) fellowship.

• 1985: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

• 1983: His book Syntax (1983) received a mention
for the Rencontres d'Arles Book Award.

• 1986: National Endowment for the Arts fellowship.

• 1986: Decorated as an Officier de L'Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres by the French government.

• 1988: Leica Medal of Excellence Award.

• 1989: “150 Years of Photography”Award, Pho-
tographic Society of Japan.

• 1994: Grande Medaille de la Ville d'Arles.

• 2007: Lucie Award for lifetime achievement in Fine
Art.*[7]

• 1991: Honorary doctorate of Fine Arts from the
University of Maryland.

• 1998: Honorary doctorate from the Ohio Wesleyan
University.

• 2005: Appointed Commandeur de L'Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres by the French government.

165.6 Exhibitions
• Rencontres d'Arles festival presented his work in

1975, 1976, 1977, 1979, 1989 and 1994.

165.7 Personal life

Gibson currently lives in New York with his wife, fashion
designer Mary Jane Marcasiano and travels frequently to
Europe and Brazil.*[8]

165.8 References
[1] “Photographers on Seeing: Ralph Gibson”. Popular

Photography. April 1981. p. 86.

[2] Ralph Gibson Etherton Gallery, Tucson, Arizona.

[3] Andy Grundberg (April 10, 1983), Photography View;
Why Some Art Retains Its Emotional Impact New York
Times.

[4] John Durniak (July 21, 1985), Photography Books That
Instruct And Inspire New York Times.

[5] Kerry Pieri (July 22, 2013), Exclusive: Watch Bot-
tega Veneta's Ralph Gibson Lensed Fall Campaign Film
Harper's Bazaar.

[6] Ralph Gibson Etherton Gallery, Tucson, Arizona.

[7] “ralph gibson”. Lucie Foundation. Retrieved 2015-06-
11.

[8] Buck, Joan Juliet (December 10, 2010).“Full House”.
The New York Times. Retrieved 2015-06-11.
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Ray Metzker

Ray K. Metzker (10 September 1931 – 9 October 2014)
was an American photographer known for both his work
in cityscape and landscape photography and for his large
“composites”, assemblages of printed film strips and sin-

gle frames. His work is held in various public collections,
he is the subject of eight monographs and received awards
from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Founda-
tion,*[1] National Endowment for the Arts*[2]*[3] and
Royal Photographic Society.*[4]

166.1 Life and work

Metzker was born in Milwaukee and lived in Philadelphia.
He was a student of Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind
at the Institute of Design in Chicago. He taught for
many years at the Philadelphia College of Art and*[5]
also taught at the University of New Mexico.
After graduate studies at the Institute of Design in
Chicago, Metzker travelled extensively throughout Eu-
rope in 1960-61, where he had two epiphanies: that
“light”would be his primary subject, and that he would

seek synthesis and complexity over simplicity.

166.2 Awards

• 1966: Guggenheim Fellowship, John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[1]

• 1975: National Endowment for the Arts Fellow-
ship.*[2]

• 1988: National Endowment for the Arts Fellow-
ship.*[3]

• 1989: Bernheim Fellowship at the Bernheim Ar-
boretum and Research Forest, Clermont, Kentucky.

• 2000: Royal Photographic Society's Centenary
Medal and Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS).*[4]

166.3 Collections

Metzker's work is held in the following public collec-
tions:*[5]

• Art Institute of Chicago.

• Albertina Museum,Vienna.

• Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

• Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.

• Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City.

• J.Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles.

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

• Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia

• Sir Elton John Collection, Atlanta.

• Martin Margulies Collection, Miami.

• William Gautreaux Collection, Kansas City, Mo.

• Addison Gallery of American Art, Andover, Mass.

• Allen Art Museum, Oberlin, Ohio.

• Princeton University Art Museum, Princeton, NJ.

• National Gallery of Australia, Canberra

• Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore, Md.

• Beloit College, Beloit, Wisconsin.

• Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris

• Center for Creative Photography, University of Ari-
zona, Tucson.

• Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio

• Davison Art Center, Middleton, Conn.

• The Detroit Institute of Arts, Michigan.
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• Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass.

• Fonds National d'Art Contemporain, Paris

• High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Ga.

• International Museum of Photography, GEH,
Rochester, NY.

• Speed Art Museum, Louisville, Ky.

• Maison Europeene de la Photographie, Paris.

• Musee d'Elysee, Lausanne.

• Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee.

• Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, Va.

• Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Boston

• National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

• National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.

• National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian,
Washington, D.C.

• Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography,
Japan.

• Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, Lincoln, Nebraska.

• Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, Mo.

• Currier Gallery, Manchester, N.H.

• Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio.

• Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Mass.

166.4 References
[1]“All Fellows”. John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foun-

dation. Retrieved 14 January 2011.

[2] “Annual Report 1975”(PDF). National Endowment for
the Arts. p. 97. Retrieved 14 January 2011.

[3] “Annual Report 1988”(PDF). National Endowment for
the Arts. Retrieved 14 January 2011.

[4] “Royal Photographic Society's Centenary Award”. Re-
trieved 13 August 2012.

[5] Salisbury, Stephan (October 12, 2014). “Ray K. Met-
zker, 83, famed photographer”. Philadelphia Inquirer.
Retrieved 30 December 2014.
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Rennie Ellis

Reynolds Mark “Rennie”Ellis (11 November 1940 – 19
August 2003) was an Australian social and social docu-
mentary photographer who also worked, at various stages
of his life, as an advertising copywriter, seaman, lecturer,
and television presenter. He founded Brummels Gallery
of Photography, Australia's first dedicated photography
gallery, established both a photographic studio and an
agency dedicated to his work, published 17 photographic
books, and held numerous exhibitions in Australia and
overseas. He died after suffering a cerebral haemorrhage
at the age of 62.
Born in the Melbourne beachside suburb of Brighton and
educated at Brighton Grammar School, Ellis won a schol-
arship to Melbourne University in 1959. He left during
his first year to work as an office boy at Orr Skate &
Associates, a Melbourne advertising agency. He subse-
quently studied advertising at the Royal Melbourne In-
stitute of Technology, but before obtaining his diploma
he spent two years travelling the world, having bought his
first camera to record his travels, and worked as a seaman
en route. By 1967 Ellis was creative director at Monahan
Dayman Advertising in Melbourne, but left in 1969 to
become a freelance photographer.
His first exhibition and book, formed from work in Kings
Cross, Sydney, followed in 1971. A year later he estab-
lished Brummels Gallery of Photography above a restau-
rant of that name in Toorak Road, South Yarra, and
in 1974 Ellis went on to form Scoopix Photo Library
in Prahran, which later became the exclusive Australian
agent for New York's Black Star photos. In 1975 he
opened his studio, Rennie Ellis & Associates, at the same
premises, and operated from there for the rest of his life.
Once established as a photographer, Ellis worked, exhib-
ited and published continuously. Magazines that he con-
tributed to were as varied as Playboy and The Bulletin;
his books and exhibitions were on subjects including the
beach, beer, graffiti, Australian railway stations and the
Rio carnival.
In 1993 he became a co-presenter on the Nine Network's
lifestyle program Looking Good, continuing in that role
for three years and working with Deborah Hutton and
Jo Bailey. In the same year his work was also included
in Picture Freedom, an exhibition at The Photographers'

Gallery in London.
Since Ellis's death his second wife, Kerry Oldfield El-
lis, and his assistant, Manuela Furci, have established
the Rennie Ellis Archive, and continue to organise ex-
hibitions of his work. These have included Rennie Ellis:
Aussie All, at the National Portrait Gallery in Canberra
(2006) and No Standing, Only Dancing at the Ian Potter
Centre in Melbourne (2008). Ellis's work was included in
Candid Camera: Australian Photography 1950s–1970s
at the Art Gallery of South Australia (2010) which also
featured the work of key Australian photographers Max
Dupain, David Moore, Jeff Carter, Robert McFarlane,
Mervyn Bishop, Carol Jerrems and Roger Scott.
Ellis's work is held in the permanent collections of
the National Gallery of Australia, the National Portrait
Gallery and the National Library of Australia (all in Can-
berra), the National Gallery of Victoria (Melbourne), and
the Art Gallery of South Australia (Adelaide).

167.1 References
• Elliott, Simon.“Aussies All: Portrait Photography
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Chapter 168

Richard Avedon

“Avedon”redirects here. For other uses, see Avedon
(disambiguation).

Richard Avedon (May 15, 1923 – October 1, 2004) was
an American fashion and portrait photographer. An obit-
uary published in The New York Times said that“his fash-
ion and portrait photographs helped define America's im-
age of style, beauty and culture for the last half-century”
.*[1]

168.1 Early life and education

Avedon was born in New York City, to a Jewish fam-
ily. His father, Jacob Israel Avedon, was a Russian-
born immigrant who advanced from menial work to start-
ing his own successful retail dress business on Fifth Av-
enue, called Avedon s̓ Fifth Avenue.*[2]*[3] His mother,
Anna, from a family that owned a dress-manufacturing
business,*[1] encouraged Richard's love of fashion and
art. Avedonʼs interest in photography emerged when,
at age 12, he joined a Young Menʼs Hebrew Associ-
ation (YMHA) Camera Club. He would use his fam-
ilyʼs Kodak Box Brownie not only to feed his curios-
ity about the world, but also to retreat from his personal
life. His father was a critical and remote disciplinarian
who insisted that physical strength, education and money
prepared one for life.*[2] The photographer's first muse
was his younger sister, Louise. During her teen years she
struggled through psychiatric treatment. And, eventually,
becoming increasingly withdrawn from reality, was diag-
nosed with schizophrenia.*[4] These early influences of
fashion and family would shape Avedon's life and career,
often expressed in his desire to capture tragic beauty in
photos.
Avedon attended DeWitt Clinton High School in Bedford
Park, Bronx, where he worked on the school paper, The
Magpie, with James Baldwin from 1937 until 1940.*[5]
New York City High Schools.*[3] After graduating from
DeWitt that year, he enrolled at Columbia University
to study philosophy and poetry but dropped out after
one year. He then started as a photographer for the
Merchant Marines, taking ID shots of the crewmen with
the Rolleiflex camera his father had given him as a gift.

From 1944 to 1950, Avedon studied photography with
Alexey Brodovitch at his Design Laboratory at The New
School for Social Research.*[1]

168.2 Photography career

In 1944, Avedon began working as an advertising photog-
rapher for a department store, but was quickly endorsed
by Alexey Brodovitch, who was art director for the fash-
ion magazine Harper's Bazaar. Lillian Bassman also pro-
moted Avedon's career at Harper's. In 1945 his pho-
tographs began appearing in Junior Bazaar and, a year
later, in Harper's Bazaar.*[1]
In 1946, Avedon had set up his own studio and began pro-
viding images for magazines including Vogue and Life.
He soon became the chief photographer for Harper's
Bazaar. From 1950 he also contributed photographs to
Life, Look and Graphis and in 1952 became Staff Edi-
tor and photographer for Theatre Arts Magazine. Avedon
did not conform to the standard technique of taking stu-
dio fashion photographs, where models stood emotionless
and seemingly indifferent to the camera. Instead, Avedon
showed models full of emotion, smiling, laughing, and,
many times, in action in outdoor settings which was rev-
olutionary at the time. However, towards the end of the
1950s he became dissatisfied with daylight photography
and open air locations and so turned to studio photogra-
phy, using strobe lighting.*[6]
When Diana Vreeland left Harper's Bazaar for Vogue in
1962, Avedon joined her as a staff photographer.*[7] He
proceeded to become the lead photographer at Vogue and
photographed most of the covers from 1973 until Anna
Wintour became editor in chief in late 1988. Notable
among his fashion advertisement series are the recur-
ring assignments for Gianni Versace, beginning with the
spring/summer campaign 1980. He also photographed
the Calvin Klein Jeans campaign featuring a fifteen-year-
old Brooke Shields, as well as directing her in the ac-
companying television commercials. Avedon first worked
with Shields in 1974 for a Colgate toothpaste ad. He shot
her for Versace, 12 American Vogue covers and Revlon's
Most Unforgettable Women campaign. In the February
9, 1981, issue of Newsweek, Avedon said that“Brooke is
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a lightning rod. She focuses the inarticulate rage people
feel about the decline in contemporary morality and de-
struction of innocence in the world.”On working with
Avedon, Shields told Interview magazine in May 1992
“When Dick walks into the room, a lot of people are in-

timidated. But when he works, he's so acutely creative, so
sensitive. And he doesn't like it if anyone else is around
or speaking. There is a mutual vulnerability, and a mo-
ment of fusion when he clicks the shutter. You either get
it or you don't”.
In addition to his continuing fashion work, by the 1960s
Avedon was making studio portraits of civil rights work-
ers, politicians and cultural dissidents of various stripes
in an America fissured by discord and violence.*[8] He
branched out into photographing patients of mental hos-
pitals, the Civil Rights Movement in 1963, protesters of
the Vietnam War, and later the fall of the Berlin Wall.
A personal book called“Nothing Personal,”with a text
by his high school classmate James Baldwin appeared in
1964.*[8] During this period, Avedon also created two
well known sets of portraits of The Beatles. The first,
taken in mid to late 1967, became one of the first ma-
jor rock poster series, and consisted of five psychedelic
portraits of the group ̶four heavily solarized individ-
ual color portraits and a black-and-white group portrait
taken with a Rolleiflex camera and a normal Planar lens.
The next year he photographed the much more restrained
portraits that were included with The Beatles LP in 1968.
Among the many other rock bands photographed by Ave-
don, in 1973 he shot Electric Light Orchestra with all the
members exposing their bellybuttons for recording, On
the Third Day.
Avedon was always interested in how portraiture captures
the personality and soul of its subject. As his reputa-
tion as a photographer became widely known, he pho-
tographed many famous people in his studio with a large-
format 8×10 view camera. His subjects include Buster
Keaton, Marian Anderson, Marilyn Monroe, Ezra Pound,
Isak Dinesen, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Andy Warhol, and
the Chicago Seven.*[9] His portraits are distinguished
by their minimalist style, where the person is looking
squarely at the camera, posed in front of a sheer white
background. By eliminating the use of soft lights and
props, Avedon was able to focus on the inner worlds of his
subjects evoking emotions and reactions.*[4] He would at
times evoke reactions from his portrait subjects by guid-
ing them into uncomfortable areas of discussion or asking
them psychologically probing questions. Through these
means he would produce images revealing aspects of his
subject's character and personality that were not typically
captured by others.*[10]
Avedon's mural groupings featured emblematic figures:
Andy Warhol with the players and stars of The Factory;
The Chicago Seven, political radicals charged with con-
spiracy to incite riot at the 1968 Democratic National
Convention; the Beat poet Allen Ginsberg and his ex-

tended family; and the Mission Council, a group of mil-
itary and government officials who governed the United
States' participation in the Vietnam War.*[11]
In 1982 Avedon produced a playfully inventive series of
advertisements for fashion label Christian Dior, based on
the idea of film stills. Featuring director Andre Gregory,
photographer Vincent Vallarino and model/actress Kelly
Le Brock, the color photographs purported to show the
wild antics of a fictional“Dior family”living ménage à
trois while wearing elegant fashions.*[12]
Avedon became the first staff photographer for The New
Yorker in 1992,*[13] where his post-apocalyptic, wild
fashion fable “In Memory of the Late Mr. and Mrs.
Comfort,”featuring model Nadja Auermann and a skele-
ton, was published in 1995. Other pictures for the mag-
azine, ranging from the first publication, in 1994, of pre-
viously unpublished photos of Marilyn Monroe to a res-
onant rendering of Christopher Reeve in his wheelchair
and nude photographs of Charlize Theron in 2004, were
topics of wide discussion. Some of his less controversial
NewYorker portraits include those of Saul Bellow, Hillary
Rodham Clinton, Toni Morrison, Derek Walcott, John
Kerry, and Stephen Sondheim.*[1] In his later years, he
continued to contribute to Egoïste, where his photographs
appeared from 1984 through 2000. In 1999, Avedon shot
the cover photos for Japanese-American singer Hikaru
Utada's Addicted to You.

168.2.1 In the American West

The cover of Avedon's book In the American West (1985)

One of the things Avedon is distinguished by as a pho-
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tographer is his large prints, sometimes measuring over
three feet in height. His large-format portrait work of
drifters, miners, cowboys and others from the western
United States became a best-selling book and traveling
exhibit entitled In the American West, and is regarded as
an important hallmark in 20th century portrait photogra-
phy, and by some as Avedon's magnum opus.
Serious heart inflammations hindered Avedonʼs health
in 1974.*[10] The troubling time inspired him to create
a compelling collection from a new perspective. In 1979,
he was commissioned by Mitchell A. Wilder (1913–
1979), the director of the Amon Carter Museum in Fort
Worth, Texas, to complete the“Western Project.”*[14]
Wilder envisioned the project to portray Avedon s̓ take on
the American West. It became a turning point in Avedonʼ
s career when he focused on everyday working class sub-
jects such as miners soiled in their work clothes, house-
wives, farmers and drifters on larger-than-life prints, in-
stead of the more traditional options of focusing upon fa-
mous public figures or the openness and grandeur of the
West.*[15] The project lasted five years concluding with
an exhibition and a catalogue. It allowed Avedon and his
crew to photograph 762 people and expose approximately
17,000 sheets of 8×10 Kodak Tri-X Pan film.*[15]*[16]
The collection identified a story within his subjects of
their innermost self, a connection Avedon admits would
not have happened if his new sense of mortality through
severe heart conditions and aging hadn t̓ occurred.*[10]
Avedon visited and traveled through state fair rodeos, car-
nivals, coal mines, oil fields, slaughter houses and prisons
to find subjects.*[15] In 1994, Avedon revisited his sub-
jects who would later speak about In the American West
aftermath and its direct effects. Billy Mudd, a trucker,
went long periods of time on his own away from his fam-
ily. He was a depressed, disconnected and lonely man be-
fore Avedon offered him the chance to be photographed.
When he saw his portrait for the first time, Mudd saw
that Avedon was able to reveal something about Mudd
that allowed him to recognize the need for change in his
life. The portrait transformed Mudd, and led him to quit
his job and return to his family.
Helen Whitneyʼs 1996 American Masters documentary
episode, Avedon: Darkness and Light, depicts an aging
Avedon identifying In the AmericanWest as his best body
of work.*[10] The project was embedded with Avedon s̓
goal to discover new dimensions within himself, from a
Jewish photographer from the East who celebrated the
lives of famous public figures, to an aging man at one
of the last chapters of his life, to discovering the inner-
worlds, and untold stories of his Western rural subjects.
During the production period Avedon encountered prob-
lems with size availability for quality printing paper.
While he experimented with platinum printing he even-
tually settled on Portriga Rapid, a double-weight, fiber-
based gelatin silver paper manufactured by Agfa-Gevaert.
Each print required meticulous work, with an average of
thirty to forty manipulations. Two exhibition sets of In

the American West were printed as artist proofs, one set
to remain at the Carter after the exhibition there, and the
other, property of the artist, to travel to the subsequent
six venues. Overall, the printing took nine months, con-
suming about 68,000 square feet of paper.*[15]
While In the American West is one of the Avedon s̓ most
notable works, it has often been criticized for falsifying
the West through voyeuristic themes and for exploiting his
subjects. Critics question why a photographer from the
East who traditionally focuses on models or public figures
would go out West to capture the working class mem-
bers who represent hardship and suffering. They argue
that Avedon's intentions are to influence and evoke con-
descending emotions from the viewer such as pity.*[16]

168.3 Exhibitions

Avedon had numerous museum exhibitions around
the world. His first major retrospective was at
the Minneapolis Institute of Arts in 1970.*[17] The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, presented two
solo exhibitions during his lifetime, in 1978 and 2002.
In 1980 another retrospective was organized by the Uni-
versity Art Museum in Berkeley. Major retrospectives
were mounted at the Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York (1994), and at the Louisiana Museum of Mod-
ern Art, Humblebaek, Denmark (2007; which traveled
to Milan, Paris, Berlin, Amsterdam and San Francisco,
through 2009). Showing Avedon's work from his ear-
liest, sun-splashed pictures in 1944 to portraits in 2000
that convey his fashion fatigue, the International Center
of Photography in 2009 mounted the largest survey of his
fashion work.*[18] Also in 2009, the Corcoran Gallery of
Art showed Richard Avedon: Portraits of Power, bringing
together the his political portraits for the first time.*[19]

168.4 Collections

Avedon's work is held in the following permanent collec-
tions:

• Museum of Modern Art, New York

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

• Smithsonian s̓ National Museum of American His-
tory, Washington, D.C.

• Amon Carter Museum, Ft. Worth, Texas

• Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris

• Israel Museum, Jerusalem. Supported by Leonard
A. Lauder and Larry Gagosian, the Avedon Foun-
dation gave 74 Avedon images to the Israel Museum
in 2013.*[20]
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168.5 Awards
• 1989: Lifetime Achievement Award from the

Council of Fashion Designers of America

• 1989: Honorary graduate degree from the Royal
College of Art

• 1993: Honorary graduate degree from the Kenyon
College

• 1993: International Center of Photography's Master
of Photography Award

• 1994: Honorary graduate degree from the Parsons
School of Design

• 1994: Prix Nadar in for his book Evidence (1994)

• 2001: Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences*[21]

• 2003: Kitty Carlisle Hart Award, Arts & Business
Council, New York*[22]

• 2003: Royal Photographic Society 150th Anniver-
sary Medal

• 2003: National Arts Award for Lifetime Achieve-
ment

• 2003: The Royal Photographic Society's Special
150th Anniversary Medal and Honorary Fellowship
(HonFRPS)*[23]

168.6 Art market

In 2010, a record price of £719,000 was achieved at
Christie's for a unique seven-foot-high print of model
Dovima, posing in a Christian Dior evening dress with
elephants from the Cirque d H̓iver, Paris, in 1955. This
particular print, the largest of this image, was made in
1978 for Avedon s̓ fashion retrospective at the Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art in New York, and was bought by Mai-
son Christian Dior.*[24]

168.7 Personal life and death

In 1944, Avedon married 19-year-old bank teller Dorcas
Marie Nowell who later became the model and actress
Doe Avedon; they did not have children and divorced
in 1949.*[25] In 1951, he married Evelyn Franklin; she
died on March 13, 2004.*[26] Their marriage produced
one son, John Avedon, who has written extensively about
Tibet.*[27]*[28]*[29]*[30]
In 1970, Avedon purchased a former carriage house on
the Upper East Side of Manhattan that would serve as
both his studio and apartment.*[31] In the late 1970s,

he purchased a four-bedroom house on a 7.5-acre (3.0
ha) estate in Montauk, New York, between the Atlantic
Ocean and a nature preserve; he sold it for almost $9 mil-
lion in 2000.*[30]*[32]
On October 1, 2004, Avedon died in a San Antonio,
Texas hospital of complications from a cerebral hemor-
rhage. He was in San Antonio shooting an assignment
for The New Yorker. At the time of his death, he was also
working on a new project titled Democracy to focus on
the run-up to the 2004 U.S. presidential election.*[1]

168.8 Legacy

The Richard Avedon Foundation is a private operating
foundation, structured by Avedon during his lifetime. It
began its work shortly after his death in 2004. Based
in New York, the foundation is the repository for Ave-
don's photographs, negatives, publications, papers, and
archival materials.*[33] In 2006, Avedon's personal col-
lection was shown at the Pace/MacGill Gallery, New
York, and at the Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco, and
later sold to benefit the Avedon Foundation. The collec-
tion included photographs by Martin Munkacsi, Edward
Steichen and Man Ray, among others. A slender volume,
Eye of the Beholder: Photographs From the Collection of
Richard Avedon (Fraenkel Gallery), assembles the ma-
jority of the collection in a boxed set of five booklets:
“Diane Arbus,”“Peter Hujar”,“Irving Penn”,“The

Countess de Castiglione”and“Etcetera,”which includes
19th- and 20th-century photographers.*[34]

168.9 In popular culture

Hollywood presented a fictional account of Avedon's
early career in the 1957 musical Funny Face, starring
Fred Astaire as the fashion photographer“Dick Avery.”
Avedon supplied some of the still photographs used in the
production, including its most famous single image: an
intentionally overexposed close-up of Audrey Hepburn's
face in which only her famous features – her eyes, her
eyebrows, and her mouth – are visible.
Hepburn was Avedon's muse in the 1950s and 1960s, and
he went so far as to say:“I am, and forever will be, dev-
astated by the gift of Audrey Hepburn before my camera.
I cannot lift her to greater heights. She is already there. I
can only record. I cannot interpret her. There is no going
further than who she is. She has achieved in herself her
ultimate portrait.”*[35]

168.10 Famous photographs

• Marella Agnelli, Italian socialite, 1953
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• Carmen Mayrink Veiga, Brazilian socialite (Vogue's
10 best dressed), 1970

• Dovima with Elephants, 1955

• Marilyn Monroe, actress, 1957

• Homage to Munkacsi, Carmen, coat by Cardin,
Paris, 1957

• Brigitte Bardot, actress, 1959

• Jacqueline de Ribes, 1961

• Christina Bellin, model, 1962

• Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (Lew Alcindor), athlete 1963

• Dwight David Eisenhower, President of the United
States, 1964

• The Beatles, 1967

• Andy Warhol and Members of the Factory, New
York, 1969

• Sly Stone (cover of the album Fresh), 1973

• Asha Puthli, (She Loves to Hear the Music Album
back cover), 1974

• Ronald Fischer, beekeeper, 1981

• Nastassja Kinski and the Serpent, 1981*[36]

• Pile of beautiful people, Versace campaign, 1982

• Whitney Houston (cover of Whitney), 1987

168.11 Books
• Observations. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1959.

Photographs by Avedon, commentary by Truman
Capote. Portraits of famous people.

• Nothing Personal. New York: Atheneum: 1964. A
collaborative book with James Baldwin.

• Alice in Wonderland: The Forming of a Company
and theMaking of a Play. Merlin: 1973. By Avedon
and Doon Arbus. ISBN 978-0883065006.

• Portraits. Noonday: 1976. Introduction by Harold
Rosenberg. ISBN 978-0374514129.

• Portraits 1947–1977. Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1978. ISBN 978-0374232009.

• In the American West.

• In the American West, Photographs by Richard
Avedon. New York: Abrams, 1985. With an
introduction by Laura Wilson. Published in
conjunction with an exhibition at Amon Carter
Museum, Fort Worth, TX.

• In the American West, 1979-1984. New York:
Abrams, 1985. ISBN 9780810923010.

• In the American West: 20th Anniversary Edi-
tion. New York: Abrams, 2005. ISBN 978-
0810959286.

• An Autobiography. 1993. Photographs arranged to
tell Avedon's life story.

• Evidence. 1994. Essays and text about Avedon with
photographs by Avedon.

• The Sixties. 1999. By Avedon and Doon Arbus.
Photographs of famous people.

• Made in France, 2001. A retrospective of Avedon's
fashion portraiture from the 1950s.

• Richard Avedon Portraits' 2002. Celebrities and
subjects from In The American West. Published in
conjunction with an exhibition at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.

• Woman in the Mirror. 2005. With an essay by Anne
Hollander.

• Performance. 2008. With an essay by John Lahr.

• Portraits of Power. 2008. Edited by Paul Roth.
With an essay by Renata Adler. Published in con-
junction with an exhibition at the Corcoran Gallery
of Art in Washington, D.C.

168.12 See also
• Michael Avedon
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Chapter 169

Richard Billingham

Liz working on a jigsaw from Ray's A Laugh.

Richard Billingham (born 25 September 1970) is an
English photographer and artist who is best known for
his photobook Ray's A Laugh which documents the life
of his alcoholic father Ray, and obese, heavily tattooed
mother, Liz.

169.1 Career

Billingham was born in Birmingham and studied as a
painter at Bournville College of Art and the University of
Sunderland.*[1] He came to prominence through his can-
did photography of his family in Cradley Heath, a body
of work later added to and published in the acclaimed

book Ray's A Laugh (1996). Ray's a Laugh is a por-
trayal of the poverty and deprivation in which he grew
up. The photographs, which were taken on the cheap-
est film he could find, provide brash colours and bad fo-
cus which adds to the authenticity and frankness of the
series. Ray, his father, and his mother Liz, appear at
first glance as grotesque figures, with the alcoholic fa-
ther drunk on his home brew, and the mother, an obese
chain smoker with an apparent fascination for nicknacks
and jigsaw puzzles.*[2] However, there is such integrity
in this work that Ray and Liz ultimately shine through
as troubled yet deeply human and touching personalities.
The critic Julian Stallabrass describes Ray and Liz as em-
bodiments of“what is in legend a particularly British sto-
icism and resilience, in the face of the tempest of moder-
nity.”*[2]
In 1997, Billingham was included in the exhibition
Sensation at the Royal Academy of Art which showcased
the art collection of Charles Saatchi and included many of
the Young British Artists.*[3] Also in 1997, Billingham
won the Citigroup Photography Prize. He was shortlisted
for the 2001 Turner Prize, for his solo show at the Ikon
Gallery in Birmingham.*[4]
He has also made landscape photographs at places of per-
sonal significance around the Black Country, and more of
these were commissioned in 2003 by the arts organisation
The Public, resulting in a book. He has also experimented
with video films and video projections.
In late 2006, Billingham exhibited a major new series of
photographs and videos inspired by his memories of vis-
iting Dudley Zoo as a child. The series, entitled“Zoo”
, was commissioned by Birmingham-based arts organisa-
tion, VIVID and was exhibited at Compton Verney Art
Gallery in Warwickshire.
In the following year he created a series of photographs
of "Constable Country", the area on the Essex / Suffolk
border painted by John Constable. These were exhibited
at the Town Hall Galleries, Ipswich.*[5]
In 2009-2010, Billingham participated in a collective ex-
hibition at the Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, Germany titled:
Ich, zweifellos.
He now lives near Swansea, and travels widely. He is
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a lecturer in Fine Art Photography at the University of
Gloucestershire and a third year tutor at Middlesex Uni-
versity (2012).

169.2 Publications

• Ray's a Laugh.

• Zürich: Scalo, 1996. ISBN 9783931141257.
Edited by Michael Collins.

• Zürich: Scalo, 2000. 978-3908247371.
• Books on Books No. 18. New York, NY: Er-

rata Editions, 2014. ISBN 978-1935004356.
With essays by Charlotte Cotton and Jeffrey
Ladd.

• Ray is'n Witz. Zürich: Scalo, 1996. ISBN 3-
931141-25-X.

• Black Country. West Bromwich: The Public, 2003.
ISBN 0-9540200-2-2.

• Landscapes, 2001-2003. Stockport: Dewi Lewis,
2008. ISBN 9781904587385. With an essay by
Sacha Craddock.
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Richard Misrach

White Man Contemplating Pyramids, 1989, in the Princeton
University Art Museum

Richard Misrach (born in Los Angeles, California in
1949) is an American photographer “firmly identified
with the introduction of color to 'fine' [art] photogra-
phy in the 1970s, and with the use of large-format
traditional cameras" (Nancy Princenthal, Art in Amer-
ica).*[1]*[2]*[3]
David Littlejohn of the Wall Street Journal calls Misrach
“the most interesting and original American photogra-

pher of his generation,”describing his work as running
“parallel to that of Thomas Struth and Andreas Gursky,

two German contemporaries.”Littlejohn notes that all
three used a large scale color format that defied the ex-
pectations of fine art photography at the time.*[3]
Misrach is widely recognized as“one of this century s̓
most internationally acclaimed photographers.”*[4]*[5]
He is perhaps best known for his depictions of the deserts
of the American west, and for his series documenting
the changes brought to bear on the environment by var-
ious man-made factors such as urban sprawl, tourism,
industrialization, floods, fires, petrochemical manufactur-
ing, and the testing of explosives and nuclear weapons
by the military.*[5] Curator Anne Wilkes Tucker writes
that Misrach's practice has been “driven [by] issues of
aesthetics, politics, ecology, and sociology.”*[5] In a
2011 interview, Misrach noted:“My career, in a way, has
been about navigating these two extremes - the political

and the aesthetic.”*[4] Describing his philosophy, Tracey
Taylor of the New York Times writes that "[Misrach's] im-
ages are for the historical record, not reportage.”*[6]
Misrach has been married since 1989 to writer Myriam
Weisang and has a son, Jake, from his first marriage to
Debra Bloomfield.*[5]

170.1 Background and education

In 1967, Misrach left Los Angeles for the University of
California, Berkeley, where he obtained a B.A. in Psy-
chology after briefly pursuing a degree in Mathematics.
While on campus he was confronted with the anti-war ri-
ots and began photographing the events around him;*[7]
he also learned the rudiments of photography with Paul
Herzoff, Roger Minick, and Steve Fitch at the ASUC
Berkeley Studio.*[5]
Misrach's first major photography project, completed in
1974, depicted homeless residents of Telegraph Avenue
in Berkeley, California. This suite of photographs was
shown at the International Center of Photography and
published as a book, Telegraph 3 AM,*[8] which won a
Western Book Award in 1975.

170.2 Early work

Having hoped that Telegraph 3 AM would help improve
life on the streets, Misrach was frustrated by the book's
minimal impact and retreated to the deserts of South-
ern California, Arizona, and Baja, California, where he
took photographs devoid of human figures entirely.*[5]
Working at night with a strobe that illuminated the land-
scape around him, he experimented with unusual printing
techniques in the university darkroom and created richly
hued, split-toned silver prints. A resulting 1979 book was
published without a title or a single word of accompany-
ing text besides nominal identifying information on the
book's spine. In 1976 he traveled to Stonehenge to con-
tinue his split-toned night studies, and in 1978 he began
working in color on journeys to Greece, Louisiana, and
Hawaii.*[5]*[7]
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170.3 The Desert Cantos

As Misrach's longest-running and most ambitious project,
the Desert Cantos, an ongoing series of photographs of
deserts, may be considered the photographer s̓ magnum
opus.*[5]*[7]*[9] Begun in 1979 with a Deardorff 8×10”
view camera, the series is ongoing and numbers 33 cantos
as of 2013.*[4]*[5]*[10]
Misrach's use of the term "canto" was inspired in part by
the cantos of Ezra Pound; in a 1989 article in Creative
Camera, Gerry Badger elaborates:

The Italian term“canto”was used to de-
note that the vast enterprise has been bro-
ken down into individual thematic essays or
“cantos,”which together make up the whole

work, or “song cycle.”Some of these can-
tos consist of only a few images, while oth-
ers run into hundreds. Some may be re-
garded as "documentary" in mode, some more
metaphorical. Some may be considered aes-
thetic in intent, some“political”– though as
an ambitious and intelligent photographer, aes-
thetics are never pursued at the expense of pol-
itics, or vice versa. Misrach s̓ goal may be said
to be a search for the photographic Holy Grail,
to fuse reportage with poetry. To progress –
as he put it – “from the descriptive and the
informative to a metaphorical resolution.”*[9]

A 2013 review in Architectural Digest compares Mis-
rach's desert images to the work of "Carleton Watkins,
Timothy OʼSullivan, and other 19th-century itinerant
photographers,”noting that while“sublimely beautiful,
Misrach s̓ prints are also imbued with disquieting under-
currents.”*[11] Beginning with“The Terrain,”in which
images of apparently untouched wilderness are punctu-
ated by human elements such as a lone telephone pole or
a train, the Cantos include spectacles like the space shut-
tle landing (“The Event”) and car racing (“The Salt
Flats”), man-made fires and floods like the Salton Sea (
“The Flood”) and desert seas created by the damming

of rivers, as well as color-field studies of empty skies (
“The Skies”).*[5]*[12] Images of military training and

testing sites feature extensively in the Cantos and the se-
ries' corresponding publications:“The War”resulted in
the 1991 book Bravo 20: The Bombing of the America
West, co-authored by Myriam Weisang Misrach, and nu-
clear testing was addressed in Violent Legacies, published
in 1992.“The Pit”documented mass graves of dead an-
imals in the Nevada desert while“Pictures of Paintings”
focused on the representation of the western landscape in
museums across the American West.“The Playboys”de-
picted issues of Playboy, discovered by the photographer
at a military site, that had been used for target practice.
Badger suggests that Misrach's Cantos have an antecedent
in the work of Depression-era documentary photographer

Lewis Hine, writing that with the Cantos, Misrach

...has attempted a project of immense am-
bition – possibly one of the most ambitious in
the history of the medium – compounded of
many ideas, existing on different levels, and
subject to profound shifts in subject and mood.
He must be judged on the Desert Cantos as
a totality, the sum rather than the individual
parts... I regard the Desert Cantos as one of the
most important photographic enterprises of the
nineteen-eighties and nineties.*[9]

TheLos Angeles Times quotes Misrach regarding theCan-
tos:

The desert ... may serve better as the back-
drop for the problematic relationship between
man and the environment. The human strug-
gle, the successes ... both noble and foolish, are
readily apparent in the desert. Symbols and re-
lationships seem to arise that stand for the hu-
man condition itself.*[13]

170.4 The Oakland–Berkeley fire
and Hurricane Katrina

In October 1991, a firestorm raged in the Oakland–
Berkeley hills, killing 25 people, wounding 150 and de-
stroying over 3,500 dwellings. This fire – one of the worst
in California s̓ history – happened a few miles from Mis-
rach's studio and the photographer visited the site a few
weeks later, taking hundreds of pictures. However, out of
respect for the victims of the fire, he put the work away
for two decades. “1991: The Oakland–Berkeley Fire
Aftermath: Photographs by Richard Misrach,”an exhi-
bition of Misrach's photographs of the firestorm's after-
math, was finally shown for the first time concurrently by
the Berkeley Art Museum and the Oakland Museum of
California in 2011. These exhibits included handcrafted
elegy books in which visitors shared their recollections, a
video story booth for recording memories, and an open-
microphone meetings. The collected responses from lo-
cal residents, as well as the prints ̶sets of which Mis-
rach donated to the museums ̶were kept in the collec-
tions.*[3]*[6]*[14]
To date, the majority of Misrach's large-format doc-
umentary images of New Orleans and the Gulf Coast
taken immediately after Hurricane Katrina have not been
shown, with the exception of Destroy this Memory, a book
published five years after the disaster, consisting entirely
of pocket-camera pictures of messages left on houses,
cars, and trees by survivors of the hurricane. A Los An-
geles Times review called the book “a raw testament,
shot between October and December 2005, just after the
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waters began to recede but the emotions had certainly
not. Without captions or a contextual introduction to de-
tract from the potency of the photographs themselves,
the book is a powerful document allowing survivors to
speak eloquently for themselves̶even in absentia.”*[15]
Proceeds from Destroy this Memory were donated to the
Make It Right Foundation to help rebuild the city's Lower
Ninth Ward. Complete sets of the photographs were also
donated to five museums̶the Museum of Modern Art,
the National Gallery of Art, the New Orleans Museum
of Art, the Houston Museum of Fine Arts and the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art.*[10]*[16]*[17]

170.5 Golden Gate Bridge and
Petrochemical America

When Misrach moved to a house in the Berkeley hills in
1997, he was inspired by the spectacle of weather and
light surrounding the Golden Gate Bridge, which sat only
seven miles from his front porch. For four years he pho-
tographed the bridge from the same location and with
the same vantage point under different climate condi-
tions.*[18]
Concurrently, Misrach was working in Louisiana, fol-
lowing a commission he received from the High Mu-
seum of Art in Atlanta. In 1998, he began document-
ing "Cancer Alley,”a stretch along the Mississippi River
between Baton Rouge and New Orleans that is home to
over 135 plants and refineries. The resulting images were
exhibited as part of the “Picturing the South”series
at the High Museum. He resumed photographing the
area in 2010 and completed the series in 2012 with an-
other exhibition at the High Museum, “Revisiting the
South,”and the publication of Petrochemical America,
a book pairing Misrach's images with an “ecological
atlas”by architect and Columbia University professor
Kate Orff.*[14]*[10]*[18] Orff's writing and infographic-
style work in the book articulate the complex industrial,
economic, ecological, and historical problems that in-
evitably gave rise to the places featured in Misrach's pho-
tographs.*[19]

170.6 On the Beach and On the
Beach 2.0

In January 2002, following an exploratory trip in Novem-
ber 2001, Misrach started his On the Beach project, con-
sisting of serial photographs taken from the same building
overlooking a beach in Hawaii. The project's title refers
to the Cold War-era Nevil Shute book and subsequent
1959 sci-fi movie, On the Beach, in which a nuclear disas-
ter goes unnoticed by a group of happy beach-goers who
suddenly find themselves the only survivors. According
to Smithsonian magazine, the series was “deeply influ-

enced by the events of September 11, 2001;" the aerial
perspectives of figures suspended in the ocean or on the
beach reminded Misrach of news photographs of people
falling from the twin towers.*[20]
The resulting photographs were very large: Smithsonian
reports that“the largest measure six by ten feet and are
so detailed you can read the headlines on a beachgoer's
newspaper.”The beach images“seem much more beau-
tiful, almost in a way more soft than some of his other
work,”writes Sarah Greenough, photography curator at
the National Gallery of Art:“After you look at them for
a while, though, they are hardly soft at all. There really
is something very ominous going on.”Misrach also cap-
tured people in action – a man tossing a woman through
the air or someone doing a headstand in the water – which
was especially noteworthy given the time-consuming and
cumbersome view camera used. The photographer has
said that the work is of a piece with his usual focus on
humanity and the environment, but “it is much more
about our relationship to the bigger, sublime picture of
things.”*[20]
Misrach completed the series in 2005 and went on to pub-
lish a large-format book called On the Beach in 2007,
voted by Photo District News readers as one of the most
influential books of the decade.*[21]
Returning to the same beach while on vacation in late
2011 with a new digital camera, he began working at
the same location but with a different intent and mood:
the artist says he was becoming“more comfortable with
metaphysical questions,”*[11] and the subjects of his
2011 images appear at play and in harmony with nature.
The title of the series, On the Beach 2.0, alludes to the fact
that the photographs are grounded in their technological
moment in time – as do the individual titles, which refer
to the date and exact minute of each shot.*[22]
Conversely, reviewer Allegra Kirkland points out that
parts of this body of work are the closest Misrach has
come to traditional portraiture since Telegraph 3 AM. The
use of a digital camera and a telephoto lens introduced a
new degree of speed and proximity to the artist's shooting
methods; although faces are often obscured by a towel or
magazine, many of the images in On The Beach 2.0 might
still be considered gestural portraits.*[22]
Kirkland writes:“The [On The Beach 2.0] series is about
waiting and what happens when you do̶the strange,
small, secret moments that compose life…Ten years af-
ter the debut of the original project, Misrach seems to be
affirming that man and nature do not always have to exist
in opposition.”*[22]
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170.7 Reverse photographs and
iPhone images

Recently, as an homage to the end of the analog era, Mis-
rach has created a number of reverse images, essentially
presenting large prints in their negative form:“The colors
are reversed when output as pigment prints, making the
photographs chromatic negatives…With his new work,
Misrach appears determined to renew that sense of unfa-
miliarity̶to revive the idea that color is unreliable, arti-
ficial.”(Art in America)*[2]
While making enormous large-scale prints, Misrach has
also been experimenting with the relatively miniature,
contemporary medium of cell phone photography; an ex-
hibit of this work was shown in 2011, consisting entirely
of small-scale color prints taken with an iPhone camera.
Misrach“continues his examination of man s̓ interaction
with land and seascapes in these intimate and experimen-
tal images, [wherein] the artist revisits Bombay Beach,
California, a flood zone where he [photographed] found
objects and detritus – evidence of man s̓ presence in the
landscape. These compositions were also manipulated:
positive becomes negative and objects are transformed
in a reversed color spectrum.”*[23]

170.8 Border Cantos

Misrach's Border Cantos series comprises photographs
of the border between the U.S. and Mexico taken since
2004, and most extensively since 2009.*[24] In 2012 he
began a collaboration with composer Guillermo Galindo,
who manufactures playable instruments from objects
found along the border. Misrach and Galindo have re-
covered artifacts from the border zone including water
bottles, clothing, back-packs, Border Patrol“drag”tires,
spent shotgun shells, ladders, and sections of the border
wall itself, all of which have been transformed by Galindo
into instrumental sculptures. The pair's collaborative
project will be featured in a museum exhibit in 2016
which will tour the United States through 2018.*[25]

170.9 Selected grants, awards, and
commissions

Misrach's book Desert Cantos received the 1988 Infin-
ity Award from the International Center for Photogra-
phy, and his Bravo 20: The Bombing of the American
West, co-authored with Myriam Weisang Misrach, was
awarded the 1991 PEN Center West Award for a nonfic-
tion book.*[8] His Katrina monographDestroy ThisMem-
ory won Best Photobook of the Year 2011 at PhotoEs-
paña.*[16]
He has received numerous awards including four National

Endowment for the Arts Fellowships, a Guggenheim Fel-
lowship, an International Center of Photography Infin-
ity Award for a Publication, and the Distinguished Ca-
reer in Photography Award from the Los Angeles Cen-
ter for Photographic Studies. In 2002 he was given the
Kulturpreis for Lifetime Achievement in Photography by
the German Society for Photography, and in 2008 he re-
ceived the Lucie Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Fine Art Photography.*[14]
In 2010, Apple licensed Misrach's 2004 image Pyramid
Lake (at Night) as the inaugural wallpaper for the first
iPad.*[26] The opening credits of the 2014 HBO series
True Detective featured a montage of images from Mis-
rach's Petrochemical America.*[27]

170.10 Publications

Misrach's work has been included in more than twenty
books to date. His monographs are listed below in
chronological order of publication:

• Telegraph 3 A.M.: The Street People of Telegraph
Avenue, Berkeley, Cornucopia Press, Berkeley, CA,
1974

• (untitled photographic book), Grapestake Gallery,
San Francisco, CA, 1979

• Desert Cantos, University of New Mexico Press,
Santa Fe, NM, 1987 (first and second editions)

• Desert Cantos (Japanese edition), Treville Corpora-
tion Ltd., 1987

• Richard Misrach: 1975-1987, Gallery Min, Tokyo.
1988

• Desert Cantos, University of New Mexico Press,
Santa Fe, NM, 1988 (third edition)

• Bravo 20: The Bombing of the American West (with
Myriam Weisang Misrach), Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press, Baltimore, MD, 1990

• Violent Legacies: Three Cantos (with fiction by Su-
san Sontag), Aperture, New York, NY, 1992

• Violent Legacies: Three Cantos (with fiction by Su-
san Sontag), Aperture, New York, NY, 1994 (soft-
cover edition)

• Crimes and Splendors: The Desert Cantos of Richard
Misrach, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX,
1996*[5]

• Cantos del Desierto, Diputacion de Granada,
Granada, Spain, 1999

• The Sky Book, Arena Editions, Santa Fe, NM, 2000
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• Richard Misrach: Golden Gate, Arena Editions,
Santa Fe, NM, 2001

• Pictures of Paintings, Blind Spot/Powerhouse
Books, 2002

• Richard Misrach: Chronologies, Fraenkel Gallery,
San Francisco, CA, 2005

• Richard Misrach: Golden Gate, Aperture, New
York, NY, 2005 (second edition)

• Richard Misrach: On The Beach, Aperture, New
York, NY, 2007

• Destroy This Memory, Aperture, New York, NY,
2010*[17]

• 1991, Blind Spot/Powerhouse Books, 2011

• Petrochemical America (with Kate Orff), Aperture,
New York, NY, 2012*[10]

• Richard Misrach: Golden Gate, Aperture, New
York, NY, 2013 (third edition)

• 11.21.11 5:40pm, Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco,
CA, 2013

• iPhone Studies: Reverse Scrubs, Nazraeli Press (One
Picture Book No. 82), Portland, OR, 2013

• Misrach, Nazraeli Press (Six by Six), Portland, OR,
2014

• Petrochemical America (with Kate Orff), Aperture,
New York, NY, 2014 (paperback edition)

• Assignment No 2 (Michael Nelson with Richard Mis-
rach and Hiroshi Sugimoto), TBW Books, Oakland,
CA, 2014

• The Mysterious Opacity of Other Beings, Aperture,
New York, NY, 2015

170.11 Selected exhibitions

Misrach was part of the influential “Mirrors and Win-
dows”exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art in 1978.
A solo show followed at the Musee dʼArt Moderne,
Beaubourg Center, Paris. He has been part of two
Whitney Biennials, in 1981 and again in 1991. A ma-
jor mid-career survey was organized by the Houston Mu-
seum of Fine Arts in 1996 and toured the United States;
a smaller version appeared in Madrid and Bilbao, Spain.
Beginning in 2007, the exhibit On the Beach traveled
to museums nationwide, including the Art Institute of
Chicago, the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, and the Na-
tional Gallery of Art. In 2012-2013, Misrach s̓“Cancer
Alley”work was on view at the High Museum of Art in
Atlanta and the Cantor Center at Stanford University, and
is part of a traveling exhibition with Kate Orff.

170.12 Collections

Misrachʼs work is included in the collections of most
major museums, including the Centre Pompidou, the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, The Houston Museum of Fine Arts, the
Museum of Modern Art, The National Gallery of Art,
the Art Institute of Chicago and the Whitney Museum of
American Art.*[5]*[14]*[16]

170.13 Selected literature
• New American Photography, Kathleen Gauss, Los

Angeles County Museum of Art, 1985

•“Photographica Deserta: the Desert Cantos of
Richard Misrach,”Gerry Badger, Creative Camera,
1988*[9]

•“Ghastly News from Epic Landscapes,”Max Ko-
zloff, American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Win-
ter/Spring, 1991

•“Ecocide in Marlboro Country,”Mike Davis, New
Left Review, 1993

•“The Dead Zone,”Geoff Dyer, Esquire (UK Edi-
tion), December 1993/January 1994

•“Part I: Cowboys, or Walking into the Picture,”Re-
becca Solnit, Art Issues, September/October (pp.
13–18), 1996

• American Visionaries: Selections from the Whitney
Museum of American Art, The Whitney Museum of
American Art, Harry N. Abrams, 2002

• Visions from America: Photographs from the Whit-
ney Museum of American Art, 1940-2001, The
Whitney Museum of American Art, Prestel, 2002

•“Beauty as a Firebomb in the War on Nature,”Philip
Gefter, the New York Times, February 19, 2006

•“Following the Flames,”David Littlejohn, the Wall
Street Journal, pp. D5, December 20, 2011*[3]
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Chapter 171

Richard Prince

For other people named Richard Prince, see Richard
Prince (disambiguation).

Richard Prince (born 1949)*[1] is an American painter
and photographer. Prince began copying other photog-
rapher's work in 1975. His image, Untitled (Cowboy), a
rephotographing of a photograph taken originally by Sam
Abell and appropriated from a cigarette advertisement,
was the first rephotograph to raise more than $1 million at
auction when it was sold at Christie's New York in 2005.
Starting in 1977, Prince photographed four photographs
which previously appeared in the New York Times. This
process of rephotographing continued into 1983, when
his work Spiritual America featured Garry Gross's photo
of Brooke Shields at the age of ten, standing in a bathtub,
as an allusion to precocious sexuality and to the Alfred
Stieglitz photograph by the same name. His Jokes se-
ries (beginning 1986) concerns the sexual fantasies and
sexual frustrations of middle-class America, using stand-
up comedy and burlesque humor. This photo is now dis-
played in the new Renzo Piano-designed Whitney Mu-
seum of American Art.
After living in New York City for 25 years, Prince moved
to upstate New York. His mini-museum, Second House,
purchased by the Guggenheim Museum, was struck by
lightning and burned down shortly after the museum pur-
chased the House (which Richard had created for him-
self), having only stood for six years, from 2001 to
2007.*[2] In 2008 the painting 'Overseas Nurse' from
2002 fetched a record breaking $8,452,000 at Sotheby's
in London. Prince now lives and works in New York City.

171.1 Early life

Richard Prince was born on August 6, 1949, in the U.S.-
controlled Panama Canal Zone, now part of the Republic
of Panama. During an interview in 2000 with Julie L.
Belcove, he responded to the question of why his parents
were in the Zone, by saying“they worked for the govern-
ment.”When asked further if his father was involved in
the military, Prince responded,“No, he just worked for
the government.”The Wall Street Journal later reported

that Prince's parents worked for the Office of Strategic
Services in the Panama Canal before he was born.*[3]
Prince later lived in the New England city of Braintree,
Massachusetts, a suburb of Boston. In 1973, he moved to
New York*[4] and joined publishing company Time Inc.
His job at the Time Inc. library involved providing the
companyʼs various magazines with tear sheets of arti-
cles.*[5]

171.2 Career

Prince was first interested in the art of the American ab-
stract expressionist Jackson Pollock.“I was very attracted
to the idea of someone who was by themselves, fairly an-
tisocial, kind of a loner, someone who was noncollabora-
tive.”*[6] Prince grew up during the height of Pollock's
career, making his work accessible. The 1956 Time mag-
azine article dubbing Pollock“Jack the Dripper”made
the thought of pursuing art as career possible. After fin-
ishing high school in 1967, Prince set off for Europe at
age 18.
He returned home and attended Nasson College in Maine.
He describes his school as without grades or real struc-
ture. From Maine he was drawn to New York City.
Prince has said that his attraction to New York was insti-
gated by the famous photograph of Franz Kline gazing out
the window of his 14th Street studio. Prince described
the picture as“a man content to be alone, pursuing the
outside world from the sanctum of his studio.”*[7]
Prince's first solo exhibition took place in June 1980 dur-
ing a residency at the CEPA gallery in Buffalo, New
York.*[8] His short book Menthol Pictures was published
as part of the residency.*[9] In 1981 Prince had his
first West Coast solo exhibition at Jancar/Kuhlenschmidt
Gallery in Los Angeles. In 1985, he spent four months
making art in a rented house in Venice, Los Angeles.*[10]
In late 2007, Prince had a retrospective at the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, a comprehensive show hung
in chronological order along the upward spiraling walls.
The show continued onto the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis. Maria Morris Hamburg, the curator of pho-
tography at the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art,
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asserted, “He is absolutely essential to what's going on
today, he figured out before anyone else̶and in a very
precocious manner̶how thoroughly pervasive the media
is. It's not just an aspect of our lives, but the dominant
aspect of our lives.”
Prince has built up a large collection of Beat books and
papers. Prince owns several copies of On the Road
by Jack Kerouac, including one inscribed to Kerouac's
mother, one famously read on The Steve Allen Show, the
original proof copy of the book and an original galley, as
well as the copy owned by Neal Cassady (the Dean Mo-
riarty character in the book), with Cassadyʼs signature
and marginal notes.*[11]
Describing his career and methodology in a 2005 New
York magazine interview, Prince said,“It's about knock-
ing about in the studio and bumping into things.”

171.2.1 Rephotography

Re-photography uses appropriation as its own focus:
artists pull from the works of others and the worlds they
depict to create their own work. Appropriation art be-
came popular in the late 1970s. Other appropriation
artists such as Sherrie Levine, Louise Lawler, Vikky
Alexander, Cindy Sherman, Barbara Kruger and Mike
Bidlo also became prominent in the East Village in the
1980s.
During the early period of his career, Prince worked in
Time magazine's tear sheets department. At the end of
each work day, he would be left with nothing but the torn
out advertising images from the eight or so magazines
owned by Time-Life. On the topic of found photographs,
Prince said, “Oceans without surfers, cowboys without
Marlboros…Even though Iʼm aware of the classicism
of the images. I seem to go after images that I donʼt
quite believe. And, I try to re-present them even more
unbelievably.”*[12]
Prince had very little experience with photography, but
he has said in interviews that all he needed was a subject,
the medium would follow, whether it be paint and brush
or camera and film. He compared his new method of
searching out interesting advertisements to“beachcomb-
ing.”His first series during this time focused on models,
living room furniture, watches, pens, and jewelry. Pop
culture became the focus of his work. Prince described
his experience of appropriation thus:

At first it was pretty reckless. Plagiarizing
someone else s̓ photograph, making a new pic-
ture effortlessly. Making the exposure, look-
ing through the lens and clicking, felt like an
unwelling . . . a whole new history without
the old one. It absolutely destroyed any asso-
ciations I had experienced with putting things
together. And of course the whole thing about
the naturalness of the filmʼs ability to appro-

priate. I always thought it had a lot to do with
having a chip on your shoulder.*[13]

171.3 Patrick Cariou copyright in-
fringement suit

See also: Cariou v. Prince

In December 2008, photographer Patrick Cariou filed
suit against Richard Prince, Gagosian Gallery, Lawrence
Gagosian and Rizzoli International Publications in Fed-
eral district court for copyright infringement in work
shown at Prince's Canal Zone exhibit at the Gagosian
gallery. He wrongfully appropriated 35 photographs
made by Cariou. Several of the pieces were barely
changed by Prince. Prince also made 28 paintings that in-
cluded images from Cariou s̓ Yes Rasta book. The book
featured a series of photographs of Rastafarians that Car-
iou had taken in Jamaica.*[14]
On March 18, 2011, US District Judge Deborah A.
Batts ruled against Prince, Gagosian Gallery, Inc., and
Lawrence Gagosian. The court found that the use by
Prince was not fair use (his primary defence), and Car-
iou's issue of liability for copyright infringement was
granted in its entirety.*[15] The court cited much case
law including the Rogers v. Koons case of 1992.*[15] On
April 25, 2013, the US Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit reversed Judge Batts's ruling, stating that Prince's
use of the photographs in 25 works was transformative
and thus fair use. Five less transformative works were
sent back to the lower court for review.*[16] The case
settled in 2014.*[17]

171.4 Works

171.4.1 Cowboys

Prince's series known as the Cowboys, produced from
1980 to 1992, and ongoing, is his most famous group of
rephotographs. Taken from Marlboro cigarette advertise-
ments of the Marlboro Man, they represent an idealized
figure of American masculinity. The Marlboro Man was
the iconic equivalent of later brands like Ralph Lauren,
which used the polo pony image to identify and associate
its brand.“Every week. I'd see one and be like, Oh that's
mine, Thank you,”Prince stated in an interview.*[18]
Prince's Cowboys displayed men in boots and ten-gallon
hats, with horses, lassos, spurs and all the fixings that
make up the stereotypical image of a cowboy. They were
set in the Western U.S., in arid landscapes with stone out-
crops flanked by cacti and tumbleweeds, with backdrops
of sunsets. The advertisements were staged with the ut-
most attention to detail.
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It has been suggested that his works raise the question of
what is real, what is a real cowboy, and what makes it so.
Prince's photographs of these advertisements attempt to
prompt one to decide how real are media images.
The subjects of Prince's rephotographs are the photos of
others. He is photographing the works of other pho-
tographers, who in the case of the cowboys, had been
hired by Marlboro to create images depicting cowboys.
Prince described his process in a 2003 interview by Steve
Lafreiniere in Artforum. “I had limited technical skills
regarding the camera. Actually I had no skills. I played
the camera. I used a cheap commercial lab to blow up
the pictures. I made editions of two. I never went into a
darkroom.”*[19]

171.4.2 Gangs

Prince's rephotographs led to his series known as the
Gangs, which followed the same technique of appropriat-
ing images from magazines as the Cowboys did, but now
the subjects moved from advertisements and mass media
toward niches in American society. Prince in this series
paid homage to "sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll" in American
niches, seen through magazines. He depicted the bizarre
in subcultures such as the motorcycle-obsessed, hot rod
enthusiasts, surfers, and heavy metal music fans.
These Gangs are recognized in his series Girlfriends,
featuring biker girls. A motorcycle magazine he used
featured photographs of motorcyclists' girlfriends, were
sprawled on their boyfriends' bikes.
Prince's Gangs works are single sheets of white paper
covered with a grouping or“ganging”of 9×12, 35 mm
photographs. Prince did not intend any distinct relation-
ship between the“ganged”photographs. An example can
be seen in such works as his 1984 Velvet Beach, twelve
Ektacolor-printed photographs of massive waves, clearly
from a surf magazine. Another example is his 1986 Live
Free or Die, gathering nine images of loosely dressed
women on motorcycles.

171.4.3 Joke paintings

Prince's first Joke piece came about in 1985, in New
York, when he was living in the back room of the 303
Gallery, located on Park Avenue South. His first Joke was
about psychiatrists, a subject he later worked with often.
Prince described the discovery of the idea for the Jokes
beginning when he posted up a small 11 × 14 inch hand-
written joke on paper. He realized that if he had walked
into a gallery and had seen it hanging from the wall, he
would have been envious. Prince's Jokes come in sev-
eral forms. His first Jokes were hand written, taken from
joke books. His jokes grew into more substantial works as
he began to incorporate them with images, often pairing
jokes with images that had no relevance with one another,

creating an obscure relationship. An example of one of
these peculiar combinations can be seen in his 1991 Good
Revolution, which depicted black and white images of
a male torso in boxing shorts set amongst doodles of a
kitchen stove. These were set above the text “Do you
know what it means to come home at night to a woman
that will give you a little love, a little affection, a little ten-
derness? It means you're in the wrong home, that's what
it means.”In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Prince, like
his contemporaries Lorna Simpson and Barbara Kruger,
played with image and text in a style that was becoming
increasingly popular. Prince put jokes among cartoons,
often from The New Yorker. Prince described his early
discovery of jokes and his sense of humor, as “I never
really started telling, I started telling them over. Back in
1985, in Venice, California, I was drawing my favorite
cartoons in pencil on paper. After this I dropped the il-
lustration or image part of the cartoon and concentrated
on the punch line.”*[20] Prince's jokes were primarily
satirical one-liners, poking fun at topics such as religion,
the relationship between husband and wife, his relations
with women. The jokes are simple, often relying on a
punch line: “I took my wife to a wife-swapping party,
I had to throw in some cash”or “I never had a penny
to my name, so I changed my name.”Prince commonly
repeats his jokes.
Jokes became the complete subject of his prints, set atop
monochromatic backgrounds red, orange, blue, yellow,
etc. These works range in size from 56 × 48 inches as
seen in his 1994 Untitled, to 112 × 203.5 inches, as seen
in his 2000 work Nuts. His early jokes were modestly
sized, but as they caught on he executed larger pieces.
These Monochromatic Jokes question the importance of
the unique, in high art. What is it that set these jokes apart
from one another, the background color, the color of the
text, the jokes themselves? Compared to other Appropri-
ation Artists working in the same time period, Prince has
a distinct quality between works and series. Works are
distinguishable from one another or identifiable as a par-
ticular artist, but with Prince's Monochromatic Jokes, we
are presented with yellow text upon a blue background as
in his 1989 Are You Kidding? Differing from Jeff Koons,
for example, are not only technique and style, but also
the significance given to making the artwork identifiable.
In 1988 Koons was working with porcelain sculptures
like his Michael Jackson and Bubbles and Pink Panther.
These are two works produced in this year that are distin-
guishable. In the same year, 1988, are Prince's Fireman
and the Drunk and his Untitled (Joke), which raise the se-
rious question of what sets these two works apart.
In a 2000 interview with Julie L. Belcove, Prince called
the Joke paintings“what I wanted to become known for.”
When asked to identify the artistic genre of his Jokes,
Prince responded,“the Joke paintings are abstract. Es-
pecially in Europe, if you can't speak English.”*[19]
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171.4.4 Celebrities

Celebrities is a series that plays with the American
obsession with movie stars. Following Warhol's lead,
Prince would search out actors' headshots, promotional
photographs which frequently lack copyright protection.
Prince signed them himself, using the actor's name.

171.4.5 Car Hoods

Car Hoods is a series that works off of the early Gangs
series. It featured images from car enthusiast magazines,
as well as Prince's own interest with automobiles. Prince
ordered classic vehicle car hoods. He then used the hoods
to cast molds, which he washed in different colors.

171.4.6 Check Paintings

The Check Paintings series is like the Celebrities. It
was made possible by Prince's own interest in collecting.
Prince began to seek out canceled checks from famous
figures in history ranging from Jack Kerouac to Andy
Warhol. He put these checks onto paint-covered canvases
and often paired them with images of the individual they
once belonged to.

171.4.7 Nurse Paintings

The Nurse Paintings are a series inspired by the cov-
ers and titles of inexpensive novels that were commonly
sold at newspaper stands and delis (pulp romance nov-
els). Prince scanned the covers of the books on his
computer and used inkjet printing to transfer the im-
ages to canvas, and then personalized the pieces with
acrylic paint. They debuted in 2003 at Barbara Glad-
stone Galleries, who along with Larry Gagosian, repre-
sents Prince.*[21] They received mixed responses, not all
selling at the asking prices of $50,000 to $60,000. Titles
include Surfer Nurse, Naughty Nurse, Millionaire Nurse,
and Dude Ranch Nurse, the books from which they were
copied. Prince said,“The problem with art is, it's not like
the game of golf, where you put the ball in the hole or you
don't put the ball in the hole. There's no umpire. There's
no judge. There are no rules. It's one of the problems,
but it's also one of the great things about art: it becomes
a question of what lasts.”The Sonic Youth album Sonic
Nurse used Nurse paintings, and included a song called
“Dude Ranch Nurse”.

Richard Prince used the technique of modern rephotogra-
phy and some think this series is notable for the technique
of layering digital and analog media: the application of an
analog medium (acrylic) to a digitized print (ink jet) of
a digitized image (scan) of an analog print (book cover)
of an analog artwork (original art portrayed on the book
cover).

In the series of paintings, the nurses all wear caps and
their mouths are covered by surgical masks, although
in some of the paintings the red lips bleed through the
masks. The final presentations preserve the title and nurse
image from each of the book covers, though almost all
else is obscured. Titles include A Nurse Involved; Aloha
Nurse; Bachelor Nurse; Danger Nurse at Work; Debutant
Nurse; and Doctor's Nurse.

171.4.8 Later works

Prince's series of paintings from 2007 on appear to be
a throwback to more traditional genres of figurative art,
and a departure from the pulpy and kitchy content of the
Nurse and Jokes series. They are pornographic ink-jet
prints overlaid with acrylic paint in a style trying to im-
itate Willem de Kooning. Prince makes the most direct
treatment to the faces, hands and feet, which are bulged
and distorted. These works lack the obvious linguistic
re-contextualizing of the Jokes series, opting instead for
a purely visual idiom.
In 2007, Prince collaborated with the fashion designer
Marc Jacobs on his Spring 2008 collection for the French
label Louis Vuitton.*[22] The collection was inspired in
part by Prince's Nurse Paintings. In an interview for
style.com Jacobs stated that after he asked Prince to col-
laborate with him for Louis Vuitton, Prince started to
look to cheap paperbacks that were set in exotic cities
“after dark.”As Marc Jacobs put it, "[Prince] asked me,

what about Louis Vuitton after dark?"
An untitled work consists of the body of a 1970 Dodge
Challenger and high-performance parts such as a 660 hp
Hemi engine, custom interior, black wheel wells, 14-inch
tires in the front and 16 inch in the back, a pale orange
paint job with a flat black T/A hood, as well as various
decals and emblems. Another car sculpture, called Amer-
ican Prayer, is a 1968 Dodge Charger that has been com-
pletely emptied of any engine parts and interiors and is
stripped of any paint and then powder coated. In place of
the engine block there is a cement block.*[2]
In Untitled (Covering Pollock), a series of 27 works made
between 2009 and 2011, Prince printed black-and-white
photos of Jackson Pollock taken by Hans Namuth on can-
vas and pasted grids of photographs showing Sid Vicious,
Kate Moss, Stephanie Seymour and pornographic im-
agery on top. Prince adds his own Pollock-style gestures
in paint around the grids.*[23]
In 2014, Prince continued his appropriation theme with
an exhibit of 38 portraits at the Gagosian gallery in New
York City, entitled “New Portraits.”Each image was
taken from his Instagram feed and included topless im-
ages of models, artists, and celebrities. Underneath the
images, Prince provided comments like,“Don't du any-
thing. Just B Urself © ®", with the copyright and reg-
istered trademark symbols likely being references to his
interests in authorship.*[24]*[25] “Possible cogent re-
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sponses to the show include naughty delight and sheer ab-
horrence”, wrote art critic Peter Schjeldahl in The New
Yorker.“My own was something like a wish to be dead.”
*[26] As with previous appropriated Prince works, the
Instagram prints draw attention to the intersection of art
and copyright infringement; Prince has been challenged
in courts but has so far won his cases. Some of the unwill-
ing subjects of his art, notably members of SuicideGirls,
have started selling their own derivative works based on
Prince derivative works of their original works.*[27]*[28]
In 2015, Prince would repeat his exhibit from Gagosian
with a new exhibit for the Frieze Art Fair in NYC.
However, Prince would end up making headlines due
to selling the portraits for profit--at the fair, Prince sold
enlargements of his Instagram feed and comments for
$90,000.*[29]*[30]

171.5 Exhibitions

Since his first solo exhibition, at Artists Space in New
York in 1980,*[31] Prince's has been the subject of ma-
jor survey exhibitions, including the Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York (1992); San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art (1993); Museum Boijmans van Beunin-
gen, Rotterdam (1993); Museum für Gegenwartskunst,
Basel (2001, traveled to Kunsthalle Zürich and Kunst-
museum Wolfsburg); Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
(2007, traveled to the Walker Art Center, Minneapo-
lis, 2008); and Serpentine Gallery, London (2008).*[32]
“Richard Prince: American Prayer,”an exhibition of

American literature and ephemera from the artist s̓ col-
lection,*[3] was on view at the Bibliothèque nationale de
France, Paris in 2011.*[33] Prince's work has also ap-
peared numerous group exhibitions, including in Bienal
de São Paulo (1983), Whitney Biennial (1985, 1987,
1997, and 2004), Biennale of Sydney (1986), Venice Bi-
ennale (1988 and 2007), and documenta 9 (1992),

171.6 Personal life

Prince lives with his second wife, the artist Noel Grun-
waldt, and their two children.*[5] In 1996, he relocated
himself and his family to a farmhouse on 88 acres of land
in the foothills of the Catskill Mountains.*[5] Since 1981,
Prince has been a part-time resident of Southampton Vil-
lage.*[5]*[34] In 2009, he spent $11.5 million on town-
house at 57 East 78th Street in New York City.*[35]
In 2012, he reportedly bought the neighbouring five-
bedroom brownstone at 55 East 78th Street for $13.75
million.*[36]
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Chapter 172

Robert Adams (photographer)

For other persons named Robert Adams, see Robert
Adams (disambiguation).

Robert Adams (born May 8, 1937) is an American
photographer who has focused on the changing landscape
of the American West.*[1]*[2] His work first came to
prominence in the mid-1970s*[1] through the book The
New West (1974) and the exhibition New Topographics:
Photographs of a Man-Altered Landscape (1975).*[1] He
twice received a Guggenheim Fellowship, a MacArthur
Fellowship and won the Deutsche Börse Photography
Prize and Hasselblad Award.

172.1 Early life and career

Robert Hickman Adams, son of Lois Hickman Adams
and Ross Adams, was born on May 8, 1937 in Orange,
New Jersey.*[1] In 1940 they moved to Madison, New
Jersey where his younger sister Carolyn was born. Then
in 1947 he moved to Madison, Wisconsin for five years,
where he contracted polio at age 12 in 1949 in his back,
left arm, and hand but was able to recover. Moving one
last time in 1952 his family moved to Wheat Ridge, Col-
orado,*[1] a suburb of Denver, when his father secured a
job in Denver. His family moved to Colorado partly be-
cause of the chronic bronchial problems that he suffered
from in Madison, New Jersey around age 5 as an attempt
to help alleviate those problems. He continued to suffer
from asthma and allergy problems.*[3]*[4]
During his childhood, Adams often accompanied his fa-
ther on walks and hikes through the woods*[1] on Sun-
day afternoons. He also enjoyed playing baseball in open
fields and working with his father on carpentry projects.
He was an active Boy Scout,*[1] and was also active with
the Methodist church that his family attended. He and his
father made several raft trips through Dinosaur National
Monument, and during his adolescent years he worked
at boys' camps at Rocky Mountain National Park in Col-
orado. He also took trips on pack horses and went moun-
tain climbing. He and his sister began visiting the Denver
Art Museum. Adams also learned to like reading and it
soon became an enjoyment for him. In 1955, he hunted

for the last time.*[3]
Adams enrolled in the University of Colorado, Boulder in
1955, and attended it for his freshman year, but decided
to transfer the next year to the University of Redlands
in California where he received his B.A. in English from
Redlands in 1959. He continued his graduate studies at
the University of Southern California and he received his
Ph.D. in English in 1965.*[3]
In 1960 while at Redlands, he met and married Kerstin
Mornestam, Swedish native, who shared the same interest
in the arts and nature. Robert and Kerstin spent their first
few summers together in Oregon along the coast, where
they took long walks on the beach and spent their evenings
reading.*[3]

172.2 Work

In 1962 they moved back to Colorado, and Adams be-
gan teaching English at Colorado College in Colorado
Springs. In 1963, Adams bought a 35mm reflex cam-
era and began to take pictures mostly of nature and ar-
chitecture. He soon read complete sets of Camera Work
and Aperture at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center.
He learned photographic technique from Myron Wood,
a professional photographer who lived in Colorado.*[3]
While finishing his dissertation, he began to photograph
in 1964.*[5] In 1966, he began to teach only part-time in
order to have more time to photograph.*[3] He met John
Szarkowski, then curator of photography at the Museum
of Modern Art, on a trip to New York City in 1969. The
museum later bought four of his prints.*[3] In 1970, he
began working as a full-time photographer.*[5]
Critic Sean O'Hagan, writing in The Guardian, said“his
subject has been the American west: its vastness, its
sparse beauty and its ecological fragility. [. . .] What he
has photographed constantly – in varying shades of grey
– is what has been lost and what remains”and that“his
work's other great subtext”is silence.*[1]
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172.3 Exhibitions
• 1975: New Topographics: Photographs of a Man-

Altered Landscape, International Museum of Pho-
tography, George Eastman House, Rochester, New
York, January 1975. Curated by William Jenk-
ins. Included work by Adams, Lewis Baltz, Joe
Deal, Frank Gohlke, Nicholas Nixon, John Schott,
Stephen Shore and Henry Wessel, Jr..*[6]

• 1989: The Philadelphia Museum of Art. Mid-
career retrospective.*[3]

• 2005–2006: Turning Back, Haus der Kunst, Mu-
nich, 2005; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
San Francisco, 2005; Matthew Marks Gallery, New
York, 2006; Center for Creative Photography, Tuc-
son.*[7]

• 2008, Rencontres d'Arles festival, Arles,
France.*[3]

• 2011: Landscape with Path, High Line Park, New
York.*[8]

• 2010–2014: The Place We Live. Retrospec-
tive. Vancouver Art Gallery, British Columbia,
2010–2011; Denver Art Museum, 2011–2012;
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 2012; Yale
University Art Gallery, New Haven, Connecti-
cut, 2012;*[3]*[9] Museo Nacional Centro de Arte
Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2013; Josef Albers Mu-
seum Quadrat, Bottrop, Germany, 2013; Galerie
nationale du Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2014;*[10]
Fotomuseum Winterthur, Switzerland, 2014.

172.4 Collections

The work of Adams is held in the following public col-
lections:

• Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR.*[11]

• Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, WI.*[12]

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New
York.*[13]

• Museum of Modern Art, New York.*[14]

• The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.*[15]

• Denver Art Museum, Denver.*[16]

• Amon Carter Museum, Fort Worth, TX.*[17]

• Middlebury College Museum of Art, Middlebury,
VT.*[18]

• Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, CT.*[19]

• National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.*[20]

172.5 Awards

• 1973: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[21]

• 1973: Photographer s̓ Fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts.*[22]

• 1978: Photographer s̓ Fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts.*[22]

• 1980: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[3]

• 1982: Peer Award from The Friends of Photogra-
phy, San Francisco.*[22]

• 1987: Charles Pratt Memorial Award.*[23]

• 1994: MacArthur Fellowship from the MacArthur
Foundation.*[24]

• 1995: Spectrum International Prize for Photography
from the Foundation of Lower Saxony.*[25]

• 2006: Deutsche Börse Photography Prize.*[26]

• 2009: Hasselblad Award.*[27]

172.6 Famous photographs

Adams' On Signal Hill, Overlooking Long Beach, 1983, gelatin-
silver print, 9 x 11 inches

• East from Flagstaff Mountain, 1975

• Burning Oil Sludge North of Denver, 1973

172.7 Books

• White Churches of the Plains, Colorado Associated
University Press, Boulder, CO (1970).
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• The Architecture and Art of Early Hispanic Col-
orado, Colorado Associated University Press, Boul-
der, CO (1974).

• The New West: Landscapes Along the Colorado
Front Range, Colorado Associated University Press,
Boulder, CO (1974).

• Denver: A Photographic Survey of the Metropolitan
Area, Colorado Associated University Press, Boul-
der, CO (1977).

• Prairie, Denver Art Museum, CO (1978).

• From the Missouri West, Aperture, Millerton, N.Y.
(1980).

• Beauty in Photography: Essays in Defense of Tradi-
tional Values, Aperture, Millerton, NY (1981).

• Summer Nights, Walking, Aperture, Millerton, NY;
Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, CT
(1982).

• Our Lives and Our Children: Photographs Taken
Near the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant, Aper-
ture, Millerton, NY (1984).

• Summer Nights, Aperture, NY (1985).

• Los Angeles Spring, Aperture, NY (1986).

• Perfect Times, Perfect Places, Aperture, NY (1988).

• To Make It Home: Photographs of the American
West, Aperture, NY (1989).

• Cottonwoods, Smithsonian Institution Press, Wash-
ington D.C. (1995).

• Listening to the River: Seasons in the American West,
Aperture, NY (1994).

• Why People Photograph: Selected Essays and Re-
views by Robert Adams, Aperture, NY (1994; 2004).
ISBN 978-0-89381-603-2.

• West from the Columbia: Views at the River Mouth,
Aperture, NY (1995).

• Beauty in Photography, Aperture, NY (1996).

• What We Bought: The New World, Scenes from
the Denver Metropolitan Area, 1970-1974, Stiftung
Niedersachsen, Hannover, Germany (1995). 2nd
edition, Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven,
CT (2009).

• Eden, Roth Horowitz, NY (1999).

• I Hear the Leaves and Love the Light, Nazraeli, Tuc-
son, AZ (1999).

• Notes for Friends: Along Colorado Roads,
University Press of Colorado, Boulder (1999).

• California: Views by Robert Adams of the Los
Angeles Basin 1978-1983, Fraenkel Gallery, San
Francisco, and Matthew Marks Gallery, New York
(2000).

• Boddhisattva: A Gandharan Face, Nazraeli, Tuc-
son, AZ (2001).

• Alders, Nazraeli Press, Tucson, AZ (2002).

• Sunlight, Solitude, Democracy, Home, Douglas F.
Cooley Memorial Art Gallery / Reed College., Port-
land, OR (2002).

• Commercial Residential, Roth Horowitz, NY
(2003).

• No Small Journeys: Across Shopping Center Parking
Lots, Down City Streets, 1979-1982, Matthew Marks
Gallery, NY (2003).

• Pine Valley, Nazraeli, Tucson, AZ (2005).

• A Portrait in Landscapes, Nazraeli, Tucson, AZ
(2005).

• Turning Back: A Photographic Journal of Re-
exploration, Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco, and
Matthew Marks Gallery, New York (2005).

• Along Some Rivers: Photographs and Conversation,
Aperture, NY (2006).

• Interiors 1973-1974, Nazraeli, Tucson, AZ (2006).

• Still Lives at Manzanita, Nazraeli, Tucson, AZ
(2006).

• Questions for an Overcast Day, Matthew Marks
Gallery, New York, and Fraenkel Gallery, San Fran-
cisco (2007).

• Time Passes, Foundation Cartier pour l'Art Contem-
porain, Paris (2007).

• Close at Hand, Lodima Press, Revere, PA (2008).

• Denver: A Photographic Survey of the Metropolitan
Area, 1970-1974, Rev. edition, Yale University Art
Gallery, New Haven, CT (2009).

• Summer Nights, Walking: Along the Colorado Front
Range, 1976-1982, Aperture, New York, and Yale
University Art Gallery, New Haven, CT (2009).

• Tree Line: Hasselblad Award 2009, Hasselblad
Foundation, Göteborg, Sweden, and Steidl, Göttin-
gen, Germany, (2010).

• Gone? Colorado in the 1980s, Steidl, Göttingen,
Germany (2010).

• What Can We Believe Where? Photographs of the
American West, Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven, CT (2010).
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• The Place We Live, a Retrospective Selection of Pho-
tographs, 1964-2009, Yale University Art Gallery,
New Haven, CT (2010).

• Sea Stories, Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven, CT (2011).

• This Day: Photographs from Twenty-Five Years,
The Northwest Coast, Yale University Art Gallery,
New Haven, CT (2011).

• Light Balances & ON Any Given Day in Spring,
Matthew Marks Gallery, New York; Fraenkel
Gallery, San Francisco (2012).

• Prairie, Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven,
CT (2012).

• Skogen, Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven,
CT (2012).

• The Question of Hope: Photographs in Western
Oregon. Portland, OR: Nazraeli, 2013. ISBN
9781590053829. The colophon says “Published
on the occasion of the exhibition “The Question
of Hope: Robert Adams in Western Oregon,”or-
ganized by the Portland Art Museum, September 7,
2013-January 5, 2014”. Essay by Julia Dolan.
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Robert Adamson (photographer)

Robert Adamson.

Robert Adamson (26 April 1821 – 14 January 1848)
was a Scottish chemist and pioneer photographer at Hill
& Adamson. He is best known for his pioneering pho-
tographic work with David Octavius Hill and producing
some 2500 calotypes, mostly portraits, within 5 years af-
ter being hired by Hill in 1843, before his life was cut
short.

173.1 Early years

Adamson was born in St Andrews, one of ten children,
and grew up in Burnside, the son of Alexander Adam-
son, a Fife farmer and his wife, Rachael Melville.*[1] He
was educated at Madras School in St Andrews where he
showed exceptional talents in mathematics and mechan-
ics, twice winning the prize for mathematics. He became
employed at an engineering shop from a young age,*[2]
and apprenticed as a millwright for several months.*[3]

Rock House.

173.2 Career

Adamson was keen on becoming an engineer, but spouts
of ill health led to him pursuing photography.*[4] He was
taught calotype by his brother, John, and by the physicist
David Brewster of the University of St Andrews in the
late 1830s.*[2] As early as April 1839, Adamson's tal-
ents were recognized, and Fox Talbot, the inventor of the
calotype, would call his pictures“Rembrandtish”.*[5]
Adamson's brother John, a general practitioner, lecturer,
and curator of the University Museum, produced the first
calotype in Scotland in 1841.*[1]
The young chemist,*[6] Adamson, established his pho-
tographic studio at Rock House, Calton Hill Stairs in
Edinburgh, on 10 May 1843.*[7] In June, Brewster rec-
ommended Adamson to David Octavius Hill (1802–
1870), a painter of romantic Scottish landscapes, who
hired him;*[5] and they were commissioned in 1843 to
make a group portrait of the 470 clergymen who founded
the Free Church of Scotland. Hill had desired to make
photographic portraits of the founders purely as reference
material.*[8] This painting, however, would not be com-
pleted until 1866, long after his death.*[9]
The first studio specialising in calotypes in Edin-
burgh,*[1] Adamson's studio practice was said to have
been “confidential to the point of secrecy”.*[10] Hill
required calotypes from which he would paint. Dis-
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'His Faither's Breeks', a Newhaven boy, by Robert Adamson
and David Octavius Hill, 1843–1847; from the collection of the
National Galleries of Scotland.

tinguished persons from many fields came to be pho-
tographed by the partners and within a few years they
had taken the art scene by storm in Scotland.*[5] To-
gether they made around 2500 portraits,*[11]*[12] some
say 3000 or more,*[2] and numerous views of Edinburgh
between 1843 and 1848, exhibiting in 1844, 1845 and
1846.*[12] Their prints were sold at the Princes Street
gallery of Alexander Hill. After Hill and Adamson de-
cided to publish their work, they purchased a specialised
camera in 1844, but their plans to produce albums, paid
by subscription, did not gain traction.*[3]
Their depictions, in soft reddish-brown or sepia,*[13] in-
cluded local and Fife landscapes and urban scenes, in-
cluding images of the Scott Monument, under construc-
tion in Edinburgh. They produced several groundbreak-
ing“action”photographs of soldiers and – perhaps their
most famous photograph – two priests walking side by
side. Their depictions of groups and children were unri-
valed.*[3] As well as the great and the good, they pho-
tographed ordinary working folk, particularly the fisher-
men of Newhaven and their wives. Their social documen-
tary series on Newhaven fishing families, which depicted
living conditions and community relationships, was to be
the most notable work of the partnership.*[14]
By mid-1847, the studio stopped production due to the
failing health of Adamson. Thinking to recuperate amidst
his family, Adamson returned to St. Andrews. He died
unmarried on 14 January 1848, at the age of 26.*[3]

Graham Fyvie, Robert Cadell and Robert Cunningham Graham
Spiers, by Robert Adamson.

In 1851, the works of Hill & Adamson's appeared at
The Great Exhibition.*[3] Hill returned to painting, but
it wasn't until 1872 that their work was rediscovered. In
1905, 1912, and 1914, some of their works appeared in
Camera Work. There were also several New York City
exhibits at Alfred Stieglitz's 291 Art Gallery and at the
National Arts Club.*[13]

173.3 Partial works
• Miss Justine Munro

• Miss Grizzel Baillie, Scotland

• Mrs. Barbara (Johnstone) Flucker Opening Oysters

• Bringing in the catch

• Officer of the 92nd Gordon Highlanders Reading to
the Troops, Edinburgh Castle

• The Fairy Tree at Colinton

• The Gowan

• The Minnow Pool

• The Rev. Dr. Jabez Bunting, Scotland

• Dumbarton Presbytery

• Willie Liston Redding the Line
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Chapter 174

Robert Capa

Robert Capa (born Endre Friedmann;*[1] October 22,
1913 – May 25, 1954) was a Hungarian war photogra-
pher, photo journalist and also the companion and pro-
fessional partner of photographer Gerda Taró. He cov-
ered five wars: the Spanish Civil War, the Second Sino-
Japanese War, World War II across Europe, the 1948
Arab-Israeli War, and the First Indochina War. He doc-
umented the course of World War II in London, North
Africa, Italy, the Battle of Normandy on Omaha Beach
and the liberation of Paris.
In 1947, Capa co-founded Magnum Photos in Paris with
David“Chim”Seymour, Henri Cartier-Bresson, George
Rodger and William Vandivert. The organization was the
first cooperative agency for worldwide freelance photog-
raphers.

174.1 Career

He was born Endre Friedmann to the Jewish family of
Júlia (née Berkovits) and Dezső Friedmann in Budapest,
Austria-Hungary October 22, 1913. His mother, Julianna
Henrietta Berkovits was a native of Nagy Kapos (now
Velke Kapusany, Slovakia) and Dezső Friedmann came
from the Transylvanian village of Csucsa (now Ciucea,
Romania). Deciding that there was little future under the
regime in Hungary after World War I, he left home at 18.
Capa originally wanted to be a writer; however, he found
work in photography in Berlin and grew to love the art.
In 1933, he moved from Germany to France because of
the rise of Nazism, and persecution of Jewish journal-
ists and photographers, but found it difficult to find work
as a freelance journalist. He had to conceal his Jewish
name (Friedmann), and adopted the name“Robert Capa”
around this time. Cápa (“shark”) was his nickname
in school and he felt that it would be recognizable and
American-sounding, since it was similar to that of film
director Frank Capra. He found it easier to sell his pho-
tos under the newly adopted“American"-sounding name.
Over a period of time, he gradually assumed the persona
of Robert Capa (with the help of his girlfriend Gerda
Taro, who acted as an intermediary with those who pur-
chased the photos taken by the“great American photog-

rapher, Robert Capa”). Capa's first published photograph
was of Leon Trotsky making a speech in Copenhagen on
“The Meaning of the Russian Revolution”in 1932.*[2]

174.1.1 Spanish Civil War and Chinese re-
sistance to Japan

From 1936 to 1939, Capa worked in Spain, photograph-
ing the Spanish Civil War, along with Gerda Taro, his
companion and professional photography partner, and
David Seymour.*[3] In 1938, he traveled to the Chinese
city of Hankow, now called Wuhan, to document the re-
sistance to the Japanese invasion.*[4]
In 1936, Capa became known across the globe for the
“Falling Soldier”photo long thought to have been taken

in Cerro Muriano on the Cordoba Front. It was thought to
be of a Workers' Party of Marxist Unification (POUM)
militiaman*[2] who had just been shot and was falling
to his death, and was long considered an iconic image
of the war. Scholars have debated the authenticity of
this photograph. A Spanish historian later identified the
dead soldier as Federico Borrell García, from Alcoi (Al-
icante), but this identification has been disputed.*[5] On
3 February 2013 an investigative documentary broadcast
by Japan's NHK*[6] reported research carried out by Ko-
taro Sawaki*[7] claiming that Gerda Taro should be ac-
knowledged as the real photographer. The photo was
published shortly after her death. Making use of com-
puter analysis of this and other photographs taken at the
time, Sawaki claimed to have identified the precise lo-
cation and that the soldier merely lost his footing on the
rough slope during a practice charge made (with Mauser
rifles clearly not ready to fire) before any fighting took
place in the area. However, a recording of Capa describ-
ing precisely how he took the photograph was released by
Magnum and can be heard in a radio interview.*[8]

174.1.2 World War II

At the start of World War II, Capa was in New York City,
having moved there from Paris to look for work, and to
escape Nazi persecution. During the war, Capa was sent
to various parts of the European Theatre on photography
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assignments. He first photographed for Collier's Weekly,
before switching to Life after he was fired by Collier's. He
was the only "enemy alien" photographer for the Allies.

174.1.3 The photo of Sperlinga, an icon in
the world of the U.S. Allied land-
ing in Europe

During July and August 1943 Capa was in Sicily with
American troops, near Sperlinga, Nicosia and Troina.
The Francais were advancing toward Troina, a strategi-
cally located town which controlled the road to Messina
(Sicily's main port to the Italian mainland). The town was
heavily defended by the Germans Nazis, in an attempt
to evacuate all German troops. Robert Capa's pictures
show the Sicilian population's sufferings under German
bombing and their happiness when American soldiers ar-
rive. One notable photograph from this period shows a
Sicilian peasant indicating the direction in which German
troops had gone, very near the Castle of Sperlinga, in the
district of Contrada Capostrà of the medieval Sperlinga
village. The picture of Sperlinga, a few weeks later, be-
came very popular, not only in the US but around all the
world, as a symbol of the Allied US Army landings in
Sicily and the liberation of Italy from the Nazis.*[9]
On 7 October 1943 Robert Capa was in Naples with Life
reporter Will Lang Jr., and there he photographed the
Naples post office bombing.*[10]

174.1.4 Omaha beach

Main article: The Magnificent Eleven

Probably his most famous images, The Magnificent
Eleven, are a group of photos of D-Day. Taking part
in the Allied invasion, Capa was with the first wave of
American troops on Omaha Beach. The men storming
Omaha Beach faced some of the heaviest resistance from
German troops inside the bunkers of the Atlantikwall.
While under constant fire, Capa took 106 pictures, all
but eleven were destroyed in a photo lab accident back
in London.*[11]

174.1.5 Russia and Israel

In 1947 Capa traveled to the Soviet Union with his friend,
the American writer John Steinbeck. He took photos in
Moscow, Kiev, Tbilisi, Batumi and among the ruins of
Stalingrad. Steinbeck's account of their journey, A Rus-
sian Journal, (1948) was illustrated with Capa's photos.
In 1947, Capa founded the cooperative venture Magnum
Photos in Paris with Henri Cartier-Bresson, William
Vandivert, David Seymour, and George Rodger. It was
a cooperative agency to manage work for and by free-

lance photographers, and developed a reputation for the
excellence of its photo-journalists. In 1952, he became
the president.
Capa toured Israel after its founding. While there, he
took the numerous photographs that accompanied Irwin
Shaw's book, Report on Israel.

174.1.6 First Indochina War and death

In the early 1950s, Capa traveled to Japan for an exhibi-
tion associated with Magnum Photos. While there, Life
magazine asked him to go on assignment to Southeast
Asia, where the French had been fighting for eight years
in the First Indochina War.
Although a few years earlier he had said he was finished
with war, Capa accepted and accompanied a French reg-
iment with two Time-Life journalists, John Mecklin and
Jim Lucas. On May 25, 1954 at 2:55 p.m., the regiment
was passing through a dangerous area under fire when
Capa decided to leave his Jeep and go up the road to pho-
tograph the advance. About five minutes later, Meck-
lin and Lucas heard an explosion; Capa had stepped on a
landmine. When they arrived on the scene, he was alive
but his left leg had been blown to pieces, and he had a se-
rious wound in his chest. Mecklin called for a medic and
Capa was taken to a small field hospital, where he was
pronounced dead on arrival.
He is buried in plot #189 at Amawalk Hill Cemetery
(also called Friends Cemetery), Amawalk, Westchester
County, New York along with his mother, Julia, and his
brother, Cornell Capa.

174.2 Personal life

Capa was born into a Jewish family in Budapest,*[12]
where his parents were tailors. At the age of 18, Capa
moved to Vienna, later relocated to Prague, and finally
settled in Berlin: all cities that were centers of artistic
and cultural ferment in this period. He started studies in
journalism at the German Political College, but the Nazi
Party instituted restrictions on Jews and prohibited them
from colleges. Capa relocated to Paris, where he adopted
the nameʼRobert Capaʼin 1934. At that time, he had
already been a hobby-photographer.
In 1934 “André Friedman”, as he still called himself
then, met Gerda Pohorylle, a German Jewish refugee.
The couple lived in Paris where André taught Gerda pho-
tography. Together they created the name and image
of“Robert Capa”as a famous American photographer.
Gerda took the name Gerda Taro and became success-
ful in her own right. She travelled with Capa to Spain in
1936 intending to document the Spanish Civil War. In
July 1937, Capa traveled briefly to Paris while Gerda re-
mained in Madrid. She was killed near Brunete during
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a battle. Capa, who was reportedly engaged to her, was
deeply shocked and never married.
In February 1943 Capa met Elaine Justin, then married to
the actor John Justin. They fell in love and the relationship
lasted until the end of the war. Capa spent most of his
time in the frontline. Capa called the redheaded Elaine
“Pinky,”and wrote about her in his war memoir, Slightly
Out of Focus. In 1945, Elaine Justin broke up with Capa;
she later married Chuck Romine.
Some months later Capa became the lover of the actress
Ingrid Bergman, who was touring in Europe to enter-
tain American soldiers.*[13]*p. 176 In December 1945,
Capa followed her to Hollywood, where he worked for
American International Pictures for a short time. The re-
lationship ended in the summer of 1946 when Capa trav-
eled to Turkey.

174.3 Legacy

Leipzig, Dr. jur. Ernst Kurt Lisso's suicide. Photo by Robert
Capa.

• His younger brother, Cornell Capa, also a photog-
rapher, worked to preserve and promote Robert's
legacy as well as develop his own identity and style.
He founded the International Fund for Concerned
Photography in 1966. To give this collection a per-
manent home, he founded the International Center
of Photography in New York City in 1974. This was
one of the foremost and most extensive conservation
efforts on photography to be developed. Indeed,
Capa and his brother believed strongly in the im-
portance of photography and its preservation, much
like film would later be perceived and duly treated
in a similar way.

• The Overseas Press Club created the Robert Capa
Gold Medal in the photographer's honor.*[14]

Capa is known for redefining wartime photojournalism.
His work came from the trenches as opposed to the
more arms-length perspective that was the precedent. He
was famed for saying,“If your photographs aren't good
enough, you're not close enough.”*[15]

• He is credited with coining the term Generation X.
He used it as a title for a photo-essay about the
young people reaching adulthood immediately after
the Second World War. It was published in 1953
in Picture Post (UK) and Holiday (USA). Capa said,
“We named this unknown generation, The Genera-

tion X, and even in our first enthusiasm we realised
that we had something far bigger than our talents and
pockets could cope with.”*[16]

174.4 Controversy

Scholars have re-examined Capa's image of The Falling
Soldier and disagreed about its authenticity.*[5]*[17] In
2003, a reporter for the Spanish newspaper El Peri-
odico claimed the photo was taken near the town of
Espejo, 10 km from Cerro Muriano, and that the im-
age was staged.*[18]*[19] In 2009, a Spanish profes-
sor published a book titled Shadows of Photography, in
which he showed that the photograph could not have been
taken where, when, or how Capa and his backers have
said.*[20]
For decades, many of Capa's photographs of the Spanish
Civil War were presumed lost, but they surfaced in Mex-
ico City in the late 1990s.*[21] While fleeing Europe in
1939, Capa had lost the collection, which over time came
to be dubbed the "Mexican suitcase".*[21]
On December 19, 2007, the owner of the negatives,
Benjamin Tarver, decided to return the negatives to the
families of the photographers. The collection contained
4,500 negatives of photographs by Capa, Gerda Taro and
Chim.*[22] Ownership of the collection was transferred
to the Capa Estate, and in December 2007 the collec-
tion was moved to the International Center of Photogra-
phy, a museum founded in Manhattan by Capa's younger
brother Cornell.*[21]*[23]
The International Center of Photography organized a
travelling exhibition titled This Is War: Robert Capa at
Work, which displayed Capa's innovations as a photo-
journalist in the 1930s and 1940s. It includes vintage
prints, contact sheets, caption sheets, handwritten obser-
vations, personal letters and original magazine layouts
from the Spanish Civil War, the Second Sino-Japanese
War and World War II. The exhibition appeared at the
Barbican Art Gallery, the International Center of Pho-
tography of Milan, and the Museu Nacional d'Art de
Catalunya in the fall of 2009, before moving to the Neder-
lands Fotomuseum from October 10, 2009 until January
10, 2010.*[24]
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174.5 Politics

As a young boy, Capa was drawn to the Munkakör (Em-
ployment Circle), a group of socialist and avant-garde
artists, photographers, and intellectuals centered around
Budapest. He participated in the demonstrations against
the Miklós Horthy regime. In 1931, just before his first
photo was published, Capa was arrested by the Hungar-
ian secret police, beaten, and jailed for his radical politi-
cal activity. A police officialʼs wife̶who happened to
know his family̶won Capaʼs release on the condition
that he would leave Hungary immediately.*[2]
The Boston Review has described Capa as“a leftist, and a
democrat̶he was passionately pro-Loyalist and passion-
ately anti-fascist ...”During the Spanish Civil War, Capa
travelled with and photographed the Workers' Party of
Marxist Unification (POUM), which resulted in his best-
known photograph.*[2]
The British magazine Picture Post ran his photos from
Spain in the 1930s accompanied by a portrait of Capa,
in profile, with the simple description:“He is a passion-
ate democrat, and he lives to take photographs.”*[2]

174.6 In popular culture
• In 1986, Austrian pop singer Falco produced a song

entitle Kamikaze Capa, as a tribute to Robert Capa.
The song appeared on Falco's album“Emotional.”

• The song“Taro”by the British band Alt-J, appearing
on their 2012 album An AwesomeWave, is about the
death of Capa, and reunion with his late companion
Gerda Taró.

• In Danny Boyle's 2007 science fiction film Sunshine,
the lead character is an astronaut named Robert
Capa, played by Cillian Murphy.

• In the 2011 manga Nobunagun, the protagonist is
trained by the holder of Robert Capa's E-Gene,
whose weapon is a camera that creates illusions.

• In Philip Kaufman's 2012 film about the lives of
journalist Martha Gellhorn and her husband, writer
Ernest Hemingway, Capa was played by Santiago
Cabrera.

• In 2012, the Japanese Female Musical Theater
group, Takarazuka Revue, produced a musical piece
based on the life of Robert Capa. Ms. Ouki Kaname
performed the lead role as Robert Capa. The group
performed the musical in 2012 in Takarazuka and
Tokyo and in 2014 in Nagoya.

• In Patrick Modiano's novella Afterimage Robert
Capa is a mentor for the subject of the novella, one
Francis Jansen, a photographer who retires to Mex-
ico.
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Chapter 175

Robert Demachy

Robert Demachy - Struggle, 1904. Published in Camera Work,
No 5, 1904

Robert Demachy (1859–1936) was a prominent French
Pictorial photographer of the late 19th and early 20th
century. He is best known for his intensely manipulated
prints that display a distinct painterly quality.

175.1 Life

175.1.1 Early years (1859-1875)

Léon-Robert Demachy was born in the home of his
grandmother in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, on the out-

skirts of Paris, on 7 July 1859. His parents, Charles
Adolphe Demachy (1818–1888) and Zoé Girod de lʼ
Ain (1827–1916), had two other sons, Charles Amédée
(1852–1911) and Adrien Édouard (1854–1927), and a
daughter, Germaine (1856-1940?). The elder Charles
had started the highly successful financial enterprise of
Banque Demachy, and by the time Demachy was born the
family was very wealthy. He had no need to earn a living,
and there is no record of his having ever been employed
anywhere.*[1] He dropped the first part of his name in
his childhood and was always known as“Robert”.
After his birth his family returned to their mansion at 13
Rue François Premier in Paris, where Demachy contin-
ued to live for the next fifty years. His early years were
quite idyllic, and each year his family would spend sev-
eral months at their summer villa near Villers-sur-Mer in
Normandy. The rest of the year he was educated in Jesuit
schools in Paris, and he became fluent in English by the
time he was a teenager. His education also included ex-
tensive musical lessons, and he became an accomplished
violin player.
About 1870, Demachy, his mother and his siblings left
Paris for Brussels due to the increasing dangers of the
Franco-Prussian War. His father stayed in Paris as part
of the Commune and the Banque Demachy played an im-
portant role in financing the resistance efforts.
When he turned eighteen Demachy briefly served a year
as an army volunteer, but he soon returned to his life
of comfort. In the mid-1870s he began frequenting the
artistsʼcafés and, perhaps in rebellion to his gentrified
life, he became involved in the growing bohemian cul-
ture that was beginning to take hold in Paris. He began
making sketches of café patrons and people on the street,
a practice he continued throughout his life.

175.1.2 Seminal years (1876-1899)

Sometime in the late 1870s he began experimenting with
photography. Itʼs not known what or who influenced
him to become involved, but he could devote as much
time and money to this endeavor as he wanted and he
quickly became highly proficient with a camera. For the
next thirty years he devoted all of his time to both taking
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photographs and writing extensively about photography.
In 1882 Demachy was elected to the Société française
de photographie, where he interacted with some of the
leading photographers in Europe. Within a few years
he became frustrated with the conservative views of
many of the photographers around him, and in 1888 he
joined with Maurice Bucquet to form the new Photo-Club
de Paris. The members of the Photo-Club advocated
the aesthetics of Pictorialist photography, and soon the
Photo-Club was playing a similar role in France as that
of the Photo-Secession in the U.S.
In 1889, while visiting the Exposition Universelle in
Paris, he met a young woman from Detroit, Michigan,
named Julia Adelia Delano. Adelia, as she was called,
was a member of the important Delano family in Amer-
ica and a distant relative of future American President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Little is known about their
courtship, but on 2 May 1893 Robert and Adelia were
married in Paris. They lived in the family mansion on
Rue François Premier. Their first son, Robert-Charles,
was born in 1894, followed by son Jacques François in
1898. Jacques later became a very well known fashion
illustrator
About 1890 Demachy became one of the first Frenchmen
to own an automobile, a Panhard. He owned four of these
vehicles throughout his life, keeping the same model until
it was old enough to become a classic car.
In 1894 he began to use the gum bichromate printing pro-
cess recently introduced by A. Rouillé-Ladevèze at the
Paris Salon. He developed a style that relied upon heavy
manipulation of the image both during the development
of the negative and again while printing. As he experi-
mented with the process he wrote about his findings and
about the aesthetics of the gum print, helping to popu-
larize it among French photographers. Later that year he,
along with Constant Puyo, Le Begue and Bucquet, helped
organize the first Paris Salon founded on the artistic prin-
ciples of the Photo-Club de Paris.
In 1895 he had his first exhibition of gum prints at the
Photo-Club de Paris. This helped to promote his increas-
ingly international status, and later that same year he was
elected to The Linked Ring in London.
In 1897 he published his first book, with co-author Al-
fred Maskell, Photo-aquatint or Gum Bichromate Process
(London: Hazell, Watson & Vinery)
In 1898 he began corresponding with Stieglitz, often
complaining about the lack of true artistic photography
in France. The two would continue writing each other
for more than fifteen years.

175.1.3 Master photographer (1900-1913)

During the first decade of the 20th century Demachy con-
tinued his extensive writing about photography, and he

soon became one of the prolific writers about photogra-
phy even to this day. Over his lifetime he wrote more than
one thousand articles on the aesthetics and techniques of
manipulated prints.*[2]

Robert Demachy - Behind the Scenes, 1906. Published in
Camera Work, No 16, 1906

During this same period Demachy had five exhibitions at
the Royal Photographic Society in London:*[1]

• April 1901: 67 gum bichromate prints

• June 1904: 80 gum bichromate prints (his first one-
man show)

• July 1907:“a small collection”of his experiments
with the Rawlins oil process

• July 1910: “a series of photographs from the past
six months”

• July 1911: “a collection of oil transfer prints”

At this time a one-man show was a great honor for any
photographer, and to have five within a single decade was
unprecedented. The critic A.J. Anderson wrote “of a
truth, Robert Demachy is not a man, he is a miracle.”
*[1]
Each of these shows marked a new high point in his ca-
reer, and at each he gave an opening address to the mem-
bership of the Society. He greatly enjoyed talking about
both the technical and aesthetic aspects of his work, and
he took advantage of every opportunity to engage other
photographers in serious discussions the progress of pho-
tography as an art form.
In 1904 six of his photographs, three photogravures and
three half-tones were published in Alfred Stieglitzʼs fa-
mous journal Camera Work, accompanied by a review
by Joseph Keiley. These images were seen by American
photographer Anne Brigman, who wrote to Stieglitz that
they had a serious influence on her own work.*[3]
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This same year he began experimenting with the Rawlins
oil process, a relatively new printing method that allowed
extensive reworking of the image. This change allowed
him to further blend the aesthetics of a painter with those
of a photographer. In his many writings Demachy took
great care to point out that just knowing how to use the
technique of image manipulation was not enough to auto-
matically make a photograph a work of art. A true artis-
tic photographer, he said, must know“where to put the
accents, where to reduce detail and where to subdue or
emphasize form, rather than how to do it.”*[4]
In 1905 Demachy was elected to the Royal Photographic
Society. At the invitation of the Society, he and Puyo
selected the French entries for the London Photographic
Salon that year, and he included more than twenty of his
own images in the show.

Robert Demachy - Female nude draped in a blue veil.
Autochrome, 1907-1915.

About 1906 he abandoned gum-bichromate printing al-
together in favor of oil printing. With Puyo he wrote and
published Procédés d a̓rt en photographie (Paris: Photo-
Club de Paris).
He continued to explore further ways to manipulate
his images, and by 1911 he had perfected the modern
bromoil process. This allowed him to become even bolder
in his visual style, and soon his works attracted a broad
international audience. Over the next two years he exhib-
ited in Paris, Vienna and New York, as well as London.
By 1907 Demachy was so absorbed in his photography

that he had a separate studio and living quarters for him-
self in the upper floor of the family mansion. His wife
Adelia had her own quarters on the ground floor, and their
children were looked after by an Irish nanny. This situa-
tion led to increasing resentment by Adelia, since she was
surrounded by Demachyʼs mother, her in-laws and her
children in their mansion yet she rarely saw her husband
because of his preoccupation with photography.
In addition, Adelia thoroughly enjoyed the aristocratic
culture surrounding the Demachy family. There were
many opportunities to attend elegant parties and events,
but for the most part Robert detested them. He preferred
the company of bohemian painters or the enjoyment of
the simple countryside, and he was not comfortable in
higher class social circles. Adelia became more and more
isolated, and in 1909 she asked for and was granted a
divorce. After the divorce, which was considered scan-
dalous at that time, she moved to her own apartment and
remarried two years later. It is reported that Demachy
never spoke an unkind word about her either while they
were married or after their divorce.*[1]

175.1.4 Late life (1914-1936)

Without notice or explanation, Demachy suddenly gave
up taking photographs in early 1914. He never again
touched a camera, even refusing to take snapshots of his
grandchildren.*[1] No one was ever able to extract any
reason from him for this sudden change, and it remains a
mystery to this day. The timing of his decision coincides
with the beginning of World War I in Europe, but there
is no indication that he was adversely affected by these
events. He continued to make sketches, and at one point
he reported that he was amused that he had been ques-
tioned as a possible spy when he was drawing pictures
near Le Havre.*[1] He also exhibited some photographs
after 1914 and occasionally wrote brief articles.
When his mother died in 1916, Demachy finally sold
the mansion and moved into an apartment at 12 Cité
Malesherbes in the old artists' quarter of Montmartre.
He also bought a small farm near Hennequeville, near
Trouville. He was looked after at both homes by a mar-
ried butler and housekeeper pair. His only other compan-
ions were several Alsatian dogs.
Eventually he moved completely to the farm, where he
enjoyed the simple life he preferred. His only artistic en-
deavor for the rest of his life was driving his classic car to
the beach where he made sketches of heavy-set women
swimmers in the water.
Demachy died of arteriole sclerosis in Hennequeville,
Normandy, on 29 December 1936. He was buried two
days later in the family tomb at Père Lachaise Cemetery
in Paris.
Just before his death he destroyed most of his sketches
and gave any remaining photographs to the Royal Photo-
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graphic Society and the Photo-Club de Paris.
The Banque Demachy still exists today but is no longer
connected to the original family. The family mansion at
13 Rue François Premier was for many years the Paris
headquarters of Christian Dior.

175.2 Gallery
• Behind the Scenes, 1904

• Severity, 1904

• Brittany, 1904

• A Model, 1906

• Speed, 1904

• Study, 1906

• Touques Valley, 1906
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175.4 Additional reading
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• Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: Robert Demachy
Collection
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Chapter 176

Robert Doisneau

Robert Doisneau (French: [ʁɔbɛʁ dwano]; 14 April
1912 – 1 April 1994)*[1] was a French photographer.
In the 1930s he used a Leica on the streets of
Paris. He and Henri Cartier-Bresson were pioneers of
photojournalism.*[2] He is renowned for his 1950 im-
age Le baiser de l'hôtel de ville (Kiss by the Town Hall),
a photograph of a couple kissing in the busy streets of
Paris. Doisneau was appointed a Chevalier (Knight) of
the Legion of Honour in 1984.*[1]

176.1 Photographic career

Doisneau was known for his modest, playful, and
ironic images of amusing juxtapositions, mingling social
classes, and eccentrics in contemporary Paris streets and
cafes. Influenced by the work of André Kertész, Eugène
Atget, and Henri Cartier-Bresson, in more than twenty
books he presented a charming vision of human frailty
and life as a series of quiet, incongruous moments.

The marvels of daily life are so exciting;
no movie director can arrange the unexpected
that you find in the street.
̶Robert Doisneau

Doisneau's work gives unusual prominence and dignity
to children's street culture; returning again and again to
the theme of children at play in the city, unfettered by
parents. His work treats their play with seriousness and
respect.

176.2 Early life

Doisneau's father, a plumber, died in active service in
World War I when Robert was about four. His mother
died when he was seven. He then was raised by an unlov-
ing aunt.*[1]*[3]
At thirteen he enrolled at the École Estienne, a craft
school from which he graduated in 1929 with diplomas
in engraving and lithography. There he had his first con-

tact with the arts, taking classes in figure drawing and still
life.
When he was 16 he took up amateur photography, but
was reportedly so shy that he started by photographing
cobble-stones before progressing to children and then
adults.*[3]
At the end of the 1920s Doisneau found work as a
draughtsman (lettering artist) in the advertising industry
at Atelier Ullmann (Ullmann Studio), a creative graph-
ics studio that specialised in the pharmaceutical industry.
Here he took an opportunity to change career by also act-
ing as camera assistant in the studio and then becoming a
staff photographer.*[3]*[4]*[5]

176.3 Photography in the 1930s

In 1931 he left both the studio and advertising, taking
a job as an assistant with the modernist photographer
André Vigneau.*[3]*[4]*[5]
In 1932 he sold his first photographic story to Excelsior
magazine.*[1]
In 1934 he began working as an industrial advertising
photographer for the Renault car factory at Boulogne-
Billancourt.*[3] Working at Renault increased Doisneauʼ
s interest in working with photography and people. In
1991 he admitted that the years at the Renault car factory
marked“the beginning of his career as a photographer
and the end of his youth.”Five years later, in 1939, he was
fired because he was constantly late. He was forced to try
freelance advertising, engraving, and postcard photogra-
phy to earn his living. At that time the French postcard
industry was the largest in Europe, postcards served as
greetings cards as well as vacation souvenirs.*[6]
In 1939 he was hired by Charles Rado of the Rapho
photographic agency and travelled throughout France in
search of picture stories. This is where he took his first
professional street photographs.
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176.4 War service and resistance

Doisneau worked at the Rapho agency until the outbreak
of World War II, whereupon he was drafted into the
French army as both a soldier and photographer. He was
in the army until 1940 and from then until the end of the
war in 1945 used his draughtsmanship, lettering artistry,
and engraving skills to forge passports and identification
papers for the French Resistance.

176.5 Post-war photography

Doisneau (left) and André Kertész in 1975, by Wolfgang H.
Wögerer, at Arles

Some of Doisneau's most memorable photographs were
taken after the war. He returned to freelance photography
and sold photographs to Life and other international mag-
azines. He briefly joined the Alliance Photo Agency but
rejoined the Rapho agency in 1946 and remained with
them throughout his working life, despite receiving an
invitation from Henri Cartier-Bresson to join Magnum
Photos.*[1]*[6]
His photographs never ridiculed the subjects; thus he re-
fused to photograph women whose heads had been shaved
as punishment for sleeping with Germans.*[3]

I don't photograph life as it is, but life as I
would like it to be.
̶Robert Doisneau*[3]

In 1948 he was contracted by Vogue to work as a fash-
ion photographer. The editors believed he would bring
a fresh and more casual look the magazine but Doisneau
didnʼt enjoy photographing beautiful women in elegant
surroundings; he preferred street photography. When he
could escape from the studio, he photographed ever more
in the streets of Paris.
Group XV was established in 1946 in Paris to promote
photography as art and drawing attention to the preserva-
tion of French photographic heritage. Doisneau joined

the Group in 1950 and participated alongside Rene-
Jacques, Willy Ronis, and Pierre Jahan.
The 1950s were Doisneau's peak, but the 1960s were
his wilderness years. In the 1970s Europe began to
change and editors looked for new reportage that would
show the sense of a new social era. All over Europe,
the old-style picture magazines were closing as television
received the public's attention. Doisneau continued to
work, producing children's books, advertising photogra-
phy, and celebrity portraits including Alberto Giacometti,
Jean Cocteau, Fernand Léger, Georges Braque, and Pablo
Picasso.
Doisneau worked with writers and poets such as Blaise
Cendrars and Jacques Prévert, and he credited Prevert
with giving him the confidence to photograph the every-
day street scenes that most people simply ignored.*[1]

176.6 Le baiser de l'hôtel de ville
(The Kiss)

In 1950 Doisneau created his most recognizable work for
Life – Le baiser de l'hôtel de ville (Kiss by the Hôtel de
Ville), a photograph of a couple kissing in the busy streets
of Paris,*[7] which became an internationally recognised
symbol of young love in Paris. The identity of the couple
remained a mystery until 1992.*[8]
Jean and Denise Lavergne erroneously believed them-
selves to be the couple in The Kiss, and when Robert
and Annette Doisneau (his older daughter and also his
assistant at the time) met them for lunch in the 1980s
he “did not want to shatter their dream”so he said
nothing. This resulted in them taking him to court for
“taking their picture without their knowledge”, because

under French law an individual owns the rights to their
own likeness. The court action forced Doisneau to re-
veal that he posed the shot using Françoise Delbart and
Jacques Carteaud, lovers whom he had just seen kiss-
ing, but had not photographed initially because of his
natural reserve; he approached them and asked if they
would repeat the kiss. He won the court case against the
Lavergnes.*[1]*[3]*[9]*[10] Doisneau said in 1992, “I
would never have dared to photograph people like that.
Lovers kissing in the street, those couples are rarely le-
gitimate.”*[8]*[9]
The couple in Le baiser were Françoise Delbart, 20, and
Jacques Carteaud, 23, both aspiring actors. In 2005
Françoise Bornet (née Delbart) stated that,“He told us
we were charming, and asked if we could kiss again for
the camera. We didn't mind. We were used to kissing.
We were doing it all the time then, it was delicious. Mon-
sieur Doisneau was adorable, very low key, very relaxed.”
They posed at the Place de la Concorde, the Rue de Rivoli
and finally the Hôtel de Ville. The photograph was pub-
lished in the 12 June 1950, issue of Life.*[10] The re-
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lationship between Delbart and Carteaud only lasted for
nine months.*[9] Delbart continued her acting career, but
Carteaud gave up acting to become a wine producer.*[8]
In 1950 Françoise Bornet was given an original print of
the photograph, bearing Doisneau's signature and stamp,
as part of the payment for her“work”. In April 2005 she
sold the print at auction for €155,000 to an unidentified
Swiss collector via the Paris auctioneers Artcurial Briest-
Poulain-Le Fur.*[3]*[8]*[11]

176.7 Personal life

In 1936 Doisneau married Pierrette Chaumaison whom
he had met in 1934 when she was cycling through a vil-
lage where he was on holiday. They had two daughters,
Annette (b. 1942) and Francine (b. 1947). From 1979
until his death, Annette worked as his assistant.*[3]
His wife died in 1993 suffering from Alzheimer's disease
and Parkinson's disease. Doisneau died six months later
in 1994, having had a triple heart bypass and suffering
from acute pancreatitis. Annette said “We won in the
courts (re: The Kiss), but my father was deeply shocked.
He discovered a world of lies, and it hurt him. 'The Kiss'
ruined the last years of his life. Add that to my mother
suffering from Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, and I think
it's fair to say he died of sadness.”*[3]
Doisneau was in many ways a shy and humble man, sim-
ilar to his photography, still delivering his own work at
the height of his fame. He chastised Francine for charg-
ing an “indecent”daily fee of £2,000 for his work on
a beer advertising campaign – he wanted only the rate of
an“artisan photographer”.*[3]

Maybe if I were 20, success would change
me. But now I'm a dinosaur of photography.
̶Robert Doisneau*[3]

He lived in southern Paris (Gentilly, Val-de-Marne,
Montrouge, and the 13th arrondissement) throughout his
life. He is buried in the cemetery at Raizeux beside his
wife.

176.8 Awards and commemoration

Robert Doisneau was appointed a Chevalier of the Order
of the Legion of Honour in 1984.*[1]
He won several awards throughout his life, including:

• the Balzac Prize in 1986 (Honoré de Balzac)

• the Grand Prix National de la Photographie in 1983

• the Niépce Prize in 1956 (Nicéphore Niépce)

Collège Robert Doisneau, chemin de la Vieille Montagne de
Clichy, Paris

Lycée Robert Doisneau de Corbeil-Essonnes (91)

• the Kodak Prize in 1947

A short film,“Le Paris de Robert Doisneau”, was made
in 1973.
In 1991 The Royal Photographic Society awarded Dois-
neau an Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS) which is given
to distinguished persons having, from their position or at-
tainments, an intimate connection with the science or fine
art of photography of The Society.*[12]
In 1992 the French actress and producer Sabine Azéma
made the film Bonjour Monsieur Doisneau.
The Maison de la photographie Robert Doisneau in
Gentilly, Val-de-Marne, is a photographic gallery named
in his honour.
Several Ecole Primaire (primary schools) are named af-
ter him. 'Ecole élémentaire Robert Doisneau is at Véretz
(Indre-et-Loire).*[13]
The photography of Doisneau has had a revival since his
death in 1994. Many of his portraits and photographs of
Paris from the end of World War II through the 1950s
have been turned into calendars and postcards, and have
become icons of French life.
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The Allée Robert Doisneau is named in his honour at the
'Parc de Billancourt' on the site of the old Renault factory
at Boulogne-Billancourt where he didn't work.

176.9 Exhibitions
• 1947 Salon de la Photo, Bibliothèque, Paris *[14]

• 1951 Exhibition with Brassaї, Willy Ronis, and Izis,
Museum of Modern Art, New York *[15]

• 1960 Solo Exhibition, Museum of Modern Art,
Chicago.*[14]

• 1965 Exhibition with Daniel Frasnay, Jean Lattès,
Jeanine Niépce, Roger Pic, and Willy Ronis, Six
Photographes et Paris, Musée des Arts Decoratifs,
Paris; Exhibition with Henri Cartier-Bresson and
André Vigneau, Musée Réattu, Arles; Solo Exhibi-
tion, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris; Exhibition with
D. Brihat, J. P. Sudre, and L. Clergue, Musée Can-
tini de Marseilles

• 1972 Solo Exhibition, International Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House, Rochester,
New York *[16]

• 1972 Exhibition with Edouard Boubat, Brassaї,
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Izis, and Willy Ronis,
French Embassy, Moscow

• 1974 Solo Exhibition, University of California at
Davis. Solo exhibition, Galerie du Château d E̓au,
Toulouse

• 1975 Solo Exhibition, Witkin Gallery, New York;
Musée Réattu Arts Décoratifs, Nantes; Musée
Réattu, Arles

• 1975 Solo exhibition, Galerie et Fils, Brussels. Solo
exhibition, fnac, Lyons; Group exhibition, Expres-
sion de lʼhumor, Boulogne Billancourt; Solo exhi-
bition, Galerie Neugebauer, Basel

• 1976 Exhibition with Brassaї, Cartier-Bresson,
Jean-Philippe Charbonnier, Izis, and Marc Riboud,
Kraków

• 1977 Solo Exhibition, Brussels; Exhibition with
Guy la Querrec, Carlos Freire, Claude Raimond-
Dityvon, Bernard Descamps, and Jean Lattès, Six
Photographes en quête de banlieue, Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris

• 1978 Solo Exhibition, Ne Bougeons plus, Ga-
lerie Agathe Gaillard, Paris; Solo exhibition,
Witkin Gallery, New York; Solo exhibition, Musée
Nicéphore Niépce, Charlon-sur-Saône

• 1979 Solo Exhibition, Paris, les passants qui
passent, Musée d A̓rt Moderne de la Ville de Paris

• 1980 Solo Exhibition, Amsterdam

• 1981 Solo Exhibition, Witkin Gallery, New York
*[17]

• 1982 Solo Exhibition, Portraits, Foundation Na-
tionale de la Photopraphie, Lyons; Solo exhibi-
tion, French Embassy, New York; Solo exhibition,
Robert Doisneau, Photographe de banlieue, Town
Hall, Gentilly

• 1982 Solo exhibition of 120 photographs, Palace of
Fine Arts, Beijing, Exhibition of portraits, Tokyo;
Solo exhibition, Robert Doisneau, Photographie du
dimanche, Institut Lumière, Lyon

• 1986 Group Exhibition, De Vogue à femme, Ren-
contres Internationales de la Photographie dʼArles

• 1987 Solo Exhibition, St.-Denis, Musée de St.-
Denis; Solo exhibition, The National Museum of
Modern Art, Kyoto

• 1988 Solo Exhibition, A Homage to Robert Dois-
neau, Villa Medicis, Rome

• 1989 Solo Exhibition, Doisneau-Renault, Grande
Halle de la Villette, Paris

• 1990 Solo Exhibition, La Science de Doisneau,
Jardin des Plantes, Paris

• 1992 Solo Exhibition, Robert Doisneau: A Retro-
spective, Modern Art Oxford

• 1993 The Summerlee Heritage Trust, Coatbridge,
Scotland; Royal Festival Hall, London; Manchester
City Art Gallery; O Mes da Fotografie Festival,
Convento do Beato, Lisbon, Portugal; Musée Car-
navalet, Paris

• 1994“Hommage à Robert Doisneau”, festival des
Rencontres d'Arles, France

• 1994 Musée dʼArt Contemporain de Montréal,
Canada; Galway Arts Centre, Ireland; Solo exhi-
bition, A Homage to Robert Doisneau, Galerie du
Château dʼEau à Toulouse; Solo exhibition, Dois-
neau 40/44, Centre dʼHistoire de la Résistance et
de la Déportation de Lyon, Lyon, France; Solo ex-
hibition, Robert Doisneau ou la désobéissance, Eco-
musée de Fresnais

• 1995 Museum of Modern Art, Oxford, England;
Aberdeen Art Gallery, Scotland; The Mead Gallery,
Warwick Arts Centre, Coventry

• 1996 Solo Exhibition, Montpellier Photo-Visions,
Galerie Municipale de la Photographie; Isetan Mu-
seum of Art, Tokyo; Daimaru Museum, Osaka,
Japan

• 2000 Exhibition, Gravités, Paris
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• 2000 Exhibition, Galerie Claude Bernard, Paris
*[18]

• 2002 Exhibition, Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes,
Santiago, Chile *[19]

• 2003 Exhibition, Budapest, Hungary; Exhibition,
Bucarest, Romania

• 2003 Exhibition, Galerie Claude Bernard, Paris
*[18]

• 2005 Solo Exhibition, Robert Doisneau from the
Fictional to the Real, Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New
York *[20]

• 2005 Solo Exhibition, Robert Doisneau, Galerie
Claude Bernard, Paris *[21]

• 2010 Solo Exhibitions, Robert Doisneau, Du metier
a l'oeuvre, Fondation Henri Cartier-Bresson, 2, Im-
passe Lebouis, 75014 Paris *[22]

• 2010 Group Exhibition, Discoveries, Robert Dois-
neau, Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New York *[23]

• 2010 Solo Exhibition, Robert Doisneau, the fisher-
man of images, the Space for Art of Caja Madrid
Zaragoza, Aranjuez, Madrid *[24]

• 2011 Group exhibition: Night, Robert Doisneau
Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New York *[25]

• 2014 exhibition : The moments that he loved,
sangsangmadang, Seoul *[26]

• 2015 exhibition : Robert Doisneau, a photogra-
pher at the museum, Grande Galerie de l'Évolution,
Paris*[27]
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• Paris délivré par son peuple. (From the People of
Paris) – Paris: Braun: c.1944.

• La Banlieue de Paris. (The Suburbs of Paris) – text
by Blaise Cendrars. Paris: Éditions Pierre Seghers,
1949.

• L'Enfant de Paris. (The Children of Paris) – text by
Claude Roy. Neuchâtel: La Baconnière, 1951.

• Sortilèges de Paris. (The magic of Paris) – text by
François Cali. Paris: Arthaud, 1952.

• Les Parisiens tels qu i̓ls sont. (The Parisians as they
are.) – text by Robert Giraud and Michel Ragon.
Paris: Delpire, 1954.

• Instantanés de Paris. (Snapshots of Paris) – preface
by Blaise Cendrars. Paris: Arthaud, 1955.

• 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Compter en s a̓musant. (Fun Counting)
– Lausanne: La Guilde du Livre, 1955.

• 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. – text by Arthur Gregor. Philadel-
phia: Lippincott, 1956.

• 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. – text by Elsie May Harris. Lon-
don: Nelson, 1962.

• Pour que Paris soit. (This is Paris) – text by Elsa
Triolet. Paris: Éditions Cercle dʼArt, 1956.

• Gosses de Paris. (Children of Paris) – text by Jean
Dongués. Paris: Éditions Jeheber, 1956.

• Robert Doisneau's Paris: 148 Photographs – text by
Blaise Cendrars. New York: Simon & Schuster,
1956.

• Paris Parade: 148 Photographs – London:
Thames & Hudson, 1956.

• Le ballet contre l'opéra. (The Ballet and The Opera)
– Souillac, Lot: Mulhouse, 1956.

• A.B.C. du dépannage. – N.p.: Société des pétroles
Shell Berre, 1958.

• Bistrots. (Bistros) – text by Robert Giraud. Le
Point: Revue artistique et littéraire, 57. Souillac,
Lot: Mulhouse, 1960.

• Arabie, carrefour des siècles: Album. (Arabia, cross-
roads of the centuries. An album) – text by Jacques
Benoist-Méchin. Lausanne: La Guilde du livre,
1961.

• Nicolas Schöffer. – text by Guy Habasque and
Jacques Ménétrier. Neuchâtel: Éditions du Griffon,
1962.

• Cognac. – text by Georges Vial. Cognac: Rémy
Martin, 1960 (?). (English)

• Cognac. – text by Louise de Vilmorin. Paris:
Rémy Martin, 1962. (French)

• Marius, le forestier. (Marius, the forester. The work-
ing men) – text by Dominique Halévy. Les hommes
travaillent. Paris: Éditions Fernand Nathan, 1964.

• Henri Cartier-Bresson, Robert Doisneau, André Vi-
gneau: Trois photographes français – Arles: Musée
Réattu, 1965.

• Catalogue of an exhibition at Musée Réattu of
Doisneau, Henri Cartier-Bresson, and André
Vigneau.

• Épouvantables Épouvantails. (Appalling Scare-
crows) – Paris: Éditions Hors Mesure, 1965.

• Le Royaume d a̓rgot. (The Kingdom of slang) – text
by Robert Giraud. Paris: Denoël, 1966.
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• Catherine la danseuse. (Catherine – the dancer) –
text by Michèle Manceaux. Paris: Éditions Fernand
Nathan, 1966.

• L'École polytechnique. (The Polytechnic) – Loos-
lez-Lille: L. Danel, 1967.

• L'Oeil objectif. (The eye is a lens) – Marseille:
Musée Cantini, 1968.

• Catalogue of an exhibition at Musée Cantini by
Doisneau, Denis Brihat, Lucien Clergue, and
Jean-Pierre Sudre.

• Le Royaume secret du milieu. (The secret of the mid-
dle kingdom) – text by Robert Giraud. Paris: Édi-
tions Planète, 1969.

• My Paris – text by Chevalier, Maurice. Macmillan
Publishers. New York. 1972

• Le Paris de Robert Doisneau et Max-Pol Fouchet –
Les éditeurs français réunis. France. 1974

• LʼEnfant à la Colombe. (The Child of the Dove) –
text by Sage, James. Editions of the Oak. Paris. La
Loire. Denoël. Paris. 1978

• Le Mal de Paris. (The Evil of Paris) – text by Lé-
pidis, Clément. Arthaud Publications. Paris. Trois
Secondes dʼéternité. Contrejour. Paris. 1979

• Ballade pour Violoncelle et Chambre Noir. (A Song
for a Cello and a dark room) – co-author: Baquet,
Maurice. Herscher Editions. Paris. 1980

• Robert Doisneau – text by Chevrier, Jean-François.
Belfond Editions. Paris. 1981

• Passages et Galeries du 19ème Siècle. (Passages and
Galleries of the 19th Century) – text by Delvaille,
Bernard. Éditions Baslland. Paris. 1982

• Doisneau – Photopoche, Centre National de la Pho-
tographie. France. 1983

• Paysages, Photographies. (Landscapes) – (mission
photography for DATAR) Éditions Hazan. Paris.
1985

• Un Certain Robert Doisneau – Editions of the Oak.
Paris. 1986

• Pour saluer Cendrars. (In honour of Cendrars) – text
by Camilly, J. Actes Sud. Arles, France. 1987

• 60 portraits d/artists. (60 portraits of artists) – text by
Petit, Jean. Hans Grieshaber Publications. Zürich.
1988

• Doisneau. Quotations by Doisneau collected by
Maisonneuve Andre – Éditions Hazan. Paris,
France. 1988

• Bonjour Monsieur Le Corbusier. (Hello Mr Le Cor-
busier) – text by Petit, Jean. Hans Grieshaber Publi-
cations. Zürich. 1988

• A l i̓mparfait de lʼobjectif. (The imperfect object)
– Belfond Editions. Paris. 1989

• Les Doigts Pleins dʼencre. (Fingers full of ink) –
text by Cavanna. Hoëbeke Editions. Paris. 1989

• La Science de Doisneau. (The Science of Robert
Doisneau) – Hoëbeke Editions. Paris. 1990

• Les Auvergnats. (People of the Auvergne) – (with
Dubois, Jaques) Nathan Images. Paris. 1990

• Lettres à un Aveugle sur des Photographies de Robert
Doisneau. (Letters to a blind man about the Pho-
tographs of Robert Doisneau) – text by Roumette,
Sylvain. 1990

• Le Tout sur le tout/Le Temps quʼil fait. (All about
the weather) – Paris. 1990

• Le Vin des rues – text by Robert Giraud. Paris: De-
noël, 1990.

• Rue Jacques Prévert – Hoëbeke Editions. Paris,
France. 1991

• La Compagnie des Zincs – text by Carradec,
François Carradec. Seghers. Paris. 1991

• Les Grandes Vacances. (Summer vacation) – text by
Pennac, Daniel. Hoëbeke Editions. Paris. 1992

• Mes gens de Plume – Writings by Doisneau collected
by Dubois, Y. Éditions La Martinière. France. 1992

• Les Enfants de Germinal. (The children of
Germinal) – text by Cavanna. Hoëbeke Editions.
Paris. 1993 (See also Germinal (month) – the down-
fall)

• Doisneau 40/44 – text by Ory, Pascal. Hoëbeke Edi-
tions. Paris. 1994

• La Vie de Famille. (Family life) – text by Ory, Pas-
cal. Hoëbeke Editions. Paris. 1994

• Robert Doisneau ou la Vie dʼun photographie.
(Robert Doisneau – the life of a photographer – text
by Hamilton, Peter. Hoëbeke Editions. Paris. 1995

• Mes Parisiens. (My Parisians) – Nathan Publica-
tions. Paris. 1997

• Palm Springs 1960. Paris: Flammarion. 2010.
ISBN 978-2-08-030129-1. LCCN 2010442384.
OCLC 491896174. (with forward by Jean-Paul
Dubois)

• Robert Doisneau, comme un barbare - text by An-
dré Pozner. Paris: Lux Editions, 2012. ISBN 978-
2895961475.
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Chapter 177

Robert Frank

For other people named Robert Frank, see Robert Frank
(disambiguation).

Robert Frank (born November 9, 1924) is an American
photographer and documentary filmmaker. His most no-
table work, the 1958 book titled The Americans, earned
Frank comparisons to a modern-day de Tocqueville for
his fresh and nuanced outsider's view of American so-
ciety. Critic Sean O'Hagan, writing in The Guardian in
2014, said The Americans“changed the nature of pho-
tography, what it could say and how it could say it. [ .
. . ] it remains perhaps the most influential photography
book of the 20th century.”*[1] Frank later expanded into
film and video and experimented with manipulating pho-
tographs and photomontage.

177.1 Background and early pho-
tography career

Frank was born in Switzerland. Frank states in the 2005
documentary“Leaving Home, Coming Home”by Direc-
tor Gerald Fox, that his mother, Rosa (other sources state
her name as Regina), had a Swiss passport, while his fa-
ther, Hermann originating from Frankfurt, Germany had
become stateless after losing his German citizenship as a
Jew. They had to apply for the Swiss citizenship of Frank
and his older brother, Manfred. Though Frank and his
family remained safe in Switzerland during World War
II, the threat of Nazism nonetheless affected his under-
standing of oppression. He turned to photography, in part
as a means to escape the confines of his business-oriented
family and home, and trained under a few photographers
and graphic designers before he created his first hand-
made book of photographs, 40 Fotos, in 1946. Frank em-
igrated to the United States in 1947, and secured a job in
New York City as a fashion photographer for Harper's
Bazaar. He soon left to travel in South America and
Europe. He created another hand-made book of pho-
tographs that he shot in Peru, and returned to the U.S.
in 1950. That year was momentous for Frank, who, after
meeting Edward Steichen, participated in the group show
51 American Photographers at the Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA); he also married fellow artist Mary Frank

née Mary Lockspeiser, with whom he had two children,
Andrea and Pablo.
Though he was initially optimistic about the United
States' society and culture, Frank's perspective quickly
changed as he confronted the fast pace of American life
and what he saw as an overemphasis on money. He
now saw America as an often bleak and lonely place,
a perspective that became evident in his later photogra-
phy. Frank's own dissatisfaction with the control that ed-
itors exercised over his work also undoubtedly colored
his experience. He continued to travel, moving his fam-
ily briefly to Paris. In 1953, he returned to New York
and continued to work as a freelance photojournalist for
magazines including McCall's, Vogue, and Fortune. As-
sociating with other contemporary photographers such as
Saul Leiter and Diane Arbus, he helped form what Jane
Livingston has termed The New York School of photog-
raphers (not to be confused with the New York School of
art) during the 1940s and 1950s.

177.2 The Americans

Frank's noted book, The Americans (1958)

Main article: The Americans (photography)
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With the aid of his major artistic influence, the photogra-
pher Walker Evans, Frank secured a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foun-
dation*[2] in 1955 to travel across the United States and
photograph all strata of its society. Cities he visited in-
cluded Detroit and Dearborn, Michigan; Savannah, Geor-
gia; Miami Beach and St. Petersburg, Florida; New Or-
leans, Louisiana; Houston, Texas; Los Angeles, Califor-
nia; Reno, Nevada; Salt Lake City, Utah; Butte, Montana;
and Chicago, Illinois.*[3] He took his family along with
him for part of his series of road trips over the next two
years, during which time he took 28,000 shots. 83 of
these were selected by him for publication in The Ameri-
cans.*[4]
Frank's journey was not without incident. He later re-
called the anti-Semitism to which he was subject in a
small Arkansas town.“I remember the guy [policeman]
took me into the police station, and he sat there and put
his feet on the table. It came out that I was Jewish because
I had a letter from the Guggenheim Foundation. They re-
ally were primitive.”He was told by the sheriff,“Well, we
have to get somebody who speaks Yiddish. They wanted
to make a thing out of it. It was the only time it happened
on the trip. They put me in jail. It was scary. Nobody
knew where I was.”*[5] Elsewhere in the South, he was
told by a sheriff that he had“an hour to leave town.”
Shortly after returning to New York in 1957, Frank met
Beat writer Jack Kerouac on the sidewalk outside a party
and showed him the photographs from his travels. Ker-
ouac immediately told Frank “Sure I can write some-
thing about these pictures,”and he contributed the in-
troduction to the U.S. edition of The Americans. Frank
also became lifelong friends with Allen Ginsberg, and
was one of the main visual artists to document the Beat
subculture, which felt an affinity with Frank's interest in
documenting the tensions between the optimism of the
1950s and the realities of class and racial differences.
The irony that Frank found in the gloss of American cul-
ture and wealth over this tension gave his photographs
a clear contrast to those of most contemporary Ameri-
can photojournalists, as did his use of unusual focus, low
lighting and cropping that deviated from accepted photo-
graphic techniques.*[4]
This divergence from contemporary photographic stan-
dards gave Frank difficulty at first in securing an Ameri-
can publisher. Les Américains was first published in 1958
by Robert Delpire in Paris, as part of its Encyclopédie
Essentielle series, with texts by Simone de Beauvoir,
Erskine Caldwell, William Faulkner, Henry Miller and
John Steinbeck that Delpire positioned opposite Frank s̓
photographs.*[6] It was finally published in 1959 in the
United States, without the texts, by Grove Press, where it
initially received substantial criticism. Popular Photogra-
phy, for one, derided his images as “meaningless blur,
grain, muddy exposures, drunken horizons and general
sloppiness.”Though sales were also poor at first, the fact
that the introduction was by the popular Kerouac helped

it reach a larger audience. Over time and through its in-
spiration of later artists, The Americans became a seminal
work in American photography and art history, and is the
work with which Frank is most clearly identified. Critic
Sean O'Hagan, writing in The Guardian in 2014, said“it
is impossible to imagine photographyʼs recent past and
overwhelmingly confusing present without his lingeringly
pervasive presence.”and that The Americans“changed
the nature of photography, what it could say and how it
could say it. [ . . . ] it remains perhaps the most influen-
tial photography book of the 20th century.”*[1]
In 1961, Frank received his first individual show, enti-
tled Robert Frank: Photographer, at the Art Institute of
Chicago. He also showed at MoMA in New York in 1962.
To mark the fiftieth anniversary of the first publication
of The Americans, a new edition was released worldwide
on May 30, 2008. For this new edition from Steidl most
photographs are uncropped compared with the cropped
versions in previous editions, and two photographs are
replaced with those of the same subject but from an al-
ternate perspective.
A celebratory exhibit of The Americans, titled Looking
In: Robert Frank's The Americans, was displayed in 2009
at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), and
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.*[7] The
second section of the four-section, 2009, SFMOMA*[8]
exhibition displays Frankʼs original application to the
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation (which
funded the primary work on The Americans project),
along with vintage contact sheets, letters to photographer
Walker Evans and author Jack Kerouac, and two early
manuscript versions of Kerouacʼs introduction to the
book. Also exhibited were three collages (made from
more than 115 original rough work prints) that were as-
sembled under Frankʼs supervision in 2007 and 2008,
revealing his intended themes as well as his first rounds
of image selection. An accompanying book, also titled
Looking In: Robert Frank's The Americans, was pub-
lished.

177.3 Films

By the time The Americans was published in the United
States, Frank had moved away from photography to con-
centrate on filmmaking. Among his films was the 1959
Pull My Daisy, which was written and narrated by Ker-
ouac and starred Ginsberg, Gregory Corso and others
from the Beat circle. The Beats emphasized spontaneity,
and the film conveyed the quality of having been thrown
together or even improvised.*[4] Pull My Daisy was ac-
cordingly praised for years as an improvisational master-
piece, until Frank's co-director, Alfred Leslie, revealed
in a November 28, 1968 article in the Village Voice that
the film was actually carefully planned, rehearsed, and
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directed by him and Frank, who shot the film with pro-
fessional lighting.
In 1960, Frank was staying in Pop artist George Segal's
basement while filming Sin of Jesus with a grant from
Walter K. Gutman. Isaac Babel's story was transformed
to center on a woman working on a chicken farm in New
Jersey. It was originally supposed to be filmed in six
weeks in and around New Brunswick, but Frank ended
up shooting for six months.
His 1972 documentary of the Rolling Stones, Cocksucker
Blues, is arguably his best known film. The film shows
the Stones while on their '72 tour, engaging in heavy drug
use and group sex. Perhaps more disturbing to the Stones
when they saw the finished product, however, was the de-
gree to which Frank faithfully captured the loneliness and
despair of life on the road. Mick Jagger reportedly told
Frank,“It's a fucking good film, Robert, but if it shows
in America we'll never be allowed in the country again.”
The Stones sued to prevent the film's release, and it was
disputed whether Frank as the artist or the Stones as those
who hired the artist actually owned the copyright. A court
order resolved this with Solomonic wisdom by restricting
the film to being shown no more than five times per year
and only in the presence of Frank. Frank's photography
also appeared on the cover of the Rolling Stones' album
Exile on Main St..
Other films by Frank include Me and My Brother, Keep
Busy, and Candy Mountain which he co-directed with
Rudy Wurlitzer.

177.4 Return to still images

Though Frank continued to be interested in film and
video, he returned to still images in the 1970s, publishing
his second photographic book, The Lines of My Hand, in
1972. This work has been described as a“visual autobi-
ography”, and consists largely of personal photographs.
However, he largely gave up“straight”photography to
instead create narratives out of constructed images and
collages, incorporating words and multiple frames of im-
ages that were directly scratched and distorted on the neg-
atives. None of this later work has achieved an impact
comparable to that of The Americans. As some critics
have pointed out, this is perhaps because Frank began
playing with constructed images more than a decade after
Robert Rauschenberg introduced his silkscreen compos-
ites̶in contrast to The Americans, Frank's later images
simply were not beyond the pale of accepted technique
and practice by that time.
Frank and Mary separated in 1969. He remarried, to
sculptor June Leaf, and in 1971, moved to the community
of Mabou, Nova Scotia in Cape Breton Island, Nova Sco-
tia in Canada. In 1974, tragedy struck when his daughter,
Andrea, was killed in a plane crash in Tikal, Guatemala.
Also around this time, his son, Pablo, was first hospital-

Flamingo, exhibition catalog for Frank's 1996 Hasselblad
Award show

ized and diagnosed with schizophrenia. Much of Frank's
subsequent work has dealt with the impact of the loss of
both his daughter and subsequently his son, who died in
an Allentown, Pennsylvania hospital in 1994. In 1995, he
founded the Andrea Frank Foundation, which provides
grants to artists.
Since his move to Nova Scotia, Canada, Frank has di-
vided his time between his home there in a former fish-
erman's shack on the coast, and his Bleecker Street loft
in New York. He has acquired a reputation for being a
recluse (particularly since the death of Andrea), declining
most interviews and public appearances. He has contin-
ued to accept eclectic assignments, however, such as pho-
tographing the 1984 Democratic National Convention,
and directing music videos for artists such as New Order
(“Run”), and Patti Smith ("Summer Cannibals"). Frank
continues to produce both films and still images, has
helped organize several retrospectives of his art, and his
work has been represented by Pace/MacGill Gallery in
New York since 1984.*[9] In 1994, the National Gallery
of Art in Washington, D.C. presented the most compre-
hensive retrospective of Frank's work to date, entitled
Moving Out.
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177.5 Publications by Frank
• Les Américains = The Americans

• Paris: Delpire, 1958. French. Includes text
in French by Simone de Beauvoir, Erskine
Caldwell, William Faulkner, Henry Miller and
John Steinbeck about American political and
social history, selected by Alain Bosquet. Part
of the Encyclopédie Essentielle series.

• New York: Grove Press, 1959. Introduction
by Jack Kerouac.

• New York: Aperture; Museum of Modern
Art, 1969. Revised and enlarged edition.
With an introduction by Jack Kerouac, a brief
introduction by Frank, and a survey of Frank's
films, each represented by a page of film frame
stills.

• Göttingen: Steidl, 2008. ISBN 978-3-86521-
584-0. Most photographs are uncropped com-
pared with cropped versions in previous edi-
tions, and two photographs are replaced with
those of the same subject but from an alter-
nate perspective.

• The Lines of my Hand.

• Tokyo: Yugensha. Deluxe, slipcased edi-
tion. Edition of 1000 copies, 500 featured
the slipcase photograph of“New York City,
1948”, 500 featured the slipcase photograph
of“Platte River, Tennessee”.

• New York: Lustrum Press, 1972. Paperback.
• New York: Pantheon. ISBN 9780394552552.

• Flamingo. Göteborg, Sweden: Hasselblad Center,
1997. ISBN 9783931141554. Catalogue for Has-
selblad Award exhibition, Hasselblad Center, Gote-
borg, Sweden.

• London/Wales. Published in collaboration with the
Corcoran Gallery, Washington, D.C., for an exhibi-
tion held May 10-July 14, 2003.

• Zurich; New York: Scalo, 2003. ISBN
9783908247678.

• Göttingen: Steidl, 2007. ISBN 978-
3865213624.

• Come Again. Göttingen: Steidl, 2006. ISBN
9783865212610. According to the back cover,
“Photos have been taken within the context of the

photographical project 'Beirut, city centre, 1991',
Éditions de Cyprès, Paris.”

• Paris. Göttingen: Steidl, 2006. ISBN 978-
3865215246.

• Peru. Göttingen: Steidl, 2006. ISBN 978-
3865216922.

• Zero Mostel Reads a Book. Göttingen: Steidl, 2006.
ISBN 978-3865215864.

• Pangnirtung. Göttingen: Steidl, 2011. ISBN 978-
3869301983.

• Pull My Daisy. Göttingen: Steidl, 2011. ISBN 978-
3865216731. A transcript of Kerouac's narration
from the film Pull My Daisy (1959) with film stills
and an introduction by Jerry Tallmer.

• Ferne Nähe: Hommage für Robert Walser = Distant
Closeness: A Tribute to Robert Walser. Bern: Robert
Walser-Zentrum, 2012. ISBN 978-3-9523586-2-7.

177.6 Publications about Frank

• Looking In: Robert Frank's The Americans. Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art; Göttin-
gen: Steidl, 2009. ISBN 978-3-86521-806-3. By
Sarah Greenough. With essays by Stuart Alexander,
Phillip Brookman, Michel Frizot, Martin Gasser,
Jeff L. Rosenheim, Kuc Sante and Anne Wilkes
Tucker. Published to accompany an exhibition or-
ganised by the National Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C..

177.7 Filmography

• 1959: Pull My Daisy (with Alfred Leslie)

• 1961: The Sin of Jesus

• 1963: O.K. End Here

• 1965/1968: Me And My Brother

• 1969: Conversations in Vermont

• 1969: Life-Raft Earth

• 1971: About Me: A Musical

• 1972: Cocksucker Blues

• 1975: Keep Busy (with Rudy Wurlitzer)

• 1980: Life Dances On

• 1981: Energy and How to Get It (with Rudy Wurl-
itzer)

• 1983: This Song For Jack

• 1985: Home Improvements

• 1987: Candy Mountain (with Rudy Wurlitzer)

• 1989: Hunter

• 1990: Cʼest vrai! (One Hour)
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• 1992: Last Supper

• 1994: Moving Pictures

• 2002: Paper Route

• 2004/2008: True Story

177.8 Awards

• 1955: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[2]

• 1996: Hasselblad Foundation International Award
in Photography from the Hasselblad Founda-
tion.*[10]

• 2002: Edward MacDowell Medal, MacDowell
Colony, Peterborough, NH.*[11]*[12]

177.9 Exhibitions

• 1997: Flamingo, Hasselblad Award exhibition, Has-
selblad Center, Goteborg, Sweden.

• 2004: Storylines Tate Modern Museum, London.
First major exhibition in the UK.*[13]

• 2008: Robert Frank, Paris, Museum Folkwang, Es-
sen.

• 2009: Robert Frank. Die Filme, C/O Berlin, Berlin.

• 2009: Looking In: Robert Frank's The Americans,
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., 18 Jan-
uary – 26 April 2009 and then toured to San Fran-
cisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, 16
May – 23 August 2009; The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, 22 September – 27 December
2009.*[14]

• 2012: Robert Frank, From the collections of Foto-
museum Winterthur and Fotostiftung Schweiz,*[15]
Multimedia Art Museum, Moscow.

• 2014: Robert Frank In America, from the Cantor Art
Center at Stanford collection, Stanford University.

177.10 Further reading

• Alexander, Stuart. – Robert Frank: A Bibliography,
Filmography, and Exhibition Chronology, 1946-
1985 (Center for Creative Photography, 1986).
OCLC 16798695

• Gefter, Philip. - Photography After Frank (Aper-
ture, 2009). ISBN 978-1-59711-095-2

• Green, Jonathan. – American Photography: A Crit-
ical History 1945 to the Present (Abrams, 1984).
Chapter 5, “The Americans: Politics and Alien-
ation.”ISBN 0-8109-1814-5

• Janis, Eugenia Parry and Wendy MacNeil, eds.
– Photography Within the Humanities (Addison
House, 1977).“Robert Frank”(transcript of a talk
and interview conducted at Wellesley College on 14
April 1975), pp. 52–65. ISBN 0-89169-013-1

• Leo, Vince. – Robert Frank: From Compromise to
Collaboration. Parkett, 1994, Issue 42, pp. 8–23.

• Papageorge, Tod. – Walker Evans and Robert
Frank: An Essay on Influence (Yale University Art
Gallery, 1981). ISBN 0-89467-015-8

• Penman, Ian. – Robert Frank: Storylines (Steidl,
2004). ISBN 3-86521-041-4

• Sandeen, Eric. – Picturing An Exhibition (Univer-
sity of New Mexico Press, 1995). Chapter 5,“Ed-
ward Steichen, Robert Frank, and American Mod-
ernism.”ISBN 0-8263-1558-5

• Tucker, Anne and Philip Brookman, eds. – Robert
Frank: New York to Nova Scotia (Museum of Fine
Arts - Houston, 1986). ISBN 0-8212-1623-6

Bibliographies

• Frank Bibliography (via UC Berkeley)

177.11 Sources

• Philip Gefter, Snapshots From The American Road,
The New York Times, Dec. 14, 2008
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177.13 External links

• Robert Frank, Pace/MacGill Gallery

• Robert Frank at the Internet Movie Database

• Robert Frank s̓ Masterpiece:“The Americans”at
50

• Robert Frank at the Art Institute of Chicago

• Looking In: Robert Frank's“The Americans”, Na-
tional Gallery of Art, 2009

• Elson Lecture 2009: Robert Frank, National
Gallery of Art

• Robert Frank Collection Guide, National Gallery of
Art, 2014 (with“more than 430 images”)

• “Seeing Beauty in Our Shadows Robert Frank's
'The Americans,' unpopular when first published,
has shaped the way America looks at itself,” The
Wall Street Journal, September 19–20, 2009

• Robert Frank on National Public Radio

• 'Walker Evans and Robert Frank: an Essay on Influ-
ence' by Tod Papageorge

• Nericcio, William Anthony. – Cinematography,
Photography, and Literature: Robert Frank's Aes-
thetic Triptych (MOPA, San Diego, 2000). (An on-
line essay on Pull My Daisy with illustrations and
film-clip.)

• 'Robert Frank: Dissecting The American Image' by
Jno Cook

• Illustrated book review of The Americans

• Robert Frank at the Internet Movie Database

• Works by or about Robert Frank in libraries
(WorldCat catalog)
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Robert H. Cumming

Untitled watercolor on paper by Robert H. Cumming, 1986

Robert H. Cumming (born 1943, Worcester, Mas-
sachusetts) is an American painter, sculptor, photogra-
pher, and printmaker best known for his photographs
of conceptual drawings and constructions, which layer
meanings within meanings, and reference both science
and art history. He earned a BFA in 1965 from
Massachusetts College of Art in Boston and an MFA in
1967 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
His first teaching position was at the University of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee, where he was involved with mail
art, an early conceptual art movement that conferred art
status on items sent through the postal system. In 1970,
Cumming moved to southern California to lecture on
photography, and in 1974, he started teaching at the
University of California, Los Angeles. In 1978, Cum-
ming moved back to New England, where he continues
to teach and make art.
Cumming is represented in the permanent collections of
various major art museums, including the Museum of

Painting by Robert H. Cumming

Modern Art, New York; the Baltimore Museum of Art;
the Art Institute of Chicago; the Dallas Museum of Art;
the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; the Denver Art Mu-
seum; the Minneapolis Institute of Arts; the Whitney Mu-
seum of American Art, New York; the Walker Art Cen-
ter, Minneapolis; the San Francisco Museum of Mod-
ern Art, the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, and
Honolulu Museum of Art Spalding House (formerly The
Contemporary Museum, Honolulu).

178.1 References

• Baltimore Museum of Art, 14 American photogra-
phers: Walker Evans, Robert Adams, Lewis Baltz,
Paul Caponigro, William Christenberry, Linda Con-
nor, Cosmos, Robert Cumming, William Eggleston,
Lee Friedlander, John R. Gossage, Gary Hallman,
Tod Papageorge, Garry Winogrand, Baltimore, Bal-
timore Museum of Art, 1975.
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• MIT List Visual Arts Center, Three on technology:
New Photographs by Robert Cumming, Lee Friedlan-
der, Jan Groover, Cambridge, Mass., MIT List Vi-
sual Arts Center, 1988.

• Turnbull, Betty, Rooms, Roments Remembered,
Robert Cumming, Michael Davis, Roland Reiss,
Richard Turner, Bruce Williams, Newport Beach,
Calif., Newport Harbor Art Museum, 1978.

• Yager, David, Frames of reference, photographic
paths: Zeke Berman, George Blakeley, Eileen
Cowin, John Craig, Robert Cumming, Darryl Cur-
ran, Fred Endsley, William Larson, Bart Parker,
Victor Schrager, the Starn twins, Baltimore, Vi-
sual Arts Dept., University of Maryland, Baltimore
County, 1989.

Robert Cumming is represented by New York Gallery,
Janet Borden, Inc.

• Janet Borden Inc

http://janetbordeninc.com/


Chapter 179

Robert H. Jackson (photographer)

Robert H. Jackson's prize-winning photograph of Jack Ruby
shooting Lee Harvey Oswald

Robert “Bob”Hill Jackson (born April 8, 1934) is an
American photographer. In 1964, Jackson, then of the
Dallas Times-Herald, was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Photography for his photograph of the murder of Lee
Harvey Oswald by Jack Ruby.*[1]*[2]*[3]*[4]

179.1 Early life and career

Jackson said his interest in photography began when he
was 12 or 13. He grew up in Dallas. An aunt gave him a
Baby Brownie Special camera to give him his start, and a
family cat became one of his first subjects. When Jack-
son turned 14, his interest became more serious. Another
aunt gave him an Argus C-3 35 mm camera. Jacksonʼs
first news photo was of a double fatality crash in north-
ern Dallas. Jackson persuaded his father to drive him to
the scene of the crash. His second news photo was of an
airplane crash at Love Field.*[1]
His photography interest grew when he became hooked
on photographing sports car racing. Prior to joining the
36th Infantry National Guard, Jackson attended South-
ern Methodist University but did not graduate. While in
the Army, Jackson became a photographer for an Army
general and further developed his portfolio.*[1]

179.2 November 1963

On Nov. 22, 1963, Jackson was assigned to cover Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy's arrival at Love Field and his mo-
torcade through the city. Jackson and many other jour-
nalists traveled with the President and first lady from the
airport. He was in the eighth vehicle behind the presiden-
tial limousine as the motorcade headed down Elm Street.
Jackson was sitting atop the back seat of the convertible
as the motorcade approached Dealey Plaza. He was in
the process of changing film when the shots were fired;
but his camera was empty. He had just removed a roll of
film to hand-off to another newspaper employee, and had
not yet reloaded. However, he was among the few peo-
ple who saw the rifle barrel in the window of the book
depository. After the assassination, Jackson remained in
Delay Plaza, but took no more photos, something he later
regretted. *[2]
Two days later, Jackson was told to go to the police sta-
tion to photograph the transfer of Oswald to the county
jail. Using his Nikon S3 35mm camera, Jackson pho-
tographed the murder of Lee Harvey Oswald in the Dallas
police station garage.*[2]

179.3 Later Life

In later life, Jackson was a staff photographer for the
Colorado Springs Gazette-Telegraph. He retired from
the Gazette in 1999. He has three daughters, two sons
from his wife's previous marriage and a son with his
current wife. He also has 10 grandchildren.*[1] As of
November 2013, Jackson resides in Manitou Springs,
Colorado.*[1]*[2]

179.4 References
[1] Boyle, Jim (10 November 2013).“JFK series: Newspaper

photographer witnesses historic shootings”.

[2] Meyer, Jeremy P. (23 November 2013).“Bob Jackson's
iconic photo of Ruby shooting Oswald still resonates”.
The Denver Post.
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[3] Granberry, Michael (5 April 2010). “Six-Tenths of a
Second, Two Lives Forever Changed”.

[4] Fischer, Heinz-D; Fischer, Erika J. (2003). Complete
Historical Handbook of the Pulitzer Prize System 1917-
2000: Decision-Making Processes in all Award Categories
based on unpublished Sources. Walter de Gruyter. ISBN
9783110939125.
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Dallas Morning News, January 27, 2004
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Robert Mapplethorpe

Robert Mapplethorpe (/ˈmeɪpəlˌθɔːrp/; November 4,
1946 – March 9, 1989) was an American photographer,
known for his sensitive yet blunt treatment of contro-
versial subject-mater in the large-scale, highly stylized
black and white medium of photography. His work fea-
tured an array of subjects, including celebrity portraits,
male and female nudes, self-portraits and still-life im-
ages of flowers. His most controversial work is that of
the underground BDSM scene in the late 1960s and early
1970s of New York. The homoeroticism of this work
fuelled a national debate over the public funding of con-
troversial artwork.

180.1 Biography

Mapplethorpe was born and grew up as a Roman Catholic
of English and Irish heritage in Our Lady of the Snows
Parish in Floral Park, Queens, New York City. His par-
ents were Harry and Joan Mapplethorpe, and he grew up
with five brothers and sisters. He studied for a Bachelor
of Fine Arts from the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, where
he majored in Graphic Arts,*[1] though he dropped out in
1969 before finishing his degree.*[2] Mapplethorpe lived
with his close friend Patti Smith from 1967 to 1974, and
she supported him by working in bookstores. They cre-
ated art together; and, even after he realized he was ho-
mosexual, they maintained a close relationship.
From 1977 until 1980, Mapplethorpe was the lover of gay
writer and Drummer magazine editor Jack Fritscher.*[3]
Mapplethorpe took his first photographs in the late 1960s
or early 1970s using a Polaroid camera. In the mid-
1970s, he acquired a Hasselblad medium-format cam-
era and began taking photographs of a wide circle of
friends and acquaintances, including artists, composers,
and socialites. During this time, he became friends with
New Orleans artist George Dureau, whose work had a
profound impact on Mapplethorpe, so much so that he
restaged many of Dureau's early photographs. By the
1980s his subject matter focused on statuesque male and
female nudes, delicate flower still lifes, and highly for-
mal portraits of artists and celebrities. Mapplethorpe's
first studio was at 24 Bond Street in Manhattan. In the

1980s, his mentor and lifetime companion art curator
Sam Wagstaff bought a top-floor loft at 35 West 23rd
Street for Robert, where he lived and used as his shoot-
ing space.*[4] He kept the Bond Street loft as his dark-
room. In 1988, Mapplethorpe selected Patricia Morris-
roe to write his biography, which was based on more than
300 interviews with celebrities, critics, lovers, and Map-
plethorpe himself.*[4]
Mapplethorpe died on the morning of March 9, 1989 at
the age of 42 due to complications from HIV/AIDS, in
a Boston, Massachusetts hospital. His corpse was cre-
mated. His ashes are interred at St. John's Cemetery,
Queens in New York, at his mother's grave-site, etched
“Maxey”.

Nearly a year before his death, the ailing Mapplethorpe
helped found the Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation, Inc.
His vision for the Foundation was that it would be“the
appropriate vehicle to protect his work, to advance his
creative vision, and to promote the causes he cared about”
.*[5] Since his death, the Foundation has not only func-
tioned as his official estate and helped promote his work
throughout the world, but it has also raised and do-
nated millions of dollars to fund medical research in the
fight against AIDS and HIV infection.*[5] The Foun-
dation also determines which galleries represent Map-
plethorpe's art.*[6]*[7] The Robert Mapplethorpe Foun-
dation donated the Robert Mapplethorpe Archive to the
Getty Research Institute. The archive spans from 1970 –
1989.*[8]

180.2 Art

Mapplethorpe worked primarily in a studio, and almost
exclusively in black and white, with the exception of some
of his later work and his final exhibit “New Colors”.
His body of work features a wide range of subjects, but
his main focus and the greater part of his work is erotic
imagery. He would refer to some of his own work as
pornographic,*[4] with the aim of arousing the viewer,
but which could also be regarded as high art.*[9] His
erotic art explored a wide range of sexual subjects, de-
picting the BDSM subculture of New York in the 1970s,
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Mapplethorpe exhibition, 2009

portrayals of black male nudes, and classical nudes of fe-
male bodybuilders. Mapplethorpe was a participant ob-
server for much of his erotic photography, participating
in the sexual acts which he was photographing and engag-
ing his models sexually.*[9]
Other subjects included flowers, especially orchids and
calla lilies, children, statues, and celebrities, includ-
ing Andy Warhol, Louise Bourgeois, Deborah Harry,
Richard Gere, Peter Gabriel, Grace Jones, Joan Arma-
trading and Patti Smith. Smith was a longtime roommate
of Mapplethorpe and a frequent subject in his photogra-
phy, including a stark, iconic photograph that appears on
the cover of Smith's first album, Horses.*[10] His work
often made reference to religious or classical imagery,
such as a portrait of Patti Smith *[11] from 1986 which
recalls Albrecht Dürer's 1500 self-portrait.*[12]

Robert took areas of dark human consent
and made them into art. He worked without
apology, investing the homosexual with
grandeur, masculinity, and enviable nobility.
Without affectation, he created a presence that
was wholly male without sacrificing feminine
grace. He was not looking to make a political
statement or an announcement of his evolving
sexual persuasion. He was presenting some-
thing new, something not seen or explored
as he saw and explored it. Robert sought to
elevate aspects of male experience, to imbue
homosexuality with mysticism. As Cocteau
said of a Genet poem,“His obscenity is never
obscene.”
̶Patti Smith, Just Kids*[13]

180.3 Controversy

180.3.1 The Perfect Moment (1989 solo ex-
hibit tour)

In the summer of 1989, Mapplethorpe's traveling solo
exhibit brought national attention to the issues of pub-
lic funding for the arts, as well as questions of censor-
ship and the obscene. The Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C., had agreed to be one of the host mu-
seums for the tour. Mapplethorpe decided to show his
latest series that he explored shortly before his death. Ti-
tled Robert Mapplethorpe: The Perfect Moment, the show
included photographs from his X Portfolio, which fea-
tured images of urophagia, BDSM and a self-portrait with
a bullwhip inserted in his anus.*[14] The show was cu-
rated by Janet Kardon of the Institute of Contemporary
Art (ICA).*[15]*[16] The hierarchy of the Corcoran and
several members of the U.S. Congress were upset when
the works were revealed to them, due the homoerotic and
sadomasochistic themes of some of the work. Though
much of his work throughout his career had been reg-
ularly displayed in publicly funded exhibitions, conser-
vative and religious organizations, such as the American
Family Association, seized on this exhibition to vocally
oppose government support for what they called“noth-
ing more than the sensational presentation of potentially
obscene material.”*[17]
In June 1989, pop artist Lowell Blair Nesbitt became in-
volved in the censorship issue. Nesbitt, a long-time friend
of Mapplethorpe, revealed that he had a $1.5-million be-
quest to the museum in his will, but publicly promised
that if the museum refused to host the exhibition, he
would revoke the bequest. The Corcoran refused and
Nesbitt bequeathed the money to the Phillips Collection
instead. After the Corcoran refused the Mapplethorpe
exhibition, the underwriters of the exhibition went to the
nonprofit Washington Project for the Arts,*[18] which
showed all the images in its space from July 21 to Au-
gust 13, 1989, to large crowds.*[19]*[20] In 1990, the
Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati, and Dennis
Barrie, were charged with obscenity. They were found
not guilty by a jury.*[21]
According to the ICA,“The Corcoran's decision sparked
a controversial national debate: Should tax dollars sup-
port the arts? Who decides what is“obscene”or“of-
fensive”in public exhibitions? And if art can be consid-
ered a form of free speech, is it a violation of the First
Amendment to revoke federal funding on grounds of ob-
scenity? To this day, these questions remain very much
at issue.”*[15]*[22] Mapplethorpe became something of
a cause célèbre for both sides of the American culture
war. However, prices for many of the Mapplethorpe pho-
tographs doubled and even tripled as a consequence of
all the attention. The artist's notoriety supposedly also
helped the posthumous sale at Christie's auction house of
Mapplethorpe's own collection of furniture, pottery, sil-
ver and works by other artists, which brought about $8
million.*[23]
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180.3.2 UCE controversy

In 1998, the University of Central England was involved
in a controversy when a book by Mapplethorpe was con-
fiscated. A final-year undergraduate student was writ-
ing a paper on the work of Robert Mapplethorpe and in-
tended to illustrate the paper with a few photographs from
Mapplethorpe, a book of the photographer's work. She
took the photographs to the local chemist to be developed
and the chemist informed West Midlands Police because
of the unusual nature of the images. The police confis-
cated the library book from the student and informed the
university that the book would have to be destroyed. If
the university agreed to the destruction, no further action
would be taken.
The university Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Peter Knight, sup-
ported by the Senate, took the view that the book was a
legitimate book for the university library to hold and that
the action of the police was a serious infringement of aca-
demic freedom. The Vice-Chancellor was interviewed by
the police, under caution, with a view to prosecution un-
der the terms of the Obscene Publications Acts.
After the interview with the Vice-Chancellor, a file was
sent to the Crown Prosecution Service for a determina-
tion by the Director of Public Prosecutions whether to
proceed with a trial. After a delay of about six months,
the affair came to an end when Dr. Knight was informed
by the DPP that no action would be taken.*[24]

180.3.3 The Black Book

The 1986 solo exhibition “Black Males”and the sub-
sequent book “The Black Book”sparked controversy
for their depiction of black men. The images, erotic
depictions of black men, were widely criticized for be-
ing exploitative.*[25]*[26]*[27] The work was largely
phallocentric and sculptural, focusing on segments of the
subject's bodies. His purported intention with these pho-
tographs and the use of black men as models was the
pursuit of the Platonic ideal.*[4] Mapplethorpe's initial
interest with the black male form was inspired by films
like Mandingo, and the interrogation scene in Cruising in
which an unknown black character enters the interroga-
tion room and slaps the protagonist across the face.*[28]
Criticism was the subject of a work by American concep-
tual artist Glenn Ligon, Notes on the Margins of the Black
Book (1991–1993). Ligon juxtaposes Mapplethorpe's 91
images of black men in the 1988 publication Black Book
with critical texts and personal reactions about the work
to complicate the racial undertones of the imagery.*[29]

180.4 Posthumously

In 1992, author Paul Russell dedicated his novel Boys of
Life to Mapplethorpe, as well as to Karl Keller and Pier

Paolo Pasolini.*[30]
When Mapplethorpe: A Biography by Patricia Morris-
roe was published by Random House in 1995,*[4] the
Washington Post Book World described it as“Mesmeriz-
ing... Morrisroe has succeeded in re-creating the photog-
rapher's world of light and dark.”*[31] Art critic Arthur
C. Danto, writing in The Nation, praised it as“utterly ad-
mirable... The clarity and honesty of Morrisroe's portrait
are worthy of its subject.”*[32]
In 1996, Patti Smith wrote a book The Coral Sea dedi-
cated to Mapplethorpe.*[33]
Philips released a photo disc for their CD-i video game
system in the late 1990s called The Flowers of Robert
Mapplethorpe.*[34]
In September 1999, Arena Editions published Pictures,
a monograph that reintroduced Mapplethorpe's sex pic-
tures. In 2000, Pictures was seized by two South Aus-
tralian plain-clothes detectives from an Adelaide book-
shop in the belief that the book breached indecency
and obscenity laws.*[35] Police sent the book to the
Canberra-based Office of Film and Literature Classifica-
tion after the state Attorney-General's Department deftly
decided not to get involved in the mounting publicity
storm. Eventually, the OFLC board agreed unanimously
that the book, imported from the United States, should
remain freely available and unrestricted.*[36]
In 2006, a 1987 Mapplethorpe print of Andy Warhol (a
platinum print on linen with four silk panels) was auc-
tioned for around $US 643,000,*[37] making it the most
expensive Mapplethorpe photograph ever sold.
In May 2007, American writer, director, and producer
James Crump directed the documentary film Black White
+ Gray, which premiered at the 2007 Tribeca Film Fes-
tival. It explores the influence Mapplethorpe, curator
Sam Wagstaff, and musician/poet Patti Smith had on the
1970s art scene in New York City.
In September 2007, Prestel published Mapplethorpe: Po-
laroids, a collection of 183 of approximately 1,500 ex-
isting Mapplethorpe polaroids.*[38] This book accompa-
nies an exhibition by the Whitney Museum of American
Art in May 2008.
In 2008, Robert Mapplethorpe was named online as an
LGBT History Month Icon.*[39]
Patti Smith's 2010 memoir Just Kids focuses on her re-
lationship with Mapplethorpe.*[40] The book won the
2010 National Book Award for Nonfiction.*[41]
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Chapter 181

Roger Fenton

For the English clergyman, see Roger Fenton (clergy-
man).
Roger Fenton (28 March 1819 – 8 August 1869) was a

Fenton, self-portrait

pioneering British photographer, one of the first war pho-
tographers.

181.1 Early life

Fenton was born in Crimble Hall, Rochdale, Lancashire,
on 28 March 1819. His grandfather was a wealthy cot-
ton manufacturer and banker, his father a banker and
Member of Parliament.*[1] Fenton was the fourth of
seven children by his father's first marriage. His father
had 10 more children by his second wife.
In 1838 Fenton went to the University of Oxford where
he graduated in 1840 with a "first class" Bachelor of Arts

degree,*[2] having read English, mathematics, Greek and
Latin.*[3] In 1841, he began to read law at University
College, evidently sporadically as he did not qualify as a
solicitor until 1847, partly because he had become inter-
ested in learning to be a painter. In Yorkshire in 1843
Fenton married Grace Elizabeth Maynard, presumably
after his first sojourn in Paris (his passport was issued
in 1842) where he may briefly have studied painting in
the studio of Paul Delaroche. When he registered as a
copyist in the Louvre in 1844 he named his teacher as
the history and portrait painter Michel Martin Drolling,
who taught at the École nationale supérieure des Beaux-
Arts, but Fenton's name does not appear in the school
records. By 1847 Fenton had returned to London where
he continued to study painting under the tutelage of the
history painter Charles Lucy, who became his friend and
with whom, starting in 1850, he served on the board of
the North London School of Drawing and Modelling. In
1849, 1850 and 1851 he exhibited paintings in the annual
exhibitions of the Royal Academy.
Fenton visited the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park in
London in 1851 and was impressed by the photogra-
phy on display there. He then visited Paris to learn the
waxed paper calotype process, most likely from Gustave
Le Gray who had modified the methods employed by
William Henry Fox Talbot, its inventor. By 1852 he had
photographs exhibited in Britain, and travelled to Kiev,
Moscow and St. Petersburg, and also photographed views
and architecture around Britain. His published call for
the setting up of a photographic society was answered
in 1853 with the establishment of the Photographic So-
ciety, with Fenton as founder and first Secretary. It
later became the Royal Photographic Society under the
patronage of Prince Albert.*[4]*[5]
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181.2 Crimean War

Versions of Valley of the Shadow of Death, with and
without cannonballs

It is likely that in autumn 1854, as the Crimean War
grabbed the attention of the British public, that some
powerful friends and patrons - among them Prince Al-
bert and Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of State for War
- urged Fenton to go the Crimea to record the happen-
ings. He set off aboard HMS Hecla in February, landed
at Balaklava on 8 March and remained there until 22
June. The resulting photographs may have been intended
to offset the general unpopularity of the war among the
British people, and to counteract the occasionally criti-
cal reporting of correspondent William Howard Russell
of The Times.*[6]*[7] The photographs were to be con-
verted into woodblocks and published in the less critical
Illustrated London News. Fenton took Marcus Sparling
as his photographic assistant, a servant known as William
and a large horse-drawn van of equipment.
Due to the size and cumbersome nature of his photo-
graphic equipment, Fenton was limited in his choice of
motifs. Because the photographic material of his time
needed long exposures, he was only able to produce pic-
tures of stationary objects, mostly posed pictures; he
avoided making pictures of dead, injured or mutilated
soldiers. But he also photographed the landscape, includ-
ing an area near to where the Charge of the Light Brigade
- made famous in Tennyson's poem - took place. In letters
home soldiers had called the original valley“The Valley
of Death”, and Tennyson's poem used the same phrase,
so when in September 1855 Thomas Agnew put the pic-
ture on show, as one of a series of eleven collectively titled
Panorama of the Plateau of Sebastopol in Eleven Parts in a
London exhibition, he took the troops'̶and Tennyson's
̶epithet, expanded it as The Valley of the Shadow of
Death with its deliberate evocation of Psalm 23, and as-
signed it to the piece; it is not the location of the famous
charge, which took place in a long, broad valley several
miles to the south-east.*[8]*[9]
In 2007 film-maker Errol Morris went to Sevastopol to

Marcus Sparling seated on Fenton's photographic van, Crimea,
1855.

Approach roads to Sevastopol, and the“valley of death”

identify the site of this“first iconic photograph of war”
. He identified the small valley, shown on a later map
as“The Valley of the Shadow of Death”, as the place
where Fenton had taken his photograph (see right). Two
pictures were taken of this area, one with several cannon-
balls on the road, the other with an empty road. Hitherto
opinions differed concerning which one was taken first
but Morris spotted evidence that the photo without the
cannonballs was taken first.*[10]*[11]*[12] He remains
uncertain about why balls were moved onto the road in
the second picture̶perhaps, he notes, Fenton probably
deliberately placed them there to enhance the image. The
alternative is that soldiers were gathering up cannonballs
for reuse and they threw down balls higher up the hill
onto the road and ditch for collection later. Other art
historians, such as Nigel Spivey of Cambridge Univer-
sity, identify the images as from the nearby Woronzoff
Road. This is the location accepted by the local tour
guides.*[13]*[14]
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Despite summer high temperatures, breaking several ribs
in a fall, suffering from cholera and also becoming de-
pressed at the carnage he witnessed at Sevastopol, in all
Fenton managed to make over 350 usable large format
negatives. An exhibition of 312 prints was soon on show
in London and at various places across the nation in the
months that followed. Fenton also showed them to Queen
Victoria and Prince Albert and also to Emperor Napoleon
III in Paris. Nevertheless, sales were not as good as ex-
pected.
Post Crimea
Undaunted by the lack of commercial success for his
Crimean photographs, Fenton remained driven with great
energy to perfect his art and to record meaningful and
artistic images. He travelled widely over Britain to record
landscapes and still life images, but as time moved on,
photography was becoming more accessible. Many, with
sufficient knowledge and also the hunger to develop busi-
ness, sought to profit from selling quick portraits to com-
mon people. It is likely that Fenton, from a wealthy back-
ground, disdained 'trade' photographers, but nevertheless
still wanted to profit from the art by taking exclusive im-
ages and selling them at good prices. He thus fell into
conflict with many of his peers who genuinely needed
to make money from photography and were willing to
'cheapen their art' (as Fenton saw it), and also with the
Photographic Society, who believed that no photographer
should soil himself with the 'sin' of exploiting his talent
commercially in any manner.
In 1862 the organising committee for the International
Exhibition in London announced its plans to place pho-
tography, not with the other fine arts as had been done in
the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition only five years
earlier, but in the section reserved for machinery, tools
and instruments - photography was considered a craft, for
tradesmen. For Fenton and many of his colleagues, this
was conclusive proof of photography's diminished status,
and the pioneers drifted away. In 1863, Fenton sold his
equipment and returned to the law as a barrister on the
Northern Circuit.
He died 8 August 1869 at his home in Potter's Bar,
Hertfordshire after a week-long illness - he was only 50
years old. His wife died in 1886. Their graves were de-
stroyed in 1969 when the Potter's Bar church where they
were buried was deconsecrated and demolished.
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• Felice Beato

• John McCosh
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Roy DeCarava

Roy DeCarava (December 9, 1919 – October 27, 2009)
was an African American painter and photographer who
resided in Harlem, New York City. DeCarava was ini-
tially known for his early work chronicling the lives of
African-Americans and jazz artists in Harlem. DeCarava
came to be known as a founder of fine art photography
separate from the“social documentary”style of his pre-
decessors who documented African-American life.*[1]

182.1 Career

DeCarava produced five major books, including The
Sound I Saw and The Sweet Flypaper of Life as well
as landmark museum catalogs and retrospective surveys
from the Friends of Photography and the Museum of
Modern Art in New York.*[2]*[3] The subject of at
least 15 single artist exhibitions, DeCarava was the first
African American photographer to win a Guggenheim
Fellowship and in 2006, he was awarded the National
Medal of Arts from the National Endowment for the Arts,
the highest award given to artists by the United States
Government.*[4]
DeCarava encouraged other photographers and believed
in the accessibility of the medium. From 1955 – 1957, at
his own expense, he established and supported A Photog-
rapher's Gallery in his apartment in a brownstone block at
48 West 85th Street,[1] New York, in which was shown
work of the great names of American photography of the
period.
Roy DeCarava died on October 27, 2009.*[5]

182.2 Works consulted

• [The Sound I Saw]. Phaidon Press, 2000

• Roy DeCarava, A Retrospective. Museum of Mod-
ern Art New York, NY 1996

• Roy DeCarava, Photographs. Edited by James Alin-
der, Friends of Photography, 1981.

• Ralph Eugene Meatyard. published by International
Center of Photography, 2004, Introduction by Cyn-
thia Young.

• [Thumbnail View] . Luna.
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Chapter 183

Ruth Orkin

Ruth Orkin (September 3, 1921 – January 16, 1985)
was an American photographer and filmmaker.

183.1 Life

Orkin grew up in Hollywood where her mother was a
silent-film actress.*[1] She grew up photographing and
in 1939, she studied photojournalism at the Los Ange-
les City College. In 1943, she served in the Women's
Auxiliary Army Corps during World War II.*[2]
Orkin moved to New York City in 1943 and began work-
ing as a nightclub photographer. She later became a
successful freelance photographer, traveling all over the
world and contributing to Life, Look, Ladies' Home Jour-
nal and other periodicals. In November 1948 she sailed
from New York on the ocean liner SS Argentina to film
and write about its passengers for Coronet magazine.*[3]
Orkin attended Photo League events but didn't become a
member after they were blacklisted in 1947.*[1] In 1952
Orkin married photographer, filmmaker and fellow Photo
League member Morris Engel. Orkin worked with Engel
as an editor and co-director on several independent fea-
ture films.*[4]
Orkin is perhaps best known for her photograph, Ameri-
can Girl in Italy, taken in 1951. The subject of the now-
iconic photograph was the 23-year-old Ninalee Craig
(known at that time as Jinx Allen). The photograph
was conceived inadvertently when Orkin noticed the men
ogling Allen as she walked down the street. Orkin asked
Allen to walk down the street again, to be sure she had
the shot.*[5]*[6]*[7]
In the 1970s, Orkin taught photography at the School of
Visual Arts and the International Center of Photography.
She died of cancer in her Manhattan apartment at age 63.
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183.4 External links
• www.orkinphoto.com

• www.okinphotostore.com- Official Store

• The Ruth Orkin Photograph Collection at the New
York Historical Society
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Chapter 184

Ryan McGinley

Ryan McGinley (born October 17, 1977) is an American
photographer living in New York City who began making
photographs in 1998. In 2003, at the age of 25, McGinley
was one of the youngest artists to have a solo show at the
Whitney Museum of American Art. He was also named
Photographer of the Year in 2003 by American Photo
Magazine.*[1] In 2007 McGinley was awarded the Young
Photographer Infinity Award by the International Center
of Photography.*[2]

184.1 Early life and education

Ryan David McGinley, born in Ramsey, New Jersey, is
the youngest of eight children. From an early age his
peers and mentors were skateboarders, graffiti artists, mu-
sicians, and artists that were considered to be on the
fringes of society. He enrolled as a graphic design stu-
dent*[3] at Parsons School of Design in New York in
1995. He moved to the East Village in 1998, and cov-
ered the walls of his apartment with Polaroid pictures of
everyone who visited him there.

184.2 Work

McGinley had his first public exhibition in 2000 at 420
West Broadway in Manhattan in a DIY opening. Later,
as a student at Parsons, he started taking pictures, which
he put together in a book, self-published in 1999, called
The Kids Are Alright. The book was titled after a film
about The Who,*[4] was handmade and distributed to
people he respected in the art world and sold at the exhi-
bition. One copy was given to scholar and curator Sylvia
Wolf, who later organized McGinley's solo exhibition at
the Whitney. Wolf, in an essay about McGinley, wrote,
“The skateboarders, musicians, graffiti artists and gay

people in Mr. McGinley's early work 'know what it means
to be photographed. [...] His subjects are performing
for the camera and exploring themselves with an acute
self-awareness that is decidedly contemporary. They are
savvy about visual culture, acutely aware of how identity
can be not only communicated but created. They are will-
ing collaborators.”*[5]

McGinley has been long time friends with fellow
downtown artists Dan Colen and the late Dash Snow.
McGinley said of Snow, “I guess I get obsessed with
people, and I really became fascinated by Dash.”*[6]
Ariel Levy, writing in New York magazine about McGin-
ley's friend and collaborator, Dash Snow, said, “Peo-
ple fall in love with McGinleyʼs work because it tells a
story about liberation and hedonism: Where Goldin and
Larry Clark were saying something painful and anxiety
producing about Kids and what happens when they take
drugs and have sex in an ungoverned urban underworld,
McGinley started out announcing that 'The Kids Are Al-
right,' fantastic, really, and suggested that a gleeful, un-
fettered subculture was just around the corner̶'still'̶if
only you knew where to look.”*[7]
Since 2004, McGinley's style evolved from documenting
his friends in real-life situations towards creating settings
where the situations he envisions can be documented. He
casts his subjects at rockʻnʼroll festivals, art schools,
and street castings in cities.*[8] He shoots 35mm film and
makes his photographs using Yashica T4s and Leica R8s.
McGinley has drawn much inspiration from Terrence
Malick's film Days of Heaven. Critic Philip Gefter, in
a 2007 feature about McGinley, wrote,“He was a fly on
the wall. But then he began to direct the activities, pho-
tographing his subjects in a cinema-verite mode. 'I got to
the point where I couldn t̓ wait for the pictures to happen
anymore,' he said. 'I was wasting time, and so I started
making pictures happen. It borders between being set up
or really happening. Thereʼs that fine line.'"*[5]
In an April 2010 article in Vice Magazine, McGinley
identified Gilles Larrain as one of his early influences,
particularly Larrain's 1973 book Idols..*[9]
Critic Jeffrey Kluger wrote in 2008, “Photography is
about freezing a moment in time; McGinley's is about
freezing a stage in a lifetime. Young and beautiful is as
fleeting as a camera snap--and thus all the more worth
preserving.”*[10]
Commissioned by Italian luxury label Bottega Veneta,
McGinley photographed Swedish fashion model Tilda
Lindstam in the New York Botanical Garden for the
brandʼs 2014/15 cruise collection campaign.*[11]
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184.2.1 Music

McGinley is credited for the formation of the New York
City based band The Virgins after introducing and pho-
tographing two of its members in Tulum in 2004.
McGinley said of the band,“Their lyrics are really poetic
and very much about New York and the life that we live.”
*[12]
Donald Cumming, the lead singer of the Virgins was
noted as being one of McGinley's regular models. Mu-
sic critic Jody Rosen wrote, "'Maybe if you change your
hair/You'd be good enough,' Donald Cumming sneers in
'Fernando Pando.' He knows of what he sings: Cumming
has been a fixture of New York's downtown demimonde
since he was 16, making films and modeling for hip young
photographer Ryan McGinley.”*[13]
In 2008, the Icelandic post-rock band Sigur Rós used
one of McGinley's images for their fifth album Með suð í
eyrum við spilum endalaust. The video for the first track
from the album, "Gobbledigook", was inspired by his
work.*[14]

184.2.2 Editorial work

McGinley interviewed long time friend and mentor Jack
Walls for an article in Vice magazine. In the introduction
he wrote, “I spent two weeks making 500 hand-drawn
balloons for Jack Wallsʼs 50th birthday party.”*[15]
He has also contributed editorial portfolios to the New
York Times Magazine, Oscars,*[16] 2004 Olympic
Swimmers*[17] 2010 Winter Olympics.*[18]

184.2.3 Short films

• 2010: Friends Forever

• 2010: Entrance Romance

• 2010 Pringle of Scotland - Spring Summer 2010,
with Tilda Swinton (7:59 min.)

• 2012: Beautiful Rebels

• 2012: Varúð, for Sigur Rós

• 2012: The Virgins: Prima Materia

• 2013: Mind of its own, for Mercedes-Benz

• 2015: We Three

184.3 Exhibitions

As part of the museum's First Exposure series, a show-
case for new photography, McGinley had had a solo show
at the Whitney Museum in 2003.*[4] In recent years,

his photographs have been exhibited in galleries and
museums worldwide. He has had solo shows at MoMA
P.S.1 in New York (2004), in Spain at the MUSAC in
Leon (2005). In 2005, he was the laureate of the Ren-
contres d'Arles Discovery Award.
In 2007 McGinley exhibited his show, Irregular Regu-
lars], at Team Gallery in SoHo.*[19] Art critic David Ve-
lasco, in his review of the show, wrote,“McGinley went
on a two-year road trip, traveling to dozens of Morrissey
concerts in the US, the UK, and Mexico. The resultant
photos, many of which are densely saturated in the con-
certs c̓olored lights, feature candid shots of fans, regularly
zooming in for seductive close-ups of enamored young-
sters̶a celebration of the ecstatic cult of fame and its
ardent enablers.”*[20]
In 2008 he exhibited I Know Where the Summer Goes],
also at Team Gallery.*[21] Kluger, writing in TIME, said,
“But his favorite subject remains youth, as his 2008 ex-

hibit, 'I Know Where the Summer Goes,' proves. In
that collection, McGinley's troupe travels the country as
he photographs them, sometimes clothed and often not,
while they leap fences, lounge in a desert, play together
in a tree.”*[22]
In October 2010, McGinley opened his exhibition Life
Adjustment Center *[23] at Ratio 3 in San Francisco.
There he debuted two new portfolios of black and white
portraits and color photographs.
In 2012, McGinley became the first artist to have simulta-
neous shows at Team Gallery's two SoHo locations. Ani-
mals *[24] and Grids *[25] juxtaposed two new series of
photographs: nudes with animals and large grids of inti-
mate portraits of young concert-goers.
In 2013, McGinley exhibited his largest project to
date,Yearbook. A collection of hundreds of colorful stu-
dio portraits but conceived as a single artwork, the instal-
lation covered every available inch of the walls of San
Francisco's Ratio 3.*[26] In 2014, the exhibition grew
larger, this time staged at Team Gallery.*[27] Yearbook
continued to travel in 2015, showing at Kunsthal kAdE in
Amersfoort *[28] and Art Unlimited at Art Basel.*[29]
In 2015, McGinley's work further departed from his sum-
mer road trip series with bicoastal exhibitions Fall *[30]
and Winter,*[31] at Team Gallery's SoHo and Venice
Beach locations.

184.4 Collections

McGinley's work is featured in public collections in the
Guggenheim Museum, New York; the San Francisco Mu-
seum of Modern Art; and the The Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York.
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184.5 Art market

McGinley is represented by Jose Freire at Team Gallery
in NYC, Chris Perez at Ratio 3 Gallery in San Francisco,
Alison Jaques in London, Larissa Bischoff at Bischoff
Projects in Frankfurt am Main and managed commer-
cially by Shea Spencer at Artist Commissions.
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184.8 External links
• Official website

• Team Gallery

• Ratio 3

• Ryan McGinley at Bischoff Projects, Frankfurt am
Main

• New York Times Magazine - Oscars

• New York Times Magazine - 2004 Olympic Swim-
mers

• 2010 Winter Olympics

• Artforum

• TIME

• A Young Man With an Eye, and Friends Up a Tree
by Philip Gefter, New York Times, May 6, 2007

• Body Loud in Art Days
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Chapter 185

Sally Mann

Sally Mann (born 1951) is an American photographer,
best known for her large black-and-white photographs̶
at first of her young children, then later of landscapes sug-
gesting decay and death.

185.1 Early life and education

Born in Lexington, Virginia, Mann was the third of three
children and the only daughter. Her father, Robert S.
Munger, was a general practitioner, and her mother, Eliz-
abeth Evans Munger, ran the bookstore at Washington
and Lee University in Lexington. Mann was raised by an
atheist and compassionate father who allowed Mann to be
“benignly neglected.”*[2] Mann graduated from The Put-

ney School in 1969, and attended Bennington College and
Friends World College. She earned a B.A., summa cum
laude, from Hollins College (now Hollins University) in
1974 and a MA in creative writing in 1975.*[3] She took
up photography at Putney, where, she claims, her motive
was to be alone in the darkroom with her boyfriend.*[4]
She made her photographic debut at Putney, with an im-
age of a nude classmate. Her father encouraged her inter-
est in photography; his 5x7 camera became the basis of
her use of large format cameras today. She has“never”
read about photography.*[5]

185.2 Early career

After graduation, Mann worked as a photographer at
Washington and Lee University. In the mid-1970s she
photographed the construction of its new law school
building, the Lewis Hall (now the Sydney Lewis Hall),
leading to her first one-woman exhibition in late 1977
at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.*[6]
Those surrealistic images were subsequently included as
part of her first book, Second Sight, published in 1984.
While Mann explored a variety of genres as she was ma-
turing in the 1970s, she truly found her trade with her
second publication, At Twelve: Portraits of YoungWomen
(Aperture, 1988).*[7]

185.2.1 At Twelve: Portraits of Young
Women

“Untitled”by Sally Mann (1988)

Her second collection, At Twelve: Portraits of Young
Women, published in 1988, stimulated minor contro-
versy. The images “captured the confusing emotions
and developing identities of adolescent girls [and the] ex-
pressive printing style lent a dramatic and brooding mood
to all of her images.”*[8] In the preface to the book,
Ann Beattie says “when a girl is twelve years old, she
often wants – or says she wants – less involvement with
adults. […] [it is] a time in which the girls yearn for free-
dom and adults feel their own grip on things becoming
a little tenuous, as they realize that they have to let their
children go.”*[9] Beattie says that Mann s̓ photographs
don t̓“glamorize the world, but they don t̓ make it into
something more unpleasant than it is, either.”*[10] The
girls photographed in this series are shown“vulnerable
in their youthfulness”*[10] but Mann instead focuses on
the strength that the girls possess.
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In one image from the book (shown to the right), Mann
says that the young girl was extremely reluctant to stand
closer to her motherʼs boyfriend. Mann said that she
thought it was strange because“it was their peculiar fa-
miliarity that had provoked this photograph in the first
place.”*[11] Mann didnʼt want to crop out the girlʼs
elbow but the girl refused to move in closer. According
to Mann, the girl s̓ mother shot her boyfriend in the face
with a .22 several months later. In court the mother“tes-
tified that while she worked nights at a local truck stop
he wasʻat home partying and harassing my daughter. ”̓
Mann said “the child put it to me somewhat more di-
rectly.”*[11] Mann says that she now looks at this pho-
tograph with“a jaggy chill of realization.”*[11]

185.2.2 Immediate Family and controversy

Mann is perhaps best known*[12] for Immediate Family,
her third collection, first exhibited in 1990 by Edwynn
Houk Gallery in Chicago and published as a monograph
in 1992.*[13] The New York Times said, “Probably no
photographer in history has enjoyed such a burst of suc-
cess in the art world.”*[4] The book consists of 65 black-
and-white photographs of her three children, all under the
age of 10. Many of the pictures were taken at the family's
remote summer cabin along the river, where the children
played and swam in the nude. Many explore typical child-
hood themes (skinny dipping, reading the funnies, dress-
ing up, vamping, napping, playing board games) but oth-
ers touch on darker themes such as insecurity, loneliness,
injury, sexuality and death. The controversy on its release
was intense, including accusations of child pornography
(both in America*[14] and abroad*[15]) and of contrived
fiction with constructed tableaux.*[4]
Negative criticism of Mann's works is not hard to find.
One of her detractors, Pat Robertson of the Christian
Broadcasting Network, has said that“selling photographs
of children in their nakedness for profit is an exploita-
tion of the parental role and I think itʼs wrong.”*[16]
He views such work as a violation of the responsibil-
ity of parents to do everything in their power to pro-
tect, shelter, and nurture their children. More negative
criticism came from Raymond Sokolovʼs article Cri-
tique: Censoring Virginia*[17] in the Wall Street Journal.
He questioned whether children should be photographed
nude and whether federal funds should be appropriated
for such artworks. Accompanying his article was a modi-
fied image by Mann of her daughter Virginia (Virginia at
4), in which her eyes, nipples, and pubic region were now
covered with black bars. Mann said he used the image
without permission“to illustrate that this is the kind of
thing that shouldn t̓ be shown.”*[16] She was devastated
and insulted that someone could mutilate her photograph
that way. Virginia was also upset about the article. She
wrote a letter to the author saying “Dear Sir, I donʼt
like the way you crossed me out.”Mann said that after
Virginia saw the article, she started touching herself on

“Virginia at Four”by Sally Mann (1989)

the areas that were blacked out, saying,“what s̓ wrong
with me?”*[16] It was somewhat difficult for Mann to
understand the harsh criticism of these photographs, for
she did not stage these moments̶instead when she saw
a photo opportunity unfolding, she simply asked her chil-
dren stop moving until she could capture it. When Mann
was young, she was often nude, so she raised her children
similarly.*[2]

“The Perfect Tomato”by Sally Mann (1990)

Many of her other photographs containing her nude or
hurt children caused controversy. For example, in“The
Perfect Tomato,”the viewer sees a nude Jessie, posing on
a picnic table outside, bathed in light. Jessie told Steven
Cantor during the filming of one of his movies that she
had just been playing around and her mother told her to
freeze, and she tried to capture the image in a rush be-
cause the sun was setting. This explains why everything
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is blurred except for the tomato, hence the photograph's
title.*[16] This image was likely criticized for Jessieʼs
nudity and presentation of the adolescent female form.
While Jessie was aware of this photograph, Dana Cox, in
her essay, said that the Mann children were probably un-
aware of the other photographs being taken as Mannʼs
children were often naked because “it came natural to
them.”*[18] This habit of nudity is a family thing because
Mann says she used to walk around her house naked when
she was growing up. Cox states that“the own artistʼs
childhood is reflected in the way she captures moments in
her childrenʼs lives.”*[18] One image that deals more
with another aspect of childhood besides“naked play”,
Jessie's Cut, shows Jessie's head, wrapped in what appears
to be plastic, with blood running down the side of her face
from the cut above her left eye. The cut is stitched and
the blood is dry and stains her skin. As painful as the im-
age looks, there are a great number of viewers who could
relate to Jessie when they think about the broken bones
and stitched up cuts they had during childhood.

“Jessie's Cut”by Sally Mann (1985)

Mann herself considered these photographs to be“nat-
ural through the eyes of a mother, since she has seen her
children in every state: happy, sad, playful, sick, blood-
ied, angry and even naked.”*[19] Critics agreed, saying
her“vision in large measure [is] accurate, and a welcome
corrective to familiar notions of youth as a time of unal-
loyed sweetness and innocence,”*[20] and that the book
“created a place that looked like Eden, then cast upon it

the subdued and shifting light of nostalgia, sexuality and
death.”*[21] When Time magazine named her“Americaʼ
s Best Photographer”in 2001, it wrote:

Mann recorded a combination of spon-
taneous and carefully arranged moments of
childhood repose and revealingly̶sometimes

unnervingly̶imaginative play. What the out-
raged critics of her child nudes failed to grant
was the patent devotion involved throughout
the project and the delighted complicity of her
son and daughters in so many of the solemn
or playful events. No other collection of fam-
ily photographs is remotely like it, in both its
naked candor and the fervor of its maternal cu-
riosity and care.*[22]

The New Republic considered it“one of the great photo-
graph books of our time.”*[23]
Despite all of the controversy, Mann was never charged
with the taking or selling of child pornography, even
though, according to Edward de Grazia, law professor and
civil liberties expert,“any federal prosecutor anywhere
in the country could bring a case against [Mann] in Vir-
ginia, and not only seize her photos, her equipment, her
Rolodexes, but also seize her children for psychiatric and
physical examination.”*[24] Mann always put her chil-
dren's well-being first. Before she published Immediate
Family, she consulted a Virginian Federal prosecutor who
told her that some of the images she was exhibiting could
have her arrested. She decided to postpone the publica-
tion of the book in 1991. In an interview with New York
Times reporter, Richard Woodward, she said“I thought
the book could wait 10 years, when the kids won t̓ be liv-
ing in the same bodies. They l̓l have matured and they l̓l
understand the implications of the pictures. I unilaterally
decided.”*[25] The children apparently did not like this
decision and Mann and her husband arranged for Emmett
and Jessie to talk to a psychologist to be sure their feelings
were honest and so that they understood what the publi-
cation would do. Each child was then allowed to vote on
which photographs were to be put in the book. To fur-
ther protect the children from“teasing,”*[25] Mann told
Woodward that she wanted to keep copies of Immediate
Family out of their home town of Lexington. She asked
bookstores in the area not to sell it and for libraries to
keep it in their rare-book rooms.*[25] Dr. Aaron Es-
man, a child psychiatrist at the Payne Whitney Clinic be-
lieves that Mann is serious about her work and that she
has“no intention to jeopardize her children or use them
for pornographic images.”*[16] He says that the nude
photographs don t̓ appear to be erotically stimulating to
anyone but a“case-hardened pedophile or a rather dog-
matic religious fundamentalist.”*[16] Mann states, “I
didn't expect the controversy over the pictures of my chil-
dren. I was just a mother photographing her children as
they were growing up. I was exploring different subjects
with them.”*[26]
Her fourth book, Still Time, published in 1994, was based
on the catalogue of a traveling exhibition that included
more than 20 years of her photography. The 60 images
included more photographs of her children, but also ear-
lier landscapes with color and abstract photographs.
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185.3 Later career

In the mid-1990s, Mann began photographing landscapes
on wet plate collodion 8x10 glass negatives, and again
used the same 100-year-old 8 x 10 bellows view cam-
era that she had used for all the previous bodies of work.
These landscapes were first seen in Still Time, and later
featured in two shows presented by the Edwynn Houk
Gallery in NYC: Sally Mann – Mother Land: Recent
Landscapes of Georgia and Virginia in 1997, and then
in Deep South: Landscapes of Louisiana and Mississippi
in 1999. Many of these large (40"x50”) black-and-white
and manipulated prints were taken using the 19th century
“wet plate”process, or collodion, in which glass plates

are coated with collodion, dipped in silver nitrate, and
exposed while still wet. This gave the photographs what
the New York Times called “a swirling, ethereal image
with a center of preternatural clarity,”*[27] and showed
many flaws and artifacts, some from the process and some
introduced by Mann.
Mannʼs fifth book, What Remains, published in 2003,
is based on the show of the same name at the Corcoran
Gallery in Washington, DC and is in five parts. The first
section contains photographs of the remains of Eva, her
greyhound, after decomposition. The second part has the
photographs of dead and decomposing bodies at a fed-
eral Forensic Anthropology Facility (known as the̒ body
farmʼ). The third part details the site on her property
where an armed escaped convict was killed. The fourth
part is a study of the grounds of Antietam, the site of the
bloodiest single day battle in American history during the
Civil War. The last part is a study of close-ups of the faces
of her children. Thus, this study of mortality, decay and
death ends with hope and love.*[28]
Mann s̓ sixth book, Deep South, published in 2005, with
65 black-and-white images, includes landscapes taken
from 1992 to 2004 using both conventional 8x10 film and
wet plate collodion. These photographs have been de-
scribed as“haunted landscapes of the south, battlefields,
decaying mansion, kudzu shrouded landscapes and the
site where Emmett Till was murdered.”*[29] Newsweek
picked it as their book choice for the holiday season,
saying that Mann “walks right up to every Southern
stereotype in the book and subtly demolishes each in its
turn by creating indelibly disturbing images that hover
somewhere between document and dream.”*[29]
Mann's seventh book, Proud Flesh, published in 2009, is
a study taken over six years of the effects of muscular
dystrophy on her husband Larry Mann. As Mann notes,
“The results of this rare reversal of photographic roles are

candid, extraordinarily wrenching and touchingly frank
portraits of a man at his most vulnerable moment.”*[7]
The project was displayed in Gagosian Gallery in October
2009.
Mann's eighth book, The Flesh and The Spirit, published
in 2010, was released in conjunction with a compre-

hensive show at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in
Richmond, Virginia.*[30] Regarding this exhibition, Vir-
ginia's Museum director states, “She follows her own
voice. Her pictures are imbued with an amazing degree
of soul.”*[26] Though not a retrospective, this 200 page
book includes new and recent work (unpublished self-
portraits, landscapes, images of her husband, her chil-
dren's faces, and of the dead at a forensic institute) as
well as early works (unpublished color photographs of her
children in the 1990s, color Polaroids and platinum prints
from the 1970s). Its unifying theme is the body, with
its vagaries of illnesses and death, and includes essays
by John Ravenal, David Levi Strauss and Anne Wilkes
Tucker.
Mann's ninth book, Hold Still: A Memoir with Pho-
tographs, released May 12, 2015, is a melding of a mem-
oir of her youth, an examination of some major influences
of her life, and reflections on how photography shapes our
view of the world. It is augmented with photographs, let-
ters, and other memorabilia. She singles out her“near-
feral”childhood and her subsequent introduction to pho-
tography at Putney, her relationship to her husband of 40
years and his parent's mysterious death, and her mater-
nal Welch relative's nostalgia for land morphing into her
love for her land in the Shenandoah valley as some of her
important influences. Gee-Gee, a black woman who was
a surrogate parent, who opened Mann's eyes to race rela-
tions and exploitation, her relationship with Cy Twombly,
and her father's genteel southern legacy and his eventual
death are also examined. The New York Times describes
it as“an instant classic among Southern memoirs of the
last 50 years.”*[31] An article by Mann adapted from
this book appeared with photographs in The New York
Times Magazine in April 2015.*[32]
Her current projects include a series of self-portraits, a
multipart study of the legacy of slavery in Virginia, and
intimate images of her family and life.*[33] The latter,
entitled “Marital Trust,”spans 30 years, and includes
intimate details of her family life with Larry.*[34]
In May 2011 she delivered the three-day Massey Lecture
Series at Harvard.*[35] In June 2011, Mann sat down
with one of her contemporaries, Nan Goldin, at Look3
Charlottesville Festival of the Photograph. The two pho-
tographers discussed their respective careers, particularly
the ways in which photographing personal lives became
a source of professional controversy.*[36] This was fol-
lowed by an appearance at the University of Michigan as
part of the Penny W. Stamps lecture series.*[37]

185.4 Personal life

In 1969, Mann met her husband Larry,*[38] and they
have three children together: Emmett, born in 1979, who
for a time joined the Peace Corps,*[39] Jessie (herself
an artist, photographer and model),*[40] born in 1981,
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and Virginia (now a lawyer), born in 1985. Mann lives
on a farm in Virginia with her husband, Larry. He is a
full-time attorney, and has muscular dystrophy, with pro-
gressive weakness.
Mann is passionate about endurance horse racing.*[33]
In 2006, Mann's horse ruptured an aneurysm while she
was riding him. In the horse's death throes, Mann was
thrown to the ground and the impact broke her back.
It took her two years to recover from the accident and
during this time, she made a series of ambrotype self-
portraits. These self-portraits were on view for the first
time in November 2010 at the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts as a part of Sally Mann: the Flesh and the Spirit.*[41]
She is currently represented by the Gagosian Gallery of
New York City, and the Edwynn Houk Gallery *[42] also
of New York City. The latter had a show of Mann's works
that opened September 13, 2012.

185.5 Recognition

Her works are included in the permanent collec-
tions of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,*[43] the
National Gallery of Art,*[44] the Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden,*[45] the Museum of Fine Arts,
in Boston,*[46] the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art,*[47] and the Whitney Museum of New York City
among many others.
Time magazine named Mann“America's Best Photog-
rapher”in 2001.*[22] Photos she took have appeared on
the cover of The New York Times Magazine twice: first, a
picture of her three children for the September 27, 1992
issue with a feature article on her “disturbing work,”
*[4] and again on September 9. 2001, with a self-portrait
(which also included her two daughters) for a theme issue
on“Women Looking at Women.”
Mann has been the subject of two film documentaries.
The first, Blood Ties,*[48] was directed by Steve Can-
tor, debuted at the 1994 Sundance Film Festival, and was
nominated for an Academy Award as Best Documentary
Short. The second, What Remains *[49] was also directed
by Steve Cantor. It premiered at the 2006 Sundance Film
Festival and was nominated for an Emmy for Best Doc-
umentary in 2008. In her New York Times review of
the film, Ginia Bellafante wrote, “It is one of the most
exquisitely intimate portraits not only of an artist s̓ pro-
cess, but also of a marriage and a life, to appear on tele-
vision in recent memory.”*[50]
Mann received an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degree*[51] from the Corcoran Museum in May 2006.
The Royal Photographic Society (UK) awarded her an
Honorary Fellowship in 2012.
Mann won the 2016 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Ex-
cellence in Nonfiction for Hold Still: A Memoir in Pho-
tographs.*[52]
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Sandy Skoglund

Sandy Skoglund (born September 11, 1946) is an Amer-
ican photographer and installation artist.*[1]
Skoglund creates surrealist images by building elaborate
sets or tableaux, furnishing them with carefully selected
colored furniture and other objects, a process of which
takes her months to complete. Finally, she photographs
the set, complete with actors. The works are character-
ized by an overwhelming amount of one object and ei-
ther bright, contrasting colors or a monochromatic color
scheme.*[2]
Skoglund was born in Weymouth, Massachusetts in 1946.
She spent her childhood all over the country including
the states Maine, Connecticut, and California. She stud-
ied both art history and studio art at Smith College in
Northampton, Massachusetts, graduating in 1968. In
1967, she studied art history through her college's study
abroad program at the Sorbonne and École du Louvre
in Paris, France. After graduating in 1969, she went
to graduate school at the University of Iowa, where she
studied filmmaking, multimedia art, and printmaking. In
1971, she earned her Master of Arts and in 1972 a Master
of Fine Arts in painting.*[3]
In 1972, Skoglund began working as a conceptual artist
in New York. She became interested in teaching her-
self photography to document her artistic endeavors, and
experimenting with themes of repetition. She was in-
terested in dealing with repetitive, process-oriented art
production through the techniques of mark-making and
photocopying. In 1978, she had produced a series of
repetitious food item still life images. Skoglund's works
are quirky and idiosyncratic, and as former photogra-
phy critic for The New York Times Andy Grundberg de-
scribes, they “evoke adult fears in a playful, childlike
context”.
One of her most-known works, entitled Radioactive Cats,
features green-painted clay cats running amok in a gray
kitchen. An older man sits in a chair with his back facing
the camera while his elderly wife looks into a refrigera-
tor that is the same color as the walls. Her 1990 work,
“Fox Games has a similar feel to Radioactive Cats";it un-

leashes the imagination of the viewer is allowed to roam
freely. A third and final oft-recognized piece by her fea-
tures numerous fish hovering above people in bed late at

night and is called Revenge of the Goldfish. The piece
was used as cover art for the Inspiral Carpets album of
the same name.*[4]
Skoglund was an art professor at the University of Hart-
ford between 1973 and 1976. She is currently teaching
photography and art installation/multimedia at Rutgers
University in New Jersey.
In 2008, Skoglund completed a series titled“True Fiction
Two”. This project is similar to the“True Fiction”se-
ries that she began in 1986. This series was not completed
due to the discontinuation of materials that Skoglund was
using. Kodak canceled the production of the dye that
Skoglund was using for her prints. Each image in“True
Fiction Two”has been meticulously crafted to assimilate
the visual and photographic possibilities now available in
digital processes.
Her works are held in numerous museum collections in-
cluding the Museum of Contemporary Photography,*[5]
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art*[6] and Dayton
Art Institute.*[7]
Skoglund holds a faculty position at the Department
of Arts, Culture and Media of University of Rutgers–
Newark in Jersey City, New Jersey.
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Saul Leiter

Warning: Page using Template:Infobox person with
unknown parameter “dead”(this message is shown
only in preview).

Saul Leiter (December 3, 1923 – November 26, 2013)
was an American photographer and painter whose early
work in the 1940s and 1950s was an important contri-
bution to what came to be recognized as the New York
School of photography.*[1] His work is in the collections
of many prestigious public and private collections.

187.1 Life and work

Leiter was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. His father
was a well known Talmud scholar and Saul studied to be-
come a Rabbi. His mother gave him hist first camera at
age 12.*[2] At age 23, he left theology school and moved
to New York City to become an artist. He had developed
an early interest in painting and was fortunate to meet the
Abstract Expressionist painter Richard Pousette-Dart.
Pousette-Dart and W. Eugene Smith encouraged Leiter
to pursue photography and he was soon taking black and
white pictures with a 35 mm Leica, which he acquired
for a few Eugene Smith prints. In 1948, he started taking
color photographs.*[2] He began associating with other
contemporary photographers such as Robert Frank and
Diane Arbus and helped form what Jane Livingston has
termed the New York School of photographers during the
1940s and 1950s.
Leiter worked as a fashion photographer for the next 20
years and was published in Show, Elle, British Vogue,
Queen, and Nova. In the late 1950s the art director Henry
Wolf published Leiter s̓ color fashion work in Esquire and
later in Harperʼs Bazaar.
Edward Steichen included Leiter s̓ black and white pho-
tographs in the exhibition Always the Young Stranger at
the Museum of Modern Art in 1953. Leiterʼs work is
featured prominently in Jane Livingston s̓ book The New
York School*[1] and in Martin Harrison s̓ Appearances:
Fashion Photography since 1945. In 2008, The Founda-
tion Henri Cartier-Bresson in Paris mounted Leiterʼs
first museum exhibition in Europe with an accompany-

ing catalog. Leiter is the subject of a 2013 documentary
'In No Great Hurry - 13 Lessons in Life with Saul Leiter'.
Leiter is a featured subject in the documentary film 'Trac-
ing Outlines' by 2nd State Productions. The feature-
length documentary In No Great Hurry: 13 Lessons in
Life With Saul Leiter (2012), directed and produced by
Tomas Leach, was released in 2012.*[3] Martin Harrison,
editor and author of Saul Leiter Early Color,*[4] writes,
“Leiterʼs sensibility . . . placed him outside the vis-

ceral confrontations with urban anxiety associated with
photographers such as Robert Frank or William Klein.
Instead, for him the camera provided an alternate way
of seeing, of framing events and interpreting reality. He
sought out moments of quiet humanity in the Manhattan
maelstrom, forging a unique urban pastoral from the most
unlikely of circumstances.”
He died on the 26th of November 2013*[5] in New York
City.*[6]

Early Color book cover

Leiter is represented in New York by the Howard Green-
berg Gallery.*[7]
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978-0500410974. Photofile series.

• Early Black and White.

• Göttingen: Steidl, 2008.
• Göttingen: Steidl; Howard Greenberg Gallery,

2014. ISBN 978-3865214133. Two volumes,
boxed edition. By Max Kozloff, edited by
Howard Greenberg and Bob Shamis with the
assistance of Margit Erb, with an additional es-
say by Jane Livingston.

• Saul Leiter. Göttingen: Steidl, 2008. ISBN
9783865216625. Preface by Agnès Sire.

• Photographs and Works on Paper. Antwerp: Fifty
One Publication, 2011.

• Here's more, why not?. Antwerp: Fifty One Publi-
cation, 2013.

187.3 Exhibitions

187.3.1 Selected solo exhibitions

• 1944: Ten Thirty Gallery, Cleveland.

• 1945: The Outlines Gallery, Pittsburgh.

• 1947: Butler Institute of American Art,
Youngstown, OH.

• 1950s: Tanager Gallery, New York.

• 1954: Emerging Talent. Curated by Clement Green-
berg. Samuel Koontz Gallery, New York.

• 1972: Midtown Y, New York.

• 1984: Gallery Lafayette, New York.

• 1985: Gallery Lafayette, New York.

• 1993: Howard Greenberg Gallery, New York.

• 1994: Howard Greenberg Gallery, New York.

• 1997: Saul Leiter, In Color. Martha Schneider
Gallery, Chicago.

• 1997: Saul Leiter, In Color. Howard Greenberg
Gallery, New York.

• 2004: Saul Leiter, In Color. Staton Greenberg
Gallery, Santa Barbara.

• 2005: Saul Leiter, Early Color. Howard Greenberg
Gallery, New York.

• 2006: The Fashion Photographs of Saul Leiter, Fes-
tival of Fashion Photography, Hyères, France.

• 2006: Saul Leiter, Color, Fifty One Fine Art Pho-
tography, Antwerp.

• 2006: In Living Color, Photographs by Saul Leiter,
Milwaukee Art Museum.

• 2007: Saul Leiter, Early Color, University of Maine
Museum of Art, Bangor.

• 2008: Saul Leiter, Galerie Camera Obscura, Paris.

• 2008: Saul Leiter, Faggionato Fine Arts, London.

• 2008: Saul Leiter, Howard Greenberg Gallery, New
York.

• 2008: Saul Leiter, Jackson Fine Art, Atlanta.

• 2008: Saul Leiter, Galleria C arla Sozzani, Milan.

• 2008: Saul Leiter, Foundation Henri Cartier-
Bresson, Paris.

• 2009: Saul Leiter, Fifty One Fine Art Photography,
Antwerp.

• 2010: Saul Leiter, Mois de la Foto, Paris.

• 2011: Saul Leiter, New York Reflections, Jewish His-
torical Museum, Amsterdam.

• 2011: Saul Leiter, Early Color, Musée de l E̓lysée,
Lausanne

• 2011: Saul Leiter, Photographs and works on paper,
Fifty One Fine Art Photography, Antwerp.

• 2012: Saul Leiter, Retrospective, Deichtorhallen
Hamburg.

• 2013: Saul Leiter, Here's more, why not, Fifty One
Fine Art Photography, Antwerp.

• 2013: Saul Leiter, Black&white, Fifty One Fine Art
Photography, Antwerp.

• 2013: Saul Leiter, Kunst Haus Wien.

• 2015: Homage to Saul Leiter, Fifty One gallery,
Antwerp.
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187.3.2 Selected group exhibitions

• 1947: Abstract and Surrealist Art. Art Institute of
Chicago, Chicago.

• 1953: Always the Young Stranger. Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York.

• 1953: Contemporary Photography. Tokyo Museum,
Tokyo.

• 1958: Photographs from the Museum Collection.
Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• 1980: Fashion Photographers. Hastings/Rinhart
Galleries, New York.

• 1991: Appearances: Fashion Photography Since
1945. Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

• 1994: The New York School. Dean Jensen Gallery,
Milwaukee.

• 1995: By Night. Cartier Foundation, Paris.

• 1996: Delirium. Ricco/Maresca Gallery, New York.

• 1998: Look at Me, Fashion and Photography in
Britain 1960 to the Present, British Council Euro-
pean Touring Exhibition.

• 2002: The Whitney Museum of American Art, 27
June 27 - 22 September 2002.

• 2002: Visions from America: Photographs from the
Whitney Museum of American Art 1940-2001.

• 2002: New York Scene: Ted Croner, Sid Grossman,
Saul Leiter and Leon Levinstein. Howard Greenberg
Gallery, New York.

• 2002: New York: Capital of Photography. The Jew-
ish Museum, New York.

• 2006: The Streets of New York, National Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C.

• 2006: Color Photography, Amon Carter Museum,
Texas.

• 2007: When Color Was New, Art Institute of
Chicago.

• 2007: Mapping the City. Stedelijk Museum, Ams-
terdam.

• 2007: Pieces of a City. Tibor de Nagy Gallery, New
York.

187.4 Collections

Leiter's work is held in the following public collections:

• Addison Gallery of American Art

• The Albertina Museum, Vienna

• Amon Carter Museum, Fort Worth

• Art Institute of Chicago

• Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore

• Milwaukee Art Museum

• Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

• The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston

• Museum of Modern Art, New York

• National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

• St. Louis Art Museum, St. Louis

• Staatliche Museen Zu Berlin,

• Victoria & Albert Museum, London

• Whitney Museum of American Arts, New York

187.5 References

[1] Livingston, Jane (1992) The New York School: Pho-
tographs, 1936-1963, Steward Tabori & Chang

[2] Sire, Agnès. Saul Leiter, Steidl Publishers, Göttingen,
Germany 2008.

[3] O'Hagan, Sean (29 November 2013).“Saul Leiter obitu-
ary”. The Guardian. Retrieved 8 December 2013.“What
makes anyone think that I'm any good?" he asked Tomas
Leach, who directed the feature-length documentary In
No Great Hurry: 13 Lessons in Life With Saul Leiter
(2012).

[4] Harrison, Martin. Saul Leiter Early Color.

[5] “Photographer Saul Leiter has died”. British Journal of
Photography.

[6] http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/28/arts/
saul-leiter-photographer-with-a-palette-for-new-york-dies-at-89.
html?hpw&rref=arts&_r=0

[7] Howard Greenberg Gallery: Representing Photography
by Allen Ginsberg, Bruce Davidson, Edward Steichen,
Eikoh Hosoe, Frank Gohlke, Gordon Parks, Imogen Cun-
ningham, Kenro Izu, ...
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187.6 External links
• Saul Leiter Early Black and White Photo Book The

Eye of Photography

• Saul Leiter interview at Photographers Speak

• 18 photographs by Saul Leiter

• In No Great Hurry, a feature documentary about
Saul Leiter by Tomas Leach

• 'Coffee and conversation with photographer Saul
Leiter' in 2008 by Visual Productions NYC

http://www.loeildelaphotographie.com/2014/06/23/book/25204/saul-leiter-early-black-and-white
http://photographyinterviews.blogspot.com/2009/04/saul-leiter-quiet-iconoclast-saul.html
http://www.lensculture.com/articles/saul-leiter-saul-leiter-1950-60s-color-and-black-and-white
http://www.innogreathurry.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bbkj5TXk7CM,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bbkj5TXk7CM,


Chapter 188

Sebastião Salgado

Warning: Page using Template:Infobox person with
unknown parameter“wife”(this message is shown only
in preview).

Sebastião Salgado (born February 8, 1944) is a Brazilian
social documentary photographer and photojournalist.
He has traveled in over 120 countries for his photographic
projects. Most of these have appeared in numerous press
publications and books. Touring exhibitions of this work
have been presented throughout the world.
Salgado is a UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador. He
was awarded the W. Eugene Smith Memorial Fund
Grant in 1982,*[1] Foreign Honorary Membership of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1992*[2] and
the Royal Photographic Society's Centenary Medal and
Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS) in 1993.*[3]

188.1 Biography

Salgado was born on February 8, 1944 in Aimorés,
in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. After a some-
what itinerant childhood, Salgado initially trained as an
economist, earning a master s̓ degree in economics from
the University of São Paulo in Brazil. He began work as
an economist for the International Coffee Organization,
often traveling to Africa on missions for the World Bank,
when he first started seriously taking photographs. He
chose to abandon a career as an economist and switched
to photography in 1973, working initially on news as-
signments before veering more towards documentary-
type work. Salgado initially worked with the photo
agency Sygma and the Paris-based Gamma, but in 1979,
he joined the international cooperative of photographers
Magnum Photos. He left Magnum in 1994 and with his
wife Lélia Wanick Salgado formed his own agency, Ama-
zonas Images, in Paris, to represent his work. He is par-
ticularly noted for his social documentary photography of
workers in less developed nations. They reside in Paris.
He has been a UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador since
2001.*[4]
Salgado works on long term, self-assigned projects many

of which have been published as books: The Other Amer-
icas, Sahel, Workers, Migrations and Genesis. The latter
three are mammoth collections with hundreds of images
each from all around the world. His most famous pictures
are of a gold mine in Brazil called Serra Pelada.
Between 2004 and 2011, Salgado worked on“Genesis,”
aiming at the presentation of the unblemished faces of na-
ture and humanity. It consists of a series of photographs
of landscapes and wildlife, as well as of human communi-
ties that continue to live in accordance with their ancestral
traditions and cultures. This body of work is conceived
as a potential path to humanity s̓ rediscovery of itself in
nature.
In September and October 2007, Salgado displayed his
photographs of coffee workers from India, Guatemala,
Ethiopia and Brazil at the Brazilian Embassy in London.
The aim of the project was to raise public awareness of
the origins of the popular drink.
Together, Lélia and Sebastião, have worked since the
1990s on the restoration of a small part of the Atlantic
Forest in Brazil. In 1998, they succeeded in turning this
land into a nature reserve and created the Instituto Terra.
The Instituto is dedicated to a mission of reforestation,
conservation and environmental education.
Salgado and his work are the focus of the film The Salt
of the Earth (2014), directed by Wim Wenders and Sal-
gado's son, Juliano Ribeiro Salgado. The film won a spe-
cial award at Cannes Film Festival.*[5]

188.2 Publications

• An Uncertain Grace. Essays by Eduardo Galeano
and Fred Ritchin.

• New York, NY: Aperture, 1990. ISBN
9780893814601.

• London: Thames & Hudson, 2004. ISBN
9780500284896.

• Workers: Archaeology of the Industrial Age.

• Workers: Archaeology of the Industrial Age.
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Salgado (left) gives former Brazilian president Lula da Silva his
new book in 2006.

London: Phaidon, 1993. ISBN 978-
0714829319.

• Trabalho: Uma Arqueologia da Era Indus-
trial. Portugal: Caminho, 1993. ISBN 978-
9722108348.

• Trabalhadores: Uma Arqueologia da Era In-
dustrial. São Paulo, Brazil: Schwarcz, 1997.
ISBN 978-8571645882.

• Migrations. New York, NY: Aperture, 2000. ISBN
978-0893818913.

• The Children: Refugees and Migrants. New York,
NY: Aperture, 2000. ISBN 978-0893818944.

• Sahel: The End of the Road. Oakland, CA:
University of California Press, 2004. ISBN 978-
0520241701.

• Africa. Cologne: Taschen, 2007. ISBN 978-
3836523431.

• Genesis. Cologne: Taschen, 2013. ISBN 978-
3836538725.

• From my Land to the Planet. Roma: Contrasto,
2014. ISBN 978-88-6965-537-1.

188.3 Film
• The Salt of the Earth (2014). Directed by Wim

Wenders and Juliano Ribeiro Salgado. Documen-
tary about and including Salgado.

188.4 Awards
• 1982: W. Eugene Smith Grant from the W. Eugene

Smith Memorial Fund.*[1]

• 1985: Oskar Barnack Award.*[6]

• 1989: Hasselblad Award, Hasselblad Foundation,
Gothenburg, Sweden.*[7]

• 1992: Oskar Barnack Award.*[8]

• 1992: Foreign Honorary Member of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.*[2]

• 1993: Centenary Medal from the Royal Photo-
graphic Society.*[3]

• 1993: Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS) from the
Royal Photographic Society.*[3]

• 1994: Grand Prix National French Ministry of Cul-
ture.

• 1998: Prince of Asturias Awards, Arts category.

• 1998: King of Spain Journalism.

• 2003: International Award from the Photographic
Society of Japan.*[9]

• 2007: M2-El Mundo Peopleʼs Choice Award for
best exhibition, PhotoEspaña, for Africa.

188.5 Exhibitions

Salgado's Genesis exhibition in 2014
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• Genesis, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Canada,
May–September 2013*[10] and toured, Natural
History Museum, London, April–September
2013;*[11] Maison Européenne de la Photogra-
phie, Paris, September 2013–January 2014;*[12]
National Museum of Singapore, April–August
2014;*[13] Palácio das Artes, Belo Horizonte,
Brazil, May–August 2014; Fotografiska, Stock-
holm, June–September 2014; Palazzo della
Ragione, Milan, Italy, June–November 2014;
International Center of Photography, New York,
NY, 19 September 2014 – 11 January 2015.*[14]
CaixaForum Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 9 Octo-
ber 2014 – 1 February 2015; Sejong Center, Seoul,
Korea, 15 December 15 2014 – 20 March 20 2015;
Cordoaria Nacional, Lisbon, Portugal, April –
July 2015; CaixaForum Palma, Palma, Spain, 25
February – 31 May 2015; Amerika Haus Berlin,
Berlin, Germany, 18 April – 18 August 2015;
Power Station of Art Shanghai, China, April – June
2015; Kunstfoyer Munich, Germany, 09 October
2015 - 24 January 2016.
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188.7 External links
• Instituto Terra

• Amazonas Images Photo agency formed by Salgado
and his wife Lélia Wanick.

• Biography at The Guardian

• 'Sebastião Salgado: The silent drama of photogra-
phy' TED Talk (17 minute video)

•“Back to Nature, in Pictures and Action,”New York
Times, 2009

•“Genesis by Sebastião Salgado: Exhibition Review”
, Huffington Post UK, 2013
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Seydou Keïta (photographer)

For the footballer, see Seydou Keita (footballer).

Seydou Keïta (born 1921 in Bamako, Mali ̶d. 21
November 2001 in Paris, France) was a self-taught por-
trait photographer from Bamako. He is mostly known for
his portraits of people and families he took between 1940
and the early 1960s and that are widely acknowledged not
only as a record of Malian society but also as pieces of art.

189.1 Biography

Seydou Keïta was born in 1921 in Bamako, although the
exact date is unknown. He was the oldest in a family
of five children. His father Bâ Tièkòró and his uncle
Tièmòkò were furniture makers. Keïta developed an in-
terest in photography when his uncle gave him a Kodak
Brownie with a film with eight shots in 1935, after re-
turning from a trip to Senegal. In the beginning Keïta
worked as both a carpenter and photographer, taking first
portraits of his family and friends, later of people in the
neighborhood. He learned photography and how to de-
velop from Pierre Garnier, a French photographic sup-
ply store owner, and from Mountaga Traoré, his mentor.
In 1948 he set up his first studio in the family house in
Bamako-Koura behind the main prison.*[1]

189.2 Exhibitions

Solo

• 2011 Seydou Keïta, GALLERY FIFTY ONE,
Antwerp, Belgium

• 2001 Galleria Nazionale dʼArte Moderna, Rome,
Italy

• 2001 You look beautiful like that, Fogg Art Mu-
seum, Cambridge, USA

• 2001 FLASH AFRIQUE, Kunsthalle Wien, Vi-
enna, Austria & Düsseldorf Cultural Forum, Ger-
many

• 1999 PhotoEspana 99, Madrid, Spain

• 1998-99 Seydou Keita, Saint Louis Museum of Art,
Saint Louis, Missouri, USA

• 1997 Seydou Keita, Gagosian Gallery, New York,
USA

• 1997 Seydou Keita, Museum of Modern Art, San
Francisco, USA

• 1996 Seydou Keita, Minneapolis Institut of Art
Minneapolis, USA

• 1996 National Museum for African Art, Smithso-
nian Institut, Washington DC

• 1995 Self Evident, The Ikon Gallery, Birmingham,
UK

• 1995 Seydou Keita, Fruit Market Gallery, Edin-
burgh, UK

• 1994 Seydou Keita, Ginza art's space, Shiseido,
Tokyo, Japan

• 1994 Seydou Keita, Cartier, The Contemporary Art
Fondation, Paris, France

Group

• 2015 The Pistil's Waltz, GALLERY FIFTY ONE,
Antwerp, Belgium

• 2011 Paris Photo, Grand Palais, Artur Walther Col-
lection

• 2010 Contemporary African Photography from the
Walther Collection, Events of the Self: Portraiture
and Social Identity, Neu-Ulm, Germany

• 2010 African Stories, Marrakech Art Fair, Mar-
rakech

• 2009 Masters of Photography, GALLERY FIFTY
ONE, Antwerp, Belgium

• 2008 Accrochage, GALLERY FIFTY ONE,
Antwerp, Belgium
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• 2007 Why Africa?, Pinacoteca Giovanni e Marella
Agnelli, Turin, Italy

• 2006 100% Africa, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao,
Spain

• 2006 Vive lʼAfrique, Galérie du Jour – Agnès b.,
Tokyo, Japan

• 2006 About Africa, part one, GALLERY FIFTY
ONE, Antwerp, Belgium

• 2005 Arts of Africa, Grimaldi Forum, Monaco,
France

• 2005 African Art Now: Masterpieces from the Jean
Pigozzi Collection, Museum of Fine Art Houston,
USA

• 2003 Les ateliers des désirs, Centre Culturel
Français Freiburg, Germany

• 2000 The Museum of Contemporary Photography,
Chicago, USA

• 1998 São Paulo Biennal, São Paulo, Brazil

• 1996 AFRICAN PHOTOGRAPHERS, Guggen-
heim Museum, New York, USA

189.3 Further reading

• Bell, Clare. In/sight: African Photographers, 1940
to the Present: Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
May 24-September 29, 1996. New York, N.Y:
Guggenheim Museum, 1996. ISBN 0-8109-6895-
9

• Enwezor, Okwui, and Gabriele Conrath-Scholl.
Contemporary African Photography from the
Walther Collection: Events of the Self : Portraiture
and Social Identity. Burlafingen: The Walther
Collection, 2010 ISBN 978-3-86930-157-0

• Keïta, Seydou. Photographs, Bamako, Mali, 1948-
1963. Steidl / Edition7L, 2011. ISBN 978-3-
86930-301-7

• Keïta, Seydou, André Magnin, and Youssouf Cissé.
Seydou Keïta. Zurich: Scalo, 1997. ISBN 3-
931141-46-2

• Lamunière, Michelle, Seydou Keita, and Malick
Sidibé. You Look Beautiful Like That: The Por-
trait Photographs of Seydou Keïta and Malick Sidibé.
Cambridge: Harvard University Art Museums,
2001. ISBN 1-891771-20-5

189.4 References
[1] Magnin, André; Cissé, Youssouf Tata (1997). André

Magnin, ed. Seydou Keïta. Scalo Publishers. ISBN 3-
931141-46-2.

189.5 External links
• Seydou Keïtaʼs Official Website.

• Interviews with Seydou Keïta and Françoise
Huguier at the Wayback Machine (archived
February 9, 1997).

• Seydou Keita: Contemporary African Art Collection.

• Sedyou Keita at Gallery51.

• The Ghosts of Seydou Keita: Audio Slideshow from
the New York Times.

• Michael Rips (22 January 2006).“Who Owns Sey-
dou Keïta?". The New York Times.
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Sherrie Levine

Sherrie Levine (born April 17, 1947 in Hazleton, Penn-
sylvania) is an American photographer and appropriation
artist.

190.1 Early life and education

Sherrie Levine was born on April 17, 1947 in Hazleton,
Pennsylvania.*[1] Levine received her Bachelor of Arts
from the University of Wisconsin, Madison in 1969.*[1]
In 1973, she earned a Master of Fine Arts from the same
institution.*[1]

190.2 Style and career

Much of Levine's work is in the form of a very di-
rect version of re-photography. A larger category of re-
photography and collage is the impulse of artists using
this kind of appropriation as its own focus̶someone who
pulls from the works of others and the worlds they depict
to create their own work. Appropriation art became pop-
ular in the late 70ʼs although its tendency can be traced
from the early Modernist works specifically using col-
lage. Other appropriation artists such as Louise Lawler,
Vikky Alexander, Barbara Kruger and Mike Bidlo all
came into prominence in New Yorkʼs East Village in
the 1980s. The importance of appropriation art in con-
temporary culture lay in its ability to fuse broad cultural
images as a whole and place them toward narrower signs
of personal interpretation.
In 1977 Levine participated in an exhibition, entitled
Pictures, at the Artists Space in New York curated by
Douglas Crimp.*[2] The other artists included in the ex-
hibition were Robert Longo, Troy Brauntuch, Jack Gold-
stein, and Philip Smith.*[2] Crimp's term,“Pictures Gen-
eration,”was later used to describe the generation of
artists in the late 70s and early 80s who were moving away
from minimalism and towards picture-making.*[2]
Levine is best known for her series of photographs, After
Walker Evans, which were shown at her 1981 solo exhibi-
tion at the Metro Pictures Gallery.*[3] The works consist
of famous Walker Evans photographs, rephotographed by

Levine out of an Evans exhibition catalog, and then pre-
sented as Levine's artwork with no manipulation of the
images.*[3] The Evans photographs̶made famous by
his book project Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, with
writings by James Agee̶are widely considered to be the
quintessential photographic record of the rural Ameri-
can poor during the Great Depression.*[4] The Estate of
Walker Evans saw it as copyright infringement, and ac-
quired Levine's works to prohibit their sale.*[5] Levine's
appropriation of Evans's images has since become a hall-
mark of the post-modern movement.*[6]
Levine re-photographed a number of works by other
artists, including Eliot Porter and Edward Weston.*[1]
Further examples of Levine's art includes photographs
of Van Gogh paintings from a book of his work; water-
color paintings based directly on work by Fernand Léger;
pieces of plywood with their plugged knotholes painted
bright, solid colors; and her 1991 Fountain, a bronze uri-
nal, modeled after Marcel Duchamp's 1917 Fountain.

In 1993 Levine created glass copies of sculptures by
Constantin Brancusi from the permanent collection of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art in an exhibition entitled Mu-
seum Studies.*[7] In 2009, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art held an exhibition, entitled The Pictures Generation,
which featured Levine's works.*[8] In November 2011,
the Whitney Museum of Art in New York City mounted a
survey exhibition of Levine's career entitled Mayhem.*[9]
Sherrie Levine: Mayhem, mounted at the Whitney Mu-
seum of Art from November 2011 through January 2012,
was a meticulously ordered installation, ranging from
Levine's best-known photographs of photographs to her
more recent Crystal Skull series (2010).*[10]

190.3 Public collections

Levine's works can be seen in a number of public institu-
tions, including:

• Museum of Modern Art*[11]
• Philadelphia Museum of Art*[12]
• Whitney Museum of American Art*[13]
• Tate*[14]
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190.4 Art market

Levine showed with Baskerville & Watson Gallery, New
York, in the early 1980s and began working with Mary
Boone in 1987. Levine is represented by the David
Zwirner Gallery, New York, and the Simon Lee Gallery,
London.

190.5 See also

• Appropriation art

• Neo-conceptual art

190.6 References

[1] “Sherrie Levine”, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
Retrieved 17 November 2014.

[2] Fowle, Kate. “The Pictures Generation”, Frieze Maga-
zine, Retrieved 17 November 2014.

[3] Pollack, Maika. “Will the Real Sherrie Levine Please
Stand Up?, The Observer, Retrieved 17 November 2014.

[4] Downes, Lawrence.“Of Poor Farmers and Famous Men”
, The New York Times, Retrieved 17 November 2014.

[5] Jana, Reena.“Is It Art, or Memorex?", Wired Magazine,
Retrieved March 21, 2001.]

[6] “After Walker Evans: Sheer Levine”, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Retrieved 17 November 2014.

[7] “Museum Studies”, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Re-
trieved 23 November 2014.

[8] “The Pictures Generation”, Retrieved 17 November
2014.

[9] Smith, Roberta. “Flattery (Sincere?) Lightly Dusted
With Irony”, The New York Times, Retrieved November
11, 2011.

[10] Lossin, R.H. (January 2012).“Sherrie Levine: Mayhem”
. The Brooklyn Rail.

[11] “Sherrie Levine”, Museum of Modern Art, Retrieved
23 November 2014.

[12] “Levine”, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Retrieved 23
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2014.
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Shōmei Tōmatsu

Shōmei Tōmatsu (東松照明 Tōmatsu Shōmei, January
16, 1930 – December 14, 2012) was a Japanese photog-
rapher.*[1]
Born in Nagoya in 1930, Tōmatsu studied economics at
Aichi University, graduating in 1954. While still a stu-
dent, he had his photographs published by the major
Japanese photography magazines. He entered Iwanami
and worked on the series Iwanami Shashin Bunko. Two
years later, he left in order to freelance.
In 1959, Tōmatsu formed Vivo with Eikoh Hosoe and
Ikkō Narahara. Two years later, his and Ken Domon's
book Hiroshima–Nagasaki Document 1961, on the effects
of the atomic bombs, was published to great acclaim.
In 1972, he moved to Okinawa; in 1975, his prizewinning
book of photographs of Okinawa, Pencil of the Sun (太
陽の鉛筆, Taiyō no enpitsu) was published.
Tōmatsu moved to Nagasaki in 1998.
Tōmatsu died in Naha (Okinawa) on 14 December 2012
(although this was not publicly announced until January
2013).*[2]

191.1 Exhibitions

Tōmatsu has had various retrospectives, both within
Japan and abroad. In the early years of the new century
he embarked on a new and comprehensive series of ret-
rospectives, dividing his oeuvre into five“mandalas”of
place:

• Nagasaki Mandala (Nagasaki Prefectural Art Mu-
seum, 2000)

• Okinawa Mandala (Urasoe Art Museum, 2002)

• Kyo Mandala (Kyoto National Museum of Modern
Art, 2003)

• Aichi Mandala (Aichi Prefectural Museum of Art,
2006)

• Tokyo Mandala (Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of
Photography, 2007)

Shomei Tomatsu: Skin of the Nation, a retrospective, was
organized by the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
and curated by Sandra Phillips and the photographer and
writer Leo Rubinfien. The exhibition toured internation-
ally from 2004 through 2006: Japan Society, New York
(September 2004 – January 2005), National Gallery of
Canada, Ottawa (January – April), Corcoran Museum
of Art, Washington, D.C. (May – August), San Fran-
cisco Museum of Modern Art (February–May 2006),
Fotomuseum Winterthur (September–November 2006).
Other recent exhibitions include:

• Shomei Tomatsu: Ravages of Time (September–
October 2001) Tepper Takayama Fine Arts
(Boston)

• Myths and Games: Milton Montenegro, Daido
Moriyama, Hiromi Tsuchida and Others (June–July
2004) Tepper Takayama Fine Arts (Boston)

• Poli Sci (September–November 2004) Tepper
Takayama Fine Arts (Boston)

• Common Ground: Discovering Community in 150
Years of Art: Selections from the Collection of Julia
J. Norrell (October 2004 – January 2005) Corcoran
Museum of Art (Washington, DC)

• Festivals and Rituals (November 2004 – January
2005) Tepper Takayama Fine Arts (Boston)

• Color/Generations: Shomei Tomatsu, Cassio Vascon-
cellos, Yoshi Abe and others (March–April 2005)
Tepper Takayama Fine Arts (Boston)

• Saints and Sinners:: Images and Books November–
December 2006, Tepper Takayama Fine Arts
(Boston)

• Island Life (September 14, 2013 – January 12,
2014), The Art Institute of Chicago (Galleries 188–
189)

191.2 Books of Tōmatsu's works
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191.2.1 Books by Tōmatsu and compila-
tions of his works

• Suigai to nihonjin (⽔害と⽇本⼈, Floods and the
Japanese). Iwanami Shashin Bunko 124. Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 1954. Joint work. The pho-
tographs are reproduced within Aichi Mandala
(2006).

• Yakimono no machi: Seto (焼き物の町：瀬⼾,
Pottery town: Seto). Iwanami Shashin Bunko 165.
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1955. The photographs
are reproduced within Aichi Mandala (2006).

• Hiroshima–Nagasaki Document 1961. Tokyo:
Japan Council against A- and H-Bombs. With Ken
Domon.

•“11 ji 02 fun”Nagasaki (＜ 11時 02分＞Nagasaki,
“11:02”Nagasaki). Tokyo: Shashin Dōjinsha, 1966.

• Nippon (⽇本, Japan). Tokyo: Shaken, 1967.

• Sarāmu areikomu (サラーム・アレイコム).
Tokyo: Shaken, 1968. Photographs of Afghanistan,
taken in August 1963.

• Ō! Shinjuku (おお! 新宿, Oh! Shinjuku). Tokyo:
Shaken, 1969.

• Okinawa Okinawa Okinawa (Okinawa 沖 縄
Okinawa). Tokyo: Shaken, 1969.

• Sengoha (戦後派). Tokyo: Chūōkōronsha, 1971.
Tokyo: Gurabia Seikōsha, 1971.

• Tōmatsu Shōmei shashinshū (東松照明写真集) / I
Am a King. Tokyo: Shashinhyōronsha, 1972.

• Akemodoro no hana (朱もどろの華). Tokyo: San-
seidō, 1976.

• Doro no Ōkoku (泥の王国) / Kingdom of Mud.
Sonorama Shashin Sensho 12. Tokyo: Asahi Sono-
rama, 1978. With a summary in English in addition
to the Japanese text. A reworking of the material
published earlier in Sarāmu areikomu.

• (Japanese) Hikaru kaze (光る⾵：沖縄) / Sparkling
Winds: Okinawa. Nihon no Bi. Tokyo: Shūeisha,
1979. A large-format (37 cm high) book of
color photographs of Okinawa. An supplementary
colophon gives publication details in English (in-
cluding the only mention of the English title), but
all the explanations and other texts are in Japanese
only.

• Tōmatsu Shōmei (東松照明). Shōwa shashin: Zen-
shigoto. Tokyo: Asahi Shinbunsha, 1984. One in a
series of books of which each is devoted to the entire
career of a single photographer.

• Shomei Tomatsu, Japan 1952–1981. Graz: Edition
Camera Austria; Vertrieb, Forum Stadtpark Graz,
1984. ISBN 3-900508-04-6. In German and En-
glish.

• Haien: Tōmatsu Shōmei sakuhinshū (廃園：東松
照明作品集) / Ruinous Gardens. Tokyo: Parco,
1987. ISBN 4-89194-150-2.

• Sakura sakura sakura 66 (さくら・桜・サクラ 66).
Osaka: Brain Center, 1990. ISBN 4-8339-0513-2.
Color photographs of sakura.

• Sakura sakura sakura 120 (さくら・桜・サクラ
120) / Sakura. Osaka: Brain Center, 1990. ISBN 4-
8339-0512-4. Color photographs of sakura. Texts
in both Japanese and English.

• Nagasaki“11:02”1945-nen 8-gatsu 9-nichi (⻑崎
〈11:02〉1945年 8⽉ 9⽇). Photo Musée. Tokyo:

Shinchōsha, 1995. ISBN 4-10-602411-X.

• Intāfeisu: Tōmatsu Shōmei shashinten (インター
フェイス：東松照明写真展) / Interface: Shomei
Tomatu interface. Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Modern Art, 1996. Exhibition catalogue.
In Japanese and English.

• Toki no shimajima (時の島々). Tokyo: Iwanami,
1998. ISBN 4-00-008072-5. Text by Ryūta Ima-
fuku (今福⻯太).

• (English) Visions of Japan. Kyoto: Kōrinsha, 1997.
ISBN 4-7713-2831-5. Photographs taken 1987–9
of plastic goods washed up by the sea.

• Tomatsu Shomei. Visions of Japan. Kyoto: Kōrin-
sha, 1998. ISBN 4-7713-2806-4.

• Nihon rettō kuronikuru: Tōmatsu no 50-nen (⽇本
列島クロンクル：東末の 50 年) / Traces: 50
years of Tomatsu's works. Tokyo: Tokyo Metropoli-
tan Museum of Photography, 1999. In Japanese and
English.

• (Japanese) Tōmatsu Shōmei (東松照明, Shōmei Tō-
matsu). Nihon no Shashinka. Tokyo: Iwanami,
1999. ISBN 4-00-008370-8. A compact overview
of Tōmatsu's career, within a series about the
Japanese photographic pantheon.

• Tōmatsu Shōmei 1951–60 (東松照明 1951-60,
Shōmei Tōmatsu 1951–60). Tokyo: Sakuhinsha,
2000. ISBN 4-87893-350-X.

• (English) Rubinfien, Leo, et al. Shomei Tomatsu:
Skin of the Nation. Yale University Press, 2004.
ISBN 0-300-10604-1.

• (English) Jeffrey, Ian. Shomei Tomatsu. Phaidon 55.
London: Phaidon, 2001. ISBN 0-7148-4019-X.
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• Nagasaki mandara: Tōmatsu Shōmei no me 1961–
(⻑崎曼荼羅：東松照明の眼 1961〜). Na-
gasaki: Nagasaki Shinbunsha, 2005. ISBN 4-
931493-68-8.

• (Japanese) Camp karafuru na! Amarinimo karafuru
na!! (Camp カラフルな! あまりにもカラフ
ルな!!). Gallery Nii, 2005. Colorful photographs
around US military bases in Okinawa.

• Aichi mandara: Tōmatsu Shōmei no gen-fūkei (愛
知曼陀羅：東松照明の原⾵景) / Aichi Mandala:
The Early works of Shomei Tomatsu. Aichi Prefec-
tural Museum of Art and Chunichi Shinbun, 2006.
Catalogue of an exhibition held at Aichi Prefectural
Museum of Art in June–July 2006. Photographs
1950–59, and also a small number of later works,
of Aichi. This large book has captions in Japanese
and English, some other texts in both languages, and
some material in Japanese only.

• Tōkyō mandara (Tokyo曼陀羅) / Tokyo Mandala:
The World of Shomei Tomatsu. Tokyo: Tokyo
Metropolitan Museum of Photography, 1997. Cat-
alogue of an exhibition held October–December
2007.

• (Japanese) Nantō (南島) / Nan-to. Gallery Nii,
2007. Color photographs of Taiwan, Guam, Saipan,
and other islands in the southern Pacific.

191.2.2 Other contributions

• Hiraki, Osamu, and Keiichi Takeuchi. Japan, a Self-
Portrait: Photographs 1945–1964. Paris: Flam-
marion, 2004. ISBN 2-08-030463-1. Tōmatsu is
one of eleven photographers whose works appear in
this large book (the others are Ken Domon, Hiroshi
Hamaya, Tadahiko Hayashi, Eikoh Hosoe, Yasuhiro
Ishimoto, Kikuji Kawada, Ihei Kimura, Shigeichi
Nagano, Ikkō Narahara, Takeyoshi Tanuma).

• Holborn, Mark. Black Sun: The Eyes of Four: Roots
and Innovation in Japanese Photography. New
York: Aperture, 1986. ISBN 0-89381-185-8. The
other three are Masahisa Fukase, Eikoh Hosoe, and
Daidō Moriyama.

• 25-nin no 20-dai no shashin (25⼈の 20代の写真)
/ Works by 25 Photographers in their 20s. Kiyosato
Museum of Photographic Arts exhibition catalogue,
1995. Parallel texts in Japanese and English.

• Kaku: Hangenki (核：半減期) / The Half Life
of Awareness: Photographs of Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki. Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of
Photography, 1995. Exhibition catalogue; captions
and text in both Japanese and English. Twenty-
three pages are devoted to photographs by Tōmatsu
(other works are by Ken Domon, Toshio Fukada,

Kikujirō Fukushima, Shigeo Hayashi, Kenji Ishig-
uro, Shunkichi Kikuchi, Mitsugi Kishida, Eiichi
Matsumoto, Yoshito Matsushige, Hiromi Tsuchida
and Yōsuke Yamahata).

• Nihon shashin no tenkan: 1960 nendai no hyō-
gen (⽇本写真の転換：1960 時代の表現) /
Innovation in Japanese Photography in the 1960s.
Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photogra-
phy, 1991. Exhibition catalogue, text in Japanese
and English. Pp. 78–88 show photographs from the
series“11:02 Nagasaki”.

• Szarkowski, John, and Shoji Yamagishi. New
Japanese Photography. New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1974. ISBN 0-87070-503-2 (hard),
ISBN 0-87070-503-2 (paper). Contains twenty
photographs by Tōmatsu.

• Yamagishi, Shoji, ed. Japan: A Self-Portrait. New
York: International Center of Photography, 1979.
ISBN 0-933642-01-6 (hard), ISBN 0-933642-02-4
(paper). Contains twelve photographs by Tōmatsu
of“American bases and their surroundings: 1960s–
1970s”.

191.3 References
[1] Sean O'Hagan (14 January 2013). “Shomei Tomatsu

obituary | Art and design | guardian.co.uk”. London:
Guardian. Retrieved 2013-01-15.

[2] 写真家の東松照明さん死去⻑崎・沖縄などテーマ
に, Asahi Shinbun, 7 January 2013.

191.4 Sources and further reading
• "Skin of the Nation": publicity for the 2005 exhibi-

tion at the Corcoran Gallery of Art.

• Tucker, Anne Wilkes, et al. The History of Japanese
Photography. New Haven: Yale University Press,
2003. ISBN 0-300-09925-8

• "Skin of the Nation": interactive feature for the ex-
hibition at SFMOMA.
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Chapter 192

Sol LeWitt

Solomon “Sol”LeWitt (September 9, 1928 – April 8,
2007) was an American artist linked to various move-
ments, including Conceptual art and Minimalism.*[1]
LeWitt came to fame in the late 1960s with his wall draw-
ings and “structures”(a term he preferred instead of
“sculptures”) but was prolific in a wide range of media

including drawing, printmaking, photography, and paint-
ing. He has been the subject of hundreds of solo exhi-
bitions in museums and galleries around the world since
1965.

192.1 Life

Sol LeWitt, Untitled lithograph 1992

LeWitt was born in Hartford, Connecticut to a family of
Jewish immigrants from Russia. His mother took him to

art classes at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford.*[2]
After receiving a BFA from Syracuse University in 1949,
LeWitt traveled to Europe where he was exposed to Old
Master painting. Shortly thereafter, he served in the
Korean War, first in California, then Japan, and finally
Korea. LeWitt moved to New York City in 1953 and set
up a studio on the Lower East Side, in the old Ashke-
nazi Jewish settlement on Hester Street. During this time
he studied at the School of Visual Arts while also pursu-
ing his interest in design at Seventeen magazine, where he
did paste-ups, mechanicals, and photostats.*[3] In 1955,
he was a graphic designer in the office of architect I.M.
Pei for a year. Around that time, LeWitt also discovered
the work of the late 19th-century photographer Eadweard
Muybridge, whose studies in sequence and locomotion
were an early influence. These experiences, combined
with an entry-level job as a night receptionist and clerk
he took in 1960 at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA)
in New York, would influence LeWitt's later work.
At the MoMA, LeWittʼs co-workers included fellow
artists Robert Ryman, Dan Flavin, Gene Beery, and
Robert Mangold, and the future art critic and writer, Lucy
Lippard who worked as a page in the library. Curator
Dorothy Canning Miller's now famous 1960 “Sixteen
Americans”exhibition with work by Jasper Johns, Robert
Rauschenberg, and Frank Stella created a swell of excite-
ment and discussion among the community of artists with
whom LeWitt associated. LeWitt also became friends
with Hanne Darboven, Eva Hesse, and Robert Smithson.
LeWitt taught at several New York schools, including
New York University and the School of Visual Arts, dur-
ing the late 1960s. In 1980, LeWitt left New York for
Spoleto, Italy. After returning to the United States in the
late 1980s, LeWitt made Chester, Connecticut, his pri-
mary residence.*[3] He died at age 78 in New York from
cancer complications.*[4]

192.2 Work

LeWitt is regarded as a founder of both Minimal
and Conceptual art.*[3] His prolific two and three-
dimensional work ranges from wall drawings (over 1200
of which have been executed) to hundreds of works
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Sol LeWitt, Isometric Projection #13, ink and pencil drawing on
paper 1981

on paper extending to structures in the form of towers,
pyramids, geometric forms, and progressions. These
works range in size from gallery-sized installations to
monumental outdoor pieces. LeWitt s̓ first serial sculp-
tures were created in the 1960s using the modular form
of the square in arrangements of varying visual complex-
ity. In 1979, LeWitt participated in the design for the
Lucinda Childs Dance Company's piece Dance.*[5]

192.2.1 Sculpture

In the early 1960s, LeWitt first began to create his“struc-
tures,”a term he used to describe his three-dimensional
work.*[6] His frequent use of open, modular structures
originates from the cube, a form that influenced the artistʼ
s thinking from the time that he first became an artist.
After creating an early body of work made up of closed
form wooden objects, heavily-lacquered by hand, in the
mid-1960s he“decided to remove the skin altogether and
reveal the structure.”This skeletal form, the radically sim-
plified open cube, became a basic building block of the
artistʼs three-dimensional work. In the mid-1960s, Le-
Witt began to work with the open cube: twelve equal lin-
ear elements connected at eight corners to form a skele-
tal structure. From 1969, he would conceive many of
his modular structures on a large scale, to be constructed
in aluminum or steel by industrial fabricators. Each of
his large open cubes is 63 inches high, approximately eye
level. At this scale, the artist introduced bodily propor-
tion to his fundamental sculptural unit.*[7]
Beginning in the mid-1980s, LeWitt composed some of
his sculptures from stacked cinder blocks, still generat-
ing variations within self-imposed restrictions. At this
time, he began to work with concrete blocks. In 1985, the
first cement Cube was built in a park in Basel.*[8] From

1990 onwards, LeWitt conceived multiple variations on
a tower to be constructed using concrete blocks.*[7] In a
shift away from his well-known geometric vocabulary of
forms, the works LeWitt realized in the late 1990s indi-
cate vividly the artist's growing interest in somewhat ran-
dom curvilinear shapes and highly saturated colors.*[9]
In 2007, LeWitt conceived 9 Towers, a cube made from
more than 1,000 light-coloured bricks that measures five-
meters on each side. It will be installed at the Kivik Art
Centre in Lilla Stenshuvud, Sweden, by 2014.*[10]

192.2.2 Wall drawings

Sol LeWitt, wall drawing, in May 2012 during the Wall Draw-
ings from 1968 to 2007 Sol LeWitt restrospective exhibition at
the Centre Pompidou-Metz, Metz, France.

In 1968, LeWitt began to conceive sets of guidelines or
simple diagrams for his two-dimensional works drawn
directly on the wall, executed first in graphite, then in
crayon, later in colored pencil and finally in chromatically
rich washes of India ink, bright acrylic paint, and other
materials.*[11] Since he created a work of art for Paula
Cooper Gallery s̓ inaugural show in 1968,*[12] an exhi-
bition to benefit the Student Mobilization Committee to
End the War in Vietnam, thousands of LeWitt s̓ drawings
have been installed directly on the surfaces of walls.*[13]
Between 1969 and 1970 he created four“Drawings Se-
ries”, which presented different combinations of the ba-
sic element that governed many of his early wall drawings.
In each series he applied a different system of change to
each of twenty-four possible combinations of a square di-
vided into four equal parts, each containing one of the
four basic types of lines LeWitt used (vertical, horizon-
tal, diagonal left, and diagonal right). The result is four
possible permutations for each of the twenty-four origi-
nal units. The system used in Drawings Series I is what
LeWitt termed̒ Rotation, D̓rawings Series II uses a sys-
tem termedʻMirror, D̓rawings Series III usesʻCross
& Reverse Mirror, a̓nd Drawings Series IV uses̒ Cross
Reverseʼ.*[14]
In Wall Drawing #122, first installed in 1972 at the
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, the
work contains “all combinations of two lines crossing,
placed at random, using arcs from corners and sides,
straight, not straight and broken lines”resulting in 150
unique pairings that unfold on the gallery walls. LeWitt
further expanded on this theme, creating variations such
as Wall Drawing #260 at the Museum of Modern Art,
New York, which systematically runs through all possi-
ble two-part combinations of arcs and lines.*[15] Con-
ceived in 1995, Wall Drawing #792: Black rectangles and
squares underscores LeWitt's early interest in the inter-
sections between art and architecture. Spanning the two
floors of the Barbara Gladstone Gallery, Brussels, this
work consists of varying combinations of black rectan-
gles, creating an irregular grid-like pattern.*[16]
LeWitt, who had moved to Spoleto, Italy, in the late
1970s credited his transition from graphite pencil or
crayon to vivid ink washes, to his encounter with the
frescoes of Giotto, Masaccio, and other early Floren-
tine painters.*[12] In the late 1990s and early 2000s, he
created highly saturated colorful acrylic wall drawings.
While their forms are curvilinear, playful and seem al-
most random, they are also drawn according to an exact-
ing set of guidelines. The bands are a standard width,
for example, and no colored section may touch another
section of the same color.*[17]
In 2005 LeWitt began a series ofʻscribbleʼwall draw-
ings, so termed because they required the draftsmen to
fill in areas of the wall by scribbling with graphite. The
scribbling occurs at six different densities, which are in-
dicated on the artistʼs diagrams and then mapped out
in string on the surface of the wall. The gradations of
scribble density produce a continuum of tone that implies
three dimensions.*[18] The largest scribble wall drawing,
Wall Drawing #1268, is on view at the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery.
According to the principle of his work, LeWitt's wall
drawings are usually executed by people other than the
artist himself. Even after his death, people are still mak-
ing these drawings.*[19] He would therefore eventually
use teams of assistants to create such works. Writing
about making wall drawings, LeWitt himself observed
in 1971 that “each person draws a line differently and
each person understands words differently”.*[20] Be-
tween 1968 and his death in 2007, LeWitt created more
than 1,270 wall drawings.*[21] The wall drawings, exe-
cuted on-site, generally exist for the duration of an ex-
hibition; they are then destroyed, giving the work in its
physical form an ephemeral quality.*[22] They can be in-
stalled, removed, and then reinstalled in another location,
as many times as required for exhibition purposes. When
transferred to another location, the number of walls can
change only by ensuring that the proportions of the orig-
inal diagram are retained.*[23]
Permanent murals by LeWitt can be found at, among
others, the AXA Center, New York (1984–85);*[24]

the Atlanta City Hall, Atlanta (Wall Drawing #581,
1989/90); the Conrad Hotel, New York (Loopy Doopy
(Blue and Purple), 1999);*[24] the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery, Buffalo (Wall Drawing #1268: Scribbles: Stair-
case (AKAG), 2006/2010);*[25] Akron Art Museum,
Akron (2007); the Columbus Circle Subway Station, New
York; The Jewish Museum (New York), New York; the
Green Center for Physics at MIT, Cambridge (Bars of
Colors Within Squares (MIT), 2007); the Embassy of the
United States in Berlin; the Wadsworth Atheneum; and
John Pearson's House, Oberlin, Ohio. The artist's last
public wall drawing, Wall Drawing #1259: Loopy Doopy
(Springfield) (2008), is at the United States Courthouse in
Springfield, Massachusetts (designed by architect Moshe
Safdie). Wall Drawing #599: Circles 18 (1989) ̶a bullʼ
s eye of concentric circles in alternating bands of yellow,
blue, red and white ̶was installed at the lobby of the
Jewish Community Center, New York, in 2013.*[24]

192.2.3 Gouaches

In the 1980s, in particular after a trip to Italy, LeWitt
started using gouache, an opaque water-based paint, to
produce free-flowing abstract works in contrasting col-
ors. These represented a significant departure from the
rest of his practice, as he created these works with his own
hands.*[6] LeWitt s̓ gouaches are often created in series
based on a specific motif. Past series have included Ir-
regular Forms, Parallel Curves, Squiggly Brushstrokes and
Web-like Grids.*[26]
Although this loosely rendered composition may have
been a departure from his earlier, more geometrically
structured works visually, it nevertheless remained in
alignment with his original artistic intent. Interest-
ingly, LeWitt painstakingly made his own prints from his
gouache compositions. In 2012, art advisor Heidi Lee
Komaromi curated,“Sol LeWitt: Works on Paper 1983-
2003”, an exhibition revealing the variety of techniques
LeWitt employed on paper during the final decades of his
life.

192.2.4 Books

From 1966, LeWitt's interest in seriality led to his pro-
duction of more than 50 artist's books until 2002; he later
donated many examples to the Wadsworth Athenaeum's
library. In 1976, with Lucy Lippard and others, LeWitt
founded Printed Matter, an organization established to
publish and disseminate artist's books.*[3]

192.2.5 Architecture and landscaping

LeWitt collaborated with architect, Stephen Lloyd, to de-
sign a synagogue for his congregation Beth Shalom Rodfe
Zedek; he conceptualized the“airy”synagogue building,
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with its shallow dome supported by“exuberant wooden
roof beams”, an homage to the wooden synagogues of
eastern Europe.*[27]*[28]
In 1981, LeWitt was invited by the Fairmount Park Art
Association (currently known as the Association for Pub-
lic Art) to propose a public artwork for a site in Fairmount
Park. He selected the long, rectangular plot of land
known as the Reilly Memorial and submitted a drawing
with instructions. Installed in 2011, Lines in Four Direc-
tions in Flowers is made up of more than 7,000 plantings
arranged in strategically configured rows. In his original
proposal, the artist planned an installation of flower plant-
ings of four different colors (white, yellow, red & blue)
in four equal rectangular areas, in rows of four direc-
tions (vertical, horizontal, diagonal right & left) framed
by evergreen hedges of about 2ʼheight, with each color
block comprising four to five species that bloom sequen-
tially.*[29]*[30]

192.3 Collection

Since the early 1960s he and his wife, Carol Androccio,
gathered nearly 9,000 works of art through purchases, in
trades with other artists and dealers, or as gifts.*[31] In
this way he acquired works by approximately 750 artists,
including Flavin, Ryman, Hanne Darboven, Eva Hesse,
Donald Judd, On Kawara, Carl Andre, Dan Graham,
Hans Haacke, Gerhard Richter, and others. In 2007,
the exhibition“Selections from The LeWitt Collection”
at the Weatherspoon Art Museum assembled approxi-
mately 100 paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints, and
photographs, among them works by Andre, Alyce Acock,
Bernd and Hilla Becher, Jan Dibbets, Jackie Ferrara,
Gilbert and George, Alex Katz, Robert Mangold, Brice
Marden, Mario Merz, Shirin Neshat, Pat Steir, and many
other artists.*[32]

192.4 Exhibitions

LeWitt's work was first publicly exhibited in 1964 in a
group show curated by Dan Flavin at the Kaymar Gallery,
New York.*[33]Dan Graham's John Daniels Gallery later
gave him his first solo show in 1965.*[34] In 1966, he par-
ticipated in the "Primary Structures" exhibit at the Jewish
Museum in New York (a seminal show which helped de-
fine the minimalist movement), submitting an untitled,
open modular cube of 9 units. The same year he was in-
cluded in the“10”exhibit at Dwan Gallery, New York.
He was later invited by Harald Szeemann to participate
in “When Attitude Becomes Form,”at the Kunsthalle
Bern, Switzerland, in 1969. Interviewed in 1993 about
those years LeWitt remarked,“I decided I would make
color or form recede and proceed in a three-dimensional
way.”

Sol LeWitt, Tower, Figge Art Museum, Davenport, Iowa, USA,
1984.

The Gemeentemuseum in The Hague presented his first
retrospective exhibition in 1970, and his work was later
shown in a major mid-career retrospective at the Museum
of Modern Art, New York in 1978.*[35] In 1972/1973,
LeWitt's first museum shows in Europe were mounted
at the Kunsthalle Bern and the Museum of Modern Art,
Oxford.*[36] In 1975, Lewitt created“The Location of
a Rectangle for the Hartford Atheneum”for the third
MATRIX exhibition at the Wadsworth Atheneum Mu-
seum of Art. Later that year, he participated in the
Wadsworth Atheneum's sixth MATRIX exhibition, pro-
viding instructions for a second wall drawing. MoMA
gave LeWitt his first retrospective in 1978-79. The exhi-
bition traveled to various American venues. For the 1987
Skulptur Projekte Münster, Germany, he realized Black
Form: Memorial to the Missing Jews, a rectangular wall of
black concrete blocks for the center of a plaza in front of
an elegant, white Neoclassical government building; it is
now installed at Altona Town Hall, Hamburg. Other ma-
jor exhibitions since include Sol LeWitt Drawings 1958-
1992, which was organized by the Gemeentemuseum in
The Hague, the Netherlands in 1992 which traveled over
the next three years to museums in the United Kingdom,
Germany, Switzerland, France, Spain, and the United
States; and in 1996, the Museum of Modern Art, New
York mounted a traveling survey exhibition: “Sol Le-
Witt Prints: 1970-1995”. A major LeWitt retrospective
was organized by the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art in 2000. The exhibition traveled to the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Chicago, and Whitney Museum of
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American Art, New York.
In 2006, LeWittʼs“Drawing Series…”was displayed
at Dia:Beacon and was devoted to the 1970s drawings
by the conceptual artist. He had drawn directly on the
walls using graphite, colored pencil, crayon, and chalk.
The works were based on LeWitt s̓ complex principles,
which eliminated the limitations of the canvas for more
extensive constructions.
“Sol LeWitt: A Wall Drawing Retrospective”, a collabo-

ration between the Yale University Art Gallery (YUAG),
MASS MoCA (Massachusetts Museum of Contempo-
rary Art), and the Williams College Museum of Art
(WCMA) opened to the public in 2008 at MASS MoCA
in North Adams, Massachusetts.*[37] The exhibition will
be on view for 25 years and is housed in a three-story
27,000-square-foot (2,500 m2) historic mill building in
the heart of MASS MoCAʼs campus fully restored by
Bruner/Cott and Associates architects (and outfitted with
a sequence of new interior walls constructed to LeWittʼ
s specifications.) The exhibition consists of 105 draw-
ings ̶comprising nearly one acre of wall surface ̶that
LeWitt created over 40 years from 1968 to 2007 and in-
cludes several drawings never before seen, some of which
LeWitt created for the project shortly before his death.
Furthermore, the artist was the subject of exhibitions at
P.S. 1 Contemporary Center, Long Island City (Con-
crete Blocks);*[38] the Addison Gallery of American
Art, Andover (Twenty-Five Years of Wall Drawings,
1968-1993); and Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art,
Hartford (Incomplete Cubes), which traveled to three art
museums in the United States. At the time of his death,
LeWitt had just organized a retrospective of his work at
the Allen Memorial Art Museum in Oberlin, Ohio. At
Naples Sol LeWitt. L'artista e i suoi artisti opens at the
Museo Madre on 15.12.2012.

192.5 Museum collections

LeWitt's works are found in the most important museum
collections including: Tate Modern, London, the Van
Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, National Museum of Serbia
in Belgrade, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, Hallen für
Neue Kunst Schaffhausen, Switzerland, Australian Na-
tional Gallery, Canberra, Australia, Guggenheim Mu-
seum, the Museum of Modern Art, New York, Dia:
Beacon, National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C., and
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden.*[39] The
erection of Double Negative Pyramid by Sol LeWitt at
Europos Parkas in Vilnius, Lithuania was a significant
event in the history of art in post Berlin Wall era.

Black Form Dedicated to the Missing Jews, Altona City Hall,
Altona, Hamburg, Germany, 1987.

192.6 Influence

Sol LeWitt was one of the main figures of his time; he
transformed the idea and practice of drawing and changed
the relationship between an idea and the art it produces.
LeWitt s̓ art is not about the singular hand of the artist;
it is the ideas behind the works that surpass each work
itself.*[40]

192.7 Position in the art market

Sol LeWitt has been represented by the Paula Cooper
Gallery in New York, Donald Young Gallery in Chicago,
Lisson Gallery in London, and Yvon Lambert Gallery
in Paris.*[41]*[42]*[43] The Pace Gallery was appointed
the International Representative of the LeWitt Estate in
November 2007, and continues to represent the Estate
today.
His auction record of $749,000 was set in 2014 for his
gouache on paperboard piece Wavy Brushstroke (1995)
at Sotheby's, New York.*[44]

192.8 Selected books
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Grids and All Their Combinations. Bern, Switzer-
land: Kunsthalle Bern & Paul Biancini, 1972.

• LeWitt, Sol. The Location of Eight Points. Wash-
ington, DC: Max Protetch Gallery, 1974.

• LeWitt, Sol. Photogrids. New York: P. David Press,
1977/1978. ISBN 0-8478-0166-7

• Legg, Alicia (ed.). Sol LeWitt: the Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York. New York: The Museum, 1978.
ISBN 0-87070-427-3
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Four-Sided Pyramid, National Gallery of Art
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Sophie Calle

Sophie Calle (born 9 October 1953) is a French
writer, photographer, installation artist, and conceptual
artist.*[1] Calle's work is distinguished by its use of ar-
bitrary sets of constraints, and evokes the French literary
movement of the 1960s known as Oulipo. Her work fre-
quently depicts human vulnerability, and examines iden-
tity and intimacy. She is recognized for her detective-
like ability to follow strangers and investigate their pri-
vate lives. Her photographic work often includes panels
of text of her own writing.
Since 2005 Sophie Calle has taught as a professor of film
and photography at European Graduate School in Saas-
Fee, Switzerland.*[1] She has lectured at the University
of California, San Diego in the Visual Arts Depart-
ment.*[2] She has also taught at Mills College in Oakland,
California. Exhibitions featuring the work of Sophie
Calle took place at the Hermitage Museum in St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia,*[3] at Musée d'Art et d'Histoire du Ju-
daïsme, Paris,*[4] at Paula Cooper Gallery, New York,
USA, at the Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, Belgium;
Videobrasil, SESC Pompeia, São Paulo, Brazil; Museum
of Modern Art of Bahia, Salvador, Brazil; Whitechapel
Art Gallery, London, UK; and the De Pont Museum of
Contemporary Art, Tilburg, The Netherlands.*[5]

193.1 Works

193.1.1 1979–1981

After completing her schooling she travelled for seven
years. When she returned to Paris in 1979 she began
a series of projects to acquaint herself again both with
the city and people of Paris and with herself. However,
she soon discovered that observing the behaviour and ac-
tions of these strangers provided information with which
to construct their identities. These sought to construct
identities by offering documentary̒ proof' in the form of
photographs. Her work was seen to have roots in the tra-
dition of conceptual art because the emphasis was on the
artistic idea rather than the finished object. The French
writer Jean Baudrillard wrote an essay (1988) that de-
scribed this project in terms of a reciprocal loss of will
on the part of both pursued and pursuer.*[6]

In Suite Venitienne (1979), Calle followed a man she met
at a party in Paris to Venice, where she disguised herself
and followed him around the city, photographing him.
Calle s̓ surveillance of the man, who she identifies only as
Henri B., includes black and white photographs accom-
panied by text.*[7]
Calle's first artistic work was The Sleepers (Les
Dormeurs), a project in which she invited passers-
by to occupy her bed.*[8] Some were friends, or friends
of friends, and some were strangers to her. She served
them food and photographed them every hour.
Another project, entitled The Shadow (1981) and dis-
played in the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain, con-
sisted of Calle being followed for a day by a private de-
tective, who had been hired (at Calle's request) by her
mother. It was, in Calle's words, an attempt 'to provide
photographic evidence of my own existence'. Calle pro-
ceeded to lead the unwitting detective around parts of
Paris that were particularly important for her, thereby
reversing the expected position of the observed subject.
Aware of her follower, she also wrote about her experi-
ence in frequent journal entries throughout the day. Such
projects, with their suggestions of intimacy, also ques-
tioned the role of the spectator, with viewers often feeling
a sense of unease as they became the unwitting collabora-
tors in these violations of privacy. Moreover, the deliber-
ately constructed and thus in one sense artificial nature of
the documentaryʻevidence' used in Calle's work ques-
tioned the nature of all truths.
In order to execute her project The Hotel (1981), she was
hired as a chambermaid at a hotel in Venice where she
was able to explore the writings and objects of the hotel
guests. Insight into her process and its resulting aesthetic
can be gained through her account of this project: “I
spent one year to find the hotel, I spent three months going
through the text and writing it, I spent three months going
through the photographs, and I spent one day deciding it
would be this size and this frame...it's the last thought in
the process.”*[9]
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193.1.2 Mid- and late 1980s

One of Calle's first projects to generate public controversy
was Address Book (1983). The French daily newspa-
per Libération invited her to publish a series of 28 arti-
cles. Having recently found an address book on the street
(which she photocopied and returned to its owner), she
decided to call some of the telephone numbers in the book
and speak with the people about its owner. To the tran-
scripts of these conversations, Calle added photographs
of the man's favorite activities, creating a portrait of a
man she never met, by way of his acquaintances. The
articles were published, but upon discovering them, the
owner of the address book, a documentary filmmaker
named Pierre Baudry, threatened to sue the artist for in-
vasion of privacy. As Calle reports, the owner discovered
a nude photograph of her, and demanded the newspaper
publish it, in retaliation for what he perceived to be an
unwelcome intrusion into his private life.
Another of Calle's noteworthy projects is titled The Blind
(1986), for which she interviewed blind people, and asked
them to define beauty. Their responses were accompa-
nied by her photographic interpretation of their ideas of
beauty, and portraits of the interviewees.*[10]
Calle has created elaborate display cases of birthday
presents given to her throughout her life; this process was
detailed by Grégoire Bouillier in his memoir The Mystery
Guest: An Account (2006). According to Bouillier, the
premise of his story was that “A woman who has left
a man without saying why calls him years later and asks
him to be the 'mystery guest' at a birthday party thrown
by the artist Sophie Calle. And by the end of this fashion-
able̶and utterly humiliating̶party, the narrator figures
out the secret of their breakup.”*[11]
She is fascinated by the interface between our public lives
and our private selves. This has led her to investigate pat-
terns of behaviour using techniques akin to those of a pri-
vate investigator, a psychologist, or a forensic scientist. It
has also led her to investigate her own behaviour so that
her life, as lived and as imagined, has informed many of
her most interesting works.

193.1.3 1990s

In 1996, Calle asked Israelis and Palestinians from
Jerusalem to take her to public places that became part
of their private sphere, exploring how one's personal story
can create an intimacy with a place. Inspired by the eruv,
the Jewish law that permits to turn a public space into a
private area by surrounding it with wires, making it pos-
sible to carry objects during the Sabbath, the Erouv de
Jérusalem is exposed at Paris's Musée d'Art et d'Histoire
du Judaïsme.
The same year, Calle released a film titled No Sex Last
Night which she created in collaboration with American
photographer Gregory Shephard. The film documents

their road trip across America, which ends in a wedding
chapel in Las Vegas. Rather than following the genre con-
ventions of a road trip or a romance, the film is designed
to document the result of a man and woman who barely
knew each other, embarking on an intimate journey to-
gether.
Calle asked writer and filmmaker Paul Auster to“invent
a fictive character which I would attempt to resemble”
*[12] and served as the model for the character Maria in
Austerʼs novel Leviathan (1992). This mingling of fact
and fiction so intrigued Calle that she created the works
of art created by the fictional character, which included a
series of color-coordinated meals.
Auster later challenged Calle to create and maintain a
public amenity in New York City. The artist's response
was to augment a telephone booth on the corner of
Greenwich and Harrison Streets in Manhattan with a note
pad, a bottle of water, a pack of cigarettes, flowers, cash,
and sundry other items. Everyday, Calle cleaned the
booth and restocked the items, until the telephone com-
pany removed and discarded them. This project is docu-
mented in The Gotham Handbook (1998).*[12]
In 1999 Calle exhibited the installation“Appointment”
especially conceived for the Freud Museum in London,
working with the ideas of her private desires. In Room
with a View (2002), Calle spent the night in a bed installed
at the top of the Eiffel Tower. She invited people to come
to her and read her bedtime stories in order to keep her
awake through the night. The same year, Calle had her
first one-woman show at the Musée National d'Art Mod-
erne at Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris.

193.1.4 2000s

“Douleur Exquise”(exquisite pain) was commissioned in
2003. She reluctantly chose to spend three months in
Japan, deciding to make the journey take a month by tak-
ing the train through Moscow and through Siberia, then
through Beijing, then to Hong Kong. She was supposed
to meet her lover in New Delhi, but he didn't turn up,
instead sending her a telegram which said he was in an
accident and couldn't come. She finds out he only has
an infected finger, a felon, and that he has actually found
another women. She took a photograph every day until
the day they were supposed to meet in New Delhi, and
wrote about how much she looked forward to meeting
him. The second half of the book was all about the pain
of the heartbreak. She would write about the horrible
memory of the conversation where she realized he was
breaking up with her on one page, and ask people to tell
her their worst memory, which was placed on the right.
Over the days, her story became shorter and shorter as
her pain dissipated over the time. The juxtaposition of
everyone s̓ terrible memories also played down the pain
of a simple breakup.
Calle's textExquisite Painwas adapted into a performance
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in 2004 by Forced Entertainment, a theatrical company
based in Sheffield, England.
At the 2007 Venice Biennale, Sophie Calle showed her
piece Take Care of Yourself, named after the last line of
the email her ex sent her. Calle asked friends, acquain-
tances, and recommended women of all ages̶including
a parrot and a hand puppet̶to interpret the break-up e-
mail and presented the results in the French pavilion.*[13]
Calle explains the piece as follows:“I received an email
telling me it was over. I didn't know how to respond. It
was almost as if it hadn't been meant for me. It ended with
the words, 'take care of yourself.' And so I did. I asked
107 women, chosen for their profession or skills, to inter-
pret this letter. To analyze it, comment on it, dance it, sing
it. Exhaust it. Understand it for me. Answer for me. It
was a way of taking the time to break up. A way of taking
care of myself.”*[14] Jessica Lott, winner of the Frieze
Writer's Prize for her review of the piece, described it
thus:“Take Care of Yourself is a break-up letter (Calle's)
then-boyfriend (Grégoire Bouillier, dubbedʻXʼ) sent
her via e-mail. Calle took the e-mail, and the paralyzing
confusion that accompanies the mind s̓ failure to compre-
hend heartbreak, and distributed it to 107 women of var-
ious professions, skills and talents to help her understand
it – to interpret, analyze, examine and perform it to gain
perspective on her perplexing situation. Calle insists that
she did not need the other women's sentiments for her-
self, but to ensure that the piece was well-rounded.*[15]
The result of this seemingly obsessive, schoolyard exer-
cise is paradoxically one of the most expansive and telling
pieces of art on women and contemporary feminism to
pass through (the major art centres) in recent years”.*[16]
*[17] At her gallery shows, Calle frequently supplies sug-
gestion forms on which visitors are encouraged to furnish
ideas for her art, while she sits beside them with an unin-
terested expression.
In November 2008, she participated in an exhibition
“Système C, un festival de coincidence”proposed by the

Stéréotypes Associés in Mains d'Oeuvres, Paris.
In October 2009, a major exhibition of her works, includ-
ing Take Care of Yourself, The Sleepers, Address Book
and others, opened at the Whitechapel Gallery in London.
In 2010 another major exhibition opened in Denmark at
the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art.*[18]

193.1.5 2010s

In 2011 her work “True Stories”was installed at the
historic 1850 House at the Pontalba Building at Jackson
Square in the French Quarter of New Orleans, Louisiana
as part of the Prospect 2 Contemporary Art Festival. The
house, an historic museum that is managed as part of the
Louisiana State Museum, is furnished with historic furni-
ture as it was in the mid-19th century. The artist inserted
her own, personal historical objects and ephemera, with
short, narrative explanatory text, into the scenes, affect-

ing the notion that she had occupied the house shortly
before the viewers' arrival.
In 2012, Calle's The Address Book was published for the
first time in its entirety.*[19] In 2015, Suite Vénitienne
was redesigned and republished.*[20]

193.2 Critical analysis

Christine Macel described Calle's work as a rejection of
the Poststructuralist notion of the "death of the author"
by working as a “first-person artist”who incorporates
her life into her works and, in a way, redefines the idea of
the author.*[21]

193.3 Cultural references

In 2001 an Australian art student Vienna Parreno legally
changed her name by deed-poll to Sophie Calle and ex-
hibited several recreations of Calle's photographs and in-
stallations in her graduation show at the College of Fine
Arts at the University of NSW in Sydney. Her artist state-
ment said that she did not know what to do with herself.
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Chapter 194

Stephen Shore

For those of a similar name, see Stephen Shaw.

Stephen Shore (born October 8, 1947) is an American
photographer known for his images of banal scenes and
objects in the United States, and for his pioneering use
of color in art photography. In 2010, Shore received an
Honorary Fellowship from The Royal Photographic So-
ciety.

194.1 Life and work

Stephen Shore was interested in photography from an
early age. Self-taught, he received a photographic dark-
room kit at age six from a forward-thinking uncle.*[1]
He began to use a 35 mm camera three years later and
made his first color photographs. At ten he received a
copy of Walker Evans's book, American Photographs,
which influenced him greatly. His career began at four-
teen, when he presented his photographs to Edward Ste-
ichen, then curator of photography at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA). Recognizing Shore's talent, Ste-
ichen bought three. At seventeen, Shore met Andy
Warhol and began to frequent Warhol's studio, the Fac-
tory, photographing Warhol and the creative people that
surrounded him. In 1971, at the age of 24, Shore became
the second living photographer to have a solo exhibition
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.*[n 1]
Shore then embarked on a series of cross-country trips,
making “on the road”photographs of American and
Canadian landscapes. In 1972, he made the journey from
Manhattan to Amarillo, Texas, that provoked his interest
in color photography. Viewing the streets and towns he
passed through, he conceived the idea to photograph them
in color, first using 35 mm hand-held camera and then a
4x5”view camera before finally settling on the 8x10 for-
mat. In 1974 a National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
endowment funded further work, followed in 1975 by a
Guggenheim grant and in 1976 a color show at MoMA,
NY. His 1982 book, Uncommon Places, was a bible for
the new color photographers because, alongside William
Eggleston, his work proved that a color photograph, like
a painting or even a black and white photograph, could

be considered a work of art. Notable photographers Nan
Goldin, Andreas Gursky, Martin Parr, Joel Sternfeld and
Thomas Struth have acknowledged his influence on their
work.
Shore photographed fashion stories for Another Maga-
zine, Elle, Daily Telegraph and many others.*[2] Commis-
sioned by Italian brand Bottega Veneta, he photographed
socialite Lydia Hearst-Shaw, filmmaker Liz Goldwyn and
model Will Chalker for the brand's spring/summer 2006
advertisements.
Shore has been the director of the photography depart-
ment at Bard College since 1982.
In recent years, Shore has been working in Israel, the
West Bank, and Ukraine. *[3]

194.2 Art market

Shore is represented by 303 Gallery in New York; Sprüth
Magers Berlin London; and Rodolphe Janssen in Brus-
sels. In 2012, Shore left his long-time commercial
agency, Bill Charles Represents.

194.3 Publications

194.3.1 Photobooks by Shore

• Uncommon Places. New York: Aperture, 1982.
ISBN 0-89381-101-7

• The Gardens at Giverny. New York: Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 1985

• The Velvet Years, Andy Warhol's Factory, 1965–
1967. New York: Thunder's Mouth, 1995

• Stephen Shore: Photographs 1973–1993. Munich:
Schirmer Art Books, 1998

• Uncommon Places: 50 Unpublished Photographs.
Düsseldorf: Verlag der Galerie Conrads, 2002
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• Uncommon Places: The Complete Works. London:
Thames & Hudson, 2004; New York: Aperture,
2004

• American Surfaces.

• Munich: Schirmer/Mosel: 1999. Contains 77
photographs.

• London: Phaidon, 2005, 2008, 2011, 2013.
ISBN 978-0-714848-63-1. Expanded edition
with 312 photographs, an introduction by Bob
Nickas and captions.

• Essex County. Portland, OR: Nazraeli Press, 2006

• Witness No.1. Portland, OR: Nazraeli Press, 2007

• Stephen Shore. London: Phaidon, 2007

• A Road Trip Journal. London: Phaidon, 2008

• One Picture Book #43 Merced River. Portland, OR:
Nazraeli Press, 2009

• Stephen Shore. Dublin: Douglas Hyde Gallery, 2010

• Stephen Shore: Mose: A Preliminary Report. Berlin:
Walther König, 2011

• Stephen Shore: The Hudson Valley. Annandale-on-
Hudson, NY: Blind Spot Series, 2012

• Stephen Shore: From Galilee to the Negev. London:
Phaidon, 2014. ISBN 978-0714867069.

• Winslow Arizona. Tokyo: Amana, 2014. ISBN
978-4907519070. Text in English and Japanese.

194.3.2 Other books by Shore

• The Nature of Photographs

• Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1998. ISBN 978-0-801857-20-1.

• London: Phaidon, 2007. ISBN 978-0-7148-
5904-0.

194.4 Selected exhibitions

• 1976: Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New
York, NY.

• 1978: Rencontres d'Arles, France.

• 2010: Rencontres d'Arles, France.

• 2012: Stephen Shore, Uncommon Places,
Multimedia Art Museum, Moscow.*[4]

Shore receiving Deutsche Gesellschaft für Photographie's Cul-
tural Award, with Prof. Dr. Nickel (Chairman of DGPh)

194.5 Awards

.

• 1974: National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship.

• 1975: Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.*[5]

• 2010: Royal Photographic Society Honorary Fel-
lowship.

• 2010: Cultural Award, Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Photographie (DGPh), Germany.*[6]*[7]

194.6 Notes
[1] Alfred Stieglitz had been the first. Michael Kimmelman,

"Passing Mile Markers, Snapping Pictures", New York
Times, May 18, 2007.
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[1] Interview with Stephen Shore. Wallpaper*, July 26, 2007.

[2] Reuel Golden (December 1, 2010), A Shore thing W.

[3] David Frankel,“Steven Shore, 303 Gallery”, Artforum
December 2014

[4] “Stephen Shore, Uncommon Places”. Multimedia Art
Museum, Moscow.

[5] “Stephen Shore”. John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation. Retrieved 8 December 2014.

[6] “DGPh verleiht den Kulturpreis 2010 an Stephen Shore”
. Deutsche Gesellschaft für Photographie. Retrieved 1
April 2014.

[7] “The Cultural Award of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Photographie (DGPh)". Deutsche Gesellschaft für Pho-
tographie. Retrieved 1 April 2014.
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194.8 External links
• Stephen Shore's website

• Shore talks about his work at SFMOMA, April
2012.

• Interview with Canadian critic Christopher
Brayshaw

• Masters of Photography

http://stephenshore.net/
http://www.sfmoma.org/explore/multimedia/videos/484
http://www.doppelgangermagazine.com/march/chris_brayshaw_march.html
http://www.doppelgangermagazine.com/march/chris_brayshaw_march.html
http://www.masters-of-photography.com/S/shore/shore.html
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Sue Ford

Sue Ford (19 March 1943 – 2009) was an Australian
photographer. Her eclectic practice was displayed in an
exhibition at the National Gallery of Victoria in 2014.

195.1 Biography

Sue Ford was born Susanne Helene Winslow on 19 March
1943 in St Kilda, Melbourne, Victoria.*[1] She was an
Australian Feminist photographer.*[2] In 1988 she trav-
elled to Bathurst Island, Northern Territory, to conduct
photography workshops with Tiwi women. She moved
between Bathurst Island and the Barunga Festival (NT,
Sydney and Melbourne) to photograph events connected
to the bicentenary of Australia. Between 1990 and 1992,
Ford's process shifted from direct camera work to a se-
ries of collage images. Each collage was gridded up and
each grab section later printed at A3 size to create large
format grid images. She also worked with a series of ink
and watercolour paintings related to her impression of the
Cook Islands, Bathurst Island and the deserts in NT. In
1991 Ford bought a house in Marlborough Street, Bala-
clava, Melbourne where she lived until 2009. She made
a second trip to Bathurst Island to work with the Tiwi
women in the same year. Ford died in 2009 in her Bala-
clava home on 6 November, surrounded by her family and
friends. In 2010 the Sue Ford archive was established. In
2011 Ford's last major body of work Self Portrait with a
Camera, 1960-2006, was exhibited at Monash Gallery of
Art, Melbourne. It involves a conflation and compression
of time. It includes some of Ford's earliest photographs
alongside her most recent and deeply personal yet ordered
and objective at the same time. The earliest photographs
in the series are from when Ford was first introduced to
the camera.*[3]

195.2 Early life

The earliest photographs are from when Ford was first in-
troduced to the camera, Ford was given her first camera
in her late teens to take with her on a family holiday over-
seas. It was on her return in 1961 that Ford found em-
ployment as a delivery girl for Sutcliffe photographers in

Melbourne and working as a darkroom assistant. In 1962
she enrolled in a photography course at RMIT, she was
only one of two females in a class of thirty students. Ford
completed only the first year of a three-year course. She
then rented a studio in Little Collins street, Melbourne
with a friend Annette Stephens a fellow RMIT student and
friend. This was above a small cafe. Sue also documented
her children extensively and experimented with concepts
for children's books, pairing images and text in imagina-
tive narrative sequences that were often connected by a
theme of escape. In the late 1960s Ford created several
bodies of work that contained simplex montages, pho-
tograms and layers negatives, received hours of darkroom
experimentation. The photo collage Man off the moon, c.
1969 critiqued the first moonwalk by NASA astronauts
Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin. Using images shot on
a television screen, Ford places her hand into the scene,
directing the astronauts like a puppet in a way that asserts
her own presence and questions intention of the Ameri-
cans on the lunar landscape.*[4]

195.3 Family life

She moved to Dunmoochin, Cottlesblridhe for a brief pe-
riod, then to Laughing Waters Road, Eltham with her
spouse Gordon Ford. Sue and Gordon's first home was
destroyed by bushfire. Sue and Gordon then moved to
Pitt Street in Eltham and built a mud brick studio there
including a darkroom, they also conducted a short lived
child portrait business at the same time as working for
Eltham Film Productions. In 1967 her daughter Emma
Ford was born. Then in 1968 her son Ben Ford was born.
In 1970 Gordon built a new mud brick house for the fam-
ily at Laughing Waters Road. In 1972 they moved into
the new mud brick house at Laughing Waters Road. In
1975 Ford moved to Sydney, but travelled regularly back
to Melbourne. In 1980 returned to North Carlton, Mel-
bourne. At this time Ford was active as a founding mem-
ber of Reel Women feminist filmmakers.*[5]
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195.4 Personal life

In 1982 Sue suffered a serious horse riding accident that
resulted in a back injury; as a result Ford could not pho-
tograph for some time and commenced painting. Living
in Williamstown from 1983-1985, Victoria. Melbourne.
Sue travelled each winter to Byron Bay, NSW, making
many friends and working on art projects. Sue Ford
dropped out of RMIT due to sexual harassment in the
darkroom this was in her first year. She constantly turned
the camera on herself, her family, friends and acquain-
tances for social and political ends. Her experimentation
with technique and media including not only photogra-
phy but film, video, painting, drawing and later printing
was also connected, from the very beginning, by interest
in the politics of representation. She also studied at the
Victorian Collage of Arts (VCA) 1973-1974. in 1974
the NGV's display of Time Series 1962-74 constituted the
first solo exhibition by an Australian photographer.*[6]

195.5 Exhibitions

2004
Solo Exhibitions - Watter's Gallery, Sydney.
Group Exhibitions - NGV, Melbourne. - National Li-
brary of Australia, Canberra
2003
Solo Exhibitions - ARC ONE-Spam, Melbourne
Group Exhibitions - NGV, Melbourne - Australian Cen-
tre for the Moving Image, Melbourne
2002
Solo Exhibitions - ARC ONE-Span, Melbourne
Grants - Arts Victoria grant for the continuum series -
Melbourne City Council grant for continum large-scale
digital prints
Group Exhibitions - Fieldwork: Australia Art 1968-2002,
NGV, Melbourne - Berlin Film Festival, Germany
2000
Group Exhibitions - National Portrait Gallery, Canberra
- Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney - Australian Centre for the
Moving Image, Melbourne
1999
Group Exhibitions - Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane -
Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne
Solo Exhibitions - Somewhere in France 1917 Watter's
Gallery, Sydney; Parliament House, Canberra
1998
Group Exhibitions - National Gallery of Victoria, Mel-
bourne - Monash University Gallery of Art, Melbourne

Solo Exhibitions - Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane
1997
Solo Exhibition - Australian Centre for Photography,
Sydney
1995
Solo Exhibitions - Watter's Gallery Sydney - Monash
University Gallery, Melbourne
Group Exhibitions - Watter's Gallery, Sydney - National
Gallery of Australia, Canberra - Museum of the Northern
Territory, Darwin - Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane
1994
Solo Exhibition - National Gallery of Victoria, Mel-
bourne
Group Exhibition - Pictograms: Aspects of Contempo-
rary Photographic Practice Touring Exhibition through-
out Australia
1993
Group Exhibition From the Empire's End: Nine Aus-
tralian and Spanish Photographers Bathurst Regional
Gallery*[7]
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Chapter 196

Susan Meiselas

Susan Meiselas (born 1948) is an American docu-
mentary photographer. She has been associated with
Magnum Photos since 1976 and a full member since
1980. She has published several books of her own pho-
tographs and has edited and contributed to others. Her
works have been published in newspapers and magazines
including The New York Times, The Times, Time, GEO
and Paris Match. She received the Robert Capa Gold
Medal in 1979 and was named a MacArthur Fellow in
1992. In 2006, she was awarded The Royal Photographic
Society's Centenary Medal and Honorary Fellowship.*[1]
After a relationship that spanned more than 30 years she
married Richard P. Rogers shortly before his death in
2001.*[2]

196.1 Education

Meiselas was born in Baltimore, Maryland. She at-
tended junior high school in Woodmere, New York. She
earned her BA at Sarah Lawrence College and an MA
in visual education at Harvard University. She received
a Honorary Doctorates in Fine Arts from the Parsons
School in 1986 and from The Art Institute of Boston in
1996.

196.2 Career

After earning her degree from Harvard, she worked as an
assistant film editor on the Frederick Wiseman documen-
tary, Basic Training. From 1972 to 1974 she worked for
New York public schools, running workshops for teachers
and children in the Bronx and designing photography cur-
riculum for 4th-6th graders. She also worked for the State
Arts Commissions of South Carolina and Mississippi set-
ting up photography programs in rural schools. She also
worked as a consultant for Polaroid and the Center for
Understanding Media in New York City.*[3]
Her first major photography project documented strip-
pers at New England fairs and carnivals, which she
worked on during summers while teaching in New York
public schools. The project resulted in an exhibition at the
Whitney Museum and a book, Carnival Strippers, which

incorporated audio interviews with the subjects on a CD
packaged with the book.
In the late 1970s Meiselas also documented the
insurrection in Nicaragua and human rights issues in Latin
America. Her most famous photograph from this project
was Molotov Man, depicting a man (later found to be
called Pablo 'Bareta' Aruaz) poised to throw a molotov
cocktail, made from a Pepsi bottle, in his right hand,
while holding a rifle in his left.*[4] This became famous
in its Nicaraguan context as a symbol of the Sandanista
revolution, and was widely reproduced and remixed in
Nicaragua. Latterly, outside this context, it was repro-
duced via an internet meme based on Joy Garnett's 2003
reproduction Molotov, becoming a prominent case-study
of re-use of art.*[5] In 2007, Harper Magazine published
an article titled, On the Rights of Molotov Man.*[6] This
article is a collaboration between Susan Meiselas and Joy
Garnett on the topic of the use of Meiselas's photo in Gar-
nett's gallery showing.
In 1981, she visited a village destroyed by the armed
forces in El Salvador and took pictures of the El Mo-
zote massacre, working with journalists Raymond Bon-
ner and Alma Guillermoprieto. Her photographs of the
Nicaraguan Revolution have been incorporated into local
textbooks in Nicaragua. Her 1991 documentary “Pic-
tures from a Revolution”depicts her return to sites she
photographed and conversations with subjects of the pho-
tographs as they reflect on the images 10 years after the
war.*[7] In 2004, Meiselas returned to Nicaragua and in-
stalled 19 mural sized images of her photographs on the
original locations where they were taken. The project was
called“Reframing History.”*[8]
Beginning in 1992, she used MacArthur Foundation
funding to curate a photographic history of Kurdistan, re-
sulting in the book Kurdistan: In the Shadow of History
and a corresponding website.
In a 2008 interview with Phong Bui in The Brooklyn Rail,
Meiselas says:

“I don t̓ want to relinquish the role and the
necessity of witnessing and the photographic
act as a response, a responsible response. But I
also donʼt want to assume in a kind of naïve
way …that the act of the making of the im-
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age is enough. Whatʼs enough? And what
can we know in this process of making, pub-
lishing, reproducing, exposing, and recontex-
tualizing work in book or exhibition form? …
I can only hope that it registers a number of
questions.”*[9]

196.3 Publications

• Learn to See (a collaboration with the Polaroid Cor-
poration), USA: Polaroid Foundation, 1975.

• Carnival Strippers. USA: Farrar, Straus & Giroux,
1976; Germany: Steidl, 2003. ISBN 978-3-88243-
954-0

• Nicaragua, June 1978 - July 1979. USA: Pantheon,
1981, ISBN 978-0-906495-67-4. USA: Aperture,
2008, ISBN 978-1-59711-071-6

• El Salvador: The Work of Thirty Photographers.
USA: Pantheon, 1983; Writers and Readers, 1983.

• Chile From Within. Edited by Meiselas. Pho-
tographs by Paz Errazuriz et al. Texts by Ariel Dorf-
man and Marco Antonio de la Parra. USA: W.W.
Norton, 1993. ASIN B001F9BUBS

• Kurdistan: In the Shadow of History. USA: Random
House, 1997. USA: University of Chicago Press,
2008. ISBN 978-0-226-51928-9

• Pandoraʼs Box. Denmark: Magnum Edi-
tions/Trebruk, 2001. ISBN 978-0-9538901-1-8. A
monograph of her work on S&M in New York.

• Encounters with the Dani. USA/Germany:
International Center of Photography/Steidl, 2003.
ISBN 978-3-88243-930-4

• In History: Susan Meiselas. Edited by Kristen
Lubben. Text by Susan Meiselas, Caroline Broth-
ers, Edmundo Desnoes, Ariel Dorfman, Elizabeth
Edwards and David Levi Strauss. USA/Germany:
ICP/Steidl Verlag, 2008. ISBN 978-3-86521-685-
4

196.4 Films

• Living at Risk: The Story of a Nicaraguan Family
(1986). Co-directed.

• Pictures from a Revolution (1991). Meiselas co-
directed with Alfred Guzzetti and Richard P.
Rogers.

196.5 Awards
• 1978: Robert Capa Gold Medal for “outstanding

courage and reporting”by the Overseas Press Club
for her work in Nicaragua.

• 1982: American Society of Media Photographers
Photojournalist of the Year.

• 1982: Leica Award for Excellence.

• 1985: Engelhard Award from the Institute of Con-
temporary Art.

• 1992: MacArthur Fellowship.

• 1994: Maria Moors Cabot Prize from Columbia
University for her coverage of Latin America.

• 1994: Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished Ser-
vice in Journalism.

• 1994: Hasselblad Award.*[10]

• 1999: Nederlands Foto Instituut Grant,
“Photoworks-in-Progress: Constructing Iden-

tity”.

• 2005: Cornell Capa Infinity Award.

• 2006: Royal Photographic Society's Centenary
Medal and Honorary Fellowship (HonFRPS).*[1]

• 2011: Harvard Arts Medal.

196.6 Collections
• Baltimore Museum of Art, Maryland

• Birmingham Museum of Art, Alabama

• Fogg Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

• George Eastman House, Rochester, NY, USA

• Hasselblad Center, Sweden

• Haverford College, Pennsylvania

• International Center of Photography, New York
City

• Library of Congress, Washington DC

• Magnum Photos Collection at the Harry Ransom
Center, University of Texas at Austin

• Museum Folkwang, Essen, Germany

• Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas

• Museum of Photographic Arts, San Diego, Califor-
nia
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• Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City,
MO*[11]

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, California

• St. Louis Art Museum, Missouri

• The Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois

• University of California, Riverside

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City
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196.8 External links
• Official website

• Profile at Magnum Photos

• aka Kurdistan

• Photos from Kurdistan

• Expanding the Circle: The Engaged Photographer
multimedia piece
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Chapter 197

Tacita Dean

Tacita Charlotte Dean OBE (born 1965) is an English
visual artist who works primarily in film. She is one of the
Young British Artists, and was a nominee for the Turner
Prize in 1998.*[1] She lives and works in Berlin.*[2]

197.1 Early life and education

Tacita Dean was born in Canterbury, Kent.*[3] Her
mother is named Jenefer and her father was Joseph Dean,
a lawyer who studied classics at Merton College, Ox-
ford.*[4] She has a sister named Antigone and a brother,
an architect, named Ptolemy Dean.*[5] Her grandfather
was Basil Dean, the founder of Ealing Studios.*[6]
Dean was educated at Kent College, Canterbury.*[3] She
studied at Falmouth University, graduating in 1988.*[3]
From 1990 to 1992, Dean studied for a Masters degree
at the Slade School of Fine Art.*[3]

197.2 Career

In 1995, she was included in General Release: Young
British Artists held at the XLVI Venice Biennale.*[7] She
is one of the “key names”,*[8] along with Jake and
Dinos Chapman, Gary Hume, Sam Taylor-Wood, Fiona
Banner and Douglas Gordon,*[8] of the Young British
Artists (YBAs).*[8]*[9] Her work actually had little in
common with the prominent YBAs, Damien Hirst and
Tracey Emin.*[10]
In 1997, Dean moved to London. That same year she
began to exhibit splices of magnetic tape cut the length
required to document the duration of the sound indi-
cated, such as a raven's cry. In 2001 she was given a
solo show entitled Tacita Dean: Recent films and Other
Works at Tate Britain.*[11] For the season 2004/2005 in
the Vienna State Opera Tacita Dean designed the large
scale picture (176 sqm) “Play as Cast”as part of the
exhibition series Safety Curtain, conceived by museum in
progress.*[12]

197.3 Work

197.3.1 Film

Tacita Dean is best known for her work in 16mm film,
although she utilises a variety of media including draw-
ing, photography and sound. Her films often employ
long takes and steady camera angles to create a contem-
plative atmosphere. Her anamorphic films are shot by
cinematographers John Adderley*[13] and Jamie Cair-
ney.*[14] Her sound recordist is Steve Felton. She has
also published several pieces of her own writing, which
she refers to as 'asides,' which complement her visual
work. Since the mid-1990s her films have not included
commentary, but are instead accompanied by often un-
derstated optical sound tracks.
Especially during the 1990s, the sea was a persistent
theme in Dean's work. Perhaps most famously, she
explored the tragic maritime misadventures of Donald
Crowhurst, an amateur English sailor whose ambition to
enter a race to solo circumnavigate the globe ended in de-
ception, existential crisis and, eventually, tragedy.*[15]
Dean has made a number of films and blackboard
drawings relating to the Crowhurst story, exploiting the
metaphorical richness of such motifs as the ocean, light-
houses and shipwrecks. Re-turning to her attraction
with the sea, Amadeus (swell consopio) was made for the
Folkestone Triennial (three year art show) in 2008.*[16]
In 1997, Dean made an audio work based on her futile
effort to find the submerged artwork Spiral Jetty by Robert
Smithson in the Great Salt Lake of Utah.*[17]
Sound Mirrors (1999) takes its name from the tracking
devices built during the 1920s and 1930s and planted
in the Kent countryside to detect incoming German air-
craft.*[18]
In 2000, Dean was awarded a one-year German Aca-
demic Exchange Service (DAAD) scholarship to Berlin,
where she moved that year with her partner, artist
Mathew Hale.*[19] She devoted attention to the archi-
tecture and cultural history of Germany, making films of
such iconic structure as the Palast der Republik. Fernse-
hturm, is a 44-minute film set in the revolving cafe of
the East Berlin television tower, completed in 1969 on
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Alexanderplatz. Other projects have concerned impor-
tant figures in post-war German cultural history, such as
W.G. Sebald and Joseph Beuys.
Recent films capture important artists and thinkers of the
last fifty years and feature Mario Merz, Merce Cunning-
ham, Leo Steinberg, Julie Mehretu, Claes Oldenburg, and
Cy Twombly.*[20] For example, Craneway Event (2008)
is a film about Cunningham working on something with
his dancers over three afternoons on site.*[21]
In 2006, Dean shot Kodak, a movie in a Kodak factory in
eastern France ̶the last one in Europe to produce 16-
mm film stock. A few weeks after she visited, it closed
for good.*[19]
In 2013, Dean exhibited JG, a twenty-six-minute 35mm
film in color and black and white at the Frith Street
Gallery in London.*[22] The film returns to Dean's fas-
cination with the famous land artwork Spiral Jetty by
Robert Smithson and her friendship with the science-
fiction writer J.G. Ballard. During the film, the viewer
also hears excerpts from the writings and correspondence
of Ballard as well as of Smithson, all read by actor Jim
Broadbent.*[23]

197.3.2 Photography and painting

In 2001 Dean publishedFloh, a book in two parts that fea-
tured found photographs from the flea markets of Europe
and America.*[24] Dean said of Floh: “I do not want
to give these images explanations: descriptions by the
finder about how and where they were found, or guesses
as to what stories they might or might not tell. I want
them to keep the silence of the fleamarket; the silence
they had when I found them; the silence of the lost ob-
ject.”*[24] Similarly, in 2002 Dean created Czech Photos
(1991-2002), a series of over 326 unedited photographs
presented in a box for intimate engagement. The black
and white photographs show a city in the moments before
radical change, already somehow out of date the second
they were taken.*[25] Washington Cathedral (2002) is a
series of more than 130 found postcards from the first half
of the last century showing various imagined versions of
the cathedral in Washington, DC before it was completed.
Palindrome is a newspaper project celebrating the palin-
dromic date 20.02 2002, which was inspired by numbers
painted by Marcel Broodthaers's on a beam in his studio.
In 2005, Dean began work on a series of found postcards
featuring trees, which she transformed by painting out all
the background detail with white gouache.

197.3.3 Commissions

Dean has undertaken commissions for London's defunct
Millennium Dome, the Sadler's Wells Theatre, and for
Cork, Ireland, as part of that city's European City of Cul-
ture celebrations. She has also completed residencies at

the Sundance Institute, the Wexner Center for the Arts,
Columbus, U.S., and the Deutscher Akademischer Aus-
tauschdienst, Berlin
In 2011, Dean was the 12th artist commissioned by the
Unilever Series to create a unique artwork for the Turbine
Hall of the Tate Modern.*[26] The result, FILM, was an
11-minute silent film shot on 35mm film that was pro-
jected onto a 13 meter screen and sought “not only to
invigorate debate about the threat film is under but also
to stand as a testament to the distinctive qualities of this
unique medium.”*[27]

197.4 Exhibitions

2006 saw the most comprehensive retrospective of her
work to date, Analogue, held at Schaulager Basel.*[28]
In 2009, the Nicola Trussardi Foundation has presented
Still Life, Tacita Dean s̓ first major solo exhibition in Italy,
on the first floor (piano nobile) of Palazzo Dugnani, a his-
toric building in the centre of Milan.*[29] The exhibition
has presented a selection of fourteen works, including the
world premiere of two films commissioned and produced
by the Nicola Trussardi Foundation: Still Life and Day for
Night, filmed in the Bolognese studio of painter Giorgio
Morandi.
She has participated in the Bienal de São Paulo (2006;
2010), the Biennale di Venezia (2003; 2005; 2013) and
dOCUMENTA (13).*[30]

197.4.1 Selected solo shows

• Tacita Dean and Gerco de Ruijter, Witte de
With Center for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam
(1997)*[31]

• Tacita Dean, Institute of Contemporary Art,
Philadelphia, (1998) *[32]

• Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Basel (2000)

• Tacita Dean, MACBA, Barcelona (2001) *[33]

• Tacita Dean: Recent Films and Other Works, Tate
Britain (2001) *[34]

• Tacita Dean, Tate St Ives (2005) *[35]

• Tacita Dean. Analogue: Films, Photographs, Draw-
ings 1991–2006, Schaulager, Basel (2006)

• Hugo Boss Prize 2006: Tacita Dean, Guggenheim
Museum, (2006) *[36]

• Still Life, Palazzo Dugnani, Nicola Trussardi Foun-
dation, Milan (2009)
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197.5 Recognition

Following her 1996 film Disappearance at Sea, Dean
was nominated for the Turner Prize in 1998. She has
since been awarded the Aachen Art Prize (2002), Hugo
Boss Prize (2006),*[37] and the Kurt Schwitters Prize
(2009),*[38] among others.
She was appointed Officer of the Order of the British Em-
pire (OBE) in the 2013 New Year Honours for services
to British art overseas.*[39]

197.6 Filmography
• The Story of Beard, 1992

• The Martyrdom of St Agatha (in several parts), 1994

• Girl Stowaway, 1994

• How to Put a Boat in a Bottle, 1995

• A Bag of Air, 1995

• Disappearance at Sea, 1996

• Delft Hydraulics, 1996

• Foley Artist, 1996

• Disappearance at Sea II, 1997

• The Structure of Ice, 1997

• Gellért, 1998

• Bubble House, 1999

• Sound Mirrors, 1999

• From Columbus, Ohio, to the Partially Buried Wood-
shed, 1999

• Banewl, 1999

• Teignmouth Electron, 2000

• Totality, 2000

• Fernsehturm, 2001

• The Green Ray, 2001

• Baobab, 2002

• Ztrata, 2002

• Section Cinema (Homage to Marcel Broodthaers),
2002

• Diamond Ring, 2002

• Mario Merz, 2002

• Boots, 2003

• Pie, 2003

• Palast, 2004

• The Uncles, 2004

• Presentation Sisters, 2005

• Kodak, 2006

• Noir et Blanc, 2006

• Human Treasure, 2006

• Michael Hamburger, 2007

• Darmstädter Werkblock, 2007

• Amadeus, 2008

• Merce Cunningham performs STILLNESS (in three
movements) to John Cage's composition 4'33”with
Trevor Carlson, New York City, 28 April 2007 (six
performances; six films), 2008

• Prisoner Pair, 2008

• Still Life, 2009

• Day for Night, 2009

• Craneway Event, 2009

• Manhattan Mouse Museum, 2011

• FILM, 2011

• JG, 2013

197.7 See also

• Ptolemy Dean
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• Tacita Dean̶Aerial View of Teignmouth Electron,
Cayman Brac. 16 September 1998

• Waterlog exhibition featuring recent work Michael
Hamburger 2007

• Frith Street Gallery, London

• Tacita Dean at Fondazione Nicola Trussardi
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Art Collection

• Artinfo.com.au review of 2009 ACCA exhibition by
Tony Lloyd

• Tacita Dean at Kadist Art Foundation

• Tacita Dean Kapsul Image Collection
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Chapter 198

Taryn Simon

Taryn Simon (born February 4, 1975) is a multidisci-
plinary artist who has worked in photography, text, sculp-
ture and performance. Her practice involves extensive re-
search, guided by an interest in systems of categorization
and classification. Simonʼs works have been the sub-
ject of monographic exhibitions at Ullens Center for Con-
temporary Art, Beijing (2013); Museum of Modern Art,
New York (2012); Tate Modern, London (2011); Neue
Nationalgalerie, Berlin (2011); and Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York (2007). Permanent collections
include Metropolitan Museum of Art, Tate Modern, the
Guggenheim Museum, Centre Georges Pompidou, and
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Her work is
included in the 56th Venice Biennale (2015). She is a
graduate of Brown University and a Guggenheim Fellow.
Simon lives and works in New York.

198.1 Education

Simon was born in New York City. Her father and
grandfather both worked extensively with image and text,
which is a tradition that she follows in her own work.*[1]
She initially pursued environmental sciences at Brown
University but quickly transferred to a degree in art
semiotics, simultaneously taking photography classes at
the neighboring Rhode Island School of Design. She re-
ceived her BA in 1997.*[2] She has been a visiting artist
at institutions including Yale University, Bard College,
Columbia University, School of Visual Arts, and Parsons
School of Design.*[3]

198.2 Works

198.2.1 A Polite Fiction (2014)

In A Polite Fiction (2014), Taryn Simon maps, excavates,
and records the gestures that became entombed beneath –
and within – the Fondation Louis Vuitton s̓ surfaces dur-
ing its five-year construction. Designed by Frank Gehry,
it was built to house the art collection of Bernard Arnault,
one of the worldʼs wealthiest individuals and owner of
the largest luxury conglomerate in the world. Simon col-

lects this buried history and examines the latent social,
political, and economic forces pushing against power and
privilege.

198.2.2 Birds of the West Indies (2013-14)

Simonʼs Birds of the West Indies (2013¬–14) is a two-
part body of work, whose title is taken from the definitive
taxonomy of the same name by the American ornithol-
ogist James Bond. Ian Fleming, an active bird watcher,
appropriated the author s̓ name for his novels n̓ow well-
known protagonist. This co-opting of names was the first
in a series of substitutions and replacements that would
become central to the construction of the Bond narrative.
The first element of the work is a photographic inventory
of the women, weapons and vehicles of James Bond films
made over the past fifty years. This visual database of in-
terchangeable variables used in the production of fantasy
examines the economic and emotional value generated by
their repetition. In the second element of the work, Si-
mon casts herself as the ornithologist James Bond, iden-
tifying, photographing, and classifying all the birds that
appear within the 24 films of the James Bond franchise.
Simonʼs discoveries often occupy a liminal space be-
tween reality and fiction; they are confined within the fic-
tional space of the James Bond universe and yet wholly
separate from it.

198.2.3 Image Atlas (2012)

Created during rhizome.org's Seven on Seven*[4] con-
ference, Image Atlas is a collaborative project between
Simon and the programmer and internet activist Aaron
Swartz.*[5] Image Atlas investigates cultural differences
and similarities by indexing top image results for given
search terms across local engines throughout the world.
Users can refine or expand their comparisons from 57
countries and sort by Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
or alphabetical order.*[6] In an extensive article on the
Seven on Seven conference Ben Davis writes that“Simon
suggested that the site might cut against 'the illusion of
flattening' on the Web, offering some way of recovering
a sense of the local.”*[7] Image Atlas has been described
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as,“an elegant project in that it demonstrated how some-
thing as fundamental to web interaction as“searching”
is actually bound and determined by many cultural and
political forces.”*[8] Curator Lauren Cornell, Adjunct
Curator and former Director of Rhizome stated, “The
Image Atlas proposes a singular method of retrieving and
comparing pictures, to demonstrate the difference in a
world supposedly flattened by the forces of the global
economy.”*[9]

198.2.4 Picture Collection (2012)

The Picture Collection (2013) was inspired by the New
York Public Libraryʼs picture archive, which contains
1.2 million prints, postcards, posters, and printed images.
It is the largest circulating picture library in the world,
organized according to a complex cataloging system of
over 12,000 subject headings. Simon sees this extensive
archive of images as a precursor to Internet search en-
gines. In The Picture Collection, Simon highlights the
human impulse to archive and organize visual informa-
tion, and points to the invisible hands behind seemingly
neutral systems of image gathering. The Picture Collec-
tion was developed in response to the online database Im-
age Atlas (2012), created by Simon with computer pro-
grammer Aaron Swartz.

198.2.5 Black Square (2006– )

Black Square (2006– ) is an ongoing project focused on
the consequences of manʼs inventions. To create each
Black Square, Taryn Simon collects objects, documents,
and individuals within a black field that has precisely the
same measurements as Kazimir Malevich s̓ 1915 Supre-
matist work of the same name.

198.2.6 A Living Man Declared Dead and
Other Chapters (2008-2011)

A Living Man Declared Dead and Other Chapters I–
XVIII was produced over a four year period (2008–11)
during which Simon travelled around the world research-
ing and recording bloodlines and their related stories. In
each of the eighteen “chapters”comprising the work,
the external forces of territory, power, circumstance or
religion collide with the internal forces of psychological
and physical inheritance. The subjects documented by
Simon include victims of genocide in Bosnia, test rabbits
infected with a lethal disease in Australia, the first woman
to hijack an aircraft, and the living dead in India. Her col-
lection is at once cohesive and arbitrary, mapping the re-
lationships among chance, blood, and other components
of fate.*[10]

198.2.7 Contraband (2010)

Contraband is an archive of global desires and perceived
threats, presenting 1,075 images of items that were de-
tained or seized from passengers and mail entering the
United States from abroad, taken at both the U.S. Cus-
toms and Border Protection Federal Inspection Site and
the U.S. Postal Service International Mail Facility at
John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York.From
November 16, 2009 through November 20, 2009, Taryn
Simon remained on site at JFK and continuously pho-
tographed items detained or seized from passengers and
express mail entering the United States from abroad.
“Simon s̓ images and lists embrace both order and disor-

der, and open up a third space within the cracks of these
forms of control: a space of the surreptitious, the forgot-
ten, the bizarre and the banal, exposed to the cold light of
the camera…”*[11]̶Hans Ulrich Obrist.

198.2.8 Zahra/Farah (2008/2009/2011)

Director Brian De Palma asked Simon to take the photo-
graph that is the final frame of his 2007 film Redacted.
She traveled to Jordan to shoot a young Iraqi actress,
Zahra Zubaidi, posed as if lying raped and burned, the
victim of American soldiers. Zubaidi received death
threats from family members, who consider Redacted
pornographic, and was seeking asylum in the U.S. Si-
mon arranged for the photograph to be shown at the 2011
Venice Biennale to draw attention to Zubaidiʼs situa-
tion.*[12]
De Palma and Simon discussed their work and their meth-
ods in a conversation published in Artforum (vol. 50,
no.10, summer 2012):*[12] Brian De Palma: Look, the
hard thing̶Iʼm sure you v̓e experienced this, too̶is
that once you have a project, you think about how you r̓e
going to photograph the scene until you actually do it. I
have always felt that the camera view is just as important
as whatʼs in front of the camera. Consequently, Iʼm
obsessed with how I m̓ shooting the scene. When you r̓e
making a movie, you think about it all the time̶you r̓e
dreaming about it, you wake up with ideas in the middle
of the night̶until you actually go there and shoot it. You
have these ideas that are banging around in your head, but
once you objectify them and lock them into a photograph
or cinema sequence, then they get away from you. Theyʼ
re objectified; they no longer haunt you. Taryn Simon:
The haunting can be torturous. I don t̓ think Iʼve ever
enjoyed the making of my work. Itʼs a labor. Do you
find pleasure in getting to that point of objectification?
Brian De Palma: You know, there is no rest.
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198.2.9 An American Index of the Hidden
and Unfamiliar (2007)

An American Index of the Hidden and Unfamiliar reveals
objects, sites, and spaces that are integral to America's
foundation, mythology, or daily functioning but remain
inaccessible or unknown to a public audience. These un-
seen subjects range from radioactive capsules at a nu-
clear waste storage facility to a black bear in hiberna-
tion to the art collection of the CIA. Simon has stated
that she, “wanted to confront the divide between pub-
lic and expert access.”*[13] The publication features
70 colour plates and a foreword by Salman Rushdie.
Ronald Dworkin contributed a commentary, while cu-
rators Elisabeth Sussman and Tina Kukielski of the
Whitney Museum of American Art contributed an intro-
duction. It was published by Steidl and exhibited at the
Whitney Museum of American Art in 2006. In 2007 it
was on view at the Museum für Moderne Kunst in Frank-
furt, Germany.*[14]*[15] She discussed the project with
photography historian Geoffrey Batchen for the 8th vol-
ume of Museo.
“In a historical period in which many people are mak-

ing such great efforts to conceal the truth from the mass
of the people, an artist like Taryn Simon is an invaluable
counter-force. Democracy needs visibility, accountabil-
ity, light…Somehow, Simon has persuaded a good few
denizens of hidden worlds not to scurry for shelter when
the light is switched on, as cockroaches and vampires do,
but to pose proudly for her invading lens…" *[16] ̶
Salman Rushdie

198.2.10 The Innocents (2003)

The Innocents (2003) documents the stories of individuals
who were wrongly sentenced to death or life sentences,
and were released due to DNA evidence. The work calls
into question photography s̓ function as a credible witness
and arbiter of justice.
Simon has commented: “For the men and women in
these photographs, the primary cause of wrongful con-
viction was mistaken identification. A victim or eyewit-
ness identifies a suspected perpetrator through law en-
forcement s̓ use of photographs and lineups. [...] In our
reliance upon [DNA evidence], we marginalize the ma-
jority of the wrongfully convicted, for whom there is no
DNA evidence, or those for whom the cost of DNA test-
ing is prohibitive.”*[17] This project inspired her to apply
for and be awarded a John Simon Guggenheim Founda-
tion Fellowship in Photography to travel across the United
States photographing and interviewing individuals who
were unfairly convicted.*[18] Simon photographed the
men at sites that had particular significance to their il-
legitimate conviction: the scene of misidentification, the
scene of arrest, the scene of the crime or the scene of the
alibi.*[19] In Simon's forward for the book she writes,

“Photography's ability to blur truth and fiction is one if
its most compelling qualities... Photographs in the crim-
inal justice system, and elsewhere, can turn fiction into
fact. As I got to know the men and women in this book,
I saw that photography's ambiguity, beautiful in one con-
text, can be devastating in another.”*[20]

198.3 Publications

The Picture Collection. Paris: Edition Cahiers d'Art, 2015
Rear Views, A Star-Forming Nebula, and the Department
of Foreign Propaganda. London: Tate Publishing, 2015
Birds of the West Indies. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag,
2013
A Living Man Declared Dead and Other Chapters
I – XVIII. Exh. cat., Tate Modern/Neue Nation-
algalerie. Berlin/London: Nationalgalerie Staatliche
Museen/MACK, 2011. 2nd ed.,London/ New York:
Wilson Center of Photography/Gagosian Gallery, 2012
Contraband. Göttingen: Steidl/New York: Gagosian
Gallery, 2010. 2nd ed., Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag,
2015
An American Index of the Hidden Unfamiliar. Exh. cat.,
Whitney Museum of American Art. Göttingen: Steidl,
2007. 2nd ed., Göttingen: Steidl, 2008. 3rd ed., Ost-
fildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2012
The Innocents. New York: Umbrage Editions, 2003. 2nd
ed., New York: Umbrage Editions, 2004

198.4 Public Collections
• Centre Pompidou, Paris

• High Museum of Art, Atlanta, GA

• J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles

• Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

• Los Angeles County Museum of Art, CA

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

• Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles

• Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX

• Museum of Modern Art, New York

• Nation Media Museum, Bradford, United Kingdom

• Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin

• San Diego Museum of Contemporary Art, CA

• Tate Modern, London
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• Victoria and Albert Museum, London

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New York

198.5 Exhibitions
• Kunst-werke, Berlin, Germany,“Taryn Simon: The

Innocents (and other works)" (2003).

• MoMA PS1, Long Island City, New York, USA,
“Taryn Simon: The Innocents”(2003).*[21]

• Nikolaj Copenhagen Contemporary Art Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark, Taryn Simon: “The Inno-
cents”(2004).

• Bergen Kunsthall, Bergen, Norway,“Taryn Simon:
The Innocents”(2004).

• Contemporary Arts Center Cincinnati, Ohio, USA,
“Taryn Simon: The Innocents”(2006).*[22]

• High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia, USA,
“Taryn Simon: Nonfiction”(2006).

• Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany, The Documen-
tary Factor, (2006).

• Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,
USA, “Taryn Simon: An American Index of the
Hidden and Unfamiliar”(2007).*[23]

• Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt, Germany,
“Taryn Simon: An American Index of the Hidden

and Unfamiliar”(2007).

• The Photographer's Gallery, London, United King-
dom,“An American Index of the Hidden and Un-
familiar”(2007).

• The 7th Gwangju Biennale Annual Report: A Year
in Exhibitions, Gwangju, South Korea, (2008).

• FOAM, Fotografie Museum, Amsterdam, Nether-
lands, “Taryn Simon: An American Index of the
Hidden and Unfamiliar”(2008).

• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, USA,
“Reality Check: Truth and Illusion in Contempo-

rary Photography”, (2008).

• Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane, Australia, Taryn
Simon: An American Index of the Hidden and Un-
familiar”, (2009).

• Muzeum Sztuki, Lodz, Poland,“Political/Minimal”
, (2009).

• Musée National d'Art Moderne, Paris, France,
(2009).

• Christchurch Art Gallery, New Zealand“Taryn Si-
mon: An American Index of the Hidden and Unfa-
miliar”(2010).*[24]

• Lever House, New York, NY, “Contraband”,
(2010).*[25]

• Les Rencontres d'Arles, France.*[26]

• Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
“Taryn Simon: Photographs and Texts”, 2011.*[27]

• Centre d'Art Contemporain Genève, Genève,
Switzerland, “Taryn Simon: Contraband”
(2011).*[28]

• Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin, Germany,“Taryn Si-
mon: A Living Man Declared Dead and Others
Chapters I - IVIII”(2011).*[29]

• Helsinki Art Museum,“Taryn Simon: Photographs
and Texts”, 2012.*[30]

• Moscow House of Photography, Moscow, Russia,
“Taryn Simon”, 2011.*[31]

• Tate Modern, London, England, “A Living Man
Declared Dead and Other Chapters”, 2011.*[32]

• Danish Pavilion, Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy,
Speech Matters, 2011.

• Helsinki City Art Museum, Helsinki, Finland,
“Taryn Simon: Photographs and Texts”, 2012.*[33]

• Multimedia Art Museum, Moscow,“Taryn Simon:
Photographs and Texts”, 2012.*[34]

• The Geffen Contemporary at the Museum of Con-
temporary Art, Los Angeles, CA, “Taryn Simon:
A Living Man Declared Dead and Others Chapters
I - IVIII”(2012).

• Museum of Modern Art, New York,“A Living Man
Declared Dead and Other Chapters”, 2012.*[35]

• Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, DC,“Taryn
Simon: A Living Man Declared Dead and Other
Chapters I - IVIII”, (2013).*[36]

• The Pavillion Downtown, Dubai, United Arab Emi-
rates,“Taryn Simon: A Living Man Declared Dead
and Other Chapters I - IVIII”, (2013).

• Museum Folkwang, Essen, Germany, “Taryn Si-
mon: There are Some Who Are in Darkness”,
(2013).*[37]

• Ullens Center of Contemporary Art, Beijing, China,
“Taryn Simon: A Living Man Declared Dead and

Other Chapters I - IVIII”, (2013).*[38]

• Carnegie International, Carnegie Museum of Art,
Pittsburgh, PA, “Taryn Simon: Birds of the West
Indies”(2013).*[39]

• Fondation Louis Vuitton, paris, France,“Taryn Si-
mon: A Polite Fiction”(2014).*[40]
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• MOCAK - Museum of Contemporary Art in
Krakow, Krakow, Poland,“Taryn Simon: The Pic-
ture Collection”, (2014).

• The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY,
“Now You See It: Photography and Concealement”

, (2014).

• Tate Modern, London, United Kingdom, Conflict,
Time, Photography”, (2014.)

• Le Point du Jour, Cherbourg, France, Taryn Simon:
: A Living Man Declared Dead and Other Chapters
I - IVIII”, (2015).

• Jeu de Paume, Paris, France,“Taryn Simon: Rear
Views, A Star-Forming Nebula and the Office of
Foreign Propaganda”, (2015).*[41]

198.6 Awards and nominations
• 1999: The Alfred Eisenstaedt Award in Photogra-

phy, Columbia University, New York.

• 2001: Guggenheim Fellowship in Photography,
New York.

• 2007: KLM Paul Huf Award, Foam Fotografiemu-
seum Amsterdam.

• 2008: Silver Medal Lead Award, Germany.

• 2008: International Center of Photography Infinity
Award for publication, New York.

• 2009: Deutsche Börse Photography Prize Finalist.

• 2010: Discovery Award at Rencontres d'Arles,
Provence, France.

• 2011: Author Book Award at Les Rencontres
d'Arles

• 2011: Contemporary Book Award, Rencontres
d'Arles, Provence, France, for A Living Man De-
clared Dead and Other Chapters.*[42]
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• Taryn Simon:“Behind Closed Doors”, New York

Times Magazine, 17 December 2006
• An interview with Taryn Simon on Charlie Rose, 16
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• “Lens Crafters”, Time Magazine, 29 May 2008
• Christy Lange:“Access All Areas”, Frieze, Issue

115, May 2008
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photographs and text by Taryn Simon, 24 January
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• An American Index of the Hidden and Unfamiliar,

IMA Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane, Australia,
2009
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• TateShots: Taryn Simon. The artist talks about her
exhibition A Living Man Declared Dead and Other
Chapters, 3 June 2011

• “Case Studies”, Art in America by Camille Xin
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Declared Dead and Other Chapters, 1 May 2012

• A further interview on Charlie Rose about A Living
Man Dead..., 25 June 2012
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Thomas Demand

Thomas Demand, in full Thomas Cyrill Demand, (born
1964*[1]) is a German sculptor and photographer. He
currently lives and works in Berlin*[1] and Los Angeles,
and teaches at the University of Fine Arts, Hamburg.

199.1 Education
• 1987–1989 Akademie der Bildenden Künste, Mu-

nich

• 1989–1992 Kunstakademie Düsseldorf

• 1992 Cité des Arts, Paris

• 1993–1994 Goldsmiths College, London, M.A.

199.2 Work

Thomas Demand is known for making photographs of
three-dimensional models that look like real images of
rooms and other spaces,*[2] often sites loaded with so-
cial and political meanings.*[3] He thus describes him-
self not as a photographer, but as a conceptual artist for
whom photography is an intrinsic part of his creative pro-
cess.*[4] Having studied sculpture under Fritz Schwegler
at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf alongside Katharina
Fritsch and Thomas Schütte, Demand began his career as
a sculptor.*[5] In 1993, he began to use photography to
record his elaborate, life-sized paper-and-cardboard con-
structions of actually or formerly existing environments
and interior spaces, and soon started to create construc-
tions for the sole purpose of photographing them. The
photograph he takes of this model with a large-format-
camera is the final stage of his work, and it is only this im-
age, most often executed in an edition, of six that is exhib-
ited unframed behind Plexiglas, not the models. On the
contrary, Demand destroys his“life-size environments”
*[6] after he has photographed them. One notable excep-
tion is his large scale model for Grotto (2006), inspired by
a postcard of a Mallorcan grotto Demand has never vis-
ited, which was later exhibited.*[7] The life sized models
are highly detailed, yet they retain subtle but deliberate

flaws and anachronisms, such as an unnaturally uniform
texture; according to art critic Michael Kimmelman,“the
reconstructions were meant to be close to, but never per-
fectly, realistic so that the gap between truth and fiction
would always subtly show”.*[8]
In The Dailies (2012), Demand for the first time experi-
mented with the long-outmoded process of dye transfer,
which involves fixing dyes with gelatine to ordinary paper.
The practice was chosen by the artist for the saturated, but
not garish colours, the spatial depth, the intense darkness,
the durability and the extent to which the three primary
colours can be modified, unlike ordinary prints.
While the works' titles – Studio (1997), Zimmer (Room)
(1996), Treppenhaus (Staircase) (1995) – are studiously
devoid of superfluous information, the subjects repre-
sented in Demandʼs photographs often relate to pre-
existing press images showing scenes of cultural or po-
litical relevance.*[9] The New York hotel room in which
L. Ron Hubbard worked on Dianetics, for example, was
the starting point for Zimmer (Room) (1996).*[10] Ze-
ichensaal (Drafting Room) (1996) is inspired by a pho-
tograph of the studio of Richard Vorhölzer, the architect
who was in charge of much urban planning for postwar
Germany; Scheune (Barn) (1997) is based on a Hans Na-
muth photograph of Jackson Pollock and Lee Krasner in
Pollock's East Hampton studio.;*[11] Studio (1997) de-
rives from a photograph of the 1970s television set for
the German “What's My Line?". Later in his career
Demand turned his interest towards the political world:
Podium (2000) represents the location where Serbian dic-
tator Slobodan Milošević gave his Gazimestan speech
on the occasion of the 600th anniversary of the Ser-
bian defeat by the Turks;*[12] in Attempt (2005), De-
mand has reconstructed the studio of an artist whom
Baader-Meinhof terrorists targeted in the 1970s in order
to blow up the Karlsruhe house of the state's prosecu-
tor next door;*[13] Kitchen (2004) is based on soldiers'
snapshots of the compound near Tikrit where Saddam
Hussein was captured.*[14] Demand's series Yellowcake
(2007) portrays the Nigerian Embassy in Rome, the site
of a burglary in January 2001 that was used to prove Hus-
sein s̓ attempt to purchase uranium.*[15] More recently,
the photograph Kontrollraum (Control Room) (2011), for
instance, purports to show the interior of the Fukushima
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Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant during its tsunami-induced
meltdown.*[16]
Commissioned by The New York Times, Demand's
“Presidency”series depicting the Oval Office appeared

on the cover and inside The New York Times Magazine,
November 9, 2008 issue following the election of Presi-
dent Barack Obama. The five large prints, simply titled
Presidency I-V, were created in the last weeks of the Bush
presidency and later, with the support of Ronald Lauder
and other donors,*[17] given to the National Gallery of
Art, Washington, in 2009.*[18] In 2011, Demand created
Metzler-Saal (2011), his largest site-specific work to date.
Commissioned by the Städel Museum, the photographic
work appears as if the museum s̓ main hall is lined floor to
ceiling with deep purple curtains. Demand was inspired
by the drapery depicted in many of the Städel s̓ Old Mas-
ter paintings.*[19]
A result of a residency at the Getty Research Institute in
Los Angeles where he discovered the archive of architect
John Lautner, Model Studies (2011) is the first time that
Demand photographed architectural models that were not
his own. The series comprises a total of 32 close-ups of
cardboard, tar paper, and foam core panels, depicting the
study models from many angles.*[20]
Because Demand is working from models, the absence
of people in his photographs is “conspicuous and the-
matic”.*[21] The closest Demand has ever come to de-
picting people are the cut-out silhouettes of politicians
and heads of state depicted in the picture frames arranged
on Sir Edward Heathʼs grand piano (Flügel/Grand Pi-
ano, 1993).*[22] Furthermore, every trace of language
has completely vanished: the papers strewn across the
work table and floor in Büro (Office) (1995) have no text
on them; the labels next to the doorbells that are the sub-
ject of Hinterhaus (2005) are variously colored but bear
no names.*[23]
Demand cites Gerhard Richter and Ed Ruscha as sources
of inspiration.*[24]

199.2.1 Films

Demand has also experimented with film in works such
as Tunnel (1999), a tracking shot from a driverʼs per-
spective through an empty tunnel lined by concrete pil-
lars; the tunnel is modelled on the Paris underpass where
Princess Diana died.*[22] Recorder (2002) is a 35 mm-
film loop in which a paper model of an eight-track reel-
to-reel recording device appears to play the Beach Boys
album Smile (1966), a recording that was until recently
lost;*[25] the sound of a piano playing a variation on̒ Bi-
cycle Riderʼ, an instrumental from the Smile sessions,
can be heard on the soundtrack.*[22] Rolltreppe (Esca-
lator) (2000) is an animation of 24 still images shown
in a continual loop.*[26] Showing an escalator without
people, taken from surveillance footage, Demand here
is referencing an escalator near Charing Cross Bridge in

London where a gang was caught on surveillance camera
shortly after they had robbed two men and thrown them
into the Thames, killing one of them.*[22] Trick (2004)
refers back to the beginnings of cinema and is based on
one of the first films of the Lumière brothers, Assiettes
tournantes (Turning Plates) of 1896. The one-minute
film*[27] re-creates a sequence in which a performer ex-
ecutes a stunt by spinning a set of bowls and plates on
a tabletop.*[13] Camera (2007) presents a surveillance
camera as it pans a public space, complete with ambi-
ent sound.*[28] In Rain (2008), Demand painstakingly
re-created the effect of raindrops falling onto a hard sur-
face, using cellophane candy wrappers and a sound track
of eggs frying.*[29]
Filmed over fifteen months with the help of a 12-person
team of animators, the 100-second animated film Pa-
cific Sun (2012) is based on a video of cruise ship Pacific
Sun*[30] caught in a storm between the Republic of Van-
uatu and Auckland, New Zealand which the artist found
on YouTube, and follows the full narrative arc of the
shipʼs violent encounter in the Tasman Sea. The film
was made on a full scale set and, like Demandʼs mod-
els for his photographs, was completely constructed of
paper and then destroyed. It comprises a total of 2,400
frames, filmed one at a time, as animators meticulously
retraced the movements of each item in the ship's din-
ing room, shifting the paper models of plates, lemons,
pendant lamps, chairs, an upright piano, and a refrigera-
tor by several millimeters at a time.*[31] The question of
why this particular event (which resulted in injuries but
no deaths) merits such meticulous attention is left unan-
swered.*[16]

199.2.2 Curator

In 2010, the Nouveau Musée National de Monaco en-
trusted Demand with a role of guest curator for“La Carte
d A̓près Nature”, the opening exhibition*[32] of Villa
Paloma, Monte Carlo. A modified version of this exhi-
bition, which used Surrealist painter René Magritte as
its theme and included films, photography, soundworks
and architectural models from the 19th century to the
present,*[33] later travelled to Matthew Marks Gallery
in New York.*[34] From October 2010 to June 2011, he
was a Getty Scholar.*[35]
In 2011, Demand curated a selection of postcards of grot-
toes from the collection of Gerhard Stein – a computer
engineer from south Germany who has amassed over
50,000 postcards of grottoes over his 30 years of collect-
ing – for the Nottingham Contemporary, filling each cab-
inet with multiple images of subterranean spaces.*[36]
On the occasion of the 2015 opening of the Fondazione
Prada in Milan, Demand set documentary materials in-
cluding postcards, books, tour guides, catalogue illustra-
tions, various advertisements and the grey cardboard re-
construction of a Spanish grotto alongside the photograph
of Grotto (2006).
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199.2.3 Collaborations

One of his long-term collaborators is British architectural
firm Caruso St John, which most notably designed his
2004 exhibition at the Kunsthaus Bregenz in Austria, and
has also contributed to the design of the Nationalgalerie
show. Demand and Caruso St John won a competition
in 2008, launched by the city of Zurich, to redesign the
Escher Wyss Platz; however, the project was rejected in
a public referendum in 2010.*[37]
Caruso St. John also worked on Thomas Demand's 2009
exhibition at Berlin's Mies van der Rohe designed Neue
Nationalgalerie, where an installation has been purpose-
built specifically for the show. The Berlin-based culture
magazine 032c dedicated its 18th issue to Demand in
honor of this mid-career exhibition. The publication fea-
tured both interviews by and with Thomas Demand, in-
cluding a conversation between the artist and film direc-
tor Todd Solondz.*[38] Demand has also been a frequent
contributor and feature in the magazine, for instance in
the form of a 2008 interview with fellow artist Collier
Schorr.*[39]
Demandʼs Berlin studio occupies part of a warehouse
alongside the Hamburger Bahnhof. He used to share this
workspace with Tacita Dean and Olafur Eliasson.

199.3 Recognition

In 2011, Demand was nominated for the Deutsche Börse
Photography Prize.*[40] He received an honorary doc-
torate degree from the Royal College of Art, London, in
2012.*[41]

199.4 Exhibitions

Since his first solo exhibition, at Tanit Galerie in Munich
in 1992, Demand has shown at numerous international
galleries and museums. Demand represented Germany
at the Bienal de São Paulo in 2004. That same year,
the Kunsthaus Bregenz mounted the first comprehen-
sive presentation of Demand's major works from 1994
until 2004.*[42] Demand's work later was the subject
of mid-career retrospectives at the Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York in 2005 *[43] and at the Neue Na-
tionalgalerie in 2009. Other solo exhibitions include
Serpentine Gallery (2006), London, the Irish Museum
of Modern Art, Dublin, the Fondazione Prada, Venice
(both 2007), and the Fondation Cartier pour l'Art Con-
temporain, Paris (2001). Demand participated in the
Gwangju Biennale (2008), Shanghai Biennale (2006), in
the Venice Biennale (2003), the Sydney Biennale (1998),
and the Carnegie International (1999/2000). His work
has been included in“New Photography”at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York (1996),“Elsewhere”at the

Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh (1997),“Great Il-
lusions: Thomas Demand, Andreas Gursky, Ed Ruscha”
at Museum of Contemporary Art, North Miami, (1999),
“Moving Pictures”at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Mu-

seum and Guggenheim Museum Bilbao (2002 and 2003),
and“The Constructed Image”at the Museum of Con-
temporary Canadian Art in Toronto (2007). Moreover,
the video Pacific Sun formed part of the 2012 Toronto
International Film Festival. Demandʼs work is in nu-
merous collections worldwide including the Museum of
Modern Art, New York; the Guggenheim Museum, New
York; the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa; and the
Tate Collection, London.*[44]
Demand is represented by Esther Schipper in Berlin
Sprüth Magers in Berlin/London and Matthew Marks in
New York.*[45]

199.4.1 Selected solo exhibitions

1996

• Galerie de l'ancienne Poste, Calais

• Galerie Tanit, Munich

• Max Protetch Gallery, New York

1997

• Galerie Monika Spruth, Cologne

• Victoria Miro Gallery, London

• Centre d'art contemporain, Vassiviere-en-Limousin

1998

• Kunsthalle, Zurich

• Kunsthalle, Bielefeld

• Galleria Monica de Cardenas, Milan

• 303 Gallery, New York

• Galerie Schipper + Krome, Berlin

• Kunstverein, Fribourg

1999

•“Tunnel”, Art Now 16, Tate Gallery, London

2000–2001

• Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemporain, Paris

• Victoria Miro Gallery, London
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• Galerie Peter Kilchmann, Zurich

• Galerie Monika Spruth, Cologne

2001

•“Thomas Demand con Caruso St. John architetti”,
Galleri d'art moderna di

• Palazzo Pitti, Florence

• De Appel, Amsterdam

• ArtPace, San Antonio, Texas. Traveled to Aspen
Art Museum, and SITE Santa Fe

• Report, Sprengel Museum, Hanover

• 303 Gallery, New York

2002

• Lenbachhaus, Munich

• Castello de Rivoli, Turin

• SITE Santa Fe, Santa Fe

•“Hof”, Schipper & Krome, Berlin

2003

• Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo, Japan

• Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek,
Denmark

• Dundee Contemporary Arts, Dundee, Scotland

• Lenbachhaus, Munich

2004

• Phototrophy, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria

• São Paulo Biennale

2005

• Museum of Modern Art, New York

2006

• Serpentine Gallery, London, UK

2007

• Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin, Ireland

2009

• Nationalgalerie, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin. Trav-
eled to Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotter-
dam

• Presidency Embassy, Museum moderner Kunst
Stiftung Ludwig Wien, Vienna

• The Dailies, Centro Cultural Usina deo Gasometro,
Porto Alegre, Brazil

2010

• Des Moines Art Center

2012

• Animations, Des Moines Art Center. Traveled to
DHC Art Center, Montreal

• Sprüth Magers, Berlin

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo. Traveled to
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne

• Kunst Gespräch, Schauwer, Sindelfingen, Germany

2013

• High Line Billboard, High Line Park, New York

2014

• Pacific Sun, Los Angeles County Museum of Art

199.5 Selected books
• Demand. Thomas. Thomas Demand. New York:

Thames & Hudson, 2000. ISBN 0-500-97495-0

• Sobel, Dean; Lars Lerup; and Thomas De-
mand. Thomas Demand catalogue and exhibition:
2001/2002. Aspen: Aspen Art Museum; Amster-
dam: De Appel, 2001. ISBN 0-934324-30-1

• Demand, Thomas; Helmut Friedel; Poul Erik
Tøjner; and Susanne Gaensheimer. Thomas De-
mand: Lenbachhaus München: Louisiana Mu-
seum of Modern Art, Humblebaek. München:
Schirmer/Mosel, 2002. ISBN 3-8296-0083-6

• Demand, Thomas; and Marcella Beccaria. Thomas
Demand. Milano: Skira, 2002. ISBN 88-8491-
431-0

• Demand, Thomas. Thomas Demand: Beitrag der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland zur 26a Bienal de São
Paulo 2004 = German contribution for the 26a bi-
enal of Sao Paulo 2004 = Contribuicão da Repub-
lica Federal da Alemanha para a 26a bienal de São
Paulo 2004. Köln: König, 2004. ISBN 3-88375-
876-0
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• Demand, Thomas; Eckhard Schneider; Ralph Ru-
goff; and Julia Franck. Thomas Demand: phototro-
phy. München: Schirmer/Mosel, 2004. ISBN 3-
8296-0171-9

• Marcoci, Roxana; Thomas Demand; and Jeffrey
Eugenides. Thomas Demand. New York: Museum
of Modern Art, 2005. ISBN 0-87070-080-4

• Demand, Thomas; Beatriz Colomina; and Alexan-
der Kluge. Thomas Demand. London: Serpentine
Gallery; München: Schirmer/Mosel, 2006. ISBN
3-8296-0249-9

• Demand, Thomas; Dietmar Dath; Christian De-
mand; Joachim Valentin; and Andreas Bee. Thomas
Demand: Klause. Köln: König, 2006. ISBN 3-
86560-082-4

• Demand, Thomas; Dave Eggers; Enrique Juncosa;
and Karen Sweeney. Thomas Demand: l'ésprit
d'escalier. Dublin: Irish Museum of Modern Art;
Köln: König; New York: D.A.P./Distributed Art
Publishers, 2007. ISBN 978-3-86560-210-7

• Demand, Thomas; and Hans-Ulrich Obrist.
Thomas Demand. Köln: König; New York:
D.A.P./Distributed Art Publishers, 2007. ISBN
978-3-86560-204-6

• Demand, Thomas; Botho Strauss; and Udo Kittel-
mann. Nationalgalerie. Göttingen: Steidl Mack,
2009. ISBN 978-3-86521-941-1

• Demand, Thomas. Thomas Demand/Black Label.
Kitakyushu: Center for Contemporary Art, CA Ki-
takyushu, 2009.

• Demand, Thomas; and Hans-Ulrich Obrist. Thomas
Demand und die Nationalgalerie: Gespräch über die
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Chapter 200

Thomas Eakins

Thomas Cowperthwait Eakins (July 25, 1844 –
June 25, 1916) was an American realist painter,
photographer,*[2] sculptor, and fine arts educator. He
is widely acknowledged to be one of the most important
artists in American art history.*[3]*[4]
For the length of his professional career, from the early
1870s until his health began to fail some 40 years later,
Eakins worked exactingly from life, choosing as his sub-
ject the people of his hometown of Philadelphia. He
painted several hundred portraits, usually of friends, fam-
ily members, or prominent people in the arts, sciences,
medicine, and clergy. Taken en masse, the portraits offer
an overview of the intellectual life of Philadelphia in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries; individually, they are
incisive depictions of thinking persons.
In addition, Eakins produced a number of large paintings
which brought the portrait out of the drawing room and
into the offices, streets, parks, rivers, arenas, and surgical
amphitheaters of his city. These active outdoor venues al-
lowed him to paint the subject which most inspired him:
the nude or lightly clad figure in motion. In the process
he could model the forms of the body in full sunlight,
and create images of deep space utilizing his studies in
perspective. Eakins also took a keen interest in the new
technologies of motion photography, a field in which he
is now seen as an innovator.
No less important in Eakins' life was his work as a teacher.
As an instructor he was a highly influential presence in
American art. The difficulties which beset him as an
artist seeking to paint the portrait and figure realistically
were paralleled and even amplified in his career as an ed-
ucator, where behavioral and sexual scandals truncated
his success and damaged his reputation.
Eakins was a controversial figure whose work received
little by way of official recognition during his lifetime.
Since his death, he has been celebrated by American
art historians as “the strongest, most profound realist
in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century American art”
.*[5]

200.1 Life and work

See also: List of works by Thomas Eakins

200.1.1 Youth

Thomas Eakins, at age 6

Eakins was born and lived most of his life in Philadelphia.
He was the first child of Caroline Cowperthwait Eakins,
a woman of English and Dutch descent, and Benjamin
Eakins, a writing master and calligraphy teacher of Scots-
Irish ancestry.*[6] Benjamin Eakins grew up on a farm
in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, the son of a weaver.
He was successful in his chosen profession, and moved
to Philadelphia in the early 1840s to raise his family.
Thomas Eakins observed his father at work and by twelve
demonstrated skill in precise line drawing, perspective,
and the use of a grid to lay out a careful design, skills he
later applied to his art.*[7]
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He was an athletic child who enjoyed rowing, ice skat-
ing, swimming, wrestling, sailing, and gymnastics̶ac-
tivities he later painted and encouraged in his students.
Eakins attended Central High School, the premier public
school for applied science and arts in the city, where he
excelled in mechanical drawing. He studied drawing and
anatomy at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
beginning in 1861, and attended courses in anatomy and
dissection at Jefferson Medical College from 1864 to 65.
For a while, he followed his father's profession and was
listed in city directories as a“writing teacher”.*[8] His
scientific interest in the human body led him to consider
becoming a surgeon.*[9]
Eakins then studied art in Europe from 1866 to 1870, no-
tably in Paris with Jean-Léon Gérôme, being only the sec-
ond American pupil of the French realist painter, famous
as a master of Orientalism.*[10] He also attended the ate-
lier of Léon Bonnat, a realist painter who emphasized
anatomical preciseness, a method adapted by Eakins.
While studying at the École des Beaux-Arts, he seems to
have taken scant interest in the new Impressionist move-
ment, nor was he impressed by what he perceived as the
classical pretensions of the French Academy. A letter
home to his father in 1868 made his aesthetic clear:

She [the female nude] is the most beautiful
thing there is in the world except a naked man,
but I never yet saw a study of one exhibited...
It would be a godsend to see a fine man model
painted in the studio with the bare walls, along-
side of the smiling smirking goddesses of waxy
complexion amidst the delicious arsenic green
trees and gentle wax flowers & purling streams
running melodious up & down the hills espe-
cially up. I hate affectation.*[11]

Already at age 24, “nudity and verity were linked with
an unusual closeness in his mind.”*[12] Yet his desire for
truthfulness was more expansive, and the letters home to
Philadelphia reveal a passion for realism that included,
but was not limited to, the study of the figure.*[13]
A trip to Spain for six months confirmed his admira-
tion for the realism of artists such as Diego Velázquez
and Jusepe de Ribera.*[14] In Seville in 1869 he painted
Carmelita Requeña, a portrait of a seven-year-old gypsy
dancer more freely and colorfully painted than his Paris
studies. That same year he attempted his first large oil
painting, A Street Scene in Seville, wherein he first dealt
with the complications of a scene observed outside the
studio.*[15] Although he failed to matriculate in a for-
mal degree program and had showed no works in the Eu-
ropean salons, Eakins succeeded in absorbing the tech-
niques and methods of French and Spanish masters, and
he began to formulate his artistic vision which he demon-
strated in his first major painting upon his return to Amer-
ica.“I shall seek to achieve my broad effect from the very
beginning”,*[16] he declared.

200.1.2 Early career

Thomas Eakins House at 1729 Mount Vernon Street, Philadel-
phia. Benjamin Eakins added the 4th floor in 1874 as a studio
for his son.

Max Schmitt in a single scull (1871), Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.

Eakins' first works upon his return from Europe included
a large group of rowing scenes, eleven oils and water-
colors in all, of which the first and most famous is Max
Schmitt in a Single Scull (1871; also known as The Cham-
pion Single Sculling). Both his subject and his technique
drew attention. His selection of a contemporary sport was
“a shock to the artistic conventionalities of the city”.*[17]

Eakins placed himself in the painting, in a scull behind
Schmitt, his name inscribed on the boat.
Typically, the work entailed critical observation of the
painting's subject, as well as preparatory drawings of the
figure and perspective plans of the scull in the water.*[18]
Its preparation and composition indicates the importance
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of Eakins' academic training in Paris. It was a completely
original conception, true to Eakins' firsthand experience,
and an almost startlingly successful image for the artist,
who had struggled with his first outdoor composition less
than a year before.*[19] His first known sale was the wa-
tercolor The Sculler (1874). Most critics judged the row-
ing pictures successful and auspicious, but after the initial
flourish, Eakins never revisited the subject of rowing and
went on to other sports themes.*[20]
At the same time that he made these initial ventures into
outdoor themes, Eakins produced a series of domestic
Victorian interiors, often with his father, his sisters or
friends as the subjects. Home Scene (1871), Elizabeth at
the Piano (1875), The Chess Players (1876), and Eliza-
beth Crowell and her Dog (1874), each dark in tonality,
focus on the unsentimental characterization of individu-
als adopting natural attitudes in their homes.*[21]
It was in this vein that in 1872 he painted his first large
scale portrait, Kathrin, in which the subject, Kathrin
Crowell, is seen in dim light, playing with a kitten. In
1874 Eakins and Crowell became engaged; they were still
engaged five years later, when Crowell died of meningitis
in 1879.*[22]

200.1.3 Teaching and forced resignation
from Academy

Thomas Eakins, circa 1882

Eakins returned to the Pennsylvania Academy to teach in
1876 as a volunteer after the opening of the school's new
Frank Furness designed building, became a salaried pro-
fessor in 1878, and rose to director in 1882. His teaching
methods were controversial: there was no drawing from
antique casts, and students received only a short study in

Thomas Eakins, William Rush Carving His Allegorical Figure
of the Schuylkill River, 1908. Brooklyn Museum

charcoal, followed quickly by their introduction to paint-
ing, in order to grasp subjects in true color as soon as
practical. He encouraged students to use photography as
an aid to understanding anatomy and the study of mo-
tion, and disallowed prize competitions.*[23] Although
there was no specialized vocational instruction, students
with aspirations for using their school training for ap-
plied arts, such as illustration, lithography, and decora-
tion, were as welcome as students interested in becoming
portrait artists.
Most notable was his interest in the instruction of all as-
pects of the human figure, including anatomical study
of the human and animal body, and surgical dissection;
there were also rigorous courses in the fundamentals of
form, and studies in perspective which involved mathe-
matics.*[24] As an aid to the study of anatomy, plaster
casts were made from dissections, duplicates of which
were furnished to students. A similar study was made
of the anatomy of horses; acknowledging Eakins' ex-
pertise, in 1891 his friend the sculptor William Rudolf
O'Donovan asked him to collaborate on the commission
to create bronze equestrian reliefs of Abraham Lincoln
and Ulysses S. Grant, for the Soldiers' and Sailors' Arch
in Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn.*[25]
Owing to Eakins' devotion to working from life, the
Academy's course of study was by the early 1880s the
most“liberal and advanced in the world”.*[26] Eakins
believed in teaching by example and letting the students
find their own way with only terse guidance. His students
included painters, cartoonists, and illustrators such as
Henry Ossawa Tanner, Thomas Pollock Anshutz, Edward
Willis Redfield, Colin Campbell Cooper, Alice Barber
Stephens, Frederick Judd Waugh, T. S. Sullivant and A.
B. Frost.
He stated his teaching philosophy bluntly,“A teacher can
do very little for a pupil & should only be thankful if he
donʼt hinder him ... and the greater the master, mostly
the less he can say.”*[27] He believed that women should
“assume professional privileges”as would men.*[28] Life
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classes and dissection were segregated but women had ac-
cess to male models (who were nude but for loincloths).
The line between impartiality and questionable behavior
was a thin one. When a female student, Amelia Van Bu-
ren, asked about the movement of the pelvis, Eakins in-
vited her to his studio, where he undressed and“gave her
the explanation as I could not have done by words only”
.*[29] Such incidents, coupled with the ambitions of his
younger associates to oust him and take over the school
themselves,*[30] created tensions between him and the
Academy's board of directors. He was ultimately forced
to resign in 1886, for removing the loincloth of a male
model in a class where female students were present.
The forced resignation was a major setback for Eakins.
His family was split, with his in-laws siding against him
in public dispute. He struggled to protect his name against
rumors and false charges, had bouts of ill health, and
suffered a humiliation which he felt for the rest of his
life.*[31]*[32] Eakins' popularity amongst the students
was such that a number of them broke with the Academy
and formed the Art Students' League of Philadelphia
(1886-1893), where Eakins subsequently instructed. It
was there that he met the student, Samuel Murray, who
would become his protege and lifelong friend. He also
lectured and taught at a number of other schools, includ-
ing the Art Students League of New York, the National
Academy of Design, Cooper Union, and the Art Students'
Guild in Washington DC. Dismissed in March 1895 by
the Drexel Institute in Philadelphia for again using a fully
nude male model, he gradually withdrew from teaching
by 1898.

200.1.4 Photography

Eakins has been credited with having “introduced the
camera to the American art studio”.*[33] During his
study abroad, he was exposed to the use of photography
by the French realists, though the use of photography was
still frowned upon as a shortcut by traditionalists.

Study in Human Motion. Photograph by Thomas Eakins.

In the late 1870s Eakins was introduced to the photo-
graphic motion studies of Eadweard Muybridge, partic-

ularly the equine studies, and became interested in us-
ing the camera to study sequential movement.*[34] In
the mid-1880s, Eakins worked briefly alongside Muy-
bridge in the latter's photographic studio at the University
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.*[35] Eakins soon per-
formed his own independent motion studies, also usually
involving the nude figure, and even developed his own
technique for capturing movement on film.*[36] Whereas
Muybridge's system relied on a series of cameras trig-
gered to produce a sequence of individual photographs,
Eakins preferred to use a single camera to produce a
series of exposures superimposed on one negative.*[37]
Eakins was more interested in precision measurements
on a single image to aid in translating a motion into a
painting, while Muybridge preferred separate images that
could also be displayed by his primitive movie projec-
tor.*[35]
After Eakins obtained a camera in 1880, several paint-
ings, such as Mending the Net (1881) and Arcadia (1883),
are known to have been derived at least in part from his
photographs. Some figures appear to be detailed tran-
scriptions and tracings from the photographs by some de-
vice like a magic lantern, which Eakins then took pains
to cover up with oil paint. Eakins' methods appear to
be meticulously applied, and rather than shortcuts, were
likely used in a quest for accuracy and realism.*[38]
An excellent example of Eakins' use of this new technol-
ogy is his painting A May Morning in the Park, which re-
lied heavily on photographic motion studies to depict the
true gait of the four horses pulling the coach of patron
Fairman Rogers. But in typical fashion, Eakins also em-
ployed wax figures and oil sketches to get the final effect
he desired.
The so-called “Naked Series”, which began in 1883,
were nude photos of students and professional models
which were taken to show real human anatomy from sev-
eral specific angles, and were often hung and displayed
for study at the school. Later, less regimented poses
were taken indoors and out, of men, women, and chil-
dren, including his wife. The most provocative, and the
only ones combining males and females, were nude pho-
tos of Eakins and a female model (see below). Although
witnesses and chaperones were usually on site, and the
poses were mostly traditional in nature, the sheer quan-
tity of the photos and Eakins o̓vert display of them may
have undermined his standing at the Academy.*[39] In
all, about eight hundred photographs are now attributed
to Eakins and his circle, most of which are figure stud-
ies, both clothed and nude, and portraits.*[40] No other
American artist of his time matched Eakins' interest in
photography, nor produced a comparable body of photo-
graphic works.*[41]
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The Gross Clinic, 1875, Philadelphia Museum of Art and the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. According to one reviewer
in 1876: This portrait of Dr. Gross is a great work̶we know
of nothing greater that has ever been executed in America.*[42]

200.1.5 Portraits

“I will never have to give up painting, for
even now I could paint heads good enough to
make a living anywhere in America.” *[43]

For Eakins, portraiture held little interest as a means of
fashionable idealization or even simple verisimilitude. In-
stead, it provided the opportunity to reveal the character
of an individual through the modeling of solid anatomical
form.*[44] This meant that, notwithstanding his youthful
optimism, Eakins would never be a commercially suc-
cessful portrait painter, as few paid commissions came
his way. But his total output of some two hundred and
fifty portraits is characterized by “an uncompromising
search for the unique human being”.*[45]
Often this search for individuality required that the sub-
ject be painted in his own daily working environment.
Eakins' Portrait of Professor Benjamin H. Rand (1874)
was a prelude to what many consider his most important
work.
“Stunningly illuminated, Dr. Gross is the embodiment

of heroic rationalism, a symbol of American intellectual
achievement.”
William Innes Homer*[46]
Thomas Eakins: His Life and Art

In The Gross Clinic (1875), a renowned Philadelphia sur-
geon, Dr. Samuel D. Gross, is seen presiding over an

operation to remove part of a diseased bone from a pa-
tient's thigh. Gross lectures in an amphitheater crowded
with students at Jefferson Medical College. Eakins spent
nearly a year on the painting, again choosing a novel sub-
ject, the discipline of modern surgery, in which Philadel-
phia was in the forefront. He initiated the project and
may have had the goal of a grand work befitting a show-
ing at the Centennial Exposition of 1876.*[47] Though
rejected for the Art Gallery, the painting was shown on
the centennial grounds at an exhibit of a U.S. Army Post
Hospital. In sharp contrast, another Eakins submission,
The Chess Players, was accepted by the Committee and
was much admired at the Centennial Exhibition, and crit-
ically praised.*[48]

Portrait of Ashbury W. Lee, oil on canvas, 1905. Reynolda
House.

At 96 by 78 inches, The Gross Clinic is one of the artist's
largest works, and considered by some to be his greatest.
Eakins' high expectations at the start of the project were
recorded in a letter,“What elates me more is that I have
just got a new picture blocked in and it is very far bet-
ter than anything I have ever done. As I spoil things less
and less in finishing I have the greatest hopes of this one”
*[49] But if Eakins hoped to impress his home town with
the picture, he was to be disappointed; public reaction to
the painting of a realistic surgical incision and the resul-
tant blood was ambivalent at best, and it was finally pur-
chased by the college for the unimpressive sum of $200.
Eakins borrowed it for subsequent exhibitions, where it
drew strong reactions, such as that of the New York Daily
Tribune, which both acknowledged and damned its pow-
erful image,“but the more one praises it, the more one
must condemn its admission to a gallery where men and
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women of weak nerves must be compelled to look at it.
For not to look it is impossible...No purpose is gained
by this morbid exhibition, no lesson taught̶the painter
shows his skill and the spectators' gorge rises at it̶that is
all.”*[50] The college now describes it thus:“Today the
once maligned picture is celebrated as a great nineteenth-
century medical history painting, featuring one of the
most superb portraits in American art”.
In 1876, Eakins completed a portrait of Dr. John Brinton,
surgeon of the Philadelphia Hospital, and famed for his
Civil War service. Done in a more informal setting than
The Gross Clinic, it was a personal favorite of Eakins, and
The Art Journal proclaimed“it is in every respect a more
favorable example of this artist's abilities than his much-
talked-of composition representing a dissecting room.”
*[51]
Other outstanding examples of his portraits include The
Agnew Clinic (1889),*[52] Eakins' most important com-
mission and largest painting, which depicted another em-
inent American surgeon, Dr. David Hayes Agnew, per-
forming a mastectomy; The Dean's Roll Call (1899),
featuring Dr. James W. Holland, and Professor Leslie
W. Miller (1901), portraits of educators standing as
if addressing an audience; a portrait of Frank Hamil-
ton Cushing (ca. 1895), in which the prominent eth-
nologist is seen performing an incantation in a Zuñi
pueblo;*[53] Professor Henry A. Rowland (1897), a bril-
liant scientist whose study of spectroscopy revolutionized
his field;*[54] Antiquated Music (1900),*[55] in which
Mrs. William D. Frishmuth is shown seated amidst her
collection of musical instruments; and The Concert Singer
(1890–92),*[56] for which Eakins asked Weda Cook to
sing “O rest in the Lord”, so that he could study the
muscles of her throat and mouth. In order to replicate
the proper deployment of a baton, Eakins enlisted an or-
chestral conductor to pose for the hand seen in the lower
left-hand corner of the painting.*[57]
Of Eakins' later portraits, many took as their subjects
women who were friends or students. Unlike most por-
trayals of women at the time, they are devoid of glamor
and idealization.*[58] For Portrait of Letitia Wilson Jor-
dan (1888), Eakins painted the sitter wearing the same
evening dress in which he had seen her at a party. She
is a substantial presence, a vision quite different from the
era's fashionable portraiture. So, too, hisPortrait ofMaud
Cook (1895), where the obvious beauty of the subject is
noted with“a stark objectivity”.*[59]
The portrait of Miss Amelia Van Buren (ca. 1890), a
friend and former pupil, suggests the melancholy of a
complex personality, and has been called“the finest of
all American portraits”.*[60] Even Susan Macdowell
Eakins, a strong painter and former student who married
Eakins in 1884,*[61] was not sentimentalized: despite its
richness of color, The Artist's Wife and His Setter Dog (ca.
1884–89) is a penetratingly candid portrait.*[62]
Some of his most vivid portraits resulted from a late se-

Miss Amelia Van Buren, ca. 1891, The Phillips Collection,
Washington DC

ries done for the Catholic clergy, which included paint-
ings of a cardinal, archbishops, bishops, and monsignors.
As usual, most of the sitters were engaged at Eakins' re-
quest, and were given the portraits when Eakins had com-
pleted them. In portraits of His Eminence Sebastiano Car-
dinal Martinelli (1902), Archbishop William Henry El-
der (1903), and Monsignor James P. Turner (ca. 1906),
Eakins took advantage of the brilliant vestments of the
offices to animate the compositions in a way not possible
in his other male portraits.
Deeply affected by his dismissal from the Academy,
Eakins's later career focused on portraiture, such as his
1905 Portrait of Professor William S. Forbes. His stead-
fast insistence on his own vision of realism, in addition
to his notoriety from his school scandals, combined to
hurt his income in later years. Even as he approached
these portraits with the skill of a highly trained anatomist,
what is most noteworthy is the intense psychological pres-
ence of his sitters. However, it was precisely for this rea-
son that his portraits were often rejected by the sitters or
their families.*[63] As a result, Eakins came to rely on his
friends and family members to model for portraits. His
portrait of Walt Whitman (1887–1888) was the poet's fa-
vorite.*[64]
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Wrestlers, 1899, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Ange-
les, California.

The Swimming Hole, 1884-5, Amon Carter Museum, Fort
Worth, Texas.

200.1.6 The figure

Eakins' lifelong interest in the figure, nude or nearly so,
took several thematic forms. The rowing paintings of the
early 1870s constitute the first series of figure studies. In
Eakins' largest picture on the subject, The Biglin Brothers
Turning the Stake (1873), the muscular dynamism of the
body is given its fullest treatment.
In the 1877 painting William Rush and His Model, he
painted the female nude as integral to a historical sub-
ject, even though there is no evidence that the model
who posed for Rush did so in the nude. The Centennial
Exhibition of 1876 helped foster a revival in interest in
Colonial America and Eakins participated with an ambi-
tious project employing oil studies, wax and wood mod-
els, and finally the portrait in 1877. William Rush was
a celebrated Colonial sculptor and ship carver, a revered
example of an artist-citizen who figured prominently in
Philadelphia civic life, and a founder of the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts where Eakins had started teaching.
Despite his sincerely depicted reverence for Rush, Eakins'
treatment of the human body once again drew criticism.

This time it was the nude model and her heaped-up
clothes depicted front and center, with Rush relegated to
the deep shadows in the left background, that stirred dis-
satisfaction. Nonetheless, Eakins found a subject which
referenced his native city, an earlier Philadelphia artist,
and allowed for an assay on the female nude seen from
behind.*[65]
When he returned to the subject many years later, the
narrative became more personal: In William Rush and
His Model (1908), gone are the chaperon and detailed in-
terior of the earlier work. The professional distance be-
tween sculptor and model has been eliminated, and the
relationship has become intimate. In one version of the
painting from that year, the nude is seen from the front,
being helped down from the model stand by an artist who
bears a strong resemblance to Eakins.*[66]
The Swimming Hole (1884–5) features Eakins' finest stud-
ies of the nude, in his most successfully constructed out-
door picture.*[67] The figures are those of his friends and
students, and include a self-portrait. Although there are
photographs by Eakins which relate to the painting, the
picture's powerful pyramidal composition and sculptural
conception of the individual bodies are completely dis-
tinctive pictorial resolutions.*[68] The work was painted
on commission, but was refused.*[69]
In the late 1890s Eakins returned to the male figure, this
time in a more urban setting. Taking the Count (1896),
a painting of a prizefight, was his second largest canvas,
but not his most successful composition.*[70] The same
may be said of Wrestlers (1899). More successful was Be-
tween Rounds (1899), for which boxer Billy Smith posed
seated in his corner at Philadelphia's Arena; in fact, all the
principal figures were posed by models re-enacting what
had been an actual fight.*[71] Salutat (1898), a frieze-like
composition in which the main figure is isolated,“is one
of Eakins' finest achievements in figure-painting.”*[72]
Although Eakins was agnostic, he painted The Crucifixion
in 1880.*[73] Art historian Akela Reason says

Eakins's selection of this subject has puz-
zled some art historians who, unable to rec-
oncile what appears to be an anomalous reli-
gious image by a reputedly agnostic artist, have
related it solely to Eakins's desire for realism,
thus divesting the painting of its religious con-
tent. Lloyd Goodrich, for example, considered
this illustration of Christ's suffering completely
devoid of“religious sentiment”and suggested
that Eakins intended it simply as a realist study
of the male nude body. As a result, art his-
torians have frequently associated 'Crucifixion'
(like Swimming) with Eakins's strong interest
in anatomy and the nude.*[74]

In his later years Eakins persistently asked his female por-
trait models to pose in the nude, a practice which would
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have been all but prohibited in conventional Philadelphia
society. Inevitably, his desires were frustrated.*[75]

200.2 Personal life and marriage

The nature of Eakins sexuality and its impact on his art
is a matter of intense scholarly debate. Strong circum-
stantial evidence points to Eakins having been accused
of homosexuality during his lifetime, and there is little
doubt that he was attracted to men,*[76] including as ev-
idenced in his photography, and three major paintings
where male buttocks are a focal point: The Gross Clinic,
William Rush, and The Swimming Hole. The latter, in
which Eakins appears, is increasingly seen as sensuous
and autobiographical.*[77]
Until recently, major Eakins scholars persistently de-
nied he was homosexual, and such discussion was
marginalised. While there is still no consensus, today dis-
cussion of homoerotic desire plays a large role in Eakins
scholarship.*[78] The discovery of a large trove of Eakins
personal papers in 1984 has also driven reassessment of
his life.*[79]
A early romance with a Philadelphia girl, Emily Sartain
foundered after Eakins moved to Paris to study, and she
accused him of immorality. It is likely Eakins had told
her of frequenting places where prostitutes assembled.
The son of Eakins physician also reported that Eakins had
been“very loose sexually – went to France, where there
are no morals, and the french morality suited him to a T”
.*[80]
In 1884, Eakins married Susan Hannah Macdowell, the
daughter of a Philadelphia engraver. Two years earlier
Eakins' sister Margaret, who had acted as his secretary
and personal servant, had died of typhoid. It has been
suggested that Eakins married to replace her.*[81]
Macdowell was 25 when Eakins met her at the Hazel-
tine Gallery where The Gross Clinic was being exhibited
in 1875. Unlike many, she was impressed by the con-
troversial painting and she decided to study with him at
the Academy, which she attended for 6 years, adopting a
sober, realistic style similar to her teacher's. Macdowell
was an outstanding student and winner of the Mary Smith
Prize for the best painting by a matriculating woman
artist.*[82]*[83]
After their childless*[84] marriage, she only painted spo-
radically and spent most of her time supporting her hus-
band's career, entertaining guests and students, and faith-
fully backing him in his difficult times with the Academy,
even when some members of her family aligned against
Eakins.
She and Eakins both shared a passion for photography,
both as photographers and subjects, and employed it as
a tool for their art. She also posed nude for many of his
photos and took images of him. Both had separate studios

in their home.
After Eakins death in 1916, she returned to painting,
adding considerably to her output right up to the 1930s, in
a style that became warmer, looser, and brighter in tone.
She died in 1938. Thirty-five years after her death, in
1973, she had her first one-woman exhibition at the Penn-
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts.*[82]
In the latter years of his life, Eakins constant companion
was the handsome sculptor Samuel Murray, who shared
his interest in boxing and bicycling. The evidence sug-
gests the relationship was more emotionally important to
Eakins than that with his wife.*[85]
Throughout his life Eakins appears to have drawn to those
who were mentally vulnerable and then preyed upon those
weaknesses. Several of his students ended their lives in
insanity.*[86]

200.3 Legacy

Portrait of Maud Cook (1895), Yale University Art Gallery.

Late in life Eakins did experience some recognition. In
1902 he was made a National Academician. In 1914 the
sale of a portrait study of D. Hayes Agnew for The Agnew
Clinic to Dr. Albert C. Barnes precipitated much public-
ity when rumors circulated that the selling price was fifty
thousand dollars. In fact, Barnes bought the painting for
four thousand dollars.*[87]
In the year after his death, Eakins was honored with a
memorial retrospective at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, and in 1917-18 the Pennsylvania Academy followed
suit. Susan Macdowell Eakins did much to preserve his
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reputation, including gifting the Philadelphia Museum
of Art with more than fifty of her husband's oil paint-
ings.*[88] After her death in 1938, other works were sold
off, and eventually another large collection of art and per-
sonal material was purchased by Joseph Hirshhorn, and
now is part of the Hirshhorn Museum's collection.*[89]
Since then, Eakins' home in North Philadelphia was put
on the National Register of Historic Places list in 1966,
and Eakins Oval, across from the Philadelphia Museum
of Art on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway, was named for
the artist.*[90]*[91] In 1967 The Biglin Brothers Racing
(1872) was reproduced on a United States postage stamp.
Eakins's attitude toward realism in painting, and his de-
sire to explore the heart of American life proved influ-
ential. He taught hundreds of students, among them his
future wife Susan Macdowell, African-American painter
Henry Ossawa Tanner, and Thomas Anshutz, who taught,
in turn, Robert Henri, George Luks, John Sloan, and
Everett Shinn, future members of the Ashcan School,
and other realists and artistic heirs to Eakins' philos-
ophy.*[92] Though his is not a household name, and
though during his lifetime Eakins struggled to make a liv-
ing from his work, today he is regarded as one of the most
important American artists of any period.

Thomas Eakins Carrying a Woman, 1885. Photograph, circle
of Eakins.

Since the 1990s, Eakins has emerged as a major fig-
ure in sexuality studies in art history, for both the
homoeroticism of his male nudes and for the complex-
ity of his attitudes toward women. Controversy shaped
much of his career as a teacher and as an artist. He in-
sisted on teaching men and women “the same”, used
nude male models in female classes and vice versa, and
was accused of abusing female students.*[93]
Recent scholarship suggests that these scandals were
grounded in more than the “puritanical prudery”of
his contemporaries̶as had once been assumed̶and
that Eakins's progressive academic principles may have
protected unconscious and dubious agendas.*[94] These
controversies may have been caused by a combination of
factors such as the bohemianism of Eakins and his cir-

cle (in which students, for example, sometimes modeled
in the nude for each other), the intensity and authority
of his teaching style, and Eakins's inclination toward un-
orthodox or provocative behavior.*[95]*[96]

200.3.1 Disposition of estate

Eakins was unable to sell many of his works during his
lifetime, so when he died in 1916, a large body of artwork
passed to his widow, Susan Macdowell Eakins. She care-
fully preserved it, donating some of the strongest pieces to
various museums. When she in turn died in 1938, much
of the remaining artistic estate was destroyed or damaged
by executors, and the remainders were belatedly salvaged
by a former Eakins student. For more details, see the ar-
ticle "List of works by Thomas Eakins".
On November 11, 2006 the Board of Trustees at Thomas
Jefferson University agreed to sell The Gross Clinic to
the National Gallery of Art in Washington DC, and the
Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in Bentonville,
Arkansas for a record $68,000,000, the highest price for
an Eakins painting as well as a record price for an indi-
vidual American-made portrait.*[97] On December 21,
2006, a group of donors agreed to match the price in or-
der to keep the painting in Philadelphia. It is displayed
alternately at the Philadelphia Museum of Art and at the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts.

200.4 Assessment

On October 29, 1917, Robert Henri wrote an open letter
to the Art Students League about Eakins:

Thomas Eakins was a man of great charac-
ter. He was a man of iron will and his will to
paint and to carry out his life as he thought it
should go. This he did. It cost him heavily but
in his works we have the precious result of his
independence, his generous heart and his big
mind. Eakins was a deep student of life, and
with a great love he studied humanity frankly.
He was not afraid of what his study revealed to
him.

In the matter of ways and means of ex-
pression, the science of technique, he studied
most profoundly, as only a great master would
have the will to study. His vision was not
touched by fashion. He struggled to apprehend
the constructive force in nature and to employ
in his works the principles found. His quality
was honesty. “Integrity”is the word which
seems best to fit him. Personally I consider him
the greatest portrait painter America has pro-
duced.*[98]
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In 1982, in his two-volume Eakins biography, art histo-
rian Lloyd Goodrich wrote:

In spite of limitations ̶and what artist
is free of them? ̶Eakins' achievement was
monumental. He was our first major painter
to accept completely the realities of contem-
porary urban America, and from them to
create powerful, profound art... In portrai-
ture alone Eakins was the strongest American
painter since Copley, with equal substance and
power, and added penetration, depth, and sub-
tlety.*[99]

John Canaday, art critic for The New York Times, wrote
in 1964:

As a supreme realist, Eakins appeared
heavy and vulgar to a public that thought of
art, and culture in general, largely in terms
of a graceful sentimentality. Today he seems
to us to have recorded his fellow Americans
with a perception that was often as tender as
it was vigorous, and to have preserved for us
the essence of an American life which, in-
deed, he did not idealize ̶because it seemed
to him beautiful beyond the necessity of ideal-
ization.*[100]

200.5 See also

Media related to Thomas Eakins at Wikimedia Commons
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Chapter 201

Thomas Ruff

Thomas Ruff (born 10 February 1958) is a Ger-
man photographer who lives and works in Düsseldorf,
Germany. He shares a studio on Düsseldorf's Hansaallee,
with other German photographers Laurenz Berges,
Andreas Gursky and Axel Hütte.*[1] The studio, a for-
mer municipal electricity station, was converted between
1998 and 2000 by architects Herzog & de Meuron, of
Tate Modern fame, and updated with a basement gallery
in 2011.*[2]

201.1 Early life and education

Thomas Ruff, one of six children, was born in 1958 in
Zell am Harmersbach in the Black Forest, Germany. In
the summer of 1974, Ruff acquired his first camera and
after attending an evening class in the basic techniques of
photography he started to experiment, taking shots sim-
ilar to those he had seen in many amateur photography
magazines.*[3]
During his studies in Düsseldorf and inspired by the
lectures of Benjamin HD Buchloh, Ruff developed his
method of conceptual serial photography. Ruff began
photographing landscapes, but while he was still a student
he transitioned to the interiors of German living quar-
ters, with typical features of the 1950s to 1970s. This
was followed by similar views of buildings and portraits
of friends and acquaintances from the Düsseldorf art and
music scene, initially in small formats.
Ruff studied photography from 1977 to 1985 with Bernd
and Hilla Becher at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf (Düs-
seldorf Art Academy), where fellow students included the
photographers Andreas Gursky, Candida Höfer, Thomas
Struth, Angelika Wengler, and Petra Wunderlich. In
1982, he spent six months at the Cité Internationale des
Arts in Paris. In 1993, he was a scholar at Villa Massimo
in Rome.

201.2 Work

Commenting on his influences, Ruff said, “My teacher
Bernd Becher, showed us photographs by Stephen Shore,

Joel Meyerowitz and the new American colour photogra-
phers.”*[4] He is often compared with other members of
a prominent generation of European photographers that
includes Thomas Struth, Andreas Gursky and Rineke Di-
jkstra.*[5] From 2000 to 2005, Ruff taught Photography
at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf.

201.2.1 Portraits

In his studio between 1981 and 1985, Ruff photographed
60 half-length portraits in the same manner: Passport-
like images, with the upper edge of the photographs sit-
uated just above the hair, even lighting, the subject be-
tween 25 and 35 years old, taken with a 9 × 12 cm nega-
tive, and because of the use of a flash without any motion
blur. The early portraits were black-and-white and small,
but Ruff soon switched to color, using solid backgrounds
in different colors; from a stack of colored card stock the
sitter could choose one color, which then served as the
background.*[6] The resulting Portraits depict the indi-
vidual persons - often Ruff's fellow students -*[7] framed
as in a passport photo, typically shown with emotion-
less expressions, sometimes face-on, sometimes in pro-
file, and in front of a plain background.*[8] Ruff began
to experiment with large-format printing in 1986, ulti-
mately producing photographs up to seven by five feet in
size (210 × 165 cm).*[9] By 1987 Ruff had distilled the
project in several ways, settling on an almost exclusive use
of the full frontal view and enlarging the finished work to
monumental proportions.*[10] Art critic Charles Hagen,
writing for the New York Times, commented: “Blown
up to wall-size proportions, the photographs looked like
gigantic banners of Eastern European dictators.”*[11]
Because he found the effect of the colors too dominate
in these, Ruff chose a light and neutral background for
the portraits he made between 1986 and 1991.*[12] In
a discussion with Philip Pocock (Journal for Contempo-
rary Art, 1993), Ruff mentions a connection between his
portraits and the police observation methods in Germany
in the 1970s during the German Autumn. Indeed, while
experimenting with composite faces in 1992, Ruff came
across the Minolta Montage Unit, a picture generating
machine, used by the German police in the 1970s to gen-
erate phantom pictures. Through a combination of mir-
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rors, four portraits, fed into the machine, produce one
composite picture.*[13] Ruff started out reconstructing
faces but soon found it more interesting to construct ar-
tificial faces, which often combine features of men and
women, that do not, but could conceivably, exist in real-
ity; this resulted in his“Anderes Porträt”series (1994-
1995).*[14]
Ruff intended that large groups of the approximately
eight-by-ten-inch color portraits would be hung together,
so to add variety he photographed each person against a
colored backdrop.

201.2.2 Häuser

The series Häuser was created between 1987 and 1991.
Ruff's building portraits are likewise serial, and have been
edited digitally to remove obstructing details – a typifying
method, which gives the images an exemplary character.
Of these Ruff notes, “This type of building represents
more or less the ideology and economy in the West Ger-
man republic in the past thirty years.”Architects Herzog
& de Meuron soon became aware of this form of architec-
ture photography and invited Ruff to participate in their
entry for the Venice Biennale of Architecture in 1991
with a photograph of their building for Ricola.*[15]
In 1999 the artist made a series of digitally altered pho-
tographs of Modernist architecture by Mies van der Rohe.
The series l.m.v.d.r. - the initials of the architect - began
as a commission offered to Ruff in 1999–2000 in connec-
tion with the renovation of Haus Lange and Haus Esters
in Krefeld, Germany. Having worked with architectural
subject matter since the mid-1980s, Ruff was enlisted to
photograph the Krefeld buildings as well as the Barcelona
Pavilion and the Villa Tugendhat in Brno.*[16]*[17]

201.2.3 Sterne, Nacht and Zeitungsfotos

These first series were followed in 1989 by images of the
night sky, Sterne, which were not based on photographs
by Ruff, but rather on archived images ('Catalogue of
the Southern Sky', including 600 negatives) he had ac-
quired of the European Southern Observatory in the An-
des in Chile. These photographs of the stars, taken with
a specially designed telescopic lens, are described and
catalogued with the precise time of day and exact geo-
graphic position. From these photographs, Thomas Ruff
selected specific details which he then enlarged to a uni-
form grand scale.*[18] In the years from 1992 to 1995,
during the first Gulf War, Ruff produced his Nacht series
(1992–96), night images of exteriors and buildings us-
ing the same night vision infrared technology developed
for use, both military and in broadcast television, during
the Gulf War. From 1994 to 1996, these were followed
by Stereoscopy images, and another series in the 1990s,
Zeitungsfotos, consisted of newspaper clippings enlarged
without their original subtitles.

201.2.4 Nudes

In 2003, Thomas Ruff published a photographic collec-
tion of“Nudes”with a text by the French author Michel
Houellebecq. Ruff's images here are based on Internet
pornography,*[19] which was digitally processed and ob-
scured without any camera or traditional photographic
device.*[20] In 2009, the Aperture Foundation in New
York published jpegs, a large-scale book dedicated ex-
clusively to his monumental series of pixilated enlarge-
ments of internet-culled images, all compressed using
the standard JPEG format.*[21]*[22] which intentionally
uses JPEG artifacts. His Substrat series (2002–03), based
on images from Japanese manga and anime cartoons, con-
tinued this exploration of digitally altered Web-based pic-
tures. However, he alters and manipulates the source
material such that the work becomes an abstraction of
forms and colors with no visual memory of the original
source material.*[23] On February 7, 2011, one of his
Nudes pictures appeared on the cover of New York Mag-
azine.*[24]

201.2.5 Zycles, cassini, and ma.r.s.

The artist's series zycles and cassini draw from scientific
sources. zycles are based on 3D renderings of math-
ematical curves that were inspired by Ruff's encounter
with copperplate engravings found in 19th-century books
on electromagnetism.*[25] Ruff translated these images
via a 3D computer-modeling program, but instead of his
usual flattening, gives volume to 2D. The results are large,
inkjet prints on canvas of colored lines and swirls.*[26]
The cassini works are based on photographic captures
of saturn taken by NASA. Ruff has transformed the
raw black-and-white prints with interjections of saturated
colour.*[27] In the ma.r.s. series, also sourced from
the NASA website, Ruff has transformed the raw black
and white fragmentary representations of the planet Mars
with interjections of saturated color. He also digitally
changed the perspective.*[28] In addition to the large C-
prints, he has experimented for the first time with 3D
image-making.*[29]*[30]

201.2.6 Photograms

In his recent work, Ruff engages with the photogram,
the cameraless technique advanced by Man Ray, László
Moholy-Nagy, and others in the early twentieth cen-
tury.*[31] The photograms series depict abstract shapes,
lines, and spirals in seemingly random formations with
varying degrees of transparency and illumination. Both
the objects and the light in Ruffʼs photograms derive
from a virtual darkroom built by a custom-made software
program.*[32]
After a number of collaborations with Swiss architects
Herzog & de Meuron, the firm designed a studio building
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for Ruff and Gursky in Düsseldorf.

201.3 Selected exhibitions

Ruff has exhibited widely since his first gallery show at
Galerie Rüdiger Schöttle, Munich, in 1981. His work has
appeared in Documenta 9 (1992), the Venice Biennale
(1995 and 2005), the Biennale of Sydney (1996), and the
Bienal de São Paulo (2002).

• 1988 Schloss Hardenberg, Velbert, Germany

• 1988 Portikus, Frankfurt, Germany

• 1992 documenta IX, Kassel, Germany

• 1995 Venice Biennale, Italy

• 2000 Museum Haus Lange, Frankfurt, Germany

• 2001 Chabot Museum, Rotterdam, Netherlands

• 2001 Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, Germany

• 2002 Folkwang Museum, Essen, Germany; Städtis-
che Galerie Lenbachhaus, Munich, Germany

• 2002 Artium Centro Museo Vasco de Arte Contem-
poraneo, Vitoria (Gasteiz), Spain

• 2003 Fundação de Serralves, Museu de Arte Con-
temporânea, Porto, Portugal

• 2003 Tate Liverpool, Great Britain

• 2003 kestnergesellschaft, Hanover, Germany

• 2003 Busan Metropolitan Art Museum, Busan,
South Korea

• 2004 Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju, Korea

• 2007 Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden

• 2008 Mücsarnok Kunsthalle, Budapest, Hungary

• 2009 Museum für Neue Kunst, Freiburg, Germany

• 2009 Fundación Proa, Buenos Aires

• 2009 Castello di Rivoli, Turin, Italy

• 2011 Ackland Art Museum, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, USA

• 2012 Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany

201.4 Collections

Ruff's work is held in the collections of many major mu-
seums, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York; Hamburger Bahnhof– Museum für Gegenwart,
Berlin; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; The Art Institute
of Chicago; Essl Museum, Klosterneuberg; Dallas Mu-
seum of Art; National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne;
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington,
D.C.; Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford; National Mu-
seum of Photography, Copenhagen; Stedelijk Museum
voor Actuele Kunst, Ghent; the Solomon R. Guggen-
heim Museum, New York; and the Ackland Art Museum,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

201.5 Selected publications
• Sterne, London: Morel Books, 2013.*[33]

201.6 Recognition
• 2006 Infinity Award for Art, International Center of

Photography, New York

• 1988 Förderpreis des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen
für junge Künstler

• 1990 Dorothea von Stetten-Kunstpreis, Kunstmu-
seum Bonn

• 2003 Hans-Thoma-Preis, Hans-Thoma-Museum,
Bernau

201.7 Art market

Ruff is represented by Gagosian Gallery, David Zwirner,
New York, Johnen Galerie, Berlin, and Galerie Wilma
Tolksdorf, Frankfurt.
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Chapter 202

Thomas Struth

Thomas Struth (born 1954) is a German photographer
who is best known for his Museum Photographs, fam-
ily portraits and 1970s black and white photographs of
the streets of Düsseldorf and New York. Struth currently
lives and works in Berlin and New York.*[1]

202.1 Early life and education

Born to ceramic potter Gisela Struth and bank director
Heinrich Struth in Geldern, Germany,*[2] Struth trained
at the Düsseldorf Academy from 1973 until 1980 where
he initially studied painting under Peter Kleemann and,
from 1974, Gerhard Richter. Increasingly drawn to pho-
tography and with Richter's support, Struth, along with
Candida Höfer, Axel Hütte, and Roswitha Ronkholz,
joined the first year of the new photography class run by
Bernd and Hilla Becher, in 1976.*[3] In 2007, he was an
artist in residence at the Atlantic Center for the Arts.
In 2007, Struth married author Tara Bray Smith in New
York.*[4]

202.2 Work

In 1976, as part of a student exhibition at the Academy,
Struth first showed a grid composed of 49 photographs
taken from a centralized perspective*[5] on Düsseldorfʼ
s deserted streets, each of them obeying a strict logic of
central symmetry.*[6] The compositions are simple and
the photographs are neither staged nor digitally manipu-
lated in post-production.*[7] Strong contrasts of light and
shade are also avoided, Struth preferring the greyish, un-
inflected light of early morning. This serves to enhance
the neutral treatment of the scenes.*[8]
In 1977, Struth and Hütte travelled to England for two
months, and teamed up to photograph different aspects
of housing in the urban context of East London. In 1978
Struth was the first artist in residence at P.S. 1 Studios,
Long Island City.*[9] In 1979 Struth travelled to Paris
to visit Thomas Schütte, a fellow student at the Kun-
stakademie, and continued his photographs of cityscapes.
He went on to produce similar series in Rome (1984),

Edinburgh (1985), Tokyo (1986), and elsewhere. These
early works largely consisted of black-and-white shots of
streets. Skyscrapers were another feature of his work,
with many of his photographs attempting to show the re-
lationship people have with their modern-day environ-
ment.
In the mid-1980s, Struth added a new dimension to his
work when he started to produce family portraits, some
of which are in colour and others in black and white. This
was after a meeting with psychoanalyst Ingo Hartmann.
As a result, these works attempt to show the underlying
social dynamics within a seemingly still photograph.
In 1989, Struth began work on his best-known cycle, Mu-
seum Photographs, devoted to the visitors to some of the
world's great museums and buildings, including The Art
Institute of Chicago, the Musée du Louvre in Paris, the
Accademia in Venice, and the Pantheon in Rome. Ex-
panding the practice after living in Naples and Rome at
the end of the 1980s, he also photographed visitors of
churches. From 1998 on, Struth expanded the series with
images shot on sites of powerful secular significance (in-
cluding Times Square and the Yosemite National Park).
His pictures of the Pergamon Museum in Berlin, taken
between 1996 and 2001, comprise the first series of Mu-
seum Photographs dedicated entirely to a single museum
with architectural and sculptural works from classical an-
tiquity, including the famous Pergamon Altar and the
market gate of Milet.*[10] After several unsuccessful at-
tempts to make works based on candid shots of visitors at
the Pergamon Museum, in 2001 he decided to orchestrate
the positioning of participants in a series of photos.*[11]
Struth's“Museo del Prado”series from 2005, composed
of five photographs taken over the course of one week,
all shot from slightly different angles, of visitors flocking
around Velázquez's Las Meninas. Also in 2005, he be-
gan producing a second series consisting of close-ups of
spectators of a single work at the Hermitage in St. Pe-
tersburg. Here the spectators are the central object of the
photograph, while the artwork itself remains outside the
frame. By including in his photographs people who are
looking at art,“Struth makes viewers ... aware of their
own active participation in the completion of the work's
meaning, not as passive consumers but as re-interpreters
of the past.”*[12]
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Basing himself in Düsseldorf, Struth's profile continued
to expand in the 1990s. Between 1998 and 2006, Struth
began scouring the earth for jungle settings in Japan,
Australia, China, America and Europe;*[13] his first eight
large-format Pictures from Paradise were created in 1998
in the Daintree Rainforest in Australia.*[14] Between
1995 and 2003, he produced a series of photographs fea-
turing groups of people gathered at emblematic locations,
whether as tourists or as pilgrims.*[15] Again created
throughout Asia, Europe and the Americas, mural-sized
colour photographs of 2010 that are up to 4 metres long
record the structural intricacy of remote techno-industrial
and scientific research spaces, such as physics institutes,
pharmaceutical plants, space stations, dockyards, nu-
clear facilities and other edifices of technological produc-
tion.*[16] In 2014, Struth presented a series of pictures
in which he again penetrates key places of human imagi-
nation in order to scrutinize the landscape of enterprise,
invention and digital engineering. Taking an archety-
pal site for the creation of cultural dreams and imagina-
tion, one group of pictures depicts panoramic views of
Disneyland and Disney California Adventure (devoid of
crowds),*[17] partly inspired by Katja Eichinger s̓ 2008
article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung about the al-
tered perspective and reading of the theme parks since
their beginnings in the 1950s.*[18]
Meanwhile, Struth continues to add to his collection of
family portraits.*[19] In 2002, Gerhard Richter asked
Struth to make a family portrait for an article on Richter's
work in the New York Times Magazine. In 2011, he was
commissioned by the National Portrait Gallery to make
a double portrait of Queen Elizabeth II and the Duke of
Edinburgh.*[20]
From 1993 to 1996, Struth was the first Professor of Pho-
tography at the Staatliche Hochschule für Gestaltung in
Karlsruhe, Germany. Between 2010 and 2011, he served
as Humanitas Visiting Professor in Contemporary Art at
Oxford University.*[21]

202.3 Exhibitions

Struth's work has been widely shown in solo and group ex-
hibitions, among them the 44th Venice Biennale (1990)
and Documenta IX (1992) at Kassel. His first solo show
outside of Germany took place at Fruitmarket Gallery,
Edinburgh in 1987. In 1988, Struth exhibited in the
group show “Another Objectivity”, organized by the
Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, which sought
to define a current of research born in Germany in the
wake of the Bechers w̓ork.*[22] Struth later had his first
solo exhibition in the U.S. at The Renaissance Society
in Chicago in 1990.*[23] Following the anthological ex-
hibitions held in 2002 at the Dallas Museum of Art and
the MOCA in Los Angeles, in 2003 his work was pre-
sented at the Great Hall of the Metropolitan Museum,
with the screening of the video One Hour Video Por-

traits of portraits on which Struth had been working since
1996.*[24] The centre of the exhibition was the Museum
series, which featured seemingly ordinary shots of peo-
ple entering churches, museums and other public places.
In 2007, he became the first contemporary artist ever to
be exhibited at the Museo del Prado, Madrid, among the
permanent collection of old masters.
In 2010, a European retrospective of his work,“Thomas
Struth: Photographs 1978–2010”was held at Kunsthaus
Zürich, later traveling to Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-
Westfalen K20, Düsseldorf; Whitechapel Gallery, Lon-
don; and Museu Serralves, Porto.

202.3.1 Principal exhibitions

• 1987 Kunsthalle Bern

• 1987 Westfälisches Landesmuseum Münster, Par-
ticipation in Skulptur Projekte Münster

• 1991 Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh, USA

• 1992 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düs-
seldorf / Participation in Documenta IX, Kassel

• 1992 Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden at
The Smithsonian Institution Washington DC, USA

• 1993 Kunsthalle Hamburg

• 1994 Institute of Contemporary Arts, Boston, USA

• 1995 Kunstmuseum Bonn

• 1997 Sprengel Museum, Hannover

• 1998 Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam

• 2000 Spazio Oberdan, Milan

• 2000 National Museum of Art, Tokyo & Kyoto

• 2001 Haifa Museum, Israel

• 2001 Kunstsammlung, Bâle

• 2002 Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

• 2002 Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles

• 2003 Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago

• 2004 Hamburger Bahnhof (Museum für Gegen-
wart), Berlin

• 2005 Museo de Arte, Lima

• 2007 Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid

• 2008 Die Photographische Sammlung/SK Stiftung
Kultur, Köln

• 2008 Museo D'Arte Contemporanea Donna Regina
- MADRE, Neapel
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• 2008 Museum De Pont, Tilburg (the Netherlands)

• 2010 Fotografien 1978 - 2010, Kunsthaus Zürich

• 2010 New Works, Galerie Max Hetzler, Berlin

• 2011 Fotografien 1978–2010, K20 -
Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düssel-
dorf

• 2011 Whitechapel Gallery, London

• 2011 Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute,
Williamstown, Massachusetts

• 2011 Serralves Foundation, Porto

202.4 Recognition

Struth was awarded the Spectrum International Photogra-
phy Prize of Lower Saxony (1997) and the Werner Mantz
Prize for Photography, The Netherlands (1992). Recent
honors include an honorary residency at the Villa Aurora
in Los Angeles (2013-2014); and an honorary fellow-
ship awarded by the Royal Institute of British Architects
(RIBA).*[25]

202.5 Art market

Struth usually works in editions of ten prints.*[26] In
2007, his work Pantheon, Rome (1994) was sold to
David Zwirner*[27] at Christie's New York for more
than $1,000,000.*[28] In 2014, an earlier version of Pan-
theon, Rome executed in 1992 sold for $1.25 million at
Sotheby's London site.*[29]
Struth has been exhibiting at Galerie Max Hetzler, Berlin,
since 1987; at Marian Goodman Gallery, New York,
since 1989; and at Monica De Cardenas, Milan, since
1993.

202.6 Selected bibliography

• Unbewusste Orte / Unconscious Places, Bern 1987

• Museum Photographs, Munich 1993

• Strangers and Friends, 1994

• Stefen Gronert und Christoph Schreier: Thomas
Struth. Straßen. Fotografie 1976 bis 1995, Kunst-
museum Bonn, Cologne, 1995.

• Portraits, Munich 1997

• Still, Munich 1998

• Struth, Munich 2000

• Thomas Struth – My Portrait, 2000

• Löwenzahnzimmer, Munich 2001

• New Pictures from Paradise, Munich 2002

• Photographien 1977-2002, Munich 2002

• Pergamon Museum, Munich 2004

• Museum Photographs, Munich 2005

• Les Museum Photographs de Thomas Struth. Une
mise en abyme, Paris/Munich 2005

• Thomas Struth - Photographs 1978-2010,
Schirmer/Mosel, 2010, ISBN 978-3-8296-0465-9

• Thomas Struth: Unconscious Places (with an essay
by Richard Sennett), Schirmer/Mosel 2012
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Chapter 203

Timothy H. O'Sullivan

For other people named Timothy O'Sullivan, see Timothy
O'Sullivan (disambiguation).
Timothy H. O'Sullivan (c. 1840 – January 14, 1882)

O'Sullivan circa 1871-74

was a photographer widely known for his work related to
the American Civil War and the Western United States.

203.1 Biography

O'Sullivan was born in Ireland and came to New York
City two years later with his parents. As a teenager, he
was employed by Mathew Brady. When the Civil War be-

gan in early 1861, he was commissioned a first lieutenant
in the Union Army (Joel Snyder, O'Sullivan's biographer
could find no proof of this claim in Army records) and,
over the next year, was present at Beaufort, Port Royal,
Fort Walker, and Fort Pulaski. There is no record of him
fighting. He most likely did civilian's work for the army
such as surveying, and he took photographs in his spare
time.*[1]
After being honorably discharged, he rejoined Brady's
team. In July 1862, O'Sullivan followed the campaign of
Maj. Gen. John Pope's Northern Virginia Campaign. By
joining Alexander Gardner's studio, he had his forty-four
photographs published in the first Civil War photographs
collection, Gardner's Photographic Sketch Book of the
War. In July 1863, he created his most famous photo-
graph,“The Harvest of Death,”depicting dead soldiers
from the Battle of Gettysburg.
He took many other photographs documenting the battle,
including“Dead Confederate sharpshooter at foot of Lit-
tle Round Top”,“Field where General Reynolds fell”,
“View in wheatfield opposite our extreme left”,“Con-
federate dead gathered for burial at the southwestern edge
of the Rose woods”,“Bodies of Federal soldiers near
the McPherson woods”,“Slaughter pen”, and others.
In 1864, following Gen. Ulysses S. Grant's trail, he pho-
tographed the Siege of Petersburg before briefly heading
to North Carolina to document the siege of Fort Fisher.
That brought him to the Appomattox Court House, the
site of Robert E. Lee's surrender in April 1865.
From 1867 to 1869, he was official photographer on
the United States Geological Exploration of the Fortieth
Parallel under Clarence King. The expedition began at
Virginia City, Nevada, where he photographed the mines,
and worked eastward. His job was to photograph the
West to attract settlers. In so doing, he became one of the
pioneers in the field of geophotography. O'Sullivan's pic-
tures were among the first to record the prehistoric ruins,
Navajo weavers, and pueblo villages of the Southwest.
In contrast to the Asian and Eastern landscape fronts,
the subject matter he focused on was a new concept. It
involved taking pictures of nature as an untamed, pre-
industrialized land without the use of landscape painting
conventions. O'Sullivan combined science and art, mak-
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ing exact records of extraordinary beauty.
In 1870 he joined a survey team in Panama to survey for a
canal across the isthmus. From 1871 to 1874 he returned
to the southwestern United States to join Lt. George M.
Wheeler's survey west of the 100th meridian west. He
faced starvation on the Colorado River when some of the
expedition's boats capsized; few of the 300 negatives he
took survived the trip back East. He spent the last years
of his short life in Washington, D.C., as official photog-
rapher for the U.S. Geological Survey and the Treasury
Department.
O'Sullivan died in Staten Island of tuberculosis at age
42.*[2]

203.2 Gallery of O'Sullivan pho-
tographs

• Elk Mountain (Maryland) signal tower, 1862

•“The Harvest of Death": Union dead on the
battlefield at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,

photographed July 5–6, 1863*[1]

• John Burns, veteran of the War of 1812, and a hero
of the Battle of Gettysburg, 1863

• Rock carved by drifting sand below Fortification
Rock in Arizona, 1871.

• White House Ruins, Canyon de Chelly National
Monument, 1873

• Inscription Rock, El Morro National Monument,
1873

1. ^ Frassanito, pp. 315, 317.
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Chapter 204

Tina Modotti

Tina Modotti (August 16 (or 17) 1896 – January 5,
1942) was an Italian photographer, model, actress, and
revolutionary political activist for the Komintern.

204.1 Early life

Modotti was born Assunta Adelaide Luigia Modotti
Mondini in Udine, Friuli, Italy.*[1] Her mother, As-
sunta, was a seamstress and her father, Giuseppe, was a
mason.*[2] In 1913, at the age of 16, she immigrated to
the United States to join her father in San Francisco, Cal-
ifornia.*[1]

204.2 Acting career

Tina Modotti in the film The Tiger's Coat (1920)

Attracted to the performing arts supported by the Ital-
ian émigré community in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Modotti experimented with acting. She appeared in sev-
eral plays, operas, and silent movies in the late 1910s and
early 1920s, and also worked as an artist's model.*[3]
In 1917, she met Roubaix“Robo”de l'Abrie Richey.*[2]
Originally a farm boy from Oregon named Ruby Ritchie,
the artist and poet assumed the more bohemian name
Roubaix. In 1918, Modotti began a romantic relation-
ship with him and moved with him to Los Angeles in or-
der to pursue a career in the motion picture industry.*[2]

Although the couple cohabitated and lived as a “mar-
ried couple”, they were not married. Often playing the
femme fatale, Modotti's movie career culminated in the
1920 film The Tiger's Coat. She had minor parts in two
other films.*[3]
The couple entered into a bohemian circle of friends. One
of these fellow bohemians was Ricardo Gómez Robelo.
Another was the photographer, Edward Weston.

204.3 Photography career

It is supposed that Modotti was introduced to photogra-
phy as a young girl in Italy, where her uncle, Pietro Mod-
otti, maintained a photography studio. Later in the U.S.,
her father briefly ran a similar studio in San Francisco.
While in Los Angeles, she met the photographer Edward
Weston and his creative partner Margrethe Mather. It
was through her relationship with Edward Weston that
Modotti developed as an important fine art photographer
and documentarian. By 1921, Modotti was Weston's
lover.*[2] Ricardo Gómez Robelo became the head of
Mexico's Ministry of Education's Fine Arts Department,
and persuaded Robo to come to Mexico with a promise
of a job and a studio.
Robo left for Mexico in December 1921.*[2] Perhaps un-
aware of his affair with Modotti, Robo took with him
prints of Weston, hoping to mount an exhibition of his
and Weston's work in Mexico. While she was on her way
to be with Robo, Modotti received word of his death from
smallpox on February 9, 1922.*[2] Devastated, Modotti
arrived two days after his death. In March 1922, deter-
mined to see Robo's vision realized, she mounted a two-
week exhibition of Robo's and Weston's work at the Na-
tional Academy of Fine Arts in Mexico City. She sus-
tained a second loss with the death of her father which
forced her return to San Francisco later in March 1922.
In 1923, Modotti set sail for Mexico City with Weston
and his son Chandler, leaving behind Weston's wife Flora
and their youngest three children.*[4] She agreed to run
Weston's studio free of charge in return for his mentoring
her in photography.*[5]
Together they opened a portrait studio in Mexico City.
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Modotti and Weston quickly gravitated toward the capi-
tal's bohemian scene, and used their connections to cre-
ate an expanding portrait business. Together they found
a community of cultural and political "avant-gardists",
which included Frida Kahlo, Guadalupe Marín, Diego
Rivera, and Jean Charlot.*[6] In general, Weston was
moved by the landscape and folk art of Mexico to cre-
ate abstract works, while Modotti was more captivated
by the people of Mexico and blended this human in-
terest with a modernist aesthetic. Modotti also be-
came the photographer of choice for the blossoming
Mexican mural movement, documenting the works of
José Clemente Orozco and Diego Rivera.*[7] Between
1924-1928, Modotti took hundreds of photographs of
Rivera's murals at the Secretariat of Public Education
in Mexico City.*[8] Modotti's visual vocabulary matured
during this period, such as her formal experiments with
architectural interiors, flowers, and urban landscapes, and
especially in her many lyrical images of peasants and
workers. In 1926 Modotti and Westin were commis-
sioned by Anita Brenner to travel around Mexico and
take photographs for what would become her influential
book Idols Behind Altars.*[6] The relative contributions
of Modotti and Weston to the project have been debated.
Edward Weston's son, Brett Weston, who accompanied
the two on the project, indicated that the photographs
were taken by Edward Weston.
In 1925, Modotti also joined International Red Aid, a
Communist organization.*[6] On November 1926, We-
ston left Mexico and returned to living in California.*[4]
It was also during this time that Modotti met several po-
litical radicals and Communists, including three Mexican
Communist Party leaders who would all eventually be-
come romantically linked with Modotti: Xavier Guer-
rero, Julio Antonio Mella, and Vittorio Vidali.
Starting in 1927, a much more politically active Mod-
otti (she joined the Mexican Communist Party that year)
found her focus shifting and more of her work becom-
ing politically motivated. Around that period, her pho-
tographs began appearing in publications such as Mexi-
can Folkways, Forma, and the more radically motivated
El Machete, the German Communist party's Arbeiter-
Illustrierte-Zeitung (AIZ), and New Masses.*[3]
Mexican photographer Manuel Álvarez Bravo divided
Modotti s̓ career as a photographer into two distinct cat-
egories: “Romantic”and“Revolutionary”, with the
former period including her time spent as Weston s̓ dark-
room assistant, office manager and, finally, creative part-
ner. Her later works were the focus of her one-woman
retrospective exhibition at the National Library in De-
cember 1929, which was advertised as“The First Rev-
olutionary Photographic Exhibition In Mexico”.

204.4 Life as an activist

In 1927, Modotti began a relationship with Xavier Guer-
rero, who was a member of the Communist party.*[9]
Guerrero was sent to Moscow, Russia for a year to take
part in political party training, and by 1928 Modotti had
met and began a relationship with the exiled Cuban ac-
tivist Julio Antonio Mella.*[9] During this same period,
economic and political contradictions within Mexico and
indeed much of Central and South America were inten-
sifying and this included increased repression of politi-
cal dissidents. In 1929, Julio Antonio Mella was assas-
sinated while walking in the street with Modotti from
the offices of Red Aid.*[9] Modotti was immediately ar-
rested but later released and cleared of his murder.*[9]
Shortly thereafter an attempt was made on the Mexican
President Pascual Ortiz Rubio. Modotti̶who was a tar-
get of both the Mexican and Italian political police*[10]
̶was questioned about both crimes amidst a concerted
anti-communist, anti-immigrant press campaign, that de-
picted“the fierce and bloody Tina Modotti”as the per-
petrator (a Catholic zealot, Daniel Luis Flores, was later
charged with shooting Rubio. José Magriñat was arrested
for Mella's murder).*[10]*[11]
As a result of the anti-communist campaign by the
Mexican government, Modotti was exiled from Mex-
ico in 1930.*[9] She first spent several months in
Berlin, Germany followed by several years in Moscow,
Russia.*[9] Traveling on a restricted visa that mandated
her final destination as Italy, Modotti initially stopped in
Berlin and from there visited Switzerland. The Italian
government made concerted efforts to extradite her as
a subversive national, but with the assistance of Interna-
tional Red Aid activists, she evaded detention by the fas-
cist police. She apparently intended to make her way into
Italy and to join the anti-fascist resistance there. In re-
sponse to the deteriorating political situation in Germany
and her own exhausted resources, however, she followed
the advice of Vittorio Vidali and moved to Moscow in
1931.*[10] After 1931, Modotti no longer photographed.
Reports of later photographs are unsubstantiated.
During the next few years she engaged in various missions
on behalf of the Workers International Relief organiza-
tions as a Komintern agent in Europe. When the Spanish
Civil War erupted in 1936, Vidali (then known as“Co-
mandante Carlos”) and Modotti (using the pseudonym
“Maria”) left Moscow for Spain, where they stayed and

worked until 1939. She worked with Canadian Dr. Nor-
man Bethune during the disastrous retreat from Málaga
in 1937. In 1939, following the collapse of the Repub-
lican movement in Spain, Modotti left Spain with Vidali
and returned to Mexico under a pseudonym.*[9]
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204.5 Death

In 1942, at the age of 45, Modotti died from heart failure
while on her way home in a taxi from a dinner at Pablo
Neruda's home in Mexico City, under what is viewed
by some as suspicious circumstances.*[2] After hearing
about her death, Diego Rivera suggested that Vidali had
orchestrated it. Modotti may have 'known too much'
about Vidali's activities in Spain, which included a ru-
moured 400 executions. An autopsy showed that she died
of natural causes, namely congestive heart failure.*[2]
Her grave is located within the vast Panteón de Dolores
in Mexico City. Poet Pablo Neruda composed Modotti's
epitaph, part of which can also be found on her tomb-
stone, which also includes a relief portrait of Modotti by
engraver Leopoldo Méndez:

Pure your gentle name, pure your fragile life,

bees, shadows, fire, snow, silence and foam,

combined with steel and wire and

pollen to make up your firm

and delicate being.

204.6 Murals by Diego Rivera that
include Modotti

• "The Abundant Earth", The National Agricultural
School, Chapingo, 1926*[12]

In 1926 Diego Rivera's wife Lupe Marín as-
serted that her separation from her husband
was caused by his affair with Modotti, a
byproduct of Modotti's nude modeling for him
for the murals as "the Abundant Earth" at the
National Agricultural School in Chapingo, near
Texcoco [1926-27]. Their affair lasted for
about a year and he painted her five times in
the Chapingo murals, including as "The Earth
Enslaved", "Germination", and "Virgin Earth"

• "In the Arsenal", Secretaría de Educación Pública
Building, Mexico City, 1928

This painting was part of the break between
Modotti and Rivera caused by his expulsion
from the Communist Party. The mural de-
picts Modotti passing out ammunition, per-
haps for the revolution of Augusto Sandino in
Nicaragua, perhaps for the“invasion”of Cuba
that Mella was planning at that time hoping
to overthrow the regime of General Gerardo
Machado, or perhaps just in support of insur-
rection against injustice everywhere. She is

shown gazing at her then lover Mella while Vi-
dali peers over her shoulder. Modotti objected
to Riveraʼs use of her private life in such a
public manner. She wrote to Weston, “Re-
cently Diego has taken to painting details with
an exaggerated precision. He leaves nothing
to the imagination.”The central figure in this
painting is Rivera's then lover, the artist Frida
Kahlo. Kahlo, who had first met Rivera as a
school girl in 1922 when he was painting his
first mural The Creation in the Bolívar Audi-
torium of the National Preparatory School in
Mexico City, is reputed to have been reintro-
duced to Rivera in 1928 at a party in Mod-
otti's home, although there are other versions
of the tale of their meeting. Modotti hosted
Kahlo and Rivera's wedding party on 21 Au-
gust 1929. The final rift between Modotti on
the one hand and Rivera and Kahlo on the
other, less than a month later appears to have
been political rather than personal. Modotti
supported Rivera's expulsion from the Com-
munist party. Modotti's internationalism and
her belief that this was best advanced by ad-
herence to the line of the Communist Party of
Mexico and the Communist International were
deeply held. Later, she explained her decision
to abandon photography for political work fol-
lowing her expulsion from Mexico thus (invert-
ing an outlook stated to her years earlier by Ed-
ward Weston): “I cannot solve the problem
of life by losing myself in the problem of art”
. Rivera's expulsion however started him on a
trajectory which was to lead to his later associ-
ation with Leon Trotsky and the Fourth Inter-
national.

204.7 Select photography exhibi-
tions

In 1996 the Philadelphia Museum of Art organized a
large scale retrospective dedicated to the artist, entitled
Tina Modotti: Photographs.*[13] Martha Chahroudi, the
museum's curator of photography, organized the exhibit.
In order to raise funds for the show, the singer Madonna
auctioned off her 1963 Mercedes-Benz. Madonna has be-
come a major collector of Modotti's work. In 2006, the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art organized an ex-
hibition entitled Mexico as Muse: Tina Modotti and Ed-
ward Weston.*[14]
Prior to the presentation of her work in the U.S., Mod-
otti's photographs have been shown in Italy, Poland, Ger-
many, Austria, and other countries. In 2010, the largest
exhibition of her work, Tina Modotti Photographer and
Revolutionary opened at the KunstHausWien in Vienna,
Austria.*[15] It presented 250 photographs, many never
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shown before. The exhibition is based on the collections
of Galerie Bilderwelt, Berlin and Spencer Throckmorton,
NYC and curated by Reinhard Schultz. In 2015 the exhi-
bition Tina Modotti: Photographs of Mexican Murals was
organized at the RIchard Norton Gallery.*[5]

204.8 Public collections

Modotti's photography can be found in a number of pub-
lic art institutions, including:

• The Museum of Modern Art*[16]

• San Francisco Museum of Modern Art*[17]

• Metropolitan Museum of Art*[18]

• Philadelphia Museum of Art*[19]

204.9 Gallery
• Modotti by Weston in 1921

• Tina Modotti with arms raised - Edward Weston, c.
1921

• Tina Modotti by Jane Reece c. 1919

204.10 Filmography
• The Tiger's Coat (Lubin Studios, 1920)*[20]

• Riding With Death (Fox Film Corporation, 1921) as
“Tina Medotti”*[20]

• I Can Explain (Pathe Exchange, 1922)*[20]

204.11 Popular culture

Modotti was portrayed by the actress Ashley Judd in the
2002 film Frida, about fellow artist Frida Kahlo.*[21]
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Tom Howard (photographer)

Thomas James “Tom”Howard, Jr. (September 11,
1894 – 8 October 1961)*[1] was an American photog-
rapher who worked at the Washington bureau of P. & A.
Photographs during the 1920s. His photograph of the ex-
ecution of Ruth Snyder, at Sing Sing Prison, on January
12, 1928 has been called“the most famous tabloid photo
of the decade”.*[2]

205.1 The execution photo

Photographers are not permitted into executions in the
United States, so the New York Daily News, determined
to secure a photograph, resorted to subterfuge. They
brought in Howard, who was not known to the prison
warders or journalists in the New York area. He arrived
early and, passing himself in by posing as a writer, he
took up a vantage position so as to be able to take pictures
with the help of a miniature camera that he had strapped
to his right ankle. The camera had a single photographic
plate which was linked by cable to the shutter release con-
cealed within his jacket. When Snyder s̓ body shook from
the jolt, Howard pressed the shutter release, exposing the
plate. The image appeared to have caught the subject in
motion from the execution, which added to the already
dramatic scene.
The photograph was published the next day on the front
page of the paper under the banner headline“DEAD!"
and Howard gained overnight popularity, and was paid
very well for the image. Thereafter he worked in news-
paper photography in Washington and Chicago, retiring
as chief photographer for the Chicago Sun-Times in 1961,
the year of his death. He had been in semi-retirement
since 1951 following a heart attack.*[1]
The camera Howard used to snap the shot is part of
the collection of the Smithsonian's National Museum of
American History.*[3]
The state attempted to prosecute Howard and the news-
paper, but nothing ever came of it. For many years after-
wards witnesses to executions were searched and asked
to hold up their hands so they could not operate hidden
cameras.

205.2 Personal life

Howard's grandson is actor George Wendt, and his great-
grandson is actor and comedian Jason Sudeikis.*[4] His
wife, Helen, died in 1958.

205.3 References
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Tracey Moffatt

Tracey Moffatt (born 12 November 1960) is an
Australian artist who primarily uses photography and
video.*[1]
Born in Brisbane in 1960, she holds a degree in visual
communications from the Queensland College of Art,
graduating in 1982.
Her works are held in the collections of the Tate,*[2]
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,*[3]
National Gallery of Australia,*[4] and Art Gallery of
New South Wales.*[5]

206.1 Early works

Main article: Something more (Tracey Moffatt)

Moffatt's first work that came to public attention was the
1989 Something more series of photographic works.*[6]
Something more has been described as“iconic”.*[7]

206.2 1990s

Moffatt's photographic series of works such as Pet Thang
(1991) and Laudanum (1998) returned to the themes of
Something More exploring mixed and sometimes obscure
references to issues of sexuality, history, representation
and race. Other series of images, notably Scarred for Life
(1994) and Scarred for Life II (1999) again tackled these
themes but which took the form of book or magazine
illustrations with captions offering ironic and humorous
commentaries on the images..
As her work progressed over the next decade, Moffatt
began to explore narratives in more gothic settings. In
Up in the Sky [1998] the artist's work again used a se-
quential narrative but instead of using fantasy settings,
a story concerning Australia's "stolen generation" – In-
digenous Australian children who were taken from their
families and forcibly relocated under Government pol-
icy – was enacted and performed on location in Queens-
land's outback. In Invocations (2000) Moffatt used a non-
specific locale for an ambiguous psychodrama which re-

called Southern American fiction and fantasy films of the
early 20th Century.

206.3 2000s

In 2000, Moffatt's work was amongst those by eight in-
dividual or collaborative groups of Indigenous Australian
artists included in a major exhibition of Australian In-
digenous art held in the prestigious Nicholas Hall at the
Hermitage Museum in Russia. The exhibition received
a positive reception from Russian critics, one of whom
wrote:

This is an exhibition of contemporary art,
not in the sense that it was done recently, but
in that it is cased in the mentality, technology
and philosophy of radical art of the most recent
times. No one, other than the Aborigines of
Australia, has succeeded in exhibiting such art
at the Hermitage.*[8]

Moffatt's work since 2000 has retreated from specific
locales and subject matter and become more explicitly
concerned with fame and celebrity. Her series Fourth
[2001] used images of sportspeople from the 2000 Sum-
mer Olympic Games coming fourth in their various com-
petitions. Seeking to underline their outsider status, the
images are treated so only the ignoble fourth place holder
is highlighted.
2003 saw Moffatt named by Australian Art Collector
magazine as one of the country's 50 most collectible
artists.*[9]
Adventure Series [2004] is Moffatt's most unabashed fan-
tasy series using painted backdrops, costumes and mod-
els [including the artist herself] to enact a soap opera
like drama of doctors, nurses and pilots in a tropical set-
ting. Under The Sign of Scorpio [2005] is a series 40
images in which the artist takes on the persona of fa-
mous women born – like the artist – under the zodiac
sign of Scorpio. The series reiterates the artist's on-
going interests in celebrity, alternate personas and con-
structed realities. Moffatt's 2007 series Portraits explores
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the idea of 'celebrity' among people in her immediate so-
cial circle – family members, fellow artists, her dealer –
through 'glamorised' renderings of their faces using com-
puter technology, repetitive framing and bright colours.

206.4 Film and video work

Moffatt's work in film and video has included short films,
experimental video and a feature film. The short films
rely on the stylistic genre features of experimental cinema
– usually including non-realist narrative scenarios often
shot on sound stages echoing her work in still photogra-
phy. Early works such as Nice Coloured Girls and Night
Cries also use sound mixes that reinforce the 'fakeness'
of the settings and use well-worn experimental cinema
devices such as audio field recordings and low tones to
provide atmosphere. Her short video works such as Artist
[2000] use the cut up methodology of taking images from
pre-existing sources and re-editing them into ironic com-
mentaries on the material – Artist for example providing
a commentary on the cliched role of the artist in Holly-
wood cinema, and her Doomed [2007] – made in col-
laboration with the artist Gary Hillberg – a collection of
scenes of destruction from disaster movies. Her feature
film Bedevil is a trio of narratives themed around spirits
and hauntings.

206.5 “Night Cries: A Rural
Tragedy”[1989]

Primarily concerned with a series of almost static vi-
gnettes, Night Cries reiterates many of Moffatt's visual
motifs from her still photography – sets, non-acting, an
evocative use of sound and music. In Night Cries Mof-
fatt's attempts to draw ironic or romantic connotations in
juxtaposition to the images and narratives, such as her use
of Jimmy Little. Moffatt also makes explicit references
to Australian art history, drawing parallels between In-
digenous history and the recording the landscape by non-
Indigenous artists by quoting artists such as Frederick
McCubbin's The Pioneer. This film was selected for offi-
cial competition at the Cannes Film Festival in 1990.

• Night Cries at Women make Movies

206.6 “Bedevil”[1993]

Main article: Bedevil

Shown at the 1993 Cannes Film Festival,*[10] Bedevil is
composed of three self-contained narratives with recur-
ring visual motifs. In the first story Mister Chuck Moffatt
uses the character of an American soldier, in the second

part Choo Choo Choo Choo railway tracks connect a se-
ries of events and in the final part Lovin' the Spin I'm in
a landlord who evicts a family from a house. The images
were partly inspired by memories from her early life.

• Bedevil at Women Make Movies

206.7 “Heaven”[1997]

In Moffatt's film, Heaven, footage of men getting changed
in a car park near a beach is collected together, the film
maker taking the position of a voyeur.

• Heaven at Women Make Movies

206.8 “Lip”[1999]

In Lip, Moffatt collates clips of black servants in Holly-
wood movies talking back to their 'bosses', attempting to
expose the attitudes to race often found in mainstream
cinema.

• Lip at Women Make Movies

206.9 “Artist”[2000]

Moffatt's Artist is a collection of clips from movies and
television programs that depict artists at work, at play and
in the act of creation. By showing the particular bias of
television and cinema to what the role of an artist appar-
ently means to modern society, the film reflects the some-
times uninformed, sometimes humorous view of society
towards artists today.

• Artist at Women Make Movies

206.10 “Revolution”(2008)

Shown at Australian art gallery in New South Wales.

206.11 Select Filmography
• Guniwaya Ngigu (1982) (documentary)

• Nice Coloured Girls (1987)

• Watch Out (1987)

• A Change of Face (1988)

• Night Cries: A Rural Tragedy (1990)

• Bedevil (1993)
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Trent Parke

Trent Parke (born 1971) is an Australian photographer.
He has created a number of photography books; won nu-
merous national and international awards including four
World Press Photo Awards; and his photographs are held
in numerous public and private collections. He is a mem-
ber of Magnum Photos and represented by Hugo Michell
Gallery, Adelaide and Stills Gallery, Sydney.

207.1 Life and work

Parke was born and brought up in Newcastle (NSW); he
now lives in Adelaide, South Australia. He started pho-
tography when he was twelve. He has worked as a photo-
journalist for The Australian newspaper.
Martin Parr and Gerry Badger say that Parke's first book
Dream/Life is“as dynamic a set of street pictures as has
been seen outside the United States or Japan”.*[1]
In 2003 he and his wife, the photographer Narelle Au-
tio, made a 90,000 km trip around Australia, resulting in
Parke's series and book Minutes to Midnight.*[2]
Parke became a member of the In-Public street photogra-
phy collective in 2001.*[3] He became a Magnum Photos
nominee in 2002 and a member in 2007; the first Aus-
tralian invited to join.*[4]*[5]

207.2 Publications

207.2.1 Publications by Parke

• Dream/Life. Kirribilli, N.S.W, Australia: Hot Chilli
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-646-37991-7.

• The Seventh Wave: Photographs of Australian
Beaches. Kirribilli, N.S.W, Australia: Hot Chilli
Press, 2000. Hardback ISBN 0-646-39747-8. Pa-
perback ISBN 0-646-39746-X. With Narelle Autio.
Includes an essay on the beach in Australian culture
by Robert Drewe.

• Minutes to Midnight. Paris: Filigranes Éditions,
2005. 32 pages, 20 plates, paperback. ISBN 978-2-
35046-041-3.

• Bedknobs & Broomsticks. St. Paul, Minnesota:
Little Brown Mushroom, 2010. ISBN 978-0-615-
37550-2.

• The Christmas Tree Bucket – Trent Parke's Fam-
ily Album. Göttingen: Steidl, 2013. ISBN 978-
3869302065.

• Minutes to Midnight.

• Göttingen: Steidl, 2013. 96 pages, hardback.
ISBN 978-3869302058.

• Göttingen: Steidl, 2014. 96 pages, hardback.
ISBN 978-3869302058.

• The Black Rose. Adelaide, Australia: Art Gallery of
South Australia, 2015. Published to accompany an
exhibition at the Art Gallery of South Australia, 14
March – 10 May 2015.

207.2.2 Publications with contributions by
Parke

• So now then. Cardiff: Ffotogallery, 2006. ISBN
9781872771656. Edited by Paul Seawright and
Christopher Coppock. Photographs by Parke,
Shelby Lee Adams, Adam Broomberg & Oliver
Chanarin, Chien-Chi Chang, Weng Fen, Julio Grin-
blatt, An-My Lê Susan Meiselas, Boris Mikhailov,
Simon Norfolk, Paul Shambroom, Massimo Vitali
and Michael Wesely. Essays by David Campany,
“Straight pictures of a crooked world"; Martha

Langford,“What use is photography"; and Jan-Erik
Lundström,“Look and tell: some further thoughts
on the documentary genre”. An anthology of inter-
national documentary photography commissioned
by Hereford Photo Festival. Edition of 1000.

• A Year in Photography: Magnum Archive. Munich:
Prestel; New York, Paris, London, Tokyo: Magnum
Photos, 2010. ISBN 978-3-7913-4435-5.

• 10 – 10 Years of In-Public. London: Nick Turpin,
2010. ISBN 978-0-9563322-1-9.

• Magnum Contact Sheets. Edited by Kristen Lubben.
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• Magnum Contact Sheets. London: Thames &
Hudson, 2011. ISBN 9780500544129.

• Magnum Contact Sheets. London: Thames
& Hudson, 2014. ISBN 978-0500544310.
Compact edition.

• Magnum Contact Sheets: Trent Parke, The Sev-
enth Wave, 2000 (Collector's Edition). Lon-
don: Thames & Hudson, 2011. ISBN 978-
0500544143.

• The Street Photographer'sManual. London: Thames
& Hudson, 2014. ISBN 978-0-500-29130-6. By
David Gibson. Includes a chapter on Parke.

• Photographers' Sketchbooks. London: Thames &
Hudson, 2014. ISBN 9780500544341. Edited by
Stephen McLaren and Bryan Formhals.

207.3 Documentaries about Parke
• Dreamlives (2002). Directed and produced by Jen-

nifer Crone. Includes Trent Parke and Narelle Au-
tio. OCLC 701130326

• Trent Parke: The Black Rose (2015). Directed by
Catherine Hunter. Includes Trent Parke, Narelle
Autio and Geoff Dyer. Broadcast on ABC, 21 April
2015.*[6]

207.4 Awards
• 1996/98: 5 Gold Lenses, International Olympic

Committee.*[7]

• 1999: Second prize, Daily Life category, World
Press Photo Award (for“Bathurst Car Races”).*[8]

• 2000: Second prize, Daily Life stories category,
World Press Photo Award 1999 (for“The Seventh
Wave”).*[9]

• 2000: Canon photo essay prize, Sasakawa World
Sports Awards.*[7]

• 2001: First prize, Nature stories category, World
Press Photo Award 2000, with Narelle Autio (for
“Australian Roadkill”series).*[10]

• 2003: W. Eugene Smith Grant from the W. Eugene
Smith Memorial Fund.*[11]

• 2005: Third prize, Daily Life category, World Press
Photo Award 2004 (for“Wiluna”).*[12]

• 2007: Exhibiting Finalist – Australian National
Photographic Portrait Prize.*[13]

• 2014: Winner of Photography category, Prudential
Eye Awards by Global Eye Program.*[14]

• 2014: Deutscher Fotobuchpreis 2015, Gold
medal, Konzeptionell-künstlerische Fotobildbänd
(Conceptually-artistic photobook) category, went
to Steidl for Minutes to Midnight, along with three
other winners.*[15]

207.5 Exhibitions

• 2000: The Seventh Wave (with Narelle Autio) –
Stills Gallery, Sydney.*[4]

• 2002: Dream/Life and The Seventh Wave (with
Narelle Autio) – Canvas International Art Gallery,
Amsterdam.*[4]

• 2002: Dva Pivo Prosim (Two Beers Please) (with
Narelle Autio) – Stills Gallery, Sydney.*[16]

• 2002: Sydney Treasures, Art & About, Sydney.*[4]

• 2002: Dream/Life & Beyond – Stills Gallery, Syd-
ney.*[16]

• 2004: Dream/Life and The Seventh Wave (with
Narelle Autio) – FotoFreo Photographic Festival,
Western Australian Maritime Museum, Freman-
tle.*[4]

• 2004: Dream/Life and The Seventh Wave (with
Narelle Autio) – Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New
York.*[4]

• 2004: Suspended States, Sydney Arts Festival.*[4]

• 2004: Minutes to Midnight – Part One, Leica
Gallery, Germany.*[4]

• 2005: Minutes to Midnight, Australian Centre for
Photography, Sydney.*[17]

• 2005: Colour Work, Stills Gallery, Sydney.*[18]

• 2006: Minutes to Midnight, Wollongong City
Gallery*[19]

• 2007: Welcome to Nowhere, Stills Gallery, Syd-
ney. Part of New Blood, Magnum Photos 60th an-
niversary exhibition. With Antoine D'Agata, Jonas
Bendiksen, Mark Power and Alec Soth.*[20]*[5]

• 2008: Christmas Tree Bucket, Stills Gallery, Syd-
ney.*[4]

• 2009: Minutes to Midnight, Children's Art Gallery,
National Gallery of Australia.*[4]

• 2009: Please step quietly everyone can hear you,
Sydney Opera House.*[4]

• 2010: Survey Show, Hugo Michell Gallery, Ade-
laide.
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• 2013: To the Sea with Narelle Autio, Hugo Michell
Gallery, Adelaide.*[21]

• 2013: The Christmas Tree Bucket, National Gallery
of Australia, 20 December 2013 – 23 February
2014.*[22]

• 2014: The Camera is God, The 2014 Adelaide Bi-
ennial of Australian Art: Dark Heart, Art Gallery of
South Australia, Adelaide.

• 2014: The Camera is God, Hugo Michell Gallery,
Adelaide.

• 2015: The Black Rose, Art Gallery of South Aus-
tralia, Adelaide, 14 March – 10 May 2015. Part of
the 2015 Adelaide Festival.*[23]

207.6 Public collections

Parke's work is held in the following public collections:

• National Gallery of Australia, Canberra.*[24]

• National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne.

• Australian National Maritime Museum, Sydney.

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.

• University of Sydney Union, University of Sydney,
Sydney.

*[7]
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207.8 External links
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Tōyō Miyatake

Tōyō Miyatake, portrait by Ansel Adams, 1943.

Tōyō Miyatake (宮武東洋,*[1] Miyatake Tōyō; 1895–
1979) was a Japanese American photographer, best
known for his photographs documenting the Japanese
American people and the Japanese American internment
at Manzanar during World War II.

208.1 Life

Miyatake was born in Kagawa, Shikoku in Japan in 1895.
In 1909 he migrated to the United States to join his father.
He settled in the Little Tokyo section of Los Angeles,
California.
With an interest in arts ̶most notably photography,
which he studied under Harry K. Shigeta*[2]̶Miyatake
began associating with the local arts community. In 1923
he bought his photo studio. Miyatake encouraged fel-
low photographer Edward Weston to exhibit his work and

Miyatake is credited as giving Weston his first gallery
showing.*[3]
At the time Miyatake met his future wife, his brother was
courting her. He began spending time with Hiro under
the guise that he was using her as a model. His brother
was crushed; it is said that he“died of a broken heart”
at an early age.
Before World War II, Miyatake's photography won
awards as he photographed various personalities.
During World War II Miyatake was interned at Manzanar
relocation camp in the Owens Valley. He smuggled a
camera lens into the camp and constructed a camera body
from wood. The pictures he secretly took at the camp are
among the relatively few that show the plight of the U.S.
citizen inmates.
After the war, the family returned to Los Angeles, where
their home had been entrusted to some of their white
friends during the internment. Unlike many families
who lost their homes, the Miyatakes were able to resume
their life and provide shelter to a few less fortunate in-
ternees and their families. In post-war Little Tokyo, many
residents were unable to afford Miyatake's services and
some opted instead to barter goods to have him photo-
graph weddings and portraits. With his wife Hiro run-
ning the front office, she once negotiated his services for
a Steinway piano and another time, she negotiated for a
litter of poodles.
After the death of his wife, Hiro, in 1971, Miyatake
moved from his home on Third Street in East Los Ange-
les to live in neighboring Monterey Park with his daughter
and her family.
He remained active in the studio throughout this period.
In the early morning, Miyatake could be seen walking
around Monterey Highlands Elementary School for ex-
ercise. The last image he captured on film was taken at
this park. The film was discovered and processed after
his death.
Before his death in 1979, Miyatake and Ansel Adams pro-
duced a book, Two Views of Manzanar, a compilation of
their photographs during the internment.
Miyatake's cremated remains are buried at Evergreen
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Cemetery in Boyle Heights; a portion of his remains are
stored in the Koyasan Buddhist Temple in Little Tokyo.

208.2 Children and grandchildren

All of Miyatake's children were involved in photogra-
phy and the family business. Archie, the eldest son, ran
the family studio after Tōyō's death in 1979. Robert
Miyatake worked in the studio and later opened his own
photographic color lab in South Pasadena, California.
Richard (Tabo) worked in the family studio as well and
left to work in photographic production. Youngest child
and only daughter, Minnie, also worked in the studio
performing clerical and business-related duties and cur-
rently serves on the Board of Trustees at Koyasan Bud-
dhist Temple, where her father's remains are stored. Miy-
atake's grandson continues the family business to this
day.*[4]

208.3 Toyo Miyatake Studio

The Toyo Miyatake Studio moved in 1985 to San Gabriel,
California, where it still operates today. The studio is now
managed by grandson, Alan Miyatake.*[5]

208.4 Personal life

One of Miyatake's prized possessions was his white 1957
Ford Thunderbird, which now belongs to his youngest
grandson, Mark Takahashi.
Miyatake was easily recognizable in Little Tokyo, wear-
ing his trademark black beret and bowtie.

208.5 In culture

In the TV movie Farewell to Manzanar, Pat Morita por-
trays Zenahiro, a character based on Miyatake.
In 2002, Robert A. Nakamura made the film, Toyo Miy-
atake: Infinite Shades of Gray, documenting the photog-
rapher's life and work.
In 2009, the film, Toyo's Camerawas released, document-
ing the internment of Japanese Americans during World
War II through the perspective of the photographer's im-
ages. Narrated by George Takei, music by Kitaro. http:
//www.toyoscamera.com/

208.6 Books by Miyatake
• Ansel Adams and Toyo Miyatake, Two Views of

Manzanar, Los Angeles : Frederick S. Wight Art

Gallery, UCLA, c. 1978.

• (Japanese) Shashinka Miyatake Tōyō no sekai:
Renzu ga toraeta ningen no kiroku: 50-nen no
nichibei-kōryū-shi (写真家宮武東洋の世界：レ
ンズがとらえた⼈間の記録：50 年の⽇⽶交
流史). Tokyo: Bungeishunjū, 1980.

• (Japanese) Miyatake Tōyō no shashin: 1923–1979
(宮武東洋の写真：1923 〜 1979). Tokyo:
Bungeishunjū, 1984.

208.7 Notes
[1] Biographic Dictionary of Japanese Photography also gives
宮武東洋男, but does not give the reading of this, or say
which was registered as his legal name.

[2] Biographic Dictionary of Japanese Photography.

[3] Judith Fryer Davidov, Women's Camera Work:
Self/body/other in American Visual Culture (Duke Univ.
Press, 1998), p. 465

[4] http://www.janm.org/collections/people/
toyo-miyatake-studio/

[5] Toyo Miyatake Studio

208.8 References
• (Japanese) Nihon no shashinka (⽇本の写真家) /

Biographical Dictionary of Japanese Photography.
Tokyo: Nichigai Associates, 2005. ISBN 4-8169-
1948-1. Despite its alternative title in English, this
book is in Japanese only.

208.9 External links
• Tōyō Miyatake at Find a Grave

• "Toyo Miyatake,”Sharon Yamato, Densho Encyclo-
pedia (16 Apr 2014).
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Uta Barth

Uta Barth (born 1958 in Berlin, Germany) is a contem-
porary photographer who lives and works in Los Angeles,
California. Barth is a 2012 MacArthur Fellow*[1] and a
recipient of the John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship in
2004‑05.*[2]

209.1 Education and teaching

Barth received a bachelor of arts degree from the
University of California, Davis and a Master of Fine Arts
from the University of California, Los Angeles. From
1990 to 2008, she was a professor in the Art Department
of the University of California, Riverside, where she is
currently a professor of art emeritus. After receiving the
MacArthur Fellowship in October 2012, she noted that
she still plans to teach on a part-time basis because teach-
ing forces her to “put language to”what she is think-
ing.*[3]

209.2 Collections

Uta Barth's work is represented in numerous public and
private collections worldwide, including the Museum
of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, and the Whitney Mu-
seum of American Art in New York; the Tate Gallery in
London; the Art Institute of Chicago and the Museum
of Contemporary Art in Chicago; and the Los Ange-
les County Museum of Art, the Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, the J. Paul Getty Museum, and the Hammer
Museum in Los Angeles; the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art; the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis; and
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art in North
Adams, Massachusetts.*[4]
Her work is exhibited regularly and has been shown in
one-person and group exhibitions in galleries and mu-
seums throughout the United States and Europe, in-
cluding New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Lon-
don, Stockholm, Sweden, Düsseldorf, Germany, Bilbao,
Spain, and Tokyo, Japan.*[3]

209.3 Monographs

• 2012 - Uta Barth. ...to draw with light. Blind Spot,
New York.

• 2010 - Uta Barth: The Long Now. Greg R. Miller &
Co., New York. Essays by Jonathan Crary, Russell
Ferguson, and Holly Myers.

• 2006 - Uta Barth 2006: Just Spanning Time. Essay
by Cheryl Kaplan Exh. cat. Minneapolis: Franklin
Art Works.

• 2004 - Uta Barth: white blind (bright red). Santa Fe:
SITE Santa Fe. Essay by Jan Tumlir.

• 2004 - Uta Barth. London: Phaidon Press. Es-
says by Uta Barth, Pamela Lee, and Jeremy Gilbert-
Rolfe; interview with Matthew Higgs; and selected
writings by Joan Didion.

• 2000 - Uta Barth: ...and of time. Artistʼs book.
Essay by Timothy Martin. Published in conjunction
with a project commissioned by the J. Paul Getty
Museum, Los Angeles, for the exhibition“Depar-
tures: 11 Artists”.

• 2000 - At the Edge of the Decipherable: Recent
Photographs by Uta Barth. 2nd ed. Essay by
Elizabeth A. T. Smith. Los Angeles: The Museum
of Contemporary Art and St. Annʼs Press.

• 2000 - Uta Barth: In Between Places. Seattle:
Henry Art Gallery and University of Washington.
Essays by Sheryl Conkelton, Russell Ferguson, and
Timothy Martin.

• 1999 - Uta Barth: nowhere near. Artistʼs book.
Essay by Jan Tumlir. Published in conjunction with
a three-part exhibition project by the same name
at ACME., Los Angeles; Bonakdar Jancou Gallery,
New York; and Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm.

• 1999 - Uta Barth: nowhere near. Exh. brochure.
Overland Park, Kansas: Johnson County Commu-
nity College Art Gallery. Text by Jan Tumlir.
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• 1995 - At the Edge of the Decipherable: Recent
Photographs by Uta Barth. Essay by Elizabeth A.
T. Smith. Los Angeles: The Museum of Contem-
porary Art.

209.4 Selected grants and fellow-
ships

• 2012 MacArthur Fellowship

• 2012 Anonymous Was A Woman Award

• 2010 Nominated for the 2011 Deutsche Börse Pho-
tography Prize

• 2007 Broad Art Foundation USA Artist Fellowship

• 2004–05 John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship

• 1996 Nominated Tiffany Award

• 1994–95 National Endowment for the Arts Visual
Artist Fellowship

• 1995 AMI Grant (Art Matters Inc., New York), Vi-
sual Artist Fellowship

• 1992–93 AMI Grant (Art Matters Inc., New York),
Visual Artist Fellowship

• 1990–91 National Endowment for the Arts, Visual
Artist Fellowship

• 1983–84 National Arts Association*[5]

209.5 External links
• Official website

• Uta Barth - Tanya Bonakdar Gallery

209.6 References
[1] “2012 MacArthur Foundation 'Genius Grant' Winners”

. 1 October 2012. AP. Retrieved 1 October 2012.

[2] http://www.gf.org/fellows/826-uta-barth Guggenheim
Foundation 2004 Fellows Page accessed 2010-01-15

[3] Miller, Bettye (1 October 2012). “Art Professor Wins
MacArthur Fellowship”. UCR Today. Retrieved 2 Oc-
tober 2012.

[4] “Uta Barth”. Gregory R. Miller & Co. Retrieved 2
October 2012.

[5] “Tanya Bonakdar Gallery artists page; Tanya Bonakdar
Gallery (New York).”. Retrieved 2011-01-30.
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Victor Burgin

Victor Burgin (born 1941) is an artist and a writer. Bur-
gin first came to attention as a conceptual artist in the late
1960s and at that time was most noted for being a political
photographer of the left, who would fuse photographs and
words in the same picture. He has worked with photogra-
phy and film, calling painting“the anachronistic daubing
of woven fabrics with coloured mud”. His work is influ-
enced by theorists and philosophers such as Karl Marx,
Sigmund Freud, Michel Foucault and Roland Barthes.

210.1 Education

Burgin was born in Sheffield in England. He studied art at
the Royal College of Art, in London, from 1962 to 1965
(A.R.C.A., 1st Class, 1965) before going to the United
States to study at Yale University (M.F.A. 1967).

210.2 Academic career

Burgin taught at Trent Polytechnic from 1967 to 1973 and
at the School of Communication, Polytechnic of Central
London from 1973 to 1988. From 1988 to 2001 Bur-
gin lived and worked in San Francisco. He taught in
the History of Consciousness program at the University
of California, Santa Cruz, where he became Professor
Emeritus of History of Consciousness. In 2000 he was
Robert Gwathmey Chair in Art and Architecture, The
Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art,
New York. From 2001 to 2006 he was Millard Professor
of Fine Art at Goldsmiths College, University of London.
Burgin also teaches at the European Graduate School in
Saas-Fee, Switzerland.*[1] In 2005 he received an Hon-
orary Degree of Doctor of Sheffield Hallam University
(Hon. DUniv).

210.3 Honours and awards

In 1986, Burgin was nominated for the Turner Prize for
his exhibitions at the Institute of Contemporary Arts and
Kettle's Yard Gallery in Cambridge and for a collection

of his theoretical writings (The End of Art Theory) and a
monograph of his visual work (Between).

210.4 Solo exhibitions

Burgin has mounted more than one hundred solo exhibi-
tions internationally, since 1970.

210.5 Public commissions

2004 Restored, Permanent video installation for London
Symphony Orchestra, St. Luke's, Old Street, London.
1994 Permanent video installation for the Médiatheque
d'Orléans, Ville d'Orléans, France.
1994 Design for permanent video installation for the Ho-
tel Furkablick, Furkapasshöhe, Switzerland.
1993 Venise, 30 min video, Ville de Marseille, France.
1993 Poster for 'Images pour la lutte contre le sida',
Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication,
France/Agence française de lutte contre le sida: national
poster campaign with posters commissioned from an in-
ternational selection of 35 artists.
1989 Original print for̒ Estampes et Revolution: 200 Ans
Après, C̓entre National des Arts Plastiques, Ministère de
la Culture et de la Communication, France (100 sets of
prints, commissioned from an international selection of
artists, and distributed throughout France as part of the
Bicentennial Celebration of the French Revolution).
1989 Fall, Video-wall [Edited version (9 monitors)], two-
minute videodisk programme, Tate Gallery, London.
1987 Fall, Video-wall (36 monitors), two-minute
videodisk programme, Mississauga Shopping Mall, and
other locations, Toronto.
1976 'What does possession mean to you?,' color poster,
1000 copies posted in the streets in the center of New-
castle upon Tyne, summer; other poster works, various
dates.
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210.6 Books and monographs on or
by Victor Burgin

2009 Situational Aesthetics, Leuven University Press
2008 Components of a Practice, Skira
2007 Objets Temporels, Boulouch, Nathalie; Mavrido-
rakis, Valérie; Perreau, David (Eds.), Presses Universi-
taires de Rennes*[2]
2006 Victor Burgin̶Voyage to Italy, Hatje Cantz
2004 The Remembered Film, London, Reaktion Books
2004 Ensayos, Barcelona, Gustavo Gili
2002 Relocating, London and Bristol, Arnolfini
2001 Victor Burgin, Barcelona, Fundació Antoni Tàpies
2000 Shadowed, London, Architectural Association
2000 Victor Burgin: Robert Gwathmey Lectures, New
York, Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and
Art 1997 Venise, London, Black Dog Publishing
1997 Szerelmes Levelek/Love Letters, Mücsarnok Mu-
seum, Budapest
1996 In/Different Spaces: place and memory in visual
culture, Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of Cali-
fornia Press
1996 Some Cities, Berkeley and Los Angeles, University
of California Press, and London, Reaktion Books
1995 Japanese translation of: The End of Art Theory:
Criticism and Postmodernity (see 1986, below), Tokyo,
Keiso Shobo Publishers
1995 History Painting, Buffalo, University at Buffalo
Art Gallery/Research Center in Art + Culture 1991 Pas-
sages, Lille, Musée dʼart moderne de la Communaté
Urbaine de Lille, Villeneuve dʼAscq 1989 Taideteo-
rian Loppu, Helsinki, Suomen Valokuvataiteen Museon
Säätiö, Literos, collection of essays by Burgin in Finnish
translation
1988 Victor Burgin, Opere 1982–1986, Milan, Le Case
dʼArte
1988 Victor Burgin: Office at Night and
Danaïdes/Dames, Charlotte, North Carolina, Knight
Gallery, City of Charlotte 1986 The End of Art Theory:
Criticism and Postmodernity, Macmillan Press, London
and Basingstoke, and Humanities Press International,
New Jersey (1986), reprinted 1987, 1988, 1992, 1993,
1996
1986 Between, Basil Blackwell, Oxford and New York
1986 Formations of Fantasy, (co-edited with Donald, J.
and Kaplan, C.), Methuen, London
1982 Thinking Photography, Victor Burgin (ed.), [Bur-
gin: Introduction, three essays, bibliography], The
Macmillan Press Ltd., London and Basingstoke, and

Humanities Press International, New Jersey (1982),
reprinted 1983, 1984, 1985, 1987 (twice), 1988, 1990,
1992, 1993, 1994
1982 Hôtel Latône, Calais, Edition Musée de Calais
1977 Family, New York, Lapp Princess Press, Ltd., in
association with Printer Matter, Inc.
1977 Victor Burgin, Eindhoven, Stedelijk van abbemu-
seum
1976 Two Essays on Art, Photography and Semiotics,
London, Robert Self Publications
1973 Work and Commentary, London, Latimer
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Biography and bibliography. (Accessed: 12 May 2010)

[2] Boulouch, Nathalie; Mavridorakis, Valérie; Perreau,
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210.8 External links
• Victor Burgin @ European Graduate School Biog-
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• The Ubuweb-Anthology of Conceptual Writing
Website

• The Separateness of Things on Tate Website

• Thomas Dreher: Intermedia Art: Konzeptuelle
Kunst with two German articles on Victor Burgin
(Memory Piece 1969, Park Edge 1987, Angelus
Novus 1995 (English translation as PDF))

• Victor Burgin Exhibition at Fundació Antoni Tàpies
(2001).
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Vivian Maier

Vivian Dorothy Maier (February 1, 1926 – April 21,
2009) was an American street photographer. Maier
worked for about forty years as a nanny, mostly in
Chicago's North Shore, pursuing photography during her
spare time. She took more than 150,000 photographs
during her lifetime, primarily of the people and archi-
tecture of New York City, Chicago, and Los Ange-
les, although she also traveled and photographed world-
wide.*[1]
During her lifetime, Maier's photographs were unknown
and unpublished, and she never printed many of her
negatives. A Chicago collector, John Maloof, acquired
some of Maier's photos in 2007, while two other Chicago-
based collectors, Ron Slattery and Randy Prow, also
found some of Maier's prints and negatives in her boxes
and suitcases around the same time. Maier's photographs
were first published on the Internet in July 2008, by Slat-
tery, but the work received little response.*[2] In Octo-
ber 2009, Maloof linked his blog to a selection of Maier's
photographs on the image-sharing website Flickr, and the
results went“viral”, with thousands of people express-
ing interest. Critical acclaim and interest in Maier's work
quickly followed,*[3]*[4] and since then, Maier's pho-
tographs have been exhibited in North America, Europe,
Asia*[5] and South America *[6] while her life and work
have been the subject of books and documentary films.

211.1 Personal life

Many details of Maier's life remain unknown. She was
born in New York City, the daughter of a French mother,
Maria Jaussaud Justin, and an Austrian father, Charles
Maier (also known as Wilhelm). Several times during her
childhood she moved between the U.S. and France, living
with her mother in the Alpine village of Saint-Bonnet-en-
Champsaur near her mother's relations. Her father seems
to have left the family temporarily for unknown reasons
by 1930. In the 1930 census, the head of the household
was listed as Jeanne Bertrand, a successful photographer
who knew Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, founder of the
Whitney Museum of American Art.*[7]*[8]
In 1935, Vivian and her mother were living in Saint-
Julien-en-Champsaur and before 1940 returned to New

York. Her father and brother Charles stayed in New
York. The family of Charles, Maria, Vivian and Charles
were living in New York in 1940, where her father
worked as a steam engineer.*[9]
In 1951, aged 25, Maier moved from France to New
York, where she worked in a sweatshop. She moved to the
Chicago area's North Shore in 1956, where she worked
primarily as a nanny and carer for the next 40 years. For
her first 17 years in Chicago, Maier worked as a nanny for
two families: the Gensburgs from 1956 to 1972, and the
Raymonds from 1967 to 1973. Lane Gensburg later said
of Maier,“She was like a real, live Mary Poppins,”and
said she never talked down to kids and was determined to
show them the world outside their affluent suburb.*[10]
The families that employed her described her as very pri-
vate and reported that she spent her days off walking the
streets of Chicago and taking photographs, usually with a
Rolleiflex camera.*[11]
John Maloof, curator of some of Maier's photographs,
summarized the way the children she nannied would later
describe her:

“She was a Socialist, a Feminist, a movie
critic, and a tell-it-like-it-is type of person. She
learned English by going to theaters, which she
loved. ... She was constantly taking pictures,
which she didn't show anyone.”*[12]

In 1959 and 1960, Maier took a trip around the world on
her own, photographing Los Angeles, Manila, Bangkok,
Shanghai, Beijing, India, Syria, Egypt, and Italy.*[13]
The trip was probably financed by the sale of a family
farm in Saint-Julien-en-Champsaur. For a brief period in
the 1970s, Maier worked as a nanny for Phil Donahue's
children.*[14] She kept her belongings at her employers';
at one, she had 200 boxes of materials. Most were pho-
tographs or negatives, but Maier also collected newspa-
pers,*[7] in at least one instance,“shoulder-high piles,”
*[15] and sometimes recorded audiotapes of conversa-
tions she had with people she photographed.*[11]*[16] In
the documentary film Finding VivianMaier (2013), inter-
views with Maier's employers and their children suggest
that Maier presented herself to others in multiple ways,
with various accents, names, life details, and that her be-
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havior with children could be inspiring and positive, and
also unpredictable and frightening.*[14]
The Gensburg brothers, whom Maier had looked after as
children, tried to help her as she became poorer in old age.
When she was about to be evicted from a cheap apartment
in the suburb of Cicero, the Gensburg brothers arranged
for her to live in a better apartment on Sheridan Road in
the Rogers Park Community area of Chicago. In Novem-
ber 2008, Maier fell on the ice and hit her head. She was
taken to a hospital but failed to recover. In January 2009,
she was transported to a nursing home in Highland Park,
where she died on April 21, 2009.*[17]

211.2 Discovery and recognition

In 2007, two years before she died, Maier failed to keep
up payments on storage space she had rented on Chicago's
North Side. As a result, her negatives, prints, audio
recordings, and 8 mm film were auctioned. Three photo
collectors bought parts of her work: John Maloof, Ron
Slattery and Randy Prow.*[18] Maier's photographs were
first published on the Internet in July 2008 by Slattery, but
the work received little response.*[2]
Maloof had bought the largest part of Maier's work, about
30,000 negatives, because he was working on a book
about the history of the Chicago neighborhood of Portage
Park.*[19] Maloof later bought more of Maier's pho-
tographs from another buyer at the same auction.*[7]
Maloof discovered Maier's name in his boxes but was un-
able to discover anything about her until a Google search
led him to Maier's death notice in the Chicago Tribune
in April 2009.*[20] In October 2009, Maloof linked his
blog to a selection of Maier's photographs on Flickr, and
the results went“viral”, with thousands of people ex-
pressing interest.*[7]
In early 2010, Chicago art collector Jeffrey Goldstein
acquired a portion of the Maier collection from Prow,
one of the original buyers.*[18] Since Goldstein's original
purchase, his collection has grown to include 17,500 neg-
atives, 2,000 prints, 30 homemade movies, and numerous
slides. In December 2014, Goldstein sold his collection
of B&W negatives to Stephen Bulger Gallery, Toronto.
Maloof, who runs the Maloof Collection, now owns
around 90% of Maier's total output, including 100,000 to
150,000 negatives, more than 3,000 vintage prints, hun-
dreds of rolls of film, home movies, audio tape interviews,
and ephemera including cameras and paperwork, which
he claims represents roughly 90 percent of her known
work.*[21]
Since her posthumous discovery, Maier's photographs,
and their discovery, have received international attention
in mainstream media,*[3]*[4]*[22]*[23] and her work
has appeared in gallery exhibitions, several books, and
two documentary films.

211.2.1 Legal challenge

In June 2014, lawyer and former photographer David C.
Deal filed a legal case challenging the rights of current
owners of Maier's negatives to commercialize them.*[24]
The case seeks to establish whether there is a legal heir
to Maier's estate – a cousin in France – who should be
recognized under American law. Under copyright law
in the US, owning a photograph is distinct from owning
copyright and the case may take several years to resolve,
particularly since the potential heirs to the estate live out-
side the US.*[24] John Maloof, who owns the majority
of Maier's known photographs, had previously tracked
down a first cousin once removed in France and paid
him for the rights; however, Deal believes he has found a
closer relative in France who may be the estate's benefi-
ciary.*[25]*[26]

211.3 Photography

Photography critic Allan Sekula has suggested that the
fact that Maier spent much of her early life in France
sharpened her visual appreciation of American cities and
society. Sekula compared her work with the photography
of Swiss-born Robert Frank:“I find myself imagining her
as a female Robert Frank, without a Guggenheim grant,
unknown and working as a nanny to get by. I also think
she showed the world of women and children in a way
that is pretty much unprecedented.”*[13]
John Maloof has said of her work: “Elderly folk con-
gregating in Chicago's Old Polish Downtown, garishly
dressed dowagers, and the urban African-American expe-
rience were all fair game for Maier s̓ lens.”*[27] Photog-
rapher Mary Ellen Mark has compared her work to that
of Helen Levitt, Robert Frank, Lisette Model, and Diane
Arbus. Joel Meyerowitz, also a street photographer, has
said that Maier s̓ work was“suffused with the kind of hu-
man understanding, warmth and playfulness that proves
she was 'a real shooter'.”*[28]
Maier's best-known photographs depict street scenes in
Chicago and New York during the 1950s and 1960s.*[29]
A critic in The Independent wrote that “the well-to-
do shoppers of Chicago stroll and gossip in all their
department-store finery before Maier, but the most ar-
resting subjects are those people on the margins of suc-
cessful, rich America in the 1950s and 1960s: the kids,
the black maids, the bums flaked out on shop stoops.”
*[22] Most of Maier s̓ photographs are black and white,
and many are casual shots of passers-by caught in tran-
sient moments “that nonetheless possess an underlying
gravity and emotion”.*[7]
Writing in TheWall Street Journal, William Meyers notes
that because Maier used a medium-format Rolleiflex,
rather than a 35mm camera, her pictures have more detail
than those of most street photographers. He writes that
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her work brings to mind the photographs of Harry Calla-
han, Garry Winogrand, and Weegee, as well as Robert
Frank. He also notes that there are a high number of self-
portraits in her work,“in many ingenious permutations,
as if she were checking on her own identity or interpolat-
ing herself into the environment. A shadowy character,
she often photographed her own shadow, possibly as a
way of being there and simultaneously not quite there.”
*[30]
Roberta Smith, writing inTheNewYork Times, has drawn
attention to how Maier's photographs are reminiscent of
many famous 20th century photographers, and yet have
an aesthetic of their own. She writes that Maier's work
“may add to the history of 20th-century street photogra-

phy by summing it up with an almost encyclopedic thor-
oughness, veering close to just about every well-known
photographer you can think of, including Weegee, Robert
Frank and Richard Avedon, and then sliding off in an-
other direction. Yet they maintain a distinctive element
of calm, a clarity of composition and a gentleness char-
acterized by a lack of sudden movement or extreme emo-
tion.”*[31]
In the documentary film Finding Vivian Maier (2013),
the grown-up children whom Maier had cared for in the
1950s, '60s, and '70s recall how she combined her work
as a photographer with her day job as a nanny. She
would frequently take the young children in her care
with her into the center of Chicago when she took her
photographs. Occasionally they accompanied her to the
rougher, run-down areas of Chicago, and, on one occa-
sion, the stock yards, where there were bodies of dead
sheep.*[14]
In the late 1970s, Maier stopped using her Rollei-
flex. Most of her photographs taken in the 1980s and
1990s were color transparencies, taken on Ektachrome
film.*[32]

211.4 Books of Maier's pho-
tographs

• Vivian Maier: Street Photographer. Brooklyn, NY:
powerHouse, 2011. ISBN 978-1-57687-577-3.
Edited by John Maloof. With an introduction by
Maloof and a foreword by Geoff Dyer.

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows. Chicago, IL:
CityFiles, 2012. ISBN 978-0978545093. Edited by
Richard Cahan and Michael Williams.

• Vivian Maier: Self-Portraits. Brooklyn, NY: power-
House, 2013. ISBN 978-1-57687-662-6. Edited by
John Maloof.

• Eye to Eye: Photographs by Vivian Maier. Chicago,
IL: CityFiles, 2014. ISBN 9780991541805. Edited
and with text by Richard Cahan and Michael
Williams.

• Vivian Maier: A Photographer Found. London:
Harper Design, 2014. ISBN 9780062305534.
Edited by John Maloof with text by Marvin Heifer-
man and Howard Greenberg.

211.5 Documentary films about
Maier

• Vivian Maier: Who Took Nanny's Pictures (2013),
directed by Jill Nicholls, produced by the BBC.*[33]
Re-cut and released in the U.S. in December 2013,
as The Vivian Maier Mystery.*[34]

• Finding Vivian Maier (2013), directed by John Mal-
oof and Charlie Siskel.*[35]*[36]

211.6 Exhibitions

• Finding Vivian Maier, November/December 2010,
The Apartment Gallery (Apartment 02), Oslo, Nor-
way.*[37]

• March/April 2010, Bruun's Galleri, Århus, Den-
mark.*[38]

• Finding Vivian Maier: Chicago Street Photogra-
pher, January–April 2011, Chicago Cultural Cen-
ter.*[7]*[39]

• Twinkle, twinkle, little star..., January–April 2011,
Galerie Hilaneh von Kories, Hamburg, Ger-
many.*[40]

• Vivian Maier, Photographer, April–June 2011, Rus-
sell Bowman Art Advisory, Chicago, Illinois.*[41]

• Vivian Maier – A Life Uncovered, July 2011, the
London Street Photography Festival, London.*[42]

• Vivian Maier, Photographer, July 2011 – January
2012, Hearst Gallery, New York.*[43]

• Vivian Maier – A Life Uncovered, July–September
2011, Photofusion Gallery, London.*[38]

• Vivian Maier, Photographer, September–November
2011, Stephen Cohen Gallery, Los Angeles.*[44]

• December 2011 – February 2012, Steven Kasher
Gallery, New York.*[45]

• December 2011 – January 2012, Howard Greenberg
Gallery, New York.*[38]

• VivianMaier – Hosted by Tim Roth, December 2011
– January 2012, Merry Karnowsky Gallery, Los An-
geles.*[38]*[46]
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• Vivian Maier – Photographs January–April 2012,
Jackson Fine Art, Atlanta.*[47]

• Vivian Maier's Chicago, 2012–2014, Chicago His-
tory Museum, Chicago, Illinois.

• A la recherche de Vivian Maier (In search of Vivian
Maier), June/July 2011, Saint-Julien-en-Champsaur

• A la recherche de Vivian Maier (In search of Vivian
Maier), July–August 2011, the Gap Library, Gap,
Hautes-Alpes, France.*[48]

• Lo sguardo nascosto (The Hidden Glance),
October–November 2012, Brescia, Italy.*[49]

• Vivian Maier, April–June 2013, Antwerp, Belgium,
Gallery51.*[50]

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows, April–June
2013, Tampa, Fl; Florida Museum of Photographic
Arts.*[51]

• Summer in the City, June–August 2013, Chicago, IL;
Russell Bowman Art Advisory.*[52]

• Vivian Maier, June–August 2013, Shanghai, China;
Kunst.Licht Photo Art Gallery.*[53]

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows, July–September
2013, Toronto, ON; Stephen Bulger Gallery.*[54]

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows – The Unknown
Nanny Photographer, August–October 2013, Du-
rango, Colorado; Open Shutter Gallery.*[55]

• Vivian Maier: Picturing Chicago, October 2013,
Chicago, IL; Union League Club.*[56]

• Vivian Maier, November 2013 – June 2014, Tours,
France; Jeu de paume, Paris.*[57]

• Vivian Maier, November–December 2013, Galerie
Frederic Moisan, Paris, France.*[58]

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows, January–
February 2014, Cleveland, Ohio; Cleveland Print
Room.*[59]

• Certificates of Presence: Vivian Maier, Livija
Patikne, J. Lindemann, January 17 – March 8, 2014,
Milwaukee, WI; Portrait Society Gallery.*[60]

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows, January– March
2014, Minneapolis, MN; MPLS Photo Center.*[61]

• Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows, February–
June 2014, San Francisco, CA; Scott Nichols
Gallery.*[62]

• See All About It: Vivian Maier's Newspaper Por-
traits, March–May 2014, Berkeley, CA; The Reva
and David Logan Gallery at UC Berkeleyʼs Grad-
uate School of Journalism.*[63]

• VivianMaier, Photographer, March–May 2014, Fri-
bourg, Switzerland; Cantonal and University Li-
brary.*[64]

• Vivian Maier: Out of The Shadows, March–
September 2014, Chicago, IL; Harold Washington
Library.*[65]

• Vivian Maier – A Photographic Journey, May–July
2014, Highland Park, IL; The Art Center Highland
Park.*[66]

• Vivian Maier, Amatorka, May–June 2014, Warsaw,
Poland; Leica Gallery.*[67]

•“Vivian Maier – Street Photographer”, Novem-
ber 2014 – January 2015, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands; FOAM.*[68]

• Permanent gallery of Maier s̓ work, opened 2014,
Mpls Photo Center, Minneapolis, MN.*[69]

• O Mundo Revelado de Vivian Maier, São Paulo Mu-
seum of Image and Sound, São Paulo, Brazil, April–
June 2015.*[70]

• Vivian Maier, August–September 2015, Beetles &
Huxley, London.*[71]

• Vivian Maier – Street Photographer, July–October
2015, Nuoro, Sardinia, Italy.*[72]

211.7 See also

• Angelo Rizzuto

• Charles Jones
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Chapter 212

W. Eugene Smith

William Eugene Smith (December 30, 1918 – October
15, 1978), was an American photojournalist, renowned
for the dedication he devoted to his projects and his un-
compromising professional and ethical standards. Smith
developed the photo essay into a sophisticated visual
form. His most famous studies included brutally vivid
World War II photographs, the clinic of Dr Schweitzer
in French Equatorial Africa, the city of Pittsburgh, the
dedication of an American country doctor and a nurse
midwife, and the pollution which damaged the health of
the residents of Minamata in Japan.

212.1 Life and early work

Consuelo Kanaga. W. Eugene Smith and Aileen, 1974.
Brooklyn Museum

William Smith was born in Wichita, Kansas in December
1918. Smith graduated from Wichita North High School
in 1936. He began his career by taking pictures for two

local newspapers, The Wichita Eagle (morning circula-
tion) and the Beacon (evening circulation). Smith even-
tually moved to New York City and began working for
Newsweek. He became known there for his incessant per-
fectionism and thorny personality. Smith was fired from
Newsweek for refusing to use medium format cameras,
and joined Life Magazine in 1939 using a 35mm camera.

212.2 War work

As a correspondent for Ziff-Davis Publishing, and then
again Life Magazine, Smith was often on the front
lines in the Pacific theater of World War II. He was
with the American forces during their island-hopping of-
fensive against Japan, photographing U.S. Marines and
Japanese prisoners of war at Saipan, Guam, Iwo Jima,
and Okinawa. In 1945, while he was photographing bat-
tle conditions on Okinawa, Smith was hit by mortar fire.
After recovering, he continued at Life, until 1954.

212.3 1950s

Smith continued to work at perfecting the technique of
the photo-essay. In 1950, he was sent to the United King-
dom to cover the General Election, in which the Labour
Party, under Clement Attlee, was narrowly victorious.
Life Magazine had taken an editorial stance against the
Labour government. In the end, a limited number of
Smith's photographs of British working-class people were
published, including three shots of the South Wales val-
leys. In a documentary made by BBC Wales, Professor
Dai Smith traced a miner who described how he and two
colleagues had met Smith on their way home from work
at the pit and had been instructed on how to pose for one
of the photos*[1] published in Life.
Smith severed his ties with Life because of the way the
magazine had used his photographs of Albert Schweitzer
(one of which was revealed to be heavily manipulated
later on).*[2] Upon leaving the magazine, Smith joined
the Magnum photo agency in 1955. There he started his
project to document the city of Pittsburgh. The project
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was supposed to take him three weeks, but spanned
three years and encompassed tens of thousands of pho-
tographic negatives. It was too large to ever be shown,
although a series of book-length photo essays were even-
tually produced.

212.4 Jazz Loft Project

From 1957 to 1965 Smith took photographs and made
recordings of jazz musicians playing at a Manhattan loft
shared by David X. Young, Dick Cary, and Hall Overton.
The Jazz Loft Project, devoted to preserving and cata-
loging the works of Smith, is directed by Sam Stephen-
son at the Center for Documentary Studies in coopera-
tion with Center for Creative Photography (CCP) and the
Smith estate.*[3]*[4] From 1957 to 1965, Smith made
approximately 4,000 hours of recordings on 1,740 reel-
to-reel tapes*[5] and nearly 40,000 photographs in a loft
building in Manhattan's wholesale flower district where
major jazz musicians of the day gathered and played
their music. The tapes have not been played since they
were archived at the CCP (part of the University of Ari-
zona),*[6] following Smith's death in 1978.*[7]
The project is preserving and cataloging Smith's tapes,
researching the photographs, and obtaining oral history
interviews with all surviving loft participants. The trans-
ferred recordings reveal high sound quality and musical
and cultural content, offering unusual documentation of
an after-hours New York jazz scene. Smith's work in-
cludes tapes of: Thelonious Monk, Zoot Sims, Roland
Kirk, Bill Evans, Chick Corea, Roy Haynes, and Lee
Konitz. Underground legends such as drummer Ronnie
Free, bassist Henry Grimes, drummer Edgar Bateman,
multi-instrumentalist Eddie Listengart, and saxophonist
Lin Halliday, as well as many unknowns are also included
in the archives. Research on the preserved tapes so far
indicates that at least 300 different musicians are repre-
sented. Monk was recorded in private collaborations with
Hall Overton, a loft resident,*[5] and full band rehearsals
for now-famous concerts at Town Hall, Lincoln Center,
and Carnegie Hall in 1959, 1963, and 1964. As of sum-
mer 2010, nearly four hundred people have been inter-
viewed as part of the project. The tapes also contain many
Smith obsessions and oddities, such as recorded street
noise in the flower district, late-night radio talk shows,
telephone calls, television and radio news programs, and
many random loft dialogues among musicians, artists,
and other Smith friends and associates.

212.5 Japan and Minamata

In January 1972, Smith was attacked by Chisso Company
employees near Tokyo, in an attempt to stop him from
further publicizing the effects of Minamata disease to the
world.*[8] Although Smith survived the attack, his sight

Smith's famous photo of a victim of Minamata disease that he
took in 1971.

in one eye deteriorated. During the time Smith was not
able to work due to his injuries, his wife of Japanese ori-
gin, Aileen M. Smith, continued his work. Smith and his
wife lived in the city of Minamata from 1971 to 1973, and
created a photo essay detailing the effects of the poison
induced disease, caused by a Chisso factory discharging
heavy metals into water sources around Minamata. The
essay was published in 1975 as "'Minamata', Words and
Photographs by W.E. Smith and A.M. Smith.”One of his
most famous works, Tomoko Uemura in Her Bath, taken
in December 1971, and published a few months after the
1972 attack, drew worldwide attention to the effects of
Minamata disease.*[9]

212.6 Move to Arizona and death

Smith returned from his stay in Minamata, Japan, in
November 1974, and, after completing the Minimata
book, he moved to a studio in New York with a new
partner, Sherry Suris. Smith's friends were alarmed by
his deteriorating health and arranged for Smith to join
the teaching faculty of the Art Department and Depart-
ment of Journalism at the University of Arizona.*[10]
Smith and Suris moved to Tucson, Arizona in Novem-
ber 1977. On 23 December 1977, Smith suffered a mas-
sive stroke, but made a partial recovery and continued to
teach and organize his archive. Smith suffered a second
stroke and died on October 15, 1978. He was cremated
and his ashes interred in Crum Elbow Rural Cemetery,
Hyde Park, New York.*[11]
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212.7 Legacy

Summarizing Smith's achievements, Ben Maddow wrote
that Smith claimed that his vocation was “to do noth-
ing less than record, by word and photograph, the human
condition. No one could really succeed at such a job: yet
Smith almost did. During his relatively brief and often
painful life, he created at least fifty images so powerful
that they have changed the perception of our history.*[12]
Smith was arguably the originator and certainly the mas-
ter of the photo-essay. In addition to Pittsburgh, these
works include Nurse Midwife, Minamata, Spanish Vil-
lage, Country Doctor, and Albert Schweitzer–A Man of
Mercy.*[13]
Today, Smith's legacy lives on through the W. Eugene
Smith Memorial Fund to promote“humanistic photog-
raphy”.*[14] Since 1980, the fund has awarded photog-
raphers for exceptional accomplishments in the field.

212.8 Collections and notable pho-
tographs

• 1944 photograph*[15] in which a wounded infant is
found by an American soldier on Saipan

• 1945 photograph*[16] in which Marines blow up a
Japanese cave on Iwo Jima, published on the cover
of Life magazine, April 9, 1945.

•“The Walk to Paradise Garden”*[17] (1946) sin-
gle photo of his two children walking hand in hand
towards a clearing in woods. It was the closing im-
age in the groundbreaking 1955 MOMA exhibition,
"The Family of Man,”*[18] organized by Edward
Steichen with 503 photographs, by 273 photogra-
phers from 68 countries, that he recognized as pic-
turing“the essential oneness of mankind throughout
the world [showing] the gamut of life from birth to
death.”

•“Country Doctor”*[19] (1948) photo essay on
Dr. Ernest Ceriani in the small Colorado town of
Kremmling. Credited as the first“photo story”of
the modern photojournalism age.

• Spanish Village*[20] (1950) photo essay on the
small Spanish town of Deleitosa.

•“Nurse Midwife”(1951) photo essay on midwife
Maude E. Callen in South Carolina.

• A Man of Mercy*[21] (1954) photo essay on Dr.
Albert Schweitzer and his humanitarian work in
French Equatorial Africa.

• "Pittsburgh"*[22] (1955–1958) three-year-long
project on the city, hired initially by photo editor
Stefan Lorant for a three-week assignment.

• Haiti 1958–1959 photo essay on a psychiatric insti-
tute in Haiti.

• "Tomoko Uemura in Her Bath" (1971) the center-
piece photograph in Minamata, a long-term photo
essay by Smith on the effects of mercury poisoning
in the fishing village of Minamata, Kumamoto Pre-
fecture, Japan (see Minamata disease). The pho-
tograph depicts a mother cradling her severely de-
formed, naked daughter in a traditional Japanese
bathing chamber. This has been withdrawn
from circulation in accordance with the parents'
wishes.*[23] The photograph was the centerpiece of
a Minamata disease exhibition held in Tokyo, Japan,
in 1974.*[24]

212.9 See also
• List of street photographers
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Walker Evans

For the off-road and NASCAR driver, see Walker Evans
(racing driver).

Walker Evans (November 3, 1903 – April 10, 1975)
was an American photographer best known for his work
for the Farm Security Administration (FSA) document-
ing the effects of the Great Depression. Much of Evans's
work from the FSA period uses the large-format, 8x10-
inch camera. He said that his goal as a photographer was
to make pictures that are “literate, authoritative, tran-
scendent”.*[1] Many of his works are in the permanent
collections of museums and have been the subject of ret-
rospectives at such institutions as The Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art or George Eastman House.*[2]

213.1 Biography

213.1.1 Early life

Born in St. Louis, Missouri, to Jessie (née Crane) and
Walker,*[3] Walker Evans came from an affluent family.
His father was an advertising director. He spent his youth
in Toledo, Chicago, and New York City. He attended
The Loomis Institute and Mercersburg Academy*[4] be-
fore graduating from Phillips Academy in Andover, Mas-
sachusetts, in 1922. He studied French literature for a
year at Williams College, spending much of his time in
the school's library, before dropping out. After spend-
ing a year in Paris in 1926, he returned to the United
States to join the edgy literary and art crowd in New York
City. John Cheever, Hart Crane, and Lincoln Kirstein
were among his friends. He was a clerk for a stockbroker
firm in Wall street from 1927 to 1929.*[5]
Evans took up photography in 1928*[1] around the time
he was living in Ossining, New York.*[6] His influences
included Eugène Atget and August Sander.*[7] In 1930,
he published three photographs (Brooklyn Bridge) in the
poetry book The Bridge by Hart Crane. In 1931, he took
photo series of Victorian houses in the Boston vicinity
sponsored by Lincoln Kirstein.
In May and June 1933, Evans took photographs in Cuba
on assignment for Lippincott, the publisher of Carleton

Beals' The Crime of Cuba (1933), a “strident account”
of the dictatorship of Gerardo Machado. There Evans
drank nightly with Ernest Hemingway, who loaned him
money to extend his two-week stay an additional week.
His photographs documented street life, the presence of
police, beggars and dockworkers in rags, and other wa-
terfront scenes. He also helped Hemingway acquire pho-
tos from newspaper archives that documented some of
the political violence Hemingway described in To Have
and Have Not (1937). Fearing that his photographs might
be deemed critical of the government and confiscated by
Cuban authorities, he left 46 prints with Hemingway. He
had no difficulties when returning to the United States,
and 31 of his photos appeared in Beals' book. The cache
of prints was discovered in Havana in 2002 and exhibited
at an exhibition in Key West.*[8]*[9]

Evans's photo of Allie Mae Burroughs, a symbol of the Great
Depression
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Roadside stand near Birmingham, Alabama

213.1.2 Depression-era photography

In 1935, Evans spent two months at first on a fixed-term
photographic campaign for the Resettlement Administra-
tion (RA) in West Virginia and Pennsylvania. From Oc-
tober on, he continued to do photographic work for the
RA and later the Farm Security Administration (FSA),
primarily in the Southern United States.
In the summer of 1936, while on leave from the FSA,
he and writer James Agee were sent by Fortune magazine
on assignment to Hale County, Alabama, for a story the
magazine subsequently opted not to run. In 1941, Evans's
photographs and Agee's text detailing the duo's stay with
three white tenant families in southern Alabama during
the Great Depression were published as the groundbreak-
ing book Let Us Now Praise Famous Men. Its detailed
account of three farming families paints a deeply mov-
ing portrait of rural poverty. The critic Janet Malcolm
notes that as in the earlier Beals book a contradiction be-
tween a kind of anguished dissonance in Agee's prose and
the quiet, magisterial beauty of Evans's photographs of
sharecroppers.*[10]
The three families headed by Bud Fields, Floyd Bur-
roughs and Frank Tingle, lived in the Hale County town
of Akron, Alabama, and the owners of the land on which
the families worked told them that Evans and Agee were
“Soviet agents,”although Allie Mae Burroughs, Floyd's

wife, recalled during later interviews her discounting that
information. Evans's photographs of the families made
them icons of Depression-Era misery and poverty. In
September 2005, Fortune revisited Hale County and the
descendants of the three families for its 75th anniversary
issue.*[11] Charles Burroughs, who was four years old
when Evans and Agee visited the family, was“still an-
gry”at them for not even sending the family a copy of
the book; the son of Floyd Burroughs was also reportedly
angry because the family was “cast in a light that they
couldn't do any better, that they were doomed, ignorant”
.*[11]

Evans continued to work for the FSA until 1938. That
year, an exhibition, Walker Evans: American Pho-
tographs, was held at The Museum of Modern Art, New
York. This was the first exhibition in this museum de-
voted to the work of a single photographer. The catalogue
included an accompanying essay by Lincoln Kirstein,
whom Evans had befriended in his early days in New
York.
In 1938, Evans also took his first photographs in the New
York subway with a camera hidden in his coat. These
would be collected in book form in 1966 under the title
Many are Called. In 1938 and 1939, Evans worked with
and mentored Helen Levitt.
Evans, like such other photographers as Henri Cartier-
Bresson, rarely spent time in the darkroom making prints
from his own negatives. He only very loosely supervised
the making of prints of most of his photographs, some-
times only attaching handwritten notes to negatives with
instructions on some aspect of the printing procedure.

Frame house. Charleston, South Carolina 1936

213.1.3 Later work

Evans was a passionate reader and writer, and in 1945 be-
came a staff writer at Time magazine. Shortly afterward
he became an editor at Fortune magazine through 1965.
That year, he became a professor of photography on the
faculty for Graphic Design at the Yale University School
of Art.
In one of his last photographic projects, Evans completed
a black and white portfolio of Brown Brothers Harriman
& Co.'s offices and partners for publication in“Partners
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in Banking,”published in 1968 to celebrate the private
bank's 150th anniversary.*[12] In 1973 and 1974, he also
shot a long series with the then-new Polaroid SX-70 cam-
era, after age and poor health had made it difficult for him
to work with elaborate equipment.
The first definitive retrospective of his photographs,
whose works “individually evoke an incontrovertible
sense of specific places, and collectively a sense of Amer-
ica,”according to a press release, were on view at New
York's Museum of Modern Art in early 1971. Selected
by John Szarkowski and simply titled Walker Evans.*[13]

213.1.4 Death and legacy

Evans died at his home in New Haven, Connecticut, in
1975.*[14]
In 1994, The Estate of Walker Evans handed over its
holdings to New York City's The Metropolitan Museum
of Art.*[15] The Metropolitan Museum of Art is the
sole copyright holder for all works of art in all media by
Walker Evans. The only exception is a group of approx-
imately 1,000 negatives in collection of the Library of
Congress which were produced for the Resettlement Ad-
ministration (RA) / Farm Security Administration (FSA).
Evans's RA / FSA works are in the public domain.*[16]
In 2000, Evans was inducted into the St. Louis Walk of
Fame*[17]*[18]

213.2 See also

• Photojournalism

213.3 Sources

• “Furniture Store Sign, Birmingham, Alabama”

• Walker Evans exhibition in the argus fotokunst art
gallery in Berlin.
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Chapter 214

Weegee

This article is about the 20th-century photographer. For
other uses, see Weegee (disambiguation).

Weegee was the pseudonym of Arthur Fellig (June
12, 1899 – December 26, 1968), a photographer and
photojournalist, known for his stark black and white street
photography. Weegee worked in Manhattan, New York
City's Lower East Side as a press photographer during the
1930s and '40s, and he developed his signature style by
following the city's emergency services and documenting
their activity.*[1] Much of his work depicted unflinch-
ingly realistic scenes of urban life, crime, injury and
death. Weegee published photographic books and also
worked in cinema, initially making his own short films
and later collaborating with film directors such as Jack
Donohue and Stanley Kubrick.

214.1 Life

Weegee was born Ascher (Usher) Fellig in Złoczów
(now Zolochiv, Ukraine), near Lemberg, Austrian Gali-
cia. His name was changed to Arthur when he emigrated
with his family to live in New York in 1909. There he
took numerous odd jobs, including working as an itin-
erant photographer and as an assistant to a commercial
photographer. In 1924 he was hired as a dark-room tech-
nician by Acme Newspictures (later United Press Inter-
national Photos). He left, however, in 1935 to become
a freelance photographer. Describing his beginnings,
Weegee stated:

In my particular case I didn't wait 'til some-
body gave me a job or something, I went and
created a job for myself̶freelance photogra-
pher. And what I did, anybody else can do.
What I did simply was this: I went down to
Manhattan Police Headquarters and for two
years I worked without a police card or any
kind of credentials. When a story came over
a police teletype, I would go to it. The idea
was I sold the pictures to the newspapers. And
naturally, I picked a story that meant some-
thing.*[2]

He worked at night and competed with the police to be
first at the scene of a crime, selling his photographs to
tabloids and photographic agencies.*[3] His photographs,
centered around Manhattan police headquarters, were
soon published by the Herald Tribune, World-Telegram,
Daily News, New York Post, New York Journal American,
Sun, and others.
In 1957, after developing diabetes, he moved in with
Wilma Wilcox, a Quaker social worker whom he had
known since the 1940s, and who cared for him and then
cared for his work.*[4] He traveled extensively in Europe
until 1968, working for the Daily Mirror and on a variety
of photography, film, lecture, and book projects. On De-
cember 26, 1968, Weegee died in New York at the age
of 69.

214.2 Name

Fellig earned his nickname, a phonetic rendering of
Ouija, because of his frequent, seemingly prescient ar-
rivals at scenes only minutes after crimes, fires or other
emergencies were reported to authorities.*[1] He is vari-
ously said to have named himself Weegee or to have been
named by either the staff at Acme Newspictures or by a
police officer.
Another version claims that the nickname originates
from his work as a darkroom assistant, also known as a
“squeegee”boy.*[5]

214.3 Photographic career

214.3.1 Photographic technique

Some photos, like the juxtaposition of society grandes
dames in ermines and tiaras and a glowering street woman
at the Metropolitan Opera (The Critic, 1943), turned out
to have been staged.*[6]*[7]
Most of his notable photographs were taken with very ba-
sic press photographer equipment and methods of the era,
a 4x5 Speed Graphic camera preset at f/16 at 1/200 of a
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second, with flashbulbs and a set focus distance of ten
feet.*[8] He was a self-taught photographer with no for-
mal photographic training. Weegee developed his pho-
tographs in a homemade darkroom in the rear of his car.
This provided an instantaneous result to his work that em-
phasized the nature of the tabloid industry and gave the
images a“hot off the press”feeling. While Fellig would
shoot a variety of subjects and individuals, he also had a
sense of what sold best:

names make news. There's a fight between
a drunken couple on Third Avenue or Ninth
Avenue in Hell's Kitchen, nobody cares. It's
just a barroom brawl. But if society has a fight
in a Cadillac on Park Avenue and their names
are in the Social Register, this makes news and
the papers are interested in that.*[9]

214.3.2 Late 1930s to mid-1940s

Weegee's rubber stamp for signing his pictures

In 1938, Fellig was the only New York newspaper re-
porter with a permit to have a portable police-band short-
wave radio. He maintained a complete darkroom in the
trunk of his car, to expedite getting his free-lance product
to the newspapers. Weegee worked mostly at nightclubs;
he listened closely to broadcasts and often beat authorities
to the scene.
In 1943 five of his photographs were acquired by the
Museum of Modern Art. These works were included
in their exhibition entitled, Action Photography.*[10] He
was later included in “50 Photographs by 50 Photog-
raphers”, another MoMA show organized by photogra-
pher Edward Steichen,*[10] and he lectured at the New
School for Social Research. Advertising and editorial as-
signments for magazines followed, including Life and be-
ginning in 1945, Vogue.

Naked City (1945) was his first book of photographs.
Film producer Mark Hellinger bought the rights to the
title from Weegee.*[10] In 1948, Weegee's aesthetic
formed the foundation for Hellinger's film The Naked
City. It was based on a gritty 1948 story written by Malvin
Wald about the investigation into a model's murder in
New York. Wald was nominated for an Academy Award
for his screenplay, co-written with screenwriter, Albert
Maltz, who would later be blacklisted in the McCarthy-
era.*[11] Later the title was used again for a naturalistic
television police drama series, and in the 1980s, it was
adopted by a band, Naked City, led by the New York
experimental musician John Zorn.
According to the commentary by director Robert Wise,
Weegee appeared in the 1949 film The Set-Up, ringing
the bell at the boxing match.

214.3.3 1950s and 1960s

Weegee experimented with 16mm filmmaking himself
beginning in 1941 and worked in the Hollywood industry
from 1946 to the early 1960s, as an actor and a consultant.
He was an uncredited special effects consultant *[12] and
credited still photographer for Stanley Kubrick's 1964
film Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb. His accent was one of the influences
for the accent of the title character in the film, played by
Peter Sellers.*[12]
In the 1950s and 1960s, Weegee experimented with
panoramic photographs, photo distortions and photogra-
phy through prisms. Using a plastic lens, he made a fa-
mous photograph of Marilyn Monroe in which her face is
grotesquely distorted yet still recognizable.*[13] For the
1950 movie The Yellow Cab Man, Weegee contributed a
sequence in which automobile traffic is wildly distorted.
He is credited for this as “Luigi”in the film's open-
ing credits. He also traveled widely in Europe in the
1960s, where he photographed nude subjects. In Lon-
don he befriended pornographer Harrison Marks and the
model Pamela Green whom he photographed.
In 1966, two years before his death, Weegee starred
as himself in a “Nudie Cutie”exploitation film, in-
tended to be a pseudo-documentary of his life. Called
The 'Imp'probable Mr. Wee Gee, it saw Fellig apparently
falling in love with a shop window dummy, which he then
traces to London, before finally ending up in Paris, all the
while pursuing or photographing various women.*[14]

214.4 Legacy

Weegee can be seen as the American counterpart to
Brassaï, who photographed Paris street scenes at night.
Weegee's themes of nudists, circus performers, freaks
and street people were later taken up and developed by
Diane Arbus in the early 1960s.*[3]
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In 1980 Weegee's widow, Wilma Wilcox, along with Sid-
ney Kaplan, Aaron Rose and Larry Silver formed The
Weegee Portfolio Incorporated to create an exclusive col-
lection of photographic prints made from Weegee s̓ orig-
inal negatives.*[15] As a bequest, Wilma Wilcox do-
nated the entire Weegee archive – 16,000 photographs
and 7,000 negatives*[4] – to the International Center of
Photography in New York. This 1993 gift and trans-
fer of copyright became the source for several exhibi-
tions and books include Weegee's World, edited by Miles
Barth (1997) and Unknown Weegee, edited by Cynthia
Young (2006). The first and largest exhibition was the
329-image Weegee's World: Life, Death and the Human
Drama, mounted in 1997. It was followed in 2002 by
Weegee's Trick Photography, a show of distorted or other-
wise caricatured images, and four years later by Unknown
Weegee, a survey that emphasized his more benign, post-
tabloid photographs.*[4]
2009, the Kunsthalle Vienna held an exhibition called El-
evator to the Gallows. The exhibition combined modern
installations by Banks Violette with Weegee's nocturnal
photography.*[16]
In 2012 ICP opened another Weegee exhibition titled,
Murder is my Business. Also in 2012, an exhibition called
Weegee: The Naked City,*[17] opened at Multimedia Art
Museum, Moscow. In 2013 Weegee's autobiography,
originally published in 1961 as Weegee by Weegee and
long out of print, was retitled as Weegee: The Autobiog-
raphy and republished.
From April 2013 through July 2014 the Flatz Museum in
Dornbirn, Austria presented Weegee. How to photograph
a corpse, based on relevant photographies from Weegee's
portfolio, including many vintage prints. Original news-
papers and magazines dating back to the time where the
photos were taken accompanied the photographs.*[18]

214.5 In popular culture

• The 1992 film The Public Eye is loosely based on
him and features some of his photographs.

• A 1999 episode of The X-Files, "Tithonus", con-
cerns a photographer named “Alfred Fellig”and
his crime photos.

• The 2014 film Nightcrawler was also inspired by
Weegee.*[19]

214.6 Public collections

• Rijksmuseum Amsterdam*[20]

• International Center of Photography*[21]

214.7 See also
• The Public Eye̶a film loosely based on Weegee
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Willard Van Dyke

Willard Van Dyke (December 5, 1906 – January 23,
1986) was an American filmmaker, photographer, arts
administrator, teacher, and former director of the film de-
partment at the Museum of Modern Art.*[1] Van Dyke
went to the University of California, dropping out for a
time to avoid taking an ROTC course.
Van Dyke died in January 23, 1986 of a heart attack on
his way to Cambridge, Mass., where he was named Lau-
reate Artist in Residence at Harvard. He was 79 years
old. Van Dyke is survived by his second wife, the for-
mer Barbara Millikin, of New York; a daughter, Alison
Van Dyke, of Ithaca, N.Y.; three sons, Peter of New York
City; Murray of Santa Fe and Neil of Stowe, Vt., and six
grandchildren.*[2]

215.1 Photography

Van Dyke s̓ involvement with photography started when
he was young. He recalled that “I had been playing
around with a camera and developing my own pictures
since I was 12 years of age.”In 1928, he went to see a
photographic exhibition at the Palace of the Legion of
Honor in San Francisco, where he not only saw some Ed-
ward Weston s̓ work but met him. It was a life-changing
experience.
In 1928, he apprenticed with Edward Weston and by
1932 co-founded Group f/64, with Imogen Cunningham,
Ansel Adams, and Weston. The groupʼs approach em-
phasized both sharp and deep focus (sometimes called
straight photography) in contrast with the painterly ap-
proach of many other photographers.*[3] Van Dyke soon
abandoned still photography, saying in a 1982 documen-
tary based on his life that he did not want to compete with
his closest friend, Weston.*[4]

215.2 Film

Van Dyke's photographs were marked by a tendency to
address social issues, as in portraits of migrant workers,
as well as purely formal subjects. This interest apparently
led him to documentary films. “The effects of the De-

pression were very disturbing to me, and I felt anxious to
promote change,”he once said to an interviewer.“I was
young and impatient, and felt that the documentary film
would more effectively communicate issues to more peo-
ple than would still photography.”(New York Times) He
also suggested that he abandoned photography because
he did not want to compete with his closest friend, We-
ston.*[5]
In 1935, Van Dyke moved to New York City and be-
gan making documentary films. He served as a camera-
man on The River (1938) directed by Pare Lorentz. He
also worked with NYKINO, the film organization that
involved Paul Strand, Ralph Steiner, and Henri Cartier-
Bresson. His film The City (1939) with Steiner, ran for
two years at the New York World's Fair of 1939. During
World War II, he worked the OWI Overseas Motion Pic-
ture Bureau, acting as liaison officer between the OWI
and a Hollywood writers.
From 1946 to 1965, he was a producer/director of films
for television and in the field of adult education. He di-
rected films for the CBS Television programs, The Twen-
tieth Century and The Twenty-First Century. In 1948,
Van Dyke made the documentary film The Photographer
about Edward Weston. In 1960, he was nominated with
Shirley Clarke and Irving Jacoby for an Academy Award
for the short documentary film Skyscraper (1959).*[6]

215.3 Arts Administrator and
Teacher

Van Dyke was director of the Department of Film at the
Museum of Modern Art from 1965 to 1974. , oversee-
ing the expansion of the department's archives and ex-
hibitions, and he started two programs for showing the
work of avant-garde and documentary film makers. He
introduced the work of modern and fellow documentary
photographers and was credited with enhancing photog-
raphy's position as a serious art form. While director
of the Department of Film, Mr. Van Dyke served as
president of the Robert Flaherty International Film Sem-
inars, as chairman of the faculty at the first cinema ses-
sion of the Salzburg Seminar in American Studies, and
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as vice-president of the International Federation of Film
Archives (FIAF). From 1976 he was a trustee and chair-
man of the Film Advisory Committee of the American
Federation of Arts.*[7]
After leaving the Museum of Modern Art in 1977, he
became a professor at the State University of New York
at Purchase, and founded its film program and remained
there until 1981. In 1978, Van Dyke was awarded the
George Eastman Award, given by George Eastman House
for distinguished contribution to the art of film.

215.4 Film Credits

Director*[8]

• 1934 Hands (short)

• 1939 The City (documentary short)

• 1940 Valley Town (documentary)

• 1947 To Hear Your Banjo Play (short)

• 1947 Journey Into Medicine (documentary)

• 1948 The Photographer (documentary short)

• 1950 Choosing for Happiness (short)

• 1950 This Charming Couple (short)

1953 American Frontier (short)
1961-1965 The Twentieth Century (TV series documen-
tary – 5 episodes)
1963 So That Men Are Free (documentary)
Cinematographer
1938 The River (documentary short)
1943 This Is Tomorrow (documentary short)
1954 The Lonely Night (documentary)
Producer
1947 To Hear Your Banjo Play (short) (co-producer)
1948 The Photographer (documentary short) (producer)
1953 American Frontier (short) (producer)
1954 The Lonely Night (documentary) (producer)
1976 Nanook of the North (documentary) (supervisor:
International Film Seminars)
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William Christenberry

William Christenberry (born November 5, 1936) is a
photographer, painter, and sculptor who works with per-
sonal and somewhat mythical themes growing out of his
childhood experiences in Hale County, Alabama.*[1]

216.1 Life

Christenberry received his bachelor's (1958) and mas-
ter's (1959) degrees in fine arts from the University of
Alabama, studying under noted abstract expressionist
Melville Price. Since 1968 he has taught at the Corcoran
College of Art and Design in Washington, D.C.
His artistic career began with the painting of large
abstract-expressionist canvasses, but gradually he began
to be drawn to material that spoke about the place of his
childhood. Although he was raised in Tuscaloosa, Chris-
tenberry spent his summers with extended family in rural
Hale County. After graduating from the University of Al-
abama and beginning a promising, if not immediately re-
warding, artistic career in New York City, he came across
the 1941 book, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, in which
James Agee describes in prose, and Walker Evans in pho-
tographs, the experience of living among the dirt-poor
farming families of Hale County during the Great De-
pression. Some of Evans's photographs made a deep im-
pression on Christenberry.
Shortly after beginning a professorship at Corcoran Col-
lege, Christenberry began making annual visits to Hale
County during the summer to visit family and to explore
and make photographs. Originally these all were made
with a Kodak Brownie camera given to him as a child,
but he later moved to a large format view camera in or-
der to capture more detail. On one occasion in 1973,
Walker Evans, who had encouraged Christenberry to take
his photographs seriously, accompanied him. This was
Evans's first and only return to Hale County since 1936.
One of the results of this pilgrimage was a series of pho-
tographs documenting the decay of individual structures,
which are photographed as nearly isolated objects. In
1974, Christenberry began translating some of these pho-
tographed buildings into detailed sculptures that accu-
rately reproduce their state of decay and patina. Although

detailed and properly proportioned, Christenberry does
not refer to these creations as models, as he says they are
not based on precise measurements, and he prefers that
they be called sculptures. The bases for these sculptures
often are set in soil taken from these places. On many
of these trips, Christenberry has collected old advertising
signs and other found objects that inspire him. Some of
these are incorporated into his work, while others hang
in his studio.
Another series of works was provoked by an incident
when, out of curiosity, he tried to attend a meeting of
the Ku Klux Klan. Confronted at the door by a glaring
masked figure, Christenberry fled. Although he destroyed
his first two Klan paintings, the subject occupied him for
many years, resulting in a dense multi-media construc-
tion adjacent to his studio that came to be known as the
“Klan Room,”which was burgled mysteriously in 1979.

Christenberry has largely reconstructed the room, which
is filled with paintings, found objects, drawings, sculp-
tures, dioramas, and a series of fabric dolls of Klansmen
in their hooded robes.
Though known more as a photographer and multi-media
artist than as a painter, Christenberry continues to teach
painting. His work has been exhibited in solo and group
shows around the world and is the subject of several
monographs. He is represented by Pace/MacGill Gallery
in New York.*[2]

216.2 Solo exhibitions

• Rencontres de la photographie, Arles, 1977

• Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Montgomery,
Alabama. January 15-March 27, 2005

• Passing Time: The Art of William Christenberry,
Smithsonian American Art Museum, 2006

• Site/Possession, University of Virginia Art Mu-
seum, 2007

• Columbus Museum of Art, January 16 - May 10,
2009
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• [Artspace] at Untitled, Oklahoma City, OK, April 9
- June 26, 2010

• Southern Dialogue, FEROZ Galerie, Bonn Ger-
many, May 17 - July 19, 2013

• Fundación Mapfre, Madrid, September 25- Novem-
ber 24, 2013.*[3]

216.3 Further reading
• William Christenberry, Walter Hopps, Andy

Grundberg, William Christenberry, Elizabeth
Broun (Foreword), Howard N. Fox (Editor)
(Aperture, 2006)

•“William Christenberry”Susanne Lange, (Düssel-
dorf: Richter Verlag, 2002)

• Christenberry, William, and Susanne Lange (ed.)
(2008). William Christenberry: Working From
Memory. London: Steidl.

• Evans, Walker, and William Christenberry (1990).
Of Time and Place: Walker Evans and William
Christenberry. Carmel, CA: Friends of Photogra-
phy.

216.4 References
[1] Christenberry, William (September 28, 2007). Place,

Time, and Memory. Southern Spaces

[2]

[3] Elena Vozmediano: William Christenberry, el Sur en Ko-
dachrome, El Cultural, 18 Oc 2013.

216.5 External links
• Klan Tableau, A film documenting William

Christenberry's Klan Tableau in Washing-
ton, D.C. (Includes interview with Christen-
berry.)http://southernspaces.org/2007/klan-tableau

• Christenberry page at the Alabama Arts Council

• Christenberry at About.com

• “William Christenberry”, Pace/MacGill Gallery

• Audio commentary by Christenberry, December
2006

• Hale, Grace Elizabeth. “Wounds, Vines,
Scratches, and Names: Signs of Return in South-
ern Photography” A review of the University
of Virginia Art Museum's exhibit “Southern
Views/Southern Photographers,”which includes

work by Christenberry. Southern Spaces, 23
February 2011. http://southernspaces.org/2011/
wounds-vines-scratches-and-names-signs-return-southern-photography

• Jobey, Liz.“William Christenberry: Working From
Memory.” The Guardian, November 20, 2008.

• William Christenberry, " Place, Time, and Mem-
ory”, Southern Spaces, 28 September 2007. http://
southernspaces.org/2007/place-time-and-memory

• Sprott Church, Sprott, Alabama at the Birmingham
Museum of Art
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William Eggleston

William Eggleston (born July 27, 1939), is an Ameri-
can photographer. He is widely credited with increasing
recognition for color photography as a legitimate artistic
medium to display in art galleries.

217.1 Early years

William Eggleston was born in Memphis, Tennessee and
raised in Sumner, Mississippi. His father was an engi-
neer and his mother was the daughter of a prominent local
judge. As a boy, Eggleston was introverted; he enjoyed
playing the piano, drawing, and working with electronics.
From an early age, he was also drawn to visual media, and
reportedly enjoyed buying postcards and cutting out pic-
tures from magazines.
At the age of 15, Eggleston was sent to the Webb School,
a boarding establishment. Eggleston later recalled few
fond memories of the school, telling a reporter,“It had a
kind of Spartan routine to 'build character'. I never knew
what that was supposed to mean. It was so callous and
dumb. It was the kind of place where it was considered
effeminate to like music and painting.”Eggleston was un-
usual among his peers in eschewing the traditional South-
ern male pursuits of hunting and sports, in favor of artis-
tic pursuits and observation of the world. Nevertheless,
Eggleston noted that he never felt like an outsider. “I
never had the feeling that I didn't fit in,”he told a re-
porter,“But probably I didn't.”*[1]
Eggleston attended Vanderbilt University for a year, Delta
State College for a semester, and the University of Mis-
sissippi (Ole Miss) for about five years, none of these ex-
periences resulting in a college degree. However, it was
during these university years that his interest in photog-
raphy took root: a friend at Vanderbilt gave Eggleston a
Leica camera. Eggleston studied art at Ole Miss and was
introduced to abstract expressionism by visiting painter,
Tom Young.

217.2 Artistic development

Eggleston's early photographic efforts were inspired by
the work of Swiss-born photographer Robert Frank, and
by French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson's book,
The Decisive Moment. Eggleston later recalled that the
book was“the first serious book I found, from many aw-
ful books...I didn't understand it a bit, and then it sank in,
and I realized, my God, this is a great one.”*[1] First
photographing in black-and-white, Eggleston began ex-
perimenting with color in 1965 and 1966 after being in-
troduced to the medium by William Christenberry. Color
transparency film became his dominant medium in the
later 1960s. Eggleston's development as a photographer
seems to have taken place in relative isolation from other
artists. In an interview with Director of Photography
at New York's Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) John
Szarkowski describes his first encounter with the young
Eggleston in 1969 as being“absolutely out of the blue”
. After reviewing Eggleston's work (which he recalled as
a suitcase full of “drugstore”color prints) Szarkowski
prevailed upon the Photography Committee of MoMA to
buy one of Eggleston's photographs.
In 1970, Eggleston's friend William Christenberry in-
troduced him to Walter Hopps, director of Washington,
D.C.'s Corcoran Gallery. Hopps later reported being
“stunned”by Eggleston's work: “I had never seen any-

thing like it.”
Eggleston taught at Harvard in 1973 and 1974, and it was
during these years that he discovered dye-transfer print-
ing; he was examining the price list of a photographic lab
in Chicago when he read about the process. As Eggle-
ston later recalled: “It advertised 'from the cheapest to
the ultimate print.' The ultimate print was a dye-transfer.
I went straight up there to look and everything I saw was
commercial work like pictures of cigarette packs or per-
fume bottles but the colour saturation and the quality of
the ink was overwhelming. I couldn't wait to see what
a plain Eggleston picture would look like with the same
process. Every photograph I subsequently printed with
the process seemed fantastic and each one seemed better
than the previous one.”The dye-transfer process resulted
in some of Eggleston's most striking and famous work,
such as his 1973 photograph entitled The Red Ceiling, of
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which Eggleston said,“The Red Ceiling is so powerful,
that in fact I've never seen it reproduced on the page to my
satisfaction. When you look at the dye it is like red blood
that's wet on the wall.... A little red is usually enough, but
to work with an entire red surface was a challenge.”
At Harvard, Eggleston prepared his first portfolio, enti-
tled 14 Pictures (1974). Eggleston's work was exhibited
at MoMA in 1976. Although this was well over a decade
after MoMA had exhibited color photographs by Ernst
Haas,*[2]*[3]*[4]*[5] the tale that the Eggleston exhibi-
tion was MoMA's first exhibition of color photography is
frequently repeated,*[n 1] and the 1976 show is regarded
as a watershed moment in the history of photography, by
marking“the acceptance of colour photography by the
highest validating institution”(in the words of Mark Hol-
born).
Around the time of his 1976 MoMA exhibition, Eggle-
ston was introduced to Viva, the Andy Warhol“super-
star”, with whom he began a long relationship. Dur-
ing this period Eggleston became familiar with Andy
Warhol's circle, a connection that may have helped fos-
ter Eggleston's idea of the“democratic camera”, Mark
Holborn suggests. Also in the 1970s Eggleston exper-
imented with video, producing several hours of roughly
edited footage Eggleston calls Stranded in Canton. Writer
Richard Woodward, who has viewed the footage, likens
it to a“demented home movie”, mixing tender shots of
his children at home with shots of drunken parties, public
urination and a man biting off a chicken's head before a
cheering crowd in New Orleans. Woodward suggests that
the film is reflective of Eggleston's“fearless naturalism
̶a belief that by looking patiently at what others ignore
or look away from, interesting things can be seen.”
Eggleston's published books and portfolios, include Los
Alamos (actually completed in 1974, before the publi-
cation of the Guide) the massive Election Eve (1976; a
portfolio of photographs taken around Plains, Georgia
before that year's presidential election); TheMorals of Vi-
sion (1978); and Flowers (1978); Wedgwood Blue (1979);
Seven (1979); Troubled Waters (1980); The Louisiana
Project (1980). William Eggleston's Graceland (1984) is
a series of commissioned photographs of Elvis Presley s̓
Graceland, depicting the singer s̓ home as an airless, win-
dowless tomb in custom-made bad taste.*[6] Other series
include The Democratic Forest (1989), Faulkner's Missis-
sippi (1990), and Ancient and Modern (1992).
Some of his early series have not been shown until the late
2000s. The Nightclub Portraits (1973), a series of large
black-and-white portraits in bars and clubs around Mem-
phis was, for the most part, not shown until 2005.*[7]
Lost and Found, part of Egglestonʼs Los Alamos series,
is a body of photographs that have remained unseen for
decades because until 2008 no one knew that they be-
longed to Walter Hopps; the works from this series chron-
icle road trips the artist took with Hopps, leaving from
Memphis and traveling as far as the West Coast.*[8] Also

not editioned until 2011, Egglestonʼs Election Eve pho-
tographs were taken prior to the 1976 presidential elec-
tion in Plains, Georgia, the rural seat of presidential can-
didate Jimmy Carter, and along the road from Memphis,
Tennessee.*[9]
Eggleston also worked with filmmakers, photographing
the set of John Huston's film Annie (1982) and document-
ing the making of David Byrne's film True Stories (1986).

217.3 Eggleston's aesthetic

Eggleston's The Red Ceiling, also known as Greenwood, Mis-
sissippi, 1973.

Eggleston's mature work is characterized by its ordinary
subject-matter. As Eudora Welty noted in her intro-
duction to The Democratic Forest, an Eggleston photo-
graph might include “old tyres, Dr Pepper machines,
discarded air-conditioners, vending machines, empty and
dirty Coca-Cola bottles, torn posters, power poles and
power wires, street barricades, one-way signs, detour
signs, No Parking signs, parking meters and palm trees
crowding the same curb.”
Eudora Welty suggests that Eggleston sees the complex-
ity and beauty of the mundane world: “The extraordi-
nary, compelling, honest, beautiful and unsparing pho-
tographs all have to do with the quality of our lives in the
ongoing world: they succeed in showing us the grain of
the present, like the cross-section of a tree.... They fo-
cus on the mundane world. But no subject is fuller of
implications than the mundane world!" Mark Holborn,
in his introduction to Ancient and Modern writes about
the dark undercurrent of these mundane scenes as viewed
through Eggleston's lens: "[Eggleston's] subjects are, on
the surface, the ordinary inhabitants and environs of sub-
urban Memphis and Mississippi̶friends, family, barbe-
cues, back yards, a tricycle and the clutter of the mun-
dane. The normality of these subjects is deceptive, for
behind the images there is a sense of lurking danger.”
American artist Edward Ruscha said of Eggleston's work,
“When you see a picture heʼs taken, youʼre stepping

into some kind of jagged world that seems like Eggleston
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World.”*[1]
According to Philip Gefter from Art & Auction, “It is
worth noting that Stephen Shore and William Eggleston,
pioneers of color photography in the early 1970s, bor-
rowed, consciously or not, from the photorealists. Their
photographic interpretation of the American vernacular
̶gas stations, diners, parking lots̶is foretold in photo-
realist paintings that preceded their pictures.”*[10]

217.4 Publications
• The Democratic Forest. Introduction by Eudora

Welty, Afterword by William Eggleston and Mark
Holborn.

• London: Secker & Warburg, 1989.
• New York: Doubleday, 1989. ISBN 978-0-

385266-51-2.

• Faulkner's Mississippi. Birmingham: Oxmoor
House, 1990. ISBN 978-0-848710-52-1. Text by
Willie Morris.

• Ancient and Modern. New York: Random House,
1992. ISBN 978-0-224069-63-2. Introduction by
Mark Holborn.

• Horses and Dogs. Washington and London:
Smithsonian Institution, 1994. ISBN 978-
1560985051. Essay by Richard B. Woodward.

• The Hasselblad Award 1998: William Eggleston.
Zurich: Scalo; Goteborg: Hasselblad Center, 1999.
ISBN 978-3908247982. Edited by Gunilla Knape,
essays by Walter Hopps and Thomas Weski, inter-
view transcript with Ute Eskildsen.

• William Eggleston. Göttingen: Steidl; Paris: Foun-
dation Cartier, 2001. ISBN 978-2-86925-084-0.
Bilingual (French and English).

• William Eggleston's Guide. New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 2002. ISBN 978-0-870703-78-2.

• Los Alamos. Zurich: Scalo Publishers, 2003. ISBN
978-3-908247-69-2. Text by Walter Hopps and
Thomas Weski.

• 2 1/4. Santa Fe: Twin Palms Publishers, 1999,
2008, 2011. ISBN 978-0-944092-70-5. Text by
Bruce Wagner.

• The Spirit of Dunkerque.

• Paris: Biro, 2006. ISBN 2351190173.
• Corte Madera, CA: Gingko, 2009. Text by

Vincent Gerard and Jean-pierre Rehm.

• 5 x 7. Santa Fe: Twin Palms Publishers,
2007. ISBN 9781931885485. Essay by Michael
Almereyda.

• William Eggleston: Democratic Camera, Pho-
tographs and Video, 1961-2008. Text by Elisabeth
Sussman, Thomas Weski, Tina Kukielski and
Stanley Booth. Exhibition catalogue.

• New York: Whitney Museum of American
Art, 2008.

• New Haven, CT: Yale University, 2008. ISBN
978-0300126211.

• Paris. Göttingen: Steidl, 2009. ISBN 978-3-
865219-15-2.

• Before Color. Göttingen: Steidl, 2010. ISBN 978-
3-869301-22-8.

• For Now. Santa Fe: Twin Palms Publishing, 2010.
ISBN 978-1-931885-93-5. Afterward by Michael
Almereyda; short texts,“Eggleston, 1971”by Lloyd
Fonvielle, “In Conversation with William Eggle-
ston”by Kristina McKenna,“Two Women and One
Man”by Greil Marcus,“Night Vision: The Cinema
of William Eggleston”by Any Taubin, and a longer
text ""It Never Entered My Mind": (Answers to 11
frequently asked questions about William Eggleston
in the Real World)" by Michael Almereyda.

• Chromes. Göttingen: Steidl, 2011. ISBN 978-3-
869303-11-6.

• Los Alamos Revisited. Göttingen: Steidl, 2012.
ISBN 978-3-869305-32-5.

• From Black & White to Color. Göttingen: Steidl,
2014. ISBN 978-3869307930. Introduction by Ag-
nès Sire (“The Invention of a Language”), essay
by Thomas Weski.

• At Zenith. Göttingen: Steidl, 2014. ISBN 978-
3869307107.

217.5 Photographs in notable pub-
lications

The earliest commercial use of Eggleston's art was on al-
bum covers for the Memphis group Big Star, with whom
Eggleston recorded for the album Third/Sister Lovers and
who used his photograph of a red ceiling on their album
Radio City. Eggleston's photograph of dolls on a Cadil-
lac hood featured on the cover of the Alex Chilton album
Like Flies on Sherbert. The Primal Scream album Give
out But Don't Give Up features a cropped photograph of
a neon confederate flag and a palm tree by Eggleston. In
1994, Eggleston allowed his long-time friend and fellow
photographer Terry Manning to use two Eggleston pho-
tographs for the front and back covers of the CD release
of Christopher Idylls, an album of ethereal acoustic guitar
music produced by Manning and performed by another
Eggleston friend, Gimmer Nicholson.
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In 2006, a William Eggleston image was coincidentally
used as both the cover to Primal Scream's single "Country
Girl" and the paperback edition of Ali Smith's novel The
Accidental. The same picture had already been used on
the cover of Chuck Prophet's Age of Miracles album in
2004.
In 2001, Eggleston's photograph“Memphis (1968)" was
used as the cover of Jimmy Eat World's top-selling al-
bum Bleed American. Eggleston's photos also appear on
Tanglewood Numbers by the Silver Jews, Joanna New-
som and the Ys Street Band by Joanna Newsom and
Transference by Spoon.

217.6 Documentary appearances
• William Eggleston in the Real World (2005) by

Michael Almereyda.

• By the Ways: A Journey with William Eggleston
(2007), directed by Vincent Gérard and Cédric
Laty. Selected for the Grand Jury Prize at Sundance
Film Festival in 2006.

• The Source (2012), by Doug Aitken.*[n 2]

217.7 Film and other appearances
• Great Balls of Fire (1989), directed by Jim McBride.

Eggleston plays Jerry Lee Lewis's father, Elmo
Lewis.

• Restless, x-ray technician (as himself) (2011).

• Today (TV Series) (episode dated 31 May 2011), as
himself.

• Big Star: Nothing Can Hurt Me (2013), directed by
Drew DeNicola and Olivia Mori.

• Eggleston featured in a print ad for Marc Ja-
cobs clothing, alongside Charlotte Rampling, pho-
tographed by Juergen Teller.

217.8 Exhibitions (incomplete)
• 1999: William Eggleston and the Color Tradition, J.

Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles.

• 2001: William Eggleston, Fondation Cartier, Paris.
Traveled to Hayward Gallery, London.

• 2002: documenta 11, Kassel, Germany.

• 2002: William Eggleston: Los Alamos, Museum
Ludwig, Cologne, Germany. Traveled to Serralves
Foundation, Portugal; Norwegian Museum of Con-
temporary Art, Oslo, Norway; Louisiana Museum

of Modern Art, Humlebaek, Denmark; Albertina,
Vienna, Austria; and San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, San Francisco, California; Dallas Mu-
seum of Art, Dallas, Texas through 2005).

• 2008: William Eggleston: Democratic Camera, Pho-
tographs and Video 1961–2008, Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York.*[6] Co-organized with
Haus der Kunst, Munich; Corcoran Gallery, Wash-
ington, D.C.; Art Institute of Chicago; and the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art.*[11]

• 2012: New Dyes, Rose Gallery, Santa Monica, Cal-
ifornia*[12]

217.9 Awards

• 1975: Photographer's Fellowship, National Endow-
ment for the Arts.

• 1978: National Endowment for the Arts.

• 1989: Photographic Society of Japan.

• 1996: Distinguished Achievement Award,
University of Memphis.

• 1998: Hasselblad Award, Hasselblad Foundation,
Gothenburg, Sweden.*[13]

• 2003: Special 150th Anniversary Medal and Hon-
orary Fellowship (HonFRPS), Royal Photographic
Society, London.*[14]

• 2004: Getty Images Lifetime Achievement Award
at the International Center of Photography (ICP) In-
finity Awards.

• 2013: Outstanding Contribution to Photography
Award, Sony World Photography Awards, World
Photography Organisation, London.

217.10 Art market

In 2012, three dozen of Eggleston's larger-format prints –
40 by 66 inches instead of the original format of 16 by 20
inches – sold for $5.9 million in an auction at Christie's to
benefit the Eggleston Artistic Trust, an organization ded-
icated to the preservation of the artist s̓ work; the top lot,
Untitled 1970, set a world auction record for a single print
by the photographer at $578,000.*[15] New York art col-
lector Jonathan Sobel,*[16] subsequently filed a lawsuit
in United States District Court for the Southern District
of New York against Eggleston, alleging that the artist's
decision to print and sell oversized versions of some of
his famous images in an auction has diluted the rarity̶
and therefore the resale value̶of the originals.*[17] The
court later dismissed the lawsuit.*[15]
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217.11 Notes
[1] Two examples: "[Eggleston] managed to convince

[MoMA] to grant him their very first one-man exhibi-
tion of color photography”(Jim Lewis, "Kodachrome
Moment: How William Eggleston's revolutionary exhi-
bition changed everything", Slate, February 10, 2003);
“a controversial but revolutionary exhibition in 1976̶

MoMAʼs first solo show to feature color photographs̶
and a classic accompanying book, William Egglestonʼs
Guide" ("William Eggleston: Democratic Camera, Pho-
tographs and Video, 1961–2008", Corcoran Gallery of
Art, 2009).

[2] It can be viewed at .
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William Garnett (photographer)

William A. Garnett (1916 - August 26, 2006) was
an American landscape photographer who specialized in
aerial photography.
Garnett was born in Chicago, Illinois, in 1916, and in
1920 his family moved to Pasadena, California. After
graduating from Pasadena's John Muir Technical High
School he studied for one year at the Art Center School
in Los Angeles and then, beginning in 1938, he worked
for two years as an independent commercial photogra-
pher and graphic designer.
In 1940 he was hired as a photographer by the Pasadena
Police Department, where he was employed for four
years. In 1944 he worked briefly for the Lockeed air-
craft company before being drafted into the U.S. Army,
where he assisted in the production of training films for
the U.S. Signal Corps.
After leaving the Army in 1945 Garnett used the G.I. Bill
to pay for flight instruction and by 1949 he had purchased
his first plane and begun capturing the aerial photographs
for which he is admired. His work began to attract critical
attention and in 1953 he won the first of three Guggen-
heim fellowships for his beautiful landscapes.
In 1955, Garnett had his first one-man show at the George
Eastman House in Rochester, New York. His work was
also included in Edward Steichen's The Family of Man
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New York
City in 1955.
Garnett bought a Cessna 170B in 1956 and he used it for
decades as a vantage point for his photography. He made
small modifications to the plane to facilitate his photogra-
phy. According to the Getty Museum, Garnett“exper-
imented with a variety of camera formats and films but
found that two 35mm cameras (one loaded with black-
and-white film, and another with color film) best suited
his needs.”He may have also used Pentax 6X7 medium
format cameras to capture his imagery.
In 1958 Garnett moved from Los Angeles to Napa, Cali-
fornia, and continued working as a commercial photogra-
pher for the next ten years. In 1968 he joined the College
of Environmental Design at the University of California,
Berkeley. He served as a professor at the university until
his retirement in 1984.

Garnett's photography was featured in many national
magazines, including Fortune, Life, Reader's Digest, and
The New York Times Magazine. His unique landscapes
have also appeared in many art books and as illustrations
in many textbooks.
His work has been collected by the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., and the J.
Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles.
In 1941 Garnett married contralto Eula Beal (1919-2008)
and together they raised three sons.
Garnett died on August 26, 2006 at his home in Napa,
California.

218.1 Quotes

From the artist's profile at the Getty Museum.

218.2 Books by William Garnett
• The Extraordinary Landscape (Boston: Little,

Brown, 1982)

• William Garnett, Aerial Photographs (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1996)

218.3 References and Links
• William Garnett - information from 1980, Silver

Image Gallery exhibition in Seattle

• Getty Art Museum, Artist Profile

• Los Angeles Times obituary

• New York Times obituary

• San Francisco Chronicle obituary
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William Henry Jackson

William Henry Jackson (April 4, 1843 – June 30, 1942)
was an American painter, Civil War veteran, geological
survey photographer and an explorer famous for his im-
ages of the American West. He was a great-great nephew
of Samuel Wilson, the progenitor of America's national
symbol Uncle Sam.*[1]*[2]

219.1 Early life

Jackson was born in Keeseville, New York, on April 4,
1843,*[3]*[4] as the first of seven children to George Hal-
lock Jackson and Harriet Maria Allen. Harriet, a tal-
ented water-colorist, was a graduate of the Troy Female
Academy, later the Emma Willard School. Painting was
his passion from a very young age. By age 19 he had
become a skillful, talented artist of American pre-Civil
War Visual Arts, of whom Orson Squire Fowler wrote as
being“excellent as a painter”.*[2]
After his childhood in Troy, New York, and Rutland,
Vermont, Jackson enlisted in October 1862 as a 19-year-
old private in Company K of the 12th Vermont Infantry
of the Union Army*[5] Jackson spent much of his free
time sketching drawings of his friends and various scenes
of Army camp life that he sent home to his family as his
way of letting them know he was safe.*[5] He served in
the American Civil War for nine months including one
major battle, the Battle of Gettysburg. Jackson spent
most of his tour on garrison duty and helped guard a sup-
ply train during the engagement. His regiment mustered
out on July 14, 1863.*[4] Jackson then returned to Rut-
land, where he worked as an artistic painter in post-Civil
War American society. Having broken his engagement to
Miss Carolina Eastman, he left Vermont for the Ameri-
can West.
In 1866 Jackson boarded a Union Pacific Railroad train
and traveled until it reached the end of the line at that
time, about one hundred miles west of Omaha, Nebraska,
where he then joined a wagon train heading west to Great
Salt Lake as a bullwhacker, on the Oregon Trail. In 1867
along with his brother Edward Jackson he settled down
in Omaha and entered the photography business.*[6] On
ventures that often lasted for several days, Jackson acted

as a "missionary to the Indians”around the Omaha re-
gion, and it was there that Jackson made his now famous
photographs of the American Indians: Osages, Otoes,
Pawnees, Winnebagoes and Omahas.*[2]

219.2 Career as photographer

Survey Camp, Yellowstone National Park, 1871. Photo by
William Henry Jackson

In 1869 Jackson won a commission from the Union Pa-
cific to document the scenery along the various railroad
routes for promotional purposes. When his work was dis-
covered by Ferdinand Hayden, who was organizing a ge-
ologic survey to explore the Yellowstone River region, he
was asked to join the expedition.*[4]*[6]
The following year, he got a last-minute invitation to join
the 1870 U.S. government survey (predecessor of U.S.
Geological Survey) of the Yellowstone River and Rocky
Mountains led by Ferdinand Hayden. He also was a
member of the Hayden Geological Survey of 1871*[7]
which led to the creation of Yellowstone National Park.
Painter Thomas Moran was also part of the expedition,
and the two artists worked closely together to document
the Yellowstone region. Hayden's surveys (usually ac-
companied by a small detachment of the U.S. Cavalry)
were annual multidisciplinary expeditions meant to chart
the largely unexplored west, observe flora (plants), fauna
(animals), and geological conditions (geology), and iden-
tify likely navigational routes, so as official photographer
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for the survey, Jackson was in a position to capture the
first photographs of legendary landmarks of the West.
These photographs played an important role in convinc-
ing Congress in 1872 to establish Yellowstone National
Park, the first national park of the U.S.*[4] His involve-
ment with Hayden's survey established his reputation as
one of the most accomplished explorers of the American
continent. Among Hayden's party were Jackson, Moran,
geologist George Allen, mineralogist Albert Peale, to-
pographical artist Henry Elliot, botanists, and other sci-
entists who collected numerous wildlife specimens and
other natural data.*[8]

William Henry Jackson, as a member of the U. S. Geological
Survey exploring the Teton country in 1872

Jackson worked in multiple camera and plate sizes, un-
der conditions that were often incredibly difficult.*[3] His
photography was based on the collodion process invented
in 1848 and published in 1851 by Frederick Scott Archer.
Jackson traveled with as many as three camera-types̶a
stereographic camera (for stereoscope cards), a“whole-
plate”or 8x10”plate-size camera, and one even larger, as
large as 18x22”. These cameras required fragile, heavy
glass plates (photographic plates), which had to be coated,
exposed, and developed onsite, before the wet-collodion
emulsion dried. Without light metering equipment or
sure emulsion speeds, exposure times required inspired
guesswork, between five seconds and twenty minutes de-
pending on light conditions.
Preparing, exposing, developing, fixing, washing then
drying a single image could take the better part of an hour.
Washing the plates in 160 °F hot spring water cut the dry-

ing time by more than half, while using water from snow
melted and warmed in his hands slowed down the process-
ing substantially. His photographic division of 5 to 7 men
carried photographic equipment on the backs of mules
and rifles on their shoulders. Jackson's life experience
(for example his military service, and his peaceful deal-
ings with Indians) was welcomed. The weight of the glass
plates and the portable darkroom limited the number of
possible exposures on any one trip, and these images were
taken in primitive, roadless, and physically challenging
conditions. Once when the mule lost its footing, Jack-
son lost a month's work, having to return to untracked
Rocky Mountain landscapes to remake the pictures, one
of which was his celebrated view of the Mount of the
Holy Cross.*[8]
Despite the delays and setbacks Jackson returned with
conclusive photographic evidence of the various western
landmarks that had previously seemed only a fantastic
myth: the Grand Tetons, Old Faithful and the rest of the
Yellowstone region, Colorado's Rockies and the Mount
of the Holy Cross, and the uncooperative Ute Indians.
Jackson's photographs of Yellowstone helped convince
the U.S. Congress to make it the first National Park in
March 1872.*[2]

Photo by W.H.Jackson

Railway train of the Italian Line, Marsa, 1894

Jackson exhibited photographs and clay models of
Anasazi dwellings at Mesa Verde in Colorado in the 1876
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. He continued
traveling on the Hayden Surveys until the last one in 1878.
He later established a studio in Denver, Colorado and
produced a huge inventory of national and international
views. Commissioned to photograph for western state ex-
hibitions at the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 in
Chicago, he eventually produced a final portfolio of views
of the just-shuttered“White City”for Director of Works
and architect Daniel Burnham.
From 1890 to 1892 Jackson produced photographs for
several railroad lines (including the Baltimore and Ohio
(B&O) and the New York Central) using 18 x 22-inch
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glass plate negatives.*[7] The B&O used his photographs
in their exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition.*[6]
From 1894 to 1896 Jackson was a member and photog-
rapher for the World's Transportation Commission, orga-
nized by Joseph Gladding Pangborn, a publisher for the
Railroad. Jackson produced more than 900 photographs
for the commission, which are now part of a collection on
display at the Library of congress.*[7]*[9]*[10]

219.3 Career as a painter

Jackson was a prodigy as a painter in his youth*[11], and
during his lifetime produced many paintings of the Amer-
ican west. Jackon's mother was also an accomplished
painter of water colours and to her he gave credit for her
encouragement with his success as a painter. His first job
as an artist was in 1858. He was hired as a retoucher
for a photography studio in Troy, New York, where he
worked for two years.*[5] Scotts Bluff National Monu-
ment in Nebraska houses the largest collection of William
Henry Jackson paintings in the world.*[5]*[5] During the
last decade of his life Jackson returned to illustrating.

Map of Pony Express Route in 1860, created by William
Henry Jackson c. 1935 (Courtesy Library of Congress)

219.4 Career as publisher

Thrust into financial exigencies by the Panic of 1893,
Jackson accepted a commission by Marshall Field to
travel the world photographing and gathering specimens
for a vast new museum in Chicago; his pictures and re-
ports were published by Harper's Weekly magazine. He
returned to Denver and shifted into publishing; in 1897
he sold his entire stock of negatives and his own ser-
vices to the Detroit Publishing Co. (formerly called the
Detroit Photographic Company, owned by William A.
Livingstone), after the company had acquired the ex-

William Henry Jackson aboard the Detroit Photographic Co.
Special train, 1902.

clusive ownership and rights to the photochrom process
in America. Jackson joined the company in 1898 as
president - just when the Spanish–American War gained
the nation's fervent interest - bringing with him an esti-
mated 10,000 negatives which provided the core of the
company's photographic archives, from which they pro-
duced pictures ranging from postcards to mammoth-plate
panoramas.*[12]
In 1903, Jackson became the plant manager, thus leaving
him with less time to travel and take photographs. In 1905
or 1906, the company changed its name from the Detroit
Photographic Co. to the Detroit Publishing Co.*[13]
In the 1910s, the publishing firm expanded its inventory
to include photographic copies of works of art, which
were popular educational tools as well as inexpensive
home decor.
During its height, the Detroit Publishing Company drew
upon 40,000 negatives for its publishing effort, and had
sales of seven million prints annually. Traveling sales-
men, mail order catalogues, and a few retail stores ag-
gressively sold the company's products. The company
maintained outlets in Detroit, New York, Los Angeles,
London, and Zurich, and also sold their images at popu-
lar tourist spots and through the mail. At the height of its
success, the company employed some forty artisans and a
dozen or more traveling salesmen. In a typical year they
would publish an estimated seven million prints.
With the declining sale of photographs and postcards dur-
ing World War I, and the introduction of new and cheaper
printing methods used by competing firms, the Detroit
Publishing Company went into receivership in 1924, and
in 1932 the company's assets were liquidated.*[13]
Today, Jackson's Detroit photographs are housed at the
U.S. Library of Congress. This collection of photographs
includes more than 25,000 glass negatives and trans-
parencies along with some 300 color photolithograph
prints, mostly of the eastern United States. The Jack-
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son/Detroit collection also includes a small group that in-
cludes some 900 Mammoth Plate photographs that were
taken along several railroad lines in the United States and
Mexico in the 1880s and 1890s. The collection also in-
cludes views of California, Wyoming and the Canadian
Rocky Mountains.*[14]
In 1936 Edsel Ford, backed by his father Henry Ford,
bought Jackson's 40,000 negatives from Livingstone's
estate for “The Edison Institute,”known today as
Greenfield Village in Dearborn, Michigan. Eventually,
Jackson's negatives were divided between the Colorado
Historical Society (views west of the Mississippi), and the
Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division (all
other views).

Restored photochrom print of Hotel del Coronado in
Coronado, California by William Henry Jackson for the
Detroit Publishing Company, c. 1900.

219.5 Later life

Jackson moved to Washington, D.C. in 1924, and pro-
duced murals of the Old West for the new U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior building. He also acted as a technical
advisor for the filming of Gone with the Wind.
William Henry Jackson also attended the 75th anniver-
sary commemoration and the 1938 Gettysburg reunion,
in July 1938.*[15]
In 1942, Jackson died at the age of 99 in New York
City.*[6] He was honored by the Explorer's Club for his
80,000 photographs of the American West. He was also
memorialized by the Adventurers' Club of New York, of
which he was an active member. The SS William H Jack-
son steamship was in active service in 1945. Recognized
as one of the last surviving Civil War veterans, he was
buried at Arlington National Cemetery.
Mount Jackson el. 8,231 feet (2,509 m) just north of
the Madison River, in the Gallatin Range of Yellowstone
National Park is named in honor of Jackson.*[16]*[17]

Jackson in later life

219.6 Gallery

Media related to William Henry Jackson at Wikimedia
Commons

219.7 See also

• Adventurers' Club of New York

• Hovenweep National Monument

• Colorado 1870-2000 (book)
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219.10 External links
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219.10.1 Photo archives and exhibitions

Library of Congress

• Extensive collection of W.H. Jackson photos at the
Library of Congress

• The Library of Congress, Around the World in the
1890s, photographs by William Henry Jackson

Other archives and libraries

• Works by William Henry Jackson at Project Guten-
berg

• Works by or about William Henry Jackson at
Internet Archive

• The William Henry Jackson World's Columbian Ex-
position Photographs collection from Ball State Uni-
versity's Digital Media Repository provides online
access to images from White City (as it was) and
Jackson's Famous Pictures of the World's Fair, two
books of plates of official images taken by William
Henry Jackson for the 1893 World's Columbian Ex-
position.

• Inventory of Photographs from the U.S. Geological
Survey of the Territories, for the Years 1869-1874,
taken by William Henry Jackson at The Bancroft Li-
brary

• Mammoth Plate Photographs of the North American
West by William Henry Jackson, from the Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale Univer-
sity

• William Henry Jackson Photograph and Art Work
Collection, Brigham Young University

• Inventory of the William Henry Jackson Pho-
tographs, 1869-1874 at the Rubenstein Rare Book
and Manuscript Library, Duke University

• W.H. Jackson Photocrom Print Collection at the
Newberry Library

• William Henry Jackson Photochrom Collec-
tion, 1898-1905 digital collection at College of
Charleston

• Photographs of North American Indians, 1840s-
circa 1879, at Princeton University Library
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• Collection of W.H. Jackson photos at the Center for
Creative Photography, University of Arizona.

• Collection of Jackson material at the Scottsbluff Na-
tional Monument

• William H. Jackson Photographic Collection circa
1877 – 1900, held by Archives of The Explorers
Club, More information on this collection can be
found in Guide to the Collections of The Explorers
Club.
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William Klein (photographer)

William Klein (born April 19, 1928) is an American-
born French photographer and filmmaker noted for his
ironic approach*[1]*[2] to both media and his extensive
use of unusual photographic techniques in the context
of photojournalism and fashion photography.*[1] He was
ranked 25th on Professional Photographer's list of 100
most influential photographers.*[3]
Klein trained as a painter, studying under Fernand Léger
and found early success with exhibitions of his work. He
soon moved on to photography and achieved widespread
fame as a fashion photographer for Vogue and for his
photo essays on various cities. He has directed feature-
length fiction films, numerous short and feature-length
documentaries and has produced over 250 television
commercials.
He has been awarded the Prix Nadar in 1957, the Royal
Photographic Society's Centenary Medal and Honorary
Fellowship (HonFRPS) in 1999, and the Outstanding
Contribution to Photography Award at the Sony World
Photography Awards*[4] in 2012.

220.1 Life and work

Klein was born in New York City into an impoverished
Jewish family.*[5] He graduated from high school early
and enrolled at the City College of New York at the age
of 14*[5] to study sociology. He joined the US Army
and was stationed in Germany and later France, where he
would permanently settle after being discharged.
In 1948, Klein enrolled at the Sorbonne, and later studied
with Fernand Léger. At the time, Klein was interested
in abstract painting and sculpture. In 1952, he had two
successful solo exhibitions in Milan and began a collab-
oration with the architect Angelo Mangiarotti.*[5] Klein
also experimented with kinetic art, and it was at an ex-
hibition of his kinetic sculptures that he met Alexander
Liberman, the art director for Vogue.
He moved on to photography and achieved widespread
fame as a fashion photographer for Vogue and for his
photo essays on various cities. Despite having no formal
training as a photographer, Klein won the Prix Nadar in
1957 for New York, a book of photographs taken during

a brief return to his hometown in 1954. Klein's work was
considered revolutionary for its “ambivalent and ironic
approach to the world of fashion”,*[1] its “uncom-
promising rejection of the then prevailing rules of pho-
tography”*[1] and for his extensive use of wide-angle
and telephoto lenses, natural lighting and motion blur.*[1]
The New York Times' Katherine Knorr writes that, along
with Robert Frank, Klein is considered“among the fa-
thers of street photography, one of those mixed compli-
ments that classifies a man who is hard to classify.”*[6]
Klein's most popular photographic works are Gun 1, New
York (1955), The Holy family on bike (Rome, 1956),
Cineposter (Tokyo, 1961), Vogue (fashion models in the
streets of New York, Rome and Paris for Vogue, 1963,
Love on the Beat (Serge Gainsbourg album sleeve, 1984),
Club Allegro Fortissimo (1990) and Autoportrait (a book
of painted contact prints, 1995).
The world of fashion would become the subject for
the first feature film Klein directed in 1966, Who Are
You, Polly Maggoo?, which, like his other two fiction
features, Mr. Freedom and The Model Couple, is a
satire. He has directed numerous short and feature-
length documentaries,*[7] including the cinéma vérité
documentary Grands soirs et petits matins, the 1964 docu-
mentary Cassius the Great, re-edited with new footage as
Muhammed Ali, The Greatest in 1969. He has produced
over 250 television commercials.*[7] A long time tennis
fan, in 1982 he directed The French, a documentary on
the French Open tennis championship at Roland-Garros.
His work has sometimes been openly critical of Amer-
ican society and foreign policy; the film critic Jonathan
Rosenbaum once wrote that Mr. Freedom was“conceiv-
ably the most anti-American movie ever made.”*[8]

220.2 Filmography

220.2.1 Documentary films
• Broadway by Light (1958). A study of Broadway by

night.
• Les troubles de la circulation (1962). Paris traffic

jams for French TV.
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• Le business et la mode (1962).
• Les français et la politique (1962).
• Gare de Lyon (1963).
• Cassius, le grand (1964-65). Film of Sonny Liston

Cassius Clay fight in Miami.
• Aux grands magasins with Simone Signoret (1964).
• Loin du Viêt Nam (1967). Collective film with

segments contributed by Klein, Jean-Luc Godard,
Chris Marker, Claude Lelouch, Alain Resnais, Joris
Ivens and Agnès Varda.

• Muhammed Ali, The Greatest (1969) .
• Festival panafricain d'Alger (1969).
• Eldridge Cleaver, Black Panther (1970). On

Eldridge Cleaver, Black Panther Party leader.
• Hollywood, California: A Loser's Opera' (1977).
• Grands soirs & petits matins (1978). May 1968 in

the Latin Quarter of Paris.
• The Little Richard Story (1980).
• The French (1982). A documentary about the

French Open tennis tournament in 1981.
• Contacts (1983). Klein comments photographs by

great photographers.
• Ralentis (1984).
• Mode in France (1984). A documentary on French

fashion.
• Babilée '91 (1992). A filmed ballet .
• In and out of fashion (1994).
• Messiah (1999). Based on Georg Friedrich Haen-

del's oratorio Messiah directed by Marc Minkowski.

220.2.2 Feature films
• Who Are You, Polly Maggoo? (1966). Satire on

the fashion world (Prix Jean Vigo). With Delphine
Seyrig, Jacques Seiler, Alice Sapritch, Philippe
Noiret, Samy Frey and Roland Topor.

• Mr. Freedom (1969). Satire on American Imperi-
alism. With Delphine Seyrig, John Abbey, Donald
Pleasance, Jean-Claude Drouot and Serge Gains-
bourg.

• L'anniversaire de Charlotte (1974). 8 mm short film
for the Paris Film Festival. With Charlotte Levy,
Roland Topor, les Gazolines and Coline Serreau.

• The Model Couple (1977). When sociology and
statistics take over everyday life. With Anémone,
André Dussollier, Zouc, Jacques Boudet, Eddie
Constantine and Georges Descrières.

220.3 Bibliography

• New York (1956)

• Life is good and good for you in New York: Trance
Witness Revels.

• Life is good and good for you in New York:
Trance Witness Revels. Editions du Seuil,
1958.

• New York 1954-55. Marval, 1995. New edi-
tion.
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New York: Errata Editions, 2010. ISBN 978-
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• Life is Good & Good for You in New York
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New York: Errata Editions, 2012.

• Rome (1958)

• Moscow (1964)

• Tokyo (1964)

• Mister Freedom (1970)

• Close up (1989)

• Torino '90 (1990)

• Mode in & out (1994)

• William Klein Films. Marval, 1998.

• Paris + Klein. Marval, 2002.

• MMV Romani. Fendi-Contrasto, Centre Pompidou,
2005.

• William Klein, rétrospective. Marval, 2005.

• Roma + Klein. du Chêne, 2009.

220.4 Awards

• 1957: Prix Nadar for New York.

• 1967: Prix Jean Vigo.

• 1990: Hasselblad Award.

• 1999: Centenary Medal and Honorary Fellowship
(HonFRPS) from the Royal Photographic Soci-
ety.*[9]

• 2012: Outstanding Contribution to Photography
Award, Sony World Photography Awards.*[10]
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220.5 Exhibitions

• 2013: Without Compromise: The Cinema ofWilliam
Klein, Museum of Arts and Design, New York. A
retrospective on Klein's documentary filmmaking
work.*[11]*[12]

220.6 Collections

Klein's work is held in the following public collection:

• Rijksmuseum Amsterdam.*[13]
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Chapter 221

William Mortensen

William Mortensen (27 January 1897 – 12 August
1965) was an American art photographer, primarily
known for his Hollywood portraits in the 1920s-1940s in
the pictorialist style.*[1]

221.1 Early life

He was born William Herbert Mortensen on January 27,
1897 in Park City, Utah, the son of Danish immigrants,
Agnes and William Peter Mortensen who had immigrated
from Copenhagen, Denmark in 1883. During World War
I, Mortensen served with the United States Infantry from
August 6, 1918 to May 16, 1919. At his enlistment, he
recorded his occupation as painting.*[2]
After his discharge from the army, Mortensen briefly
studied illustration at the Art Students League in New
York City. In May 1920 he traveled in Greece, Italy,
Egypt and Constantinople to “sketch for educational
purposes.”*[3] He returned to Utah, then traveled
to Hollywood as an escort for his friend's sister, Fay
Wray.*[4]

221.2 Career

Mortensen began his photographic career taking portraits
of Hollywood actors and film stills. In 1931 he moved to
the artist community of Laguna Beach, California, where
he opened a studio and the William Mortensen School of
Photography.
He preferred the pictorialism style of manipulating pho-
tographs to produce romanticist painting-like effects.
The style brought him criticism from straight photogra-
phers of the modern realist movement and, in particu-
lar, he carried on a prolonged written debate with Ansel
Adams.*[5]
His arguments defending romanticism photography led
him to be “ostracized from most authoritative canons
of photographic history.”*[5] In an essay, Larry Lytle
wrote,“Due to his approach̶both technically and philo-
sophically in opposition to straight or purist adherents̶
he is amongst the most problematic figures in photogra-

Actress Margaret Livingston, photographed by Mortensen (1927)

phy in the twentieth-century... historians and critics have
described his images as "...anecdotal, highly sentimen-
tal, mildly erotic hand-colored prints...”, "...bowdlerized
versions of garage calendar pin-ups and sadomasochist
entertainments...”, "...contrived set-ups and sappy facial
expressions...”, and Ansel Adams variously referred to
Mortensen as the“Devil”, and“the anti-Christ.”*[6]
In addition, the more realistic photojournalism emerging
from World War II correspondents, and carried in na-
tional newsmagazines, caused Mortensen's more posed
and contrived photos to fade from the public mind. He
was largely forgotten by the time of his death in 1965.*[7]
Recent years have brought praise for Mortensen's devel-
opment of manipulation techniques and a renewed inter-
est in his work.*[5]
He wrote nine books about technique in photography in
conjunction with George Dunham.*[8]
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Mortensen was awarded the Hood medal from the Royal
Photographic Society in 1949.*[9]
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William Wegman (photographer)

“Fay Ray”redirects here. For the actress, see Fay Wray.
For the singer, see Fayray.

William Wegman (born December 2, 1943) is an

'Blue Period with Banjo', Polaroid ER print by WilliamWegman,
1980

American artist best known for creating series of com-
positions involving dogs, primarily his own Weimaraners
in various costumes and poses.*[1]

222.1 Life and career

Wegman reportedly originally intended to pursue a ca-
reer as a painter. He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in painting from Massachusetts College of Art in 1965
and a Master of Fine Arts degree in painting from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1967.
While teaching at California State University, Long
Beach, he acquired the first and most famous of the dogs
he photographed, a Weimaraner he named Man Ray (af-

ter the artist and photographer). Man Ray later became
so popular that the Village Voice named him “Man of
the Year”in 1982. He named a subsequent dog Fay Ray
(a play on the name of actress Fay Wray).
On January 29, 1992, Wegman appeared on The Tonight
Show Starring Johnny Carson and showed a video clip
of Dog Duet, a short which he made in 1975 featuring
Man Ray and another dog slowly and mysteriously peer-
ing around. The artist explained that he had created the
video by moving a tennis ball around, off-camera, thus
capturing the dogs' attention . The same year, he did
three network ID's for Nickelodeon starring the dogs on
pedestals.
His 1983 drawing, Visit the New Facility, became the il-
lustration image for the splash page of Franklin Furnace
Archives website when it first launched in 1996.*[2] He
had experimented with early performances with Man Ray
at the space when it was located on Franklin Street in
Lower Manhattan.*[3]
He was artist-in-residence at Phillips Academy in
Andover, Massachusetts in spring 2007 where his work
featured on campus in the Addison Gallery of Amer-
ican Art. He has also been an artist in residence at
Massachusetts College of Art in Boston, Massachusetts
where his Circus series was created with the college's 20
x 24 inch Polaroid camera. He received the college's Dis-
tinguished Alumni Award in 1987.
He appeared on The Colbert Report in 2010.
Wegman is the author of numerous books for children,
including the New York Times bestseller Puppies. His
latest children's book, Flo & Wendell, is published with
Dial Books for Young Readers.

222.2 Exhibitions and critical con-
text

His photos, which are well-respected in the art world, are
held in permanent collections of the Museum of Modern
Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Hammer
Museum, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the
Centre Pompidou and the Smithsonian American Art
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Museum. His photos and videos have also been a popu-
lar success, and have appeared in books, advertisements,
films, as well as on television programs like Sesame Street
and Saturday Night Live. In 2006, Wegman's work was
featured in a retrospective at the Brooklyn Museum, the
Smithsonian American Art Museum, the Norton Mu-
seum of Art, and the Addison Gallery of American Art.
The Brooklyn Museum explored 40 years of his work
in all media in the 2006 retrospective William Wegman:
Funny/Strange.*[4] The exhibition also ran at the Wexner
Center for the Arts in 2007.
He is represented by Marc Selwyn Fine Art in Los An-
geles and Sperone/Westwater in New York City.

222.3 Public art

• 'Flock' and 'Mooselook', Maine Turnpike Author-
ity murals (2007) Photographic murals installed
in northbound and southbound Kennebunk Service
Plazas in Kennebunk, Maine.

• 'Acadia', Maine Turnpike Authority murals (2007)
Photographic mural installed at the West Gardiner
Service Plaza in West Gardiner, Maine.

• 'Ready and Howdy', Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority, Art in Transit Program (2001)
L'Enfant Plaza Metro Station.

• La Jolla Vista View (1988) was his first major out-
door permanent sculpture, a part of the Stuart Col-
lection on the campus of the University of Califor-
nia, San Diego

222.4 Books

• Hello Nature (Prestel, 2012). Texts by Kevin
Salatino, Diana Tuite, and Wegman.

• Funney Strange (Yale University Press, 2006). Texts
by Joan Simon and Wegman.

• How Do You Get to MOMAQNS? (New York: Mu-
seum of Modern Art, 2002).

• William Wegman: Polaroids (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, 2002).

• Fay (New York: Hyperion, 1999).

• WilliamWegman: Fashion Photographs (New York:
Harry N. Abrams, 1999). Text by Wegman and In-
grid Sischy.

• Field Guide to North America and to Other Regions
(Venice, California: Lapis, 1993); French-language
edition: Le Havre, France: Editions Flux, 2004.
Translation by Heather Allen and Pierre Guislain.

• William Wegman: Paintings, Drawings, Pho-
tographs, Videotapes (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
1990). Kunz, Martin, ed., texts by Martin Kunz,
Alain Sayag, Peter Schjeldahl, Wegman, Peter
Weiermain, and David Ross.

• Everyday Problems: William Wegman (New York:
Brightwater, 1984).

• $19.84 (Buffalo, New York: Center for the Ex-
ploratory and Perceptual Arts, 1984).

• Man's Best Friend (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
1982, 1999). Texts by Wegman and Laurance
Wieder.

• William Wegman: Drawings, 1973-1997 by Weg-
man and Frédéric Paul (F.R.A.C. du Limousin,
France)

• William Wegman: L'oeuvre Photographique, 1969-
1976 (Limoges: Fonds regional d'art contemporain
Limousin, 1993).

222.4.1 Books for children

• Flo & Wendell (New York: Dial Books for Young
Readers, 2013).

• Dress Up Batty (New York: Hyperion Books for
Children, 2004).

• Chip Wants a Dog (New York: Hyperion Books for
Children, 2003; London: Turnaround, 2003).

• William Wegman's Wegmanology (New York:
Hyperion Books for Children, 2001; London:
Turnaround, 2001).

• The Night Before Christmas (New York: Hyperion
Books for Children, 2000; London: Turnaround,
2001). Text by Clement Clarke Moore.

• Surprise Party (New York: Hyperion Books for
Children, 2000; London: Turnaround, 2001.
French-language edition: Joyeux Anniversaire.
Paris: Editions Seuil Jeunesse, 2001).

• William Wegman's Pups (New York: Hyperion
Books for Children, 1999; London: Turnaround,
1999).
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• Baby Book (San Francisco: Chronicle, 1999).
French-language edition: Le Livre de Bébé (Paris:
Editions Seuil Jeunesse, 1999).

• What Do You Do? (New York: Hyperion Books for
Children, 1999).

• MyTown (New York: Hyperion Books for Children,
1998; Scholastic, 1999).

• William Wegman's Farm Days: or How Chip Learnt
an Important Lesson on the Farm, or a Day in the
Country, or Hip Chip's Trip, or Farmer Boy

(New York: Hyperion Books for Children, 1997;
Scholastic, 1998).

• Puppies (New York: Hyperion Books for Children,
1997).

• William Wegman's Mother Goose (New York: Hy-
perion Books for Children, 1996).

• Triangle, Square, Circle (New York: Hyperion
Books for Children, 1995).

• 1, 2, 3 (New York: Hyperion Books for Children,
1995).

• ABC (New York: Hyperion Books for Children,
1994).

• The Making of Little Red Riding Hood (New York:
Whitney Museum of American Art, 1994).

• Cinderella (New York: Hyperion Books for
Children, 1993, 1999; New York: Scholas-
tic, 1996. German-language edition: Munich:
Schirmer/Mosel, 1993). Texts by Carole Kismaric
and Marvin Heiferman.

• Little Red Riding Hood (New York: Hyperion
Books for Children, 1993, 1999). Texts by Carole
Kismaric and Marvin Heiferman. German-language
edition: Rotkäppchen (Munich: Schirmer/Mosel,
1994); Spanish-language edition: Caperucita Rojer
(Barcelona: Ediciones B., 2000).

222.5 Partial filmography
• Dog Duet (1974)

• Dog Baseball (1986)

• Alive from Off Center (1988) (TV series; co-host
with Ann Magnuson)

• Blue Monday '88 (1989) (New Order music video)

• Dog on Pedestals (1992) (three network ID's for
Nickelodeon)

• Fay Presents: Alphabet Soup (1995)

• Fay Presents: Fay's 12 Days of Christmas (1995)

• The Hardly Boys in Hardly Gold (1996, screened at
Sundance)

• Sesame Street: William Wegman's Mother Goose
(1997)

• Front Porch (1999)

222.5.1 Released on Selected Video Works
1970-78

• Milk/Floor

• Stomach Song

• Randy's Sick

• Pocketbook Man

• Talking Fish

• Out and In

• Rage and Depression

• Massage Chair

• Crooked Finger/Crooked Stick

• Deodorant

• Growl

• Spelling Lesson

• Drinking Milk

• Starter

• Bad Movies

• House for Sale

• Horseshoes

222.6 On Sesame Street

Wegman's dogs first appeared on Sesame Street in 1989.
Fay Ray starred in segments like“Old McFay Counts to
40”. In February 1996, descendants Battina (aka Batty),
Crooky, Chundo, and Chip starred in new segments
based on nursery rhymes. Wegman told Entertainment
Weekly,“They are only [being shot] maybe 30 seconds at
a time. The rest of the time they're sitting around, rather
blasé about life.”*[5]
Segments include:
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•“Old McFay Counts to 40”- Old McFay counts 40
lemons, some limes and one banana.

•“Dog Alphabet”- The dogs form all the letters of
the alphabet and some of the letters they make get
their own sketches.

Featured Dog Letters - A, B, E, H, J, K, L, M, P, T, V,
W and X

•“Dog Numbers”- The dogs form the numbers 1 to
9 then count backwards from 9 to 0.

Featured Dog Nursery Rhymes

• "Old Mother Hubbard"
• "Jack and Jill"
• "Little Jack Horner"
• "Little Miss Muffet"
•“Ten O'clock Scholar”
• "Jack-A-Nory"
• "Cock-A-Doodle Doo"
• "Three Men In A Tub"
• "To Market"
• "Pat-A-Cake"
• "Jack Be Nimble"
• "Little Bo Peep"
• "Olde King Cole"
• "Jack Sprat"

222.7 See also
• Dog Bowl, a sculpture designed by Wegman, located

in Portland, Oregon

222.8 References
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222.9 External links
• Official site

• Wegman World - children's site

• NYTimes Profile

• Biography, interviews, essays, artwork images and
video clips from PBS series Art:21—Art in the
Twenty-First Century Season 1 (2001).

• amNew York Flash Interactive on Wegman's art

• Salon article on William Wegman

•“Reading Two Books,”1971 photo at the Hammer
Museum

• “Skyscraper,”1990 at the LACMA

•“Untitled (Gallop),”1988 at the Smithsonian Amer-
ican Art Institute

• The Creative Time Gallery article on William Weg-
man

• WegmanStore.com- Official Web Store

• William Wegman in the Video Data Bank

• Wegman DVDs

• “La Jolla Vista View,”1988 at the Stewart Collec-
tion, UCSD

•“Some Tricks”2010 exhibition at Marc Selwyn Fine
Art, Los Angeles
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Wolfgang Sievers

Wolfgang Sievers at the Counihan Gallery in Brunswick, Victoria
in 2005

Wolfgang Georg Sievers, AO (18 September 1913 – 7
August 2007) was an Australian photographer who spe-
cialised in architectural and industrial photography.

223.1 Early life and career

Sievers was born in Berlin, Germany. His father was Pro-
fessor Johannes Sievers, an art and architectural historian
with the German Foreign Office until his dismissal by the
Nazi government in 1933, and author of the first four vol-
umes of a monograph on the neo-classical architect Karl
Schinkel. His mother was Herma Schiffer, a writer and
educator of Jewish background who was Director of the
Institute for Educational Films.
From 1936 to 1938, he studied at the Contempora
Lehrateliers für neue Werkkunst in Berlin, a progres-
sive private art school created by architect Fritz August
Breuhaus de Groot, which, like the famous Bauhaus,
strongly emphasized the unity of all applied arts. Sievers
took architectural photographs for his father's books on
Berlin's historical buildings, particularly the work of Karl
Schinkel. He also spent a year working in Portugal from
1935 to 1936. In 1938, he was retained as a teacher at
the Contempora, but decided to emigrate to Australia fol-
lowing rumours of the school's imminent closure by the
authorities. He had arranged for his photographic equip-

Wolfgang Sievers in 1996

ment to be transported, but was briefly questioned by the
Gestapo, then conscripted as an aerial photographer for
the Luftwaffe. He fled the country immediately, going
first to England in June.

In the evening I took the train to Cologne.
The next day I was in Holland, the day after that
I was in England, in Kent, where my brother
lived already, and he took me to the pub and I
got drunk on cloudy Kentish cider for the first
time in my life. It was wonderful!*[1]

In Australia, Sievers opened a studio in South Yarra,
Melbourne. After war was declared, he volunteered for
the Australian Army and served from 1942 to 1946.
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Following demobilisation, he established a studio at
Grosvenor Chambers in fashionable Collins Street, ini-
tially drawing many of his commissions from fellow
European immigrants including the architect Frederick
Romberg, and Ernst Fuchs who had arrived from Vienna.
During his early years in Melbourne, Sievers became
a lifelong friend of fellow émigré photographer Helmut
Newton and his Australian actress wife June Browne,
who later made photographs herself under the pseudonym
“Alice Springs”.

223.2 Work

Significant corporate clients included Alcoa, Australian
Paper Manufacturers, Comalco, Hamersley Iron, John
Holland Group, John Lysaght, Shell and Vickers Ruwolt.
He also received commissions from architectural firms in-
cluding Bates, Smart and McCutcheon, Hassall & Mc-
Connell, Leith & Bartlett, Winston Hall and Yuncken
Freeman.*[2] In the 1950s, Sievers was engaged by
the then Department of Overseas Trade with a brief to
change Australia's image from a land of sheep and wool
to an image of a sophisticated industrial and manufactur-
ing nation. Many of these images were published in the
magazine Walkabout.
Sievers' work after the war was imbued with the Bauhaus
ethos and philosophy of the New Objectivity he had
learned in Berlin, combined with a socialist belief in the
inherent dignity of labour. His photographs were often
overtly theatrical, as he commonly photographed indus-
trial machinery at night, isolating details with artificial
light and posing workers for heightened effect. This can
be seen in 'Gears for Mining Industry' (1967), perhaps his
most well known single image.*[3] Despite the contrived
nature of many of these images,*[4] this approach was ex-
traordinarily influential in Australian post-war commer-
cial photography.
In 1989, the Australian National Gallery staged a retro-
spective of his work, an exhibition which travelled around
the country, often accompanied by Sievers' lectures. In
2000, he was the subject of a major retrospective exhibi-
tion held in Lisbon, Portugal at the“Arquivo Fotografico
Municipal de Lisboa”. For his services to photography,
he was appointed an Officer of the Order of Australia
(AO) in 2002.
The National Library of Australia has an archive of more
than 50,000 of Sievers' negatives and transparencies.
Sievers was active in Australia, Germany and Austria with
research into the emigration of war criminals to Australia
from 1990 to 1998. In 2007, he donated several hundred
photographs from his archive, worth up to A$1 million,
to raise money for justice and civil liberties causes.*[1]
Wolfgang Sievers died at the age of 93, a month short of
his 94th birthday.*[5]*[6]
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Chapter 224

Wolfgang Tillmans

“Tillmans”redirects here. For the community in
Virginia, see Tillmans, Virginia.

Wolfgang Tillmans (born 1968) is a German fine-art
photographer. His diverse body of work is distinguished
by observation of his surroundings and an ongoing inves-
tigation of the photographic mediumʼs foundations.
Tillmans was the first photographer - and also the first
non-English person - to be awarded the Tate annual
Turner Prize. He has also been awarded the Hasselblad
Award*[1] and is a member of the Royal Academy of
Arts. Tillmans lives in Berlin and London.

224.1 Life and career

Tillmans in the 1990s

Wolfgang Tillmans was born on August 16, 1968 in
Remscheid in the German Ruhr area.
During his first visit to England as an exchange student in
1983, he discovered the British youth culture and the lo-
cal fashion and music magazines of the time. From 1987
to 1990, he lived in Hamburg; there, in 1988, he had his
first solo exhibitions, at Café Gnosa, Fabrik-Foto-Forum,
and Front.*[2] From 1990 through 1992, he studied at
Bournemouth and Poole College of Art and Design in
southern England. After his studies he moved to London
and then to New York in 1994 for a year, where he met
the German painter Jochen Klein. After moving back to

AIDS memorial in Munich

England, Tillmans lived with Klein until he died of AIDS-
related complications in 1997.
From 1995, Tillmans primarily lived and worked in Lon-
don. During the summer of 1998, Tillmans participated
in a month-long residency at the last active Shaker com-
munity in the world, in Sabbathday Lake, Maine.*[3]
Since 2007, he has divided his time between Berlin
and London.*[4] Following a guest professorship at the
Hochschule für bildende Kunst in Hamburg from 1998 to
1999 and an Honorary Fellowship at the Arts University
College at Bournemouth in 2001, Tillmans was a profes-
sor for Interdisciplinary Art at the Städelschule in Frank-
furt am Main from 2003 to 2006.*[5]
In 2011, Tillmans travelled to Haiti with the charity
Christian Aid to document reconstruction work after the
country's devastating earthquake one year before.*[6]
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Between 2009 and 2014 Tillmans served as an Artist
Trustee of the Tate Board. He is also a member of
the museum's Collection Committee and the Tate Britain
Council.*[7]

224.2 Work

224.2.1 Beginnings

“Lutz & Alex sitting in the trees,”1992

Tillmans was initially known for his seemingly casual,
sometimes snapshotlike portraits of friends (most no-
tably, fashion designer Lutz Huelle and fellow artist
Alexandra Bircken)*[8] and other youth in his imme-
diate surroundings and scene. His photos – from the
Europride in London (1992) or the Love Parade in Berlin
(1992), for example – appeared in magazines such as i-D,
Spex, Interview, SZ-Magazin and Butt-Magazine, and es-
tablished his reputation as a prominent witness of a con-
temporary social movement. He was made co-editor of
Spex in 1997.*[9] For the Index Magazine, he shot cov-
ers and assignments, including images of John Waters,
Gilbert & George, and Udo Kier.*[10]
Tillmans was considered the “documentarian of his
generation, especially that of the London club and gay
scenes.”Half of his work is staged, with the artist choos-
ing the clothes and the location, as well as setting his mod-
els up in their positions.*[11] The series of his friends
Lutz and Alex, also published in i-D in 1992, are con-
sidered important photographic documents of the 1990s.

From 1992 to 1994 Tillmans lived and worked in Lon-
don, moving to New York in 1994. During this time, he
began to show more frequently, developing an exhibition
style that consisted of nonhierarchical arrangements of
unframed photographs pinned or taped onto the galleryʼ
s walls. Color photographs are placed next to inkjet prints
and next to postcards and magazine clippings of his own
images, reaching almost to the ceiling and the floor.*[12]
He views each exhibition as a site-specific installation, of-
ten addressing the exhibition space as a larger composi-
tion.*[13]

224.2.2 “Pictures, in order to see the
world”

Tillmans p̓hotographic practice subsequently developed
to encompass a wide array of genres. His portraits, still
lifes, sky photographs (e.g. the Concorde series), as-
trophotography, aerial shots and landscapes are moti-
vated equally by aesthetic and political interests, espe-
cially related to homosexuality and gender identity.*[14]
Tillmans says of his work: “I take pictures, in order
to see the world.”*[15] He produces images for instal-
lations in three sizes, from small to very large, and ei-
ther in signed, mounted prints, which must be protected
in a frame, or as replaceable inkjet prints that can be
attached directly to the wall (the latter generated by a
certificate-authenticated optical disc).*[16] They are in-
stalled in meticulous wall installations, sometimes com-
bined with photocopies, and magazine and newspaper
clippings (for example, in the installation“Soldiers – The
Nineties”); or presented in vitrines, arranged in exten-
sive table-installations (“truth study center”). Operating
on the basis of the fundamental equality of all motifs and
supports, through this continual re-arranging, reposition-
ing, questioning and reinforcement, Tillmans avoids as-
cribing any̒ conclusions t̓o his work and thus subjects his
photographic vision to a perpetual re-contextualization.
In 2009, after Tillmans had been using an analog 50
mm Contax SLR camera almost exclusively for over two
decades, he turned to digital photography.*[17] In 2012,
he abandoned film altogether and became a full-time dig-
ital photographer.*[16] In an interview that year, he de-
scribes the corresponding change from using viewfinders
to integrated camera monitors as“completely turning on
its head the psychology of photography, which has always
been a dialogue between photographer, object and the
imaginary image that one is envisioning, thinking, hoping
for.”*[18] According to Tillmans, the higher resolution
of digital photographs correlates to“a transformation in
the whole world"; he further explains: “In recent years,
everything has become HD, so I think it is inevitable that
the overwhelming nature of this information density is re-
flected in my images. In this way, they again describe
quite well my sense of perception today.”*[19]
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Grids

The 56 photographs of equal dimensions that make up the
Concorde Grid were taken in and around London as part
of a commission for Tillmansʼexhibition at Chisenhale
Gallery in 1997. Shot from a wide range of places, in-
cluding private gardens, parks, railway tracks, and the
perimeter fence around Heathrow airport, they record
the daily passing of the airplane.*[20] Total Solar Eclipse
Grid (1998), a set of which was included in his Turner
Prize installation and is now in the permanent collection
of the Tate, documents the spectacle of a solar eclipse.
Each of the 21 photographs in the grid was taken dur-
ing the eclipse of his immediate surroundings in a tropi-
cal locale, with varying degrees of light and detail.*[21]
Snow/Ice Grid (1999) is a grid of images of trampled and
melting ice and snow.*[22]

Abstractions

“Freischwimmer 26”, 2003

Paper drop (window), 2006

Tillmans exhibited his first abstract and damaged pictures
as a Parkett edition in 1998.*[23] The edition, 60 unique
works on color-negative photographic paper collected by
the artist since he began colour printing in 1990,*[24] was
a combination of true darkroom mistakes and years of
darkroom experimentation that they inspired.*[22] The
Silver works, which Tillmans has been creating since

1998, reflect the reaction of the photographic paper to
light, as well as mechanical and chemical processes. The
name Silver arises from the dirt traces and silver salt stains
that remain on the paper when the artist develops the pho-
tographs in a machine that is filled with water and has not
been completely cleaned.*[25]
Since 2000, Tillmans has become increasingly interested
in the chemical foundations of photographic material, as
well as its haptic and spatial possibilities. The “Con-
quistador”series of photographs were the first of these
interventions to be exhibited.*[24] Later works created
directly in the darkroom without the use of a camera, and
often largely accidental (e.g. “Blushes,”“Mental Pic-
tures,”and “Freischwimmer”*[26]), present photog-
raphy as a self-referential medium – one that could serve
as an experimental ground for the creation of a new type
of image structure. These“abstract”works now appear
next to the figurative photographs. In “Blushes,”fine,
thread-like lines, apparently drawn with light, swim over
the surface of the photographic paper, and create delicate,
fluid patterns.*[27]
Tillmans further explores the bounds of photography as a
medium in his“paper drop”series (2001–8). He started
to make̒ paper drop i̓mages depicting photographic pa-
per specifically exposed to coloured light in his darkroom
in 2001.*[28] He creates extraordinary sculptural forms
in photographic paper; then, by photographing them, re-
turns them to the accustomed flatness of that medium.
Photography s̓ step fromʻpicture t̓oʻobject i̓s best
demonstrated in the works from the “Lighter”Series
(2005–8),*[29] in which the artist dropped the act of pho-
tographing and allowed the photographs - in their three-
dimensional form – to only represent themselves,*[30] re-
calling his ongoing series “Impossible Color”(1996–
present). These colourful photo-paper works are folded,
creased or otherwise manipulated, allowing for a subtle
play with the material surface and the resulting illusion
of lines and contrast. Contained under plexiglas lids, they
have a rather sculptural quality.*[31]

Photocopies

“Market”, 2012
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Tillman's first exhibition in 1988 was composed exclu-
sively of images that were created with the latest kind of
monochrome laser copier. He regards these so-called Ap-
proach pictures (1987–1988) as his “first work before
[he] even owned a camera.”*[10] Over the years, Till-
mans has often returned to this medium. The ways that
surface structure and image depth influence each other
is shown in his large-format works whose original mate-
rial is analogue photocopies (ongoing since 2006). Here
he also references his earlier works from the end of the
1980s that he began in the course of experimenting with
an old Canon photocopier. The uncontrolled contrasts
and pigment particles in the images from these old ma-
chines are clear only after drastic enlargement (framed
ca. 260 x 180 cm). The resulting effects are distanced
but also concrete – created through not only the material-
ity of the printing process but also the play and variation
of scale. With the analogue photocopy – probably the
most ephemeral form of image (re)production – a system
of values for images is brought into a critical light.

“Lighter V”, 2006

Table works (“truth study center”)

In 2005, at his major supporter Maureen Paley's gallery,
Tillmans showed his large-scale display-case installation
Truth Study Center. Going even further than his wall-
installations, Tillmans t̓able works combine a diverse ar-
ray of image formats and content. His own photographs
are presented and arranged under glass next to extracts
from books, newspapers, magazines, postcards, packag-
ing and other found materials. The collage-like arrange-

ments of the table displays produce an open-ness and po-
tentiality in terms of aesthetics and content, while rais-
ing a critical question about the interpretive possibilities
of the visible in a global information-society. With that,
claims of absolute (in particular, religious) truth are car-
icatured, as if Tillmans would like to put them to a kind
of test (“truth study center”). The works draw attention
to the exercise of power behind the ideologies of Islamic
fundamentalism, Catholicism, and capitalism.*[32]

224.2.3 Videos

In 1987, Tillmans began making videos, and he has ex-
hibited them since 2002. In most, the camera barely
moves, the sound is direct, and the only cuts occur
when the camera is turned on and off.*[16] Lights (Body)
(2000–2002), a video installation featuring static shots
of the light effects inside an empty dance club, with the
bass pulse of theʻHacker Remix' ofʻDon't be Light'
by Air,*[33] is the first work by the photographer using
the medium of film.*[34] The only indications of peo-
ple on the crowded dance floor are the subtle vibrations
and occasionally visible particles of dust.*[35] In 2002,
Tillmans filmed a video clip for the pop band Pet Shop
Boys s̓ingle "Home and Dry,”composed almost entirely
of shots documenting the mice living in the London Un-
derground system.*[5] The film Kopierer (2010) depicts
an open color laser copy machine, the CLC 1100, in the
act of copying documents over a period of ten minutes.

224.2.4 Commissions

In 2001, Tillmans was awarded first prize in the competi-
tion for the design of the AIDS memorial for the City of
Munich, whereupon the memorial was erected after his
designs at the Sendlinger Tor.
In 2015, he was commissioned with creating the official
portrait of retiring British Museum director Neil McGre-
gor, which was subsequently acquired by the museum as
the first photograph portrait in a tradition stretching back
250 years.*[36]

224.2.5 Music and art collaboration

In 2011, Tillmans collaborated with The Opiates by of-
fering a range of photographic images to accompany
their CD “Hollywood under the knife”and an EP of
remixes.*[37]
A fan of the 1980s experimental synthpop group
Colourbox, Tillmans curated an exhibition dedicated to
the group, Music of the Band (1982 - 1987), at his Be-
tween Bridges gallery in 2014, and also selected the track-
list and provided original artwork for a tie-in compila-
tion of the same name. The exhibition was the first to be
held in the gallery's dedicated Playback Room, where vis-
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itors can listen to Tillmans' music selections on high-end
speakers.*[38]

224.3 Between Bridges

Between April 2006 and late 2011, Tillmans maintained
the non-profit exhibition space Between Bridges in the
ground floor of his Bethnal Green studio, a former um-
brella factory named Moarain House, at 223 Cambridge
Heath Road.*[39] The project's name is taken from a
1999 photograph by the artist, and also refers to the
studio's physical location between two rail bridges.*[40]
The space opened with a show of works by the New
York artist and activist David Wojnarowicz. In the small
gallery Tillmans has developed a program of exhibitions
with political art from other artists who he believes have
not been given the attention they deserve, specifically in
London.*[41] Previous exhibitions include Isa Genzken,
Jenny Holzer, the films of Len Lye, and photographs from
the Center for Land Use Interpretation. In January 2014,
Between Bridges relocated to a former artist studio and
gallery in Tiergarten, Berlin.*[42]

224.4 Books
• Wolfgang Tillmans. Cologne: Taschen, 1995, 2002.

ISBN 978-3822888537

• Wolfgang Tillmans. Zurich: Kunsthalle Zürich,
1995; JRP/Ringier, 2008. ISBN 978-3905829365

• Wolfgang Tillmans. Frankfurt am Main: Portikus,
1995

• Wer Liebe wagt lebt morgen. Ostfildern-Ruit: Kun-
stmuseum Wolfsburg, 1996

• Concorde. Cologne: Walther König, 1997. ISBN
978-3883752730

• Wolfgang Tillmans: Burg. ISBN 978-3822878811

• Cologne: Taschen, 1998
• Reissued as Wolfgang Tillmans, 2002

• Totale Sonnenfinsternis. Cologne: Galerie Buch-
holz, 1999

• Wako Book 1999. Tokyo: Wako Works of Art,
1999

• Soldiers̶The Nineties. Cologne: Walther König,
1999. ISBN 978-3883753775

• Wako Book 2. Tokyo: Wako Works of Art, 2001.
ISBN 4-902070-19-7*[n 1]

• Portraits. Cologne: Walther König /
D.A.P./Distributed Art Publishers, 2001. ISBN
978-1891024368

• Aufsicht / View from Above. Ostfildern-Ruit: Hatje
Cantz, 2001

• AC: Isa Genzken/Wolfgang Tillmans. Cologne: Mu-
seum Ludwig, Walther König, 2001

• Wolfgang Tillmans. London and New York:
Phaidon, 2002. ISBN 0 7148 4192 7

• if one thing matters, everything matters. London:
Tate, 2003

• Wako Book 3. Tokyo: Wako Works of Art, 2004.
ISBN 4-902070-25-1*[n 2]

• Freischwimmer. Tokyo: Tokyo Opera City Gallery,
2004

• truth study center. Cologne: Taschen, 2005. ISBN
3 8228 4640 6

• Freedom From The Known. New York and Göttin-
gen: P.S.1/Steidl, 2006. ISBN 3 86521 263 8

• Wolfgang Tillmans. Los Angeles. New Haven and
London: Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago,
and Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, 2006. ISBN 0
300 12022 2*[n 3]

• Why We Must Provide HIV Treatment Information.
London: HIV i-base, 2007. Photography by Wolf-
gang Tillmans.*[n 4]

• Sprengel Installation. Hannover: Sprengel Museum,
2007

• manual. Cologne: Walther König, 2007. ISBN
978-3865601322

• Wolfgang Tillmans and Hans Ulrich Obrist. The
Conversation Series, Vol. 6. Cologne: Walther
König, 2007. ISBN 978-3865601339

• Wako Book 4. Tokyo: Wako Works of Art, 2008.
ISBN 978-4-902070-31-6*[n 5]

• Lighter. Ostfildern and Berlin: Hatje Cantz and
Hamburger Bahnhof̶Museum für Gegenwart̶
Berlin, 2008. ISBN 978-3-7757-2187-5

• Wolfgang Tillmans: Interviews. Tokyo: Wako
Works of Art, 2010

• Wolfgang Tillmans. London: Serpentine Gallery,
Koenig Books London, 2010*[n 6]

• Wolfgang Tillmans. Brochure. Liverpool: Walker
Art Gallery, 2010*[n 7]

• Abstract Pictures. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2011

• Zachęta Ermutigung. Zachęta Narodowa Galeria
Sztuki, Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düs-
seldorf, 2011*[n 8]
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• FESPA Digital / FRUIT LOGISTICA. Artist book.
Cologne: Walther König, 2012

• Neue Welt. Cologne: Taschen, 2012. ISBN 978-
3836539746

• Wolfgang Tillmans. London and New York:
Phaidon, 2013. ISBN 978-0-7148-6704-5.

224.5 Exhibitions

Tillmans at a book signing in 2007

Despite having already exhibited in Hamburg, in 1993
Tillmans held his first exhibition at the Galerie Buch-
holz in Cologne.*[43] In 1995 his work was included at
a show at the Serpentine Gallery in London, curated by
Hans-Ulrich Obrist.*[32] Tillmans' work has since been
shown in large solo exhibitions at renowned European
museums, for example the Kunsthalle Zürich (1995),
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid
(1998), Museum Ludwig in Cologne (2001), Castello di
Rivoli in Italy (2002), Palais de Tokyo in Paris (2002),
the Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin (2008), and Serpentine
Gallery in London (2010).
Tate Britain s̓ extensive mid-career retrospective of Till-
mansʼwork was shown in 2003. In 2006, MoMA PS1
presented Tillmans' first exhibition for an American mu-
seum. That same year, the Hammer Museum in Los
Angeles mounted Tillman's first major retrospective in
the US, which travelled to the Museum of Contemporary
Art in Chicago and the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Washington D.C. His first South American ex-
hibition was shown at the São Paulo Museum of Modern
Art in 2012. In 2005 and in 2009, Tillmans was included
in the Venice Biennale.

In 2004, the Portikus, Frankfurt, invited Tillmans to cu-
rate “Inventory / Scott King / Donald Urquhart”, an
exhibition presenting three artistic positions from Lon-
don.*[44] The Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, entrusted
Tillmans with the role of a guest curator in 2008, inviting
him to present a personal choice of works by Isa Genzken,
Roberto Matta, and Ellsworth Kelly from the museum's
collection.*[45]
Tillmans is represented by Maureen Paley in London,
Galerie Buchholz in Cologne and Berlin (since 1993),
Galerie Chantal Crousel in Paris, Juana de Aizpuru in
Madrid, and David Zwirner in New York.*[46]

224.5.1 Selected solo exhibitions

• 1995: Kunsthalle Zürich (exh. cat.)*[47]

• 1995: Portikus, Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany (exh. cat.)*[47]

• 1997: I Didnʼt Inhale, Chisenhale Gallery, Lon-
don.*[2]

• 2001: Isa Genzken, Wolfgang Tillmans, Museum
Ludwig, Cologne, Germany (exh. cat.)*[47]

• 2001: View from Above/Aufsicht, Deichtorhallen,
Hamburg, Germany*[47]

• 2002: Vue d e̓n Haut, Palais de Tokyo, Paris; Veduta
dall'alto, Castle of Rivoli/Museo dʼArte Contem-
poranea, Rivoli, Italy (exh. cat.)*[47]

• 2003: Frans Hals Museum, Haarlem, Nether-
lands*[47]

• 2003: if one thing matters, everything matters, Tate
Britain, London (exh. cat.)*[47]

• 2003: View From Above, Louisiana Museum of
Modern Art, Humlebœk, Denmark (exh. cat.)*[47]

• 2006: Freedom From The Known, MoMA PS1,
New York (exh. cat.); Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, Chicago; Hammer Museum, Los Angeles;
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Wash-
ington DC, (2007) (exh. cat.);*[47] Pinakothek der
Moderne (permanent collection), Munich*[2]

• 2007: Beugung, Kunstverein Munich, Munich*[47]

• 2008: Lighter, Hamburger Bahnhof Museum fur
Gegenwart, Berlin (exh. cat.); Museo Tamayo,
Mexico City, Mexico*[47]

• 2010: Serpentine Gallery, London (exh. cat.)*[48]

• 2012: Moderna Museet, Stockholm*[48]

• 2012: Museo de Arte del Banco de la República,
Bogotá*[48]
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• 2012: Stedelijk Room, Stedelijk Museum Amster-
dam (permanent exhibition as part of the collec-
tion)*[48]

• 2015: Book for Architects, Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York*[16]

• 2015: PCR, David Zwirner Gallery, New
York*[16]*[49]

224.5.2 Selected group exhibitions*[50]

• 2004: Museum for Contemporary Art, Kanazawa,
Japan

• 2010: British Art Show, Hayward Gallery, London

• 2011: Danser sa vie, Centre Pompidou, Paris

• 2011: Photography Calling! Fotografie und Gegen-
wart, Sprengel Museum, Hannover, Germany

• 2011: 20 Jahre Gegenwart. MMK 1991 - 2011,
Museum für Moderne Kunst (MMK), Frankfurt am
Main

• 2012: Dark Sky, Adam Art Gallery, Wellington,
New Zealand

• 2014: Manifesta 10, St. Petersburg*[51]

• 2014: (Mis) Understanding Photography, Museum
Folkwang, Essen, Germany

224.6 Awards
• 2000: Turner Prize.*[52]

• 2009: Kulturpreis der Deutschen Gesellschaft für
Photographie (The Culture Prize of the German So-
ciety for Photography).*[53]

• 2014: Charles Wollaston Award, the main prize of
the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.*[54]

• 2015: Hasselblad Award, Hasselblad Foundation,
Gothenburg, Sweden.*[1]

• 2015: Royal Photographic Society Centenary
Medal and Honorary Fellowship.*[55]

224.7 Collections

Tillmans' work is held in the following public collections:

• Museum of Modern Art, New York.

• Metropolitan Museum of Art.

• Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.

• Hammer Museum, Los Angeles.

• Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago.

• Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Wash-
ington.

• Walker Art Center, Minneapolis.

• Tate, London.

• Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia,
Madrid.

• Museum Ludwig, Cologne.

• Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.

• Centre Pompidou, Paris.

224.8 Notes
[1] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/

stories/pdf/wakobook2_web.pdf.

[2] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/wakobook3_web.pdf.

[3] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/WT_US_Tour_Catalogue_2006-07.pdf.

[4] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/HIV_book.pdf.

[5] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/wakobook4_low.pdf.

[6] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/SERPENTINE_CATALOGUE_web.pdf.

[7] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/2010_Tillmans_at_Walker_Art_Gallery_
web.pdf.

[8] It can be downloaded from http://tillmans.co.uk/images/
stories/pdf/zacheta_catalogue_komplett_web.pdf.
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Chapter 225

Wynn Bullock

Wynn Bullock (April 18, 1902 – November 16, 1975) is
a recognized American master photographer of the 20th
century whose work is included in over 90 major museum
collections around the world.*[1] He received substantial
critical acclaim during his lifetime, published numerous
books and is mentioned in all the standard histories of
modern photography.*[2]

225.1 Life and career

225.1.1 Early career in music

Bullock was born in Chicago and raised in South
Pasadena, California. As a boy, his passions were singing
and athletics (football, baseball, swimming and tennis).
After high school graduation, he moved to New York to
pursue a musical career and was hired as a chorus mem-
ber in Irving Berlin s̓ Music Box Revue. He occasionally
sang the primary tenor role when headliner John Steele
was unable to appear and then was given a major role
with the Music Box Review Road Company. During the
mid-1920s, he furthered his career in Europe, studying
voice and giving concerts in France, Germany and Italy.
While living in Paris, Bullock became fascinated with
the work of the Impressionists and post-Impressionists.
He then discovered the work of Man Ray and László
Moholy-Nagy and experienced an immediate affinity
with photography, not only as an art form uniquely based
on light, but also as a vehicle through which he could more
creatively engage with the world. He bought his first cam-
era and began taking pictures.*[3]

225.1.2 Return to the United States

During the Great Depression of the early 1930s, Bullock
stopped his European travels and settled in West Virginia
to manage his first wifeʼs family business interests. He
stopped singing professionally, completed some pre-law
courses at the state university, and continued to take pho-
tographs as a hobby. In 1938, he moved his family back
to Los Angeles and enrolled in law school at the Univer-
sity of Southern California where his mother Georgia P.

Bullock (Californiaʼs first woman jurist)*[4] had stud-
ied law. Completely dissatisfied after a few weeks, he left
USC and became a student of photography at the nearby
Art Center School.
From 1938 to 1940, Wynn became deeply involved in ex-
ploring alternative processes such as solarization and bas
relief. After graduation from Art Center, his experimen-
tal work was exhibited in one of L.A. County Museum s̓
early solo photographic exhibitions.*[1] During the early
40s, he worked as a commercial photographer and then
enlisted in the Army. Released from the military to pho-
tograph for the aircraft industry, he was first employed at
Lockheed and then headed the photographic department
of Connors-Joyce until the end of the war.*[3]
Remarried, and with a new daughter, Bullock traveled
throughout California from 1945 to 1946, producing and
selling postcard pictures while co-owning a commercial
photographic business in Santa Maria. He also worked
on developing a way to control the line effect of solariza-
tion for which he later was awarded two patents. In 1946,
he settled with his family in Monterey, where he had ob-
tained the photographic concession at the Fort Ord mili-
tary base. He left the concession in 1959, but continued
commercial free-lance work until 1968.*[3]

225.1.3 Bullock and Weston

A major turning point in Bullockʼs life as a creative
photographer occurred in 1948, when he met Edward
Weston. Inspired by the power and beauty of Westonʼ
s prints, he began to explore "straight photography" for
himself. Throughout the decade of the 1950s, he de-
voted himself to developing his own vision, establishing
deep, direct connections with nature. A lifelong learner,
he also read widely in the areas of physics, general se-
mantics, philosophy, psychology, eastern religion and art.
Studying the work of such people as Einstein, Korzybski,
Whitehead, Bertrand Russell, LaoTzu and Klee, he kept
evolving his own dynamic system of principles and con-
cepts that both reflected and nurtured his creative jour-
ney.*[5]
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225.1.4 The Family of Man

In the mid-1950s, Bullock s̓ artistry came into the pub-
lic spotlight when Edward Steichen chose two of his pho-
tographs to include in the 1955 The Family of Man exhi-
bition at the Museum of Modern Art.*[6] At the Corcoran
Gallery in Washington, DC, his photograph“Let There
Be Light,”was voted the most popular of the show. The
second, “Child in Forest,”became one of the exhibi-
tionʼs most memorable images.*[7] By the end of that
decade, his work was being featured in many exhibitions
and publications worldwide.*[1]

225.1.5 Color Light Abstractions

During the early 60s, Bullock departed from black-and-
white imagery and produced a major body of work that he
referred to as“Color Light Abstractions”.*[3] For him,
these photographs represented an in-depth exploration of
light, manifesting his belief that light is a great force at
the heart of all being,“perhaps,”as he said,“the most
profound truth in the universe.”*[5]
Although he was tremendously excited about this work,
it proved to be ahead of its time in terms of available
resources to reproduce it, and it remained largely un-
known for almost 50 years. In 2008, the family es-
tate started making high-resolution scans of his original
35mm Kodachrome slides, producing archivally stable
prints, and exhibiting and publishing the imagery.*[8]

225.1.6 Philosophical explorations late in
life

In the mid-1960s, frustrated by the limitations of color
printing technology, Bullock returned to making black-
and-white photographs, continuing to expand his vision
to create innovative images that reflected his deeply philo-
sophical nature. Differentiating what he termed“reality”
, the visible and the known, from“existence”, the under-
lying truth of things, he was ceaseless in his attempts to
expand his own faculties of perception and understand-
ing so he could come ever closer in his experiences to
the essence of things. Finding the means to more fully
evoke that essence was also a key part of his quest.*[7]
Although he included several different alternative pro-
cesses (extremely long time exposures, multiple images,
up-side-down and negative printing) in his repertoire of
techniques, each was always used in the service of sym-
bolizing new ways of relating to and knowing the world.
He wrote,

“Searching is everything – going beyond
what you know. And the test of the search
is really in the things themselves, the things
you seek to understand. What is important

is not what you think about them, but how
they enlarge you.”*[5]

In the early 70s, Bullock started on a new leg of his cre-
ative journey, one that he found completely absorbing and
deeply satisfying but which was cut short by incurable
cancer. Many of his photographs from that period re-
veal light emanating from within the heart of things, life
glowing and pulsing with energy and vitality. Other pho-
tographs are of natural forms that depict or suggest uni-
versal human qualities, humanity“deeply embedded in”
and re-united with nature.*[3]
Throughout his career, Bullock was an active lecturer,
workshop leader and teacher, giving of himself to fel-
low seekers. As a master photographer, Bullock was one
of five artists whose archives established the University
of Arizonaʼs Center for Creative Photography.*[9] His
work may also be found in the permanent collections of
over 90 major institutions throughout the world as well as
in numerous publications.*[1]
As a person who asked the deepest questions about life
and the universe and who used photography as a symbolic
language to further as well as document his search for
meaning, he left a legacy rich and vital in its power to
inspire and transform.*[2]

225.2 Background

225.2.1 Family

Bullock married Mary Elizabeth McCarty in 1925; the
marriage ended in divorce, in 1941. They had two chil-
dren: Mary Wynne (Mimi) (1930 ) and George (1935–
1942). He married Edna Jeanette Earle in 1943 and
they had two daughters: Barbara Ann (1945 ) and Lynne
Marie (1953 ). Mimi, Edna, Barbara and Lynne each
appear in images made during the 1950s. A year after
Bullock died in 1975, Edna took up photography and en-
joyed a twenty-year career as an artist before she died
in 1997. Barbara formed collaborative relationships with
both her parents during their lifetimes and has written ex-
tensively*[10] on their work.

225.2.2 Education

Bullock took courses at Columbia University, 1925, and
University of West Virginia, mid-1930s; attended and
graduated from Art Center School in Los Angeles, 1938-
1940. He was a lifelong student of philosophy, physics,
general semantics, psychology, theology, spirituality and
art.*[3]
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225.2.3 Influences

Impressionist and post-Impressionist paintings stimu-
lated Bullockʼs initial interest in the visual arts. The
photographs of Man Ray and László Moholy-Nagy
influenced his early experimental work as did Art Center
School professor, Edward Kaminski. Although Bullock
enjoyed close associations with Edward Weston, Imogen
Cunningham, Ansel Adams, Ruth Bernhard and other
prominent west coast photographers, he said,

“Theoretical scientists who probe the secrets
of the universe and philosophers who seek an-
swers to existence, as well as painters such as
Paul Klee who find the thoughts of men of
science compatible with art, influence me far
more than most photographers.”*[5]

225.2.4 Noteworthy accomplishments

Bullock obtained patents in the U.S., Canada, and Great
Britain for a“Photographic Process for Producing Line
Image”in the late 1940s. He was granted a second U.S.
patent on the“Methods and Means for Matching Oppos-
ing Densities in Photographic Film”in the early 1950s.
In 1957, he was honored with a medal from the Salon of
International Photography and, throughout the 1960s, he
received several awards from various professional photo-
graphic organizations. In 1968, Bullock became a trustee
and chairman of the exhibition committee during the for-
mative years of Friends of Photography in Carmel, Cali-
fornia.*[11]
Along with Ansel Adams, Harry Callahan, Aaron Siskind
and Frederick Sommer, he became part of the found-
ing group of photographers whose archives established
the Center for Creative Photography at the University of
Arizona in 1975. Bullock taught advanced photography
courses at the Institute of Design in Chicago during Aaron
Siskind s̓ sabbatical and at San Francisco State College at
the invitation of John Gutmann. He was a guest instructor
for the Ansel Adams Yosemite Workshops. Throughout
the 1960s and early 1970s, he lectured widely, led pho-
tographic workshops, and participated in many seminars
and symposia on various topics and issues in photogra-
phy.*[3]

225.3 Quotes by Wynn Bul-
lock*[5]*[7]

• I didn't want to tell the tree or weed what it was. I
wanted it to tell me something and through me ex-
press its meaning in nature.

• Light to me is perhaps the most profound truth in the

universe. My thinking has been deeply affected by
the belief everything is some form of radiant energy.

• I love the medium of photography, for with its
unique realism it gives me the power to go beyond
conventional ways of seeing and understanding and
say,“This is real, too.”

• I feel all things as dynamic events, being, changing,
and interacting with each other in space and time
even as I photograph them.

• As sounds in a musical composition can be used not
to express physical objects but ideas, emotions, har-
monies, rhythmic orders and most any expression of
the human mind and spirit, so light can be used vi-
sually to express the mind and spirit.

• Light used in its own right, as in light pictures, gives
to photography the wonderful plasticity that paint
gives to painting without loss of the unmatched re-
ality of straight photography.

• What you see is real - but only on the particular level
to which you've developed your sense of seeing. You
can expand your reality by developing new ways of
perceiving.

• Mysteries lie all around us, even in the most familiar
things, waiting only to be perceived.

225.4 Notes
[1] Complete list of Bullock exhibitions 1940-2010 on official

website

[2] Website of A. D. Coleman, art historian, curator, and
writer

[3] Monograph: Color Light Abstractions; pub. 2010; ISBN
978-3-8290-2886-8

[4] National Association of Women Lawyers website

[5] Published and unpublished writings of Wynn Bullock,
compiled by his daughter Barbara Bullock-Wilson

[6] MOMA Archive page for the Family of Man exhibit

[7] Wynn Bullock: The Enchanted Landscape; pub. 1999;
ISBN 978-0-89381-867-8

[8] Britt Salvesen video on Wynn Bullock Color Light Ab-
stractions, at official website

[9] History of the Center For Creative Photography on the
University of Arizona Website

[10] Complete Wynn Bullock Bibliographies, on official web-
site

[11] Center for Photographic Art, Carmel
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Chapter 226

Yasuhiro Ishimoto

Yasuhiro Ishimoto (⽯元泰博 Ishimoto Yasuhiro*[1],
June 14, 1921 – February 6, 2012) was an influential
Japanese-American photographer.

226.1 Biography

Ishimoto was born on June 14, 1921 in San Francisco,
California, where his parents were farmers. In 1924, the
family left the United States and returned to his parents'
hometown within present-day Tosa, in Kōchi Prefecture,
Japan. After Ishimoto graduated from Kōchi Agricul-
tural High School, he returned to the United States in
1939, studying architecture at Northwestern University
in Chicago for two years. Though he did not complete
this program, architecture would hold an important place
in his photography.*[2]
From 1942 to 1944, he was interned with other Japanese
Americans at the Amache Internment Camp (also known
as Granada Relocation Center) in Colorado. It was here
that he began to learn photography.*[3]
Returning to Chicago, in 1946 Ishimoto joined the Fort
Dearborn Camera Club*[4] for amateur filmmakers and
photographers there.*[5] He enrolled in the Photogra-
phy Department of the Chicago Institute of Design in
1948 (later the Institute of Design of the Illinois Insti-
tute of Technology) and studied with Harry M. Calla-
han and Aaron Siskind, graduating in 1952. During this
time, he won numerous photography awards, including
the Moholy-Nagy Prize, which he won twice.
Ishimoto returned to Japan to live in 1953 and that same
year, on a commission from New York's Museum of
Modern Art, he photographed Katsura Imperial Villa
(Katsura rikyū) in Kyoto, working in black-and-white.
Work from this assignment eventually was published as
the book, Katsura: Tradition and Creation in Japanese
Architecture (sometimes shortened to Katsura) in 1960.
The book has texts by Walter Gropius and Tange Kenzō.
Ishimoto's work was chosen by Edward Steichen to ap-
pear in the Family of Man exhibition and catalogue at the
Museum of Modern Art in 1955, and Steichen also se-
lected his work for a three-person exhibition in 1961.
From 1958 to 1961, Ishimoto lived and worked in

Chicago on a Minolta fellowship. His photographs from
this time, mostly street scenes, were eventually published
in 1969 as Chicago, Chicago. After having returned to
Japan in 1961, Ishimoto became a naturalized Japanese
citizen in 1969. During the 1960s, he taught photography
at Kuwasawa Design School, the Tokyo College of Pho-
tography and, between 1966 and 1971, at Tokyo Zokei
University.
Ishimoto travelled and photograph widely, visiting
Southwest Asia*[6] in 1966, and South America, North
Africa and Australia for three months in 1975. The fol-
lowing year he made trips to Iran, Iraq and Turkey and in
1977 he again visited Turkey, also travelling to Spain and
India. He visited China in 1978.
With photographs taken at the temple Tō-ji (also known
as Kyōō Gokokuji) in Kyoto, Ishimoto produced an ex-
hibition in 1977 called Den Shingonin Ryōkai Mandala
(The Mandalas of the Two Worlds). His photography was
later used in a very lavish publication of the same title.
Between 1973 and 1993 Ishimoto produced a number of
in-camera color abstractions that appeared as covers for
the Japanese magazine Approach. In 1980, at the Mu-
seum of Modern Art, he photographed Monet's Water
Lilies in detail and full size.
Ishimoto returned to Katsura in 1982 and took another
series of photographs, this time with many in color, often
using the same or very similar views to those of his 1953
photographs at the same location. Work from this project
was published in Katsura Villa: Space and Form.
His more recent photography dealt with the transitory na-
ture of life as shown in his photographs of clouds, foot-
prints in melting snow and fallen leaves. This theme was
also evident in his photographs of Ise Shrine (also known
as Ise Jingū), which he was permitted to photograph in
1993. This ancient Shinto shrine is torn down and rebuilt
every twenty years.*[7]
Ishimoto participated in many exhibitions, including New
Japanese Photography at the Museum of Modern Art in
1974, solo shows in 1960 and 1999 at the Art Institute
of Chicago, a retrospective in 1989–1990 at Seibu Mu-
seum of Art in Tokyo, and an exhibition at the National
Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, in 1996.
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Ishimoto's many awards include winning the Young Pho-
tographer's Contest, Life magazine (1950); the photog-
rapher of the year award, Japan Photo Critics Associa-
tion (1957); the Mainichi Art Award (1970); the annual
award (1978, 1990) and distinguished contribution award
(1991) of the Photographic Society of Japan; and gov-
ernmental medals of honour (1983, 1993). In 1996 the
Japanese government named Ishimoto a Person of Cul-
tural Merit, an honour that includes a lifelong stipend. In
2004 Ishimoto donated his archive of seven thousand im-
ages, valued at 1.4 billion yen, to the Museum of Art,
Kochi. In English, Yasuhiro Ishimoto signed his name
“Yas Ishimoto”. See examples.*[8]

Ishimoto died at the age of 90 on February 6, 2012, after
being hospitalized the month before for a stroke.*[9]

226.2 Major exhibitions

226.2.1 Solo exhibitions
• Art Institute of Chicago. 1960.

• Museum of Modern Art, New York. 1961.

•“Den Shingonin Ryōkai Mandala”/“Mandala of
Two Worlds”. Seibu Museum of Art, Tokyo. 1977.

• Seibu Museum of Art, Tokyo. 1989–1990

• Yasuhiro Ishimoto, Rencontres d'Arles festival,
1994.

•“Yasuhiro Ishimoto: Remembrance of Things
Present”. National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo,
1996.

•“Ishimoto Yasuhiro-ten: Shikago, Tōkyō" (⽯元泰
博展シカゴ、東京) /“Yasuhiro Ishimoto: Chicago
and Tokyo”. Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Pho-
tography, Tokyo. 1998.

•“Yasuhiro Ishimoto: A Tale of Two Cities”. Art
Institute of Chicago. 1999.

•“Yasuhiro Ishimoto: Mandalas of the Two Worlds
at the Kyoo Gokokuji”. National Museum of Art,
Osaka. 1999.

•“Yasuhiro Ishimoto Photographs: Traces of Mem-
ory”. Cleveland Museum of Art. 2000–2001.

•“Ishimoto Yasuhiro Shashinten 1946–2001”(⽯元
泰博写真展 1946–2001) /“Yasuhiro Ishimoto”.
The Museum of Art, Kochi. April–May 2001.

226.2.2 Joint exhibitions
• The Family of Man. Museum of Modern Art, 1955

• New Japanese Photography. Museum of Modern
Art, 1974

226.3 Books

226.3.1 Books devoted to Ishimoto's work

• Aru hi aru tokoro (ある⽇ある所) / Someday some-
where. Geibi Shuppansha, 1958. Tuttle, 1959.

• Katsura: Nihon kenchiku ni okeru dentō to sōzō
(桂⽇本建築における伝統と創造) / Katsura:
Tradition and Creation in Japanese Architecture.
Zōkeisha and Yale University Press, 1960. Second
edition (without English text): Tokyo: Chūōkōron-
sha, 1971. English-language edition: New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1972. ISBN 0-300-01599-2

• Shikago, Shikago (シカゴ、シカゴ) / Chicago,
Chicago. Tokyo: Bijutsu Shuppansha, 1969. Sec-
ond edition Tokyo: Japan Publications, 1983. ISBN
0-87040-553-5

• Metropolis [Toshi] (1971)

• (With Haruo Tomiyama.) Ningen kakumei no kiroku
(⼈間⾰命の記録) / The Document of Human Rev-
olution. Tokyo: Shashin Hyōronsha, 1973.

• Nōmen (能⾯,“Noh masks”). Tokyo: Heibonsha,
1974.

• Den Shingonin Ryōkai Mandara (伝真⾔院両界曼
荼羅) / The Mandalas of the Two Worlds. Tokyo:
Heibonsha, 1977. Photographs on folded screens,
lavishly produced and packed in two very large
boxes. (An edition of 500, priced at 880,000 yen.)

• Eros und Cosmos in Mandala: The Mandalas of the
Two Worlds at the Kyoo Gokoku-ji. Seibu Museum
of Art.

• Den Shingon in mandara (伝真⾔院曼荼羅). Ky-
oto: Sanburaito Shuppan, 1978.

• Kunisaki kikō (国東紀⾏, “Kunisaki travelogue”
). Nihon no Bi. Tokyo: Shūeisha, 1978. A large-
format collection of colour photographs of the Ku-
nisaki peninsula in Kyūshū.

• Karesansui no niwa (枯⼭⽔の庭,“Dry gardens”
). Tokyo: Kōdansha, 1980.

• Yamataikoku gensō (邪⾺台国幻想). Nihon no
Kokoro. Tokyo: Shūeisha, 1980.

• Isuramu: Kūkan to mon'yō (イスラム：空間と⽂
様) / Islam: Space and Design. Kyoto: Shinshindō,
1980.

• Kōkoku no jūichimen kannon (湖国の⼗⼀観⾳).
Tokyo: Iwanami, 1982.

• Shikago, Shikago: Sono 2 (シカゴ、シカゴその
２) / Chicago, Chicago. Tokyo: Libro Port, 1983.
ISBN 978-4-8457-0098-1.
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• Shikago, Shikago: Sono 2 (シカゴ、シカゴその
２) / Chicago, Chicago. Tokyo: Canon, 1983. More
black and white photographs of Chicago. No cap-
tions; foreword and chronology of the photographer
in Japanese.

• Katsura rikyū: Kūkan to katachi (桂離宮空間と
形). Tokyo: Iwanami, 1983. English translation:
Katsura Villa: Space and Form. New York: Rizzoli,
1987.

• Hana (花) / Hana. Tokyo: Kyūryūdō, 1988. ISBN
4-7630-8804-1. English edition: Flowers, San
Francisco: Chronicle, 1989. ISBN 0-87701-668-2.

• Kyō no tewaza: Takumi-tachi no emoyō (京の⼿わ
ざ：匠たちの絵模様). Tokyo: Gakugei Shorin,
1988. ISBN 4-905640-14-8.

• The Photography of Yasuhiro Ishimoto: 1948–1989.
Tokyo: Seibu Museum of Art, 1989.

• Ishimoto Yasuhiro Shashinten 1946–2001 (⽯元泰
博 1946–2001) / Yasuhiro Ishimoto. Kōchi, Kōchi:
The Museum of Art, Kochi, 2001. Text in Japanese
and English.

• Arata Isozaki Works 30: Architectural Models,
Prints, Drawings. Gingko, 1992. ISBN 4-89737-
139-2.

• Ise Jingū (伊勢神宮, “Ise shrine”). Tokyo:
Iwanami, 1995. ISBN 4-00-008061-X.

• Genzai no kioku (現在の記憶) / Remembrance of
Things Present. Tokyo: National Museum of Mod-
ern Art, 1996. Catalogue of an exhibition held at the
National Film Center in 1996. Captions and text in
both Japanese and English.

• Ishimoto Yasuhiro (⽯ 元 泰 博). Nihon no
Shashinka. Tokyo: Iwanami, 1997. ISBN 4-
00-008366-X. A compact survey of Ishimoto's
monochrome work; text in Japanese only.

• Yasuhiro Ishimoto: A Tale of Two Cities. Ed. Colin
Westerbeck. Chicago: Art Institute of Chicago,
1999. ISBN 0-86559-170-9. Catalogue of an
exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago, May–
September 1999.

• Toki (刻) / Moment. Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2004.
ISBN 4-00-008366-X. A survey of Ishimoto's
monochrome work; text in Japanese and English.

• Shibuya, Shibuya (シブヤ、シブヤ). Tokyo:
Heibonsha, 2007. ISBN 978-4-582-27764-7.
Monochrome images, mostly of the backs of indi-
vidual people waiting for the lights to change at the
main crossroads in front of Shibuya Station. No cap-
tions; the minimal text is in Japanese and English.

• Meguriau iro to katachi (めぐりあう⾊とかたち) /
Composition. Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2008. ISBN 978-
4-582-27769-2. Compositions of colors. The min-
imal text is in Japanese only.

• Tajū rokō (多重露光) / Multi Exposure. Exhibition
catalogue.

• Katsura rikyū (桂離宮). 2010. ISBN 4-89737-655-
6.

• Nakamori, Yasufumi. Katsura: Picturing Mod-
ernism in Japanese Architecture. Museum of Fine
Arts Houston, 2010. ISBN 0-300-16333-9.

• Moriyama Akiko (森⼭明⼦). Ishimoto Yasuhiro:
Shashin to iu shikō (⽯元泰博写真という思考) /
Yasuhiro Ishimoto: Beyond the Eye that Shapes. 武
蔵野美術⼤学出版局, 2010. ISBN 4901631950。

226.3.2 Other works

• Szarkowski, John, and Shoji Yamagishi. New
Japanese Photography. New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1974. ISBN 0-87070-503-2 (hard),
ISBN 0-87070-503-2 (paper) Four photographs
(1953–1954) from Katsura (1960).

• (Japanese) Nihon nūdo meisakushū (⽇本ヌード名
作集, Japanese nudes). Camera Mainichi bessatsu.
Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbunsha, 1982. Pp. 166–69
show nudes by Ishimoto.

• Nihon shashin no tenkan: 1960 nendai no hyō-
gen (⽇本写真の転換：1960 時代の表現) /
Innovation in Japanese Photography in the 1960s.
Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photogra-
phy, 1991. Exhibition catalogue, text in Japanese
and English. Pp. 68–77 show examples from
“Chicago, Chicago”.

• Densha ni miru toshi fūkei 1981–2006 (電⾞にみ
る都市⾵景 1981–2006 / Scenes of Tokyo City:
Prospects from the Train 1981–2006. Tama City,
Tokyo: Tama City Cultural Foundation Parthenon
Tama, 2006. Exhibition catalogue; pp. 4–13 are
devoted to Ishimoto. Captions and text in Japanese
and English.

226.4 Notes
[1] Or sometimes Ishimoto Taihaku. For example, the pho-

tographs “Jidōsha no imēji”(⾃動⾞のイメージ; al-
ternative English title“Land of Cars”) in Asahi Camera
February 1962, pp. 70–74, are credited to⽯元泰博 and
“Taihaku Ishimoto"; in his English-language summary at

the back of the magazine, the editor refers to him as“Tai-
haku (Yasuhiro) Ishimoto”.
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[2] Luisa Orto and Matsuda Takako, 'Artist Profiles'; in
Tucker, et al., The History of Japanese Photography, 345.

[3] The name of the internment camp has been given in dif-
ferent sources as“Amache”,“Amachi”,“Armach”
and variations of“Granada Relocation Center”.

[4] Camper, Fred (June 10, 1999).“Men on the Street, The
everyday art of two extraordinary photographers: Marvin
Newman and Yasuhiro Ishimoto”. Chicago Reader. Re-
trieved April 23, 2012.

[5] Michèle Auer and Michel Auer, Encyclopédie in-
ternationale des photographes de 1839 à nos
jours/Photographers Encyclopaedia International 1839
to the Present (Hermance: Editions Camera Obscura,
1985). Auer and Auer mention only“filmmakers”, but
presumably intend to include photographers.

[6] Auer and Auer use the phrase“Middle and Near East”.

[7] Orto and Matsuda.

[8]

[9]
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Yasumasa Morimura

Yasumasa Morimura in his Osaka studio 1990; photograph by
Sally Larsen.

Yasumasa Morimura (森村泰昌, born June 11, 1951)
is a Japanese appropriation artist. He was born in Osaka
and graduated from Kyoto City University of Arts in
1978. Since 1985, Morimura has primarily shown his
work in international solo exhibitions, although he has
been involved in various group exhibitions.
Morimura borrows images from historical artists (ranging
from Édouard Manet to Rembrandt to Cindy Sherman),
and inserts his own face and body into them.*[1]*[2]
Among others, his exhibitions have been shown at the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago (1992), the
Cartier Foundation for Contemporary Art in Jouy-en-

'An Inner Dialogue with Frida Kahlo (Skull Ring)', photograph
by Yasumasa Morimura

Josas, France (1993), the Hara Art Museum in Tokyo
(1994), the Guggenheim Museum (1994), the Yokohama
Museum of Art in Yokohama, Japan (1996), Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego (2006), and the Art Gallery
of New South Wales in Sydney (2007).
He has also created a series of hybrid self-portraits mod-
eled after the art of Frida Kahlo.
He was nominated for the Hugo Boss Prize in 1996. The
Carnegie Museum of Art (Pittsburgh), the Honolulu Mu-
seum of Art, the J. Paul Getty Museum (Los Angeles),
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, and the Whitney Museum of
American Art (New York) are among the public collec-
tions holding work by Morimura.*[3]
Among other galleries, he is represented by Luhring Au-
gustine Gallery in New York City.*[2]
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227.1 References
[1] Harumi Befu and Sylvie Guichard-Anguis, Globalizing

Japan: Ethnography of the Japanese Presence in Asia, Eu-
rope and America, Routledge, 2003, p142. ISBN 0-415-
24412-9

[2] Rosenberg, Karen (Jan 15, 2015).“Yasumasa Morimura”
. New York Times.

[3] Luhring Augustine Gallery

227.2 External links
• Official website (Japanese)

• Yasumasa Morimura at Luhring Augustine Gallery

• Saatchi Gallery Additional information on Ya-
sumasa Morimura including artworks, articles, text
panels and full biography

• Portraits of an artist as a young man̶and an older
one Review of a 2013 exhibition of Morimura's
work in Tokyo
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Yōsuke Yamahata

Yōsuke Yamahata (⼭端庸介 Yamahata Yōsuke, Au-
gust 6, 1917 – April 18, 1966) was a Japanese photogra-
pher best known for extensively photographing Nagasaki
the day after it was bombed.
Yamahata was born in Singapore; his father, Shōgyoku
Yamahata (⼭端祥⽟, later to become known as a pho-
tographer) had a job there related to photography.*[1] He
went to Tokyo in 1925 and eventually started at Hosei
University (Tokyo) but dropped out in 1936 to work in
G. T. Sun (ジーチーサン商会, Jīchīsan Shōkai, aka
Graphic Times Sun), a photographic company run by his
father. (He would become its president in 1947.) From
1940, Yamahata worked as a military photographer in
China and elsewhere in Asia outside Japan; he returned
to Japan in 1942.
On August 10, 1945, a day after the Nagasaki bomb-
ing, Yamahata began to photograph the devastation, still
working as a military photographer. Over a period of
about twelve hours he took around a hundred exposures;
by late afternoon, he had taken his final photographs near
a first aid station north of the city. In a single day, he
had completed the only extensive photographic record of
the immediate aftermath of the atomic bombing of either
Hiroshima or Nagasaki. These photographs appeared
swiftly, for example in the August 21 issue of Mainichi
Shinbun.

After the GHQ's restrictions on coverage of the effects of
the atomic bomb were lifted earlier in 1952, Yamahata's
photographs of Nagasaki appeared in the September 29
issue of Life. The same year, they appeared in the book
Kiroku-shashin: Genbaku no Nagasaki. Some also ap-
peared in the exhibition and book "The Family of Man".
Yamahata became violently ill in 1965, on his forty-
eighth birthday and the twentieth anniversary of the
bombing of Hiroshima. He was diagnosed with terminal
cancer of the duodenum, probably caused by the residual
effects of radiation received in Nagasaki in 1945. He is
buried at Tama Cemetery, Tokyo.
Restoration work was done on Yamahata's negatives after
his death. An exhibition of prints,“Nagasaki Journey”
, traveled to San Francisco, New York, and Nagasaki in
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the bombing.
Yamahata's photographs of Nagasaki remain the most

complete record of the atomic bombing as seen immedi-
ately after the bombing. The New York Times has called
his photographs“some of the most powerful images ever
made”.

228.1 Gallery

Examples of Yamahata's works in the public domain.

• Survivors of the atomic bombing

• Victims of the atomic bombing

228.2 Books of Yamahata's works

• Kiroku-shashin: Genbaku no Nagasaki (記録の写
真：原爆の⻑崎). Daiichi Shuppansha, 1952.

• Genbaku no Nagasaki (原爆の⻑崎). Tokyo:
Gakufū Shoin, 1959.

• Nagasaki Journey: The Photographs of Yosuke
Yamahata August 10, 1945. San Francisco:
Pomegranate, 1995. ISBN 0-87654-360-3.

• Nagasaki yomigaeru genbaku shashin (⻑崎よみが
える原爆写真). Tokyo: NHK, 1995. ISBN 4-14-
080231-6.

• (Japanese) Yamahata Yōsuke (⼭端庸介). Nihon
no shashinka 23. Tokyo: Iwanami, 1998. ISBN 4-
00-008363-5.

228.3 Notes

[1] Hirakata and the Biographic Dictionary state that Yama-
hata's original given name was啓弌, but do not specify its
reading. A likely reading is“Keiichi”.
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228.4 Sources
• (Japanese) Hirakata (平⽅正昭). “Yamahata Yō-

suke”. Nihon shashinka jiten (⽇本写真家事典)
/ 328 Outstanding Japanese Photographers. Kyoto:
Tankōsha, 2000. ISBN 4-473-01750-8. Despite the
English-language alternative title, all in Japanese.

• Kaku: Hangenki (核：半減期) / The Half Life
of Awareness: Photographs of Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki. Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of
Photography, 1995. Exhibition catalogue; cap-
tions and text in both Japanese and English. Fif-
teen pages of Yamahata's photographs of Na-
gasaki; also works by Ken Domon, Toshio Fukada,
Kikujirō Fukushima, Shigeo Hayashi, Kenji Ishig-
uro, Shunkichi Kikuchi, Mitsugi Kishida, Eiichi
Matsumoto, Yoshito Matsushige, Shōmei Tōmatsu,
and Hiromi Tsuchida. Text and captions in both
Japanese and English.

• (Japanese) Nihon no shashinka (⽇本の写真家)
/ Biographic Dictionary of Japanese Photography.
Tokyo: Nichigai Associates, 2005. ISBN 4-8169-
1948-1. Despite the English-language alternative ti-
tle, all in Japanese.

228.5 External links
• Photographs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

• Nagasaki Journey, The Photographs of Yosuke
Yamahata, presented by the San Francisco Ex-
ploratorium
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Zoe Strauss

Zoe Strauss (born 1970) is an American
photographer.*[1]

229.1 Biography

Zoe Strauss was born in 1970 in Philadelphia.*[2] Her fa-
ther died when she was 5. She was the first member of
her immediate family to graduate from high school. For
her 30th birthday she was given a camera and started pho-
tographing in the city s̓ marginal neighborhoods.*[3] She
is a photo-based installation artist who uses Philadelphia
as a primary setting and subject for her work. Strauss typ-
ically photographs overlooked (or purposefully avoided)
details with a humanist perspective and eye for compo-
sure.*[4]
In 1995, she started the Philadelphia Public Art Project,
a one-woman organization whose mission is to give the
citizens of Philadelphia access to art in their everyday
lives.*[5] Strauss calls the Project an “epic narrative”
of her own neighborhood.*[5] “When I started shoot-
ing, it was as if somewhere hidden in my head I had been
waiting for this,”she has said.*[5]
Between 2000 and 2011, Straussʼs photographic work
culminated in a yearly “Under I-95”show which took
place beneath the Interstate in South Philadelphia.*[2]
She displayed her photographs on concrete pillars under
the highway and sold them for $5 each.*[1]
Strauss received a Seedling Award from the Leeway
Foundation in 2002, a Pew Fellowship in 2005, and in
2006 her work was included in the Whitney Biennial.*[2]
She also had a solo exhibition of her photographs, entitled
Ramp Project: Zoe Strauss, at the Institute of Contempo-
rary Art, Philadelphia.*[6] In 2007 Strauss was named a
2007 USA Gund Fellow and granted $50,000 by United
States Artists.
Strauss frequently photographs near her grandparents'
former home at 16th and Susquehanna.*[7] Her pho-
tographs include shuttered buildings, empty parking lots
and vacant meeting halls in South Philadelphia. Strauss
says her work is“a narrative about the beauty and diffi-
culty of everyday life.”*[8]
Her book America was published in 2008 by AMMO

Books.*[9]
In July 2012 Strauss was elected into the Magnum Photos
agency.*[10]

229.2 Solo exhibitions

• 2002-2009 Works-in-Progress exhibit, Southwark
Community Center, last week of October annually,
Philadelphia

• 2001-2010 Under 95 exhibit, Front St. and Mifflin
St., the 1st weekend of May annually, Philadelphia

• 2006 Projected and Selected Images, Acuna-Hansen
Gallery, Los Angeles

• 2006 Ramp Project, Institute of Contemporary Art,
Philadelphia*[6]

• 2007 I-95 Works in Progress, Etc. Galerie, Prague

• 2007 If You Reading This, Silverstein Photography,
New York City*[11]

• 2008 Zoe Strauss: Works in Progress, Peeler Art
Center, DePauw University, Greencastle, Indi-
ana*[12]

• 2009 America: We Love Having You Here, Bruce
Silverstein Gallery, New York City*[13]

• 2010 Photographs by Zoe Strauss, Under I-95,
Philadelphia

• 2010 Zoe Strauss: Works for Columbus, OH, Wexner
Center for the Arts, Columbus, Ohio*[14]

• 2012 Zoe Strauss: 10 Years, Philadelphia Museum
of Art, Philadelphia*[15]

• 2012 Zoe Strauss: 10 Years: A Slideshow, Bruce Sil-
verstein Gallery, New York Ciy*[16]
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229.3 Group exhibitions

• 1997 Indianapolis Installation Festival, Whirlforce
Medical Research Laboratories, Indianapolis Juried
Exhibition, 3rd in show.

• 2002 Leeway Award winners group show,
Philadelphia Art Alliance, Philadelphia

• 2004 Big Nothing Cabaret, Institute of Contempo-
rary Art, Philadelphia

• 2004 Works on Paper, Arcadia University, Glenside,
Pennsylvania*[17]

• 2006 Whitney Biennial: Day for Night, Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York City*[18]

• 2006 Summer Vacation: Photographs from the Col-
lection, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadel-
phia*[19]

• 2006 This Is America, Centraal Museum, Utrecht,
Netherlands

• 2008 History Keeps Me Awake at Night: A Geneal-
ogy of Wojnarowicz, PPOW Gallery, New York
City

• 2008 L É̓té photographique de Lectoure, Lectoure,
France.

• 2008 Who's Afraid of America?, Wonderland Art
Space, Copenhagen*[20]

• 2009 On the Scene: Jason Lazarus, Wolfgang Plöger,
Zoe Strauss, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago*[21]

• 2010Queer Brighton: Molly Landreth&Zoe Strauss,
Lighthouse, Brighton Part of Brighton Photo Bien-
nial.*[22]

• 2013 Carnegie International, Pittsburgh *[23]

229.4 Commissions

• 2004-2005 St. James collection, 200 photos

• 2007 Philadelphia Eagles/Lincoln Financial Field,
vinyl print of Mattress Flip

• 2008 World Class Boxing, Art Miami

229.5 Public collections

• The Philadelphia Museum of Art.*[24]

229.6 Grants and awards
• 2002 Leeway Emerging Artist grant.*[25]

• 2004 Arcadia University Works on Paper“Friends
of Arcadia Award”, Arcadia University.

• 2005 Pew Fellowship in the Arts.*[2]

• 2007 USA Gund Fellow, Visual Arts.*[2]

• 2007 $50,000 grant from United States Artists*[26]
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nipaedista, Toyotsu, Masterknighted, 7AGrafton, Thinking of England, 777sms, RjwilmsiBot, Ripchip Bot, Lopifalko, Stefanbeyst, Ar-
tiquities, ClueBot NG, Candidyams, Oyster Flute, Cbernasc, Churchway, Fillthemill, Nico Mes, MusikAnimal, GogoW24, Cyberbot II,
VIAFbot, Woerner19, The judge000, Kamolga, Mark Elf, Kingakira, Tomhowargreu2, Grottery, KasparBot and Anonymous: 103

• Andres Serrano Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andres_Serrano?oldid=697096764 Contributors: Camembert, Docu, Wetman,
Jmabel, Danceswithzerglings, Solipsist, Bobblewik, Kjetil r, MarkSweep, Carolaman, Jh51681, Grm wnr, D6, Larrybob, Haruo, Rich
Farmbrough, Causa sui, Darwinek, Bbsrock, SidP, A D Monroe III, Mandarax, Nightscream, Brighterorange, The wub, RobyWayne, Tom-
myt, Snappy, RussBot, IanManka, Gaius Cornelius, Diggers2004, Serte, Gilliam, Flexxx, Chris the speller, OrphanBot, Snowmanradio,
New World Man, Ohconfucius, Khazar, Saxwakuy~enwiki, Yahoo12, GiantSnowman, CalebNoble, WeggeBot, Cydebot, Mind flux, En-
ergyfreezer, Thijs!bot, David Shankbone, Matthew Fennell, Mrund, DFS, JamesBWatson, Waacstats, Theroadislong, Bus stop, Writegeist,
STBotD, Squids and Chips, SouperAwesome, Rdfr, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Weetjesman, Ethicoaestheticist, Falcon8765, Allebor-
goBot, Gus, Moonriddengirl, Mungo Kitsch, Barliner, Wmpearl, ClueBot, OneMarkus, BOTarate, DumZiBoT, Badmachine, Dthomsen8,
Ghettro, Addbot, Amycn, Aryder779, JPLei, Lightbot, OlEnglish, Megaman en m, Yobot, Sore Ring, Tryptofish, Omnipaedista, Fres-
coBot, Chapska, DrilBot, LittleWink, Sephyboy, Reconsider the static, Trappist the monk, Britbone, Suffusion of Yellow, RjwilmsiBot,
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Yellowbricks, DASHBot, And we drown, Captain Screebo, Greenscreenalley, ClueBot NG, Justlettersandnumbers, Wilarseny, Astyaj,
Neptune's Trident, Artistaaron, Arthistorygrrl, Fotodimatti, ChrisGualtieri, Myxomatosis57, Irrimar, VIAFbot, Epicgenius, Sarahobender,
Antonyj0403, Publicartnyc, AzogAzekzog, KasparBot, Greg Dahlen, Nick the Hero and Anonymous: 79

• André Kertész Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9_Kert%C3%A9sz?oldid=700070192 Contributors: Bryan Derksen,
Arpingstone, Mike Linksvayer, Zoicon5, Nv8200pa, Jnc, Bearcat, Robbot, DavidA, Adam78, DocWatson42, Michael Devore, MarkSweep,
MisfitToys, Hans castorp81~enwiki, Robin klein, D6, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Guanabot, Sicilarch, Maclean25, Fenevad, Art
LaPella, Bobo192, Circeus, Giraffedata, Darwinek, Novicew, Hoary, Echuck215, Kocio, Rorschach, Woohookitty, FeanorStar7, Cedrus-
Libani, Stefanomione, Mandarax, BD2412, Rjwilmsi, Koavf, Rogerd, Lockley, Brighterorange, Tommy Kronkvist, RobertG, Chobot,
YurikBot, RussBot, Hellbus, Bullzeye, Tony1, Philgyford, Phgao, Nikkimaria, Spawn Man, Josh3580, Tyrenius, Curpsbot-unicodify, Grin-
Bot~enwiki, SmackBot, Xenicon, Bundesz~enwiki, Zyxw, Arniep, Pzavon, Hmains, Colonies Chris, Tammgiar, SteveHopson, Ser Amantio
di Nicolao, Nareek, Syrcatbot, Beetstra, SandyGeorgia, AntOnTrack, Quaeler, Wspencer11, Dlohcierekim, CmdrObot, Tim1988, Aptery-
gial, Cydebot, Optimist on the run, Gimmetrow, JohnInDC, Photoarts, Casliber, Thijs!bot, PJMcGivney, Philippe, CarbonX, Mvjs, Emer-
aldcityserendipity, PloniAlmoni, Bongwarrior, Mouchoir le Souris, CommonsDelinker, AlexiusHoratius, Johnpacklambert, DrKay, Acala-
mari, Rufous-crowned Sparrow, AntiSpamBot, DorganBot, CFProductions, GrahamHardy, Rdfr, Ripberger, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye,
TXiKiBoT, Wikidemon, Mocean, Wassermann~enwiki, Barkeep, Calliopejen1, I Like Cheeseburgers, Caltas, Lightmouse, Alex.muller,
Dravecky, LonelyMarble, Efe, Denisarona, ClueBot, W., Podzemnik, Mild Bill Hiccup, Parkwells, Twizzlemas, Mspraveen, Jusdafax,
Lartoven, Sun Creator, NuclearWarfare, Blueiridium, SoxBot, Rreagan007, Addbot, GargoyleBot, Wkrocek, Ronhjones, Lets Enjoy Life,
Fieldday-sunday, D0762, LinkFA-Bot, Stringofsparkles, Numbo3-bot, Teles, Luckas-bot, Chigger1111, AHLU, II MusLiM HyBRiD II,
Manumgnair, Ratboyisacockbagwithnocock, Funguy63, Kjell Knudde, THEN WHO WAS PHONE?, AdamSiska, AnomieBOT, Noq,
Gnomeliberation front, Danielba894, Kingpin13, Rexenstein, Citation bot, SilversteinStaff, LilHelpa, Xqbot, BSG2420, Capricorn42,
Davshul, Date delinker, J JMesserly, GrouchoBot, ProtectionTaggingBot, Omnipaedista, Sophus Bie, Treborobert, FrescoBot, Beemad,
Ubub92, A little insignificant, Citation bot 1, Nightwriter2012, Fat&Happy, RedBot, Tyssul, Trouver, Trappist the monk, Dinamik-
bot, Gulbenk, Weedwhacker128, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, EmausBot, John of Reading, GoingBatty, Mauro100, ZéroBot, Inka 888,
Puffin, Mentibot, ClueBot NG, Hupaleju, Feithg, ChrisGualtieri, None but shining hours, Khazar2, Dexbot, Szimler.gergo, VIAFbot,
Loren.moulds, Anakronik, Epicgenius, Eyesnore, Michaela Bosakova, Wiki.mod.zero, Monkbot, Rencontres arles, Cornelious0100, Kas-
parBot and Anonymous: 117

• Angus McBean Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angus_McBean?oldid=700208839 Contributors: Deb, SatyrTN, Bearcat, Owain,
Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Carptrash, Ogg, Philip Cross, Hoary, Hailey C. Shannon, Mandarax, Rjwilmsi, Crisco 1492, Smack-
Bot, Calliopejen~enwiki, Colonies Chris, GoodDay, Radagast83, Ohconfucius, Nigel45, Dicklyon, Cydebot, Trident13, Starionwolf,
Skanking, Alphachimpbot, Waacstats, Alanps, Keith D, Skumarlabot, Gallantjonathan, Philip Trueman, Jeremy Bolwell, Ponyo, Explicit,
Alexbot, DumZiBoT, Mabalu, Addbot, BeatleManFan, Lightbot, Yobot, J04n, Miyagawa, Tfjt, FotoPhest, Morag Kerr, Jonesey95, Di-
annaa, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Terence pepper, Guz55, EricWR, ConcernedPhotographer, Ultrafreiheit, Morrcahn, Esszet, VIAFbot,
MaybeMaybeMaybe, MonsieurPoivre, Marchjuly, Beryl reid fan, Filedelinkerbot, The Original Filfi, Tylerian3, KasparBot, Gruffydd E.
Jones and Anonymous: 21

• Anna Atkins Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Atkins?oldid=698518616 Contributors: Deb, Shyamal, Charles Matthews, Post-
dlf, Wereon, Lycurgus, Cormaggio, Valérie75, Jwinius, LFaraone, Mindmatrix, Dupont Circle, Pinkville, Conscious, Kristiwachter, Nikki-
maria, CapitalLetterBeginning, Mais oui!, Mjroots, SmackBot, Verne Equinox, Mark in wiki, Ohconfucius, Will Beback, Ser Amantio di
Nicolao, Regan123, Ftalistcom, O1ive, DumbBOT, Thijs!bot, Edwardx, Djbwiki, Waacstats, Brusegadi, Theroadislong, Nposs, Skier Dude,
Betswiki, Ipigott, Scewing, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Wikidemon, BellWebServices, Vanished user ikijeirw34iuaeolaseriffic, Loveless2,
Qst, VAwebteam, The Thing That Should Not Be, Twizzlemas, NiciVampireHeart, Tjako, RogDel, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Lightbot, Zorrobot,
Michael Shefa, Luckas-bot, TheSuave, Yobot, EdwardLane, ArtPhotoLover, Chause4, ArthurBot, LMorland, Bluebird207, I dream of
horses, Trappist the monk, Malvernstgiles, Imartin6, Juliahd, EmausBot, Peaceray, Ept1961, ClueBot NG, Anupmehra, Helpful Pixie
Bot, Hallows AG, Ancestrypft, Rcamilled, Chufair, Xochiztli, VIAFbot, Nimetapoeg, Photocr01, NHB38, Elennium, Monkbot, Good
afternoon, NekoKatsun, KasparBot, TerryToogood, Eric Pode lives and Anonymous: 56

• Anne Brigman Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Brigman?oldid=689668448 Contributors: Lensim, Shenme, Mandarax,
Rjwilmsi, Peter G Werner, SmackBot, Dustingc, Autopilot, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Gobonobo, Ken Gallager, Cydebot, Missvain, Waac-
stats, Rettetast, Johnpacklambert, HarZim, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, BOTijo, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Lightbot, Yobot, Citation bot, LilHelpa,
Xqbot, Cmult, FrescoBot, Cullen328, RjwilmsiBot, John of Reading, Look2See1, AvicBot, ZéroBot, ArtnHistory, SporkBot, VIAFbot,
Stamptrader, Monkbot, KasparBot, Ondane and Anonymous: 3

• Anne Zahalka Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Zahalka?oldid=679994919 Contributors: Paul A, Bearcat, Dl2000, Flying-
Toaster, Epbr123, Missvain, Waacstats, Mattinbgn, RockMFR, Ponyo, Tide rolls, Jim1138, Allizoid, Sionk, Trijnstel, RjwilmsiBot, John
of Reading, Orphan Wiki, Omupu, ClueBot NG, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 12

• Ansel Adams Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ansel_Adams?oldid=700330753 Contributors: Andre Engels, William Avery, Olivier,
Ericd, Leandrod, Edward, Infrogmation, D, Bbtommy, JohnOwens, Ellywa, Ahoerstemeier, Mxn, Hike395, Hashar, Mulad, RodC, Dino,
DJ Clayworth, Maximus Rex, David Shay, Tempshill, Samsara, Spinster, Dimadick, Bearcat, Robbot, Dale Arnett, Goethean, Sam Spade,
Postdlf, Nilmerg, Clngre, Wikibot, JackofOz, Goodralph, Alan Liefting, Pabouk, Wolf530, Vfp15, Tom harrison, Iridium77, Quin-
wound, Solipsist, Utcursch, Slowking Man, Tgwena, Quadell, Antandrus, Jfliu, Kaldari, PDH, Phil Sandifer, Sam Hocevar, D6, Dis-
cospinster, Brianhe, Rich Farmbrough, Rhobite, Rama, UCZK, User2004, Ivan Bajlo, Pavel Vozenilek, Paul August, ESkog, Jnestorius,
RJHall, Aurora~enwiki, Mwanner, Art LaPella, Nrbelex, Bobo192, NetBot, Smalljim, Viriditas, Darwinek, Andersju, NathanHawking,
Sam Korn, Krellis, JesseHogan, Hooperbloob, HasharBot~enwiki, Jumbuck, Alansohn, Arthena, Friday13, Andrew Gray, Hoary, Light-
darkness, Phyllis1753, Velella, Cburnett, Joekoz451, Mikeo, Zxcvbnm, Computerjoe, Tobyc75, Ceyockey, Japanese Searobin, Ron Ritz-
man, Fontgirl, Woohookitty, FeanorStar7, Hbobrien, Miaow Miaow, MONGO, Hypercube~enwiki, Hbdragon88, DESiegel, Dysepsion,
Emerson7, Mandarax, Graham87, Jack Cox, Sparkit, Bunchofgrapes, Dananderson, Coneslayer, Rjwilmsi, Mayumashu, Koavf, Rogerd,
Lockley, Tyoda, MZMcBride, Stevekeiretsu, The wub, FlaBot, Triconda, RexNL, Gurch, Hunterd, Chobot, DVdm, Cactus.man, My-
sekurity, Gwernol, Algebraist, The Rambling Man, YurikBot, Beroos, Peter G Werner, Phantomsteve, Me and, Epolk, Yllosubmarine,
Gaius Cornelius, CambridgeBayWeather, Pseudomonas, Wimt, NawlinWiki, Wiki alf, Boneheadmx, Chick Bowen, Johann Wolfgang,
RazorICE, Jpbowen, Tony1, Wknight94, Sstigler, Nikkimaria, Tyrenius, Fourohfour, Crunch, Mmcannis, DVD R W, Tom Morris, A
bit iffy, SmackBot, Bobet, Slashme, KnowledgeOfSelf, Pgk, C.Fred, Shooga~enwiki, WookieInHeat, Eskimbot, Gilliam, Ohnoitsjamie,
Hmains, Ckerr, Exlibris, Tv316, Keegan, Persian Poet Gal, Thumperward, Whispering, Wygk, Sb617, Zsinj, Can't sleep, clown will
eat me, Duncancumming, Rrburke, Edivorce, Stevenmitchell, SteveHopson, Kukini, Andrei Stroe, Ohconfucius, Will Beback, Michael
David, Ozhiker, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Tomatoman, Teneriff, John, Microchip08, Heimstern, Numbxconflict, Accurizer, Javit, Iron-
Gargoyle, Syrcatbot, Mrshuptrine, TFNorman, Martinp23, Emulsive Sinner, Sleestack, Waggers, Peyre, Evjohnsen~enwiki, BranStark,
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Fan-1967, Iridescent, Majora4, Trialsanderrors, Dpeters11, Tawkerbot2, Kevin Murray, MightyWarrior, JForget, InvisibleK, Anthony22,
James pic, Makeemlighter, Beam er, Pyrope, CmdrDan, Montanabw, Karenjc, Chicheley, Cydebot, Bpm32, Mike Christie, Gogo Dodo,
Corpx, Thewinchester, Daniel J. Leivick, Quidnunct, Nabokov, Epbr123, Sobreira, Marek69, Dalahäst, Missvain, CharlotteWebb, Gad-
getdude, MikeDunford, Escarbot, Mentifisto, AntiVandalBot, RobotG, Luna Santin, Seaphoto, Dr. Blofeld, Jj137, Modernist, Till-
man, Altamel, Sluzzelin, Bballdude64, Xeno, JeffConrad, Time3000, Magioladitis, Connormah, VoABot II, Helgrind1992, JNW, Gget-
zin, Theroadislong, Sgr927, Atorero, DerHexer, Jr2349, Shadesofgrey, Defenestrating Monday, SamShearman, MartinBot, Commons-
Delinker, Manticore, J.delanoy, Pharaoh of the Wizards, MrBell, Libroman, Gfox88, BrokenSphere, Mahewa, Taglag, Janus Shadowsong,
Aboutmovies, Gurchzilla, SJP, FJPB, Daniel bustamante, Juliancolton, STBotD, Tiggerjay, Vanished user 39948282, R. A. C., Pdcook,
Pedauque~enwiki, Halmstad, CardinalDan, Funandtrvl, Spellcast, Archedroof, Vox Humana 8', Black Kite, X!, Deor, ABF, Mrh30, The-
MindsEye, Kwsn, Omegastar, Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT, Mercurywoodrose, Malinaccier, Walor, Wikidemon, GcSwRhIc, Combat-
entropy, Arnon Chaffin, Qxz, GlobeGores, LeaveSleaves, Blflm, Bcody80, Lshiozaki, Flash19901, Maxim, SpecMode, RandomXYZb,
Krzysfr, Huckle B., Roxya, Enviroboy, Alecoalec, Monty845, Rep07, Logan, Ponyo, Tresiden, Mungo Kitsch, Yintan, Nathanandbry-
tinee, Keilana, Serveaero2, Bentogoa, Flyer22 Reborn, Oxymoron83, Byrialbot, Smilesfozwood, Lightmouse, IdreamofJeanie, OKBot,
Neoguru12, Maelgwnbot, Sir~enwiki, Pianoman320, Prof saxx, Vanyagor, Denisarona, Escape Orbit, Finetooth, A21sauce, C0nanPayne,
Ldabrahams, ImageRemovalBot, ObfuscatePenguin, Loren.wilton, ClueBot, Yamanbaiia, Binksternet, The Thing That Should Not Be,
All Hallow's Wraith, Acarat, HannahMiley, Niceguyedc, Bokan, Scotwriter, Cnsp40, LizardJr8, Bballer21212121, PMDrive1061, Ex-
cirial, Jusdafax, Erebus Morgaine, Eeekster, Abrech, Liist3, Rhododendrites, ParisianBlade, AndyFielding, Psinu, Hasteur, Polly, Argue-
power22, Light show, Cmacauley, 9Nak, MelonBot, Kruusamägi, Rhbo2, Fullmetal102590, Glacier Wolf, Vanished User 1004, Ernst-
Günther Baade, Toolssmile34, Gerhardvalentin, Billy22222, Caaristiona, Little Mountain 5, Nunya1121, Mifter, Kentlewan, Noctibus,
MarmadukePercy, Lexaxis7, Good Olfactory, TFBCT1, Imperial Star Destroyer, Addbot, Proofreader77, 1mcdonald1, Some jerk on the
Internet, Thomas888b, PaterMcFly, Rustyrock933, CanadianLinuxUser, Samus3456, Socerizard, JPLei, Alsoam, Glane23, AndersBot,
Chzz, DLake37, LinkFA-Bot, Americanfreedom, Levangel, Tide rolls, Chrisjames123, Okita2, LuK3, Legobot, Blah28948, Luckas-bot,
Jackie, ArtPhotoLover, Tannkrem, QueenCake, IW.HG, AnomieBOT, Andrewrp, DemocraticLuntz, Neptune5000, Piano non troppo,
Sz-iwbot, Materialscientist, Inafinus, Knowledge Incarnate, ChristianH, Xqbot, Capricorn42, Mononomic, Tomwsulcer, Omnipaedista,
Krscal, Shadowjams, Magician1111, Erik9, Hiart, FrescoBot, Kolobok1971, Climent Sostres, D'ohBot, Jordanmichaelhill, Bhoeschcod,
Jun Nijo, Rheadcannon, Lady Lotus, OriumX, Pinethicket, I dream of horses, Metricmike, Chaseolio, BigDwiki, ContinueWithCau-
tion, Johnniecummins, Cullen328, Cramyourspam, Kgrad, Trappist the monk, NortyNort, Callanecc, Catsniff, Vrenator, DragonofFire,
Weedwhacker128, Chad456, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, Noraft, Onel5969, Lopifalko, Hajatvrc, Salvio giuliano, LcawteHuggle, DASHBot,
Look2See1, Santedorazio, GoingBatty, Calliopeguy, Natashajpearce, Tommy2010, Wikipelli, ZéroBot, Josve05a, Carolinefreedman,
XXxJonnyxXx, Tolly4bolly, Jsayre64, Rcsprinter123, Yesitsraining, L Kensington, Donner60, Saralicia, Chewings72, ClamDip, Iketsi,
123hihi123, ClueBot NG, Iiii I I I, Kingcruzer, A520, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot, Novusuna, HMSSolent, Jonathanmeyers1, Calabe1992,
KLBot2, Garrapata, BG19bot, Scobra77, Pacerier, MusikAnimal, Mark Arsten, Dentalplanlisa, Chrispychrisno1, Itgit100, Pawbrig, Eri-
cEnfermero, Riley Huntley, Kristinaeking, Mrt3366, ChrisGualtieri, Clementallen, EditorE, Dexbot, Annehand, Pallino50, Webclient101,
Makecat-bot, VIAFbot, Hair, Paj60wiki, WilliamDigiCol, SPECIFICO, Ejcskier, Reverse polish, Epicgenius, Backstrand, American In
Brazil, Remembrent, Everymorning, Infamous Castle, AnnaBananaRama, Chetankale21, Kaitymh, Quenhitran, Paul2520, Xenxax, Km-
cauliffe, Epic Failure, AKS.9955, Thibaut120094, MartinaDee, Tempany boland, Kinetic37, Jakemhurst, Rachasong, Abount, Aertex,
Anselfan00, Kabobbobak, Zortwort, Dennisdil, GeneralizationsAreBad, KasparBot, Anikan322, Getrekt9000, Gan212005, Ghert501,
Latisha Gonzalez and Anonymous: 866

• Arnold Newman Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_Newman?oldid=701019179 Contributors: Deb, RodC, Capitalistroadster,
Gamaliel, D6, Discospinster, Kenwarren, Causa sui, Darwinek, Hoary, Woohookitty, Commander Keane, JeremyA, FreplySpang, Husky,
FlaBot, Irishguy, Acctorp, Pred, Arniep, Primaryspace, Bradbane, OrphanBot, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Khazar, Shattered, MiamiDol-
phins3, Cydebot, Isthisthingon, Lexiphoto, Waacstats, FANSTARbot, Mikeyp3, DSRH, TheMindsEye, BOTijo, Pooky8416, Wmpearl,
ImageRemovalBot, PixelBot, Addbot, Aljays, Ayapota, Mliu92, Zorrobot, Yobot, THEN WHO WAS PHONE?, Nikonoff, Pokedigi,
GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, HRoestBot, Full-date unlinking bot, Roseohioresident, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Ak-
erans, CrimsonBot, Tmcman119, ClueBot NG, Astyaj, Widr, Toccata quarta, BattyBot, Sanjja2201, Redsky89, Stirmysoultogigglemode,
Pallino50, VIAFbot, YiFeiBot, Ikfedorova, JaconaFrere, InfoDataMonger, Mayaelise, KasparBot and Anonymous: 52

• Arthur Rothstein Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Rothstein?oldid=686827434 Contributors: Bearcat, GreatWhiteNorth-
erner, JamesTeterenko, Bender235, Cuppysfriend, Darwinek, Ynhockey, Phyllis1753, Wikiklrsc, Rjwilmsi, Markkawika, Ground Zero,
Jimp, Howcheng, Gadget850, Vulturell, SmackBot, Ohnoitsjamie, Hmains, Durova, Bluebot, Threeafterthree, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
DavidOaks, Kevin McE, Cydebot, Jack O'Lantern, Abqsteve, Waacstats, Goldsztajn, HOT L Baltimore, SuperMarioMan, WFinch, TXiK-
iBoT, Softlavender, Vchimpanzee, Dough4872, Sfan00 IMG, All Hallow's Wraith, AgnosticPreachersKid, Billwhittaker, Addbot, Ben Ben,
Luckas-bot, Yobot, Annieartist, Gongshow, LilHelpa, Thehelpfulbot, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, AvicBot, ZéroBot, ClueBot NG, Onanoff, Duce
Staley, Stirmysoultogigglemode, Mogism, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 17

• Arthur Tress Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Tress?oldid=684435842 Contributors: GTBacchus, SatyrTN, Aggelophoros,
D6, Bender235, Mwanner, Alai, Recury, Gpthurston, Tabletop, Peripatetic, FlaBot, SmackBot, Bluebot, Jprg1966, Addshore, Whpq,
Dariusvendetta, ILovePlankton, Skapur, Howard352, Anne9853, Photoarts, Mfrphoto, Waacstats, Softlavender, Mr.Z-bot, Germany2799,
Star Garnet, JeremeK, OneMarkus, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Eall Ân Ûle, Stilljohn, Omnipaedista, FrescoBot, Bgpaulus, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko,
Paula Tress, Crissywelzen, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Torboner, VIAFbot, Dancemomslove, Goysdotter, KasparBot and Anonymous:
19

• Athol Shmith Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athol_Shmith?oldid=692655828 Contributors: JackofOz, Zsero, NawlinWiki,
SmackBot, Colonies Chris, Ohconfucius, Cuddy Wifter, Shirt58, Waacstats, Jamesmcardle, Acgyuio, BOTijo, LibStar, Jrendel, Clue-
Bot, SoSaysChappy, Yobot, Backslash Forwardslash, AnomieBOT, Jim1138, Sionk, MGA73bot, Taylorlautners2, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot,
Eleworth, Erianna, Helpful Pixie Bot, Iamthecheese44, BattyBot, SD5bot, VIAFbot, ColRad85, Peter van der Veer, KasparBot and Anony-
mous: 6

• August Sander Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_Sander?oldid=698004673 Contributors: RedWolf, MarkSweep, HistoryBA,
D6, Poccil, Bender235, Theinfo, Darwinek, Wendell, Hoary, Olessi, YurikBot, Stephenb, Leutha, Cleared as filed, Nikkimaria, Ex0pos,
McGeddon, Jim Casper, SteveHopson, Gobonobo, Michael Bednarek, Storm2005, Ewulp, Thijs!bot, Andyjsmith, Actio, VolkovBot, The-
MindsEye, Philip Trueman, Monegasque, AlexGWU, Addbot, LaaknorBot, Raveonette22, Sindinero, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Omnipaedista,
FrescoBot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, Artiquities, AvicBot, R. J. Mathar, Mentibot, ClueBot NG, CarpeDiem007, Phoebe
krusenstern, VIAFbot, Crystallizedcarbon, KasparBot, Bosley John Bosley and Anonymous: 23

• Barbara Kruger Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Kruger?oldid=700741974 Contributors: Danny, Ronz, Francs2000,
Bearcat, TreyHarris, Grstain, D6, Discospinster, Giraffedata, Darwinek, HasharBot~enwiki, Alansohn, Jbirken, Docboat, Sketchee, RJFJR,
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NYArtsnWords, Tyrenius, Crystallina, SmackBot, Ohnoitsjamie, Sadads, Wizardman, Ohconfucius, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Hu12, Yakari,
Ntsimp, Jack O'Lantern, Blaise Mann, Pilgrim888, DuncanHill, Waacstats, CliffC, Jovan Nikolic, Katharineamy, Mehmeda, Fences and
windows, TXiKiBoT, Siayvida, Nihil novi, Ufinne, Only-sleeping, Rosiestep, Sean.hoyland, Justin W Smith, Od Mishehu AWB, AlexGWU,
Good Olfactory, Addbot, E.stegentritt, Otbon, Yobot, THEN WHO WAS PHONE?, KamikazeBot, AnomieBOT, Piano non troppo, Via
Cythera, Baltabia, Xqbot, Omnipaedista, Omicron777, Xeroxman100, FrescoBot, Iakub, HRoestBot, World-globalt21, WikitanvirBot, Go-
ingBatty, Active Banana, We hope, Djembayz, Badzil, ZéroBot, Midas02, SporkBot, ChuispastonBot, ClueBot NG, Dj3huty, Greer Hon-
eywill, Mr Sheep Measham, Patriciathornton, Inezpiso, JamietwBot, BattyBot, Stirmysoultogigglemode, RB231, EuroCarGT, VIAFbot,
Rooffer, Yuracei, T3nj1n, Jianhui67, K9re11, I love contemporary art, KasparBot, Aries~dewiki, Joseph Nahan Hirsch and Anonymous:
48

• Cindy Sherman Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cindy_Sherman?oldid=699427999 Contributors: AxelBoldt, Paul Barlow, Pgrote,
Saltine, Finlay McWalter, Owen, Bearcat, Robbot, Jredmond, Postdlf, David Gerard, DocWatson42, Edcolins, Gyrofrog, Arsene, Mr-
rhum, D6, Xezbeth, Zaslav, Spitzak, Darwinek, Alansohn, Guy Harris, Hoary, Colin Kimbrell, Grenavitar, Batguano, Recury, Prat-
tflora~enwiki, Woohookitty, Queerudite, JeremyA, Cbustapeck, Astanhope, Gimboid13, Aatombomb, Mandarax, Graham87, Sparkit,
BD2412, Rjwilmsi, Koavf, Lockley, CQJ, FlaBot, 1523, Chobot, DVdm, Bgwhite, The Rambling Man, YurikBot, Jubeanation, Chaser,
Tenebrae, RattBoy, CDA, Eclipsed, Nlu, Rms125a@hotmail.com, Saudade7, Speqc, Tyrenius, SmackBot, Davepape, Qinshihuangdi, Al-
sandro, Ekilfeather, Ohnoitsjamie, Hmains, Pacino77, Bluebot, Feinstein, Macandal, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, OrphanBot, Szarka,
Rrburke, Kevinpurcell, VMS Mosaic, Derek R Bullamore, SteveHopson, Wizardman, S2art, Ceoil, Pinktulip, Sylvea, Syrcatbot, Os-
wald Glinkmeyer, Twalls, Drpaluga, Tawkerbot2, Pmussler, ShelfSkewed, David Warner, Cydebot, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Crockspot, Four-
nax, TonyTheTiger, Missvain, QuasyBoy, Dfrg.msc, Parisbestlodge, Trackway, Mentifisto, Bigtimepeace, PhV~enwiki, Actio, Modernist,
Nightskydancer, Sluzzelin, Postcard Cathy, Ericoides, Kerotan, Magioladitis, Wikidudeman, Bookuser, KO2006, Drewcifer3000, Tall-
grass, Cocytus, Peter.Wille~enwiki, Bus stop, CommonsDelinker, Irish Melkite, 19281987, Xyzt1234, Naniwako, NewEnglandYankee,
DorganBot, TheNewPhobia, Thismightbezach, GrahamHardy, Duchamps comb, Amaraiel, Larryisgood, TheMindsEye, Fences and win-
dows, Philip Trueman, Weiczs, Abtinb, GcSwRhIc, Broadbot, ProfPES, Ethicoaestheticist, The News Hound, Logan, Jaffa42, REStutes,
Ghostwords, Mrfoxtalbot, SheepNotGoats, Hedgehogfox, M.thoriyan, Keilana, Rosspz, Rhanyeia, Iain99, Coldcreation, A21sauce, Clue-
Bot, All Hallow's Wraith, Mezigue, Hawss, Headshotintheface, Stepshep, NuclearWarfare, Arjayay, Eyeteeth1, Egmontaz, Nicholidaniella,
Artethical, Lexaxis7, Friedaknows, Addbot, Fenbaud, Zmin, Agusk7, Leszek Jańczuk, JPLei, LaaknorBot, Margaretlee02, LinkFA-Bot,
Singer18, Tassedethe, Kittycatjessica, Friedasherman, Artumentary, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Hairhorn, Citation bot, ScarTissueBloodBlister,
GB fan, Neurolysis, Xqbot, Ulysses1922, Gotophilk, Elllleen, Mario777Zelda, Omnipaedista, FrescoBot, Tegel, 7AGrafton, Citation bot
1, Rinnernewmex, Contemporary4, A8UDI, Full-date unlinking bot, Tumacama, Art&concepts, Park lane1212, Vrenator, Beautiful but-
terfly4, Hkreiger, Lopifalko, Acather96, Look2See1, Artiquities, Loulbil08, Phillipanchor, Fæ, RiotGrrrl924, Jdillonf, Maximilianklein,
ClueBot NG, Wukai, Justlettersandnumbers, Chester Markel, Ikrshnan, Sg20e79th, CaroleHenson, Sprueth Magers, Robert Biddulph,
Antiqueight, Churchway, BG19bot, Ilovezooeyglass, Alyssalindley, Joydeep, Jfahmy, Dannyt96, BattyBot, GogoW24, Reamromin, Cy-
berbot II, YFdyh-bot, RB231, Dexbot, Cerabot~enwiki, Lugia2453, Mfbjr, Rangdaprod, Jamesmcmahon0, Csherman2, Florido21, Isluce,
Comp.arch, Antonyj0403, Hemmo360, CatherineWM, Mbb2112, ColRad85, Aakeefe, Satykup, Mper0410, Cherifa2, Rosec92, Smoky-
goddess, Kariimart!, KasparBot, Mynameisjaysa, William02138, GGG1234567123, TrishaSmith and Anonymous: 241

• Clarence Hudson White Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clarence_Hudson_White?oldid=700612206 Contributors: AnonMoos,
PDH, Discospinster, Pol098, Wavelength, SmackBot, Davepape, D C McJonathan, Chris the speller, Dustingc, Skapur, Woodshed, Fairuse-
Bot, Cydebot, Thijs!bot, JustAGal, Modernist, Waacstats, FriendlyFred, 8th Ohio Volunteers, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Milowent,
WereSpielChequers, Nelliepvt, Alexbot, PixelBot, MystBot, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Pinikadia, AndersBot, Lightbot, OlEnglish, Luckas-bot,
Yobot, Amirobot, Peahix, Green Cardamom, OgreBot, Lotje, Kaykayrodgers, RjwilmsiBot, John of Reading, H3llBot, Helpful Pixie Bot,
VIAFbot, Jamesx12345, Sɛvɪnti faɪv, KasparBot and Anonymous: 8

• Clarence John Laughlin Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clarence_John_Laughlin?oldid=691326857 Contributors: Infrogmation,
Sublium, Chowbok, Darwinek, Sparkit, Ariasne, Bluehysteria, SmackBot, Colonies Chris, Ohconfucius, Cydebot, Photoarts, Waacstats,
WikkanWitch, Aboutmovies, Upressmiss, BOTijo, Noblespeaker, Toddst1, Martarius, TheOldJacobite, Addbot, M friers, Lightbot, Yobot,
Jackie, Mtaylor1795, Omnipaedista, Full-date unlinking bot, Peacedance, RjwilmsiBot, Yarnsniper, Khazar2, VIAFbot, Backstrand, Kas-
parBot and Anonymous: 7

• Daidō Moriyama Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daid%C5%8D_Moriyama?oldid=698711911 Contributors: Deb, Lempicka,
Yas~enwiki, Fredrik, RedWolf, MarkSweep, D6, Ranma9617, Kurainosaru, Nesnad, Darwinek, Hoary, LordAmeth, Tabletop, Mayu-
mashu, YurikBot, SmackBot, Eskimbot, Eurgain, CmdrObot, Pmussler, Anklesocks, Comme-un-non-su, Rosuna, Escarbot, Waacstats,
Hamacho, Thereen, BOTijo, Monty845, Ike1978, Oda Mari, ImageRemovalBot, Niceguyedc, Alexbot, Eeekster, Addbot, SpBot, Light-
bot, Yobot, Omnipaedista, Goomradio, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, John of Reading, ZéroBot, H3llBot, Bxj, Rasatsuda, Tokyofoto, BG19bot,
Comptepro, Slowlikemolasses, BattyBot, VIAFbot, Vinness, KasparBot and Anonymous: 22

• Danny Lyon Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danny_Lyon?oldid=691031390 Contributors: Ronz, Icairns, TiMike, D6, Darwinek,
Howrealisreal, Hoary, Phyllis1753, Dennis Bratland, Fontgirl, Pinkville, SmackBot, Chris the speller, Michael David, Ser Amantio di Nico-
lao, ShelfSkewed, Jatkins, Trusilver, TheMindsEye, GcSwRhIc, BOTijo, Pubdog, JSpung, ImageRemovalBot, Solar-Wind, XLinkBot, Ad-
dbot, Mistersmartypants, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Yobot, Bebahenkin, ArthurBot, A.amitkumar, FrescoBot, Fat&Happy, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot,
Lopifalko, Letdemsay, Emclaughlin, BG19bot, VIAFbot, KasparBot, DoctorSocSci, Dragonsingreed and Anonymous: 23
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• David Bailey Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Bailey?oldid=698725205 Contributors: Deb, Camembert, Winelight, Nom-
monomanac, Mkweise, Ahoerstemeier, Dcoetzee, Lumos3, RedWolf, Premeditated Chaos, Hadal, Everyking, Varlaam, Utcursch, Mark-
Sweep, MRSC, Usrnme h8er, D6, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Sc147, CanisRufus, EurekaLott, Hooperbloob, Philip Cross, Craigy144,
Hoary, JamesB3, Evil Monkey, SteinbDJ, Woohookitty, Safecracker, Dolfrog, Scaz, Scottkeir, Tim!, Jmcc150, FlaBot, Mathbot, Whistler,
RussBot, Czyrko, Jaxl, Marshall, Zwobot, Eclipsed, Rms125a@hotmail.com, Garion96, Ajuk, GrinBot~enwiki, Groyolo, NickelShoe,
SmackBot, Verne Equinox, Iantnm, Gilliam, Bluebot, Nbarth, Smallbones, Per84, OrphanBot, Cybercobra, Alcuin, Cookie90, Ohcon-
fucius, Will Beback, Teneriff, John, SilkTork, E-Kartoffel, Norm mit, Timtrent, Biruitorul, Edwardx, Jakejef10, Rosuna, Franceslynn,
Bonkywop, Kbthompson, Bigjimr, Awien, Geniac, Freshacconci, VoABot II, Robin James, Theroadislong, Robotman1974, Designquest10,
R sirahata, MartinBot, Keith D, Lifebonzza, Ipigott, Deor, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Engelhardt, Nono le petit robot~enwiki, Frog47,
Oxfordwang, Magpiecat, NinjaRobotPirate, Insanity Incarnate, Sealman, Frans Fowler, Malcolmxl5, Mbz1, Sue Wallace, Lightmouse,
Mtaylor848, Romit3, Astrotrebor, Leahtwosaints, ClueBot, All Hallow's Wraith, Gaia Octavia Agrippa, Arunsingh16, Franki walton, 12
Noon, JJ10x8, XLinkBot, Dthomsen8, Bridgetfox, Addbot, Mthwaite, Ronhjones, Lightbot, Ben Ben, Rodericksilly, Luckas-bot, Yobot,
Fraggle81, Legobot II, AnomieBOT, Gfsolutions, Trainswatter, Materialscientist, XXVI, Lolliapaulina51, Blum41, Dazeley, FrescoBot,
Anna Roy, Photo23, MoreThings, Sophierosestewart, LittleWink, Skyerise, Debrettsonline, Twistlethrop, Ramblerose7, Vrenator, Anthony
Winward, Lucobrat, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Salvio giuliano, EmausBot, GoingBatty, ZéroBot, H3llBot, Suslindisambiguator, Paolobug,
Grammar Prof, Petrb, ClueBot NG, Fashiongroupie, Justlettersandnumbers, Kasirbot, Widr, DDE79, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Svajcr,
Puramyun31, Anbu121, BattyBot, IanBrumpton, Frosty, Sancap, Ginsuloft, Liz, Plymouth Alumni, Monkbot, Spencerthethird, InfoData-
Monger, Sarahannati, Tomhowargreu2, Tullyvallin, Magzape, Johnnyboy755, KasparBot, Vstecon, Sarah Olivia-Taylor and Anonymous:
133

• David Goldblatt Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Goldblatt?oldid=679073743 Contributors: Moondyne, Gadfium, D6,
Helohe, Darwinek, Hooperbloob, Hoary, Mt7, Woohookitty, Mayumashu, Nigosh, Sarpicaste, FlaBot, Pinkville, Bgwhite, Kaubuk,
Mortein, SmackBot, Ohconfucius, Rodge500, Dl2000, JMK, Iopensa, CmdrObot, HankJ, Amalas, Cydebot, Magioladitis, Waacstats,
Emeraude, Johnpacklambert, J.delanoy, Pharaoh of the Wizards, Athaenara, Aymatth2, Rep07, Jxlehan, VAwebteam, Monegasque,
Alecs.y.rodez, Timothy Perper, Redthoreau, 9Nak, Qwfp, Addbot, Willking1979, JPLei, Lightbot, Totorotroll, Yobot, Yngvadottir, 1exec1,
ABobProductions, Amaury, LucienBOT, Citation bot 1, Annao, Dainiusblynas, Full-date unlinking bot, TobeBot, Yunshui, 23editors,
RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Moswento, Kippelboy, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Simpythegimpy, BG19bot, Timooij85, George Ponderevo,
BWatts1984, Lea Sarraf, Delotrooladoo, VIAFbot, MandinN, Biancamrivera, Samanthasharon1, Winsley123, Iamwritting1000, KasparBot
and Anonymous: 17

• David Levinthal Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Levinthal?oldid=659723758 Contributors: Skagedal, SmackBot, Gilliam,
Afasmit, GoodDay, Ckatz, Alaibot, Lanrod, Waacstats, CommonsDelinker, KylieTastic, Tesscass, De728631, DumZiBoT, WikHead,
Addbot, Gallerygal, Yobot, Amirobot, LilHelpa, Sionk, Tegel, Sookie moose, Vrenator, RjwilmsiBot, DLgalleries, ClueBot NG, MajestxR,
Jodidianna, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 6

• David Moore (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Moore_(photographer)?oldid=678478843 Contributors:
YUL89YYZ, Bender235, PiCo, Chris the speller, Scientizzle, Michael Bednarek, Dl2000, Daniel jones, Cydebot, Alaibot, Fisherjs,
Jed, Nick Number, Xn4, Waacstats, Misarxist, Jamesmcardle, Tushyk, Martyvis, Jenafalt, Versus22, Thecoldroses, Tassedethe, Jaspa21,
RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Helpful Pixie Bot, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 15

• David Octavius Hill Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Octavius_Hill?oldid=697444057 Contributors: Malcolm Farmer, Deb,
Camerong, D6, Dave souza, Bender235, Mwanner, Maccoinnich, Hoary, Cordeaux, Pcpcpc, Doric Loon, Bunchofgrapes, Koavf, Lockley,
The wub, MacRusgail, RussBot, Wirthi, Mais oui!, KnightRider~enwiki, SmackBot, Unyoyega, Michael David, John, Leaky caldron,
Cydebot, Photoarts, Nick Number, Twanderson, Waacstats, Scewing, Thismightbezach, TXiKiBoT, BOTijo, Addbot, CanadianLinuxUser,
LaaknorBot, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Gongshow, Judge Street, M2545, HRoestBot, January, RjwilmsiBot, Llorando, Stephencdickson,
Jck1, ClueBot NG, Kim Traynor, VIAFbot, Jodosma, Kaeteogieror, KasparBot and Anonymous: 7

• Diane Arbus Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Arbus?oldid=693988967 Contributors: Ericd, Michael Hardy, Paul Barlow,
Egil, RodC, Zoicon5, Bearcat, Moncrief, Postdlf, Dmadeo, Clngre, Hadal, Mandel, Cyrius, Djinn112, Varlaam, Bluejay Young, Gyrofrog,
Shibboleth, Antandrus, Xinit, MarkSweep, Tothebarricades.tk, Sam Hocevar, Kjv31, D6, Monkeyman, Rich Farmbrough, ThomasK, Lux-
dormiens, Bender235, Kwamikagami, Aurora~enwiki, Jashiin, Jpgordon, Bobo192, NetBot, Arcadian, Darwinek, Hooperbloob, Storm
Rider, Alansohn, Fritz Saalfeld, Goldom, Hoary, Hohum, Uucp, Carcharoth, TheoClarke, Hailey C. Shannon, Dolfrog, SDC, Mandarax,
Graham87, BD2412, Dwarf Kirlston, Rjwilmsi, Joe Decker, Nightscream, Vary, Feydey, The wub, Leithp, FlaBot, Jeff Fries, RexNL,
Pinkville, The Rambling Man, YurikBot, Briaboru, Yamara, RadioFan2 (usurped), Tenebrae, Muchosucko, Anomalocaris, TimDuncan,
Jpbowen, Haakon97, Teiladnam, Closedmouth, Mike Selinker, Pb30, Vulturell, Drcwright, SmackBot, KnowledgeOfSelf, Verne Equinox,
Arniep, Commander Keane bot, Zozoulia, Ohnoitsjamie, Hmains, Bluebot, DuckyBaby2, MalafayaBot, PureRED, Colonies Chris, Mikker,
Royboycrashfan, Zone46, Skidude9950, Nixeagle, Amoammo, BullRangifer, SteveHopson, Hammer1980, Wizardman, Masterpjz9, Will
Beback, Michael David, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Minaker, Accurizer, Syrcatbot, Beetstra, Dicklyon, The Wrong Man, Hu12, Levineps,
Jetman, Lasneyx~enwiki, Gilabrand, CoherentDelirium, Zotdragon, Takesphotos, Raine r pierre, Pmussler, PlainJane, Cydebot, Conquis-
tador2k6, Treybien, Jack O'Lantern, Codingmasters, Creamaster, JamesAM, Thijs!bot, Ning-ning, Missvain, Bobblehead, Obiwankenobi,
Tdmthomas, Modernist, A.M.962, Robcooling, Sluzzelin, JAnDbot, Deflective, Postcard Cathy, Laureapuella, Dcooper, Xeno, PhilKnight,
Denimadept, Eastsidetruman, VoABot II, Infonerd~enwiki, JamesBWatson, Pgarcia05, Theroadislong, Indon, Rodparkes, JaGa, Oicumay-
beright, MartinBot, Gkklein, Tvoz, Bus stop, CommonsDelinker, PrestonH, Lontano, Schultzt, Joeyd3119, Creepyloser, Luisa20, NewEng-
landYankee, Arcaterra, Deor, TreasuryTag, TheMindsEye, Ryan032, Tzahy, DrNumLock~enwiki, Bearian, Verbist, Softlavender, Cnilep,
Gerbis, SieBot, Blackdragonwings, Todd sherman, Boundbroken, VAwebteam, Coldcreation, Sean.hoyland, Huku-chan, Checkmatejones,
DutchTreat, ClueBot, All Hallow's Wraith, Mild Bill Hiccup, Ottawahitech, Abstractjazz, Stepshep, Gefter, Bamamike6165, AndyFielding,
Wkharrisjr, 6afraidof7, OneMarkus, DumZiBoT, Shutterbug1234, XLinkBot, Hotcrocodile, Sensevivid, WikHead, Ivan Merz, Lexaxis7,
Good Olfactory, TFBCT1, Addbot, JPLei, Chamal N, Jaydec, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Pink!Teen, Jackie, ArtPhotoLover, AlexLevyOne,
AnomieBOT, DoctorJoeE, Xqbot, Diminster, Paperoverman, Omnipaedista, Vanderflauen, Holdenbuckley, Istaphoto, Ubub92, Enver62,
Purpleturple, PigFlu Oink, Full-date unlinking bot, Mejkravitz, RjwilmsiBot, Timtaylorgallery, Lopifalko, EmausBot, Look2See1, Ksbm,
Lpwallaby, Wikipelli, ZéroBot, Thecatsmeow42, Jonpatterns, Ὁ οἶστρος, Δ, Mkravitz, Donnymeyer, Carmichael, Cccasper123, Rides,
ClueBot NG, Kasir, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Blake Burba, Jazzwessem, H.b.sh, Metricopolus, Bigsean0300, Rm1271, Jcebra, Glacial-
fox, Levybros~enwiki, Jkarspine, VIAFbot, Andyhowlett, Szabojane, Tentinator, Saimon-ligar, Harbourwiki, Gavelboy, StaceyGitto, Red-
wren101, Rgbhvguy, Vh502, Amintly, KasparBot, Oanab906, Jbailes1234 and Anonymous: 235

• Don McCullin Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_McCullin?oldid=699481321 Contributors: Charles Matthews, Davidcannon,
AmarChandra, Grstain, Rich Farmbrough, Forbsey, TommyG, Philip Cross, Craigy144, Hoary, BillC, GraemeLeggett, RalfHuels, Man-
darax, Rjwilmsi, Pinkville, Adoniscik, RussBot, Gaius Cornelius, Badagnani, Malcolma, Cholmes75, SmackBot, Lighterthief, Bluebot, The
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Moving Finger Writes, Ligulembot, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Dl2000, Paumure, CmdrObot, Cydebot, Jeremy68, Yorkshiresky, Thijs!bot,
Mentifisto, Dricherby, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Camera5, Vmuth~enwiki, Cgingold, DadaNeem, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Philip True-
man, Martinevans123, TXiKiBoT, Technopat, Vgranucci, Rcb1, Sealman, TheNobGoblin, SE7, VAwebteam, Samatarou, Manicandy,
Word2thewise, Jusdafax, Jumbolino, TheRedPenOfDoom, DumZiBoT, Noctibus, Addbot, Lightbot, Yobot, Jan Arkesteijn, Tanonero,
AnomieBOT, Citation bot, ArthurBot, Tuesdaily, Edar, Omnipaedista, A.amitkumar, Blessero, Drongou, Citation bot 1, RedBot, Wikiain,
Lotje, Vrenator, RjwilmsiBot, Viniciusmc, Lopifalko, Letdemsay, WikitanvirBot, ZéroBot, H3llBot, Philafrenzy, DASHBotAV, ClueBot
NG, MelbourneStar, Helpful Pixie Bot, Kholoud Abdalwassie, T.Broch, Tom Pippens, RosieFBath, Cyberbot II, VIAFbot, Winsley123,
Monkbot, InfoDataMonger, Rattoenrico, Iang1957, KasparBot and Anonymous: 51

• Dorothea Lange Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dorothea_Lange?oldid=699307736 Contributors: Mav, RobLa, Hephaestos, JDG,
Ericd, Ubiquity, Infrogmation, Michael Hardy, Stevenj, Darkwind, Haukurth, Owen, Gromlakh, RickDikeman, Geogre, JB82, Fudoreaper,
Solipsist, MarkSweep, Carolaman, Robin klein, Kate, D6, PZFUN, ChrisRuvolo, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Vsmith, Bender235,
Aurora~enwiki, Adambro, Bobo192, Darwinek, Hooperbloob, Alansohn, Andrew Gray, Hoary, Malo, Bart133, Henry W. Schmitt, Bsad-
owski1, Japanese Searobin, Stuartyeates, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Skylap, Jacobolus, Kam Solusar, Kennygadams, Stefanomione,
Mandarax, Graham87, Sparkit, Rjwilmsi, Nightscream, Lockley, Dar-Ape, FlaBot, Windchaser, Ground Zero, Ahunt, Elviajeropaisa, Bg-
white, Cornellrockey, YurikBot, Peter G Werner, Kerowren, NawlinWiki, Irishguy, Ragesoss, Brandon, Semperf, Gmatsuda, Fang Aili,
Little Savage, SmackBot, Dblobaum, Arniep, IstvanWolf, Gilliam, Ohnoitsjamie, Richfife, Mirokado, SchfiftyThree, Basalisk, Smallbones,
Nixeagle, Kcordina, Nakon, Nick Taylor, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Salamurai, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Gobonobo, Beetstra, BranStark,
Jetman, Joseph Solis in Australia, JoeBot, Tmangray, Trialsanderrors, BrOnXbOmBr21, Princessc, Dgw, WeggeBot, Cydebot, Michae-
las10, Max sang, DBaba, Johann Nepomuk, Legotech, Epbr123, Streetsofawall, Qwyrxian, Moondigger, Marek69, Missvain, John254,
James086, Signaleer, Escarbot, AntiVandalBot, Seaphoto, Activist, Modernist, A.M.962, Amadís, Sluzzelin, JAnDbot, Milonica, MER-
C, Mstones, .anacondabot, Acroterion, Vikassonwane, VoABot II, JNW, Xb2u7Zjzc32, Tedickey, DerHexer, MartinBot, HOT L Balti-
more, Johnpacklambert, Squidward247, Tgeairn, J.delanoy, Pharaoh of the Wizards, Trusilver, RRawpower, Matthewbstanton, Jamesm-
cardle, BaseballDetective, Victuallers, Aboutmovies, Plasticup, NewEnglandYankee, DadaNeem, Eljusto1, Useight, ScottKar, Ericdn,
Majhongwa, TheMindsEye, Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT, Zidonuke, GcSwRhIc, Qxz, Masaqui, Vgranucci, Butters867, Declan Meehan,
SieBot, Caltas, Keilana, VAwebteam, Vojvodaen, Maelgwnbot, Prof saxx, Loren.wilton, Flodelaplage, ClueBot, Samuel Grant, Binksternet,
The Thing That Should Not Be, All Hallow's Wraith, Boing! said Zebedee, Blanchardb, OfficeBoy, Neverquick, Necastro~enwiki, Auntof6,
Sbremen, Thisglad, Gakusha, Ghoti9560, Excirial, Alexbot, TheRedPenOfDoom, Justmeabcdefg1234567, Thehelpfulone, Stepheng3,
Thingg, Versus22, Starlemusique, AlexGWU, 13oss2, PseudoOne, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Aljays, Hda3ku, Erichorigen, Carrie Scarr, Funky
Fantom, Gpeterw, Nolelover, CaliforniaMuseum, Lightbot, Zorrobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, MarisaLR, Amirobot, AnomieBOT, Materialsci-
entist, 90 Auto, Xqbot, Asturobinson, Sugarman97, CaMuseum, Ksk2875, MerlLinkBot, Nixón, D'ohBot, Citation bot 1, Gabrielm199,
I dream of horses, Monkeyfox, Fat&Happy, MondalorBot, Elekhh, Redrock09, Lotje, Vrenator, 777sms, Bluefist, Trexsf, RjwilmsiBot,
Dave764, Beyond My Ken, NerdyScienceDude, KissmeKate, J36miles, Gfoley4, Jalizabraxton, RenamedUser01302013, Wikipelli, K6ka,
ZéroBot, Mehmit, H3llBot, Wayne Slam, Tolly4bolly, 11 Arlington, ClueBot NG, Jessie9650, CopperSquare, Widr, Cbernasc, Helpful
Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Arnavchaudhary, JustSomePics, Emayv, PhnomPencil, HIDECCHI001, MusikAnimal, Dijitij, Corlier, 220 of Borg,
Achowat, Mrt3366, Bc239, Scr206, Atari531, DPimborough, Epicgenius, Tht1991, Acetotyce, OccultZone, Vieque, MartinaDee, Scar-
lettail, Dejahoran0913, Dorothea lange, Eaglesfeather, Sarr Cat, Michealman32, Lgordonwi, KasparBot, Juliagcohn, Tianra, 242zainab,
Yordi123, Kobe24814444, Kobe2481442 and Anonymous: 388

• Doug and Mike Starn Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doug_and_Mike_Starn?oldid=689826864 Contributors: Dimadick, El-
marco, Marek69, XLinkBot, Good Olfactory, Fluffernutter, AnomieBOT, AMuseo, FrescoBot, Masterknighted, Ruskinmonkey, Cgeissler,
Justlettersandnumbers, BG19bot, Mark Arsten, Gaudericq, Starnfilms, Artzi, Mrcns and Anonymous: 6

• Duane Michals Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duane_Michals?oldid=686749365 Contributors: Cleduc, Bearcat, Ndorward, Gad-
fium, PDH, D6, Larrybob, Bender235, RoyBoy, Hooperbloob, Mareino, Hoary, Lightdarkness, Bjones, Beccus, Rjwilmsi, T0ny, Jdfor-
resterBot, Docoga, YurikBot, Rockero, Marketdiamond, SmackBot, Verne Equinox, Betacommand, Filanca, Special-T, Beetstra, Ewulp,
TedHNY, Yaris678, Cydebot, Nightskydancer, Deflective, MegX, Waacstats, Robertbanks, WikkanWitch, Chris G, Johnpacklambert,
Hendo1769, STBotD, VolkovBot, TXiKiBoT, ElinorD, Steven Crossin, No3mie, NuclearWarfare, Sibenicky, Addbot, Tassedethe, Light-
bot, ArtPhotoLover, Omnipaedista, Citation bot 1, Full-date unlinking bot, Alienoxcaso, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Helpful Pixie Bot,
Mooreart, VIAFbot, Aliyanagee, Jonathan.J.Andrews, Umiakou, UY Scuti, Goysdotter, Sabmanshar, KasparBot, Dcmooregallery and
Anonymous: 46

• Eadweard Muybridge Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eadweard_Muybridge?oldid=699376429 Contributors: Derek Ross, Brion
VIBBER, Malcolm Farmer, William Avery, Rfordh, Olivier, Ericd, Stevertigo, Michael Hardy, Darkwind, Mxn, Hike395, Jengod, Dcoet-
zee, Tpbradbury, Ed g2s, Bevo, Raul654, Bcorr, Finlay McWalter, Dimadick, Bearcat, Dale Arnett, Donreed, JackofOz, Michael Snow,
Fastfission, Bfinn, Alex.atkins, Everyking, Gamaliel, JillandJack, Chowbok, MarkSweep, Piotrus, Kaldari, Girolamo Savonarola, PFHLai,
Zfr, MRSC, Moxfyre, D6, Perey, Eyrian, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, HCA, Ascánder, Dbachmann, Bender235, ESkog, Pedant,
CanisRufus, El C, Lankiveil, Mwanner, Triona, Robotje, Cmacd123, Storm Rider, Arthena, Philip Cross, Carbon Caryatid, 3.14159265,
Ashley Pomeroy, Dhartung, Velella, Cburnett, Ianblair23, PunkPod, Angr, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Woohookitty, FeanorStar7,
Armando, WadeSimMiser, GregorB, Mandarax, Matilda, Jan van Male, Dananderson, Rjwilmsi, Bremen, Nightscream, Koavf, Wah-
keenah, Bruce1ee, Ucucha, FlaBot, Frank Schulenburg, Preslethe, Dsewell, MoRsE, Martin Hinks, Wavelength, Kafziel, Peter G Werner,
RussBot, SpuriousQ, Hydrargyrum, NawlinWiki, Wiki alf, Janke, Awahnee, Howcheng, BlackAndy, Vancouveriensis, FF2010, Zzuuzz,
Closedmouth, That Guy, From That Show!, A bit iffy, SmackBot, KnowledgeOfSelf, Unyoyega, C.Fred, Wittylama, Gilliam, Ohnoits-
jamie, Chris the speller, Mr Beige, MalafayaBot, Hibernian, Fredvanner, Jxm, Colonies Chris, Mikker, Monty2, Steve Pucci, Bonecrushah,
Pretzelworld, Dream out loud, Brianclegg, Jklin, Hank chapot, Risssa, BlackTerror, Ceoil, SashatoBot, Lambiam, John, Fanx, Kstern999,
Gobonobo, Accurizer, Minna Sora no Shita, Capmo, Johnciacci, Mr Stephen, Plattler01, Johnmc, Iridescent, Kencf0618, Derekpblank,
Joseph Solis in Australia, Igoldste, DavidOaks, Courcelles, GiantSnowman, Orangutan, INkubusse, Kunstdragoner, Shyland, Vinegartom,
JohnCD, SJFriedl, Jimknut, ShelfSkewed, Richard Keatinge, Funnyfarmofdoom, Cydebot, Rockneedsasavior, Ryan, Crowish, Lugnuts,
Studerby, Quibik, Kafka1251, Alundavey, Mathew5000, Omicronpersei8, Nrabinowitz, Thijs!bot, Boingo the Clown, Cyberpuke, Miss-
vain, X201, CPBOOTH, CamperStrike, AntiVandalBot, Cancre, Augusta2, Duh Svemira, Tjmayerinsf, Modernist, -m-i-k-e-y-, Saxopho-
bia, Myanw, Travlarson80, Deflective, Ericoides, Matthew Fennell, Awien, Andonic, Dream Focus, .anacondabot, Freshacconci, Murgh,
Evilgavo, Justanother, LorenzoB, JaGa, Wayneneutron, Edton, MartinBot, Anaxial, Keith D, CalendarWatcher, Pharaoh of the Wizards,
Bellagio99, Lokaydokay, Dispenser, K8 fan, Ryan Postlethwaite, HOUZI, AntiSpamBot, Nwbeeson, Jrcla2, Avitohol, Richard New For-
est, VolkovBot, ABF, TheMindsEye, Franklekens, TXiKiBoT, Broadbot, Delbert Grady, Tunkertwo, Ashlandchemist, Jalberti, Drutt, Root
Beers, EmxBot, Gustav von Humpelschmumpel, Azazyel, Songofceylon, Yintan, Whiteghost.ink, Nite-Sirk, Flyer22 Reborn, TitanOne,
VAwebteam, Phiber phreak, DancingPhilosopher, Coldcreation, StaticGull, Ward20, Rapaporta, Rsolange, Richard David Ramsey, Genya

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dorothea_Lange?oldid=699307736
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Avocado, ImageRemovalBot, ClueBot, Tim Forcer, Venske, Binksternet, The Thing That Should Not Be, Kiman2, Drmies, Alexchris,
Niceguyedc, Parkwells, Piledhigheranddeeper, Neverquick, Hystrix, RPSM, Sun Creator, Sansumaria, Aakbay, JasonAQuest, La Pianista,
DerBorg, SoxBot III, Rickremember, Badmachine, TimTay, XLinkBot, Gwandoya, Ccloutier, Ost316, Little Mountain 5, Martin0626,
SilvonenBot, Rividian, Jean Fex, Radh, Addbot, Skikids10, Donhoraldo, Landon1980, Long Path, Photo808, ImogenPacker, Cesca1910,
Fluffernutter, LaaknorBot, Cordedfalconfox, LarryJeff, Lightbot, Xpicto, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Playclever, AnomieBOT, Jim1138, Galou-
bet, Piano non troppo, AdjustShift, Flewis, Materialscientist, 19DrPepper91, Citation bot, Xqbot, Vanished user xlkvmskgm4k, - ), Om-
nipaedista, Headhitter, Euphoriafish, Krscal, Stephen herbert, Failtrain, Darkdeva92, Thehelpfulbot, Green Cardamom, FrescoBot, Gener-
icBob, DrilBot, Pinethicket, Tinton5, ArchiveCarrickfergus, Lotje, Vrenator, Abie the Fish Peddler, Njrwally, Eddiequest, Nzenshin, Arca-
dia616, Daniel the Monk, Jammin522, EmmaBond, RjwilmsiBot, And we drown, GoingBatty, RA0808, Ohmfm, Lucyna Galik, Artiquities,
Frendinius, MikeyMouse10, JDDJS, Kkm010, ZéroBot, Bongoramsey, Josve05a, Elenbaas, Booklover7272, Foreverinsane, Jonpatterns,
Ὁ οἶστρος, Pbrookman, Erianna, Isarra, L Kensington, Tír na nÓg 1982, RyanTaylor1987, Donner60, Carmichael, ChuispastonBot, Dar-
gomyzhsky, ClueBot NG, Chriz55, Scotland1993, AussieTommyD, 570ad, Chisme, O.Koslowski, Widr, Digitaldaveg, Reify-tech, Odd-
bodz, Helpful Pixie Bot, Calabe1992, Candleabracadabra, Lowercase sigmabot, BG19bot, Vagobot, ElphiBot, MusikAnimal, AvocatoBot,
TheAnimationFan, Compfreak7, Janpriddy, GenaRuth, Afukuba, Carlstak, Meatsgains, Shgfhgdkgfjdgjfkgdkgf, Anup.b.shah, JOHN-
JEOPARDY007, Brhiba, Chip123456, Keller9213bob9213, Andy-roo, PamukSoundystem, BattyBot, Tutelary, Vanobamo, Cyberbot II,
Alquixloddix, Arcandam, Packer1028, Bardrick, Rlee13, Ballscock, GenaRos, Maudeinshades, LlamaDude78, Lugia2453, Malerooster,
Artmodel01, Kude90, Melonkelon, Inglok, JamesMoose, PurserSmith, Tipogarcia, Keithrwalker, Tyneside2013, FDMS4, Atotalstranger,
Leglish, OverloadDrake, Carlos Rojas77, Monkbot, Verstiegenheit, Ryubyss, BlueSulla, FourViolas, Bananalime, Rosalthe, Kelleher82,
Erethive, KasparBot, Knife-in-the-drawer, Oanab906, Muybridge 1830, Csldigicol, Rochester17 and Anonymous: 426

• Eddie Adams (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddie_Adams_(photographer)?oldid=699858100 Contributors:
Fubar Obfusco, Infrogmation, Minesweeper, Docu, Jpatokal, RodC, Shizhao, Bearcat, Dale Arnett, TimR, DHN, Davidcannon, TDC,
Khaosworks, Kelson, O'Dea, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Kaisershatner, CanisRufus, Bill Thayer, NetBot, Zoggie50, Jimmyvanthach,
Hooperbloob, Somebody in the WWW, Ricky81682, Hoary, Evil Monkey, Hbdragon88, Randy2063, Stefanomione, Deansfa, Sparkit,
BD2412, Josiah Rowe, Harro5, Pinkville, YurikBot, Erielhonan, Trollderella, Zwobot, Dissolve, Capt Jim, Garion96, Bwiki, SmackBot,
Looper5920, KnowledgeOfSelf, CRKingston, Gilliam, ERcheck, GoldDragon, Mwinog2777, Wen D House, SteveHopson, Will Beback,
Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Dishwasherrat, Zepheus, Skapur, Aaronbeekay, Lugnuts, Archange56, Thijs!bot, Biruitorul, Esemono, Laurea-
puella, Magioladitis, Djaked, Eastsidetruman, Bongwarrior, P64, Jessstuart, Khelos, EdBedden, Theroadislong, Cgingold, The Architect
01, Pharaoh of the Wizards, Jamesmcardle, Benslabodian, CA387, Jlrauch, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye, AlexTingle, Randall uob~enwiki,
BOTijo, Logan, Tiddly Tom, Langtucodoc, DoingMyPart, Kumioko (renamed), RabitsVinge, ClueBot, Piledhigheranddeeper, Excirial,
Relata refero, Gwguffey, XLinkBot, Addbot, Bkmays, Nersy, Legobot, Yobot, Jan Arkesteijn, Materialscientist, Citation bot, Revela-
tionDirect, Xqbot, Sinnerofthelord, Srich32977, LucienBOT, Armigo~enwiki, I dream of horses, Kenloyds, Strangeways 87, Reaper Eter-
nal, RjwilmsiBot, Bossanoven, Orphan Wiki, WikitanvirBot, Rebecca04, L Kensington, TardyHardy, Mininuni, Pbl1998, ClueBot NG,
Serasuna, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot, VIAFbot, Aresmobil, GegeZ, Hitcher vs. Candyman, Tymon.r, SW xavier AG, KasparBot and Anony-
mous: 81

• Edward Ruscha Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Ruscha?oldid=700116960 Contributors: Danny, Ahoerstemeier, Charles
Matthews, Zoicon5, Freechild, Grendelkhan, Bearcat, Postdlf, David Gerard, Chowbok, Arsene, D6, Rwiedower, CDN99, Giraffe-
data, Melaen, Woohookitty, Mandarax, Graham87, Lockley, MZMcBride, Ground Zero, Adamburton, RussBot, Gaius Cornelius,
Open2universe, SmackBot, EncycloPetey, Stevegallery, Chris the speller, Bluebot, ChrisTheDude, Pevarnj, Manecke, Elbelz, Nakon,
Atomjack, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Soumyasch, Tawkerbot2, Ale jrb, W guice, Pmussler, Cydebot, PKT, Thijs!bot, Pro-
jectx, Pfranson, SusanLesch, Julia Rossi, Benwha, Modernist, Skomorokh, Rothorpe, Waacstats, MartinBot, Tylercos, Rettetast, Art-
integrated, Bus stop, CommonsDelinker, J.delanoy, Folopizer, Lafayjr, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, DieBuche, Ethicoaestheticist, Allebor-
goBot, Wattsei, Schreck59, TJRC, Calliopejen1, Flyer22 Reborn, Wmpearl, Fratrep, ImageRemovalBot, Martarius, PipepBot, All Hallow's
Wraith, FieldMarine, Maxbeck, Stepshep, ResidueOfDesign, Teallauren, Franciselliott, Addbot, Aks1972, Wikipuppet, JPLei, Download,
Roux, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Wikiabulafia, Arxiloxos, LouisBrownstone, Yobot, 2D, Tohd8BohaithuGh1, Adamstamp, Via Cythera, Eu-
molpo, JimVC3, Sionk, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, FrescoBot, Bigowie, Tyler1983, Theturkman, Full-date unlinking bot, Grayleholme,
Vrenator, Oesterli, 777sms, Emeritus, Lopifalko, EmausBot, John of Reading, Look2See1, Mrskep, ZéroBot, GuzonjinSin, Marguerite-
Perfumada, Orange Suede Sofa, Ymarchosky, ClueBot NG, Oyster Flute, Justlettersandnumbers, Bernie44, Patriciathornton, Cbernasc,
Artbookat, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Evanjgarza, Rijinatwiki, Casadevida, GeorgeJanney, Dannaru, MilkEm, GogoW24, Khazar2, VI-
AFbot, Frosty, Alatcal, SspArt, Antonyj0403, Hrabben, Mmm3225, Theguy that knows, KasparBot, Oanab906, Various Table Manners,
Iancheng58 and Anonymous: 110

• Edward S. Curtis Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_S._Curtis?oldid=695139443 Contributors: Liftarn, Ahoerstemeier, Je-
andré du Toit, Timc, Hajor, Huangdi, Twice25, Carnildo, Nat Krause, Rj, Gamaliel, Bovlb, Gzornenplatz, Jackol, Christopherlin, Aure-
villy, Quadell, Biot, Mvuijlst, Trevor MacInnis, Gazpacho, Brianhe, Bender235, Kwamikagami, Mwanner, Darwinek, Alansohn, Water
Bottle, Hoary, RyanFreisling, Dschwen, BaronLarf, Phil Fish, Bkobres, Alai, Smartneddy, Angr, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Ja-
cobolus, WBardwin, Melesse, Rjwilmsi, Ground Zero, TheDJ, Maltmomma, YurikBot, Conscious, Pigman, Anders.Warga, Grafen, Nick,
Wsmorganv, Sedidome, CDA, Bota47, Mike Dillon, Dpeters911, Garion96, Jonathan.s.kt, Elinar, D C McJonathan, Eskimbot, Bluebot,
Skookum1, Darth Panda, D-Rock, OrphanBot, Phaedriel, RFD, Tim Ross, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Deaconse, Zarniwoot, Paul venter,
GiantSnowman, Kedar63, Billy Hathorn, Tawkerbot2, Ollhoff, 850 C, Outriggr (2006-2009), Mel Byars, Cydebot, Christian75, Photoarts,
Epbr123, Hazmat2, Dmitri Lytov, Philippe, The Obento Musubi, Seaphoto, Actio, Modernist, Spencer, UWDI ced, Acroterion, SteveSims,
Magioladitis, Nyttend, WikkanWitch, Rhalden, Cpl Syx, Enquire, JaGa, Ugajin, Keith D, CommonsDelinker, Boston, Libroman, Broken-
Sphere, Bot-Schafter, Carlso2, Naniwako, OAC, M-le-mot-dit, Scewing, Uyvsdi, TheMindsEye, Davidwr, Rei-bot, Joybucket, Luksuh,
Applehead77, Aburdett, Oda Mari, Lisatwo, Kumioko (renamed), Maelgwnbot, Cyfal, Maralia, Budhen, ClueBot, The Thing That Should
Not Be, Kabuto 7, SchreiberBike, Polly, Abh9h, 7, OrionClemens, Versus22, Kintaro, Lexaxis7, Addbot, CurtisSwain, Elen of the Roads,
Widegirth, Qwertypassword, Luckas-bot, Yobot, CCFAESC, AnomieBOT, Xqbot, GenQuest, J JMesserly, Srich32977, Omnipaedista,
Senorpsychosxy, Green Cardamom, FrescoBot, Sgklaguna, Vincentdour, PigFlu Oink, Alonso de Mendoza, Skyerise, Fat&Happy, Even-
rød, Jujutacular, Jaksco, Salvio giuliano, Letdemsay, EmausBot, John of Reading, WikitanvirBot, Sumsum2010, TheKnownUn, Djem-
bayz, ZéroBot, Hematocrit, H3llBot, ClueBot NG, Jack Greenmaven, Matthiaspaul, Frietjes, PatHadley, WawonaMare, Helpful Pixie Bot,
BG19bot, Jkpirtle, Mesconsing, Ancientpath, Eapainter, BattyBot, Chufair, Cerabot~enwiki, CuriousMind01, VIAFbot, Trevormunoz,
Alangevin, Ginsuloft, MeltzerSeltzer, Fotodozo, G S Palmer, Monkbot, EdwardSCurtis, KasparBot, Srednuas Lenoroc, EdwardCurtisEx-
pert, Killer d1d nothing wrong, Merrikatt and Anonymous: 101

• Edward Steichen Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Steichen?oldid=700163673 Contributors: Docu, Kingturtle, Joy, Pir,
Hoot, Peterklevy, Rossrs, Perl, D3, MarkSweep, Stereo, D6, Aranel, Bobo192, Utopianfiat, Darwinek, Lokifer, Pharos, Alansohn, Hoary,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddie_Adams_(photographer)?oldid=699858100
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Ruscha?oldid=700116960
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_S._Curtis?oldid=695139443
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Ghirlandajo, Prattflora~enwiki, Bastin, Fontgirl, Hbobrien, Wikiklrsc, Mandarax, Graham87, BD2412, Melesse, Rjwilmsi, FlaBot, The-
newdeal87, Valentinian, Bgwhite, Paul.h, Tony1, Gadget850, CLW, Rms125a@hotmail.com, KnightRider~enwiki, A bit iffy, SmackBot,
RBXguy, Davepape, Cla68, Kintetsubuffalo, Thpani, Bluebot, CSWarren, Nbarth, Jamse, Nixeagle, Alp1776, SteveHopson, Wizardman,
Michael David, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Michael Bednarek, Syrcatbot, Shoeofdeath, Billy Hathorn, Leujohn, Yorknet, Chicheley, Yellow-
PigNowNow, Cydebot, Lonebiker, Thijs!bot, Biruitorul, Mary Mark Ockerbloom, Tjmayerinsf, Modernist, Benccc, Dricherby, Lovellama,
LeVoyageur, KConWiki, Hoverfish, Johnpacklambert, VirtualDelight, Adam Zivner, TheMindsEye, Zac Allan, Philip Trueman, Oshwah,
Broadbot, Eisbaer4419, NHRHS2010, Yintan, Flyer22 Reborn, Samatarou, Vojvodaen, Coldcreation, DutchTreat, Martarius, ClueBot, Su-
pertouch, Krahm, DumZiBoT, AlexGWU, CrackerJack7891, Nemhun, Addbot, Haruth, Ayapota, AndersBot, Squandermania, Lightbot,
Zorrobot, Yobot, Ulric1313, Materialscientist, Citation bot, ArthurBot, Omnipaedista, Sargentprivate, FrescoBot, LucienBOT, Wvb64alc,
Fat&Happy, RedBot, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, Beyond My Ken, EmausBot, ZéroBot, Ewoolley, AManWithNoPlan, ChuispastonBot, Cgt, Pa-
pertissues, ClueBot NG, Fashiongroupie, Robert Biddulph, Garrapata, MusikAnimal, Acator, BattyBot, VIAFbot, Choor monster, Tracield,
Mauimaniacs, Biobee, Bioscopic, KasparBot, Oanab906, Lux-hibou, PcPrincipal and Anonymous: 71

• Edward Weston Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Weston?oldid=696352964 Contributors: Ericd, Edward, RodC, Whis-
perToMe, Zoicon5, Maximus Rex, Jamesday, Robbot, Mirv, Hoot, Lupin, Peruvianllama, Chowbok, Utcursch, MarkSweep, Scott Bur-
ley, D6, DanielCD, Brianhe, YUL89YYZ, Bender235, Darwinek, Hu, Malo, Joekoz451, Skyring, SteinbDJ, Bookandcoffee, Markaci,
Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Crackerbelly, Tabletop, Gisling, Mandarax, Lockley, Captain Disdain, Feydey, Ground Zero, Gurch,
Bmicomp, Tthackrey, YurikBot, Peter G Werner, Midgley, RussBot, Stephenb, NawlinWiki, Chick Bowen, Kriegmachtspass, Jpbowen,
Chrishmt0423, Jonathan.s.kt, SmackBot, Delldot, Eskimbot, Bluebot, Unint, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Racklever, Rrburke, Dread-
star, Rbean, Brainyiscool, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Ceoil, Will Beback, Khazar, Syrcatbot, Mrshuptrine, JHunterJ, Makyen, David
Legrand, Jetman, Ellin Beltz, Anubis3, Shizane, Cydebot, Alucard (Dr.), Thijs!bot, AntiVandalBot, Tjmayerinsf, Modernist, Steve24,
JAnDbot, MER-C, Dsp13, .anacondabot, Elmschrat, Hullaballoo Wolfowitz, Appraiser, MetsBot, Randy Summers, Rbb1787, Kraxler,
Que sera sera, MartinBot, CommonsDelinker, Aboutmovies, MKoltnow, King Toadsworth, TheMindsEye, Soliloquial, Philip Trueman,
Nice poa, GcSwRhIc, LeaveSleaves, Blflm, Arsenal lee4, Truthanado, Hertz1888, Bentogoa, Ithrewarock, Muhends, ClueBot, LAX, Snig-
brook, Listentothebeat, Gbolt, Jimbosil, Niceguyedc, Gnome de plume, Nymf, Alexbot, Eeekster, Rhododendrites, Sun Creator, XLinkBot,
AlexGWU, Rockidelity, Dthomsen8, Avoided, Lexaxis7, Kbdankbot, Addbot, Montgomery '39, Cantikfotos, CanadianLinuxUser, Chamal
N, Glane23, Lightbot, ,ماني Luckas-bot, Yobot, Jcrosse, AdjustShift, Xqbot, Omnipaedista, Ftgccmxgxuam, Erik9, Thehelpfulbot, Jone-
sey95, Cullen328, Primaler, Full-date unlinking bot, Lotje, Eddiequest, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Look2See1, ZéroBot, TardyHardy, Chew-
ings72, Pobox126, Xanchester, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Huxley-parlour, Nicoli Maege, Guytal2, Sanjja2201, Decathlete, YFdyh-
bot, Khazar2, Archives1824, Enofromubu, VIAFbot, Backstrand, Rpotance, Nrdavis9013, D Eaketts, Monkbot, Cassycritter, Crystallized-
carbon, KasparBot and Anonymous: 147

• El Lissitzky Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Lissitzky?oldid=695404151 Contributors: Mav, SimonP, Hephaestos, Ahoerste-
meier, Snoyes, Sethmahoney, Rl, RodC, Dysprosia, Topbanana, Raul654, Spinster, Carbuncle, Jni, Fredrik, Jmabel, Clngre, Humus sapi-
ens, Caknuck, Hadal, Michael Snow, Hig Hertenfleurst, Curps, DO'Neil, Solipsist, Gadfium, CryptoDerk, Slowking Man, Quadell, Beland,
MisfitToys, Neutrality, Klemen Kocjancic, Grm wnr, Cwoyte, Agurza, Cun, D6, David Sneek, Jayjg, PZFUN, CALR, Rich Farmbrough,
Martpol, Bender235, Brian0918, Maclean25, Spearhead, Smalljim, Ruinedmap, Man vyi, Sam Korn, Hooperbloob, Annexia, Jez, Alan-
sohn, Mark Dingemanse, 119, Hoary, Saga City, Evil Monkey, Alai, Ghirlandajo, FeanorStar7, CS42, Karmosin, Mandarax, Marskell,
Sparkit, BD2412, Kbdank71, FreplySpang, Crzrussian, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, Oblivious, Ligulem, Brighterorange, Unfocused, Bhadani,
Reedbeta, WhAt, RobertG, Goudzovski, Introvert, Visor, Hahnchen, Kollision, RussBot, Epolk, Shell Kinney, Gaius Cornelius, Alex
Bakharev, NawlinWiki, Leutha, Tony1, Ospalh, Gadget850, Shaqspeare, Igiffin, Abune, RG2, DVD R W, That Guy, From That Show!,
SmackBot, Padawane, Arniep, Peter Isotalo, Rampart, Mona, Nixeagle, SwitChar, Tomtom9041, Andrew c, Ligulembot, Clicketyclack,
Ceoil, SashatoBot, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, SandyGeorgia, Mgar, Ewulp, Mzlla~enwiki, Mcginnly, Ezrakilty, Chicheley, TJDay, Keytoart,
Cydebot, Galassi, Languagehat, Chiller1800, Inoculatedcities, Mattisse, Thijs!bot, Nick arse, Ichthys58, MainlyTwelve, PottersWood,
AntiVandalBot, Modernist, Sluzzelin, MER-C, Rothorpe, Magioladitis, Mouchoir le Souris, Mr. Blackout MKII, Owenhatherley, Pikiwe-
dian, Oicumayberight, Jtir, Schmloof, RP88, Rettetast, R'n'B, CommonsDelinker, J.delanoy, DrKay, Indiealtphreak, Shawn in Montreal,
DarwinPeacock, Vitto62, MikeHunt069, Treisijs, VolkovBot, TXiKiBoT, Joopercoopers, NVO, Wassermann~enwiki, 1904.CC, Yorkist,
Ashnard, Sapphic, Ori, Da Joe, Monegasque, Lightmouse, Polbot, Yaroslav Blanter, Maelgwnbot, Coldcreation, Maralia, Plastikspork,
Markekeller, Hafspajen, Bassist J-Whitt, SpikeToronto, NuclearWarfare, Gwendolen webster, Vegetator, Addbot, Some jerk on the Inter-
net, Artichoke2020, Lightbot, WuBot, SasiSasi, Greyhood, Bricklayer, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Waxworklibation, Tempodivalse, AnomieBOT,
Citation bot, ArthurBot, Xqbot, LAartLibn, Omnipaedista, NobelBot, Masterknighted, J03K64, Tomcat7, MastiBot, Motorizer, Donskoy,
Full-date unlinking bot, Radiier, Gerda Arendt, Trappist the monk, Dinamik-bot, Janbelo, Onel5969, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, John of
Reading, Sergei Dorokhovsky, Rebecca04, Unused000705, Igor Kazus, H3llBot, Philafrenzy, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Churchway,
Τέρμα τα δανεικά, Michael Barera, SNDLLN, YFdyh-bot, Brunobat, Dexbot, Zanglazor, Webclient101, Romangood, VIAFbot, Lekoren,
Nonsenseferret, Yuracei, Ryanw275, Holapaco77, Monkbot, CasePace, Катерина Лебедєва, Jacobmosk98, KasparBot and Anonymous:
111

• Eliot Porter Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eliot_Porter?oldid=693455655 Contributors: Darwinek, Hoary, Joe Decker, FlaBot,
RussBot, CharlesHBennett, Garion96, Allens, Bluebot, MJBurrage, Bigturtle, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Will Beback, ArglebargleIV,
Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Syrcatbot, Politepunk, Skapur, Billy Hathorn, James086, CommonsDelinker, Libroman, WJBscribe, TheMinds-
Eye, DoorsAjar, Ecc1es77, Mercurywoodrose, GcSwRhIc, RaseaC, Deja-view, Aspects, RabitsVinge, Stepshep, Ccerf, Acabashi, Addbot,
CanadianLinuxUser, Cst17, Lightbot, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, Fernandosmission, Maxis ftw, Cullen328, ZéroBot, Manytexts, ClueBot NG,
GuardianSong, MusikAnimal, MisterMorton, Glacialfox, Klilidiplomus, VIAFbot, Rpotance, Mheineke77, Bluejellybean54321, Kaspar-
Bot and Anonymous: 34

• Emmet Gowin Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmet_Gowin?oldid=690800381 Contributors: YUL89YYZ, Hoary, BD2412,
RussBot, SmackBot, CSWarren, OrphanBot, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Hu12, Skapur, Ariiise, CharlotteWebb, Djkeddie, Pgarcia05, Waac-
stats, ArmadilloFromHell, GermanX, Arjun01, Macarrones, Aheilner, Dlmurray40, TheMindsEye, Imperfection, Martarius, Mild Bill Hic-
cup, Lexaxis7, Lightbot, Yobot, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Okip, Accotink2, ClueBot NG, ChrisGualtieri, Vistawhite, VIAFbot, Brodyalbert,
Shmiggs, KasparBot, Knife-in-the-drawer and Anonymous: 12

• Esther Bubley Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esther_Bubley?oldid=701001379 Contributors: Edward, HollyAm, Jayjg, Ben-
der235, Maurreen, Aitch Eye, Rjwilmsi, Angusmclellan, Jivecat, Gurch, Howcheng, JLaTondre, SmackBot, CRKingston, Jim62sch,
Hmains, Bluebot, GRuban, RFD, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, JoeBot, Skapur, Ewulp, CmdrObot, Jeanbubley, Cydebot, Signaleer, Dsp13,
Waacstats, WODUP, Johnpacklambert, Ipigott, Rosspz, Seedbot, Maelgwnbot, Anthropocentrism, All Hallow's Wraith, Alexbot, Wellim-
busted, Cmr08, Addbot, Lightbot, Jatayou, Marcbela, Galoubet, ArthurBot, Locobot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko,
ClueBot NG, Slowking4, VIAFbot, Nimetapoeg, KasparBot, Elizabeth.reilly and Anonymous: 8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Weston?oldid=696352964
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Lissitzky?oldid=695404151
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eliot_Porter?oldid=693455655
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmet_Gowin?oldid=690800381
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esther_Bubley?oldid=701001379
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• Eugène Atget Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eug%C3%A8ne_Atget?oldid=669230808 Contributors: Deb, Claidheamdanns, Big
iron, Topbanana, DavidA, Sander123, Postdlf, DO'Neil, Solipsist, MarkSweep, D6, Bender235, Aurora~enwiki, Bill Thayer, Tachit-
suteto, Darwinek, Alansohn, Philip Cross, Raymond, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, FlaBot, Roboto de Ajvol, YurikBot, Zafiroblue05, Tom Gore,
Rms125a@hotmail.com, Little Savage, Superp, SmackBot, GWP, Jim Casper, Gilliam, Chris the speller, Jprg1966, Colonies Chris, Will
Beback, Ryan Bridge, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Hu12, AkaDada, Ewulp, Walter Dufresne, Photoarts, JamesAM, WinBot, Modernist, JAnD-
bot, Magioladitis, Eastsidetruman, Celithemis, VoABot II, WikkanWitch, Wmjaeger, Theroadislong, STBot, DarwinPeacock, Cognita,
Mighty Antar, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye, Philip Trueman, BellWebServices, Bentley4, Mwilso24, AlleborgoBot, Alexbook, VAwebteam,
Rosspz, ClueBot, Fobizan, Sun Creator, Affably yours, Pjbarr, Emaozora, Sonty567, Addbot, Paris 16, Luckas-bot, Yobot, GravySpasm,
AnomieBOT, RobertEves92, Omnipaedista, RibotBOT, Eugene-elgato, Eastwood33, Lotje, 777sms, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Artiquities,
ClueBot NG, Cbernasc, JLPC, Zhyriakova, VIAFbot, Jamesx12345, Agrippa79, TerryAlex, KasparBot, Calebreed98 and Anonymous: 85

• Eve Arnold Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eve_Arnold?oldid=696082175 Contributors: Lommer, Postdlf, Lupo, Asparagus, Bob-
blewik, Wmahan, MarkSweep, Broonie, D6, Pmsyyz, Aurora~enwiki, Darwinek, Mduvekot, Philip Cross, Craigy144, Hoary, Saga City,
Mandarax, Graham87, FlaBot, RachelBrown, RexNL, Gdrbot, The Rambling Man, Azucar~enwiki, NawlinWiki, Rms125a@hotmail.com,
SmackBot, Bjelleklang, CRKingston, Oscarthecat, Chris the speller, Racklever, Makemi, Runcorn, Morio, Will Beback, Ser Amantio di
Nicolao, JohnWittle, BillFlis, Beetstra, Hu12, Cydebot, RandomOrca2, Modernist, Ekabhishek, Dsp13, Rothorpe, Connormah, Walter
Breitzke, Weirdali, Johnpacklambert, Mrperkins, Ipigott, Adavidow, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Omegastar, Tzahy, Guppinchen, Rcb1,
Monty845, Rosspz, Janggeom, Fendue, Pwillow1, Sgrayvease, Qwfp, Lexaxis7, Kbdankbot, Addbot, Jabezjabez, LaaknorBot, Lightbot,
Luckas-bot, Yobot, Ptbotgourou, AnomieBOT, Scribe711, Sir Stanley, Masterknighted, RedBot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot,
WikitanvirBot, Akjar13, Jim Michael, Winner 42, Ὁ οἶστρος, Sjoerddebruin, ClueBot NG, ProPho, Helpful Pixie Bot, Mayanalda, Huxley-
parlour, JephthahsDaughter, ChrisGualtieri, VIAFbot, Duckduckstop, Taivorist, KasparBot and Anonymous: 49

• Fay Godwin Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fay_Godwin?oldid=668446868 Contributors: Ixfd64, Latitudinarian, D6, Darwinek,
Hoary, Fontgirl, Dupont Circle, SDC, Rjwilmsi, Pshipley, Tyrenius, That Guy, From That Show!, Chris the speller, Snowmanradio, Wiz-
ardman, Ohconfucius, Michael David, Nabokov, DShamen, Altcult101, TheMindsEye, BOTijo, Janggeom, Benjamw, Yellow-bellied sap-
sucker, Lightbot, Yobot, BarryBethelScott, LittleWink, Full-date unlinking bot, Lopifalko, SporkBot, Brian Sharland, VIAFbot, KasparBot
and Anonymous: 15

• Francesca Woodman Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francesca_Woodman?oldid=698598427 Contributors: Bearcat, Tremolo,
Bobblewik, Bender235, Phiwum, Evolauxia, Mduvekot, Hoary, Tainter, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Mandarax, Feydey, Pinkville,
Roboto de Ajvol, YurikBot, Nlu, Open2universe, Mike Selinker, Hmains, Betacommand, Sparsefarce, Triachus, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Iridescent, Skapur, Zotdragon, CmdrObot, Ken Gallager, Cydebot, Thijs!bot, Missvain, Modernist, DuncanHill, AniRaptor2001, MER-
C, Avjoska, Scanlan, Waacstats, Theroadislong, Ipigott, DorganBot, Harfarhs, Falcon8765, All Hallow's Wraith, Woodmanbiographer,
Septemberfourth476, XLinkBot, Dthomsen8, Artethical, Contemplating21, Good Olfactory, Addbot, JPLei, Tassedethe, Yobot, Jackie,
ArtPhotoLover, Againme, AnomieBOT, Materialscientist, Bozhyemoi, Citation bot, Obersachsebot, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, Citation
bot 1, Avman89, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Luisamay, Ὁ οἶστρος, Kinoidiot, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, BattyBot, Jimenez-
morato, VIAFbot, RachelleLin, Artster12, IPBiographer, Rencontres arles, Rosepear, Anonimeco, Msanitam, Cswillis, KasparBot and
Anonymous: 64

• Francis Frith Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Frith?oldid=694813281 Contributors: Infrogmation, Lupo, Niteowlneils,
Sladen, Kbh3rd, Hurricane111, Logophile, FlaBot, Dan Guan, Pinkville, Tedder, Jaraalbe, Manop, Jpbowen, Varano, Zzuuzz, Mais oui!,
Piccadilly, Mauls, Durova, Huon, Pissant, Iridescent, Neelix, Fordmadoxfraud, Cydebot, Edwardx, David D., Xn4, Vernon39, Waacstats,
Shimwell, Fconaway, Hiddenhorsham, Scewing, TXiKiBoT, Jeremy Bolwell, BOTijo, GorillaWarfare, NinetyCharacters, Felix Folio Se-
cundus, Addbot, Yobot, Tintagle, Piano non troppo, Drilnoth, Sharprisk, Hillsbro, Full-date unlinking bot, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, ZéroBot,
Cogiati, PhotoCollections, Gentlemusic, Ccarchitecture, Lucus, Mark Arsten, Chufair, L-R-D-EU, Johnmbuck, VIAFbot, Nimetapoeg,
Msanitam, KasparBot and Anonymous: 22

• Frank Gohlke Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Gohlke?oldid=697975528 Contributors: Asparagus, Macrakis, YUL89YYZ,
Hoary, Marasmusine, BD2412, Artimbo, Tim1965, SmackBot, Bluebot, Sadads, TastyPoutine, Cydebot, Inoculatedcities, Waacstats,
Theroadislong, Johnpacklambert, CarolNoel, Mr. Krinklebein, Addbot, Tcncv, Cst17, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Jmundo, Woodlot, Rjwilmsi-
Bot, Lopifalko, Lucyna Galik, BG19bot, BattyBot, ChrisGualtieri, Beurisa, Dexbot, SPECIFICO, Akensett, KasparBot and Anonymous:
7

• Frederick H. Evans Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_H._Evans?oldid=660211137 Contributors: Peat, FeanorStar7,
FlaBot, SmackBot, Chris the speller, Bluebot, Michael David, CmdrObot, JeffHarvey, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Alexbot, Addbot, Luckas-
bot, Brightgalrs, Omnipaedista, Erik9bot, Kendaniszewski, Beemad, DefaultsortBot, RjwilmsiBot, Graceofsense, ZéroBot, Alupus, Batty-
Bot, VIAFbot, York in progress, WikiOriginal-9, KasparBot and Anonymous: 3

• Frederick Sommer Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Sommer?oldid=668822583 Contributors: D, Joy, Bobblewik,
Xtreambar, Satori, Discospinster, Lokifer, Rjwilmsi, Thenewdeal87, X42bn6, Jaxl, Brandon, Phgao, SmackBot, Colonies Chris, Will
Beback, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Loadmaster, Skapur, Cydebot, Daniel J. Leivick, Alaibot, CharlotteWebb, Mack2, Waacstats, John-
packlambert, Cornell2010, Lyonscox, ClueBot, Jbening, The Thing That Should Not Be, WDavis1911, Tam0031, Lightbot, AnomieBOT,
Waltonm000, Thehelpfulbot, Onel5969, RjwilmsiBot, ClueBot NG, RB231, VIAFbot, Mexicanfooditem, Monkbot, KasparBot and Anony-
mous: 14

• Garry Winogrand Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garry_Winogrand?oldid=700533987 Contributors: Alvaro, Morven, Moncrief,
Peruvianllama, Ds13, Worc63, Rama, Darwinek, Whileseated, PunkPod, Graham87, Adrian Mrva, Rogerd, FlaBot, SchuminWeb, Frank
Schulenburg, RexNL, Okto8, Grubbybest, YurikBot, RobotE, Nikkimaria, Chery, KnightRider~enwiki, SmackBot, Arniep, Betacom-
mand, SteveHopson, Ligulembot, Raaronson, Teneriff, Syrcatbot, Cydebot, Hebrides, Epbr123, Rosuna, JYing, AntiVandalBot, JAnD-
bot, Magioladitis, Waacstats, MartinBot, Artintegrated, Kostisl, CommonsDelinker, Noodlesdog, Xyzt1234, Jamesmcardle, Aboutmovies,
DH85868993, TheMindsEye, Andreas Carter, Pointsmoon, RJaguar3, Norman Bringsjord, ImageRemovalBot, ClueBot, Excirial, Jum-
bolino, Addbot, Buster7, Lightbot, Yobot, Jackie, IW.HG, Rubinbot, Citation bot, Almabot, Omnipaedista, Available light, Fat&Happy,
Full-date unlinking bot, RampagingAlpacas, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, EmausBot, Thecatsmeow42, RaqiwasSushi, ClueBot NG, Helpful
Pixie Bot, ChrisGualtieri, Lrwiens, VIAFbot, KAA123, Monkbot, Rencontres arles, KasparBot and Anonymous: 58

• Gerhard Richter Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerhard_Richter?oldid=694565060 Contributors: AxelBoldt, Edward, Ahoer-
stemeier, Nikai, Lfh, Hyacinth, Taxman, Thue, Mackensen, Spinster, Bearcat, RedWolf, Postdlf, Halibutt, Everyking, Gzornenplatz,
DragonflySixtyseven, Burgundavia, Pethan, Karl-Henner, D6, Paullisa, Queue~enwiki, Bender235, CYG, Leif, Vervin, Mach535, Mdd,
Alansohn, Cammoore, Hydriotaphia, Geraldshields11, Woohookitty, JeremyA, Tabletop, Duncanssmith, Emerson7, Mandarax, Sparkit,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eug%25C3%25A8ne_Atget?oldid=669230808
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eve_Arnold?oldid=696082175
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fay_Godwin?oldid=668446868
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francesca_Woodman?oldid=698598427
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Frith?oldid=694813281
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Gohlke?oldid=697975528
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_H._Evans?oldid=660211137
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Sommer?oldid=668822583
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garry_Winogrand?oldid=700533987
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerhard_Richter?oldid=694565060
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BD2412, Olessi, FlaBot, Folini, Itinerant1, Gurch, Xcia0069, Gerhard51, Arthur Rubin, Tyrenius, Curpsbot-unicodify, Cassandraleo,
Kaicarver, Audioweevil, Attilios, SmackBot, Vanessa kelly, Alsandro, Commander Keane bot, Hmains, Greatgavini, Smallbones, Bigtur-
tle, Blima3000, Wizardman, Powelldinho, Charivari, Michael Bednarek, Jetman, Pimlottc, Kallgeese,下総⼤納⾔, ChrisCork, CmdrObot,
Icarus of old, Cydebot, Rhode Island Red, Amandajm, PKT, Thijs!bot, Knarf-bz~enwiki, Ichthys58, Projectx, Seaphoto, Goldenrowley,
Modernist, Ingolfson, MER-C, Freshacconci, Magioladitis, Nyq, Hermanius~enwiki, JaGa, HiB2Bornot2B, CliffC, Amedeofelix, Pe-
ter.Wille~enwiki, CommonsDelinker, Aboutmovies, 83d40m, Joanenglish, Klaus rabe, Uyvsdi, TXiKiBoT, Miranda, Zaiuspants, Worm2,
Mwuw, Aec is away, SieBot, Soler97, LeetAmerico, Nancy, Elysander, Denisarona, Tkreuz, W.M. O'Quinlan, ImageRemovalBot, Mar-
tarius, All Hallow's Wraith, EoGuy, Artabase, Niceguyedc, Stepshep, Liane1950, Jumbolino, Myth723, AlexGWU, Artethical, Radh,
Addbot, Fenbaud, JPLei, MrOllie, AndersBot, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Margin1522, Legobot, Yobot, EchetusXe, AnomieBOT, Momoricks,
Jesi, Tshuku, Racconish, MauritsBot, Xqbot, Davshul, Omnipaedista, Rbudegb, SAVE US.L2P, FrescoBot, Ilebf, LittleWink, Beautravail,
Full-date unlinking bot, Perilagu Khan, Horst-schlaemma, Gerda Arendt, Oesterli, Wikiwiserick, Helenmadle, 777sms, EverMoody, Seoul-
mate1, RjwilmsiBot, Ripchip Bot, Honestrosewater, Dewritech, Bildungsbeauftragter, Wikbigidy, ZéroBot, GuzonjinSin, H3llBot, IIIraute,
SporkBot, Maximilianklein, Manytexts, ClueBot NG, StefanVK, Justlettersandnumbers, Braincricket, Widr, Patriciathornton, Cbernasc,
Artbookat, Helpful Pixie Bot, Churchway, Richardvirenque, Solomon7968, Monkagain, Seemannpaa, Artscoop, YFdyh-bot, Art commen-
tator, Khazar2, RB231, Heloisedes, Verocheck22, Mogism, Tborobert22, Epicgenius, Kitty1976, GI info, Horst 75, Nharmon42, Zwerg
Nase, Antonyj0403, Mbb2112, Coat of Many Colours, Loose eel, Martin Frisch, OhayoWiki, Adam (Wiki Ed), KuNsT716, KasparBot
and Anonymous: 165

• Gertrude Käsebier Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gertrude_K%C3%A4sebier?oldid=698590738 Contributors: Bearcat, Jacko-
fOz, PDH, Bender235, Gene Nygaard, Woohookitty, Rjwilmsi, Pinkville, The Rambling Man, Howcheng, Mccready, Nikkimaria, JLa-
Tondre, SmackBot, Nonky, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Gobonobo, Dicklyon, Skapur, Fordmadoxfraud, Alaibot, Aiko, Missvain, Modernist,
JAnDbot, .anacondabot, Waacstats, Jarry1250, VolkovBot, Scotchorama, Broadbot, Lavendershards, Samatarou, Janggeom, Alexbot, Ar-
jayay, AlanM1, MarmadukePercy, Lexaxis7, Addbot, AndersBot, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Materialscientist, Citation
bot, Omnipaedista, FrescoBot, M2545, Diannaa, Rcsprinter123, Jajabis, ClueBot NG, ConcernedPhotographer, CaroleHenson, Vinkje83,
Richlevine00, Dan653, Khazar2, VIAFbot, BelleM2012, BrillLyle, Monkbot, Davayou, KasparBot, Oanab906, Srednuas Lenoroc and
Anonymous: 14

• Gilles Peress Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilles_Peress?oldid=667308610 Contributors: Bearcat, D6, Darwinek, Hoary,
Melaen, Feydey, Guinness2702, Pinkville, Malcolma, Deville, Hmains, Betacommand, Ohconfucius, Turbothy, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Dl2000, DuncanHill, Magioladitis, Waacstats, R'n'B, Sfan00 IMG, Addbot, Lightbot, AnomieBOT, GrouchoBot, Michael73072, Rjwilm-
siBot, Lopifalko, Anonymousupdater, Fabrictramp(public), Brycehughes, Vismatarchivist, Helpful Pixie Bot, Martinmichaelfuchs, Mae the
editor, Tmaffucci, Lifeinfluxus, KaleToTheChief, KasparBot and Anonymous: 14

• Gordon Parks Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gordon_Parks?oldid=700987938 Contributors: Leandrod, Edward, Jadepearl,
Zoicon5, Joy, Aaronhill, Bearcat, Geogre, JB82, JackofOz, Rjyanco, Gyrofrog, The Singing Badger, MarkSweep, MisfitToys, PDH, Trevor
L. Driscoll, Sam, Epimetreus, D6, Freakofnurture, Larrybob, Discospinster, Paulo Oliveira, Bender235, Shanes, Bobo192, NetBot, Long-
hair, Mkapor, Darwinek, Physicistjedi, Hooperbloob, Alansohn, TheParanoidOne, Arthena, Hoary, Fawcett5, Phyllis1753, Joel Kirk,
Keetoowah, Danaman5, Uucp, Evil Monkey, Mikemoto, Woohookitty, Hailey C. Shannon, Cbustapeck, Algorithm, Mandarax, Magister
Mathematicae, Cuchullain, BD2412, Kbdank71, BorgHunter, Rjwilmsi, Vegaswikian, Boccobrock, The wub, Gmr2048, GünniX, Mhking,
Bgwhite, YurikBot, Shkarter1985, Chick Bowen, Semperf, DeadEyeArrow, Caerwine, Fallout boy, Emijrp, Nikkimaria, Donald Albury,
Rms125a@hotmail.com, NYArtsnWords, BorgQueen, Nothlit, Whobot, T. Anthony, Crunch, Davepape, Vald, Finavon, Alsandro, Com-
mander Keane bot, Gilliam, The Famous Movie Director, Sdalmonte, Schmiteye, Kfranco, Arielbackenroth, Calliopejen~enwiki, Sadads,
Colonies Chris, Dual Freq, Scwlong, Duncancumming, OrphanBot, Penbay, Kcordina, Sholom, Phaedriel, SteveHopson, Gregoryptm,
Wizardman, Runcorn, Rossp, Snowgrouse, BrownHairedGirl, IronGargoyle, Syrcatbot, E-Kartoffel, Politepunk, Nehrams2020, WilliamJE,
Jetman, Shoeofdeath, Tawkerbot2, J Milburn, Maria202, Triage, DeLarge, Jeanbubley, Cydebot, Studerby, Satori Son, Biruitorul, Miss-
vain, JustAGal, RobotG, Nicholas0, CPWinter, Modernist, Dan D. Ric, Geniac, VoABot II, Hasek is the best, JNW, GearedBull, Ling.Nut,
Ninjababy0, Waacstats, KConWiki, BrianGV, Catgut, Jessicapierce, Bully Wee, MartinBot, RockMFR, Uncle Dick, Jairuscobb, Jamesm-
cardle, Plasticup, Warut, 83d40m, Juliancolton, Donmike10, Natl1, Kitchawan, VolkovBot, CWii, Mikeyp3, Jeff G., TheMindsEye, Tomer
T, Knowledgebycoop, Cyoho, GcSwRhIc, Claidheamohmor, Kisow37, Snowbot, Jeeny, Kestralwing, Ponyo, Laoris, Alex Middleton,
Radon210, Eóin, COBot, Randy Kryn, ImageRemovalBot, ClueBot, Wikievil666, All Hallow's Wraith, Arakunem, Parkwells, Stepshep,
No3mie, Eeekster, Muenda, Morel, SchreiberBike, Thingg, Project FMF, C$, Waterghost6, XLinkBot, TJRas1992, Little Mountain 5,
Doc9871, Magickmage, Good Olfactory, TFBCT1, Jhendin, Addbot, DOI bot, DougsTech, Ayapota, Hsaya, Damiens.rf, AtheWeath-
erman, Zorrobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, TheMovieBuff, Synchronism, AnomieBOT, Ump111, Bsimmons666, Ulric1313,
Materialscientist, Citation bot, ArthurBot, Capricorn42, Daphleon, Hushpuckena, Soundmixer, FrescoBot, Anna Roy, Dogposter, Annex-
atious, Citation bot 1, I dream of horses, MJ94, Full-date unlinking bot, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, And we drown,
Immunize, GoingBatty, RA0808, Slightsmile, Wikipelli, Dean Brierly, Shinechic, Guitarhero249, Donner60, ChuispastonBot, TheRed-
Squirrel, ClueBot NG, ConcernedPhotographer, Proscribe, Muon, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot, Rickbramhall, RCTMASTA, Calabe1992,
Wbm1058, WNYY98, BG19bot, Insidiae, Zhaofeng Li, EbonyHistory, Will Sandberg, Jimmy y0078, Carterev, Sircarpediem, Epicgenius,
PlanetEditor, Hoppeduppeanut, ArmbrustBot, Jeegoo, Zxtxtxz, Mr Subtlety, Jckonto, Monkbot, Lucyloo10, Mehendri Solon, Chrisw80,
Medutak195, Astinson (WMF), Jerodlycett, KasparBot, Lacharles88, Sleeplessg, Yoyo, Sealave2455 and Anonymous: 284

• Gregory Crewdson Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Crewdson?oldid=700856046 Contributors: K.lee, MarkSweep, Trey-
Harris, D6, Kdammers, Sole Soul, Darwinek, Fritz Saalfeld, Alai, Michaelkvance, Joe Decker, The wub, The Rambling Man,
YurikBot, Rsrikanth05, Zwobot, Caerwine, Nlu, Nikkimaria, GraemeL, Crystallina, SmackBot, InverseHypercube, Leki, Torad,
Matthew@voorsanger.net, HalfShadow, PawełMM, Lew19, Kaikopere~enwiki, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Khazar, Beetstra, Hu12, ILovePlankton, ShelfSkewed, Jeremy68, Jakejef10, Erck, Postcard Cathy, East718, Freshacconci, Boy Cool67,
Waacstats, Glen, Thefifthdoctor, Antipixel, Luisa20, Flyingidiot, TheMindsEye, Bovineboy2008, TXiKiBoT, GDonato, OatmealSmith,
Sacredhands, Mr.Z-bot, Zacatecnik, Radon210, VAwebteam, Le Pied-bot~enwiki, ClueBot, Snigbrook, TheOldJacobite, Christopher-
peterson, XLinkBot, AlexGWU, Dioxinfreak, Addbot, Graphicmachine, Amycn, JPLei, Singer18, Lightbot, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Rjanag,
Materialscientist, Beekmans007, FrescoBot, RedBot, Vrenator, Lopifalko, Letdemsay, EmausBot, Feanor0, Csrsanch, Artiquities, Clue-
Bot NG, Justlettersandnumbers, Astyaj, 336, Hweyl, Helpful Pixie Bot, Madlen.sie, GogoW24, Aberm, VIAFbot, Epicgenius, Tentinator,
Antonyj0403, Cherylisadesigner, Lindagk, Joseph2302, Puppylove899, KasparBot, Ira Leviton, MM57184, Crewdsonstudio and Anony-
mous: 66

• Gustave Le Gray Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustave_Le_Gray?oldid=673726386 Contributors: Deb, Ccady, Enochlau,
D6, Bender235, Hooperbloob, Jjron, Rd232, Woohookitty, BD2412, Intgr, YurikBot, Gaius Cornelius, Sandstein, Calvin08,
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KnightRider~enwiki, SmackBot, Skizzik, Durova, Royboycrashfan, Teneriff, Special-T, Photoarts, JAnDbot, Dsp13, Mazaninfardi, Athae-
nara, Scewing, TheMindsEye, Bms4880, TXiKiBoT, Madhero88, Lawrence56, Psychless, VAwebteam, Monegasque, Gravityroom,
Southof40, Piledhigheranddeeper, Muro Bot, Addbot, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, Eightheads, Omnipaedista, M2545,
RjwilmsiBot, SpencerCollins, ClueBot NG, June 22, 1979, Helpful Pixie Bot, Begonia Brandbygeana, WilliamDigiCol, Nimetapoeg, Lem-
naminor, KasparBot, OrganicEarth and Anonymous: 19

• Hannah Höch Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hannah_H%C3%B6ch?oldid=697934164 Contributors: Lfh, Bearcat, Mike Rosoft,
Bender235, Bobo192, Smalljim, Cmdrjameson, Giraffedata, Brainy J, DorisAntony, Aka, Gene Nygaard, Grapefruitmoon, Sparkit, FlaBot,
Sophitus, YurikBot, Fnorp, EWS23, RazorICE, Tyrenius, Curpsbot-unicodify, Eskimbot, Gilliam, Chris the speller, Smallbones, JRPG,
Pieter1, Phillg, Sheepdontswim, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Ewulp, Carllavin, Cydebot, Thijs!bot, Wikid77, Missvain, Mod-
ernist, Pbhales, Epinheiro, Bongwarrior, TonySever, Waacstats, Lutzv, Surrealism Nut, CommonsDelinker, Dionysiaca, Numbo3, Alastria,
Ipigott, Deadness, Paraxitic, Ja 62, Pchamet, Synthebot, SieBot, Monegasque, Googamos, Snigbrook, IceUnshattered, TheOldJacobite,
Nsh22, Alexbot, Artethical, Alexius08, Franciselliott, Addbot, Lightbot, Sindinero, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Kunstgeschichte, AnomieBOT,
Frankenpuppy, LilHelpa, Themorgantown, Judas327, Omnipaedista, Sae1962, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, And we drown, Immunize,
Tiiiigerstyle, Lydiadavis, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Andre.bittar, JanManu, AvocatoBot, Cadan001, LisaYount, BattyBot, VIAF-
bot, Fadeaway9, George8211, OccultZone, JaconaFrere, Quamobrem, Failedprojects, Siankevans, KaS, Robinalex33, Squishy.katamari,
Dilettante Army, Natty1dread, Justk8, Girlstowaway, KasparBot and Anonymous: 75

• Hans Bellmer Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Bellmer?oldid=694220509 Contributors: Jahsonic, Liftarn, Docu, Wik,
Zoicon5, Jaleho, Pigsonthewing, Zandperl, Boffy b, Zigger, Solipsist, Geni, Piotrus, Dunks58, Pethan, D6, DanielCD, Fontgirl,
AirBa~enwiki, Mandarax, Sparkit, Lockley, Pyb, FlaBot, YurikBot, Bachrach44, Scot W. Stevenson, Poetech, Rms125a@hotmail.com,
NYArtsnWords, Little Savage, Curpsbot-unicodify, SmackBot, IstvanWolf, Betacommand, Onorem, Aelffin, SteveHopson, Will Beback,
Ser Amantio di Nicolao, LUCPOL, Kencf0618, MNicolou, Igoldste, Gilabrand, Mellery, CmdrObot, Cydebot, JohnInDC, Thijs!bot, Bar-
ticus88, GentlemanGhost, Siawase, TangentCube, Crawlspace, SAFCjl, Waacstats, KasumiShino, The despot, Pisomojado, Microbekiller,
Prom77, VolkovBot, Emporole, ThepeoplefromNS, Kaba81, Triglyph2, Bigdaddy1981, 354d, Gaaart, Rodhullandemu, Arun237, Time
for action, Addbot, Voodoopoodle, LaaknorBot, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Taxisfolder, AnomieBOT, Xqbot, Omnipaedista, Skin-
nyPrude, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, Bava Alcide57, Bahn41, KniselyNM, ChrisGualtieri, Khazar2, RB231, Mogism, VIAFbot,
RETREZ, Monkbot, Rachel Mapplebeck, KasparBot, LauredeMargerie and Anonymous: 53

• Harold Eugene Edgerton Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Eugene_Edgerton?oldid=699414259 Contributors: Olof, Jeron-
imo, William Avery, Maury Markowitz, Frecklefoot, Sam Francis, Ahoerstemeier, Bevo, Dpbsmith, Finlay McWalter, Bearcat, Shanemcd,
BenFrantzDale, Everyking, Guanaco, PDH, Kate, D6, Rich Farmbrough, Guanabot, Bender235, Swid, Mdf, Joaocastro, Savvo, Official-
lyover, Samatva, 3.14159265, Phyllis1753, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Woohookitty, Robert K S, Wikiklrsc, Josh Parris, Dark-
Incognito, Quiddity, Bensin, Maltmomma, Rewster, Madcoverboy, Adamrush, Daniel Mietchen, Closedmouth, Scoutersig, Tryptofeng,
Nationalparks, Avogadro94, C.Fred, Sakhalinrf, BrownBean, Bugloaf, Darth Panda, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Michael David, Tlesher,
Collect, Rkmlai, Beetstra, WilliamJE, Johnnyquin, AGK, Dkazdan, Cydebot, Scooteristi, Gonzo fan2007, Epbr123, WVhybrid, Ese-
mono, Dfrg.msc, Mentifisto, AntiVandalBot, Postcard Cathy, Albany NY, Magioladitis, Bongwarrior, Waacstats, Keith D, Salih, Shawn
in Montreal, Mikeyk730, Myrin1, Jrcla2, Plindenbaum, VolkovBot, TXiKiBoT, Prissantenbär, GcSwRhIc, Jamelan, Njn, LuigiManiac,
SaltyBoatr, VAwebteam, ClueBot, Traveler100, Uncle Milty, Ktr101, Preator2, DumZiBoT, Noonesomeone, Kbdankbot, Mdnavman,
Lightbot, Calligrapher, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Kingpin13, ArthurBot, LilHelpa, Zacharydschwartz, Tad Lincoln, J
JMesserly, Anonymous from the 21st century, Dranster, Drmissio, Pyro1992, FoxBot, SchreyP, Lotje, Bluefist, RjwilmsiBot, Équilibre
Radiatif, NerdyScienceDude, Jimbales, Bobcello, Lemeza Kosugi, Josve05a, Lateg, StopTheSpinning, Pibolata, H3llBot, Suslindisam-
biguator, DASHBotAV, ClueBot NG, Gareth Griffith-Jones, Epalinurus, Reify-tech, Nasmem, Oddbodz, Helpful Pixie Bot, BendelacBOT,
Markebaer, Canoe1967, Javawolfpack, Danothy, Wayneh13, BattyBot, Kevin12xd, CASinCHI, Scrabblespice, Hugoyourwayolgamine,
Balesatmit, Jonarnold1985, Anonimeco, KasparBot, Lolo34566678800, Lola23456781, Kobe2481442, Deeznutzsundae and Anonymous:
69

• Harry Callahan (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Callahan_(photographer)?oldid=691582353 Contributors:
Magnus Manske, Docu, Tpbradbury, PDH, D6, Imroy, Sn0wflake, Ashley Pomeroy, SidP, Joekoz451, Alai, Siafu, JeremyA, Nightscream,
The wub, Pinkville, Rsrikanth05, Carabinieri, Philip Stevens, Crystallina, SmackBot, DanielPenfield, Eskimbot, Duncanr, TheLeopard,
SteveHopson, Michael David, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Frixa, ILovePlankton, CzarB, Skapur, Ruslik0, Epbr123, CharlotteWebb, Con-
normah, Waacstats, Johnpacklambert, Tarafuku10, MKoltnow, Saikokira, Dlmurray40, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye, Ethicoaestheticist,
BOTijo, Ponyo, TJRC, CutOffTies, Loren.wilton, ClueBot, Rangefinder~enwiki, Addbot, Lightbot, Yobot, Webmgr, AnomieBOT, Ja-
son Riverdale, Tomwsulcer, LucienBOT, Beemad, Mean as custard, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, TuHan-Bot, VIAFbot, Nikhiltri, Shmiggs,
Marigold100, Rgbhvguy, KasparBot, Nhwiki2015 and Anonymous: 31

• Helen Levitt Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_Levitt?oldid=700747939 Contributors: Clngre, MarkSweep, Sam Hocevar, D6,
Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Sole Soul, Juzeris, Darwinek, Monk127, Hoary, Fontgirl, Mandarax, BD2412, Rjwilmsi, Mayumashu,
Koavf, Rogerd, Peripatetic, FlaBot, Pinkville, Epolk, Gaius Cornelius, SmackBot, Arniep, Jim Casper, SteveHopson, Ser Amantio di Nico-
lao, Jetman, Skapur, Cydebot, Marek69, Ekabhishek, Robuk, Easchiff, Waacstats, Catgut, Johnpacklambert, Bongomatic, WWGB, The-
MindsEye, Portia327, Cosprings, Dravecky, ClueBot, Alexbot, PixelBot, Tam0031, BarretB, Addbot, GargoyleBot, This is Paul, Tassede-
the, Gallerylmg, Yobot, AlexLevyOne, Citation bot, ArthurBot, Xqbot, Nietzsche 2, Obituarist, Citation bot 1, Cathy Richards, Rugcat,
RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, ZéroBot, Helpful Pixie Bot, IluvatarBot, Lonibug, VIAFbot, Monkbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 28

• Henri Cartier-Bresson Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_Cartier-Bresson?oldid=698315379 Contributors: Tarquin, Rmher-
men, SimonP, Zadcat, Hephaestos, Ericd, Karl Stas, Karada, Penmachine, Docu, Lommer, Hashar, Popsracer, Charles Matthews, Jjshapiro,
Neal Finne, Samsara, Shizhao, Topbanana, JorgeGG, Bearcat, Robbot, Hoot, JackofOz, Profoss, Lupo, Lupin, Joconnor, Yekrats, Jilland-
Jack, Btphelps, Neilc, D3, Ilikeverin, Scraggy4, MarkSweep, Gauss, Burgundavia, Fg2, D6, David Sneek, Simonides, Apalsola, Imroy, Rich
Farmbrough, Pmsyyz, Rama, Bender235, ESkog, Aranel, Aecis, Edward Z. Yang, Xed, Jpgordon, Robotje, Darwinek, Jumbuck, Alansohn,
Denoir, Friday13, Bamber Gascoigne, Sl, Hoary, Fawcett5, Gaurav1146, Phyllis1753, Max rspct, Macgruder, CWH, Robert K S, Jere-
myA, GregorB, Sendai2ci, CPES, Ae7flux, Mandarax, BD2412, Ketiltrout, Sjö, Rjwilmsi, Rogerd, Rklisowski, Zbxgscqf, Lockley, Quid-
dity, Bubba73, Docether, The Rumour, Yamamoto Ichiro, SchuminWeb, Pinkville, Thenewdeal87, Chobot, Gdrbot, Adoniscik, YurikBot,
Tommyt, Gyre, RussBot, Splash, French Librarian, Bullzeye, Manxruler, NawlinWiki, Wiki alf, Czyrko, Malcolma, Brandon, Jpbowen,
Moe Epsilon, Xaje, Mooveeguy, Rwalker, JdwNYC, Speedoflight, Wknight94, Pil56, Nikkimaria, KGasso, Little Savage, DisambigBot,
Tom Morris, Joshbuddy, SmackBot, PiCo, Roger Davies, Haymaker, Hydrogen Iodide, D C McJonathan, Eskimbot, Popo le Chien, JJay,
Chriskelvin77, Gilliam, Hmains, GoneAwayNowAndRetired, Bluebot, Nyikita, MalafayaBot, Dustingc, SteveHopson, Zeamays, Rossp,
Xdamr, Khazar, John, Gobonobo, Dragonballyee, IronGargoyle, Syrcatbot, Beetstra, Storm2005, Álvaro M, AntOnTrack, Violncello,
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Iridescent, Zootsuits, Skek, 20th Century (Zenhan) Art, Bine maya, Billy Hathorn, Tawkerbot2, CmdrObot, Rawling, JohnCD, Andrew
Delong, Funnyfarmofdoom, ST47, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Edwardx, Majorly, Atavi, Modernist, Chill doubt, JAnDbot, MER-C, Skomorokh,
JNW, Jerome Kohl, Waacstats, Catgut, Theroadislong, Schumi555, Markus451, Clintonesque, MartinBot, Pjt56, Bus stop, Commons-
Delinker, J.delanoy, DrKay, Trusilver, Shawn in Montreal, Balthazarduju, Ipigott, Mr atrocity, K8bcase, Squids and Chips, Narikha, Thed-
jatclubrock, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Helwith boy, Technopat, Anonymous Dissident, Oxfordwang, BotKung, Mikevaleriani, Ponyo,
Gorpik, Tiddly Tom, Caltas, Twinkler4, Yintan, GrooveDog, Xavier-Raphael, Flyer22 Reborn, Rosspz, Monegasque, Rédacteur Tibet,
Wmpearl, KPH2293, Lightmouse, WacoJacko, Arthana, Vojvodaen, Maelgwnbot, Janggeom, WikiLaurent, Budhen, ImageRemovalBot,
Mr. Granger, ClueBot, Avenged Eightfold, The Thing That Should Not Be, Cp111, Parkwells, Excirial, Telrúnya, Redthoreau, Omegaosiris,
6tuart, Frongle, Subash.chandran007, Versus22, Egmontaz, Bchalifour, Nemhun, Avoided, NellieBly, Lexaxis7, Vy0123, Surtsicna, Ad-
dbot, JasonNoble, Jojhutton, Bushfire Bill, Ronhjones, Underwaterbuffalo, DavidIHHarvey, CanadianLinuxUser, Glane23, AndersBot,
Numbo3-bot, Tide rolls, Lightbot, Toothswung, ,ماني Gail, Yobot, MarcoAurelio, ArtPhotoLover, Bility, Xqbot, Melmann, Jburlinson,
Bry Bahia, MetzMaboo, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, Celuici, Eastwood33, Mcelleih, Kolobok1971, Yerauy, Kgrad, Trappist the monk,
Dinamik-bot, Vrenator, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Thedragonclaw, EmausBot, Yeahboey11, ScottyBerg, K6ka, Maimeleipzig, Puddincup,
Alpha Quadrant, H3llBot, SporkBot, L Kensington, ChuispastonBot, Lightspeedx, Petrb, ClueBot NG, Matthiaspaul, ConcernedPhotog-
rapher, Eos różanopalca, Cntras, Helpful Pixie Bot, AlterBerg, Curiocurio, Op47, Christophe.moustier, RscprinterBot, Sanjja2201, Mm-
mmatthewwww, Pratyya Ghosh, The Illusive Man, Pallino50, Sixtyseemonkey, Libresavoir, Lsmll, Davidoddsocksedge, ChristianSchd,
Braveyoda, My name is not dave, Ginsuloft, Kahtar, Manul, Ack1988, Tslnadar, Mcana, Doggyjoe9, KasparBot, Kurousagi, Mindram and
Anonymous: 338

• Henry Fox Talbot Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Fox_Talbot?oldid=700147477 Contributors: Magnus Manske, Mav,
Gsl, Deb, Rbrwr, Infrogmation, Scott, Kaihsu, Emperorbma, Charles Matthews, Nv8200pa, Riddley, Smallweed, Academic Challenger,
Ktotam, Rasmus Faber, JackofOz, Cutler, Giftlite, Andycjp, UgenBot, MarkSweep, D6, Chris j wood, Discospinster, Mwng, Nicke
Lilltroll~enwiki, Ocohen, Alansohn, Andrewpmk, 3.14159265, Hoary, Saga City, Pcpcpc, Bobrayner, MGTom, Trapolator, BD2412,
Rjwilmsi, Missmarple, Lockley, FlaBot, Gurch, Pinkville, Choess, Agamemnon2, YurikBot, RobotE, RicDod, Camerafiend, Howcheng,
Jpbowen, Zwobot, Closedmouth, ArielGold, Caballero1967, GrinBot~enwiki, Elliskev, Myrabella, SmackBot, Smallest step82, Knowled-
geOfSelf, Hydrogen Iodide, Eskimbot, Kjaergaard, Hmains, Chris the speller, Bluebot, Octahedron80, Ww2censor, Gary J, Ohconfucius,
BrownHairedGirl, John, Peterlewis, Dicklyon, Hogyn Lleol, ShakingSpirit, Iridescent, Kjw, Tawkerbot2, Internedko, Shandris, Cyde-
bot, Grahamec, Thijs!bot, Verica Atrebatum, Dfrg.msc, Nick Number, MichaelMaggs, AntiVandalBot, RobotG, Tjmayerinsf, DShamen,
NJW494, JAnDbot, DuncanHill, Dsp13, Samuel Webster, Acroterion, Hroðulf, CattleGirl, Waacstats, Brother Francis, Johnbibby,
28421u2232nfenfcenc, Allstarecho, DerHexer, Daemonic Kangaroo, Jackson Peebles, Threefoursixninefour, MartinBot, Duncan7670,
Keith D, CommonsDelinker, Zygimantus, J.delanoy, DrKay, Photoindex21, Silverxxx, Eliz81, Davidprior, Jamesmcardle, BrokenSphere,
Victuallers, Soczyczi, DehGriff, S (usurped also), Scewing, Squids and Chips, CardinalDan, Gilesmhudson, ABF, TheMindsEye, Tzet-
zes, Philip Trueman, Lostrealist, TXiKiBoT, Technopat, Ronningt, Beusson, Motmit, Lamro, Adam.J.W.C., Loopypoo, Mehmet Karatay,
RWatson13, SieBot, BotMultichill, Jack1956, Smaug123, HughJLF, OKBot, Maralia, ClueBot, Fyyer, Keraunoscopia, Arakunem, Coun-
terVandalismBot, Alexbot, PixelBot, Aitias, Mhockey, Vanished User 1004, Mrsgamp, MarmadukePercy, Addbot, Ironholds, Ander-
sBot, IansAwesomePizza, Scrivener-uki, Frehley, Luckas-bot, Yobot, 2D, Amirobot, Bruce Collen, AnomieBOT, IRP, Materialscien-
tist, Poop816, Sayerslle, 7eden, Green Cardamom, FrescoBot, Olijven, BenzolBot, M2545, Tom.Reding, Bmclaughlin9, Trappist the
monk, BaldBoris, Lotje, Reaper Eternal, Schwede66, Suffusion of Yellow, Minimac, Aa42john, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, WikitanvirBot,
CDINY, Mhagood213, MarioFanNo1, Klbrain, Wikipelli, WoodLooker, KiwiJeff, Suslindisambiguator, GrindtXX, Archie530, AVarchae-
ologist, Donner60, ClueBot NG, Morgankevinj huggle, Merritttttt, Erween64, Chocolatemonster818, RWilliams2, Gbazerque, Dexbot,
Webclient101, Mogism, VIAFbot, 1177clown, Nimetapoeg, Faizan, Epicgenius, Jonarnold1985, BigginHill, KasparBot, Wiktbdhb, Dead-
Pysco9 and Anonymous: 168

• Henry Peach Robinson Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Peach_Robinson?oldid=691576448 Contributors: Deb, The lo-
rax, Ktotam, Ruzulo, Bender235, Hooperbloob, Alison9, Alansohn, Rjwilmsi, YurikBot, Jaxl, Jpbowen, Caerwine, KnightRider~enwiki,
SmackBot, Verne Equinox, For great justice., Iridescent, ClassA, Epbr123, Sry85, Pahoeho, Waacstats, Jamesmcardle, Scewing, A. Carty,
Gordonofcartoon, SylvainFilteau, Addbot, Ronhjones, TutterMouse, Luckas-bot, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, Kestrel man hoovers in the dark,
AnomieBOT, Splatterman5, Green Cardamom, M2545, Full-date unlinking bot, TobeBot, RjwilmsiBot, WikitanvirBot, ClueBot NG,
Jayfkay, Rezabot, BG19bot, MusikAnimal, VIAFbot, Nimetapoeg, Sam Sailor, SkateTier, KasparBot, Vansockslayer and Anonymous: 33

• Henry Wessel, Jr. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Wessel%2C_Jr.?oldid=690788790 Contributors: D6, Darwinek, Alan-
sohn, Pol098, Mandarax, Koavf, Lockley, MZMcBride, Nihiltres, Bgwhite, Peter G Werner, Brandon, SmackBot, Hmains, SteveHopson,
Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Beetstra, Skapur, Cydebot, Waacstats, Framhein, AntiSpamBot, TheMindsEye, ImageRemovalBot, Niceguyedc,
Alexbot, Ed tasso, Addbot, Yobot, Alice80, Cnwilliams, Trexsf, Lopifalko, John of Reading, AsceticRose, Shmiggs, Kunkle.rn, KasparBot,
Rchive ist and Anonymous: 8

• Herbert Bayer Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_Bayer?oldid=699696388 Contributors: William Avery, Caltrop, Kingtur-
tle, Barbara Shack, Folks at 137, Zigger, Solipsist, Klemen Kocjancic, D6, Brianhe, Bender235, ZeroOne, Viriditas, Foxandpotatoes,
Annexia, Woohookitty, Sparkit, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, FlaBot, Daderot, Bennie Noakes, WaldiR, Rayc, Pegship, DoriSmith, SmackBot,
Anastrophe, MNewnham, ACupOfCoffee, Jacob Poon, Msr69er, Andrew c, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Vanished188, Slakr,
Hawkestone, Cydebot, Jack O'Lantern, Missvain, Goldenrowley, Snared, GearedBull, Waacstats, KConWiki, Dutchman Schultz, WFinch,
Funandtrvl, VolkovBot, GcSwRhIc, SieBot, Tiddly Tom, Gerakibot, OatmealSmith, Parhamr, Flyer22 Reborn, ClueBot, PipepBot, Type-
high, Dozols, Bbb2007, No3mie, Sun Creator, Lenary, SchreiberBike, RogDel, Raume.DE AF, Dthomsen8, Addbot, Ronhjones, 5 albert
square, Dwellington, Lightbot, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Solo Zone, Materialscientist, RevelationDirect, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista,
RibotBOT, In2Art-n-Film, Skyerise, Arth23, Now wiki, 777sms, RjwilmsiBot, Dhalver, EmausBot, SporkBot, Cbernasc, MoxerBelle,
Landscape pioneer, RichardMills65, Khazar2, Zanglazor, VIAFbot, Totus*tutu, HasteurBot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 40

• Hippolyte Bayard Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippolyte_Bayard?oldid=680402826 Contributors: Bryan Derksen, The lo-
rax, Waelder, Seth Ilys, MarkSweep, Lvl, D6, Bender235, Aurora~enwiki, Jeffmedkeff, Darwinek, Raymond, Rsrikanth05, Doncram,
Wknight94, Unyoyega, MichaelBillington, Will Beback, Ft1~enwiki, Atravesty, Thijs!bot, Dalliance, Gcm, Waacstats, Marcelobbribeiro,
Mankind 2k, Scewing, BOTijo, Artexetra, Hutcher, RogDel, RKill, Felix Folio Secundus, Addbot, Metsavend, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Tan-
gopaso, Xqbot, The pink panthers, M2545, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, Waltor, Jck1, Mz7, RaptureBot, Helpful Pixie
Bot, Nimetapoeg, Libraryjentoo, OccultZone, Monkbot, KasparBot, Jctlern26, Starrynosedmole, OrganicEarth and Anonymous: 15

• Hiroshi Sugimoto Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiroshi_Sugimoto?oldid=682090505 Contributors: Ahoerstemeier, Gamaliel,
Gzornenplatz, Andycjp, Nulzilla, Tcr25, D6, Bender235, Deanos, DaveGorman, Jordgubbe, Darwinek, Pearle, Csant, Hoary, JeremyA,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Fox_Talbot?oldid=700147477
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Peach_Robinson?oldid=691576448
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Wessel%252C_Jr.?oldid=690788790
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_Bayer?oldid=699696388
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippolyte_Bayard?oldid=680402826
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiroshi_Sugimoto?oldid=682090505
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Lockley, Matterson52, Planetneutral, Bgwhite, Gaius Cornelius, Crystallina, SmackBot, Stretch 135, Hmains, Bluebot, TMW, SteveHop-
son, Terrasidius, Morgansutherland, ShelfSkewed, Hebrides, JustAGal, Rgagnon, .anacondabot, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Nopira, The-
MindsEye, Kyle the bot, TXiKiBoT, Pjoef, SE7, Art21, Martarius, Mild Bill Hiccup, Alexbot, SchreiberBike, DumZiBoT, Addbot, JPLei,
Lightbot, Middayexpress, AnomieBOT, Citation bot, Xqbot, Hydeparkcorner, Markoman10, Michitaro, RedBot, Full-date unlinking bot,
Cvcalex, Jeffrd10, RjwilmsiBot, Kugao, Kippelboy, Justlettersandnumbers, Helpful Pixie Bot, They, Hmainsbot1, Mogism, VIAFbot,
Kitty1976, Art editor123, Shmiggs, Atmospheric theatre, KasparBot, Johngordy and Anonymous: 44

• Horst P. Horst Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horst_P._Horst?oldid=673445067 Contributors: Zundark, Bearcat, Altenmann,
JackofOz, D6, Fenice, Jeffmedkeff, Darwinek, Hooperbloob, Goldom, Hoary, Bbsrock, Mel Etitis, Jclemens, Olessi, FlaBot, RobertG,
NekoDaemon, Adoniscik, JPD, Quentin X, RussBot, PaulGarner, SmackBot, D C McJonathan, Onebravemonkey, Jeremyjgray, Roy-
alBlueStuey, Wizardman, Courcelles, Cumulus Clouds, Cydebot, Studerby, El diez, Yonmei, Modernist, Darklilac, MER-C, Prof.Ed,
JungleRoad, JNW, BritishBeef, MishaPan, Thismightbezach, Pelarmian, AndHab, Monegasque, Pinkadelica, Mr. Granger, Solar-Wind,
Addbot, Wulf Isebrand, Lightbot, Joshlewisimmons, Yobot, Washburnmav, Gabriel Moginot, Triode12, Clark89, Omnipaedista, Fres-
coBot, LucienBOT, DrilBot, Full-date unlinking bot, Balllerinka, Yeahboey11, GoingBatty, Artiquities, IBO, Ilivestella, H3llBot, Chuis-
pastonBot, Patapsco913, Helpful Pixie Bot, Benjaminjborley, Huxley-parlour, ChrisGualtieri, SD5bot, Ack1988, KasparBot, Felikitas and
Anonymous: 25

• Imogen Cunningham Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imogen_Cunningham?oldid=699324160 Contributors: Ahoerstemeier, Neal
Finne, Joy, Owen, Hoot, MarkSweep, PDH, D6, Adambro, Maurreen, Giraffedata, Sasquatch, Darwinek, AD20186, Pearle, Hoary, Bjones,
Xiong Chiamiov, Mandarax, Naraht, Gurch, YurikBot, Peter G Werner, Retired username, SmackBot, LuisVilla, Chris the speller, Kurykh,
Duncancumming, NoahElhardt, SteveHopson, The undertow, Tsg946, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Valfontis, Khazar, Storm2005, Hu12,
Myasuda, Cydebot, Littlemanfromireland, Sobreira, Missvain, AntiVandalBot, RobotG, Modernist, Steve24, Jhhymas, Waacstats, Que
sera sera, CommonsDelinker, Johnpacklambert, Shawn in Montreal, Aboutmovies, 83d40m, Bastet78, Wikieditor06, TheMindsEye, Mer-
curywoodrose, GcSwRhIc, Moyyom, Dmonner, Triwbe, AlexWaelde, ClueBot, Binksternet, Franamax, Aaa intern, PhGustaf, Wre1962,
Mlaffs, MystBot, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Franbecque, LaaknorBot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Jim1138, IRP, Tptan, ArthurBot, Xqbot, Omnipaedista,
Amaury, Sunslight, LucienBOT, Ubub92, M2545, Jamesakahouse, Jusses2, Cullen328, Primaler, Lotje, Diannaa, Trexsf, RjwilmsiBot,
Bento00, Look2See1, K6ka, Stellabystarlight, Fæ, ClueBot NG, Astyaj, Ymblanter, Silvrous, VIAFbot, WilliamDigiCol, BakerStreetIr-
regulars, BrillLyle, HasteurBot, Willyclinton, Chiasthmatic, KasparBot, Oanab906 and Anonymous: 94

• Irving Penn Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irving_Penn?oldid=699327537 Contributors: Ixfd64, Postdlf, JackofOz, Abu badali,
Canterbury Tail, D6, Bender235, ESkog, Darwinek, Haham hanuka, Hooperbloob, Alansohn, Royblumy, Hoary, Phyllis1753, Bjorke,
Sheynhertz-Unbayg, PunkPod, JeremyA, Canadian Paul, BrothaTimothy, FlaBot, RexNL, ElfQrin, RussBot, Raquel Baranow, CDA,
Rms125a@hotmail.com, Acctorp, Caballero1967, Kungfuadam, SmackBot, D C McJonathan, Eskimbot, Arniep, Kintetsubuffalo, Gilliam,
Hmains, Rmosler2100, Chris the speller, Calliopejen~enwiki, John Reaves, OOODDD, SteveHopson, Serein (renamed because of SUL),
Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Ungathering, Syrcatbot, Beetstra, Jetman, Joseph Solis in Australia, CmdrObot, Iamcuriousblue, Cydebot, MC10,
Jack O'Lantern, Thijs!bot, PaulVIF, MER-C, Sarasays, Magioladitis, Wikidudeman, JNW, Patstuart, DrKay, General Bays, Robertgreer,
KylieTastic, Wikimandia, WWGB, Neo-Vortex, Deor, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Oshwah, Broadbot, PhilyG, MDfoo, Soft-
lavender, Why Not A Duck, Richardlyon33, Meowius, Aspects, Samatarou, LarRan, ClueBot, Yamanbaiia, PipepBot, The Thing That
Should Not Be, Der Golem, Ut5eyye5ye, Redthoreau, Thingg, Aitias, Vanished user uih38riiw4hjlsd, Deineka, Addbot, Willking1979,
Relaxatiallc, JPLei, Zoha1956, Tide rolls, Lightbot, Micki, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Materialscientist, Capricorn42, J JMesserly, Genaria07,
Omnipaedista, BSTemple, Little grape, Eastwood33, Catsue, Sky Attacker, Beemad, D'ohBot, Masterknighted, Obituarist, Citation bot 1,
I dream of horses, FoxBot, TobeBot, Mejkravitz, 777sms, Kauf99, TieshaMGlover, Gettybooknews, Mugs Bunny, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko,
RenamedUser01302013, IBO, Tommy2010, NGPriest, Tsundodo, ClueBot NG, Frietjes, Patapsco913, Robert Biddulph, Widr, Cbernasc,
LaVieBoheme169, Benjaminjborley, R.krueger.TIPF, Epicurus B., Asante12, Klilidiplomus, BattyBot, YFdyh-bot, SD5bot, Khazar2, Tr-
beck1, Pallino50, VIAFbot, Amethyst1234, Shmiggs, Duckduckstop, Sarahdanz, Iwilsonp, KasparBot, Knife-in-the-drawer, OrganicEarth,
Frank kensington and Anonymous: 146

• Jack Cato Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Cato?oldid=683256520 Contributors: Bearcat, DragonflySixtyseven, RussBot,
Colonies Chris, Dl2000, Waacstats, Jamesmcardle, Yobot, Cnwilliams, John of Reading, BG19bot and Anonymous: 1

• Jacob Riis Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Riis?oldid=698780630 Contributors: XJaM, Rmhermen, William Avery, Caltrop,
Lexor, Sannse, Stan Shebs, Theresa knott, Snoyes, Pratyeka, AlexPlank, RickDikeman, Postdlf, Lupo, Jan Lapère, HangingCurve, P.T.
Aufrette, Wmahan, MarkSweep, AlexanderWinston, Topaz, D6, Haiduc, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Guanabot, JPX7, Goochelaar,
Bender235, Zscout370, Mwanner, Bobo192, NetBot, Smalljim, Ethomsen, Darwinek, Sam Korn, Mote, Danski14, Alansohn, ThePara-
noidOne, Hoary, Saga City, Deathphoenix, Axeman89, Spartacus007, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Mel Etitis, Mindmatrix, Twth-
moses, Bluemoose, SDC, Hughcharlesparker, Stefanomione, Magister Mathematicae, Canderson7, Koavf, Jivecat, RobertG, GünniX,
Gurch, Pinkville, Nezu Chiza, Elviajeropaisa, DVdm, Banaticus, YurikBot, StuffOfInterest, Phantomsteve, RussBot, Hede2000, Pseu-
domonas, Thane, NawlinWiki, Rjensen, Haranoh, Tony1, Syrthiss, Lockesdonkey, Denis C., Caerwine, Joshmaul, Tvarnoe~enwiki, Tyre-
nius, Jonathan.s.kt, WesleyDodds, Crystallina, SmackBot, Smitz, Terry1944, Dedden, Chairman S., WookieInHeat, Jab843, Evanthomas1,
Yamaguchi先⽣, Gilliam, Chris the speller, Bluebot, Rakela, Propound, WeniWidiWiki, Dustingc, Stedder, MaxSem, Can't sleep, clown
will eat me, Jwillbur, Rrburke, Mrdempsey, Mytwocents, Nakon, Valenciano, Maxwahrhaftig, Mattpat, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Kukini,
Nishkid64, Xdamr, ArglebargleIV, Rory096, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, DA3N, NotMuchToSay, Richard L. Peterson, General Ization,
Vgy7ujm, Hemmingsen, IronGargoyle, Tasc, SimonATL, Shoeofdeath, Sander Säde, Blehfu, Ewulp, Dzuraw86, Tawkerbot2, Fdssdf, JFor-
get, CmdrObot, NickW557, Leujohn, Cydebot, Mato, DrunkenSmurf, Corpx, Bornsommer, Agne27, Kozuch, SmangosBubbles, Rbanzai,
FrancoGG, Epbr123, Qwyrxian, Marek69, AgentPeppermint, J Clear, Mentifisto, AntiVandalBot, EarthPerson, Jj137, Chuchunezumi,
Modernist, Pbhales, North Shoreman, Altamel, Sluzzelin, Dan D. Ric, Jan Friberg, Jarkeld, Penubag, Magioladitis, Bongwarrior, VoABot
II, Waacstats, Nyttend, Sgr927, Atorero, GhostofSuperslum, Gphoto, Excesses, MartinBot, Jim.henderson, Sm8900, Bus stop, Tgeairn,
J.delanoy, Uncle Dick, Gunrave, Athaenara, Joesabre2000, Ian.thomson, Gzkn, Stcroixsailor, NewEnglandYankee, Tanaats, KylieTastic,
Juliancolton, Remember the dot, Djr13, Adam Zivner, CardinalDan, Idioma-bot, Funandtrvl, Lights, Vranak, X!, TheMindsEye, Tomer
T, Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT, Oshwah, Technopat, Chaospaladin, Madhero88, Gayalagitana, Haikon, Orestek, Falcon8765, Softlaven-
der, Illumini85, Onceonthisisland, Hillgroveboi13, Ttony21, Tresiden, Work permit, Invisible Noise, Calabraxthis, Wiki Writer2, Keilana,
Tiptoety, Oxymoron83, Faradayplank, Nuttycoconut, Polbot, Diego Grez-Cañete, Mojoworker, Latics, Sean.hoyland, Elassint, ClueBot,
Avenged Eightfold, The Thing That Should Not Be, Wysprgr2005, Saddhiyama, Mild Bill Hiccup, Xavexgoem, CounterVandalismBot, Ex-
cirial, Alexbot, Noneforall, Strobelight81, Razorflame, SchreiberBike, Rusianbear, Belicia, Aitias, Versus22, NERIC-Security, Queerbub-
bles, DumZiBoT, AlexGWU, Jovianeye, Little Mountain 5, JCA169, Mifter, Alexius08, DepartedUser4, HexaChord, Sephiroth24680, Ad-
dbot, Some jerk on the Internet, TutterMouse, Ironholds, Moosehadley, Hsaya, Glane23, Lineface, StarryEye, Tide rolls, Krano, Gail, Zor-
robot, Quantumobserver, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Fraggle81, Amirobot, THEN WHO WAS PHONE?, SwisterTwister, AnomieBOT,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horst_P._Horst?oldid=673445067
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imogen_Cunningham?oldid=699324160
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irving_Penn?oldid=699327537
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Cato?oldid=683256520
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Riis?oldid=698780630
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SaaHc2B, Killiondude, Jim1138, Piano non troppo, Jo3sampl, Eumolpo, Maxis ftw, Ozzie32, Xqbot, Sionus, Cureden, Addihockey10,
Capricorn42, Pouncler, Jeffrey Mall, Tad Lincoln, Jmundo, AbigailAbernathy, Trongphu, Jezhotwells, Hauganm, Sayerslle, A.amitkumar,
Dougofborg, Potato7575, Green Cardamom, Captain-n00dle, GT5162, FrescoBot, Wikipe-tan, JuniperisCommunis, HJ Mitchell, Wee-
toddid, Pinethicket, I dream of horses, A8UDI, Elekhh, Navemas9, ItsZippy, Vrenator, MrX, Diannaa, Adi4094, Tbhotch, EyeKnows,
DARTH SIDIOUS 2, RjwilmsiBot, 7mike5000, KissmeKate, Badboy1774, Salvio giuliano, Ajraddatz, Heymid, Leeleegirl09, Redseth666,
Wikipelli, Josve05a, Ὁ οἶστρος, Suslindisambiguator, Redbone360619, Speechless One, Wayne Slam, Jay-Sebastos, Donner60, Puffin,
TYelliot, ClueBot NG, Mechanical digger, Ihateyouboo, Doctorpepper6989, Wrathkind, Jacksongre, Widr, Soccerkid831, Spread the
Fire, Ramaksoud2000, Versicle, BG19bot, Roberticus, CityOfSilver, ElphiBot, MusikAnimal, Mark Arsten, Mtnbuilder, Arthistorygrrl,
Coloradical, RivalLeaf, Glacialfox, Coldwar86, Carsenegame, Jakebarrington, Pratyya Ghosh, Ajaxfiore, Therealphrank, Rat Cat12, Fur-
rycat66, Lugia2453, VIAFbot, Frosty, Graphium, 6033CloudyRainbowTrail, Kevin12xd, Flyacrosssky, Melonkelon, Eyesnore, MrBeng6,
Chris troutman, Ginsuloft, Jackmcbarn, AeonRifleMaster, BethNaught, Roesre, Zaper126, KasparBot, Oanab906, CAPTAIN RAJU,
Skulldude25, Shellygriggs, Anonhiststudent and Anonymous: 587

• Jacques Henri Lartigue Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Henri_Lartigue?oldid=676407696 Contributors: Dimadick,
Solipsist, Chowbok, MarkSweep, Mrtrey99, D6, Mattingly23, Darwinek, Wendell, Alansohn, Hoary, Fontgirl, Mandarax, Sparkit,
BD2412, Ted Wilkes, Lockley, FlaBot, Bgwhite, YurikBot, DeadEyeArrow, Willirennen, Superp, A bit iffy, SmackBot, Waitingforgodard,
Colonies Chris, Orfy, SteveHopson, Doom Child, Wikidwitch, VinceB, Yonatan, Modernist, Gotmirth, JAnDbot, MER-C, FJM, Waac-
stats, Trusilver, Xyzt1234, Waverley123, Mdmason, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye, Lear's Fool, TXiKiBoT, Finnrind, Flyer22 Reborn, Oxy-
moron83, Dabomb87, Randgwynne, ImageRemovalBot, Mifter, Addbot, Captain-tucker, Cyberuly, Goregore~enwiki, Luckas-bot, Yobot,
AnomieBOT, Xqbot, Omnipaedista, Eastwood33, LucienBOT, BRUTE, Mr Mulliner, TheStrayCat, RjwilmsiBot, J36miles, EmausBot,
Fæ, ClueBot NG, Zhyriakova, Shutterbloke, Lemnaminor, Uwott, JAbedin96, Anekom, Josephj123, Amitspecially86, Myogm, Moryster,
KasparBot and Anonymous: 35

• James Nachtwey Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Nachtwey?oldid=700739772 Contributors: Infrogmation, Chrysalis, Lom-
mer, Greenrd, Morven, Spinster, Bearcat, Naddy, JustinHall, Lupo, Davidcannon, Perl, MarkSweep, D6, Newkai, Discospinster, Sfahey,
Andersju, Hooperbloob, Alansohn, Hoary, Woohookitty, Armagebedar, Hbdragon88, Illustir, Tibetibet, BD2412, Somabid, Rjwilmsi,
Koavf, Docether, Fraserspeirs, Pinkville, Chanlyn, Vuvar1, Wzictrace, Aekolman, Steube59, Malcolma, EEMIV, Smith120bh, Wolfling,
Tonywalton, SmackBot, Kupsztal, Ohnoitsjamie, Schi, Downwards, Dreadstar, SteveHopson, Ske2, Moniker42, Special-T, Beetstra,
Zepheus, Haus, Beve, GiantSnowman, Switchercat, Americasroof, IntrigueBlue, Cydebot, Trident13, Thijs!bot, Simonhyslop, Smjc,
Daniel, Dikteren, PhiLiP, Crabula, NBeddoe, Gh5046, Petronas, Magioladitis, Waacstats, WietsE, Greg Salter, J.delanoy, Gurchzilla, An-
tiSpamBot, CentaurWanderer, Rdfr, VolkovBot, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Churnek, SieBot, Chhandama, ClueBot, Ndantzig, Iamgaiden,
Doggiewoggie, CohesionBot, Alexbot, SimondelaCourt, Addbot, Lightbot, Peko, Yobot, Takubo~enwiki, Eric-Wester, Doristein, Piano non
troppo, Boxedbuffalo, Mark Schierbecker, FrescoBot, Misschik, 鳴海紀, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Dewritech, Ddprize, Merchantsofmis-
ery, ClueBot NG, Rezabot, LockLockBoy, Darafsh, Jjg1984, Cyberbot II, VIAFbot, Epicgenius, Winsley123, Monkbot, KasparBot and
Anonymous: 66

• Jan Groover Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Groover?oldid=699957300 Contributors: Alansohn, BD2412, Lockley, RussBot,
SmackBot, Racklever, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Keithh, Araucaria, Connormah, Johnpacklambert, Oshwah, DutchTreat, Lexaxis7, Light-
bot, Srich32977, FrescoBot, SpaceFlight89, Full-date unlinking bot, Jesse V., DARTH SIDIOUS 2, Onel5969, RjwilmsiBot, ClueBot NG,
Ojsimsic, Pratyya Ghosh, Old Time Music Fan, VIAFbot, SPECIFICO, Travisc20, KasparBot and Anonymous: 16

• Jeff Brouws Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Brouws?oldid=665473514 Contributors: Afasmit, Waacstats, R'n'B, Largoplazo,
TRBP, ChrisGualtieri, Hmainsbot1, K8tefree, Wendy a burton and KasparBot

• Jeff Wall Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Wall?oldid=691545021Contributors: Paul A, Andres, RodC, Maximus Rex, Spinster,
Bearcat, Solipsist, Jossi, Pethan, P G Henning, D6, Ham II, YUL89YYZ, Android79, Bobo192, Darwinek, Biesior~enwiki, Philip Cross,
Hoary, Axeman89, Bjones, Mark K. Jensen, Mandarax, Rjwilmsi, Georgelazenby, FlaBot, Roboto de Ajvol, Jazz Professor, SmackBot,
InverseHypercube, Saihtam, McGeddon, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Hu12, Lucio Di Madaura, Heqs, Jwalls, Cyrusc, Pmussler,
Cydebot, Peripitus, PKT, Thijs!bot, Modernist, Kathrynborn, MER-C, Freshacconci, Waacstats, Indon, Ch'an, Aboutmovies, Cobi, Mag-
icBanana, Artypants, Jamaale1, ClueBot, The Thing That Should Not Be, Auntof6, Stepshep, Sfphotoarts, Locator007, Mbakkel2, Ragsk,
Addbot, Ducio1234, JPLei, Lightbot, Yobot, Ralphwiggam75, Diminster, Omnipaedista, Moxy, Xeroxman100, FrescoBot, DrilBot, Jone-
sey95, Lightlowemon, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, John of Reading, Noddymerritt, Artiquities, Werieth, ZéroBot, GuzonjinSin, Stanleytux,
Vchia, ClueBot NG, Justlettersandnumbers, Helpful Pixie Bot, Lokwalnaj, Numa B, Lundord, Khazar2, EagerToddler39, Natuur12, Tenti-
nator, Tmaffucci, Hrabben, Chriscs26, SharonHerrera9, Monkbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 59

• Jerry Uelsmann Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Uelsmann?oldid=696349652 Contributors: Paul A, General announcement,
Chuunen Baka, Hadal, Peruvianllama, Curps, Blankfaze, MarkSweep, D6, JPX7, Bastique, Darwinek, Arthena, Hoary, Neilmckillop,
Guthrie, Alai, Kazvorpal, Stephen, LOL, Eubot, RobyWayne, King of Hearts, Pepso, Wavelength, RussBot, Fnorp, Caerwine, Wknight94,
Allens, Crystallina, SmackBot, Optikos, Dlohcierekim's sock, SteveHopson, Knuckles sonic8, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Cbaer, Mr. Lefty,
Syrcatbot, SQGibbon, Mr Stephen, Iridescent, Danlev, CmdrObot, Pmyteh, Jgmccue, Cydebot, Gimmetrow, AntiVandalBot, Seaphoto,
JAnDbot, Waacstats, Mochimon, Robin Casady, Artintegrated, J.delanoy, Jamesontai, TheMindsEye, Malcolmxl5, Breawycker, Jccort,
AngelOfSadness, Fratrep, Videmus Omnia, Ascidian, Martarius, ClueBot, Tigerboy1966, CounterVandalismBot, Excirial, Alpha Ralpha
Boulevard, DumZiBoT, Tarheel95, RogDel, Nepenthes, WikHead, MystBot, Addbot, Some jerk on the Internet, Simpleplan47, Jncraton,
Yobot, Fraggle81, W27138, Omnipaedista, Splatterman5, The Witty Man, Dyelon223, MondalorBot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot,
VernoWhitney, Starcheerspeaksnewslostwars, RA0808, K6ka, Suslindisambiguator, Rcsprinter123, John KB, Mayur, Crissywelzen, Petrb,
ClueBot NG, Gareth Griffith-Jones, Jack Greenmaven, Widr, Anoixe, Helpful Pixie Bot, Compilation finished successfully, Candleabra-
cadabra, Hostager, Hghyux, Lulublue, YFdyh-bot, VIAFbot, Tentinator, Baldurmen, AKS.9955, Asdklf;, SCUstudent0296, KasparBot
and Anonymous: 112

• Jo Spence Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jo_Spence?oldid=669724350 Contributors: Zundark, RJFJR, Smit~enwiki, John Eden,
Rjwilmsi, Bcsurvivor, 1717, ChrisGriswold, Crystallina, SmackBot, D C McJonathan, Sadads, Ohconfucius, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Cydebot, BHayes07, Dsp13, Waacstats, CommonsDelinker, Ipigott, TheMindsEye, Jlindenbaum, Optigan13, ClueBot, Parvazbato59,
Rubyalmqvist, DragonBot, XLinkBot, Addbot, Lightbot, Pageturners, AnomieBOT, Cyphoidbomb, Jonesey95, Timon of Bath, Rjwilm-
siBot, Sabotage1, JW Dewdney, Lareau2, Helpful Pixie Bot, VIAFbot, Jamesmcmahon0, Giunzi, Dtngo, Baltergeist, Maudemore, Gavin-
Whyman, KasparBot and Anonymous: 11

• Joe Deal Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Deal?oldid=659437259 Contributors: Alansohn, Marasmusine, Ser Amantio di Nico-
lao, Waacstats, Aboutmovies, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Khazar2, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Henri_Lartigue?oldid=676407696
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Nachtwey?oldid=700739772
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• Joe Rosenthal Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Rosenthal?oldid=690455133 Contributors: Mav, Danny, Michael Hardy, Aho-
erstemeier, Kingturtle, Nv8200pa, Samsara, Raul654, Dimadick, Gentgeen, Seth Ilys, Jason Quinn, Alexf, MarkSweep, MisfitToys, D6,
Jayjg, Discospinster, Brianhe, WGFinley, Rama, Janderk, Get It, Darwinek, Rje, Hoary, Dr Fell, Suruena, HenkvD, AN(Ger), Wadems,
Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Bellhalla, BlaiseFEgan, Deansfa, Koavf, Jweiss11, Wikibofh, Lockley, Orville Eastland, Jasoni22, Durin,
FlaBot, Realgib23, Drumguy8800, MikeyChalupa, CJLL Wright, Bgwhite, Cornellrockey, RobotE, Hydrargyrum, Wimt, Megapixie,
Rjensen, Speedoflight, Avraham, Katieh5584, Attilios, SmackBot, Looper5920, McGeddon, Thunderboltz, Stephensuleeman, Peter Isotalo,
Gilliam, ERcheck, Gracenotes, Annoyedgrunt, Bigturtle, Akriasas, SteveHopson, Rossp, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Censorship~enwiki, Gob-
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• Larry Sultan Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larry_Sultan?oldid=683346550 Contributors: Bender235, Koavf, ErikHaugen, Arii-
ise, Studerby, Zigzig20s, Hullaballoo Wolfowitz, Waacstats, WWGB, Auntof6, Addbot, Ironholds, Yobot, Rriemann, Trexsf, RjwilmsiBot,
Lopifalko, Letdemsay, Dewritech, Murgatroyd49, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Dexbot, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 7

• Lee Friedlander Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lee_Friedlander?oldid=698042133 Contributors: William Avery, Paul Barlow,
Darkwind, Clngre, Meelar, Davidcannon, Sam Hocevar, Brianhe, MarkS, Dpotter, Mwanner, Darwinek, Biesior~enwiki, Alansohn, Im-
prov, Hoary, Recury, PunkPod, Cbustapeck, Lockley, Feydey, Bhadani, Nandesuka, FlaBot, Pinkville, RussBot, NawlinWiki, Yeath,
Nikkimaria, SmackBot, Thecornkid, Zyxw, Arniep, Schmiteye, Colonies Chris, SteveHopson, TenPoundHammer, Khazar, Rigadoun,
Dragonballyee, Syrcatbot, Storm2005, Flipperinu, Hu12, Skapur, Zenzizenzizenzic, Stanlekub, Pmussler, David Warner, Cydebot, Gogo
Dodo, Photoarts, Lanrod, Jodi.a.schneider, Danielsmith89, Athaenara, Mikeyp3, JohnBlackburne, TheMindsEye, Philip Trueman, TXiK-
iBoT, Lando5, Ponyo, Thehornet, VAwebteam, StaticGull, ImageRemovalBot, ClueBot, WurmWoode, The Thing That Should Not Be,
Estevoaei, Phil devries, Hrdinský, DumZiBoT, Addbot, Amycn, Hsaya, Cst17, Luckas-bot, Themfromspace, ArtPhotoLover, JimVC3,
AaronF2, Omnipaedista, Fat&Happy, 777sms, Chad456, Emiliephelps, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, Mean as custard, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko,
Pixeldrifter, Artiquities, DesignNerd, ClueBot NG, ConcernedPhotographer, Astyaj, Cbernasc, Artbookat, Helpful Pixie Bot, Frze, LeeEl-
sonLee, Arthistorygrrl, Fylbecatulous, TheIrishWarden, VIAFbot, Shmiggs, Bayard1839, KasparBot, Nhwiki2015, LaurenceGMiller and
Anonymous: 66

• Lee Miller Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lee_Miller?oldid=698755930 Contributors: B4hand, Karada, Zoicon5, Bearcat, Mark-
Sweep, Mr impossible, Grunners, Picapica, D6, YUL89YYZ, Xezbeth, Mani1, Bender235, Jeffmedkeff, Rajah, Darwinek, Piersmas-
terson, Philip Cross, Fraslet, Hoary, Phyllis1753, BanyanTree, Woohookitty, Ekem, Sparkit, Cuchullain, Lockley, Bhadani, Flearosca,
FlaBot, Sophitus, RussBot, Gaius Cornelius, Brandon, Jpbowen, Mdn~enwiki, Tony1, Zwobot, Jeremy Butler, That Guy, From That
Show!, SmackBot, AndreasJS, Stifle, Colonies Chris, Smallbones, Nixeagle, OOODDD, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Teneriff,
Alloco1, Deditos, IronGargoyle, Speedboy Salesman, Neddyseagoon, CmdrObot, Basawala, Jamesnice, Cydebot, Missvain, Kbthompson,
Adslut, Tjmayerinsf, Actio, Modernist, Fredpipes, MelanieN, Gerrymig, WolfmanSF, Billmckern, Celithemis, Froid, Camera5, Skekayuk,
Ipigott, Youwinjack, DadaNeem, Mike V, Binab~enwiki, Idioma-bot, Dvmlny, TheMindsEye, Firstorm, Ponyo, Malcolmxl5, Thehor-
net, VAwebteam, Iafss, Kumioko (renamed), La Parka Your Car, Dalampasigan, Foxj, Swedish fusilier, TheOldJacobite, Sun Creator,
InkPublishing, Arjayay, Samantha555, Belfire, Kbdankbot, Addbot, Hilditl, SpBot, JGKlein, Lightbot, Yobot, Best O Fortuna, Jackie,
AnomieBOT, Piano non troppo, Citation bot, Eric Blatant, Abzzzz, Dark Valhalla, Moonraker, Judesba, Andrea105, Dartford Warbler,
Cisplatin, Lopifalko, Canyon1980, ZéroBot, ChuispastonBot, CocuBot, Zoo Riot, Simonsalive, Reify-tech, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot,
Zakneg, Verbcatcher, 14GTR, VIAFbot, TeriEmbrey, Hillbillyholiday, Vorstori, Eyesnore, Inglok, Ckomckomckomckom, Laura931,
Xenxax, JamKaftan, Sean H. Ring, KasparBot and Anonymous: 76

• Les Krims Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Les_Krims?oldid=688967603 Contributors: Theresa knott, RossPatterson, Bender235,
Robotje, John Vandenberg, WadeSimMiser, Astanhope, The wub, DanMS, Hydrargyrum, Shell Kinney, Welsh, SmackBot, Ze miguel,
Keegan, Pinktulip, DabMachine, Nikkicraft, Ewulp, Xcentaur, CmdrObot, Epbr123, TonyTheTiger, Waacstats, Princess Tiswas, McSly,
Aboutmovies, Phuongj, Radiosband, Some jerk on the Internet, Lightbot, Yobot, J04n, Omnipaedista, RIT Bios, FrescoBot, Livingrm,
RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, VIAFbot, Goysdotter, KasparBot and Anonymous: 21

• Lewis Baltz Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_Baltz?oldid=686991657 Contributors: Infrogmation, MarkSweep, D6, Au-
rora~enwiki, Darwinek, Hoary, FeanorStar7, FlaBot, Avraham, Tom Morris, SmackBot, Ohnoitsjamie, Nixeagle, Will Beback, Ser Aman-
tio di Nicolao, Jkaharper, Missvain, Waacstats, Rettetast, Kelapstick, Vanished user ikijeirw34iuaeolaseriffic, Wiki Photography, BOTijo,
Knikkebocker, Fischerbarber, Star Garnet, Kevinjeff, Addbot, Lightbot, Yobot, Ningauble, Omnipaedista, Masterknighted, RjwilmsiBot,
Lopifalko, GoingBatty, Philososlav, Antipsychogurl, Helpful Pixie Bot, Babitaarora, Gioncoltrein eng, KasparBot and Anonymous: 14

• Lewis Hine Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_Hine?oldid=699414076 Contributors: Bryan Derksen, Deb, Ericd, Hfastedge,
Kingturtle, Freechild, Solipsist, Utcursch, MarkSweep, Mpearl, Mvuijlst, Kmccoy, D6, Discospinster, Bender235, MisterSheik, Au-
rora~enwiki, Phoenix Hacker, Orlady, Migozared, Iamunknown, Darwinek, Mikewebkist, Alansohn, Abaybas, Hoary, Dhartung, Vcel-
loho, Guthrie, Kitch, FeanorStar7, Bellhalla, E090, Imersion, Matt.whitby, Feydey, The wub, FlaBot, JdforresterBot, Hottentot, Jared
Preston, Hall Monitor, Gwernol, YurikBot, Kollision, Jtkiefer, Stephenb, Royalbroil, Shanel, Howcheng, Zwobot, DeadEyeArrow, Bronks,
Crisco 1492, Phgao, KGasso, A.Octavia, SmackBot, Davepape, Zyxw, HalfShadow, Gilliam, Ohnoitsjamie, Hmains, Winterheart, Durova,
Colonies Chris, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, RFD, Mytwocents, Rezecib, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Meco, WilliamJE, Wjejskenewr,
Casull, Courcelles, Tawkerbot2, Unionhawk, Timan123, Smably, Airsoftman711, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Simonhyslop, Pajz, Qwyrxian,
Missvain, Escarbot, AntiVandalBot, Luna Santin, KP Botany, Modernist, JAnDbot, MER-C, Txomin, Andonic, VoABot II, Djked-
die, JamesBWatson, DerHexer, Defenestrating Monday, Sm8900, Bus stop, Photoindex21, Shawn in Montreal, McSly, Aboutmovies,
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Bonadea, VolkovBot, Thomas.W, TheMindsEye, Akld guy, Bms4880, Oshwah, Aymatth2, Wiae, Flavis~enwiki, Peacechic4life, Agreen85,
Ponyo, Tresiden, LeadSongDog, Hxhbot, Denisarona, ClueBot, Eaglestreet, The Thing That Should Not Be, Hello Control, PixelBot,
Leonard^Bloom, Psinu, ChrisHamburg, Bald Zebra, SoxBot III, NERIC-Security, XLinkBot, Jovianeye, Nemhun, MarmadukePercy, Lex-
axis7, HexaChord, Addbot, LMZONKXFLI, Pattyp814, DOI bot, Hsaya, Glane23, Lewiscrouch, Tide rolls, Lightbot, Teles, Aviados,
Luckas-bot, Marcbela, Jim1138, Justme89, Materialscientist, LilHelpa, Sionus, Capricorn42, Splatterman5, Hushpuckena, FrescoBot,
D'ohBot, ZenerV, Callidrya, LinDrug, MastiBot, LLoeper, Lotje, Reaper Eternal, Peacedance, Red Wolf Goat, CalicoCatLover, Immu-
nize, Look2See1, Wikipelli, Traxs7, H3llBot, Rails, Brandmeister, ClueBot NG, Pm4carterc, MelbourneStar, Satellizer, ConcernedPho-
tographer, Frietjes, Widr, Chandlery, CitationCleanerBot, Uofaccp, Stirmysoultogigglemode, Oawehfaojfalsjflsjfkl, ChrisGualtieri, Esszet,
Spray787, VIAFbot, Jamesx12345, Jodosma, Tracield, Heartbreaker1247, Monkbot, Monopoly31121993, Crystallizedcarbon, Estherrose-
honig, Ancilleno Davis, KasparBot, OluwaCurtis, Tropicalkitty, Hermionedidallthework, Wikihil123, I liikecheese and Anonymous: 203

• Lisette Model Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisette_Model?oldid=697405861 Contributors: Bearcat, Canterbury Tail, Alansohn,
Hoary, Gene Nygaard, Woohookitty, Alphachimp, TimK MSI, SmackBot, Chris the speller, Richardjames444, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Cydebot, PKT, PJMcGivney, LuckyLouie, VoABot II, JNW, Waacstats, CalendarWatcher, Johnpacklambert, WmSacks, TheMindsEye,
Kyle the bot, SalomonCeb, Seraphin2, Eeekster, Sun Creator, Tam0031, Rror, RyanCross, Addbot, Jackie, AnomieBOT, Rubinbot, Arthur-
Bot, BSG2420, J04n, Omnipaedista, Mcelhone03, Merlion444, Uponeeds, Mejkravitz, RjwilmsiBot, Mkravitz, ChuispastonBot, ClueBot
NG, Doug Grinbergs, Stirmysoultogigglemode, VIAFbot, Nicolemarie0, Rencontres arles, KasparBot and Anonymous: 16

• Lola Alvarez Bravo Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lola_Alvarez_Bravo?oldid=688788045 Contributors: Pinkville, YurikBot,
Irishguy, Moe Epsilon, SmackBot, Rossp, Will Beback, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Storm2005, Bookistan, Missvain, Joanenglish, VSerrata,
SieBot, Thelmadatter, Bbb2007, RogDel, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Lightbot, GreatInDayton, AnomieBOT, Almabot, Tetraedycal, Rjwilmsi-
Bot, ChuispastonBot, Helpsome, The Master of Mayhem, Theopolisme, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Arthistorygrrl, Uofaccp, VIAFbot,
Dgiguere89, Monkbot, Cm8587a, Rieman9, KasparBot and Anonymous: 7

• Loretta Lux Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loretta_Lux?oldid=699731117 Contributors: Arpingstone, D6, Fontgirl, FlaBot,
Pinkville, YurikBot, SmackBot, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Thijs!bot, Stybn, MER-C, Waacstats, Aboutmovies, Ipigott, DMCer, Natl1,
Kyle the bot, Addbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, Materialscientist, Ralphwiggam75, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, EmausBot, Going-
Batty, Arlighet, Cyberbot II, Umiakou, KasparBot and Anonymous: 33

• Lotte Jacobi Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotte_Jacobi?oldid=689727329 Contributors: Space Cadet, Bearcat, Pko, Dratman,
YUL89YYZ, Hoary, Rjwilmsi, Olessi, FlaBot, SmackBot, Nakon, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Skapur, Ken Gallager, Cydebot, Thijs!bot,
Mary Mark Ockerbloom, R'n'B, Malik Shabazz, Tzahy, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Wulf Isebrand, Yobot, Citation bot, Triplestop, Fat&Happy,
RjwilmsiBot, ZéroBot, DebraHardy, VIAFbot, Oliszydlowski, GeneralizationsAreBad, KasparBot and Anonymous: 10

• Louis Daguerre Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Daguerre?oldid=690469706 Contributors: Magnus Manske, Bryan Derksen,
Olivier, Patrick, Infrogmation, Michael Hardy, Karada, Александър, Andres, Evercat, Raven in Orbit, Bemoeial, Tpbradbury, Hyacinth,
Jni, Riddley, Mayooranathan, Hadal, JackofOz, Lzur, Snowdog, Dvavasour, The Singing Badger, Merseysites, Icairns, Mike Rosoft, D6,
Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Buntz, Byrial, Bender235, Shanes, Bill Thayer, Bobo192, JonGwynne, Ejrrjs, Sampo Torgo, Homer-
jay, SpeedyGonsales, Darwinek, Nsaa, A2Kafir, Gary, Ben davison, Hoary, Ynhockey, Mtiedemann, RyanGerbil10, Japanese Searobin,
Woohookitty, Mindmatrix, FeanorStar7, Mandarax, BD2412, Yurik, Island, Ketiltrout, Lockley, DonSiano, Olessi, FlaBot, Daderot,
Naraht, Sergio1, Arctic.gnome, Piniricc65, Srleffler, Chobot, Roboto de Ajvol, YurikBot, Phantomsteve, RussBot, Eleassar, Thane, Chick
Bowen, Howcheng, Jpbowen, Rwalker, DeadEyeArrow, Bota47, Jeremy Visser, Elkman, Wknight94, FF2010, Emijrp, Womble, Doktor
Waterhouse, Petri Krohn, JoanneB, Whobot, Attilios, KnightRider~enwiki, Myrabella, SmackBot, Enlil Ninlil, Betacommand, Rncooper,
ERcheck, Rmosler2100, Chris the speller, Timbouctou, Tianxiaozhang~enwiki, A. B., Ron g, Chlewbot, Nixeagle, Badbilltucker, Dr pda,
Papapierre, Wuzzy, Smerus, Ohconfucius, SashatoBot, Teneriff, John, Uksnapper, JohnWittle, Feraudyh, Ckatz, BillFlis, Dicklyon, Ned-
dyseagoon, JoeBot, Wjejskenewr, Chris shanks, Aepryus, JForget, Drinibot, Funnyfarmofdoom, Joshua BishopRoby, Cydebot, DumbBOT,
Chrislk02, Vanished User jdksfajlasd, Aldis90, Thijs!bot, Marek69, Missvain, Bcent1234, Escarbot, AntiVandalBot, MrMarmite, Tjmay-
erinsf, Barronlroth, Aspensti, Spencer, JAnDbot, MER-C, NatGoodden, Fetchcomms, Db099221, Awien, Mrmdog, Connormah, Bong-
warrior, VoABot II, Kuyabribri, Arz1969, DerHexer, Matt.smart, Hbent, Brodelsam, MartinBot, Physicists, Jay Litman, The Anonymous
One, J.delanoy, Chopin-Ate-Liszt!, Speed8ump, Royalhistorian, Louislemieux, Bluxxie, Scewing, Ariobarzan, Indubitably, TheMindsEye,
AlnoktaBOT, Chienlit, Mcewan, TXiKiBoT, Oshwah, WilliamSommerwerck, Leviton, Greenspiritpixie, JhsBot, LeaveSleaves, Gfutia,
Lamro, BOTijo, Chillywillycd, YonaBot, Parhamr, Matthew Yeager, Sam random, Quest for Truth, A. Carty, Sherlockindo, Monegasque,
Wombatcat, Oxymoron83, Jack1956, KoshVorlon, Tombomp, Torchwoodwho, SiefkinDR, StaticGull, Casedimage, ClueBot, All Hallow's
Wraith, Parkjunwung, Arakunem, Shipleyguy, Der Golem, Stargazer 7000~enwiki, Excirial, Jusdafax, Eeekster, RPSM, Manco Capac,
Thingg, Trevy510, Versus22, Berean Hunter, OsvátA, XLinkBot, Gerhardvalentin, Deineka, Addbot, Aljays, Letemps, Fieldday-sunday,
Shirtwaist, Glane23, Chzz, Ljmd1839, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Julia W, Bility, PeterGBUK, Captain Biggles, Jim1138, IRP, Em-
perornutz, Fuzzymemo, Materialscientist, WieDiRoc, Xqbot, Sionus, Ordishj, J JMesserly, Kamalyas, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, Aper-
son1234567, Chappellbx01, Shadowjams, 7eden, Samwb123, Green Cardamom, FrescoBot, Pinethicket, HRoestBot, Tahir mq, Full-date
unlinking bot, Reconsider the static, Pig990, Lotje, Vrenator, Boy2020, Minimac, Mean as custard, Ripchip Bot, Steve03Mills, EmausBot,
Primefac, Artiquities, Tommy2010, Wikipelli, K6ka, MageLam, ZéroBot, WoodLooker, Iamstd2, IGeMiNix, AVarchaeologist, Chew-
ings72, DASHBotAV, ClueBot NG, SusikMkr, Widr, Danim, Tholme, Vagobot, OttawaAC, Erween64, DemirBajraktarevic, YFdyh-bot,
Khazar2, Righteousskills, Amber Hertzog, Lugia2453, Sparklybutterfly02139, Nimetapoeg, Crystaljeffers, Liam.Jamison, Monkbot, So-
prestigeRS, UglowT, BigginHill, KasparBot and Anonymous: 241

• Lucas Samaras Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucas_Samaras?oldid=675962364 Contributors: Deb, Dimadick, Bearcat, Postdlf,
Jackol, Bobo192, Gene Nygaard, Angr, Abu ari, Mandarax, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, RussBot, SmackBot, Cplakidas, Wizardman, Ser Amantio
di Nicolao, Skapur, MarylandArtLover, Cydebot, Ilion2, Modernist, Waacstats, TheMindsEye, Philip Trueman, Ethicoaestheticist, Ger-
akibot, Wmpearl, Fratrep, WikipedianMarlith, ClueBot, MindstormsKid, PixelBot, AlexGWU, RogDel, Franciselliott, Addbot, Алиса
Селезньова, Luckas-bot, Yobot, 77billy, Materialscientist, Vwildens, J JMesserly, FrescoBot, MandelBot, LucienBOT, Vagrand, Noel
vs liam, DrilBot, GrapedApe, 2528oldbul, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, Nofoto, Brendastyvesant, Arthistorygrrl, VIAFbot, WilliamDigiCol,
Extabulis, Nicolemarie0, Goysdotter, KasparBot, Oanab906 and Anonymous: 20

• László Moholy-Nagy Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%A1szl%C3%B3_Moholy-Nagy?oldid=697877000 Contributors:
Deb, Isomorphic, Kku, Sannse, Astarte, Timwi, N-true, Spinster, ChrisO~enwiki, Mervyn, JackofOz, Adam78, Zigger, Jgritz, Ray
Trygstad, Magnaverde, Kelson, Burschik, Mschlindwein, Rich Farmbrough, Edwinstearns, Kwamikagami, Bill Thayer, NetBot, Jeffmed-
keff, Darwinek, Utilitaritron, Grutness, Piersmasterson, Recury, Japanese Searobin, Sheynhertz-Unbayg, Siafu, Boothy443, Woohookitty,
PatGallacher, Jpers36, Tyranic-moron, Male1979, Mandarax, Sparkit, BD2412, Vlad Patryshev, RobertG, Xcia0069, Roboto de Ajvol,
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YurikBot, Phantomsteve, Vedran.b, Fnorp, Chick Bowen, Codyrank, DeadEyeArrow, Emijrp, Closedmouth, Tyrenius, Curpsbot-
unicodify, Bibliomaniac15, KnightRider~enwiki, SmackBot, Deon Steyn, Eskimbot, Arniep, Duncanr, Chlewbot, Khoikhoi, SteveHopson,
Runcorn, Sndr, Free-world, Mets501, Storm2005, VinceB, Alt shift, Outesticide, Jerry Jones, Themightyquill, Cydebot, Bellerophon5685,
Thijs!bot, Ichthys58, Escarbot, Mentifisto, Vanjagenije, Modernist, JAnDbot, Freshacconci, Waacstats, The Mystery Man, Dave, Bus stop,
CommonsDelinker, J.delanoy, Sitosi, Transylvanus, D.M.N., Funandtrvl, VolkovBot, Steptb, Broadbot, SieBot, Moonriddengirl, Sheep-
NotGoats, Monegasque, Martarius, ClueBot, The Thing That Should Not Be, Neonknights, Uncle Milty, Excirial, No3mie, PixelBot,
Moholy, Sian Diamond, Ottawa4ever, Rror, Addbot, Numbo3-bot, Vitek, Luckas-bot, Webmgr, AnomieBOT, Valueyou, Materialscien-
tist, Cureden, Grim23, Gumruch, Omnipaedista, Alainr345, Hillsbro, Sudowite, 10metreh, Nizangol, RedBot, Perilagu Khan, Csh21,
Willsbr, Nascar1996, Oliarpi, RjwilmsiBot, John of Reading, Racerx11, Philafrenzy, Davidrobertevans, ClueBot NG, Malikrst, Leven-
tenagy, Blackrainbow10, MusikAnimal, Obotar, BattyBot, Mrt3366, YFdyh-bot, Spigelis, Makecat-bot, VIAFbot, Epicgenius, Annaauc,
Sever Juan, Ach8, Funanta, Khudoshnik, KasparBot, Maczkopeti, Katell-at-wiki and Anonymous: 118

• Maggie Diaz Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maggie_Diaz?oldid=693522754 Contributors: Bearcat, Bender235, Wavelength, Mal-
colma, Racklever, Huon, Ohconfucius, Mblumber, Amandajm, Marokwitz, Jamesmcardle, Ipigott, Rosiestep, ImageRemovalBot, Yobot,
Diannaa, ArticlesForCreationBot, Pug6666, Pratyya Ghosh, Mogism, Dreamcave, Genarians, UK2LA2MelOK and Anonymous: 2

• Man Ray Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man_Ray?oldid=700468046 Contributors: Tarquin, Ed Poor, William Avery, Dieter Si-
mon, Zadcat, Hotlorp, Camembert, B4hand, DW, Olivier, Elian, Infrogmation, Vudujava, Dominus, Ellywa, Angela, Mihai~enwiki, Raven
in Orbit, Forlane, JorgeGG, Naddy, Everyking, Gamaliel, Jgritz, JillandJack, SoWhy, MarkSweep, Sam, D6, Poccil, Justin Foote, Dis-
cospinster, Clawed, Patrizia, Evice, MBisanz, Migozared, Bill Thayer, Bobo192, NetBot, Ygfperson, Bitrot, Darwinek, Haham hanuka,
Storm Rider, Alansohn, Hektor, A.Sleep~enwiki, Opticon, Hoary, Jackliddle, SidP, KapilTagore, Dave.Dunford, Drbreznjev, Recury,
Pcd72, OwenX, Bjones, PoccilScript, JeremyA, GregorB, Mandarax, Graham87, Sparkit, BD2412, Roloway, Koavf, Lockley, The wub,
FlaBot, Nakore, Teppei Aita, Cen, Gareth E. Kegg, Silversmith, Antiuser, Ahpook, Hall Monitor, UkPaolo, The Rambling Man, Yurik-
Bot, Angus Lepper, NTBot~enwiki, Wiki alf, Cholmes75, Dputig07, Dfgarcia, Ryubread, JHCaufield, Superp, Whobot, Tyrenius, DVD R
W, SmackBot, InverseHypercube, Delldot, Arniep, Victrix, JJay, Edgar181, Alsandro, Master Deusoma, Gilliam, Ohnoitsjamie, Hmains,
Bluebot, Bidgee, Unint, Themaddreamer, Thumperward, Greatgavini, Colonies Chris, Scwlong, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Jwillbur,
Elendil's Heir, JonasRH, Spraypaint, Dreadstar, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Soap, Wrangler1390, Mgiganteus1,
Syrcatbot, Comicist, BillFlis, Davemcarlson, Beetstra, Noah Salzman, Andyroo316, Neddyseagoon, Ryulong, Ewulp, Neurillon, Tawker-
bot2, VinceB, CmdrObot, Irwangatot, Jamesnice, Cydebot, Menkatopia, MC10, Languagehat, Bellerophon5685, Eric Martz, Bazzargh,
Studerby, Codetiger, Chris Henniker, Technogreek43, Ichthys58, West Brom 4ever, MainlyTwelve, RichardVeryard, WikiSlasher, Anti-
VandalBot, Seaphoto, Tjmayerinsf, Modernist, A.M.962, See to, SalemXIII, Gökhan, Sluzzelin, JAnDbot, MER-C, Hut 8.5, Francescas-
antamaria, Freshacconci, Eastsidetruman, Celithemis, Bongwarrior, VoABot II, JNW, Newton-noze, Tangento, WikkanWitch, KConWiki,
Anrie, DerHexer, MartinBot, Surrealism Nut, Jmaldonado, Muff Potter, Genghiskhanviet, Bus stop, CommonsDelinker, Arctictotoro,
Nigholith, Davidm617617, Ncmvocalist, 8squishy fishy8, NewEnglandYankee, DadaNeem, 83d40m, R04drunerr, Mufka, KylieTastic,
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Pixie Bot, K REY C, Sweetmarissa, Churchway, Alec.Meach, Meatsgains, LB100, Merglee, Liam987, GogoW24, YFdyh-bot, Hair,
Jonathan.J.Andrews, Babitaarora, AddWittyNameHere, Antonyj0403, UY Scuti, JaconaFrere, Cinebuns5000, BarsofGold, Cherifa2,
Aidan721, PeterTheFourth, Vesuvius Dogg, KasparBot, Kent Krupa, Rockysilvester, AdWiki1, Ryder Whyte, Due Time, Jaypob and
Anonymous: 131

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Gibson?oldid=686313766
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Metzker?oldid=698041990
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rennie_Ellis?oldid=699286266
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Avedon?oldid=698452877
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Billingham?oldid=698483387
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Misrach?oldid=690791077
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Prince?oldid=698232221
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• Robert Adams (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Adams_(photographer)?oldid=695099291 Contributors:
KF, Hyacinth, Lunchboxhero, Solipsist, OldakQuill, D6, Dgorsline, Aurora~enwiki, Hooperbloob, Alansohn, Hoary, Alai, Recury, Font-
girl, Marasmusine, Woohookitty, Mandarax, Eubot, Pinkville, Vtphoto, RussBot, Hede2000, SmackBot, Haza-w, Mdd4696, Vegasrebel29,
Chris the speller, OrphanBot, Will Beback, Michael David, BrownHairedGirl, John, Yukishiro Tomoe, Hu12, Skapur, Cydebot, Brichcja,
Seaphoto, Modernist, Eastsidetruman, Bongwarrior, Ggrozoma, Theroadislong, Benzocane, CommonsDelinker, Photo master, Xyzt1234,
Davecrosby uk, Indubitably, TheMindsEye, Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT, EmxBot, Pxma, VAwebteam, Driftwood87, Steve ringg, Im-
ageRemovalBot, ClueBot, The Thing That Should Not Be, Drmies, Excirial, Quercus basaseachicensis, Hudsoneric, Sophievogt, 1ForThe-
Money, Cougar4sweeper, Photoarm, Addbot, Offenbach, CanadianLinuxUser, Lightbot, Zorrobot, Matthewmarks, Hadams6, Luckas-bot,
Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, Citation bot, Xqbot, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, Miyagawa, FrescoBot, PigFlu Oink, Serols, Full-date unlinking
bot, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Chantalfdez, ClueBot NG, Roysmyth, Chantalfernandez, Muffin1980, Typhood, Afterimage1839, Neuroz,
Fylbecatulous, BattyBot, StarryGrandma, Beurisa, Hillbillyholiday, Zackmckenzie, KasparBot and Anonymous: 55

• Robert Adamson (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Adamson_(photographer)?oldid=700850094 Contribu-
tors: Agtx, Samsara, CALR, Sasquatch, Koavf, Vegaswikian, NSR, RussBot, Johann Wolfgang, Jpbowen, Moe Epsilon, Mais oui!, Smack-
Bot, Ohconfucius, Michael David, GiantSnowman, Thijs!bot, Dr. Blofeld, Mutt Lunker, Scewing, BOTijo, SieBot, Psychless, Rosiestep,
Niceguyedc, DumZiBoT, Addbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Judge Street, ArthurBot, GrouchoBot, M2545, MastiBot, Full-date unlinking bot,
Ajb1947, RjwilmsiBot, Khazar2, Mogism, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 5

• Robert Capa Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Capa?oldid=700059930 Contributors: Gsl, Deb, Ericd, Llywrch, Lquilter,
Karada, Skysmith, Dpol, Lommer, RodC, Zoicon5, Peregrine981, Raul654, Spinster, Bearcat, Robbot, RickDikeman, Lupo, Zaui,
Xanzzibar, Adam78, Alan Liefting, Ancheta Wis, DocWatson42, Chinasaur, Bobblewik, Österreich, Kjetil r, MarkSweep, PACO~enwiki,
Sam Hocevar, Autair, Neutrality, Robin klein, Klykinsly, D6, Simonides, Apalsola, Sicilarch, Rama, Vsmith, El C, Aurora~enwiki,
Bobo192, NetBot, Smalljim, Nborders1972, Darwinek, Andersju, Alfanje~enwiki, Sherurcij, Supine, Hoary, Fritzpoll, Gaurav1146, Phyl-
lis1753, Erik, Colin Kimbrell, Suruena, Evil Monkey, Kusma, Macgruder, PunkPod, Zntrip, Elchup4cabra, CWH, Simon Shek, Jere-
myA, 171046, Hbdragon88, Slocombe, GregorB, Stefanomione, Sparkit, Melesse, Rjwilmsi, Koavf, Jweiss11, Carl Logan, Lockley, Bork-
samoht, RexNL, Pinkville, Rbondi, Bgwhite, Cactus.man, Shervinafshar, YurikBot, Jeffpw, Ecemaml, RussBot, Hellbus, NawlinWiki,
Brandon, Jpbowen, Moe Epsilon, Tony1, Rwalker, Zelikazi, Alarob, Zello, Denisutku, LeonardoRob0t, Curpsbot-unicodify, Spaceboy492,
Jonathan.s.kt, GrinBot~enwiki, Goob, Cig1705, Tom Morris, Vulturell, SmackBot, Tharsaile, Arniep, JJay, SmartGuy Old, Yamaguchi
先⽣, Gilliam, Chris the speller, Quinsareth, Colonies Chris, Duncancumming, Msr69er, OrphanBot, Afghanets~enwiki, Bolivian Uni-
cyclist, Threeafterthree, Shamir1, SteveHopson, Bejnar, Xdamr, John, General Ization, CPMcE, Goodnightmush, Peterlewis, SpyMagi-
cian, Syrcatbot, Beetstra, SQGibbon, RodCrosby, Longshot14, JoeBot, GiantSnowman, Randroide, Cydebot, Edwardm, William Wilt-
shire~enwiki, Pustelnik, Jimcripps, PKT, JamesAM, Thijs!bot, Ning-ning, Sagaciousuk, Esemono, Lizconno, PJMcGivney, TXiKi, An-
tiVandalBot, Seaphoto, Cpreovol, Jayron32, Tjmayerinsf, Modernist, Szlevi, JAnDbot, Nwe, Marneus, VoABot II, Waacstats, Freefry,
KConWiki, Japo, Markus451, LexR, CommonsDelinker, Johnpacklambert, J.delanoy, Kimse, Maurice Carbonaro, Wikip rhyre, Ipigott,
NewEnglandYankee, DadaNeem, Idioma-bot, Rdfr, Hammersoft, VolkovBot, Itsfullofstars, Indubitably, TheMindsEye, BertSen, Broad-
bot, LeaveSleaves, Lamro, Rug151617, Ensetaro, SieBot, Ttony21, YonaBot, KGyST, Android Mouse Bot 3, Rb3photo, Squash Racket,
Chrisjusell, ClueBot, Burks88, The Thing That Should Not Be, All Hallow's Wraith, Sixtieth city, Hafspajen, Desertfax, Parkwells, David
C Minor, Alexbot, Asmaybe, Gtstricky, Beepy, Iohannes Animosus, Redthoreau, Footballfan190, SoxBot III, DumZiBoT, XLinkBot, Co-
hda2, Spoonkymonkey, MarmadukePercy, Avi1111, Good Olfactory, Radh, Addbot, Aljays, Tcncv, Fluffernutter, Ducio1234, Sherlina,
Favonian, Eauhomme, Lightbot, Kiril Simeonovski, Kabóca, Narayan, Legobot, Rwintle, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Jackie, Kbarbican, Tempodi-
valse, AnomieBOT, Jim1138, LarsVanMoer, Xufanc, Charlie fong, Materialscientist, Citation bot, Ajfernandez2001, JohnnyB256, Capri-
corn42, Davshul, Milaripa, J JMesserly, Mabdulla, Csendesmark, Anadeiram, Ubub92, Lmcelhatton, Snakespeaker, I dream of horses,
WaveRunner85, Hluup, Baobaozhu5891, K quiche, Surfeit of palfreys, Reaper Eternal, Jeffrd10, RjwilmsiBot, Bento00, Javaweb, John of
Reading, Povtula, Sjahans3622, Tommy2010, K6ka, Edmundyu1995, ZéroBot, Unused000705, Byblios, Battlecatz, Kippelboy, Cornell92,
ChuispastonBot, Matthewrbowker, ClueBot NG, NapoleonX, Lvaradi, Raghith, EricWR, Shiznit612, Podparou, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot,
Wbm1058, BG19bot, TCN7JM, Wiki13, GuggaEn, Crtew, M1234powers, Chasser123, Anbu121, Trossellini, Simeon Dahl, Mosenazad,
Andorka, Dexbot, Pallino50, VIAFbot, Brianeiffert, Burjodav, Zdphoto, Aseeda, Manul, Larkin E, Carlos Rojas77, Kinetic37, PtG, Alec
Smithson, YeOldeGentleman, Viktorengström, KasparBot, JulietteBrod, JJ1214 and Anonymous: 315

• Robert Demachy Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Demachy?oldid=659701563 Contributors: Mu, Justinc, Alansohn, Hoary,
Woohookitty, SmackBot, Chris the speller, Studerby, Kablammo, Nick Number, Waacstats, Ipigott, M-le-mot-dit, Bms4880, Mild Bill Hic-
cup, MystBot, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Nlannuzel, Zxabot, Sven.petersen, Xqbot, GrouchoBot, M2545, Ver-bot, Rjwilmsi-
Bot, JLPC, VIAFbot, Nimetapoeg, Lekoren, KasparBot and Anonymous: 6

• Robert Doisneau Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Doisneau?oldid=694341889 Contributors: Olivier, Tpbradbury, Owen,
Eliashedberg, Netoholic, Lupin, Brian Kendig, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, ESkog, CanisRufus, Darwinek, David Gale, Morganiq,
Hooperbloob, Philip Cross, Raymond, Hoary, Fontgirl, Bobrayner, Mandarax, Graham87, Yurik, Kane5187, FlaBot, SchuminWeb,
Pinkville, Darlene4, Hydrargyrum, Gaius Cornelius, Kewp, Nikkimaria, SmackBot, Duvel, Canonblack, Carl.bunderson, Persian Poet Gal,
Gutworth, DHN-bot~enwiki, Colonies Chris, Philip Howard, Duncancumming, SteveHopson, LtPowers, Iliev, Syrcatbot, Beetstra, Cour-
celles, Pantoufle, INkubusse, Zmjezhd, Cydebot, Garik, Photoarts, Thijs!bot, Jedibob5, Davidhorman, Iviney, AntiVandalBot, Seaphoto,
QuiteUnusual, Fayenatic london, Modernist, JAnDbot, Skomorokh, −1g, Magioladitis, Freefry, Orionist, Warnester, Testhp, J.delanoy,
Waverley123, 83d40m, Davecrosby uk, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Chienlit, SieBot, Chimin 07, Qst, A. Carty, Monegasque, Aspects, Do-
ingMyPart, RabitsVinge, ImageRemovalBot, W., Piastu, Levent, XLinkBot, Bazj, Addbot, Download, Numbo3-bot, Odder, Rwintle,
Luckas-bot, Yobot, Themfromspace, Jackie, Victar, AnomieBOT, Materialscientist, SilversteinStaff, LilHelpa, BSG2420, JimVC3, Love-
less, AbigailAbernathy, Srich32977, GrouchoBot, Omnipaedista, Thehelpfulbot, Eastwood33, FrescoBot, Zakawer, Tbhotch, RjwilmsiBot,
TjBot, Beyond My Ken, Lopifalko, Rayman60, EmausBot, Primefac, GoingBatty, Artiquities, Terraflorin, Spicemix, ClueBot NG, A520,
Tholme, Lowercase sigmabot, FoxCE, Zhyriakova, Cliffhance, RadiumCat, 3mishal, YFdyh-bot, Topher anton, VIAFbot, Epicgenius,
Hayeon lee, KasparBot, CAPTAIN RAJU and Anonymous: 87

• Robert Frank Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Frank?oldid=695757420 Contributors: Infrogmation, Lexor, EdH,
RayKiddy, Kokiri, Postdlf, Jrdioko, Woggly, MarkSweep, Sam, Joyous!, D6, RedWordSmith, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, Ben-
der235, MBisanz, NetBot, Darwinek, Mdd, Hoary, Hu, Alai, Canadian Paul, BD2412, Sjakkalle, Mayumashu, Rogerd, Lockley, Mar-
netteD, FlaBot, SchuminWeb, Pinkville, Darlene4, YurikBot, IanManka, Gaius Cornelius, Rsrikanth05, Sandstein, Nikkimaria, Closed-
mouth, Little Savage, Whobot, Eenu, Vulturell, SmackBot, KnowledgeOfSelf, Saihtam, Verne Equinox, Delldot, Eskimbot, Arniep, Jim
Casper, Bluebot, Chlewbot, SteveHopson, Wizardman, AmiDaniel, Michael Bednarek, Syrcatbot, Ckatz, MarylandArtLover, Xraytwo-
nine, Walter Dufresne, ShelfSkewed, WeggeBot, Neelix, Cydebot, Travelbird, Gnfnrf, BetacommandBot, Michael Furey, Sing66, Nick
Number, Jguad1, Modernist, David Shankbone, Ericoides, Misheu, Waacstats, Ronaldpetrou, Lutzv, MetsBot, Yrgh, Fotoeye, Libroman,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Adams_(photographer)?oldid=695099291
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Adamson_(photographer)?oldid=700850094
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Capa?oldid=700059930
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Demachy?oldid=659701563
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Doisneau?oldid=694341889
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Frank?oldid=695757420
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Jamesmcardle, HiEv, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, NPrice, GcSwRhIc, Ethicoaestheticist, BOTijo, Ponyo, SieBot, Æthelwold, Agunther,
ImageRemovalBot, Mcd1400~enwiki, All Hallow's Wraith, Eric etheridge, 2000 Dad, The Watusi, Additionalupdates, Alexbot, Gefter,
Sophievogt, 6tuart, DumZiBoT, XLinkBot, AlexGWU, Jim Sweeney, Addbot, DAPinc, Hsaya, Author23, MrOllie, LaaknorBot, Tide
rolls, Lightbot, Yobot, Crimsonedge34, ArtPhotoLover, Solo Zone, Gobears87, Rrrt56, Omnipaedista, Wilbeaux, FrescoBot, Neptunekh2,
Beemad, InspectorSands, Toysoffire, Submarginal, Skyerise, Additional-new, Tsinfandel, Full-date unlinking bot, Styrous, Ccloskey, Por-
triga, الفلسطيني ,محمد DARTH SIDIOUS 2, Erodoto1, Mean as custard, Lopifalko, EmausBot, John of Reading, GoingBatty, Ar-
tiquities, Wikipelli, Mkravitz, ClueBot NG, Daehan, Colinj21, ConcernedPhotographer, Betempte, ProPho, Delusion23, Bernie44, Widr,
Tomseattle, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Execupix1, Saliency~enwiki, Jcebra, Ginsuloft, Genarians, Benaobobby, Micnic jones, Kaspar-
Bot, Nhwiki2015, Fotosteve and Anonymous: 126

• Robert H. Cumming Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Cumming?oldid=700558174 Contributors: Loganberry, Lockley,
Jivecat, Rmosler2100, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Cydebot, Postcard Cathy, Waacstats, Johnpacklambert, Aboutmovies, Ethicoaestheticist,
Wmpearl, Vaishal, DrilBot, Missxziggy, RjwilmsiBot, Thkj, VIAFbot, Janetbordeninc, Extabulis, KasparBot and Anonymous: 3

• Robert H. Jackson (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Jackson_(photographer)?oldid=685421547 Con-
tributors: Bender235, Kbir1, Canadian Paul, Lockley, Vegaswikian, RussBot, Elkman, SmackBot, Kintetsubuffalo, Location, Vidor, Acro-
terion, Waacstats, Jatkins, Walter Breitzke, Jim Yar, Aboutmovies, TJRC, Kzirkel, Mr.Z-bot, ImageRemovalBot, Binksternet, Mild Bill
Hiccup, Arbeit Sockenpuppe, 718 Bot, XLinkBot, Addbot, Lightbot, Yobot, Pohick2, RedBot, John of Reading, The Anonymouse, Hitcher
vs. Candyman and Anonymous: 12

• Robert Mapplethorpe Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mapplethorpe?oldid=698539311 Contributors: Wapcaplet, Cyde,
Karada, Bjpremore~enwiki, Cyan, Deisenbe, Viajero, Zoicon5, Hyacinth, Cleduc, Finlay McWalter, Outerlimits, Michael Glass, Bearcat,
Pigsonthewing, Moncrief, Auric, Hoot, UtherSRG, Guanaco, Solipsist, JeffyJeffyMan2004, MarkSweep, Kaldari, GreenReaper, Safety
Cap, The stuart, D6, Simonides, Larrybob, Guanabot, Rama, Bender235, Aude, NetBot, Cmdrjameson, Darwinek, Alansohn, PaulHanson,
Mduvekot, Free Bear, Slaenterprises, Velella, Max rspct, Bbsrock, LFaraone, Ssokolow~enwiki, Japanese Searobin, Philthecow, Mandarax,
Graham87, Dubkiller, Lockley, The wub, Firebug, FlaBot, JdforresterBot, RachelBrown, Jaraalbe, Shervinafshar, YurikBot, Evillan, Bhny,
SluggoOne, Hydrargyrum, ExRat, Texboy, Jeff Carr, PhilipO, Jessek, Mholland, GinaDana, Jacqui M, Justin.triplett, SmackBot, Vkyrt, D
C McJonathan, LittleRoughRhinestone, Jim Casper, Gilliam, Jerome Charles Potts, XSG, Brideshead, Tim Pierce, Racklever, Pnkrockr,
Seduisant, Khukri, Dreadstar, SteveHopson, Ramrod?, Wizardman, The undertow, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Syrcatbot, Ryulong, Scor-
pios, Math Tinder, CmdrObot, Cydebot, Ttenchantr, EqualRights, Dyanega, Robertcostic, Thijs!bot, Cavris, Fournax, AntiVandalBot,
Sluzzelin, Fetchcomms, Nemissimo, Ismelstar, Bongwarrior, Freefry, Artlondon, Not a dog, Shocking Blue, Rickard Vogelberg, JSMC711,
Bus stop, SLY111, VirtualDelight, BigrTex, It Is Me Here, MarceloB, Naniwako, Belovedfreak, Varnent, Rdfr, TheMindsEye, Dadsnagem,
Softlavender, BeardedWoof, Sanhedralite87, AdRock, SieBot, TJRC, RJaguar3, Thirdeyeopen33, Dstlascaux, ClueBot, Whartone, Peter-
CKnight, Stevieraylittlewing, Saddhiyama, Proun, The Watusi, Loadbang, MantisEars, Gefter, 6afraidof7, Asjtb2, OneMarkus, DumZi-
BoT, Vanished user 98qw87as78, Tez2121, Cmr08, MystBot, Good Olfactory, M5618, Addbot, LaaknorBot, Glane23, שי ,דוד Joe1978,
Luckas-bot, Dingdingren, Yobot, 2D, GreatInDayton, Jackie, Donfbreed, ArtPhotoLover, CinchBug, Inmo78, Pohick2, AnomieBOT,
Tryptofish, Materialscientist, Beavis3786, MauritsBot, Sidevold, Anonymous from the 21st century, Omnipaedista, Tommy Nero Sulli-
van, Smallman12q, Eyescorp, FrescoBot, Surv1v4l1st, Tturltob1, Serols, TechLight, Kgrad, Uberhill, Defender of torch, Sunshineisles2,
RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, EmausBot, And we drown, Look2See1, Everything Else Is Taken, ZéroBot, Dancer57, Tgilheany, Wikiposter0123,
Spicemix, ClueBot NG, Supernaiv, Justlettersandnumbers, ProPho, Atsme, Helpful Pixie Bot, Voiceunit2, BG19bot, Neptune's Trident,
Mrguynoir, Astrid jamison, EmmaLecoq, Lundord, BattyBot, Sgriffin325, ChrisGualtieri, Majasavic, Pearl2525, PennyDreadful33, VI-
AFbot, Ariadavid, SspArt, Croatgoat, OccultZone, Humblemumble, Monkbot, Cherylisadesigner, Liz McDermott (GRI), Vanished user
31lk45mnzx90, Bscholler, NOLAartist, Iamadude123, Barbaraislyfe, KasparBot, Oanab906, Frances37, Qwertybhun and Anonymous:
190

• Roger Fenton Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Fenton?oldid=698860122 Contributors: Infrogmation, Zoicon5, DJ Clay-
worth, Warofdreams, Owen, JamesMLane, Finn-Zoltan, Antandrus, MarkSweep, Necrothesp, D6, Imroy, Rich Farmbrough, Bobo192,
Redf0x, Atomic645, Calton, Hoary, Gene Nygaard, Pcpcpc, Wikibancroft64, Stefanomione, BD2412, FlaBot, Old Moonraker, Rekleov,
Jaraalbe, Flcelloguy, YurikBot, RussBot, Zafiroblue05, CambridgeBayWeather, Malcolma, A&D~enwiki, Nightstogether, Fram, Erudy,
SmackBot, Gilliam, Colonies Chris, S ellinson, Colourman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Aquilina, Oughgh, Funnybunny, Dl2000, MIck-
Stephenson, Kedar63, Woudloper, Cydebot, Photoarts, Pharring, Mathewm, RobotG, DShamen, Gcm, RebelRobot, Waacstats, JaGa,
Jim.henderson, Keith D, CommonsDelinker, BrokenSphere, 4granite, Inwind, Scewing, Pietopper, TheMindsEye, Philip Trueman, TXiKi-
BoT, Gordon baldwin, Rei-bot, Eubulides, BOTijo, VAwebteam, Jack1956, Rosiestep, Jza84, Martarius, ClueBot, Alexbot, RPSM, SoxBot
III, Zik2, Rangefinder~enwiki, RogDel, Addbot, Download, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Yobot, MarisaLR, TomTrottier, 1exec1, Galoubet,
Xqbot, Capricorn42, Sqgl, FrescoBot, M2545, Jonesey95, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, K6ka, ZéroBot, ChuispastonBot, AndyTheGrump,
ClueBot NG, ConcernedPhotographer, Helpful Pixie Bot, DemirBajraktarevic, Dexbot, Caroline1981, VIAFbot, Chustuck, WilliamDigi-
Col, Nimetapoeg, Tentinator, JaconaFrere, Monkbot, Dennis swaine, Denniscabrams, KasparBot, Mikejwd and Anonymous: 57

• Roy DeCarava Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_DeCarava?oldid=693563629 Contributors: Danny, Darkwind, Andrew-
man327, D6, Philip Cross, Hoary, Stemonitis, Hailey C. Shannon, Cbustapeck, Rjwilmsi, Commando303, The wub, MapsMan, Partenope,
Celestianpower, Pinkville, Cornellrockey, Bluehysteria, NawlinWiki, Edgar181, GRuban, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Kiwipat, Skapur, Cy-
debot, Fnlayson, MC10, Seaphoto, Postcard Cathy, Waacstats, SLY111, Johnpacklambert, Sdbkny, Jamesmcardle, WWGB, Fbifriday,
TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Ethicoaestheticist, Keilana, Faradayplank, COBot, Janggeom, Arakunem, Libermann, Dthomsen8, Addbot,
Zoeyedi, ArtPhotoLover, Jim1138, JackieBot, FreeRangeFrog, Jcfan4u, Masterknighted, Mescler, RjwilmsiBot, Polisher of Cobwebs,
Widr, Snow Blizzard, Leslie Roy DeCarava, RichardMills65, Susan DeCarava, VIAFbot, Graphium, Jlightsky, KasparBot, KirbyArtGirl85
and Anonymous: 42

• Ruth Orkin Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Orkin?oldid=698838407 Contributors: Bearcat, Rich Farmbrough, Clubmarx,
RHaworth, Cbustapeck, Rjwilmsi, Conscious, Sylvain1972, Tony1, Peter17, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Caladonia, Atharshiraz, JHunterJ,
Anthony22, CmdrDan, Cydebot, Jai Raj, Gaijin42, Tjmayerinsf, Vanjagenije, Fritz Jörn, Dsp13, Bongwarrior, Waacstats, Johnpacklambert,
Ipigott, Motacilla, IPSOS, XLinkBot, Radh, Addbot, Cst17, JEN9841, Yobot, DiverDave, DrilBot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot,
EmausBot, EleferenBot, ZéroBot, Stirmysoultogigglemode, ChrisGualtieri, SD5bot, VIAFbot, KasparBot, Masood8703 and Anonymous:
9

• Ryan McGinley Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryan_McGinley?oldid=699424693 Contributors: Cleduc, Bearcat, Meelar, D6,
Larrybob, Geoff43230, Polylerus, Hooperbloob, Alansohn, Arthena, Redvers, Woohookitty, Mandarax, JdforresterBot, Gaius Cornelius,
CambridgeBayWeather, Hansen law, SmackBot, Bluebot, PDD, OrphanBot, Skapur, CmdrObot, Pmussler, Cydebot, Blaise Mann,
Thijs!bot, Dr. Blofeld, Infoart, Bongwarrior, R'n'B, Varnent, TheMindsEye, Fences and windows, Tobyspinks, NuclearWarfare, Cowkicker,
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Addbot, Cst17, Tomtheeditor, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Vaishal, Bonjour.soph, DSisyphBot, ChristianGruen, Reser-
voirrider, Omnipaedista, Giacomo J.K., Denis-kovalev, Zidanie5, Tbhotch, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Artiquities, Sydbeqabarrett, ZéroBot,
Lasco91, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Gingersarevile, Cyberbot II, Mogism, VIAFbot, Bgeijer, KasparBot, Rmsvideo and
Anonymous: 54

• Sally Mann Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sally_Mann?oldid=700295058 Contributors: Topbanana, Owen, Dimadick, Jmabel,
Dmadeo, Moink, HaeB, David Gerard, Danio, Frencheigh, MarkSweep, Icairns, TonyW, Laguna72, D6, DanielCD, Rich Farmbrough,
YUL89YYZ, Dystopos, Jeffmedkeff, Darwinek, Nsaa, Alansohn, Woodnwheel, Hoary, Viridian, AN(Ger), Zephern, Bjones, Bellhalla, Sc-
jessey, Before My Ken, Soniamiller, Seidenstud, Darguz Parsilvan, FlaBot, CJLL Wright, Bgwhite, Gcrl, RussBot, Kristeneaugusta, Nut-
meg, Ospalh, CDA, Ik.pas.aan, Saudade7, Tyrenius, Katieh5584, TLSuda, SmackBot, Gilliam, Ohnoitsjamie, Rmj12345, The Gnome,
Chris the speller, Jayanta Sen, Mistakenfaith, Rustypup49, SteveHopson, DMacks, Wizardman, Dandelion1, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Stefan2, IronGargoyle, Syrcatbot, Cydebot, Treybien, Michaelas10, Halo 31887, Mojo Hand, JAnDbot, Postcard Cathy, Rothorpe, Fre-
shacconci, Johnpacklambert, Libroman, Unchi, Luisa20, Student7, Bizpubs, Mikeyp3, Indubitably, Jmrowland, TheMindsEye, Paucabot,
Mungo Kitsch, Dominik92, Art21, ClueBot, Ndenison, Promethean, Crowsnest, Queerbubbles, DumZiBoT, Rror, Lexaxis7, Addbot, JB-
supreme, Lightbot, Yobot, Freikorp, Materialscientist, Billgarlick, Mononomic, RadiX, Omnipaedista,⾬宮鏡⼼, Sanremofilo, Green Car-
damom, Zipity11, Flanj63, Rileyblows, Universitywriter68, Cramyourspam, Cnwilliams, Denis-kovalev, Oesterli, Ziastrong, Beyond My
Ken, Lopifalko, Werieth, Connor Fish, Crissywelzen, LenusMars, Last Lost, ClueBot NG, Tienettedevere, Gef05, Patriciathornton, Reify-
tech, Artbookat, Yocuzimtheman, Helpful Pixie Bot, Voiceunit2, Eventer112, 777psp, 3graces, Cyberbot II, ChrisGualtieri, 21steditions,
Majasavic, Khazar2, RB231, VIAFbot, Tentinator, Dgiguere89, Lxwriter, Winsley123, LaraOrden, Monkbot, Vh502, Vbgt, Cherifa2,
Cadi.duncan, YeOldeGentleman, KasparBot, Knife-in-the-drawer, Srednuas Lenoroc and Anonymous: 108

• Sandy Skoglund Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandy_Skoglund?oldid=689730469 Contributors: Carnildo, Everyking, Curps,
Michael Devore, Gamaliel, D6, Geoff43230, Aurora~enwiki, Linn~enwiki, Azure Haights, Darwinek, Ramius, MrLogic, Angr,
Deltabeignet, Canderson7, Joe Decker, TheRingess, FlaBot, Kynik, Sceptre, Gaius Cornelius, Paul.h, Nick C, SmackBot, Hydrogen
Iodide, Zyxw, Betacommand, TimBentley, Crazilla, OrphanBot, Mickeyxx01, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Wafulz, Dumb-
BOT, Njan, King Bee, AntiVandalBot, Mudforce, MER-C, Waacstats, Philg88, Johnpacklambert, Photoindex21, Jerry, Swanbot, Jeff G.,
Avidreader6703, Una Smith, Brekkbockrath, Ethicoaestheticist, Mr.Z-bot, Fpmfpm, Oxymoron83, ClueBot, Yamanbaiia, CounterVandal-
ismBot, CrackerJack7891, PseudoOne, Lexaxis7, Addbot, West.andrew.g, WuBot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, II MusLiM HyBRiD II, Kamikaze-
Bot, GB fan, HRoestBot, Primaler, RjwilmsiBot, ClueBot NG, PhnomPencil, Swagballer, Lugia2453, VIAFbot, FA92.93, Utzannabel,
Nghuixin94, KasparBot and Anonymous: 60

• Saul Leiter Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saul_Leiter?oldid=693878864 Contributors: Kalki, Bender235, Hoary, Mandarax,
Rjwilmsi, Olessi, Wikizen, JLaTondre, Jim Casper, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Beetstra, Pmussler, ShelfSkewed, AndrewHowse, Magiola-
ditis, Connormah, Waacstats, Ypetrachenko, Veloman, Oshwah, JL-Bot, DumZiBoT, Dthomsen8, Kbdankbot, Addbot, Lightbot, Jatayou,
Yobot, LilHelpa, Omnipaedista, Hatoulah, TobeBot, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, ScaredMouse, Dean Brierly, Bob305, Mdy66, Jcebra, Dth-
hamburg, RB231, VIAFbot, Xenxax, KasparBot, Klinkerstein and Anonymous: 25

• Sebastião Salgado Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sebasti%C3%A3o_Salgado?oldid=699935371 Contributors: William Avery,
SimonP, Rsabbatini, Viajero, Joy, Owen, Robbot, DavidA, Raeky, Patrick-br, Guanaco, MarkSweep, Vina, Sam Hocevar, Picapica,
D6, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough, JoeSmack, Jpgordon, CDN99, AKGhetto, Darwinek, Biesior~enwiki, TheParanoidOne, Mandarax,
BD2412, Crazycomputers, Tantei Kid, Alphachimp, YurikBot, Bruxism, Bota47, LeonardoRob0t, Tyrenius, Huldra, Attilios, SmackBot,
Gilliam, CSWarren, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Racklever, Dantadd, SteveHopson, Aiddy, DO11.10, John, Beetstra, Kripkenstein,
Iridescent, CmdrObot, JohnCD, NickW557, Maclure, Chicheley, Trefethen, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, HappyInGeneral, Andyjsmith, Quite-
Unusual, Movses, JAnDbot, Gcm, Waacstats, DrRon~enwiki, Guycarmeli, Emmarella, MKoltnow, Krieger2000, VolkovBot, Mikeyp3,
TheMindsEye, Omegastar, LeaveSleaves, Snowbot, Multivisual AB, VSerrata, Wiwi788, Georgebech, Malcolmxl5, Jenuvio, ClueBot, Ex-
cirial, AgnosticPreachersKid, MystBot, Addbot, Blethering Scot, LaaknorBot, AndersBot, LuK3, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Themfromspace,
AnomieBOT, Materialscientist, Xqbot, Jmundo, Guto2003, Omnipaedista, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, KissmeKate, EmausBot, Dewritech,
ZéroBot, MonicaPronski, AcidAlex, Tadatakamorita, ClueBot NG, O.Koslowski, Giso6150, Membeth, VIAFbot, Donfbreed2, Wins-
ley123, Nicolemarie0, Tedzio99, Stan-art-lover, InfoDataMonger, Annewk, KasparBot, Stephaniebing and Anonymous: 77

• Seydou Keïta (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seydou_Ke%C3%AFta_(photographer)?oldid=701035809 Contrib-
utors: Alexf, Ary29, Bender235, Geschichte, Dvyost, Missmarple, Pinkville, Jtkiefer, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Storm2005, Neelix, Joelord,
Jakejef10, Coyets, BanRay, Waacstats, Blood Oath Bot, Billinghurst, Dassiebtekreuz, LovelyLillith, Sean.hoyland, Auntof6, MystBot, Good
Olfactory, Addbot, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, DrilBot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, Helpful Pixie Bot, BWatts1984, ChrisGualtieri,
Moncey20, Khazar2, Itbeso, VIAFbot, Monkbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 9

• Sherrie Levine Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherrie_Levine?oldid=693839270 Contributors: William Avery, Jahsonic, Bearcat,
Perstar, MysteryDog, Gene Nygaard, Before My Ken, Mandarax, BD2412, Ketiltrout, FlaBot, Jaraalbe, RussBot, Electrophoenix, Wik-
iFew, Ohnoitsjamie, Colonies Chris, Sgt Pinback, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Skapur, Cydebot, Missvain, James086, Mod-
ernist, Waacstats, CommonsDelinker, Ipigott, Idioma-bot, X!, TheMindsEye, Sintaku, Ethicoaestheticist, A21sauce, Welthir, Sophievogt,
AlexGWU, Addbot, Fenbaud, Lightbot, Yobot, AlexLevyOne, Vaishal, Park lane1212, RiotGrrrl924, Petrb, Svaugu08, Churchway, Arthis-
torygrrl, ChrisGualtieri, Rahz123, RB231, Monkbot, BettyLondon, Cherifa2, KasparBot, Saculrepooc10012 and Anonymous: 27

• Shōmei Tōmatsu Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sh%C5%8Dmei_T%C5%8Dmatsu?oldid=682849047 Contributors: Hoary,
FlaBot, RussBot, Hawkeye7, Hmains, Racklever, Waacstats, Hamacho, Addbot, Luckas-bot, Ptbotgourou, Xqbot, Shara33, RjwilmsiBot,
Lopifalko, EmausBot, Thomasberg, Helpful Pixie Bot, Johnvr4, KasparBot and Anonymous: 3

• Sol LeWitt Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sol_LeWitt?oldid=700607677 Contributors: Ahoerstemeier, DavidWBrooks, Zoicon5,
Hyacinth, Bearcat, Stirling Newberry, Everyking, Solipsist, Jastrow, Mfv2, Quadell, Arsene, Joyous!, D6, Giraffedata, Mduvekot, Alex '05,
Snowolf, HenkvD, Japanese Searobin, Stemonitis, Philthecow, Woohookitty, JeremyA, Chochopk, Mandarax, Lusitana, Sparkit, Garvinpr,
Vary, Husky, David the Aspie, FlaBot, DVdm, Sophitus, Crism, UDScott, Wknight94, Arthur Rubin, Tyrenius, DVD R W, SmackBot,
JörgenMoorlag, Melchoir, Jfg284, Stephensuleeman, Alsandro, Colonies Chris, Amphytrite, Swerz, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nico-
lao, General Ization, Erwin, E-Kartoffel, Hu12, MarylandArtLover, JForget, CmdrObot, NickW557, Doctormatt, Cydebot, Beek man,
Proffice, Thijs!bot, Missvain, SusanLesch, AntiVandalBot, Modernist, Albany NY, JimCubb, Easchiff, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Piers-
bertrand, DinoBot, Scout MAP, Peter.Wille~enwiki, Bus stop, CommonsDelinker, Athaenara, SimulacrumDP, Aboutmovies, Budster650,
2help, Thepress, Heyjack, Idioma-bot, Emporole, TXiKiBoT, Rei-bot, Dewey Finn, Andy Dingley, Ethicoaestheticist, Ranchojello, SieBot,
TJRC, Wmpearl, Lightmouse, Cincyart, Wolli-j, Maxbeck, Stepshep, Jusdafax, Crywalt, Teallauren, JewelersEye, Good Olfactory, Ad-
dbot, Fenbaud, Lithoderm, Aryder779, JPLei, Lightbot, Zorrobot, Yobot, Themfromspace, Webmgr, ArtPhotoLover, AnomieBOT, Lil-
Helpa, Xqbot, Celebrinerd, Historicist, AaronF2, FrescoBot, Masterknighted, Citation bot 1, Bigowie, Nitroblast121, DrilBot, Visual-
Story, PaceWildensteinPR, 777sms, RjwilmsiBot, Yellowbricks, World-globalt21, Look2See1, GoingBatty, Artiquities, Nofoto, Stripar,
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Artgal25, Bava Alcide57, MacAttack1982, Aimeeweiss, Heidiklee, Dargomyzhsky, ClueBot NG, Brendastyvesant, Justlettersandnumbers,
F1y3r, Slowking4, Cbernasc, Pluma, Helpful Pixie Bot, Churchway, BG19bot, Knightserbia, Pinkpalm917, Αγγελίνα Ιωαννίδη, Mis-
zatomic, Khazar2, Anna2211, Kulturtoleranz, Acetotyce, Rpotance, Inter&anthro, Kayoopulz, Veronicacicely, HasteurBot, Antonyj0403,
Mbb2112, People watching, FrenchToastEmergency, Funanta, Amycwhit, KasparBot, Knife-in-the-drawer, Saculrepooc10012, Jwin17
and Anonymous: 91

• Sophie Calle Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophie_Calle?oldid=694214587 Contributors: Bearcat, NeoThe1, WiseWoman,
MarkSweep, D6, Wikityke, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Zenohockey, Jpgordon, Darwinek, Echuck215, Harej, AN(Ger), Xenon chile,
Zntrip, BD2412, Jake Wartenberg, Lockley, Flearosca, FlaBot, Fivemack, RussBot, Gaius Cornelius, Calvin08, NYArtsnWords, Tyrenius,
SmackBot, Hmains, Bluebot, Sparsefarce, OrphanBot, Rrburke, RolandR, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Pliny, J 1982, MilborneOne, Caiaffa,
Peinwod, Cydebot, JohnInDC, Marina T., Thijs!bot, Cimbalom, Tgfmx, Marek69, JustAGal, Dfrg.msc, Julia Rossi, MER-C, Freshacconci,
JamesBWatson, Waacstats, Thibbs, Comme le Lapin, Gridge, Ipigott, Davecrosby uk, TXiKiBoT, Thmazing, Broadbot, Naibaf99, Clue-
Bot, Unbuttered Parsnip, Jagdfeld, DumZiBoT, Nomoskedasticity, Cheato202, Artethical, Karpouzi, Addbot, Grayfell, Thebettereditor,
Chzz, Lightbot, Gail, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Senator Palpatine, Jnivekk, Guy1890, AnomieBOT, A More Perfect Onion, Duchampstoilet,
NORD74, Xqbot, Omnipaedista, Vrusk, Citation bot 1, Cathy Richards, Lopifalko, Natalie Kraft, Zagoury, Artiquities, UMichael, Art-
Berlin96, ClueBot NG, Akaioni.n, Vampirejohn, Justlettersandnumbers, O.Koslowski, Masssly, Ravwiki, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot, Strike
Eagle, BG19bot, Svajcr, T.Broch, Arthistorygrrl, Miranda Tate, ReynoldsC, Hmainsbot1, Andrewbarker1995, 14GTR, Jadjasjdjas, VI-
AFbot, Epicgenius, Artpatrol, Voilette Editions, Londopolis, Iveymf, Gskarrass, Awroblewski, Yelloworangelime, KasparBot, Johngordy,
Moise.nedjar and Anonymous: 88

• Stephen Shore Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Shore?oldid=685346718 Contributors: Carlossuarez46, Postdlf, Oddhar-
monic, Perl, Vsmith, Bender235, Stesmo, Pearle, Schissel, Mithent, Hoary, Mandarax, Jake Wartenberg, FlaBot, RussBot, Nowa, Müslimix,
Atomjack, Wizardman, Storm2005, Drpaluga, Bardstudent, Pmussler, Cydebot, Brad101, ChKa, Prolog, Tmdblya, Tregunter, VoABot II,
Grabowc, Waacstats, Xyzt1234, Thismightbezach, TheMindsEye, TXiKiBoT, Yamanbaiia, General11, Alexbot, Thingg, Boleyn, Addbot,
Thebettereditor, Shrimpscampi, Yobot, Tiredship, ArthurBot, J JMesserly, Canned Soul, MandelBot, Fat&Happy, Lopifalko, Remcov-
laanderen, Donner60, ClueBot NG, Justlettersandnumbers, Braincricket, LB100, EmmaLecoq, Electricmuffin11, Neojesus, VIAFbot,
Johncoltonsmith, Tmaffucci, Winsley123, Antonyj0403, Rencontres arles, KasparBot and Anonymous: 56

• Sue Ford Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sue_Ford?oldid=687554321 Contributors: JackofOz, Davidcannon, RussBot, Dl2000,
Arjayay, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Winner 42, CSJJ104, Louibu and Sophiemariewinter

• Susan Meiselas Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Meiselas?oldid=692983481 Contributors: Dreamyshade, Norm, Lquilter,
Viajero, Lunchboxhero, Fredrik, Lupo, Gamaliel, MarkSweep, P G Henning, D6, Darwinek, Woohookitty, FeanorStar7, Cbustapeck,
BD2412, Kbdank71, Pinkville, Corington, Alarichall, Deville, Hmains, Morio, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Potosino, John, Gobonobo, Ska-
pur, Thijs!bot, Bobguy89, Albany NY, KConWiki, Cgingold, Johnpacklambert, Aboutmovies, GrahamHardy, Mikeyp3, Kyle the bot,
Sophievogt, Addbot, Lightbot, Yobot, Krscal, FrescoBot, Meiselasstudio, Idaimages, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Angrytoast, Vis-
matarchivist, ConcernedPhotographer, Helpful Pixie Bot, Pjefts, BG19bot, Khazar2, RB231, Dexbot, Acb03453, Winsley123, Monkbot,
InfoDataMonger, Benhoste, KasparBot and Anonymous: 10

• Tacita Dean Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tacita_Dean?oldid=694353610 Contributors: Zoicon5, Bearcat, Timrollpickering,
David Edgar, Jossi, Necrothesp, Klemen Kocjancic, D6, Rich Farmbrough, LoganK, Alansohn, Polarscribe, Piersmasterson, Gene Ny-
gaard, ^demon, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, CarolGray, Wavelength, Doktorbuk, Tyrenius, Edward Waverley, KnightRider~enwiki, SmackBot,
Nixeagle, Betamod, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Regan123, Rodge500, Dl2000, Turtleheart, Cbrown1023, Trident13, Blaise Mann, Liz
Chubb, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Artlondon, Btfh, Cgingold, Spellmaster, CommonsDelinker, Edkrcma, Drahgo, Ironie, Bleaney, Bar-
keep, Fuddle, EmanWilm, All Hallow's Wraith, CatoDean, Aleksandra.Bronisla, ChamDream, J.banks123, 7architechts, PixelBot, Qwfp,
Crowsnest, Fvu, Addbot, LaaknorBot, Otbon, Yobot, Vaishal, GoldAggar, Sionk, Omnipaedista, Tacyarg, Piero79, Full-date unlinking bot,
Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, 2jackhenry, John of Reading, Artiquities, Oyster Flute, DavidAnstiss, Schizom, Kunstförderer, BG19bot, Stevefelton,
Alyssalindley, Megaros, Itbeso, Epa110, Tyneside2013, Hrabben, BettyLondon, KasparBot and Anonymous: 43

• Taryn Simon Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taryn_Simon?oldid=697634344 Contributors: Bearcat, Chocolateboy, Postdlf, Alan
Liefting, David Gerard, Alvestrand, Bender235, Stephen, DoctorWho42, Tabletop, Lockley, Fountaindyke~enwiki, Bgwhite, SmackBot,
Verne Equinox, GoodDay, Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Guat6, Stefan2, Hu12, MightyWarrior, CmdrObot, Theoh, Jordinho,
Narikin, Blaise Mann, Thijs!bot, Miss Dark, Satogata, Xeno, Bus stop, CommonsDelinker, Ipigott, ShannonHalfnight, Gidzz, Scottyoak2,
ImageRemovalBot, All Hallow's Wraith, Trivialist, Stepshep, Aitias, Addbot, Imeriki al-Shimoni, LaaknorBot, Lightbot, Asha08, Yobot,
Bunnyhop11, ArtPhotoLover, LilHelpa, J JMesserly, J04n, Magik29, FrescoBot, MandelBot, Biker Biker, Shannonsimon, Carterclare,
Cowlibob, Lopifalko, GoingBatty, Werieth, Rwjwiki, ClueBot NG, Wgolf, BG19bot, Amy.jackson-bruce, Darouet, T.Broch, EmmaLe-
coq, MenkinAlRire, BattyBot, GogoW24, Mogism, VIAFbot, Waveofthetime, Johncoltonsmith, Carytijerina, Sam Sailor, Wikistar7777,
KasparBot and Anonymous: 35

• Thomas Demand Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Demand?oldid=686856045 Contributors: Topbanana, Alansohn, Gene
Nygaard, Woohookitty, FlaBot, RussBot, Brandon, SmackBot, Hmains, Beetstra, Lucio Di Madaura, Nycgw, Ariiise, Rsillima, Hebrides,
SusanLesch, David Shankbone, Waacstats, R'n'B, Aboutmovies, WJBscribe, PeaceNT, ClueBot, Qwfp, XLinkBot, Addbot, Lightbot,
Shrimpscampi, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover, Jethrotobiasgerman, Diminster, Gerda Arendt, Caparison, RjwilmsiBot, Dewritech, Flower1313,
GermanJoe, ArtMatterzzz, Helpful Pixie Bot, Churchway, BG19bot, Nico Mes, Cyberbot II, Jeremyjoszef, Krwa, VIAFbot, Malerooster,
Melonkelon, Alexandra Buhl, Zackmckenzie, KasparBot and Anonymous: 35

• Thomas Eakins Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Eakins?oldid=700066811 Contributors: Danny, Zadcat, Paul Barlow,
Jrcrin001, Dominus, Jahsonic, Raven in Orbit, Zoicon5, Raul654, Wetman, Mrdice, Mervyn, Wile E. Heresiarch, Andycjp, Piotrus,
Jokestress, Pethan, Neutrality, D6, Discospinster, Smalljim, Shenme, Rajah, Storm Rider, Cammoore, Mduvekot, Giano, Burn, Sketchee,
Grenavitar, Ghirlandajo, Deror avi, FeanorStar7, Dph, Cbustapeck, Mandarax, BD2412, Dpr, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, Vegaswikian, FlaBot,
SchuminWeb, Bgwhite, Yopohari~enwiki, Hornandsoccer, Carajou, Howcheng, Jpbowen, DeadEyeArrow, Evrik, Poppy, InvisibleSun,
Jonathan.s.kt, Le Hibou~enwiki, SmackBot, CastAStone, Od Mishehu, David Fuchs, Bluebot, G.dallorto, Bill Slawski, Colonies Chris,
John Reaves, The infidel, Rrburke, Threeafterthree, Aldaron, Wizardman, Judyholliday, Engleham, Zeamays, Clicketyclack, Ohconfu-
cius, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Steipe, BillFlis, Mr Stephen, Razr, Plattler01, Udibi, Hu12, Smiles Aloud, Ewulp, Jontomkittredge, JForget,
Charvex, Neelix, Cydebot, Studerby, Alaibot, Medvedenko, Inoculatedcities, Thijs!bot, Mad Scientist, Missvain, Guy Macon, Fashionslide,
Modernist, Kauczuk, Myanw, Altairisfar, Midnightdreary, Wildhartlivie, JNW, Caroldermoid, DerHexer, Kumoi, Fconaway, J.delanoy,
Adavidb, Андрей Романенко, Keesiewonder, Jeff G., Maberger, Greenmtncowboy, Lradrama, Blurpeace, Higuy123, K10wnsta, UBU07,
Accounting4Taste, Yintan, Wmpearl, Jack1956, Pepso2, Kumioko (renamed), Rosiestep, Seraphin2, Ricardo Frantz, ClueBot, The Thing
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That Should Not Be, Aaa intern, CounterVandalismBot, Scotwriter, Stepshep, Elpiseos, Sun Creator, CPacker, 7&6=thirteen, Yomangan,
NellieBly, MarmadukePercy, Kbdankbot, Jhendin, Addbot, Lithoderm, Jim10701, Proxima Centauri, Favonian, Legobot, Luckas-bot,
Yobot, BoringHistoryGuy, Jim1138, Dromioofephesus, Bob Burkhardt, Xqbot, GrouchoBot, Frosted14, Krscal, Mattis, Teknikingman,
LucienBOT, Jawzy4, Opeis45, Londonjackbooks, Moonraker, Yutsi, TobeBot, Jonkerz, Lotje, Coughing, A1a2a3a4a5a15, RjwilmsiBot,
EmausBot, John of Reading, Look2See1, Wikipelli, AvicBot, ZéroBot, Ὁ οἶστρος, ClueBot NG, Gareth Griffith-Jones, Joefromrandb,
CaroleHenson, Reify-tech, Helpful Pixie Bot, LouisAlain, Mzeebs, Williamlander1, Msulli03, Ninmacer20, Khazar2, Esszet, Khadkhall,
Ieneach fan 'e Esk, Hamoudafg, My name is not dave, Tracield, Mweldon, Easelpainter, MeltzerSeltzer, Monkbot, DinahRoseH, Ba-
nananas1, KasparBot, Oanab906, Csldigicol and Anonymous: 115

• Thomas Ruff Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Ruff?oldid=695640527 Contributors: Jahsonic, Charles Matthews, D6, Rich
Farmbrough, Bender235, Darwinek, Hooperbloob, Quiddity, FlaBot, ElfQrin, RussBot, Gerhard51, SmackBot, Bluebot, Octahedron80,
Nbarth, Colonies Chris, SteveHopson, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Syrcatbot, Ariiise, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Aboutmovies, Luisa20, BOTijo,
Carriearchdale, Addbot, Nath1991, Tide rolls, Lightbot, Yobot, Ptbotgourou, Webmgr, AnomieBOT, Materialscientist, Aunaunaunaun,
ArthurBot, CXCV, Grim23, Zmin inc, Omnipaedista, FrescoBot, Alice Wunderkammer, Lotje, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Artiquities,
MacAttack1982, Belle Esche, Krollo, Helpful Pixie Bot, Deadleeie, Churchway, Evjones, Fillthemill, Stelpa, BWatts1984, Juniper28,
Krwa, VIAFbot, Tomhowargreu2, Grottery, KasparBot and Anonymous: 35

• Thomas Struth Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Struth?oldid=674521113 Contributors: Magnus Manske, Sannse, Lem-
picka, RedWolf, Naddy, MarkSweep, D6, Darwinek, Mduvekot, BD2412, FlaBot, Fixifex, Bgwhite, Fnorp, Cubic Hour, Schmiteye,
Schizoschaf, Magioladitis, Waacstats, Lutzv, JaGa, Aboutmovies, Jcollatz, Kyle the bot, BOTijo, Ponyo, Mr.Z-bot, Monegasque, Oxy-
moron83, Rhododendrites, Addbot, LaaknorBot, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Ulric1313, Omnipaedista, Kwiki, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko,
Artiquities, GuzonjinSin, Justlettersandnumbers, Albertforns, Widr, Alexschübel, Benjaminjborley, Churchway, Nico Mes, Cryptiddude,
Mogism, Tmaffucci, Leagueofxboxone, Tomhowargreu2, Boothpalace, KasparBot and Anonymous: 26

• Timothy H. O'Sullivan Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timothy_H._O'Sullivan?oldid=697997307 Contributors: Jfire, Hlj, PDH,
Bobo192, RainbowOfLight, Stemonitis, Woohookitty, FeanorStar7, Rjwilmsi, Jake Wartenberg, FlaBot, Scott Mingus, CJLL Wright,
Edgar181, Gilliam, Hmains, Sadads, Bbq332, Ww2censor, MrRadioGuy, Ymeaga1n, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, BrownHairedGirl, Krazy-
Caley, Trialsanderrors, Tawkerbot2, Cydebot, Coldphoenix182, Thijs!bot, Missvain, Dmitri Lytov, AgentPeppermint, RobotG, Tillman,
Waacstats, Hbent, Excesses, Scewing, Mathwhiz 29, RadiantRay, Lamro, Kumioko, Rosiestep, StaticGull, ClueBot, 842U, Avoided, Mar-
madukePercy, Addbot, 84user, Lightbot, Narayan, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Marcbela, AnomieBOT, Obersachsebot, Xqbot, Gilo1969, Jmundo,
Rlhuffine, Jq 1988, Burgessdr, M2545, Serols, Full-date unlinking bot, RA0808, Wikipelli, Alcoll12, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Cal-
abe1992, Wiki13, Genza91, Lbg14gburg, VIAFbot, Bioscopic, KasparBot, Csldigicol and Anonymous: 54

• Tina Modotti Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tina_Modotti?oldid=700785757 Contributors: Deb, Tbarron, Ijon, Kiyote23, Hajor,
RedWolf, Hemanshu, Mattflaschen, Curps, Varlaam, Bodnotbod, D6, O'Dea, Dablaze, Rich Farmbrough, Sicilarch, Carptrash, Bender235,
Ground, CanisRufus, Jeffmedkeff, Darwinek, David Gale, AnnaAniston, Shirimasen, Hoary, Ctorok, Woohookitty, Blair P. Houghton,
Rosquet, Onlyemarie, Goodgerster, Tabletop, Boetron, Gag Halfrunt~enwiki, Stefanomione, Graham87, Rune.welsh, CJLL Wright, Bg-
white, Jpfagerback, YurikBot, Gaius Cornelius, Asarelah, Ybbor, Attilios, SmackBot, Unyoyega, Dahn, Nixeagle, Fuhghettaboutit, Steve-
Hopson, Charivari, Swatjester, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Gobonobo, Neddyseagoon, Iridescent, Ft93110, Cydebot, Thijs!bot, WinBot,
Tjmayerinsf, Aille, Waacstats, PhotoCritic, LaMona, CommonsDelinker, Light Bulb, Ipigott, 83d40m, Bastet78, Hugo999, TheMinds-
Eye, Mercurywoodrose, JukoFF, SieBot, Hertz1888, Monegasque, Kevincof, Thelmadatter, Sean.hoyland, ClueBot, Nymf, Holothurion,
Green ribbon~enwiki, C Michael Gibson, XLinkBot, Kbdankbot, Addbot, James m. morgan, Lightbot, Marenach, Yobot, ArtPhotoLover,
Jcrosse, AnomieBOT, Brightgalrs, John Bessa, Omnipaedista, Rivergrass, SD5, Full-date unlinking bot, Trappist the monk, RichardPN,
Seahorseruler, RjwilmsiBot, WikitanvirBot, Dml0an, Geneclark45, Bill william compton, Lorynote, Helpsome, ClueBot NG, Robert Bid-
dulph, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, Nicoli Maege, Arthistorygrrl, Myxomatosis57, MerchantofVenice300, VIAFbot, Ghinozzi-nissim,
Hrabben, Xenxax, BettyLondon, Rieman9, Justk8, KasparBot and Anonymous: 70

• Tom Howard (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Howard_(photographer)?oldid=679699145 Contributors:
Nunh-huh, Varlaam, Moka20, Ewulp, Ef200, Waacstats, Fabrictramp, Kmanblue, Mercurywoodrose, Lisatwo, ImageRemovalBot, All
Hallow's Wraith, Rockfang, Vedushi, Canihaveacookie, Cliff1911, Spallderman, Yobot, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, Helpful
Pixie Bot, MusikAnimal, ChrisGualtieri and Anonymous: 10

• Tracey Moffatt Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tracey_Moffatt?oldid=693560361 Contributors: Bearcat, JackofOz, Sam,
Bobo192, Nesbitt, Hoary, Galaxiaad, Tabletop, Rjwilmsi, 1717, Richardcavell, SmackBot, Ohnoitsjamie, Bluebot, Can't sleep, clown
will eat me, Ohconfucius, Rory096, CapitalR, Cydebot, Lugnuts, Thijs!bot, NewInn, Edwardx, DRyan, Shirt58, Modernist, Waacstats,
Hamiltonstone, Minogue-ist joe, Deflagro, RockMFR, J.delanoy, Ton1~enwiki, Ipigott, Jeff G., Channy8, Ethicoaestheticist, Evud, Alex
Middleton, Rosiestep, Faithlessthewonderboy, Jenafalt, Quirkatron, 7, DumZiBoT, XLinkBot, Mitch Ames, Addbot, Yobot, Fraggle81,
Jim1138, Xqbot, Shadowjams, Updateman, Kgbo, RjwilmsiBot, Kwah-LeBaire, Jos2010, GoingBatty, Tommy2010, TeleComNasSprVen,
H3llBot, ClueBot NG, BG19bot, Dutchy85, OttawaAC, RichardMills65, YFdyh-bot, IFranzee, VIAFbot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 64

• Trent Parke Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trent_Parke?oldid=685822892 Contributors: Hoary, Bgwhite, Ohconfucius, Waac-
stats, Ian.thomson, Jenafalt, Yobot, Fraggle81, AnomieBOT, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Iamjameshill, ClueBot NG, Helpful Pixie Bot, Paw-
brig, VIAFbot, BBGS55, KasparBot and Anonymous: 9

• Tōyō Miyatake Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C5%8Dy%C5%8D_Miyatake?oldid=693110783 Contributors: Ishu, Hoary,
Saga City, Gene Nygaard, Recury, Gmatsuda, Evrik, SmackBot, Hmains, Vina-iwbot~enwiki, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, HongQiGong,
Trialsanderrors, CmdrObot, Myasuda, Cydebot, Weggie, JustAGal, Srose, Marktakahashi, Dekimasu, Abstract Idiot, Waacstats, Avicen-
nasis, Johnpacklambert, Mkruijff, Naniwako, Saltysailor, Tientao, Lightmouse, A21sauce, ClueBot, Addbot, Yobot, Ulric1313, Tktru,
Katbrain, TobeBot, RjwilmsiBot, WikitanvirBot, Theologianthespian, Jacopo188, MartinaDee, KasparBot and Anonymous: 13

• Uta Barth Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uta_Barth?oldid=688092016 Contributors: Ahoerstemeier, Jiang, Dmadeo, Alan Lieft-
ing, Edcolins, MarkSweep, Burgundavia, D6, Bender235, Remuel, Joshcarr, Darwinek, SlaveToTheWage, Andrew Gray, Rjwilmsi,
Pinkville, Gaius Cornelius, Crisco 1492, Tyrenius, CSWarren, Funky Monkey, Will Beback, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Bcpots, Rasputinfa,
Trackway, Don Ellis, Waacstats, Artlondon, Ipigott, Juliancolton, GcSwRhIc, Artybrad, Snigbrook, The Thing That Should Not Be, Pix-
elBot, Lexaxis7, Addbot, Lightbot, Fraggle81, Solo Zone, Xqbot, Haeinous, DrilBot, DefaultsortBot, Serols, Theblueivy, RjwilmsiBot,
Pitlane02, Kilopi, Widr, 1301PE, VIAFbot, The gourd queen, ThorOdinTyr, Filedelinkerbot, KasparBot, TBonakdar521 and Anonymous:
33

• Victor Burgin Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Burgin?oldid=685520559 Contributors: Camembert, Skysmith, Kingturtle,
Timrollpickering, Solipsist, D6, AKGhetto, Uncle Bill, Hoary, Thruston, MRacer, Gaius Cornelius, Salsb, Zwobot, Joshurtree, SmackBot,
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Jbleecker, Schmiteye, Chris the speller, Nixeagle, Lesnail, Wizardman, Ohconfucius, Igoldste, Fpacteau, Drinibot, Cydebot, Modernist,
Zigzig20s, Waacstats, Tiktuk, Aymatth2, Knikkebocker, Martarius, Alexbot, XLinkBot, Cmr08, Addbot, Lightbot, Jatayou, Yobot, Blue-
Salo, Kingpin13, Xqbot, Diminster, Omnipaedista, RjwilmsiBot, Sabotage1, Artiquities, Sholomsholom, Navaltruth, VIAFbot, KasparBot
and Anonymous: 26

• Vivian Maier Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vivian_Maier?oldid=700191827 Contributors: Tremolo, DocWatson42, Mcapdev-
ila, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Hoary, Dennis Bratland, Woohookitty, DavidCane, BD2412, Mick gold, Agracier, Brian Craw-
ford, CharlesHBennett, SmackBot, McGeddon, Jim Casper, Ohnoitsjamie, Scwlong, Mwinog2777, Risssa, Ser Amantio di Nicolao,
Rodrigo.siqueira, Valfontis, John, Gobonobo, Doctormatt, Przemek Jahr, Ning-ning, Smartse, Moni3, Magioladitis, Johnpacklam-
bert, Writegeist, 83d40m, Ontarioboy, TheMindsEye, Martinevans123, Seth1066, Mr. Absurd, Meters, Orestek, Brenont, Kzirkel,
Rob.bastholm, Rosspz, Fuddle, Isoper, A21sauce, All Hallow's Wraith, Hegvald, Jumbolino, 842U, Another Believer, XLinkBot, Addbot,
Jörg Preisendörfer, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Amirobot, Dzochithin, AnomieBOT, JackieBot, Hourrah!, Anna Frodesiak, Gap9551, Mourial,
Green Cardamom, FrescoBot, Abductive, Skyerise, Fat&Happy, Trappist the monk, WilliamHartPhD, Libby norman, RjwilmsiBot, Lop-
ifalko, Mukogodo, WikitanvirBot, Tinss, ZéroBot, SorinDanut, Dante8, Ankanowicki, Mbullis, ClueBot NG, Annez2010, Matthiaspaul,
Proscribe, Slowking4, Helpful Pixie Bot, Gandrew55, Martinmichaelfuchs, Jakhiro, BG19bot, Azart1215, Lonibug, BattyBot, Beanplum,
Portzer, VIAFbot, Gtj628, Happytravels, Antibu, Twillick, QuantoAltoPossoVolare, EvaristoAugello, Emdio, Japchaekowalski, Suredev,
EmilyLMitchell, Stacie Croquet, GuidoGiudici, KasparBot, MermaidJKL, NUUUUUUUUU and Anonymous: 60

• W. Eugene Smith Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Eugene_Smith?oldid=689177663 Contributors: Deb, KF, Sannse,
Minesweeper, EdH, RodC, Topbanana, DavidA, RickDikeman, Postdlf, Vanished user wdjklasdjskla, MarkSweep, Neutrality, Nulzilla,
D6, Vapour, Bender235, Mwanner, LuoShengli, Darwinek, Hooperbloob, Philip Cross, Andrew Gray, Aquawarlock, Hoary, Phyllis1753,
Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), JeremyA, Snagari, Rjwilmsi, Jweiss11, Mick gold, Sandmandreams, FlaBot, SchuminWeb, Hottentot,
Ryssby, Gareth E. Kegg, King of Hearts, Chobot, Peter Grey, Roboto de Ajvol, Phantomsteve, NawlinWiki, Irishguy, CDA, ChrisGris-
wold, Harishcm, Fehmann, Kintetsubuffalo, Edgar181, Hmains, Chlewbot, Nakon, SteveHopson, Morio, Wspock50, Ser Amantio di Nico-
lao, Syrcatbot, Poliquin, Dead3y3, Jontintinjordan, CmdrObot, Pmussler, DonCalo, Cydebot, Myscrnnm, Bobo12345, Photoarts, Mojo
Hand, JustAGal, Jb?, Escarbot, RobotG, Waacstats, Wmjaeger, KConWiki, Aboutmovies, Balthazarduju, ElectricValkyrie, KylieTastic,
STBotD, TheMindsEye, Mercurywoodrose, Bearian, BOTijo, Neparis, Brenont, Proscript, Aspects, Mbssbs, Redthoreau, DumZiBoT, Bri-
dies, Addbot, Ayapota, Hsaya, Lightbot, Jackie, Brougham96, AnomieBOT, ThaddeusB, Eightheads, John Bessa, Xqbot, Melmann, Gen-
Quest, Omnipaedista, Celuici, Senthil82k, Pikiwyn, Lotje, Chris4877, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, EmausBot, John of Reading, Tommy2010,
Wikipelli, ChuispastonBot, ClueBot NG, A520, BG19bot, Northamerica1000, MusikAnimal, Serennical, Zxempire, Pallino50, VIAFbot,
Davidoddsocksedge, Tracield, KasparBot and Anonymous: 68

• Walker Evans Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walker_Evans?oldid=700377968 Contributors: Bbtommy, Sannse, RodC, RickK,
RickDikeman, Postdlf, Cobra libre, Netoholic, Perl, MarkSweep, Robin klein, Adashiel, D6, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Cuppys-
friend, Bobo192, Darwinek, HasharBot~enwiki, Philip Cross, Hoary, QBaz, Amorymeltzer, Japanese Searobin, Stuartyeates, Fontgirl,
Woohookitty, Kam Solusar, Cbustapeck, Stefanomione, Nick1nildram, Mandarax, Graham87, Sparkit, Rjwilmsi, Lockley, The Deviant,
FlaBot, Allycat, IanManka, Pseudomonas, Royalbroil, DavidH, Wsmorganv, Malcolma, Zwobot, TimK MSI, Nikkimaria, SmackBot,
Jfg284, Discordanian, Ohnoitsjamie, Amatulic, Bluebot, Dustingc, Smallbones, Fuhghettaboutit, Khukri, Derek R Bullamore, Khazar,
Christian Historybuff, Courcelles, OS2Warp, Walter Dufresne, CmdrObot, Cydebot, Registered user 92, Travelbird, Thijs!bot, AntiVan-
dalBot, RobotG, Atavi, Modernist, Freshacconci, Bongwarrior, Joeyszy, Ralph Deeds, Waacstats, Myownwiki, Greenguy1090, Martin-
Bot, Jim.henderson, Bus stop, J.delanoy, Bogey97, NewEnglandYankee, 83d40m, VolkovBot, Tomer T, Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT,
J4jenna, Alcmaeonid, Thehornet, Henmaster6000, Rosiestep, Maelgwnbot, ClueBot, Eric etheridge, Jusdafax, Thehelpfulone, DumZi-
BoT, XLinkBot, Chanakal, MarmadukePercy, Ejosse1, Addbot, Amycn, Hsaya, CanadianLinuxUser, LaaknorBot, Lightbot, Zorrobot,
Buckyboot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Best O Fortuna, GreatInDayton, Jackie, ArtPhotoLover, Brougham96, Inmo78, AnomieBOT, Materialsci-
entist, ImperatorExercitus, Citation bot, Luis1970, Historicist, Omnipaedista, Celuici, FrescoBot, Beemad, Bmclaughlin9, RedBot, Lotje,
RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, KissmeKate, EditBio, Winner 42, Drumer363, Alejandro.deleon63, ColumbineRd., ClueBot NG, Concerned-
Photographer, Gareth Geoffrey H., Astyaj, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot, Yaohangchris, Serhanoksay, HueSatLum, Cyberbot II, ZappaOMati,
Bc239, Vistawhite, Lugia2453, VIAFbot, Leetodo, Bioscopic, Monkbot, KasparBot, Oanab906, TerryToogood and Anonymous: 138

• Weegee Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weegee?oldid=699341445 Contributors: Brion VIBBER, The Anome, Ortolan88, Zoe,
Hephaestos, Someone else, Ericd, Infrogmation, Paul Barlow, Karada, TUF-KAT, Magnus.de, Bjh21, Morn, Dpbsmith, Wetman, Pakaran,
Pollinator, DavidA, Postdlf, Ruakh, DocWatson42, Misterkillboy, Netoholic, Wwoods, Dratman, Varlaam, DO'Neil, Picapica, Udzu, Mike
Rosoft, D6, Discospinster, Bender235, CanisRufus, FirstPrinciples, Mwanner, Smalljim, Darwinek, MPerel, InterruptorJones, Hoary,
Snowolf, Velella, Mikeo, Alai, Redvers, Fontgirl, Firsfron, Woohookitty, FreplySpang, Noirish, Lockley, Feydey, Nihiltres, Crazycom-
puters, Darlene4, Gwernol, B.~enwiki, Lincolnite, NawlinWiki, Dialectric, Resaturate, Malcolma, Dbfirs, DeadEyeArrow, TheMadBaron,
Nikkimaria, Closedmouth, JuJube, Mustafarox, ViperSnake151, Luk, SmackBot, Hux, C.Fred, Arniep, NeilInFrance~enwiki, Bluebot,
Whispering, Ikriz~enwiki, Anabus, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, OrphanBot, Mr.Z-man, SteveHopson, TenPoundHammer, Soap, John,
Syrcatbot, Boomshadow, Howdouno, Cnbrb, Xihix, Cat's Tuxedo, Blehfu, Iobuddha, WolfgangFaber, Doceddi, JForget, Ale jrb, Cyde-
bot, A876, Nick Wilson, Gogo Dodo, Dusty relic, Alucard (Dr.), DBaba, Mfko, After Midnight, Thijs!bot, DGX, Mojo Hand, Bryanwake,
Tommy.rousse, 49oxen, Jj137, Sailorlula, Gökhan, Leuko, Barek, MER-C, Albany NY, Xeno, Magioladitis, VoABot II, AuburnPilot, JNW,
Waacstats, Twsx, KConWiki, Urmean15, Thelongdistance, HOT L Baltimore, Anaxial, CommonsDelinker, Johnpacklambert, J.delanoy,
Slpayne, Katalaveno, 2help, Cometstyles, WJBscribe, Bonadea, VolkovBot, Carter, Jmrowland, TheMindsEye, Kyle the bot, Station1,
Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT, DISEman, Xtoph00, Burpen, CoJaBo, SteveStrummer, Mannafredo, Kilmer-san, Falcon8765, AlleborgoBot,
NHRHS2010, Euryalus, Hertz1888, Vanished User 8a9b4725f8376, Keilana, Flyer22 Reborn, Monegasque, Dominik92, Faradayplank,
Nuttycoconut, Harry~enwiki, Nhahmada, Steven Crossin, Legolas1987, Nn123645, Pinkadelica, Jons63, Church, ClueBot, Binksternet,
The Thing That Should Not Be, Apelike, TheOldJacobite, Boing! said Zebedee, Blanchardb, TypoBoy, Trivialist, Alexbot, Wifidelity,
Djk3, Zesup, Joseph.ketner, Bald&Pig-like, Yun-Yuuzhan, XLinkBot, IAmFire, Mjpresson, WikHead, Jakewest, Addbot, NahnB, Tcncv,
Ronhjones, Zarcadia, SpillingBot, Cst17, Croiklog, Tide rolls, Pedrobear~enwiki, Gail, LuK3, Lolmann, Math Champion, Yobot, Eegeew,
AnomieBOT, Tom Graves, Kingpin13, Millahnna, AbigailAbernathy, Hi878, GrouchoBot, ProtectionTaggingBot, Omnipaedista, Erik9,
Moloch09, Pinethicket, I dream of horses, Hunter120638, Calmer Waters, Fat&Happy, RedBot, Pwnmonster, Jaja678, Merlion444, Ran-
domidiot101, Ayce7, Indianhippie, IIPasko, Darkforest16, Diannaa, SinisterWeegee, Tbhotch, Minimac, Pylypenko, Weegeewillgetyou,
Schorle, Beyond My Ken, DASHBot, Supermathew, Look2See1, Vladislav0, Koopa2222, Tommy2010, MikeyMouse10, SidoniaBorcke,
HiW-Bot, Ronk01, Lateg, Alpha Quadrant, Lawl95, Zenpj, Ashokapurr, Rcsprinter123, JaredF1999, L Kensington, Snappleboy16, Darth-
lawl, Blaureiter, Cobaltcanarycherry, Uqah, ClueBot NG, Cherimlis, ConcernedPhotographer, RayneKlowd, ScottSteiner, McUgly, Widr,
Anonymouslulzy, Md.altaf.rahman, Cataclysma, BG19bot, Vanevery, Midgetpornstar, Wiki13, MusikAnimal, EpicBallsOfSteel, XxxFil-
ipks, Toccata quarta, MisterMorton, Glacialfox, KrisMaes, Notsoanon, Michael Anon, Lugia2453, VIAFbot, Johncoltonsmith, Epicgenius,
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Jonathan.J.Andrews, Duckduckstop, Ithinkicahn, E.Doornbusch, Poopooopoopoop, Terrywoebegone, Gooferdust, TrollingEditor2012,
GeneralizationsAreBad, KasparBot, 3 of Diamonds, Hobbs7 and Anonymous: 253

• Willard Van Dyke Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willard_Van_Dyke?oldid=660371988 Contributors: Edward, Ixfd64, Heaven's
Wrath, Arcadie, Crystallina, BonsaiViking, SmackBot, Mairibot, SteveHopson, Will Beback, Gobonobo, Mrshuptrine, Dgw, Cydebot,
Lugnuts, Thijs!bot, Tjmayerinsf, Waacstats, TheMindsEye, Omegastar, Moonside, Addbot, Ronhjones, Cst17, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Kjell
Knudde, Ethnographic, GrouchoBot, Ubub92, Full-date unlinking bot, RjwilmsiBot, Look2See1, TV Deal, BG19bot, ChrisGualtieri, Hon-
eybee63, Jim.Mignano10, VIAFbot, Rybec, Nrdavis9013, KasparBot and Anonymous: 9

• William Christenberry Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Christenberry?oldid=660582245 Contributors: HaeB, David Ger-
ard, Everyking, D6, Sole Soul, Dystopos, Hooperbloob, Hoary, BD2412, SmackBot, Maryearly75, Commander Keane bot, Jim Casper,
SteveHopson, Wizardman, Rossp, Hu12, JYi, Cydebot, Modernist, Bcrane, Cocoaguy, Macarrones, 83d40m, TheMindsEye, Ethicoaes-
theticist, Iam emperor, Dravecky, Stepshep, OneMarkus, Lightbot, Yobot, FrescoBot, LaNaranja, Lopifalko, Pitlane02, Slowking4, Art-
bookat, Bookgeek205, VIAFbot, Brodyalbert, Shmiggs, Rencontres arles, KasparBot and Anonymous: 19

• William Eggleston Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Eggleston?oldid=691037740 Contributors: Deb, Rbrwr, Patrick Cor-
coran, Zoicon5, Netoholic, MarkSweep, Adashiel, Torben~enwiki, D6, DeRossitt, Giraffedata, Darwinek, Redf0x, Alansohn, Bebop,
Hoary, Bjones, Lestrike, Rjwilmsi, Rogerd, Feydey, Krash, FlaBot, RussBot, Wiki alf, Sir48, Allens, That Guy, From That Show!, Bluebot,
Nbarth, Colonies Chris, Piltdown, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Bretonbanquet, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Liamcb, This user has left wikipedia,
Syrcatbot, Iridescent, MFago, Joseph Solis in Australia, Billy Hathorn, Nsfmc, CmdrObot, Pmussler, ShelfSkewed, Jonathan F, Cydebot,
Christian75, Meol, Klausness, Modernist, Y2kcrazyjoker4, LittleOldMe, Magioladitis, SlimChance, Johnpacklambert, J.delanoy, Rgoo-
dermote, Xyzt1234, Millichip, Royalhistorian, Hammersoft, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Flyte35, Flasticles, Ethicoaestheticist, Topdeck,
Visioncity, Squalk25, Calliopejen1, Thehornet, VAwebteam, Android Mouse Bot 3, Denisarona, Yamanbaiia, Sgrayvease, Zomno,
AlexGWU, PL290, Addbot, Fenbaud, NjardarBot, JPLei, LaaknorBot, Sabineheinlein, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Arthur-
Bot, Xqbot, Sidevold, Tammy Blue, Omnipaedista, IcedNut, Mvg2, D'ohBot, Fat&Happy, Giannid, RjwilmsiBot, Lopifalko, Artiquities,
Makecat, ClueBot NG, Justlettersandnumbers, Bilderknipser, GennaBr, MusikAnimal, GogoW24, Shivamsetu, Ushau97, ChrisGualtieri,
Dane2000, VIAFbot, Tentinator, Jianhui67, Matt mccauslin1, Inverleithhouse, KasparBot, Oanab906, Fender1964 and Anonymous: 94

• William Garnett (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Garnett_(photographer)?oldid=643131123 Contribu-
tors: Gamaliel, Pearle, Hoary, Isotope23, Mike Dillon, SmackBot, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, MarylandArtLover, Richhoncho, Bobble-
head, Tjmayerinsf, Waacstats, HLewis, VirtualDelight, BOTijo, Ineversigninsodonotmessageme, Lexaxis7, Tassedethe, ArtPhotoLover,
AnomieBOT, RjwilmsiBot and Anonymous: 6

• William Henry Jackson Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Henry_Jackson?oldid=694922084 Contributors: Samw, KeithH,
Mboverload, Napa, Mwanner, Bobo192, Smalljim, Elipongo, Wachen, Darwinek, Frank101, Hoary, Fawcett5, Bsadowski1, Ianblair23,
BlueCanoe, Woohookitty, Mandarax, WBardwin, BD2412, Lockley, MZMcBride, Kthejoker, Merrilee, The wub, Scott Mingus, RussBot,
BruceDLimber, Zafiroblue05, Maylett, Crisco 1492, Neier, SmackBot, Verne Equinox, Gilliam, Hmains, Durova, Chris the speller, Or-
phanBot, Typofixer76, Jmlk17, SteveHopson, Noahgh, Shimmera, BCarpaccio, Joseph Solis in Australia, Melijpast, Trialsanderrors, Gaius
Octavius Atellus, Carroy~enwiki, Deon, Gondorian, Vermontcivilwar, Jimknut, Katya0133, Ken Gallager, Oden, Cydebot, Ramitmahajan,
Khatru2, Mdhennessey, Photoarts, Mactographer, Missvain, AntiVandalBot, RobotG, Carlwev, CosmicPenguin, Utt959, Gandydancer,
Smartinfoteck3, HOT L Baltimore, Sm8900, Leaflet, Chiswick Chap, Mdmason, GrahamHardy, TheMindsEye, Station1, Omegastar,
Mike Cline, CutOffTies, Kumioko (renamed), StaticGull, Maralia, ClueBot, Keraunoscopia, Mszajewski, Noctibus, Addbot, Underwa-
terbuffalo, Reedmalloy, AnnaFrance, Tide rolls, Lightbot, ,ماني Caseyjonz, Hadden, Bob Burkhardt, ArthurBot, Srwalden, Joaquin008,
Green Cardamom, FrescoBot, Pinethicket, Σ, Selahobadiah, Full-date unlinking bot, Arcadia616, John of Reading, Look2See1, Dewritech,
Gwillhickers, Djembayz, ZéroBot, ClueBot NG, Frietjes, CaroleHenson, Helpful Pixie Bot, Emmammartin, Slavius62, Uofaccp, VIAFbot,
Junkyardsparkle, KjkFromNC, Fotodozo, Monkbot, Tar-Elessar, KasparBot, Csldigicol, Jortiz8486 and Anonymous: 48

• William Klein (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Klein_(photographer)?oldid=699283846 Contributors:
Raul654, DragonflySixtyseven, Rich Farmbrough, Leandros, Hoary, Woohookitty, FlaBot, Jimp, RussBot, Spike Wilbury, SmackBot,
Wizardman, Ser Amantio di Nicolao, Khazar, Storm2005, Jetman, Skapur, Pmussler, Dhoyos, ShelfSkewed, Cydebot, Alaibot, Master-
Col, Dsp13, Matthew Fennell, Waacstats, Jorgebarrios, Victorianaesthete, R'n'B, Johnpacklambert, Trusilver, Shawn in Montreal, Doc-
tor Sunshine, MKoltnow, Ignatiusvishnevetsky, Kitchawan, XiaoH, Mikeyp3, TheMindsEye, Kyle the bot, Philip Trueman, TXiKiBoT,
Fru Vogler, Softlavender, Wiwi788, AlleborgoBot, Ponyo, MuzikJunky, ATinySliver, Smsarmad, Redhookesb, Mr.Z-bot, VAwebteam,
703Frank, Martarius, ClueBot, All Hallow's Wraith, Excirial, Romanceor, Addbot, SychiO~enwiki, Cst17, Yobot, Granddukesfinances,
ArthurBot, Omnipaedista, Erik9, Fat&Happy, Lopifalko, Artiquities, IBO, ClueBot NG, ATX-NL, ConcernedPhotographer, ProPho,
Electriccatfish2, BG19bot, Juro2351, Toccata quarta, FakirNL, Christophersync, Webclient101, VIAFbot, WorldPhotographyOrganisa-
tion, Jodosma, E.Doornbusch, Avian appreciator, InfoDataMonger, KasparBot, Bellairs12 and Anonymous: 43

• William Mortensen Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Mortensen?oldid=698592888 Contributors: Alvestrand, Justinc,
Eliasdorn, Rjwilmsi, XLerate, RussBot, SmackBot, Jordansc, Wildhartlivie, Waacstats, Kumioko (renamed), Deanlaw, XLinkBot, Ad-
dbot, CactusWriter, Yobot, Jonesey95, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, Faceless Enemy, Peaceray, Lateg, Helpful Pixie Bot, Spray787, VIAFbot,
KasparBot and Anonymous: 7

• William Wegman (photographer) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wegman_(photographer)?oldid=700284655 Contrib-
utors: Zanimum, Ahoerstemeier, Julesd, Scott Sanchez, Elf, Michael Devore, Alfa, Arsene, D6, Mindspillage, Ground, Duk, Darwinek,
Sam Korn, Etacar11, Robert K S, JeremyA, Hailey C. Shannon, Wgsimon, Sparkit, Ligulem, FlaBot, RobertG, ElfQrin, Tysto, Hall
Monitor, YurikBot, Deadlyhead, Jsnell, Schulty, Rsrikanth05, Chick Bowen, Crystallina, SmackBot, Bourne, Hmains, Chris the speller,
DStoykov, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Joe n bloe, SteveHopson, Wizardman, Accurizer, Omnedon, Sifaka, Royadkins, Tenorcnj, Cm-
drObot, Cydebot, Gnewf, AntiVandalBot, Modernist, MER-C, .snoopy., Theunicyclegirl, Waacstats, Jorgebarrios, Johnpacklambert, Cop
663, Mahewa, DorganBot, Brooklynmuseum, Sadielola, Emiroo, TheMindsEye, Butwhatdoiknow, TXiKiBoT, Enviroboy, Iam emperor,
MuzikJunky, TJRC, Wmpearl, Annlanding, A21sauce, ImageRemovalBot, Art21, Martarius, ClueBot, Markxuereb, Maxbeck, Stepshep,
Jimmysmith100, Another Believer, Aitias, WikHead, TFBCT1, EEng, Addbot, Whyme666777, Sabineheinlein, Yobot, Glenfarclas, Ma-
terialscientist, Omnipaedista, Hoagieadam, PigFlu Oink, Full-date unlinking bot, BjörnBergman, 4ARTHClass, Artiquities, SonyWon-
derFan, DASHBotAV, ClueBot NG, Brendastyvesant, Vidpro23, Flaviendutalnmomomo, Glacialfox, Phcollector, Showenjo, Wiseregde,
DavidLeighEllis, Lydia2lydia, Grottery, NekoKatsun, KasparBot and Anonymous: 78

• Wolfgang Sievers Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfgang_Sievers?oldid=693982248 Contributors: JackofOz, Bart Versieck,
Tirin, Longhair, Hoary, Canadian Paul, Matilda, Wongm, Fnorp, BonsaiViking, SmackBot, Clare., Dl2000, Ojan, Cydebot, Grahamec,
Hughdbrown, Nlwiki, Waacstats, Pharaoh of the Wizards, Slpayne, Jamesmcardle, Acgyuio, BotMultichill, NLA PIC, DFTaft, RomySai,
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Marchije, Addbot, Xx meg xx94, Zorrobot, Yobot, PMLawrence, Andrewrp, Brainbugsa, Miracleworker5263, RjwilmsiBot, Bahudhara,
ClueBot NG, MoondyneAWB, Wahgdo, VIAFbot, Nicolemarie0, Tullyvallin, KasparBot and Anonymous: 14

• Wolfgang Tillmans Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfgang_Tillmans?oldid=695876346 Contributors: Magnus Manske, Deb,
Camembert, Delirium, Spinster, Bearcat, HaeB, Tobias Bergemann, D6, Rich Farmbrough, Bender235, Giraffedata, Darwinek, Redf0x,
Hoary, BD2412, MRacer, FlaBot, Wavelength, X42bn6, Jpbowen, Tony1, Tyrenius, SmackBot, H2ppyme, George Ho, Wizardman,
DO11.10, E-Kartoffel, CmdrObot, Pmussler, Raz1el, Narikin, Ajcham, Blaise Mann, Jopo, StartPages, Esowteric, MER-C, Freshac-
conci, Waacstats, Xtothel, Sf67, Lutzv, Whynottryitagain, David Eppstein, Peter.Wille~enwiki, LordAnubisBOT, P4k, Inwind, Varnent,
VolkovBot, Mikeyp3, Nuovo80, Mowhiteman, TXiKiBoT, Flavorpillhq, Bleaney, Markdask, Schoschie~enwiki, Jelawson, Po88, Drmies,
Stepshep, The Baroness of Morden, MystBot, Addbot, Kipperfield, Hot200245, Voodoopoodle, Sabineheinlein, Elmichele K, Walnuts go
kapow, Tassedethe, Lightbot, Zorrobot, Yobot, AnomieBOT, Rubinbot, Materialscientist, Apprenticepoet, Nasnema, Diminster, Omni-
paedista, Gallery history, RosenGallery, Citation bot 1, Piero79, Kleon3, Picstloup, TobeBot, Alkacenter, Lopifalko, EmausBot, Dewritech,
Artiquities, Mondosfun, Mag81~enwiki, Hildegard von Steinhäuser, Icybox, Chester Markel, JennieSears, Wiki1theunready, Churchway,
Roberticus, BattyBot, Winsley123, Thisthisthis, InfoDataMonger, Ochunter, Animatronic01, KasparBot and Anonymous: 58

• Wynn Bullock Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wynn_Bullock?oldid=667950962 Contributors: Edward, Charles Matthews, Warm-
fuzzygrrl, Saga City, Lestrike, Snailwalker, Muchness, SmackBot, Chris the speller, TimBentley, D-Rock, Skapur, Mattisse, Agbdavis,
Modernist, Magioladitis, Fitnr, Waacstats, Djamieg, VolkovBot, TheMindsEye, Falcon8765, Samatarou, Auntof6, SoxBot, Addbot,
Tassedethe, Lightbot, Omnipaedista, RjwilmsiBot, ZéroBot, Helpful Pixie Bot, KasparBot and Anonymous: 10

• Yasuhiro Ishimoto Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yasuhiro_Ishimoto?oldid=671376147 Contributors: Rich Farmbrough, Hoary,
Sudachi, Fontgirl, Siafu, BD2412, Ligulem, Pinkville, Bgwhite, Welsh, Rmky87, Toph~enwiki, SmackBot, Eastend, Sgt Pinback, Steve-
Hopson, Ryulong, Fdssdf, Myasuda, Cydebot, Bobo12345, CharlotteWebb, Nick Number, AntiVandalBot, RobotG, Ozgod, Connormah,
Aboutmovies, Speciate, Lancelot, Noveltyghost, Janggeom, ClueBot, The Thing That Should Not Be, Kbdankbot, Addbot, Margin1522,
Luckas-bot, Yobot, Amirobot, BirdieGalyan, AnomieBOT, Ishiai, Masterknighted, RjwilmsiBot, Letdemsay, ZéroBot, Ccarchitecture,
Helpful Pixie Bot, VIAFbot, Rencontres arles, KasparBot, Knife-in-the-drawer and Anonymous: 7

• Yasumasa Morimura Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yasumasa_Morimura?oldid=672737507 Contributors: Emperorbma,
Yas~enwiki, HaeB, D6, Ranma9617, ESkog, Hoary, Mandarax, Sparkit, Vegaswikian, Downtownee, FlaBot, Nezumidumousseau, Gurch,
1523, SmackBot, GoodDay, Morio, Tydus Arandor, Ktm10, Cydebot, Anklesocks, Tawkerbot4, Ozgod, Kariteh, Dekimasu, Hullaballoo
Wolfowitz, Waacstats, Bus stop, Christopher Mann McKay, Meiskam, TheMindsEye, Ethicoaestheticist, Wmpearl, A21sauce, ClueBot,
Lag531, The DQN,macbeth, Kbdankbot, Addbot, Guygoldman, Luckas-bot, Yobot, THEN WHO WAS PHONE?, AnomieBOT, Thad-
deusB, RandomAct, FrescoBot, Pilettes, RjwilmsiBot, EmausBot, Tommy2010, John Cline, ClueBot NG, Widr, BG19bot, UrbanIndianSF,
VIAFbot, DavidK2, KasparBot and Anonymous: 32

• Yōsuke Yamahata Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y%C5%8Dsuke_Yamahata?oldid=679572743 Contributors: Davidcannon,
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table_of_food.%29.jpg License: No restrictions Contributors: [Four men and a table of food.] Original artist: New York Public Library
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cense: Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress
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domain Contributors:
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cent_II%2C_diptychon_-_Photo_courtesy_of_Sotheby%27s.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
Sotheby's, http://www.popphoto.com/photographynewswire/3911/the-first-3m-photograph.html Original artist: ?
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org/wikipedia/commons/1/18/ABANDONED_CAR_AND_UNFINISHED_APARTMENT_HOUSE_CONSTRUCTION_OF_
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%28M%C3%BCnchen%29-2-2.JPG License: Public domain Contributors: Own work Original artist: Greenapple

• File:A_Group_of_Young_American_Artists_of_the_Modern_School,_c._1911.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/d/dc/A_Group_of_Young_American_Artists_of_the_Modern_School%2C_c._1911.jpg License: Pub-
lic domain Contributors: Sarah Greenough et al: Modern art and America – Alfred Stieglitz and his New York gal-
leries. National Gallery of Art, Washington D. C. 2001, ISBN 0-8212-2728-9, p. 63 Original artist: Unknown<a
href='//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4233718' title='wikidata:Q4233718'><img alt='wikidata:Q4233718' src='https://upload.
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• File:A_Prounen_by_El_Lissitzky_c.1925.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0d/A_Prounen_by_El_
Lissitzky_c.1925.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.ibiblio.org/eldritch/el/elc.html Original artist: El Lissitzky

• File:Abraham_Lincoln_1860.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/41/Abraham_Lincoln_1860.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the
digital ID cph.3a09102.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Mathew Brady

• File:Acw_bs_7a.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d9/Acw_bs_7a.png License: Public domain Contribu-
tors: Own work (Original text: I created this work entirely by myself.) Original artist: Grayghost01 at English Wikipedia

• File:Adams_The_Tetons_and_the_Snake_River.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/21/Adams_The_
Tetons_and_the_Snake_River.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.archives.gov/media_desk/press_kits/picturing_the_
century_photo_gallery/tetons_snake_river.jpg (hi-res)
Original artist: Ansel Adams

• File:Alexander_Gardner.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Alexander_Gardner.jpg License: Public
domain Contributors: Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons. Original artist: The original uploader was Outriggr at English Wikipedia

• File:Alexander_Gardner_1863.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/34/Alexander_Gardner_1863.png Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: Washington Post Original artist: unattributed

• File:Alfred_Lord_Tennyson_1869.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Alfred_Lord_Tennyson_1869.
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• File:Alfred_Stieglitz_(American_-_The_Steerage_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/d/da/Alfred_Stieglitz_%28American_-_The_Steerage_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:
VgFMwBlWg-XTrw at Google Cultural Institute, zoom level maximum Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz (American, 1864 - 1946) (1864 -
1946) (American) (photographer, Details of artist on Google Art Project)

• File:Alfred_Stieglitz_self-portrait,_freienwald,_1886.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/10/Alfred_
Stieglitz_self-portrait%2C_freienwald%2C_1886.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: National Gallery of Art Original artist: Alfred
Stieglitz

• File:Alfred_Tennyson,_1st_Baron_Tennyson.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/67/Alfred_
Tennyson%2C_1st_Baron_Tennyson.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Scanned from“Camera, National Portrait Gallery, People
in Camera 1839-1914”, published for an exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery, 1 June-12 August 1979 by CJ Bucher Ltd and
CAMERA, Switzerland, in association with Granada Television, 1979 Original artist: Oscar Gustave Rejlander

• File:Alfred_and_Emmeline_O._Stieglitz-restored.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ea/Alfred_and_
Emmeline_O._Stieglitz-restored.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:

• Alfred_and_Emmeline_O._Stieglitz.jpg Original artist: Alfred_and_Emmeline_O._Stieglitz.jpg: autochrome attributed to Alfred Stieglitz,
but may be the work of Edward Steichen or Frank Eugene, original was uploaded by MarmadukePercy

• File:Allie_Mae_Burroughs_print.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/26/Allie_Mae_Burroughs_print.jpg
License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division
under the digital ID cph.3g08200.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Walker Evans, for the Farm Security Administration / Office of War Information / Office of Emergency Management /
Resettlement Administration

• File:Alvin_Coburn_blue_plaque.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/49/Alvin_Coburn_blue_plaque.jpg
License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Transfered from en.wikipedia Original artist: Original uploader was Oosoom at en.wikipedia

• File:Alvin_Langdon_Coburn-Rodin.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Alvin_Langdon_
Coburn-Rodin.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Camera Work, No 21, 1908 Original artist: Alvin Langdon Coburn

• File:Alvin_Langdon_Coburn-Shaw.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/46/Alvin_Langdon_
Coburn-Shaw.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Camera Work, No 21, 1908 Original artist: Alvin Langdon Coburn

• File:Alvin_Langdon_Coburn-Spiderwebs.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f9/Alvin_Langdon_
Coburn-Spiderwebs.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Camera Work, No 21, 1908 Original artist: Alvin Langdon Coburn

• File:Ambox_important.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b4/Ambox_important.svg License: Public do-
main Contributors: Own work, based off of Image:Ambox scales.svg Original artist: Dsmurat (talk · contribs)

• File:Andre_Kertesz_-_Circus,_Budapest,_19_May_1920_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/c/ca/Andre_Kertesz_-_Circus%2C_Budapest%2C_19_May_1920_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg License: Public
domain Contributors: XgF82mylpAxiZQ at Google Cultural Institute, zoom level maximum Original artist: Andre Kertesz (1894 - 1985)
(American) (creator, Details of artist on Google Art Project)

• File:Andres_Serrano_cropped.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a2/Andres_Serrano_cropped.jpg Li-
cense: CC BY 3.0 Contributors:

• Andres_Serrano_and_Irina_Movmyga_2010_Shankbone.jpgOriginal artist: Andres_Serrano_and_Irina_Movmyga_2010_Shankbone.jpg:
David Shankbone

• File:Angus_McBean.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/85/Angus_McBean.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
Original publication: Unknown

Immediate source: http://fotokudra.lt/cnt.php?id=512 Original artist: Unknown
• File:Angus_McBean_-_Portraits.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3e/Angus_McBean_-_Portraits.jpg

License: CC BY 2.0 Contributors: https://www.flickr.com/photos/cdrummbks/3446344650/in/photostream/ Original artist: Angus
McBean

• File:Anna_Atkins_1861.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/48/Anna_Atkins_1861.jpg License: Public
domain Contributors: RPS Yorkshire
[1] Original artist: Unknown<a href='//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4233718' title='wikidata:Q4233718'><img alt='wikidata:Q4233718'
src='https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/20px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png' width='20'
height='11' srcset='https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/30px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 1.5x,
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/40px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 2x' data-file-width='1050'
data-file-height='590' /></a>

• File:Anna_Atkins_Title_Page_of_Photographs_of_British_Algae_Cyanotype_Impressions_(Detail).jpg Source: https:
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a4/Anna_Atkins_Title_Page_of_Photographs_of_British_Algae_Cyanotype_
Impressions_%28Detail%29.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?419632. Per
http://www.nypl.org/legal/, under “Use of Content From NYPL Websites... 4. Credit NYPL When You Use Materials From Our
Website,”this image is“Courtesy of The New York Public Library www.nypl.org.”Original artist: Anna Atkins

• File:Anna_Atkins_algae_cyanotype.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c4/Anna_Atkins_algae_
cyanotype.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Anna_Atkins_woodhorsetail_cyanotype.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e2/Anna_Atkins_
woodhorsetail_cyanotype.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Annie_my_first_success,_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron_(restored).jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/c/c7/Annie_my_first_success%2C_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron_%28restored%29.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:
Scanned from Colin Ford's Julia Margaret Cameron: 19th Century Photographer of Genius, ISBN 1855145065. Original artist: Julia
Margaret Cameron
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• File:Ansel_Adams_-_National_Archives_79-AA-E23_levels_adj.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/
a7/Ansel_Adams_-_National_Archives_79-AA-E23_levels_adj.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:

• Ansel_Adams_-_National_Archives_79-AA-E23.jpg Original artist: Ansel Adams
• File:Ansel_Adams_-_National_Archives_79-AA-Q01_restored.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/

Ansel_Adams_-_National_Archives_79-AA-Q01_restored.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:

• Ansel_Adams_-_National_Archives_79-AA-Q01.jpg Original artist: Ansel Adams
• File:Art_House_Project05s3200.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d5/Art_House_Project05s3200.jpg

License: CC BY 2.5 Contributors: 663highland Original artist: 663highland
• File:Artists_at_Mount_Kisco_1912-restored.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ad/Artists_at_Mount_

Kisco_1912-restored.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Smithsonian Institution Flickr Original artist: Unidentified photographer
• File:Artwork_by_El_Lissitzky_1919.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5f/Artwork_by_El_Lissitzky_

1919.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.ibiblio.org/eldritch/el/elc.html Original artist: El Lissitzky
• File:At_Plough,_The_End_Of_The_Furrow,_Peter_Henry_Emerson,_1887.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/

commons/d/dd/At_Plough%2C_The_End_Of_The_Furrow%2C_Peter_Henry_Emerson%2C_1887.jpg License: Public domain Contrib-
utors: British Library Original artist: Peter Henry Emerson

• File:Atget_-_Avenue_des_Gobelins.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Atget_-_Avenue_des_
Gobelins.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Metropolitan Museum of Art, online database: entry 190016931 Original artist: Eugène
Atget

• File:Athol_Shmith,_1976.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f1/Athol_Shmith%2C_1976.png License:
Public domain Contributors: National Gallery of Australia Accession No: NGA 81.3078.68 Original artist: Carol Jerrems (Ivanhoe, Mel-
bourne, Australia 1949 – Alfred Hospital, Melbourne, Australia 1980)

• File:AvedonInTheAmericanWest.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/5/50/AvedonInTheAmericanWest.jpg Li-
cense: Fair use Contributors:
scan of book cover
Original artist:
Richard Avedon

• File:Ballad_of_Sexual_Dependency.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/d2/Ballad_of_Sexual_Dependency.jpg
License: ? Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Bandit'{}s_Roost_by_Jacob_Riis.jpeg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c3/
Bandit%27s_Roost_by_Jacob_Riis.jpeg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.americanyawp.com/text/
how-the-other-half-lived-photographs-of-jacob-riis/ Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons. Original artist: Jacob Riis

• File:Baton-practice-Manzanar-Adams.jpeg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/84/
Baton-practice-Manzanar-Adams.jpeg License: Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division,
LC-DIG-ppprs-00135 (b&w digital file from original neg.), highest resolution TIFF version (129 MiB), cropped and converted to JPEG
(quality level 88) with the GIMP 2.6.7 Original artist: Ansel Adams

• File:Bayard_Construction_Worker,_Paris.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d0/Bayard_
Construction_Worker%2C_Paris.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: The Getty Center, Object 71399, Digital image cour-
tesy of the Getty's Open Content Program. Original artist: Hippolyte Bayard

• File:Belief+Doubt_(2012).jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/24/Belief%2BDoubt_%282012%29.jpg Li-
cense: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: BettyLondon

• File:BellmerPoupee.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/bd/BellmerPoupee.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
Scan from Erotica - 20th Century, Part 2, pub. Taschen
Original artist: ?

• File:Ben_Shahn1.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4e/Ben_Shahn1.jpg License: Public domain Contrib-
utors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID fsa.8a16897.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Shahn, Ben, 1898-1969, photographer. For United States Resettlement Administration.

• File:Berlin_Hoech_ErzEngel.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/45/Berlin_Hoech_ErzEngel.jpg License:
GFDL Contributors: Own work Original artist: Doris Antony, Berlin
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• File:Black_Form_White_House.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ca/Black_Form_White_House.jpg
License: CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contributors: Transferred from de.wikipedia to Commons. Original artist: The original uploader was
Wahrerwattwurm at German Wikipedia

• File:Black_and_white_camera_icon.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/48/Black_and_white_camera_
icon.svg License: Public domain Contributors: DarkEvil, based on en:Image:Camera icon.gif which is free. Original artist: DarkEvil

• File:Blackshore,_River_Blythe,_Suffolk,_Peter_Henry_Emerson,_1888.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/0/0d/Blackshore%2C_River_Blythe%2C_Suffolk%2C_Peter_Henry_Emerson%2C_1888.jpg License: Public domain
Contributors: British Library Original artist: Peter Henry Emerson
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commons/1/18/Blossom_Restaurant%3B_103_Bowery_by_Berenice_Abbott_in_1935.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/nypl/3110620430/ Original artist: Berenice Abbott
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jpg License: ? Contributors:
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• File:Boulevard_du_Temple_by_Daguerre.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d3/Boulevard_du_

Temple_by_Daguerre.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Scanned from The Photography Book, Phaidon Press, London, 1997.
Original artist: Louis Daguerre
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main Contributors: Online Collection of Brooklyn Museum; Photo: Brooklyn Museum, 42.74_IMLS_PS3.jpg Original artist: Katsushika
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ac/Bust_of_David_Octavius_Hill%2C_Dean_Cemetery_Edinburgh.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist:
Kim Traynor
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cense: Public domain Contributors: WH"Jackson photo, 1871: Gwillhickers: Photo obtained at US Library of Congress Original artist:
William Henry Jackson, 1871

• File:Carleton_Watkins.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/08/Carleton_Watkins.jpg License: Public do-
main Contributors:

Original uploader was Schrantz at en.wikipedia; transferred to Commons by User:Howcheng using CommonsHelper.

Original artist: Carleton Watkins
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• File:Cathedral_Rocks,_2600_feet,_Yosemite_Valley,_Mariposa_County,_Cal,_by_Watkins,_Carleton_E.,_1829-1916.jpg
Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/44/Cathedral_Rocks%2C_2600_feet%2C_Yosemite_Valley%2C_
Mariposa_County%2C_Cal%2C_by_Watkins%2C_Carleton_E.%2C_1829-1916.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This
image is available from the New York Public Library's Digital Library under the digital ID 1529694: digitalgallery.nypl.org →
digitalcollections.nypl.org Original artist: Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-1916 -- Photographer

• File:Charles_Hay_Cameron,_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7b/
Charles_Hay_Cameron%2C_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Scanned from Colin Ford's Julia
Margaret Cameron: 19th Century Photographer of Genius, ISBN 1855145065. Original artist: Julia Margaret Cameron

• File:Charles_Sheeler'{}s_Still_Life.jpeg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/bb/Charles_Sheeler%27s_Still_Life.
jpeg License: Fair use Contributors: Original publication: 1925, United States of America

Immediate AMICA Library
Original artist: Charles Sheeler

• File:Charles_Sheeler_Monument_2010.JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0a/Charles_Sheeler_
Monument_2010.JPG License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: I (Anthony22 (talk)) created this work entirely by myself.
Original artist: Anthony22 (talk)

• File:CheFishing.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/63/CheFishing.jpg License: Public domain Contribu-
tors: Museo Che Guevara (Centro de Estudios Che Guevara en La Habana, Cuba) + Several books on Che Guevara, and books of photos
by Alberto Korda Original artist: Alberto Korda

• File:ChenonceauE1851.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a6/ChenonceauE1851.jpg License: Public do-
main Contributors: Réunion des musées nationaux Original artist: Gustave Le Gray

• File:Chicago_Board_of_Trade_II.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/ba/Chicago_Board_of_Trade_II.jpg Li-
cense: Fair use Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Chief_Flying_Hawk,_Gertrude_Kasebier,_1898.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c8/Chief_
Flying_Hawk%2C_Gertrude_Kasebier%2C_1898.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United
States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID ppmsca.12129.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Gertrude Käsebier

• File:Chief_Iron_Tail,_Gertrude_Kasebier,_1898.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8b/Chief_Iron_
Tail%2C_Gertrude_Kasebier%2C_1898.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library
of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID ppmsca.12095.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Gertrude Käsebier

• File:Childwithhandgrenadedianearbus.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/97/
Childwithhandgrenadedianearbus.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
Photographer: Diane Arbus Original artist: ?

• File:Chinese_American_child_in_embroidered_jacket.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/74/Chinese_
American_child_in_embroidered_jacket.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library
of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID det.4a27230.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist:
Jackson, William Henry, 1843-1942, photographer.
Detroit Publishing Co. , publisher

• File:Christian_Boltanski_sculpture_in_Folkestone.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/16/Christian_
Boltanski_sculpture_in_Folkestone.jpg License: CC BY-SA 2.0 Contributors: Folkestone Triennial, The Stones Holding the Recordings
Used for 'The Whispers' by Christian Boltanski Original artist: Loz Pycock from London, UK

• File:Christmas_at_the_other_side.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/2/21/Christmas_at_the_other_side.jpg Li-
cense: Fair use Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Clarence_H_White-Raindrops.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6e/Clarence_H_
White-Raindrops.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Camera Work Original artist: Clarence H. White

• File:Clarence_H_White-Spring.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/d6/Clarence_H_White-Spring.jpg License:
PD-US Contributors:
Camera Notes, Vol 3 No 2
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main Contributors: American Heritage website; description,[1] high resolution image.[2] Original artist: William Henry Jackson

• File:El_Lissitzky_-_1o_Kestnermappe_Proun_(Proun._1st_Kestner_Portfolio)_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f6/El_Lissitzky_-_1o_Kestnermappe_Proun_%28Proun._1st_Kestner_Portfolio%
29_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: AgGcCOHX1GEenw at Google Cultural Institute, zoom level
maximum Original artist: El Lissitzky

• File:El_Lissitzky_The_Constructor,_self-portrait,_gelatin_silver_print,_107×118_mm,_1924_London,_Victoria_and_
Albert_Museum,_Inv._PH142-1985.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/30/El_Lissitzky_The_
Constructor%2C_self-portrait%2C_gelatin_silver_print%2C_107%C3%97118_mm%2C_1924_London%2C_Victoria_and_
Albert_Museum%2C_Inv._PH142-1985.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O136602/
self-portrait-constructor-photograph-lissitzky-el/ Original artist: El Lissitzky

• File:Esther_Bubley,_A_student_at_Woodrow_Wilson_High_School,_Washington_DC,_1943.jpg Source: https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2a/Esther_Bubley%2C_A_student_at_Woodrow_Wilson_High_School%2C_Washington_DC%
2C_1943.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and
Photographs division under the digital ID ppmsca.12873.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Esther Bubley for the Office of War Information
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• File:Eugène_Atget,_Street_Musicians,_1898–99.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/41/Eug%C3%
A8ne_Atget%2C_Street_Musicians%2C_1898%E2%80%9399.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Metropolitan Museum of Art,
online database: entry 269881 Original artist: Eugène Atget

• File:Evans_by_kasebier.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1a/Evans_by_kasebier.jpg License: Public do-
main Contributors: http://www.moma.org/collection/object.php?object_id=57909 Original artist: Gertrude Käsebier

• File:Fading_Away.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/20/Fading_Away.jpg License: Public domain Con-
tributors: George Eastman House Original artist: Henry Peach Robinson (1830–1901)

• File:Farmer_walking_in_dust_storm_Cimarron_County_Oklahoma2.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/b/bb/Farmer_walking_in_dust_storm_Cimarron_County_Oklahoma2.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is
available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID ppmsc.00241.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Arthur Rothstein, for the Farm Security Administration

• File:Feininger,_The_Photojournalist.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/38/Feininger%2C_The_
Photojournalist.jpg License: ? Contributors:
http://www.canoniani.it/public/users/Dennis%20Stock%20211.jpg Original artist: ?

• File:Female_bus_driver_Bubley.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/29/Female_bus_driver_Bubley.jpg
License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs di-
vision under the digital ID fsa.8d30824.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Esther Bubley for the Office of War Information

• File:Femme_du_Luxor_(Woman_from_Luxor)_(3588099363).jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/36/
Femme_du_Luxor_%28Woman_from_Luxor%29_%283588099363%29.jpg License: No restrictions Contributors: 'Femme du Luxor'
(Woman from Luxor) Original artist: National Media Museum from UK

• File:Fifteen_Pairs_of_Hands_by_Bruce_Nauman_(1996).JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/7/7d/Fifteen_
Pairs_of_Hands_by_Bruce_Nauman_%281996%29.JPG License: Fair use Contributors:
Fifteen Pairs of Hands by Bruce Nauman (1996)
Original artist: ?

• File:Fishwives_baiting_lines.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/39/Fishwives_baiting_lines.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons. Original artist: Hill & Adamson

• File:Flag_of_Cuba.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bd/Flag_of_Cuba.svg License: Public domain Con-
tributors: Drawn by User:Madden Original artist: see below

• File:Flag_of_the_United_States.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/a/a4/Flag_of_the_United_States.svg License:
PD Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Flamingo_(photography).jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/0c/Flamingo_%28photography%29.jpg Li-
cense: ? Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Four-sided-pyramid.JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/03/Four-sided-pyramid.JPG License: CC-BY-3.0
Contributors:
Photograph of artwork taken by Slowking4
Original artist: ?

• File:Fox_Talbot_grave.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6b/Fox_Talbot_grave.jpg License: CC BY-SA
3.0 Contributors:

• Transferred from en.wikipedia by Ronhjones Original artist: Threefoursixninefour at en.wikipedia
• File:Foxglove_(Fingerhut)_Albert_Renger-Patzsch.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Foxglove_

%28Fingerhut%29_Albert_Renger-Patzsch.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.moma.org/collection_images/resized/
336/w500h420/CRI_172336.jpg Original artist: Albert Renger-Patzsch (June 22, 1897 – September 27, 1966)

• File:Frame_house_Charleston_Walker_Evans.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8f/Frame_house_
Charleston_Walker_Evans.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pnp/fsa/8c52000/8c52400/8c52405v.jpg Orig-
inal artist: Walker Evans

• File:France_B._Johnston_and_Mrs._Gertrude_Käsebier_on_Patio_of_a_Venetian_Hotel_1905.jpg Source: https:
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ca/France_B._Johnston_and_Mrs._Gertrude_K%C3%A4sebier_on_Patio_of_a_
Venetian_Hotel_1905.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's
Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID ppmsca.31670.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Unknown<a href='//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4233718' title='wikidata:Q4233718'><img alt='wikidata:Q4233718'
src='https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/20px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png' width='20'
height='11' srcset='https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/30px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 1.5x,
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/40px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 2x' data-file-width='1050'
data-file-height='590' /></a>

• File:FrancisFrith.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b3/FrancisFrith.png License: Public domain Contrib-
utors: Philadelphia Museum of Art Original artist: Francis Frith

• File:Francis_Frith_(British,_1822-1898),_Entrance,_Church_of_the_Holy_Sepulchre,_Jerusalem,_1992.194.8.jpg Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/24/Francis_Frith_%28British%2C_1822-1898%29%2C_Entrance%2C_Church_
of_the_Holy_Sepulchre%2C_Jerusalem%2C_1992.194.8.jpg License: No restrictions Contributors: Brooklyn Museum Original artist:
Francis Frith
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• File:Freischwimmer_26.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e1/Freischwimmer_26.jpg License: CC BY-
SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Wolfgang Tillmans

• File:Frida_Kahlo_by_Lola_Alvarez_Bravo.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/d2/Frida_Kahlo_by_Lola_
Alvarez_Bravo.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: Ferrer, Elizabeth. Lola Álvarez Bravo. New York: Aperture Foundation, 2006.
Original artist: Lola Alvarez Bravo

• File:Gandhi_spinning_wheel.jpeg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/5/56/Gandhi_spinning_wheel.jpeg License: Fair
use Contributors:
http://images.google.com/hosted/life/l?imgurl=450de1db0745e426 Original artist:
Margaret Bourke-White

• File:Gardner_Sketchbook_Titel.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/08/Gardner_Sketchbook_Titel.jpg
License: Public domain Contributors: http://rmc.library.cornell.edu/7milVol/ Original artist: Alexander Gardner

• File:Garry_Winogrand_exhibition,_San_Francisco_Museum_of_Modern_Art,_2013.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/5/5e/Garry_Winogrand_exhibition%2C_San_Francisco_Museum_of_Modern_Art%2C_2013.jpg License: CC BY-
SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Frank Schulenburg

• File:Gedenktafel_August_Sander.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/23/Gedenktafel_August_Sander.
jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Rana Düsel

• File:Gerhard_Richter_by_Lothar_Wolleh.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Gerhard_Richter_by_
Lothar_Wolleh.jpg License: CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contributors: www.lothar-wolleh.de Original artist: Lothar Wolleh

• File:Gerhart_Richter_-_Betty.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dc/Gerhart_Richter_-_Betty.jpg Li-
cense: CC BY-SA 4.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Lukas Uhde

• File:Gerhart_Richter_exhibition_Berlin_2012.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Gerhart_Richter_
exhibition_Berlin_2012.jpg License: CC BY-SA 4.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Lukas Uhde

• File:Gertrude_Kasebier_cph.3b52204.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/Gertrude_Kasebier_cph.
3b52204.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Pho-
tographs division under the digital ID cph.3b52204.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Engraving by H. Davidson after photoprint by Eduard J. Steichen

• File:GordonParksFSA.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/GordonParksFSA.jpg License: Public do-
main Contributors: http://www.usda.gov/oc/photo/01di1383.htm Original artist: Gordon Parks

• File:Gordon_Parks_-_American_Gothic.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/94/Gordon_Parks_-_
American_Gothic.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division, Farm Security
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection. http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/fsa.8b14845 Original artist: Gordon Parks

• File:Grab_von_John_Heartfield.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2d/Grab_von_John_Heartfield.jpg
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known<a href='//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4233718' title='wikidata:Q4233718'><img alt='wikidata:Q4233718' src='https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/20px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png' width='20' height='11' srcset='https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/30px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 1.5x, https://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/40px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 2x' data-file-width='1050' data-file-height='590'
/></a>

• File:JapaneseAmericansChildrenPledgingAllegiance1942-2.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bd/
JapaneseAmericansChildrenPledgingAllegiance1942-2.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Previously restored file: File:
JapaneseAmericansChildrenPledgingAllegiance1942.jpg; U.S. War Relocation Authority. Via US Library of Congress Original artist:
Photo attributed to Dorothea Lange*(w).

• File:Jeff_Wall_Mimic.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/5/50/Jeff_Wall_Mimic.jpg License: Fair use Contribu-
tors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Jeffwall070305_560.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/03/Jeffwall070305_560.jpg License: Fair use Con-
tributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Jeu_de_Paume_Paris_exposition.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4e/Jeu_de_Paume_Paris_
exposition.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Myrabella

• File:John_Frederick_William_Herschel00.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ae/John_Frederick_
William_Herschel00.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: English commons. Originally uploaded User:Paul venter. Original artist:
H.Seldon

• File:John_Herschel00.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/74/John_Herschel00.jpg License: Public domain
Contributors: Flora Herscheliana Original artist: Alfred Edward Chalon

• File:John_Herschel_1846.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/3d/John_Herschel_1846.png License: Public do-
main Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Katherine_Stieglitz_autochrome.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/Katherine_Stieglitz_
autochrome.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/3520015 Original artist: Alfred
Stieglitz

• File:Keller2011FrancescaWoodmanBookDustJacketFront.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/e/e6/
Keller2011FrancescaWoodmanBookDustJacketFront.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
http://ep.yimg.com/ca/I/artbook_2184_218177431 Original artist: ?

• File:Kentucky_Flood_by_Margaret_Bourke-White.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/a/a1/Kentucky_Flood_
by_Margaret_Bourke-White.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: http://images.google.com/hosted/life/bdb4f71a5f11cf96.html Original
artist: Margaret Bourke-White

• File:Kertesz_The_Fork.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/b5/Kertesz_The_Fork.jpg License: Fair use Contribu-
tors:
http://artcenter.ca/photography/artists/Wosk/pages/wosk8.html Original artist: ?

• File:Kertesz_distortion_1933.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/9d/Kertesz_distortion_1933.jpg License: Fair
use Contributors:
http://blog.joins.com/media/folderListSlide.asp?uid=youngs009&list_id=3972409&folder=6 Original artist: ?

• File:Kikisoblu_(“Princess_Angeline”)_of_the_Duwamish,_1896.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/
06/Kikisoblu_%28%22Princess_Angeline%22%29_of_the_Duwamish%2C_1896.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:

• See also Library of Congress, digital ID cph.3b30156 Original artist: Edward S. Curtis
• File:KordaFilmRollChe.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d0/KordaFilmRollChe.jpg License: Public

domain Contributors: Museo Che Guevara (Centro de Estudios Che Guevara en La Habana, Cuba) Original artist: Alberto Korda
• File:Krays.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/07/Krays.jpg License: ? Contributors: ? Original artist: ?
• File:Lange-MigrantMother02.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/54/Lange-MigrantMother02.jpg Li-

cense: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division
under the digital ID fsa.8b29516.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more informa-
tion. Original artist: Dorothea Lange, Farm Security Administration / Office of War Information / Office of Emergency Management /
Resettlement Administration

• File:Large_format_camera_lens.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/56/Large_format_camera_lens.png
License: Public domain Contributors: ? Original artist: ?
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• File:Laszlo_Moholy-Nagy_-_photography_from_NARA_-_281845.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
8/82/Laszlo_Moholy-Nagy_-_photography_from_NARA_-_281845.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: File:Declaration of In-
tention, Number 134392, for Laszlo Moholy-Nagy - NARA - 281845.tif (National Archives Identifier 281845) Original artist:
Unknown<a href='//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4233718' title='wikidata:Q4233718'><img alt='wikidata:Q4233718' src='https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/20px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png' width='20' height='11' srcset='https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/30px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 1.5x, https://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/40px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 2x' data-file-width='1050' data-file-height='590'
/></a>

• File:Latticed_window_at_lacock_abbey_1835.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Latticed_window_
at_lacock_abbey_1835.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: National Museum of Photography, Film and Television collection Original
artist: William Fox Talbot (1800-1877)

• File:LeGray_portrait.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e4/LeGray_portrait.jpg License: Public domain
Contributors:

This image is available from Gallica Digital Library under the digital ID btv1b8457907m

Original artist: Gustave Le Gray
• File:LeGray_portrait2-crop.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/21/LeGray_portrait2-crop.jpg License:

Public domain Contributors:

This image is available from Gallica Digital Library under the digital ID btv1b84579103

Original artist: Gustave Le Gray
• File:Lee_Miller_(5595220206).jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Lee_Miller_%285595220206%29.

jpg License: CC BY 2.0 Contributors: Lee Miller Original artist: Simon Harriyott from Uckfield, England
• File:Leipzigsuicide.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/25/Leipzigsuicide.jpg License: Public domain Con-

tributors: NARA Original artist: US Army Signal Corps
• File:Les_habitants_de_l'hôtel_de_Saint-Aignan_en_1939_(détail),_Christian_Boltanski_-_Musée_d'art_et_d'histoire_du_

Judaïsme_-_Boltanski.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Les_habitants_de_l%27h%C3%B4tel_de_
Saint-Aignan_en_1939_%28d%C3%A9tail%29%2C_Christian_Boltanski_-_Mus%C3%A9e_d%27art_et_d%27histoire_du_Juda%
C3%AFsme_-_Boltanski.jpg License: CC BY-SA 4.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Joseph Nathan Hirsch

• File:Letterman_Digital_Arts_Center,_Eadweard_Muybridge_statue.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/c/ca/Letterman_Digital_Arts_Center%2C_Eadweard_Muybridge_statue.jpg License: CC BY-SA 4.0 Contributors: Own work
Original artist: Frank Schulenburg

• File:LevittCrosstownCover.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/2/2a/LevittCrosstownCover.jpg License: Fair use
Contributors:
www.amazon.com
Original artist: ?

• File:Levitt_Slide_Show_Cover.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/c/c7/Levitt_Slide_Show_Cover.jpg License: ?
Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Lewis_Hine_Power_house_mechanic_working_on_steam_pump.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/6/60/Lewis_Hine_Power_house_mechanic_working_on_steam_pump.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http:
//www.archives.gov/exhibits/picturing_the_century/portfolios/port_hine.html (links to hi-res image) Image is not currently (as of 2007-03-
22) in the ARC catalog. File 69-RH is available under ARC identifier 518289 (search at http://arcweb.archives.gov/arc/basic_search.jsp),
but it currently only contains a single photo (ARC identifier 518290, item 69-RH-4K-1). Original artist: Lewis Hine

• File:Lewis_baltz_N°3-1.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/60/Lewis_baltz_N%C2%B03-1.jpg License:
CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Lewis Baltz Original artist: Slavica Perkovic

• File:Libertybell_alone_small.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7a/Libertybell_alone_small.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Ben's Guide (3-5): Symbols of Government -- The Liberty Bell Original artist:

• derivative work: Bcrowell
• File:Libourne_33_Maison_natale_Atget_2013.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Libourne_33_

Maison_natale_Atget_2013.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: JLPC
• File:Lighter_V.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/14/Lighter_V.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors:

Own work Original artist: Wolfgang Tillmans
• File:Little_Lottie,_a_regular_oyster_shucker_in_Alabama_Canning_Co._She_speaks_no_English._Note_the_condition_of_

her_shoes..._-_NARA_-_523398.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7b/Little_Lottie%2C_a_regular_
oyster_shucker_in_Alabama_Canning_Co._She_speaks_no_English._Note_the_condition_of_her_shoes..._-_NARA_-_523398.jpg
License: Public domain Contributors: U.S. National Archives and Records Administration Original artist: Lewis Hine

• File:Log_Construction_Walker_Evans_photo_LOC.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/23/Log_
Construction_Walker_Evans_photo_LOC.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/fsa1997020182/
PP/ Original artist: Walker Evans U.S. Farm Security Administration/Office of War Information

• File:London_Street,_Reading,_c._1845.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/34/London_Street%2C_
Reading%2C_c._1845.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Reading Borough Libraries Original artist: Henry Fox Talbot

• File:LoneStarGeyserCone-Jackson1878.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/
LoneStarGeyserCone-Jackson1878.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Downloaded from USGS Photo Archive:
http://libraryphoto.cr.usgs.gov/htmllib/btch122/btch122j/btch122z/btch122/jwh01687.jpg Original artist: William Henry Jackson
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• File:Looking_across_lake_toward_mountains,_\__xunadd_text_character:nN{\textquotedbl}{"}{}Evening,_McDonald_Lake,
_Glacier_National_Park,\__xunadd_text_character:nN{\textquotedbl}{"}{}_Montana.,_1933_-_1942_-_NARA_-_519861.jpg
Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Looking_across_lake_toward_mountains%2C_%22Evening%2C_
McDonald_Lake%2C_Glacier_National_Park%2C%22_Montana.%2C_1933_-_1942_-_NARA_-_519861.jpg License: Public domain
Contributors: U.S. National Archives and Records Administration Original artist: Ansel Adams

• File:Loudspeaker.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/Loudspeaker.svg License: Public domain Contrib-
utors: New version of Image:Loudspeaker.png, by AzaToth and compressed by Hautala Original artist: Nethac DIU, waves corrected by
Zoid

• File:Louis_Daguerre_engraving.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/Louis_Daguerre_engraving.jpg
License: Public domain Contributors: New York Public Library Archives Original artist: Historic and Public Figures Collection

• File:Lunar_Copernicus_crater_-_Herschel_1842.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ca/Lunar_
Copernicus_crater_-_Herschel_1842.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Getty Museum Open Content program [1] Original artist:
“Digital image courtesy of the Getty's Open Content Program.”

• File:Lutz_&_Alex_sitting_in_the_trees.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7c/Lutz_%26_Alex_sitting_
in_the_trees.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Wolfgang Tillmans

• File:Lynch_park_boyz.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f4/Lynch_park_boyz.jpg License: Public do-
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License: Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-USZC4-9240 (color film copy transparency),
uncompressed archival TIFF version (54 MiB), cropped, and converted to JPEG (quality level 88) with the GIMP 2.6.1 Original artist: Roger
Fenton (1819–1869)

• File:Roger_Fenton_-_Shadow_of_the_Valley_of_Death.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/65/Roger_
Fenton_-_Shadow_of_the_Valley_of_Death.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States
Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital ID cph.3g09217.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Roger Fenton (1819-1869)

• File:Roger_Fenton_self.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/42/Roger_Fenton_self.jpg License: Public do-
main Contributors: Photo found in the stock of the Library of the University ELTE, Budapest, in 2007. Original artist: Roger Fenton

• File:Ruby-shooting-oswald2.png Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/42/Ruby-shooting-oswald2.png License: ? Con-
tributors:
Associated Press photo by Robert H. Jackson[1] Original artist: ?

• File:RuschaGasolineStations.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/RuschaGasolineStations.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Photo of book cover by uploader Original artist: Edward Ruscha

• File:SCHOOL_CHILDREN_ON_THEIR_WAY_HOME_IN_GREAT_KILLS,_ON_STATEN_ISLAND_-_NARA_-_547934.
jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6c/SCHOOL_CHILDREN_ON_THEIR_WAY_HOME_IN_GREAT_
KILLS%2C_ON_STATEN_ISLAND_-_NARA_-_547934.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration Original artist: Arthur Tress, 1940-, Photographer (NARA record: 1100153)

• File:Sacco-Vanzetti-01.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/82/Sacco-Vanzetti-01.jpg License: CC BY-SA
3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: DASonnenfeld

• File:Sadness,_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8e/Sadness%2C_by_
Julia_Margaret_Cameron.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Scanned from Colin Ford's Julia Margaret Cameron: 19th Century
Photographer of Genius, ISBN 1855145065. Page 139. Original artist: Julia Margaret Cameron

• File:Saul_Leiter_Early_Color.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/48/Saul_Leiter_Early_Color.jpg License: Fair
use Contributors:
It is believed that the cover art can or could be obtained from Steidl/Howard Greenberg Gallery.
Original artist: ?

• File:Searchtool.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/6/61/Searchtool.svg License: ? Contributors: ? Original artist: ?
• File:Sebastiaosalgado2006.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ed/Sebastiaosalgado2006.jpg License: CC

BY 3.0 br Contributors: Agência Brasil [1] Original artist: Wilson Dias/ABr
• File:Sebastião_Salgado_-_Genesis.JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Sebasti%C3%A3o_Salgado_

-_Genesis.JPG License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Eugenio Hansen, OFS
• File:Section_of_the_Grizzly_Giant,_looking_up,_Mariposa_Grove,_Mariposa_County,_Cal,_by_Watkins,_Carleton_E.,_

1829-1916_2.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/Section_of_the_Grizzly_Giant%2C_looking_up%
2C_Mariposa_Grove%2C_Mariposa_County%2C_Cal%2C_by_Watkins%2C_Carleton_E.%2C_1829-1916_2.jpg License: Public
domain Contributors:
Original source: Robert N. Dennis collection of stereoscopic views. / United States. / States / California. / Stereoscopic views of the Big
Trees of California / by Carleton E. Watkins and I. W. Taber. (Approx. 72,000 stereoscopic views : 10 x 18 cm. or smaller.) digital record

Original artist: Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-1916 -- Photographer
• File:Self_portrait_of_photographer_W._Eugene_Smith.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/2/27/Self_

portrait_of_photographer_W._Eugene_Smith.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: http://resourcemagonline.com/2012/10/
the-33rd-annual-w-eugene-smith-grant-in-humanistic-photography-awards Original artist: W. Eugene Smith

• File:Shirley_plantation_loc.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/Shirley_plantation_loc.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Shockwave.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/18/Shockwave.jpg License: CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contribu-
tors: Own work -- Photo taken during a“freshman seminar”conducted by Harold Edgerton at MIT, using his lab's equipment. Original
artist: Daniel P. B. Smith (Dpbsmith at English Wikipedia)

• File:Shore-Stephen_Prof_Dr_Ulrich_Nickel_DGPh_Kulturpreisverl_110910_06a.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/2/23/Shore-Stephen_Prof_Dr_Ulrich_Nickel_DGPh_Kulturpreisverl_110910_06a.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0
Contributors: Own work Original artist: Hpschaefer http://www.reserv-art.de

• File:Skywhale_taking_off_May_2013.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fd/Skywhale_taking_off_
May_2013.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Nick-D

• File:Smelting_Works,_New_Almaden,_by_Watkins,_Carleton_E.,_1829-1916.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/6/64/Smelting_Works%2C_New_Almaden%2C_by_Watkins%2C_Carleton_E.%2C_1829-1916.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors:
Original source: Robert N. Dennis collection of stereoscopic views. / United States. / States / California. / Stereoscopic Views of Santa
Clara County, California. (Approx. 72,000 stereoscopic views : 10 x 18 cm. or smaller.) digital record

Original artist: Watkins, Carleton E., 1829-1916 -- Photographer
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• File:Sol_LeWitt_wall_drawing,_Metz.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/4c/Sol_LeWitt_wall_drawing%2C_
Metz.jpg License: CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contributors:
Own work
Original artist:
Bava Alcide57

• File:Solomon_Islands_warriors.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/63/Solomon_Islands_warriors.jpg Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: LOC LC-W7- 796 Original artist: William Henry Jackson

• File:SonicYouthDaydreamNationalbumcover.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/09/
SonicYouthDaydreamNationalbumcover.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
Derived from a scan of the album cover (creator of this digital version is irrelevant as the copyright in all equivalent images is still held by
the same party) Copyright held by the record company or the artist. Claimed as fair use regardless.
Original artist: ?

• File:Speaker_Icon.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/21/Speaker_Icon.svg License: Public domain Con-
tributors: No machine-readable source provided. Own work assumed (based on copyright claims). Original artist: No machine-readable
author provided. Mobius assumed (based on copyright claims).

• File:Square_depression.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/81/Square_depression.jpgLicense: CC BY 2.5
Contributors: Own work Original artist: ?

• File:Stamps_of_Germany_(DDR)_1971,_MiNr_1646.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/47/Stamps_
of_Germany_%28DDR%29_1971%2C_MiNr_1646.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: eigener Scan Original artist: Hochgeladen
von --Nightflyer (<a href='//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Nightflyer' title='User talk:Nightflyer'>talk</a>) 19:28, 10 October
2009 (UTC)

• File:Steiglitz-Terminal.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Steiglitz-Terminal.jpg License: Public do-
main Contributors: Camera Work, No 36 1911 Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz

• File:Stieglitz,_Georgia_O'Keeffe,_1918.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Stieglitz%2C_Georgia_
O%27Keeffe%2C_1918.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Transferred from en.wikipedia Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz (1864–
1946)

• File:Stieglitz-GoingtotheStart.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/Stieglitz-GoingtotheStart.jpg Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: Camera Work, No 12 1905 Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz

• File:Stieglitz-SpringShowers.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f0/Stieglitz-SpringShowers.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Camera Notes, Vol 5 No 3 1902 Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz

• File:Stieglitz-Venetian_Canal.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a1/Stieglitz-Venetian_Canal.jpg Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: Camera Notes, Vol 1 No 2 1897 Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz

• File:Stieglitz-Winter.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8e/Stieglitz-Winter.jpg License: Public domain
Contributors: Camera Work, No 12 1905 Original artist: Alfred Stieglitz

• File:StrandWallStreet.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/9f/StrandWallStreet.jpg License: PD-US Contributors:
? Original artist: ?

• File:Study_of_Beatrice_Cenci,_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/20/
Study_of_Beatrice_Cenci%2C_by_Julia_Margaret_Cameron.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Scanned from Colin Ford's Ju-
lia Margaret Cameron: 19th Century Photographer of Genius, ISBN 1855145065. Originally from National Museum of Photography, Film
& Television, Bradford. Original artist: Julia Margaret Cameron

• File:Succulent_Imogen_Cunningham_1920.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/43/Succulent_Imogen_
Cunningham_1920.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: ? Original artist: Imogen Cunningham

• File:Suez_Canal_Ismailia2.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c9/Suez_Canal_Ismailia2.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress[1] Original artist: Frith, Francis, photographer.

• File:Swimming_hole.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Swimming_hole.jpg License: Public domain
Contributors: Amon Carter Museum: Website Webpage Picture Original artist: Thomas Eakins

• File:Talbot_Harfe.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8f/Talbot_Harfe.jpg License: Public domain Con-
tributors: DVD “5000 Meisterwerke der Photographie”, The York Project, Berlin 2003. ISBN 3-936122-17-2. Original artist: Henry
Fox Talbot

• File:Tavern_Club,_Chicago_1950s.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/94/Tavern_Club%2C_Chicago_1950s.
jpg License: Fair use Contributors: Maggie Diaz Original artist: Maggie Diaz

• File:Text_document_with_red_question_mark.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a4/Text_document_
with_red_question_mark.svg License: Public domain Contributors: Created by bdesham with Inkscape; based upon Text-x-generic.svg
from the Tango project. Original artist: Benjamin D. Esham (bdesham)

• File:ThePondMoonlight.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c8/ThePondMoonlight.jpg License: Public
domain Contributors: American Photography--MoMA (Yale Visual Resources Collection). Imported from en: by Jean-Jacques MILAN
15:12, 9 December 2007 (UTC) Original artist: Edward Steichen

• File:TheWoodmansMoviePoster2011.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/06/TheWoodmansMoviePoster2011.
jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
http://kino.com//images/poster/428/1183.jpg Original artist: ?

• File:The_Americans.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/0f/The_Americans.jpg License: ? Contributors: ? Origi-
nal artist: ?
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• File:The_Horse_in_Motion-anim.gif Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/07/The_Horse_in_Motion-anim.gif
License: Public domainContributors: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division; http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cph.3a45870 Original
artist: Eadweard Muybridge, Animation: Nevit Dilmen

• File:The_Horse_in_Motion.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/73/The_Horse_in_Motion.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division; http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cph.3a45870 Original artist:
Eadweard Muybridge

• File:The_Hug.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/d2/The_Hug.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: ? Original artist:
?

• File:The_Library_of_Congress_-_(View_along_US_40_in_Mount_Vernon_Canyon,_Colorado)_(LOC).jpg Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b4/The_Library_of_Congress_-_%28View_along_US_40_in_Mount_Vernon_
Canyon%2C_Colorado%29_%28LOC%29.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: [View along US 40 in Mount Vernon Canyon,
Colorado (LOC)] Original artist: Feininger, Andreas,, 1906-1999,, photographer. The Library of Congress

• File:The_North_American_Indian.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c9/The_North_American_Indian.
jpg License: Public domain Contributors:

• This image came from The North American Indian by Edward S. Curtis. These images were published between 1907 and 1930. Original
artist: Edward S. Curtis

• File:The_Pier_at_Leith_by_David_Octavius_Hill_c.1860.JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/The_
Pier_at_Leith_by_David_Octavius_Hill_c.1860.JPG License: CC BY-SA 4.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Stephencdickson

• File:The_Red_Ceiling_by_William_Eggleston.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/df/The_Red_Ceiling_by_
William_Eggleston.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: http://www.photoworks.org.uk/artists/william-eggleston Original artist: William
Eggleston

• File:The_Young_Family.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/18/The_Young_Family.jpg License: Fair use Con-
tributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Theodore_Roosevelt_Orotone.JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/Theodore_Roosevelt_
Orotone.JPG License: Public domain Contributors: Own work Original artist: Edward S. Curtis

• File:Thomas_Eakins_005.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b9/Thomas_Eakins_005.jpg License: Pub-
lic domain Contributors: The Yorck Project: 10.000 Meisterwerke der Malerei. DVD-ROM, 2002. ISBN 3936122202. Distributed by
DIRECTMEDIA Publishing GmbH. Original artist: Thomas Eakins

• File:Thomas_Eakins_House,_1729_Mount_Vernon_Street,_Philadelphia_(Philadelphia_County,_Pennsylvania).jpg Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6c/Thomas_Eakins_House%2C_1729_Mount_Vernon_Street%2C_Philadelphia_
%28Philadelphia_County%2C_Pennsylvania%29.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Historic American Buildings Survey; Libray
of Congress HABS PA,51-PHILA,528-1 Original artist: Courtland V. D. Hubbard, Photographer

• File:Thomas_Eakins_as_a_young_boy.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/10/Thomas_Eakins_as_a_
young_boy.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://photography.si.edu/SearchImage.aspx?t=5&id=3908&q=aaa_fleilawr_5058
or http://www.flickr.com/photos/smithsonian/2548381048/ Original artist: Unidentified

• File:Thomas_Eakins_circa_1882_cropped.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a2/Thomas_Eakins_
circa_1882_cropped.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Scanned from Thomas Eakins and the Swimming Picture by Doreen Bolger
and Sarah Cash. Published by Amon Carter Museum, 1996 (ISBN 0883600854). Original artist: ?

• File:Thomas_eakins_carrying_a_woman.jpeg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c6/Thomas_eakins_
carrying_a_woman.jpeg License: Public domain Contributors: scan from art book Original artist: Circle of Thomas Eakins

• File:Timothy_H_O'Sullivan_by_F.G._Ludlow,_Carson_City,_c1871-74.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/0/03/Timothy_H_O%27Sullivan_by_F.G._Ludlow%2C_Carson_City%2C_c1871-74.jpg License: Public domain Contribu-
tors: Cowan's Auctions Original artist: F.G. Ludlow, Carson City, NV

• File:TinaModottiTigersCoat.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/8f/TinaModottiTigersCoat.jpg License: PD-US
Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Tom_Murphy,_by_Minor_White.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/6/6a/Tom_Murphy%2C_by_Minor_
White.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: http://theslenderthread.creativeguide.com/blog/?tag=minor-white Original artist: Minor White

• File:Tomokos_hand.gif Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/8d/Tomokos_hand.gif License: ? Contributors: ? Original
artist: ?

• File:Tower_1984.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/a/aa/Tower_1984.jpg License: PD Contributors: ? Original
artist: ?

• File:Townsend2006FrancescaWoodmanBookDustJacketFront.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/c/c8/
Townsend2006FrancescaWoodmanBookDustJacketFront.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
http://www.phaidon.com/resource/bs2-9780714844305.jpg Original artist: ?

• File:Tr_-_nyc_police_commissioner_1894_-_jacob_riis_bio_-_the_making_of_an_american_-_illustration_named_one_was_
sitting_asleep_on_a_buttertub.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a0/Tr_-_nyc_police_commissioner_
1894_-_jacob_riis_bio_-_the_making_of_an_american_-_illustration_named_one_was_sitting_asleep_on_a_buttertub.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: The Making of An American Original artist: Jacob Riis

• File:TrangBang.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/d4/TrangBang.jpg License: ? Contributors:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/4517597.stm Original artist:
Huynh Cong Ut (also known as Nick Ut)

• File:Translation_to_english_arrow.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/Translation_to_english_arrow.
svg License: CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contributors: Transferred from en.wikipedia; transferred to Commons by User:Faigl.ladislav using
CommonsHelper.
Original artist: tkgd2007. Original uploader was Tkgd2007 at en.wikipedia
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• File:TrumanCEverts.JPG Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ea/TrumanCEverts.JPG License: Public domain
Contributors: Extracted from public domain pdv version of The Discovery of Yellowstone Park (1870) by Nathaniel Pitt Langford, 1905
Original artist: Mike Cline

• File:Truncated_Pyramid_Room.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Truncated_Pyramid_Room.jpg
License: CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contributors: own work (transferred from de:Image:Truncated Pyramid Room.jpg) Original artist: Wladyslaw

• File:Tumbler_Snapper_rope_tricks_moire_cancelled.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/Tumbler_
Snapper_rope_tricks_moire_cancelled.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:

• Tumbler_Snapper_rope_tricks.jpg Original artist: Tumbler_Snapper_rope_tricks.jpg: U.S. Air Force 1352nd Photographic Group, Look-
out Mountain Station

• File:USMC_War_Memorial_Night.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/67/USMC_War_Memorial_
Night.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/byways/photos/63476 Original artist: Catie Drew

• File:USMC_logo.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/21/USMC_logo.svg License: Public domain Contrib-
utors: DoD website: http://www.defenselink.mil/multimedia/web_graphics/#mc Original artist: U.S. Government

• File:Unbalanced_scales.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/Unbalanced_scales.svg License: Public do-
main Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Untitled_--lithograph--_by_--Sol_LeWitt--,_1992.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/7/70/Untitled_
--lithograph--_by_--Sol_LeWitt--%2C_1992.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Untitled_by_Sally_Mann_from_\__xunadd_text_character:nN{\textquotedbl}{"}{}At_Twelve”.jpg Source: https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/3c/Untitled_by_Sally_Mann_from_%22At_Twelve%22.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: Mann, Sally.
At Twelve: Portraits of Young Women. Aperture Foundation, Inc., 1988. Original artist: Sally Mann

• File:Untitled_watercolor_on_paper_by_--Robert_H._Cumming--,_1986.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/6/
6f/Untitled_watercolor_on_paper_by_--Robert_H._Cumming--%2C_1986.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:VNC_Female.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/95/VNC_Female.jpg License: CC BY-SA 4.0 Con-
tributors: National Library of Wales Original artist: Originaly uploaded by the National Library of Wales

• File:Valley_of_the_Shadow_of_Death.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2a/Valley_of_the_Shadow_
of_Death.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Taken from AWorld History of Photography ISBN 0789203294 Original in the Science
Museum, London. Original artist: Roger Fenton (1819-1869), photographer

• File:Vecchioandfilo.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4e/Vecchioandfilo.jpg License: CC BY-SA 3.0
Contributors: Own work (Original text: I created this work entirely by myself.) Original artist: Badagnani at English Wikipedia

• File:View_from_Inspiration_Point.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9f/View_from_Inspiration_
Point.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Princeton University Art Museum Original artist: Carleton Watkins

• File:Vivien_Leigh_1948.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/90/Vivien_Leigh_1948.jpg License: ? Contributors:
National Gallery of Victoria
Original artist:
Athol Shmith

• File:WHJ_railroad_engine2.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/65/WHJ_railroad_engine2.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: Library of Congress Archives
Original artist: William Henry Jackson

• File:Walker_Evans_1937-02.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/96/Walker_Evans_1937-02.jpg License:
Public domain Contributors: This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the
digital ID fsa.8a14702.
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing for more information.
Original artist: Edwin Locke, for the Farm Security Administration / Office of War Information / Office of Emergency Management /
Resettlement Administration

• File:Watkins_-_Eadweard_Muybridge.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Watkins_-_Eadweard_
Muybridge.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Dialog Among Giants: Carleton Watkins (2008), J. Paul Getty Center Original artist:
Carleton Watkins

• File:Weegee-International_Center_of_Photography.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/f/f6/
Weegee-International_Center_of_Photography.jpg License: Fair use Contributors: Original publication: unknown

Immediate source: International Center of Photography collections http://emuseum.icp.org/view/people/asitem/id/171 Original artist:
Weegee; International Center of Photography

• File:Weegee_the_famous.TIF Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/Weegee_the_famous.TIF License: Pub-
lic domain Contributors: Weegee's New York. Schirmer/Mosel, München 2000, ISBN 3-88814-801-4, Frontispiz Original artist:
Unknown<a href='//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4233718' title='wikidata:Q4233718'><img alt='wikidata:Q4233718' src='https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/20px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png' width='20' height='11' srcset='https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/30px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 1.5x, https://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg/40px-Wikidata-logo.svg.png 2x' data-file-width='1050' data-file-height='590'
/></a>

• File:Weller_Siege_of_Sebastopol_1854-1855.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6e/Weller_Siege_of_
Sebastopol_1854-1855.jpg License: Public domain Contributors:“School Atlas of English History”, pub London and New York 1895 by
Longmans, Green & Co. OCLC 2024106. Scan from The Internet Map Archive Original artist: Cartographer: F. S. Weller; editor: Samuel
Rawson Gardiner
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• File:Weston-lobos1946.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/b8/Weston-lobos1946.jpg License: Fair use Contribu-
tors:
http://www.masters-of-photography.com/images/screen/weston/weston_point_lobos.jpg. Photograph is also accessible elsewhere, in print
and online. Original artist: ?

• File:Weston-modotti.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/6/67/Weston-modotti.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
http://www.artnet.com/Magazine/news/rosa/Images/rosa11-16-11.jpg Original artist: ?

• File:Weston-nautilus.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/a/a4/Weston-nautilus.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
http://www.beautiful-landscape.com/Thoughts24.html Photograph is also accessible elsewhere, in print and online. Original artist: ?

• File:Weston-pepper30.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/b7/Weston-pepper30.jpg License: Fair use Contribu-
tors:
http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~{}jx9n/photos/photography/Edward%20Weston/102.jpg. Photograph is also accessible elsewhere, in print
and online. Original artist: ?

• File:White_Man_Contemplating_Pyramids.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ce/White_Man_
Contemplating_Pyramids.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Princeton University Art Museum Original artist: Richard Misrach

• File:White_and_Stieglitz-Torso.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/White_and_Stieglitz-Torso.jpg
License: Public domain Contributors: Camera Work, No 27, 1909 Original artist: Clarence H. White and Alfred Stieglitz

• File:Wiki_letter_w.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/6/6c/Wiki_letter_w.svg License: Cc-by-sa-3.0 Contributors:
? Original artist: ?

• File:Wiki_letter_w_cropped.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Wiki_letter_w_cropped.svg License:
CC-BY-SA-3.0 Contributors: This file was derived from Wiki letter w.svg: <a href='//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
Wiki_letter_w.svg' class='image'><img alt='Wiki letter w.svg' src='https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6c/Wiki_
letter_w.svg/50px-Wiki_letter_w.svg.png' width='50' height='50' srcset='https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6c/
Wiki_letter_w.svg/75px-Wiki_letter_w.svg.png 1.5x, https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6c/Wiki_letter_w.svg/
100px-Wiki_letter_w.svg.png 2x' data-file-width='44' data-file-height='44' /></a>
Original artist: Derivative work by Thumperward

• File:Wikidata-logo.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Wikidata-logo.svg License: Public domain Con-
tributors: Own work Original artist: User:Planemad

• File:Wikiquote-logo.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fa/Wikiquote-logo.svg License: Public domain
Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Wikisource-logo.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4c/Wikisource-logo.svg License: CC BY-SA 3.0
Contributors: Rei-artur Original artist: Nicholas Moreau

• File:William_Fox_Talbot_1853.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/5/55/William_Fox_Talbot_1853.jpg License:
PD Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:William_Henry_Jackson_as_senior.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/William_Henry_
Jackson_as_senior.jpg License: Public domain Contributors: Gwillhickers: Ancestry.com Original artist: William Henry Jackson

• File:Winogrand.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/88/Winogrand.jpg License: Fair use Contributors:
It is believed that the cover art can or could be obtained from . Museum of Modern Art,.
Original artist: ?

• File:Wolfgang-sievers-1995.gif Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/f/f3/Wolfgang-sievers-1995.gif License: CC-BY-
3.0 Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Wolfgang_Sievers.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/83/Wolfgang_Sievers.jpg License: CC-BY-
SA-3.0 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Tirin

• File:Wolfgang_Tillmans_by_Stuart_Mentiply.jpg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6b/Wolfgang_
Tillmans_by_Stuart_Mentiply.jpg License: GFDL 1.2 Contributors: Own work Original artist: Stuart Mentiply
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